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THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1954

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C
The committee met, pursuant to recess, in room 312, Senate Office

Building, at 10 a. m., Senator Eugene D. Millikin (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Millikin, Butler, Williams, Flanders, and Frear.
Also present: Senator Smathers.
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order. Mr. Thomas L.

Preston. Good morning, Mr. Preston. Make yourself comfortable
and identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. PRESTON, GENERAL SOLICITOR,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS

Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Thomas

L. Preston. I am general solicitor of the Association of American
Railroads, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.

I should say for the record that the Association of American Rail-
roads is a voluntary, nonprofit organization of railroads which operate
more than 95 percent of the road mileage of the United States and
realize in excess of 95 percent of the total gross revenues of all the
railroads of the country.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I have before me a prepared statement, which
I shall find it impossible to follow in full and literally within the time
limitation that is necessarily imposed in these hearings, and that state-
ment refers to a number of supporting statements dealing with partic-
ular topics of special interest to the railroads.

If I may, I should like to ask that at the conclusion of my brief
oral observations this covering statement, together with the support-
ing statements, be incorporated in full in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be very glad to have the material for the
record.

Mr. PRESTON. The reporter has been furnished with a full set of
these.

I may say, Mr. Chairman, that those statements have been most
painstakingly prepared by those in our industry who we think are
best qualified to deal with the several subjects covered, and we do
earnestly invite their careful consideration by the members of the
committee and the staff, in connection with H. R. 8300.

Now I should like to say at the outset that we in the railroad in-
dustry are certainly not wanting in a full appreciation of the tremend-
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ous effort and study which has gone into the preparation of H. R. 8300.
The very proportions of the bill testify to the efforts and the concen-
tration which must have been devoted to that subject and, indeed,
the matter was before the Ways and Means Committee through ex-
tended hearings in the course of last summer.

I would point out that in the course of those hearings there were
indicated in advance a number of topics-I believe 40 in number-
as to which testimony might be adduced, the indication being that
those topics would, in all likelihood, be considered in connection with
the revision bill. And, as to those topics which we were particularly
concerned with, we then had our say.

However, upon the release of H. R 8300 as reported by the Ways
and Means Committee and passed by the H'ouse, we found that many
provisions of urgent concern to the railroads are included in that
bill as to which there was no forewarning whatever and with respect
to which we had no opportunity in advance to express ourselves.

So, at the outset, if I may, I should like to refer to certain of those
provisions which may perhaps be appropriately referred to as surprise
provisions in this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. What is that?
Mr. PRESTON. Surplus provisions in this bill, of particular concern

to the railroads.
First among them I would take up if I may, the impact upon the

railroad industry of section 275 of f. R. 8300 which, read in con-
junction with section 312 of the bill, would have the effect of pre-
venting the deduction for tax purposes of interest upon the familiar
security known as the income or contingent interest bond. This is
a matter of the most urgent importance to us, and we are convinced
that the result cannot have been intended.

These bonds, as I shall undertake to show in as few words as I
may, represent true indebtedness and partake in no sense of the char-
acter of an equity interest in the property. Yet, by legislative man-
date H. R. 8300, for tax purposes, would convert these purely debt
obligations into equity obligations and deprive the taxpayer of the
deduction for interest paid thereon.

The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute, please. What was the theory of
the committee on that?

Mr. SMIrrH. Senator, we have had this problem come up and there
was no intention, where it was a true debt, to disallow the interest
deduction, and it has affected the railroads and we are looking into it.

Mr. PRESTON. I might say, Mr. Chairman, that this matter as been
taken up already with Mr. Stam and the gentlemen of his staff. I
am confident that they have a complete grasp of the problem which
confronts the railroads in connection with it.

These so-called income bonds may be briefly described in this way:
They represent a fixed obligation to pay a sum certain in money on
a fixed date. In that respect, they have no relation to anythingin
the nature of an equity security. Interest payable upon those obli-
gations is in varying degree contingent upon the realization of earn-
ings available for the payment of the interest. In many instances,
the interest on those bonds, even though not earned, becomes fully
payable as an absolute obligation upon the maturity of the bond. In
many instances, a large portion of the interest is payable irrespective
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of the realization of earnings, and only a fraction of the interest is
dependent upon the realization of earnings.

The holders of the bonds have no voice in management. The in-
terests, if earned-and I specially emphasize this point-the interest,
if earned, is payable as a mandatory obligation, without any discre-
tion in management, in contradistinction to anything in the nature
of a dividend upon preferred stock, as to which the management may
or may not declare a dividend, irrespective of the realization of
earnings.

So we say here you have plainly a true debt obligation and, as has
been indicated by'the staff member who spoke just now, it was evi-
dently not the intention to reach securities of that kind, and so we
asked rectification.

In seeking to learn the purpose of H. R. 8300, with reference to these
provisions in 275 and 312, we take it that the attempt was to reach what
really would amount to a dividend, masquerading under the nomencla-
ture of interest, upon what really is equity security, spuriously denomi-
nated a bond.

Now, there is nothing of that kind in the railroad industry, and we
say that if there be an evil there, the law should be cut to fit the evil
and by no means permitted to overshoot the mark and reach this great
mass of perfectly legitimate securities, which are outstanding in the
railroad industry to the tune of in excess of $1 billion, carrying annual
interest charges in the neighborhood of $42 million.

Now, that is a very serious matter. We confidently look forward
to its correction if this bill is to be reported. Section 275 should be
stricken from the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I may say that I am not prejudging anything here,
but it seems to me that as far as we go with it, the staff has told me
and others have told me, and it seems there is some kind of an inequity
that should be corrected.

Mr. PRESTON. I am glad to hear you say that, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause we think that the case is abundantly clear, and the injustice
which would be effected by the bill, if uncorrected in that regard, is
a very serious one, and particularly so in our important railroad
industry.

The CHAIRMAN. These bonds have no voting privilege?
Mr. PRESTON. No, sir; no voting privilege. No voice in manage-

ment, and none of the characteristics of an equity security. It is a
pure debt obligation. And the only distinction between these bonds
and fixed-interest bonds of the ordinary character-

The CHAIRMAN. What kind of bond did you say?
Mr. PRESTON. The only distinction between thees bonds and the

ordinary fixed-interest bond is that in the case of these bonds, in vary-
ing degree, the annual interest is payable in the event of the realization
of earnings out of which it is paid.

I should add the great bulk of these bonds outstanding in the rail-
road industry have been issued as part and parcel of reorganization
plans approved over the course of the last 15 years in railroad reorgan-
izations, with the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commisssion
and the courts.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that you can feel reasonably com-
fortable at the present time. There are many slips between the cup
and the lip in this business, but you may have something.
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Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, you make me happy, and I trust that
the slip will not occur.

Now, I must put my words very close together, Mr. Chairman. I
should like to mention, next, the provisions of section 305 and 306 of
H. R. 8300, which treat of securities issued in the discharge of pre-
ferred dividends in arrears and arrearages of interest.

As we understand the incidence of those sections, they would re-
quire, among other things, that in railroad reorganizations, approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the courts, securities as-
signed to preferred stock or bonds, and unrealized dividends or in-
terest thereon shall, to the extent attributable to arrearages in divi-
dends or interest, be treated as taxable income.

The impact of these provisions is set out in the written papers which
support the general statement to which I have referred.

It must suffice at the moment to say that the effect of these two sec-
tions, as incorporated in the bill, would be to hamper and, we think
would often prevent, the necessary assent of security holders to re-
organization plans, which would be recognized by the Commission and
the courts as in the public interest.

We believe these provisions to be unwise and unsound and we urge
their elimination from the bill. I cannot go further into that, but
must pass immediately to section 309 of the bill, which imposes a
prohibitive 85 percent penalty tax upon the corporation which re-
deems its preferred stock, income bonds, or debentures within a pe-
riod of 10 years subsequent to their issue or within a period of 10
years following January 1, 1954, whichever is later.

We are quite at a loss to understand why it should be regarded,
as apparently this bill does regard it, that the reduction of outstand-
ing railroad obligations through redemption of outstanding securi-
ties is not in the public interest and involves a transaction to
be regarded penalized in the prohibitive amount of 85 percent upon
the consideration paid in redemption of the stock.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the House theory on that?
Mr. SMITH. This section has been brought up by a number of wit-

nesses, and we are going to bring it to the attention of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give it very careful consideration.
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We understand that the evil sought to be reached there is the pre-

ferred stock bailout, so-called, which is possible perhaps in the case
of closely held corporations, but which is nonexistent in the railroad
industry. And we ask that if this section is to be retained-

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask, is there any railroad company that is
a closely held corporation? I am talking about operating companies?

Mr. PRESTON. No, Mr. Chairman. The railroads are typically and
universally widely held by large numbers of stockholders and there
is not in the railroad industry anything similar to fanily-held or
closely group held corporations where, through a finagling of their
securities, they might avoid an income tax through this device known
as the preferred stock bailout.

So we say if the provision is to be retained, it should certainly be
fashioned to meet the evil at which it was aimed and not to reach
beyond that and discourage and prevent reorganization plans which
would otherwise meet the test of the public interest.
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Now, I only mention in a word, Mr. Chairman, section 461 of the
bill, having to do with the accrual of real property taxes. That is a
matter with respect to which I shall rely entirely upon our written
statement. There is grave apprehension that in the year of transi-
tion from the prevailing practice under existing law to the proposed
practice-and we think it is an improved practice under the pro-
posed bill-there will be a loss of 1 year's deduction on account of
real estate taxes accrued or paid. Now, I can't go further on that.

Another matter which was new to us when the bill came out is
the matter of a provision, as we understand it, that contributions to
capital by a nonshareholder shall take, for the purposes of depre-
ciation-and I believe other purposes as well-a basis of zero. On
that score, I should like to be permitted, if I may, to rely upon the
written statement, because I wish to mention specifically other matters
and I believe I am getting close to my time.

The same is true as to the pay-as-you-go provisions in H. R. 8300,
relating to the declaration and payment of estimated income taxes
by corporations. We apprehend great difficulty with respect to those
provisions. Those apprehensions are set forth in our statement, and
we invite the attention of your committee and the staff to what is
there said on that score.

Now, I want to refer to some matters which were not altogether
unexpected, having been included in the program which the Ways
and Means Committee announced for its hearings last year. The
matter of the corporate tax rate is, of course, of great concern to the
railroads in common with all other corporate taxpayers in the
country. Confronted with a tax rate which takes more than one-
half of net income, the railroads are gravely perturbed and would
protest the extension of a rate so high as 52 percent, even for 1 year,
if by any possible means the absolute revenue requirements of the
Government can be made to fit with a more generous treatment of the
taxpayer in that regard. The railroads, of course, are subject to
public regulation with regard to their charges and many phases of
their operations and, as I will point out in another connection, if
I may, they have the benefit only of an extraordinarily low deprecia-
tion charge. They are, therefore, in a sense squeezed between an
upper and a lower millstone and the continuation of a rate as high
as 52 percent is an extraordinarily burdensome imposition, peculiarly
with respect to our industry.

Now, on the matter of depreciation, we offered before the Ways
and Means Committee a suggestion for optional depreciation charges
within the range of zero to 20 percent, and I understand I am not
to go into that, since it was fully developed in the course of those
hearings. But H. R. 8300 incorporates what is referred to as the
declining-balance method of depreciation. Now, that declining-
balance method, if I understand it correctly, amounts to this: The
taxpayer may double the straight-line depreciation rate and apply it
in a fashion which will result in recovery of two-thirds of the cost of
the property in the first half of its estimated useful life.

Now, it is easy to see that a provision of that kind would be of great
benefit, Mr. Chairman, to industries which depend in the nature of
their business upon preponderantly short-lived property. To double
a depreciation rate of, say, 10 percent and come ip with 20 percent,
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and apply it by this method, would be a substantial relief, and would
be calculated to offer an inducement to the investment of new capital
in the improvement of the plant of such industries.

The railroad industry, on the other hand, typifies those industries
which, in the nature of their business, depend preponderantly upon
very long-lived property, with the result that the average deprecia-
tion rate in the case of railroads is only 3 percent. Now, to double
3 percent and come up with 6 percent is a very mild measure of relief
indeed. So mild that in our view it will not substantially tend to
encourage the investment of capital in the railroad plant, which we
take to be the end objective of this proposed revision.

So, with respect to the declining-balance method, if it is to be
retained in the bill, we urge upon the committee that at least a provi-
sion be incorporated that, for the purpose of the application of that
method, the estimated service life of depreciable assets shall in no
case be taken as in excess of 20 years.

Differently stated, that would mean that for the purpose of this
declining-balance depreciation calculation, the minimum straight-
line rate would be 5 percent, doubled it would be 10 percent. And
with that provision we think there might be a chance of some degree
of measurable benefit to the railroad industry. That is a very modest
request, we think, and we urge your favorable consideration of it.

The CHAIRMAN. We will give it careful consideration.
Mr. PmsToN. Now, I come to the matter, next, of consolidated re-

turns. Of course, the conspicuous feature in connection with consoli-
dated returns is the long-standing and long-protested imposition of
a 2-percent penalty upon the privilege of filing consolidated returns.
In other words, the 52-percent rate, which in all conscience is high
enough, becomes 54 percent, in the filing of a consolidated return.

Now, we presented our case with respect to that matter before the
Ways and Means Committee, and it is fully set forth with one of the
supporting papers which I submit here.

We continue to urge the elimination of that penalty as contrary to
the public interest. But, in connection with consolidated returns,
there is another feature which I would call attention to, which is new
in H. R. 8300. That is the remedial provision which would reduce from
95 percent to 80 percent the stock ownership requirement necessary to
the filing of consolidated returns.

Now, we welcome that liberalization and think it would be a good
thing. We should like, however, if the committee should regard it
as appropri ate-and we believe it would be appropriate-to have H. R.
8300 amended in that respect so as to provide that in cases of stock
ownership ranging between 80 percent and 95 percent, the inclusion of
corporations in a consolidated return shall be optional and not manda-
tory. We explain why, in the absence of such a modification, this
would in some instances, result in an injustice to minority stockholders
in corporations, in certain corporate setups.

I shall take only a moment-and I am trespassing on your time too
much, I fear.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. I am sorry about the limitation of time,
but it is just a physical impossibility to do what we have to do here
without imposing on you. It is very embarrassing to this committee.

Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, we fully appreciate the exigencies of
the situation and the restriction in point of time.
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I only mention section 108 (b) of the bill, which extends section 22
(b) (10) of the present law for a period of 1 year. That is the provi-
sion of present law which excludes from gross income the so-called
gain resulting from recapitalization in the process of reorganization.
It has been in effect and has been available and taken advantage of by a
large number of corporations which have already come out of re-
organization. In all fairness, it should continue to be available to
those several corporations still in reorganization. We think it should
be a permanent feature of the code, but we ask that at least it be con-
tinued for a period of 3 years rather than for only 1 year.

Now, I come to a matter which is of outstanding importance, Mr.
Chairman, to a considerable number of the most important railroads
in the country, and that is the treatment, both under existing law and
under the proposed bill, of the net operating loss deduction and the
dividends received credit.

The existing code provides for deduction from gross income of a net
operating loss which may be carried backward or forward within a
span of 7 years, and H. R. 8300 would increase that span to S years.
The purpose is to spread the loss and attain a measure of equality as
between corporations with a steady annual taxable income, on the
one hand, and corporations with fluctuating gain and loss years, on
the other hand, but realizing overall the same aggregate taxable net
income.

Now, the existing code permits a corporate taxpayer to take credit
against net income of 85 percent of intercorporate dividends, and this
is to ameliorate the double taxation of intercorporate earnings. In
effect, the provisions of H. R. 8300 would permit the same thing, but
this credit, this dividend received credit, denominated a deduction
in H. R. 8300, is so treated under existing law-and in substantial
degree under the new bill-as to defeat the purposes of both the net
loss carryover provision and the dividends received provision. A tax-
payer with fluctuating years of gain and loss over the prescribed
period may, under existing law and under H. R. 8300 as well, be sub-
jected to much higher taxes upon the same aggregate income than a
taxpayer realizing a steady annual gain.

The unjust result is clear enough. The technical provisions which
bring it about are, it is true, involved. We have attempted to spell out
all this with clarity in the paper which I shall ask leave to file, dealing
with the subject. H. R. 8300, I should say, takes a short step in the
right direction towards amelioration of this result, but the step is alto-
gether too short and further revision of the existing code is required
if the anomaly to which I have referred is to be prevented.

Now, I shall not take more of your time, except to mention that
among the papers which I have not yet referred to is one dealing with
carryovers in certain corporate acquisitions, and I ask leave to file, if
I may, seriatim, following the incorporation of my prepared state-
ment, a series of papers which are listed at the conclusion of my over-
all statement, Mr. Chairman, and I shall not take the time here to read
that list.

The CHAIRMAN. We will put them in the record.
Mr. PRmsToN. I thank you very much for your patience and atten-

tion.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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(The statements of Mr. Preston follow:) J

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. PRESTON, GENERAL SOLICITOR OF THE ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICAN RAILROADS, RELATIVE TO H1. R. 8300, THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

OF 1954

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my name is Thomas L. Preston.
I am general solicitor of the Association of American Railroads with headquar-
ters at Washington, D. C. The Association of American Railroads is a volun-
tary, nonprofit organization of railroads which operate more than 95 percent of
the road mileage in the United States and realize in excess of 95 percent of the
total gross revenues of the railroads in this country.

Let me say at the outset that we in the railroad industry are not wanting in
appreciation of the prodigious effort looking to an overall revision of the Internal
Revenue Code which is embodied in H. R. 8300. The committee, on the other
hand, will appreciate, I am sure, that taxpayers affected by the manifold and
intricate provisions of the bill have been at a serious disadvantage in fully
appraising its effect, by reason of its very magnitude and the time limitation
necessarily involved if the measure is to be acted upon at this session of Congress.

It is true that hearings were held during the summer of last year with respect
to a number of designated features of the tax laws which, it was indicated,
would he under advisement in the formulation of the code revision bill, and as to
a number of those topics of particular interest to the railroads we appeared and
presented our views.

It is also true, as we find upon examination, that H. R. 8300 deals with matters
of the most serious import to the railroad industry of which we had no forewarn-
ing and in respect of which our views can therefore not have been taken into
consideration. We are by no means sure that we have as yet discovered all the
features of the bill which would in peculiar degree affect our industry. But
already we find a number which we earnestly urge upon the attention of the
committee for further revision or complete elimination.

We understand that oral presentation to your committee must not be repeti-
tious of what was heretofore presented to the Ways and Means Committee, but
that full presentation may be made to your committee in the form of written
statements. I shall therefore ask leave, at the conclusion of my brief observa-
tions, to file a number of written statements dealing with matters of important
concern to us. I shall scarcely be able in the time at my disposal to make more
than thumbnail reference to some of them. I hope this will not be taken to
minimize the importance of those topics upon which I will find it impossible to
dwell in my oral presentation.

Disallowance of deduction of interest on income bonds (sees. 275 and 312 of
the bill).-Conspicuous among the surprise features of the bill of great moment
to the railroad industry is the disallowance, by section 275 (in conjunction with
sec. 312), of deduction of bond interest, payment of which is in whole or in part
contingent upon earnings. The familiar income, or contingent interest, bond has
long been a standard security in railroad financing. These bonds are strictly
debt obligations and disallowance of deduction of interest paid upon them would
have a disastrous effect upon railroad financing.

Attached to the written statement which I will ask leave to file on this topic
is a table showing the issues of contingent interest bonds by class I railroads
ontstanding as of December 31, 1952, whereon there are indicated the significant
features of these bond issues. Bonds of this type constitute an absolute obliga-
tion to pay a sum certain in money at a fixed maturity date. For the most part.
they are mortgage securities. Interest on these bonds, while contingent in vary-
ing degree upon earnings, must be paid if earned, beyond any discretion in man-
agement. This is in striking contrast to dividends upon preferred stock, which
are payable only in the discretion of management, without regard to earnings.
Bonds of this character are outstanding in the railroad industry in an aggregate
face amount of about $1 billion, carrying annual interest charges amounting to
about $42 million.

Some of these bonds were issued more than 50 years ago and others were
issued during the decade of the twenties, but the great bulk of them were issued
during the last 15 years in reorganizations and readiustments of capital struc-
ture effected under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the courts. Disallowance of deduction of interest on bonds of this char-
acter would dislocate reorganization plans already fully consumated with court
and Commission approval; as to outstanding issues it would effect a radical
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change in the character of the security; and as to future issues, it would cut
off from the railroad industry an important market for its securities. These
results would clearly be contrary to sound principles of taxation (as treating
interest paid upon indebtedness as though it were in fact a dividend) and would
materially weaken the financial situation of the railroads, thus running counter
to the public interest. It is submitted that section 275 of H. R. 8300 should be
eliminated from the proposed bill.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means declares, at page A99, that
the intent of the revision is to confine the term "securities," interest on which
will be deductible, to "bona fide debts only." Presumably, then, the objective
of this proposed revision is to reach dividends masquerading as interest upon
spurious "bonds" which are in reality preferred stock. It should be observed
in this connection that under existing law dividends disguised as interest are
nondeductible and that the courts have been at pains to distinguish debt obliga-
tions from equity interests, judging the matter upon the realities of particular
situations. Apparently the proponents of the bill would substitute a statutory
rule for the judgment of the courts. But in attempting this, H. R. 8300 over-
shoots the mark and would treat as "nonparticipating stock" securities which
indubitably represent "bona fide debts only."

The wisdom of attempting a codification of the line of demarcation between
bona fide debt, on the one hand, and an equity interest, on the other hand, is
open to serious question. Varying considerations enter the equation in par-
ticular cases, and it may well be the part of wisdom to leave the law as it stands
and continue to rely upon the judgment of the courts in the premises. The
whole question requires deliberate consideration after full public hearing where
the views of those affected may be expresesd and debated.

Accordingly, the view is urged upon the committee that retention in the bill of
section 275 would be hasty and ill-advised. There is no occasion for haste in
this regard and serious injury and injustice are inevitable if the section be
retained. Elimination of section 275 offers the ready solution. If this not be
done, then certainly section 312 of the bill should be modified so as to exclude
from the classification of nonparticipating stock contingent interest bonds which
represent true indebtedness.

Treatment of securities issued in discharge of preferred dividends in arrears
(see. 305) or in satisfaction of arrearages of interest (sec. 306).-As we under-
stand the incidence of sections 305 and 306 of the proposed code, they would
require, among other things, that in railroad reorganizations, approved by the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the courts, securities assigned to pre-
ferred stock or bonds, and unrealized dividends or interest thereon shall, to the
extent attributable to arrearages in dividends or interest be treated as taxable
income. The impact of these provisions is set out in the written papers which
I shall ask leave to file. It must suffice at the moment to say that the effect of
these two sections, as incorporated in the bill, would be to hamper and, we
think often prevent, the necessary assent of security holders to reorganization
and recapitalization plans which meet the approval of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the courts as in the public interest. The levying of an income
tax upon the issuance of stock in discharge of preferred stock dividends or bond
interest in arrears ought, we think, to be eliminated from the bill.

Generally, these distributions are in respect of dividends and interest which
could never be paid by the corporations as initially organized. It would be
unrealistic, and we think unwise, to impose an income tax under such circum-
stances. The tax would rest upon a fiction, not a reality, of income received
In reality it would amount to a capital levy. And it would discourage, if not
prevent, recapitalizations in the public interest.

The 85-percent penalty tax on redemption of preferred stock, income bonds,
and debentures; section 309 of H. R. 8300.-Section 309 of H. R. 8300 presents
another innovation of which there was no forewarning. It would impose a
prohibitive tax (85 percent) upon the value of securities or property paid out
in redemption of nonparticipating stock, within 10 years of the date of issuance,
or within 10 years of January 1, 1954, whichever date is later. We are at a
loss to understand why it should be regarded as a salutary provision to prevent
the reduction of capital liabilities through acquisition by the issuing corporation
of its outstanding obligations. Indeed, in the railroad field, this has been
understood to be approved as in the interest of sounder financial structure. In
railroad reorganizations, the Interstate Commerce Commission has usually pro-
vided for a mandatory sinking fund contemplating the redemption of securities
in advance of maturity. The bill, in these circumstances, would impose a
penalty tax of 85 percent upon mandatory redemption.
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Our understanding is that the evil intended to be reached by section 309 is
the so-called preferred stock bail-out. Apparently this involves the issuance ofpreferred stock as a dividend on common stock, followed by a redemption of the
preferred stock for cash. Thus, the stockholder may enjoy a cash distribution
without being subjected to tax thereon as a dividend.

We do not know whether this has been a common practice among corpora-
tions whose stock is closely held, but certainly there has been little, if any, of it
among publicly held corporations and, so far as we know, none of it among
railroad corporations. The proposal embodied in H. R. 8300 presents a serious
problem in the railroad industry. The evil aimed at appears to be nonexistent
there. We urge, therefore, that section 309 be deleted from the bill, or at the
least so revised as to apply only to the evil intended to be cured, apparently
the preferred stock bail-out practice among closely held corporations.

Accrual of real property taxes; section 4161.-This is a technical matter upon
which I shall rely upon our written statement. It appears that technical cor-
rection is needed to prevent serious injustice from the loss of deduction of
accruals in the year of transition from the existing practice to that provided
for in the revised code.

Contributions to capital by nonshareholders; section 355 (c).-Section 355 (c)of the bill would, if enacted in its present form, cause hardship to railroad
companies in connection with improvement projects to which nonshareholders,
including Federal, State, county, or municipal governments, have contributed
a part of the cost.

Typical of such projects is the grade-crossing elimination, involving the con-
struction of underpasses and overpasses. Another example is the installation
of automatic signals at grade crossings. Still another is the relocation of aline of railroad incident to flood-control projects, and there are many others.

In these various situations the nonshareholder contributes all or part of the
cost of the new facilities and the railroad company is in general responsible
for maintenance, replacement, and renewal of the facilities.

In its present form section 355 (c) would prevent the railroad company
from deducting depreciation on this donated property, for it provides that the
basis of property contributed by a nonshareholder shall be zero. Consequently,
section 355 (c) would prevent the railroad company from building up during
the lifetime of the property a fund for its ultimate replacement, despite the fact
that the railroad company is obligated to replace and renew the property. Thisresult is not justified and would impose an undue hardship upon the railroads.
We, therefore, urg2 that section 355 (c) be eliminated from H. R. 8300.

"Pay as you go" tax payments by corporations.-We urge the elimination of
the provisions of H. R. 8300 relating to the declaration and payment of estimatedincome taxes by corporations. Under these provisions railroad corporations
would be subjected to great risk of severe penalty by reason of their inability to
reckon with accuracy the effect of coming events upon their meager and highlysensitive income. Furthermore, there is lacking any provision for quick refund
in the event of overpayment. The subject is dealt with in detail in the paper I
shall ask leave to file.

I come now to matters which were not altogether unexpected.
Corporate tax rate.-This bill would continue in effect for another year the

extraordinarily high corporate tax rate of 52 percent, and we join with others
who protest. The railroad industry is particularly hard hit. Its charges for the
services it has to offer are held down by public regulation. On the other hand,
the depreciation charges allowed in the computation of taxable income are
extraordinarily low in the railroad industry. The railroads are thus caughtbetween the upper millstone of exorbitantly high tax impositions on govern-
mentally restricted income, upon the one hand, and extraordinarily low allowable
charges for depreciation, on the other hand. The situation of the railroads is
such as to lend emphasis to the overriding burden of a tax rate which takes awaymore than one-half of net income. Your committee is urged to examine this
matter with an eye to fixing the lowest rate commensurate with absolute revenue
requirements.

Depreciatio.-The treatment of depreciation in H. R. 8300 is a matter of pro-
found importance to the railroad industry. I am able now to give it only passing
mention, and must rely upon the written statement which I shall ask leave tofile. Section 167 of the bill would permit charging depreciation on the declining
balance method at double the straight-line rate. Application of this provisionwould result in a chargeoff of twice the existing straight-line rate in the first yearfollowing acquisition and a recovery of 662. percent of cost in the first half of
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the estimated useful life of the property. This method of accounting for deprecia-
tion will afford material benefit to industries utilizing preponderantly short-%(t lived property, but it will be of little assistance to industries such as the railroad

industry which in the nature of things utilizes preponderantly long-lived prop-
N. erty. The average depreciation rate in the railroad industry is only 3 percent.

of it We urge in connection with the proposed declining balance method of depreciation
.0tg that it be provided that the estimated life of depreciable assets shall in no case

rluz be taken to be in excess of 20 years. This would provide a minimum straight-
StEflt line rate of 5 percent and a declining balance rate of 10 percent and thus offer
t tt, some prospect of inducement to capital investment in an improved railroad plant.

Consolidated returns; reduction of the requirement of stock ownership from
95 percent to 80 percent in relation to the 2 percent penalty.-Section 1502 of
H. R. 8300 provides for reduction from 95 percent to 80 percent of the stock own-
ership requirements for the filing of consolidated returns. This is a welcome lib-
eralization. However, considered in connection with the 2-percent penalty for
filing consolidated returns, which the bill retains, it requires modification if
undue hardship is to be avoided with respect to substantial minority interests
ranging up to 20 percent of total ownership. Our suggestion, in a word, is that
so long as the 2-percent penalty is retained, the inclusion in consolidated returns
of companies whose stock is owned more than 80 percent and less than 95 per-

tQ cent be made optional and not mandatory.
Income from discharge of indebtedness in railroad receivership and bankruptcy

X. reorganizations; section 108 (b) of 1-. R. 8300.-Section 108 (b) of H. R. 8300
would extend to December 31, 1955, the provisions of section 22 (b) (10) of the
present code, which would otherwise expire at the end of the current year. This
section excludes from the gross income of a railroad corporation the amount of
any income attributable to the discharge of its indebtedness pursuant to a court
order in a receivership proceeding or in a proceeding under the Bankruptcy Act.
This provision, by virtue of repeated extensions has been a part of the code since
1942. Its extension for 1 year is welcome, but in our view inadequate. We urge
its incorporation as a permanent feature of the code, or at least its extension for
a period of 3 years. This appears necessary in order to avoid unjustified dis-
crimination as between railroads which have come out of reorganization and
had the benefit of the section and railroads which are still in the process of re-
organization. The subject is elaborated in a written statement which I shall ask
leave to file.

The net operating loss deduction and the dividends received credit.-The exist-
ing code provides for deduction from gross income of a net operating loss which
may be carried backward or forward within a span of 7 years (under H. R.
8300, 8 years). The purpose is to spread the loss and attain a measure of equal-
ity as between corporations with a steady annual taxable income, on the one
hand, and corporations with fluctuating gain and loss years, on the other hand.

The existing code permits a corporate taxpayer to take credit against net in-
come of 85 percent of intercorporate dividends, in order to ameliorate the double
taxation of intercorporate earnings. In effect, the provisions of H. R. 8300 permit
the same thing. But this credit is so treated under existing law-and in sub-
stantial degree similarly treated in H. R. 8300-as to defeat the purposes of
both the net-loss-carryover provision and the dividends received credit provision.
A taxpayer with fluctuating years of gain and loss over the prescribed period
may, under existing law, and under H. R. 8300 as well, be subjected to much
higher taxes upon the same aggregate net income than a taxpayer realizing a
steady annual gain.

The unjust result is clear enough. The technical provisions which bring it
about are involved. We have attempted to spell it all out in the paper I shall ask
leave to file dealing with this subject. H. R. 8300 takes a short step in the right
direction. But in substantial measure the evil would remain.

Carryovers in certain corporate acquisitions.-Section 381 of H. R. 8300, entitled
"Carryovers in Certain Corporate Acquisitions," eliminates certain inequities
where under existing law a successor corporation is not allowed to stand in the
shoes of its predecessor with respect to deductions, credits, and other allowances.
However, section 391 of H. R. 8300 provides that the right to carry over these
tax benefits to an acquiring corporation in a tax-free reorganization shall be
effective only with respect to distributions or transfers occurring after March
1, 1954. For reasons set forth in the paper I shall ask leave to file on this
subject, we urge that in order to avoid inequity, section 391 be modified so that
the carryovers specified in section 381 will be allowed in all open tax years or
alternatively, in all tax years ending after March 1, 1954, without regard to
when the transfer or distribution occurred.
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Conclusion.-In conclusion, I ask leave to file for the record and the considera-
tion of your committee and its staff written statements dealing with the follow-
ing topics:

Disallowance of Deduction of Interest on Income Bonds (sees. 275 and 312 of the
bill).

Stock Issued in Discharge of Preferred Dividends in Arrears (sec. 305 of the bill).
Distribution of Securities under Section 306.
Eighty-five Percent Penalty Tax on Redemption of Preferred Stock, Income

Bonds, and Debentures (sec. 309 of the bill).
Accrual of Real Property Taxes (sec. 461 of the bill).
"Pay as You Go" Tax Payments by Corporations (sec. 6016 of the bill).
Depreciation (sec. 167 of the bill).
Consolidated Returns: Elimination of 2 Percent Penalty on Filing Consolidated

Returns; Optional Use of Consolidated Returns Where There Is 80 Percent to
95 Percent Stock Ownership; and Inclusion of Lessor Companies in Consoli-
dated Returns.

Income From Discharge of Indebtedness in Railroad Receivership and Bank-
ruptcy Reorganizations (sees. 108 (b) and 1017 of the bill).

The Net Operating Loss Deduction and the Dividends Received Credit secss. 172
(d) (5) and 246 (b) of the bill).

Carryovers in Certain Corporate Acquisitions secss. 381 and 391 of the bill).

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON DISALLOWANCE OF
DEDUCTION OF INTEREST ON INCOME BONDS

Sections 275 and 312 of H. R. 8300 would disallow deduction of bond interest-
payment of which is contingent upon earnings. In other words, deduction of in-
terest paid upon the familiar income, or contingent interest, bond would be dis-
allowed. For tax purposes, a true debt obligation would thus be treated as an
equity security and interest paid thereon would be treated as a dividend.

The disallowance of deduction of interest of bonds of this character would be
disastrous to the railroad industry. It would dislocate reorganization plans al-
ready fully consummated with court and Commission approval; as to outstanding
issues it would effect a radical change in the character of the security; and as to
future issues, it would cut off from the railroad industry an important market for
its securities. These results would clearly be contrary to sound principles of taxa-
tion (as treating interest paid upon indebtedness as though it were in fact a divi-
dend) and would materially weaken the financial situation of the railroads, thus
running counter to the public interest. It is submitted that section 275 of H. R.
8300 should be eliminated from the proposed bill.

Attached hereto is a table showing the issues of contingent interest bonds out-
standing as of December 31, 1952, by class I railroads whereon the principal fea-
tures of the bonds are shown in summary fashion. They constitute a definite
obligation to pay a sum certain in money at a fixed maturity date. Interest, if
earned, must be paid, in striking contrast to dividends, which are payable or not in
the discretion of management. In most instances, income bonds issued by rail-
roads are secured by a general mortgage on the property. In other cases they are
secured by collateral. They occupy a position not only superior to that of the
holder of all capital stock outstanding, but in practically all instances a position
superior to that of general creditors.

In many instances only a portion of the interest is contingent upon earnings
and, characteristically, all or a stated portion of unearned interest is made cumu-
lative and payable in any event upon maturity of the bond. Some of these bonds
were issued more than 50 years ago and others were issued during the decade
of the twenties, but the great bulk of such bonds were issued during the last
15 years in reorganizations and readjustments of capital structure effected under
the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, the Bankruptcy Act, or in equity
receiverships, all under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the courts.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means declares, at page A99, that
the intent of the revision is to confine the term "securities," interest on which will
be deductible, to "bona fide debts only." Presumably, then, the objective of this
proposed revision is to reach dividends masquerading as interest upon spurious
"bonds" which are in reality preferred stock. It should be observed in this
connection that under existing law dividends disguised as interest are non-
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deductible and that the courts have been at pains to distinguish debt obligations
from equity interests, judging the matter upon the realities of particular situa-
tions. John Kelley v. C. I. R. and Talbot Mills v. C. I. R., heard together and
decided by the Supreme Court in one opinion (326 U. S. 521 (1946)). Appar-
ently the proponents of the bill would substitute a statutory rule for the judg-

Q1 ment of the courts. But in attempting this, H. R. 8300 overshoots the mark and
would treat as nonparticipatingg stock" securities which indubitably represent
"bona fide debts only."

Railroad income bonds represent true debt and have none of the characteristics
of capital stock. They have, in most instances, been issued in replacement of
fixed interest debt, where the railroad company's prior experience indicated the
necessity for reduction of fixed charges. There has never been any question about
the deductibility of interest on these bonds in computing taxable income. Con-

sequently, it is shocking to find that in the proposed bill these bonds are charac-
terized not as debt but as nonparticipatingg stock" and that none of the interest
paid thereon would be allowed as a deduction in computing net taxable income.
Holders of these bonds are creditors of the obligor, not owners of an equity
interest in the issuing corporation.

The striking difference between income bonds, the interest on which is deducti-
ble under present law, and preferred stock, the dividends on which are not
deductible, is indicated by a comparison of the market values of such bonds and
stock. For example, the convertible income 41/2-percent bonds of the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad Co. closed at 6 9 1/s on April 9, 1954, in comparison with 43 for its
4-percent preferred stock. The general mortgage 412-percent income bonds of
the Milwaukee Road, Series A, sold at 70/4, in comparison with 38 for its 5-per-
cent preferred stock. The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway income mortgage
4 ,2-percent bonds sold at 88, in comparison with 661/4 for its 5-percent preferred
stock. It is to be noted that these bonds are not only quoted on the New York
Stock Exchange, but they are also widely held.

The relatively higher prices for these bonds reflect the higher character of the
security. Where earnings are insufficient to pay both the interest on the income
bonds and the dividends on the preferred stock, the interest on the bonds is first
paid. Furthermore, even though there may be earnings on the preferred stock,
it is payable only in the discretion of the board of directors, whereas the interest
on the bonds is mandatorily payable if earned. Earnings are determined under
rules prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. There could be no
clearer evidence of the difference in the true character of these two classes of
securities than the disparity in their prices in the public market; yet this bill
as it passed the House would dump them into the same basket and forbid the
interest deduction as though it were a dividend on preferred stock.

As already pointed out, to take away the deduction of interest paid upon these
bonds would dislocate and disrupt many reorganization plans already consum-
mated; would disregard the circumstance that the railroads are subject to public
regulation and that their security issues require prior approval of the Interstate
Commerce Commission; and would artificially convert interest paid upon debt,
into dividends for tax purposes without any justification whatever.

It should be emphasized that the revision under discussion was not the subject
of hearing before the Ways and Means Committee of the House. It came as a
complete surprise to those vitally affected. The conclusion is inescapable that
its implications were not fully realized.

At all events, it is clear that the wisdom of attempting a codification of the
line of demarcation between bona fide debt, on the one hand, and an equity
interest, on the other hand, is open to serious question. Varying considerations
enter the equation in particular cases, and it may well be the part of wisdom to
leave the law as it stands and continue to rely upon the judgment of the courts
in the premises. The whole question requires deliberate consideration after full
public hearing where the views of those affected may be expressed and debated.

Accordingly, the view is urged upon the committee that retention in the bill
of section 275 would be hasty and ill-advised. There is no occasion for haste
in this regard and serious injury and injustice is anticipated if the section be
retained. Elimination of section 275 offers the ready solution. If this not be
done, then certainly section 312 of the bill should be modified so as to exclude
from the classification of nonparticipating stock contingent interest bonds which
represent true indebtedness.



Contingent interest bonds issued by railways of class I in the United States and outstanding as of Dec. 31, 1952

ISSUED IN BANKRUPTCY OR RECEIVERSHIP PROCEEDINGS

Interest rate
Railroad and security Date issued Date due Amount Annual Percent contingent interest

outstanding Con- interest cumulative
Fixed tingent

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe: Adjustment mortgage bonds ........
Baltimore & Ohio:

1st mortgage bonds, series B.
Refunding and general mortgage bonds, series G --
Refun ling and general mortgage bonds, series J ....-- -
Refunding and general mortgage bonds, series K --
Rcfundig and general mortgage bonds, series M - - - -
Southwestern division 1st mortgage bonds, series A ..-------------
Convertible income bonds.

Central of Georgia:
General mortgage bonds, series A .............. .
General m ortgage bonds, series B ................... ...............

Chicago & Eastern Illinois: General mortgage income bonds .........
Chicago & North W'stern" Convertiole income bonds, series A .........
Chicago Great Western. General income mortgage ---------- --.-
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville:

1st m ortgage income bonds, series A -- .-------------------------
2d m ortgage income bonds, series B .... ....... ..................

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific.
General mortgage income bonds, series A .-......................
General mortgage convertible income bonds, series B ---.---------
Bedford Belt, lst m ortgage bonds --.....- .-----------------------
Southern Indiana, lst mortgage bonds ............ ................
C. T. H. & S. E. lst and refunding mortgage bonds ...............
C. T. H. & S. E. income mortgage bonds --------....... ..--

Colorado & Southern: General mortgage bonds, series A ..............
Denver & Rio Grande:

Mod. D. & S. L. income mortgage bonds - -
lst m ortgage bonds, series A --- .... .............. -............ ....
Incom e m ortgage bonds, series A .............. ...................

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic: lst mortgage bonds --------- ----
Erie. General mortgage income bonds, series A..........
Georgia & Florida: Income mortgage bonds 2 --------------------------
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio:

General mortgage income bonds, series A ........................
General mortgage income bonds, series B

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie:
lst mortgage cumulative income bonds
General mortgage income bonds --------------- ------

Missouri-Kansas-Texas: Adjustment mortgage bonds, series A .......

Dec. 12,1895

Dec. 1,1947
Apr. 15, 1947

do .....-
do ----.

_ __ do ----
Dec. 9,1947
Sept. 18, 1947

Jan. 1, 1948
Jan -do -9-9
Jan. 1, 1941
Jan. 1,1939
Jan. 1,1938

Jan. 1,1943
... ..do .... ...

Jan. 1,1944
_ _do - -...

do
do

- -.do -- --
May 1, 1930

Jan. 1,1947
Jan. 1, 1943
... .d o .... .
Jan. 1,1949
July 1,1941
Dec. 1,1926

July 1,1940
Jan. 1, 1945

Jan. 1,1944
--- do ------
Jan. 1,1922

July 1,1995

July 1,1975
Dec. 1,1975
Dtc. 1,1995
Mar. 1,2060
Mar. 1,1996
July 1,1980
Feb. 1,2010

Jan. 1,2020
__ do ....
Jan. 1,1997
Jan. 1,1999
Jan. 1,2038

Jan. 1,1983
Jan. 1,2003

Jan. 1,2019
Jan. 1,2044
Jan. 1,1994
-- ---d o ----- -- -
-- ---d o ----- -- -

-- d o .... .
May 1, 1980

Jan. 1,1993
---- d o . ...
Jan. 1,2018
Jan. 1,1995
Jan. 1,2015
Dec. 1,1951

July 1,2015
Jan. 1,2044

Jan. 1,1971
Jan. 1,1991
Jan. 1, 1967

$48, 622, 500

64,508,500
44,407,000
25,107,500
17,681,500
16,966,500
35,045,000
56, 547, 000

1,404,800
12,542,400
12,400,500
70, 107.272
2,741,580

5,999,800
7,474, 996

47, 011,200
35,389,300

233, 000
7, 279, 000
8,056,000
5, 497, 800

14, 028, 500

7,847,000
28, 672, 300
27,314,700

4, 752, 700
47,536, 750
1,500,000

5, 974, 600
22, 663, 000

$6,309,000
14, 486,800
13, 555, 865

Percent

4
2
2.4
2
2
3Y2

Percent
4

1

3
3 6
3
3
12

4

4!
4/1
5
4
4

4
4

4124

5i

112
1121 V
1

4V
4
1

5
4

4
4
5

$1,944,900

3,225,425
2, 220, 350
1,506,450

884,075
848,325

1,752,250
2,544,615

63,216
564,408
620,025

3,154,827
123,371

239,992
336,375

2,115,504
1,592,519

9,903
309, 358
342,380
233,657
561,140

313,880
1, 146, 892
1, 229,162

190,108
2, 139,154

90, 000

298, 730
906, 520

$283,905
579,472
677, 793

All after July 1, 1900.

All
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

13 percent.
Do.

None.
13 percent.

Do.

All.
131 percent.

Do.
Do.

412 percent.
Do.
Do.
Do.

None.

All.
Do.

18 percent.
None.

L

13 percent.
6 percent from June 30, 1929.

15 percent.
12 percent.

All.
To extent earned.
All.
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New York, New Haven & Hartford: General mortgage income bonds-,
St. Louis-San Francisco: 2d mortgage income bonds, series A --------
Wabash:

General mortgage income bonds, series A --------- -----------
General mortgage Income bonds, series B ..... -------------------

Total issued in bankruptcy or receivership proceedings ------

July 1,1947 July 1,2022
Jan. 1, 1947 Jan. 1,2022

Jan. 1,1941 Jan. 1,1981
-.-- do ...... Jan. 1,1991

---------------..--------------

62,566,600 -------- 46 2,815,497
27,178,500 ...... 43 1,223,033

7,628,700 ....... 4 305,148
11,047,500 ------- 44 469, 619

828,085,663 ----- - ---- 37,861,878

ISSUED IN MODIFICATION (REDUCTION OF FIXED CHARGES) OF CAPITAL

Atlantic & Danville:
1st mortgage bonds .....................................-.... July 1, 1949 July 1, 1999 $1,893,800 ....... 13 $56,814 9 percent.'
2d mortgage bonds do -do ..... 777, 750 - 3 23, 333 Do.

3

Boston & Maine: Income mortgage bonds - July 1. 1940 July 1,1970 22,894,000 ....... 43 1,030,230 4 percent per annum.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western:

Income mortgage bonds (N. Y. L. & W. Division)- July 1,1942 May 1,1993 2,498,100 .... 5 124,905 15 percent.
1st mortgage bonds (Lackawanna of New Jersey division) series B__ _do do - 2,377,950 4 95,118 12 percent.
U. C. & S. V. division mortgage bonds. -_ -lay 1,-1942 May 1,1992 2,790,600 3 2 139,530 6 percent.
Oswego & Syracuse division mortgage bonds --- -----...- Feb. 20,1943 Sl4ay 1,1993 925,000 4 2 55, 500 Do.
Warren division mortgage bonds ---- Apr. 15,1942 May 1,1992 1,262,950 4 2 75,777 Do.
Morris & Essex division collateral trusts --------- July 1, 1942 May 1,2042 11,461,750 4 2 687, 705 Do.

Lehigh Valley:
General consolidated mortgage, series D Sept. 30,1903 Slay 1,2003 14,978, 750 ...... 4 599,150 20 percent.
General consolidated mortgage, series F -....................... - do ------- do ....... 7,373,500 ...... 43 331. 808 22 j percent.
General consolidated mortgage, series F -................... ... ... do ... .. - .do... . 4, 986, 000 -------- 5 249, 300 25 percent.

Midland Valley:
Adjustment mortgage, series A ..........................- Apr. 1,1943 Apr. 1, 1963 1,291,500 ------ 4 51,660 (4).

Adjustment mortgage, series B .... do --- do ..... 462, 500 ---- - 4 18, 500 (4).
Oklahoma City-Ada-Atoka:

lst mortgage gold bonds Jan. 1, 1924 Jan. 1,1954 148,000 -- (- 8,880 None.
OC-SI lst m ortgage gold bonds ...... .. ... . ............. .......- . .do -------- do -_. . 23,000 2 4 1,380 D o.

Spokane International: Income mortgage bonds, series A ------------- Jan. 1,1940 Jan. 1,2013 2,344,800 -------- 43 105,516 133. percent.

Total issued in modification (reduction of fixed charges) of capital - 78, 489, 950 ------- 3, 655,106

Grand total - -- -------------- 906,575,613 .- 41,516,984
I Exeptunde spcifed cndiion. Ineret fied fte Jul 1,914

130 percent.
18 percent.

16 percent.
17 percent.

I Except under specified conditions.
2In default. Company in receivership, 3 Interest fixed after July 1, 1954.4 12 percent after payment of 1st mortgage.
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STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON STOCK ISSUED IN
DISCHARGE OF PREFERRED DIVIDENDS IN ARREARS

Section 305 of H. R. 8300 covers the taxation to the recipient of stock dividends
and distributions of stock in connection with the recapitalization of a corpora-
tion, a statutory merger or consolidation, or a reorganization involving a cor-
porate acquisition of property or stock, or a corporate separation. The general
rule there provided is that the shareholder shall not be deemed to have received
income, nor shall gain or loss be recognized to the shareholder, upon his receipt
of stock in such a transaction.

The general purpose of this provision is to liberalize existing law. For example,
stock dividends which effect a change in the proportionate interest of the share-
holder are taxable under existing law, but section 305 would exempt all stock
dividends, regardless of changes in proportionate ownership effected by the
issuance of such stock dividends.

Section 305 makes two exceptions to the general exemption of stock dividends
and stock distributed incident to recapitalization and reorganization. Section
305 (c) (1) treats stock distributions as taxable if-

"(A) the distribution is made in discharge of preference dividends on non-
participating stock currently owing or in arrears, or

"(B) an option is held by the shareholder whereby a distribution is payable
either in stock (including rights to acquire stock) or in property."

Such a distribution, even though made solely in stock, would be taxed to the
shareholder as though it were a cash dividend. Thus, where a substantial ar-
rearage of dividends on preferred stock is discharged by the issuance of common
stock, the stockholder will be required to pay a tax on the receipt of the common
stock, just as though he had received cash. It is feared that as a result of this
proposed provision many legitimate railroad recapitalizations and reorganiza-
tions would be prevented because of the unwelcome tax consequences to the
security holders.

One of the commonest instances of such adverse effect would be the situation
of a railroad company seeking to eliminate long outstanding and continuing
dividend arrearages where there is no reasonable prospect that payment ever
could be made in cash. This may be undertaken in connection with a merger,
consolidation, alteration, or modification of the capital structure, or acquisition
of one railroad by another, all of which may be effected pursuant to the provisions
of the Interstate Commerce Act, or through an insolvency reorganization in a
receivership proceeding or a proceeding under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act.
All of these proceedings require, in varying degrees, stockholder approval, as do
most mergers of corporations effected under State law, but they are involuntary
as to nonassenting stockholders.

Prerequisite to the effectuation of any such plan involving a railroad corpo-
ration is prior approval by the Interstate Commerce Commission as in the public
interest. The Commission has withheld approval of capital modifications where
it appeared that interest accumulations or dividend arrearages might be paid
within a reasonable time. In general, the Commission approves only those plans
involving interest accumulations or dividend arrearages impossible of payment
in the foreseeable future and in which the elimination of such accumulations is
in the public interest.

As an example, let us examine the existing Missouri Pacific situation. It is
now in reorganization under section 77 of the National Bankruptcy Act, as
amended. A plan proposed in February 1954 by Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion examiners provides that the holders of $70 million par value of outstanding
preferred stock, on which there is $115 million of dividends in arrears, shall re-
ceive $185 million par value of common stock of the reorganized company in ex-
change for the preferred stock now outstanding. It is feared that, if section 305
were enacted in its present form, the stockholders would be taxed as though they
had received a cash dividend equivalent to the fair market value of $115 million
par value of common stock which they are scheduled to receive. This would
obviously be inequitable, for this is an insolvency reorganization where the stock-
holder is required to accept a "grading down" of his securities-that is, he is
required to accept a lower ranking security in the reorganized company than that
which he held in the old company. Furthermore, he is provided no cash with
which to pay a tax and, if taxed upon the transaction, he will be under a necessity
of selling out a part of his interest in the company to provide funds for tax
payment. This, we submit, is not only unrealistic but unwise, for it would cause
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stockholders to withhold their consents from reorganizations otherwise accept-
able and certainly desirable in the public interest.

Furthermore, in many ordinary financial transactions where stock or securities
are exchanged in mergers or recapitulations, it is frequently necessary, in the
absence of cram-down provisions, to provide money for the purchase or redemp-
tion of stock from nonassenting stockholders who refuse to accept the plan.
Likewise, under many State merger statutes, the right is given to dissenters to
turn in their stock at its appraised value. Although no real option is in such
instances intended or expressly given to the stockholder either to make an
exchange or to be bought out, it is evident that section 305 (c) (1) (B) could
be construed to apply to such a situation. Although we doubt that the propo-
nents of section 305 intended that stock issued in such a situation should be
treated and taxed as though it were a cash dividend, nevertheless, the section
might well be interpreted to bring about that result. This would seriously
hamper legitimate transactions of this character and could hardly be regarded as
in the public interest.

Section 20b of the Interstate Commerce Act was enacted by Congress in
furtherance of the national transportation policy and in the public interest.
Because of the adverse effect on public service, the interruption of employment,
the impairment of railroad credit and the marketability of their securities, Con-
gress deemed it necessary to provide for alteration or modification of railroad
capital structures under section 20b so as to permit them to discharge interest
and preferred dividend accumulations.

In even greater degree the same principles apply to railroad reorganizations
effected in a receivership proceeding or in a proceeding under section 77 of the
National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, both of which forms of reorganization
have long been recognized as worthy of special treatment under the tax laws.

Furthermore, all other issues of stock and securities in the railroad industry
require approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission which, prior to author-
izing the issuance, must find that such issuance of stock or securities-

"(a) is for some lawful object within its (the corporation's) corporate
purposes, and compatible with the public interest, which is necessary or
appropriate for or consistent with the proper performance by a carrier of
service to the public as a common carrier, and which will not impair its
ability to perform that service, and (b) is reasonably necessary and appro-
priate for such purposes." (Sec. 20a, Interstate Commerce Act.)

Under such safeguards, the potentialities for tax avoidance simply do not exist in
the railroad industry.

Railroad securities are widely held by the public. As stated by the Ways
and Means Committee on page 39 of its report on H. R. 8300: "Publicly held
corporations usually have a corporate existence separate from that of their
shareholders and as a rule do not merge or consolidate with a view to the tax
advantages which may result therefrom at the shareholder level." Obviously,
this is true with respect to railroad recapitalizations and reorganizations.

In all instances here discussed, assents must be obtained from security holders
before any plan of reorganization, alteration, or modification can be consummated.
The levying of a tax upon the issuance of stock in discharge of preferred stock
dividends in arrears would cause security holders to withhold their assents to
otherwise acceptable plans and may well prevent the consummation of a plan
deemed by the Interstate Commerce Commission to be in the public interest.

In view of the above considerations, it is urged that:
(1) Section 305 (c) be deleted and revision of the law along the lines there

indicated postponed pending further inquiry and investigation.
(2) If enactment of such a provision be deemed necessary at this time, a para-

graph should be added to the effect that section 305 (c) shall not apply where the
issuance of securities by a railroad corporation is subject to the prior approval
and authorization of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

(3) In any event, provision should be made that no income gain or loss shall
be recognized to the security holders upon the receipt of securities or stock in a
recapitalization or a reorganization of a railroad corporation or in an alteration
or modification of its capital structure, approved by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Except for approval by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
lieu of the courts, such provision would be comparable to that contained in section
371 (b) of H. R. 8300 applicable to insolvency reorganizations of nonraliroad
corporations.
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(4) The reference to "option" in section 305 (c) (1) (B) be clarified so that
it cannot be construed to apply in circumstances where a nonassenting share-
holder to an exchange may have his shares called by a railroad company in
connection with a change in its capitalization.

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON DISTRIBUTION OF

SECURITIES UNDER SECTION 306

Section 306 of H. R. 8300 provides rules for the taxation of shareholders and
security holders upon the receipt of new stock, new securities, and cash or other
property, in the case of certain recapitalizations and reorganizations. Among
other things, it would treat as taxable income securities received in satisfaction
of arrearages of interest. Although the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee states that the section is not intended to apply to insolvency reorganiza-
tions, nevertheless the section is specifically made applicable to transactions
described in section 305, which section seems to embrace all recapitalizations.
Consequently, It would seem that section 306 would be applicable to the reorgani-
zation of an insolvent railroad corporation effected through recapitalization.
Furthermore, the section would be applicable ti an alteration or modification of
the capital structure of a railroad corporation effected under section 20b of the
Interstate Commerce Act.

The provisions of section 306 would unduly burden security holders with tax
liability upon the exchange of their old securities for new securities in the
reorganized company. In a railroad reorganization or recapitalization a bond-
holder ordinarily receives new securities having a face value or par value equal
to the principal and unpaid interest on the old bond. For example, in 1 of
the pending reorganizations the debtor has convertible bonds outstanding on
which interest has not been paid for over 20 years. The bondholder's claim
consists of $2,219 for each $1,000 bond, of which $1,219 is past due and unpaid
interest. In satisfaction of his claim the bondholder is scheduled to receive
securities of the reorganized company in the following amounts :
General mortgage income bonds, face value -------------------------- $400
Preferred stock, par value ------------------------------------- 1,819

Total ------------------------------------------------- 2, 219

Section 306 (e) provides that upon the receipt of the new securities this bond-
holder would be required to pay a tax on interest income measured by the fair
market value of $1,219 face value of the new securities received. Apparently
this would be true whether or not the fair market value of all the new securities
received exceeded the cost to the bondholder of his old bond.

This proposal would be an unjustifiable impediment to the recapitalization or
reorganization of distressed railroads. The security holder would be provided
in the recapitalization no money with which to pay a tax and would be under the
necessity of selling a part of his holdings to satisfy the tax collector. In most
instances he would have realized no gain but would actually have suffered a
loss in a reorganization of this kind. It would be both unrealistic and unwise
to impose a tax under such circumstances. The tax would rest upon the fiction
of income received, but in reality it would amount to a capital levy.

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON 85 PERCENT PENALTY TAx
ON REDEMPTION OF PREFERRED STOCK, INCOME BONDS, AND DEBENTURES

Section 309 of H. R. 8300 imposes a penalty tax upon a corporation if it redeems
"nonparticipating stock," which is defined in section 312 to include preferred
stock, income bonds, and debentures. The tax amounts to 85 percent of the value
of the securities or property paid out in redemption of such nonparticipating
stock.

Under section 309 (a), the tax is imposed on a redemption occurring within
10 years from the date of the issuance of the nonparticipating stock. Section 309
(c) provides, however, that with respect to stock issued prior to January 1, 1954,
the issuing date shall be deemed to be January 1, 1954. Thus, as to all out-
standing preferred stock, income bonds, and debentures, this penalty tax of 85
percent will be imposed on all redemptions made prior to January 1, 1964, except
as to redemptions specifically exempted under section 309.
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The report of the Ways and Means Committee indicates, at page A91, that the
evil intended to be reached by section 309 is the preferred stock bailout. Appar-
ently this involves the issuance of preferred stock as a dividend on common
stock, followed by a redemption of the preferred stock for cash. Thus, the stock-
holder may in effect enjoy a cash distribution without being subjected to tax
thereon as a dividend, at the same time maintaining his original position as to
proportionate ownership in the company.

It is not known whether this has been a common practice among corporations
whose stock is closely held, but certainly, so far as known, there has been little,
if any, of it among publicly held corporations and, so far as known, none of it
among railroad corporations.

This proposal presents a serious problem for a large number of railroads. In
practically all railroad reorganizations of recent years, either through equity
receivership or pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act, income bonds and preferred
stock of the reorganized company have been issued in exchange for securities
of the predecessor companies. In such instances, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has usually provided for a mandatory sinking fund which contemplates
that the income bonds will be redeemed in whole or in part prior to maturity.
The issuing corporations are under the necessity of redeeming such bonds pur-
suant to such sinking fund provisions. Thus, the railroads having these income
bonds are faced on the one hand with a mandatory redemption requirement and
on the other hand with an 85 percent penalty tax if such bonds are redeemed.

Furthermore, it is often possible for railroads to purchase their income bonds
and preferred stock at a discount in the open market, and this is often in the
public interest. This proposed provision of law would impose a prohibitive
penalty on such purchases.

Section 309 (a) (3) purports to grant some relief from this penalty tax in the
case of nonparticipating stock issued for securities or property. It is intended
to provide that the penalty shall attach only to that part of the redemption price
which exceeds 105 percent of the fair market value of the securities or property
paid in for the stock redeemed.' It is not clear just how this would work out with
respect to railroad reorganizations. Suppose, for example, that in such a reor-
ganization the holders of outstanding first mortgage bonds of the distressed com-
pany receive in exchange income mortgage bonds of the reorganized company,
the interest on which is payable only as earned. Suppose the first mortgage
bonds were selling at 50 at the time of the reorganization. Further, let us assume
that the reorganized company redeems some of these income bonds at their face
value of $100 within 10 years from the date of their issuance. Will the exemp-
tion from the 85 percent penalty tax apply only to 105 percent of $50, or $52.50,
leaving the corporation to pay a tax of 85 percent of $47.50 on the redemption?
It is believed that this is the result of section 309 as it now stands. This is an
appalling price to be paid for a perfectly legitimate non-tax-avoidance transaction
typical railroad reorganization.

It is also not clear from the language of section 309 whether this penalty tax
would be imposed upon a redemption of securities incident to the execution of
a plan of reorganization, recapitalization, merger, or consolidation under the
Bankruptcy Act or the Interstate Commerce Act. The committee report states,
at page A93, the penalty tax shall not apply to redemptions incident to certain
corporate acquisitions of stock and property and certain corporate liquidations.
It is not clear, however, that section 309 in its present form exempts such re-
demptions. It is believed that section 309 (b) should be clarified so as to
exempt specifically from the penalty tax those transactions referred to in the
committee report and all reorganizations, recapitalizations, mergers, and consoli-
dations of railroad corporations under the Bankruptcy Act or the Interstate
Commerce Act.

There would also appear to be no valid reason for subjecting the redemption
of nonparticipating stock, income bonds, or debentures to a penalty tax under
section 309 if they have been outstanding for more than 10 years. From sub-
section (a) it appears that the statute was only intended to condemn redemption
of such securities within 10 years from the date of their issuance. The pre-
sumption is that if such securities have been outstanding for as much as 10
years, they must be presumed to have been issued without intent of such tax
avoidance as is attempted to be cured in the enactment of section 309. Under
this principle, it would seem clear that any such stock or bonds which have been

'This Is clear from the title of the subsection. However, presumably through oversight,
the text refers only to the fair market value of property, omitting securities.
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outstanding for 10 years or more have already met the time requirement of the
statute. We find, however, in section 309 (c) a provision to the effect that stock
already outstanding shall be deemed to have been issued on January 1, 1954.
This imposes an unfair and inequitable penalty on corporations which have
issue preferred stock, income bonds, and debentures more than 10 years ago
and which may wish to retire or be required to retire such stock or bonds now
for a valid business purpose.

Based on all of the above considerations, the railroad industry urges-
(1) That section 309 be deleted or be revised so as to apply only to the evil

intended to be cured, apparently the preferred stock bail-out practice among
closely held corporations.

(2) Section 309, if retained, should not apply to any railroad securities. All
such securities issued since 1920 have been approved by the Interstate Commerce
Commission prior to their issuance. Such approval involves a finding that the
issuance is in the public interest, and this would be entirely incompatible with
the preferred stock bail-out evil here involved.

(3) Where nonparticipating stock is issued in exchange for outstanding debtand is subsequently redeemed, the penalty tax of 85 percent should be inappli-
cable to the redemption price to the extent of 105 percent of the debt discharged
upon the issuance of the stock.

(4) The penalty tax should not apply to the redemption of any nonparticipat-
ing stock after 10 years from the actual date of its issuance. The provision thatstock already outstanding shall be deemed to have been issued on January 1.
1, 1954, should be deleted.

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON AccRuAL OF REAL
PROPERTY TAxEs

The railroad industry pays very substantial real property taxes in each of the
48 States. These State-taxing statutes vary so widely and are so complicatedthat it has been impossible since the release of H. R. 8300 to make the requiredinvestigation to determine the effect of section 461 with respect to the accrual of
real-property taxes.

Under present law, it has generally been held that a real-property tax accruesand is deductible as of the date when it becomes a lien on the property. Never-
theless, the tax usually covers a definite period of time, either a calendar yearor some fiscal year. Taxpayers keeping their books on an accrual basis have
generally been required to take the deduction in the taxable year in which the
lien date falls.

The purpose of section 461 is to permit real-property taxes to be accrued and
deducted over the period covered by the tax. For example, take the city of New
Orleans real-property tax which became a lien on January 1, 1953, and whichcovers the calendar year 1954. Under present law, the tax was deductible in1953; under the general rule stated in section 461 of H. R. 8300, this tax would
be deductible in 1954. The special rule under section 461 (c) (2) provides, how-ever, that the general rule permitting the accrual of a tax over the taxable
period shall not be applicable to any tax which has been deductible prior toJanuary 1, 1954, under the previous law. Consequently, corporations owning
real property in New Orleans would not be permitted to deduct any real-property
tax at all in their 1954 returns.

The same thing is true in the State of Alabama, where the taxes for the year1954 became a lien on the property on October 1, 1953. The same thing is truein Kentucky, where the real-property taxes for the fiscal year ended June 30,1954, became a lien on January 1, 1953. No doubt further investigation would
show that this is also true in other States.

The railroad industry submits that any taxpayer which regularly reports
income and expenses on the accrual basis should be permitted to deduct a fullyear's real-property tax in its first taxable year under H. R. 8300 if enactedinto law. The special rule covering the transition period should be broadly
stated so as to bring about this result.
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STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON PAY-AS-You-Go TAX
PAYMENTS BY CORPORATIONS

The railroad industry urges the elimination of the provisions in H. R. 8:300
relating to the declaration and payment of estimated income taxes by corpo-
rations. It believes that these provisions are umsound and that they impose
an unjust burden.

Under section 6016 of H. R. ,8300, corporations whose tax liability exceeds
$50,00)0 would be required, beginning in 1955, to file a declaration of estimated
income tax for the current year and to pay a portion of such tax in quarterly
installments. The first declaration would be due September 15, 1955, accom-
panied by a payment of 5 percent of estimated tax liability for that year, a
further payment of 5 percent being due on December 15. These payments
are scheduled to be increased 5 percentage points each year until, at the time
the provisions become fully effective in 1959, and thereafter, corporations will
be paying 25 percent of their estimated tax liability for the current year on
September 15 and again on December 15

The proposed system of estimated income-tax paylnents by corporations is
patterned to a large extent after the system in effect with respect to indi-
viduals. As in the case of individuals, severe penalties are imposed for failure
to file a declaration of estimated tax, failure to pay the estimated tax, and
for substantial underestimation of the tax. The apparent similarity to the
estimated tax provisions with respect to individuals gives to the proposal a
deceptive appearance of an attempt to provide equality of treatment between
individuals and corporations. In reality, however, the purpose of the plan
is simply to provide increased revenues (luring the first half of the Government's
fiscal year at the expense of 10 percent of the Nation's corporate taxpayers.

The proposed estimated tax paylnents by corporations are actually and simply
a result of the plan adopted as a part of the Revenue Act of 1950. Prior
thereto, corporations paid their incoime-tax liability in four equal quarterly
installments, in March. June. September. and December of the following year.
Under the method adopted in the Revenue Act of 1950, the payments in the
first and second quarters have been gradually increased with a corresponding
decrease in paylnelits made in the third and fourth quarters. This method
will become fully operative in 19.55 with respect to the corporate-income lia-
bility for 1954. In that year. 50 percent of the taxes for 1954 will be paid
in each of the first and second quarters, with no payments being made in the
third and fourth quarters. The inevitable result is that the Government revenue
collections in the third and fourth quarters of the calendar year have fallen
sharply. The obvious purpose of the proposed estimated payments is to relieve
this situation by again requiring corporate-tax payments in the third and fourth
quarters. This is to be done, however, not by reversing the plan under the
1950 act, thereby relieving corporations of the accelerated tax payments, but
by more acceleration of such payments. In operation, the plan now proposed
under H. R. 8300 would require corporations to pay, roughly, 110 percent of
their annual tax bill in each of the years 1955 through 1959. There is no
justification for imposing this burden on corporations. The pay-as-you-go system
of income-tax payments for individuals was instituted at a time when the
revenue needs of the country for prosecution of World War II raised the
individual tax rates to previously unheard-of levels. At the same time, war-
inspired inflation increased individual incomes generally. In order to ease
the task of the individual in paying the resulting heavy income taxes, and to
insure to the Government maximum collection of such taxes, the Current Tax
Payment Act of 1943 was enacted. The necessity of this method of tax payment
for individuals is recognized by all.

No such reasons exist at this date, however, for the introduction of this
method with respect to corporate tax payments. There has been no change
in the corporate tax rates and no change in the economy as a whole which
require a method of collection from corporations different from that presently
in effect. Furthermore, there is no problem with respect to collection which
justifies this radical change. The pay-as-you-go provisions of H. R. 8300 would
apply only to corporations which can reasonably be expected to have in excess
of $50,000 income tax per year. According to the estimates set forth at page
103 of the House Ways and Means Committee report accompanying H. R. 9300,
it is expected that these provisions would affect only about 10 percent of the
corporate taxpayers in the country who account for approximately 90 percent
of the total corporation income-tax payments. It has not been suggested by
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anyone as a reason for such a proposal that there is doubt as to the ability of
these corporations to pay their income-tax liabilities.. To estimate income-tax liability before the close of the taxable year is a
particularly burdensome :ask for the railroads. The operation of such corpora-
tiois are essentially complex. Under present law, it has been found generally
impossible to determine the taxable income or tax liability within 21/2 months
after the close of the year. Consequently, it has become common practice to
obtain extensions, up to 6 months, of the time within which the return must
be filed. The Internal Revenue Service, recognizing the difficulties which cor-
porations face, has now changed its practice so as to provide for the granting
of automatic 90-day extensions merely upon making a request therefor. It would
be virtually impossible for a railroad to estimate with any degree of accuracy
before the close of its taxable year the results of its operations for the year. The
provisions of H. R. 8300, nevertheless, would impose heavy penalities for sub-
stantially underestimating the tax.

Many corporations are cxiremely sensitive to changes in business conditions,
with the result that a profit from operations in the early part of the year may
be completely wiped out by adverse business conditions in the latter part of
the year. Railroads are particularly vulnerable in this regard, and a readjust-
ment in business conditions has a far greater immediate effect upon the railroads
than upon business generally. For example, until September 1953, economic
conditions led the railroad industry generally to expect that 1953 would be a
year of heavy traffic and good profits. However, the business readjustment
which began in October affected large segments of the railroad industry with a
marked impact, so that declining traffic and sagging revenues during the last
3 months of the year substantially reduced the income under the level which
only a few weeks previously had been expected. Had the railroads been required
to file a declaration of estimated tax in September 1953, and to accompany that
declaration with 25 percent of the estimated tax for the year, based upon condi-
tions as they then appeared, the payment of estimated tax would in some cases
have exceeded the actual tax liability for the entire year. Having once made
the payment, however, the railroad would be unable to obtain a refund of the
overpayment until after the return for the year had been filed, and audited by
the Internal Revenue Service; a process very often requiring up to 10 years to
accomplish. It would be manifestly unjust to require railroad corporations
to make these payments ard then to permit long periods of years to elapse
before an overpayment could be refunded in case the corporation should over-
estimate its tax liability.

In view of the foregoing, the railroad industry suggests that sections 6016,
6074, 6154, and 6655 of H. R. 8300 be deleted from the bill. If, however, it should
nevertheless be determined that the revenue requirements necessitate current
tax payments by corporations, the railroads both recommend and urge that
the provisions of H. R. 8300 relating to such payments be amended to provide
for an immediate refund of any overpayment by a corporation of its quarterly
payment of estimated tax; uch a refund to be allowed immediately on the filing
of a claim therefor.

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ox DEPRECIATION

Section 167 of H. R. 8300 is designed to afford relief with respect to deprecia-
tion charges and thus stimulate improvement and replacement of plant and
equipment. Section 167 (b) of the bill would permit charging depreciation on
the declining-balance method at double the straight-line rate. Application
of this provision would result in a chargeoff of twice the existing straight-line
rate in the first year following acquisition and a recovery of about two-thirds
of cost in the first half of the estimated useful life of the property.

It is recognized that this provision, if enacted into law, would afford substan-
tial relief in respect of depreciation charges pertaining to short-lived depreciable
assets. For example, owners of motor trucks used in long hauls, having an
estimated life of 7 years and a resulting straight-line depreciation rate of 14
percent would be permitted an annual deduction of 28 percent applied to the
declining balance and would recover two-thirds of the cost in 31/2 years; and this
is illustrative of the effect of the proposal upon other short-lived assets.

But this proposal would afford relatively little relief to the railroad industry.
This results from the fact that by reason of the very nature of its enterprise, the
investment of the railroads in depreciable property is to an overwhelming extent
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in long-lived assets. Thus, according to bulletin "F," issued by the Internal
Revenue Service, railroad freight cars are assigned a life of 28 years; steam
locomotives, 30 years; and electric locomotives, 38 years. To recover two-thirds
of the cost of these assets would require 14 to 19 years under the proposal, as
contrasted with 31/2 years in the case of lon--haul trucks. Much longer periods
would le required to recover the cost of various items of railroad fixed property
such, for example, as bridges which have an estimated life ranging from 40 to
100 years.

In a word, it appears that the proposed measure for relief in respect of
depreciation would accord maximumn relief to industries which depend upon
short-lived property, and negligible relief in the case of industries such as the
railroad industry which nust rely in the main upon investment in relatively
long-lived property. The doubling of a straight-line 10 percent depreciation rate
affords substantial relief, but the doubling of a depreciation rate of 3 percent
(the average railroad rate) affords no substantial relief whatever. It will
not afford a real stimulus to investment in imp)roveients to the railroad plant
because recovery of only two-thirds of the cost of improvements in 15 years will
not be of much help in financing.

It is unnecessary to emphasize the dependence of the country upon an adequate
rail transportation system from the standpoint of the domestic economy and the
national defense. The tremendous contribution of the railroads to the World
War II effort is well known. They handled 97 percent of all organized movement
of military personnel and carried more than ,90 percent of all military freight.
The vital role which the railroads would be called upon to perform in any other
similar national emergency is well recognized. Consequently, improvement of
the railroads and their maintenance at the highest practicable standard is a
matter of great importance.

With respect to freight cars, Defense Transport Administrator Knudson
stated in Railway Purchases and Stores magazine, issue of January 1954, that
to attain the minimum defense goal of 1,850,000 freight cars would require
75,000 to 100,000 additional cars, and that eveii this number would not suffice
for total mobilization. As pointed out hy Mr. Knudson: Between the Korean
outbreak in mid-1950 and December 1, 1953, freight car ownership increased by
only 52,000 cars. This modest increase, including replacement of cars retired,
required freight car investment to be increased from $4,457 million to $5,177
million. A further increase of 75,000 cars would cost the roads $450 million
more, exclusive of the cost of replacing cars retired. Mr. Knudson went on to
say: "This is a 'sacrificial' contribution * * * to urge in the presence of high
prices, uncertain rate structures and declining traffic, but I urge it just the same
in the interest of national defense."

Increasing the freight car supply and the extension and improvement of other
railroad facilities present a practical problem. Long-term borrowing on fixed
property is prevented because of the fact that all such property is already covered
by existing mortgages. Short-term borrowing is difficult because of the fact
that equipment obligations have increased from $773 million to $2,582 million,
or 300 percent, in the 7 years ending December 31, 1952, and this source threatens
to dry up.

The raising of equity capital is hampered by the low rate of return on rail-
road property. Following are the income figures for the railroad industry
in 1953:

Billion
Gross revenue ------------------------------------------------------ $10. 7
Operating expenses --------------------------------------------------- . 1
Taxes --------------------------------------------------------------- 1. 2
Net railway operating income ----------------------------------------- 1.1

The net railway operating income represents a return of only 4.18 percent on
the industry's net investment of $26.5 billion.

The railroads urge that favorable consideration be given to one or another
of the three alternatives stated below as measures to be made applicable to depre-
ciation of railroad facilities acquired after December 31, 1953:

(1) An annual allowance for depreciation at any rate from zero percent to
20 percent.

(2) Accelerated amortization, or the equivalent thereof, over a period of 5
years (analogous to sec. 124B of the code), with a proviso that such a deduction
need not be taken in a year when it furnishes no tax benefit.
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(3) Adoption of the amendment contained in H. R. 8300, previously described,
subject, however, to the proviso stated in (2), and to the further proviso that
railroad assets, exclusive of buildings, shall be deemed to have an estimated
life of not more than 20 years.

All three proposals embody, in one form or another, the tax benefit rule-a
rule predicated on simple justice if, indeed, not actually required by consti-
tutional limitations. For if a taxpayer is prevented from recovering his capital
free of tax, by virtue of being compelled to charge off depreciation in a year
when he earns on income, then the income tax becomes pro tanto a capital levy.
Only the tax benefit rule allows the taxpayer to recover the full cost of plant
out of earnings. The adoption of proposal (1) would accomplish that result by
giving the taxpayer absolute control of the depreciation which he would charge
off in any year within the limits of zero percent to 20 percent.

Proposal (2) is quite different. Once having adopted the 20-percent rate of
amortization it would have to be continued. It should be noted, however, that
this is to he coupled with the tax-benefit rule so that the taxpayer will not be
required to charge off such amortization, and thus exhaust the cost of the prop-
erty, in any year in which there would he no tax benefit in taking a deduction
for such amortization.

Proposal (3) merely presents suggested modifications of the declining-balance
method of depreciation as contained in H. R. 8300. The association's suggestion
is that if this proposed measure is enacted, business assets should be deemed
to have a useful life of not more than 20 years. This would mean that there
would be a minimum depreciation rate of 5 percent under the straight-line
method and, as to any taxpayer desiring to avail himself of the opportunity
to adopt the declining-balance method as proposed in H. R. 8300, a minimum
rate of 10 percent under such method would be afforded. This might give some
measure of impetus to the expansion of railroad plant and equipment as the
proponents of the measure obviously desire.

In order to implement the tax-benefit rule involved in proposals (2) and (3),
it would be necessary to amend section 1016 (a) of H. R. 8300 so as to provide
that the basis of property shall be adjusted for depreciation only to the extent
that the deduction thereof has reduced taxable income for some taxable year.

S STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

A. ELIMINATION OF 2 PERCENT PENALTY ON FILING CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

The railroad industry continues to urge the elimination of the 2 percent penalty
tax upon the filing of consolidated returns by affiliated groups of corporations.
Although President Eisenhower recommended this in his budget message, H. R.
8300 provides for the continuation of this penalty.

The purpose of consolidated returns is well known. Such returns are based
upon the principles of levying the tax according to the true net income of a single
enterprise, even though the business is operated through more than one corpora-
tion. They recognize the business entity as distinguished from the separate
corporate entity. Unless the affiliated group as a whole, in the conduct of its
business enterprise, shows net profits, the affiliates conducting the business have
realized no gain.

The use of consolidated returns by affiliated groups has been provided for in the
tax laws since the days of the First World War, and has received the explicit
approval of the Treasury Department. Consolidated returns were first provided
for in the regulations relating to the excess-profits tax imposed by the Revenue
Act of 1917. In the Revenue Act of 1918 such returns were given congressional
sanction and were made mandatory with respect to both income and excess-
profits taxes. Beginning with the 1921 Revenue Act and continuing until 1934, the
wse of consolidated returns was permitted for affiliated groups of corporations
generally. The 1934 Revenue Act restricted the privilege of filing consolidated
returns to railroad corporations only. This limited privilege extended from 1934
until 1940. at which time affiliated groups generally were permitted to file con-
solidated excess-profits-tax returns. Under the Revenue Act of 1942 the privilege
of filing consolidated income-tax returns was once again extended to all types of
affiliated groups.
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Thus, consolidated returns have been a part of the revenue laws for 35 years.
Over this period they have received repeated approval as the proper method of
computing income in the case of a group of corporations, which, in fact, consti-
tute a single business enterprise. For this reason, proposals which have been
made at various times to abolish the use of such returns have consistently been
unsuccessful. During the consideration of the Revenue Act of 1928, when such
a proposal was made, the use of consolidated returns was strongly defended by
the Senate Finance Committee in the following language:

'The permission to file consolidated returns by affiliated corporations merely
recognizes the business entity as distinguished from the legal corporate entity
of the business enterprise. Unless the affiliated group as a whole in the conduct
of its business enterprise shows net profits, the individuals conducting the busi-
ness have realized no gain. The failure to recognize the entire business enter-
prise means drawing technical legal distinctions, as contrasted with the recog-
nition of actual facts. The mere fact that by legal fiction several corporations
owned by the same stockholders are separate entities should not obscure the
fact that they are in reality one and the same business owned by the same
individuals and operated as a unit. To refuse to recognize this situation and
to require for tax purposes the breaking up of a single business into its con-
stituent parts is just as unreasonable as to require a single corporation to report
separately for tax purposes the gains from its sales department, from its manu-
facturing activities, from its investments, and from each and every one of its
agencies. It would be just as unreasonable to demand that an individual engaged
in two or more businesses treat each business separately for tax purposes."
(S. Rept. 960, 70th Cong., 1st sess.)

The Treasury Department has also opposed the abolition of consolidated re-
turns, adding to the reasons given above, the fact that consolidated returns pro-
vide ease in administrative handling. (Statement of the Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury Dec. 15, 1933.)

The above clearly demonstrates that the use of consolidated returns should
not properly be considered a privilege conferring any special advantage or
preference over the use of separate returns. Rather, they should be considered
a necessary and proper method of reporting the income of affiliated groups of
corporations in order clearly to reflect the net income of the group. "Much of
the misapprehension about consolidated returns will be removed when it is real-
ized that it is only when the corporations are really but one corporation that the
permission to file consolidated returns is given, and that no ultimate advantage
under the tax lairs really results. The present law permits the filing of consoli-
dated returns only where one corporation owns at least 95 percent of the stock
of the other corporation or if at least 95 percent of the stock of both corporations
is owned by the same interest. The provision embodies the businessman's
conception of a practical state of facts." [Emphasis supplied.] (S. Rept.
960, 70th Cong., 1st sess.) Consequently, there appears to be no justification for
the imposition of a penalty upon the filing of such returns.

From the inception of consolidated returns during the First World War until
1932, no price was exacted for their use. The penalty first appeared in the
Revenue Act of 1932, when the House of Representatives proposed an additional
tax of 11/2 percent for their use. This proposal met with strong opposition in
the Senate upon the ground that there was no justification for the imposition of
a penalty tax. The Senate Finance Committee report contained the following
pertinent reasons:

"The provisions for consolidated returns under the present law and regula-
tions recognize sound accounting practices and require tax liabilities to be
determined on the basis of the true net income of the enterprise as a whole. No
improper benefits are obtained from t71e privilege. Your committee believes that
it is highly desirable, both from the point of view of the administration of our
tax laws and the convenience of the taxpayer, that the filing of consolidated
returns by affiliated groups of corporations be continued, * * . It is difficult to
justify the exaction of a price for the use of this form of return." [Emphasis
supplied.] (S. Rept. 665, 72d Cong., 1st sess.)

Nevertheless, a penalty at a compromise rate of three-fourths percent was
imposed.

The penalty rate was increased to 2 percent by the Revenue Act of 19.34, the
same rate which is in effect at the present time. At that time the House Ways
and Means Committee offered the following reasons in support of the imposition
of the penalty:
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"In the past, when any corporation could carry forward a net loss from 1 year
to another, the consoldiated group did not have such a great advantage over
the separate corporation. Not, that this net loss carryover has bcen denied, the
advantage of the consolidated return is much greater on a comparative basis."
(H. Rept. 704, 73d Cong., 2d sess.) [Italics supplied.]

Any advantage which may be thought to have existed in favor of consolidated
returns over separate returns in this respect has now completely disappeared.
The Revenue Act of 1950 amended the net operating loss provisions so as to
permit a net operating loss carryback of I year, and a net operating loss carry-
over 5 years. A similar carryback and carryover of the unused excess-profits
credit was provided for in the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950. Under H. R. 8300,
it is proposed to permit a 2-year carryback and a 5-year carry forward of a net
operating loss. The liberalization of the carryback and carryover provisions
thus provided is intended to afford corporations the opportunity to offset loss
operations against profitable operations, and place them, in this respect, on a
basis of equality with those who employ consolidated returns. There is no reason,
therefore, to continue to impose a 2-percent penalty on the use of such returns.

The use of consolidated returns is particularly appropriate in the case of the
railroads. Although the railroads must, for purpose of convenience and neces-
sity, operate across State lines, various legal provisions, as well as financial
requirements, often necessitate the existence of subsidiary companies organized
under the laws of the various States through which a railroad operates. As
a result of these and other considerations the major railroad systems of the
country have developed, not only by mergers and consolidations, but also by a
process of leasing operating properties from companies which have continued to
retain their own corporate existence. This unique position of the railroads in
the Nation's economy, and the special applicability of consolidated returns to
the railroad industry, were recognized by Congress when, in 1934, it abolished
the use of consolidated returns for all except railroad corporations.

Considered either from the viewpoint of equity or administrative convenience,
consolidated returns should be encouraged and the 2 percent penalty on the use
of such returns should be eliminated in view of outstanding as well as pro-
posed net operating loss carryover provisions. There is no justification for
penalizing those who must file a consolidlted return because of the peculiarities
of their corporate structures. This is particularly true of the railroads, which,
in many instances, are unable to merge or consolidate their subsidiaries and
thus achieve the result of a consolidated return without being subjected to the
penalty. With corporate rates at 52 percent, the continuance of this 2 percent
penalty on the use of consolidated returns results in a tax rate of 54 percent.
It is, therefore, urged that this penalty tax be eliminated and that section
1514 (a) of H. R. 8300 he amended by deleting therefrom the last sentence.

B. OPTIONAL USE OF ('ONSOLIDATFD ErURN W fERE THERE IS 50 TO 95 PERCENT STOCK
OWNERSHIP

For many years,. the railroad industry has urged the elimination of the 2
percent penalty on the filing of consolidated returns. In H. R. 8300 this proposal
has not been adopted despite the President's recommendation for its elimination.
Instead, H. R. 8300 provides for reducing from 95 to 80 percent the stock
ownership requirements for the filing of consolidated returns. It should be
noted that the proposed liberalization, coupled with the retention of the 2 per-
cent penalty, imposes a burden upon the railroad industry which requires further
correction.

The effect of the liberaliz-ition proposed in section 1502 of the bill is to require
the mandatory inclusion in a consolidated return of all companies which are
more than 80 percent owned. Once an election to file a consolidated return
is made, it cannot lie chanced in the absence of certain conditions elsewhere
specified in the bill. Under the 9.5 percent stock requirement of existing law,
some affiliated groups have filed consolidated returns "and paid the 2 percent
penalty. However, under the liberalizitin provided for in H. R. 8300. the
mandatory inrclnsiol of incoMe-prodcino- affiliates, which previously were not
required to be included within the affiliated cramp1 because not 9.5 percent owned,
creates an added tax burden because of the 2 percent penalty on the income
of corporations which must be added to the group. It is not the liberalization
of the stock ownership provision in the bill which precipitates the difficulty;
it is the 2 percent penalty on the income of the 80 to 95 percent owned affiliate.
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The inclusion in the bill of this liberalization provision emphasizes the neces-
sity of removing the 2 percent penalty. If this be deemed not possible at present,
then so long as the 2 percent penalty continues, the inclusion of companies
whose stock is owned more than 80 but less than 95 percent should be optional,

law not mandatory. Otherwise, the adoption of this liberalization provision will in
some instances result in additional tax burden rather than the relief which Is
intended.

C. INCLUSION O1 LESSOR COMPANIES IN CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

For several years the railroad industry has urged that where a railroad com-
pany leases the property of another railroad company and the lessee is obligated
to pay the lessor's income tax, the two companies should be permitted to file a
consolidated return, without any stock ownership requirement. H. R. 8300
affords no relief in this respect.

Under present law, seriously inequitable tax consequences result in many
cases from the operation of the properties of one railroad corporation by another
under a long-term lease. Many of the railroad systems have been developed
by leasing the properties of other companies, rather than by merger or con-
solidation. The leases are for long periods of time, practically in perpetuity.
In the typical case, the lessee assumes the complete management and control
of the properties of the lessor and incorporates them into its railroad system.
The leased line becomes an integral part of the railroad system, constituting in
many cases a part of a through route. Despite this close integration, however,
in the absence of the required stock ownership by the lessee, the lessor com-
panies are not includible in a consolidated return.

It is submitted that the lack of stock ownership should not be controlling to
preclude the use of a consolidated return in a situation of this kind. The inti-
macy of the business activities and obligations of railroad lessors and lessees
is closer than would usually he the case where there is sufficient stock ownership
to qualify for the use of a consolidated return. For example, under the terms
of the typical railroad lease, the lessee is bound to pay as rental all the expenses

fi of the lessor, including income and excess profits taxes, and an amount suf-
ficient to pay a fixed dividend on the lessor's capital stock. Although in many
cases the dividend is paid directly to the stockholders of the lessor by the
lessee, it nevertheless constitutes income of the lessor corporation on which
income tax must be paid. Pursuant to the terms of the lease the lessee must
pay the income tax thus imposed upon the lessor. Such a relationship, springing
from a lease, supports the general business entity concept and should be a
basis for the right to file a consolidated return.

A serious inequity arising under present law occurs in a taxable year when
the lessee, the operating company, has no net income due to operating losses,
but for the same taxable year the lessor has net income due to the dividend rental.
In such a situation the lessor is subject to income tax on the rental income but
the lessee may get no tax benefit from the deduction of the rental payment
because of its deficit. Thus, there is the anomalous situation where, although
the operation of the properties has resulted in a deficit, nevertheless an income
tax must be paid by the lessee on account of the dividend rental payment to
the lessor's stockholders. The business enterprise suffers a loss, but it never-
theless pays an income tax. Certainly such an inequitable result should not
be continued and it may be corrected by permitting railroad lessor and lessee
companies to file a consolidated return irrespective of stock ownership.

It is submitted that, regardless of stock ownership by the lessee, the inclusion
of all lessor companies in consolidated returns with the operating company
which is obligated to pay the lessor's income tax, would more clearly reflect
the net income of the single business enterprise involved, i. e., the operations of the
railroad system, and would thus be in accord with the general nature and purpose
of consolidated returns.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL

Amend section 1502 of H. R. 8300 by adding thereto the following new sub-
section:

"(h) Affiliation of Lessor Railroad Companies.-In the case of a railroad
corporation subject to part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, the railroad
properties of which have been leased to another such railroad corporation by
an agreement entered into prior to January 1, 1954, where the lease requires
the lessee to pay the Federal income and excess profits taxes imposed on the
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lessor, such lessor corporation may be included in consolidated income and
excess profits tax returns with the lessee corporation, regardless of the per-
centage of the lessor's stock owned by the lessee or one or more other corpora-
tions in an affiliated group including the lessee, provided, however, that such
lessor corporation includible in the affiliated group solely by reason of the
provisions of this subsection shall not be liable for an amount of income and
excess profits taxes in excess of the amount of such taxes for which it would
have been liable if it had filed separate income and excess profits tax returns
in its own behalf."

SoTATEMENT OF Asso(IATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON INCOME FROM DISCHARGE

OF INDEBTEDNESS IN RAILROAD RECEIVERSHIP AND I\ANKRT'PTCY REORGANIZATIONS

SECTION 108

Section 108 (b) (of H It. 85300 is intended to extend to December 31, 1955,
the provisions of section 22 b) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code which
would otherwise expire at the end of the current calendar year. This section
exchldes from the gross income of a railroad corporation the amount of any
income attributable to the discharge of its indebtedness pursuant to a court
order in a receivership proceeding or in a proceeding under the Bankruptcy
Act.

Section 22 (b) (10) vas incorporated in the code by the Revenue Act of
1942 as remedial legislation to avoid the paradox of imposing high income
tax on railroad corporations emerging from judicial reorganization or bank-
ruptcy on alleged income resulting from reduction or cancellation of indebted-
ness pursuant to such proceedings. It was realized that such an imposition
would probably put the reorganized railroad right hack in receivership or bank-
ruptcy: the ('ommencement of a vicious circle to the detriment of the economy
as a whole and to the railroad industry in particular. It is the position of
the railroad industry that the provisions of section 22 (b) (10) should be
made permanent or at the least continued through 1957.

In 1942, there were a total of 31 class I railroads (those having an annual
gross income of more than $1 million) in receivership or bankruptcy. These
railroads operated 65,395 miles of road. As of June 30, 1953, there were 11
class I railroads in receivership (Pr trusteeship, operating 11,131 miles of road
(see exhibit attached.)

There is no reason why this remedial provision should not be made permanent.
In the years between 1942 and June 30, 1953, 20 railroads have received the bene-
fit of section 22 (b) (10). Twelve years' experience with this section has deam-
onstrated that it serves a useful purpose. Although as originally enacted the
section would have expired December 31, 1945, it has been extended from time
to time through the current calendar year. Seldom has the Congress passed so
often on the advisability of and need for an isolated provision of law. In the
period of its existence, there has been no abuse of this section, nor can there be,
for the so-called income constitutes merely the modification or cancellation of a
debt which the insolvent corporation is unable to pay. Such modification or
cancellation is made with approval not only of the courts but the Interstate Com-
merce Commission as well. Furthermore, no evasive techniques or loopholes
have resulted from the continued existence of this section, which has operated
for the benefit of the distressed railroads and to the advantage of the economy
in general.

While H. R. 8300 continues this beneficial provision until December 31, 1955,
it will be impossible for all of the 11 class I railroads in receivership or trustee-
ship on June 30, 1953, to have completed their reorganizations by that date.
Under some circumstances, the placing of a time limit on a statutory provision
is for the purpose of protecting the Government's interest, as well as a prod to
those who otherwise might be guilty of laces. In the situation contemplated
by section 22 (b) (10) of the code or section 108 (b) of H. R. 8300, there is no
room for either Purpose. It should be borne in mind that the debtor corporation
is ordinarily powerless to prevent delays in the completion of reorganization
plans which usually result from a complex corporate structure and a multitude
of conflicting interests to be reconciled. The Interstate Commerce Commission
and the courts are careful to protect these conflicting interests and afford full
opportunity for the presentation of the contentions of all interested parties at
each step of the proceeding. The time consumed is in some cases great but
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cannot be avoided by any action of the debtor corporation. There is certainly
no sound reason why those railroads still in the process of reorganization, or
other railroads which may in the future be forced to resort to reorganization,
should be deprived of this remedial provision after 1955 which was accorded to
those roads whose reorganization was completed prior to that time.

The Missouri Pacific system, including the Gulf Coast Lines and the Inter-
national-Great Northern Railroad, accounts for 9.294 out of 11,131 miles of
road in receivership or trusteeship on June 30, 1953. The Missouri Pacific and
its affiliated companies were in trusteeship at the time of the original enactment
of this relief provision of law in 1942. Because of the complex nature of its
corporate structure and the numerous creditor and stockholder interests in-
volved, it has been impossible as yet to effect a reorganization. Under date of
February 17, 1954, Interstate Commerce Commission examiners proposed a modi-
fied plan of reorganization, which will now have consideration by the Commis-
sion and the courts, with full rights to all creditor and stockholder interests
to present their objections and suggestions for modification at every stage of
the proceedings. Based on prior experience as to the time required for the
carrying out of one of these complex reorganizations of railroad systems, it
seems obvious at this date that it will be impossible to complete this reorganiza-
tion by December 31, 1955.

To permit this provision to expire when any of the 11 railroads now in receiv-
ership or trusteeship might still be in the same circumstances would not only
reinstate the basic reasons which motivated its enactment in the first place,
but would also effect a statutory discrimination within the railroad industry
between those roads which had the benefit of the provision and those which,
through no fault of their own, would be deprived of its remedial effect. It is
submitted that to permit this to happen would be inequitable in the extreme,
patently contrary to the very purpose of the proposed tax-revision bill, and defi-
nitely prejudicial to the public interest.

In view of the foregoing, the railroad industry urges that section 108 (b) of
H. R. 8300 be made permanent. Experience over the last 12 years demonstrates
its need and the benefit to all concerned. Short of permanent enactment, this
relief provision should certainly be extended to December 31, 1957.

It is, therefore, recommended, in the alternative, that-
1. Section 108 (b) of H. R. 8300 be amended by deleting therefrom the last

sentence; or, alternatively,
2. That the last sentence in section 108 (b) of H. R. 8300 be amended by insert-

ing "1957" in lieu of "1954."
SECTION 1017

As previously stated, the purpose of section 108 (b) of H. R. 8300 is to extend
the provisions of section 22 (b) (10) without any change in substance. This
is shown by the following from page A.35 of the report of the Committee on
Ways and Means:

"The provisions relating to the discharge of the indebtedness of certain rail-
road corporations has not been altered in substance, except that the expiration
date has been extended for an additional year to December 31, 1955."

Unfortunately, the accomplishment of this announced purpose is prevented
by what we believe to be a technical error or oversight in section 1017. It is
there provided that where any amount is excluded from gross income under
section 108, the taxpayer will be required to make a corresponding reduction
in the basis of its assets. By this provision the reduction of basis of property
is for the first time made a requirement with respect to any exclusion from
income under section 22 (b) (10). It will be remembered that section 22 (b)
(10) involves only reorganizations in an equity receivership proceeding or under
the National Bankruptcy Act and permits the exclusion of income from discharge
or modification of indebtedness in such a proceeding without any corresponding
reduction in the basis of the taxpayer's assets. Section 1017 of H. R. 8300 would
change this and require such a reduction in basis.

In order to effectuate the announced purpose of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee as stated in its report, that is, the mere extension of section 22 ()) (10),
it will be necessary for section 1017 to be amended so as to apply only to exclu-
sions from income under section 108 (a) and not to exclusions from income
under section 108 (b).
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EXHIBIT.-In receivership
10~

Railroad

A nn A rbor. ---------------------
Georgia & Florida ----------------
Minneapolis & St. Louis --------
Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern--
R utland ------ .- ... ..... ....
S,,aboard Air Line --- ... ----------
Wisconsin Central .............

IN TRrSTEESI[IP

Akron, Canton & Youngstown ----------------
C entral of G eorgia ...... ----------- - ----------
Central RR. Co of New Jersey ----.-------
Chicago & North W estern --------------------
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville ------------
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific -------
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific ---------------
Denver & Rio Grande Western ---------------
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic ---------------
Florida E ast Coast -.. .......-.-............
Gulf Coast Lines:

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western --------
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico ----------
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf ............
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico - -

International-Great Northern .-.
L on g Islan d ----------------------------------
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Missouri-Illinois
Missouri Pacific -
New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, Ontario & Western
New York, Susquehanna & Western
St Louis-San Francisco
St. Louis-Southwestern
St. Louis- South western of Texas
Western Pacific -
Wisconsin Central

Total ----

Grand total-

Mar. 31,1942-
Miles of road

operated,
Dec 31, 1940

I I
294
408

1, 409
190
407

4,310

7,018

June 30,1953-
Miles of road

operated,
Dec. 31, 1952

360

171 - --
1,864

711 -- - -
8,319 --

549 ------- -.---
10, 854 .............
7,900
2,566 - --

550685 571

146 146
191 196
317 317
602 596

1,155 1,104
365

4, 267
139 - -

7,146 6,935
1,853

576 541
144 -

4,769 -
1,006 - --

644 -
1,199 -

(-)

58,377 10,771

65,395 11,131

I Controlled and operated by Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste Marie RR.

STATEMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON THE NET OPERATING Loss

DEDUCTION AND THE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED CREDIT

The Internal Revenue ('ode provides for a deductions from gross income of a
net operating loss which 1nia. be carried backward or forward within a span of
7 years. The intent of these provisions is to produce the saiie overall tax on the
same taxable inicoiue over a period of years for each of the two taxpayers who
are similarly situated, except that one may have taxable income in each year
of the period, whereas the other may have both income and loss years within
the same period.

The Internal Revenue ('ode permits a corlorate taxpayer to take a credit
against n11t inollie of S5 percent if the amount ot the dividends received from a
doniestic corporation, with the limitation hereinafter noted. A similar provi-
sion has ieen included in each Revenue Aet beginning as far r:ack as the Reve-
nue Art ii 1917. The purpi)se of each of these provisions has been to avoid the
double taxation of corporate earnings.

Despite the good intention and desirable objective of these two provisions,
the fact is that in actual operation their purposes are defeated; double taxa-
tion is imlosed upin intereorpolrate earnings, and taxpayers having some loss
years and some profit years are made to pay more taxes upon the same aggre-
gate net income than corliirations with steady profit years-and this is a result
of the purely fortuitous circumstance that a portion of their income is derived
from intercorporate dividends.

------------------------- --------

--------------------------------
----------------------------------

-----------------------------------
----------------------------------

----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
----------------------
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An attempt to correct this paradoxical situation is made inL H. R. 8300, a bill
to revise the internal revenue laws of the United States, but the provisions of
that bill fall far short of the relief which this situation requires. In order that
these specific proposals in H. It. 8300 may be completely understood, it is neces-
sary that they be examined in the light of the application of the present code
provisions which they seek to correct.

Under the present law, a corporation includes in gross income 1( percent of
dividends received and is entitled to a credit of S5 percent of such dividends,
limited, however, to 85 percent of the net income. Therefore, in a loss year,
there being no net income, there is no credit for the dividends which were
included in gross income. The result in a loss year is to treat dividends as fully
taxable income without any offsetting credit. The converse is equally true; in a
profit year, since there is net income, the credit can be taken so that in such a
circumstance only 15 percent of the dividends included in gross income will te
taxed.

For example if each of two corporations (A and B) received $1 million as
dividend income in any one taxable year, and if corporation A has a profit in
that year whereas corporation B sustains a net operating loss, corporation A
is enabled to take its dividends received credit and thereby pay income tax
on only 15 percent of its dividends so received, or $78,000. (orporation B, how-
ever, is entitled to no dividends received credit by reason of the loss, with the
result that it has left in gross income for the loss year 100 percent of its dividends
received. It may result from this that in the application of the carryback and
carryforward provisions, corporation B will in the end pay up to $520,000 in taxes
referable to dividends received in the loss year, as against $78,000 paid by cor-
poration A. It is submitted that no such result can be justified and the exclusion
of 85 percent of dividend income from tax should not be dependent upon whether
the recipient thereof is in a profit or loss status. It is believed that such anom-
aly was ever intended. It is clear that it should not continue. This inequi-
table result should be corrected in simple fashion by converting the present
dividends received credit into a fully allowable deduction from gross income.

While the facts assumed above amply illustrate the propriety of converting
this credit into a deduction, it should be added that the railroad industry is
particularly hard hit by this form of discrimination. In the first place, this
industry reflects in a marked degree the peaks and valleys of the economic cycle,
with the result that its income in general varies widely from year to year and
the fluctuation from income years to loss years is extreme. In the second place
it is well known that many railroad systems consist of a number of separate
corporations bound together by stock ownership or lease arrangements, or both.
For many reasons it is often impossible or impractical to consolidate these
various corporations into one cumIpaniy. Since railroads operate through relate(l
corporations, in many" instances they receive substantial dividends. It should
he borne in mind, however, that the income which produced these dividends has
already been fully taxed.

The illo!ical and inequitable result from the interplay of the net operating
loss and dividends received credit provisions of existing law in a loss year is
clear. However, this is but half the story. A further discrimination arises
when a corporate taxpayer which has suffered a loss (and therefore has to treat
as fully taxable income the dividends received in that year) attempts to carry
that loss forward or backward as a deduction froim the income (of a profit year.
Under the existing law, if the income of the profit year included dividend income,
the amount of the loss being carried forward or backward is required to be
reduced by the amount of the dividends received credit in the profit year. In other
words, the dividends received 'redit is denied, not once, but twice.

The sum aiid suhstance of this is that a corporation in a loss year is deprived
of its dividends received credit while its gross income includes 100 percent of
its dividends. In carrying its loss forward or backward to the profit year, the
loss must be further reduced by the dividends received credit allowed in the
profit year to which the loss is carried. Thus, the interplay of the net operating
loss and dividends received credit provisions of the code is to reduce the loss,
not only in the year of the loss, but also in the year to which it is carried, by
the amount of the dividends received credit of each year. This renders the loss
(arryover provisions useless to a corporation receiving dividends, unless the
loss exceeds the dividends received in both the year of the loss nnd the year to
which the loss is carried forward.

To illustrate the discriminatory nature of the present statutory provision,
assume that corporation A has a net income of $10 million in each of 2 consecu-
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tive years, while its competitor, corporation B, has fluctuating income which
aggregates the same $20 million but which is represented by a loss of $10
million in the first year and net income of $30 million in the succeeding year,
so that over the 2-year period each corporation has $20 million net income.
Assume further that each company receives sufficient dividends annually which,
but for the limitations imposed by the code, would produce a dividend received
credit of $5 million. Under the present statutory provisions, and assuming a
50-percent rate, Corporation A will pay taxes of $5 million for the 2 years
involved, while Corporation B will pay taxes of $10 million, or 100 percent more,
simply because it had a combination of loss and profit years. This is so because
corporation 1B not only loses its $5 million dividends received credit in the year
of the loss, but it is also required to reduce the loss carryover by the $5 million
dividend received credit in the year to which the loss is carried. (See exhibit,
which shows this in detail.)

Thus we have the anomalous situation wherein each of 2 corporations has
$20 million net income for the same 2-year period, and 1 corporation pays 100
percent more in tax than the other. Certainly, such a discriminatory and
inequitable result was never intended. It should not be permitted to continue.
This situation can be corrected by converting the dividends received credit
into a dividends received deduction without imposing any limitations thereon.

The Ways and Meats Committee in its report on H. R. 8300, at page 27,
stated:

"Your committee has also made changes in the method of computing the net
operating loss deduction, in order to lessen the differences in tax treatment of
firms with fluctuating and those with stable incomes. Under present law the
loss is reduced for certain items with respect both to the loss year and the
income year to which the loss is carried, before the loss can be offset against
taxable income of the latter year. Thus under existing law taxpayers with loss
carryovers are denied the use of tax benefits which are fully available to those
with stable incomes."

Thus the Ways and Means Committee clearly recognizes the discrimination
which exists between the taxpayer with fluctuating income and the taxpayer
with steady income years. Certainly this recognized discrimination should be
eliminated insofar as it relates to dividends which have already been taxed
once. This results in double taxation of dividend income.

While H. R. 8300 changes the credit for dividends received to a deduction
for dividends received (see. 243 (a)), the bill also limits the amount of the
deduction to N5 percent of taxable income (see. 246 (b) ). The effect is the same
as the credit provision of the existing law and consequently the deduction
under H. R. 8300 in a loss year is zero. There has been a change in language
with no change in effect. Furthermore, except for the first year to which the
loss may 1e carried, the balance of the loss to be carried' to a profit year must
be reduced by 85 percent of the dividends received in the prior year. Here
again, we have exactly the same discrimination that exists under present law,
except in the simple instance where the net operating loss deduction can be
completely absorbed in the first year to which the carryover is taken.

It is submitted that the profit or loss status of a corporate taxpayer should
not determine whether it is entitled to a deduction. If dividend income is to
be deducted to the extent of 85 percent in profit years, it is patently (lear that
it should le similarly treated in loss years.

To recognize the paradox in the application of these provisions of existing law
and to attempt only the very limited correction proposed is both illogical and
unsound. On page 27 of the committee report accompanying H. R. 8300, it is
stated that the Ways and Means Committee changed the method of computing
the net operating loss deduction "in order to lessen the difference in tax treat-
ment of firms with fluctuating and those with stable incojfes." These dliffer-
ences should be eliminated, not "lessened," and this could be accomplished by
deleting from section 172 (d) (5) the provision which precludes the deduction
of 85 percent of the dividends received in determining the net operating loss
and eliminating the limitation on such deduction appearing in section 246 (b).

This matter of the full availability of a net operating loss deduction is now
even more important than ever. With the existing high tax rates the availability
of a loss carryforward or carryback is essential. No business with fluctuating
income years can hope to exist for any great length of time unless there is avail-
able some method of averaging its income for "in extended period of years. This
was recognized by H. It. 8300, since it provided for a 2-yoar carryback instead of
the existing 1-year provision, thus providing for an 8-year spread. Corporations
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with dividend income should not be denied the same privilege; nevertheless
such is the case under H. It. S:300.

The net operating loss provisions can and should provide a strong economic
incentive during periods of decreased business activity. With assurance that
any loss which may be sustained will le offset against profits of another year, a
corporation can continue to make expenditures for maintenance and improe-
ment of its plant and to keel) employment at a high level. However, where a
corporation is effectively denied tile availability of these provisions, it may be
forced to curtail such expenditures at a time when it will do the country the
most harm. This is particularly true when we are dealing with the railroad
industry, which is considering a capital investment in 1954 of approx:imately
$1 billion, which is about 25 percent under the average of the last 5 years.

The railroad industry is the key to our national defense program. Our entire
defense system is predicated upon an adequate transportation system in this
country. Our tax system certainly should not be geared so as to deter the devel-
opment of the most efficient system possible. Yet, by deterring the making of the
capital expenditures required to modernize, expid, and improve our railroad
systems, just that unfortunate result is attained.

In view of the foregoing, it is submitted that
1. The dividends received credit under existing laxw should be converted into a

deduction for all purposes without limitation ;
2. The deduction for dividends received as authorized by H. R. 8300 should not

be dependent upon the profit or loss status of the recipient of such dividends.
The accomplishment of the first submission would necessitate the following

amendments to the Internal Revenue Code:
Add to section 23 of the code the following new subsection:
"(gg) DEDUCTION FOR DIVIDENDS IlECEIVED aY A cORPORATION.-In tile case of a

corporation. 85 per centum of the aniount received as dividends (other than divi-
(lends described in section 26 (b) on the preferred stock of a public utility) from
a donlestic corporation which is subject to taxation under this chapter."

Section 26 (b) should be amended technically to remove the present subsection
(1) which now allows a credit for dividends received from domestic corporations.
Also, section 433 (a) (1) (A) should be amended to allow an adjustment, with-
out limitation, for the new dividends received deduction.

To accomplish the second subimission, Fl. R. 8300 should be amended as follows
Amend section 172 (d) (5) to read :
"(5) SPECIAL DEDITCTION FOR CORPOIATION.-No deduction shall be allowed under

Part VIII (except sections 243 (a) and 248) or under section 922 (relating to
Western Hemisphere trade corporations)."

Amend section 246 (b) by deleting therefrom the first reference to section 243.

EXHIBIT

[in millions]

lst year 2d year Total, 2 years

Corporation A:
Net income ........................ .................- $10 $10 $20
D ividends received credit ................. . ............ 5 5 10
N orm al tax net incom e -------------------------------- 5 5 10
Tax at 50 percent ....................................... 2.5 2.5 5

Corporation B
Net income -........................................... -10 130 20
N et operatin g loss ... ---------------------------------- 10 - - - - - 10
N et operating loss deduction ............. ....... ...... 2 5 5
D ividends received credit -................... . .. .. .. 3 0 5 5
N orm al tax net incom e ........ ................. ...... .--------------. 20 20
Tax at 50 percent --------------------------------------- --.......... 10 10

I Prior to net operatmi loss deduction.
2 Net operating loss of $10 million as reduced by dividends received credit of second year ($5 million).

IRC section 122 (c).
3 Despite receipt of dividend income, the dividends received credit is not available in loss year. IR

section 26 (b).
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STATEMENT OF AsSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS ON CARRYOVERS IN CERTAIN

CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS

In order to avoid a discriminatory result it is necessary that the effective
date provision of section 391 of H. R. 8300 be modified, as hereinafter ex-
plained.

Under existing law in the case of a reorganization which may qualify as a
"statutory merger or consolidation," as defined in section 112 (g) (1) (A)
of the Internal Revenue Code, the courts and the Commissioner have held
that under the theory of continuity of corporate interest and fusion of assets
and liabilities by operation of law, the continuing or successor corporation
should be granted the deductions, credits, or other allowances to which its
predecessor would have been entitled had it continued its separate existence.

When a taxpayer attempts to use some of the other provisions of section
112 (g) (1) such as "(B) the acquisition by one corporation, in exchange solely
for all or a part of its voting stock, for at least 80 per centum of the voting
stock and at least 80 per centum of the total number of shares of all other
classes of stock of another corporation," or "(F) a mere change in identity,
form, or place of organization, however effected" the Commissioner and the
courts have denied the continuing corporation the benefit of the tax privileges
of the transferor.

Section 381 of If. R. 8300 headed "Carryovers in Certain Corporate Acquisi-
tions" eliminates the inequities resulting from relying upon the artificial form
of reorganizations instead of economic realities. That such is the purpose of
this section is indicated by the following quotation from the House report on
H. R. 8300 (H. Rept. 1337), which states, at page 41, that:

"Present law makes no provision for the transfer from one corporation to
another in a tax-free merger or consolidation, of the major tax benefits, privi-
leges, elective rights and obligations which were available to the predecessor.
These include such items as loss carryovers, unamortized bond discount, in-
stallment sales reporting, Life inventory methods, etc. The courts have held,
in general, that such tax attributes of a corporation may be preserved only
by continuing the corporation's identity. For example, the surviving corpora-
lion in a merger is generally entitled only to the tax attributes from its own
premerger experience and not from the experience of the other corporations
merged. More recently, however, this separate entity rule appears not to have
been followed.

"As a result, present practice rests on court-made law which is uncertain and
frequently contradictory. Morceorer, weather or not the carryover is allowed
shod be bosed upon ccononic realities rather than upon such artificialities as
the legal foroi of the reorgani:ation. [Italics supplied.]
"The bill Provides for the carryover of about 16 specific tax attributes or items

from one corporation to another in certain tax-free reorganizations. Under this
provision, a corporation which acquires substantially all the property of another
corporation in a tax-free transfer is to take into its accounts certain specified
items of the distributor or transferor corporation. The principal items are loss
carryovers, earnings and profits, and certain elections, such as those relating to
LIFO inventory accounting and those relating to the use of the special declining
balance depreciation method. No provision is made for the apportionment of
such items ill the ease of split-ups, spin-offs, or other divisive reorganizations."

The proponents of this bill. mindful of the economic realities involved, have
defined, in section 359 (c), "a corporate acquisition of property" as the acquisi-
tion by ((ie corporation, whether iir not by statutory merger or consolidation, of
at least ,0 percent of the fair market value of the properties of another corpora-
tion less liabilities solely in exchange for all or part of its participating stock
subject to certain conditions. Because this definition is not limited to a statutory
merger or eiinsohlidltion and since section 381 provides that in the case of such
a tax-free corporate acquisition of property, the acquiring corporation shall
succeed to and take into account certain deductions and ot,,,r it( -is of the pred-
ecessor corporation, it would appear that the ends of economic reality were
fully attained.

However, section 391 of H R. 8300 provides that the right to carry over these
tax benefits to an acquiring corporation in a tax-free reorganization shall be
effective only with respect to distributions or transfers occurring after March 1,
1954.

The House report states on pages 40 and 41: "The determination of the tax
treatment of transactions of the types described in subchapter C of the bill
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carried out prior to the effective date thereof is to be made as if the bill had not
been enacted and without inference drawn from the fact that the amendments
made therein are not made expressly apilicable to prior taxable years in which
transactions of these types may have been effected."

Using economic realities as the test instead of artificialities of form, H. R. 8300
has made definite in section 381 the right of a continuing or transferee corpora-
tion in a tax-free reorganization or liquidation to deductions, credits or allow-
ances. However, because section 381 is to be effective only with respect to dis-
tributions or transfers occurring after March 1, 1954, it necessarily follows that
in otherwise identical circumstances, deductions may le allowed to one corpora-
ate taxpayer but disallowed as to another, depending on whether the distribution
occurs before or after this date. For example: In order to change its state of
incorporation (for legitimate business reasons), a corporation acquires all the
assets and liabilities of another corporation and continues its business under a
ruling of the Internal Revenue Service that the acquisition results in a tax-free
reorganization under the Intetnal Revenue Code. The stockholders of the
acquiring corporation are exactly the same as those of the transferring corpora-
tion. Prior to March 1, 1954, corporation A followed the above procedure. Sub-
sequent to March 1, 1954, corporation B does exactly the same thing which cor-
poration A did prior to that date.

Should this effective date provision be enacted as set forth in section 391 of the
bill, there is doubt if corporation A would be entitled to the deductions of its pred-
ecessor corporation for its right to any such deductions would have to be de-
cided pursuant to the existing confused state of the law which H. R. 8300 is in-
tended to correct. However, there would be no doubt as to the right of corpora-
tion B to succeed to its predecessor's tax privileges.

It is realized that statutory provisions must have effective dates. However,
the effective date of this provision is related to the time when a distribution or
transfer is made rather than to a particular taxable year. The result is that in
a tax year subsequent to the date in which H. It. 8300 may become law the same
deductions for taxpayers identically situated will be treated differently depend-
ing upon whether a distribution or transfer was made before or after March 1,
1954. To illustrate and as stated above, corporation A and corporation B had
identical reorganizations except for the dates. In each case there were carryover
items for amortization if bond discount. In their respective tax returns for
the taxable year 1955 (after the enactment of H. R. 8300) corporation A would
not have the benefit of carrying over its predecessor's deductions because it had
concluded its reorganization before March 1, 1954, whereas corporation B would
be so entitled.

As a consequence of the proposed effective date, corporation may be taxed by
reason of a tax-free reorganization on an item which would have been deductible
to its predecessor. In the example given, although corporation A assumed all of
the liabilities and obligations of its predecessor, the deduction for bond discount
is lost forever. It may never be taken by any taxpayer. This is clearly a tax
imposed by reason of a reorganization which under the law is mistakenly re-
ferred to as tax-free. It is difficult to conceive that such a result was intended by
the proponents of this bill who so clearly recognized the economic realities in-
volved.

It is, therefore, submitted that while section 381 seeks to provide relief from
inequities and confusion, by reason of its effective date it results in different
treatment to identical taxpayers within a single tax year, which is unfair, in-
equitable and discriminatory. Consequently, it is proposed that section 391 be
modified so that the carryovers specified in section 381 be allowed in all open tax
years or, alternatively, in all tax years ending after March 1, 1954, regardless
of when the transfer or distribution occurred.

Adoption of the proposed amendment would afford taxpayers uniformity of
tax treatment of rights and privileges in legitimate recognized business reorgani-
zations; and the Commissioner and the courts, as well as the taxpayers, would
be saved useless litigation arising from legalistic distinctions.
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[H. R. 8300, 83d Cong., 2d sess

AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. Kerr (for himself arid Mrs. Smith of Maine) to
the bill (H. R. 8300) to revise the internal revenue laws of the United States,
viz: On page 55 and 56, strike out section 214 and insert the following:

SEC. 214. EXPENSES FOR CARE OF CERTAIN DEPENDENTS

(a) GENERAL RULE.-There shall be allowed as a deduction expenses paid or
incurred during the taxable year by the taxpayer for the care of one or more
dependents (as defined in subsection (c) ) if such expenses are necessarily in-
curred because the taxpayer, who could otherwise render such care personally,
is gainfully employed.

(b) LIMITATION.-The deduction under subsection (a) shall not exceed $600
of expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year for all dependents of the
taxpayer.

(c) DEINiTIoNs.-For purposes of this section-
(1) DEPENDENT.-The term "dependent" means a person, with respect to

whom the taxpayer is entitled to an exemption under section 151 (e) (1),
who is-

(A) a child under the age of fourteen years, or
(B) a child over the age of fourteen years but physically or mentally

incapable of caring for himself, or
(C) an infirm or incompetent person.

(2) CARE.-The term "care" includes the feeding, supervision, and attend-
ing of a dependent.

The CHAIRMAN. At the request of Senator Kerr. who is in Okla-
homa today, I submit for the record a statement by Miss Mary Quinn,
in behalf of the Oklahoma Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, Tulsa, Okla., endorsing the Kerr-Smith amendment
to H. R. 8300, to extend the proposed deduction for child-care expenses
up to $600 to all taxpayers alike.

(The statement referred to follows:)

OKLAHIOMA FEDERATION OF
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS,

Tulsa, Okla., April 22, 1954.
To the Honorable Members of the Senate Finance Conimittee:

Realizing the importance, to a large number of taxpayers, of the matters now
being considered by your committee in connection with H. R. 8300; and realizing
also the vast amount of work before you, we shall be as brief as possible in stating
our reasons for supporting wholeheartedly, and urging passage of tbe Kerr-
Smith amendment to that portion of H. R. 8300 having to do with dependency are
allowances.

We subscribe to the principle of the allowance provided in H. R. 8300 to em-
ployed widows, widowers, legally divorced or separated persons, for the care of
their own children, but respectfully call to your attention that the application of
this principle is limited to certain specified groups of taxpayers, whereas certain
other groups with the identical basic problem have been excluded.

Those who are excluded are: (1) taxpayers other than widows, widowers,
legally divorced or separated persons, having the care of their own children; (2)
taxpayers-married and single, men as well as women-having the care of chil-
dren not their own but who qualify as the taxpayer's dependents under the pres-
ent Federal income-tax code; (3) taxpayers having the care of infirm or incom-
petent adult dependents, who are incapable of self-care, the same as children, but
whose care is not accepted by the Internal Revenue Department as a medical
deduction.

The public in general has become extremely tax-conscious, and that is good.
H. It. 9300 is recognized as a much needed tax structure reform bill. The
majority of the proposals contained in the bill have been born of the experience of
millions of taxpayers whose needs, taxwise, have gone unrecognized for many
years. However, with regard to this section, the reform is too restricted for
equitable treatment of taxpayers with the same dependency care problem.
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Having been engaged in the study of this problem for well over a year, we feel

justified in our belief that that section of H. R. 8300 dealing with dependency
care allowances in its present form presents a situation which you, as represent-
atives of all taxpayers, must agree needs correction. The Kerr-Smith amend-
ment will accomplish this purpose.

Respectfully,
MARY QUINN, Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dawson, please.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. DAWSON, OF THE BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.

Mr. DAWSON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

We appreciate the opportunity this morning of telling the committee
of the need for a technical amendment to some of the LIFO inventory
replacement provisions contained in section 1321 of the House bill.

I would like to have the privilege of asking that our prepared
statement be included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will include it in the record.
Mr. DAWSOn. And I would like to take a few moments of the com-

mittee's time to give you the highlights of the purpose of this amend-
ment.

The purpose of the amendment is to restore LIFO inventory replace-
ment rights, which were inadvertently and unfairly taken away from
certain of the smaller independent brass mills. The amendment is
necessary to give these companies the same treatment as their more
powerful integrated competitors, who are now enjoying the protection
which the LIFO replacement provisions afford front the tax penalties
which resulted from the Government stockpiling of metals, which
occurred during the 6arly part of the war in Korea.

This company and others similarly situated, were prevented from
using this inventory replacement provision, by a peculiar legislative
quirk contained in section 459 (f) of the code.

I would like to describe briefly how LIFO works, and what the
quirk is, Mr. Chairman. We are an old company, an 88-year-old
independent brass mill. During the last 15 years, under the leader-
ship of Herman W. Steinkraus, our present president, we have grown
very substantially.

More recently, we have expanded into the aluminum business.
The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. DAwsoN. In our brass mills we take virgin copper and zinc and

scrap containing these metals, and alloy them into brass and copper
mixtures, which we form into various shapes, such as sheet, rod, and
tube.

The prices of the raw materials, the copper and zinc, as the com-
mittee may know, tend to fluctuate up and down. So the members of
our industry have almost universally adopted the LIFO method of
inventory valuation. As the members of the committee well know,
the objectives of this method of accounting is to prevent artificial
inventory profits and losses and thus afford more stable margins.

The LIFO system is premised on maintaining relatively stable base-
inventory levels. When there is a liquidation of inventories below
these basic levels, a fictitious metal profit results. This ordinarily

45994-54-pt. 4-4
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results in artificially increased taxes. That is what happened after
the outbreak of the war in 1950, as a result of copper stockpiling,
when current raw material replacement costs were much higher than
the prices in effect when most of the companies adopted the LIFO
system.

In 1951, Congress recognized what had taken place, and wisely
adopted section 22 (d) (6) (F) of the code, to permit companies on
the LIFO basis, whose taxes were thus inflated by involuntary liquida-
tion brought on by the dislocations of the Korean war, to replace
these inventories up to January 1, 1956. The House, in section 1321
of H. R. 8300 is extending that principle to cover liquidations which
occur right up to the beginning of next year.

Now, copper stockpiling by the Governnent severely arrested our
company's growth, and in the last part of 1950, after the Korean
war began, the physical output of both our company and the industry
fell below the rate that we had reached in the pre-Korean quarter,
in the second quarter of 1950. This is in marked contrast to the
steel as well as many other segments of industry.

In my prepared statement I have included an exhibit which very
graphically shows how copper stocks, both in the hands of refiners
and in the hands of the fabricators, fell to a record low, Mr. Chairman.

Now, this shortage of copper forced our company, as well as all
other copper fabricators, to dip severely into their inventories. So,
the people in our industry needed the LIFO provisions to get a fair
base for their taxes. We, and practically everybody else, so far as we
know, in our industry elected to take the benefit of these replacement
provisions.

Now, in1952 this committee very courteously tried to help growing
companies like us, who are independents in the brass mill industry,
by means of an excess profits tax amendment, section 459 (f) of the
Internal Revenue Code. But a quirk in that section inadvertently
denied us the benefit of the LIFO replacement provisions because
to use them would have meant a big increase in our excess profits
taxes-a much larger increase in excess profits taxes than we would
have gotten in LIFO benefits under the sections we are discussing here.

And why was that? It was because the year 1950 was made the key
to our excess profits tax credit. 1950 was the year when the liquidation
in copper occurred-when we had to live off our inventory. That was
the year that was to be reconstructed under LIFO by all of our com-
petitors but which reconstruction is denied us.

A very simple correction can take care of this situation. The cor-
rection would permit this company and others like it to make the
LIFO election and provide that the LIFO recomputation would not
affect our present excess profits tax credit.

We have discussed this with the staff and we would be glad to co-
operate with the staff in the development of such a simple amend-
ment. Such a correction would mean no actual revenue loss to the
Government on the LIFO theory that this would equal out over a
period of time, because the erroneous 1950 taxes collected were based
on fictitious profits of these companies and clearly could not have been
reflected in budget estimates.

We have submitted in the detailed appendix the reason why the
credit developed for this company under section 459 (f) was totally
inadequate and failed to accomplish its purpose, which was to give a

1800
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fair excess profits tax credit to the company. We are proposing here
to let that alone and to try to make p rovision for companies in our
situation to have the benefits of LIFO, like almost everybody else inI
the metals industry. We feel that the skills, the facilities, and the
resources of independent growing companies in the metal fabricating
business are of increasingly vital importance in this atomic-air age.
The survival of our country and the free world may well depend upon
our country staying in the forefront of metal developments and ad-
vancement. So, we feel that the continued strength of indel)endent
fabricators like ourselves is important to our national interest.

We know that the members of this committee have always been
interested in correcting patent inequities and we think justice in this
case calls for that simple correction.

Senator BUTLER. Just one question : You made a statement that the
proposal that you suggest would represent no loss of income to the
Government, because it would level out.

Mr. DAwsoN. That is the theory behind LIFO.
Senator BTLER. If that was the case, and no change was made, it

would level out just the same for the taxpayer.
Mr. DAwsoN. The trouble is, Senator, we are on LIFO and, since

we get only a part of the benefit it is like taking an apple and having
part of it removed. If we were on some different system of account-
ing than LIFO, then what you say would be perfectly true, Senator.
But in LIFO if we have part of it, we ought to be able to avail our-
selves of the remainder of the provisions of the system.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator BUTLER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DAwsoN. Thank you.
(The statement of Mr. Dawson follows:)

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.
Bridgeport, Cann., April 22, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman. Senate Canonittec on, i nanee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: We appreciate this opportunity of telling the Com-

mittee on Finance of the urgent need for a technical amendment to the LIFO
(last in, first out) replacement provisions contained in section 1321 of H. R.
8300.

The purpose of such an amendment is to restore LIFO replacement rights
unfairly and inadvertently taken away front certain smaller independent brass
mills. The amendment is necessary to afford these companies the same treat-
ment as their powerful integrated competitors. These competitors are now
enjoying the correction which LIFO replacenient provisions afforded from the
tax penalties occasioned by Government stockpiling of strategic metals during
the early part of the Korean war. This company and others similarly situated
were prevented from using the replacement provisions by a legislative quirk
contained in section 459 If) of tile code.

Copper stockpiling by the Government in 1950 arrested this company's growth
in that year since it placed copper in very short supply. In the last half of
1950 after the war in Korea began, physical output of both the company and
the brass-mill industry fell below the rate attained in the second quarter of
1950-in marked contrast to the experience of other segments of industry.
The extent of the copper scarcity may le shown by exhibit 1 which plots stocks
of refined copper over a number of years. This shows that at the end of 1950
stocks of copper in the hands of smelters and refiners and of fabricators were
at a record low.

This shortage of copper forced our company, as well as other copper fabri-
cators, to dip severely into their inventories in 1950.
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The objective of the LIFO method of accounting is to use current raw-material
costs against current sales prices-thus affording stable margins and preventing
fictitious metal profits and losses. It is premised upon maintaining steady basic
inventory levels. Liquidation of inventories below these basic levels-as occurred
after the outbreak of the Korean war in 1950, at a time when current raw-
material costs were much higher than levels in effect when companies in our
industry adopted LIFO-results in substantial but fictitious metal profits being
reflected in artificially increased taxes.

In 1951 Congress wisely adopted what became section 22 (d) (6) (F) of the
code to permit companies on a LIFO accounting basis, whose taxes were thus
inflated by involuntary liquidation of inventories brought on by dislocation
from the Korean war including stockpiling, to replace inventory up to January
1, 1956.

The principle of section 22 (d) (6) (F) has been extended by the House in
section 1321 of H. R. 8300 so that inventory liquidations through the year 1954
may be replaced as late as December 31, 1955.

This company, like almost all others in the metals industries, was on the
LIFO method of accounting for the year 1950. The reasons which led to the
enactment of the replacement provision in 1951 apply equally to this company
as to all others in the metals industry. However, the impact of the 1950 liquida-
tion was particularly severe on a growing company like ours, whose allocations
of metal were based on an inadequate base period. For us to maintain our
relative tax situation in a highly competitive industry, it was imperative that
we elect to replace LIFO inventories under section 22 (d) (6) (F), and we
did so.

At its last meeting in June 1952, this committee reported out what is now
section 459 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code in an effort to provide sorely
needed excess-profits-tax relief to smaller independent companies in the brass-
mill industry. The formula contained in this law was designed to correct a
squeeze in brass-mill margins during the base period and to give recognition
to a substantial increase in capacity during the same period. The formula
originally proposed was modified shortly before this committee's action so that
1950 became the key to the excess-profits-tax credit under this provision. This
has had an unforeseen and unintended result. This cpmpany, in December of
1952, was forced to rescind its election to replace under section 22 (d) (6) (F)
because replacement under the provisions of the code would have operated to
increase its excess-profits taxes more than the amount saved in recomputing its
taxes under the LIFO replacement provisions.

If this company had continued its election to replace the 1950 inventory under
section 22 (d) (6) (F) it would have reduced 1950 earnings not only for the
purpose of making the LIFO adjustment under that section, but also for the
purpose of computing its excess-profits tax credit under section 459 (f) for each
of the years 1950 through 1953.

We respectfully suggest that this unintended discrimination against smaller
independent brass companies can be easily corrected by a simple amendment to
section 1321 of the House bill, which would permit this company and others
like it to make the LIFO election for 1950 and provide that the recomputation
of the net income for the year 1950 for LIFO purposes shall not affect the com-
pany's excess-profits tax credit. We should be glad to cooperate with the staff
of the committee in the development of such an amendment.

This correction would mean no actual revenue loss to the Government, since
the erroneous 1950 taxes collected were based on fictitious profits of these com-
panies and clearly could not have been reflected in budget estimates.

Such a LIFO amendment would not correct the basic inadequacy of the excess-
profits tax credit afforded to the smaller independent brass companies by section
459 (f).

We are submitting as an appendix hereto for the record for any future action
that the Congress may see fit to take, reasons why the credit developed for this
company under section 459 (f) failed to give effect to the purpose for which it
was enacted, i. e., to give a fair excess-profits tax credit to this company and
others like it.

Because of its growth in the years 1946 to 1950, our 88-year-old independent
metal company has been severely handicapped by the Government in at least
four important respects:
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1. Unfair excess-profits taxes drained off cash badly needed for continued
expansion;

2. As a result of the copper and zinc shortage aggravated by Government
stockpiling, certificates of necessity were denied brass mill companies generally;

3. The metal allocation system based on an unfair base period gave us metal
supplies inadequate for our expanded needs;

4. The crowning blow was the technical LIFO error we have here described;
this caused us to suffer a competitive tax disadvantage not inflicted on our
larger competitors.

The skills, facilities, and resources of independent metal fabricators in this
atomic-air age are becoming of increasingly vital importance to our country and
the free world. The measure of our advances in metals may well be the measure
of our strength. The maintenance and continued growth of vigorous independ-
ent metal fabricators such as this company are thus vital to the national interest.

Members of this committee have always been interested in correcting inequities
of this sort.

Basic justice calls for correction.
Respectfully submitted.

JOHN S. DAWSON,
Vice President and Secretary.

APPENDIX A

SECTION 459 (F) FAILs To GIVE EFFECT TO THE INTENT OF CONGRESS

We are setting forth in this appendix the inadequacy of the excess-profits
tax credit of this company under section 459 (f), which was enacted for the
purpose of giving a fair measure of normal earnings for this company and others
like it. This credit was far too low by any standard-even before the reduc-
tion which would have come from the application of the LIFO replacement
provisions discussed in the foregoing letter.

In the event Congress should undertake to correct the most glaring inequities
under the excess-profits tax, either in this session of Congress or later, first
consideration should be given to cases of this type as a matter of unfinished
business.

WE ARE A GROWTH COMPANY

Bridgeport Brass Co. has grown into a vigorous, expanding company, the
largest independent in the brass mill industry. It has been built on the founda-
tions of a fine 88-year-old company, which for many years did no business further
west than Buffalo and concentrated in New England and the Northeast.

In 1928, under the leadership of Herman W. Steinkrans, now its president,
the company began to expand its sales activities on a national basis, and in the
early thirties changed over from a family company to one now owned by some
10,000 stockholders. Today, the company has 6 plants, 3 plants at Bridgeport,
Conn., a large mill at Indianapolis, Ind., with basic capacity equal to that of
the Bridgeport mills, a small foundry at Exeter, N. H., and a large aluminum
extrusion and forging plant recently leased at Adrian, Mich.

We also have numerous warehouses and district offices located across the
country so that we can give prompt service to the technical requirements of our
customers.

Our organization has grown to some 5,000 employees, which in our mind have
always been the most important part of our company. We have never had a
strike. The teamwork and cooperation of our organization is getting better all
the time. Our current payrolls are approaching $25 million annually.

We make and sell a complete line of brass mill products in the form of sheet,
rod, wire and tube, which have a very wide range of use-Nwider even than
that of steel. In addition, we make fabricated products such as plumbing goods,
tire valves, and aerosol pressure-packaged products.

We are still growing. The year 1954 will see expansion into volume production
and sale of aluminum mill products such as extrusions, forgings, and tubing.

MOST OF GROWTH SINCE 1938

The company's major growth has occurred since 1938 when it completed at
Bridgeport the first continuous rolling mill in the brass industry. Since that
year, our sales have increased over 10 times and our assets have increased
fivefold.
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FACILITIES DOUBLED IN 1946-48

Adjusted facilities in the base period more than doubled from the begin-
ning of 1946 through 1948 (from $7,213,000 to $14,723,000), as shown by exhibit
2. Since the end of World War II, the company has had a vigorous growth.
It modernized its older plants in New England. It developed the new In-
dianapolis plant acquired in July 1948. Consequently, sales grew from $57,-
236,0)0 in 1946 to $142,659,000 in 1953. Yet, in this same period, the brass mill
industry was doing poorly as compared with iron and steel, durable manufac-
turers, and total manufacturers as shown by exhibit 3.

These new postwar facilities, along with the requisite additional working
capital, were financed through retained earnings supplemented by some $13
million of long-term debt. The company had no public common stock financing
between 1937 and November 1953.

PROFITS IN 1947, 1948, AND 1949 RETARDED BY TWO FACTORS

The company's growth in profits since 1946 did not parallel its sales growth,
as is shown by exhibit 2, because profits were retarded by two factors.

1. A squeeze in brass mill margins took place during 1947, 1948, and 1949
because of an unusual discrepancy between the costs of copper and the prices of
brass mill products.

2. Normal profits from the Indianapolis plant could not be attained during
the base period since the plant was acquired late in the base period in July
1948. In our industry, training an organization is especially long and costly.
At Indianapolis we had to train some 1,500 men at a cost estimated to exceed
$1,500 per man.

PROFITS DOUBLED SINCE 1950

Profits before taxes began early in 1950 to reflect a growth of over 100 per-
cent in adjusted facilities during 1946, 1947, and 1948. Since 1950, with
gradual realization upon increased capacity, profits have developed steadily to
the point where in 1953 they were twice 1950 levels. The fact that the com-
pany's earnings during the last 4 years came from its expansion during the years
1946-48 is clearly shown by the fact that the company spent less than the amount
of its depreciation on capital expenditures for plants and equipment during
the years 1949, 1950, and 1951. In the latter part of 1952 we again stepped up
expenditures for facilities but these expenditures did not make significant con-
tributions to earnings before 1954. Since the end of World War II we have
reduced break-even points significantly, and for the year 1953 a profit improve-
ment program or our whole organization advanced the profit levels of our
business.

CONGRESS HAS TRIED TO GIVE US EXCESS PROFITS TAX RELIEF

During the hearings in 1950 on the Excess Profits Tax Act, this company
presented testimony before the Ways and Means Committee and your Finance
Committee to the effect that base period earnings would be no fair measure of
the company's normal earnings.

In 1951, a further statement was presented to your Senate Finance Committee
but no remedial action was taken at that session.

In 1952, however, an amendment reported out by your Senate Finance Com-
mittee was accepted by the House conferees, and was enacted as section 459
(f) of the code. For the benefit of smaller independent companies in the brass
mill industry, this section was designed to correct the squeeze in brass mill
margins and to give recognition to a substantial increase in capacity during
the base period.

In 1953, we made a statement to the House Ways and Means Committee on
the unintended inadequacies of section 459 (f), but no relief amendments were
adopted by Congress when it extended the excess-profits tax.

SECTION 459 (F) FAILED TO GIVE EFFECT TO THE INTENT OF CONGRESS

The intent of Congress in enacting section 459 (f) was nullified by inserting
at the last minute a miscalculated limitation in the formula just before the last
meeting of your Finance Committee in 1952. This quirk was impossible for
anyone to assess accurately in the closing moinents of that session. Several
unforeseen and unintended results occurred. As we showed in the accompany-
ing letter, the company was forced to abandon its right to LIFO replacement.
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In addition, the section 459 (f) formula gives no credit for the Indianapolis
plant.

The Indianapolis plant acquired on July 1, 1948, late in the base period, had
no chance to develop its normal earnings by 1950. The earning capacity of
this plant, however, is at least as great as that of the company's Bridgeport
mills; its physical capacity is basically as large and its efficiency is greater. In
1952, its earnings passed, and in 1953, substantially exceeded those of the
Bridgeport mills.

Exhibits 4 and 5 dramatically show the inadequacy of the "average base period
net income" (ABPNI) developed for the company under section 459 (f). This
ABPNI is only 56 percent of the company's minimum normal earnings ' as shown
by exhibit 4. Using the test of the experience of all corporations in the second
quarter of 1950, it is barely adequate to measure the company's minimum normal
operations, exclusive of Indianapolis. Exhibit 5 shows that the company ABPNI
under section 459 (f) is a totally inadequate 38.3 percent of 1953 earnings, little
more than half the proportion for all corporations.

The normal earning power of the Indianapolis plant could not be realized for
some time after the acquisition of this plant on July 1, 194S. Many shifts of equip-
ment and costly training or organization had to occur before the plant could
operate profitably as a complete unit for making commercial sheet, rod and
tube for the midwest market. It is only recently that this plant has approached
its normal earning capacity. Its earnings in 1950 were only 15.9 percent of the
company's net operating income for that year, but they rose to 27.2 percent in
1951, to 46.3 percent in 1952, and reached 60 percent in 1953.

The profit growth at this plant was attributable not only to the increased
sales, but to its improved efficiency. The 1952 and 1953 performance of the
Indianapolis plant more than justified our original confidence that it had an
earning capacity at least equal to that of the Bridgeport mills. The dramatic
growth of our Indianapolis plant is further illustrated in exhibit 6, which plots
the net profits of the Indianapolis plant, those of the company without Indian-
apolis, and those of all corporations for each quarter of 1950 (at annual rates),
and for the years 1951, 1952, and 1953. This exhibit shows that our company's
non-Indianapolis operations stayed relatively close to the results obtained by all
corporations. Indianapolis, on the other hand, pulled way up. Any formula
using this company's 1950 earnings would fail to give a fair measure for the
Indianapolis earning power.

COMPANY HAS SUFFERED COMPETITIVE TAX DISADVANTAGE

The failure of section 459 (f) to relieve this company is clearly shown by
exhibit 7 which measures the tax bite in the case of (a) this company; (b) all
corporations: and (c) four large, integrated copper corporations with which the
coml)any competes in the sale of brass mill products. This exhibit shows that
the company's effective tax rate (G2.7 percent) in 1951 was 6.2 percentage points
higher than that of all corporations (56.5 percent), and almost 12 percentage
points higher than that of its powerful integrated copper competitors (50.8 per-
cent). Its rate rose to 66.8 percent in 1952, when it was over 14 percentage
points higher than that of all corporations (52.6 percent) and 18.4 percentage
points higher than that of its copper competitors (48.4 percent). In 1953, its
rate reached the maximum of 70 percent and thus soared 15.4 percentage points
above all corporations (54.6 percent), and 19.1 percentage points above its cop-
per competitors (50.9 percent).

WE STILL URGENTLY NEED EXCESS PROFITS TAX RELIEF

It would be an easy matter to develop a simple amendment eliminating 1950
from the formula of section 459 (f) which would give full effect to the intent
of Congress by providing a fair measure of normal earnings for the company's
expanded facilities. We have reviewed with the staff on a number of occasions
technical data which establish the fairness of such a revised formula.

1 As reflected by rates of earnings reached in the second quarter of 1950. Actual rates
of earnings are used for all operations outside of Indianapolis, and the earnings rate of
Bridgeport mills is used for Indianapolis.

The company's ABPNI under sec. 459 (f) was 96 percent of its earnings rate, exclusive
of Indianapolis, in the second quarter of 1950 It is significant that this ratio is in line
with the ratio of 90 percent between the ABPNI of all corporations (determined by the
average of the 3 highest years of the base period) and their earnings rate in the pre-Korean
quarter.
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To maintain our position as an independent metals fabricator, it is imperative
for us to match the moves of larger competitors into aluminum. To operate in
the aluminum industry, tremendous sums are needed. In aluminum, we will be
competing not only with the large integrated companies traditionally in that
field, but also with the powerful integrated brass companies who have already
entered the aluminum field.

Our progress into alumnium has been retarded under the excess profits taxes.
These taxes siphoned off cash badly needed for expansion. They distorted and
reduced our earnings record for 4 years and thus denied us reasonable acsess to
vital equity capital.

Nor was our general need for new facilities met to any degree by certificates
of necessity-generally denied our industry because of copper shortages.

A limited rights offering to our shareholders last November and December
raised some additional funds, at a price hardly more than our 1953 pretax earn-
ings and this was fortunately largely taken up by existing shareholders. This
was, however, only a start on our aluminum requirements.

The skills, facilities, and resources of independent metal fabricators in this
atomic-air age are becoming of increasingly vital importance to our country and
the free world. The measure of our advances in metals may well be the measure
of our strength. The maintenance and continued growth of vigorous independ-
ent metal fabricators are thus vital to the national interest.

Many members of this committee have taken a sympathetic interest in our
struggle for relief ever since 1950.

Our situation cries aloud for correction.



BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

EAR-END STOCES OF REFINED COPPER IN THE UNITED STATES

At Primary Smelters and Refining Plants Thousand
1930 - 1952, Inclusive Short Tons

550

• 5o

1930 32 34 36 38 4o 42 44 46 48 50 1952

End of Year

Data for prior yeara are not available.

1940* 42 44 46 48 50 1952

End of Year
Source: Derived from United States Department

of tkw Interior. Bureau of Mines.
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EXHIBIT 2

Bridgeport Brass Co., growth since 1946

[In thousands]

Value of ad- Excess profits
justed facilities net Income

Net sales at the beginning Federalincome tax
of the year returns)L

1946 --------------------------------------------------- $57,2,36 $7,213 $5, 804
1947 .............................................-- 60,347 9, 501 3,944
1948 .................................................- 74, 876 11,400 4,298
1949 ................................................ 54,746 14,723 (3,639)
1950.. 91,864 14,186 9,534
1951 101,711 14,079 10,843
1952-. 1 27,517 14,035 12,576
1953.. 142,649 15,386 19,114

1 These figures are Federal income tax return figures, adjusted to date, and will vary somewhat from pub-
lished figures.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

INDICES OF PHYSICAL PRODUCTION OF NONFERROUS METALS,
I*ON AND STEEL, DURABLE MANUFACTURES, AND TOTAL MANUFACTURES,

AND INDEX OF SHIPMENTS OF BRASS MILL PRODUCTS

1946 - 1953, INCLUSIVE

(1946 = 100)

1947 1948 199 1950 1951

Source: Derived from:
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
American Bureau of Metals.
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BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

RELATION OF AVERAGE BASE PERIOD NET INCOME OF ALL CORPORATIONS AND OF THE
BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SECOND CUARTER

1950 NET INCOMES ANNUALIZED

(Second Quarter 1950 Annualized = 100)

Ce All Cororationa Bridgeport Brass Company
100 MW- -

80 I-

2nd Quarter Average
1950 Net Base Period
Income Net Income

Annualized (average of
3 highest
years)

2nd Quarter Average
1950 Net Base Period
Income Net Income

Annualized Under
459(f)

Source: Derived from:
Company Data.
United States Department of Commerce,
Office of Business Economics.

60

20 I

40'l- -

o L-
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BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

RELATION OF AVERAGE BASE PERIOD NET INCOME OF ALL CORPORATIONS AND OF
THE BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY UNDER SECTION
459(f) TO THEIR RESPECTIVE 1953 NET INCOMES

(1953 Net Income = 100)

Per Cent All Cor
100 ::::::::

Brass Company

1953 Average 1953 Average
Net Base Net Base

Income Period Income Period
Net Net

Income Income
(average Under
of 3 k59(f)

highest
years)

Source: Derived from:
Company Data.
United States Department of Commerce,
Office of Buainess Economics.
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BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY

WIT PROFIT TRENDS OP THE INDIANAPOLIS PLANT, THE COMPANY EXCLUDING
INDIANAPOLIS, AND ALL CORPORATIONS, QUARTERLY (AT ANNUAL
RATES) FOR 1950, AND ANNUALLY FOR 1951, 1952 AND 1953

(Indices: Second Quarter 1950 = 100)

let 2nd 3rd 4th 1951 1952
---- 1950 Quarters Annualized----

Source: Derived from:
Company Data.
United States Department of Comm"o.,
Office of Business Economics.

Index
1,000
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BRISEPORT mRAs COMPANY

IFPECTIVE TAX RATES (COMBINED INCOME AND EXCESS PROFITS TAXES AS PERCENTAGES OF MET INCOME)
FOR TIE BRIEPORT BRASS COMPANY, ALL CORPORATIONS, AND FOUR LARGE INTEGRATED COPPER COMPANIES

1950 - 1955, INCLUSIVE

Bridgeport All Four Large Integrated
Brase Company Corporations Copper Companies

1950
Sources Derived from:

Company Data; Standard & Poor's Corporetion.
United States Department of Comerce,
Office of Business Economics.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fraser. Make yourself comfortable and iden-
tify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH W. FRASER, ASSOCIATION OF COTTON
TEXTILE MERCHANTS

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have a
prepared statement. May I read it to you?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. FRASER. My name is Kenneth W. Fraser. I am financial vice

president of J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., a manufacturer of textiles lo-
cated in New York City. This statement is made on behalf of the
Association of Cotton Textile Merchants of New York, whose head-
quarters are at 40 Worth Street, New York City. Our association is
made up of sales organizations who are charged with the marketing
of approximately 85 percent of the cotton broad woven goods produced
in the United States, together with a substantial quantity of man-made
fiber fabrics.

1953

1952

1951
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The opinions expressed herein have been checked with, and carry
the endorsement of the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute,
Inc., whose membership comprises the aforementioned manufacturers
of 85 percent of the cotton broad woven goods produced in this coun-
try, and whose headquarters are located in Charlotte, N. C.

Under the provisions of section 6154 of H. R. 8300, over 35,000 cor-
porations who pay about 90 percent of the Nation's corporate income
tax would be required to pay 110 percent of the amounts actually due
to the Government during each of the 5 years 1955 to 1959. In 1959
and later years, calendar-year corporations would be required to pay
25 percent of the current year's estimated tax liability in September,
and another 25 percent in December. The unpaid balances would be
paid in March and June of the succeeding year. Regarding the esti-
mated payments, 6 percent interest would be charged for underesti-
mates, if they are below 70 percent liability as finally determined
after the close of the year.

We submit that the further extension of the "pay as you go" idea
to corporation income-tax payments could seriously impair the credit
structure of the entire Nation, by

1. Requiring corporations to increase their required bank loans
to include estimated advance tax payments, in addition to the
other reasonable needs of their operations;

2. Stifling the turnover of capital, by immobilizing cash in
advance tax payments;

3. Retarding normal business operations by requiring corpora-
tions to use cash for tax payments in many instances before cash
has been realized on consummated transactions.

Members of our industry have pointed out another serious pitfall.
Take the case of the li-fo taxpayer who can certainly not estimate what
his income will be until he knows what his inventory is at the close of
the year. Corporations using the elective li-fo method for costing
inventories cannot determine taxable income at intermediate periods
during the year. Such corporations would find it factually im-
possible to make certain that payments prior to the balance sheet date
at the end of the fiscal period were correct, within the limitations
prescribed by H. R. 8300.

We sincerely believe that the House Ways and Means Committee, in
undertaking the tremendous task of rewriting the entire tax law,
may have overlooked the detrimental economic effects of 6154 of
H. R. 8300.

To many corporations whose business is highly seasonal in char-
acter, the 6 percent penalty for underestimate would pose a nightmare
of speculation. If substantial current payments were made under this
proposal to avoid the penalty, and the season developed a loss rather
than a profit, substantial working capital might be tied up at a time
when such corporations need it most urgently.

Corporations in cyclical industries would be subjected to the same
unfair "guessing game," if the first 6 months of the year were profit-
able but, after substantial payments were made, losses were incurred
before the close of the taxable year.

If enacted into law, this proposal would also seriously impair the
financial ability of corporations to proceed with plans for expansion
and/or the development by research and advertising of the new prod-
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ucts which are so vitally important to the continued growth and
strength of the American economy.

The original Mills plan for accelerating tax payments did not
require that such payments be made before corporate profits had been
actually determined. It does provide the Government with addi-
tional revenues in earlier fiscal periods, that is, prior to June 30.
However, the wholesale financial embarrassment of American corpo-
rations under the present proposal is estimated to provide only about
$150 million of such pre-June 30 additional revenue. Is this incon-
sequential gain worth the risk that section 6154, by itself, could
accelerate a recession of minor proportions into a serious depression?

It may be assumed by the individual taxpayer that if estimated
Federal tax payments by the individual are good and fair for him,
such estimated tax payments are good and fair for the corporation.
In response, we draw your attention to the fact that in effectuating
the Ruml "pay as you go" plan, three-fourths of the lower of the in-
dividual's tax due in 1942 or 1943 was forgiven. No such forgiveness
is contemplated in connection with the proposed corporate plan.

Furthermore, estimates of personal income are based upon reason-
able income expectations during the year, but with great latitude
may be adjusted periodically as circumstances change and without
regard to such important factors as inventories which are so vital
in determining corporate profits.

The proposed legislation with respect to corporate anticipated pay-
ments does not recognize the seasonal and cyclical aspects of corporate
income, and presents additional profound problems in corporate
fiscal management.

Standard & Poor's Corp., which is not generally given to editor-
ializing, in its publication, The Outlook, dated March 15, 1954,
volume 26, No. 11, page 900, offers the following conclusion con-
cerning the extension of the Mills plan to corporate tax payments.

On the whole, this plan sticks out like a sore thumb in an overall tax program
that is otherwise aimed at encouraging business as a means of generating
prosperity.

For the foregoing reasons, we urge that this committee delete sec-
tion 6154 and related sections of H. R. 8300 from the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to have your presentation. There
have been a number of complaints on this provision. I don't know
what the outcome will be, but it will be very carefully considered.

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, thank you kindly, and your committee,
for offering to listen to this viewpoint and taking it into further
consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Now, Mr. Uhlmann. Mr. Uhlmann, sit down and be comfortable

and identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD F. UHLMANN, CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Mr. UHLMANN. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee on Fi-
nance, my name is Richard F. Uhlmann. I am president of the
Uhlmann Grain Co. and a former president of the Chicago Board of
Trade. I appear before your committee on behalf of the Board of
Trade to urge two changes in subchapter P of chapter 1 of H. R. 8300
to stimulate the market in the agricultural commodities which are
traded on our exchange and on other similar exchanges.

1814
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To appreciate the need for these changes, it is necessary to under-
stand the nature of the Board of Trade and similar comnodity ex-
changes and their importance to agriculture in our economy. The
commodity markets deserve and need a better appreciation.

The one thing that I would like to impress strongly upon this com-
mittee is that the Board of Trade is merely a public market place,
providing the facilities for the farmers who grow grain and other
products to meet buyers. Bartering between these people establishes
the price of grain at any given moment. The Board of Trade itself
has nothing whatsoever to do with the price. That is determined by
the buyers and sellers, and is based upon the supply and demand. All
the Board of Trade does is to publicize the prices established by these
sales, through a widespread telegraphic system, and the radio and
news agencies of the Nation.

In addition to maintaining a commercial exchange, we acquire and
disseminate valuable economic and commercial information. We
strive to promote uniformity in the customs and usages of merchants.
We also facilitate the speedy adjustment of business disputes.

The commercial exchanges throughout the country are subject to
Federal regulation, and we operate under the Commodity Exchange
Authority.

Through the commodity exchanges, uniformity of prices is now
possible all over the country. A year-around market is provided
farmers instead of just the period following harvest. Violent price
fluctuations are minimized and better grain values are determined.

It must be remembered that the farmer harvests his grain only once
during the year. On the other hand, the public needs to eat that
grain and products made from grain throughout the entire year.
Consequently, some system had to be provided to buy the grain when
it was offered, but to distribute it evenly on the market throughout
the entire year.

This is possible only through the operation of the futures markets,
where crops are bought and sold before they are harvested. The
traders in commodity futures smooth out the buying and selling of
grain with an efficiency and economy unrivalled in our economic
system-or anywhere in the world.

The futures traders who deal on the commodity exchanges also make
it possible for producers, manufacturers, and other dealers in agri-
cultural commodities to insure themselves against unfavorable price
changes. It is this insurance feature of the commodity exchanges
which I would like to emphasize to this committee today, and on
which we badly need your help.

Every local elevator operator who purchases grain from the farmer,
every terminal elevator operator who buys from the local operator,
every flour miller or cereal producer or feed processor who buys
from the elevators, must avoid the risk of the frequent changes in
market prices of agricultural products.

My company operates grain elevators. We could not pay the
farmer $2 per bushel for wheat unless we could insure against the
possibility that, before we resell, the price may have dropped to $1.85
per bushel. Similarly, a flour mill cannot contract to sell flour in the
future at a price calculated on the basis of a current wheat price of
$1.85 per bushel, without insuring against the possibility that wheat

45994-54--pt. 4 5
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may have climbed to $2 per bushel before it buys the grain to fill that
order.

At all stages, from farmer to consumer, the risk of an adverse price
change is shifted by hedging in the futures market. A buyer of
physical grain hedges by agreeing to sell the same quantity at the
same price at a future date; if the price decreases, his loss on the grain
he holds is offset by a profit on the contract he held to sell other grain
at the higher price.

An example of a hedge is printed in the margin of my statement,
and it is a little complicated, Mr. Chairman. I will not enter into the
discussion here.

In order to shift the risk of a price change, the hedger must find
someone who is willing to assume the risk-and he must find that per-son promptly. This is where the commodity exchanges become indis-
pensable. Through the exchanges the hedger can sell to traders in
commodity futures who are willing to take the risk. These traders in
futures will either buy or sell commodities for future delivery at aspecified price in the hope and expectation that any price change will
be favorable to them.

Without the futures traders, hedging would be nonexistent. With-out the commodity exchanges to bring the hedger and the futures
trader together, hedging on a large scale would be utterly impossible.
Moreover-and this is the critical point which I would like the com-mittee to understand-the price of agricultural produce paid the
farmer would decline and the cost of the end use product to the con-
sumer would increase. This relationship of the trader to the farmer
and the consumer was stated to this commitee by the Administrator
of the Commodity Exchange Authority in a letter advocating the re-
peal of stamp taxes on futures trading. The Administrator said that,
without the traders-
hedgers desiring to sell a future as a protection against loss would be compelledto sell at a lower price, and hedgers desiring to buy a future as a protectionagainst the sale of flour would be compelled to pay a higher price than justified.In the former case, the result would be a lower price to producers and in the
latter case a higher price to consumers.

Now, mind you, this came from Mr. Mehl, who is the Administrator
of the CEA.

And he also summed up the importance of an active and liquid
futures market before this committee. He said that the Commodity
Exchange Authority-
wishes to see a futures market that will serve most adequately the heeds ofhedgers and handlers of the actual commodity. To be of value to hedgers, a gilfutures market must be liquid. It must be a readily available market. it mustbe a market which will absorb instantly fairly large buying and selling orderswithout price disturbance. Such a market does enable distributors of theactual commodities to operate on a smaller margin of profit because it enablesthem to shift the burden of price risk which would otherwise be a part of their
cost of handling.

From this it is clear that not only we who deal in cormnodities but
the farmers and consumers of the Nation will benefit from stimulation
of commodity trading.

A stimulus is needed. The volume of futures trading has declined
over the last 20 years, although our national crops have increased insize. On all grains the total volume of trading in 1952 was at the 1932
level, although national grain production in 1952 exceeded 1932 pro-
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duction by over a billion bushels. In wheat, the volume of futures
trading in each of the last 9 years was lower than at any time during
the depression although the wheat crop for each of those 9 years was
larger than any previous crop in our history. Graphs reflecting these
illustrations appear as a part of the board of trade's statement in the
transcript of hearings on this bill before the Committee on Ways and
Means.

Senator BUTLER. Is it a fair statement to say that possibly the drop
in futures trading over these years was due perhaps to the Government
loan plan?

Mr. UiHLMANN. To some extent; yes, sir. I think all artificial fac-
tors would tend to restrict trading, but, on the other hand, the crops
were so large since 1944. We have had 1 billion bushel wheat crops
successively each year, with 1 exception, and the trading has gone
down. As our chart will show, as the tax went up, trading went down.
Now, there were, naturally, other contributing factors.

The CHAIRMAN. How has that dislocation been handled?
Mr. UHLMAN N. It has been handled partially by the fact that we

had the Government loans and that a large part of the grain was im-
pounded. But, by the same token, it put more grain into the Govern-
ment warehouses and the Government's supply. The result has been
that we have had these accumulations, and with the additional space
that the Government is building they will have at the end of next
month 735 million bushels of storage space to keep these grains that
have been accumulated.

Senator BUTLER. That is almost a year's crop.
Mr. UHLMANN. That is a little over that, sir; 700 million bushels

is what we consume, including feed, seed, and bread usage.
The CHAIRMrAN. Now, what is there about this bill that you want to

change?
Mr. UHLMANN. We feel, sir, that we would like to have the holding

period cut from 6 months to 2 months in order to bring more traders
and speculators into the market to absorb the hedges which a firm like
my own has to place. A 6-month holding period brings into play too
many factors. There is not a month in the year when wheat is not
harvested in some country in the world. When we finish our harvests
in this country in July and August, Canada starts her harvest. And
in November, December, and January the harvest starts in Argentina
and Australia.

The conditions change so rapidly that when a person is compelled to
hold a contract for a period of 6 months it becomes a great gamble,
and we can't interest people. We are asking that we be given con-
sideration due to the fact that our comodities are perishable and due
to the fact that wheat is raised everywhere in the world. If we should
be given a 2-month period instead of a 6-month period we could
attract more people into the market and maintain a liquid market.

Senator BUTLER. The profits traders expect to make would be taxed
on a capital-gains basis.

Mr. UHLMANN. That is correct. And it discourages a great many
people from coming into the market, when they feel they would have
to be in there for a period of 6 months, when so many factors are
changing, and a new supply in other parts of the world becomes evi-
dent.
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Senator BUTLER. It is true there are other trading markets besides
the Chicago Board of Trade.

Mr. UHLMANN. That is correct.
Senator BUTLER. But most of them perhaps do some hedging

through the Chicago Board of Trade.
Mr. UHLMANN. They do. As a matter of fact, 85 percent of the

futures trade is in Chicago. The other markets, such as Kansas City
and Minneapolis, are also very important. They are largely cash
markets. For futures trading a good deal of the operations in the
secondary markets or in the interior markets are offset in Chicago.

Senator WILLIA.S. The bulk of the milling industry and the feed
industry use the Chicago Board of Trade as hedging operations on
their future supply and sales purchases; is that not true?

Mr. UHLMANN. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. If the committee desires to give favorable con-

sideration and accepts your recommendations and reduces the time
limit, would it not be possible for the bulk of the millers to transfer all
of their earnings on the sale of flour and feed to the capital-gains
provision by virtue of the example that you put here?

Mr. UILMANN. I don't believe so, sir, and I will tell you why.
Now, I come here as a grain man, and not a miller, but I think that
the miller has very much the same situation as we do. Any relaxation
in this tax law wouldn't benefit my firm or General Mills or Pillsbury
or International one iota. And we are not asking for any personal
favors. All that we are asking is that when we place a hedge, either
long or short, that we have enough traders on the other side of the
market who can be induced to take and assume that risk. But, as far
as the industry is concerned, it wouldn't affect them one iota.

Senator WILLIAIVIS. I don't quite follow you, because using your
example there on page 4, the miller that sells or buys his future wheat
on the Chicago Board of Trade as a hedging operation, and then a
couple of months later he delivers the flour, in the meantime the
flour market has declined, and then he buys the wheat. As you will
itote-and I know that it is true-the profit is transferred from a
profit on the operation of the flour to a profit on the transfer-

Mr. UHLMANN. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. He has the advantage of transferring that profit

from flour over to capital gains.
Mr. UHLMANN. It wouldn't work out any different than where you

have the grocer at the corner grocery store. He might hold his gro-
ceries for 6 or 7 months, and he couldn't take a capital-gains tax
under the law. We are not asking for that. The way his tax is
computed, he pays on the actual profit as offset by the loss.

Senator WILLIAMS. You mean, just using this example that you
have, the man that purchases this wheat, even though it was a hedging
operation, rather than a speculative operation-I don't see how you
could distinguish it.

Senator BUTLER. I think possibly there is this difference, that the
hedging operation is to protect the price of the raw material, not
to protect his operating profit or projected operating profit in the
manufacture of that flour.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that, and I recognize the differ-
ence you are pointing out, but the question I raise is from the stand-
point of the application of the tax law, the fact that the miller might
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have $10,000 profit in his hedging operation. Why would that not be
subject to the same capital gains provision? It is under present law.

Mr. UHLMIANN. I am not really a tax expert. I would like to ex-
plain it if I could, but I know it doesn't work out that way. And
what we were asking in this statement is merely for consideration
on the part of the speculator or the trader. It has never worked
out to be a capital gain for hedgers, and I am sure your staff members
here will explain that to you. We in our business have held wheat
sometimes for a year, but we still pay on the net profit or loss, irre-
spective of the holding period.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that. But that is why your hold-
ings are represented in elevators. If your holdings represent an in-
ventory that is purchased through the Chicago Board of Trade, there
would be a difference. We will check that later.

Mr. UnL3A NN. Yes, you better check it. As I say, I am not a
tax expert, but to my knowledge it has never worked out that way
for either a miller or a grain operator.

Senator BUTLER. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. UHILMANN. May I continue?
While a number of factors may have contributed to this decline

of interest in commodity trading, the tax treatment accorded to the
trader has been a major cause. The primary difficulty is that the
trader in futures is required to hold his risk for a full 6 months or
pay tax at ordinary income rates on any profits he may make. The
commodity trader can seldom meet the 6 months' requirement, and,
therefore, more and more persons are leaving the commodity markets
and looking to the securities market, where long-term capital gains are
feasible.

The commodity trader cannot meet the 6 months' requirement for
two reasons: First, the life of a futures contract is quite often less than
6 months at the time of trading. For example, if one trades after
June in a commodity which must, under existing rules, be delivered
in December, the contract must expire in less than 6 months. Sec-
ond, the domestic price of commodities depends directly upon the
size of crops being harvested monthly over the globe. To illustrate
the risks to a trader in wheat futures due only to possible variances
in the world's grain supply, I have appended a schedule showing the
harvesting of the world's wheat crops during each month of the year.

The CHAIRMTAN. What are you suggesting as a correction?
Mr. UHLMVANN. The correct period?
The CHAIRMAN. No, a correction of the situation you are talking

about.
Mr. UHLMANN. Shortening the holding period. We would like

to bring it down to 2 months. We feel 6 months is entirely too long
for a perishable commodity, and we don't believe that we can get
people to come in and support our market, the same as you could
in-excuse me, Senator.

Senator BUTLER. It has been a good many years since I have been
in the grain business, and I haven't had one single trade in the market
since I became a candidate for the Senate in 1939, so I may be way
out of date in my ideas, but I can't understand the logic for your
request to change it from 6 months to a shorter period. I was wonder-
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ing if the committee might be inclined to give it consideration for 3
months, if it would solve the problem to any extent?

Mr. UHLMANN. It would help. I don't think it would be quite as
beneficial. Three months is naturally a big reduction from 6 months.
It is like the man who is sentenced to a year in jail; he would rather
take 6 months if he could get it. And we would take 3 months, but
we are pleading for 2, because we think that not only would the
Treasury Department earn more and collect more but we think we
could stimulate trade and bring more people into the market.

The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator BUTLER. I think it is a plain fact that we must all recognize

that few options have a life of 6 months.
Mr. UHLMIANN. There are some. We have had to put some in for a

long period just to try to bring people into a market of that kind.
If you will see the last sheet on this report, we have shown here

how a commodity like wheat is raised practically every place in the
world, in every clime-in northern countries like Siberia. with its
unremitting cold, wheat is grown. And when you consider that in
January you have a harvest in Chile, New Zealand, and Australia,
and Argentina; in February you have the harvest in upper Egypt
and India; in March you have it in Egypt, India, and Pakistan; m
April you have it in Cyprus, Egypt, Persia, Mexico, Middle America,
Syria, and so on, it makes it impossible. A man may figure for 3
months ahead, but when he has to go 6 months ahead, everything
changes so radically that it keeps people from entering into long
commitments.

That is the reason we say that we should have some relief if it is
desirable-and we think it is-that the liquidity of markets be
maintained.

Now, I would like to talk about one more thing and this won't take
but a moment. That is the treatment of short sales, because we believe
that a short sale is subjected and exposed to the same risk as a long.

As if all the forces already mentioned proscribing the opportunity
for long-term gain were not enough, the Treasury has adopted a policy
which flatly precludes any long-term gain on short sales of commod-
ity futures.

A short sale in the futures markets is an agreement to deliver a
specified commodity in a future month at a stated price. The seller
usually does not possess the commodity to be delivered, and he satisfies
his sale contract by purchasing an offsetting contract on the futures
market instead of making delivery under his first agreement.

Although section 117 (g) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code now
specifies that gains and losses from short sales of property may con-
stitute capital gains and losses, such capital gains and losses are
treated as short term, regardless of the time interval between the
short sale and the offsetting purchase. This result has been defended
by the Treasury Department with the argument that the short trader
owns no property which he can hold for a 6-month period, or any
other period. This position is thoroughly unrealistic. A contract is
legally a property and contracts for short sales are one of our old
and established methods of commodity trading. They present a
real method of making capital gains and the ancient customs of the
market place should have greater recognition.
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In the commodity market, the short trader is absolutely indis-
pensable. The trader who sells short performs exactly the same func-
tion in the commodity futures market as the long trader. Both the
buying and selling of futures is essential for an active and liquid
market. Both are necessary to satisfy the needs of the hedger-who
either sells or buys, depending upon whether he is protecting an inven-
tory or an advance sale of finished products. There is no difference
between the short and longer trader which requires different tax
treatment.

In order to treat alike the trader who trades long or short in the
futures market, section 1233 of H. R. 8300 should be amended to pro-
vide that in the case of a short sale, the holding period shall begin
with the execution of the sales contract, except in those special cases
at which the 1950 amendment was directed.

I thank you very much.
The CHAIRMIAN. We are glad to have you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Uhlmann follows:)

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO

My name is Richard F. Uhlmann. I am the president of the Uhlmann Grain
Co., and a former president of the Chicago Board of Trade. I appear before your
committee on behalf of the board of trade to urge two changes in subchapter P of
chapter 1 of H. R. 8300 to stimulate the market in the agricultural commodities
which are traded on our exchange and on other similar exchanges.

To appreciate the need for these changes, it is necessary to understand the
nature of the board of trade and similar commodity exchanges and their impor-
tance to agriculture in our economy. The commodity markets deserve and need
a better appreciation.

The one thing that I would like to impress strongly upon this committee is
that the board of trade is merely a public market place providing facilities for
the farmers who grow grain and other products to meet buyers. Bartering be-
tween these people establishes the price of grain at any given moment. The
board of trade itself has nothing whatsoever to do with the price. That is deter-
mined by the buyers and sellers, and is based upon the supply and demand. All
the board of trade does is to publicize the prices established by these sales through
a widespread telegraphic system, and the radio and news agencies of the Nation.
In addition to maintaining a commercial exchange we acquire and disseminate
valuable economic and commercial information. We strive to promote uniformity
in the customs and usages of merchants. We also facilitate the speedy adjustment
of business disputes.

The commercial exchanges throughout the country are subject to Federal regu-
lation, and we operate under the Commodity Exchange Authority.

Through the commodity exchanges, uniformity of prices is now possible all
over the country. A year-around market is provided farmers instead of just the
period following harvest. Violent price fluctuations are minimized and better
grain values are determined.

It must be remembered that the farmer harvests his grain only once during
the year. On the other hand, the public needs to eat that grain and products made
from grain throughout the entire year. Consequently, some system had to be
provided to buy the grain when it was offered, but to distribute it evenly on the
market throughout the entire year.

This is possible only through the operation of the futures markets, where crops
are bought and sold before they are harvested. The traders in commodity
futures smooth out the buying and selling of grain with an efficiency and economy
unrivaled in our economic system or anywhere in the world.

The futures traders who deal on the commodity exchanges also make it possible
for producers, manufacturers, and other dealers in agricultural commodities to
insure themselves against unfavorable price changes. It is this insurance feature
of the commodity exchanges which I would like to emphasize to this committee
today, and on which we badly need your help.

Every local elevator operator who purchases grain from the farmer, every ter-
minal elevator operator who buys from the local operator, every flour miller or
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cereal producer or food processor who buys from the elevators, must avoid the

risk of the frequent changes in market prices of agricultural products. My com-
pany operates grain elevators. We could not pay the farmer $2 per bushel for

wheat unless we could insure against the possibility that before we resell the price

may have dropped to $1.85 per bushel. Similarly, a flour mill cannot contract to

sell flour in the future at a price calculated on the basis of a current wheat price
of $1.85 per bushel without insuring against the possibility that wheat may have
climbed to $2 per bushel before it buys the grain to fill that order.

At all stages, from farmer to consumer, the risk of an adverse price change is

shifted by hedging in the futures market. A buyer of physical grain hedges by
agreeing to sell the same quantity at the same price at a future date; if the price
decreases, his loss on the grain he holds is offset by a profit on the contract he
held to sell other grain at the higher price.

An example of a hedge is printed in the margin.'
But in order to shift the risk of a price change, the hedger must find someone

who is willing to assume the risk and he must find that person promptly. This
is where the commodity exchanges become indispensable. Through the ex-
changes the hedger can sell to traders in commodity futures, who are willing to
take the risk. These traders in futures will either buy or sell commodities for
future delivery at a specified price, in the hope and expectation that any price
change will be favorable to them.

Without the futures traders, hedging would he nonexistent. Without the
commodity exchanges to bring the hedger and the futures trader together, hedg-
ing on a large scale would be utterly impossible. Moreover-and this is the
critical point which I would like the committee to understand-the price of
agricultural produce paid the farmer would decline and cost of the end use
product to the consumer would increase. This relationship of the trader to the
farmer and the consumer was stated to this committee by the Administrator of
the Commodity Exchange Authority in a letter advocating the repeal of stamp
taxes on futures trading (S. Rept. 1567, 75th Cong., 3d sess. 12 (1938)). The
Administrator said that, without the traders, "hedgers desiring to sell a future
as a protection against loss would he compelled to sell at a lower price and
hedgers desiring to buy a future as a protection against the sale of flour would
be compelled to pay a higher price than justified. In the former case the result
would be a lower price to producers and in the latter case a higher price to
consumers."

The Administrator also summed up the importance of an active and liquid
futures market before this committee (hearing before Committee on Finance on
H. R. 9682, 75th Cong., 3d sess., pt. 4, 117 (1938)). He said that the Commodity
Exchange Authority "wishes to see a futures market that will serve most ade-
quately the needs of hedgers and handlers of the actual commodity. To be of
value to hedgers, a futures market must be liquid. It must be a readily available
market. It must be a market which will absorb instantly fairly large buying and
selling orders without price disturbance. Such a market does enable distributors
of the actual commodities to operate on a smaller margin of profit, because it
enables them to shift the burden of price risk which would otherwise be a part
of their cost of handling." From this it is clear that not only we who deal in
commodities, but the farmers and consumers of the Nation will benefit from
stimulation of commodity trading.

A stimulus is needed. The volume of futures trading has declined over the
last 20 years, although our national crops have increased in size. On all grains
the total volume of trading in 1952 was at the 1932 level, although national
grain production in 1952 exceeded 1932 production by over a billion bushels.
In wheat, the volume of futures trading in each of the last 9 years was lower

An example of a typical hedging transaction involves purchases and sales as follows:

ON SEPTEMBER 1

Tn the cash market, a miller buys 5,000 He sells 5,0-00 bushels of December wheat
bushels of wheat at $2 per bushel, futures at $2 per bushel

ON OCTOBER 20

He sells flour based on a wheat content of He buys 5,000 bushels of December wheat
5,000 bushels at $1.85 per bushel of wheat. futures at $1.85 per bushel.

SUMMARY

He lost $0.15 per bushel on the sale of the He made a profit of $0.15 per bushel on
ihyslcal wheat. the wheat futures.
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than at any time during the depression, although the wheat crop for each of
those 9 years was larger than any previo us crop in our history. Graphs reflect-
ing these illustrations appear as a part of the board of trade's statement in
the transcript of hearings on this bill before the Committee on Ways and
Means (pt. 2, 1093, 1102-1105).

While a number of factors may have contributed to this decline of interest
in commodity trading, the tax treatment accorded to the trader has been a
major cause. The primary difficulty is that the trader in futures is required
to hold his risk for a full 6 months or pay tax at ordinary income rates on any
profits he may make. The commodity trader can seldom meet the 6-mouth
requirement, and, therefore, more and more persons are leaving the commodity
markets and looking to the securities market, where long-term capital gains
are feasible.

The commodity trader cannot meet the 6-month requirement for 2 reasons:
First, the life of a futures contract is quite often less than 6 months at the
time of trading. For example, if one trades after June in a commodity which
must under existing rules, lie delivered in December, the contract must expire
in less than 6 months. Second, the domestic price (if commodities depends
directly upon the size of criips being harvested monthly over the globe. To
illustrate the risks to a trader in wheat futures due only to possible variances
in the world's grain supply, I have appended a schedule showing the harvesting
of the world's wheat crops during each month of the year. The possible varia-
tions due to weather, disease, and insects in all the areas where wheat will be
harvested over a 6-month period, in addition to normal changes of general
economic activity, are too much to foresee for a 6-month period. As a result,
people are unwilling to hold commodity futures for 6 months.

it is not only fair but necessary to reduce the requirement of a 6-month hold-
ing period to 2 months for commodity trading. Two months more nearly reflects
the risk which the commodity trader can and will assume. Such a provision
would bring back to the commodity markets a volume of trading that will give
the country the liquid and stable market which hedgers badly need.

TREATMENT OF SHORT SALES

As if all the forces already mentioand proscribing the opportunity for long-
term gain were not enough, the Treasury has adopted a policy which flatly pre-
cludes any long-term gain on short sales of commodity futures.

A short sale in the futures market is an agreement to deliver a specified com-
modity in a future month at a stated price; the seller usually does not possess
the commodity to be delivered, and he satisfies his sale contract by purchasing
an offsetting contract on the futures market instead of making delivery under
his first agreement.

Although section 117 (g) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code now specifies that
gains and losses from short sales of property may constitute capital gains and
losses, such capital gains and losses are treated as short term, regardless of the
time interval between the short sale and the offsetting purchase. This result
has been defended by the Treasury Department with the argument that the
short trader owns no property which he can hold for a 6-month period-or any
other period. This position is thoroughly unrealistic.2 A contract is legally
a property and contracts for short sales are one of our old and established methods
of commodity trading. They present a real method of making capital gains and
the ancient customs of the market place should have greater recognition.

In the commodity market, the short trader is absolutely indispensable. The
trader who sells short performs exactly the same function in the commodity
futures market as the long trader. Both the buying and selling of futures is
essential for an active and liquid market. Both are necessary to satisfy the
needs of the hedger-who either sells or buys, depending upon whether he is
protecting an inventory or an advance sale of finished products. There is no
difference between the short and long trader which requires different tax
treatment.

2 The Treasury position was apparently written into existing sec. 117 (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code, although not for the reasons underlying the Treasury's previous policy.
See. 117 (1) was enacted in 1950 for the express purpose of preventing the conversion of
losses from lon term to short term and of gains from short term to long term through
the expedient of maintaining offsetting long and short positions on 2 markets and closing
out the 2 contracts at such times as to acquire the most beneficial treatment. While no
one could quarrel with the purpose of this statute, the purpose could have been achieved
without penalizing all short traders. We find no indication in the legislative annals that
Congress intended to do so. The new bill, H. R. 8300. makes no substantial change in this
situation.
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In order to treat alike the trader who trades long or short in the futures mar-
ket, section 1233 of H. R. 8300 should be amended to provide that in the case
of a short sale the holding period shall begin with the execution of the sales
contract, except in those special cases at which the 1950 amendment was directed.

MAIN AREAS OF WHEAT PRODUCTION

January:
Argentina
Chile
New Zealand
Australia

February:
Upper Egypt
India

March:
Egypt
India
Pakistan

April:
Cyprus
Egypt
Persia
Mexico
Middle America
Syria

May:
Algeria
Morocco
Syria
Persia
China
Japan
Florida (U. S. A.)
Texas (U. S. A.)

July:
Middle, west, and south Europe
Poland, Russia
Turkey
U. S. A. (Middle West)

August:
Middle, west, and south Europe
Poland
Russia
Turkey
U. S. A. (Middle West)

September:
North Europe
Northern Russia
U. S. A. (Northern States)
Canada

October:
Canada
Northern Russia

November:
Northern Australia
Manchuria
Peru
South Africa

December:
New Zealand
Australia
Argentina

June: Chile
South Europe South Africa
South Russia
U. S. A.-Southern States

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hazard. Sit down and make yourself com-
fortable and identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF LELAND HAZARD, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL.
COUNSEL, PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS CO.

Mr. HAZARD. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Leland Hazard. I am vice president and general counsel
of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., with headquarters in Pittsburgh,
Pa., and we have sales branches in most of the States of the Union.

I address myself to an inequity and discrimination which exists
in the determination of the base for applying the manufacturers'
excise tax on automobile glass. I am going to propose a remedy which
would not reduce the revenue from this source, if the tax were applied
uniformly on the manufacturer's price, as I think Congress intended,
but would simply translate the present tax of 8 percent of that price
to a flat tax of 12.8 cents per square foot.

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I am not proposing a fixed
amount per square foot. This is a matter of calculation which the
Bureau can easily determine. It is rather the translation from a per-
centage of sales price to an amount per square foot which I propose.

Now, this tax on automotive glass is imposed by section 4061 of the
bill, and this section relates to automobile accessories.
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When the manufacturer of automotive glass sells to the automobile
manufacturer for original installation, there is no tax, because the
automobile as an entirety is taxed. So that sale is an exempt trans-
action. We are dealing here only with automotive glass used for
replacement-

The CHAIRMAN. Does this proposed bill change the tax in any
way?

Mr. HAZARD. No; it does not. That is in our point. It carries over
what has been in the present law. And we are here to ask for the
correction of an inequity which exists in the present law and would
be continued in the new bill.

Now, as I said, I speak for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
The CHAIRMAN. Just to be perfectly candid with you, I doubt

very much whether we are going to get into the subject of changing
excise tax rates in this.

Mr. HAZARD. I realize that, Mr. Chairman. What 1 would like
to say to you is that we are not proposing any change in revenue;
we are proposing only a change in the method of the calculation of
the tax. We are not asking for an exemption or an alteration in
the revenue; we are asking only for a correction in what at the
present time amounts to an inequity against-and I will say frankly,
sir-one taxpayer.

It comes about in this way: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. sells the
major portion of its automotive glass through its own distribution
outlets, and since this is so, the tax must be paid, under the present
law and under the proposed revision, upon the wholesale price rather
than upon the manufacturer's price.

Now, all of our competitors pay the tax at the lower level of the
manufacturing price, the price at the factory, because no competitor
of ours owns its distribution. And, in our case, the first sale occurs
at the secondary rather than the primary level, and this is a serious
competitive disadvantage.

I would like to give you a quick illustration: When one of our
competitors sells to an independent distributor, the tax falls at the
level of the sale at the factory. For example, an article sold by one
of our competitors to an independent distributor for $10 would bear,
at 8 percent, a tax of 80 cents. The distributor who has purchased
the article at a cost of $10.80 can sell it without further concern for
the excise tax. If this independent distributor sells it for $20 to a
dealer, he has no further concern about the excise tax. He has paid
the tax and has a cost of $0.80 added to the $10. But, in the case
of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., which sells mainly through its
company's own distribution outlets-184 of them, as I will mention
to the committee in a few minutes-the tax falls then at the higher
level. Say $20 is the wholesaler's resale price. So the tax paid by
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. is $1.60, or twice the amount that the
competitor pays.

Now, this results in a lack of uniformity of the base, as between
differing methods of distribution-and these methods are validly se-
lected. One manufacturer selects one method, and another manufac-
turer another, for various reasons. But the imposition of the manu-
facturer's excise tax occurs, in our case, upon an amount which is in
no proper sense a part of the manufacturer's price. And this we
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think does violence to the congressional intent which was to impose
the tax at the manufacturer's level.

We think this is clear from the wording of the statute which applies
"to the manufacturer, producer, or importer." It is not a tax, ac-
cording to the language of the statute, at any level except at the
level of manufacture.

Now, we propose a very simple method of curing this inequity-
by converting the tax to a rate per square foot, rather than as a per-
centage of the sales price. We have made a calculation. A tax of
12.8 cents per square foot would yield the same revenue as 8 percent
of the sale value at the manufacturing level.

We made a careful study of 1953, a year of high-level production,
a year that we regard as typical. But we are not asking for a par-
ticular amount per square foot. We are asking for a change from
the percentage of sales prices, which creates this inequity, to an amount
per square foot.

Now, we think that administratively this would be an advantage
to the Government. For example, at the present time the tax paid
by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. under the present law is computed at
184 separate sales establishments. Under this proposal, the tax
would be computed at only two factories. So that we think that
the problem of the Internal Revenue Service in the administration
and auditing would be greatly simplified.

The proposal merely changes the computation of the manufacturers'
excise tax on automotive replacement glass from a percentage of sales
price to a rate per square foot and cures in our industry the inequity
which has already been cured by the same method in the rubber-tire
industry. The manufacturers of tires sell tires for replacement on
automobiles. We sell the windshields, the side windows, the rear
windows-the same sort of thing. And in the case of the rubber-tire
industry the tax is so many cents per pound, designed to prevent in
advance exactly the inequity which has occurred here-because, as the
chairman well knows, and the Senator well knows, some of the rubber-
tire companies have their own distribution outlets, just as we have our
own. Others do not. So there would be an inequity in that industry
if the tax were on a percentage basis.

So we think that this provision of law for the rubber-tire industry
is a very important precedent for what we propose here.

We have submitted and attached to this statement, Mr. Chairman, a
draft of a section which would accomplish this correction of an
inequity, and I am very grateful for the opportunity to appear here.

The CHAIRMAN. We are very glad to have you. Your statement
will be put in the record.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Hazard follows:)

STATEMENT BY LELAND HAZARD, -ICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL OF PITTS-
BURGH PLATE GLASS CO., CONCERNING SECTION 4061 OF THE PROPOSED INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE OF 1954

To Senate Finance Committee, Hon. Eugene D. Milhkin, Chairman, Wash-
inglon, D. C.:

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my name is Leland Hazard.
I am vice president and general counsel of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., of
Pittsburgh, Pa.

I wish to address myself to the inequity and discrimination which exists in the
determination of the base for applying the manufacturers' excise tax on auto-
motive glass. The remedy which I propose would not reduce the revenue from
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this source if the tax was applied uniformly on the manufacturers' price as
Congress intended, but would simply translate the present tax of 8 percent of
that price to a flat tax of 12.8 cents per square foot.

The tax on automotive glass is imposed by section 4061 of the bill (sec. 3403 (c)
of the Internal Revenue Code). The section relates to automobile accessories
(including automotive glass, but not tires and radios).

When the manufacturer of automotive glass sells to the automobile manufac-
turer for original installation, there is no tax because the automobile itself is
taxed in its entirety. We are dealing, therefore, with automotive glass that is
used for replacement. It is only this type of glass with which we are concerned.

Since PPG sells the major portion of this automotive glass through its own
distribution outlets, the tax must presently be paid upon the wholesale price
rather than upon the manufacturer's price. All of PPG's competitors pay the tax
at the lower level of manufacturing since they do not own distribution outlets.
This is a serious competitive disadvantage for PPG. Let me illustrate:

When a PPG competitor sells to an independent distributor, the tax falls at the
level of the manufacturer's price. Thus, an article sold by a PPG competitor to
an independent distributor for $10 would bear, at 8 percent, a tax of 80 cents. The
distributor who has purchased the article has a cost of $10.80 and can sell it
without further concern for the excise tax. If this independent distributor sells
it for $20 to a dealer or retailer, the excise tax which the article bears is, neverthe-
less, limited to the 80 cents as determined by the price of $10 for which the article
was sold to him by PPG's competitor.

In the case of PPG, however, which sells mainly through its company-owned
distributing system to dealers, the tax falls on the $20. Thus, the tax to PPG is
$1.60 or twice the amount paid by its competitor-the manufacturer who sells to
independent distributors. The result is lack of uniformity in the tax base as
between different methods of distribution, developed for good business reasons,
and the imposition of the manufacturers' excise tax upon an amount which is in
no proper sense a part of the manufacturer's price. This result does violence to
the intent and purpose of the tax.

It is clear from the wording of the statute which applies "to the manufacturer,
producer, or importer" that the intent of Congress was to tax at the manufac-
turer's level.

It is proposed to cure this inequity by converting the tax to a rate per square
foot rather than a percentage of sales price. A tax of 12sJ0 cents per square foot
would yield the same revenue as 8 percent of the sale value at the manufacturing
level.

The tax paid by PPG under the present law is computed at 184 separate PPG
sales establishments. Under the proposal the tax would be computed at only two
of its factories. Thus, the problem of the Internal Revenue Service in admin-
istration and auditing would be greatly simplified.

The proposal merely changes the computation of the manufacturers' excise tax
on automotive replacement glass from a percentage of sales price to a rate per
square foot and, thus, cures in our industry the inequity which has already been
cured by the same method in the rubber tire industry. There is strong precedent
for this method in the rubber tire industry where this same tax is computed oi
the basis of cents per pound rather than a percentage of sales price. (Sec. 4071
of the bill; see. 3400 (a) of the present law.)

Submitted herewith is a draft of an amendment to section 4061 (b) which is
designed to accomplish our proposal.

I am grateful, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before your
committee.

The following is the proposed amendment of section 4061 (b) of H. R. 8300 to
place the manufacturers' excise tax on automotive glass on a square-foot basis
rather than the present percentage of selling price. New matter is indicated by
italic; omitted matter is enclosed in black brackets.

Amend section 4061 (b) to read as follows:
"(b) PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.-

(1) There is hereby imposed upon parts or accessories (other than tires
and inner tubes, [and other than] automobile radio and television receiving
sets and other than automotive windshields, side windows and rear windows)
for any of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) sold by the manufac-
turer, producer, or importer a tax equivalent to 8 per centum of the price for
which so sold, except that on and after April 1, 1954, the rate shall be 5 per
centum.
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(2) There is hereby imposed upon automotive windshields, side windows
and rear windows for any of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) sold
by the manufacturer, producer, or importer a tax at the rate of 12 and 8/10
cents a square foot so sold, except that on and after April 1, 1954, the rate
shall be 8 cents.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bernard F. Miller.
Make yourself comfortable and identify yourself to the reporter?

STATEMENT OF BERNARD F. MILLER, INDEPENDENT RENTAL
OPERATOR OF AUTOMOBILE UTILITY TRAILERS, AND MEMBER,
NATIONWIDE TRAILER RENTAL SYSTEM

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Bernard F. Miller. I am engaged in the business of renting
automobile utility trailers, doing business as "Rent a Trailer System"
in Richmond, Va., where I also reside.

I am a member of the Nationwide Trailer Rental System, an asso-
ciation comprised of approximately 300 independent trailer operators
located in the same number of cities over the United States. I speak
today for these 300 trailer operators as well as for myself.

Utility automobile trailers should not be confused with house trail-
ers. The utility trailers that we rent to the public are usually small
two-wheel open trailers, and can be readily attached to any passenger
automobile. The most common size is 4 by 7 feet. Our customers are
anyone who finds it necessary to move a bulky item such as extra
luggage, a refrigerator, or a stove, and chooses to "do it himself" with
the use of his own automobile.

Mr. Chairman, I have here some pictures so that you will see exactly
the type of trailers we rent. They are all the same, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLER. The manufacture of these utility trailers is a relatively

simple operation requiring a minimum of capital, and one which, of
course, is closely allied to the normal maintenance and repair work
of the rental business. Utility automobile trailers can be readily built
by rental trailer operators during slack periods, for use in their own
rental business.

The problem confronting trailer rental operators is the determina-
tion of the tax base for the manufacturers' excise tax on utility auto-
mobile trailers. We are not asking for repeal of the tax, or even a
reduction in the rate. We ask only for legislative clarification in
H. R. 8300 to eliminate an unfair and inequitable application of the
manufacturers' excise tax, which prevents the small trailer operator
from building his own trailers.

When a rental trailer operator builds and sells a trailer he merely
pays an excise tax on the selling price of the trailer. However, when
he retains this home-built trailer for use in his own rental business, a
fatal tax inequity arises. The present law provides that the "lease"
of an article by the manufacturer shall be considered a taxable sale
of such article, section 3440, IRC. The Internal Revenue Service
has maintained that the rentals of these utility trailers for short
periods of time constitute "leases"-and since leases are taxable sales,
these short-term rentals are also taxable sales.

However, the Internal Revenue Service and the courts refuse to
tax these short-term rentals on the same basis as taxable sales, for
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example, selling price or fair market value. Instead, the excise tax
is based on the total of all rental charges throughout the entire life
of the trailer. Therefore, the rental-trailer operator must pay the
excise tax over and over again, every time that he rents his homemade
trailer.

For example, if a trailer operator buys a trailer for $100, he pays
an excise tax of $10-10 percent. However, if he builds an identical
trailer, he must pay the manufacturers' excise tax of 10 percent on
each rental for as long as it lasts-ordinarily 10 years. The average
income per year from each trailer is approximately $400-a total of
$4,000 for 10 years; therefore, he eventually pays a total tax of $400
on this $100 trailer which he built himself. In other words, if he
buys a trailer he pays a tax of $10; but, if he builds the trailer, he
pays a tax of as much as $400.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that check with the staff?
The gentleman says if he builds a trailer himself, he eventually pays

$400 in tax. If he buys one he pays about $10.
Mr. STAM. That is the way they interpret the existing law, because

they tax the rental from the lease. The lease constitutes a sale under
law.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a curious result.
Mr. STAM. I have discussed this with the gentleman, I think, and

he has also discussed it with the Bureau.
The CHAIRMAN. Give that some good thought.
Go ahead.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, sir.
A tax which Congress intended to be of an excise nature has been

administratively and judicially altered to become a tax on gross
income.

The present inequity can be corrected simply by including a defini-
tion of the term "lease" in the existing law. Section 3440 of the
Internal Revenue Code and section 4217 of H. R. 8300, now provide
that:

For the purpose of this chapter the lease of an article * * * by the manu-
facturer * * * shall be considered a taxable sale of such article.

It should be provided that the term "lease" shall not be considered
to include a mere rental where such rental is for a short period of
time and dissimilar in nature to a "sale"

The CHAIRMAN. It seems very dissimilar to me.
Go ahead.
Mr. MILLER. As in the case of the rental of utility automobile

trailers by the manufacturer thereof.
Such a provision would not leave the manufacturer of utility auto-

mobile trailers untaxed. It is quite evident that where a builder of
a utility automobile trailer uses it in his own trailer-rental business,
he is liable for payment of the manufacturers' excise tax under still
another section of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 3444-section
4218, H. R. 8300-provides that where a manufacturer produces an
article for his own use, he is liable for payment of the excise tax
computed on the "price at which such or similar articles are sold, in
the ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers." This is an equitable
basis and the basis on which the utility automobile trailer operators
are more than willing to pay the manufacturers' excise tax for building
their own trailers.
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In other words, trailer-rental operators want to pay the manufac-
turers' excise tax on trailers they build, but they only want to pay
the tax once, and not over and over again, dozens of times.

Virtually, no loss of revenue would result from this relief, because
trailer-rental operators cannot and do not build their own trailers
under the present tax law.

The tax relief that we trailer-rental operators urge your committee
to include in H. R. 8300 is squarely in line with the objective of
the Treasury Department, as stated by Secretary Humphrey in his
statement before your committee on April 7, 1954: !m

Revision to reduce hardships on individuals and barriers to incentive. * * *

Gentlemen, I respectfully thank you for this opportunity to appear
before the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We will give very careful consideration to that.
Thank you for coining.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAAN. We will take a 1-minute recess.
(A short recess was taken.)
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order. Is Mr. Landis

in the room?
We are very glad to have you, Mr. Landis. Sit down and make

yourself comfortable and identify yourself to the reporter. We are
glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES M. LANDIS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. LNDIs. My name is James M. Landis with offices at 230 Park
Avenue, New York. I am a practicing attorney there.

Senator, with your permission, I would like to address a few remarks
to section 665 to 668 of the pending tax bill.

Those sections deal with the problem of how to tax income that
is accumulated by a trustee and then after a period of accumulation is
turned over to the beneficiary. It is a very common provision in trusts,
especially family trusts for the provision of minors and dependents,
to provide that the trustee does not need to pay any or a portion
of the income over to the beneficiary, except in his discretion, but
charging the trustee with the duty of accumulating that income until
the beneficiary reaches 21 or 25, or 31, and then paying it over to the
beneficiary at that period.

The general treatment of that problem under the existing tax law is
that the income which is paid over or to which the beneficiary is
entitled to as of right, is taxed to the beneficiary. The income which
is accumulated is taxed to the trust. So that if thereafter it is paid
over to the beneficiary it would not at that time be taxed again.

Unfortunately, those trusts have been used for tax avoidance prin-
ciples. You can readily see that if the beneficiary is in a higher tax
bracket than the trust, that by switching around that income between
the beneficiary and the trustee, that you can avoid taxes. For that
reason, there is in existence today the so-called 65-day, 12-month rule.
I won't bother you with that. But, that rule is not satisfactory and
is recognized by all the people in the tax field that it isn't satisfactory.

Some years ago the tax section of the American Law Institute and
of the American Bar Association proposed a throwback rule. In other
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words, when the tax is paid over to the beneficiary, that then, for 2
years, would be treated as made upon the last day of the taxable year,
and to the degree that there was income accumulated in the last 2
years and the beneficiary would pay a tax on that.

The Treasury-i think it was the Treasury-in the hearings before
the House Ways and Means Conmmittee, suggested that 2 years was not
enough, and that 5 years would be a better rule.

Now, I have no quarrel with that rule at all, not the slightest. It
seems to me that some rule of that nature is desirable to deal with this
problem of tax avoidance. Now, tax avoidance occurs where inter-
mittent payments are made by the trustee to the beneficiary.

The CHAIR-MAN. Would you say that again?
Mr. LANDIS. Intermittent payments. I mean they may be made

every 2 years or every year and a half, or they have to be at more than
an interval of 1 year.

In that way, you see you gage the income to the trust and the income
to the beneficiary and then you can save substantial taxes in certain
cases. But the House Ways and Means Committee recognized that
these trusts had a very legitimate purpose; that many times, and
certainly some time ago, the tax avoidance was not the principle of
establishing a trust of that nature. It was sound, conservative, and
they provide in section 65, subsection (b) for an exception. The
exception says that income accumulated during the period of minority
will not be touched by the throwback rule. In other words, if I estab-
lish a trust for my child and the trustee accumulates income and then
pays that income over to the child at age 21, the throwback rule is not
applicable under the existing provisions. It is a sound exception.
The only thing I suggest is that it doesn't go quite far enough. We all
know, and set laws of trusts, grant laws of trusts kmw that children
are not capable of handling money when they reach age 21. So a very
common provision in these trusts is at, age 25 or age 31, or at some

other age when at age 21 the trustee is directed to pay over the income
under those circumstances to the beneficiary. And it is my suggestion
that that exception be enlarged to permit that kind of thing where
there is a lump-sun payment at the end of a stated period, say, 31, 25,
whatever the trust may require.

If you have that situation, it seems to me that you can have the
assurance that that trust was not created, nor is it being administered
for the purposes of tax avoidance, but it is being administered to carry
out the wishes of the guarantor to provide an estate for the beneficiary.

It seems to me that that, if it is controlled that way, if there are
intermittent payments in there I have no patience with that because
that indicates to me that the administration of the trust is dominated
by tax concepts rather-

The CHAIRMAN. It might not be, but it might be.
Mr. LANDIS. Yes; it might be. And I would say require a lump-

sum payment at the end of the period.
It seems to be quite fair because many of these trusts go way back.

Tax avoidance, as a scheme I don't think was resorted to until the
heavy period of taxation, around World War II. Many of these
trusts go back to 1920, and the thirties, where tax avoidance was cer-
tainly not the dominant motive.

That is my case, Senator. I have here a brief statement, and I also
have a suggestion of certain language which might be of advantage

45994-54-pt. 4
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to the committee. I certainly don't hold a brief for the particular
language. It is the idea I hold.

The CHAIR-MAN. Have you discussed the matter with any member of
the staff?

Mr. LANDIS. I have discussed the matter with a member of the staff
of the joint committee.

The CH1AIRMEAN. We will be glad to put your statement in the record,
and we are very glad to have you.

Mr. LANDIS. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Landis follows:)

MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSED TAXATION OF UNDISTRIBUTED ACCUMULATED TRUST
INCOME

A common provision in trusts, particularly trusts established for the benefit of
minors and dependents, allows the trustee to accumulate the annual income from
the trust for a limited period, paying the beneficiary only those sums that are in
the judgment of the trustee needed. The period of accumulation in some States
is limited by State law to the minority of the beneficiary. Most States, however,
recognize that a minor upon becoming 21 is not necessarily competent to handle
money and so permit the grantor of the trust to designate some other period such
as 25 or 31 as the period when the accumulated income is to be turned over to
the beneficiary and the power of the trustee further to accumulate income ceases.

The general treatment of the tax aspects of these trusts has been to tax to the
beneficiary the income paid to him and to tax to the trust the income that is
accumulated and undistributed. When the undistributed income is later paid
over to the beneficiary, such payments are then tax free since the trust has
already paid the tax on that income. If the beneficiary is in a larger tax bracket
than the trust, it can be seen that by accumulating income and subsequently
paying it out, a substantial saving in taxes could be had. Indeed, trusts of this
character have been established in recent years for this very purpose to accumu-
late income solely for the purpose of avoiding taxes. A simple illustration will
bring this out. Suppose the net income of a trust for 2 successive years is
$10,000 per year. Each year the trustee distributes only $5,000 a year to the
beneficiary. The trust is then taxable on the remaining income of $5,000 a year.
The beneficiary, however, may be taxable on the $5,000 per year received by him
at a higher rate inasmuch as the beneficiary may have other sources of taxable
income that will bring his total taxable income up far over $5,000 a year. In the
third year, the trustee distributed not only all the income of the trust to the
beneficiary but also the accumulated undistributed trust income of the 2 prior
years of $10,000. Since the trust has already paid the tax on this $10,000, this
$10,000 is not taxable to the beneficiary. Thus, by holding back certain income
for a period of time and then paying it out, the beneficiary may acquire the in-
come from the trust with a considerably less tax burden. This practice can be
repeated again and again.

To meet this situation, the 65-day 12-month rule was adopted. This provides
that any payment made to the beneficiary within 65 days after the end of the
taxable year shall be deemed to have been made at the end of the taxable year
and to the extent that such payment does not exceed the income accumulated
during the past 12 months shall be taxable to the beneficiary.

This rule has not, however, dealt adequately with the situation. Tax sections
of the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association and other
experts suggested a new approach to the problem known as the throwback rule.
This was to provide that any undistributed income would be thrown back to each
of the 2 preceding years in the inverse order and would be taxed to the beneficiary
to the extent that the distributable income of those years was not in fact distrib-
uted. The pending tax bill adopts this theory but increases the 2-year period to
a 5-year period on the assumption that a period longer than 2 years is needed in
order to close this method of tax avoidance.

This suggestion probably adequately meets the tax avoidance problem raised
by these trusts, but it also places an undue tax upon trusts that were created with
no thought of tax avoidance in mind and are not administered to achieve such
an end.

Essential to the scheme of tax avoidance is the accumulation of income for a
period of slightly over a year or more and its distribution at intervals to the
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beneficiary. In this way by delaying the beneficiary's use of the income only for
a short period of time and by repeating the process at appropriate intervals, a
substantial tax saving can be accomplished.

On the other hand, the accumulation of trust income in certain situations has
long had a legitimate and recognized purpose and should not be penalized. The
House has recognized this fact. Thus in section 665 (b) of the House bill, it is
provided that the throwback rule should not be applicable to accumulations
of trust income during the minority of a beneficiary when such accumulations are
later distributed to the beneficiary. The theory of this exception is both right and
laudable. Certainly the purpose underlying the accumulation of the income in
such a situation is not tax avoidance but the desire of the grantor to preserve the
income not needed by the beneficiary until the beneficiary should be wise enough
to handle such moneys on his own.

Unfortunately, the exception rests upon the assumption that upon becoming 21
beneficiaries are wise enough to be allowed to handle money. This we all know
may or may not be true. Certainly many grantors, who may be presumed to
know something about their beneficiaries, believe that 21 is too young an age for
this purpose and have provided in their trust instruments that distribution of
undistributed accumulated income should only be made at a later age. There
are many of these trusts in existence and many of them long antedate any con-
sideration of the impact of income-tax laws upon their establishment. They
are genuine and sincere trusts. The beneficiaries until the income is actually
distributed have no use of that income nor have any right to it. Nevertheless,
trusts of this type are subject to the throwback rule with regard to all undistrib-
uted accumulated income, accumulated after the beneficiary becomes 21, when
the beneficiary finally becomes entitled to that income.

This, it is submitted, is bringing within the scope of a rule designed to cure
tax avoidance, transactions which are not dominated by that spirit. If the
distribution of accumulated trust income takes place intermittently over the
period say from 21 to 31 and not in a lump sum at the time when all accumulated
trust income must be distributed by the terms of the trust to the beneficiary, it can
be argued that a measure of tax avoidance is present because of the way in which
the trust is being administered, and therefore, the throwback rule should be
applied. But when a lump-sum distribution of accumulated trust income is made
upon the termination of the trust or upon the vesting by the trust instrument
itself of the beneficiaries' right to undistributed accumulated trust income, since
such payments are not of the intermittent nature that characterize tax avoidance,
the throwback rule should not be applicable. The beneficiary should not be
penalized because the grantor of the trust has postponed his right to that accumu-
lated income for a period longer than his minority.

The application of the throwback rule to these situations affects trusts which
may have been established many years ago when the impact of tax legislation
was of slight concern. Its retroactive effect on the administration of these trusts,
who have consistently followed the grantor's directions to accumulate income
until the time when the beneficiary is deemed capable of handling his own affairs,
has an element of unfairness in it, for it is substantially impossible to amend these
trust instruments now to permit a different pattern of accumulation. Certainly,
the least that should be done is to put trust established before the advent of World
War II (with its initiation of heavy taxation which inevitably stimulated tax
avoidance) on a different basis.

The best approach, however, is to extend the exemption already by section
665 (b) to cases where the pattern of administration of a trust is characterized by
straight accumulation followed by a lump sum payment to the beneficiary- of all
accumulations as of the time when the trustees' right to accumulate ceases. In
such a situation it is clear that estate management in the interest of the bene-
ficiary rather than tax avoidance dominates both the creation and administration
of the trust.

The following addition to the exemption set forth in section 665 (b), it is
believed, would permit the above result and still keep the throwback rule as a
proper deterrent to tax avoidance:

"(3) amounts paid, credited or required to be distributed to a beneficiary in a
lump sum as of the time when by the terms of the trust the right of the trustee
to accumulate trust income for such beneficiary ceases and the right to receive
all accumulated undistributed net income vests in such beneficiary."
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Browne

STATEMENT OF ROLLIN BROWNE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. BROWNE. My name is Rollin Browne, 30 Broad Street, New
York City.

I want to refer, Mr. Chairman, to one very narrow feature of the
bill, the feature relating to consolidated returns, and particularly the
provision which governs the right of an affiliated group of corpora-
tions to change an election once made.

Since 1928, the filing of consolidated returns has been a privilege
for which affiliated corporations had an election, and for which they
were charged an additional or extra 2 percent tax when they exercised
the election to file on a consolidated basis.

The election, once made, was binding for all years, except in certain
situations, one of which was a change in the law. It was recognized
that if corporations elected to file on a consolidated basis under one tax
law, that should not be held binding on them when the tax law was
changed, particularly when it became more burdensome.

From 1928 to 1951, for a period of over 20 years, this right to change
the election, consequent upon a change in the tax law, applied when-
ever a new tax law became effective, irrespective of when it was en-
acted. In 1951 the Commissioner adopted new regulations governing
consolidated returns and in those new regulations he took a new view
of this particular matter, and he provided in the new regulations that
the right to change, or the right to have a new election, arose from the
enactment of a new tax law, irrespective of its effective date.

Now, this bill, H. R. 8300, has thrown all of the Commissioner's
consolidated return regulations into the statute, has written them into
the statute, and in this way the House bill would validate the new
interpretation which the Commissioner placed upon this particular-
feature in 1951, and which was entirely inconsistent with the interpre-
tation he had placed on the old law from 1928 to 1951.

In my prepared statement, which I have filed, I point out how ob-
jectionable that would be, and particularly how objectionable it would
be where a change in the tax law is made retroactively. Where a new
tax law or an amendment to the tax law is retroactive, this bill would
grant a new election, as to the basis of reporting, for a year which has
already been closed, even if the new tax law doesn't affect that closed
year at all, but applies only to future years. And the election, the new
election, which is granted by the bill as to the old year, which is closed
and which is not affected by the law, that new election will bind as to
all future years which are governed by the new tax law.

Now, it seems to me that that is not only illogical, but it is unfair to,
bind corporations for future years by the so-called exercise of an elec-
tion for a year which is already closed. The only kind of an election as
to the basis of reporting for tax purposes, which is a real and free elec-
tion, is one which can be exercised before the end of the tax year, be-
cause in that way corporations can fit their problems of corporate.
management and corporate business into the basis upon which they
know they are going to file their return and compute and pay their-
taxes.

I, therefore, urge that this bill be amended so as to return to the-
view which prevailed from 1928 to 1951, which granted a new election
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to affiliated corporations for every year for which the tax burden
was greater than for the prior year.

I may add, Mr. Chairman, that the tax committee of the American
Mining Congress, I believe, has taken substantially that sale position,
and I think there are other groups which have called attention to this
feature of the bill.

I want to thank you for the privilege of appearing before you.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very glad to have you, thank you very

much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Browne follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ROLLIN BRowNE

For the years 1917-21, affiliated corporations were required to file consolidated
returns. The 1921, 1924, and 1_926 acts gave affiliated corporations an election
to file either separate returns or a consolidated return for any year beginning
on or after January 1, 1922., but provided that opce the election was made either
way it should be binding for all later years unless the Commissioner consented
to a change. Howe\ er, all corporations were given a new right of election under
each of those acts.

The 1928 act contained twoi different provisions as to consolidated returns.
One applied only to the year 192,8 and provided that returns for that year must
be filed oil the same basis as for 1)27. This was justified because the tax rates
for 1928 were lower than for 1927 ard the 1928 act made no other change which
Congress felt would materially affect affiliated corporations. The other provision
of the 1.92S act relating to consolidated returns applied to 1929 and later years
and made radical changes in the rules. It conferred special power on the Com-
missioner to pres(riw rv-aulatiois affecting the computation of the tax on the
consolidated basis, to which corporations were required to agree as a condition
to filing consolidated returns. That provision gave a new election for 1929 "or
any subsequent taxable year." It did not require the Commissioner's consent to
change from either basis to the other, but when the Commissioner issued his new
regulations he took the position that, although the statute gave affiliated corpo-
rations the right to tile a .onsolidated return fir any year, irrespective of the
basis on which they had reported for the previous year, it did not say that corpo-
rations had the right to file separate returns for any year and, therefore, he had
the power to provide in his regulations that if an affiliated group once elected to
file a consolidated return for any year it could not tile separate returns for any
later years unless (1 iu( ilership ot the group changed, or (2) the regulations
were amended, or (3) the Commissioner gave his consent.

It was conceded that, aside fron the regulations, whenever a revenue act was
superseded by a new and different act, or was amended so as to make the filing
of consolidated returns less advantageous, taxpayers acquired a new election.
The Tax Court ruled, moreover, that, whenever the tax burden was changed by
any amendment of the hw, whether or nit to the disadvantage of consolidated
returns, a new election must be allowed. This was on the fundamental principle
that an election or option was involved and an election as to the method of com-
puting one tax may not be considered binding as to the rominputation of a different
tax. Therefore, when the Commissioner refused to allow corporations which
had filed on the cmisolidated basis for 19)32 to ale on the separate basis for 1933,
although the tax burden had been changed by NRA, the Tax Court overruled him
in Cral Prodrts Rcfining Corp. (39 B. T. A. 92), saying:

"It is not material to the decision of the question before us to explore the
comparative alvantagps 'or disadvantages to g-roups of affiliated corporations,
after amendment ot the 1912 act, to make consodidated returns instead of separate
returns. The fact is that there was a new revenue act for the year 1933 affecting
taxation of corporations. * * * It obviously became of practical importance for
affiliated corporations to cosider anew the method of making income-tax return
for the year 1933 and to consider anew the increased rate of tax upon corpora-
tions making consolidated returns. * * * In the absence of any clear expression
in the statute, as it applied to the year 1933, that Congress intended that corpo-
ration income-tax returns for 1933 should be made on the same basis as for the

'This clause was later changed to refer to any amendment of the law or regulations
which rendered consolidated returns less advantageous.
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year 1932, even though changes in the law were made * * * we must conclude
that petitioner had a new election for the year 1933 because the law was changed."

To the same effect was the decision of a district court in Belden Mfg. Co. v.
Harrison (C. C. H., 1940, par. 9341).

The Commissioner (lid not appeal either of those decisions.
Moreover, the Commissioner recognized that when a new tax law was en-

acted imposing different tax burdens for different future years, corporations
were entitled to a new election for each of those years. For example, the Reve-
nue Act of 1945 contained new provisions becoming effective at different dates
so that the tax burden under that act differed for 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949 tax
years. Accordingly, the Commissioner announced that by reason of the en-
actment of the 1945 act, corporations acquired a new election as to fiscal year
1946 (I. T. 3779), the calendar year 1946 (I. T. 3794), fiscal year 1947 (I. T.
3S54), the calendar year 1947 (I. T. 3850), fiscal year 1948 (1. T. 3893), the cal-
endar year 1948 (I. T. 3923), and fiscal year 1949 (I. T. 3955q). The Commis-
sioner thereby recognized that so long as a new election depended on a change
in the tax burden it arose from the change becoming effective and not merely
from its enactment.

In 1951, the Commissioner amended his regulations so as to provide that the
enactment of an amendment to the tax law gave corporations a new election,
irrespective of when it took effect. Under this new regulation (adopted 22
years after the new scheme for consolidated returns was first enacted in 1928),
the Commissioner claimed for the first time that if a new tax law was enacted
in 1 year, to apply with varying effects for various future years, such new law
gave corporations only one new election-as to the first return filed after the
enactment of the law-and that that one election would govern all future years
covered by the law even though the tax burden for each year might be different.
For example, the additional tax imposed for the privilege of filing a consolidated
return is 2 percent. Suppose Congress should enact a law providing that for
1955 the additional tax should be 3 percent, for 1956. 4 percent and for 1957 and
later years, 5 percent. The Commissioner would say to affiliated corporations:
You know now what the extra cost of filing consolidated returns will be for each
year; therefore, you can decide now for all years, and you must do so: moreover,
whatever you elect as to the first year you must file on the same basis for all
later years. It is obvious that such a requirement would deprive taxpayers
of a really free election as to 1955 and would deprive them of any election at
all for any later year. And yet it is axiomatic that the income tax is imposed
on an annual basis, and that each year is entirely separate and distinct from
every other year, and the statute says that affiliated corporations shall have
an election to file a consolidated return "for any year."

Congress made the decision long ago that the filing of consolidated returns
shall be a privilege, not a requirement. This is proved by the imposition of an
additional 2 percent tax for the exercise of the privilege. To continue the 2
percent charge for exercise of a so-called privilege for any year for which the
taxpayers are actually required to file consolidated returns would be a greatt
injustice.

Section 1505 (a) of the House bill incorporates the language of the regula-
tions as amended in 1951. The Ways and Means Committee report attempts
to Justify the Commissioner's new position in the following language:

"Paragraph (2) of thia section is intended bv your committee to operate with
respect to changes in subtitle A of the code whenever a return is required by
law to be filed after a change in the law is made. Thus, a change in the law
which occurred in January or February of one year would give rise to a right
of election with regard to the return to he filed for the previous year on April 15
or such later date as the Secretary or his delegate may (by extension of time)
permit. This provision haq no relevance to the applicability of the change irr
the law or with respect to the year to which such change is first effective. The
principle reflected here is a reflection of the view of your committee that the
election to file returns upon a consolidated basis is a long-term decisions. Un-
less the law is changed, the affiliated ground which elects to file a consolidated
return in one year is expected to continue to file such a return for all later
years. Accordingly. if a change is made, the fact that the change itself, for
example, is not applicable to the year for which the next return is to he filed
is not significant. For example, if the affiliated zroun files a return for the
calender year 1951 on September 15. 1954. the provisions of this subtitle, if
enacted prior to such date. although only apnlicable to taxable years be-inning
after December 31, 1953, will provide a right to file separate returns for the
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taxable year 1953 even though considated returns were filed for 1952, and even
though the changes made in this subtitle have no application to the return
to be filed for the taxable year 1953. As a corollary to this, a return to be filed
for the taxable year 1954 must be a consolidated return if a consolidated return
was filed for the taxable year 1953, even though the provisions of law applicable
to the taxable year 1954 are of the type described ill paragraph (2).' "

It is all right to say that "the election to file returns upon a consolidated
basis is a long-term decision," so long as Congress enacts long-range tax legis-
lation. But when Congress changes the tax burden from year to year it should
grant taxpayers a chance to keep abreast of the kaleidoscopic changes, at least
so long as it calls the filing of consolidated returns a privilege and charges
an additional tax for its exercise. If consistency ill tax policy is a virtue, let
Congress set the example.

This requirement, first imposed by the Commissioner in 1951 and now validated
by the bill, that a new election arises from the enactment of an amendment,
rather than its becoming effective, is particularly unfair in the case of a retro-
active amendment. As the committee report shows, this provision means that
if after the close of a tax year (1953), but before returns for that year are
filed, an amendment (H. R. 8600) is enacted which has no effect on returns for
1953, but which drastically changes the tax burden for later years, taxpayers
will get a new election as to the one year (1953) which is not at all affected
by the amendment and will not get a new election as to any of the later years
which will be so vitally affected. It is appropriate to ask, in all seriousness,
whether any more illogical, unfair, and viciously retroactive provision was ever
written into a tax law.

The election between separate and consolidated returns cannot be exercised
in vacuo; it must be exercised in the light and on the basis of known facts and
conditions. The exercise of the election often has a pronounced effect on, and
is often profoundly affected by, other corporate actions and decisions, many
of which must be taken even before the end of the tax year. After those cor-
porate actions and decisions have been taken during the tax year (1953, for
example) and the election to file a consolidated return for that year has been
made by the management. Congress cannot by subsequent legislation grant an
effective new election for that year because it cannot make it possible to reverse
the other corporate actions and decisions which are inextricably tied up with
the election already exercised.

There are situations where an attempt to reverse prior corporate action to
enable a new exercise of the election for a year already closed would be actually
invalid and would subject the management to serious personal liability, as,
for example, where the legality of noncumulative preferred dividends already
declared and paid depended on the tax being computed on the consolidated basis.
If the change in the law had been known before the end of the year the
dividends could have been omitted, but they cannot later be rescinded or re-
covered; and if because of the later change in the law, which affects only
later years, management should exercise its legal right to elect to file separate
returns, thus increasing the tax, the dividends would be rendered illegal and
management would be liable to the common stockholders.

Section 1505 of the House bill contains a provision which squarely conflicts with
the theories advanced in the committee report. In granting a new election
when the law is amended so as to make consolidated returns less advantageous,
it says that the expiration of a provision of the law shall have the same effect
as an amendment. Suppose that in 1954 a new provision is enacted, to take
effect in 1955 and to expire in 1958. Both the amendment and its expiration
are enacted in 1954. The amendment becomes effective in 1955; its expiration
becomes effective in 1958. The committee says that the amendment is made
in 1954 when it is enacted: yet it clearly implies that the expiration is made
when it takes effect, not when it is enacted. The truth is that such an enact-
ment in 1954 would enact two changes in the law, one becoming effective in
1955 when the enactment takes effect, and another becoming effective in 1958
when the enactment expires.

This provision of the bill, recognizing that corporations are entitled to a
new election whenever the expiration of a provision of the law, substantially
advantageous to the filing of consolidated returns, becomes effective, is obviously

2That is to say, even if the law as applicable to 1954 made It substantially less ad-
vantageous to file on a consolidated basis.
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sound and demonstrates the unsoundness of the provision which states that it is
the mere enactment, rather than the taking effect, of other changes in the law
which justifies a new election. Moreover, the report of the Ways and Means
Committee, stating that the purpose of adding this new provision to the bill was
"to make it clear that the expiration of a provision of law will be a sufficient
basis for the allowance of a new election" proves that the committee understood
that the true meaning and intent of the existing statute is to allow a new
election when a change in the law becomes effective, as the Commissioner recog-
nized from 1928 to 1951.

It is submitted, further, that the law should allow a new election whenever
an amendment of the law takes effect which materially increases the tax burden
of corporations, whether or not it affects consolidated returns more seriously
than separate returns. A group of corporations might be willing to pay the
extra 2 percent for the privilege of filing consolidated returns if that increased
their tax from 38 to 40 percent, but not if it increased their tax from 52 to
54 percent.

It is submitted that the Senate should reassert that the filing of consolidated
returns is a privilege for the exercise of which taxpayers shall have a real
and free election as to every year for which a materially heavier tax burden is
imposed, and that it is for that privilege that they are required to pay the 2
percent additional tax.

Specifically, it is submitted that, in order to conform the bill to the true
intent of existing law, section 1505 (a) of the bill should be amended so as
to provide that corporations which have elected to file a consolidated return for
any year may file separate returns for any subsequent year whenever-

"(2) [subsequent to the exercise of the election to make consolidated returns,]
an amendment to subtitle A of the Code, which substantially increases the tax
burden of affiliated groups as a class filing consolidated returns, has become
effective for such, subsequent year, [to the extent applicable to corporations, has
been amended and any such amendment is of a character which makes sub-
stantially less advantageous to affiliated groups as a class the continued filing of
consolidated returns, regardless of the effective date of such amendment,] or".

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Barta. Sit down and be comfortable and
identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF A. K. BARTA, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
THE PROPRIETARY ASSOCIATION

Mr. BARTA. My name is A. K. Barta. My office is at 810 18th Street,
here in Washington, and I am secretary-treasurer of the Proprietary
Association. This is a trade association of about 150 companies that
manufacture drugs and medicines.

To conserve the time of the committee, I also speak for other trade
associations who are affected by certain sections of the bill. I have
filed with the clerk for the record a statement of my own, one of the
American Drug Manufacturers Association, and one for the Lambert
Pharmacal Co.

The CHAIRMAN. They will be made a part of the record.
(The statements referred to follow:)

STATEMENT OF A. K. BARTA, WASHINGTON, D. C., IN RE H. R. 8300, SECTIONs 5331,
5647, AND 5131 TO 5134, INCLUSIVE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee, my name is A. K.
Barta; my office is at 810 18th Street, here in Washington, and I am the secre-
tary-treasurer of the Proprietary Association. This is a trade organization of
approximately 150 companies manufacturing and marketing packaged drugs and
medicines. I also speak for other national trade associations whose member
companies are affected by several sections of H. R. 8300. They are: The Inter-
state Manufacturers Association, the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Associa-
tion, the American Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, and the American
Drug Manufacturers Association.

I wish to address my remarks to the subject of distilled spirits industrially
used and the taxes thereon.
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Through piecemeal legislation, the laws pertaining to distilled spirits and in-
dustrial alcohol, like Topsy, just grew. This resulted in many inconsistencies
which the proposed revision in H. R. 8300 seeks to eliminate. But if H. It. 8300
is enacted as now written, greater inconsistencies, ambiguities, and hardships
will result with respect to the commercial or industrial use of alcohol.

It might interest you to know the First Congress of the United States struggled
with the problem of taxes on distilled spirits. The second law passed by the
First Congress on July 4, 1789, levied a duty of 10 cents per gallon on distilled
spirits of Jamaica proof and of 8 cents per gallon upon all other distilled spirits.
During the second session of the same Congress, these taxes were increased.
And during the third session of the First Congress, on March 3, 1791, the first tax
on domestic distilled spirits was levied. From that (lay to this, there has been
more or less confusion respecting taxes on distilled spirits.

Much of this confusion arises froi the failure to clearly distinguish between
spirits used as beverages, and alcohol used industrially. Such a distinction has
been attempted, for you will find in section 5002 of H. R. 8300 a definition of
distilled spirits generally as meaning ethyl alcohol commonly produced by the
fermentation of grain, starch, molasses, or sugar. In section 5319 of the bill
alcohol is defined as meaning ethyl alcohol from whatever source or whatever
processes produced. Treasury Regulations 3, article IV, section 182.6, pertaining
to industrial alcohol try to make this distinction clear by the following language:

"(a) 'Alcohol' means that substance known as ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide
of ethyl, or spirits of wine, from whatever source or process produced, having a
proof of 160 degrees or more, but does not include the substances commonly
known as whisky, brandy, ruin, or gin, or other spirits, produced at registered
distilleries for fruit distilleries operatedd under Bureau of Internal Revenue
Regulations 4 and 5."
To further the distinction, the same regulations define a "registered distillery"

as meaning a distillery established or operated under the regulations governing
the production of distilled spirits, other than alcohol produced pursuant to these
regulations.

Now the words "distilled spirits" and "alcohol" have been used interchange-
ably because as new laws were passed no clear distinction was made between
the two. However, if you will associate the words "distilled spirits" with
whisky, and the word "alcohol" with an industrial chemical, some of the fog
will be lifted.

At the turn of the century registered distilleries were the only legal units
distilling spirits for beverage use and the small quantities of alcohol used by
industry. There was no tax-free alcohol at this time. However, foreign na-
tions-notably Germany-were using alcohol extensively in industry and in the
production of power, heat, and light. To keep pace and assist American in-
dustry, Congress in 1906 passed the Denatured Alcohol Act providing for the
withdrawal of alcohol from bond tax free for industrial use. Paraphrased, sec-
tion 1 of the Denatured Alcohol Act provided that:

"Iomestic alcohol * * * may be withdrawni from bond without the payment
of internal revenue tax, for use in the arts and industries, and for fuel, light,
and power, provided said alcohol shall have been mixed * * * with * * * denatur-
ing material or materials * * * suitable to the use for which the alcohol is with-
drawn, but which destroys its character as a beverage and renders it unfit for
liquid medicinal purposes; such denaturing to lie (lone on the application of any
registered distillery in denaturing bonded warehouses * * *"

This identical section of the 1906 law is today section 533,1 (a) of H. R. 8300.
Observe the language clearly prevents the use of denatured alcohol in liquid
medicines as well as in beverages.

Shortly after passage of the 1906 act, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
ruled that sulfuric ether could not be manufactured from denatured alcohol
because it was a liquid medicine. Congress then amended the law on March 2,
1907, to except ether and chloroform, which are liquid medicines, from the pro-
visions just quoted.

Nothing much happened until the Tariff Act of 1913 authorized a new system
for the manufacture of alcohol for denaturation only by "industrial distilleries."
This act did not require alcohol to lie denatured so as to be unfit for liquid
madicines. The alcohol was required to be "rendered unfit for use as an in-
toxicating beverage by an admixture of such denaturing materials as the Com-
missioner" might prescribe. Because of economic conditions no industrial dis-
tilleries or denaturing plants came into being until about 1916, so that from
1906 to 1916 denatured alcohol could not be used in liquid medicines.
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However, under the provisions of the 1913 law, the Commissioner first au-
thorized use of denatured alcohol in a liquid medicine (a liniment) on October
6, 1916. This was followed with authorization for the use of denatured alcohol
in tincture of iodine, later liquid soap.

By 1919, industrial distilleries were producing more alcohol for denaturation
than were the registered distilleries, and the business of the latter was ter-
minated with the National Prohibition Act.

Title III of that law, relating to industrial alcohol, provided only that alcohol
be denatured so as to be "unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage." Section
5303 of H. R. 8300 also provides that alcohol from industrial alcohol plants shall
be denatured so as to be "unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage." Note care-
fully there is no requirement that industrial alcohol also be denatured so as to
be unfit for liquid medicines. Further, section 19 of title III of the National
Prohibition Act provided:

"All prior statutes relating to alcohol as defined in this title are hereby re-
pealed insofar as they are inconsistent with the provisions of this title."

Now considering the fact registered distilleries from 1919 on made no
alcohol for denaturation, plus the repeal provision just quoted, plus the prohi-
bition in section 5194 of the bill which provides that spirits produced in a
registered distillery may not be withdrawn for denaturation, plus the procedures
adopted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, it would appear the 1906 act was
no longer in effect.

Not so, said the Treasury Department. We will continue this provision in the
law, but under authority of title III of the Prohibition Act. alcohol may be
specially denatured and used in the production of liquid medicines. We find
in section 5303 that alcohol produced in industrial-alcohol plants need be
denatured only to the extent it is "unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage."
Our procedure, said the Treasury, shall be first: Alcohol withdrawn from an
industrial plant shall be denatured so as to be unfit for use as an intoxicating
beverage. Second, it may be withdrawn and denatured with materials suitable
to the end use of the product. Thus there grew up the present-day list of
special formulas for denaturing alcohol to be used in medicines as well as for
all other industrial purposes.

Under the 1919 law the drug and medicines industry began the use of specially
denatured alcohol in linuid medicines, although this was prohibited by the 1906
law. But remember that section 19 of the 1919 law said "all prior statutes
relating to alcohol as defined in this title are hereby repealed insofar as they
are inconsistent with the provisions of this title."

Now it was clear. Denatured alcohol could be used in the production of
liquid medicinal preparations. Then the drug and medicines industry and the
Bureau of Internal Revenue were confronted with a problem unforeseen and not
covered by law. In what kind of liquid medicinal preparations could denatured
alcohol be used without making a beverage use of the product possible? Indus-
try cooperated with the Government, and after many conferences and discussions,
the late Dr. Doran issued his famous Adam's apple rule.

Dr. Doran was a man of great ability, endowed with much commonsense.
His rule was simple: "That liquid medicine which goes below the Adam's apple
must contain tax-paid ethyl alcohol. For all other external uses specially
denatured alcohol may be used." This rule in part is found in Treasury
Regulations section 182.864 reading as follows :

"Medicinal preparations and flavoring extracts used for internal purposes may
not be manufactured with specially denatured alcohol where any of the alcohol
remains in the finished product."
Both Government and industry have observed the Adam's-apple rule for the
past 35 years.

Now comes H. R. 9300, which will be the new Internal Revenue Code under
which we must live. It provides in section 5331 the provisions of the 1906 law,
which prohibits the use of specially denatured alcohol in liquid medicinal prod-
ucts. It provides in section 5303 the provisions of the 1919 law that industrial
alcohol need be denatured only so as to be "unfit for use as an intoxicating
beverage." And it provides, in section 5310 that alcohol may be withdrawn free
of tax for denaturing "as Provided by existing law." Thus far it would seem
possible to continue in the future just as we have in the past.

But something new has been added. The report of the House Committee on
Ways and Means states with respect to section 5310 that:
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"The provisions of subsection (a), which provide that alcohol produced at any
industrial alcohol plant or stored in any bonded warehouse may, under regula-
tions, be withdrawn tax free, as provided by 'existing law,' from such plant or
warehouse for transfer to a denaturing plant for denaturation, make applicable
to such alcohol, when withdrawn for denaturation, the provisions of section 5331.
The term 'existing law' in subsection (a) is intended to include 'section 5331.'

"The penalty contained in section 5647, relating to the unlawful use or conceal-
ment of denatured alcohol, is applicable to alcohol produced in industrial alcohol
plants and withdrawn for denaturation since all such alcohol is withdrawn under
the provisions of section 5331."

That is bad enough, but reading further from the House report in connection
with section 5331, we find this language:

"This section is existing law. * * *
"The language contained in this section is substantially in the form in which

it was originally enacted in 1906, as amended in 1907.
"This section is intended to apply to alcohol produced at industrial alcohol

plants and withdrawn for denaturation."
So we have here a new bill, the provisions of which are explained in the

accompanying report and the interpretations therein place us back under the law
of 1906. when denatured alcohol could not be used for "liquid medicinal purposes."
Officials of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit of the Internal Revenue Service
state this was not the intent of the revision, and that it was assumed there would
he no change in existing operations. If this be true and the status quo is to be
maintained, then a iniior anendnent to two sections of the bill is all that is
necessary.

First, in section 5331 of the bill, within the phrase "renders it unfit for liquid
medicinal purposes" insert the word "ingestive" so that as amended the phrase
will read "renders it unfit for ingestive liquid medicinal purposes."

And in the penal section of the bill (sec. 5647) preceding the phrase "liquid
medicinal preparation" insert the word "ingestive."

With these simple amendments, it is believed the status quo will be maintained
and the use of specially denatured alcohol continued in the production of liquid
medicinal preparations intended for external use. These amendments would
write into the law clear authorization for a practice which has been in existence
for the last 35 years.

PART II-SECTIONS 5131 TO 5134, INCLUSIVE

Sections 5131 to 5134 of the bill relate to the nonbeverage use of distilled
spirits or alcohol. Medicines intended for ingestive or internal use, and many
food products such a4 flavors and flavoring extracts must be produced with
ethyl alcohol upon which a tax must be paid. This is a continuation of the
Adam's-apple rule, and in line with Treasury regulations section 182.,64 which
prohibit the use of specially denatured alcohol in any medicinal preparations
and flavoring extracts used for internal purposes.

Recognizing this necessary use of spirits as compared with the luxury or
beverage use, Congress provided that qualified manufacturers upon proof satis-
factory to the Treasury Department, might make a claim for drawback of a
portion of the taxes paid. On the whole this procedure has been satisfactory, and
it is the apparent intent of H. R. 8300 to continue the operation of the drawback
system.

But again the revision proposed in H. R. 8300 if enacted as written will work
an undue hardship upon the nonbeverage user of ethyl alcohol. Section 5005
of the bill makes the domestic distilleries and proprietors of industrial alcohol
plants liable for the tax, and so today the tax on spirits or alcohol is paid at
the time of withdrawal. However, something new has been added in section 5061
of the bill, which provides that the taxes on distilled spirits shall be paid by
return, with authority given the Secretary to prescribe the period for which the
return shall be filed, the time for filing, and the time for payment of the tax
determined.

This is a relief to which the distillers are entitled, but in practice will work
a hardship upon the nonbeverage user unless he, too, is given consideration in
connection with the return method of tax payment. The report of the House
committee in this connection states:

"Section 5131. This section is existing law. It should be observed that the
requirement that alcohol must be 'fully taxpaid' to be eligible for drawback has
been continued in this section. Although it will be possible for distilled spirits
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or alcohol to be removed from bond and used upon determination of the tax
and before payment of the tax, regulations to be prescribed under the provisions
of this section will require that the tax be paid prior to the payment of draw-
back claims in order that the Government will not be placed in the position
of acting favorably upon a claim for refund prior to the actual payment of
the tax to be refunded."

This means the nonbeverage user of ethyl alcohol must pay the internal-
revenue tax at the time of withdrawal, which payment is made to the distiller.
The latter files with the Treasury a return of taxes due the Government, but
does not pay over the nonbeverage user's tax money until the due date fixed
between the Secretary and the distiller. In the meantime the nonbeverage user
has processed the alcohol and makes his drawback claim. This claim will not
be paid because the distiller has not yet turned the tax money over to the
Treasury Department.

To remedy this injustice, the nonbeverage user of alcohol should also be placed
on a return basis. In practice, this would work out with the nonbeverage user
being given the same grace period as that given the distiller before payment
of taxes due.

This problem has been discussed with representatives of the distillers and
with officials of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit, and agreement has been
reached with respect to simple amendments to be made in sections 5131 and
5132, as follows:

Wherever the words "and fully taxpaid" occur, substitute the words "and on
which the tax has been determined."

In section 5134 (a) strike out the word "taxpaid" and insert in lieu thereof
the words "on which the tax has been determined": and in section 5134 (a)
(1), (2), and (3), strike out the word "paid" and insert in lieu thereof the
word "determined."

The adoption of these amendments will permit the Treasury Department to
honor a drawback claim showing the amount of tax determined to be paid,
whether or not it has yet been received by the Department. There would be no
loss of revenue to the Treasury, inasmuch as all parties liable to the Government
are under bond.

It is hoped the Finance Committee will see the justice and need for the
amendments to H R. 8300 herein suggested and will approve of them, noting
the reasons therefor in the report of the committee.

AMERICAN DRUG -ANITFAcTURRS AsSOCIATION,TWasl pgton, D. C., Apr-il 2,, 195.
SENATE FINANCE COMMIITTEE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN : On behalf of the legislative section of the Amorican Drug Manu-

facturers Association, we wish to comment on the provisions of H. R. 8300 re-
lating to denatured alcohol for industrial use. The member firms of this associa-
tion are the leading manufacturers of pharmaceutical products for the medical
and allied professions. A membership list is attached.

Under the present Internal Revenue Code and the regulations of the Treasury
Department, drug products which are not taken into the digestive tract of the
body may be made with specially denatured alcohol. Some examples of products
falling in this category are surgical antiseptics, household antiseptics (such as
tincture of iodine), rubbing alcohol, mouthwashes, lotions, and certain ointments.
The use of tax-free alcohol in these medicinals has been the practice for many
years. and is justified by the fact that the alcohol in no way serves as a beverage
or as a physiological agent, but is used solely for its physical properties. It
usually serves merely as a solvent. This use does not differ from other legitimate
industrial uses of alcohol, and it is therefore consistent to classify it as a per-
mitted industrial use.

The practice of using tax-free alcohol for antiseptics. mouthwashes, and similar
products enables these essential medicinals to be sold at much lower prices to the
public than would be the case if tax-paid alcohol were employed. Since these
products are regularly used by many people in the lower income groups, it is
desirable to produce them as economically as possible.

The American Drug Manufacturers Association hopes that the present practice
of employing tax-free alcohol for these limited medicinal uses will not be changed
when the Internal Revenue Code is revised. However, under the present wording
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of section 5331 of H. R. 8300, and especially when certain statements in the
House committee report on H. R. 8300 are brought into the picture, there is a
real danger that the present practice in this field will be inadvertently altered.

Section 5331 of H. R. 8300 states in part "Domestic alcohol * * * may be with-
drawn from bond without the payment of internal revenue tax, for use in the
arts and industries, and for fuel, light, and power, provided such alcohol shall
have been mixed * * * with methyl alcohol or other denaturing material or ma-
terials, or admixture of the same, suitable to the use for which the alcohol is
withdrawn, but which destroys its character as a beverage and renders it unfit
for liquid medicinal purposes ;". When this wording is read in conjunction with
the statements in the House committee report referring to the Internal Revenue
Act of 1906 (which was enacted before specially denatured alcohol was permitted
for antiseptics, mouthwashes, etc.), there arise questions as to the possibility
of the present practice being discontinued if H. R. 8300 is passed without chang-
ing section 5331.

The American Drug Manufacturers Association respectfully recommends that
the word "ingestive" be inserted in section 5331 of H. R. 8300, so that the last
portion of the quotation given above would read "renders it unfit for liquid inges-
tive medicinal purposes." This simple amendment would make it clear that
the present practice of using tax-free alcohol for antiseptics, rubbing alcohol,
mouthwashes, and similar products can be continued. It would not extend the
use of tax-free alcohol to areas where it is not now permitted, since the phrase
"unfit for liquid ingestive medicinal purposes" would carry with it the meaning
that any medication which is swallowed, thus being ingested, must contain
tax-paid alcohol.

The word "ingestive" is also needed in the appropriate places in the penalty
section, section 5647, of H. R. 8300.

It is our earnest hope that these simple but important changes in H. R. 8300
will be made by your committee.

Sincerely yours,
KARL BAMBACH,

Exceitive Vice President.

MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN DRUG MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Abbott Laboratories, 14th Street and Sheridan Road, North Chicago, Ill.
Ames Co., Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
The Armour Laboratories, Armour & Co., 520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Ayerst Laboratories, Division of American Home Products Corp., 22 East 40th

Street, New York, N. Y.
J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, N. J.
Bauer & Black, Division of the Kendall Co., 309 West Jackson Boulevard, Chi-

cago, Ill.
E. Bilhuber, Inc., 377 Crane Street, Orange, N. J.
Bristol Laboratories, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Buffington's Inc., 8 Sudbury Street, Worcester, Mass.
Burroughs Wellcome & Co. (U. S. A.) Inc., Tuckahoe 7, N. Y.
W. J. Bush & Co., Inc., 19 West 44th Street, New York, N. Y.
G. W. Carnrick Co., 20 Mount Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Ciba Pharmaceutical Products Inc., 556 Morris Avenue, Summit, N. J.
Cole Chemical Co., 3721-27 Laclede Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Commercial Solvents Corp., 1331 South First Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Cutter Laboratories, Fourth and Parker Streets, Berkeley, Calif.
Davies, Rose & Co., Ltd., 22 Thayer Street, Boston, Mass.
Difco Laboratories Inc., 920 Henry Street, Detroit, Mich.
Distillation Products Industries, Division of Eastman Kodak Co., 729 Ridge

Road W., Rochester, N. Y.
The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.
Fine Chemicals Division, American Cyanamid Co., post-office box 550, Bound

Brook, N. J.
Fritzsche Bros., Inc., 76 Ninth Avenue at 15th Street. New York, N. Y.
Gelatin Products Division, R. P. Scherer Corp., 9425 Grinnell Avenue, Detroit,

Mich.
Heyden Chemical Corp., 342 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Hoffmann-La Roche. Inc., Roche Park, Nutley, N. J.
Hyland- Laboratories, 4501 Colorado Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
Hynson. Wescott & Dunning, Inc., 10.30 North Charles Street. Baltimore, Md.
Johnson & Johnson, 501 George Street, New Brunswick, N. J.
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Lakeside Laboratories, Inc., 1707 East North Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lederle Laboratories Division, American Cyanamid Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York, N. Y.
Eli Lilly & Co., 740 South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Lloyd Bros., Inc., 1016 Mound Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Lloyd & Dabney Co., Inc., 412 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
Magnus, Mabee & Reynard, Inc., 16 Desbrosses Street, New York, N. Y.
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, Second and Mallincrodt Streets, St. Louis, Mo.
Maltbie Laboratories, 240-250 High Street, Newark, N. J.
McNeil Laboratories, Inc., 2900 North 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mead Johnson & Co., St. Joseph Avenue and Ohio Street, Evansville, Ind.
Merck & Co., Inc., 126 Lincoln Avenue, Rahway, N. J.
The Win. S. Merrell Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Monsanto Chemical Co., 1700 South Second Street, St. Louis, Mo.
The National Drug Co., 4663-85 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
The New York Quinine & Chemical Works, Inc., 50 Church Street, New York, N. Y.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., 17 Eaton Avenue, Norwich, N. Y.
Parke, Davis & Co., Joseph Campau at the River, Detroit, Mich.
The E. L. Patch Co., 38 Montvale Avenue, Stoneham, Mass.
S. B. Penick & Co., 50 Church Street, New York, N. Y.
Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., 11 Bartlett Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pitman-Moore Co., Division of Allied Laboratories, Inc., Post Office Box 1656,

Indianapolis, Ind.
A. H. Robins Co., Inc., 1407 Cummings Drive, Richmond, Va.
Schering Corp., Bloomfield, N. J.
G. D. Searle & Co., Post Office Box 5110, Chicago, Ill.
Sharp & Dohme, Division of Merck & Co., Inc., 640 North Broad Street, Philadel--

phia, Pa.
Sherman Laboratories, 14600 East Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories, 1530 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Carroll Dunham Smith Pharmacal Co., 401 Codwise Avenue, New Brunswick, N. J.
E. R. Squibb & Sons, Division of Mathieson Chemical Corp., 745 Fifth Avenue,-

New York, N. Y.
R. J. Strasenburgh Co., 195 Exchange Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Tailby-Nason Co., 49 Amherst Street, Cambridge, Mass.
The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Valentine Co., Inc., 1600 Chamberlayne Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Henry K. Wampole & Co., Inc., 440 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Warner-Chilcott Laboratories, Division of Warner-Hudnut, Inc., 113 West 18th

Street, New York, N. Y.
White Laboratories, Inc., Kenilworth, N. J.
The Wilson Laboratories, Division of Wilson & Co., Inc., 4221-25 South Western,

Avenue Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Winthrop-Stearns, Inc., 1450 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wyeth Laboratories, Division of American Home Products Corp., 1401 Walnut

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Zemmer Co., Inc., 3943 Sennott Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

MEMORANDUM SUGGESTING AMENDMENTS TO PROVISIONS AS TO TAXABILITY OF
DENATURED ALCOHOL To AVOID POSSIBILITY THAT A TAX MAY BE IMPOSED WITH
RESPECT TO DENATURED ALCOHOL NOT TAXED UNDER PRESENT LAW

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of the Lambert Co., which manu-
factures and sells Listerine antiseptic. This is a liquid medicinal preparation.
for use in the oral cavity, on the scalp and on the skin. This well-known
preparation has been marketed for 70 years. The product is formulated in part
with specially denatured alcohol, which the company uses under permits issued.
by the Treasury Department.

Under existing law the specially denatured alcohol so used is not subject
to the gallonage tax on alcohol. It is our understanding that neither Congress
nor the Treasury Department intends that the proposed legislation result in,
the imposition of any such new and destructive tax. The form of the proposed
enactment, however, might give rise to this question, which can and should be.
avoided by the simple clarifying change suggested at the conclusion of this
memorandum.
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HOW THE PROBLEM ARISES

H. R. 8300 would reenact, substantially without change, the provisions of
existing statutes defining denatured alcohol and regulating the withdrawal and
sale of such alcohol free of tax. In doing so, it would reenact, by section 5331
(a) (1), an obsolete definition of denatured alcohol first adopted in 1906. This
definition has been modified by subsequent legislation and is inconsistent with
other provisions of existing statutes and with present administrative construc-
tion thereof. It is also inconsistent with the definition of denatured alcohol
set forth in section 5303 of the proposed code.

DISCUSSION

The provision which presents the problem, section 5331 (a) (1), provides in
part:

"Domestic alcohol * * * may be withdrawn from bond without the payment
of internal revenue tax, for use in the arts and industries * * * provided such
alcohol shall have been mixed * * * with methyl alcohol or other denaturing
material or materials * * * suitable to the use for which the alcohol is with-
drawn, but which destroys its character as a beverage and renders it unfit for
liquid medicinal purposes; such denaturing to be done on the application of any
registered distillery in denaturing bonded warehouses * * * [Emphasis
supplied.]

This language is in substantially the same form as it was enacted by section
1 of the Denatured Alcohol Act of 1906 and as it now appears in IRC section
3070 (a).

The effect to be given to IRC section 3070 (a) is limited by title III of the
National Prohibition Act, enacted October 28, 1919. Title III of this act created
a complete system for the production, storage, and denaturation of industrial
alcohol. It provided for the establishment of industrial alcohol plants, and for
the establishment of denaturing plants to be used exclusively for the denatura-
tion of alcohol "by the admixture of such denaturing materials as shall render
the alcohol, or any compound in which it is authorized to be used, unfit for use as
an intoxicating becerage." [Emphasis supplied.]

The quoted provision, which is presently contained in IRC section 3102
and is carried forward in section 5303 of the proposed code, sets forth the
only requirement for denaturation established by title III of the National Prohibi-
tion Act, viz, that the alcohol be rendered unfit for use as an intoxicating bever-
age. There was no requirement that alcohol also be denatured so as to render
it unfit for liquid medicinal purposes. Section 19 of title III of the National
Prohibition Act provided:

"All prior statutes relating to alcohol as defined in this title are hereby repealed
insofar as they are inconsistent with the provisions of this title."

The regulations adopted by the Treasury Department following the enactment
of the National Prohibition Act apply only a requirement that denaturation
render alcohol unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage. For example, section
182.673 of the regulations defines denatured alcohol as follows:

"Denatured alcohol is ethyl alcohol to which has been added such denaturing
materials as render the alcohol unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage. De-
natured alcohol is divided into two classes, namely, completely denatured alcohol
and specially denatured alcohol, prepared in accordance with approved formulas
prescribed in the 'Appendix to Regulations 3.'"

Numerous formulae for specially denatured alcohol have been approved,
all of which render the alcohol unfit for intoxicating beverage purposes. Some of
these formulas (e. g., formula No. 37) are designed for use in liquid medicinal
preparations.

Similarly, section 182.836 of the regulations provides in part:
"Liquid products containing specially denatured alcohol must be unfit for use as

beverages or for intoxicating liquor purposes, and must not be readily convertible
into potable alcohol by simple distillation or manipulation."

Again, section 182.858 of the regulations provides in part:
"A manufacturer * * * shall not sell rubbing alcohol compound for use, or for

sale for use, for beverage purposes, nor shall he sell such product under cir-
cumstances from which it might reasonably appear that it is the intention of
the purchaser to procure the product for use, or for sale for use, for beverage
purposes."
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Reenactment of the provisions of the 1906 act as section 5331 (a) (1) of the
proposed code, however, might be interpreted as intended to ignore the legisla-
tive changes subsequent to 1906, as well as the administrative construction of
the subsequent legislation and the now prevalent use of denatured alcohol in
medicines other than those for internal use. If it were actually the intent of
Congress that alcohol must be denatured so as to render it unfit for any liquid
medicinal purposes, as well as for use as an intoxicating beverage, the present
use of denatured alcohol in medicines other than internal medicines would become
impossible. Further, the use in such medicines of undenatured alcohol subject
to tax would be economically ruinous.

It is believed that Congress actually intends no such far-reaching and destruc-
tive change in the existing law. Rather, the possible consequences of reenactment
of the 1906 definition of denatured alcohol appear to be inadvertent, through
failure to reflect the operation of title III of the National Prohibition Act in
repealing prior inconsistent provisions.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS

1. That section 5331 (a) (1) of the proposed code be amended by inserting
the word ingestivee" immediately before the word "liquid" appearing at the end
of the last line on page 586, so that the phrase will read "renders it unfit for
ingestive liquid medicinal purposes" instead of reading "renders it unfit for
liquid medicinal purposes."

(Webster's New International Dictionary (2d edition) defines "ingest" as "To
take in for digestion, as into the stomach.")

2. That section 5647 of the proposed code, dealing with penalties, be amended
by inserting the word "ingestive" immediately before the words "liquid medicinal
preparation" in line 7 of such section 5647 as set forth on page 614 of H. R. 8300,
so that the phrase will read "ingestive liquid medicinal preparation."

We understand that the amendments suggested above will also be urged by
representatives of the Proprietary Association and other interested trade
associations.

Respectfully,
THE LAMBERT Co.,

PHILIP E. GREGG, Counsel.NEW YORK 22., N. Y.

Mr. BARTA. The other groups I speak for are the Interstate Mann-
facturers Association, the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Associa-
tion, the Fruit & Syrup Manufacturers, and the National Association
of Beverage Flavorers. Also, the American Pharmaceutical Manufac-
turers Association, and the American Drug Manufacturers
Association.

There are two sections in the bill which vitally affect our respective
industries and their member companies. The first section is section
5331, which is a reenactment of the section 1 of the Denatured Alcohol
Act of 1906.

It might interest you to know that there has been for years and years
confusion respecting the tax on distilled spirits. The second law
passed by the First Congress of the United States levied a tax on dis-
tilled spirits, and we have had trouble ever since. But in 1906 Con-
gress, to keep pace with what was going on abroad, passed the Dena-
tured Alcohol Act, to make alcohol available for the arts and industries
and the production of heat, power, and light. And that law said that
alcohol, to be so used, had to be denatured so as to destroy its charac-
teristic as a beverage and be unfit for liquid medicinal purposes.

Now that, of course, prohibited the use of denatured alcohol in any
liquid medicinal preparation.

In 1907 Congress had to amend that law so as to provide for the.
production of ether and chloroform, and from that time, up until
1916 no denatured alcohol could be used in a medicine.
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In 1913 Congress, to encourage the use of alcohol and to provide
relief for the farmers, provided for the construction and operation
of industrial alcohol plants. None came into being because they placed
a limit of 100 gallons a day production. And with alcohol selling for
about 25 cents, it wasn't feasible. But that law said that alcohol had
to be denatured only to be unfit for intoxicating beverage purposes.
It made no mention of medicinal preparations.

In 1916 the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, operating under that
law, then authorized the use of denatured alcohol in a liniment. But
nothing much happened until 1939, when the National Prohibition
Law was enacted, and that law provided that insofar as alcohol was
concerned, all laws and parts of laws not consistent therewith, were
repealed, and it provided that alcohol, to be used industrially had
to be denatured first; that it was not fit as an intoxicating beverage.
And they stopped there.

So, under that law, the Bureau of Internal Revenue permitted the
drug and medicine industry to use ethyl alcohol, specially denatured
so that it would be fit for use for the end product. But it was not a
beverage use, and we have been operating under that law for 15 years,
since 1939 up to date, and many formulas have been approved by the
Treasury Department.

Section 5331 is a repetition of the Denatured Alcohol Law of 1906.
Sections 5303 and 5310 of the present bill reenact the language of
the 1919 law. So, if it was just the language, I presume we could
operate as we have in the past. However, the report of the House
committee on this bill changes the picture entirely. In that report they
state that the provision of section (A)-and I am now talking about
section 5310 of the law under which we are operating-the provisions
of this subsection which provide that alcohol produced at any indus-
trial alcohol plant make applicable to such alcohol when withdrawn
for denaturation, the provisions of section 5331, and that is the 1906
law.

Then, when you read under section 5331, the report states that this
section is existing law, and I admit all that, but it says:

This section is intended to apply to alcohol produced at industrial alcohol
plants and withdrawn for denaturation.

So, they put us right back under the 1906 law when they say no
denatured alcohol could be used in a liquid medicinal preparation.

The CHAIRMAN. Was that the purpose?
Mr. BARTA. The Treasury said that was not the purpose.
Mr. STAM. The idea was not to change existing law. They just

incorporated into the new act the existing provisions. And in the
code of 1939, this 1906 act, as well as the prohibition provision which
the gentleman refers to, were both incorporated.

Now, I think the position that these gentlemen take is that there
is going to be an enactment into law. We are getting up an entirely
new code. Now the 1939 code was not to change existing law, and
I think they are afraid that the way this is set up that there might be
some construction placed in this code to change existing practice.
That was not intended, and we are going to try to see if we can't do
something about it.

Mr. BARTA. I have talked it over with everybody that is affected in
the industry, and we are perfectly willing to leave the language in if

45994-54-pt. 4- 7
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you will insert one word. In section 5331, where it says that it must
be rendered unfit for liquid medicinal purposes, if you will insert the
word ingestivee," it will then read that it will be rendered unfit for
ingestive medicinal purposes.

The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. BARTA. Industry has gone along under this unwritten Adam's

apple rule for years, that pure ethyl alcohol is that which goes below
the Adam's apple, and specially denatured alcohol is used elsewhere.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the staff will make some attempt to clarify
that.

Mr. BARTA. I have one other section in which the industry is inter-
ested-well, several sections: Sections 5131 to 5134, inclusive.

Because of this Adam's apple rule we have to use alcohol in food
products and medicines that are used internally, and Congress, to pro-
vide-up until the time of the war we had to pay the same tax on that
alcohol as was paid on beverage alcohol. Congress, to give us some
relief, set up a drawback system whereby we pay the full tax and then
make a claim and get all back but $1, today. The language of the
law is just exactly the same as we are operating under now, but again
the report of the committee sets up a little difficulty for us, and that
comes about by an amendment to the bill which permits the distiller,
who is responsible to the Government for the tax, or the proprietor
of an industrial alcohol plant, to be liable to the Government for the
tax. He is the only one.

So, we pay our tax at the time of withdrawal, and it goes to the
distiller. He, in turn, turns it over to the Treasury.

The provision in section 5005 of the bill permits the distiller to
make a return of taxes due the Government, not that he must pay them
at the time, and the Secretary will fix the period for which he files his
statement and the date on which he pays his taxes.

So, if we buy alcohol, say, on the 20th of the month, process it and
make our drawback claim on the first, it is possible the distiller's return
date is not until the 15th of the month, so we will not get our money.

And the report of the House committe states that-
Regulations to be prescribed under the provisions of this section will require

that the tax he paid prior to the payment of drawback claims.

Now, we have turned our money into the distiller, but the distiller
hasn't turned it over to Uncle Sam. This problem I have discussed
quite'thoroughly in the Alcohol and Tobacco Unit, and with repre-
sentatives of the distillers, and the consensus is there is pretty good
agreement that we should be given the same kind of relief, on a return
basis.

So, in the sections to which I refer, wherever the language "fully
tax paid" occurs, it is suggested to be amended to say, "on which the
tax has been determined." Then the distiller will give us a form,
and that form we can file with our claim, so that this much money is
coming in and they will pay it forthwith.

The CHAIRMAN. What about that, Mr. Stain?
Mr. SrAM. We are looking into that. We have had that question

come up, and we are talking to the Bureau people about it now.
Mr. BARTA. Now, down in the Treasury they think that is a pretty

reasonable amendment.
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That is all I have, and I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Gutkin. Sit down and be comfortable, Mr. Gutkin, and identify

yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF SYDNEY A. GUTKIN, ATTORNEY, NEWARK, N. J.

Mr. GUTKIN. Mr. Chairman, I am appearing here in my capacity
as professor of tax law at Rutgers University-

The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind repeating what you said'?
Mr. GUTKIN. I am appearing here as professor of taxation at Rut-

gers University School of Law, which is the State University of New
ersey.
The CHAIRMAN. What State university?
Mr. GUTKIN. Rutgers University, which is the State university of

New Jersey.
I am also here in my capacity as a practicing tax lawyer.
We have given consideration to various aspects of the bill, and

have many thoughts concerning it. However, we know that you have
heard many of the thoughts that we would otherwise express, ex-
pressed by others, so I am confining my remarks to one point that
has not been discussed as far as I know. I hope that it will help
to remedy a situation that we have felt, in the course of our academic
discussions and practical applications of our academic views, requires
remedying.

Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the witness would
raise his voice.

Mr. GuTKIN. I am sorry, sir. I neglected to look around this way.
The CHAIRMAN. Pretend you are talking to a classroom.
Mr. GUTKiN. I was addressing myself simply to the chairman, and

I apologize.
Some of the things I think that have not been discussed at consid-

erable length are the provisions concerning the administrative and
adjective aspects of the bill, rather than the substantive aspects of
the bill. In that connection, I should like to refer to the statute
of limitations in criminal fraud cases, the substance of which was
originally contemplated by Congressman Simpson's bill, H. R. 5048
of the 82d Congress, 1st session, and H. R. 3431 of the 83d Congress,
1st session, which passed the House and died in the Senate.

I understand from the committee reports that the bill of Con-
gressman Simpson had the approval of the Treasury, was not opposed
by the Department of Justice, and would have become the recommen-
dation of the Senate Finance Committee had proper circumstances
developed.

I am acquainted with some of the background of it, and I don't
think it is helpful or needful to discuss that. At this time, however,
I think there is no reason why the substance of Congressman Simp-
son's bill should not be incorporated in the revision, inasmuch as the
main aspects have already been incorporated, and our only question
is with respect to the effective date.

The CHAIRMAN. Give me the substance of the bill.
Mr. GUTKiN. As you may recall, the period of limitation on crim-

inal prosecutions is 3 years, in the case of some offenses, and 6 years
in the case of other offenses.
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The statute goes on to say that the statute is tolled during the
absence of the defendant from the judicial district where the crime
was committed. That has given rise to much litigation. It has been
the subject of much discussion in our law school. It is a wonderful
thing to discuss and academically we find many intriguing exam-
ination questions based upon venue, whether absence means you can
be absent from a place if you were never in a place.

And the courts are confronted with the problem. There are varying
decisions. Apparently the courts are coming to the view that the
statute at the present time should be interpreted in accordance with
the way the present bill would seek to handle the situation, whether
or not that is a proper interpretation of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. That is good judicial practice.
Mr. GUTKIN. Common judicial practice, may I say.
At any rate, the bill would remedy the situation. It would set

at rest the-
The CHAIRMAN. 'hat would the bill do?
Mr. GUTKIN. The bill would provide that the statute of limitations

is not tolled and would continue to run, except if the taxpayer is
outside of the United States or is a fugitive from justice.

We believe that the statute doesn't go quite far enough, although
it does help to remedy the situation. Congressman Simpson's bill
originally would have made the nonrunning of the statute coextensive
with the lack of jurisdiction of the Federal courts. In other words,
if a man were outside of the United States, or if he were a fugitive
from justice, the running would be tolled. And this bill adopts the
same principle, except, however, that it confines the running of the
statute to places where the taxpayer is within the United States, as
defined in the bill.

We feel, although this isn't particularly important, but I think is
in line with correct practice, that the statute should run against a
taxpayer wherever he may be in the world, provided we have the
jurisdiction over him by our courts. That would mean not only
the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, but Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and all those places where our courts could exercise juris-
diction over him.

The proposed revision is a step in the right direction. It should
go a little further. But the main substance of my discussion this
morning centers around the effective date of the provision.

Under section 7851 of H. R. 8300, subparagraph (D) provides that
it shall only apply to prosecutions and offenses after the date of the
enactment of the title.

Now, the net effect of that would be that the remedial legislation
planned by section 6531 would not be effective until the year 1961.

And the reason I say that is this: If it would only apply to offenses
taking place after the enactment, it would only apply to returns filed
March 15, 1955, or later. The 6-year statute of limitations applicable
to March 15, 1955, will run to March 15, 1961. So that the provision
is completely abortive and does not remedy the thing that it was
designed to remedy.

It is our suggestion that the limitation provision be expanded to
provide that-

The amendments made by section 6531 shall apply with respect to offenses
committed on, before, or after the date of the enactment hereof, except that
such amendments shall not apply to any offense (1) for which the period of
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limitations in effect prior to the enactment of this act expired on or before the
date of such enactment-

And that is to save the possible argument that the statute of limita-
tions may be opened by this provision-
or (2) with respect to which the indictment is found or the information is
instituted on or before March 8, 1954.

That, we thing, would remedy this entire situation and eliminate
all of the litigation that has been going on in the last few years, which
is plaguing the courts and certainly us in a practical and academic
manner.

With your indulgence, I might refer to the fact that this entire
subject matter has developed most recently. The statute was not
much involved in litigation up until the last 5 or 6 years. Recently
we have had a great many cases on this point. We have a conflict
between the second circuit in New York, and the decisions in the
third circuit in New Jersey-by the way, not in the appellate courts,
but in the district court of the United States, as to when a man is
absent or present in a particular place. It is all very confusing. And
I think that this provision, when coupled with some of the venue pro-
visions in the new bill, will make even more litigation in our Federal
courts and, far from solving this problem, will only make it more
serious.

One other comment: We have felt that there is a considerable con-
stitutional question concerning the present law as it is now in the
present code. A question which has not been argued in the courts,
and has not been passed on, is as to whether or not it is constitutional
to provide that the statute shall run against a resident in the State of
New York or New Jersey, or other parts of the country, and shall not
run with respect to the residents of one-third of all of the counties
of the United States.

At the present time, for example, just to illustrate, if a person re-
sides in-or, just before a change in some of the administrative prac-
tice, if a person resided in the Bronx, he was required to file his return
in Albany. His judicial district where he resided in the Bronx was
different from the judicial district of Albany. Therefore, the De-
partment of Justice argued that he was absent from the district where
he filed the return, and, therefore, there was no statute of limitations.

Without laboring the point, I trust that I have made my point on
this. I don't know that my recommendation would be in the slightest
opposed by the Treasury Department. As a matter of fact, Con-
gressman Simpson's bill originally had the approval of the Treasury.

The CHAIRMAN. It died here in this committee because we figured
that it was opening up some doors to shady characters at that time.

Mr. GUTKIN. Yes. I think probably, however, the necessity for
having it die has also died at this time.

In a few of those cases, if my impression is correct, the courts have
already done what the bill would have done. In other words, we had
the Beard case decided by the District Court for the District of Mary-
land most recently, where one of the persons I think the committee
might have had in mind lived in the District of Columbia. And he
filed his return as he was required to do, in Baltimore. The statute
would have barred prosecution if applicable. If it had been tolled,
indictment would have been proper.
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The Department of Justice argued that the indictment was proper,
inasmuch as the defendant was not in Maryland. The District Court
for the District of Maryland dismissed the indictment and said in
order to be absent from a place, you must first be there.

The CHAIRMAN. It makes a little sense, doesn't it?
Mr. GUTKIN. It sounds so to me. Otherwise, if that were not so,

I should think that the statute might well be held, if so interpreted, to
be unconstitutional. And that is one of the things we have in mind
that we should like to avoid.

There are a few other provisions, or one other that I think merits
some attention. I just want to mention it, if I may, in passing, and
that is with respect to the powers of the Tax Court of the United
States. I think they merit some attention of the Congress.

The Tax Court of the United States has the power to subpena a
witness to testify. If a witness refuses to appear, there is no way by
which he can be punished, as for a contempt. The Tax Court has no
power. As a result of that, if a sophisticated individual wishes to
make abortive the process of the court and to impede the determina-
tion of a case, he may simply fail to honor the subpena of the court
and then the only alternative that the court or the litigants have would
be to apply to the district court of the United States for an order to
enforce compliance of the subpena.

Under those circumstances, the case must either be continued, or
else the taxpayer or Government counsel must run the risk of going
ahead with the trial of the case, without having that witness testify.

I submit that something should be done to make enforceable the
process of the Tax Court under those circumstances.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you discussed the matter with anybody in
the Tax Court?

Mr. GUTKIN. Yes; I have discussed the matter, and the court feels
very much that way.

The CHAIRMAN. The court feels that way?
Mr. GUTKI N. Very much so.
The CHAIRMAN. The Tax Court, as you know, has gone through

considerable evolution since the time it started.
Mr. GUTRIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And, at one time it was intended to keep it under

very, very sharp limitations.
Mr. GUTKIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But I think it needs some broadening of that

concept.
Mr. GUTKIN. Well, I think that at the present time it is really and

truly a court, and should be treated as such.
If I may, with your indulgence, submit a proposed modification of

subsection (d) of section 7851 of the proposed Revenue Code, I
should like to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be made a part of the record.
Mr. GUTRIN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

1852
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(The proposed modification referred to follows:)

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF TESTIMONY OF SYDNEY A. GUTKIN, Esq.

THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS IN CRIMINAL FRAUD CASES

Section 3748 of the Internal Revenue Code makes provision for a period of
limitations of 3 years for offenses arising under the internal revenue laws, except
that the period shall be 6 years for the offense of willfully attempting in any
manner to evade or defeat any tax or the payment thereof.' The statute further
provides that the time during which the person committing any of the offenses
is absent from the district wherein the same is committed shall not be taken as
any part of the time limited by law for the commencement of the proceedings
It is this latter provision which has given rise to litigation, confusion, and the
need for legislative action.

(a) The problem
Section 53 (b) (1) of the code provides that returns of individuals shall be

made to the collector for the district in which is located the legal residence or
principal place of business of the person making the return, or, if he has no legal
residence or principal pla(e of business in the United States, then to the collector
at Baltimore, Md.' Thus, the offense of filing a false or fraudulent tax return
or of failing to file a return is deemed to have been committed at the place where
the return was or should have been filed.' There is no question that the word
"district," as used in section 53 (b) (1) means 'collection district" and the word
"district," as used in section 3748 has generally been thought to mean "judicial
district."' There is a serious question as to when a person is "absent" from the
judicial district.

For example, residents of the District of Columbia are required to file returns
of income in the collection district office at Baltimore, Md. Since they and the
collection office in which such returns are filed are not located within the same
judicial district, the problem arises as to whether such taxpayers are "absent"
from the district. If so, they would not be able to avail themselves of the statute
of limitations during any such absence. The problem is particularly acute be-
cause the residents of almost one-third of the counties in the United States must
file their returns in collection districts other than the judicial district.7

The problem is, of course, not present in a State such as New Jersey, where
there are 2 collection districts and only 1 judicial district. Whether the crime

'26 U. S. C. A., sec. 3748 : The full text of this portion of the statute is as follows:
"No person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished, for any of the various offenses arising
under the internal-revenue laws of the United States unless the indictment is found or the
information instituted within 3 years next after the commission of the offense, except that
the period of limitation shall be 6 years-

"(1) for offenses involving the defrauding or attempting to defraud the United States
or any agency thereof, whether by conspiracy or not, and in any manner,

"(2) for the offense of willfully attempting in any manner to evade or defeat any tax
or the payment thereof, and

"(3) for the offense of willfully aiding or assisting in, or procuring, counseling, or
advising, the preparation or presentation under, or in connection with any matter arising
under, the internal-revenue laws, of a false or fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or
document (whether or not such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or consent of the
person authorized or required to present such return, affidavit, claim, or document ."
For civil purposes, there is no limitation period where a false return, or no return, has
been filed (26 U. S. C. A., sec. 276 (a)).

226 U. S. C. A., sec. 3748: This portion of the statute provides, in terms, as follows:
"For offenses arising under sec. 37 of the Criminal Code, March 4, 1909, 35 Stat. 1096
(U. S. C., title 18, sec. 88), where the object of the conspiracy Is to attempt in any manner

to evade or defeat any tax or the payment thereof, the period of limitation shall also be
6 years. The time during which the person committing any of the offenses above men-
tioned is absent from the district wherein the same is committed shall not be taken as any
part of the time limited by law for the commencement of such proceedings. Where a
complaint is instituted before a commissioner of the United States within the period above
limited, the time shall be extended until the discharge of the grand jury at its next session
within the district."

326 U. S.C. A.. see. 53 (b) (1).
4Botles v. U. S. (73 F. (2d) 772 (4th Cir. 1934)) ; see also U. S. v. Beard (- F. Supp.

- (D. Md. 1954), reported at 1954 P-H Fed. Tax Survey, par. 72, 327); cf. U. S. v.
Albanese (- F. Supp. - (S. D. N. Y., 1954), reported at 1954 P-H Fed. Tax Serv. par.
72, 352).

See Senate Finance Report No. 1507, 82d Cong., 2d sess., on H. R. 5048, p. 2; see
U. S. v. Beard. note (4) supra.

6 Bottles v. U. S., note (4), supra.
7 The Treasury Department has reported that this situation exists with respect to

residents of 945 out of 3,070 counties in the country. Hearings before Ways and Means
Committee, 83d Cong., 1st sess., pt. 2, General Revenue Revision, p. 1357..
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is committed in either of the collection districts, it will necessarily fall within
the single judicial district.8 

The problem would arise if the New Jersey tax-
payer should, during the limitations period, remove his residence to another
State and, accordingly, another judicial district. But, suppose, however, that
the taxpayer continues his principal place of business within the judicial dis-
trict of New Jersey. Is it not arguable that he has not absented himself from
the judicial district?

(b) The cases
Although the aforementioned statute of limitations provisions were first passed

in 1884' they were not, so far as can be ascertained, judicially considered until
1935." Since the latter date, these provisions have frequently been before the
district courts of the United States but apparently not directly before any
appellate tribunal. A recent decision, in this area is United States v. Beard,
decided on January 26, 1954."

The defendant in the Beard case was indicted for evasion of income taxes
on three counts. The indictment was filed on January 29, 1952; the return
alleged to be false under the first count had been filed on January 15, 1946, which
was 6 years and 14 days prior to the filing of the indictment. Defendant moved
to dismiss the first count of the indictment, on the ground that the period of
limitations had expired before the filing of the indictment.

The facts showed that the defendant had resided in the District of Columbia
continuously for more than 40 years; that from January 15, 1946, to January 29,
1952, he was away from his home in the District of Columbia for business and
pleasure not more than 2 or 3 days at a time and that such absences were only
natural and normal and without intent to interfere with or hinder the investi-
gation or prosecution of the case. The court noted that as a resident of the
District of Columbia, which was within the collection district of Maryland, the
defendant was legally obliged to file his income-tax return there and could be
prosecuted for a false return only in the judicial district of Maryland.u It is
to be noted that under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the prosecution
shall be had in a district in which the offense was committed. 3 

Accordingly,
prosecution in the wrong district is fatal to the Government's case.

The Government's contention was that because the defendant had never
resided in Maryland, he had been "absent" from the judicial district and accord-
ingly, the statute had tolled during the period of such absence. The court
concluded that the legislative history of the statute, as well as a reasonable
construction thereof, indicated that the word "absent" should be interpreted
to mean that defendant "absented" himself from the judicial district.4 

Accord-
ingly, defendant's motion to dismiss the first count of the indictment was granted.

Earlier decisions by the various district courts have created many areas of
doubt in this connection, and conflict with each other. On the authority of
United States v. lathis, a resident of the district of New Jersey who leaves
the district for normally short periods for business or recreation would not
be absenting himself from the jurisdiction so as to toll the statute. On the other

' For a comprehensive treatment of collection and judicial districts in all States andTerritories of the United States, see Wolfram, Harold W., "Tolling the Statute of Limita-
tions in a Criminal Tax Case: A Supplement," Taxes, the Tax Magazine, July 1950, p. 609
et seq.

9As originally proposed in Congress, the tolling provision was applicable only "to
persons beyond the reach of legal process." See note, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 1323 (1953).
When introduced, the measure carried with it the recommendation of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, 15 Congressional Record 3097, endorsed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
which stated in part as follows : "I respectfully suggest that Congress be requested to enact
a statute fixing the limitation for the prosecution of offenses against the revenue laws at amuch less period than 5 years, as now provided by law, except in cases where the accusedplaces himself beyond the jurisdiction of the district where the offense is committed."
[Italics supplied.] Wolfram, "Tolling the Statute of Limitations in a Criminal Tax Case,"
Taxes, the Tax magazine, January 1950, p. 54, footnote 11. In a separate letter, the
Secretary of the Treasury stated : "A proviso excepting cases in which the accused places
himself beyond the jurisdiction of the proper court should be inserted in the bill." Ibid.

lo U. S. v. Anthracite Brewving Co. et al., 11 F. Supp. 1018 (N. D. Pa., 1934).
"Note (4), supra.
12Note (4), supra
1 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, rule 18.
" The Court stated : "If considered merely lexicographically it seems inapt to say thata person who has never resided in a certain judicial district is absent from that district.

For illustration-a child who has never been entered at a school would not properly be
marked as absent from school. But more importantly, I think the history of the legislation
indicates that the word 'absent' in this particular statute was intended to be used in the
sense of one who is in some way evading criminal process as by absenting himself from his
usual residence."

1"28 F. Supp. 582 (D. N. J. 1939).
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hand, a resident of the southern district of New York, leaving the district under
similar circumstances, has been held to be "absent from the district." Appar-
ently to the contrary is the recent decision in U. S. v. Altruda, decided by the
southern district of New York." The district of New Jersey and the southern
district of New York are, moreover, in conflict on the question whether a non-
resident alien is "absent" from the district if he files, or is required to file, a
return from abroad and remains outside the district. The New Jersey District
Court has held that under such circumstances the statute was not tolled;1

the southern district of New York has held to the contrary.19
In United States v. Satz,20 defendant was indicted for filing a false return.

More than 6 years had elapsed between the filing of such return and the indict-
ment. The return was filed in Albany, which is in the northern district of New
York, although defendant resided in the Bronx, which is in the southern district
of New York. Shortly after filing the return, defendant moved to California.
On motion to dismiss the indictment, the motion was denied, on the ground
that the defendant had been "absent from the district." It should be noted
that the defendant had never resided in the northern district, but that he had
been absent from both the collection district and the judicial district by reason of
his removal to California. And in United States v. Udell,' the defendant was
a resident of Delaware (which has one collection and one judicial district) at
the time when the return was filed, but thereafter and within the 6-year period
established his residence elsewhere. The statute was held to have tolled.

It would seem that the approach of the Beard case is desirable. The legis-
lative history of the statute of limitations discloses that it was originally held
to have tolled in cases where the defendant was "beyond the seas" or "fleeing
from justice." 2 The standard should be compatible with the "fleeing from
justice" standard with which the courts have long been familiar in nonincome
tax Federal crimes. 2  Certainly, the crime of income-tax evasion involves no
more moral turpitude than most other crimes, and involves less flight from
justice than most others. It has been recognized that the statute of limitations
should be construed liberally in favor of defendants,' even by those courts which
have not done so.3 Recent proposals of legislation introduced in Congress are
predicated on the "fleeing from justice" concept."

(c) Constitutional questions
The Constitution of the United States guarantees to all persons due process27

which has in some cases been held to include equal protection of law. Does the
statute grant equal protection to all persons if the population of almost one-
third of all the counties in the country would be deprived of its sanctuary? 2

Although it could be argued that persons who voluntarily remove themselves
from the judicial district in which they resided at the time when the crime was
committed have by their own act deprived themselves of the protection of the
statute, there would seem to be no justification for such deprivation where such

1, U. S. v. Frankel (26 A. F. T. R. 1114 (S. D. N. Y. 1939)), not officially reported.
11 At the time of writing, the foregoing case had not been reported. However, it appears

from telephonic conversations with the office of the United States attorney, Southern
District of New York, that the indictment had been returned on November 1G, 1953, charging
willful intent to defeat and evade income taxes for the years 1945, 1946, and 1947, The
defendant had made 5 trips to Europe and was out of the country 917 days during the 6-year
period of limitations. On motion to dismiss, it was held that the statute of limitations had
not been tolled during taxpayer's absence. Judge Connor held that there had been no
showing of intent on the part of the taxpayer to change his domicile or residence.

Is U. S. v. Eliopoules (45 F. Supp. 777 (D. N. J. 1942)).
" U. S. v. Patenotre (81 F. Supp. 1000 (S. D. N. Y. 1948)).
20 109 F. Supp. 94 (N. D. N. Y. 1952).
21 109 F. Supp. 96 (D. Del. 1952).
2As was pointed out by Judge Chestnut in U. S. v. Beard, note (4), supra. the "most

familiar of the early British statutes regarding limitations was the Statute of 21, James I,
ch. 16 (1623), which, in certain civil suits tolled the running of the statute in favor of the
plaintiff who was 'beyond the seas'; and by the Statute of 4, Anne (1705), ch. 16, s. 19,
the statute of limitations was also tolled in certain civil suits against defendants who go
'beyond the sea.' The earliest Federal statute of limitations with regard to criminal
offenses was the act of 1790, 2d sess., ch. 9, sec. 32, 1 Stat. 119, which provided that
limitations should be tolled where the defendant was 'fleeing from justice' ; and this is in
substance the same expression which is now used in a similar connection in the general
Federal limitation statutes with respect to criminal actions."

2 18 U. S. C. 329,0 (Supp. 1952) cited in note, 6.6 Harv. L. Rev., note (9), supra.
k See U. S. v. Scharton (285 U. S. 518 (1931)).

21 See U. S. v. Satz, note (20), supra, and U. S. v. Udell, note (21), supra.
0 See topic entitled "Proposed Legislation," sec. XXXE (1), infra.
w Constitution of the United States, fifth amendment.
28 See note (7), supra.
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is not the case. Nor does it sem that sufficient consideration has been given
to this facet either in the published literature or the cases.29

(d) Venue
So far as can be ascertained, the relationship of venue to the statute of limi-

tations has not been considered. The recent decision in U. S. v. Albanese30 has
brought the problem into sharp focus.

In the Albanese case, defendants moved to dismiss two counts of an indict-
ment charging them with attempting to defeat and evade income taxes under
26 U. S. C. A. section 145 (b). The ground urged for dismissal was that the
offenses were "not alleged to have been committed in the southern district of
New York." Count I charged that the defendant willfully attempted to defeat
and evade his 1947 income tax "by willfully preparing and causing to be prepared
and mailed in the southern district of New York" a false and fraudulent return,
which was filed with the collector of internal revenue at Albany, N. Y. Count III
charged that the defendants (husband and wife) willfully attempted to defeat
and evade 1949 income tax "by preparing and causing to be prepared and mailed
in the southern district of New York" a false and fraudulent return which was
filed with the collector of internal revenue at Albany, N. Y. Defendant con-
tended that since the returns were filed in Albany, the offense, if any, was com-
mitted there and prosecution should have been had in that judicial district
(northern district) in accordance with rule 18, Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure."

The court noted that section 145 (b) does not make filing the essential element
constituting the offense and a successful prosecution under that section does not
require the filing of a false return. Rather, said the court, the section punishes
fraudulent conduct which comprise "attempts in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax." The court further noted that the acts of filing the false returns
alleged in counts I and III were but the final steps in the fraudulent attempts
committed in the southern district to defeat or evade the tax. Relying on title 18,
United States Code Annotated, section 3237, which provides that "any offense
against the United States begun in one district and completed in another, or
committed in more' than one district, may be inquired of and prosecuted in any
district in which such offense was begun, continued, or completed," the court
ruled that affirmative acts constituting "attempts" to defeat and evade had
occurred in the southern district of New York, and consequently the indictments
were properly found. In denying defendants' motion, the court recognized the
possibility that the filing of a false and fraudulent return might constitute the
attempt to defeat and evade the tax, the inference being that an indictment might
also have been found in the northern district.

This decision po.es serious problems from the aspect of the statute of limita-
tions. Although the statute was not involved in the Albanese case, its facts may
be considered to represent a typical situation. It may be assumed that the
defendants were at all times present within the judicial district of the southern
district of New York, and at no time present within the judicial district of the
northern district of New York. Thus, if the indictment were found in the south-
ern district because the offenses charged were wilfully preparing, causing to be
prepared, and mailing, a false return, and said offenses were there committed, the
statute of limitations would not be tolled during the period between the com-
mission of the offense and the return of the indictment. If, on the other hand,
the indictment had been found in the northern district of New York, because the
offense charged was the filing of a false and fraudulent return, and said offense
was committed in the northern district of New York, the Department of Justice
would argue that the statute of limitations would have tolled during the period
between the commission of the offense and the return of the indictment.32 Inas-

2' Although this constitutional objection was raised on a motion in U. S. v. Udell, note
(21), supra, the district court avoided it. It may well be that the court's action wasbased on the fact that the defendant absented himself from the judicial district, and ac-cordingly, the court may have considered the defendant not in a position to raise the
objection.

Note (4) supra."I Rule 18. DISTRICT AND DivisioN. Except as otherwise permitted by statute or by these
rules, the prosecution shall be had in a district in which the offense was committed, but
If the district consists of two or more divisions the trial shall be had in a division in which
the offense was committed.

It is to be noted that as of July 1, 1953, Bronx County, which was formerly in theterritory of the district director of internal revenue, Albany, in the northern Judicialdistrict, was transferred to the territory of the district director of internal revenue, Upper
Manhattan, and in the southern judicial district.
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much as the commission of a section 145 (b) offense is normally a progressive
one, involving the preparation and filing of a false and fraudulent return with
intent to defeat and evade tax, and inasmuch as section 3237 of title 18, United
States (ode Annotated, above quoted, provides for an election of district for
prosecution where the offense is committed in more than one district, may it not
be argued that the Government may be in a position to control the statute of
limitations by a judicious selection of the district for the bringing of an indict-
ment? Of course, in a case such as U. S. v. Beard, the statute of limitations
having run, the option would not be available.

Let us suppose that affirmative acts have been undertaken in the posting of
false invoices, the keeping of false books and records, and the preparation of a
false return. Suppose, further, that the return is mailed in the District of
Columbia, but never arrives at the collection office in Maryland. Since it has
already been seen that failure on the part of a resident of the District of Colum-
bia to file an income tax return in Maryland constitutes an offense in Mary-
landt it could be argued, based upon the Albanese decision, that an indictment
would be properly found in either jurisdiction. It is questionable whether a
separate indictment would lie in each of the judicial districts, on the theory that
a separate offense was committed in each such district.

If a taxpayer knows that he is about to remove his residence and business
to California, and recognizes that he may be held to be absent from the judicial
district of New Jersey if he prepares and files a false and fraudulent return with
the district director of internal revenue at Newark prior to his departure, can he
select his own forum by preparing and filing such return in California even
though it be a later return? '

New provisions regarding venue in criminal prosecutions have been proposed,
and are hereinbelow discussed.

(e) Proposed legislation

H. R. 8300 contains the following provisions:
(1) Statute of Lin tations.-Section 6531 of the bill, which deals with the

periods of limitations on criminal prosecutions" provides, in part, as follows:

Note (4), supra.
34 Bowles v. U. S., note 4, supra.
35 Although sec. 53 (b) (1) of the code provides that returns of individuals shall be made

to the collector for the district in which is located the legal residence or principal place
of business of the person making the return, there is some indication through dictum that
this provision is neither jurisdictional nor mandatory, but only directory. See U. S. v.
Dallas National Bank et al. (152 F. (2d) 585 (5th Cir., 1945)). If this indication is cor-
rect, would not the statute of limitations run in his favor while he resided in California?
It is interesting to note that language appeared in H. R. 5048, note 39, 4nfra, as follows :
"If any person, in the course of committing any offense in respect of a tax imposed by
ch. 1 or ch. 2, files a return under such chapter in a collection district knowing that such
district is not a collection district in which the filing of such return is prescribed pursuant
to law, the period of limitations prescribed by this subsection for such offense shall not
e6mmence to run in respect of such person until whichever of the following is the earlier :
(a) The day on which such return is received in the office for a collection district in which
the filing of such return is prescribed pursuant to law, or (b) the day on which there is
received in the office for such a district a notice from such person stating when, and in
which district, he filed such return." This provision does not appear in the currently
proposed H. R. 8300.

0 This portion of the bill broadens the scope of sec. 3748 (a) of the code. (See note
1, supra ) The first paragraph thereof provides as follows : "No person shall be prosecuted,
tried, or punished for any of the various offenses arising under the internal revenue laws
unless the indictment is found or the information instituted within 3 years next after the
commission of the offense, except that the period of limitation shall be 6 years-

"(1) for offenses involving the defrauding or attempting to defraud the United States or
any agency thereof, whether by conspiracy or not, and in any manner:

"(2) for the offense of willfully attempting in any manner to evade or defeat any tax
or the payment thereof ;

"(0) for the offense of willfully aiding or assisting in, or procuring, counseling, or advis-
ing, the preparation or presentation under, or in connection with any matter arising
under, the internal revenue laws, of a false or fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or docu-
ment (whether or not such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or consent of the person
authorized or required to present such return, affidavit, claim or document) ;

"(4) for the offense of willfully failing to pay any tax, or make any return (other than
a return required under authority of pt. III or subch. A of ch. 61) at the time or times
required by law or regulations:

"(51 for offenses described in secs. 7206 (1) and 7207 (relating to false statements and
fraudulnt documents) ;

"(0i tor the offense described in sec. 7212 (a) (relating to intimidation of officers and
employees of the United States) ;

"(7) for offenses described in sec. 7214 (a) committed by officers and employees of the
United States : and

"(8) for offenses arising under sec. 371 of title 18 of the United States Code, where the
object of the conspiracy is to attempt in any manner to evade or defeat any tax or the
payment thereof."
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"The time during which the person committing any of the various offenses
arising under the internal revenue laws is outside of the United States or is a
fugitive from justice within the meaning of section 3290 of title 18 of the United
States Code, shall not be taken as any part of the time limited by law for the
commencement of such proceedings."

This provision would clarify the law and would eliminate many of the niceties
and technicalities of construction with which the courts have been concerned.
It would seem apparent that in cases such as United States v. Eliopoulous " and
United States v. Patcuotrc,"8 

the statute would be tolled during the time when the
taxpayers were living in Europe. This provision would also eliminate the
troublesome problem of whether a person must have at some time been present
within the district in order to be absent from it, or whether such absence can
be found even though the person was never present within the district. It
seems equally apparent that most, if not all, situations involving absence from
the judicial district by a person who remains within the continental confines of
the United States would be resolved. Emphasis would unquestionably shift to
whether such person was "a fugitive from justice." Although the question might
prove troublesome in a case in which the taxpayer removed himself from the
judicial district where the crime was committed and took up residence else-
where, the determination would seem to offer no greater obstacle to resolution
than now exists in the resolution of any other question of fact. Inasmuch as
the process of the Federal Government reaches throughout the country, the
proposed measure provides all of the necessary safeguards.

What is meant by the "United States," as used in section 6531? Reference
to section 7701 (a) (9) of the bill discloses that the term "United States" when
used in a geographical sense "includes only the States, the Territories of
Alaska and Hawaii, and the District of Columbia." Predecessors of the bill had
incorporated the definition of "United States" within the statute of limitations
provision, and had embraced the foregoing as well as "the possessions of the
United States, and the Canal Zone" within the term.2 9 

It is submitted that
the definition should be coextensive with the jurisdiction of the United States
to execute a warrant for the arrest of any person for any of the offenses referred
to or described in the section."0 

Furthermore, the current bill differs from its
antecedents in that there are no exceptions for persons absent from the United
States by reason of active service as a member of the Armed Forces of the United
States, nor are provisions set forth concerning the filing by a taxpayer of a return
in a collection district "knowing that such district is not a collection district
in which the filing of such return is prescribed pursuant to law." 4' Finally, the
current bill provides that where a complaint is instituted before a Commissioner
of the United States within the limitations period, said period shall be extended
to a date 9 months after the filing of such complaint. The law as it now stands
is that where a timely complaint has been instituted before a Commissioner,
tile limitations period is extended until the discharge of the grand jury at its
next session within the district.

31 See note 18. supra.
31 See note, 19, supra.39 See H R. 5048, 82d Congress, 1st session, introduced by Congressman Simpson In

the House of Representatives on August 2, 1951, passed by the House on October 19, 1951,and thereafter referred to the Senate, approved by the Secretary of the Treasury by letterto Senator George dated January 15, 1952, and reported favorably by the Senate on May 1,1952. (See S. Jtept. No. 1507, 82d Cone., 2d sess., footnote 5, supra.) Because of theadjournment of Congress, no definitive action was taken on this measure, which amendedthe statute of limitations pr.ovision to read as follows : "The running of the period oflimitations prescribed by this subsection for any offense shall be suspended in respect of aperson committing such offense for any time during which such person is not presentin the United States ; except that there shall be no such suspension under this sentence forany time during which such person is not present in the United States by reason of activeservice as a member of the Armed Forces of the United States. The term 'United States,'when used in the preceding sentence in a geographical sense, means the States, the Terri-tories of Alaska and Hawaii, the District of Columbia, the possessions of the United States,and the Canal Zone. If any person, in the course of committing any offense in respectof a tax imposed by chapter 1 or chapter 2, files a return under such chapter in a collectiondistrict knowing that such district is not a collection district in which the filing of suchreturn is prescribed pursuant to law, the period of limitations Prescribed by this subsectionfor such offense shall not commence to run in respect of such person until whichever ofthe following is the earlier: (A) the day on which such return is received in the officefor a collection district in which the filing of such return is prescribed pursuant to law,or (13) the day on which there is received in the office for such a district a notice fromsuch person stating when, and in which district, he filed such return." CongressmanSimpson reintroduced the measure in the House as H. R. 34.31. at the 83d Congress, 1stsession, on February 24, 1953. Said bill was substantially the same as H. R. 5048 butomitted all reference to the filing of returns in an erroneous collection district.0See S. Rept. 1507, note 5, supra.41 Note 39, supra.
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The effective date of section 6531 of the bill is governed by section 7851 (d)
which provides: "All periods of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes
and proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of penalties
or forfeitures, hereby repealed shall not be affected thereby, but all suits, pro-
ceedings, or prosecutions, whether civil or criminal, for causes arising, or acts
done or committed, prior to said repeal, may be commenced and prosecuted
within the same time as if this title had not been enacted." It is quite clear that
the new statute of limitations provision is, on its face, prospective only. If it
were judicially determined to be prospective only, it is to be questioned whether
such a result would be desirable or even justified in the light of its judicial his-
tory and the evils which the legislation was designed to remedy.' It may well
be that the provision should in great part be held to be mainly declaratory of
existing law."3 It is the view of the writers that if this provision becomes law in
1954, and is to he of any help with respect to any cases arising before March 15,
1961, it should be made retroactive.

(2) Venute.-Section 7494 of the bill,44 which is entirely new in scope in our
internal revenue laws, is designed to apply in cases in which the taxpayer re-
sides in one judicial district while the internal revenue office where he is required
to file his return, pay his tax, or supply information, is located in another judicial
district." In such case, if the taxpayer uses the United States mail to send
the payment, return, or other document to the internal revenue office, and, if he
deposits the matter in the United States mail in the judicial district of his resi-
dence, that act will have the same consequence for the purpose of determining
the venue as the payment of the tax or filing of the return or other document
in an internal revenue office. Thus, where the taxpayer posts his return in his
own judicial district, such act would seem to require the Government to seek an
indictment in the judicial district of the taxpayer's residence, thereby starting
the limitations period. However, if the taxpayer does not use the mails at all,
or if he uses the mails but posts his return in a different judicial district from
that in which he resides, it would seem that his position is no better than it is
under current law.

Where the taxpayer fails to pay a tax, or make or file any return, the bill
provides that such failure shall be deemed to have occurred in the judicial dis-
trict of the taxpayer's residence, thereby starting the limitations period. This
would seem to change the rule enunciated in Bowles v. U. S.,' in which the court
held that failure to file a return by a resident of the District of Columbia consti-
tuted an offense in the judicial district of Maryland.

REcomAtExDATION BASED UPON TtSI1%ONY OF SYDNEY A. (GUTKIN, EsQ.,
NEVARK, N. J.

It is recommended that subsection (d) of section 7851 of the proposed Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (11. R. S00) dealing with the effective date of periods of
limitation, be amended to read as follows:

"(d) PERIOD OF LIMITATIN.-ExceCpt as 71crcin provided to the co'ntrary, all
periods of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes and proceedings, or to

42 H. R. 5048 provided that the amendments "shall apply to offenses committed on, be-
fore. or after the date of the enactment of this act , except that such amendments shall not
apply to any offense (1) for which the period of limitations in effect prior to the enactment
of this act expired on or before the date of such enactment, or (2) with respect to which
the indictment is found or the information is instituted on or before such date of enact-
ment " Except for par. (1). 11. R. 3431 contained substantially the same language.

43 See U. S. v. Beard, note (4), supra.
" This section provides as follows : For the purpose of determining venue in the ease of

criminal pr secutions arising under the internal revenue laws (including prosecutions
arising under section 287 of title 18 of the United States Code in connection with claims
under the internal revenue laws -

(1) Any tax paid (and any amounts accrued or assessed and paid with respect to a tax
as interest, additional amounts, additions to the tax, or penalties) shall be deemed to have
been paid, and any return, affidavit, claim, declaration, statement, or other document shall
be deemed to have been made, filed, delivered, disclosed, or supplied-

(A) in the judicial district in which the defendant resides if paid, or made, filed,
delivered, disclosed, or supplied, through the mails, and if deposited in the mails
within such judicial district ; or

(B) at the office of the principal internal revenue officer for the internal revenue
district if paid, or made, filed, delivered, disclosed, or supplied, In any other manner.

(2) The failure to pay any tax (or any amounts accrued or assessed with respect to a
tax as interest, additional amounts, additions to the tax, or penalties) or to make or file
any return, declaration, statement, or affidavit, or to deliver or disclose any list or account,
or to supply any information, when required by the internal revenue laws, and the con-
cealment of property or the withholding, falsifying, or destruction of records in violation
of the internal revenue laws, shall be deemed to have occurred in the judicial district in
which the defendant resides.

4 See Ways and Means Committee Rept. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d sess., at p. A434.
44 Note 4, supra.
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the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of penalties or forfeitures, hereby
repealed shall not be affected thereby, but all suits, proceedings, or prosecutions,
whether civil or criminal, for causes arising, or acts done or committed, prior
to said repeal, may be commenced and prosecuted within the same time as if this
title had not been enacted. The amendments made by section 6531 hereof shall
apply to offenses committed on, before, or after the date of the enactment hereof,
except that such amendments shall not apply to any offense (1) for which the
period of limitations in effect prior to the enactment of this act expired on or
before the date of snch en actment, or (2) with respect to which the indictment
is found or the information is instituted on or before March 8, 1954." [New
matter in italic.]

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Davis. Sit down and be comfortable, Mr.
Davis, and identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS W. DAVIS, CONSULTING ENGINEER

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Committee,
my name is Francis W. Davis, of Waltham, Mass. Since 1910 I
have been connected with the major automobile companies in anengineering capacity and as consulting engineer.

I have served on the council of the Society of Automotive Engineers,
as well as several other committees of the society.

With the chairman's permission, may I submit my statement for
the record, and then summarize it very briefly ?

The CHAIRMAN. It will be incorporated in the record.
Mr. DAVIs. I am the ghost witness who was referred to by Senator

Flanders. I am very glad to be here in the flesh.
I appear today as an individual inventor, not for any group or

association, on the subject of section 1235 of H. R. 8300, which deals
with capital-gains treatment on the sale of patents. My association
with the automobile industry goes back almost 50 years, and, as a
matter of fact, 2 other lads and myself, in 1906, climbed to the summit
of Pike's Peak on motorcycles, which is quite a long time ago.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you were a mile nearer to heaven. We don't
suggest that you need that little extra mile when the time comes-

Mr. DAVIs. I'll make a game try.
Senator FREAR. He didn't mean to imply the closest you could get

to heaven is in Colorado.
Senator FLANDErS. You are a mile nearer to heaven right in Denver.
The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIR-AN. On the record.
Go ahead, Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAvIs. Section 1235 of the bill gives the inventor less favorable

tax treatment than he now receives under existing law.
Under numerous and uniform existing court decisions an inventor

who is not in the business of inventing and selling patents, and most
inventors are able to show they are not engaged in such a precarious
livelihood, can sell his patent at capital-gain rates under an arrange-
ment whereby the buyer obtains exclusive right to make, use, and
vend the patented article, in return for periodic payments based upon
the productivity of the patent. The Treasury does not agree with
these court decisions.

The principal fault of section 1235 is its requirement that the in-
ventor must receive all of the proceeds from his patent within 5 years
from the date of sale. One difficulty with this 5-year rule is that it
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deals with the sale of a patent, whereas the inventor sells an invention.
An invention is usually protected by several patents. That being the
case, it cannot be said that the lrchase price for an invention is due
entirely to a particular patent, or that any given percentage of the
purchase price is for a particular patent.

Most manufacturers will not buy an invention unless the inventor-
seller agreed to transfer all his patents relating to that invention, even
though received subsequent to the sale. Thus, section 1235 is utterly
unreal in restricting capital-gains treatment to cases where the pur-
chase price for a patent is received within 5 years from the date of
sale.

The inventor is selling something that is completely untried and
unknown, and which often requires years to produce. Inventions
are of necessity sold under contracts whereby the inventor receives his
sales price as and when the invention is produced and sold. Thus, as
a very practical matter, the inventor cannot require that he be paid
for his invention within the first 5 years of its sale. If he did, he
would receive very little for his invention.

The CHAIRMAN. Is not the history of inventions that they do not
get their money within 5 years?

Mr. DAvIs. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. In my experience and
observation, it is usually a considerable period of time after the grant-
ing of the patent before any commercial production takes place.

In the development of an invention, there are various stages that
must he covered by the inventor, and also by the purchaser of the
invention, before it is submitted to the public. There is of necessity
the fundamental idea behind the invention. This is followed by the
construction of pilot models which undergo research and testing.
Usually, this period leads to a series of improvements on the original
idea. If at this stage the inventor is able to interest the manufacturer
in the invention, a further period of research and testing is under-
taken by the purchaser, in order to determine the cost of production,
the necessary tooling and plant equipment and many other factors in
the analysis of the market condition and acceptance by the public.
This period can, and usually does, cover many years before the in-
vention is ready for marketing.

Somewhere during this period, the inventor applies for patents and
the range and scope of patents secured will have a great bearing upon
the future progress of the invention. After all these hurdles are
covered and the device is placed on the market, the public then deter-
mines the success or failure.

My experience indicates that when negotiating for the sale of an
invention the would-be purchaser scans the field of competing devices
and studies the validity of the inventor's patents. Also, the pur-
chaser diligently investigates whether there is any way of avoiding
the patent. These are the normal and practical considerations that
enter into the negotiations for the sale or license of an invention.

The proposed section 1235, with its unreal 5-year limitation, offers
no compulsion to produce the invention in this period, but to the con-
trary, would encourage the purchaser to delay development of the
invention for this period. This 5 years adds another obstacle in the
way of the inventor, and would act to very, very seriously limit the
earning power of the invention so far as the inventor is concerned.
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Additionally, it will be a strong force to dissuade inventors from
marketing their inventions while their applications for patents are
pending. Such delays in developing inventions are certainly not in
the national interest. The stated policy of the section is to help the
national interest, and here it does just the opposite.

It is probably true that 5 years represents the full earning period
of the great majority of successful inventions that reach the buying
public. But just what period in the life of the patent this occurs is
impossible to determine at the outset.

It may be the second 5 years, or the last 5 years, but it is hardly ever
the first 5 years after sale. Nobody can select the earning period of a
patent within its 17 years' life. The whole 17 years may be zero.

To force the inventor to negotiate the sale or transfer of an inven-
tion with the 5-year limitation gives the purchaser an added weapon
to beat down the inventor. Not being likely to know the real worth
of an invention within the 5-year period, the purchaser will be unwill-
ing and justifiably so, to pay very much for the invention. This is
totally unfair to the inventor.

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it a fact that especially if the invention is
somewhat revolutionary it takes a long period of time to condition the
mind of the buyers?

Mr. DAVIS. That is absolutely correct. Very occasionally there are
some small inventions on patents that are taken out on little ideas
and whatnot, that bloom early-and they usually fade early. But if
you go into some fundamental development, it takes years and years
and years. Sometimes, all too frequently, the idea is ahead of its time
and it will not come into use for a long time after the patents lapse.
That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

You are probably aware of one of the recent development in the
automotive industry called power steering. This consists of using
some of the automobile engine power by hydraulic means to assist with
steering and also to promote safety of operation.

I am referred to as the "inventor" and "father" of power steering.
About 30 years ago, I started investigating this subject. The develop-
inent such as the kind described is not based upon a single patent, but
is an invention based upon a series of patents. There is the basic
patent, followed by improvement patents. I secured my basic patent
in 1931, and have followed this over the years with a number of
improvement patents.

At this time, I would like to call attention to two exhibits that I have
here in this field. Senator Flanders will well understand what I am
talking about. I have here the valve which is the heart and brain of a
hydraulic servo steering mechanism. This valve I hold in my left
hand was in the first steering mechanism operated by power that was
ever demonstrated publicly to the industry. It is out of the original
gear that was demonstrated in Detroit in October 1926, which was
only 25 years ago. The valve here in my right hand-

Senator FLANDERS. I think it is more than 25 years ago, and I am
sure you would not want a mathematical error to be incorporated into
the record.

Mr. DAVIS. That's correct. This original device will show you the
complexity of the initial approach to an invention of this kind.

Now, after 15 years of effort, we finally came up with this valve in
my left hand which functions exactly like its parent, and does the same
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work. It is much lighter, it is smaller, it is cheaper, it is easier to
produce, but it is the result of 15 years of study and effort to endeavor
to bring it to a commercial standpoint.

This original valve here was mounted and used in 1926 on a Pierce
Arrow car. This improved valve is the kind that you are getting to-
day in power steering in such cars as the Cadillac and a number of
other makes.

The lapse of 15 years between those two models of the same inven-
tion brings to mind a remark made by Charles F. Kettering, the engi-
neering genius of the automobile industry, in which he said "it is a
shame that we can't think of the last thing first, because it would save
an awful lot of time."

Now, both of those items that I am showing you are the same in-
vention. The first application for patent was filed in 1926. During
the 5 years the application was pending, I tried without success to mar-
ket the invention. My basic patent was issued in 1931. Another 5
years elapsed before I was able to negotiate a sales contract with
a manufacturer of automobile parts. It was in 1939 before the
first sales were made in the heavv vehicle field. During the year 1939,
we sold exactly two units. In the forties we sold a modest number in
the heavy vehicle field. Wartime restrictions and Government con-
trols prevented any widespread use until after World War II.

In 1951, one of the major companies finally accepted power steering
for passenger cars. Power steering immediately won wide accept-
ance. Fortunately for me, one of my improvement patents, taken out
in 1910, was still alive and has some value. This patent is due to
expire in 1957. The picture represents a long struggle and series of
patents on one invention and finally a substantial return for a few
short years of the life of an improvement patent, barring, of course,
unforeseen developments that could easily and quickly remove my
invention from the picture. My case is typical of individual inven-
tors, of which only a very few, indeed, reap any final return.

And, once again, I would like to mention another remark made by
Mr. Kettering in which he terms that stage that I have just illustrated
as the "shirt-losing stage" of an inventor. And well I can believe
that.

The inventor after selling his invention, and assuming public ac-
ceptance, is up against patent infringement suits, new developments,
competing devices, business pressures, wartime restrictions, Govern-
ment controls, and the like. If an inventor can survive all this, then
when the patent expires, he is out of business and finished.

We individual inventors accept our responsibility and are not
asking for charity or special consideration. However, we maintain
we-when we sell our property-should he placed in no different
category from the person who sells a piece of real estate or sells an
oil well, so far as tax treatment of the proceeds is concerned.

Section 1235 applies to the sale or exchange of patent rights occur-
ring after the date of enactment of the 1954 code. If the bill, as finally
written, grants capital-gains treatment to the transfer of patent rights
by assignment of exclusive right to make, use, and vend, even though
the proceeds are received over the life of the patent, it should right-
fully apply to similar contracts in effect on the date of the enactment
of the new code.

45994-54-pt. 4-8
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My plea this morning is that Congress ought to grant capital-gains
treatment to the sales of inventions, to the individual whose efforts
created such property. This would be a powerful stimulant to encour-
age inventors to still greater efforts. And it would stop the litigation.
Now the Commissioner forces inventors into court on this matter.
The Commissioner always loses. The inventor who has marketed his
invention by selling exclusive right to "make, use, and vend" always
wins.

In the statement which I have submitted for the record, I have sug-
gested language to rephrase section 1235 to carry out the policy so
firmly stated in the Ways and Means Committee report. The present
text of section 1235 defeats this policy.

Unless this can be done, then in plain justice to the inventor, I urge
you to strike out section 1235 altogether, and let us inventors battle
it out in the courts under the present law.

I thank you very much for your consideration.
The CHAIRTAN. Have you talked to the staff about this?
Mr. DAVIS. I have talked to Mr. Stai and members of his staff,

and also some of the Treasury staff.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the theory behind this 5-year business?

It seems very unrealistic to me.
Mr. STAM. I think what the gentleman said is very true, and we are

looking into that. But, you say there is a 5-year period when you
get most of your-

Mr. DAVIS. That is the average of earning power of the successful
invention, but nobody knows when this period is-whether it's the
second 5 years, the last 5 years or when. I have already shown in my
case that it is the last 5 years of an improvement patent. My basic
patent was issued in 1931-realistically, what I get is the 1952-57
period of a 1940 improvement patent bound by a sales agreement
made before it was issued.

The CHAIRMrAN. rake a good look at that.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I might say in looking over this

statement, it strikes me that the history of Mr. Davis with his inven-
tion is a typical history of the individual inventor. I have known
more than one of them. I have known many of them. And, not
many of them come through with that last 5 years, as you are doing.
But, the situation is not an unusual one, or a permanent one of Mr.
Davis.

The ChATRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you.
(The statement of Mr. Davis follows:)

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS W. DAVIS, CONSULTING ENGINEER, WALTHAM, MASS.

My name is Francis W. Davis. My business address is 124 Lexington Street,
Waltham, Mass. Since 1922 I have been an independent consulting engineer
in the automotive industry. From 1910 to 1922 I was associated with the
Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co. I am a member of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, and for some years have been a member of the overseers committee,
Harvard University, to visit the Department of Engineering Sciences.

I am presenting this statement as an individual, and not for any group or
association, on the subject of section 1235 of H. R. 8300 which deals with
capital-gains treatment on the sale of patents. My capacity today is that of
individual inventor.

A quarter of a century ago, I invented and patented a power steering mech-
anism which only since 1951 has been widely used in automobiles.
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I desire to present to this committee my experience as an inventor in con-
iection with this device, and to demonstrate, with all the urgency at my com-

mand, that important changes are desirable in section 1235 of the bill now
before this committee.

Section 1235 of the bill proposes, under very restricted rules, to allow capital
gains treatment on the sale of patents by the original inventor. This would
apply whether the inventor is the so-called amatuer or is in the business of
inventing and selling patents. Incidentally, from my observations and personal
experience, 1 think most inventors can show that they are not engaged in such
a precarious business.

The House Report states that the present income-tax treatment of inventors
"tends to discourage scientific work" 1 and that section 1235 is intended "to
provide a larger incentive to all inventors to contribute to the welfare of the
Nation." ' In 150 this committee manifested a similar policy in eliminating
a provision of the then revenue bill of 1950 which would have excluded all
patents from the definition of capital assets.3

Unhappily, and certainly unintentionally, section 1235 of the bill gives the
inventor worse tax treatment than he now receives under existing law.

In addition, its effect is to practically destroy his bargaining position where
he is negotiating for the sale and exploitation of his invention with a company
which has the necessary capital, plant, and distribution facilities.

Under existing law the individual inventor can negotiate a contract trans-
ferring all rights to make, use and vend his invention, with price geared to
productivity and sales, and receive capital gains treatment. And, as far as
existing law is concerned, he has complete bargaining freedom.

This tax treatment is assured by almost all of the court decisions For the
5-year period, 1946 to 1950, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue agreed with
this treatment. Since 1950, the Commission has disagreed' but the inventor can
always take his tax case to the court and have the Commissioner overruled.

The House committee report states firmly that section 1235 is "the only
method under the new code" whereby an inventor can secure capital gains
treatment.'

The basic restrictions of section 1235 are:
1. That there be a "sale or exchange."
2. That the seller retain no interest whatsoever in the invention.
3. That the purchase price may be related to commercial productivity.
4. That the entire proceeds of sale must be received within 5 years from the

date of sale.
As to the first requirement that there be a sale or exchange, section 1235 fails

to resolve the current (and basic) dispute between the courts and the Commis-
sioner as to when there is a sale of an invention. Although the House report'
states the section is intended to stop litigation, the prime source of litigation re-
mains: Whether a contract granting sole rights to make, use and vend is or is
not a sale. The courts for many years in many cases have held such a contract
to constitute a sale. However, the Commissioner insists on disagreeing with the
well-established law of sales adopted by the courts in these decisions.

The litigation will grow more intense because inventors must perforce fight to
retain something which the Commissioner (from his persistent litigation policy)
will certainly claim secton 1235 intended to take away from them.

The limitation of a 5-year period from date of sale within which the sales price
can be related to the yield of commercial productivity of his invention leaves the
inventor substantially at the mercy, bargaining-wise, of the company which has
the capital, plant and distribution facilities.8

Hle will be told "take what we feel like giving you and secure a 25 percent tax
rate-if you don't, you will have little salvage at the present high tax rates."
This 5-year period of measuring sales price by productivity of the invention must

'P. 82.
2 P. A280.
S. Rept. No 2375 (81st Cong., 2d sess.), p. 44

4 See Annex A hereto.
AMim. 6490, 1950-51 C.B 9 (1950).
6 p. A280.
7 pp. 82. A280
8 The only exception to the 5-year rule is failure of the buyer to make timely payments.

Oddly, although the 5-year rule destroys the inventor's bargaining freedom, the House
Report states, p. A280:

"In order not to leave the seller at the mercy of a recalcitrant buyer the section pro-
vides * * *" that delinquent payments are considered as paid within the 5-year period
1'* * * for the purpose of categorizing the sale as a capital transaction." [Italic supplied.]
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run from the date of sale, and the inventor is helpless if the manufacturer elects
to stifle production during this period. Under existing law, the inventor can pro-
tect himself by requiring a guaranteed minimum payment for the life of the
patent. Section 1235 actually denies to the inventor the right to put such a pro-
tection clause in his sales contract. The section even forbids the inventor from
retaining any kind of a lien to guarantee performance by the purchaser.

Another fundamental error of the 5-year restriction (pointed out to this com-
mittee in the testimony of the American Bar Association) is that the restriction
covers the sale of applications for patents as well as the sale of patents.

Patent applications are usually pending for several years before a patent
issues-5 years is not an unusual period and in fact, was the period in the case
of my original patent on power steering. Obviously, commercial development
frequently does not take place before it is known that a patent will actually
issue on an application. It is quite usual to enter into a sales contract while the
application is pending.

If a restriction requiring all purchase price to be paid within 5 years of date
of sale is enacted, obviously the inventor will be placed at a great disadvantage. N
His bargaining position has not only been greatly reduced by an unrealistic rule,
but the whole 5-year period may elapse while his application is pending, a period
when usually there can be no commercial development.

It is certainly not in the national interest for tax rule to stifle the development
and marketing of inventions.

In the usual case it requires years after the execution of the contract of sale
before the invention can be exploited commercially. Neither the inventor nor
the manufacturer knows how the invention will sell nor what the future holds.
Inventions are of necessity sold under contracts whereby the inventor receives
the sales price measured by the productivity of the invention. If the invention
is financially successful, the inventor and the manufacturer share in its success.
If it is a failure, they share in its failure. The manufacturer does not want
to risk a substantial capital payment as purchase price. He wants to pay the
purchase price out of his profits or sales proceeds.

Nor is it at all practicable to change section 1235 bu putting in any such
concept as the "second 5 years," or the "last 5 years." This is just as un-
realistic. If a concept like the "second 5-years" were used, how could it possibly
be balanced with the years when the inventor's patent application was pending.
The inventor is already trying to sell his invention. He may get a customer
then-if he is not barred by artificial prohibitions of the tax law. Perhaps in
the early years after his patent issues he finds a customers, or. having found a
customer, the customer requires several years to tool up and bring the invention
to public attention. It may take 1, 3, 5, 10 or more years to find the customer.
A concept like "the last 5 years" is just as unrealistic. An invention may be
accepted by the public 5 years after the patent is issued then made obsolete by
a better device within a year or so. An example of this is the widely publicized
CBS color television technique versus that which is now on the market.

Another fundamental error of the 5-year restriction, is its failure to recognize
that an inventor does not sell a patent-he sells an invention.

An invention is usually a basic patent, plus related patents on improvements.
The "make, use, and vend" sales contract under which the invention is sold
contains an obligation to include under the contract not only the basic patent but
all future patents on improvements to the invention. These improvement pat-
ents can come into existence years after the basic patent. As they issue they
automatically fall within the contract and become "sold" as at the time they
are issued. There is no way of fitting the matter of improvement patents into
such a rigid 5-year system as that proposed.

Since the inventor has sold an invention and, since this 1 invention is usually
a basic patent and succeeding improvement patents. The purchaser obviously
insists that they must all be covered by the 1 sales contract. In the typical
case the inventor can have no practicable awans of allocating his receipts under
a contract as between the basic patents and the improvement patents, within the
5-year system.

In brief, any artificial rule based on a period of years is unworkable, and
places incalculable handicaps on the inventor and operates directly against the
national interest for the creation of inventions and their speedy development.

I would like to illustrate what I have said by very briefly reviewing my own
situation as the inventor of the power-steering mechanism.

Nearly 300 patents have been issued on power-steering mechanisms. My basic
patent and the several improvement patents obtained by me are virtually the
only ones that have received any public acceptance and use.
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My first patent application was filed in 1926. My basic patent was issued
in 1931, 5 years after the filing of the application. It was followed by 11
improvement patents, 1 as recently as last year. Very fortunately for me, the
improvement patented in 1940 was of considerable significance.

From 1926 I worked diligently to interest the motor-car industry in buying
my power-steering invention. This work entailed exhaustive research and
building and testing pilot models. There were all sorts of doubts about public
acceptance, capital requirements, tooling problems, distribution problems, etc.
In 1936, after numerous negotiations, I finally entered into a sales contract with
one company which had the capital and facilities to exploit power steering.
Payments to me were primarily related to so much for each mechanism sold.
Up to 1941, when 10 years had run on the basic patent, only 2 mechanisms had
been sold. During the 1940's sales were in relatively small numbers for indus-
trial vehicles.

The automobile industry did not accept and use the power-steering mechanism
in passenger cars until 1951. By then the basic patent and several improvement
patents had expired. In 1951, a large manufacturer introduced power steering
on its automobiles, with a mechanism based on expired patents and it gained
immediate public acceptance.

My invention is now widely recognized as one of the major automotive im-
provements. Its principal contributions have been in ease and safety of driving.

Meanwhile, of course, my basic patent had expired and had automatically
fallen out of my sales contract. Fortunately, the 1940 patent covered a fairly
significant improvement, and this improvement patent was, of course, bound by
my sale contract. Another car manufacturer in 1951 began using the power-
steering mechanism with the 1940 improvement. Beginning with 1952, I began
to derive some appreciable reward from the power-steering mechanism and will
continue to do so only for the few years until the 1940 patent expires in 1957-
providing there are no unforeseen developments that quickly and easily eliminate
my mechanism from the picture.

The chronology in my situation is not exceptional. I began work on this
invention in the year 1925, patented it in 1931, and will receive some reasonable
reward during the years 1952-57.

Note that during the first 10 years of my basic patent its dollar yield was
petty in amount. It took the first 5 years of the patent's life to sell the invention.
During the second 5 years the manufacturer could not sell the invention to the
automobile industry.

Note that as to the 1940 improvement patent, its first 10 years of life were
substantially wasted. As a result of 1951 competition started by a company
using the invention covered by the expired 1931 patent, the 1940 patent acquired
some market value.

Against this brief picture of my own experiences as an individual inventor,
which I am sure is not exceptional, I cannot conceive of how the 5-year system
of section 1235 can be of any real benefit to inventors. I do not see how it can
possibly achieve the declared policy of providing "a larger incentive to all
inventors to contribute to the welfare of the Nation." I can see where it will
do just the opposite.

In this connection, I want to emphasize that in allowing the individual inventor
capital gains treatment on the sale of his invention, there is no question of a
loophole-no question of special privilege. It is merely a matter of giving him
equal treatment under the law with other persons selling property.

When the individual inventor patents an invention the patent laws give him a
17-year period for the commercial development of his invention. This is what
he sells. When he sells this invention he should be entitled to equal treatment
under the law with the person who sells a house or an oil field.

It is not my purpose to ask for any special treatment or special privileges for
myself or other inventors similarly circumstanced.

All I basically ask is that the Congress should not place us in a worse tax
position than other taxpayers.

I make the following suggestions:
(a) If it is to be the legislative policy to encourage inventors in the national

interest, then section 1235 should be recast to affirmatively allow the tax treat-
ment of existing law, namely, to accept in the form of legislation, the existing
court decisions with which the Commissioner agreed for a period of 5 years.

(b) If this is not found to be practicable, then it would appear that section
1235 should be eliminated from the bill and individual inventors left to their
present remedy of securing proper tax treatment by going to the courts.
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(c) If despite its demonstrated infirmities the policy will be to enact section,
1235 into law, then a provision should be added to the bill preserving the exist-
ing tax position of inventors-so that they can ignore section 1235 and be
treated no worse than they are at present.

Attached hereto as annex B are suggested drafts of statutory language related
to the different policy decisions the committee may wish to consider. (

ANNEX A

SUMMARY OF COURT DEcIsIoNs-INCOME-TAX TREATMENT: SALE OR EXCHANGE OF
PATENTS

Once the courts have determined that a given patent or patents constitute a
capital asset, held for more than 6 months, they are uniformly prepared to take
the next step and hold that a transfer constitutes a "sale or exchange." ' There-
fore, the taxpayer obtains capital gains treatment on the proceeds of such sales.
The judicial decisions hold that on assignment of a patent there is a "sale or
exchange" notwithstanding the fact that the sales price takes the form of
periodic payments similar to "royalty" payments, and despite the Treasury's
announced position that payments related to production, use, or sales of the
patented article, or periodic payments coterminous generally with the buyer's
use of the patent, are taxable as ordinary income.!

There are a great number of such judicial decisions. They represent the con-
sidered judgment of the Court of Claims, a majority of the circuit courts of
appeal, the Tax Court, and district courts. The following statement of law is
derived from them:

An agreement constitutes a "sale or exchange" of a patent or an invention ' if
it either expressly assigns or otherwise transfers title to the patent or invention 4
or grants the exclusive right to make, use and sell the patent or invention.5

Such an agreement is a "sale or exchange" even though the purchase price takes
the form of periodic payments ' based upon production, use or sales of the pat-
ented article ;7 even though the agreement is designated as a "license", employs

Some of the leading articles dealing with this subject are : Casey, Sale of Patents, Copy-
rights, and Royalt. Interests, proceedings of New York University Seventh Annual Insti-
tute on Federal Taxation 383 (1949); Fincke, An Analysis of the Income Aspects of
Patents, Copyrights, and Their Analogs, 5 Tax L. Rev. 361 (1950-) ; Greenlee & Kramer,
Capital Gains on Sales of Patents, 26 Taxes 779 (1948) ; Pines, Federal Income Taxation
of Intangible Assets, 8 Tax L. Rev. 231 (1953) ; Riddell, Patent Royalties as Capital
Gains Under I. R. C., sec. 117 (a), 50 Mich. L. Rev. 991 (1952) ; Weingarten, Income Tax
Consequences of Various Patent Transactions, J. Patent Office Soc. 703, (1952) ; Wood-
Ward. Sales of Patents and Copyrights, proceedings of New York University Ninth Annual
Institute on Federal Taxation 987 (1951).

2 Mini. 6490, 1950-51 Cur. Bull. 9.
3 Thompson v. Johnson (42 A. F. T. R. 1284, Dist, Ct. S. D. N. Y. 1950) (discovery)

Halsey TV. Taylor (16 T C. 376 (1951) Nonacq. 1951-52 Cur. Bull. 6) (invention)
Wilma M. Imm (11 T. C. M. 258 (1952)) (invention and patent applications).

4Commisioner v. Celanese Corp. (140 F. 2d 339, D C. Cir. 1944) ; Commissioner v.
Hopkinson (126 F. 2d 406, 2d Cir. 1942) ; Pike v. United States (101 F. Supp. 100 (D.
Conn. 1951)) ; Thompson v. Johnson (note 3) ; Halsey W. Taylor (note 3) ; Carl G. Drey-
mann (1 T. C. 153 (1948) Nonacq. 1950-12 Cui. Bull. 5 9 T. C. 1%1 132 (1950)) (same
ease, different years) ; Kimble Glass Co. (9 T C. 183 (1947)) : Philip IV. Me.t lee (5 T. C.
1130 (1945) ; Herbert Allen (11 T. C. M. 1093 (1952)) : Elrod Slug Castinq Machine Co.
(7 T C. M. 157 (1948)) : Lester P. Barlow (2 T. C. \1. 1,33 (194.3

See Wateraian v. McKeu:.ic (138 U. S. 252, 255 (1891)). In this decision the Supreme
Court made the now classical exposition of the principles by Nhich assignments and
licenses are distinguished in the following language :

"The patentee or his assigns may, by instrument in writing, assign, grant, and convey,
either (1) the whole patent, comprising the exclusive right to make, uve, and vend the
invention throughout the United States : or (2) an undivided part or share of that exclu-
sive right ; or (3) the exclusive right under the patent within and throughout a specified
part of the United States (Rev. Stat see. 4S98. A transfer of either of these three kinds
of interests is an assignment, properly speaking, and vests in the assignee a title iii so
much of the patent itself, with a right to sue infringers : in the second case, jointly with the
Assignor: in the first and third cases, in the name of the assignee alone. Any assignment
or transfer, short of one of these, is a mere license, giving the licensee no title in the
patent, and no right to sue at law in his iwn name for an infringement."
Save for the decisions cited in note 4, all of the decisions cited in this memorandum involve
instruments employing the make, use, and vend terminology.

IKavanagh v. Evans (188 F. 2d 284 (6th Cir., 1951)) ; Parke, Davis d Co. (31 B. T. A.
427 (1934)).

All of the decisions cited in this memorandum, with the exception of those cited in
note 6, involve such payments.
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the term "royalties," or designates the parties as "licensor and licensee"'; even
though either or both parties have a right to terminate the agreement and thereby
revest title to the patent or invention in the seller; a even though the right of the
buyer to sell or reassign the patent or invention is restricted by the terms of the
agreement ;" and even though there are restrictions upon the buyer's right to
sue for infringement." Nor is designation of the transaction as a "sale or ex-
change" affected by the fact that the transfer is only an undivided interest in
the patent;12 is limited to a given industry ;" or by the fact that there is a sub-
sequent license back to the seller by the buyer.'

The unanimity of these decisions, in the face of repeated Treasury attacks,
indicates that they are based upon sound and convincing considerations. In
Kronoer v. United States 15 the Court of Claims stated some of these consid-
erations:

"These provisions, as well as the others that appear in the agreement, are
ones which have become peculiar to the patent field. In Crown Die , Tool Co. v.
Nye Tool & Machine Works (261 U. S. 24) * * * the court stated:

" 'Patent property is the creature of statute law and its incidents are equally
so and depend upon the construction to be given to the statutes creating it and
them, * * * It is not safe, therefore, in dealing with a transfer of rights
under the patent law to follow implicity the rules governing a transfer of rights
in a chose in action at common law.'

"Recognition of this distinction must be made when construing agreements
transferring patent rights. Front the vientpoint of both parties, payment on a
royalty basis is the only equitable mnethod by which a fair consideration can be
obtained. Provision for termination is needed on the inventor's side since it
would be his only relief if the manufacturer stifled production of his invention.
A like provision is required by the manufacturer since the invention may prove
to be worthless. Since there is no absolute way of insuring that the device
patented is completely original, the possibility of infringement is present and the
manufacturer desires protection against it." (Italics supplied.)

In Lamar v. Granger " a district court emphasized these considerations in the
following language:

"The fact that the purchase price of the patent was to be paid on a certain
percentage of the net sales of the product which was made, used, or sold from
the invention, does not prevent the vesting of title to the property in the indi-
vidual to whom the patentee assigns his rights. Coommissioner of Internal
Revenue v. Hopkinson (2 Cir., 126 F. 2d 406).

"The parties are not required to be clairvoyant or prescient and determine
beforehand a lump amount; it is a matter of speculation. The patent may be
commercially marketable or it may not be and the parties account for this risk
by providing for installment payments based on a percentage of sales. Congress
has recognized this and provided in section 44 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code
(26 U. S. C. sec. 44 (b)), that capital gains may be reported over a period of
years. These installments have often been designated as 'royalties,' and the

8Allen v. Werner (190 F. 2d 840 (5th Cir 1951)) ("licensor-licensee") : Kavanagh v.
Evans (note 6), ("nonexclusive") ; Carruthers v. United States (53-1 C. C. H., U. S. T. C.
par. 9316 (D. Ore. 1953),) ("royalties") ; Pike v. United States (note 4) ("This agree-
ment shall be construed as a license of the aforesaid patents and not an assignment
thereof * * *") : Lamar v. Granger (99 F. Supp. 17 (W. D. Pa. 1951)) ; Thompson v.
Johnson (note 3) ; Halsey W. Taylor (note 3) ; Kimble Glass Co. (note 4) ; Edward C.
Mvers (6 T. C 258 (1946) Aq. 1946-1 Cum. Bull. 3, Acq. withdrawn and Nonacq. Mim.
6490, 1950-1 Cum. Bull. 9, 7) : Parke, Davis d- Co. (note 6) ; General Spring Corp. (12
T. C. M. 847 (1953)) ("royalties, license," seller deducted depreciation after transfer,
seller's tax returns showed as its business "Licensing under royalty contracts," and seller
claimed to have expended large sums on further development of patent) : Wilma M. Imm
(note 3) ("royalty") : Herbert Allen (note 4) ("royalty") ; Elrod Slug Casting Machine

Co. (note 4) ("royalties").
9Kronner v. United States (110 F. Supp. 730 (Ct. Cls. 1953)) ; Allen v. Werner (note 8);

Commissioner v. Celanese Corp. (note 4) ; Pike v United States (note 4); Lamar v.
Granger (note 8) ; Thompson v. Johnson (note 3) ; Carl G. Dreymann (note 4) ; Kimble
Glass Co. (note 4) ; Edward C. Myers (note 8) ; Raymond M. Heesert (6 T. C. M. 1190
(1947)) : Lester P. Barlow (note 4).

10 Allen v. Werner (note 8) ; Thompson v. Johnson (note 3) ; Carl G. Dreymann (note 4)
Parke. Davis d Co. (note 6); General Spring Corp. (note 8).

"Thompson v. Johnson (note 3); Parke, Davis & Co. (note 6); General Spring Corp.
(note 8).

1 Kavanagh v. Evans (note 6) ; Parke, Davis d Co. (note 6).
"3 Carruthers v. United States (note 8).
'4 Lamar v. Granger (note 8).
" 110 F. Supp. 730-, 734 (1953.).
1699 F. Supp. 17, 38 (W. D. Pa., 1951).
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amount to be paid has been measured by the annual use of the patent by the
purchaser."

Only one decision ' can be cited as arguable contra to the imposing line of the
decisions reviewed above. But, as noted by the Court of Claims in Kronner"
this case largely turned on Internal Revenue Code, section 211, respecting
taxation of nonresident aliens.

ANNEX B

SALE OR EXCHANGE OF PATENTS BY THE INVENTOR

SPECIFIC AMENDMENT PROPOSED

I. Suggested text of an amendment which would effectuate the public policy
respecting inventors and the development of inventions, as stated in House w
committee report:

Rewrite section 1235 to read as follows:
SECTION 1235. SALE OR EXCHANGE OF PATENTS BY THE INVENTOR.

(a) GENERAL-The transfer of property consisting of a patent or applica-
lion therefor, or an undivided interest therein which includes a part of all
rights in such patent or application, by any person whose efforts created such
property, whereby the transferee acquires the exclusive right to make, use,
and sell the invention throughout the United States shall be deemed a sale
or exchange, whether or not the purchase price is related to productivity, use,
or disposition of the property transferred, and whether or not the agreement
contains provisions permitting termination by either transferor or transferee,
or restricting the right of the buyer to sell or reassign the property, or to sue
for infringement of the property.

(b) GAIN.-Gain from any transfer deemed a sale or exchange under sub-
section (a) shall be deemed gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset.

(c) Loss.-In the case of the sale or exchange of property specified in sub-
section (a), this section shall apply only to gain on such sale in excess of loss
recognized in any previous taxable year as a loss from the sale or exchange of
other than a capital asset, to the extent that such loss was allowed or allow-
able for any taxable year as a deduction under section 165 (relating to losses)
or under section 172 (relating to net operating loss).

(d) RELATED PERSONs.-Subsection (a) shall not apply to any sale or ex-
change between related persons as defined in section 267 (b) (except brothers
and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood).

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The provisions of this section shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1953 (whether the transfer referred
to in subsection (a) was made on, before, or after such date) and applicable
to all amounts received or accrued after such date. For taxable years begin-
ning before January 1, 1954, the determination of whether or not gain from
a transaction described in subsection (a) is gain from the sale or exchange
of a capital asset shall be made as if subsection (a) had not been enacted
and without inferences drawn from the fact that the provisions of this section
are not expressly made applicable to taxable years beginning before January
1, 1954.

II. If section 1235 is not to be amended so as to correct the inadequacies
described in this memorandum, then:

Strike out section 1235 and let subchapter P operate as past law has operated.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Geisse, sit down and be comfortable and iden-

tify yourself for the reporter.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. GEISSE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. GEIssE. My name is John H. Geisse and I reside here in Wash-
ington.

First, I would like to thank this committee for granting me the
privilege of testifying on section 1235 of the 8300.

110 F. Supp. 730, 734 (1953).
1, Bloch V. U. S. (200 F. 2d 63 (2d Mr.))-
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I have just listened to the previous testimony and thought much
of mine would be somewhat similar, but I think my recommendations
for changes will go further than his.

My interest in this connection stems from a lifetime of experience in
executive engineering positions in which I have had to deal with in-
ventors. I am also an inventor myself and have had approximately
25 patents issued to me. I am therefore quite familiar with the prob-
lems of inventors and know from experience the difficulties they en-
counter in attempting to get their inventions developed.

I would like now to refer to page 82 of the House report on H. R.
8300 wherein it is proclaimed that section 1235 is in the interest of the
inventor and will in effect reduce his taxes. It is stated therein that
"present treatment" tends to discourage scientific work and implies
that section 1235 will encourage it.

If the words "present treatment" refer to the treatment accorded to
the inventor by the Internal Revenue Bureau and not the courts then
I am in complete agreement that it has been discouraging. However,
I respectfully submit that it is just this treatment which section 1235
would now make legal whereas under present law appeal from this
treatment can be taken to the courts with some confidence that relief
will be granted.

It is stated in this report that an amateur inventor receives ordinary
income tax treatment if his sale of a patent results in royalty income.
This is only true of the treatment accorded by the Internal Revenue
Bureau. The courts have repeatedly ruled that the granting of an ex-
clusive license under a patent for the life of the patent is a sale of a
capital asset and that payments therefor in the form of royalties do
not make it otherwise.

The courts have specifically ruled that the license must be for the
life of the patent in order to get capital gains. In direct contrast and
just as specifically the Internal Revenue Bureau has ruled that install-
ment payments will constitute ordinary income if, and I quote:

The period of the payments is generally the same as the time during which the
buyer will use the patent.

Section 1235 appears, therefore, to be an attempt by the Internal
Revenue Bureau to get additional taxes from the sale of patents which
have hitherto been denied it by the courts. Or it may simply be an
attempt to justify the Bureau in the rulings which it has made in the
past and which have been reversed by the courts.

In either event it is not, as reported, an increased incentive to scien-
tific work. It is worthy of note here that a similar provision was con-
tained in the Internal Revenue Act of 1950 as passed by the House
and was taken out by the Senate, I presume on the recommendations
of this committee.

The concession granted to the inventor by section 1235 is no more
than a concession that the Internal Revenue Bureau will abide
by previous court decisions under limitations of its own choosing.
These limitations are such as to completely deprive the inventor of any
chance of sharing in the success of his invention.

The life of a patent is 17 years but section 1235 provides that the
inventor's return on his invention can be commensurate with its
success for only 5 years from the date of his contracting for its de-
velopment if he is to get capital gains. The entire 5 years may very
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well be taken up in the perfection of the invention, in getting it into
production, and in getting it on the market. Under this condition it

is evident that no royalty payments could become due even though
they were provided for in the contract.

It has been my impression from what I have read in the newspapers
that it is the avowed policy of this administration to adjust the tax
burden to encourage the expansion of business-and particularly
small business. I am sure that this committee is fully aware that all
business today is either directly or indirectly affected by inventions
of the past. One cannot now buy anything which is not the direct
result of an invention or the cost of which has not been materially
reduced by invention. Furthermore, there is no better or surer way
of protecting small business from the competition of large business
than through the means of a monopoly granted under our patent
laws. It would seem, therefore, that the avowed policy could best be
carried out by re(tucing rather than increasing the tax liabilities in-
curred in the development by invention of new products or better ways
of producing old products.

I am going to depart now from the recommendations that have just
preceded mine. I would therefore sugegt that section 1235 be
amended by striking the words, "By the inventor" from the title and
all that part of the section following the words "property trans-
ferred" in part (a) (1).

In effect, this simply means that all sales of inventions would then
become subject to capital-gains tax.

The section as amended would still meet two of the objectives of
the House provision in that it would eliminate distinctions between
royalty income and installment sales and between amateur and pro-
fessional inventors. It would not materially change present law as
interpreted by the courts, except in the case of those inventors who
may be classed as professionals. In such cases under present law
patents held by them may be considered as property held for sale in
the normal course of their business and hence excluded from capital
assets. It would provide assurances to all others that they will
receive capital-gains treatment without expensive litigation.

In support of my recommendation I would like to call to the atten-
tion of the committee the known fact that the greatest deterrent to the
development of inventions is the difficulty of getting financial sup-
port for such development. The histories of all of our great inventors
have shown this only too well. Those who have been successful have
gained that success not so much through their inventive abilities as
through winning long and disheartening battles to get their inventions
recognized.

Many not so successful have seen others rea l) the rewards of their
inventive skill. Still others have gone to their graves before the
value of their inventions has been realized. Those who have attained
initial success have ahnost invariably gone on to make still more
contributions to society, contributions many of which would probably
not have been inade if the inventor did not then have sufficient funds
to carry on his development work.

These histories should teach us that there must be many worthwhile
inventions which are never developed because of lack of funds there-
for. They should also teach us that we probably have many inventive
geniuses whose talents are now being wasted for the same reason.

1872
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ILI I submit that the adverse effect, of high taxes on the proceeds of
L inventive work is not so much in the discouragement of inventors as

it is in increasing the difficulty of getting their inventions financed.
I think that is a point that you should well recognize, gentlemen.
These taxes are taxes on just those funds which are most likely to

be available for further experimentation. I have already mentioned
the fact that income received by the inventors themselves tend to go
back into further inventions. It must also be recognized that those
who have profited from financing inventions are more likely to finance
additional inventions than are those who have not had this experience.

Furthermore, an assurance of capital-gains treatment on profits
made from financing inventions will certainly entice funds into this
field which would not otherwise be available.

I am approaching this from the standpoint of financing these things,
as much as from the standpoint of the inventor, himself.

Section 1235 as passed by the House is, I submit, not only unwise
but also unjust. It singles out the inventor for special treatment
which denies him capital gains except under what amounts to a forced
sale in a buyer's market. I say this because most inventors have to
make arrangements for financial assistance before the value of their
inventions has been demonstrated.

r_ On the other hand, the law is not changed for all others and they can
continue to get capital gains under much more favorable conditions
for sale, if not from the Internal Revenue Bureau then from the
courts. I feel reasonably sure that this committee in view of these
facts will agree that this is hardly fail treatment for the inventor.

In conclusion I would like to mention a recent experience of my
own which I believe is a good illustration of things that do happen in
this field of invention. I invented an improved type of cross-wind
landing gear for aircraft and secured a patent thereon. Before any
development work had been done on this device I attempted to interest
capital in its development but failed.

I then submitted it to the Army as something which might be of
interest for their liaison planes. They in turn had to submit it to the
Air Force for approval. The experts of the Air Force reported to the
Army that the device would be worse than useless and would increase
rather than decrease the chances of aircraft damage by ground loops.

Fortunately in this case I had the means to carry on the initial
development work myself. It was then demonstrated to the Navy
and the Navy had one constructed and tested on one of their training
planes. Their report on the performance of the gear was very close
to being enthusiastic. The gear is now on the market and we have

received very favorable reports from our customers. This case should
be particularly interesting to this committee as any development
which will make it practicable to build only single or parallel runway
airports will save the taxpayers many millions of dollars in airport
construction costs.

Senator, I would like to add just one more note to my written
presentation: The possibilities of the cross-wind landing gears for
airplanes were called to the attention of the industry back in 1934.
However, no work was done in this field until Congress, itself, pro-
vided CAA with $150,000 for this purpose in about 1945, I believe it
was. If the gear had been developed back in 1934, we would have
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saved a large percentage of the millions of dollars which have been br'
spent in airport construction.

Thank you. 1h
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. NELSON. Sit down and be comfortable, Mr. Nelson, and iden-

tify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN M. NELSON, ATTORNEY, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Commit-
tee, my name is Martin Nelson. I am a Chicago attorney, represent-
big two manufacturers of coin-operated amusement machines. I
have a statement to put in the record, and to conserve the committee's
time I will merely summarize my views with respect to my statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Your statement will be put in the record.
Mr. NELSON. Thank you.
My clients are manufacturers of coin-operated pinball machines,

shuffle games, and all types of games using a coin slot. My clients
sell these games to distributors, who in turn sell them to operators.
The games are then placed in locations, usually on the premises of
small shopkeepers, taverns, and other places of amusement, where
retail items are sold. The proceeds of the operation are divided be-
tween the proprietor of the establishment and the operator. In some
instances prizes are given if the player attains a designated score.

Our problem relates to section 3267 of the present code, correspond- a
ing to sections 4461 to 4463 of chapter 36, subchapter B of H. R. 8300.

We respectfully submit that the present interpretation of 3267 by
t he Treasury Department, by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, is an
incorrect interpretation.

In 1941 when 3267 became law, such bill originated in the House,
and the bill provided for a $25 tax on all types of coin-operated
devices, amusement devices as well as slot machines. When that bill
reached the Senate, a substantial change was made in the phraseology.
And I would like to read an excerpt from the Senate finance report
in 1911. This is Senate Report 673, 77th Congress, 1st session, 1941:

The House bill places a special tax of $25 per year upon each coin-operated
amusement or gaming device maintained for use on any premises.

Your committee divides these devices into two categories. Upon so-called pin-
ball or other amusement devices operated by the insertion of a coin or token,
the tax is reduced to $10 per year. Upon so-called slot machines, however, the
tax is placed at $200 per year.

After the Senate report went to conference, the $10 tax remained
on so-called pinball games, and the tax on slot machines was changed
to $50. Subsequently, since 1942, the tax on slot machines has been
increased from $50 to $200 and then to $250.

I want to make it clear that the clients I represent do not in any
way manufacture any device which could be considered a slot ma-
chine. None of our items could fall within the definition of Public
Law 906, which becomes important because that is a law which was
enacted in 1951, prohibiting the interstate transportation of slot
machines. And that law, if the committee please, very carefully drew
a distinction again between pinball machines and slot machines.

I may say that there was 1 other amendment to section 3267, 1
amendment as to substance, and that was in 1942. That amendment
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brought in other additional games, but the legislative intent, as ex-
pressed in that amendment, was just as clear, if not more clear, than
the Senate report, if that could be possible. It stated:

Under this amendment there will be included, in addition to pinball machines,
a great variety of other machines, such as baseball and football games, machine-
gun games, music machines (so-called jukeboxes), and many other types of
coin-operated games.

Now, these are all games such as have been manufactured and
are currently being manufactured by my client. We have a very
difficult position, because the taxes placed upon the location owner-
that is, the small-shop keeper or tavern keeper. In many States, if
the tavern keeper or the shopkeeper would be compelled to buy the
$250 tax, which he sometimes is compelled to do by reason of a
separate assessment, lie would not be able to operate under the laws
of a particular State, because in such States there is a prohibition
against maintaining an establishment where a gaming stamp is used.

We have had litigation in a number of districts. The problem is
presently pending in the courts in Nashville, Tenn.; it is pending in
the courts in New Orleans. We estimate that it would be 2 or 3
years before such litigation would be concluded.

It seems to me that the legislative intent could not be more clear,
that it was the intent of the Senate in 1941, it was the intent under
the 1942 amendment, that a clear distinction be drawn between pinball
games and slot machines. And I would like to, if I may, refer to
Public Law 906, which deals with the prohibiting of the transporta-
tion of gambling devices in interstate and foreign commerce, which
became a law January 2, 1951.

When that matter was pending before the committee-and I am
now quoting on page 7 of the House report:

In view of the testimony, and because of its intention to exclude pinball
machines and similar amusement machines, as well as certain machines and
devices commonly used, for instance, at carnivals and livestock shows, your
committee decided to adopt a definition of "gambling device" from the one
contained in the Senate bill.

Again, the legislative intent is clear. I may say that from 1941,
the date of enactment of the bill, until sometime in 1952, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue and the Treasury Department took the position
that pinball games, irrespective of whether a prize might be given,
because of the end use, depending upon the particular locality, would
be taxed at the rate of $10.

I have the special tax return which was used until 1952, being form
11B of the Treasury Department, which states:

Coin-operated amusement devices (any pinball game or similar amusement
machine), $10 each. Coin-operated gaming devices, slot machines, and other
machines involving an element of chance, $100 each-

which was the rate at that time.
This transition, the change in administrative interpretation, has

taken place in approximately the last 18 or 19 months. We have no
explanation for it. We say that if it continues that some 300,000
people who are dependent upon coin-operated devices, small-shop
keepers and tavern keepers throughout the country, as well as the
manufacturers and distributors, will be seriously affected. Many of
them will have to go out of business.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the reason for that change, Mr. Stani?
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Mr. STAM. That was administrative action of the Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. I think they merely construed these to be gaming
devices, and because they said they were gaming devices, they then
applied this $250 tax.

Mr. NELSON. On that point I submit for the record five separate
rulings from the Treasury Department, covering the period from the
late 1940's up until 1951. Not all of these rulings are from the Treas-
ury Department. One is from the collector of internal revenue in
Indianapolis, lnd. But each of those rulings, in response to inquiries
from operators, distributors, and manufacturers, as the case may be,
set forth that the tax was $10 if it was a coin-operated pinball game,
a coin-operated bowling game or shuffle game, in one instance, a game
now known as ski ball.

We respectfully submit that those interpretations which follow an
even course of conduct for a period of in excess of 10 years were the
correct interpretations, and that the interpretations of the last 18 or
19 months are incorrect.

I have suggested a proposed amendment to subchapter B, dealing
with the occupational tax, and that amendment accepts the first part
of the definition dealing with coin-operated amusement or gaming
devices, suggesting a slight change. And then with reference to slot
machines, I repeat the same definition which was used in Public Law
960. That is the definition which Senator Johnson was primarily
responsible for, and I respectfully request that the committee give
that suggested amendment consideration. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. We will give it consideration. Thank you.
(The Treasury rulings and the prepared statement of Mr. Nelson

follow:)

EXCISE TAXEM ON COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENT DEVICES, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE1,
SECTION 3267 CORRESPONDING TO SECTIONS 4461-4463 OF CHAPTER 36, SUBCHAPTER
B OF H. R. 8300--STATEMENT OF MARTIN M. NELSON, ATTORNEY, MADE ON BEHALF
OF BALLY MANUFACTURING Co. AND UNITED MANUFACTURING CO., OF CHICAGO,
ILL., JOINED BY BAILEY WALSH, WASHINGTON COUNSEL FOR BOTH COMPANIES

My name is Martin M. Nelson. I appear here on behalf of Bally Manufacturing
Co., 2640 West Belmont Avenue, and United Manufacturing Co., 3401 North Cali-
fornia Avenue, both of Chicago, Ill. Attorney Bailey Walsh, Washington counsel
for both companies, has collaborated in the preparation of, and joins me in, this
presentation.

The petitioners are manufacturers of coin-operated pinball and other amuse-
ment devices.1 The petitioners sell these devices to distributors who, in turn,
sell them to operators. The games are then placed on premises of small-shop
keepers, taverns, and places of amusement. The proceeds of operation are
divided between the proprietor of the establishment and the operator. The
occupants of some of the premises award prizes if the player attains a designated
score on each play of the machine or the highest score over a specified period, or,
in some instances, they may redeem unused free games for 5 cents each.

THE TAX IN QUESTION

We address our remarks to section 3267 of the Internal Revenue Code, cor-
responding to sections 4461-4463 of chapter 36, subchapter B of H. R. 8300.

Observing the instructions of your committee, we shall not repeat, except by
way of reference, any of the material presented to the House Ways and Means
('omlittee on H. R. 8300.

This matter does not involve a plea for the reduction in taxes. In that we are
unique. We simply ask Congress to set aright what, we respectfully submit, is an
arbitrary interpretation promulgated by the Treasury Department in applying
section 3267.

Neither of the petitioners manufactures what are commonly known as "slot machines."
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Section 3267 of the code imposes a tax on "coin-operated amusement and gain-
ing devices." The occupant of the premises where a machine is located is liable
for the tax. Under the statutory scheme, "amusement and music machines"
and "so-called slot machines" are separately classified and taxed. If the machine
is an amusenmnt machine, the tax is $10 per year on each machine. If the
device is a slot machine, the tax is $250 per year on each machine. Pinball
and other amusement machines should fall within the $10 classification.

However, in the past 2 years an attempt has been made in seine districts to
include pinabll and other amusement machines under the $250 tax because a
prize may possibly be awarded for skillful play. We respectfully sut'nit that
the presence of a prize element does not warrant the imposition of the higher tax.

As a matter of fact, since the first enactment of section 3267 and until approx-
imately 19 months ago, the district directors' offices throughout the country have
uniformly assessed a $10 tax against pinball and other amusement machines.
For some reason the Treasury has reversed its position.

This, we submit, is clearly contrary to law. In support of our position, we
respectfully refer this committee to the printed proceedings before the (ommit-
tee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, part 4, topic 40, com-
mencing at page 2505 to 2522, inclusive, whereat there appears a complete state-
ment of our position. By this reference, it is requested that that statement be
deemed a part of this presentation.

Therein, we presented a complete analysis of the legislative history of section
3267. From an examination of the House and Senate reports, it clearly appears
that the $250 tax was directed only to so-called slot machines. It is especially
noted that at the hearing before the House ('ommittee, on August 5, 1953, Con-
gressman Herman P. Eberharter said, "What we intended was to tax one-armed
bandits $250." (P. 2517 of House proceedings.) Congressman Eberharter was
a Member of Congress when section 3267 was first made a part of the Code,
and has been in the Congress continuously to this date. We emphasize that
the prior report of the Senate Finance Committee unequivocally emphasized
the basic intention to distinguish pinhall machines from slot machines (S. Rept.
No. 673, 77th Cong., 1st sess. p. 21 (1941).) In the word of the report:

"The House bill places a special tax (of $25 per year upon each coin-operated
amusement or gaming device maintained for use on any premises.

Your committee divides these de\ ices into two categories. Upon so-called pin-
ball or other amusement devices operated lWy the insertion of a coin or token, the
tax is reduced to $10 per year. Upon so-called slot machines, however, the tax is
placed at $200 per year."'

The conference report was in accord in its understanding of the Senate amend-
ment. The report stated that "the amendment establishes two different rates of
tax: $10 per annum in the case of a pinball game, or similar game or amusement
machine, and $50 with respect to so-called slot machines, the operation of which
involves an element of chance." 2 The House accepted the Senate amendment
and section 3267 was enacted as part of the Revenue Act of 1941.

THREAT TO LTrTLE BITSINESSMEN

As a result of the arbitrary position taken by the Treasury Department,
hundreds of coin-operated amusement devices-not slot machines-have been
seized, bank accounts distrained, and criminal prosecutions threatened. Keep
in mind that such drastic procedure is being undertaken in a situation where
there is, to say the least, a strong presumption that the $250 tax applies only
to slot machines and nothing more. These coin-operated amusement games are
for the most part located and operated in small business establishments, usually
single proprietorships, operated by individuals and their families, throughout
the country. The income from these amusement machines helps them pay their
rent. The operation of these machines is not the subject matter of any so-called
criminal syndicate. Again, we are not talking about slot machines.

In some States the mere payment of a $250 tax subjects the operator of the
game to prosecution under the gambling laws of such State, and even more
importantly, results in the revocation of business licenses for taverns and similar
places of business representing legitimate and acceptable operations.

See also the additional statement on p. 55 of S. Rept. No. 673.
2H. Rept. No. 1203, 77th Cong., 1st sess. 38 (1941).
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REDUCTION IN FEDERAL TAX REVENUES

We are well aware of the desire of our Federal Government to give some

relief from the heavy burdens of taxation and that the Congress is deeply con-
cerned with this problem. It is, therefore, important for this committee to
know that the imposition of the higher tax because prizes are awarded would
and is seriously diminishing Federal revenues.

Of special significance is the fact that in the past year the Federal Govern-
ment yield on Federal taxes on coin-operated amusement and gaming devices
has steadily declined. It was reported in the press on November 7, 1953, that
the Federal tax on coin-operated amusement games yielded $1,700,000 in revenue Q0

in August, 1953, compared to $2,398,000 the previous August. The tax yield
since the fiscal year started, July 1, 1953, has reached a total of $4,323,000,
down $687,000 from the same period the previous fiscal year. The Federal tax
on coin-operated gaming devices yielded $3,346,000 in August, compared to
$3,643,000 the previous August. The collections from this tax for the fiscal year

to November, 1953, reached $6,948,000, down $655,000 from the previous fiscal
year. On January 9, 1954, it was reported that the Federal tax on coin-operated
amusement devices yielded $4,737,000 in the first 4 months of the 1954 fiscal year,
which began July 1, a decline of $80,000 from the same period the previous year,
as reported by the Internal Revenue Service. It is believed that current figures
will disclose that declining trend. Needless to say, the $250 tax will drive most
of the devices off the market.

ASSESSMENT OF LARGER TAX INVADES THE RAPIDLY DIMINISHING SOURCES OF REVENUE
FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

We know that one of the concerns of this Congress, and more particularly,
the President of the United States, is the serious financial problems confronting
cities, towns, and State governments throughout the country. With the increas-
ing costs of local government, States and subdivisions thereof have been in
serious and dire need of increased revenue. Taxes on real estate have about
reached the maximum. More and more local governmental bodies have had
to look to other sources of revenue, such as sales tax, license fees, and licensing
for revenue. Hundreds of cities throughout the United States have already
licensed, or are presently considering the licensing of, amusement devices. We
presented to the House committee a partial list of the cities and States now
licensing coin-operated amusement games. More and more States are utilizing
this source of revenue.

It is only fair and equitable that this source of tax revenue be reserved for
local governments who do not have the broad, and practically unlimited, taxing
powers of the Federal Government. As late as August 1953 President Eisenhower
pledged that the administration would cooperate fully in a long-range program to
restore to the States many of the powers, responsibilities, and taxing powers they
have surrendered to the Federal Government in recent years. This a good place to
start.

Further in this connection, as late as March 1954, the Illinois State Chamber of
Commerce, in its brochure urging more adequate sources of taxation for State and
local governments, said: "The Federal Government should discontinue its death
and gift taxes, unemployment tax, the gasoline tax, the tax on lubricating oils,
excise taxes on public utility services, admissions and amusement taxes, the tax
on coin-operated amusement devices, and the tax on leases of safe deposit boxes."
The report noted that this recommendation was made to make more adequate
revenue sources available to State and local governments, and for mitigating the
present serious overlapping and duplication among Federal, State, and local taxes.
The report emphasized that these taxes are more properly of a State and local
nature and are capable of adequate administration at those levels.

It is noted, too, that this recommendation has heretofore been concurred in by
the Hoover Commission task force in 1948 and by the National Association of
Manufacturers in 1952. While we are not urging an exclusion of amusement
games from Federal taxation, we do respectfully request an interpretation that
will leave this source of revenue to the local governments.

This may not be the most important matter before you, but it affects an industry
that could be destroyed unless legislative relief is obtained without undue delay.
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CONCLUSION

We are well aware of the important and vital matters that are presented for
consideration of this committee, but this problem cannot and should not be
excluded.

It affects literally some 300,000 Americans involved in the manufacture, sale,
distribution, and operation of amusement games, including thousands of small-
store owners who depend on this business for their livelihood. These people are
threatened with the extinguishment of this source of income unless immediate
clarification is forthcoming.

The affected taxpayers have no adequate remedy at law. The tax is imposed
upon the owner of an establishment in which the amusement machine is operated.
It is obvious that these small-store owners cannot afford the costly litigation
involved in paying the tax, filing a claim for refund and resorting to the courts in
extended litigation for a recovery of the tax or adjudicating the liability for the
tax. Moreover, as heretofore noted, the mere payment of the tax subjects many
of them to the revocation of otherwise legitimate business licenses. It is there-
fore imperative that this committee act promptly. For the convenience of the
committee, we suggest the following amendment to section 3267 which, if adopted,
would solve the present urgent problem:

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT

"SECTION 3267. TAX ON COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENT AND GAMING
DEVICES.

"(a) RATe-Every person who maintains for use or permits the use of, on any
place or premises occupied by him, a coin-operated amusement or gaming device
shall pay a special tax as follows:

"(1) $10 per year in the case of a device defined in clause (1) of subsection
(b) ;

"(2) $250 per year in the case of a device defined in clause (2) of subsec-
tion (b; and

"(3) $10 or $250, as the case may be, for each additional device so maintained
or the use of which is so permitted. If one such device is replaced by another,
such other device shall not be considered an additional device.

"(b) DEFINITIO.-As used in this part, the term 'coin-operated amusement
and gaming devices' means (1) any music machine operated by means of the
insertion of a coin, token, or similar object: or a vending machine operated by
means of the insertion of a 1-cent coin, which when it dispenses a prize, never
dispenses a prize of a retail value of, or entitles a person to receive a prize of
a retail value of. more than 5 cents, and if the only prize dispensed is merchan-
dise and not cash or tokens; or any amusement machine, including any so-called
pinball machine, operated by means of the insertion of a coin, token, or similar
object, but not including any device defined in clause (2) of this subsection; and
(2) any so-called slot machine or any other machine or device an essential part
of which is a drum or reel with insignia thereon and (a) which when operated
may deliver as the result of the application of an element of chance, any money
or property, or (b) by the operation of which a person may become entitled to
receive, as the result of the application of an element of chance, any money or
property: or any machine or mechanical device designed and manufactured to
operate by means of insertion of a coin, token, or similar object and designed
and manufactured so that when operated it may deliver as the result of the
application of an element of chance, any money or property."

The definition of machines in clause (2) is identical with the definition of
"gambling device" as used in Public Law 906 enacted into law by the Congress,
approved January 2, 1951.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, June 6, 1950.

Mr. DAVID KAUFMAN,
Kaydeross Park,

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
DEAR MR. KAUFMAN: Further reference is made to your letter dated May 15,

1950, in which you request to be advised whether the special tax imposed by
section 3267 of the Internal Revenue Code with respect to the maintenance for
use of the coin-operated device known as X-ray poker ball would be affected in
any way if coupons and prizes were issued to the players.

Offering coupons for scores attained on X-ray poker ball machines and redeem-
ing such coupons in prizes, irrespective of the value of the prizes, is considered

45994-54-pt 4- 9
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not to change the classification of the machine as a coin-operated amusement

device. G
Bureau letter dated October 30, 1942, which was transmitted with your com-

munication, is returned herewith.
Very truly yours, CHARLES J. VALAER,

Deputy Commissioner.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

New Orleans, La., March 23, 1950. iT

NEW ORLEANS NOVELTY Co.,
New Orleans, La.

GENTLEMEN: Reference is made to your personal call at this office on March
14, 1950, concerning the question of liability for the special tax imposed under
section 3267 of the Internal Revenue Code on the bally shuffle bowler machine

described in the illustrated circular you submitted. N

As advised, your inquiry had been submitted to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, Washington, D. C., for the issuance of a ruling on the question, and
you are informed that we are now in receipt of a response from the Bureau, as
per copy of letter dated March 20, 1950, herewith attached. It is held in the

enclosure that the machine in question is considered to be a coin-operated
amusement device within the meaning of the applicable section of the Internal A

Revenue Code, and is hereby subject to the special stamp tax at the rate of $10 on

per year.
Sincerely,

C. A. DONNELLY, Collector.
By GEORGE F. BARTLEY, Xr.,

Assistant Chief, Wage and Excise Tax Division.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, March 20, 1950.

COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
New Orleans, La.,

(Attention: WET: HEH: CFBJr: OR-O.)

Reference is made to your letter of March 14, 1950, wherein you advised that
the New Orleans Novelty Co., 115 Magazine Street, New Orleans, has made
inquiry concerning the applicability of the special tax imposed by section 3267 of
the Internal Revenue Code with respect to the maintenance for use of the bally
shuffle bowler machine as described and illustrated in the circular you enclosed.

The machine operates by the insertion of a coin which resets the bowling pins Wo

and releases the puck or disk for play. hi

If the machine is considered to be a coin-operated amusement device, you e
inquire whether the awarding of a weekly prize for which score by the taxpayer 6e

would have the effect of placing same within the category of a gaming device
and therefore subject to the $100 tax stamp. e

The classification of a machine as a coin-operated amusement or gaming device
is not determined solely by the giving of prizes. If the successful operation of a
coin-operated device depends on the application of the element of chance, the
machine is considered a gaming device. With respect to the device bally shuffle
bowler the score is determined by the skill of the player in pushing the pucks
over the playing surface of the device and is thus similar to skee-ball and poker-
ino devices where the insertion of a coin merely releases the balls for play. The
play of the game from this point is in control of the player who rolls the balls
by hand.

The coin-operated bally shuffle bowler is thus distinguished from those coin-
operated devices the successful operation of which is determined by the applica-
tion of the element of chance, such as slot machines, dice, or free games redeemed.
These types of devices are either operated by pulling a lever setting reels into
motion, activity of dice, or, in the case of pinball machines, propelling a ball over a
playing surface by means of successful scores or free games redeemed. These

types of devices are either operated by pulling a lever setting reels into motion,
activity of dice, or, in the case of pinball machines, propelling a ball over a play-
ing surface by means of a plunger and may be distinguished from manual
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operation, such as in the device described. The mere awarding of a weekly
prize for high score on a pinball machine would not bring it within the classifica-
tion of a coin-operated gaming device.

For the purpose of the special tax the coin-operated bally shuffle bowler is
considered to be a coin-operated amusement device within the meaning of sec-
tion 3267 of the code, even when prizes are offered for its successful operation.

CHARLES J. VALAER,
Deputy Commissioner.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Washington.

Mr. Roy J. BARNETT,
208 South La Salle Street,

Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated March 27,

1951, enclosing letter of same date from the Exhibit Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.,
concerning the special tax imposed by section 3267 of the Internal Revenue
Code and its application to a certain type game which it manufactures. Pictures
and instructions concerning the game were enclosed with the letter.

The device is a coin-operated electric shooting target called gun patrol. To
increase player appeal the device has incorporated an automatic ticket unit
which vends a ticket indicating skill at certain fixed scoring points. The tickets
are used in some areas to draw for a weekly or monthly prize.

Advice is requested as to whether the gun patrol should be classified as an
amusement or gaming device within the meaning of section 3267 of the code.

The coin-operated device gun patrol, regardless of whether prizes are offered
for scoring hits, is considered to be a coin-operated amusement device since the
successful operation is attained by the player's skill, as distinguished from the
element of chance predominant in slot machines or other similar gaming devices.
Accordingly, persons maintaining for use such devices on premises occupied by
them incur special tax liability of $10 per year per machine.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES J. VAiAER,

Deputy Commissioner.

OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Indianapolis, Ind., August 17, 1951.

Mr. EDWIN BLUMENFELD,
814 Willard Avenue,

Michigan City, Ind.
DinR MR. BLUMENFELD: Reference is made to your letter of August 15, 1951,

stating that you are operating a machine referred to as one ball. It does not
have a slot paying money in case of a winning score. The player can refuse
the free game or games and take cash. The cash is given by the operators of
the establishment where the machine is placed. This is the arrangement made
between yourself and the proprietor of the establishment. There is nothing on
the machine explaining this or anything else concerning a prize.

You are advised that in this connection the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
has held that the machine must deliver to the person playing, cash, tokens,
premiums, or merchandise, or the machine must indicate to the person playing
or operating the machine that he is entitled to receive cash, premiums, mer-
chandise, or tokens. In other words, the machine must have a legend inscribed
thereon notifying the player what he is to receive. Private arrangements be-
tween the player and the proprietor would not bring the machine within the
classification of a gaming device.

From the information submitted, these machines would only be subject to the
coin-operated amusement device special tax.

You state further that you own the machine and, in effect, merely rent space
in the establishment where you place the machine. You would like to be advised
as to whether or not it would be possible for you to take the Federal special tax
stamp out in your own name using the address of the establishment where it
is placed.

The regulations relating to this tax specifically provide that every person who
maintains for use or permits the use of a coin-operated amusement or gaming

device or any place or premises occupied by him is liable to the special tax. An
operator of such place or premise is considered for the purposes of the law
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t become engaged in trade or business is a respect of each such device as of the
date the device is placed on his premises for use thereon.

In view of this ruling the special tax stamp must be issued in the name of the
,e crson and address on whose premises the machine is located.

Very truly yours,
RALPH W. CRIPE, Collector.

OTE.-Original of this letter on file in office of: James A. Burns, 108 West
if chigan Street, accountant for Edwin Blumenfeld.

Re Skee ball alleys and other games of skill.
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Washington, D. C.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AMUSEMENT PARKS, POOL, AND BEACHES.

GENTLEMEN: Reference is made to your request for a ruling dated September
18, 1952, whether the device known as skee ball alley should be classified as a
coin-operated amusement or gaming device within the meaning of section 3267 of
the Internal Revenue Code.

You protest a ruling issued by the Director of Internal Revenue, Parkersburg,
W. Va., classifying the machine in question as a "game of chance." This is the
first instance to your knowledge that skee ball has been considered as such, even
though merchandise is given, depending on the score rolled. You state that he
demands that an operator of this type of machine in his district must purchase a
special tax stamp of $250, while all other operators throughout the United States
have only been required to purchase a special tax stamp of $10.

In view of the many types of devices in operation for which prizes are normally
awarded for successful operation or high score attained, the Bureau holds that
the classification of a machine as a coin-operated amusement or gaming device
is not determined solely by the giving of prizes.

If the successful operation of a coin-operated device depends on the application a
of the element of chance, the machine is considered a gaming device. Generally
on this type of device the player after inserting the coin in the machine has no
further control over the final result, which is attained by the element of chance,
such as pulling a lever, setting reels into action, activity of dice, or, in the case of
pinball machines, propelling a ball over the playing surface by means of a
plunger. 4

However, those devices where the insertion of a coin merely releases the
machine for play and the high score or successful operation depends on the
player's skill, as distinguished from the element of chance, are regarded as amuse-
ment devices. The play of the game after the insertion of a coin is controlled by
the skill of the player either in throwing or rolling balls, pucks, or disks (manual
operation, or shooting a gun at a target, such as skee ball, pokerino, X-ray poker,
target games, and also the many variations of skee ball bowling machines now
currently in use). These types of devices are thus distinguished from those
machines where the element of chance controls and the fact that prizes might be
offered for successful operation would not alter their classification as coin-
operated amusement devices.

You are advised that the Bureau has consistently held that the coin-operated
device known as Skee Ball Alley, regardless of the fact that prizes are awarded
for certain designated scores, is considered to be an amusement device within the
meaning of section 3267 of the code since the successful operation is attained by
the player's skill as distinguished from the element of chance predominant in
slot machines or other similar gaming devices.

Accordingly, persons maintaining for use such devices on premises occupied
by them would incur liability for the special tax of $10 per year for each machine
-in operation.

Very truly yours,

H. T. SuAaTz,
Head, Technical Ruling Ditision.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dewey.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. DEWEY, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. DEWEY. Mr. Chairman, you have been listening for a long
time. I am going to try to make my remarks as brief as possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Good for you.
Mr. DEWEY. I recently mailed to each member of your committee

two statements, covering my proposal to round off the dollar on all
Federal income-tax returns. I hope you have seen it, and you have
had a chance to examine it to some extent, because I thought it would
not only give you advance information, but save time at this hearing.

On three different occasions when I have been in Washington, I
have discussed this matter with both Mr. Stain and Dr. Atkinson, and
on each occasion, I have felt sure that I had their unqualified approval
and support. There is now pending before our State legislature a
bill signed by me, authorizing all the accounting departments in the
State to round off the dollar in every instance and every case where it
could be applied. So the round-dollar idea is growing rapidly.

It has been interesting to me in all these years that I have been
studying and working on this project, to find the enthusiasm with
which the public has received the idea, people in all walks of life,
bankers, professional men, all thought the idea was perfectly sound
and hoped it would become a reality.

As an example, one of our leading attorneys in Boston, a member
of one of our largest law firms, said to me recently, "Think what that
would mean to this office. We make out literally hundreds of tax re-
turns every year of all kinds. Think of the saving of time and labor
it would mean to this office if we could eliminate pennies in the prep-
aration of these returns."

And I have made so many tests through the years that I am per-
fectly satisfied that the pennies can be eliminated on the Federal tax
returns without affecting the revenue of the Government, and at the
same time, a tremendous saving in time and labor to some 52 million
taxpayers.

Now, the benefits accruing will be largely on the part of the tax-
payer. He is the fellow-

The CHAIRMAN. Section 7504 relates to fractional parts of the
dollar. I quote:

This section permits the Secretary to round to the nearest dollar any assess-
ment of the deficiency or underpayment and simply to round to the nearest
dollar any amount he allows the creditor for a refund.

How does that differ from yours?
Mr. DEWEY. It is a little more elaborate.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any difference in theory?
Mr. DEWEY. No, not a bit. 'It is a question of eliminating a penny

wherever it is possible.
The CHAI MAN. What is your point? You have what you want.
Mr. DEWEY. If that is reality, that is all I can hope for.
The CHAIRMAN. I can't guarantee what will be done here, but no one

is opposing you.
Mr. DEWEY. I just wanted to get these points over clearly, anyway.
And finally, the public mind now is thoroughly aware of the word

"billion" and the national debt because of war and appropriations, and

1883
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yet, up to now, when the taxpayer sits down to make out his tax return,
he has to deal with the mechanics of adding, multiplying, and sub-
tracting pennies.

Now, it seems too obvious for further comment.
Well, this hearing I regard as the culmination of the 12 years of

earnest and sincere work and thought on this subject, and it would be
a matter of personal gratification to me to see it become a reality, as
well as the millions of taxpayers who will benefit.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:) Kn

HOPKINS, SUTTER, HALLS, DEWOLFE & OWEN,
Washington, D. C., April 22, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: The pending tax-revision bill, H. R. 8300, contains an ameliorative

change in section 543 (a) (6) relating to the definition of personal holding-
company income. Since the proposed change may affect a problem now pending
in our office, we wish to submit comments and suggestions for its clarification, ;e.
and request that this statement be made part of the record before the committee.

Section 543 (a) (6) of the new bill includes, in the category of personal holding-
company income, compensation for the use of corporate property by a stockholder
of the putative personal holding company. For convenience, such compensation
is herein referred to as "shareholder rent."

Section 543 (a) (7) of the new bill deals with ordinary rents as a component
of personal holding-company income. It excludes from the category of ordinary
rent, shareholder rent, which is personal holding-company income under section
543 (a) (6). It provides that if rents, as defined, exceed 50 percent of gross
income, they are not deemed personal holding-company income. This 50-percent
provision originated with section 353 (g) of the Revenue Act of 1937, and was
then described as intended to "'protect the bona fide real-estate corporation and
other corporations renting property and deriving 50 percent or more of their
gross income from rents." (Report of Ways and Means Committee; 75th Cong.,
1st sess., H. Rept. No. 1546, p. 6.)

So far as concerns these 2 paragraphs, (6) and (7) of section 543 (a), the

new bill makes only 1 change from the corresponding provisions of the existing
code. It adds, in paragraph (6), a new sentence:

"This paragraph shall apply only to a corporation which has personal holding

company income for the taxable year, computed without regard to this para- Ft
graph, in excess of 10 percent of its gross income."

The Ways and Means Committee report on the new bill says that the change
is intended to relieve cases of hardship where the shareholder rent provision is
applied to legitimate business enterprises. The report goes on to say:

"Your committee has provided that such rental income is not to be treated
as personal holding company income unless the corporation has other personal
holding company income amounting to 10 percent or more of its total gross
income. In the absence of appreciable amounts of other investment income,
rental income received from shareholders dots not constitute a tax avoidance
problem." (83d Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. No. 1337, p. 56.)

The statement in the report is similar in tone and intent to the 1937 report
above quoted with respect to ordinary rent.

Accordingly, the statutory scheme is that if ordinary rents comprise 50 percent
or more of the gross income they are not personal holding company income.
And if shareholder rents constitute 90 percent or more of the gross they are not
personal holding company income. The theory appears to be that rents, in many
situations, do not lend themselves to the tax avoidance arrangements which
gave rise to the personal holding company provisions. Where rents make
up stated shares of the gross income, personal holding company liability is not
imposed.

Although there appears to be no question about the statutory purpose, it is not
altogether clear whether the language achieves that intent. The difficulty arises
from the interrelationship between paragraphs (6) and (7), with their respective
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and divergent percentage limitations; and from the fact that (7) in terms ex-
cludes what falls within (6). Specifically, when personal holding company in-
come is "computed without regard to this paragraph"-i. e., paragraph (6)-is
there also to be disregarded paragraph (7)'s exclusion of what falls within (6)?
Do shareholder rents revert to the status of ordinary rents and fall within
(7) for purposes of computing the portion of personal holding company income
which is "in excess of 10 percent" of the gross income?

This question is important because of the 50-percent limitation in paragraph
(7). For example, take the situation where all the income is from rents; share-
holder rents are 55 percent of the income and ordinary rents are 45 percent. If
the new sentence in paragraph (6) means that shareholder rents are not a sepa-
rate class for purposes of measuring whether other personal holding company
income is in excess of 10 percent. then there is no personal holding company in-
come; in the example, rents as defined by paragraph (7) would exceed 50 per-
cent. But, if that is not the meaning, then ordinary rents are less than 50 percent
and thus are personal holding company income; they are more than 10 percent,
and so the shareholder rents are personal holding company income. The latter
result can hardly have been intended.

It is believed that the new sentence in paragraph (6) contemplates relief
in the case where substantially all the income is from shareholder rent and
ordinary rent, as well as where substantially all the income is from either
kind alone. That this is so appears abundantly when we examine possible
examples:

(1) Ordinary rent is 50 percent and shareholder rent is 50 percent; not a
personal holding company, because under existing law when rent is 50 percent
it is not personal holding company income.

(2) Ordinary rent is 10 percent and shareholder rent is 90 percent: not
a personal holding company under the proposed new provision, because the
income exclusive of the paragraph (6) category is not in excess of 10 percent.

In this class of cases where all (or substantially all) the income is from
rents, it would hardly be a logical rule to impose personal holding company
liability where shareholder rent is any percentage less than 90 percent and
greater than 50 percent of the gross, and not impose that liability where share-
holder rent is 90 percent or more or is 50 percent or less. So long as sub-
stantially all the gross income is from rents of one kind or another, there is
no special evil in shareholder rents comprising 51 percent to 89 percent of
the income.

A case in our office presents just this problem, with collateral ramifications
not pertinent here. A partnership, members of which are stockholders of a
corporation, will have the use of approximately half of the space in a building
to be erected by the corporation; "outsiders" will occupy the balance of the
space. The distribution of the space is so close that, to be on the safe side,
we must assume that the partnership space will account for more than half
of the rentals-say 55 percent of the -ross income. The problem has been
submitted to the Internal Revenue Service on a request for a ruling whether,
under the particular circumstances of the case, the rent paid for the assumed
55 percent would be personal holding company income. Revenue has just
ruled that it will be, so the clients will either have to abondon the present
program or look for relief in the new language in section 543 (a) (6).

If the partnership (stockholders in the building corporation) should pay
rentals constituting 90 percent of the corporation's gross, the new language
would clearly exclude personal holding company liability. If they should
pay rentals constituting 49 percent of the corporation's gross, with the balance
of the rent coming from outsiders, then rentals falling within paragraph (7)
would be 50 percent or more of the gross and there would not be personal hold-
ing company liability. But the stockholders want to occupy space which will
account for some 55 percent of the gross, whereupon ordinary rents will com-
prise only 45 percent of the corporation's income. The view has been expressed
at Revenue that the new provision would not relieve the situation from per-
sonal holding company liability; that ordinary rents are less than 50 percent
and thus are personal holding company income, and that for purposes of new
paragraph (6) personal holding company income is in excess of 10 percent of
gross.

To make sure that the new language in section 543 (a) (6) gives the relief
for which it is designed, it is submitted that there should be some clarification.
The situation which we have described is perhaps rare, but can hardly be
altogether unique. Where percentages lying on both sides of our percentage
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result in exclusion of personal holding-company liability, it is believed that our
situation merits the same relief that the others have.

What is needed is a specific direction that shareholder rent be grouped
with ordinary rent for purposes of the test, "in excess of 10 percent of its gross
Income."

A simple solution might be to add, in the new sentence in paragraph (6), a
cross-reference to paragraph (7), so that the new sentence would read:

"This paragraph shall apply only to a corporation which has personal holding-
company income for the taxable year, computed without regard to this para-
graph and without regard to paragraph (7), in excess of 10 percent of its gross
income." [New matter italicized.]

This would let shareholder rent fall back into the category of general rent for
the purpose of examining whether investment income is in excess of 10 percent
of gross.

There might also be added to paragraph (7)

"Provided, That if the sum of the amount of rents plus the amount described
in paragraph (6) is 90 percent or more of the gross income, such amounts shall
not be personal holding-company income."

or

"Provided, That if the sum of amounts described in paragraphs (1), (2), (3),
(4), (5), and (8) of section 543 (a) is less than 10 percent of gross income,
no amounts described in paragraphs (6) and (7) shall be personal holding-
company income."

The situation would be further clarified if there were included in an accom-
panying report some such statements as:

"Where at least 90 percent of the income is from rents from shareholders
and/or rents under paragraph (7), it is not personal holding-company income.

"In the ordinary case, subsection 543 (a) (7) excludes from rents, as defined
therein, rental income from shareholders which constitutes personal holding-
company income. The new sentence in paragraph (6) lets shareholder rents
be treated like ordinary rents in cases where the total of both such rents is
90 percent or more of gross income."

As we have indicated, the particular case in which we are interested is still
in the prospective stage, so this is not a case of seeking a change that may
afford retroactive relief. Nor do we believe it to be a matter of asking that
the proposed revision be enlarged or extended. If, as appears to us, the new
sentence in section 543 (a) (6) was intended to afford relief in a situation such
as we have described, we submit that the language should be clarified so to
insure achievement of the objective.

Respectfully,
SAMUEL H. HORNE.

A COUNTER TAX-ECONOMIC PROPOSAL BY J. H. LANDMAN, ESQ.

(Mr. J. Henry Landman, Ph. D., J. S. D., is a New York tax lawyer, and is a
professor of tax law at the New York Law School)

The pending Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which already passed the House
of Representatives and is now before the Senate, and will later be before President
Dwight D. Eisenhower for their respective considerations, deserves the praise of
all citizens for its high-minded purpose and public spirit in which it was conceived.
The 300,000 man-hours of labor which it entails have definitely been fruitful. Its
875 pages represent a conscientious and comprehensive effort to remove many of
the inequities and loopholes in our national tax structure. It also purports to
effect an upturn from our national economic recession. It is in this latter respect
that it Is particularly inadequate. Unless the pending tax bill stimulates national
economic life, it is bound to be a failure taxwise because of the absence of sufficient
national income.

Its primary function is not to raise Government revenue or to alter tax rates.
Its contemplated tax changes will, however, result in a revenue loss of $1.4
billion for the fiscal year 1955, but this loss will be offset by the $1.2 billion of
revenue to be derived by continuing the corporate tax rate of 52 percent for an-
other year instead of allowing it to drop back to its earlier 47 percent rate.
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It is also significant that this bill intends to reduce the amnual tax burden of
the individual by $778 million in the process of eliminating the comparative in-
justices of our current tax laws. The tax savings for individuals include more
favorable treatment for dependents, medical expenses, child care, heads of fam-
ilies, retirement income, and annuities. Besides, the Excise Tax Act of 1954
which went into effect on April 1 added $1 billion of personal tax savings on excise
tax reductions. Then the additional approximate 10 percent tax rate cut for in-
dividuals dating back to January 1 help to total $4 billion in tax savings to indi-
viduals which will be presumably available for consumption expenditures.

On April 1, the Excise Tax Act of 1954 went into effect reducing the Federal
revenue by about $1 billion as determined by last year's national budgetary
figures.

It cannot seriously be anticipated that the reduction in excise tax rates from 20
to 10 percent on the retail prices of such luxuries as furs, jewelry, and luggage,
and to a lesser extent on the manufacturers' prices of such sermiluxuries as home
appliances, sporting goods, mechanical pencils, cameras, and long-distance tele-
phone messages, will effect a corresponding increase in the sale and purchase of
these commodities and services. Becaue of tie nature of these goods and serv-
ices, and the recession-induced retrenchment of their potential purchasers, the
loss of Government revenue might well be in excess of $1 billion. If the reduc-
tion of excise taxes was intended to accelerate the national income, then the rela-
tive necessities of life such as alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, and gasoline should
have been granted excise tax cuts. It would have been more humane and more
sound economically. A wider base of our population would have been stimulated
to make purchases. It is doubtful whether a reduction of the excise tax on
luxuries will augment their sales and pnrchases, whether or not their aggregate
sales price to the consumer is in fact reduced.

One cannot complain about the fundamental attempt on the part of the
draftsmen of both the Excise Tax Act and the proposed Internal Revenue
Code both of the year 1954 to eliminate discriminatory tax rates, inequities,
and loopholes. We are the most honest taxpayers in the world despite occa-
sional tax scandals only too frequently magnified in relative importance by
the sensation-seeking press. Our national honesty with respect to taxation
is a particular honor to us as a people, when we realize that our system is a
self-assessing one. We grumble about our tax burdens, but we do bear them,
knowing that we are the highest taxed people on earth. We resent, however,
tax discrimination. To the extent that the above tax laws purport to effect
tax justice, they deserve our commendation.

But tax laws do more than raise Government revenue; they actually
regulate our national economic life. Taxes is the price we pay for our civili-
zation, but they also determine our economic welfare. Whether we eat oleomar-
garine or butter, equally wholesome products, is decided by the comparative tax
rates imposed on them. Import duties were our primary source of national
revenue during our early history. They are relatively insignificant today. They
are currently so high that they have ceased being a tariff for revenue and have
become instead a protective tariff for selected American industries against the
invasion of cheap foreign merchandise.

With these preliminary remarks as to the interrelationship between tax rates
and the national economy, one hazards the thought that the above two tax
laws might not effect the economic upturn from our current recession which
their well-meaning draftsmen prophesy. They expect that, among other factors,
the alleged more favorable treatment accorded (1) research and development
expenditures in technology and science, (2) soil and water conservation ex-
penditures, (3) the declining balance method of writing off an investment in
plant and equipment. (4) an established depreciation rate. (5) operating
loss carrybacks, and (6) dividends received by individuals, will constitute addi-
tional incentives to economic activity which will result in encouraging produc-
tion and employment and, as a consequence, will swell the Government revenue.

Let us now turn to an analysis of the alleged economic incentives in the
proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Research and experimental costs.-The ravaging exploitation of our natural
resources such as coal, iron, and oil have been responsible for much of our
national wealth in the past. Now that they are rapidly becoming exhausted,
technology is our new frontier. To encourage research and experimentation in
technology and science, the new tax bill proposes that these expenditures be
treated as deductible expenses. The time was when such expenditures were
capitalized and written off over the 17-year lives of the patents that followed,
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or written off as a deductible loss in the year the taxpayer abandoned the
project as a failure. Naturally, expensing currently such costs provides an
economic stimulus to industry. But it has been the policy of the Internal
Revenue Service since February 26, 1952 to permit the current expensing of
research, experimental and development expenditures (mim. 6030, C. B. 1946-2
p. 45, revoking I. T. 1610, C. B. June 1923, p. 85). Hence the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 offers no new economic incentive in this regard, and, if enacted,
would merely endorse what was already true administratively.

Soil and water conservation ecpenditures.-Soil and water conservation ex-
penditures are offered in the pending Internal Revenue Code of 1954, current
deductibility when they are part of the operating costs of a farm. This proposal
is not new. The Tax Court has already decided so even where the expenditures
were substantial (Thompson and Folger Co. (17 T. C. 722)), and the Treasury
had already concurred in this view in the year 1946 (mim. 6030, C. B. 1946---
2 p. 45, revoking I. T. 1610, C. B. June 1923). Expenditures for the preparation
of land for subsequent farming operations are, however, added to its cost as
always.

To insure that these deductible expenditures, including that for the prevention
of land erosion, are incidental to and are not preparatory for subsequent farm,
ranch and orchard operations, they are limited in the tax bill for any 1 year
to 25 percent of the gross income derived from farming, with the excess applicable
to subsequent years. Naturally, as heretofore, these deductible expenses would
not Include the cost of machinery and equipment which are subject to deprecia-
tion deductions spread over their estimated useful lives.

Declining balance method of taking depreciation.-The pending Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954 also offers taxpayers the declining balance method of deducting
depreciation on new plant and equipment as an economic stimulus to help the
national recovery from the recession. Depreciation is a reasonable annual de-
duction for the consumption of trade or business plant and equipment, including
normal obsolescence. An investment in plant and equipment is therefore,
actually nothing but a deferred expense. The annual depreciation deductions
enable the taxpayer to recover over the estimated life of an asset its original
cost, but rarely are these depreciation deductions funded to finance the replace-
ment of the used-up asset.

The usual method of writing off a depreciable asset is the convenient straight-
line method which permits an equal number of deductions over its estimated
life, although the appraised annual consumption of the asset depending on usage
would be more realistic. The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 offers taxpayers
the declining balance method at twice the appropriate straight-line rate on
new plant and equipment so that they will be able to write off two-thirds of the
cost in the first half and 40 percent of the cost in the first quarter of its
useful life. It is called the declining balance method because the cost of an asset
is constantly reduced by the prior annual depreciation allowances against which
the depreciation deduction rate is applied.

This method of taking depreciation offered in the pending tax bill is not
a novel idea in accounting or in taxation. It had always been an accepted
accounting and tax procedure where a taxpayer had uniformly employed it. It
was particularly authorized by the Treasury in the year 1946 in connection with
rental housing provided the applicable rate did not exceed 150 percent of the
normal straight-line rate and not 200 percent as in the pending tax bill. (Letter
ruling, August 30, 1946, reported in full at par. 76,004 P-H Fed. 1947.) The
draftsmen of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 advocate the declining balance
method of taking depreciation to assist in the modernization and expansion of
the national industrial capacity which in turn would result in economic growth,
increased production, and a higher standard of living.

It is doubtful whether the declining balance depreciation program would
have this salutary effect upon our national economy. To start with, all tax-
payers engaged in services, retailing and wholesaling, where plant and equipment
are not essential, would not directly benefit by this policy. By contrast, those
engaged in manufacturing would profit thereby, but they would need new capital
to enjoy it. The small manufacturers do not have sufficient depreciation or other
funded reserves to avail themselves of this benefit. The bigger ones are more apt
to have relatively larger reserves because of the recent rapid 5-year depreciation
policy permitted them by law to encourage defense operations. Both the small
and large manufacturers would have to turn to the banks and the public to
finance in major part the acquisition of new plant and equipment. It is ques-
tionable whether the bank will entertain such loans because they are interested
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in short-term obligations, and whether the investors would wish to purchase
bonds and stock for such a purpose.

Taxpayers do not usually fund their annual depreciation deductions. These
allowances are invested in inventory, in receivables or other assets, where the
yield is greater, or are distributed as dividends. Consequently, when capital
replacements have to be made, taxpayers do not have the cash to make such
investments particularly since inflation has of late greatly raised commodity
prices.

The following table reflects the sources of funds for the acquisition of new
plant and equipment in billions of dollars, excluding banks and insurance
companies:

Uses 1953 1952 1951 1950 1949 1948

Plant and equipment outlays ---------------------- 24. 0 22. 5 21.6 17. 0 16. 4 19.1

INTERNAL SOURCES

Retained profits and depreciation allowances ---------- 10. 0 8. 8 10. 2 13.0 8. 0 12.8
Depreciation allowances ------------------------------ 12. 0 10. 3 8. 7 7. 9 7. 2 6.3

T otal ------------------------------------------- 22. 0 19.1 18. 9 20.9 15. 2 19.1

EXTERNAL SOURCES

Change in income tax liability 2 1 -3. 1 5. 1 7. 2 -2. 3 .8
Other current liabilities ------------------------------- 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.7 .5 .3
Change in bank and mortgage loans ----------------- 1.0 3.2 5.2 2.4 -2.2 1.0
Net new issues ---------------------------------- 7.5 8.1 6. 3 3. 7 4.9 5.9

Total external sources ----------------------- 12. 0 9. 2 17. 6 15.0 .9 8.9
Total sources ------------------------------ 34.0 28.3 36.6 35.9 160 28.

Economic Report of the President, January 1954, table G 47.

New corporate offerings of securities hit their peak in 1952. Then they sagged
mostly because the manufacturing industry had less need for new money. The
major drops were in the fields of new money for plant and equipment, and for
refunding. The 1953 total of new corporate offerings according to the Securities
and Exchange Commission was $8.9 billion or 7 percent under the 1952 record
of $9.6 billion. The greatest decline was in manufacturing to the extent of
about 44 percent from 1952. Public utilities, financial, and real estate offerings
almost tripled as compared with 1952. New plant and equipment financing de-
clined slightly from 1952's $6.3 billion to $5.8 billion. The 1954 trend seems
to be the same.

Total national capital outlays for 1953 was $28.4 billion or 7 percent above
that of 1952, according to the March 18, 1954, survey of the Department of
commerce and the Securities and Exchange Commission. It estimates, however,
that outlays for new plant and equipment in 1954 will drop 4 percent. It will be
$27 billion. Manufacturers' 1954 programs call for an outlay of $11.4 billion
which is 7 percent below last year. The small- and medium-sized concerns
expect relatively larger declines in capital outlays this year than do the larger
companies. Only motor vehicle and other equipment groups plan 20-percent in-
creases in capital outlays over 1953. The electrical machinery and petroleum
industries expect relatively small increases in capital replacements.

A substantial number of corporate taxpayers have already pledged an expan-
sion program in anticipation of the enactment of the declining balance method
of taking depreciation on new plant and equipment. The list is impressive:
General Motors, $1 billion in 1954; General Electric, $160 million in 1954 and a
like amount in 1955; Standard Oil of Indiana, $500 million in 1954 and 1955;
Standard of California, $275 million in 1954; Bell System, $1.4 billion in 1954;
and the utilities and steel companies smaller sums in 1954.

How much of this programing for new plant and equipment is prompted by
the unduly large recent 5-year life depreciation deductions permitted taxpayers
engaged in defense operations is indeterminable, but it is definitely a contributory
factor. On the other hand, there is no assurance that the taxpayers which
budgeted these expenditures will not reconsider their programs. The national
economy may grow worse. The banks and the public may resist the necessary
financing. Then too, the heavy long-life plant and equipment of 25 years or
more are actually not benefited enough to make the declining-balance method
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of taking depreciation more attractive than the conventional straight-line
method. This is so even though a taxpayer could deduct in full its remaining
unrecovered investment in its old and relatively inefficient and obsolete plant
and equipment by merely abandoning them. Yet it is the new long-lived plant
and equipment rather than the new short-lived equipment that is more apt to
restore the unemployed to the payrolls and stimulate national prosperity.

There are additional considerations with which taxpayers, contemplating the
declining-balance method of taking depreciation, must conjure. Are future tax
rates going to rise or decline. If they will increase, the declining-balance
method will work a hardship when the annual depreciation deductions become
small. Interrelated with this problem is the question whether the future has
deflation or more inflation in store for us. If more inflation is in prospect,
which is not likely, the declining-balance method is indicated because the pur-
chasing power of the dollars recovered are closer in value to those spent on new
plant and equipment. Also, since the declining-balance method makes possible
larger tax deductions early in the history of new plant and equipment, it
would be taxwise to adopt it if more inflation is anticipated. It must not be
ignored that businesswise, irrespective of the questions of future tax rates and
inflation, it is desirable to recover quickly one's investment in new plant and
equipment at a time when they are most efficient, which is an argument in favor
of the declining-balance method of taking depreciation.

Let us grant that the declining balance as compared with the straight-line
method of taking depreciation would encourage investment in new plant and
equipment, would increase available working capital for other business pur-
poses, and would increase production. Would it at this time help our country
out of its current economic recession? Undoubtedly, the investments in new
plant and equipment would immediately reflect itself in increased employment
in the construction and the tool and machine manufacturing industries, which
are now suffering from the cutbacks in the defense program since the end of the
Korean incident. But this new plant and equipment will be constructed in
accordance with the principles of automation. Automation purports to so mech-
anize the manufacturing process that output is enhanced and labor require-
ments are simultaneously minimized, both to degrees unheard of in the past.
Hence, the number of men put to work to erect new plant and make new equip-
ment will be more than offset by the reduction of those needed to operate these
machines. The output of these machines will in turn tend to flood the market
with inventory which the ever-growing army of unemployed will find unable to
consume. The great virtue of our system of free enterprise lies in the field
of production. Automation, its offshoot, will only intensify capitalistic produc-
tion. The deficiency of our system of economics lies in distribution. The un-
employed are poor consumers and have relatively low standars of living. It
seems that we cannot mantain our national standard of prosperity, to use a
figure of speech, by taking in one another's washing. Our national prosperity in
the recent past is regrettably attributable to war and defense production. While
displaced labor will ultimately be absorbed by other industries, more and more
automation will make it essential under peacetime conditions to raise still higher
our standards of living and to increase our foreign trade if we are to resume the
national degree of prosperity we enjoyed in the past. Our greatest market is our
domestic one. Our national income in 1953 was $307.7 billion: our exports were
5 percent of that or $15.7 billion. In the face of the greater inroads of automa-
tion in manufacturing, we must export more and more if we wish to have national
prosperity. Increasing our foreign trade may not be simple. We have revived
economically since World War II, particularly Japan, West Germany and Allied
Austria who are now our keen competitors in the world markets. They use the
most efficient machines that now come from our factories with which we have
supplied them, and have lower labor costs for what relatively little labor is re-
quired.

Hence a wide adoption of the declining-balance method of taking depre-
ciation is bound to aggravate immediately our unemployment problem. While
automation is inevitable, it is not wise to precipitate its wide use at a time
when we are urgently seeking to induce a rapid recovery from our national
recession.

A stable depreciation rate.-The depreciation rate once established is as-
sured stability under the pending Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which re-
moves the involuntary variable depreciation rate which now annoys business
operations. It provides that where the taxpayer and the Internal Revenue
Service agree in writing on a depreciation rate for a given asset or group of
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assets, that rate will continue to apply until significant facts arise to alter it
but then only prospectively and the burden of proving the propriety of the
change in the rate must be borne by the party that seeks the change. Even
then, the Internal Revenue Service may not effectuate a reduction in the de-
preciation rate if the change is predicated on a proposed useful life that does
not exceed by 10 percent the existing one. It would seem therefore that all
taxpayers may with impunity increase their existing depreciation rates by 10
percent.

Actually, the problem of the instability of depreciation rates had been solved
administratively in the year 1945. Since this date, if a taxpayer had agreed
in writing with the Internal Revenue Service upon a proper depreciation rate
for a particular asset, It could use this rate without fear of disturbance for
at least 5 years. The Treasury would not disturb such rate unless the tax-
payer requested it. In practice, such a determination was just as conclusive
without as with a 5-year written agreement (Mim. 5881, June 14, 1945; I. T.
3639, 1944 C. B. 123).

Hence, the pending Internal Revenue Code of 1945 offers nothing new in
this regard and consequently the proposed stable depreciation rate is a ques-
tionable economic incentive to help lift our country out of its current economic
recession.

Carrybacks.-The pending Internal Revenue Code of 1945 offers an 8-year in-
stead of the present 7-year span for absorbing an economic operating loss as a
stimulus to encourage a business rise out of our current national recession.
Under existing law, deficit taxpayers have a 1-year carrybaek and a 5-year carry-
forward to spread their operating losses. This tax benefit is not available to
those with consistently profitable years. In addition to providing a 2-year in-
stead of a 1-year operating loss carryback, most of the imperfections in the
aplication of the carrybacks and carryforwards of the operating losses have
been eliminated.

Theoretically this should be helpful to businesses with marked variances in
annual income. Practically, no business enterprise can survive a deficit year
the operating loss of which could not be absorbed in two or three profitable
ones. Besides, it is elementary, whether we deal with individuals or our Nation,
that the only way to effect an economic uplift is to make profits and not to en-
courage losses. Hence again, the pending Internal Revenue Code of 1)45 offers
an illusory and deceptive economic incentive.

Double tax on dividends.-The pending Internal Revenue Code of 1954 offers
another economic inducement to help our recovery from the national recession.
It proposes the elimination in part of the so-called double tax on dividend income
under the present law. Earnings of a corporation are taxed twice, once as
corporate income and again as individual income when paid out as dividends to
shareholders, because dividend payments are not deductions to the corporation.
It is contended that this situation discourages equity and encourages debt
financing, which is particularly discriminatory against small business which
must depend on equity capital for its operations.

The pending tax bill offers in 1954 a $50 and thereafter a $100 dividend exclu-
sion for each recipient. In addition thereto, in the first year a 5 percent and
thereafter a 10 percent dividend income credit, limited to 2 percent of taxable
income in 1954, 7 percent in 1955, and 10 percent in subsequent years, is allowed.
At very high income levels, the percentage reduction in tax on dividend income
will amount to about 11 percent.

Only 4 _ percent of the taxpayers with a $5,000 income or less, about 75 per-
cent of the taxpayers, report dividend income. On the other hand 8 percent
of American families own public corporate stock, and 6.1 of 1 percent of Ameri-
can families own 80 percent of all publicly held stock. Clearly then, any mitiga-
tion of the double tax on dividend income is preferential class legislation. This
class needs no further inducement to invest in American enterprises. There
never was and there is not now an investors' strike. There are no large accumu-
lations of idle cash. Our tax structure is not as repressive as we have been led
to believe. Despite the fact that high tax rates have significantly reduced the
net incomes of the top 5 percent or 61/2 million individuals who traditionally
provide most of the investment capital, the flow of their individual investments
into business enterprises has not been materially affected (Effects of Taxation,
Investments by Individuals, by Butters, Thompson, and Bollinger, Boston,
Harvard University, 1953).

If it is wrong to tax dividends because they are taxed twice, then logically
it would be wrong to tax all earnings, profits, and gains. There is no com-
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modity that is not multiple taxed. Eggs are taxed 100 times, a man's suit of
clothes 116 times, a woman's hat 150 times, and a loaf of bread 151 times by
the date these commodities reach consumers (The Hand in Your Pocket, by Earl
Richert, published by the Tax Foundation). If it is singularity of tax that
we seek as an ideal, then let us all espouse the theory of the single tax on land
income as propounded by the political philosopher Henry George of the 19th
century.

It is doubtful whether the partial elimination of the double tax on dividends
in itself will encourage greater public investment in equity securities, though
the objective may be sound politically, socially, and economically. To achieve
this result, let us make securities more secure, as the term implies. Then let
us convince the public that they are now more secure than they were in the
great depression of 1929. By so doing, we will attract more people to this
type of investment. The public does now want favored as over against unfavored
types of income.

A TAX PROPOSAL TO INDUCE NATIONAL ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND INCIDENTALLY
GREATER GOVERNMENT REVENUE

Insofar as the pending Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is a conscientious effort
to correct the injustices and discriminations in the existing tax law, it is a
monument of praise for its draftsmen. Regrettably, this tax bill does not com-
mand the same respect for its underlying economics. Yet, unless the national
economy is at least as high as it was in 1953, all of the estimates as to Govern-
ment revenue are in error. If the national economy grows worse, then the tax
revenue will become respectively less. On the other hand, if the national econ-
omy is better, then we can afford to cut tax rates.

Try as much as they might, competent experts cannot reduce further with
impunity the Federal military and civil budget. The heavy cost of Government
can be defrayed only by additional borrowing and by taxation. Much of the
argument advanced against more Federal borrowing is fallacious. The error lies
in the pawnbroker approach to maximizing our national borrowing capacity. In
the business world we estimate one's maximum credit by appraising one's liqui-
dated tangible asset net worth under distress conditions. The application of
such credit-determining principles to a government is most inappropriate because
the primary assets of a nation are not tangible and fixed as in the case of an
individual or a business, but its intangible going-concern value consisting of such
factors as its dynamic industry and the high living standards of its population.
Furthermore, why should not future generations pay only in taxes for the civili-
zation we were able to bequeath to them by the sacrifices our generation made
in life and money to preserve and to enhance? It is already indicated that we
might properly have to increase our national debt to finance Government projects
to help recover from our national recession for our welfare and that of our
future generations. Since increasing the national debt commensurately dimin-
ishes the Nation's going-concern value, new national borrowing should not be
unduly encouraged, but the condition of our Nation's balance sheet is far from
being alarming. Morality and ethics dictate that our future generations share
in the cost of our civilization.

Naturally, the greater our current Government revenue is, the less do we have
to borrow. And the greater our national prosperity is, the lower need be our tax
rates. It does not follow that the national revenue is in direct proportion to tax
rates. When enterprising incentive is dwarfed and consumer purchasing power
is curtailed by taxation, the law of diminishing returns sets in for national pros-
perity and in turn Government revenue. This has already happened currently.

Let us revive our business incentives to make profits and thus stimulate profits
for enterprisers and employment for workers. Let us offer all taxpayers, whether
they be individuals, partnerships, or corporations in all types of businesses,
whether or not they require plant and equipment, a progressive tax rate cut on
their current earnings and profits, exclusive of capital gains, in excess of their
own moving averages of earnings and profits for the last 4 years.

To illustrate, a single person would be in the 53 percent tax bracket in the
year 1953 if his net income less exemptions was $15,000. He would be in the 72
percent tax bracket if he had earned $40,000. To earn this larger sum he would
have to run a risk. No matter what the nature of the legitimate venture, society
would benefit with him if he were successful. But our tax structure discourages
him from undertaking the necessary enterprise. He would retain only about 28
percent of his profits if he were successful. On the other hand, if he failed, the
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Government makes no restitution for his loss. In the aggravated situation, there
is cold comfort in a deficit that entitles one to an operating loss carry back and
carry forward to offset the tax on profits of other years.

Instead of discouraging this enterpriser, let us offer him a progressive tax rate
cut on his excess earnings and profits, not capital gains. For example, the excess
might be entitled to a 20 percent reduction in tax rate if he actually earned
$40,000 as anticipated, a 15 percent reduction in tax rate if he earned only
$30,000, and only a 10 percent reduction in tax rate if he earned $25,000. If his
new venture was a failure and he earned only $10,000 in 1953, he should be subject
to the regular and usual tax rate. His base would be his average 4-year earnings
and profits ending the year 1952. No matter what his earnings and profits were
in the year 1953, they would constitute the fourth year of his average basis for
his taxable earnings and profits for the year 1954, and, in this fashion, his moving
4-year average earnings and profits basis would be computed for subsequent years.

It is not enough to provide an incentive to make profits for the enterpriser.
Our best market is our domestic one; 95 percent of our national output is con-
sumed at home. In the absence of a greater foreign market, we must provide
greater purchasing power for our domestic consumers. Let us do so.

One obvious method of effecting this result is increasing the exemptions of tax-
payers and their dependents. It.is estimated that if the present $600 exemption
were increased to $700, it would save taxpayers $2.4 billion per year. Families
with incomes below $5,000 would save $20 a person. The savings would naturally
increase in proportion to the increases in family incomes. It is estimated it would
exempt 4 million taxpayers with low incomes from paying any Federal taxes.
It is this last fact that should dissuade one from endorsing this procedure. All
taxpayers should bear an allocable part of the cost of Government. Such a
situation is a wholesome attribute of an ideal body politic. Accordingly, let us
reduce tax rates rather than increase exemptions so as to preserve the large
number of taxpayers and still give the public more purchasing power.

Hence the economic philosophy underlying the pending Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 should provide a median between greater profits for enterprisers and
more purchasing power for our domestic consumers. This should redound to
the economic well-being of our country and to the enhancement of the Federal
revenue.

STATEMENT OF REYNOLDS METALS Co.

Reynolds Metals Co. appreciates this opportunity to present its views to the
Committee on Finance concerning H. R. 8300, a bill to revise the internal revenue
laws of the United States. With the committee's permission Reynolds Metals
Co. files herewith its statement with respect to the following topics:

1. Consolidated returns and intercorporate dividends.
2. The proposed accelerated payment schedule for corporate taxpayers.
3. Depletion and exploration expenditures.

Respectfully submitted.
C. E. COGHILL, Treasurer.

(1) CONSOLIDATED RETURNS AND INTEtCORPORATE DIVIDENDS

H. R. 8300 should be amended in order to eliminate:
(a) The penalty of 2 percent of the consolidated taxable income imposed upon

an affiliated group for the "privilege" of filing the type of return which reflects
the true income of the affiliated group as a business unit (sec. 1514).

(b) The present tax on intercorporate dividends (see. 243).
(c) The inequities and complexities of inventory valuations (see. 1708).
The first two improvements were recommended by President Eisenhower in his

budget message to the Congress on January 21, 1954; they were at first approved
by the House Ways and Means Committee at the time of its consideration of
H. R. 8300; they have been recognized as proper, sound, and equitable for many,
many years; they are tax reforms which are long overdue; and they can be
accomplished in the new code without any revenue loss in the 1955 fiscal year.

Under the present law and under the provisions of the tax bill presently before
this committee, a penalty of 2 percent of the consolidated taxable income is im-
posed upon an affiliated group if a consolidated return is filed. The 2 percent
penalty is highly inequitable since it penalizes an economic unit for reporting
its true income.
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Consolidated returns were originally introduced as the best method for
measurement of the true taxable income of a business unit consisting of two
or more corporations under substantially the same ownership. Since such re-
turns are actually beneficial to both the Treasury Department and the taxpayer, P

it is contrary to logic, and therefore most unfair, for them to be considered in
terms of "privilege," for which the affiliated group should pay a penalty. In fact,
as the following excerpt from a report of this committee reveals (Senate Finance
Committee Rept. 617, 65th Cong., 3d sess., with respect to the Revenue Act of
1918), the original thinking of the Senate Finance Committee was to require,
rather than allow, consolidated returns:

"CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

"Provision has been made in section 240 for a consolidated return, in the case
of affiliated corporations, for the purposes both of income and profits taxes. A
year's trial of the consolidated return under the existing law demonstrated the
advisability of conferring upon the Commissioner explicit authority to require
such returns.

"So far as its immediate effect is conerned, consolidation increases the tax
in some cases and reduces it in other cases, but its general and permanent effect
is to prevent evasion which can not be successfully blocked in any other way. t
Among affiliated corporations it frequently happens that the accepted inter-
company accounting assigns too much income or invested capital to company A
and not enough to company B. This may make the total tax for the corpora-
tion too much or too little. If the former, the company hastens to change its
accounting method; if the latter, there is every inducement to retain the old
accounting procedure, which benefits the affiliated interests, even though such
procedure was not originally adopted for the purpose of evading taxation.
As a general rule, therefore, improper arrangements which increase the tax
will be discontinued while those which reduce the tax will be retained.

"Moreover, a law which contains no requirement for consolidation puts an
almost irresistible premium on a segregation or separate incorporation of ac-
tivities which would normally be carried as branches of one concern. Increas-
ing evidence has come to light demonstrating that the possibilities of evading
taxation in these and allied ways are becoming familiar to the taxpayers of it
the country.

"While the committee is convinced that the consolidated returns tends to con-
serve, not to reduce, the revenue, the committee recommends its adoption not
primarily because it operates to prevent evasion of taxes or because of its effect
upon the revenue, but because the principle of taxing as a business unit what
in reality is a business unit, is sound and equitable and convenient both to the
taxpayer and to the Government." [Emphasis added.]

Again in 1933, during hearings before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, on December 15. the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury testified to
the public benefits derived from consolidated returns, as follows
"* * * there are considerable savings to the Treasury, as well as to taxpayers, in
the present arrangement. The administration of the law is simpler since it con-
forms to established business practice. The Treasury need deal with only one
corporation, the parent. On the taxpayer's side, the requirement of separate
returns would cause largely increased expense to set up separate sets of books
for tax purposes, an undesirable result in itself. The present law permits a re-
turn in accord with business practice, and gives the Treasury broad powers to
make the necessary rules and regulations to prevent escape from the tax. In the
judgment of the Department, the law should not be changed in this particular."

Furthermore, during the hearings on the Revenue Act of 1948, the special
tax study committee appointed by the House Ways and Means Committee made
the following statement:

"We recommend the elimination of the 2-percent differential charged against
corporations for the 'privilege' of making a consolidated return. The principle
of the consolidated return is now recognized both in accounting and law as
essential to a correct statement of accounts, and as contributing both to sim-
plicity of compliance and accuracy of the income return. The taxpayer gains
in his management decisions, and the Treasury gains by having before it a
statement which accurately reflects the income of the group. The tax laws
should, therefore, encourage, not discourage by an additional tax, the use of
consolidated accounts and returns."
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It is interesting to observe that there was no penalty on the use of a con-
solidated return when it made its first appearance In 1917 along with the excess-
profits tax. Business produce and other practical considerations many times
compel the utilization of several corporations instead of a single corporation.
No penalty should be applied where formation of separate corporations is dic-
tated by economic factors unaffected by considerations of the liability for Fed-
eral income tax. In light of these facts, simple justice now requires the elimi-
nation of the 2-percent differential as a reform long overdue.

The American Law Institute, in its income tax project, has undertaken a
complete examination of the Fedemar income tax law with the view that "an
objective study [of the Internal Revenue Code] would be helpful to a legisla-
tive group in considering problems." In its February 1954 draft, the American
Law Institute include the first two of the accomumdations urged in this state-
ment with respect to affiliated corporate groups.

As a matter of economics, it is generally admitted that it is unsound to tax
corporate profits twice-once to the corporation and again to the shareholder
on receipt of a dividend. Moreover, in the case of intercorporate dividends, the
distribution would be subject to tax at least three times, and possibly more.
With the allowance to corporations of a 100-percent dividends-received credit an
important step would be taken toward the elimination of such unwise multiple
taxation.

The elimination of the 2-percent penalty and the elimination of the tax on
intercorporate dividends are reforms which have been unduly postponed al-
though long recognized as proper. Now is the logical time to accomplish such
long overdue reforms.

If the pressure for revenue at the present time prevents the immediate elimina-
tion of the 2-percent penalty and the tax on intercorporate dividends, it is sug-
gested that both changes be incorporated in the new (ode with the provision that
the effective date of the eliminations bi postponed to the first taxable year
beginning after the date of enactment of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

This would assure the correction of two long-acknowledged but still unremedied
defects in our present tax structure.

There would be no revenue loss to the Government in its 1955 fiscal year and
yet the improvements recommended bv the President would have been made.
It would be most unfortunate if such equitable provisions-reforms so long
overdue-should be omitted from the current revision of the Internal Revenue
Code.

It is also submitted that section 1708 of H. R. 8300 should be amended to
provide that, in computing. taxable income for the first consolidated return period
for an affiliated group, the amount of the opening inventory of each member of
the affiliated group shall be the amount of the closing inventory used in com-
puting the taxable income of any taxpayer for the preceding taxable year, and
that in computing the taxable income in a separate return for any member of
an affiliated group for the first taxable year after it had joined in filing a con-
solidated return, the amount of its opening inventory shall be the amount of
the closing inventory used in computing consolidated taxable income for the last
consolidated return period. Such an amendment would provide an equitable
method of treating the complex problem of inventory valuation for the first
consolidated return period and for the first period thereafter when separate
returns are again filed. Furthermore, the amendment would prevent double
taxation of unrealized profits and double deductions of unrealized intercompany
losses.

(2) THE PROPOSED ACCELERATED PAYMENT SCHEDITLE FOR CORPORATE TAXPAYERS

Section 6016 and section 6154, which have the effect of further accelerating
corporate income tax payments by 6 months within the next 5 years, should be
eliminated from H. R. 8300 for the following reasons:

(a) Under these sections each corporation will be required to pay an additional
one-half year's tax, spread over a 5-year period, in such a manner that, if the
amounts of taxable income and tax rates are stable, the annual tax payments of a
calendar-year corporation during the period will be 110 percent of what would
otherwise be its regular annual income tax.

Thus, in the year 1955 the corporate taxpayer on a calendar year basis will
pay the entire tax due for the year 1954 plus 10 percent of the tax for 1955-
a total of 110 percent; in 1956 it will pay 90 percent of the tax due for the year
1955 plus 20 percent of the tax due for 1956--again 110 percent; in 1957 it will
pay 80 percent of the tax for 1956 plus 30 percent of the tax for 1957; in 1958

45A94-54-nt. 4- 10
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it will pay 70 percent of the 1957 tax plus 40 percent of the tax for 1958; in
1959 it will pay 60 percent of the tax for 1958 plus 50 percent of the tax for 1959;
and after 1959 the corporation would pay in each year 50 percent of the previous
year's taxes and 50 percent of the current year's taxes. The effect of sections
6016 and 6154, therefore, is to require the corporate taxpayer to pay approxi-
mately 110 percent of the regular tax during each of the 5 years 1955 through al
1959. dai

In view of the high rate of corporate taxes still in effect, these additional pay- 5

ments will place a tremendous burden on the corporate taxpayer throughout a by
critical transitional period.

The inequity of these requirements contrasts with the fact that, when pay- it
as-you-go was inaugurated in 1943 for individuals, this committee recommended 5
that the "entire 1942 liability should be abated or canceled, except such part of
the liability as could be recouped through certain windfall provisions." (S. Rept. k
No. 221, 78th Cong., 1st sess., with respect to the Current Tax Payment Act of enc
1943.)

Further, it is pertinent to note that H. R. 8300 recognizes the great difficulties
individual taxpayers experience in preparing their declarations and returns and
grants them relief by providing less stringent requirements for declarations and
an additional month for filing completed returns. In view of the much greater 0
scope and complexity of the transactions of corporate taxpayers, it becomes in- Pal
mediately obvious that the collection and assembling of financial data-partic- 0
ularly by the medium-size corporations-on an interim basis, with anything
approaching tolerable accuracy, imposes a burden on such corporations that was
recognized to be unreasonable for individuals.

(b) These provisions for accelerated payments may very well more than offset
the beneficial effects of any future reduction in the corporate rate during this
5-year period of 1955-59, and of other incentive sections of H. R. 8300,

(c) In addition to the hardship brought about by the acceleration of tax pay- L
ments, these sections, which would require the corporation to file an advance
declaration of estimated taxes in September of each year, based on estimates of
the final income of the corporation for the same year, multiply red tape and in-
crease the complexity of corporate income tax computation by adding to the
present almost overwhelming administrative duties of the corporation the
necessity of filing quarterly declarations of estimated tax.

Corporate income is subject to a high degree of variation. Under present
law, a calendar year corporation need not file its return for the taxable year
until March of the following year. The new plan would require a corporation
to file its return and pay one-half of its taxes before the tax year is ended.
Many corporations are subject to seasonal fluctuations and realize most of
their income during the last half of the taxable year. The requirement of esti-
mated returns and advance payments will be especially burdensome to these
corporations, since it will require a disbursement of working capital at a time
most sorely needed. The income from many corporations is subject to such
extreme fluctuations throughout the year that even the most flexible of penalty
provisions would frequently penalize honest underestimates.

(d) While only one corporate income tax return is now required, the pro-
posed provisions would necessitate, in effect, three returns: The declaration
in September, the amendment in December, and the completed return in March.

The benefits which will accrue to the Government as the result of the advance
tax payments will not compensate for the disadvantages to corporations. The
Government is on a fiscal year ending June 30. With calendar-year corpora-
tions, which constitute more than two-thirds of all corporations, the only effect
to the Government of this declaration and prepayment system would be to
shift tax collections from the second half to the first half of the Government's
fiscal year. Therefore, the only actual annual increase in revenue to the Gov-
ernment would come during the first 5 years from the payments of certain
fiscal-year corporations and would constitute only a very small portion of the
total corporate income tax payments. As to calendar-year corporations, the
Government benefits only by shifting more of the income to the first half of
the fiscal year. It may be true that this will decrease short-term borrowing of
the Government. But, also certainly, it will be accomplished only by an in-
crease in the borrowing of corporations.

The increase in the burdens of corporate taxpayers, when compared to the
slight advantages obtained by the Government, results in a disparity which should
be cured by the elimination from H. R. 8300 of the provisions for corporate
declarations and for the accelerated payment schedule contained in section
6016 and section 6154.
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(3) DEPLETION AND EXPLORATION EXPENDITURES

Section 615 of H. R. 8300 should be amended to remove the limitations on the
deductibility of exploration expenditures.

Under section 23 (ff) of the present code, expenditures made during the tax-
able year for ascertaining the existence, location, extent, or quality of mineral
deposits may, at the election of the taxpayer, be deducted in an amount up to
$75,000. The yearly limitation of $75,000 applies to all such expenditures made
by the taxpayer and is not a separate deduction for each mine or mineral de-
posit. The deduction is limited to any 4 years (not necessarily consecutive),
with the added proviso that, if property has been transferred under circum-
stances by which there is no change in basis, the transferee is limited to the
number of years which were still allowable to the transferor. This limitation
of only 4 years applies even though the amount of the deduction taken in any
one year is far less than the $75,000 annual ceiling.

The $75,000 annual limitation, which is retained in section 615 of H. R. 8300,
is arbitrary and unfair. The limitation applies alike to the small-mine owner
and the large development company. Section 23 (ff) of the present code was
enacted in 1951 to encourage the search for new deposits of ores and other min-
erals. The need for this search is underscored by the findings of the Materials
Policy Committee (Paley report of June 1952). The purpose of the provision
was clearly expressed in the following statement taken from Senate Finance
Committee Report No. 781, page 63, on the revenue bill of 1951:

"It is generally recognized that the presently available mineral resources of
this country are in many respects deficient in view of the ever-increasing de-
mands of our economy, especially in an emergency period such as the present.
Not only is this true with many common metals such as copper, zinc, and lead, but
it is even more true with respect to many rare metals and nonmetallic minerals.
Intensified and expanded efforts to find new deposits of ores and other minerals
are highly desirable.

"Under present law, expenditures for ascertaining the location, extent, and
quality of mineral deposits cannot be deducted (unless such expenditures pro-
duce no useful results, in which case they can be deducted as with any other
loss), but must be capitalized. Amounts so capitalized can be recovered for tax
purposes only through depletion allowances. Moreover, if the depletion allow-
ance is based upon a percentage of gross income from the property, this deduc-
tion is the same whether a large or a small sum was spent for exploration, so
that there is no special tax incentive for increased exploration expenditures. * * *"

The section was intended to encourage the search for much needed additions
to our raw-material supply, but the effect of the limitation is to restrict achieve-
ment of this very purpose. The limitation is unrealistic since it applies to each
taxpayer, regardless of the extent of its exploration activities, Its size, or the
amount of its annual expenditures.

When coupled with the 4-year provision, the limitation tends to encourage sepa-
rate incorporations so as to multiply benefits. A large integrated corporation
interested in maintaining and expanding its mineral reserves is limited to a
small fraction of the annual amounts it is required to spend for exploration;
and, further, even the limited benefits of the section as it now reads are un-
available to it after the short period of 4 years. On the other hand, if several
corporations were organized to explore mining properties, the benefits of the
section would be correspondingly multiplied. Thus, there is the possibility of
accomplishing indirectly that which cannot be done directly. Not only would
this be remedied, but the removal of the limitation would actually accomplish
an affirmative objective in the public interest. The most equitable treatment for
tax purposes of these expenditures would require the removal of all limitations,
except the incentive limitation automatically imposed on the corporation by the
desire to maximize profits.

Since the purpose for which the section was added to the present code was
to encourage exploration expenditures, the curb on the method used to attain
the purpose should be removed. Section 615 of H. R. 8300, which retains the
limitations, should be amended by striking out both the 4-year limitation and
the $75,000 annual limitation so that all bona fide exploration expenditures
incurred in the search for much needed additions to the Nation's ore and mineral
supply may, at the election of the taxpayer, either be deferred or deducted as a
current expense. The following amendment to section 615 (a) of H. R. 8300
is proposed:
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Section 615 of H. R. 8300 should be amended by striking therefrom the first
sentence of subsection (a) and adding in lieu thereof the following sentence:
"There shall be allowed as a deduction in computing taxable income all expendi-
tures paid or incurred during the taxable year for the purpose of ascertaining the
existence, location, extent, or quality of any deposit of ore or other mineral,
and paid or incurred before the beginning of the development stage of the
mine or deposit."

Section 615 (c) should be stricken from H. It. 8300 and subsection (d) should
be relettered (c).

THE TEXAS CO.,
New York, April 22, 1954.

lion. EUGENE D. MILLIKEN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKEN: Attached hereto is a memorandum entitled "Com-
ments of the Texas Co. Regarding Proposed Provisions of H. R. 8300 as They
Affect Employee Benefit Plans."

We understand that the bill is intended to liberalize in various respects the
tax treatment afforded employers and employees in connection with employee
benefit plans, as well as to simplify and clarify the necessarily complex provi-
sions dealing with this matter.

Nevertheless, as the memorandum points out, there are certain provisions in
the bill which would or could result in serious hardships and inequities for both
the Texas Co. and its employees with respect to certain of its employee benefit
plans.

As many other companies have in effect plans which are similar to those of
the Texas Co., they and their employees would likewise be unfavorably affected.

The deleterious consequences of H. R. 8300, pointed out in the memorandum,
with respect to employee benefit plans of the types involved, undoubtedly are
unintended, and we are confident that the committee will desire to amend the
bill so as to avoid the hardships and inequities which would or might otherwise
result. Accordingly, the memorandum makes certain suggestions for amend-
ments which seem to us appropriate to accomplish this purpose.

In lieu of asking for time for a representative of our company to testify
before the Senate Finance Committee, we are filing our memorandum with you,
and request that it be included in the record of the hearings now in progress,
and be considered by the committee.

Very sincerely yours,
EDWARD W. FREEMAN,

Associate General Counsel.

COMMENTS OF THE TEXAS CO. REGARDING PROPOSED PROVISIONs OF H. R. 8300
AS THEY AFFECT EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS

These comments relate to the proposed provisions in H. R. 8300 as approved by
the House of Representatives, relating to employee benefit plans.

1. EMPLOYEES SAVINGS PLAN

The Texas Co. and various subsidiaries have adopted an employee savings plan
for employees effective July 1, 1952. Also, three affiliated pipeline companies, no
more than 50 percent of whose stock is owned by the Texas Co., have adopted and
participate in the same plan.

Briefly, an eligible employee is given an option to contribute to an employee's
trust 2, 3. 4, or 5 percent of his base pay on a pay-class basis. The employer
then contributes, out of its accumulated earnings, an amount equal to 50
percent of the amount contributed by the employee. The employee may di-
rect that any or all of the funds in his account be invested by the trustee in
one or more of (a) certain United States Government bonds, (b) capital stock
of the Texas Co., or (c) the common shares of certain investment companies. If
the employee desires not to invest the funds in his account in any of the above,
the uninvested funds in the hands of the trustee are held without interest. Pur-
chase of the company stock is made on the open market. Under the plan the
employee's account vests at death, retirement, or after 60 months of participation
in the plan. Forfeitures derived from unvested accounts are distributed among
all remaining accounts on the basis of total contributions in such accounts. The
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Internal Revenue Service has ruled that the Texas Co. plan is qualified under
section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code.

As of December 31, 1953, 27,811 out of approximately 35,000 employees of the
Texas Co. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies were participating in the
employees savings plan. Of the total employees eligible to participate in the sav-
ings plan, it is estimated that approximately 90 percent have elected to do so.
Of the 27,811 employees participating in the plan it is estimated that 84.2 percent
had elected to contribute 5 percent of their base pay and the remaining 15.8
percent had elected to contribute 2, 3, or 4 percent.

Section 501 (e) (4) (B) of H. R. 8300 provides that, in the case of profit-
sharing plans, at least 75 percent of the employer's contributions each year, and
all amounts arising from forfeitures or for any other reason, be allocated in such
a manner that the allocated amounts do not bear a higher ratio to compensation
for any covered employee than for any other covered employee whose compen-
sation is lower. It further provides that the remaining employer contributions
be allocated in such a manner that the total allocation as a percentage of com-
pensation to any covered employee does not exceed twice the minimum allocated
to any other covered employee whose compensation is lower.

Under the Taxas Co. employees savings plan, the employer contributes from
1 percent (one-half of 2 percent) to 21/2 percent (one-half of 5 percent) depending
upon the election made by the employee. It can be seen readily that the contri-
butions of the employer are not uniformly related to the compensation of the
participants; furthermore, the contribution for one employee may exceed twice
the amount of the comtribution for another by reason of the election made by
an employee. It is understood that many savings plans throughout the country,
covering vast numbers of employees, contain similar provisions and will be
similarly affected.

The drafters of section 501 (e) (4) appear to have had in mind noncontributory
plans and the rules set forth might be reasonable for such plans. However, we
do not believe that thrift plans, such as the Texas Co. employees savings plan,
should be made to conform to rules intended to be applicable to noncontributory
plans. Under the proposed statute, the Texas Co. would have to provide only
one option, say 5 percent for all employees, and this would force the 15.8 percent
of participating employees who have elected to contribute less than 5 percent to
contribute 5 percent or drop out of the savings plan.

If the Texas Co. plan were to continue in its present form, and section 501 (e)
(4) (B) is enacted into law, the plan would continue to be qualified. However,
if any substantive change should thereafter be made in the plan, the Internal
Revenue Service would probably require the plan as changed to meet the require-
ments of H. R. 8300. If such requirements were not met, the plan would be
treated as an unqualified plan. If the plan should become unqualified, one of
its major purposes would be defeated. Under the plan the earnings realized
by the trustee, are not taxed to the trustee, in accordance with section 165 of the
Internal Revenue Code. The earnings are taxed to the employees when distribu-
tion is made to them pursuant to the plan. However, the earnings of an
unqualified trust are subject to tax, and, in the case of the Texas Co.'s employees
savings plan, it is estimated that the maximum tax of 87 percent of the earnings
might be imposed if the plan should become unqualified.

In addition to the disastrous effect of rendering a trust taxable, the employer
and the employees would be adversely affected in other ways. The company
would be denied a deduction for its contributions at the time of the contribution,
the deductions being postponed to some indefinite future time when the money
is paid to the employees or their beneficiaries. The employee would be denied
capital-gain treatment and the right to defer the tax on the unrealized apprecia-
tion in the employer's securities.

We recommend that H. R. 8300 be amended to recognize contributory savings
plans, such as the Texas Co. employees savings plan. We suggest that section
501 (e) (4) (B) be amended to permit the qualification of contributory savings
plans which allow the employee to save different stated percentages of his wages
and the employer to contribute a stated percentage of the employee's contributions
which for this purpose may be determined by reasonable pay rate classifications.

The employees of the three affiliated pipeline companies already mentioned
are permitted to participate in the savings plan on a par with other employees
except that they are denied the right to defer the tax on the appreciation in
employer securities distributed to them because the Texas Co. does not own
more than 50 percent of the stock of such companies. However, if section 505
of H. R. 8300 is enacted in its present form, it would appear to cause the auto-
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matic disqualification of the plan for these affiliated companies. Section 505
prescribes allowable investments for employee trusts. Securities of the employer
or securities of a parent corporation or subsidiary corporation of an employer
are permissible investments. Section 505 (b) generally requires ownership
of more than 50 percent of the stock of an affiliated corporation in order for the
stock of the parent corporation to be a permissible investment. Section 403
(c) (1) provides that existing exempt plans will continue to be exempt "subject,
however, to sections 503, 504, and 505." Therefore, this can be interpreted to
mean that the savings plan for the pipeline companies would be disqualified N
effective March 1, 1954. 0

We also suggest that section 505 (a) be amended to permit investment by a
trustee of an employee savings plan in the stock of an affiliated corporation of
the employer. It may be desirable to define an affiliated corporation as one
owning 10 percent or more of the stock of the employer provided that under the
plan the employee has an election to invest in the stock of such corporation.

The bill provides for the continued qualification of existing qualified plans; $
however, if employee benefit plans are to continue to serve their purpose they
must be susceptible to amendment in order to keep pace with our economic and
social progress. Because of this, amendments must be contemplated. It is not
believed that an already qualified plan should be subjected to all of the new tests
simply because the plan is to be amended. Therefore, it is recommended that
H. R. 8300 be amended to provide specifically that, for a reasonably limited time,
such as 2 years after enactment of the new provisions, such plans will not be
subjected on an overall basis to the new tests simply because of an amendment to
the plan.

It is submitted that the above recommendations should be adopted to avoid L
extensive hardships and inequities for both employers and employees. Rt

2. PENSION PLAN

After an employee is with the Texas Co. for 1 year he is eligible to join the pen-
sion plan which provides the retired employee a monthly pension for life. The
plan provides for retirement of male employees at age 65 and female employees
at age 60. The amount of the pension depends upon the length of the employee's
service and upon the various pay rates applicable to the employee.

In addition to the benefits available under the plan for current service, the
Texas Co. plan provides, entirely at the expense of the company, a pension credit
for past service, i. e., service before July 1, 1937. Also, the company provides a
pension credit for employees while on military leave of absence granted by the
company.

The Texas Co. pays approximately two-thirds the current cost of the pension
plan; and the balance is borne by employee contributions.

On July 1. 1953. the Texas Co. and its wholly owned subsidiaries carried 35,-
462 employees on their payrolls. Of this number, 31,242 were eligible for mem-
bership in the plan. Of those eligible, 30,526 were participating in the plan, or
97.7 percent.

H. R. 8300 purports to simplify existing provisions controlling qualified plans.
The Texas Co. commends this laudable intent: however, it feels that in develop-
ing such intent certain unnecessary restrictions have been imposed which may
vitally affect the qualified status of many existing plans covering vast numbers of
employees.

Section 501 (e) (4) (A) provides that the "contributions or benefits of or on
behalf of" an employee under the plan must "not bear a higher ratio to com-
pensation I * * than for any other covered employee whose compensation is
lower," except that the first $4,000 of annual compensation may be disregarded.
It is submitted that this requirement will work severe hardship in some cases.
For instance, it is common practice for employer-corporations having employees
in foreign service to retire such employees at an earlier age than domestic em-
ployees. In order to do this, of course, the company contributions and the bene-
fits are greater for foreign service employees than for domestic employees. While
it is not absolutely clear that this would disqualify existing plans such as
that of the Texas Co., it is feared that the possibility exists.

The proposed provision provides that "the contributions or benefits" must not
bear a higher ratio to the compensation of a covered employee than for any
other covered employee whose compensation is lower. It is obvious that to fund
a unit benefit type pension plan, it is necessary to contribute more in the case
of older employees. This factor alone dictates a disproportionate contribution
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between employees of different ages in the same pay class. The proposed pro-
vision can be Interpreted to disqualify a plan because of such contributions.
This point could be taken care of easily by inserting the word "either" before
"contributions or benefits" in section 501 (e) (4) (A) of the bill.

Also, where participants are divided into pay classes, it is possible to have
disproportionate benefits between participants whose salary places them close
to the top of one pay class and others whose salary places them at the bottom
of the next higher pay class, although if the means of the two pay classes are
compared there would be no such disproportion. Thus, the proposed provisions
can be interpreted to disqualify existing plans because of such disproportionate
benefits. Again, this point could be taken care of easily by the addition of a
provision at th e end of section 501 (e) (4) (A) that for the purposes of such
section compensation, contributions, and benefits may be determined on the basis
of reasonable pay rate classifications.

If the proposed provisions are enacted as passed by the House of Representa-
tives, the Internal Revenue Service may be compelled to rule, at the first request
for permission to make changes, that many existing pension plans are non-
qualified. It is not believed Congress Intends such a catastrophic result.

3. ACCIDENT AND SICK BENEFIT PLAN

The Texas Co., like many other employers, provides an accident and sick
benefit plan for its employees. The accident and sick benefit plan automatically
covers an employee upon completion of 1 year's service with the company. This
plan provides benefits to the employee when he is temporarily laid up because of
illness, or because of an accident on or off the job. The Texas Co. pays the
entire cost of this plan; the employee pays nothing. It is not an insured plan.

The employee absent from his job because of illness or accident receives a
benefit under the plan equal to his full base pay for a specified period depending
upon the length of his service with the company. If that specified period expires
and the employee's absence continues because of the illness or accident, he then
receives a benefit under the plan equal to one-half of his base pay for an addi-
tional period. The following table shows the periods for which a Texas Co.
employee may receive benefits under this plan:

Period of full Additional pe-
Years of service base pay riod of Ii pay

Weeks Weeks
1 ------- 4 2
2 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4 7
3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 12
4 ........................................................... ........... 4 1 7
5 ........................................... ............................- 8 1 8
6---------------------------------------------------- 8 2
7 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 8 28
8 .................................................. .................... 8 3 3
9 ............................... ......... . ...........................- 1 2 3 4
10 o r m o re ................. . ........................ ................. 13 3 9

If a part of these specified benefits are payable as workmen's compensation,
or some other amount payable according to law, this plan provides only the
balance which when added to that part will equal the specified benefit. In the
case of employees paid on an hourly basis, there is a waiting period of 1 working
day before the benefits are applicable.

There is considerable confusion and disagreement under existing law with
respect to the taxability of employees on benefits received from accident and
sick benefit plans. Generally, however, amounts received as accident or sick
benefits are exempt only if they are paid under a contract of insurance.

The proposed law sets forth an entirely new set of rules in this area. Em-
ployees would not be taxed on employer contributions to an accident or sick
benefit plan, whether insured or noninsured. Insurance benefits paid for by
employee contributions would continue to be exempt; benefits financed by the
employer through insurance or otherwise would be exempt only if paid under
a qualified plan. The bill prescribed the tests to be met for qualification:
(1) The plan must be for the exclusive benefit of employees; (2) the employee
must have an enforceable right to benefits; (3) the plan must be nondiscrimina-
tory as to employee coverage, contributions, and benefits; and (4), if benefits
for loss of wages are provided, there must be a waiting period before they begin.
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The proposed law would encourage employers to qualify these plans. Em-
ployers with existing plans, such as that of the Texas Co., however, might en-
counter certain serious obstacles in meeting the tests for qualification. For
instance, under the Texas Co. plan, benefits are based, in part, on the length
of service with the company; this, apparently, would conflict with the prescribed
test since it does not meet the classification rule spelled out in section 501 (e)
(3) (A) of H. R. 8300. Furthermore, it is doubtful that such existing plans
would meet some of the other tests prescribed in section 501 (e) and made
applicable to accident and health plans by section 105 (c) (1) (C).

It is understood that there are many accident and health plans where the
employer's contributions and the employee's benefits are based in part on the
length of the employee's service. Some of these plans have been effective for
a long time arid cover vast numbers of employees. If Congress intends to pro-
vide relief from taxation in respect of accident and health plans, it is recom-
mended that section 105 and related provisions of the bill be amended to recog-
nize and approve these plans, based in part on the length of service with the
employer. It is submitted that such plans are based on a reasonable classifi-
cation.

In order for an accident and health plan providing payment of compensation
for loss of wages to be qualified, section 105 (c) (1) (D) requires a waiting
period before the time when such payments begin under the plan. Since many
accident and health plans of long standing either vary the waiting period ac-
cording to recognized classifications of employees or do not require a waiting
period, it is recommended that, for all purposes, the requirement of a waiting
period be eliminated.

In addition to the foregoing, since many of these plans are not funded in ad-
vance, it is recommended that section 105 be clarified to remove the implication
from the phrase "contributions of the employer" that such advance funding may
be required.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: I am writing in confirmation of the verbal state-

ments made by me today in connection with a matter that has just been brought
to my attention and concerning which the corporate reorganization provisions of
H. R. 8300, specifically section 359, would in their present form have a prohibitive
impact.

Two large financial institutions in Maryland. of substantially the same size,
have for some months been studying the possibility of a consolidation which, in
addition to the usual advantages of such a consolidation, would permit the new
institution to provide banking services of a size and scope not now practicable.
The proposal involves the exchange of stock now held by the shareholders of
the existing banks for stock in the new institution. I am advised that the ne-
gotiations have now progressed to the point that concrete plans have been made
to submit the proposal to the respective shareholders within the next 60 days,
subject, of course, to the requisite approval of the proper public authorities
having jurisdiction in these matters.

The approach to this proposal was made, needless to say, in reliance upon
the reorganization provisions of the existing Internal Revenue Code, under
which the contemplated exchange of stock would not result in taxable capital
gain to the stockholders. One of the institutions involved, although it has sev-
eral hundred stockholders, would come within the definition of a non-publicly
held corporation" contained in the present draft of section 359 of H. R. 8300. I
am told the impact of these new provisions would be so substantial on many
stockholders who have held their stock for many years, that the proposal to con-
solidate, with all of its advantages, would doubtless be abandoned unless by
change in the proposed section or by change in the proposed effective date there-
of, the consolidation could be consummated without the subjection of the stock-
holders to tax on the exchange. It is clear to me that this proposed consolidation
does not fall within the category of the remedies sought to be attained by the
concept of publicly held corporations.

I wanted to call this important case to the attention of the committee as an
example of the deterrent effect of the proposal on constructive mergers and eon-
solidtions. I know the committee has had many similar examples before it.
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It is submitted that it would be unfair and inequitable to make these changes
in the law effective retroactively, if they are to be adopted at all. If the new
concept of "publicly held corporation" is to be accepted by the Congress, it is
felt that it would be unjust to make that provision applicable to transactions
begun and consummated during the year 1954.

Very truly yours,
HERBERT R. O'CONOR,

Attorney at Law.

INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
NEw Yons 5, N. Y., April 22, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: I am writing you on behalf of the Investment

Bankers Association of America in connection with the current hearings before
the Senate Finance Committee on H. R. 8300. I would appreciate your making
this letter a part of the record of these hearings.

By way of identifying the Investment Bankers Association for the record,
it is a voluntary unincorporated trade association of investment bankers and
security dealers, the members of which provide investment banking services and
underwrite and deal in all types of securities in practically all parts of this
country and Canada. We have approximately 800 member firms and these
firms, in addition to their main offices, have about 1,100 branch offices through-
out this country and Canada.

First, we should like to commend the Congress, the Treasury Department,
and their staffs on the tremendous effort which is reflected in H. R. 8300 to
bring about a long overdue comprehensive revision of our revenue code. As in
any such effort there are bound to be unforeseen and unintended consequences,
many of which have been and are being brought to the attention of your com-
mittee at its current hearings on H. R. 8300 and, because of the exceedingly short
time which has been available for study of the specific provisions of this bill,
there may indeed be many unfortunate results not yet foreseen. We hope,
however, that after due consideration of such suggestions as are made that
this new revenue code will be adopted at least in major part at the current
session of the Congress.

With our limited staff and the wide geographical dispersion of the members
of our Federal taxation committee and our board of governors, it has not been
possible for us in the limited time available to make the sort of comprehensive
study of this measure which we would have liked to make in other circumstances,
but as the result of such study as we have been able to make we should like
to urge your earnest consideration of the following comments on certain provi-
sions of this bill in their present form.

Approve relief from double taxation of corporation dividends; recommend cap-
ital gains tax rate and holding period be cut in half

As Mr. G. Keith Funston, president of the New York Stock Exchange, indi-
cated in his statement before your committee on Monday, April 12, 1954, we
heartily endorse the comments and recommendations made by him at that time
supporting the provisions of the bill which provide limited relief from the exist-
ing double taxation of corporation dividends and recommending that both the
present capital gains tax rate and holding period be cut in half. Our reasons
for this support and for our belief that cutting both the capital gains tax rate
and holding period in half would produce immediately increased revenues to
the Treasury and have many other highly desirable economic consequences were
well stated by the president of our association last year, Mr. Ewing T. Boles,
in his statement before the House Ways and Means Committee on July 28, 1953.
It is my understanding that the record of those hearings is before your com-
mittee and that you do not wish reargument made of any points covered at
those hearings.

Recognition of gain or loss to corporations in corporate acquisitions and separa-
tions, sections 354 and 359

Under existing law no gain or loss is recognized in statutory mergers or con-
solidations of corporations if certain general conditions are met-and those
conditions do not include a requirement that, If either of the corporations is not
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"publicly held," the shareholders of the transferor corporation must obtain a

specified percentage of the participating stock of the acquiring corporation.
Under section 354 no gain or loss would be recognized in statutory mergers

or consolidations of "publicly held" corporations (as defined in section 359 (a)) ;
but under sections 354 and 359 if either (or both) of the corporations is not
publicly held, gain or loss in the merger or consolidation would be recognized
unless the shareholders of the acquired corporation own at least 20 percent
of the participating stock of the acquiring corporation immediately after the
transaction. These provisions are based on the assumptions that publicly held
corporations "as a rule do not merge or consolidate with a view to the tax
advantages which may result therefrom at the shareholder level" while "closely
held corporations may undertake these transactions solely in the hope of dis-
tributing earnings to shareholders at capital-gains rates."

Those assumptions may be correct, but they do not alter the fact that many
closely held corporations merge or consolidate with other corporations for sound
business reasons not connected with tax advantages. The requirement that
shareholders of the acquired corporation must own at least 20 percent of the
participating stock of the acquiring corporation immediately after the trans-
action is obviously unfair because the 20 percent figure is an arbitrary one which
bears no relation whatever to the business purpose or the tax advantages con-
nected with the transaction.

Publicly held corporations of any size could merge or consolidate without
recognition of gain or loss. Two closely held corporations within certain ratios
of size could merge or consolidate without recognition of gain or loss. But if
a small closely held corporation-for sound business reasons not connected with
tax advantages-merged or consolidated with a corporation more than four
times its size, the gain or loss would be recognized.

Our concern with these provisions of H. R. 8300 does not stem primarily from
their likely impact upon consolidations and mergers of firms in the securities
business, but rather from their likely impact upon the business community and
our economy, generally. It must be remembered that there are hundreds of
thousands of corporations of all sizes which will be affected. Typically in this
country, our corporate form of doing business has developed to the state which
it enjoys today by the entrepreneur starting out in a small way with a new
idea, growing if the idea proved to be a sound one and there was the requisite
capital and managerial ability available, merging or consolidating with other
and frequently larger corporations for a whole host of sound business reasons,
with deferred tax consequences until there occurred a true economic realization.
We believe that our tax laws in the past, which have permitted this type of
evolutionary business development, definitely have been in the interest of our
economy and general well-being and that any arbritrary restrictions, based
upon size, will be definitely not in the public interest. They would certainly be
discriminatory against small and medium sized closely held corporations, and
we think, particularly under modern competitive conditions, that mergers and
consolidation of such small closely held corporations should be encouraged, in
the public interest, rather than discouraged. If there be tax evasion in this field
we feel very strongly that some other and more direct approach should be taken
to close any such loopholes.

These provisions, in addition, are made retroactive to March 1, 1954, and this
factor has had the effect of bringing to a halt many negotiations for proposed
mergers and consolidations which have reflected much time and effort, but which
cannot be carried out in a great many cases pending the final determination of
the effective date of these and like provisions. We have already had many such
instances broug-ht to our attention where the parties must necessarily just mark
time until the final content and effective date of these provisions are decided.

We would recommend, therefore, that the law be left substantially as it pres-
ently is insofar as corporate consolidations and mergers are concerned where
there is a sound business reason therefor, and that in any event any new pro-
visions in this field not be made effective until after December 31. 1954.

Preferred stock bailouts, section 809
The general explanation of section 309 in the House committee report on

1-. R. 8300 states that its purpose is to eliminate the use of a mechanism com-
monly known as the "preferred stock bailout" whereby an attempt is made to
withdraw earnings from a corporation at rates applicable to capital gains,
rather than at rates applicable to dividends, by causing a preferred stock
dividend to he declared on holdings of common stock and then selling the divi-
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dend stock. To discourage this type of transaction section 309 would impose
an 85 percent excise or transfer tax on the corporation on the amount paid by it
to redeem the preferred stock. This tax would apply to any redemption within
10 years after the stock was issued (subject to certain specified exceptions)
and preferred stock outstanding on January 1, 1954, is to be deemed issued on
that date for the purposes of section 309, irrespective of how long before that
date it may actually have been issued.

We have no quarrel with the attempt to close this type of loophole, where
there is in fact a so-called typical "bailout," but we believe that section 309 as
drawn covers many situations not in fact "bailouts" and that it is a wrong
approach to the solution of the problem.

In the first place, we have serious doubt that section 309 would accomplish
its purpose. A corporation could merely refrain from redeeming the preferred
stock for 10 years after its issuance and no tax would be imposed on any
redemption after the expiration of the 10-year period. In the meantime, the
preferred stock could be disposed of at capital gains tax rates.

As we understand section 309, the 85 percent transfer tax would be imposed
irrespective of whether or not a "bailout" had actually occurred. That is to
say, for example, if the preferred stock was issued out of paid-in surplus and
not out of earnings, the tax would apply to the redemption of such stock.

In our view section 309 is a proposed tax on the wrong person, i. e., on the
corporation rather than on the stockholder who, in effect, is getting earnings
at capital gains tax rather than dividend tax rates. It is a tax which would
be most unfair to minority stockholders and new stockholders. We would
recommend, therefore, that the approach to this problem as embodied in section
309 be discarded for one which imposes a tax on the stockholder involved in
the "bailout" rather than a tax on the corporation. If the approach embodied
in section 309 is retained in the bill despite the difficulties pointed out above,
we recommend that the proposed tax apply only if the preferred stock is issued
after the date on which the new law is finally approved by Congress.

Amortization of bond premiums, section 171

Under existing law a bond premium may be amortized with reference to the
amount payable on maturity or on an earlier call date, at the election of the
taxpayer. This means that in the case of bonds with a very short call provision,
such as those providing for redemption at any time on notice of 30 days or 60
days, etc., the entire premium may be deducted in the year of purchase.

As pointed out in the House committee report at page 26, this provision has
given rise to tax avoidance opportunities, because many bond issues which have
been issued subject to a 30-day or a 60-day call permit the purchaser to take an
immediate deduction against ordinary income for the entire amount of the
premium, and then after 6 months to sell the bonds subject to long-term capital
gain treatment. The write-off of premium thus affords a gratuitous tax saving,
equivalent to the conversion of a corresponding amount of ordinary income into
capital gain. In order to curb this tax avoidance scheme the bill provides that
the premium on callable bonds may be amortized to the nearest call date only if
such date is more than 3 years from the date of original issue of such securities.
It is further provided that this provision would apply only to bonds issued after
January 22, 1951, and acquired after January 22, 1954.

A serious objection to this proposal lies in the fact that it would unintentionally
but necessarily result in subjecting bonds with short-call features to a sub-
stantial tax disadvantage. As pointed out in the recommendations of the
Federal Tax forum, this will necessarily result in inducing prospective issuing
corporations to insert in their bonds a restriction on redemption within the
first 3 years of issue, a restriction which is considered inadvisable by most
investment bankers and other financial experts and which in fact is frowned
upon as a matter of policy by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

It is recommended that section 171 (b) (1) (B) should be amended so as
not to forbid entirely amortization to the nearest call date in the case of bonds
callable within 3 years of issue; but (1) to require that, in the case of such bonds,
the bond premium be amortized on the assumption that such bonds are in fact
callable 3 years after their date of issue; and (2) to provide that where the
bonds are in fact called for redemption within such 3-year period, the unamor-
tized balance of premium may be deducted in the year of redemption.
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Dividends from fire, casualty, and marine stock companies, sections 84 (c) (1)
and246 (a) (1)
Section 34 provides for a limited credit against tax to individunlp on dividends

received from corporations. Section 243 provides for a deduction to corporations
for dividends received from other corporations. The purpose of these sections
obviously is to mitigate the effect of double taxation of corporate profits. Sec-
tions 34 (c) and 246 (a) provide certain limitations with respect to the afore-
mentioned credits and deductions. These limitations are designed to eliminate
the credit and deduction in situations in which no double taxation in fact occurs.

As sections 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1) are presently drawn, however, they
have the effect of denying the credit and deduction to individuals or corpora-
tions receiving dividends from stock of fire, casualty and marine stock insurance
companies, even though such companies are fully taxed on their income, as are
corporations generally.

It seems to us that this discrimination against the stockholders of such fire,
casualty and marine stock companies is clearly inequitable and, indeed, we sus-
pect it was inadvertent. If these sections of the code, however, should not be
changed to give stockholders in such companies the same treatment as other
stockholders, it would drastically affect, adversely, the market for such stocks
and it would make it very difficult for such companies to aquire additional
capital or to establish new companies of this sort, even though they play a vital
role in our economy.

We suggest, therefore, that these sections should be amended to remove this
unjust discrimination against the fire, casualty and marine insurance business.

Disallowance of deduction of interest on contingent interest bonds sections 275
and 812

Under present law corporations are permitted to deduct payments for interest
on bonds, regardless of whether payment of such interest is unconditional or is
contingent upon earnings.

Under sections 275 and 312 of H. R. 8300 corporations would not be allowed
to deduct any interest paid on nonparticipating stock which would include bonds
on which the payment of interest is contingent upon earnings.

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee on H. R. 8300 states
that the purpose of this provision is to permit deduction of interest only on
"bona fide debts". However, the effect of the provisions in sections 275 and 312
goes beyond the intended purpose because contingent interest bonds (also known
as income bonds) represent "bona fide debts" of the issuing corporation although
the payment of interest is contingent upon earnings. Bonds of this type con-
stitute a definite obligation to pay a sum certain in money at a fixed maturity
date. If the earnings of the corporation are adequate to pay interest, the inter-
est must be paid; such interest is not payable, as are dividends, only in the dis-
cretion of management. In short, contingent interest bonds represent a credit
obligation and not an equity interest.

Although there have been instances where there were attempts to camouflage
equity interests as debt obligations in order to give the issuing corporation a
deduction for interest payments, the courts have invariably looked through such
subterfuge to find the real nature of the security. Moreover, we know of no
case where such a subterfuge has been attempted with respect to contingent
interest bonds issued by railroad corporations, and it is the disastrous effect
of sections 275 and 312 on railroad contingent interest bonds which is of concern
to us.

The relatively unsatisfactory credit condition of the railroad industry has
long been apparent to investors, investment bankers and to Federal authorities.
It becomes a matter of great concern that sections 275 and 312 would operate to
undermine further the already inferior credit position of the railroads of this
country.

A majority of the railroad contingent interest bonds have been issued in
connection with reorganizations under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act and in
accordance with plans promulgated by the Interstate Commerce Commission
and approved by Federal district courts. These bonds were allocated to former
holders of fixed interest bonds in full or part settlement of their defaulted
claims. In many instances the same old bondholders also received equity secu-
rities to fill out the satisfaction of their defaulted claims. The contingent
interest feature was necessary in such bonds because of the sharp fluctuations
in earning power experienced by such a cyclical industry. By the use of con-
tingent interest bonds old bondholders could remain as creditors while at the
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same time the fixed charges of the reorganized company were held to levels
which could be supported even under adverse conditions.

Large amounts of contingent interest bonds have also been issued by railroad
corporations in accordance with procedures allowing for voluntary debt adjust-
ment plans. By this method many railroads have been able to escape the costly
and time consuming procedures required by the bankruptcy laws and have
minimized the possibility of unnecessarily wiping out stockholders. Under sec-
tions 275 and 312 it would be most difficult to secure the assent of affected
security holders to a plan whereby part of their fixed interest became contingent
upon earnings if the result of such a proposal were to shift a part of earnings
due bondholders to a tax liability resulting from the denial of a deduction for
interest paid on contingent earnings bonds. The alternative to a voluntary
debt modification plan probably would be default and bankruptcy. Such a
prospect would further impair confidence in the securities of an industry whose
earnings are not only inadequate but are also subject to sharp fluctuations.

Consequently, it appears clear that (1) interest paid on contingent interest
bonds should be deductible because such bonds represent bona fide debts and
(2) denial of a deduction for the interest paid on contingent interest bonds by
railroad corporations would seriously undermine the already inferior credit
position of railroad corporations.

Accordingly, it is recommended that section 275 be eliminated in its entirety,
or that section 312 be so modified as to include contingent interest bonds of
railroads within the classification of "securities" and to exclude such bonds from
the classification of nonparticipating stock.

Very truly yours,
T. J. BRYCE, President.

APRIL 22, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chirman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL LIVESTOCK TAX COMMITTEE ON H. R. 8300

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: In accordance with your invitation, I am very happy
to submit this statement on behalf of the National Livestock Tax Committee con-
cerning H. R. 8300, the proposed Revenue Code of 1954. We would be glad to
have this statement included in the record of hearings before your committee.
As you know, the National Livestock Tax Committee represents the American
National Cattlemen's Association, the National Wool Grower's Association, the
4 national cattle breed associations, 22 State cattlemen's associations, 15 State
woolgrower's associations, and the American Thoroughbred Breeder's Associ-
ation. It speaks for the livestock producers generally throughout the United
States.

We wish to congratulate the staff of the joint committee and the Treasury on
the tremendous work undertaken in redrafting the Internal Revenue Code.
This has been, I am sure, an almost super-human effort. We are in genera_
accord with the purposes and accomplishments of the bill. In any draft of such
magnitude, however, omissions, ambiguities and errors are sure to occur.

We make no claim to have analyzed every provision in the bill. We have con-
cerned ourselves only with those matters of particular significance to the live-
stock industry, as contrasted with other taxpayers. We may well have failed
to note some points of significance even in this limited field. However, based
on our study to date, we wish to make the following suggestions. We feel that
these are merely interpretative, matters of clarification, and within the intent
of the bill as drafted. Amendments along the lines suggested, however, or
additional explanation in your committee report, may avoid the possibility of
future misunderstanding or dispute.

Section 119, Meals and lodging
We are in accord with the purpose of section 119, to clarify and liberalize

present rules for determining whether board and lodging furnished by an em-
ployer to an employee constitute compensation to the employee. We feel how-
ever, that the section, as presently worded, is subject to too literal an interpreta-
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tion. It excludes the value of meals and lodging from gross income of an em-
ployee only if:

1. Such meals or lodging are furnished at the place of employment; and
2. The employee is required to accept such meals or lodging at the place of

employment as a condition of his employment.
In the livestock industry, we have the example of the sheepherder who, fur-

nished by his employer with a wagon and supplies, follows his band of sheep
for weeks or months and for hundreds of miles through remote and inaccessible
country, often several days' journey from any town or habitation. In a practical
sense, his meals and lodgings are furnished at his place of employment and are
required as a condition of his employment, but a narrow and literal interpretation
might cast some doubt. A similar situation exists with respect to the cowboy
who must live and take his meals on the ranch because it is too far into town
to live and eat there and to do his work. We think that the committee report
should include language making it clear that a practical, rather than a literal,
intepretation of this section is intended. Perhaps an example of the sheep-
herder or cowboy would be helpful.

Section 175, Soil and water conservation expenditures
We are in hearty accord with the addition of section 175 permitting an elec-

tion to deduct soil and water conservation expenditures. It is our understand-
ing that the provision relating to adjustments in basis will be eliminated. Al-
though these adjustments in basis are designed for the benefit of the taxpayer,
we feel that they are of such minor importance as a practical matter, and so
complicated as a matter of drafting, that they should be eliminated in the inter-
ests of simplicity.

Of equal importance, is a suggestion that additional examples of soil conser-
vation practices covered by the option, be included. It might be urged that the
examples included in section 175 (c) (1) are those typical of the Midwest,
where cultivation is predominant rather than of the Far West where pasturing is
more prevalent. One of the most frequent items of soil and water conservation
work on the open ranges of the West is the construction of small earthen dams
in the dry gulleys for the purpose of catching surface runoff of water. Their
purposes are threefold, and all related to conservation :

1. To conserve the scarce and valuable flow of water;
2. To prevent the erosion of soil from the gulley ; and
3. To establish frequent waterholes on the range so as to spread the con-

centration of livestock grazing and prevent their trampling grass and eroding
the soil around the few natural waterholes.

We earnestly urge that this type of expenditure be included, as an example.
This is particularly important for the reason that the phrase "earthen dams"
has been included in a great many bills introduced in Congress on this subject
in past years and its omission in the current bill might be misinterpreted as in-
tending an exclusion. We see no danger involved in the fact that earthen dams
can be large and expensive. They involve no more expenditure than leveling,
contouring or any of the other works listed, and the revenues are protected
against abuse, by the 25 percent limitation.

NVe also suggest that the word "reseeding" be added to the enumeration, as
representative of another type of conservation practice. If the inclusion of
these words-"earthen dams", "reseeding"-is for any reason undesirable in
the bill, then surely their example should be included in the committee report.

Section 446, Accounting methods
The proposed bill is intended to liberalize permissible accounting methods

and to recognize commonly accepted business practices. It specifically approves
the use of combinations of accounting methods or hybrid methods. In this con-
nection, the House committee report gives an example of a permissible hybrid
method in the case of a small retail store.

It would be helpful if the committee report gave another example of a per-
missible hybrid method. A great many, perhaps most farmers and ranchers
who carry their animals in inventory, keep their books and file their returns on
the cash basis in most other respects. They deduct interest and taxes, for in-
stance, when paid rather than as accrued, and they keep no inventory of feed
or supplies. This is a simple and practical method of accounting. It is a natu-
ral way of reporting income where the farmer's records are only a checkbook
and a livestock count. It reflects income just as clearly as the pure cash basis.
It is used in varying detail by hundreds of thousands of small farmers and
ranchers.
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A recent Tax Court case, however, Diamond A. Cattle Company (21 T. C.
No. 1), can be interpreted as disapproving of this hybrid method. If it were
upset, a chaotic situation would result. Because of its wide use, therefore, and
the doubt cast on it by the Diamond A case, we urge that the Senate committee
report refer to it as another example of a permissible hybrid accounting method.
The following language might be appropriate:

"Another recognized accounting method, in the case of a rancher or a farmer,
will be the inclusion of livestock in inventory and the accrual of purchases and
sales of livestock, together with the accounting for some or all of the other items
of income or deduction, such as property taxes, interest, feed and supplies, on a
cash basis * * *"

Section 1033. Involuntary conversions.
Section 1033 concerning involuntary conversions remains unchanged from

section 112 (f) of the present code, with respect to an issue of importance
to the livestock industry, namely the application of this section to livestock
which die or whose sale is forced because of poisoning, injury, disease or
drought. We have previously urged that this section should be amended so as
to specify that it applies to the foregoing situation. We have met with some
question, however, as to the application of the provision to drought because
of the difficulty of differentiating between drought and routine dry weather.
We feel that the revenues would be adequately protected by the general re-
quirement that, if contested, the burden of proof is on the taxpayer to demon-
strate the existence of the situation justifying relief, and also by the require-
ment of section 1033 that the proceeds be used to purchase replacement property
which will, in effect, carry the old basis and will be sold within a relatively
short period.

However, we realize that in the current H. R. 8300, it is desired to avoid
as much as is possible, controversial amendments. Therefore, we do not pro-
pose to press at this time the issue of drought. The question of poisoning,
injury, and disease, however, would seem to be less controversial, and entirely
justified not as an extension of the present section 112 (f) but as a clarification
of it in order to avoid controversies which are presently threatened by reason
of the Service's unduly narrow construction of the section.

As an example, we would like to refer to a situation which arose during
1953, chiefly in Texas, but also in Oklahoma and New Mexico when many
thousands of cattle were poisoned by cottonseed cake which, in the process of
manufacture, became contaminated with chlorinated napthalene. When fed
this cottonseed cake, the cattle developed a condition known as hyperkeratosis,
and slowly, but inevitably died, unless the condition was discovered in time
for them to be slaughtered for whatever salvage value they would bring. The
herds of many cattlemen were completely wiped out. Others were seriously,
though not so disastrously, affected. The Internal Revenue Service has erro-
neously, we think, ruled section 112 (f) inapplicable, and our request for recon-
sideration has rested without action in the Bureau for many months. Even
though the original ruling may be modified, there are indications that it will
not apply as broadly as we feel that it should; that it may, for instance, apply
only to animals actually dying of the poison and exclude those sold for salvage
value in mitigation of damages, an utterly unpractical distinction. Accord-
ingly, we urge that section 1033 be amended to include "livestock held for
draft, breeding or dairy purposes, or other use in the trade or business, com-
pulsory or involuntarily converted as a result of poisoning, injury, or disease."
As in all other matters, the Internal Revenue Service could protect the revenues
by requiring strict proof by veterinarian or other testimony as to the cause.

We wish to thank you and the other members of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, as well as your staff members and those of the Treasury, for your
courtesy and patience in connection with these hearings and our proposed
amendments.

Very truly yours,
NATIONAL LIvESTOcK TAX COMMITTEE,

By STEPHEN H. HART, Attorney
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MEMORANDUM FROM TIE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS RE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954 (H. R. 8300, 83D CONG., 2D SESS.)

The National Association of Life Underwriters, a trade association repre-
senting a membership of approximately 60,000 life-insurance agents, is sub-
mitting this memorandum to your committee for the purpose of pointing out
certain defects in H. R. 8300, as passed by the House of Representatives, and
suggesting the manner in which these defects ought to be remedied.

1. SECTION 101 (b) (2) (B)

In its present form, subparagraph (B) of section 101 (b) (2) would make
the $5,000 income exclusion provided by subsection (b) (1) and (2) (A) ap-
plicable to certain employee death benefits paid by a qualified profit-sharing or
stock bonus trust, but would deny this exclusion to similar payments made by
qualified pension trusts or under employee annuity contracts meeting the re-
quirements of section 401 (b). In our opinion, this would create an un-
warranted discrimination against pension plans, both trusteed and nontrusteed.
Accordingly, we recommend that subparagraph (B) of section 101 (b) (2)
be amended to read substantially as follows (delete matter in brackets; new
language in italic) :

"(B) Nonforfeitable Rights.-Paragraph (1) shall not apply to amounts
with respect to which the employee possessed, immediately before his death,
a nonforfeitable right to receive the amounts while living (other than total
distributions payable, as defined in section 402 (a) (3), which are paid to a
distributee, by a pension, profit-sharing or stock bonus trust described in sec-
tion 501 [(a)] (e) which is exempt from tax under section 501 , a) within one
taxable year of the distributee by reason of the employee's death, and other than
total amoants payable under an annuity contract which ineets the requirements
of section 4101 (b) within one taxable year of the payee by reason of the em-
ployee's death)."

2. Section 101 (d) (1) (B)
Under subparagraph (B) of section 101 (d) (1), the so-called interest ele-

ment in the proceeds of life insurance payable in installments would become
taxable income in the hands of a beneficiary to the extent that such interest
element, for the taxable year in which received, exceeded $500, where the bene-
ficiary was the surviving spouse of the insured, or $250, where the beneficiary
was an ancestor, lineal descendant, stepchild, adopted child, son-in-law or daugh-
ter-in-law of the insured.

We are confident that your committee is fully cognizant of the extreme social
desirability of encouraging insurance beneficiaries to receive life-insurance
proceeds in periodic installments, rather than in lump sums, in order to mini-
mize the risk that such proceeds may be dissipated as the result of unwise in-
vestments and similar causes. It is largely because of this social concept that
the Congress has until now deemed it appropriate to maintain the complete
exclusion of the interest element from gross income; and we trust that your
committee will seriously consider the need for placing any sort of limitation on
this exclusion.

However, if you agree with the House of Representatives that such a limi-
tation is necessary or desirable at this time, it is our opinion that the limits
presently contained in H. R. 8300 are far too restrictive and will, therefore, tend
to undermine the highly important social concept referred to above. Therefore,
we recommend that if limits are to be imposed, the $500 and $250 figures con-
tained in subparagraph B) of section 101 (d) (1) be replaced by $1.500 and
$750, respectively.

3. Section 402 (a) (4)
Section 402 (a) (4) provides that if a qualified employees' trust purchases

insurance contracts, including retirement income contracts, with life-insurance
protection payable on the death of the participating employees, or pays any part
of the cost of such insurance contracts, no part of the premiums paid for such
contracts shall be taxable currently to the employees, but that the entire insur-
ance proceeds, when distributed, shall be taxable under the general rule appli-
cable to the taxability of distributions from a qualified trust.

We have given this provision particularly searching consideration, and while
we feel that there may be much to be said in its favor, it is our present judg-
ment that the interests of employee participants in insured trusts and of their
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beneficiaries will best be served by retaining the allocation rules of existing law,
as set forth in PS No. 58 and I. T. 3993. Accordingly, we recommend that sec-
tion 402 (a) (4) be amended to read substantially as follows (delete matter in
brackets; new languge in italic)

"(4) CERTAIN LIFE INSURANCE CONTlRACT.-If a trust described in section 501
(e) or section 403 (c) which is exempt from tax under section 501 (a) purchases
life insurance or endowment contracts (including retirement income contracts)
with life insurance protection payable on the death of the employee participants,
[or pays any part of the cost of such insurance contracts, no part of the premiums
paid on such insurance contracts] the cost (deter-mined by regulations as pre-
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate) of the current life insurance protection
in excess of the reserves undcr such insurance contracts, after deducting so much
of the contributions of the employee participants as may be allocated to such
life insure 'ce protection, shall he taxable to the employee participants in the year
when paid, and [but] the proceeds, when distributed, shall be taxable under
paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) of this subsection to the extent of such reserves.
[This paragraph shall not apply to group term insurance contracts.]"

Incidentally, you will note that we also suggest the deletion of the last sentence
that now appears in the above paragraph. We see no reason why a group term
life-insurance contract purchased by an employees' trust should be treated dif-
ferently for tax purposes than individual contracts so purchased. In this con-
nection we call attention to the fact that no such distinction exists under present
law.

If section 402 (a) (4) is amended as we recommend, then for the sake of com-
plete clarity, we also recommend that the last sentence of section 101 (a) be
amended as follows:
"That part of the [The] proceeds of any life insurance or endowment contract
[contracts] which is includible in gross income under section 402 (a) (4) shall
not be excluded by this subsection but shall be treated as an amount [amounts]
to which subsection (b) applies."

4. Suggested additional amendment to section 402
Under section 39.165-6 (a) (2) of Treasury Regulations 118, if a qualified

employees' trust purchases an annuity contract for a participating employee and
later distributes the contract to him, any cash surrender value that the contract
may provide is not considered income to the employee unless and until he
surrenders the contract.

On the other hand, under mimeograph 6461 and PS No. 66, an employee is
deemed to have received taxable income by reason of the mere distribution to
him by an employees' trust of a life-insurance contract, to the extent that the
value of the contract may be applied to continue insurance, even though he does
not surrender the contract.

We do not believe that there is any good reason why the same tax treatment
should not be accorded to life-insurance contracts in such cases as is given to
annuity contracts. Moreover, we respectfully submit that, as a practical matter,
the complicated rules laid down in PS No. 66 for the determination of the taxable
value of life-insurance contracts in such cases make it highly likely that the
cost of effectively administering these provisions more than offsets any resulting
gain in Federal revenue.

In these circumstances, we recommend that there be added to section 402
a new subsection designated as "(c)" and reading somewhat as follows:

"(c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in section 401 of
this section, an employee shall not be considered to have realized taxable income
merely by reason of the transfer to him of title to any life insurance, endowment,
or annuity contract purchased for him by his employer or former employer or
by any employees' trust in which he is, or formerly was, a participant."

5. Section 404 and section 7701 (a) (20)
These two sections (which duplicate each other) are practically identical to

section 3797 (a) (20) of the 1939 code (which was added to that code by the
Revenue Act of 1951), and each provides that for the purposes of applying the
provisions of subtitle A of H. R. 8300 with respect to contributions to or under
a stock bonus, pension, profit-sharing or annuity plan, and with respect to
distributions under such a plan, or by a trust forming part of such a plan, the
term "employee" shall include a "full-time life-insurance salesman" who is
considered an "employee" for social-security purposes.

45994-54-pt. 4- 11
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By way of background information concerning the enactment of section 3797
(a) (20), we should like to point out that the determination as to whether a
given full-time life insurance salesman who operates on a purely commission
basis is to be considered an "employee" (in the common-law sense of the word)
or an "independent contractor" often depends upon relatively subtle factual
nuances. Therefore, in the absence of express statutory language such as that
contained in section 3797 (a) (20) of the 1939 code, a serious question existed
prior to its enactment concerning whether or not it would be possible, in many
cases, for companies employing such salesmen to qualify stock bonus, pension,
profit-sharing or annuity plans in which they were participants.

We believe that similar problems may arise under H. R. 8300 in connection
with (1) the application of the $5,000-income exclusion provided under section
101 (b) to death benefits payable to the beneficiaries or the estate of a deceased
"full-time life insurance salesman," and (2) the qualification of accident and
health plans under section 105. Accordingly, we respectfully request that
section 7701 (a) (20) be amended to read as follows [new matter in italics] :

"(20) EMPLOYEE.-For the purpose of applying the provisions of sections 105
and 106 with regard to accident and health plans and section 101 (b) with
regard to employees' death benefits, and for the purpose of applying the provi-
sions of subtitle A with respect to contributions to or under a stock-bonus,
pension, prcfit-sharing, or annuity plan, and with respect to distributions under
such a plan, or by a trust forming part of such a plan, the term 'employee' shall
include a full-time life insurance salesman who is considered an employee for
the purposes of chapter 21, or in the case of services performed before January 1,
1951, who would be considered an employee if his services were performed during
1951."

Furthermore, since, as we have pointed out above, section 404 duplicates
section 7701 (a) (20), we suggest that section 404 be deleted.

6. Section 501 (e)
We can readily visualize situations in which this section would work tremen-

dous injustices where small- or medium-sized employers are concerned. These
situations could easily arise, for example, where such an employer's unionized
employees elected not to come under a contemplated pension plan offered by
the employer or had their own separate plan. In many such cases, section 501
(e) (3) would completely prevent the employer from setting up a plan for his
nonunionized employees no matter how "nondiscriminatory" the plan might
actually be in the circumstances. We are sure that the drafters of section
501 (e) did not intend to give rise to such highly inequitable results.

While we have given the matter a great deal of thought, we are presently unable
to suggest specific, satisfactory, amendatory language which would enable em-
ployers in the above-mentioned types of situations to set up plans for their non-
unionized employees that would "automatically" qualify as nondiscriminatory.
We do suggest, however, that this may well be one area in which the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue will have to be allowed to determine whether or not
such plans are, in fact, discriminatory on a case-by-case basis and, in making such
determination, to waive compliance with the "30 percent" or the "key employee"
requirements if such waiver is necessary in order to reach an equitable decision.
7. Section 505 (a) (3)

This section defines, as allowable investments for an employees' trust, annuity
contracts, or retirement income contracts in which the face amount does not
exceed 100 times the monthly annuity payable at normal retirement age under
the plan. We do not cxiggerate when we say that we have received scores of
letters, telegrams, and telephone calls from life insurance agents all over the
country protesting against the unwarranted omission of ordinary and other forms
of life insurance contracts as permissible investments for such trusts, inasmuch
as such contracts have for many years been used, and are now being used, to
fund such trusts.

We can think of no good reason why ordinary life insurance contracts should
not be equally as permissible investments for employees' trusts as retirement in-
come and annuity contracts, and can only assume that the omission to mention
them in section 505 (a) (3) was purely an oversight on the part of the drafters of
the section. Nor can we see any reason for a "100 times" limitation on the face
amount of retirement income contracts purchased by a trust since this restriction
would not limit the amount of death benefits that might be payable under an
employees' trust, but only the amount of such benefits that might be insured.
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We recommend, therefore, that section 505 (a) (3) be amended to read as fol-
lows (new matter in italics; material to be deleted in brackets) :

"(3) annuity contracts, or life ivsur'incc or c ,dowment contracts (including
retirement income contract) [in which the face amount does not exceed 100 times
the monthly annuity payable at normal retirement age under the plan]

Respectfully submitted.
GERARD S. BROWN,

C. L. U., Chairman, Comitnttee on Federal Law and Legislation.
CARLYLE M. DUNAWAY,

Counsel.

DETROIT 23, Mica., April 22, 1954.
Senator CHARLES S. POTTER,

United States Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR POTTER: I am enclosing copy of a letter which you will find
self-explanatory.

I respectfully request that you introduce an amendment which will provide
income-tax relief for parents of these unfortunate children.

I am presently in Washington conscientiously attempting to initiate a reform
in the law now before the Finance Committee (H. R. 8300) for review.

I shall be in Detroit again on May 7.
Your sincere interest and cooperation is respectfully and earnestly solicited.

Most respectfully,
Mrs. PAUL J. SELINGER.

DETROIT 23, Micn., April 22, 1954.
CHAIRMAN OF FINANCE COMMITTEE,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: Last year a Mongoloid child was born to us (one of 300,000 in
the United States). At the specific recommendation of three physicians, this
child was placed in a home for care at a cost of $100 per month.

This year a deduction of $1,103 was disallowed on our income tax return on
the basis that this child was not at the home for the primary purpose of treat-
ment and I was given to understand if he had tuberculosis, cerebral palsy or any
other affliction which today has a known cure or treatment it would be allowed
under the present law. It is unfortunate that to date there is no relief for Mon-
goloids and many other congenitally defective children. However, since medical
experience has proved the necessity for custodial care, I firmly believe the parents
of such children should receive tax relief. This child was sent to us by God
like a normal child and we wish to assume the responsibility for his care even
though it means a long hard sacrifice.

It is our recommendation that serious consideration be given to this problem
inasmuch as there are 5 million physically or mentally handicapped children in
this country or 12.4 percent of school age children. With the increased birth
rate the number will continue to grow and unless some relief is provided more
of these children will be placed in public institutions at a cost considerably more
than the $250 tax credit which would be allowed by the Government to parents.

Moreover, at approximately the age of six this child must be sent to a special
school in the hopes that he can be rehabilitated. The States provide no special
schools and so the parent is again faced with heavy expense for an undetermined
period of years.

The tax allowance means a credit to us of approximately $25 for every hundred
dollars expended or about $250, 2 months of care.

We are aware of the abuses which might result from a revision of the law
"for the medication and prevention of disease" but congenitally defective chil-
dren are so seriously handicapped that custodial care is a necessity.

We respectfully request that serious consideration be given this problem in
the revision of H. R. 8300.

Most respectfully,
Mrs. PAUL J. SELINGE11.
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CITY OF Bism RAcxi, N. DAK., April 12, 1954.
Re Revenue bill, section 274, "Payments to Issuer of Tax-Exempt Obligations."
Hon. WILLIAM LANGER,

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.
DEAR BILL: The attention of the city of Bismarck has been called to the provi-

sions of the above bill.
Apparently the proposed legislation is one more step in the attempted govern-

mental control of municipalities and, if enacted, this section would seriously
hamper the sale of certain municipal obligations and would almost require that
our revenue bond issues be likewise backed by general obligations of the city.

I wish you would give some study to this provision of the proposed revenue
measure and it is the desire of the city of Bismarck and the League of North
Dakota Municipalities that you oppose all acts which would impose taxation of
interest derived through the sale of municipal obligations.

With kindest personal regards to you, Bill, and a little warning: I have been
seeing your picture on television; take it a little more easy if you can do so. I
know you are hard to handle, you don't ever shut down, but, darn you, you will
have to if you don't watch out for yourself a little.

Yours very truly,
C. L. FOSTER.

(Whereupon, at 1: 10 p. m., the committee recessed to reconvene at
10 a. m. Friday, April 23, 1954.)
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FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 1954

UNrrED STATES SENATE,
COMmITITEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, in room 312, Senate Office

Building, at 10: 10 a. In., Senator Eugene D. Millikin (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Millikin, Williams, Carlson, Hoey, and Long.
The CHAIRIMAN. We shall now have put in the record a statement

by Thomas Jefferson Miley, of the Commerce and Industry Associa-
tion of New York.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, if you have completed your inser-
tions in the record, I would like to mention that the Kansas City
Municipal Authority are somewhat concerned about the provisions in
H. R. 8300 regarding taxation of airports. They hope to have clarify-
ing language in section 274 to make it clear that it does not apply to
State and municipal airports. And here is a very short statement of
James M. Kemper that I would like to have made a part of the record.

The CHAMNEAN. It will be made a part of the record.
Senator CARLSON. I have a statement in the form of a brief, sub-

mitted in behalf of the Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., by their counsel,
Walker B. Davis, in regard to the taxation of foreign income and the
application of sections 923 and 951 of H. R. 8300, on construction
activity, and I would like to have this studied by the staff and incor-
porated in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
(The statements referred to follow:)

MEMORANDUM
MARCH 11, 1954.

Subject: Provisions in the new tax bill pertaining to tax-free revenue bonds.
The Kansas City municipal authorities have been attempting to work out bet-

ter facilities for airplane overhaul purposes at the new municipal airport and
expect to rent these facilities to TWA, Braniff. and other lines that may be
running in and out of the Kansas City Airport. The major lessee at this time
would be TWA. Nothing is, of course, manufactured; and it is not contemplated
that anything will be manufactured.

The operation is most important to Kansas City and to this area, however, as
the facilities would do the major servicing operation for the entire line. TWA
officials tell me they are very concerned about the language of the new bill as it
comes out of the House committee for fear that-although in a general way they
think they are excluded-the investment bankers say that the wording is so gen-
eral that it might be construed on a contrary basis and that they would not want
to undertake the sale of the Kansas City, Mo., Municipal Airport bonds without
some clarification of language in this particular phase of the bill particularly em-
phasizing municipal overhaul bases and something that could be quite definite.

If this could be handled in the Senate committee, it certainly would not inter-
fere with the spirit of the intended legislation.

JAMES M. KEMPER.

1915
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF CHICAGO BRIDGE & IRON CO., CHICAGO, ILL., BY WALKER

B. DAVIS, SECRETARY AND COUNSEL ON TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCoMFE-APPLICA-

TION OF SECTIONS 923 AND 951 OF H. R. 8300, THE PROPOSED INTERNAL REVENUE

CODE OF 1954, TO CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

The Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. is engaged, either directly or through subsidi-
aries, in the performance of construction work in foreign countries. The par-
ticular type of construction work (lone by this company is the erection of large
steel plate structures-for example, tanks for storage of petroleum products
at refineries and bulk plants and along pipelines. Sometimes the company fabri-
cates steel erected abroad, but more frequently, especially in recent years, it
erects steel fabricated by other producers.

The proposed Internal Revenue ('0ide of 1954 authorizes a 14 percent credit
against certain types of business income from foreign sources, as well as the
deferment of foreign income in certain cases. These provisions seem highly
desirable and in general well conceived to stimulate industrial activity and in-
vestment in foreign countries. It is a matter of concern, however, whether the
wording of the pending bill will assure its benefit to American companies, such
a, the Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., which engage in construction work abroad.

Section 923 (a) (2) provides for the allowance of the 14 percent credit "with
respect to taxable income derived from sources within any foreign country * * *
as compensation for the rendition of technical, engineering, scientific or like
service." The report of the Committee on Ways and Means makes it clear that
this language is intended to cover "income derived from such services as the
design or construction of projects such as roads, bridges, railroads, harbors,
docks, irrigation systems, water supplies systems, and power systems." Although
the statutory language should be considered in the light of the committee report,
it would be desirable to make the statute itself so specific that reference to the
committee report will not be necessary. This can best be accomplished by ex-
panding section 923 (a) (2) specifically to include construction activities.

The deferment privilege granted by section 951 of the pending bill and the
14 percent credit granted by section 923 (a) (3) with respect to dividends from
a foreign subsidiary are both limited to income which has been derived to the
extent of 90 percent from "the active conduct of a trade or business through a
factory, mine, oil or gas well, public utility facility, retail establishment, or
other like place of business situated in a foreign country." It would seem that
these provisions in their present form discriminate against construction work
performed by American companies in foreign countries. It is submitted that
there is no rational basis for any such discrimination.

An American company which itself engages in construction work in a foreign
country should be able to treat construction sites as a branch, but that would
involve uncertainty where there are several construction sites and, therefore,
as an alternative such a company should be able to establish headquarters in
a foreign country from which its construction work in that country or countries
will be supervised, and such headquarters should be considered a branch. If
the construction work is done by a foreign subsidiary, income derived by the
subsidiary from that type of work should qualify for the 14 percent credit as
fully as income derived from a factory or mine or any of the other facilities
or establishments now mentioned in the bill. That result could be accom-
plished by amplifying the list of facilities and establishments in section 923
(a) (3) (A) (ii) and in section 951 (a) which now begins with the words
"factory, mine" etc., so as to include the phrase "construction headquarters."

Suggested modifications of the proposed code which would effectuate the
recommendations included in this memorandum are as follows (new matter
italicized) :

"SEC. 923. BUSINESS INCOME FROM FOREIGN SOURCES.
"(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-In the case of a domestic corporation (other

than a corporation described in subsection (d) ), there shall 1e allowed a credit as
provided in section 37 with respect to taxable income derived from sources
within any foreign country (determined under part I)-

"(1) as branch income includible in gross income under part IV;
"(2) as income from construction activities or compensation for the ren-

dition of technical. engineering, scientific, or like services;
"(3) as dividends from a foreign corporation if-

"(A) the earnings and profits used in the payment of such dividend
(including the earnings and profits of the year in which the dividend
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is paid), determined under subchapter C (sec. 301 and following) have
been accumulated after December 31, 1953, and are earnings and profits
of a year the gross income of which year-

"(i) has been derived to the extent of at least 95 percent from
sources without the United States,

"(ii) has been derived to the extent of at least 90 percent from
the active conduct of a trade or business through a factory, mine,
oil or gas well, public utility facility, retail establishment, con-
struction headquarters, or other like place of business situated
within a foreign country, and

"(iii) does not consist of more than 25 percent of gross income
derived from the sale of articles or products manufactured in such
foreign country and intended for use, consumption, or sale in the
United States,

but the credit shall apply only to the dividend or portion thereof paid
out of earnings and profits conforming to the provisions of this sub-
paragraph; and * * *

* * * * * , *i

"SEC. 951. INCOME WHICH MAY BE DEFERRED.
"(a) IN GENERAL.-Any domestic corporation (other than a corporation

described in subsection (c)) which during the taxable year operates a branch
in a foreign country which is engaged in the active conduct of a trade or busi-
ness through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public utility facility, retail
establishment, construction headq arters, or other like place of business, situated
within a foreign country, may elect, under regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary or his delegate, with respect to such branch, the treatment provided by this
part, if such branch has, during such year. derived-

"(1) 95 percent or more of its gross income from sources without the
United States (determined under part I),

"(2) 90 percent or more of its gross income from the active conduct of
such a trade or business, and

"(3) not more than 25 percent of its gross income from the sale of articles
or products manufactured in such foreign country and intended for use,
consumption, or sale in the United States. * * *"

COMMERCE & INDsTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK. INC.,
New York 7, N. Y., April 21, 195.

Hon. EUGENE MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnmittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Commerce & Industry Association of New York, Inc.,

representing over 3,000 member business firms in the New York area, submits
this written statement in connection with H. R. 8300 because the 10-minute
limitation on personal appearances would not afford adequate time to present the
items covered.

The association, through its committee on taxation and public revenue, sub-
mitted many recommendations at a session with the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation in March 1953, and made a number of appearances and sub-
mitted statements at the hearings of the Ways and Means Committee last
summer.

No attempt is made herein to cover the entire bill. The purpose of this state-
ment is to set forth the association's views with respect to such of the particular
provisions of the bill that the association has had time to look into. This state-
ment is divided into part I, dealing with matters covered in subchapter C of
chapter 1, subtitle A of the bill, and part II, dealing with matters in sections
of the bill other than subchapter C.

PART I-SUOIAPIER C SECSS. 301-391)

First reeoinendation.-Enactment of subchapter C should be postponed for
1 year to allow time for its study, existing law in this area to continue in effect.

The changes in subchapter C, dealing with corporate distributions and re-
arrangements, were not the subject of public hearings. They were inserted
into the bill during the very late stages of its preparation, when the Ways and
Means Committee was in executive session, without any opportunity for the
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business community even to take a look at them, and with a very minimum of

time for the members of the Ways and Means Committee and of the House of

Representatives to study them.
There is in this bill a complete structural overhaul of rules of 30 years' stand-

ing in what is generally accepted as being the most complex area of taxation and

at the same time one of the most significant in its effect on the economy.
Postponement is strongly urged to permit time for study by legislators, ad-

ministrators and taxpayers, all of whom are entitled to acquaint themselves

with the whole new set of rules before voting on them, administering them, or

having to live with them. We have serious doubts that subchapter C would be

enacted in its present form if adequate time were allowed for the careful con-

sideration of its provisions and their effects.
Second recommendation.-If enactment of subchapter C is not postponed for

further study, as above recommended, am endments should be made therein which
will permit more flexibility and more freedom of action in corporate rearrange-
ments, particularly in the case of small business. The proposed provisions, in

many instances, operate as straitjackets and unduly restrict all small businesses
in an effort to correct alleged abuses on the part of some. Corporate rearrange-
ments, for purposes of expansion, diversification, greater efficiency, product
improvement and the like, would be difficult, if not impossible, under the proposed
bill. To alleviate some of the harshness and the restrictive provisions, and to
permit some freedom of action on corporate rearrangements entered into fot
legitimate business purposes, the following 11 amendments to subchapter C are
proposed:

1. Effective date should be advanced so that, at the very least, the new provi-
sions would not apply to transactions completed prior to date of enactment or to
transactions thereafter effected pursuant to contracts entered into prior to date
of enactment (sec. 391).

2. Publicly held corporations.-Distinctions between publicly held corpora-
tions and all other corporations should be removed. Tax treatment should be
based upon the nature of the transactions entered into, not upon the type of
taxpayer. There is no sound basis for the discrimination. Furthermore, the
line of division in the bill-10 or fewer shareholders who do not own more than
50 percent of the stock-is purely arbitrary. Many companies listed on stock ex-
changes would not be publicly held and many companies not listed on stock ex-
changes would be publicly held. If, however, this discriminatory treatment is
retained in the bill, in determining whether a corporation is publicly held, stock
held by a corporation should be deemed to be held by its shareholders (sees. 304,
354, 355, 359, 382).

3. Mergers, consolidations, etc.-The bill requires a nonpublicly held corpora-
tion to obtain at least 25 percent of the stock of the acquiring corporation in order
for the merger to be tax-free. This would prevent small corporations (less than
one-fourth of the size of the corporations into which they merge) from merging
tax-free with large corporations. In the case of several corporations consolidating
into one, the bill denies tax-free treatment if the shareholders of any one com-
pany receive more than 400 percent of the stock received by shareholders of any
other company. This would prevent tax-free merger of several small corporations
of different sizes. Both the 25 percent and the 400-percent restrictions (imposed
by the bill on all corporations, except publicly held corporations) should be elimi-
nated.

It is significant to note how the discrimination between publicly held corpora-
tions and other corporations would operate in this connection. Publicly held cor-
porations could merge tax-free with other publicly held corporations. Non-
publicly held corporations could not merge tax-free, in perfectly valid business-
purpose mergers, unless the 25-percent or 400-percent rules are complied with,
simply because of their size. Because of the size differential, there would be
two taxes upon the nonpublicly held merger-one on the transfer by the cor-
poration of its property for stock, and another upon the shareholders exchanging
their old stock for the new stock. In the publicly held situation, there is no
tax at all-complete postponement of tar-and in the nonpublicly held situation,
there are not one, but two, taxes (sees. 352, 354. 359).

4. Redemptio s of stock.-(a) "Family-unit" rule: The bill introduces an
entirely new concept of stock ownership under which a member of a family is
treated as owning all the stock held by the family. Whereas there may be
justification for the present rule disallowing losses on sales of stock to members
of the family, there is no sound basis in fact or in law for a family-unit rule with

respect to ownership. As the courts have held, ownership rests in the individual
who holds the stock, not in the family to which he belongs.
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This new rule disregards the facts of life. It presupposes that all members of a
family are of a like mind with respect to their stock investments, that there can
be no disputes or differences of opinion among members of a family, and that all
their separate individual stock holdings are part of a common pool. It is based
on the assumption that the money received by the member of a family who
"cashes-in" his holdings in the family corporation in all cases finds its way back
into the family pool.

Under subdivisions (3), (4), and (5) of section 302 (a) dealing with complete
redemptions, substantially disproportionate redemptions, and redemptions by
minority shareholders, the new family unit concept applies by reason of section
302 (c). Application of the family unit concept can operate to deny capital gain
treatment on redemptions in ali three situations.

Our tax laws for many years have justifiably distinguished between distribu-
tions of dividends to stockholders who continue to hold the stock, and distribu-
tions made to stockholders who "cash-in" their stock. In the former case, the
dividends on the stock are taxable in full as ordinary income, as long as they are
paid out of earnings. In the latter case, there is a sale or a "turning in" of the
stock and the amount received is received in exchange for the stock, not as in-
come in the form of a dividend on the stock. The capital gains treatment in such
case is the same treatment that the shareholder would have if he had sold his
stock to an outsider, instead of selling it back to the company.

Complete redemption-Under section 302 (a) (3), a shareholder redeeming all
of his stock and completely terminating his status as a stockholder of the com-
pany would not be allowed capital gain treatment if other members of his family
continued to own stock, unless for a period of 10 years after his redemption he
neither remained on as, or became, a director, officer, or employee of the company,
or reacquired stock in the company.

For example, a father could not redeem all his stock, put the money aside for
his old age, and leave the business to be run by his children, if at any time during
a 10-year period he stayed on or returned in an advisory capacity at a reduced
salary. The theory behind the restrictions is that the money the father received
on the redemption would find its way back into the company through the children.
If he stayed on or returned during the 10-year period as director, officer, or
employee, his gain on the redemption would be ordinary income, to the extent of
earnings, instead of capital gain.

The treatment of all such redemptions as being "schemes" to obtain capital
gains treatment for distributions of earnings fails to give any recognition what-
soever to the following factors: (1) the redeeming shareholder has parted with
all of his stock, all of his voting power, and all of his rights to participate in the
future earnings of the company. (2) Whether or not he may remain or return
as an officer, director, or employee or even repurchase stock, is no longer a
question of his wishes or desires, but he is at the mercy of the controlling stock-
holders, even though they may be members of his family. Certainly, by reason
of the redemption. the redeeming stockholder's status has undergone a very dras-
tic change. (3) The redeeming shareholder is paying a 25-percent capital gains
tax on the redemption. (4) The gain on the redemption is attributable to the
profits the company made which were taxed to it when earned. (5) The Treas-
ury could benefit tax-wise from such a redemption by reason of the reduction in
the salary of a redeeming shareholder who remains on in an advisory capacity.
For example, a former $50,000 salary, deducted as an expense by the corpora-
tion, may be cut to $10,000.

Substantially disproportionate redemptio.-Under section 302 (a) (4), a
shareholder may redeem stock on a capital gains basis if he cuts down his com-
mon stock interest so that his percentage of the total common stock after the re-
demption is less than 80 percent of his percentage before the redemption.

A sole stockholder could not meet the test because no matter how much stock
he redeemed, he would still own 100 percent before and after the redemption.
But the objection to the provision lies in the fact that here also the "family-
unit" rule applies by reason of section 302 (c). A member of a family is treated
as owning the shares of other members of his family and is thus denied the
right to act independently with respect to his own stock in a manner different
from other members of the family. A redemption of more than 20 percent of his
own stock would not meet the above 80 percent test because that percentage
would be lower than 20 percent if the stock owned by members of his family is
attributed to him.

Furthermore, the manner in which the 20 percent rule is applied is unduly
harsh even in the case of shareholders who are not members of a family. The
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stock that is turned in is subtracted from the total so that the denominator of
the two fractions to be compared (which denominator represents the total stock
of the company) is not the same before and after the redemption. Thus, if the
total stock issued is 100 shares, held 25 shares each by 4 shareholders, and one
shareholder turns in 10 shares for redemption, the before-redemption fraction
of twenty-five one-hundredths must be compared with the after-redemption frac-
tion of fifteen ninetieths to determine whether the percentage of the total after
the redemption is less than 80 percent of the percentage of the total prior to the
redemption.

Our recommendation is that the same denominator be used in both fractions,
,o that, in the above case, the two fractions to be compared would be twenty-five
one-hundredths and fifteen one-hundredths. This could be accomplished by add-
ing at the end of section 302 (a) (4) the following: "For this purpose, stock sur-
rendered for redemption shall be considered as outstanding, whether or not
the corporation cancels, retires, or holds it as treasury stock." Without such an
amendment a more substantial shareholder would have to redeem a very large
percentage of his holdings to comply.

Minority sharcholders.-The stock of the shareholder that must be cut down
by at least 20 percent to qualify as a substantially disproportionate redemption
under section 302 (a) (4) is his "participating" or common stock. Section 302
(a) (5) allows a minority stockholder to redeem nonparticipating, or preferred,
stock on a capital-gains basis. It provides that a shareholder owning less than
1 percent of the common stock may redeem preferred stock on a capital-gains
basis.

Here, again, the family-unit rule applies by reason of section 302 (c). A mem-
ber of a family owning less than 1 percent of the common stock could not redeem
preferred stock on a capital-gains basis if his wife's or children's common stock
plus his amounted to more than I percent.

In addition to elimination of the family-unit concept, on the ground that it
has no basis in fact or in law, it is recommended that the 1 percent be increased
to a more realistic figure. Defining a minority shareholder as one who owns
less than 1 percent is unduly restrictive.

Shareholders in nonfamily corporations could be trapped by this provision.
Assume that A, in New York, owned preferred stock, but no common stock, of a
company having less than 200,000 shares of common outstanding. Unknown to
him, his sons in California and Texas happen to own, together, 2,000 shares of
common. If the company calls in the preferred for redemption. A would be
denied capital-gain treatment because his sons' shares, attributed to him and
amounting to more than 1 percent disqualify him from being a minority share-
holder.

5. Redcmptiors of nonparticip(Itinq stock.-The bill includes a so-called cure
for what has been referred to as the preferred-stock bail-out. In the recent
Chamberlain Case a stock dividend of preferred on common was issued, the
shareholders sold the preferred to an insurance company, and the insurance
company shortly thereafter redeemed the stock.

The bill prescribes an 85 percent transfer tax to be imposed on the corporation
based on the amount paid out in redemption.

The provisions of the bill, however, are broad enough to include redemptions
of all preferred stock issued as a dividend, or even issued for property if the
amount paid on redemption exceeds 105 percent of the amount paid in for such
stock. The 85 percent transfer tax would apply to the excess over 105 percent.
The transfer tax would apply in the case of all such redemptions made within
10 years after date of issuance. For this purpose, preferred stock issued at
any time prior to January 1, 1954, would be considered issued on that date.

It is recommended that section 309, which prescribes the above treatment,
be eliminated on the grounds (1) that this is not the proper method of handling
the transaction; and (2) the so-called "cure" goes far beyond the situation in
the Chamberlain case. The corporation, a separate entity, should not be sub-
jected to an 85 percent excise tax on the transfer, by reason of the action of cer-
tain of its shareholders. The section as written would apply to presently issued
and widely held preferred stocks purchased for cash by the investing public,
where the redemption price exceeds 105 percent of cost.

Section 309 (a) (2) of the bill prescribes an exception to the imposition of
the transfer tax which would be impossible of performance in situations in
which shareholders have disposed of the participating stock, or part of it, with
respect to which the nonparticipating stock was issued.
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As an alternative, it is suggested that recognition should be given to a standard
form of sinking fund arrangement not in excess of 5 percent per annum, and
that there be taxed as ordinary income, gain realized on the sale and on the
retirement through use of a sinking fund in excess of 5 percent.

At the very least, it is recommended that the treatment in section 309 be
applied only to nonparticipating_ stock that is issued as a dividend after the date
of enactment of the new code.

6. Redemptions through. lse of related corporatio.-Section 304 should be
deleted and there should be substituted therefor present section 115 (g) (2) of
the 1939 code.

As drawn, section 304 is intended to cover a situation which was rejected by
the Finance Committee when a similar provision was included by the House
In section 208 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950. The present proposal, as in 1950,
attempts to extend the Wanamaker case beyond the factual situation therein
presented.

The present proposal should be rejected for the same reason that the similar
proposal in 1950 was rejected.

Present section 115 (g) (2) of the 1939 code, the retention of which we advo-
cate, was inserted to overcome the effect of Cooin. v. Wanamaker (178 F. (2d)
10). That insertion had the approval of the Senate Finance Committee in the
follwing quotation from its report:

"If the stockholders of a corporation which owns all the stock of a subsidiary
corporation obtain cash from that sulsidiary, in effect they have received a
dividend to the same extent as would be the case if the cash had been paid by
the subsidiary to the parent corporation and had then been distributed by the
parent to the stockholders. And where such stockholders 'sell' part of their stock
in the parent corporation to the subsidiary they nevertheless retain ownership
and control of both corporations, since the 'sold' stock is one of the assets which
the parent corporation owns by virtue of its possession of all the stock of the
subsidiary. Therefore, section 209 of your committee's bill amends section 115
(g) of the code, so as to cover indirect redemption of shares in a parent corpora-
tion through purchases by its subsidiaries."

The Senate Finance ('ommittee, in 19)50, refused to extend the application to the
so-called class-B applications and the law as finally pass-d did not extend it to
them. As to such extension, the Senate Finance Committee in 1950 stated:

"The House bill also extended the application of section 115 (g) to cases in
which Uoth the issuing corporation and the acquiring corporation are controlled
directly or indirectly by the same interests. Your committee eliminated this
provision because in this case it is not clear that the effect is the same as a
redemption of stock by the issuing corporation."

Present section 304 attempts to accomplish this same extension which was
rejected in 1950.

7. Separate treatment of "invcntory assets" in corporate redemptions and
liquidations.-In the case of redemptions under section 302 and partial and
complete liquidations under sections 331 through 336, the bill prescribes a tax
treatment for "inventory assets" as defined different from the tax treatment
accorded to all other assets distributed in redemptions or liquidations.

The types of assets that are segregated for different treatment include not only
assets which are commonly referred to as inventory assets, that is property
which would properly be includible in inventory if on hand at the close of the
year, and property held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course
of business, but also include rights to income and property used in the business
held for less than 5 years. Thus, real property used in the business which was
held less than 5 years would be an "inventory asset," but real property used in
the business that was held over 5 years would not le an "inventory aqset".

The different treatments require that the stock being redeemed or retired in
the liquidation be "attributed" to the different types of assets it represents, and
that gain or loss. basis, and holding period be determined with respect to each
class of asset. While the shareholder receiving "inventory assets" as defined
generally takes over the corporation's tax basis of such assets, he is taxed upon
disposition of such assets depending upon their character.

The new treatment is made even more complex by reason of the fact that
the bill prescribes different rules for distributions in which (a) gain is recog-
nized, (b) loss is recognized, and (c) no gain or loss is recognized.

Wholly apart from the complexities involved, there appears to be no sound
basis for different tax treatments of assets received in redemptions and liquida-
tions, some of which may have appreciated in value and others of which may
have depreciated in value.
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All assets distributed in redemptions or liquidations should be treated alike.
Distinctions as to types of assets are proper while the business is being con-
ducted. Sales of assets properly included in inventory should produce ordinary
income, as they now do, but a distribution in liquidation is another matter.

The separate treatment may be justifiable only in the case of collapsible"
corporations.

8. Definition of partial liquidation.-The definition of a partial liquidation now
contained in section 336 (a) introduces an entirely new and unrealistic concept
under which a corporation's activities are divided into separate businesses, with
separate books of account, etc. Only a termination of such a separate business
would qualify as a partial liquidation.

This new definition precludes a general contraction of the entire business from
being treated as a partial liquidation. It also precludes a company doing busi-
ness in several States from qualifying the abandonment of operations in one
or more States as a partial liquidation. The "separate-branch" concept limits
partial liquidations to a highly restricted and extremely narrow field, because,
except in a comparatively few instances of large corporations, with "divisions"
separately operated for 5 years or more, business in general is not conducted
in that manner.

The new definition should be deleted and replaced with a more realistic defini-
tion that takes into account standard methods of doing business that are em-
ployed by corporations in general, rather than methods employed by a very
small segmnt of the country's corporations.

9. Definition of "securities."-The definition of "securities" in section 312 (c)
of the bill should be amended to read as follows:

"The term 'securities' means an instrument representing an unconditional
obligation of a corporation to pay a sum certain in money at maturity."

10. Definition of "dividend."-The bill leaves out the qualifying word "made"
from the definition of "dividend" in section 312 (a) (1). The omission could
be construed to make dividends taxable when declared rather than when made,
forcing accrual basis taxpayers to investigate in every instance when the divi-
dend was declared, rather than simply, as under present law, including dividends
as income when received.

Section 312 (a) (1) should be amended to read: The term "dividend" when
used in this subtitle means a distribution made (as determined in section 301
(a)) etc.

11. Limitation on net operating loss carryovers.-Section 382 arbitrarily re-
duces the amount of the net operating loss deduction in the ratio of the percent-
age of new stock ownership where there is a change in stock ownership of at
least 50 percent. "Publicly held" corporations are excepted, so that only the
nonpublicly held corporations are penalized.

The purely arbitrary penalty would prevent many going enterprises which are
In need of new capital from obtaining such equity financing. Rather than being
penalized, they should be encouraged to continue in business and maintain
employment.

Since, as above pointed out, some corporations listed on stock exchanges would
qualify as "publicly held" and others so listed would not, the former would not
be penalized and the latter would. This is rank discrimination even between the
larger type corporations, in addition to being discrimination between corpora-
tions whose stock is widely held and those whose stock is closely held.

In place of the arbitrary disallowance based on percentages, there should be
substituted a provision permitting discretionary authority on the part of the
Secretary or his delegate, as is done in section 269 of the bill in the case of
mergers with "loss" corporations.

No "cure" for the traffickingt: in loss corporations" abuse is acceptable if its
effect is to prevent going companies that have encountered difficulties from
continuing in business and maintaining employment through the infusion of new
capital and new personnel, whether the new "blood" represents 49 percent or
51 percent of equity ownership.

PART II-SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS OF PROVISIONS OTHER THAN THOSE CONTAINED IN
SUBCHAPTER c

12. Acceleration of corporate income tae paYmets.-Sections 6016 and 6154
require corporations to estimate and pay income taxes during the current year
before the net income for the year is determined, where the tax is estimated to
exceed $50,000. There are many factors which make it difficult or practically
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Impossible for a corporation to estimate its net income and its tax before the
end of the year. In fact, in the usual case it takes several months after the close
of the year before all the figures can be assembled.

The net income of a corporation using LIFO inN entory depends on the valuation
of such inventory, which, in turn, depends upon BLS indexes which are issued
only twice a year. Fluctuations in such figures materially affect net income, yet
such figures will not be available for purpose of estimates before the close of the
year.

In the case of department stores and other retail establishments, working
capital will be depleted during the last 4 months of the year, which is the very
time such capital is needed for large inventories to accommodate the Christmas
trade.

The cost of borrowed funds to meet estimated tax liabilities will have to be
added to the cost of doing business. These added costs will in turn be reflected
in the price of goods to the consumer.

Corporate income-tax payments are now in the process of being accelerated
under the Mills plan. It is recommended that the present system of acceleration
be continued, but that the additional acceleration prescribed by the bill be
eliminated.

13. Real property tax accruals.-The proposed bill permits a taxpayer to accrue
deduction of real property taxes on a monthly basis, based upon the property tax
year. However, as the law is written, a gap would occur in making the switch
from the present method of deduction to the new type deduction. To illustrate,
a fiscal-year taxpayer is on a January 31 year. The "lien" date governing the
1953 deduction was July 1953 and applied to the property taxes covering 1954.
The 1955 taxes will not begin to accrue until January 1, 1955. This would result
in only one-twelfth of the real property tax being deductible in 1954.

It is recommended that the bill be changed to provide that the new method
be optional, and that a taxpayer who has consistently employed a method of
deducting real property taxes and which method is proper under the present
code, be permitted, at his option, to continue the use of such method.

14. Personal holding companie.-consolidatcd returiis.-It is recommended
that secrtion 542 (b) of the bill should be deleted aid the following should be
inserted in its place:

"If the common parent corporation of an affiliated group of corporations mak-
ing a consolidated return under the provisions of section 1501 satisfies the stock
ownership requirement provided in section 542 (a) (2), and the income of such
affiliated group, determined as provided in section 1501, satisfies the gross income
requirement provided in section 542 (a) (1), such affiliated group shall be subject
to the surtax imposed by this subtitle."

(The above provisions are derived from section 501 (c) of the 1939 code.)
Present law (sec. 501 (c)) applies only if the common parent corporation is a

common parent of an affiliated group of railroad corporations. This restriction
is contained in the last sentence of present section 501 (c).

There appears to be no necessity for the unduly complex provisions of section
542 (b) of the new bill, when the objective can be accomplished simply by
repeating present law with the last sentence deleted.

15. Deferment of action on pension and profit-sharing provisions.-The pro-
visions dealing with pension and profit-sharing plans introduce several new
concepts, the effect of which requires further study.

For instance, after describing various classifications of employees that may
be covered, the bill provides that a plan will be discriminatory if more than 10
percent of the participants are key employees. Key employees are the 10
percent in the highest pay bracket (but not more than the 100 highest paid).
The bill provides that the plan will not be considered discriminatory if it covers
25 percent or more of all employees regardless of the number of key employees
covered.

In practice these provisions will make it almost impossible for a small cor-
poration to set up a qualified plan for the salaried group. The average sized
and moderately large corporation will have less than 1,000 employees in the
salaried group. Since the predominant portion of key employees in any cor-
poration is normally found in the salaried group, the corporation would un-
doubtedly find that its plan was considered discriminatory under the 10-percent
key-employee rule. Therefore, it would have to rely upon the overall 2 5-percent
test.
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However, in the typical manufacturing company the number of hourly paid
employees would greatly exceed the number of salaried employees, and it would
be unusual if the ratio were not greater than 3 to 1. It would therefore be im-
possible to qualify a plan for salaried employees unless the number of employees
in the salaried group exceeded 1,000. Enactment of these provisions should
therefore be deferred at least 1 year.

16. Amendment to definition of "foreign income taa."-For purposes of allow-
ance of credit for foreign taxes, an income tax should include any tax which is
imposed on or measured by income, whether or not income in the foreign coun-
try is computed on the same basis and with the same deductions as used for
computing income in the United States, and any tax which is in lieu of an income
tax. This should be in addition to the provision permitting the deduction of a
principal tax.

17. Anmndment to definition of forciqIn cstabishnIent.-The proposed bill ex-
tends a 14-point tax benefit to income from sources within foreign countries. The
bill then describes those businesses in foreign countries which will qualify for
the tax benefit.

Our recommendation is that the description of various businesses and indus-
tries qualifying for the benefit is too restrictive and that the tax benefit should
be extended to include all types of businesses and industries operating from a
permanent establishment in a foreign country.

In making these recommendations, Commerce and Industry Association has
1een cogmizant of and heartily supports the aim of this committee and the admin-
istration to write a tax law that will encourage and aid business throughout the
country to the advantage of the national economy. However, in the limited
time enabled for study of H. R. 8300, no one can be certain as to the effects some
sections of it will have on business.

We urgently request, therefore, that time for adequate study be permitted,
particularly of the controversial sections, in the earnest belief that should it
be denied for the sake of expediency, resulting economic problems and restrictives
may have serious impact on business and the economy that will be felt for years.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS JEFFERSON MILEY,

Executive Vice President.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Madden. Be seated, Mr. Madden, and identify
yourself to the reporter. We are glad to have you here.

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. MADDEN, FOR THE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. MADDEN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, my name is James L. Madden, chairman of the taxa-

tion committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
I have a prepared statement, and, with your permission, I would

like to put it in the record and just telescope what I have here in the
interest of time.

The CHArlMAN. It will be put in the record.
Mr. MADDEN. And there will be a detailed brief attached thereto.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be made a part of the record, also.
Mr. MADDEN. Thank you, sir.
I think we might open our testimony, Mr. Chairman, with a brief

statement of our general economic situation in the United States, be-
cause the taxation program which you gentlemen mirf,.t ultimately
decide on should be measured in terms of our economic welfare. Our
country has great possibilities for future growth, and it is only proper
that the places where the taxation program might tend to lessen this
growth should be given very careful consideration.

The country is going through an economic adjustment from an in-
flated wartime economy to our normal peacetime basis of operation.
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The adjustments seem to be taking place in an orderly manner, and
there is promise of stabilization on a high level of peacetime produc-
tion. It is our viewpoint that we are going to stabilize at a very high
level of production if impediments can be taken out of the way of the
development of business.

The country is fundamentally strong. The gross national product,
according to the President's Council of Economic Advisers, was run-
ning at an annual rate of $350 billion-

The CHAIRMAN. That was last year, do you remember?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes, sir; I remember. There was about a 31/2-percent

shrinkage from last year. So, on an overall basis, the shrinkage is low.
Now the level of employment is around 61,500,000, about a million

and a half less than last year. So you can see on a percentage basis
again the overall picture is certainly very encouraging.

The backlog of personal savin's-I doubt if this is appreciated very
often-of the people, exclusive of Government securities, is at an all-
time high of $380 billion.

The ('HAIRIMAN. HOW nllch ?
Mr. MADDEN. $380 billion. This was at the end of last year. And

there are (ood reasons for thinking that stun will continue to grow.
The CHAIRM1AN. You have as much savings as 1 year's gross

national product.
Mr. MADDEN. That is about right ; yes, sir.
Now this picture is very encouraging. On the other hand, it does

not portray the lack of balance in important segments of the economy,
because it does not reveal the extent to which the success of some busi-
nesses tend to offset the loss. And that is very important, because
there is an adjustment process going on right now from a wartime
economy to a more normal peacetime economy. We must keep in mind
that, froin the standpoint of our peacetime prosperity, we have got to
go ahead and get the stabilization on a high basis. We think this
can be done. But we do think impediments have to be taken out of the
way of the economic processes to achieve that.

Granting a strong basic economy, one must recognize the prob-
lems of economic adjustment to more normal peacetime levels by
business generally and particularly by those segments in our economy
which are out of balance at the present time.

Equally important is an appreciation of some of the overall weak-
nesses in our economy which could spell serious trouble in the future.
High among these is the matter of inflation, and that is extremely
important because it is a trend that seems to go through our whole
economic situation.

Inflation is certainly a major problem, a most serious problem, and
one which our Federal tax policies can help to curtail by ceasing to
sap the vitality of our business structure at a time when it needs
capital, particularly equity capital. How far we have gone along the
road of inflation is seldom fully grasped by the man in the street.

The National Industrial Conference Board tells us that construc-
tion, total private construction, last year amounted to $25 billion.
Yet, the same amount of work in terms of 1939 dollars could have
been done for $10 billion. That is exteremely important to keep in
mind because it means with the equipment today there has to be so
much more money available.
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The CHAIRMAN. I think there is probably more appreciation of
that than one might think, because the lady with the market basket
has that problem, especially if the family lives or a fixed income.

Mr. MADDEN. That is right.
Production of course is one of the key answers to inflation. It also

helps provide jobs, and throughout my brief summary of these re-
marks we keep banging away at the fact that a high level of produc-
tion means jobs. And businessmen are just as much interested in
keeping a high level of employment as anybody else.

Many remarks or suggestions we make in connection with H. R.
8300 have to do, one way or the other, with helping to ease the flow
of equity money into the economic structure, and also to remove the
inequities.

We think that H. R. 8300 is in the right direction. We think the
fundamental philosophical basis of this bill is sound. The principles
are thoroughly sound, because they help remove those things which
impair or interfere with orderly development of the United States.
We think we have grown big. Large sums of money are necessary to
develop the St. Lawrence waterway, to develop, for example, through
private utility companies the power for atomic energy. Think of
what is going on in Minnesota in the way of helping to develop
taconite-

The CHAIRMAN. Helping to develop what?
Mr. MADDEN. To develop taconite. Because the high-grade iron

ore supply has been pretty well washed out they are using a concen-
trate. That takes a lot of money.

In other words, because of inflation the sums are fantastic, but they
have to be gotten if we are going to continue to progress in the United
States, which we believe we will.

We start off with the idea that H. R. 8300 fundamentally is a big
step in the right direction, and fundamentally it is sound from the
standpoint of taxation, and is certainly sound from the standpoint
of helping to promote a sound basis for further development.

The complications arise from the fact that the scope of the Govern-
ment's operations have become so huge and the revenue necessary to
support those operations are so big that the amount of relief, the
amount of the removal of inequities, which the administration would
like to have, is necessarily limited.

So this bill, in our viewpoint, must be regarded as just a step, you
might say, to keep in tune with current needs and our national devel-
opment. It should be viewed as a constructive effort along those lines,
but not as a complete overall answer.

Equity capital is vitally important in the current adjustment of
business and the further development of business. As industry be-
comes more and more competitive, its ability to operate on a low unit
cost basis and to develop new products and services is directly related
to the new capital that can be secured. New capital helps to make
possible the purchase of new equipment, facilities, and structures and
the replacement of the old. Many firms have found it very difficult,
as you know, Mr. Chairman, in the immediate past because of infla-
tionary trends and the effect they have upon the firm's ability to
replace equipment.

The matter is further complicated by the fact that, in the latest
figures from the National Industrial Conference Board which we
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have been able to secure, it takes about $10,000 capital investment
per worker to provide a job-

The CHAIRMAN. As an average.
Mr. MADDEN. That is an average figure; yes. And, of course, that

is a 1950 figure for manufacturing concerns. Obviously it would be
much higher today.

Corporate debt is now up to $190 billion. But, coming back to our
matter of needs for capital, equity capital particularly, the ratio
between debt and new equity financing since the war has been $3.20
to $1. That is not a good ratio. It is unbalanced. Firms like to go
ahead and have a 50-50 ratio, if they can.

The CHAIRMAN. Business is financing itself out of its own earnings
and out of the debt, isn't it?

Mr. MADDEN. That is right, but that is not too good. It is largely
because of the tax bills in the past that investors have been discour-
aged from going into equity capital investment. Investors seem to
prefer the safety of a bond yield, averaging somewhere around 21/2
or 3 percent, to risk capital investments, and yet this country was built
with risk capital.

To attract equity capital, according to the stock exchange, the law
of supply and demand last year forced returns of about 6.3 percent.
You see the spread between the two, but in order to complete the pic-
ture, that 6.3 percent is misleading because by the time you take out
taxes, it is not inviting at all.

In some way, as we see it in the United States Chamber, we must
progressively remove these hurdles on the matter of common-stock in-
vestments. Now, we folks in the chamber of course feel that this
whole situation is one reason for the-

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any statistics as to the equity offerings
over a period of time?

Mr. MADDEN. I will be very happy to get them, sir.
(The information requested was not received in sufficient time to be

included in the hearings.)
Mr. MADDEN. The chamber feels that the tax on capital gains should

be eliminated, and we think it can be eliminated. We realize of
course, that it can't be done all at once because of the budgetary needs
of the Government. But we feel ultimately it should be eliminated
and that some kind of a start should be made in order to help provide
business with the funds which are so necessary for the ultimate de-
velopment of our country.

Of course this bill, H. R. 8300, is good in many other ways. For
example, in regard to depreciation reserves. A lot can be said about
depreciation reserves, but the cold facts are, regardless of the views,
that businessmen have to have some means of setting up deprecia-
tion reserves in order to go ahead and buy new equipment when the
useful life of existing equipment is gone.

As far as the chamber is concerned, we realize the importance of
this particular subject. Estimates of the Treasury have indicated
that if we had a realistic-

The CHAIRMAN. What did you say there ?
Mr. MADDEN. Will you read that back, please?
The REPORTER (reading):
Estimates of the Treasury have indicated that if we had a realistic--

45994-54-pt. 4----12
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Mr. MADDEN (continuing). If we had a realistic depreciation policy
our national industrial plant could produce an extra $7 billion worth
of new equipment and junk some of the old. This would place many
concerns in a stronger competitive position, and would help assure
jobs for employees and help reduce prices.

The United States Chamber realizes only too well the necessity of
realistic tax legislation and administrative methods on depreciation,
and we realize, again, that it has to be approached gradually because
of the budgetary requirements of the Government.

H. R. 8300 makes a step in that direction. We think that the ad-
ministration and the House are to be congratulated upon coming to
grips with this particular matter. Of course it isn't quite as far as
we would want to go, but we realize also that we won't accomplish
these objectives overnight.

Now, as far as we are concerned, of course
The CHAIRMAN. You can't expect to go to heaven in one jump.
Mr. MADDEN. That is the idea. We would like to get there, you

understand, but we are perfectly willing to take our time.
The chamber believes that the full costs of depreciable property

should be recoverable free of tax as rapidly as is reasonable, and that
the depreciation claimed by the taxpayer, in accordance with compu-
tations used in his books, should be accepted unless clearly unreason-
able. That gives plenty of latitude for different kinds of methods.
One method set forth in H. R. 8300 conforms to a degree with that
particular objective. We may be able to improve it over a period of
time.

The declining-balance method set forth in the bill is in the right
direction, and we feel the drafters of the bill ought to be commended
for starting an effort along those lines.

Another major source of funds to help business meet its capital
needs is private investors. The tax laws definitely have discouraged
private investments in equity stocks. In the opinion of the chamber,
H. R. 8300 makes a step in the right direction in this matter of re-
moval of double taxation. It can only go so far, however. Again
you have the matter of budgetary needs, and we have to be reasonable,
as I said, and we want to go to heaven, so we have to take our time.
Maybe the road is rocky, but in any event we will get there. But we
think this bill is in the right direction.

The matter of equity capital is extremely important to business,
as I said before. There is a lot of material published on that. United
States Steel, for example, has put out a statement in its annual report
which I think is very indicative. It shows that the Government is
taking 59 cents out of every potential dividend dollar. Of course the
question comes up: How long can the Government expect the necessary

ow of new capital to business, under these circumstances? That, in
our judgment, is a very important factor in the ultimate development
of our country.

We believe that elimination of double taxation would lead to a
greatly increased flow of capital in this kind of business, and we mean
jobs too.

The testimony against the double taxation of dividends leads one
to think that this is a provision set up essentially to help the rich.
But of course that is not so. Two hundred thousand employees at
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American Telephone & Telegraph Co. would be quite surprised, I
think, if they were told they were rich; and particularly the 70,000
stockholders of American Telephone & Telegraph who only have
1 share. They would be quite surprised, and so would the 56 percent
of the stockholders of United States Steel, whose average income is
about $2,800 annually. In other words, that allegation is certainly
without foundation. Our statistics can be quoted right down to cases,
and it doesn't bear out the contention of those who are opposing this
provision of the bill.

The cold facts are that the people who oppose this provision want
jobs, but they refuse to let business have the wherewithal-the equity
capital-to go ahead and do the best kind of a job they can in the
way of producing at low unit cost and providing high levels of employ-
ment. You cannot have that unless there is adequate equity capital.

Now, there is another angle to this whole thing: According to the
March report of the Council of Economic Advisers, the Federal Gov-
ernment took about 54.6 percent of the corporate profits before taxes
in 1953. Now, that is thoroughly understandable, but if, as the cham-
ber believes, the future of our economy is being built in part today,
this percentage has to be drastically reduced if business is to have
adequate funds not only to take care of the present adjustments to
peacetime levels but also to lay a base for even greater service to the
public in the future.

Remember, Mr. Chairman, we think that the American future is
ahead of us. We think the expansion of the United States is ahead
of us if we have brains enough to follow sound economic principles
and not play around with one principle after another in an experi-
mental kind of way. There is no substitute, in our opinion, for the
Ten Commandments.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's agree to the Ten Commandments.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes; we do on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, proceed from that point on. How do you

answer the suggestion that with these taxes that we're complaining
about, the industrial machine of the United States has made tremen-
dous advances-has been adequate to promote and take care of our
needs?

Mr. MADDEN. My answer to that is that we did not have full employ-
ment, Senator, until we had World War II. We had World War II
and then a postwar expansion to take care of the deficits and consumer
demand during World War II and then we had Korea. In other words,
for the first time in many years, we have the opportunity to shake
down to a normal peacetime economy which will provide high levels of
employment.

My answer to your statement, therefore, is that what has been
happening in the last 13 or 14 years-we can't say that, but say since
1941 and 194-what has been happening since then has been in one
way or another directly related to war or postwar expansion, and
right now we are confronted with an economic situation which we
think can be handled, if the necessary tax impediments are taken out
of the way of business.

The CHAIRMAN. During the years that you refer to, how did indus-
try get capital necessary to make its tremendous expansion?

Mr. MADDEN. All right, I will answer that. In the first place, I
will have to remove depreciation. You know we had an unrealistic
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depreciation policy up until 1942. In order to get production, you
had to turn around your reserves, and the 5-year depreciation plan
was put in, in order to accelerate the bricks and mortar to produce the
raw material.

After the war was over a lot of that was obsolete. There has been
a pent-up demand for a lot of consumers' goods, so there was more of
the bricks and mortar. We have gotten by so far with a lot of busi-
nesses going too heavily in the direction of debt capital, instead of
keeping a ratio which we think is between, and we think the day of
reckoning is not too far off.

Now, another thing-and what you said was right also, in regard
to retained earnings. Before the war, businesses would pay out about
75 percent of their earnings to their stockholders. Since the war they
have had to tighten up one way or the other, in order to get the money,
and the result is that dividend payments dropped down to around
50 percent of earnings, somewhere around that figure. The point is
that one way or another they have gotten their money, but now the
chips are down and the real peacetime opportunity is here and busi-
ness welcomes it, because we have confidence in the future.

We also very definitely feel that a lot of these things have to be
changed. It is all right when we probably had to have revenue for
the government for security purposes. It is all right to go ahead
and do a little of this, that, and the other, although you realize it is
not economical. But now we have a different proposition.

The CHAIRMAN. Are our expanded wartime plants suitable to take
care of our peacetime needs?

Mr. MADDEN. No. Parts of it, of course, are, but a lot of it isn't.
Another angle on this thing: It isn't easy to accomplish what we

have in mind and what you and your colleagues on the Finance Com-
mittee have in mind. It won't be easy because the Federal taxes last
year took about 25 percent of our national income. That is a lot of
money.

The CmIRMAN. Well, of course we support payrolls and we buy
material, and there is a lot of waste.

Mr. MADDEN. It includes social security, too.
If the economists know what they are talking about-and I am not

an economist-that percentage is not a healthy percentage, and we
believe that percentage can be taken down a little lower so we can
feel at least we are not fighting tax dollars all the time, that we're
putting the money into bricks and mortar and jobs.

The CHAIRMAN. I am in entire agreement with you. I just wanted
to see what you had to say about it.

Mr. MADDEN. We feel very definitely that the provision in H. R.
8300, which has to do with tle expiration of the 52-percent maximum
corporate tax rate, is a good provision. We think that the drafters
of that particular provision of the bill had their hands on the pulse
of business, and the chamber feels very strongly that that particular
provision should be carried out next April.

Now you see that is actually in line with the fact that the United
States Chamber is essentially an organization of small and middle-.
sized corporations. Our policy is that the corporate normal rate
should be reduced from 30 percent to 25 percent.

You would be surprised-how many firms today cannot get money
because there is no equity cushion underlying their request for debt
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capital. Lenders have to insist on an equity cushion of reasonable
proportions. Most State laws require it.

The CHAnIMAN. Where do you expect to get that equity capital?
Mr. MADDEN. We think it can be gotten from the public. With all

the personal savings, there ought to be some way of getting that, and
we think if the returns are adequate after taxes, the money will come.

Now, going further-
The CHAIRMAN. Don't go further too fast. This little fellow who

has accumulated savings, are they giving him a chance to buy equity
capital ?

Mr. MADDEN. The stock exchange has a plan right along those lines
right now, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they making an effective effort?
Mr. MADDEN. They are making the effort. In all fairness it is

too soon to form a judgment on that. They certainly are making the
effort. There is no doubt about that.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think these savings are a field out of which
to sell equity capital?

Mr. MADDEN. We think so.
The CHAIRMAN. But the average fellow that has $1,000 or $1,500

in savins, what does he buy and how does he proceed to buy it? What
does he Know about the subject of buying equity capital?

Mr. MADDEN. Well, I will say this: He can go to his local bank for
advice and guidance and get pretty good advice. He can go to the
stock exchange house. There are several stock exchange houses, as
you know, with branches all over the country. They have made it
their business of advising the small potential stockholders.

Also, as you know, there is an effort on the part of a lot of small-
business men themselves, from the economic standpoint, to try to
buy stock for protection against inflation. You have your insurance
funds now supplementing their regular pension provision for teachers,
by setting up an equity fund as protection against inflation.

In other words, there are a lot of movements underway now, and
if they were given just a little encouragement, we think it would
be very helpful to meet this need of business.

Now, I have been commenting in a most favorable way upon this
bill, H. R. 8300. Any monumental job of that type-and it is monu-
mental-is bound to have some criticism.

The CHAIRMAN. Tell us about it.
Mr. MADDEN. Well, I will submit a detailed brief, with your per-

mission, which contains quite a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be put in the record.
Mr. MADDEN. But the point I want to stress is, we think this bill is

in the right direction. We think the basic philosophy is right and
we think the philosophy is in line with what is necessary to get our
economy on a high-level basis of production.

Now, I will skim over these other things. Acceleration of corporate
tax payments is bad, because it offsets a lot of other good provisions of
the bill. Remember, businessmen need money. Equity capital. A
lot of them need it and, don't get me wrong, a lot of them don't. But
along comes a provision which makes business borrow extra money,
and the effect of this particular provision is that you really have a
tax increase for about 5 years which is not good. Looking at it in
terms of the national economic welfare -
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The CHAIRMAN. Which provision is that?
Mr. MADDEN. The acceleration of corporate tax payments. We

think that provision is unsound, and we hope that you gentlemen will
see fit to drop it, because of the impact it has upon our further eco-
noinic development.

Now you have the matter of depreciation provisions. Remember,
I stress the fact that this is in the right direction. On the other hand,
though, if the committee sees fit to approve this provision which we
recommend, we hope the committee will indicate that the matter of
the useful life and methods of depreciation or rates of depreciation
should be in accordance with some type of plan as laid down by the
Treasury, but not bulletin F, because we think that is unrealistic.

Going further, we think it would be grossly unfair to remove the
benefits of the bill in regard to the double taxation of dividends. We
think that the matter of taxing these stock, fire, and casualty com-
panies is very unfair. We hope the committee will remove that
inequity.

The CHAIRMAN. That has been brought strongly to our attention. I
am not in a position to predict, but I think there is a lot of feeling on
that, that it should go out.

Mr. MADDEN. As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, we have been try-
ing to find out just how it got in the bill, because we don't find any
reference at all in the report of the committee, and it is just an excep-
tion to the general principle which is so sound, that we didn't quite
understand it.

Moving along further. This matter of accumulated earnings again
brings us back to the economic picture. The provision in the bill is
in the right direction. We are for it. On the other hand, however,
it doesn't seem quite right not to go ahead and give business an oppor-
tunity to retain the funds it needs for the further expansion of business,
or, if losing business, to go to an unrelated business in order to keep
its plant going and keep employment up. Yet business concerns are
afraid to go ahead and do that; even on the new bill they are afraid
because of the court decisions and the rules of the Internal Revenue
Service. And the Internal Revenue Service, Mr. Chairman, in our
judgment is doing a very good job. We're for it. We think the under-
lying principles and what it is working toward are in the right direc-
tion. So, whatever I say now is not in any way derogatory to the
Internal Revenue Service. On the other hand, it does point up the
needs, as we have set out in our technical brief, of certain fundamental
changes in regard to accumulated-

The CHAIRMIAN. This is not an exercise of praise around here. I
want your opinion on what you think is wrong with this bill.

Mr. MADDEN. We are giving it to you as we go along, the high spots.
Of course, the brief is quite detailed.

Section 615 deals with exploration expenditures. Now, that has to
do with the deduction of expenditures of not more than $75,000 and
we think that limitation should be removed.

Of course, one of the most important points we bring out in our
detailed brief is this matter of taxes coming from foreign sources.

The CHAIRMAN. Why do you think that $75,000 should be removed?
Mr. MADDEN. It is not enough. You have inflation right now.
The CHAIRMAN. How much do you want?

1932
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Mr. MADDEN. Whatever is legitimate to develop the mining industry
ought to be permitted.

The CHAIRMAN. I am in hearty agreement with you but give me a
clue.

Mr. MADDEN. I will give you a clue. We don't think there should
be any. In other words, it is a legitimate expenditure for the develop-
ment of mines. What that means from the standpoint of a high level
of employment and a high level of production, is that the material
being mined, of course, will be used. And we think that is good for the
economy.

I want to stress that we feel the treatment provided for income from
foreign sources is in the right direction. However, we don't think it
goes quite far enough. We think that the definition of taxable income
needs further study to make sure it doesn't take some of the benefits
away. We are a little bit inclined to think that the old definition is
sounder than the new one.

We fail to see why there should be any limitation on the types of
business abroad that benefit from this. We think that the bill should
extend to include all permanent bona fide establishments having
employees directly engaged abroad in business activities, on a full-
time basis. Take wholesaling as an illustration. Again that is help-
ing our economy.

Then we come to direct individual tax benefits. Again, we think
that H. R. 8300 is in the right direction, because we recognize the
plight of the people in regard to inflation. It cannot repair the
damages of inflation, but it can soften them. If we had the where-
withall there are many things we could do, but this is, we think, a
step in the right direction. So we are for the particular objectives
back of this bill. We think that the trend of tax rates, barring war,
should continue to be definitely downward, and substantially so.
We realize this depends upon Government spending being further
reduced.

Now, the Chamber of Commerce believes that this is not only
possible, but, collaterally, the Federal budget can be balanced. Ac-
cordingly, in the present period of economic readjustment, the chamber
believes that personal income taxes are still much too high and should
be reduced systematically in order that the taxpayers may retain more
of their income. Part of this may well go to savings, and we hope
some of it will find its way into equity securities.

In view of this, the chamber recommends that there be a flat 5
percent reduction in individual income-tax liability, to be effective
on January 1, 1955, and that additional reductions be made thereafter
in both personal and corporate rates of taxation as Government spend-
ing is progressively adjusted to peacetime conditions.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't need to point out to you that the flat-rate
reductions are regarded as violating the principle of progressivity.

Mr. MADDEN. I am not too sure our tax committee agrees with that
principle, the way it has been carried on and developed over the years.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
ir Mr. MADDEN. I have an idea -

The CHAIRMAN. You think there is too much progressivity?
Mr. MADDEN. That is what we think. We have an idea a lot can

be done along those lines, and should be done.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am not quarreling with you. I just want to draw
you out a little bit.

Mr. MADDEN. Now, going to the last part of my presentation which
is very brief. This has to do with the constant propaganda we see
in the papers about increasing personal exemptions.

The chamber is opposed to the proposal to increase the exemptions
of individual taxpayers up to $1,000. Surely everyone should do his
share, whether large or small, to bear the Nation's responsibilities
through direct taxes. We believe that it is inequitable, as well as
impractical, to transfer the income-tax responsibility of one class
to another.

The CHAIRMAN. May I make one suggestion to you about that?
Mr. MADDEN. I wish you would.
The CHAIRMAN. This is a purely personal view. I don't want to

weep and wail over taking somebody off the tax roll. In the 80th
Congress I was the leader in the Senate on tax legislation that took
7 million people off, and I am very proud of it, and I would like to
take 7 million more off, but that depends upon how we do it and when
we do it.

The average fellow you are talking about spends about a third
or a fourth of his income for taxes, one way or the other. People
are paying lots of taxes, and they are conscious of it, too.

Mr. MADDEN. Now, in regard to that-
The CHAIRMAN. All I am trying to say is I don't break down into

tears every time I think about somebody getting off the Federal tax
rolls. I want to get people off, but I would like to see how it is
done.

Mr. MADDEN. Why not have us all get off ? That would be a good
idea.

The CHAIRMAN. If you could run this Government without any
taxes, that would be a wonderful way.

Mr. MADDEN. That would be fine.
The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MADDEN. Let me just finish up this one statement. The pro-

posed increase in exemptions would cost about $81/2 billion. The
question arises: Where could we get the money for it? Certainly
not from those paying taxes on annual incomes of over $10,000.

When Mr. Snyder was Secretary of the Treasury, he appeared
before the Ways and Means Committee on the Revenue Act of 1951,
and he said that if every penny of income over $10,000 were confis-
cated, only about $3,500,000,000 additional would be raised. Senator
Williams, more recently, said in the papers that confiscation of every-
thing over $10,000 would produce only $5,200,000,000.

So, again we ask: How would the Government replace this lost
revenue? Where could this $8,500,000,000 come from, especially
with the other losses the Government is going to have in the next
several years, with normal developments.

The chief argument for this increase is greater consumption, and
my reply to that is that right now our consumption is at the peak-

The CHAIRMAN. Is what?
Mr. MADDEN. Is at the peak. Last year it was at an all-time high,

around $231 billion, according to the National Industrial Conference
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Board. I understand that the Council of Economic Advisors was
responsible for that figure. This year, the first quarter, it ran around
$230 billion.

We feel that consumer purchasing power is still tremendously high.
It is up to business to go out and sell the public on the value of its
services-the money is there-instead of trying to get relief of this
particular type.

The need right now, as we see it, is in the matter of helping to re-
move the inequities that this bill does, and also trying to help business
to get on a solid economic basis so we can face the future which we
think is mighty promising.

If the Congress decides to go along with the recommendations and
decides to pass up this matter of personal exemptions, every dollar
spent in the way of facilitating the development of business will have
a multiplier effect. What that really means, Mr. Chairman, is that
the money spent is for investment and also for payrolls and the de-
mands for tools and equipment and so forth. Not only is it spent
on tools and equipment and the like, but employees get it and they
spend it too. So, it goes right down the line. It is used in a number
of ways to develop our economy, and we think the people who de-
veloped H. R. 8300 had clearly in mind the needs of the country. We
think also that their efforts to remove inequities have been consistently
along the right lines.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would say some more about the exemp-
tion. You are opposed to that?

Mr. MADDEN. Yes, sir. Well, in the first place, we don't think
that is the problem of the country right now. We think purchasing
power right now is near the all-time high, and we think the argument
that the exemption is necessary to stimulate consumption is unsound.

Now, there were times before when such action was justified but we
don't think this is such a time. Furthermore, we think the need right
now is along the lines of trying to get the tools and equipment to
produce on a low-cost basis to meet foreign competition.

I was down in Jacksonville about 2 months ago, and I was amazed
when I was told some English firms were shipping certain commodi-
ties over here-I don't happen to recollect what they were-and sell-
ing them here at a lower cost than we could even after paying for
transportation.

We are anxious to maintain our high standard of living, and we can
do it. But it is quite difficult to do so if you have one hand tied behind
you because you haven't got the equity capital to come through the
way you should.

The CHAIRMAN. What happens when you spread a lot of consumer
money around? That isn't lost. It isn't operating in a vacuum.
If you go to the grocery store and buy consumer goods, that trickles
up. If you buy a can of beans or a few consumer items, somebody
has to make the can, and pretty soon you are into heavy machinery.
Why doesn't that fertilize the economy as well as perhaps some other
expenditures?

Mr. MADDEN. Let me answer that by saying we followed the con-
sumption theory of taxation pretty closely until World War II, and
we didn't have full employment, and it took World War II to give us
full employment in the United States.

1935
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So that this matter of consumption is not the sole answer. There
are times when what you say is right, but we don't think this is the
time.

The CHAIRMNAN. What you are talking about is the balance
Mr. MADDEN. That is exactly what you need. You need a coordi-

nated balanced tax system, dependent upon the current needs of the
country, plus the outlook of the country.

The CHAIRMAN. If the economy took a turn, that might be different.
Mr. MADDEN. It might be different.
The CHAIRMAN. You think in relation to everything else that con-

sumer spending is at an all-time high?
Mr. MADDEN. At an all-time high, yes, sir.
You see, the problem of consumer spending is, the savings are there

and it is up to business to go out and attract those savings into more
radios and television sets and cars and things like that. If the public
is holding onto its money a little tightly, all right; we have to be
ingenious enough to go ahead and sell the public. Maybe the trouble
is they have to retrain the sales force-

The CHAIRMAN. You have to retrain a lot of businessmen who have
been used to easy Government contracts, also.

Mr. MADDEN. I think you are absolutely right on that.
The economic outlook of the United States is most promising. The

population is growing at a monthly rate of 250,000 people. Now, this
represents the population of a city the size of Omaha. To take ad-
vantage of this growth, sound long-range economic planning and good
management is absolutely essential for our national welfare, and the
character of taxation can't help but determine the ability of business
to make appropriate contributions to our economic welfare.

H. R. 8300 represents a basically sound tax policy even though there
are a number of amendments which we think should be adopted. The
chamber endorses the fundamental principles of this bill, and it urges
the Senate Finance Committee to report it favorably with technical
amendments which have been submitted.

This bill creates a new tax structure. It sets forth certain guide-
posts which will strengthen our economy and help to maintain high
levels of economic activity and employment, both now and in the
future.

That concludes my presentation.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. MADDEN. May I submit this for the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we will put it in the record.
Mr. MADDEN. And also the detailed memorandum.
I want to express my appreciation to you gentlemen for your

courtesy this morning.
Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to ask Mr. Madden one question:

I notice the chamber of commerce is endorsing the lower trend in taxes,
and I think you advocated a 5 percent reduction for individual
taxpayers.

Mr. MADDEN. That is right, to January 1.
Senator WILLIAMIS. You, in general, endorse this bill, with the sug-

gestion perhaps that it should go forward. And I also note you say
that you think it should be dependent upon Government spending, but
that Government spending can, in your opinion, be reduced and the
budget can be collaterally balanced, which is the word you used.
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Mr. MADDEN. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. I wish you would go into that further and tell

us how you think it could be balanced, absorbing these tax reductions,
because that is the $64 question.

Mr. MADDEN. I might answer that in this way: Structurally, the
United States Chamber of Commerce is broken down into divisions and
committee's, much the same as Congress is. We have a Government
Expenditures Committee, a very fine body of men who are constantly
working with the Government. That committee has presented the
board of directors on various occasions a bill of particulars upon this
problem. And it is upon the recommendation of the Government
Expenditures Committee that this conclusion has been reached.

I am the chairman of the tax committee, and we have no direct
relationship with Government expenditures.

Senator WVILLIAMS. Would you supply for this conunittee those
recommendations, in order that we can make them a part of the record,
because I think you recognize they do go together and must be
considered together.

Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
(The information requested follows:)

April 26, 1954.
Hon. JoHN J. WILLIAMS,

United Statcs Senate Office Building,
Washingtov, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR WILLIAMS: Mr. James L. Madden has asked that the national
chamber prepare a reply to your request of him on April 23 for further informa-
tion regarding its policy on reduction of Federal expenditures.

The chamber believes that the (overnment's expenditures should be progres-
sively reduced to permit further tax reductions and a balanced budget at the
earliest practicable date.

To effect the substantial reductions in spending that permit further tax reduc-
tions, there of necessity will have to be fundamental changes in Government
policy. Unless the Government's programs of services and activities are revised,
expenditure savings by economies alone will not be adequate to permit the
additional tax cuts that should be made.

Over the past two decades the Federal Government has adopted a vastly
expanded program of activities. Some of these activities need to be continued.
Others can be better and more economically handled by the States and munici-
palities. Still others are inappropriate undertakings for Government and should
be left to private initiative.

The Federal Government's activities are now being critically examined by two
Federal Commissions, on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment and on Intergovernmental Relations. Their studies and recommendations
should lay the basis for reconstituting and curtailing the Federal Government's
operations. The chamber endorsed the establishment of these two Commissions
and expects to support their recommendations.

Pending issuance of the reports of these Commissions, we suggest for consider-
ation certain areas of Government expenditures and activity which we believe
should be further examined by the Congress with a view to achieving a lower
level of Government expenditure:

National defese.-In a recent letter to the House and Senate Appropriations
Committees, the chamber endorsed the long-range military plans and programs
embodied in the so-called New Look in defense as leading to a more effective
defense program at less cost.

We believe that further savings in defense expenditures, particularly for
maintenance and operations, would be made possible by more rapid effectuation
by the armed services of the Business Management (Eberstadt) Amendments
made in 1949 to title IV of the National Security Act. As Subcommittee No. 3 of
the Senate Armed Services Committee recently said, "The potential elimination
of avoidable waste is almost unimaginable" through effectuation of these amend-
rents. As it also said, however, in referring to slow progress in putting these
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amendments into operation, "* * * the record of the past 4 years is not a satis-
factory one." Continued scrutiny by Congress of progress in this area will
materially help to save large sums of money.

Foreign aid.-The chamber supports the underlying principle of foreign aid,
both military and economic. We believe, however, that the proposed amount of
the foreign economic aid program should be subject to closest scrutiny by those
who are in a position to effect reduction.

Govcrnnient conipetition.---Government competes with private enterprise in
many important economic fields. In the armed services alone such activities
aggregate approximately $10 billion annually. Curtailment of these activities--
both military and civil-would mean substantial savings in production and pro-
curement, in maintenance and operations, in personnel and in general overhead
costs.

Social selfare.-Review the general program of public assistance, with a view
to returning more responsibility to the States and to the people. This would
save present Federal-aid and administrative costs, and at the same time permit
more efficient and economical administration, with greater flexibility and adapta-
bility to local needs. A similar review might be made of public-health grants.

Miscellaneous activities.-There are many specific activities the appropria-
tions for which should have closer scrutiny, as for example, TVA and other
public power programs; the appropriation for rivers, harbors, and flood control;
various appropriations for the Department of Agriculture, particularly the in-
creases recently made by the House above the recommendations of its Appro-
priations Committee and the Budget Bureau; and the programs of medical care
for veterans for non-service-incurred disabilities.

Likewise, there should be review of many minor activities including miscel-
laneous appropriations for the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of the
Interior and the Forest Service in the Department of Agriculture. We object,
moreover, to any portion of the appropriations for international labor organi-
zation purposes being used to support ILO industry committees, which we believe
should be abolished as serving no useful purpose. Similarly we suggest that
there be no appropriatidn for administration of the Walsh-Healy Public Con-
tracts Act which represents unnecessary duplication with the functions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act.

We firmly believe that if the Congress will reappraise Federal activities and
services substantial reductions are possible in the level of Federal spending.

We recognize that this is not a task that can be accomplished overnight.
Many changes will be required in the basic legislation establishing and provid-
ing for these various activities. However, congressional review and scrutiny
now can lay the groundwork for implementing the recommendations of the
Hoover and Intergovernmental Relations Commissions when they are submitted.

Support by the Senate of cuts made by the House in acting upon appropria-
tions recommendations will serve as a basis for greater economies in years to
come.

Cordially yours,
CLARENCE R. MILES.

Senator WILLIAMS. We are all in favor of extending tax reduction
further, and we are all in favor of balancing the budget, but, as the
chairman pointed out, we are looking for some method of doing that,
and frankly thus far we haven't found it.

Mr. MADDEN. Are there any other questions? Thank you very much,
gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Madden.
(The prepared material of Mr. Madden follows:)

TESTIMONY OF JAMES L. MADDEN FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES

My name is James L. Madden. I appear here today to submit the views of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States on the proposed Internal Revenue
Code of 1954.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States heartily applauds efforts of the
administration and the Congress to develop and maintain sound fiscal policies.
As methods of Federal taxation have a direct bearing on these policies, the
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,chamber strongly endorses H. R. 8300, its basic philosophy and objectives with
certain technical changes as being currently in the public interest. Accordingly,
the chamber hopes that the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate will act
favorably upon this bill to remove inequities.

CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The country is going through an economic adjustment from an inflated wartime
economy to a more normal peacetime basis of operation. The adjustment seems
to be taking place in an orderly manner and gives promise of stabilizing on a high
level of peacetime production. The country is fundamentally strong. Gross
national product was running at the annual rate of $359 billion in the first
quarter of 1954, or a shrinkage of about 3 percent from the peak second
quarter of 1953. The level of employment between these two periods continues to
be high, in fact, it is estimated that there were about 61,500,000 people employed
in March of last year, or a shrinkage of about 5 percent since last year. The
backlog of personal savings of the people, exclusive of holdings of corporate securi-
ties, at the end of last year, was at an all-time high of $380 billion, and there is
good reason to suppose that there is a further increase this year. The foregoing
encouraging picture of a national character, however, does not portray the lack
of balance in important segments of the economy because it does not reveal the
extent to which the success of some businesses offsets the difficulties of others.

Granting a strong basic economy, we must recognize the problems of economic
adjustment to more normal peacetime levels by business generally, and particu-
larly by those segments in our economy which are out of balance. Equally impor-
tant is an appreciation of some of the overall weaknesses in our economy which
could spell serious trouble in the future. High among these is the matter of
inflation.

INFLATION AND TAXES

Inflation is certainly a major problem and one which our Federal tax policies
can help to curtail by ceasing to sap the vitality of our business structure. How
far we have gone along the road of inflation is seldom fully grasped by the man
in the street. Taking construction and the production of durables for illustra-
tive purposes, the National Industrial Conference Board tells us that the value
of this construction at the end of 1953 amounted to the astounding sum of almost
$25 billion. Yet the same amount of work could have been done for $10 billion,
according to the Board, if the purchasing power of the 1939 dollar was available
today.

Production is one of the key answers to inflation. It also provides jobs. The
maintenance and stimulation of high levels of production and employment during
the current period of economic adjustment is certainly in the public interest-
and no one wants these high levels more than business. H. R. 8300 endeavors to
remove some of the impediments imposed upon business during the days when
taxes and their administration were too often used for purposes other than
revenue. Unfortunately, the scope of the operations of the Federal Government
and resultant demands for revenue have reached such great proportions that the
Government is unable to do more, through H. R. 8300, than to take partial steps
to help correct many inequities at this time.

PRODUCTION AND EQUITY CAPITAL

Capital, and particularly equity capitaJ, plays an important role in creating
new jobs and maintaining high standards of living. As industry becomes more
and more competitive, its ability to operate on a low unit cost basis and to develop
new products and services is directly related to the amount of new capital that
can be secured. New capital helps make possible the purchase of new equipment,
facilities, and structures and the replacement of old. Many firms have found the
latter difficult during the immediate past because inflationary trends have made
their depreciation reserves inadequate. Furthermore, the capital investment per
worker has steadily increased over the years and in 1950 this was $10,000 in
manufacturing interprises, according to the National Industrial Conference
Board. Undoubtedly this figure is much higher today.

Corporate debt is now about $190 billion, double that at the end of World
War IL The ratio between debt and new equity financing since the war has
been $3.20 to $1. This spread is too high and reflects an unsound relation
between new bond and stock investments. Investors seem to prefer the safety
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of a bond yield of about 21/ percent on the average last year to the risk of
equity investments. To attract equity capital, the law of supply and demand
forced the yields on common stocks last year on the New York Stock Exchange
up to 6.3 percent. This seems attractive until the Fderal taxes are applied and
then it becomes obvious why there have been relatively thin equity markets.
The lack of substantial investing in new equity securities is also pointed up by
the fact that on September 30, 1953, 62 percent of the stocks on the New York
Stock Exchan,-e were selling below their book value and 48 percent of all the
stocks were selling at more than 20 percent below their book value.

Small and growing businesses with inadequate amounts of equity capital often
do not have established credit to get funds for the expansion of their business
through the issuance of bonds, nor can they always go to a bank for assistance
in meeting their temporary needs. A number of big companies too have been
having their difficulties in attracting adequate equity capital, but have solved
their problems, in part, by increasing debt ratios and retaining more of their
earnings than would normally be the case. The small firms frequently do not
have these earnings to fall back on. In effect, companies in these categories are
apt either not to progress, or tend toward topheavy debt structures which could
cause serious difficulties when business declines.

As H. R. 8300 is designed to remove inequities, certainly there are a number
which exist in the Federal tax law which are responsible to a substantial degree
for the unsound relationship of debt capital to equity capital in many businesses.
The Guaranty Trust Co. pointed this out in an advertisement, entitled "A Blind
Spot in the Tax Debate," in the New York Times on April 19, 1954. After giving
an illustration of the drastic discrimination against equity shareholders, it states:

"In the face of such figures as these, it is easy to understand why corporations
have found it increasingly difficult to finance their capital needs by issuing stock
and have been forced to withhold larger portions of their earnings from distribu-
tion and to meet their additional capital requirements by going into debt In
too many cases, it simply is not worth while for investors to take the risks
involved in stock purchases for the sake of the meager returns obtainable.
This is not the sort of tax structure that promotes the development of a strong,
growing dynamic economy."

H. R. 8300 recognizes a number of the inequities in the tax law which retard
the adjustment of business on a sound financial basis to new domestic and foreign
competitive conditions and a buyer's market. While the chamber regrets that
some steps have not been taken toward the ultimate elimination of the tax on
capital gains, it appreciates the basic change in the tax philosophy of the bill
which will provide some relief for business in the future, such as that dealing
with depreciation and double taxation of dividends. The effect will be to allow
business to retain more of their own earnings to meet new conditions and to give
at least some encouragement to investors in equity securities.

H. R. 8300 PROMOTES ECONOMIC WELFARE

1. A businessman should build depreciation reserves so that he has on hand,
after the useful life of a tool or equipment is completed, a sum necessary to
replace it. Unfortunately, high taxes, administrative rulings by the Internal
Revenue Bureau over the years and inflation have made this practically impos-
sible for many concerns. As a result, many concerns have not been able to main-
tain adequate depreciation reserves out of their earnings. Estimates have been
submitted to the Treasury which indicate that "with a realistic depreciation
policy, our national industrial plant cuiild produce an extra $7 billion worth of
new equpment and junk some of the old." This would place many concerns
in a stronger competitive position, but also help assure jobs for employees and
help reduce prices.

The United States Chamber realizes only too well the necessity of realistic tax
legislation and administrative methods on depreciation. It believes that the
"full costs of depreciable property should be recoverable free of tax as rapidly
as is reasonable and that the depreciation claimed by the taxpayer, in accordance
with the computations used in his books of account, should be accepted unless
clearly unreasonable." While H. R. 8300 does not go as far as the chamber
thinks necessary, the declining balance method set forth in the bill is in the right
direction and, in addition, the sympathetic understanding of the depreciation
problems of business by the present Internal Revenue Service is much appreci-
ated. The bill will enable many businesses to get some relief from the onerous
conditions previously existing.
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2. As indicated previously, another source of funds to help industry meet its
capital needs for new tools and equipment is private investors. Certainly our
tax laws have discouraged equity investments in business-in fact, they have
thrown impediments in the way of investors. It is most encouraging to realize
that at least a start is being made in H R. 8300 in the direction of correcting this
situation. The double taxation of dividends now applied to corporate earnings
is a definite inequity which, in the opinion of the chamber, should be eliminated.
If it is sound national policy to encourage economic programs, then business
must have a steady flow of new capital, and the more at this time, the better.

Money is certainly worthy of its hire and the returns should be in proportion
to the risk. If jobs are dependent on business and business requires increasing
amounts of capital, then it would seem logical in a capitalistic country such as
ours to stop penalizing present investors, or discouraging potential investors by
double taxation. Just to illustrate, the annual report for 1953 of the United
States Steel Corp. gives a good illustration of the impact of double taxation
upon investors. A particularly interesting excerpt from the annual report
follows:

"In 1953 United States Steel, in order to have 41 cents of income had to pay 59
cents in Federal income taxes. In other words, out of each dollar potentially
available for dividends, 59 cents went for income taxes. The remaining 41 cents,
when paid out in dividends, was then subjected on the average as previously
noted, to a personal income-tax dimunition of 21 percent. equivalent to 9 cents.
This left a net of 32 cents out of the original dollar. By this process of double
taxation the Government, therefore, claimed 68 cents of the potential dividend
dollar."

How long can the Government expect the necessary flow of new capital to busi-
ness-particularly equity capital-under these conditions? It is believed that
the elimination of double taxation would lead to a greatly increased flow of
capital to business-and this means jobs.

Testimony against the double taxation of dividends has given the impression
that this provision is essentially one for helping the rich. Undoubtedly, the
200.000 or so Bell Telephone employees who now own, or are in the process of
purchasing, shares in the American Telephone & Telegraph will be surprised to
learn this, and likewise the 70,000 stockholders in that company who have only
1 share. Similarly, the thousands of employees in Sears, Roebuck who are stock-
holders in that company will be interested, and so will the 56 percent of the stock-
holders of the United States Steel Corp., whose average income is a little
less than $2,800 annually.

The administration and the Congress, in the opinion of the chamber, is certainly
moving in the rieht dire-tion in giving limited relief from the inequities of the
double taxation of dividends.

3. According to the March 1954 report of the Council of Economic Advisers,
entitled "Economic Indicators," page 22, the Federal Government took about
54.6 percent of the corporate profits before taxes in 1953. It is understandable
why, under the pressure of war, high taxes of this character were necessary for
the national security. If. as the chamber believes, the "future" of our economy
is being built in part "today," it is obvious that this percentage has to be dras-
tically reduced if business is to have adequate funds to not only take care of the
present adjustments to peacetime levels, but also to lay a base for even greater
service to the public in the future than ever before.

Lying such a base will not be simple because last year Federal taxes took
about 24 percent of our national income-a dangerously high percentage. H. R.
8300 recognizes the validity of this statement in a number of ways. For example,
it encourages ingenuity by more realistic treatment of expenses dealing with
research and development, and continues the 52-percent maximum corporate tax
rate, imposed in connection with the war, only until April 1, 1955. The chamber
feels strongly that this particular tax should expire at that time. This result
is in line with the thinking of the chamber which believes that the normal cor-
porate rate of taxation should be reduced on April 1, 1955, from 30 percent to
25 percent, the effect being to reduce to 47 percent the 52-percent maximum cor-
porate surtax rate. In connection with this position, it should be noted that the
underlying membership of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States con-
sists primarily of small and medium-sized businesses.
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SOME SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS

The basic philosophy of the bill H. R. 8300, from the standpoint of the broad
economic welfare of our country, is definitely good. Furthermore, the efforts to
soften or remove many of the inequities which have accumulated over the years
are to be commended, and from the standpoint of our current and future economic
development, the bill is built upon realistic principles. However, it would be
amazing if a monumental undertaking of this technical character was above
criticism in some respects. Accordingly, in a cooperative spirit, the chamber sug-
gests certain revisions for the consideration of the Senate Finance Committee.

1. Having in mind the capital needs of many businesses, particularly equity
capital, the chamber believes that the provision (sec. 6016) for acceleration of
corporate tax payments is unsound. In fact, it may well force many businesses
to borrow money and even impair the working capital of others. In addition,
this particular provision is at cross purposes with other provisions of H. R. 8300.
For example, it would tend to offset the efforts to liberalize depreciation allow-
ances. Instead of permitting business to retain more of its earnings during
this period of adjustment and planning for research and development and in-
creased expansion and employment in the future, the effect is the same as an
increase in tax rates for the next 5 years-during which time many may be hard
pressed for capital. Furthermore, it makes corporate taxpayers "crystal-ball
gazers" when estimating their profits for taxation purposes.

2. The depreciation provisions (sec. 167) permit increased recovery of costs
in early years but do not go far enough. The chamber believes that the strait-
jacket of bulletin F should be eliminated and that management should be per-
mitted to chose the period over which investments should be recovered.

Section 167 (e) provides that unless the life of an asset, as determined by
the Secretary or his delegate, differs by more than 10 percent from the life used
by the taxpayer, the taxpayer's depreciation rate is to prevail. The chamber
would appreciate a statement from the Senate Finance Committee in its report
to confirm the understanding that the 10-percent rule will not be applied on
the basis of artificial bulletin F lives, but on the basis of reasonable lives in each
case determined by the Secretary or his delegate. In other words, it asks the
committee to assure taxpayers that the 10-percent rule, which was meant to be
helpful, will not become an outright invitation to revenue agents to measure the
useful lives of depreciable property taken by taxpayers against the arbitrary
standard of bulletin F. The Secretary or his delegate should also make this
clear in the regulations interpreting the statute.

3. The chamber has a number of other sugestions which are incorporated in a
brief which is hereby submitted for the information of the committee. Among
the more important ones are:

A. Sections 243 to 246 which deal with dividends received by corporations.
These sections allow corporations an 85-percent credit for dividends received
from domestic corporations but exclude dividends from stock insurance com-
panies. These companies are fully taxed and it is inequitable to discriminate
against their stockholders.

B. Section 359. This deals with definitions relating to corporate organiza-
tions, acquisitions, and separations and provides unnecessarily strict rules gov-
erning the relative size of corporations which may enter into tax-free mergers
and consolidations. It is believed that section 359 (a) discriminates against
small corporations and in favor of so-called publicly held corporations.

C. Section 531 to 536. These sections, which relate to the accumulated earn-
ings tax, propose to change the existing law by shifting the burden of proof
in certain cases to the Commissioner and by permitting a dividends-paid deduc-
tion for accumulated taxable income where dividends are paid on or before
the 15th day of the 3d month following the close of the taxable year. These pro-
visions are in line with chamber recommendations but still leave some inequities.

As a few illustrations, it is believed that section 535 should be amended to
permit as a deduction in computing accumulated taxable income an amount
equal to the portion of the corporation's earnings which are retained for reason-
able business needs. In addition, sections 531 to 536 should also be amended
to make clear that the tax on the accumulated earnings should not be imposed
where a corporation has used capital to enter a new field of activity or has
invested in assets of an operating company unrelated to its business.

Every day we see examples of changes in consumer demand, a shifting of
activity from one part of the country to another, and the emergence of new
products resulting from advances In industry. In some cases corporations los-
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Ing business must be prepared to diversify their activities or shift to entirely
new products. A corporation now takes a substantial risk in accumulating
earnings to finance a shift in business, however, in view of certain court decisions
and the position taken by the revenue service in some cases.

The chamber recommends that sections 531 through 536 be amended to permit
management to change operations or undertake new ventures with freedom from
fear of penalty taxes.

D. Section 391 deals with the effective date of provisions covering corporate
organizations and adjustments. This section makes the organization and adjust-
ment provisions effective with respect to distributions or transfers after March 1,
1954, with two minor exceptions.

Fair and reasonable provision must be made as to the effective date of sections
301 to 391. We suggest the March 1, 1954, effective date be retained, so that
taxpayers are not deprived of the immediate benefits of the new bill, but also
that the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 shall be applicable to
distributions or transfers occuring after March 1, 1954, and before January 1,
1955, if no gain or loss would be recognized as to such distributions or transfers
under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, but would be recog-
nized under the provisions of the new bill.

As you know, many taxpayers have tried to proceed with normal adjustments
and readjustments of business enterprises during this transitional period, relying
on the bill and on the statements in the press releases of the House Ways and
Means Committee and Chairman Reed. These businessmen should be protected by
retention of the March 1, 1954, effective date. At the same time, other taxpayers
should be protected against retroactive application of the corporate adjustment
and distribution sections in situations where this would be detrimental.

E. Section 615 deals with exploration expenditures. This contiues the deduc-
tion for these expenditures with the limitation of not more than $75,000 per
year for 4 years. While this is a somewhat helpful deduction, it places drastic
restrictions upon a strong mining industry with ample reserves for future develop-
ment. As this development plays an important part in our economic life and
encourages directly and indirectly high levels of employment, it would seem that
the limitations should be removed.

F. Sections 923 to 951. These sections revise and liberalize the provisions on
taxing business income from foreign sources. The chamber has submitted exten-
sive memoranda to the House Ways and Means Committee on taxation of income
from foreign sources, and some of its recommendations have been included in
H. R. 8300. Unfortunately, the bill also contains provisions which will dis-
courage rather than stimulate investments by United States citizens abroad.

Just to illustrate, sections 923 and 951 of the bill provide credits and elections
to defer income for United States citizens investing abroad, exclude many com-
panies with bona fide branch offices abroad and do not benefit the great bulk
of American foreign source income. "Trade or business" in sections 923 and
951 should be defined so as to include "all permanent bona fide establishments

2, having employees directly engaged abroad in business activities on a full-time
basis."

G. Section 105. The concept of a qualified health plan which is outlined in
section 105 is totally new and seems generally to be a desirable development.
However, the concept would appear to be almost unworkable in the absence of
more realistic tests for discrimination and other amendments to express clearly
what appears to be the intent of the section. As regards the nondiscriminatory
tests, this section at present requires use of the tests outlined in section 501 (e)
which were developed for use with pension plans and are not adaptable for use
with health plans. Other needed clarifications which we believe are in accord
with the intent of this section are:

(a) Substitution of the phrase "contributions or payments" for the word "con-
tributions" when referring to amounts paid by an employer in order to make
clear that a special fund is not required.

(b) Development of a more flexible requirement for integrating benefits
required by a State law with benefits under a health plan, inasmuch as State
laws vary as between States, but also may require a different benefit both as to
maximum amount and as related to earnings, for an occupational injury and for
an off-the-job injury.

H. Section 501 (e). This section should provide explicitly that stock bonus,
pension or profit-sharing plans already in effect on a qualified basis may con-
tinue without change and will receive the same treatment which the new law
gives to a plan qualified in the future thereunder.

45994-54-pt. 4- 13
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It should permit the establishment of plans under which eligibility is deter-
mined in accordance with statutory classifications of a broad nature without any
requirement of meeting a numerical test concerning coverage of key employees.
The types of benefits permitted should be broadened to permit greater flexibility
in order that plans may be designed by employers to meet their own require-
ments. In order that there can be time for further development of additional
statutory provisions for plans not expressly permitted by this statute it is sug-
gested that the Secretary be given the authority for a limited period not exceed-
ing 1 year to approve plans which he finds, in fact, do not discriminate in favor
of officers, stockholders, supervisory, or highly compensated employees anything
in the statute to the contrary notwithstanding.

DIRECT INDIVIDUAL TAX BENEFITS

The "forgotten men" during the growth of inflation have been retired people,
widows and orphans, people who are sick, and those living on fixed incomes.
Inflationary policies have also had their impact upon the homes and, as a result,
many wives have had to go to work to help keep their families together. H. R.
8300 recognizes the plight of these people and while it cannot repair the dam-
ages of inflation, it endeavors to soften them. T e .hmber heartily endorses
these provisions and hopes that Federal taxes, and other policies, shall be of a
character in the future that much of the value of the dollar will be regained by
definitely eliminating inflationary possibilities. This involves, among other
things, further substantial reductions in spending.

In the opinion of the chamber, the trend of tax rates, barring war, should be
definitely downward, but this depends upon Government spending beim further
reduced. The chamber believes that this is not only possible but that, collaterally,
the Federal budget can be balanced. Accordingly, in the present period of eco-
nomic readjustment, the chamber believes that personal income taxes are still
much too high and should be reduced systematically in order that taxpayers may
retain more of their income. Part of this will go to savings and it is hoped that
some will find its way into equity securities. In view of this the chamber recom-
mends that there be a flat 5-percent reduction in individual income liability
effective on January 1, 1955, and that additional reductions be made thereafter
in both personal and corporate rates of taxation as Government spending is
progressively adjusted to peacetime conditions.

PROPOSED INCREASE IN PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS

The chamber is opposed to the proposal to increase the exemptions of indi-
vidual taxpayers up to $1,000. Surely everyone should do his share, whether
large or small, to bear the Nation's responsibilities through direct taxes and,
further, it is inequitable, as well as impractical, to transfer the income-tax
responsibility of one class to another. As the proposed increase in exemptions
would cost about $8,500 million in lost revenue, the question arises as to who is
going to make this loss up. Certainly not those paying tax on incomes over
$10,000.

When Mr. Snyder was Secretary of the Treasury he testified, during hearings
before the Ways and Means Committee on the Revenue Act of 1951, that if every
penny of income over $10,000 were confiscated only about $3,500 million addi-
tional would be raised. Senator Williams, according to the press, recently had
an estimate from the Treasury that the confiscation of everything over $10,000
would produce only $5,200 million. This assumes that people will continue to
work to produce income which will be confiscated. So again we ask, "How is
the Government going to replace this lost revenue from raising exemptions?"

Proponents of the higher exemptions argued that there can be no greater
stimulant to reversing the present economic trends and stimulating the economy
to continue growth than to increase individual income tax exemptions. Now,
let us look at the facts. According to the Council of Economic Advisers, the
total consumption in the first quarter of 1953 was at an annual rate of about
$228 billion. The peak in consumption was in the third quarter of 1953 when
this amounted to $231 billion. In the first quarter of 1954, the corresponding
figure was $230 billion, or only a shade less than the peak of 1953. It is clear
that consumer purchasing power is still extremely high, even though some
segments of our economic structure are having difficulty in adjusting to com-
petitive peacetime operations.

In support of the increase of personal exemptions, proponents further argue
that tax reductions are a means of helping to avert a business downturn by re-
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leasing additional purchasing power. It is a far cry from this to the proposal
to strike several million people from the tax rolls because of increased exemptions.

The chamber urges a coordinated tax program which is designed to provide
necessary revenue for essential Government operations, but one also which is
in tune with the needs of our economy. The administration and the House
of Representatives, in H. R. 8300, have properly sensed the pressing individual and
business inequities which needed attention. In connection with the latter,
every dollar of business earnings which can be left in the hands of business
will have a multiplier effect on investments, payrolls, and demand for goods
and services. This is where the greatest need exists today. The multiplier
effect of these dollars will also come from the purchase of new tools, equipment,
and structures so that American businesses might compete more effectively on the
domestic and foreign levels, and also help maintain high levels of employment,

CONCLUSION

The economic outlook of the United States is most promising. The population
is growing at a monthly rate of about 250,000 people, which represents the
population of the city of Omaha. To take advantage of this growth, sound
economic planning is essential, and the character of taxation will help determine
the ability of business to make appropriate contributions to the future pros-
perity of our country.

H. R. 8300 represents a basically sound tax policy even though there are a
number of amendments which should be adopted. The chamber endorses the
underlying principles of this bill and urges the Senate Finance Committee to
report the bill favorably with the suggested technical changes. It creates a new
tax structure and sets forth certain guideposts which will strengthen our econ-
omy for the purpose of helping to maintain high levels of economic activity
and employment, both now and in the future.

STATEMENT OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES ON H. R. 8300,
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

The chamber of commerce appreciates the opportunity granted it by the
Senate Finance Committee to file a written statement in support of the recom-
mendations presented orally by Mr. James L. Madden, chairman of the chamber's
committee on taxation, on April 23, 1954.

We wish to commend the members of the House Ways and Means Committee
and its staff, as well as the staffs of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation and the Treasury Department who produced the fine work in H. R.
8300. We also recognize the monumental task assigned to the Senate Finance
Committee to revise and report out this bill to the Senate as quickly as pos-
sible, and we hope this statement will be helpful in the committee's considera-
tion of our recommendations. We wish to make it clear that the chamber
strongly supports the passage of H. 1. 8300 with the changes and revisions
noted in this statement.

SECTIONS 34 AND 116-DIVIDENDS RECEIVED CREDIT AND PARTIAL EXCLUSION OF
DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS

Sections 34 and 116 of the bill will help to alleviate the double taxation of
corporate earnings, but they do not go far enough. The chamber has consistently
advocated the complete elimination of this double tax inequity without resort
to an undistributed profits tax. The Senate Finance Committee Could eliminate
the double tax entirely by granting a dividend-received credit to individuals in
amounts equal to the tax paid upon those earnings by the corporation.

The unfairness of multiple taxation is now recognized in many sections of
the 1939 Internal Revenue Code and the new bill:

(1) Estates, trusts and beneficiaries pay only one set of taxes on income;
(2) Partnerships, as such, pay no income tax;
(3) Corporations receiving dividend income receive a credit of 85 percent;

and the President has recommended it be increased to 100 percent; and
(4) Credits are granted for foreign income taxes paid.
In addition, tax treaties have had as a major objective the elimination of

double taxation of the same income. Dividends received by individuals should
be free from double taxation just as other forms of income.
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The problem of double taxation has been raised in other countries where income
taxes have been adopted, such as Canada and Great Britain. In Canada an in-
dividual receives a deduction for dividend income under section 35 of the
Canadian Income Tax Act for about 20 percent of his dividend income.

In Great Britain, the individual reports the full dividend, receives a tax credit
for the amount withheld by the corporation, and the corporation receives credit
on its tax on the amount withheld. This has the effect of imposing only one
tax on the corporate income distributed.

The Ways and Means Committee in House Report 1337 summarized the effects
of double taxation on dividends as follows:

"This results in a higher tax burden on distributed corporate earnings than
other forms of income. In addition, this has contributed to the impairment of
investment incentives. Capital which otherwise would be invested in stocks is
driven into channels which involve less risks in order to escape the penalty of
double taxation. This has restricted the ability of companies to raise equity
capital through stock issues and has forced them to rely more heavily on bor-
rowed money than is desirable either for the economy or for the firm. This
is evidenced by the fact that debt financing has accounted for a high production
of the total new financing. The penalty on equity financing has been especially
harmful to small business which cannot easily borrow funds and must rely on
equity capital for growth and survival" (pp. 5, 6).

The dividends received credit and the exclusion provided by sections 34
and 116 should be increased to prevent taxpayers from turning away from
equity capital investments. The minimum credits in section 34 and the small
exclusions in section 116 should be increased to eliminate entirely the double
tax on corporate earnings. In addition, section 34 (c) (1) and section 116 (b)
should be amended to allow the credit and exclusion to individual stockholders
of capital stock insurance companies which pay the full corporate normal tax
and surtax under existing law. This point is discussed in further detail in
this memorandum under sections 246 (a) (1), 923 (d) (2), and 951 (c) (4).

SECTIONS 34 (C) (1), 116 (b), AND 246 (a) (1)-DIVIDENDS OF STOCK INSURANCE

COMPANIES

Sections 34 (c) (1), 116 (b), and 246 (a) (1) of the bill would deny stock-
holders of stock insurance companies the newly establishesd relief for individuals
from the double taxation of dividends and the 85 percent dividends received
deduction for intercorporate dividends. The latter provision would also apply
to intercorporate dividends received by an insurance company from its sub-
sidiary insurance company. This is a major departure from present law which
treats dividends of stock insurance companies in the same manner as those of
other corporations and allows the dividends received credit in full for such
dividends.

The new provisions are applicable both to stock casualty, fire, and other insur-
ance companies now taxable under section 204 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1939 and to stock companies taxable under section 201 of the 1939 code,
issuing life insurance and annuity contracts and noncancellable contracts of
health and accident insurance. Clearly, there, is no justifiable basis for this
discrimination against casualty, fire, and other insurance companies taxed
under section 204 of the 1939 code, nor does the committee report in any way
explain this action. Under both the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 and the
bill, these companies are taxed in precisely the same manner and at the same
rates as other corporations. It is believed that this provision must have been
incorporated in the bill through technical oversight, not through any desire to
place the stockholders of these companies at a disadvantage or to make it more
difficult for these companies to own subsidiaries.

Stock life and other insurance companies taxable under section 201 of the
1939 code are necessarily taxed on a basis different from other corporations.
The unique nature of the business of these corporations has been recognized
in the income tax laws since at least 1921. The various formulas which have
been employed in taxing these corporations have each been designed to tax them
on approximately the same basis as other corporations after giving proper recog-
nition to the problems of determining the income of life underwriters.

These organizations are not exempt from tax nor are they allowed a dividends-
paid deduction. As in the case of other corporations, dividends received by their
stockholders have been subject to tax as earnings of the corporation. The urgent
necessity of reducing double taxation on the income of corporations is just as
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apparent in the case of stock life and other insurance companies taxed under
section 201 where a special method of taxation is employed because of the
peculiarity of the business as in the case of conventional corporations.

Insurance is a vital factor in the economic life of our country. It is imperative
that the growth of companies writing insurance keep pace with the growth of
our economy. The continued expansion of stock insurance companies depends
in large part on their ability to attract new capital. The proposed discrimina-
tion against these companies would make their stocks unattractive as invest-
ments, greatly reduce their strength, and result in substantial loss to their
present shareholders.

Treatment of foreign income of insurance companies
Under sections 923 and 951 of H. R. 8300, all insurance companies are denied

the benefit of the 14 -point-tax differential on foreign income and the right to defer
foreign income in certain cases.

The House committee report gives no reason for this discriminatory treatment
and it is difficult to see on what basis such a distinction could be made. These
companies clearly should be allowed the same tax benefits for engaging in foreign
business as are allowed other corporations. Sections 9-93 and 951 of the bill were
proposed to encourage American industry in the conduct of foreign business.
Such incentives should be available to insurance companies as well as to other
companies.

SECTION 101. EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME--CERTAIN DEATH BENEFITS

At present a payment of a death benefit by an employer to beneficiaries of
a deceased employee is excluded from income up to an amount of $5,000 if the
employer is under a contractual obligation to make the payment. Where the pay-
ment is made from a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan, the exclusion does
not apply if the employee has a vested right to receive the amounts while living.

This has been changed in the proposed bill. The exclusion would now apply
to death-benefit payments from a qualified profit-sharing trust regardless of
whether the employee's rights were vested or forfeitable. The bill also extends
the exclusion to death benefits, whether or not paid under a contract of the
employer.

The chamber endorses this action, particularly the elimination of the require-
ment that the benefits must be paid under a contractual obligation. However,
the proposed bill now makes an inequitable distinction between pension and
profit-sharing plans because the exclusion does not apply to death benefits paid
from a pension plan where the employee has a vested right to the benefits.

The chamber recommends that section 101 (b) (2) (B) of the bill be changed
so that the exclusion from income applies to death benefits paid from a qualified
pension plan as well as from a profit-sharing or stock-bonus trust. The exclusion
would apply regardless of whether the employee had a forfeitable or nonfor-
feitable interest in the benefits while living.

SECTION 104-COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS

Under present law amounts received as workmen's compensation, damages for
personal injuries, and benefits from accident and health insurance policies, are
excluded from income. The bill provides the same treatment for these items, but
contains a limitation as to the amount of payments received through accident
and health insurance.

If the employee pays the premiums on accident or health policy, the benefits
will be exempt under the bill. However, different treatment is provided if the
employer pays the premiums. In that event, the benefits under the policy will
be taxable to the employee to the etent that they are attributable to the
premiums paid by the employer unless they are excludable from income under
the provisions of section 105.

The effect of such a provision is to penalize the employee who is injured. It
would seem that a man who is injured and is in real need of funds should not be
taxed on such funds which come into his hands through insurance. The problem
is aggravated to an even greater extent by the fact that a man who has a severe
injury will be taxed at higher rates than one with a lesser injury. This is true
because the more severe the injury is, the greater benefits the employee will
receive. Thus, he will be thrust into a higher income-tax bracket, and a greater
portion of his benefits will be taxed away.
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Because of these factors, it is the chamber's recommendation that such insured
benefits remain tax free as they are under present law.

If this recommendation is not adopted, the Congress should provide some
method for reducing the amount of tax which would be payable by the injured
employee. This could be done by spreading the income over a 3-year period,
taxing the benefits as long-term capital gains, or excluding from the employee's
income some set amount such as $5,000. A provision such as this would be
preferable to the provisions of section 104, since the employee would be relieved
of the burden of paying tax at high rates simply because his injury was severe
enough to allow him to receive greater benefits.

SECTION 105-QUALIFIED EMPLOYER'S ACCIDENT AND HEALTH PLANS

Under present rulings, employers' contributions to accident and health-benefit
plans for their employees are deductible as business expenses and, if payinents
are made under an insurance-company contract, are excludable from gross in-
come. The proposed bill would exclude from gross income amounts received
under a qualified accident and health plan where such a plan meets certain
objective tests. We assume that the proposal does not intend that a plan need
be filed or qualified in advance, but rather is automatically qualified as long
as the employer can demonstrate his plan meets the tests set forth in the
bill.

Under the proposed bill a qualified accident and health plan would be required
to meet some of the same tests required of a pension plan (sec. 501 (e)).
Unfortunately, pension plans and health plans are not similar in character and
it seems undesirable to attempt to test health plans with criteria developed
for pension plans. This becomes self-evident in considering the relationship
between an employer's contributions and benefits under a pension and a health
plan. With a pension plan it is quite possible to require that an employer's
contributions not be used to purchase a greater unit of benefit for one employee
than for any other employee earning a lower salary. A comparable situation
does not exist under a health plan. The cost of a doctor's bill varies with the
nature of the disability and not just the salary earned by the patient. We
assume the actual intent of section 105 was to prevent discrimination in favor
of higher-paid employees. Accordingly, it is understandable that the plan
should be required to make available substantially comparable benefits to all
employees. However, no useful purpose seems to be served by requiring con-
tributions to a plan to meet nondiscriminatory tests. Proper safeguards can be
applied more realistically in testing the availability of comparable benefits to
all employees. In any event, if there is to be a requirement that the burdensome
administrative tests of equating contributions be undertaken, then we strongly
urge this section be clarified to assure that only the employee's contribution,
if any, is required to meet special tests.

Also, the plan should not be considered discriminatory merely because the
amount or duration of benefits (with particular reference to loss of earnings)
under the plan varies in accordance with length of service or the age of the
employee.

Regarding the payment of benefits for loss of earnings, we assume the proposed
bill does not intend to require the employer's contributions be paid into a fund,
because no useful purpose would be served by this device. However, some of
the phraseology of the proposed section is not clear. Section 105 (c) (1) (C) (ii)
refers to "contributions to the plan." Needless confusion could be eliminated
if this section were amended to read "contributions or payments under a plan."

Section 105 (c) (1) (D) requires that a plan providing for compensation for
loss of wages during sickness must allow for a waiting period. It is the cus-
tomary practice of many companies to continue regular pay to employees without
a waiting period. To exclude payments made during the first few days from the
$100 weekly exemption would be extremely difficult to justify to employees in the
case of such a long-established custom.

If this waiting period requirement is not removed from the statute, section
105 should be reworded so as not to require an amendment to plans presently in
existence. Generally speaking, the amendment of such plans would create a
serious administrative problem and possibly a problem of employee morale.
In any event, a serious contractual problem would be created under negotiated
plans.

The committee also suggests that the nondiscriminatory tests of the new bill
be clarified regarding programs where State laws contain provisions requiring
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the payment of benefits which are within the scope of health plans. Benefits
required by law may or may not be integrated with the qualified plan. Also, the
plan may provide benefits of one amount for an occupational injury and benefits
of a different amount for an off-the-job injury. Accordingly, a plan should not be
considered discriminatory merely because it provides different rates of benefits
for different causes of injury or sickness.

In order to simplify the integration of benefits required by State law and
benefits under a qualified health plan, we suggest that the first sentence on page
25 of the bill presently stating "or the District of Columbia requires employers
to make payments into a fund, such fund shall be treated as a plan of an employer
for the exclusive benefit of his employees," be amended to read "or the District
of Columbia requires payments into a fund, such a fund shall be treated as a plan
or part of a plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of his employees."

Finally, we wish to call to the attention of the committee that the employer
will face practical problems in determining the proper sum to withhold from
amounts paid to employees where an accident and health plan is involved under
the new law. Unless the employer has some freedom to estimate withholding
amounts and to make retroactive adjustments, it may be necessary to delay
payment of wages or benefits.

SECTION 167. DEPRECIATION

Section 167 of the bill should provide, for new property constructed or acquired
after December 31, 1953, depreciation allowances more realistic than those per-
mitted for new property in prior years. The chamber has serious doubts, how-
ever, whether the section will accomplish the liberalization necessary, and be-
lieved intended, even for new property, and doubts as to whether the section,
unless amended, will assure reasonable administration.

As many of the committee members know, the position of the chamber has
been that arbitrary standards of useful life, such as Bulletin F and historical
studies used by revenue agents in the past, will not produce realistic allowances.
Those charged with business management, their financial advisers and auditors,
rather than the Internal Revenue Service, should determine the period over
which depreciation should be taken. They are in the best position to know what
investments should be made and the useful life over which these investments
should be recovered and of income produced by the investments.

The chamber's policy statements with respect to depreciation are as follows:
"Full costs of depreciable property should be recoverable free of tax as rapidly

as is reasonable; the depreciation claimed by the taxpayer, in accordance with
the computations used in his books of account, should be accepted unless clearly
unreasonable. The 'tax benefit rule' should be applied to adjustments of the
tax basis of property on account of depreciation and depletion.

"Possible methods of giving suitable recognition to increased costs of replace-
ments should be considered."

If an intermediate plan for measuring depreciation must be used until tax-
payers can be permitted allowances in accordance with their books of account,
it is still necessary that the intermediate plan be workable. We believe there
is serious doubt that section 167 of the bill will put a stop to past controversies
and will assure more appropriate allowances for new property. Much will
depend on how the section is administered. There is indication in the tech-
nical discussion in the report of the House Committee on Ways and Means that
the new section might just shift the area of controversy between taxpayers and
revenue agents. Our doubts as to section 167 will be demonstrated by the
following questions and comments:

*, 1. Subsection (a) of section 167 permits a "reasonable allowance" for the
exhaustion, wear and tear of property. Subsection (b) specifies that after
December 31, 1953, the term "reasonable allowance" shall include (but shall not
be limited to) an allowance computed in accordance with the methods set out
in the subsection. Does this mean that a taxpayer is entitled, as a matter of
right, to use one of these methods for new property, assuming he uses an ac-
curate "useful life"? Or must that taxpayer defend each computation and,
for example, prove that declining balance depreciation at 200 percent of the
straight line allowance is not unreasonable? The detailed discussion of the
technical provisions of the bill included in the report of the Committee on Ways
and Means at pages A48 to A53 states that the subsection (b) provides only a
"presumption" of reasonableness if a taxpayer uses one of the statutory methods.
Clearly, if the taxpayer has the right to use the method, as he should, the tech-
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nical discussion in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means must be
re-examined by this Committee and rejected because it is couched entirely in
terms of presumptions. The word "presumption" carries with it the implication
that the presumption can be rebutted. Since the legislative history of the bill
will carry great weight in litigated cases, it is essential that the technical dis-
cussion conform to congressional intention.

If, on the other hand, a taxpayer, despite the language of subsection (b), is
not entitled as a matter of right to use one of the designated methods for new
property, assuming a proper useful life, then it is apparent that the subsection
will be of no assistance to taxpayers. A revenue agent could take the position
that a statutory method permitted more depreciation than he wished to allow
and the taxpayer would be required to submit or incur the expense of resisting
the agent's contention. It is of vital importance that the new section get off
on the right foot with an unambiguous legislative history.

2. Subsection (b) also indicates that a "reasonable allowance" shall not be
limited to an allowance computed in accordance with paragraphs (1), (2) and
(3) of the subsection. The report of the House Committee on Ways and Means,
at page 23, emphasizes this by saying:

"The provisions of the bill are not intended to preclude a taxpayer from basing
his depreciation rates on circumstances and facts which necessitate a more
rapid writeoff than will be permitted under the declining balance method."

Yet, in contrast with this, the discussion of the technical provisions of the
bill, at page A48 of that report, referring to the declining balance method in
paragraph (2) of subsection (b), states:

"The rate to be used under this paragraph may never exceed twice the rate
which would have been used had the deduction been computed under the method
described in paragraph (1)." (Straight line)

This ambiguity leaves considerable doubt as to what is intended to be permitted
under subsection (b). If a more rapid rate of depreciation is to be permitted
under certain circumstances than 200 percent declining balance depreciation,
this should be made clear in the report of this committee. Otherwise admin-
istrative officials will read the limited language in the technical discussion in the
report of the House Committee on Ways and Means as a mandate for a narrow
application of section 167.

3. We believe it most important that depreciation allowances for property
constructed or acquired prior to December 31, 1953, even though not permitted
at the higher statutory rates, be computed in a realistic manner and not restricted
to the computation of prior years. Endless arguments with revenue agents year
after year have resulted in completely unrealistic useful lives upon which
depreciation allowances are now computed. Companies have lowered their rates
rather than spend endless hours arguing. This situation can and should be
corrected at the present time.

We appreciate that subsection (e) of section 167, initiating a 10-percent rule,
was designed to cover property constructed or acquired prior to December 31,
1953, as well as to property constructed or acquired thereafter. However, expe-
rience in measuring depreciation by present Internal Revenue Service standards
of determining useful life, such as bulletin F and historical studies reflecting
experience of depression and pre-World War II years, has been so unfavorable
that we are most concerned that the 10-percent rule will be a device to harass
taxpayers rather than help them. As will be obvious to the committee members,
if the administration of depreciation allowances is on a restricted basis, a revenue
agent can readily contend that a correct "useful life" is more than 10 percent more
than that used by a taxpayer.

There is no assurance in subsection (e) that a revenue agent will not simply
claim a spread greater than 10 percent and we believe that this committee should
see that this will not be done.

There are several methods which might be used to do this. The first Is that
the report of this committee can make it entirely clear that the 10-percent figure
is set at a minimum so that administrative officials will not constantly urge the
reduction of depreciation rates and that it is not the committee's intention that
the percentage be read as a mandate to question all allowances. Secondly, the
committee might replace the 10-percent rule with a rule similar to that included
in Revenue Ruling 90, Internal Revenue Bulletin 11, May 25, 1953, issued by
the present Commissioner of Internal Revenue. This provided that revenue
employees should propose adjustments in current depreciation deduction only:

"* * * where there is a clear and convincing basis for change."
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This rule is discussed in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means at
pages 24 and 25, where it is stated that the new 10-percent rule was in no way
intended to replace the "clear and convincing basis" rule.

The merit of replacing the 10-percent rule with the "clear and convincing
basis" rule can be seen from the discussion of the technical provisions of the bill
in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means. At page A52 an example
of the 10-percent rule is given with the statement that where the difference is
more than 10 percent:

"* * * the secretary will initiate action to adjust the depreciation rate."
(Italic supplied.)

This appears to be inconsistent with the earlier discussion in the committee report
at pages 22 to 25 and clearly emphasizes the need for clarity on this matter.

4. Another matter that requires clarification is whether paragraph (3) of
subsection (b) of section 167, providing for other consistent methods of deprecia-
tion, is applicable at the taxpayer's election as a statutory right or whether the
right is subject to the consent of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. For
example, it is quite possible that a taxpayer starting January 1, 1954, on a
straight-line method of depreciation would later wish to compute depreciation
under paragraph (3) in a manner so that the total allowances would not exceed
that permitted by declining-balance depreciation. Is this taxpayer to be per-
mitted to do this without the Commissioner's consent? If the Commissioner is
to have the discretion to deny the use of another method in such case, the entire
new section is subject to administrative limitation. As the committee knows,
discretion on the part of Revenue Service officials in the past has been broad but
the administration of depreciation has been most unsatisfactory.

Our concern on this score is illustrated by the discussion of the technical pro-
visions of the bill at page A5O of the report of the House Committee on Ways
and Means. Here it is provided that:

"In order for a taxpayer to use these methods (subsection (b)) he need only
compute depreciation thereunder for the first taxable year ending after December
31, 1953, in which property described in subsection (c) is acquired."

This discussion continues by providing:
"In the case of unit accounts, any reasonable method may be selected for each

item of property but must be applied consistently to that item. In the case of
group, classified or composite accounts, any reasonable method may be selected
for each item of property and must be applied to that account consistently
thereafter."

As is apparent from this, unless the matter is clarified by this committee, the
new statutory methods might become "one shot" affairs. A taxpayer selecting
one method after December 31, 1953, could not change that method to another
statutory method without the consent of the Commissioner. If this be the case,
then the only effect of subsection (b) might be to give all taxpayers one new
election as to depreciation of new property. As the committee knows, the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue in the past has had full authority to permit
declining balance depreciation, for example, but has done so only occasionally.
It is most important that the new bill permit taxpayers more freedom than they
have had in the past.

CONCLUSION

The chamber of commerce recommends and has recommended previously that
the revenue laws permit taxpayers to recover the full cost of depreciable
property as rapidly as is reasonable, and that the depreciation deductions claimed
by a taxpayer, if in accordance with the computations used in his books of
account, be accepted unless clearly unreasonable. Taxpayers should not be
required to adhere to depreciation allowances used in prior years if those allow-
ances were merely compromises with revenue agents or were set too conserva-
tively in order to avoid controversy with the Revenue Service.

Until the committee believes that taxpayers can be afforded the right to make
their own determinations, the chamber commends the new depreciation section
in the revenue bill as a step in the right direction. We urge most strongly,
however, that the report of the committee make it clear that it does not intend
a narrow or restrictive interpretation or application of the section and views
the methods of computation outlined in subsection (b) of section 167 as matters
of statutory right and not just as methods available only at the discretion of the
Internal Revenue Service.
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SECTIONS 801-391--CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

Perhaps the most sweeping and significant changes effected by the proposed
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are in the field of corporate distributions, liqui-
dations and reorganizations. The proposed changes, judging by their scope
and complexity, reflect a tremendous amount of careful and considered study
and effort on the part of all of those contributing to the new provisions.

The chamber wishes to commend those responsible for the proposed new
revisions. We feel the general product of these efforts will mean a great im-
provement in this corporate area of taxation. To be helpful to your committee,
however, we would like to point out a few places in the proposed changes which
seem to us to require correction.

Sections 302 and 309: The combined effect of these two sections will be to tax
at rates much higher than those applicable to capital gains, distributions which
cannot fairly be said to be essentially equivalent to a taxable dividend. It is
true there are very narrow exceptions to the operation of this new general rule
engrafted in section 302. These exceptions, however, are totally inadequate to
cover the groups of cases in which the distributions cannot be said to represent
taxable dividends.

The abuse of the distributions in partial liquidation procedure in an effort to
circumvent the taxation of distributions as ordinary dividends is one which has
been confined in its application generally to closely held corporations. This is
clear upon examination of all the decided cases. A certain amount of unpubli-
cized planning is virtually indispensible to dress up a dividend distribution as
a distribution in partial liquidaton. Therefore, this procedure, by reason of its
very nature, is not available to publicly held corporations and it has not been
used by them.

Under sections 302 and 309 distributions by publicly held corporations which
are essentially distributions in liquidation will be taxed at the higher rates
applicable to ordinary dividends. In addition, in those cases to which section
309 is applicable, a tax equal to 85 percent of the amount distributed is imposed
upon the distributing corporation.

Adding to the harshness of this result is the provision which in effect gives
retroactive application to bases in which nonparticipating stock was issued
prior to January 1, 1954, even though there was no design to siphon off corporate
earnings through the subsequent redemption of such stock.

The now famous decision in Chamberlin v. Commissioner (207 F. 2d 462
(C. C. A. 6, 1953) ) has been cited in the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee (p. 36) as the reason why it was necessary to enact section 309. But
that was a case involving a very small corporation, the stock of which was very
closely held. Chamberlin and his wife together held 83 percent of the stock.
In addition to them there were five other shareholders. The sale of the stock
to an insurance company was contemplated at the time of the preferred stock
issuance.

It is manifestly unfair and clearly unreasonable and unrealistic to attempt
to correct the abuse of the bailout procedure adopted in the Chamberlin case
by providing that it shall be applicable to stock issued by a public corporation
with no intention or thought of using that procedure. Section 309 lumps the
innocent with the guilty. Less destructive and less drastic means are avail-
able to prevent future Chamberlin cases.

In order to give your committee some idea of the extent to which section 309
would impose the 85-percent tax we refer briefly to one or two typical situations:

(1) In 1932 corporation A, the stock of which was very widely held, needed
$20 million additional capital. It decided to raise this by means of an issue
of preferred stock with a par value of $100 per share. It was difficult to obtain
additional capital at that time and hence, in order to sell the stock, it had to
provide for a high dividend return. The issuing company believed, however,
that in due course of time it might be able to obtain the additional capital which
it needed at a lower dividend rate or, if bonds were subsequently used, at a
lower interest rate. Consequently, the company reserved the right under the
preferred stock issue to call it at premiums ranging from 25 percent down to
6 percent.

At the present time the corporation would like to call part of the stock and
take advantage of the lower dividend and interest rates now prevailing. It
should be mentioned that the stock, in accordance with the charter requirements,
was first offered in 1932 to existing stockholders. In other words, their pre-
emptive rights were recognized. If the company redeems the stock now, it will
have to pay a premium of $25 per share.
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Under section 309 there will be a transfer tax imposed upon the corporation
of 85 percent of $20 or $17 on each share of stock redeemed from those share-
holders who hold less than 1 percent of the common stock of the company. In
addition, this class of shareholder may have a capital gain tax of $6.25 per
share to pay on a capital gain of $25 at the time the stock is redeemed. The
last conclusion is based on the view that under the proposed provision as now
written, two taxes will be imposed on the distribution in redemption and that no
offset will be allowed the shareholder for $20 of the distribution which is taxed
to the company. The committee report speaks of 85 percent tax as being im-
posed at the corporate rather than at the shareholder level since it is less
complex to administer such a tax by a check on the corporate books than to
attempt to trace sales of stock (p. 36). It may therefore have been the inten-
tion of the committee not to impose a capital gain tax upon the individual on
the $20 gain that has been taxed to the corporation. The proposed code itself,
however, does not appear to carry out this scheme if such was the intention.
Whichever view be taken, it would seem that there would be a capital gain
tax imposed upon the shareholder in the supposed case based upon at least a
$5 gain.

In the case of shareholders owning 1 percent or more of the common stock
the entire redemption price of $125 per share will be taxed as an ordinary dividend
under section 302.

It is unfair in a case such as has just been described to treat the distribution
in redemption of the preferred stock as a dividend upon the common stock.
There is no disguised dividend in such a case and the transaction is entitled to
treatment as a liquidating distribution resulting in capital gain.

Consider, however, the effect of section 309 upon this situation. Under that
section the preferred or nonparticipating stock which was actually issued in
1932 is deemed to have been issued on January 1, 1954. Consequently, the 10-
year period during which section 309 will be applicable will run until December
31, 1963. Section 309 provides that this is a bailout transaction similar to the
situation in the Chamberlin case. This is not correct.

Reference has previously been made to the different rules which are applicable,
depending upon whether the shareholder owns, on the one hand, less than 1
percent of the participating stock or, on the other hand, 1 percent or more of
that stock. How is the corporation which redeems preferred stock in the pro-
scribed manner to determine whether or not the shareholder holds less than 1
percent of the participating stock, after full effect has been given to the rules of
attribution of ownership prescribed by section 311? Yet it is compelled somehow
to make such a determination to determine its own liability under section 309.

In addition, assuming the shareholder holds 1 percent or more of the common
stock, he would be taxable upon the full amount of the distribution in redemption
of his stock as an ordinary dividend even though that stock might not be redeemed
until 1980. Clearly, such cases are far removed from the class of redemptions
which are essentially equivalent to ordinary dividends.

(2) The second typical situation results from the application of section 309 to
cases involving sections 352 or 353 (a). The effect is to make section 309
applicable to redemption of stock which was received in connection with statu-
tory mergers or consolidations, corporate acquisitions of stock, corporate acqui-
sitions of property and corporate distributions of stock of controlled corpora-
tions. By this means the 85 percent tax under section 309 is made applicable to
cases where, perhaps many years ago, stock was received in connection with a
statutory merger.

Thus in 1948 corporation A might have absorbed corporation B through a
statutory merger and pursuant to that merger the former stockholders of B
might have received the equivalent of $60 per share payable one-half in common
stock and the other half in preferred stock of corporation A. It is provided that
corporation A can call the preferred stock from time to time by payment of a
premium. It has not done so yet, however, since the stock has been selling sub-
stantially below par, and the company has bought the stock on the open market.

In this case, as in the former one, there is nothing suggesting a bailout. The
terms of the merger were made without intention to pay dividends to the old B
shareholders by redemption of the new preferred stock of A. Sections 302 and
309 operate to prevent corporation A from acquiring its preferred stock for a
period of 10 years. Furthermore, stockholders who hold 1 percent or more of the
common stock will be taxed upon the full amount paid on redemption of the pre-
ferred stock as if they had received a dividend.
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It is not at all certain what portion, if any, of the assets of corporation B
which was absorbed in the merger can be recognized as having been paid in for
corporation A's preferred stock. That being the case, the 105 percent rule con-
tained in section 309 (a) (3) fails to give adequate protection to the corporation.
A further difficulty arises in this type of case because the preferred stock of
corporation A may be deemed to be the preferred stock of corporation B. It
may, therefore, be held to have been acquired for that preferred stock. Conse-
quently, there would be no basis to which the 105 percent rule of section 309 (a)
(3) could apply.

These cases illustrate just a small portion of the difficulties and objections
that might arise in connection with sections 302 and 309 as presently written.
We therefore respectfully urLre the following suggestions for modification or
changes in sections 302 and 309:

1. Existing law should continue to control at least with respect to redemptions
of nonparticipating stock issued by publicly held corporations in connection with
transactions consummated prior to the enactment of the 1954 code.

2. If sections 302 and 309 are to be applied at all to publicly held corporations,
we suggest that the following modification of these sections should be made:

(a) The 1 percent test in section 302 (a) (5) should be stepped up to 5
percent and the 105 percent test in section 309 (a) (3) should be increased
to 120 percent. These changes will still retain the necessary deterrent
against tax avoidance and will permit redemptions consistent with redemp-
tion premiums that are typically offered by publicly held corporations.

(b) Where corporate mergers, consolidations or acquisitions under sec-
tion 352 are involved or where a distribution of stock of a controlled cor-
poration under section 353 (a) is involved, it should be made clear that in
applying the 105 percent rule under section 309 (a) (3) property shall be
deemed to have been paid for the preferred stock at least to the extent
of the value of the preferred stock at the time of the transaction.

(c) It should be provided in section 302 that the amount to be taxed as a
dividend in the case of a redemption of nonparticipating stock shall be not
more than the excess of the redemption price over the amount paid for that
stock by the shareholder. Consistently with this, the tax under section
309 should be limited to a tax on the portion of the transfer remaining
after applying against the redemption price the cost of the nonparticipating
stock.

(d) The 10-year rule in section 309 should only be applied to preferred
stock actually issued on or after January 1, 1954.

SECTION 312 (C)-DEFINITION OF SECURITIES

The problem of determining whether an instrument issued by a corporation
represents a stock, on the one hand, or indebtedness, on the other, is a difficult
one and correction to prevent abuse is fully warranted.

Section 312 (c) of the bill attempts to remedy the situation by giving a very
restricted definition to the term "securities" meaning an instrument which repre-
sents an indebtedness.

We believe, however, that the definition is much too restrictive in the case of
publicly held corporations. The cases in which there has been abuse have been
those involving some closely held corporations and perhaps particularly those
instances in which there is a substantial correlation between holdings of partici-
pating stock and holdings of the allege ed securities. A striking case of the abuse
of the substitution of alleged securities for participating stock is Bazley v. Com-
missioncr (331 U. S. 737 (1947)). In that case the shareholders of a small
closely held corporation unsuccessfully contended they were entitled to the bene-
fits of the provisions relating to reorganization exchanges where they exchanged
part of their stock for debentures and thereby increased the liabilities of the
corporation and saddled it with an annual interest payment. In the case of a
publicly held corporation it is not feasible to load down the corporation with
allef.ed liabilities and reduce its earnings available for dividends by imposing an
annual interest charge running in favor of perhaps a very few of the share-
holders. Neither is it possible in the case of publicly held corporation to capi-
talize with a "thin" capitalization.

We believe that section 312 (c) should be modified so that the definition of
securities therein contained will not apply to publicly held corporations. We
believe that it should be made clear that where a publicly held corporation owns
50 percent or more of the stock of a subsidiary, the latter should likewise be
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treated as a publicly held cornoration. In no event should the definition of a
security contained in section 312 (c) apply to obligations which were issued
prior to enactment of H. R. 8300. We believe that the courts may be expected
to view strictly cases involving instruments previously issued under circum-
stances or on terms that indicate that essentially an equity position was created.

SECTION 336-PARTIAL LIQUIDATION

In the 1939 code, distributions in partial liquidation were treated as capital
gains or losses, whereas those that were essentially equivalent to ordinary divi-
dends were taxed as dividends. Under the bill, this same general scheme is
followed. Section 336 attempts for the first time to give precise statutory defini-
tion to what constitutes a distribution in partial liquidation. The bill, however,
goes too far in excluding from the concept of a distribution in partial liquidation
distributions which are not essentially equivalent to ordinary dividends.

We have no objection to the desire to have greater precision and certainty in
this area. The present state of the case law on the subject is, we think, in at
least some confusion. Greater certainty is desirable. Certainty should not,
however, be provided at the price of a strait-jacket definition of what constitutes
partial liquidation. We believe that undue restriction and limitation mark the
proposed bill on this point.

When a corporation actually curtails its operating business activities and the
curtailment is more than a passing fancy, the occasion is a proper one, we sub-
mit, for a distribution in partial liquidation. So long as there is a bona fide
present intention to curtail operating business activites and where such curtail-
ment makes available for distribution assets that would not otherwise be dis-
tributed, in other words where distributions would not have been made of the
assets as ordinary dividends, shareholders are entitled to treat the attending
distributions, where in redemption of part of the stock, as capital transactions
on which capital gain or loss will be realized. No one will contend that such a
case as has just been described is not a distribution in partial liquidation from
the standpoint of corporation law and conventional corporation procedure.

Section 336 as proposed, however, digresses from what has been accepted cor-
poration law and procedure for many years, long prior to the advent of the 13th
amendment. Section 336 provides that there must be a complete termination of
one of at least two businesses conducted by the corporation. This eliminates
at the outset the type of case described above. The corporation which conducts
but one business can no longer, at least for tax purposes, make a distribution in
partial liquidation. There is no justification and no basic need for any such
sweeping restriction.

If a corporation conducts two businesses and one of them is completely
terminated, that is not enough under section 336. The two businesses must have
ben operated separately. This requirement would seem to be outside the basic
concept of a partial liquidation.

Under section 336 the books and records for the two businesses must have been
maintained separately by the corporation. If income, cost and expense records
for both businesses are kept in the same book but show beyond question the
expenses and income of each of the two businesses, will It be said that this statu-
tory requirement is complied with? Must separate journals and separate ledgers
be maintained for each of the two businesses? How are the items of overhead
and other items which affect both businesses to be regarded and how shall the
records on this phase be made?

A further requirement of the proposed definition is that 90 percent or more of
the gross income for each year of a 5-year period immediately preceding the first
distribution of at least two of the separate businesses must be other than per-
sonal holding company income, as defined in section 543. We recognize, of
course, that the easiest and most obvious way to obtain the funds to make a dis-
tribution which is really intended as an ordinary dividend but which it is desired
to attempt to pass off as a distribution in liquidation is to distribute and thus
completely terminate that part of a corporation's business which consists of its
investments. It seems to us, however, that there is no justification for requir-
ing that 90 percent or more of the gross income for the preceding 5-year period
for the entire corporation including the business terminated be other than per-
sonal holding company income as defined in section 543.

The proposed section is by no means clear whether the holdings and activities
of the corporation with respect to its investment assets may constitute a sep-
arate business. It makes no attempt, assuming that such investments are not
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a separate business, to apportion or allocate the income from them to the separate
operating businesses of the company. If a corporation has two separate busi-
nesses, one of which is the manufacture of automobiles and the other of which
is the manufacture of ships, and it completely terminates the ship-manufactur-
ing business and then makes distributions in redemption of part of its stock
pursuant to the plan, we fail to see why the distribution should not be treated as
one in partial liquidation where all of the investment assets were retained for
use in connection with the automobile business and none of them were liquidated
and sold or distributed to shareholders. We are assuming in this illustration a
case in which less than 90 percent of the gross income of the corporation was
other than personal holding company income. If, on the other hand, the invest-
ments may be treated as a "separate" business, then any company with at
least 2 separate operating businesses may terminate 1 and have a partial liquida-
tion regardless of the size of the investments. This probably was not the
intention.

The philosophy upon which this limitation is based would seem to be that a
corporation cannot make a distribution in partial liquidation even if it com-
pletely terminates 1 of its 2 lines of business where its personal holding com-
pany income is more than 10 percent of the whole. The idea apparently was
that in such cases the corporation must first liquidate its investment assets, rid
itself of its personal holding company income, and pass out an ordinary dividend
from the proceeds. The chamber strongly feels that no justification exists for
this 90-percent rule just described.

Assuming, however, that some allowance should be made in recognition of the
view that personal holding company type of assets should first be liquidated and
the proceeds distributed as ordinary dividends, paragraph 2 of section 336 (a)
might be changed to provide that the distribution must be attributable to the dis-
position of assets which, plus required working capital, would not yield the
transferee of those assets gross income of which more than 10 percent would
constitute personal holding company income. At least section 336 (a) should
provide that if a taxpayer establishes to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
a distribution is attributable to a bona fide reduction of the scope of any single
business activity which does not produce more than a normal amount of personal
holding company income, such distribution will qualify as one in partial liquida-
tion despite the requirements of paragraph 2.

SECTION 359-ELIMINATION OF THE 25-400 PERCENT STOCK OWNERSHIP REQUIREMENT

FOR CORPORATE ACQUISITION

Section 359 deals with various definitions relating to corporate organizations,
acquisitions, and separations. As was the case under the old law, provision is
made for cases involving the corporate acquisition of stock and the corporate ac-
quisition of property. A new requirement has been inserted in the case of
corporate acquisition of stock and corporate acquisition of property. One phase
of the new requirement is that the shareholders of any company whose stock is
acquired by another corporation or whose assets are required by another cor-
poration, must own not less than 25 percent of the amount of the participating
stock of each class of the acquiring corporation owned by the shareholders of
any other corporation, the stock of which is acquired in the same transaction,
or by the persons who just before the acquisition were shareholders of the ac-
quiring corporation. Another aspect is that the shareholders of the company
whose stock or assets are acquired must not own more than 400 percent of the
amount of the participating stock of each class of the acquiring corporation
owned by the groups just mentioned. These new requirements are, we submit,
unnecessary and undesirable.

The justification for these requirements is not clear from the report of the
Ways and Means Committee (pp. 39-40, A133). The only direct reference on
this point in the committee report is to the claim that corporations may under-
take corporate mergers or consolidations solely in the hope of distributing earn-
ings to shareholders at capital-gain rates (p. 39).

What the proposed provisions (sec. 359 (b) (2) and (c) (1)) attempt to do
Is to overrule the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Helvering v. Min-
nesota Tea Co., et al., 302 U. S. 569 (1935). In that case, the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue argued successfully in the Board of Tax Appeals (now the
Tax Court), 28 B. T. A. 591, but unsuccessfully in both the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals (76 F. 2d 797 and 76 F. 2d 806 (C. C. A. 8)) and the Supreme Court that
where a small grocery store corporation was absorbed by the Grand Union Co.,
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a large chain organization, there was no tax-free reorganization since the stock-
holders of the Minnesota Tea Co. were not in control of Grand Union Co. im-
mediately after the transaction. They received 18,000 shares of Grand Union's
stock, and the total number of shares of Grand Union outstanding at that time
was some 239,000. The Commissioner contended in that case that there must
be an 80-percent control in order for there to be a nontaxable reorganization.
As just stated, both the higher courts rejected that contention.

The current proposal contained in section 359 (b) (2) and (c) (1) appears
to be an attempt to revive, although in somewhat modified form, the view which
was rejected in the Minnesota Tea Co. case. There is no reasonable justification
for the imposition of the new stock ownership requirement.

We believe that it is correct to say that the economic development of this
country has witnessed innumerable cases in which, as in the Minnesota Tea Co.
case, there was an acquisition by a large corporation of either the assets or the
stock of a relatively small business unit. In many of those cases the share-
holders of the smaller unit have not been in any position to demand 25 percent
or more of the stock of the acquiring corporation. In those cases as well as in
other types of reorganization transactions covered by the old and new code there
has not been any clear-cut disposition of all interest in the business. On the
contrary, there has been in effect simply a combination of businesses in line with
the normal economic pattern. We think that the taxing provisions should be
kept in line with the normal consequences of our expanding economy. The 25-400
percent rule would be harmful to the economy and there appears to be no tax
avoidance incidence that calls for it.

SECTION 391-EFFECTIVE DATE OF PROVISIONS RELATING TO CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS
AND ADJUSTMENTS

Fair and reasonable provision must be made as to the effective date of sec-
tions 301 to 391. The chamber suggests the March 1, 1954, effective date be
retained, so that taxpayers are not deprived of the immediate benefits of the new
bill, but also that the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 shall
be applicable to distributions or transfers occurring after March 1, 1954, and
before January 1, 1955, if no gain or loss would be recognized as to such distri-
butions or transfers under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1939, but would be recognized under the provisions of the new bill.

Many taxpayers have tried to proceed with normal adjustments and readjust-
ments of business enterprises during this transition period, relying on the bill
and on the statements in the press releases of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee and Chairman Reed. These businessmen should be protected by reten-
tion of the March 1, 1954, effective date. At the same time, other taxpayers
should be protected against retroactive application of the corporate adjustment
and distribution sections in situations where this would be detrimental.

SECTION 303-DISTRIBUTIONS IN REDEMPTION OF STOCK TO PAY DEATH TAXES

Section 303 (b) (2) of the bill provides that the decedent's estate must own
75 percent of the outstanding stock of each of 2 or more corporations before they
shall be treated as stock of a single corporation to be redeemed under the provi-
sions of section 303 (a).

The chamber suggests this requirement is too high. The purpose of section
303 could be accomplished if the 75-percent limitation were reduced to 50 percent.
This change will materially aid the policy of preventing forced sales of family-
held businesses solely because of the impact of estate taxes.

SECTIONS 401-404, 501-505-PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

Although the provisions of the bill on pension and profit-sharing plans were
intended to eliminate many of the needless technicalities of present law and
Treasury regulations and to liberalize the rules for such plans, there are some
instances in which the bill is actually more restrictive than present law. These
provisions and some additional changes which should be made in the bill are
discussed below:

Section 501 (e). Requirements for qualification and allocation of benefits
The proposed requirements for qualifying pension and profit-sharing plans

would result in great hardship to many employers. Many plans which would
qualify under present law could not meet the proposed tests.
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For example, a typical small manufacturer with 500 regular hourly rated em-
ployees and 120 regular salaried employees could not obtain approval of a pension
or profit-sharing plan covering only its salaried employees. The 120 salaried em-
ployees are less than 25 percent of all employees. Most of the key employees
will be in the salaried group, so that the key employees test could not be met.
Such a plan probably could qualify, however, under present law.

In order to overcome this difficulty, it is urged that the coverage classifications
permitted by section 501 (e) (3) be of two broad general types-specific nondis-
criminatory classifications and, where other classifications are used, a test based
on the percentage of employees covered.

A plan that limits coverage to employees who meet any of the following classi-
fications should be deemed nondiscriminatory regardless of whether any other
conditions are met:

i. Who are compensated on an hourly basis;
ii. Who are compensated on a salary basis;
iii. Who have been employed for a minimum period not exceeding 5 years;
iv. Who are compensated at an annual rate in excess of a specified amount,

which amount does not exceed $4,000;
v. Who have reached a specified age, which age is not more than 35

years;
vi. Who are employed in a designated plant, division, department, or other

operating unit of the employer;
vii. Any combination of 2 or more of the above 6.

Similar classifications have been ruled to be nondiscriminatory under section
165 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939. The provisions of the bill should be
at least as liberal as those of present law.

Other classifications selected by the employer should be permitted if the per-
centage of employees covered meets the key employee and the 25 percent require-
ment now included in the bill.

The classification described above should be exclusive and not be further re-
stricted by the proposed arbitrary rule that in some cases a plan cannot qualify
if more than 30 percent of the benefits are for shareholders. Such a rule of
thumb clearly has no place in determining whether a pension or profit-sharing
plan should be exempt from tax. Many plans approved under present law pro-
vide that for a time at least more than 30 percent of the contributions are for
stockholders. This is particularly true of pension plans if the stockholder-
employees are older than the other employees. This inequitable limitation
should be stricken from the bill.

A further difficulty is that a plan may disqualify at any time if the number
of employees changes so that the percentage tests are not met. The Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue should be given authority to rule that plans continue
to qualify notwithstanding the inability of the employer to meet the percentage
requirements.

The proposed rules on allocations of benefits are in some cases more restrictive
than the Commissioner's interpretation of present law. These should be out-
lined in broader terms.
Section 501 (e) (4) (A). Ratio of contributions and benefits in the case of

pension plans
This section should make it clear that plans can provide:

1. Benefits which vary in accordance with length of service, age and
country of employment.

2. Benefits for service prior to date of establishment at a lower rate than
for service after date of establishment.

3. Benefits based on salary classes.
4. Benefits related to final pay.

Section 501 (e) (4) (B). Ratio of contributions and benefits in the case of
profit-sharing or stock-bonus plans

This section should make it clear that it permits:
1. A plan, designed to provide retirement benefits, that excludes the first

$4,000 of compensation from coverage, thus integrating with social security.
2. A plan that allocates employer contributions and forfeitures in direct

proportion to compensation.
3. A plan that allocates employer contributions and forfeitures on the

basis of reasonable employees' contributions, thus encouraging thrift.
4. A plan that allocates employer contributions and forfeitures partly on

the basis of length of service, thus contributing to stable employment.
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5. A plan, designed to provide retirement benefits, that allocates employer
contributions and forfeitures in such a way as to buy units of annuity
uniformly related to covered compensation, age, and sex.

6. A plan that varies allocations in accordance with country of employment.
7. A plan that uses a combination of the methods described above.
8. A plan that uses any method described above for 75 percent of the em-

ployer contribution and 75 percent of the amount arising from forfeiture on
termination of service or for any other reason and allocates the balance in
such a way that the total amount allocated to any employee in any year is
not more than twice the amount allocated to him from the 75 percent portion.

Sections 503 and 505. Restrictions on inrcstments and business transactions of
pension and profit-sharing trusts

Sections 503 and 505 of the bill would impose on pension and profit-sharing
trusts entirely new and unwarranted restrictions.

Section 503 (c) (1) provides that such a trust may lose its exemption if it
"lends (to the employer) any part of its income or corpus without the receipts
of adequate security and a reasonable rate of interest." However, section 505
(a) (4) encourages these trusts to invest in securities of the employer and
permits such investments in an unlimited amount. Section 503 (c) (1) would
be particularly restrictive in the case of partnerships. For many years the
Commissioner has permitted partnerships to sell notes and debentures to their
profit-sharing trusts in order to equate partnership employers with corporate
employers. In order to eliminate this inequity and the difficulties which
would arise in distinguishing between debt and equity securities, section 503
(c) (1) should be made inapplicable to qualified pension and profit-sharing
trusts.

Section 505 would impose unnecessary restrictions on the investments of
pension and profit-sharing trusts.

This section should be stricken altogether. The Internal Revenue Service
now has wide control over the investments of pension and profit-sharing trusts
under the statutory provision requiring such trusts to be for the exclusive benefit
of the employees. This provision is continued unchanged in the bill. Further-
more, trustees are subject to many investment restrictions of local law as well
as limitations in the specific trust instrument. The detailed and rigid provi-
sions of section 505 are totally unnecessary and the imposition of such stringent
investment rules will discourage the establishment of pension and profit-sharing
trusts and place on the Internal Revenue Service a serious burden of policing
trust investments.

If, despite the considerations noted above, Congress should consider it neces-
sary to restrict the investments of pension and profit-sharing trusts, much of
section 505 must be amended to provide more practical rules. Some of the
problems inherent in section 505 are discussed below. Others doubtless would
arise as any such section is administered. The list of deficiencies in the pro-
posed bill again illustrates the advisability of removing this section altogether.

Section 505 (a). Definitions.

Many of the terms in this subsection need definition and clarification. This
is true, in particular, of "receivables", "government securities", and "securities."
These should be defined very broadly. For example, the term "securities"
should include mortgages, notes, oil royalties, oil payments, etc., and should be
broad enough to include any assets which may be received in the reorganization
or liquidation of any investment. Also, it should be made clear that "securi-
ties" is used in the general sense and is not to be restricted by special definitions
such as in section 312 (c). The term "government" should include State and
other political subdivisions thereof. Moreover, many such trusts make loans
to participating employees, often without security. The term "other securities"
should be broad enough to include such loans. The term "real estate" should
be broadened to include "real estate aand tangible personal property used in
connection therewith" Frequently pension and profit-sharing trusts have an
opportunity to acquire tangible personal property, such as machinery, in con-
nection with the acquisition of real property. This is sound investment practice
and should be permitted.

Section 505 (a). Valuation of assets

In determining whether the trust qualifies, the "value" of each asset must be
ascertained on the last day of each quarter. The difficulties in valuing real
estate and stock of closely held corporations are well known and such a pro-
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vision clearly would lead to litigation. Furthermore, a trust would disqualify
at any time if there is appreciation in the value of an investment subject to a per-
centage limitation or depreciation in the value of other assets. If such restric-
tions must be imposed on investments, the limitation should apply only when
the investment is made and only on the basis of the cost or value of the invest-
ment to be made in relation to the cost or value of the investments already held.

Section 505 (a) (3). Investment in life-insurance contracts
This section should be broadened to permit investment in ordinary or whole

life contracts. Such investments are permitted under present law and clearly
are appropriate for pension and profit-sharing trusts.
Section 505 (a) (4) and (b) (1). Investment in securities of the employer

In determining investments allowed by section 505 (a) (4) in the securities
of the employer, its subsidiary and parent, section 505 (b) (1) provides an un-
realistic definition of parent and subsidiary corporations. In order to come
within the definition stock ownership of 50 percent or more is required. It is
recommended that this be liberalized to include 50 percent ownership or less
than 50 percent ownership if in the aggregate a group of related companies are
the primary stockholders.
Section 505 (a) (5). Investments in common trust funds

This section, which allows investments in regulated investment companies,
should be broadened to permit investments in common trust funds as defined in
section 584 of the bill.
Section 505 (a) (6) and (7). Percentage limitations on investments in real

estate and securities
The 5-percent limitation on investments in securities of any single issue and

on any one investment in real estate is too restrictive. Many pension and profit-
sharing funds are small and are invested largely in bonds. As a practical mat-
ter, an investment of 10 percent in a single issue of high-grade bonds is sound.
To diversify a $100,000 fund among 20 different bonds is an unnecessarily ex-
pensive procedure. Even in larger pension trusts, a 10 or 15 percent investment
in the bonds of certain large utility systems is entirely sound. Many such
trusts also invest heavily in short-term commercial paper which appears to be
included in the definition of securities under section 505 (a) (7). Such invest-
ments provide an immediate yield on the employer's contributions while per-
mitting the trustee to make permanent investments at various times during the
year. Moreover, in any such trust a 5-percent limitation leaves practically no
leeway to accommodate good-faith errors in valuation.

The 5-percent limitation on real-estate investments raises similar problems.
Many pension and profit-sharing trusts have sound investments in real estate of
more than 5 percent of the value of their assets. Such investments should be
encouraged where beneficial to the employees.

These arbitrary percentage limitations should be removed altogether, made
inapplicable to trusts where the total value of the assets is small, e. g., less than
$500,000, or, at least, be amended to permit investments up to 10 percent of the
value of the trust, or $25,000, whichever is greater. An acceptable alternative
would be to permit trustees to invest in assets permitted under either the laws
applicable to life-insurance companies or the laws applicable to fiduciaries in the
State in which the trust is domiciled. Under such a rule, it would, of course, be
necessary specifically to provide that the trustee could invest in the securities
of the employer without regard to the local limitations.

An additional problem arises because of the limitation on the percentage of a
corporation's voting stock which a trust may hold. Some trusts have considered
the formation of real-estate companies under section 101 (14) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1939 and section 501 (c) (2) of the bill to own real estate which
the trustee cannot hold directly. Investment in the stock of such companies
should be permitted even though the trust owns all the voting stock.

Although we recognize the general desirability of prescribing rules to provide
certainty and practicability, to some extent, the difficulties with both the per-
centage tests discussed above might be reduced by permitting the district director
of internal revenue to approve exceptions to the percentage limitations where they
do not run counter to the purpose of the trust.
Section 505. Penalties for violation of investment provisions

The proposed penalties for the violation of the investment provisions of section
505 are extremely harsh and completely out of proportion to the alleged harm
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resulting from investments prohibited by the section. It is urged that trustees
be given a reasonable period of time in which to cure any investment prohibited
by the section.

Section 505 (b) (2). Effective date
The effective date of the investment provisions would be March 1, 1954, under

the bill.
Trustees of employee's trusts have previously been free of such mechanical

restrictions on trust investments. It seems unlikely that any real harm could
result from the continuation of the rules of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939
until the enactment of H. R. 8300. On the other hand, it is probable that on
March 1 many trustees had no actual notice of the proposals and many still may
have no such notice. In view of the amendments which clearly are necessary in
order to make section 505 practical, no one can know its precise requirements
until a few days before it beomes law. It is obviously unfair retroactively to
expose trusts to serious penalties during a period in which the exact investment
requirements are uncertain. It is recommended, therefore, that the new provi-
sion should become applicable no sooner than 90 days after the date of enact-
nient of this bill.

In view of the difficulties discussed above, it is again urged that the entire
concept of section 505 be deleted from the bill. Such restrictive provisions as
these will not protect employees' trusts but will, instead, harass trustees and
increase the administrative burden of supervising these trusts.

OTHER PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLAN PROBLEMS

In addition to the restrictions discussed above, there are certain technical

aspects of the bill which should be clarified. These are outlined briefly below:

-Gift and estate tax cosequences
When an employee irrevocably designates a beneficiary of a death benefit or

joint and survivor pension, it is probable that he makes a gift of a future interest.
The $3,000 gift tax exclusion would not be allowable for such a gift and, under
the usual plan, if the beneficiary of a survivor's annuity predeceases the employee
matter the employee's retirement, all rights to the survivor's annuity would be lost.
Nothing would be paid to the beneficiary's estate and the employee would con-
tinue to receive the reduced pension. The gift tax would thus have been paid
on nonexistent pension benefits.

It is urged that chapter 12 make clear that designating the beneficiary or
survivor annuitant is not subject to the gift tax. This is consistent with
section 2039 (c) which excludes from the estate tax interests in retirement plans.

It is evident from the context of subsection (c) of section 2039 and the
committee report that the value of survivor annuities receivable under qualified
retirement plans is to be excluded from a decedent's gross estate except that
proportionate part attributable to the decedent's own contributions. However,
the actual text of the sentence immediately following paragraph (2) of sub-
section (c) reads as follows:

"If such amounts payable after the death of the decedent under a plan de-
scribed in paragraphs (1) or (2) are attributable to any extent to payments or
contributions made by the decedent no exclusion shall be allowed for any part
of the value of such amounts."

In the interest of clarity, it is suggested that this sentence be changed to
read as follows:

"If such amounts payable after the death of the decedent under a plan de-
scribed in paragraphs (1) or (2) are attributable to any extent to payments
or contributions made by the decedent no exclusion shall be allowed for the
part of the value of such amounts attributable to such payments or contributions."
It also should be noted that section 2039 contains a needlessly technical rule on
the estate taxation of annuities received under qualified plans. Although the
portion of the annuity attributable to the employer's contribution is intended to
be excluded from the gross estate, the portion attributable to the employee's
contribution is not. This could be simplified without material loss of revenue by
applying the approach of section 72 (d) to such contributions. In lieu of taxing
the value of the annuity purchased by employees' contributions, under such an
approach any amount of annuity payment actually received would be excluded
from the gross estate. For example, if an employee who has contributed
.$8,000 to the cost of a joint annuity dies after having received $2,500 from the
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annuity, $5,500 would be includible in his estate, or if he had received nothing,
$8,000 would be includible.

It also should be made clear that section 2039 applies to plans approved under
the Internal Revenue Code of 1939.

Section 403 (c) (1). Plans qualifying under the Internal Revenue Code of 19.39
This section should make it clear that an employer which established a plan

before the enactment of the bill should have the option of having the plan con-
tinued to be tested for qualification under the Internal Revenue Code of 1939,
rather than under section 501 (e) of the bill; that it should be permitted to
amend the plan and retain the option; and that the same advantages and privi-
leges of the bill pertain to these plans as to those under section 501 (e).

Section 501 (e). Multiple and joint plans
Some employers have two or more pension plans. It should be made clear

that each plan may qualify either individually or when considered with the
employer's other plans.

The bill should provide that groups of employers may create joint pension or
profit-sharing plans in order to pool investments and mortality experience.

Section 501 (e) (3) (A) and (4). Requirements for qualification
It should be made clear here as well as in any other section involved that

the 30-percent test and the ratio test apply to contributions for each year, not
on the basis of the employee's entire term of participation under the plan.

Section 501 (e) (4) (A). Equity pension plans
The statute itself should permit so-called equity fund pension plans. This

could be effected by amending this subsection to provide that benefits which
may be valued actuarially in the year funded may be measured by such value
even though the benefit payments may fluctuate with a cost of living index
or with the value of the assets of the pension fund itself. This question is far
too important to be left to administrative discretion.

It should be made clear that the last paragraph of section 501 (e) is not
limited to trusts and that item 2 in that paragraph does not merely permit
the use of a restricted group of beneficiaries but permits the establishment of
widows' and orphans' benefit plans. Such plans should be encouraged.

Section 6038. Returns
Section 6033 would require pension and profit-sharing trusts to file annual

information returns. Under present practice the trustee is relieved of this duty
if the corporation files the requisite information. The Secretary should be
given power to continue this practice.

SECTION 461 (C)-ACCRUAL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXES

The "general rule" under this section provides that if taxable income is com-
puted under an accrual method of accounting, then any real-property tax which
is related to a definite period of time shall be accrued ratably over that period.

The foregoing is restricted by the "special rules" limiting any real-property
tax which would be allowable as a deduction for the first taxable year of the
taxpayer beginning after December 31, 1953, to the extent that such tax is related
to any period before the first day of such taxable year as the tax that shall be
allowable as a deduction for such taxable year. This provision (sec. 461 (c)
(2)) creates a hardship for taxpayers where either (1) the taxpayer or (2)
the related tax period is on a fiscal-year basis.

An example of the hardships which will arise under section 461 (c) of the bill
is set forth in the following illustration:

A taxpayer on a fiscal year ending January 31, 1954, has accrued a real prop-
erty tax on January 1, 1954 (assessment date), for the fiscal period of the taxing
jurisdiction from July 1, 1954, to June 30, 1955. Since this tax was deducted
in the fiscal year ending January 31, 1954, this taxpayer would not be permitted
to take any deduction for the next fiscal year ending January 31, 1955, and
could only take a deduction for 7 months accrual for the following fiscal year
ending January 31, 1956. The taxpayer in this situation would be required to
defer a deduction for real property taxes for 15 months.

The tax deduction and the prepayment in the foregoing example will, of course,
vary depending on the taxpayer's fiscal year. The inequities resulting from
the application of this section are readily apparent.
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Section 461 should be amplified by the addition of an optional provision to
allow a taxpayer to continue taking deductions for real property taxes as he has
in the past, or at least to alleviate the hardship to him during the transition
period.

SECTIONS 531-536-ACUMULATED EARNINGS TAX

The chamber of commerce commends the action taken by the House of Repre-
sentatives on the accumulated earnings tax provisions to place some of the burden
of proof in certain cases on the Commissioner and to provide for a dividends-
paid deduction from accumulated taxable income where dividends are paid on or
before the 15th day of the third month following the close of the taxable year.
Unfortunately, the bill does not go far enough to remove all the inequities and
discriminations in the present statute.

The chamber of commerce recommends two additional changes in H. R. 8300 as
follows:

(1) Section 535 should be amended to permit a deduction in computing "ac-
cumulated taxable income" in an amount equal to the portion of the corporation's
earnings which are retained for reasonable business needs;

(2) Sections 531 through 536 should be amended to make it clear that the tax
on improperly accumulated surplus should not be imposed where a corporation
has used capital to enter a new field of activity or has invested in assets of an
operating company unrelated to its business.

Rcconi mcdation (1)
In measuring accumulated taxable income and in determining the accumulated

earnings tax under sections 535 and 531 respectively, no adjustment has been
provided for a corporation which has a proper need for a substantial part of its
accumulated earnings but retains earnings in excess of those reasonably ac-
quired. Thus a corporation requiring $100,000 in earnings but accumulating
$110,000, pays the same penalty as a corporation requiring no accumulation in
earnings and accumulating $110,000 in earnings. An adjustment under section
535 should be made in a case of this sort. The chamber recommends that sec-
tion 535 be amended to permit a deduction in computing accumulated taxable in-
come in an amount equal to the portion of a corporation's earnings which are
retained for reasonable business needs.

In addition, the Commissioner should be required to prove the extent to which
accumulations are unreasonable. If it is possible for the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice and the courts to make a determination that earnings have been unreasonably
accumulated, as they do not, it should also be possible for them to determine
the extent of the unreasonable accumulations.

Recommendation (2)
Although current legislation is silent on the point, court decisions involving

section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 show careful attention has
been paid to whether a corporation has used capital to enter a new field of busi-
ness activity or has invested in assets unrelated to its business. Under the court
decisions and the regulations a corporation undertaking any new activity may
be faced with the threat of the accumulated earnings tax.

Sections 531 to 536 of H. R. 8300 do not specifically deal with unrelated invest-
ments or activities. However, section 533 (a) provides that if a corporation's
earnings are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the busi-
ness, this fact shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid the income tax with
respect to shareholders, unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of
the evidence shall prove to the contrary.

These words are currently amplified in the present regulations under section
102, and they and the court decisions leave little dobut that a corporation devi-
ating from an existing pattern does so at the risk of a penalty. For example,
regulations 118, section 39.102-2, provides that in any determination of purpose to
avoid surtax one matter to be considered is:

"(2) The investment by the corporation of undistributed earnings in assets
having no reasonable connection with the business."

Section 39.102-3 provides that the nature of the investment of earnings is im-
material if, in fact, they are not needed in "the business."

This interpretation of the present section 102 and, no doubt, sections 531 to
536 of the new statute, has had a seriously deterring effect upon corporations
where chances in the nature of their business are needed to lessen the impact of
severe fluctuations in activity or because of changing consumer demands, in-
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creased competition from foreign manufacturers or advances in industry. Cor-
rective legislation is necessary to remove the unnecessary risk a corporation must
take in entering a new field of activity.

Every day we see examples of changes in consumer demands, a shifting of
activity from one part of the country to another, and the emergence of new
products resulting from advances in industry. In addition, we see numerous
cases where foreign factories compete successfully with domestic companies,
compelling the domestic companies to find new products if they are to survive.
In each of these cases the corporation losing business and finding itself in a
situation where its profits are dropping sharply must take steps to diversify its
activity, plan a gradual shift in product, or get out of business. However, too
often the threat of a tax on accumulated earnings deters any change. A shift
which would be advisable might also place the corporation in a business unre-
lated to that which it previously carried on and might for that reason give rise
to the imposition of penalties under section 531.

In addition, where there is a serious decline in an industry, a management
problem is presented when the corporation cannot expand into new activity. It
becomes difficult to avoid losing key personnel. Where a management group has
been built up and has operated well as an integrated unit, it should not be neces-
sary to liquidate the company, lose the management group, and organize a new
company with new equity capital because of the possible penalty under section
531.

It is difficult to believe the Internal Revenue Service would seriously attempt
to impose a section 531 tax upon a corporation engaging in new activity in order
to survive. Nevertheless the danger of imposition of such a tax exists.

The chamber recommends that sections 531 through 536 be amended to remove
this danger and permit management to change operations or undertake new
ventures with freedom from fear of penalty taxes.

The chamber believes the proper scope of the accumulated earnings tax is to
provide a sensible and workable provision that will prevent tax avoidance with-
out impinging improperly on good business practices. The revisions thus far
passed by the House of Representatives will not doubt improve administration of
the tax and make it more acceptable to all concerned. The additional changes
hereby proposed would permit expansion of corporate activity where in the
opinion of management such expansion is advisable, without restricting busi-
ness operations because of the fear of management that the accumulated earn-
ings tax may be applied.

SECTION 615-EXPLORATION EXPENDTtTRFs

The deduction of mine exploration expenditures under section 615 of the bill,
first provided by the Revenue Act of 1951, has proved to be entirely inadequate.
If we are to have a strong mining industry with ample reserves for the future,
either for war or peace, the $75.000 annual limitation on the deduction, and the
4-year restriction must be removed.

SECTION 736-PAYMElNTS TO A RETIRING PARTNER OR A DECEASED PARTNER'S SUCCESSOR

IN INTEREST

The chamber appreciates the fine work the Ways and Means Committee has
done in attempting to bring simplicity, flexibility, and clarity to the taxation
of partnership provisions of the new bill. There are still several areas, how-
ever, in which the partnership problems are not completely solved.

For example, considerable objection has been raised to section 736 of the
bill providing rules for the treatment of payments made to a retiring partner
or his successor in interest. This section in part provides that amounts paid
in excess of the deceased partner's capital interest shall, if the payments are
determined as a percentage of partnership income, be treated as a distributive
share of income or other items of the partnership allocable to the recipient as
a member of the partnership. These amounts will not be included in the
distributive shares of the remaining partners-at least not for the first 5 years.

The bill provides that where such payments are made more than 5 years
after that date, and they are not amounts attributable to the recipient's capital
interest, they shall not reduce the distributive shares of the remaining partners.
Such payments shall be treated as distributions to the remaining partners and
as gifts to the recipients.

Many large and small partnerships in the United States have long-standing
agreements providing for the payment over a period of 10 years or more of a
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specified percentage of earnings of the partnership to a retiring partner or a
legal representative of a deceased partner. In these cases the new section 736
would shift the tax burden after the 5-year period to the remaining partners,
even though the agreement had been made when no such limitation appeared
in the Internal Revenue Code of 1939. An unjust and unexpected benefit would
accrue to the retired partner or deceased partner's representative, with a con-
current obligation on the remaining partners to pay an unfair tax on this
distribution.

To remove this inequity, at least in part, the 5-year limitation should be
increased to 10 years. Secondly, all bona fide partnership agreements now in
force should be exempt from the provisions of section 736, to relieve surviving
partners who are now powerless to change or modify these agreements to com-
pensate for the shift in tax burden.

SECTIONS 901 TO 958-INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES

The chamber has made extensive recommendations to the Congress stressing
the need for liberalizing the tax treatment of income derived abroad. Many
of these recommendations are in accord with President Eisenhower's proposals
in his budget message and the statements of the Randall Commission, and they
have been incorporated into the new bill.

SECTION 903-PRINCIPAL TAX

Some of the new provisions of H. R. 8300, however, do not meet the pressing
requirements for constructive and helpful revision of the Internal Revenue Code.
For example, the definition of "principal tax" in section 90.3 appears to restrict
and narrow the foreign tax credit allowance rather than to liberalize it. It
restricts the taxpayer to a choice of claiming the credit for foreign income taxes
or "principal taxes," but not both as originally intended by Congress and recom-
mende-d by the chamber.

The definition of a "principal tax" in section 903 specifically excludes most,
If not all, foreign taxes as credits except those which are actually income taxes.
If the intent of section 903 is to liberalize the foreign tax credit provisions,
section 901 could he amended by allowing credits for both foreign income taxes
and other principal taxes.

Taxpayers are also concerned that the definition of "principal tax," which
appears for the first time in H. It. 8300, will add substantial confusion to the
foreign tax credit problem. Over the years a number of foreign taxes have been
determined to be "in lieu" taxes under section 131 (h) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1939, especially South American taxes, and they are so understood. Some
taxpayers may suffer real detriment if "in lieu" taxes disappear and are suc-
ceeded by so-called principal taxes which are not clearly defined or understood.
The chamber recommends the following amendments to correct the problems
noted above:

(1) Income taxes, and taxes in lieu of income taxes, paid to foreign countries,
should be continued to be taken as tax credits against United States taxes.
Existing credit limitations as to "in lieu" taxes should he reviewed and inter-
preted in accordance with an expressed intent of Congress;

(2) In the alternative, if the committee does not adopt the first recommenda-
tion, it should amend section 901 to allow credits for both foreign income taxes
and other principal taxes.

SECTION 923-BUSINESS INCOME FROM FOREIGN SOURCES

SECTION 951-INCOME WHICH MAY BE DEFERRED

Sections 923 and 951 of the bill will exclude the areat hulk of American foreign
source income from the preferential treatment urged by the President's budget
message. The term "trade or business" in both sections has been defined nar-
rowly to exclude the operation of wholesale establishments engaged principally
in the purchase or sale of goods or merchandise. The term also excludes the
maintenance of an office or employment of an agent, other than a retail establish-
ment, to import or facilitate the importation of goods or merchandise.

Apparently the Ways and Means Committee was quite properly anxious to
exclude from tax benefits those companies which risk no capital, have no office,
and carry on no bona fide business activity abroad. The wish to exclude these
marginal operators, however, may deprive many legitimate American businesses,
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having permanent establishments abroad, from any tax credit or election to defer
income from foreign sources.

No mention is made of important foreign investment and business activities
such as agriculture, lumbering, marine and pipeline transportation and construc-
tion. House Report No. 1337 states at page A255:

"The recital in section 923 of 'factory, mine, oil or gas well, public-utility
facility, or retail establishment' is not meant to be exhaustive. 'Other places of
business' may include, for example, the operation of a bank or an air trans-
poration business * * *."

This seeming clarification in the report is not sufficient to dispel the doubts
and confusion among businessmen. A clear, general comprehensive definition of
a "trade or business" could be achieved by providing that taxpayers must main-
tain bona fide "permanent establishments" 1 abroad from which business activ-
ities must emanate. Such establishments should properly hire full-time em-
ployees within the foreign country with general authority to negotiate contracts
or otherwise carry on active business.

The exclusion from the term "trade or business" of offices or agents to import
or facilitate the importation of goods abroad is, as now worded in sections 923
(b) (1) (B) and 951 (b) (1) (B) of the bill, entirely appropriate to make
certain that fringe exporters do not participate in the tax incentives which
should be extended only to those willing to take added risks of doing business
abroad.

In addition to the difficulties of defining "trade or business" under sections
923 (b) and 951 (b), the percentage requirement tests in sections 923 (a) (3)
and 951 (a) establish narrow and discriminatory limitations on the types of
foreign income which may qualify for the lower tax rate.

Where subsidiaries are engaged within one foreign country in some of the
covered activities as well as activities in a noncovered category which may well
be an integrated part of the business, it might be difficult or impossible to meet
the 90 percent gross income test of section 923 (a) (3) (A) (ii) and section 951
(a) (2). The carrying on of covered and noncovered activities bv one foreign
subsidiary in several foreign countries might require a separation of the business
so as to qualify for foreign income credits and the election to defer branch
income from foreign sources. Such a division would be wholly artificial and
contrary to sound business policies.

The chamber has consistently recommended that necessarily special tax treat-
ment of foreign business income should not be given to income only from par-
ticular business activities. It has advocated granting tax incentives for foreign
investments so that all foreign business income is treated fairly and reasonably.

Section 923 (a) (3) (B) was apparently intended to prevent the benefit of
the tax credit in section 37 from being applied to portfolio investment. It re-
quires that a domestic corporation, either alone or in association with not more
than three other domestic corporations, own more than 50 percent of the voting
stock of the foreign corporation declaring the dividend before such dividend
can be deemed to be business income from foreign sources. In many situations,
local conditions govern the ownership of local corporations, and it may not be
possible to acquire a majority ownership. The committee may wish to lower
the 50 percent requirement to distinguish between portfolio and business invest-
ments perhaps by lowering the ownership requirements to 10 percent of voting
stock, similar to the provisions of section 902.

SECTIONS 951-958-DEFERRED INCOME FRO- SOURCES WITHIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Under section 923 (a) (1) of the bill, the 14-point credit provided in section
37 with respect to taxable income of a foreign branch seems not to apply unless
the corporation elects to report the branch income on a deferred basis. No
incentive, therefore, is given to corporations receiving foreign branch income
unless the domestic corporation elects to have such branch treated as a separate
entity for tax purposes.

The objective of the Ways and Means Committee in requiring the election under
section 951 may have been uniform accounting treatment of income from sources
within foreign countries so that a domestic corporation could either: (1) Elect
to defer the tax on income from foreign branches, or (2) make the election but
withdraw the income and pay taxes currently. The difficulties of treating all

The term "permanent establishments" has already been defined and employed In more
than a dozen tax treaties between the United States and other foreign countries.
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foreign branches as separate and distinct entities apart from the corporation,
however, include the adoption of new and uncertain accounting procedures,
separate books and records, recognition of gain or loss between home offices
and branch offices, and other unnecessary limitations. These will serve to dis-
courage companies which, for sound accounting purposes, wish to continue
paying United States taxes on foreign branch income as it is earned, rather than
when it is withdrawn. Unless these accounting provisions are compiled with,
companies cannot receive the 14-point credit under the bill.

The 14-point credit should be applicable to all foreign income and should be
separated and distinguished from the matter of electing to defer income from
sources within foreign countries. A domestic corporation with a foreign branch
should not he denied the tax credit in section 37 simply because it does not
report foreign income on a deferred basis, but discharges its United States
income-tax obligation currently. This places an unfair burden on many taxpayers
if future corporate tax rates are higher when the foreign income is received.

SECTION 1201-1241--C.PITAL GAINS AND LOSSFS

The Ways and Means Committee report at page 82 notes that the treatment
of capital gains and losses is not basically changed in the bill. The chamber
fully realizes that budgetary problems and the need for continuing high revenue
may have influenced the committee's decision not to change the tax rates on
capital gains at this time, but we urge the problem be carefully reconsidered by
this committee to encourage transactions and create new revenues and invest-
ments.

Eventual elimination of the tax upon capital gains has been a constant
chamber recommendation. The rates applicable to capital gains should be re-
duced persistently. As long as a capital-gains tax exists, offset of losses and
gains should be continued, but excess losses should be allowed against other
income with the resulting tax reduction reasonably limited.

The capital-gains tax operates as a serious deterrent to the investment of
capital in the equities of business enterprises. It also tends to reduce steadily
the funds of risk capital available for new businesses, because the tax comes out
of these funds. The tax lessens the stability and liquidity of markets, and ser-
iously deters companies from undertaking new capital issues essential for the
expansion of established businesses. The tax creates frozen positions in secur-
ities and real estate, thereby restricting business activity and the taxable in-
come normally resulting from such activity.

SECTION 1223-HOLDING PERIOD OP PROPERTY

A technical correction should be made in the bill to insure uniformity of treat-
ment for taxable events after the effective date of H. R. 8300 arisinu from dis-
position of stock received in a tax-free spin-off.

In 1951 Congress amended section 112 of the Internal Revenue Code so as
to add subsection (b) (11) thereof, which permits the tax-free distribution of
stock of a corporation a party to a reorganization even though no stock of the
old corporation is surrendered in connection with the distribution. This is the
so-called spin-off amendment. At the same time, Congress amended section 113
to add subsection (a) (23), relating to the basis for determining gain or loss
upon a sale or exchange of stock received in a spin-off. This subsection provides
that where stock is received on a tax-free spin-off, the basis of the old stock is to
be divided between the old stock and the new stock received in proportion to
their respective market values.

Under section 117 relating to capital gains and losses the general scheme of
the statute is that property which is held for more than 6 months is entitled
to treatment as a long-term capital gain when determining the tax effect of gains
realized on sales. Furthermore, the general approach of section 117 (h) is that
where property is received in connection with a tax-free transaction tile holding
period of the property received is determined by tacking the holding period of the
old asset on to the holding period of the new asset. Despite this general ap-
proach, and apparently through an oversight, Congress did not amend section
117 in 1951 so as to provide specifically that stock received on a spin-off should
take over the holding period of the original stock which formed the basis for the
distribution.

In 1926, the Commissioner held in I. T. 2259, V-1 Cumulative Bulletin 18,
that there should be "tacking" on holding periods for stock received in a tax-free
spin-off under section 203 (c) of the 1924 act, although the language of article
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1651 of regulations 65, in language similar to section 117 (h) (1) of the 1939
code, provided for tacking only in tax-free "exchanges." The Commissioner
then felt that the "principle" of tacking was equally applicable even in the
absence of a technical exchange. It is understood that the Commissioner has
taken the position under the 1951 act that section 117 (h) (1) does not apply
to stock received on a spin-off because the stock received on a spin-off was not
technically "received on an exchange."

The general inequity of this result is recognized by section 1223 (5) of H. R.
8300 which provides that in determining the period for which the taxpayer has
held stock received on a distribution, if the basis of such stock or rights is de-
termined under the tax-free reorganization provisions of H. R. 8300, then the
holding period of the stock in the distributing corporation is included in de-
termining the holding period of the stock received on the distribution. This pro-
vision will correct the oversight in 1951 as to future spin-offs. However, it is
believed that this provision should apply to all taxable events occurring after
the effective date of the 1954 code, and it is not clear that this would be the case.
Possibly it is intended that, under section 1223 (9) of the 1954 code, section 1223
(5) should be read as referring to basis under section 113 (a) (23) of the 1939
code. If so, this should be made clear that the provision is "applicable"; other-
wise, section 1223 (5), by referring to section 307 (a) and (b), may be applied
only to stock acquired after December 31, 1953.

This limitation is proper under section 307 which is a basis provision and
should be applicable only to property acquired under the 1954 Act. However,
section 1223 characterizes assets for purpose of determining gain or loss and
should also be applicable to all taxable events taking place under the 1954 act.

In this connection, it should be noted that in general H. R. 8300 is applicable
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1953. (See section 7851, H. R.
8300.) It is not proposed to change this effective date in any way.

An illustration of this problem would be a situation in which the X company
distributed stock to the Y company in a tax-free spin-off in December 1953. In
January 1954 a stockholder of the X company (probably through an oversight)
sold the stock of the Y company received on the spin-off. The tax liability of
this stockholder for the calendar year 1954 will be determined under the new
Internal Revenue Code but some question may arise as to whether the holding
period of the stock of the Y company is computed merely by the lapse of time
from December 1953 to January 1954, or whether the stockholder should add to
this period of time the period of time for which he held the stock of the X com-
pany. Section 1223 (5) of H. R. 8300 indicates a broad intention to permit him
to add the period during which he held the stock of the X company in determining
the holding period of the stock of the Y company. However, unless there is
clarification, this intent may be ineffective.

The following specific amendment would clarify the applicability of these
provisions and make clear that the 1954 code is applicable to all taxable events
after the effective date:

Section 1223 (5) :
"(5) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held stock or rights

to acquire stock received on a distribution if the basis of such stock or rights is
determined under section 307 (a) or (b), or so much of subsection (d) as does not
relate to stock received in lieu of interest or money, or under section 113 (a) (23)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, there shall (under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate) be included the period for which he held the stock
in the distributing corporation before the receipt of such stock or rights upon such
distribution."

To make the 1954 code properly applicable to all taxable events occurring after
its effective date either

(1) Section 1223 (9) should clearly provide that section 1223 (5) relates to
basis established under section 113 (a) (23) of the 1939 code as well as to basis
established under section 307 of the 1954 code. This can be done by amendment
to section 1223 (9) or by example in the legislative history showing the intent
of section 1223 (9) ; or,

(2) Section 1223 (5) should be amended as set forth above.

SEcflON 1514-CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Section 1514 of the bill retains the rule of section 141 (c). Internal Revenue
Code 1939, and imposes a 2-percent penalty on corporations filing consolidated
returns.
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Economic and legal considerations require that many businesses be operated
through affiliated groups of corporations. There is no logical reason for taxing
these businesses at a higher rate than those which are conducted by a single
corporation. Closely affiliated companies clearly should be allowed the privilege
of filing consolidated returns without the payment of this inequitable penalty.

SECTIONS 2001-2504-ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

The new bill incorporates several of the chamber's recommendations to the
House Ways and Means Committee, including the abandonment of the "payment-
of-premiums" test on proceeds of life insurance on a decedent.

A new limitation was added to the estate tax provisions at section 2032 which
should be substantially amended or abandoned. It revised section 811 (j) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1939 to provide that the executor may elect to value
the gross estate as of 1 year after the decedent's death only if the aggregate
value of the gross estate had declined to 66%. percent, or less, of the value at the
time of death.

House Report No. 1337, at page 90, justified the limitation on the grounds that:
(1) the optional valuation provision was enacted during the early 1930's

because by the time estate taxes were paid, property values had dropped
substantially and sometimes the proceeds of sale would not pay the estate
tax due;

(2) the optional valuation date tends to retard the distribution of assets
included in the gross estate; and

(3) the existing provision frequently requires the valuation of property
as of two dates, whether or not an estate tax is paid.

These reasons do not justify the action taken in section 2032 of the bill to
restrict the option taxpayers presently have under existing law. The proposed
restrictions will make the optional valuation procedure unavailable to taxpayers
suffering substantial declines in property values. A net estate may completely
vanish without the optional valuation provision becoming available in the follow-
ing example:

Value at date Value at 1 year
of death after death

Gross est e ...... .-- $1,000,000 $700,00
D eductions .................... .. ............... -.-.............- 700,1)00 700, 000

N et esta te ............. . .......... . . .......................- 300, 000 0

Despite the disappearance of the entire net estate by the optional valuation
date, the estate would be liable under the bill to an estate tax of approximately
$65,000.

Section 2032 also creates differences of estate tax on estates of substantially
similar value. For example, if 2 gross estates are each valued at $1 million at
the (late of the decedents' deaths, and each had deductions of $200,000, the
results may be as follows:

(a) The estate declining' in value $350,000 (more than one-third) will reduce
the estate tax thereon by approximately $125,000;

(b) The estate declining in value only $325,000 (less than one-third) will not
reduce the amount of estate tax due on the net estate of $800,000.

The chamber recommends that the optional valuation procedure under section
811 (j) of the existing law be preserved.

SECTION 6016-DECLARATION OF ESTIMATED TAX AND TAX PAYMENT SCHEDULE FOR

CORPORATIONS

The new proposed system for advance payments of corporate income tax
should be rejected by the Senate Finance Committee as a discriminatory
measure against 10 percent of the Nation's corporations. If enacted, it will
impose new obligations on the corporations to estimate their full year's taxable
income and obtain cash to pay the tax during the year. It will have an adverse
effect on the economy which may outweigh many of the business incentive
provisions of the bill.
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Under the proposal, in several years corporations will be required to pay half
the tax before the end of the year. Corporations have already been forced to
raise additional capital to accelerate their tax payments under the Revenue
Act of 1950. Payments once due in quarterly installments after the end of the
taxable year have already been advanced under the so-called Mills plans so
that they will become payable in 1955 in two installments within the first 6
months following the end of the taxable year The new bill will further accel-
erate these corporate tax payments on an arbitrary form of "pay-as-you-go
basis," except that it contains no forgiveness feature similar to the provisions
of the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943.

The bill will require corporations to file declarations of estimated tax and
make advance tax payments if the tax liability "can reasonably be expected
to exceed $50,000." By 1959 a corporation on a calendar-year basis will be
required to pay 50 percent of its estimated tax before the end of the year, and
50 percent in the following 6 months. This means additional working capital,
equal to one-half the corporation's annual Federal income-tax liability, must be
raised for tax payments. Such permanent capital requirements will have
adverse effects on business expansion, capital expenditures, inventory planning,
and dividEnd declarations.

Many of the beneficial business provisions of the bill may be compromised if
the advance payment plan is enacted. The new provisions to liberalize depre-
ciation allowances and grant optional treatment of research and development
expenditures, for example, may he of limited use if corporations must use
working capital to meet estimated advance tax payments instead of investing
the funds in expansion, research, and development.

If one of the principal purposes of section 6016 is to even the flow of tax
receipts into the Treasury, it might be advisable to decelerate the payments
under the Revenue Act of 1950, thereby eliminating the uneven flow of corporate
tax receipts.

SECTION 6416-CREDITS OR REFUNDS ON CERTAIN TAXES ON SALES A-D SERVICES

Under section 6416 of the bill it appears that credits or refunds in the case of
price readjustments and certain other cases covered by subsection (b) may not
be made unless the person who paid the tax complies with subsection (a). This
requires that he establish:

"(1) That he has not included the tax in the price of the article or -zervi, e with
respect to which it was imposed or has not collected the amount of the tax from
the vendee; or

"(2) Has repaid the amount of the tax to the purchaser (in case of retailers'
taxes) or to the ultimate purchaser (in the case of manufacturers' taxes and the
tax on diesel fuel) of the article or service or, in any case within subsection (b)
(2), has repaid or has agreed to repay the amount of the tax to the ultimate
vendor of the article; or

"(3) Has filed with the Secretary or his delegate the written content of such
purchaser, ultimate purchaser, or ultimate vendor, as the case may be. to the
allowance of the credit or refund or has obtained the written consent of such
ultimate vendor thereto."

Under section 3443 (d) of the present Internal Revenue Code it is specifically
provided that the three requirements described in the language quoted above do
not apply in the case of a credit or refund arising as to price readjustments and
other cases now generally covered under section 6416 (b) of H. R. 8200.

This change in substance is not mentioned in the report of the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and it is believed that the
omission of a cross-reference exempting section 6416 (b) from the conditions
imposed by section 6416 (a) was omitted through inadvertence.

The change in the law which is apparently made by section 6416 of H R.
8300 would impose an impossible burden upon persons paying the manufacturers'
excise tax. Section 6416 should be amended by inserting the following language
immediately after the word "shall be allowed" in the third line of subsection
(a) : "(otherwise than under subsection (b) )."

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stott. Make yourself comfortable, Mr. Stott
and identify yourself to the reporter.
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STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER L. STOTT, COMPTROLLER, AMERICAN
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

Mr. STOTT. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Alexander Stott and I am the comptroller of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. The American company is the parent
Co. of the Bell System, a group of companies engaged in provid-
ing telephone service throughout the United States.

We in the Bell System recognize that the revision of tax law is a
most difficult problem, and we are greatly impressed by the tremendous
accomplishment of the committee, its staff, and the Treasury De-
partment in preparing H. R. 8300.

We would like to add our word of congratulations for their tireless
work in this important task.

In its report on H. R. 8300, the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee stated that this bill was intended-
to remove inequities * * * and to reduce tax barriers to future expansion of
production and employment.

We would like to call your attention to a few provisions of the
bill which we feel are not wholly in accord with its stated purpose.

I shall try to make my discussion of these points as brief as I can.
Therefore, I respectfully request the privilege of filing for the record a
prepared statement, together with supporting memoranda covering
these points in some detail.

The CHAIRMAN. Your statement and memoranda will be made a
part of the record.

Mr. SToTT. Thank you, sir.
We feel strongly that a serious inequity is perpetuated in this bill

by the continuation of the two-point penalty surtax on consolidated
returns. This penalty surtax has been characterized as unjust from
the time it was first proposed in 1932. The Senate Finance Commit-
tee made these comments about it at that time:

Your committee recommends that this additional tax be eliminated. It sees
no justification for it. The provisions for consolidated returns under the present
law and regulations recognize sound accounting practices and require tax liabil-
ities to be determined on the basis of the true net income of the enterprise as a
whole. No improper benefits are obtained from the privilege. It is difficult
to justify the exaction of a price for the use of this form of return.

As recently as January of this year, President Eisenhower in his
budget message to the Congress recommended that this penalty tax
be discontinued.

The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute, please. How much revenue does
that produce?

Mr. STAM. I think you have to consider that in connection with
intercompany dividends because I think the two go together. It is
-about $270 million that is involved.

Mr. STorr. The consolidated return merely recognizes that it is
entirely proper for an enterprise conducted by a company and sub-
sidiaries to be considered for tax purposes as a single group.

In the telephone business, a nationwide service is provided by the
American company, 19 operating telephone subsidiaries, a manufac-
turing subsidiary-the Western Electric Co.. and the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Our experience over many years clearly shows that
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separate operating companies, each responsible for providing tele-
phone service in a particular area, are necessary for the furnishing
of the highest grade of telephone service and result in many benefits
to the users of the service.

Moreover, because of legal, operational or other business needs,
many other industries also have no choice but to operate through
subsidiaries.

Under sound and commonly accepted accounting principles, the
operations of such a group of companies are correctly reflected by
consolidated balance sheets and income statements. The Congress,
itself, in providing the option of determining taxable net income
through consolidated returns, has recognized this fact. We feel there
is no logical reason why consolidated returns should be burdened by a
penalty tax for the exercise of this option.

So far as we know it is the only option that has a penalty attached
to it.

We feel the penalty surtax is discriminatory. As I told you it
applies only to corporations which must operate through subsidiaries.
If such corporations file a separate return, the dividends paid by one
corporation to another are subject to a burdensome tax on intercom-
pany dividends. If they file a consolidated return, their income is
subject to a discriminatory penalty surtax.

In either case, the income of this type of enterprise is subject to
triple taxation; it gets taxed twice at the corporate level and a third
time in the shareholders' hands.

Now, we feel this bill recognizes the unfairness of multiple taxation.
We think it has taken a very constructive step in providing some
relief to invidual shareholders from the double taxation of dividend
income, but it provides no relief to corporations of our type, either
from the tax on intercompany dividends or from the penalty surtax.

Our Bell System I think provides a very good example of the adverse
effect of this tax. For several years we filed a consolidated return,
primarily to reduce the impact of this costly tax on dividends. But,
as the price of what we think is the legitimate elimination of these
taxes on dividends, we have had to pay this costly 2-point penalty
surtax. Now, these taxes are added to the cost of telephone service.
So, they affect more than 100 million users of our telephone service
and they have an effect also on our 1,300,000 shareholders who have
invested their money in our business.

There are other important reasons why we feel this penalty surtax
should be discontinued at this time-

The CHAIRMAN. Is your company a utility, as such?
Mr. SToTT. Sir, all of our companies are subject to utility regu-

lations.
The CHAIRMAN. IS the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. a

utility, as such?
Mr. STOr. Yes, sir; it is a utility. We operate the long lines which

connect all of the subsidiary companies' properties, and we are subject
to the regulation of the Federal Communications Commission.

The CHAIRMAN. Directly on your company?
Mr. STOTT. Directly on our company, sir; that is right.
As I said, we feel that there are other important reasons for elim-

inating the penalty surtax now. Under theproposed bill our taxload
as we see it will be about the same as it is under existing law. The bill

1972
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continues the 52 percent normal and surtax rate for another year and,
unless the penalty surtax is removed, the Bell System will continue to
pay taxes at a 54-percent rate.

In addition, this bill provides, starting in 1955, and continuing for 5
years, for an accelerated tax payment program, the effect of which will
be to collect from corporations an additional half-year's taxes over
that 5-year period.

In other words, corporations generally will be subject to an annual
increase of some 10 percent in tax payments during this period.

Now, for the reasons I have stated, we respectfully urge-
The CHAIRNAN. Let me ask: Is that a factor which the Commissions

consider in line with your rates?
Mr. STOTT. It is, sir. They will take this into consideration without

doubt.
The CHAIRMAN. It becomes a tax, then, on the consumer, in effect; is

that right?
Mr. STOTT. To the extent that we are able to get rates that provide

us a fair return, that is correct. In the postwar period we have suffered
a lag in getting rates which we feel are adequate. It has been a long,
hard struggle, and to the extent that we have been unable to get com-
pensatory rates, then it falls upon the shareholder.

Senator WILLAMS. Assuming that this accelerated rate of payment
was put into effect, you are assuming that it would necessitate increased
rates, and, by the same token, you would indicate that after this five-
year period there would be a corresponding reduction in rates.

Mr. SToTr. I am sorry if I indicated it would be increased rates. It
would mean additional financing. We would have to go out and do
some financing in advance, to the tune, in our case, of perhaps $250
million over the 5-year period.

Senator WILIAS. I beg your pardon. I gathered you meant it
would be an extra rate to the consumer.

Mr. SToTr. I am sorry. I didn't mean to give that impression. It
would mean, however, that we would have to go out and finance in
advance, and financing has been a very large problem, sir, to us in this
postwar period.

The CHAIRMAN. You have done it through debt, haven't you?
Mr. SToTr. We have done it through debt, through convertible de-

bentures and through employee stock plans, to the tune of about $6.3
billion systemwise, of new money, in the postwar period.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you put out any stock issues, plain equity
issues?

Mr. SToTr. No; we have put out six convertible debenture issues in
the postwar period. Except for the last one, which is about half con-
verted, they have been very substantially converted into stock.

For the reasons I have stated, Mr. Chairman, we respectfully urge
that the committee give serious consideration to the elimination of the
two-point penalty surtax on consolidated returns so as to restore
equality of tax treatment as between separate returns and consolidated
returns.

I would like to mention briefly three other provisions of the pro-
posed bill that could have serious effects in the Bell Telephone System,
although I am sure these effects were not intended in the drafting of
the bill. We have discussed these provisions with members of the
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staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, and with
representatives of the Treasury Department and I am sure they have a
clear understanding of our problems.

Further, as I requested earlier, we are filing detailed memoranda
on each of these points, so that I will try to be very brief.

The first point is subsection 505 (a) (7) which limits the allowable
investments for employees' trusts, including pension trusts. We feel
it would have a very serious effect upon the ability of the Bell System
to raise new capital. This subsection denies tax exemption to a trust
if more than 5 percent of its assets are invested in the securities of one
issuer, other than the employer.

Now, unfortunately, it seems that the term "issuer" is defined in the
bill to include all members of an affiliated group with the result that,
so far as the Bell System is concerned, the American Co. and its
subsidiaries, including such large companies as the New York Co.
the Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co., the Southwestern Bell
Telephone & Telegraph Co., and the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph
Co., each with assets of over a billion dollars, would not be considered
as separate issuers. They would be considered as part of the whole
Bell System, you see.

Now, our inquiries reveal that the majority of existing pension trusts
already have more than 5 percent of their funds invested in the
securities of the Bell System companies, taken as a group, and so
they would be unable to participate in future security issues of any
Bell System company. And we feel this would be a very serious situ-
ation to us.

Up to now, in the postwar period, the Bell System has raised well
over $6 billion of new capital to meet the Nation's needs for telephone
service, and it still requires substantial amounts of capital for its
future program. By denying the Bell System a major source of
investment funds, this restrictive provision would, in all likelihood,
have a material effect on our construction program and on the con-
tinued employment of 700,000 employees presently on our payrolls.

We urge your committee that this subsection be modified to remove
this restriction, if possible. But if your committee feels the restriction
cannot be eliminated, we recommend that the limitation be increased
from 5 percent to 15 percent, and that it apply only to the securities
of a single corporation, instead of including all members of an
affiliated group.

The second provision that gives us trouble, sir, is section 461 (c)
which relates to the accrual of real property taxes. This section re-
quires, in the case of accrual basis taxpayers, that real property taxes
which are related to a definite period, shall be accrued ratably over that
period. The proposal seeks to bring the tax laws in harmony with
a recognized accounting principle, but there are other accepted bases
of accruing taxes and our companies use them, sir.

Now, to compel us to shift from one basis to, another would, in
many cases result in a serious distortion of our taxable income, and
in financial hardship to us in the year in which we are making the
transition, because a portion of our real property taxes would not be
an allowable deduction in that year.

Perhaps I can explain it this way: Many of our corporations accrue
and take as a deduction real property taxes in the year in which the
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tax assessment becomes final and the tax liability is fixed. Very often,
however these taxes relate to a period of the taxing authority which
extends beyond the tax year for which the deduction has been taken
under existing law. Thus, the effect of this section would be to push
ahead in whole or in part to a succeeding year the deduction which the
taxpayer would normally claim in 1954 for taxes on properties situated
in certain taxing jurisdictions.

Under the circumstances, we request that the provisions of section
461 (c) be made elective rather than mandatory.

The last item that gives us trouble relates to section 1621 of the new
code covering the computation of taxable income under a consolidated
return. This is a rather technical provision, but I might say that the
existing regulations covering consolidated returns have been made a
part of the new code in this bill. They have just been picked up bodily
and put into the code. Except, with this important omitted provi-
sion. Now, this omitted provision permits the taxpayer to compute
taxable income, under certain circumstances, without eliminating cer-
tain types of intercompany gains and losses, where the Commissioner
determines it is appropriate to do so.

In explaining this omission, the report of the Ways and Means
Committee stated that it understood that the Commissioner, in the
exercise of his administrative discretion, has for many years permitted
the filing of consolidated returns, without eliminating intercompany
profits and losses where, in his opinion, no distortion of income tax or
tax avoidance occurred; and it assumed the Secretary or his delegate
will continue this practice in proper cases.

However, we feel that unless the omitted provision is made a part of
the new code there may be some doubt as to the authority of the Com-
missioner to use discretion in this matter. We suggest, therefore,
that a specific provision covering this point be included in section
1621, so there would be no doubt as to the Commissioner's authority.

In closing, sir, we respectfully urge that you give favorable con-
sideration to these matters that concern us, and we particularly request
that this long standing and inequitable two-point penalty surtax
receive your consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We are glad to have you.
Mr. SToTT. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Stott follows:)

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER L. STOTT, COMPTROLLER OF AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH Co.

My name is Alexander L. Stott and I am comptroller of the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Co. The American Co. is the parent company of the
Bell System, a group of companies engaged in providing telephone service
throughout the United States.

In its report on H. R. 8300, the House Ways and Means Committee stated that
this bill was intended "to remove inequities * * * and to reduce tax barriers to
future expansion of production and employment." We would like to call your
attention to a few provisions of the bill which we feel are not wholly in accord
with its stated purpose.

TWO-POINT PENALTY SURTAX

We feel strongly that a serious inequity is perpetuated in this bill by the
continuation of the two-point penalty surtax on consolidated returns. This
penalty surtax has been characterized as unjust from the time it was first
proposed in 1932. The Senate Finance Committee:

45994-54-pt. 4-15
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"Your committee recommends that this additional tax be eliminated. It sees
no justification for it. The provisions for consolidated returns under the present
law and regulations recognize sound accounting practices and require tax lia-
bilities to be determined on the basis of the true net income of the enterprise
as a whole. No improper benefits are obtained from the privilege. * * * It is
difficult to justify the exaction of a price for the use of this form of return."

As recently as January of this year, President Eisenhower in his budget
message to the Congress recommended that this penalty tax be discontinued.

The consolidated return merely recognizes that it is entirely proper for an
enterprise conducted by a company and subsidiaries to be considered for tax
purposes as a single group. In the telephone business, a nationwide service is
provided by the American Co., 19 operating telephone subsidiaries, a manufac-
turing subsidiary-the Western Electric Co., and the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories. Our experience over many years clearly shows that separate operating
companies, each responsible for providing telephone service in a particular area,
are necessary for the furnishing of the highest grade of telephone service and
result in many benefits to the users of the service. Moreover, because of legal,
operational or other business needs, many other industries also have no choice
but to operate through subsidiaries.

Under sound and commonly accepted accounting principles, the operations
of such a group of companies are correctly reflected by consolidated balance
sheets and income statements. The Congress, in providing the option of de-
termining taxable net income through consolidated returns, has recognized this
fact. There is no logical reason why consolidated returns should be burdened
by a penalty tax for the exercise of this option.

The penalty surtax is both unfair and discriminatory. It applies only to
corporations which must operate through subsidiaries. If these corporations
file separate returns, the dividends paid by one corporation to another of the
group are subject to the burdensome tax on intercompany dividends. If they
file a consolidated return, their income is subject to the discriminatory penalty
surtax. In either case the income of this type of enterprise is subject to triple
taxation: it is taxed twice at the corlorate level and a third time in the share-
holder's hands.This bill recognizes the unfairness of multiple taxation. It has taken a con-
structive step in providing some relief to individual shareholders from the
double taxation of dividend income but it provides no relief to corporations
either from the tax on intercompany dividends or from the penalty surtax.

The Bell System provides a good example of the adverse effect oif these provi-
sions. For several years it has filed a consolidated return primarily to reduce
the impact of the costly tax on intercompany dividends. But as the price of the
legitimate elimination of this tax on dividends, it has had to pay the two-point
penalty surtax. Clearly these taxes which add to the cost of telephone service
affect unfairly more than 100 million users of the telephone and the 1,300,000
shareholders who have invested their savings in our business.

There are other important reasons why the penalty surtax should be discon-
tinued at this time. Under the proposed bill the Bell System's taxload will be
about the same as it is under existing law. The bill continues the 52 percent
normal and surtax rate for another year and, unless the penalty surtax is re-
moved, the Bell System will continue to pay taxes at a 54 percent rate. In addi-
tion, the bill provides, starting in 1955 and continuing for 5 years, for an accel-
erated tax payment program which will result, in effect, in an extra half-year's
taxes being paid by corporations over this 5-year period. This means that cor-
porations generally must meet an anual increase of some 10 percent in tax
payments during this period.

For the reasons I have stated, we respectfully urge that the committee give
serious consideration to the elimination of the two-point penalty surtax on
consolidated returns so as to restore equality of tax treatment as between sepa-
rate and consolidated returns.

There are three other provisions of the proposed bill that could have serious
effects on the Bell System, which I should like to mention briefly. I am sure
these effects were not intended. We have discussed these provisions with mem-
bers of the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and with
representatives of the Treasury Department. We respectfully request the privi-
lege of filing detailed memoranda on these points as attachments to this statement
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LIMITATION ON INVESTMENTS FOR EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS

The first is subsection 505 (a) (7), which limits the allowable investments
for empolyees' trusts and would have a serious effect on the ability of the Bell
System to raise new capital. This subsection denies tax exemption to a trust
if more than 5 percent of its assets are invested in the securities of one issuer,
other than the employer. Unfortunately, it appears that the term "issuer" is
defined to include all members of an affiliated group, with the result that, so far
as the Bell System is concerned, the American Co. and its subsidiaries, including
such large companies as the New York Telephone Co., the Southern Bell Tele-
phone and Telegraph Co., the Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., and the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Co., each with more than $1 billion of asssets, would not
be considered as separate issuers. Our inquiries reveal that the majority of
existing pension trusts already have more than 5 percent of their funds invested
in the securities of Bell System companies taken as a group and so would be
unable to participate in future issues of securities of any Bell System company.

Up to now in the postwar period the Bell System has raised well over $6 billion
of new capital to meet the Nation's needs for telephone service, and it still re-
quires substantial amounts of capital for its future program. By denying the
Bell System a major source of investment funds, this restrictive provision would,
in all likelihood, have a material effect on our construction program and on the
continued employment of the 700,000 employees presently on our payrolls.

We urge that this subsection be modified to remove this restriction. If your
committee feels that the restriction cannot be eliminated, we recommend that
the limitation be increased from 5 percent to 15 percent and that it apply only to
the securities of a single corporation instead of including all members of an
affiliated group.

ACCRUAL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXES

The second provision is section 461 (c) which relates to the accrual of real
property taxes. This section requires in the case of accrual basis taxpayers that
real property taxes which are related to a definite period shall be accrued ratably
over that period. While the proposal seeks to bring tax laws in accord with a
recognized accounting principle, there are other accepted bases for accruing such
taxes. To compel a shift from one basis to another would in many cases result
in serious distortion of taxable income and in financial hardship in the year of
transition because a portion of real property taxes would not be an allowable
deduction in that year. In the circumstances, therefore, we request that the
provisions of section 461 (c) be made elective rather than mandatory.

CONSOLIDATED TAXABLE INCOME

The last item relates to section 1621 covering the computation of taxable in-
come under a consolidated return. The existing regulations governing con-
solidated returns have been made a part of the new code with one important
exception. The omitted provision, now appearing as a part of section 24.31
(b) (1) of regulations 129, permits the taxpayer to compute taxable income
without eliminating certain types of intercompany gains and losses, where the
Commissioner determines that it is appropriate to do so. In explaining this
omission, the report of the Ways and Means Committee stated that it under-
stood that the Commissioner, in the exercise of his administrative discretion,
has for many years permitted the filing of consolidated returns without eliminat-
ing intercompany profits and losses where, in his opinion, no distortion of income
or tax avoidance occurred; and that it assumed the Secretary or his delegate
will continue this practice in proper cases. However, unless the omitted pro-
vision is made a part of the new code there may be some doubt as to the authority
of the Commissioner to use discretion in the treatment of such intercompany
gains and losses. We suggest, therefore, that a specific provision covering this
point be included in section 1621 of the bill so that there may be no question as
to the Commissioner's authority.

CONCLUSION

In closing we respectfully urge that the committee give favorable considera-
tion to all of the points which we have discussed and we particularly request
that the long-standing inequity of the two-point penalty surtax be removed.

Il wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of your committee for
this opportunity to present the views of the Bell System on these problems.
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ATTACHMENT A

EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS-ALLOWABLE INVESTMENTS FOR EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS

SUGGESTION FOR AMENDMENT OF SECTION 505 (A) (7)

Section 505 (a) specifies allowable investments for employees' trusts includ-
ing pension funds. It provides that exemption under section 501 (a) shall be
denied if more than 5 percent of the assets of a trust are invested in the securi-
ties of one issuer, other than the employer. For this purpose, the Bell System,
including the parent American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and its 19 subsidiary
operating telephone companies, would be considered as one issuer.

Under no circumstance could a trustholder run the risk of denial of exemption;
therefore, this provision of section 505 (a) would effectively prevent him from
making additional investment or reinvestment in the securities of an issuer
where the assets of the trust already include more than 5 percent of its securi-
ties. It is believed that this provision would hamper seriously the ability of
the Bell System to finance its present construction program. A review made for
us by three of the larger trustholders shows that 221 or 78 percent of the 283
trust funds which they hold, excluding those of the Bell System as an employer,
already have more than 5 percent of their assets invested in securities of the
Bell System. Seventy-one or 25 percent of these trust funds already have more
than 10 percent of their assets invested in securities of the Bell System and 14
or 5 percent have more than 15 percent. Thus, it is obvious that the great major-
ity of existing trust funds could no longer acquire new Bell System securities
or replace their present investment in Bell System securities with other Bell
System securities. When it is realized that pension trust funds are currently
absorbing approximately one-quarter of all net new corporate issues, and that
they will represent an increasing proportion of the future supply of funds for
investment in corporate securities, it is apparent that a substantial portion of
the market for Bell System securities will disappear.

It is possible that this provision would have a serious impact only on the Bell
System; even so, it is of extreme importance that it be modified. Because of its
nature, a large part of the telephone industry has developed as a single business
enterprise as contrasted with other industries in which there are many separate
corporations. As a result, the Bell System bears a very large portion of the
responsibility for meeting the Nation's needs for an adequate communications
system. During the postwar period, the Bell System has been engaged in a
tremendous construction program which has required the raising of more than
$6 billion of new capital. During this same period, all other corporations in the
United States have raised a total of about $41 billion of new capital. Certainly,
it would be unfair to apply a 5 percent restriction to a segment of our economy
which had represented more than 12 percent of the demand for investment funds
in recent years. The Bell System has programmed construction work for 1954
involving expenditures of $1,300 million which will require the raising of sub-
stantial amounts of new capital. Since this restriction would make it difficult
and more costly to secure new capital, it would have a material effect on our con-
struction program and the continued employment of the 700,000 employees pres-
ently on our payrolls. It would make it more difficult to meet the Nation's needs
for ever-improving telephone service.

The 5 percent limitation included in this section is a new one not previously
included in the Internal Revenue Code. We do not believe that it would be
appropriate to introduce such a limitation without detailed study of its effect;
therefore, we recommend that the section be modified to remove this restriction.
If this is not done, we recommend that the limitation be increased to 15 percent.
Further, we recommend that the definition of an issuer be revised so that each
individual corporation, without regard to its situation as parent or subsidiary,
be considered as an issuer.

ATTACHMENT B

GENERAL RULE FOR TAXABLE YEAR OF DEDUCTION ACCRUAL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXES

SUGGESTION FOR AMENDMENT OF SECTION 461 (C)

With reference to the taxable year for which deductions may be taken, H. R.
8300 contains a new provision, section 461 (c), which requires, in the case of
accrual basis taxpayers, that a real property tax which is related to a definite
period of time shall be accrued ratable over that period. Special rules are pro-
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vided to cover the transition to this basis. The provision is explained at page
A162 of the Report of the Ways and Means Committee.

This subsection is open to a number of objections: viz., (1) the questionable
necessity for such a provision; (2) difficulties in many cases of determining with
accuracy the definite period to which a tax relates; (3) difficulties of determining
the real or personal character of property on which a tax is imposed and difficul-
ties of determining what particular kind of property is subjected to tax; and (4)
most importantly, the serious financial impact on many taxpayers of the transi-
tion procedures provided in paragraph (2) of the subsection.

Contrary to the assumption made in the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that existing law requires accrual of real property taxes, as some definite
moment determined by reference to a lien or assessment date, the courts have
recognized that there can be other methods of determining deductible accruals for
real property and other taxes. See, for example, Commissioner v. Schock, Gus-
mer d Co. (137 F. 2d 750) and Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. v. Commissioner
(4 T. C. 140 (Acq.)). In such cases the ratable accrual of taxes has been recog-
nized. The criterion used was that inherent in section 43 Internal Revenue
Code and in section 461 (a) of H. R. 8300, namely, that the method used should
clearly reflect net income. It appears, therefore, that there is considerable
question as to the necessity for subsection (c) of section 461 to authorize the
ratable accrual of taxes for deduction purposes.

By its terms paragraph (1) of subsection (c) requires accrual of a real prop-
erty tax related to a definite period of time ratably over that specific period,
Those taxpayers who have had widespread experience with local property taxes
know that there are many jurisdictions in which it is well-nigh an impossibility
to determine with accuracy the definite benefit period to which the taxes relate.
Such problems are greatly multiplied for those taxpayers, as public utilities,
whose properties lie in or traverse many taxing jurisdictions. For instance,
in the State of New York there are over 7,000 taxing units, each with Its own
tax assessment and collection procedure.

In some jurisdictions the State and local laws, ordinances and practices are
confusing or silent as to the tax benefit period. In others, taxes for all local
jurisdictions within a State or county are collected in one sum by the State or
county authorities, regardless of the fiscal years or benefit periods of the sub-
ordinate jurisdictions. Such situations will be a new area for controversy be-
tween the Commissioner and taxpayers, merely substituting questions pertain-
ing to relevant benefit periods for those questions relating to lien and assessment
dates which have existed in the past.

The limitation of section 461 (c) to real property taxes also will create diffi-
cult problems. In the first place, a question will arise whether decisions, such
as the Atlantic Coast Line case, relating to other kinds of taxes are to be over.
ruled by legislation. Furthermore, any distinction between taxes on real prop-
erty and personal property will require a close scrutiny of each item of property
to determine the facts supporting its classification as real or personal, even
though the local tax made no such distinction or the assessment was made in a
lump sum without specification. It is well known that there is much disparity
in classification of similar assets located in different States and much disagree-
ment as to such classification. The problem is further complicated by the use
of so-called "in lieu" property taxes. Confusion resulting from this distinction
may well lead to considerable unnecessary litigation.

The last point which it is desired to make is of great importance to a large
number of taxpayers. In paragraph (2) of subsection (c), special rules are
provided for the transition from real property tax reduction procedures under
the 1939 code to those provided in the new subsection. Under those rules a real
property tax which was allowable under the 1939 code as a deduction for a
taxable year which began prior to January 1, 1954, would continue to be allowable
for that year. A. real-property tax which under the 1939 code would be allowable
as a deduction for the first taxable year beginning after December 31, 1953, shall
be allowable for such first taxable year to the extent that it relates to a prior
taxable period and to the extent it relates to such first taxable year. Thus, in
the case of a calendar year taxpayer, a tax relating to the period July 1, 1953,
to June 30, 1954, which was accruable on its lien date of July 1, 1953, would be
deductible in full for 1953. However, only one-half of the tax for the following
benefit period July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955, would be deductible for 1954, the
remainder being deductible in 1955 along with one-half of the tax for the benefit
period ending in 1956. Obviously, for the year 1954 the taxpayer's net income
will reflect a deduction for only a half year's real-property tax. This distortion
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is even greater in a State, such as Washington, where the effect of a lien date of
January 1, 1954, pertaining to a tax for the calendar year 1955 will prevent
deduction of any real-property tax for 1954.

The distortion of income resulting from the transition provision will not be
limited to isolated cases. Generally, ]ien and assessment dates, which are
usually considered determinative of accrual under existing law, occur prior to,
or in the first half of, the benefit period. Consequently, in a large number of
cases of those calendar-year taxpayers who deduct real-property taxes as
accruing on the lien or assessment date, no real-property taxes, or only a portion
of a full year's amount, will be deductible in 1954. The serious financial reper-
cussions of this situation for those taxpayers who bear large real-property taxes
cannot be overemphasized. Such an abnormal increase in Federal income tax
liability may well eliminate net earnings after tax and will unduly reduce funds
which should be available for working capital or investment in new plant. It
will be small consolation that such deductions may be recouped at some far
distant time when the taxpayer ceases business.

It is suggested, therefore, that paragraph (1), subsection (c) of section 461,
be revised to place it on an elective basis. This may be accomplished by changing
said paragraph to read as follows:

"(1) In general-If the taxable income is computed under an accrual method
of accounting, then any real property tax which is related to a definite period
of time [shall] may if the taxpayer so elects be accrued ratably over that
period." [New matter italics; matter eliminated shown in brackets.]

ATTACHMENT C

IN RE H. R. 8300, CHTAPrmS 6, SUBTITLE A-CoNsOLIDATED RETURNS

SUGGESTION FOR AMENDMENT OF SECTION 1621

Section 1621 prescribing the computation of taxable income of each includible
corporation is a counterpart of section 24.31 (b) (1) of regulations 129 and is
substantially similar thereto except for one important omission. The omission
is the provision for the computation of net income for consolidated return pur-
poses without disregarding certain intercompany gains and losses if the affiliated
group so desires and the Commissioner approves.

In explaining this omission the Ways and Means Committee report states at
page A303 that it is assumed the Commissioner will not deny to those groups
which used this basis of computing on consolidated returns the right to continue
to do so; that the committee understands the Commissioner for many years,
in the exercise of his administrative discretion, has permitted the filing of con-
solidated returns without disregarding profit or loss on intercompany transactions
where, in his opinion, no distortion of income or tax avoidance occurred; and that
it assumed the Secretary or his delegate will continue this practice in proper
cases.

Since no change in the existing practice is intended, it seems highly desirable
to include in the bill specific statutory authority for this procedure, otherwise
denial of such authority might be implied by omission of this provision.

The purpose of the provision in the existing regulations is to simplify and
expedite administration of the consolidated return procedures in those cases
where the elimination of intercompany profits and losses is both exceedingly
costly and impracticable and merely shifts the tax effect from one period to
another. Specifically, it is intended to cover situations in which one member of
an affiliated group produces or manufactures materials or goods which are sold
to the other members of the group for use in the latter's trade or business and not
for resale in the normal course of business to persons outside of the group. From
a practical standpoint, it is much simpler in these cases to pay the tax on the
intercompany profits at the outset and thus avoid the numerous difficulties and
problems hereinafter described.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the other companies of the Bell
System fulfilling the proposed satutory 80 percent control requirement furnish
an example of a group in which elimination of intercompany profits and losses
would prove extremely difficult and costly. In the American group, Western
Electric Co. manufactures, procures, and supplies to the affiliated companies in
the group, as well as to other companies in the Bell System, nearly all of the
tens of thousands of items used in construction of permanent plant. Such items
are included by the operating affiliates in their plant investment accounts and
depreciated over the life of the property.
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In the event the American Co. and those of its subsidiaries, including Western
Electric Co., which would qualify as includible corporations, should join in
a consolidated return, the omission of this provision from the proposed section
may well be interpreted to require (a) the initial elimination of a substantial
proportion of Western's profits from taxable income as reported in the return,
(b) adjustment for tax purposes of the cost basis of items going into the
capital accounts of the affiliated operating companies and, thereafter, (c)
annual adjustments to the book depreciation of the operating companies for
so long as any part of such investment remained in the accounts.

The capital accounts of the Bell System include tens of thousands of different
kinds of items of supplies, equipment, and apparatus, the greater part of which
are purchased from a through Western. Under such interpretation it would
be necessary to break down the charges and credits too, as well as the balances
in, such accounts and subaccounts in such detail as to permit the accurate deter-
mination over the life of the plant of the depreciation applicable to initially
untaxed intercompany profits. The difficulties and unnecessary burdens which
would be imposed on both the taxpayer and the Government through technical
compliance with that procedure are obvious.

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and its affiliated companies filed
consolidated income-tax returns for each of the years 1918 to 1933, inclusive,
and a consolidated excess-profits-tax return for the year 1940. The Western
Electric Co. was included as an affiliated company and in each return the inter-
company profits were not eliminated from the consolidated taxable net income.
This procedure was reviewed and permitted by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue and the consolidated taxable income was determined on that basis.

Consolidated income and excess profits tax returns were filed under sections
141 (j) and 448, Internal Revenue Code, for the years 1950 to 1952, inclusive,
by the American Co. and those of its affiliated companies which qualified as
"regulated public utilities" and such a return will be filed for 1953. Western
Electric Co., not being a "regulated public utility" within the purview of section
448, is not included in these consolidated returns. Consequently, the question of
elimination of intercompany profits and losses does not arise.

During 1951. when a substantial revision of the consolidated return regulations
was published in tentative form, the American Co. submitted to the Commis-
sioner a suggestion that the revised regulations contain an express provision
waiving the requirement for elimination of intercompany profits and losses in
transactions of the type described above.

In a letter dated July 10, 1951, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue advised
the American Co. that its suggestion had been accepted in part and invited
attention to the penultimate sentence of secion 24.31 (b) (1) of the regulations
as promulgated, which read as follows:

"For the purpose of these regulations, a transaction not involving a sale or
exchange of a capital asset or of property subject to the provisions of section
117 (j) shall not be considered an intercompany transaction if such transaction
occurs in the regular course of the trade or business of the members of the
group and if such members adopt, with the consent of the Commissioner and
subject to such conditions as he deems proper, a consistent accounting practice
of taking into account in the computation of consolidated net income the gains
and losses reflected in such transactions."

It is this sentence which has been omitted in the last paragraph of section
1621.

The American Co. and its affiliated companies intend to file a consolidated
income-tax return for the year 1954. Section 448 no longer being in effect, such
return must be made in accordance with the provisions of section 141 of the
Internal Revenue Code or its counterpart in H. R. 8300, should that bill be
enacted. Those provisions require the inclusion of Western Electric Co. and,
consequently, an application will be made to the Commissioner for his consent
to the inclusion in consolidated net income of the intercompany Western Electric
profits. In order that there may be no question as to the authority of the Com-
missioner to grant such consent, it is respectfully requested that there be inserted
in section 1621, immediately preceding the last sentence thereof, a provision
embodying the existing language in section 24.31 (b) (1) of regulations 129
(with necessary changes in terminology) expressly permitting the Secretary
or his delegate, in proper cases, to consent to the inclusion in consolidated taxable
income of intercompany profits and losses.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Halvorson.
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STATEMENT OF LLOYD C. HALVORSON, ECONOMIST, THE NATIONAL
GRANGE

Mr. HALVORSON. I am Lloyd Halvorson, economist for the National
Grange, with offices at 744 Jackson Place, NW., Washington 6, D. C.

The National Grange has a committee on taxation and fiscal policy.
The recommendations of this committee come before the delegate
body for action. Last fall the National Grange adopted the following
principles of taxation:

(a) Taxes should be equitable.
(b) Ability to pay and benefits received should be dominating

factors in the levying of taxes.
(c) Tax rates should be definite and should be known to the tax-

payers. The levying of hidden taxes should be avoided.
(d) The tax base-including National, State, and local taxes-

should be broad, so that the burden of taxes will be as widely dis-
tributed as possible, in conformity with these principles, in order
that the public will have a direct interest in Government expenditures.

(e) Taxes should be levied for securing needed revenue, but should
not be levied primarily as a means of social reform.

(f) Federal, State, and local governments should have different
sources of revenue to as great an extent as possible in order to reduce
multiple taxation.

The National Grange is deeply concerned with the high level of
Federal expenditures that now exists. There is much desire for
tax reduction among our members but not by deficit financing and
increasing the Federal debt. The objective of our economic and tax
policies is to maintain a sound and prosperous national economy with
a gradual reduction of the public debt. Unless we are able to reduce
Federal expenditures this objective will be difficult to attain.

Last January the executive committee of the National Grange took
the following action:

The executive committee noted that while the President's budget proposal
calls for $6.5 million less expenditures in fiscal 1955 than in 1954, there is con-
templated a budgetary deficit of $2.9 billion, largely because of tax reductions
which recently went into effect and were voted by Congress last year. It was
agreed that if budgetary expenditures cannot be further reduced, it would be
sounder and more realistic to accept the deficit than to seek a return to the
repressive tax rates in effect last year.

In view of the cessation of inflationary pressures, it was felt that a budgetary
deficit would not cause further depreciation of the dollar. Because of present
unsettled economic conditions, it was decided the Grange would favor raising
the debt ceiling to recognize the fact that if even a moderate recession should
occur, tax receipts would fall off; and that to raise tax rates in such a period
would serve to promote the recession.

The committee decided to favor maintaining the present excise tax rates for
another year because the emergency for which they were enacted is not yet over.
They also decided to favor such tax revisions as clearly necessary to establish
equity and feasible administration, but felt that the dividend credit should be
postponed until budget expenditures could be further reduced.

The committee reaffirmed the position of the Grange looking forward to a
balanced budget and eventual beginning of public debt reduction. The Grange
has historically opposed Federal automotive excise taxes and will seek their
elimination first of all when the budget permits tax reduction.

It was a disappoinment to the National Grange that the Congress
did not give priority to automotive excise taxes when it reduced the
excise taxes by about a billion dollars. We feel that before any general
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reduction is made in income taxes that automotive excise taxes should
be reduced and eventually abolished.

Senator LONG. Is there any particular reason why you should want
to remove automotive excise taxes over removing taxes on household
appliances and thing of that sort?

Mr. HALVORSON. Yes; there are several reasons. Probably the main
reason is that the federal automotive excise taxes apply to gasoline,
tires and tubes, and parts, used on tractors, and, theerf ore, the farmers
get taxed on that production expense, you see.

Secondly, we feel that these taxes should be reserved for the States
because they need the money so badly for their own road expenditures.

We endorse the principle of continuing the regular corporation
income tax rate at 52 percent. It is sound procedure to remove inequi-
ties and depressing tax provisions before reducing the tax rate.

We have not been able to evaluate all the tax revisions proposed in
H. R. 8300, but we would like to express our support for certain pro-
visions that we consider very desirable.

For a number of years farmers have been sorely vexed by bureau-
cratic decisions as to years of useful life of farm property and the
method of allocating depreciation over the useful life. The length of
life of farm equipment and machinery varies more than in any other
segment of our economy because on a small farm a tractor will last
longer than on a large farm where the tractor is used early and late
most all the days. .Xlso, the care of farm machinery and equipment
varies greatly between farmers. Unrealistic depreciation policies can
greatly interfere with farm investment policies, and therefore,
efficiency.

Our executive committee on April 22, 1954, took the following action
on depreciation:

Voted to ask the National Grange office to seek by legislation and by consulta-
tion with the Internal Revenue Service, a more realistic depreciation policy on
farm machinery and equipment in regard to both length of useful life and method
of allocating cost over the period.

I note that the -new section on depreciation applies only to new
equipment. This is certainly a help, but I do not believe it will be
very satisfactory as far as farmers are concerned. They are quite dis-
satisfied with the present depreciation policy on machinery they own,
and it will be a long time before those who are now well stocked with
machinery would get any benefit. It might artificially stimulate some
new machinery purchase, but should depreciation policy be used for
this purpose? A more realistic depreciation policy applied to existing
farm machinery and equipment will enable farmers to recover the
cost sooner, and this will enable them to buy the equipment they need.
With farmers, the limiting factor in buying modern labor saving equip-
ment is available money in most cases.

We hope the section on soil and water conservation expenditures
will be enacted as found in H. R. 8300. For several years the National
Grange has tried to get the tax collectors to see the equity of allowing
farmers to expense soil and water conservation expenditures. Ex-

enditures for conservation is just what it says. It is to keep the farm
om washing or blowing away and to maintain its tilth and fertility.

Also, while a number of extraction industries get depletion allow-
ances, farmers do not. Land is not an inexhaustible resource as some
seem to presume. Much of our land has lost more than half of its
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nitrogen and humus content since it was opened. For this the farmers
have been allowed no depletion allowance. It has also been a paradox
that an earthen structure has not been depreciable, while structures
of brick, made by hardening clay, is depreciable.

It is important to retain the provision limiting the right to ex-
pense soil and water conservation expenditures to land already in
farming. It is also important to limit deductions to 25 percent of
-ross income derived from farming to prevent rebuilding of farms
Uy nonfarmers from nonfarm income sources as a hobby or as a
device or converting regular income into capital gains. We feel it is
important to allow farmers to stretch the expensing over as many
years as they choose. To require that all the soil and water conserva-
tion expenditures be deducted in the year of outlay or even over 4 years
would deprive farmers in the middle and lower income tax brackets
the full benefit of expensing.

We endorse the provision moving the tax filing dates to April 15
and extending the tax declaration date and the alternative final filing
date for farmers by 15 days. In 1952 our delegate body adopted a
resolution calling upon the Bureau of Internal Revenue to provide
farmers with more instructions and aides for the filing of farmers
income-tax returns. The Extension Service has put out annual bulle-
tins to aid farmers in making out their tax returns, but with the
present January 15, January 31, and March 15 compliance dates, not
enough time for proper distribution of the tax help bulletins has
been allowed.

The National Grange delegate body adopted a resolution favoring
the proposal that fishermen be permitted to report and file their
Federal income tax on the same basis and in the same manner as
farmers, since they are unable to estimate in advance the income
they will receive during the year. The bill before this committee
has no such provision and we ask that it be included in the appropriate
place.

We have some granges in California that have some fishermen mem-
bers. I have also talked to Charles C. Jackson, the national manager
of the Fisheries Institute, and he asked me to say that his organiza-
tion is also in favor of including such a provision in this bill.

The National Grange reaffirmed its position in opposition to any
change in the Federal tax laws that would place an unfair burden
upon mutual insurance companies. The National Grange is opposed
to the taxation of net patronage margins of cooperatives as corporate
income.

We endorse the provisions in the bill which allows a parent the $600
exemption even if the child under 19, or a student, earns more than
$600. The more liberal provision for deduction of medical expenses
is the right way to help people pay their medical bills on their own.
The increase in the charitable contribution limitation for individuals
from 20 percent to 30 percent is in line with the Grange desire to pro-
mote charitable, educational, and religious organizations, and
hospitals.

That concludes my testimony.
Senator LoNG. May I ask some questions, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator LONG. Have you taken into consideration in your statement

that it might be well to have certain tax reductions even if it does
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result in an unbalanced budget, for the purpose of preventing a fur-
ther recession or heading off a depression?

Mr. HALVORSON. The National Grange does not feel that the time
has come that it is clear that we need such action; that if it does be-
come clear, in other words, if in the next month or so there is a further
increase in unemployment, I feel confident that the Grance would
favor such a measure.

Senator LONG. Would it seem to you that it is easier to head of a
depression in its incipiency, than to try to correct the ones you are
in the midst of?

Mr. HALVORSON. As an economist I certainly agree with the impli-
cation of that question, and that is that it is much easier to stop it at
the incipient stage than trying to get out of a depression.

Senaor LONG. In other words, it is like taking a medicine. A
smaller dose in the first stage of the disease might cure the illness and
if you wait until the patient is badly infected, it might take a great
amount?

Mr. HALVORSON. That's right.
Senator LONG. I notice Professor Slichter recommended reduction

of these taxes, which includes what you have in mind, in an article
about a week ago in the New York Times magazine section.

Mr. HALVORSON. I would say probably the greatest disappointment
of the Grange in excise reduction was that the Congress did not give
priority to the Federal automotive excise taxes.

Senator LONG. Thank you.
The CHAIRMIAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Alvord.

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. ALVORD. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee, if I may,
I would like to file with the committee for its hearings a memorandum
which we have prepared, directed toward those provisions of the bill
now under consideration.

Now, I will proceed for just a few minutes to cover what I consider
a few of the more important points.

The memorandum, I might add, has been prepared by four of the
attorneys in my office, all of whom are very well known to this com-
mittee, Messrs. Karl Price, Lincoln Arnold, Fred Peel, and Charles
Johnston, with such editing as I have been able to give it, and I hope
that it will be of some help to the staff and some help to this committee.

I really wish personally to congratulate Mr. Stam's staff and the
Treasury staff for the terrific job that they have accomplished in this
new code. There are, as is to be expected, errors, technical errors,
and errors of policy.

Mr. Chairman, we are in almost daily contact with Mr. Stam as to
the technical errors, and the memorandum I am submitting does not
cover them. There are, however, a few serious errors in the bill.

First, I would say there are serious errors with respect to omissions.
For example, I heartily endorse the President's recommendations in
his budget message with respect to the gradual elimination of the tax
on consolidated returns and the tax on intercompany dividends, both
of which have been omitted from the bill, I understand, primarily for
revenue purposes. I think they should be restored.
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There are other omissions, such as the one obvious means of increas-
ing revenues. That is a substantial reduction in the tax on capital
gains. A 10 percent tax on capital gains, Mr. Chairman and gentle-
men of the committee, will produce much more revenue than your
present tax. Your present tax retards and substantially interferes
with daily transactions and definitely discourages new investment.

The 10 percent rate would produce much more revenue. Then, I
also have other suggestions with respect to the imposition of the
capital gains tax which I ask this committee to consider.

There are provisions in the bill which are exceedingly important
if we are to maintain our place in world trade. The 14 point reduc-
tion provision, made in accordance with the Randall Committee's
recommendations, will be very helpful. There are some deficiencies
in it which I don't understand. I know no reason why the movie
industry should be excluded from the provision, if it is. I am not
sure it is, but it might be. Nor do I understand why certain whole-
saling activities are excluded from the benefits of the 14 point reduc-
tion. I urge that both be covered, and then I suggest one further point.

I have made this suggestion to the subcommittee of the Committee
on Foreign Relations of the Senate. I think it would be very much
worthwhile for this bill to contain a provision approving the prin-
ciple that the President negotiate treaties with underdeveloped coun-
tries designed to stimulate the flow of private funds from the United
States into the underdeveloped countries. That is the only manner,
in my opinion, in which underdeveloped countries can become
developed.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to suggest there are more ways of
developing an underdeveloped country; for the underdeveloped coun-
try to develop rules of fairness, not by treaty but by trying to encourage
investment in practice.

Mr. ALVORD. Mr. Chairman, I think it should be done by treaty
because an underdeveloped country may not wish funds, for example,
from Russia. It may not wish funds from other portions of the
world. If the underdeveloped country really wishes our funds,
funds from the United States, help from the United States, it should
be perfectly willing to enter into a treaty with us.

The CHAIRMAN. Treaties don't make any difference. They don't
pay any attention to treaties. It is actual practice in the country.

Mr. ALVORD. I quite appreciate that that is one of the elements, and
actual practice in the country is one of those roadblocks which keeps
America out.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a very poor roadblock. A treaty is a piece
of paper. They say, "Well, after all, if we don't live up to the treaty,
we make Uncle Sam mad in a gentle sort of a way, and he won't do
anything about it."

Mr. Arvoxw. Mr. Chairman, I know of no tax treaty that has not
been lived up to by the countries which have agreed to it.

The CHAIRMAN. I know of no country in this world, with few
exceptions, that is entirely fair to American capital.

Mr. ALVORD. That I quite agree with, but I think that fairness will
be brought about in large part, however, through the negotiations of
suitable treaties which will adequately protect American investment
over there and adequately provide for the manner in which the income
from that investment will be taxed.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am suggesting they don't pay much attention to
the treaty when it suits their purpose. The point is, a sustained
course of practice in the country that makes the investor feel his
investment is safe, not what it says in the treaty.

Mr. ALVORD. With that, I agree. But that must be accompanied by
a treaty, if there is such a sustained course of practice, and I think
both together would, perhaps, do the job. I am not sure of it, but it
might well do the job.

Then, with respect to the change in the foreign tax credit that
also has to do with our activities abroad. It is a sort of a tossup
as to whether we should eliminate its "overall limitation" or the
"per-country" limitation. The Committee on Ways and Means has
chosen to eliminate the "overall limitation." To that, I have no objec-
tion. I have recommended the elimination of one or the other, with
my preference for elimination of the "overall."

I think there should be at least one more provision: That is, that
if an American taxpayer does business in a foreign country, apart
from business done by a foreign subsidiary, then whatever losses
he has from such business should not be taken into account in apply-
ing the per-country limitation to the foreign tax credit allowed with
respect to dividends he gets from the subsidiary.

That one provision will help tremendously in carrying out the
policy which led to elimination of the "overall" limitation.

There is also a provision in the bill which is a substitute for the
present law provision that a foreign tax credit shall be allowed for a
tax "in lieu of income tax." In place of that provision, the bill will
give a credit for a thing they call a "principal' tax. I have no par-
ticular kick on that. It is a brand new concept. I don't know just
how it is going to be applied, but if we want to experiment with it,
I would leave both provisions in.

Then, I might also add that the administration could well be
encouraged to include in the double tax treaties, or in other tax treaties,
a specification of the types of taxes in the foreign country for which
a credit will be given by the United States.

I realize that your time is limited, Mr. Chairman. I have at-
tempted to summarize a few of my recommendations for you. There
are others waiting to get on and the committee wants to get through.

If there are any questions, I will be very happy to attempt to
answer them, and I am making every effort to get through in 10
minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. That makes you a first-rate hero around here.
I commend the gentleman's example to all other witnesses.

Mr. ALVORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared material of Mr. Alvord follows:)

STATEMENT BY ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD ON H. R. 8300 (INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF
1954)

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Ellsworth C.
Alvord. I am a lawyer engaged in active practice in Washington, D. C.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) H. R. 8300 should be enacted as promptly as appropriate amendments can
be prepared and adopted.

(2) The basic policy recommendations in the budget message which have
been omitted from the bill should be adopted.
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(3) The proclaimed policies of the present administration should be sub-
stituted for all the New Deal philosophy now embodied in the bill-much of it
more drastic than the New Deal dared advocate.

(4) There is no necessity to eliminate the proposed codification, or to post-
pone the effective date of the bill as a whole until next year. Corrections can be
made.

TECHNICAL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS

From the day on which the bill became public, we have been, and will continue
to be, in almost daily contact with your experts in pointing out matters which
seem to us to be unintended errors or omissions. These are not included in the
memorandum I am submitting herewith.

BASIC TAX POLICIES

(1) Present tax burdens are heavier than even war or international tension
can justify, and much heavier than the American system of free enterprise can
carry for an extended period of time. If hope for continuing and early relief is
lost, economic progress will stop. We need not and should not risk the gruesome
consequences.

(2) The gradual elimination of the tax on the intercompany dividends (car-
ried over from the completely discredited undistributed profits tax) and of the
penalty upon an affiliated group for filing an appropriate consolidated return
should be adopted.

(3) It should be recognized that the earnings of individuals are subject to
depreciation and obsolescence, just as earnings from machinery are. Indi-
viduals should be permitted to work at least half their time for themselves,
their families, and their churches, schools and charities.

(4) To increase revenues, to lessen the existing levy upon capital, and to
remove one of the roadblocks discouraging the investment of private funds in
revenue-producing business enterprises, the rate of tax upon capital gains should
not exceed 121/ percent (a 10 percent rate is preferable) ; the system should be
stabilized; the sale or distribution of assets held for more than 20 years should
be tax-free; and normal shifts in investments should be permitted without a tax
upon the "paper" profits.

(5) The principles of the present Western Hemisphere provisions should be
extended to all income from foreign sources; and in any event the apparent de-
nial of the 14-point benefits to certain industries (such as the movie industry
and industries necessarily engaged, at least in part, in wholesaling) should be
corrected.

(6) The negotiation of treaties should be encouraged in order further to re-
move the roadblocks to the flow of private funds to so-called underdeveloped
countries.

(7) A system should be adopted for averaging excess-profits tax liabilities
over all the years the tax was in effect.

SUMMARY OF COMMENT ON TECHNICAL POLICIES

(1) Corporate reorganizations
(a) Gain or loss should not be recognized in cases involving the acquisition

by one corporation of the stock or the property of another corporation merely
because one of the two corporations is more than four times as large as the
other corporation.

(b) The "inactive corporation" concept in connection with "spin-offs" and
"split-ups" should be discarded, or at least the definition of an "inactive cor-
poration" should be so amended that it will not apply to any corporation which
is engaged in the direction of a business enterprise through subsidiaries.

(2) Corporate liquidations
(a) The provisions of section 112 (b) (6) of the present code should be

retained so that subsidiary corporations may be liquidated without the necessity
of appraisals of their properties.

(b) The definition of partial liquidations should be broadened so as to include
any contraction in the scope of a corporate enterprise.

(3) Redemptions of corporate stock
(a) The provisions of section 115 (g) (1) of the present code, relating to the

taxation of stock redemptions as dividends, should be retained in lieu of the
mathematical tests of section 302 (a) of the bill.
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(b) The 85 percent transfer tax on corporations which redeem preferred
stock issued as a dividend or in a recapitalization should be abolished, and instead
stockholders who cause such stock to be issued with the intent to sell it and
have it redeemed should be taxed upon the receipt of such stock.

(c) Distributions of inventory in redemption of stock should not be taxed
as a dividend where the redemption is bona fide, and not essentially equivalent
to a dividend.

(4) Pension and profit-sharing plans

(a) Plans should be permitted to qualify either under the mathematical tests
set out in section 501 (e) of the bill, or under the general test of nondiscrimina-
tion in section 165 (a) of the present code.

(M) In applying the mathematical tests as to discrimination and the limita-
tions on the employer's deduction for contributions, it should be possible to
consider all of the employees of several affiliated corporations as if they were the
employees of a single employer.

(c) The restrictions on investments of pension and profit-sharing trusts set
out in section 505 of the bill should be discarded.

(5) Retroactive provisions
Provisions in the bill which would impose a tax where none would be imposed

under present law should not be made applicable to transactions which prior to
the enactment of the bill have been carried out; or, in the case of corporate
transactions, approved by stockholders; or, in the case of proposed reorganiza-
tions, if a closing agreement under present law has been entered into. Examples
are corporate reorganizations, long term stock options, and long term leases by
employee trusts.

(6) Foreign income
(a) The 14 point tax differential on foreign income should not be denied in

the case of any bona fide foreign operations, such as farms and plantations,
timber operations, the distribution of motion picture films, and wholesaling.

(b) The right to the 14 point tax differential on income from a foreign branch
of a United States corporation should not be conditioned upon electing to defer
the income from such branch.

(c) The provisions permitting a deferral of income from a foreign branch
should not be conditioned upon a forfeiture of the taxpayer's right to percentage
depletion, nor should they deny an eventual realization of loss on the foreign
branch operations, nor should they prevent the return to the United States tax-
free of the United States corporation's initial investment in the foreign branch.

(d) The "principal tax" concept under the foreign tax credit provisions is even
less satisfactory in some respects than the "in lieu of income tax" concept as
administered by the Government today. Both concepts should be employed,
and in addition appropriate treaty provisions should be negotiated to supple-
ment these provisions.

(e) Direct operations of a United States corporation in a foreign country
should be considered separately from the operations in that country of such
corporation's foreign subsidiary, both for purposes of applying the "per country"
limitation on the foreign tax credit, and also for purposes of computing the
limitation on the 14 point tax differential.

(7) Consolidated Returns
(a) A new election should be granted annually.
(b) If an annual election is not granted, a new election should be granted

whenever there are disadvantageous changes either in the law or the Regula-
tions, whether or not "substantially" disadvantageous, and such new election
should be allowed for the first year for which any such change is effective.

(c) There should be no compulsory inclusion in the consolidated return of
Western Hemisphere trade corporations or of other corporations deriving most
of their income from abroad.

(d) The inventory provisions relating to consolidated returns should be
amended in order to avoid a double tax on intercompany profits included in
inventory.

(8) Operating loss carry-overs
(a) The operating loss carry-over provision should be amended in order to

allow full benefit for percentage depletion and for the deduction for inter-
corporate dividends received.
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(b) The 5-year carry-forward provision should be made effective for com-
puting the operating loss deduction for 1954.

(9) Accrual of real property taxes
Accrual basis taxpayers should be permitted, at their election, to continue

to accrue real property taxes on the lien date.

(10) Transferee waivers
The execution by a transferee of a waiver of the statute of limitations on

the assessment of deficiencies should be made to effect an extension of time
within which to file claims for refund.

EARNED INCOME CREDIT

One of the most significant social changes brought about by our present heavy
income tax rates is the fact that it is virtually impossible for a person to
accumulate out of earned income a substantial reserve for his old age or an
estate of sufficient size to support his widow or other dependents. The mar-
ginal tax rates on individuals now range as high as 91 percent, and the overall
limitation of the average tax rate for individuals is 87 percent. The tax law
no longer contains any recognition of the need to provide special treatment for
earned income other than income earned abroad.

The need for relief in this area is emphasized in the proposed bill by the
special treatment accorded investment income through the 10 percent credit for
dividends received. The Government should never take more than half of the
taxpayer's earned income. Provision should be made for an overall income tax
rate limitation of 50 percent on earned income and a reasonable earned income
credit for taxpayers below the 50 percent average tax rate.

DEATH BENEFITS FROM PENSION TRUSTS

Section 101 of the new code, like section 22 (b) (1) of the present code,
provides for the exclusion of employee death benefits (paid otherwise than
under a life insurance contract) up to a maximum limit of $5,000.

Subparagraph (B) of section 101 (b) (2) proposes to resolve an ambiguity of
present law as to this exclusion by providing that the exclusion shall not apply
to amounts with respect to which the employee possessed, immediately before
his death, a nonforfeitable right to receive the amounts while living, but sub-
paragraph (B) is stated not to apply in the case of distributions from a qualified
profit-sharing or stock bonus trust.

Neither the bill nor the report of the Ways and Means Committee explains
why there is no similar exception in subparagraph (B) for distributions by a
qualified pension trust. There is obviously no difference between a qualified
profit-sharing and a qualified pension trust which is material to the allow-
ability of the exclusion. Section 101 (b) (2) (B) should be amended by en-
larging the exception to apply to distributions from qualified pension trusts
also.

ACCIDENT AND HEALTH PLANS FOE EMPLOYEES

Section 104 of the bill continues the present exclusion from gross income of
amounts received through accident or health insurance for personal injuries
or sickness, but that section and section 105 qualify this exclusion by providing
that amounts received by an employee under an "employer's accident or health
plan" shall be excluded only if the plan is a "qualified plan" under section
105 (c), and only up to a maximum limit of $100 per week.

One of the essential elements of a "qualified plan" is that it shall provide a
"waiting period before the time when payments are to begin under the plan."
Neither the bill nor the report of the Ways and Means Committee indicates
that this waiting period need be of a prescribed minimum duration, and there
is no suggestion of a policy which would require a minimum of any particular
length.

Nevertheless, to avoid controversy in individual cases, the bill should specify
that a waiting period of 1 day will be required.

Furthermore, such plans should be denominated "employer's plans." This
terminology is unnecessary, and it might be deemed to exclude from section 105
any plans initiated and controlled by employees, although supported in whole
or in part by employer contributions. It also might be deemed to imply that a
plan which qualifies under section 105 is not entitled to an exemption as a
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voluntary employee beneficiary association under section 501 (c) (9) of the
bill (corresponding to sec. 101 (16) of the present code), and vice versa.

In referring to compulsory contributions into State funds, section 105 (c)
should provide that such funds shall be treated "as a plan or part of a plan"
of an employer, in order to permit a proper application of the key employee
and 25-percent tests of section 501 (e) relating to nondiscrimination.

Much of the complications which will be involved under section 105 in many
cases could be avoided simply by enacting the rule applied by the Treasury
today-that employees are not taxable on medical and hospitalization insurance
provided by the employer.

LOSS ON THE STOCK OF AFFILIATED CORPORATIONS

Under section 23 (g) of the present code, a loss incurred when stock in an
"affiliated corporation" becomes worthless is an ordinary loss, but a loss incurred
when stock in any other corporation becomes worthless is a capital loss. An
"affiliated corporation" is specifically defined to include only a corporation 95
percent of whose stock is owned by the taxpayer, and more than 90 percent of
whose gross income for all taxable years has been from sources other than
dividends, interest, rents, and certain other investment income. The percentage
of gross income requirement is of course intended to restrict the allowance of an
ordinary loss to the stock of subsidiaries which have been actively engaged in
business operations, as distinguished from those which have merely held
investments.

Section 165 of the new code converts the percentage of gross income require-
ment to a percentage of gross receipts requirement, the requirement otherwise
remaining the same. This change will help to take care of the situation where,
under present law, the subsidiary would fail to qualify as an affiliate because
its direct costs of operations have exceeded or approximated its sales, and it
therefore has had little or no gross income from operations.

But there is a similar situation for which the proposed change is inadequate.
For instance, in the mining industry a subsidiary is frequently organized to
carry on the exploration for and the development of certain mineral deposits
in a specified area. If marketable deposits are discovered, the subsidiary
proceeds with the mining operation. But if they are not discovered, operations
are discontinued without either gross income or gross receipts having accrued
to the subsidiary in any amount whatever. Such a subsidiary has obviously
had active operations, and the loss on its stock should clearly be allowed as an
ordinary loss.

The necessary modification of the provision could be made simply by substi-
tuting a requirement that not more than 10 percent of the gross receipts of the
subsidiary, if any, should be from investment income of the sDecified classes.

DEPRECIATION

The depreciation deduction provided by section 167 is undoubtedly an im-
provement over present law. However, it is by no means enough of an improve-
ment to justify the tremendous attention it has received. In fact, it falls far
short of the thorough overhaul our depreciation policies deserve.

The provision in section 167 (e), under which a change in the rate of depre-
ciation cannot be made unless the useful life determined by the Government
differs from that used by the taxpayer by more than 10 percent, can be character-
ized only as window dressing. It is so easy for the Internal Revenue Service
to choose a useful life which exceeds that used by the taxpayer by more than
10 percent that section 167 (e) is hardly worth writing into the law. And note
that more than a 10-percent difference is involved in a dispute between 30
years and 33V/ years on a building and in a dispute between 9 years and 10
years on a machine. This 10-percent rule is more restrictive than the policy
announced by the present Commissioner of Internal Revenue. What future
Commissioner will have the nerve to stand by the present administrative policy
in the face of this narrow statutory provision?

Allowance of declining balance depreciation at twice the straight-line rate
is certainly advantageous in the early years of an asset's life, but it may have
disastrous consequences on the depreciation deductions allowable as the asset
nears the end of its useful life. Since depreciation on the declining balance
method is a fixed percentage of the remaining undepreciated balance, deprecia-
tion deductions become smaller year by year. Eventually they become smaller
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than those which would be allowed by applying straight-line depreciation (based
on the remaining useful life) to the remaining undepreciated balance. A portion
of an asset's cost will still remain undepreciated at the end of its useful life.
This may or may not approximate its actual salvage value.

Section 167 (b) does not state whether a taxpayer may shift from declining
balance to straight-line depreciation in a ease where annual depreciation under
the declining balance method has been reduced to the point where it will be
inadequate to allow the recovery of the excess of remaining cost over salvage
value by the end of an asset's useful life. This privilege should be expressly
provided in the law. Otherwise, the declining balance method may often turn
out to be a trap for unwary taxpayers.

The new provision for use of the declining balance method at twice the
straight-line rate is limited to new assets, disregarding the fact that many new
businesses are started with secondhand equipment and that a businessman's
willingness to buy new equipment is often dependent on the price he can get
for his old equipment. The limitation to new assets in section 167 (c) will knock
out entirely the market for secondhand machine tools.

The privilege provided in section 167 (b) (3) of using depreciation methods
other than straight-line or declining balance is largely illusory, since the
aggregate deductions allowed up through the taxable year under any such other
method may not exceed those permitted under the declining balance method.
Since, as was pointed out above, the declining balance method may result in
less aggregate depreciation after a few years than even the straight-line method
this is not a suitable limitation to impose on other depreiation methods. It is
difficult to see how any variation of the unit of production of machine-hour
method of depreciation could be used sensibly under such a limitation and it
should be stricken out.

Much more decisive changes in our depreciation policy for tax purposes are
needed than those contained in section 167. This policy should be geared to the
concept that our economy must expand and not merely "keep even," it should
recognize the effects of changing price levels, it should take account of the In-
creasing role of obsolescence, and it should be based on the basic principle that
the purpose of deductions for depreciation is to permit the tax-free recovery of
cost. Taxpayers should be permitted, at their election, to deduct 50 percent of
expenditures for depreciable property in the year the expenditure is made or
over a 5-year period, with the remaining 50 percent being subject to the ordinary
rules for depreciation deductions. Furthermore, neither depreciation allowed
nor depreciation allowable should reduce basis unless it results (or would have
resulted) in a tax benefit either in the year allowed or allowable or in another
year to which a loss from such year was carried back or carried forward.

AVERAGE INCOME THROUGH NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYOVER

The provisions of section 172 of the bill made considerable progress toward
elimination of the inequitable adjustments required under present law in apply-
ing net operating loss carryovers. However, under the bill taxpayers will still
lose in some cases the full benefit of the deduction for percentage depletion, and
intercorporate dividends are still treated as fully taxable income in computing
net operating losses.

The change in treatment of intercorporate dividends under section 243 whereby
taxpayers are allowed a deduction equal to 85 percent of these dividends in lieu
of an 85-percent credit against net income makes correction of the unfair adjust-
ment required in computing net operating losses possible with a very simple
change. All that is necessary is elimination of section 246 (b), which limits
the intercorporate dividend deduction to 85 percent of taxable income. If this
limitation is eliminated consistent treatment of intercorporate dividends will be
provided regardless of whether they are received by the taxpayer in an income
year or in a loss year.

Section 172 (d) (6) should be eliminated to permit consistent treatment of
percentage depletion under the net operating loss provisions. Section 172 (d)
(6) has the effect of denying the excess of percentage depletion over adjusted
basis depletion in computing the loss in a loss year and in determining the ad-
justments to be made to a net operating loss carryover by reason of its application
to other years.

NET OPERATING LOSS DEDUCTION FOR 1954

In providing for the carryover of business losses as a deduction in computing
income taxes, the present code generally follows the principle of permitting such
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losses to be carried forward from the 5 years immediately preceding the taxable
year, and carried back from the year immediately following the taxable year.
This principle was first adopted by the Revenue Act of 1950. But that act, pre-
sumably for reasons of economy, did not make the principle of a 5-year carry-
forward fully effective for any year prior to 1955-only a 2-year carryforward
was allowed in computing the tax for 1950, 1951 and 1952, a 3-year carryforward
for 1953, and a 4-year carryforward for 1954.

In its consideration of the revenue bill of 1951, the Congress recognized the
anomaly of postponing until 1955 the operation of a principle approved in 1950.
But it limited its corrective action at that time to the allowance of one additional
loss carryforward into 1951 (a 1948 loss) and 1952 (a 1949 loss).

In section 172 of the new code, it is proposed to adopt the principle of a 2-year
(instead of a 1-year) carryback, and to give effect to this principle even in the
computation of the tax for 1952 and 1953.

If this action is possible, it should also be possible to make the principle of the
5-year carryforward fully effective at least for 1954.

MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION

Under section 22 (b) (5) of the present code amounts received through acci-
dent or health insurance as compensation for personal injuries or sickness are
excludible from gross income. Under section 23 (x) a deduction is allowed for
certain medical expenses paid during the year, but only if "not compensated for
by insurance or otherwise." This condition is necessary so that a double tax
benefit may not be claimed where medical expenses are paid out of the proceeds
of health or accident insurance.

Section 213 of the new code continues the medical expense deduction in a form
similar to that found in section 23 (x), retaining the condition that the expenses
so deductible are only those "not compensated for by insurance or otherwise."
But under sections 104 and 105 of the new code the benefits payable under some
employee health-insurance plans are taxable to the employee. Deductions should
be allowed for medical expenses which are reimbursed by such benefits, as in this
situation no double tax benefit is possible.

CHILD-CARE EXPENSES

The new child-care-expense deduction provided in section 214 is so limited in
scope that it can hardly be considered a solution to the problem it purports
to answer. First, the deduction is not allowable if both the father and mother
work. Second, the deduction is limited to $600 a year. Third, the deduction
is not allowed if the taxpayer uses the optional standard deduction. Fourth,
the deduction is not allowed in the usual case after the child attains the age
of 10.

Failure of section 214 to cover the case where both father and mother work
is apparently a result of prejudice against working wives. It ignores the fact
that many wives who are mothers are forced to work because of economic
necessity.

The $600 limit on the deduction is completely unrealistic in terms of the present-
day cost of hiring maids or nurses. Wages for child care often range as high
as $35 or $40 a week, plus carfare, or more than 3 times the maximum deduction
allowable under section 214.

Failure to treat the deduction for child-care expenses as a deduction in
arriving at adjusted gross income will have the effect in most cases either of
making it unavailable or of reducing the $600 deduction still further by requir-
ing the taxpayer to forego the standard deduction in order to obtain it. This
will be an especial hardship on the low-income taxpayers the provision was
particularly meant to help.

Children who have reached the age of 10 are not so old as to no longer need
supervision, as assumed by section 214. This age limitation should be increased
at least to 12 years.

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED ON CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY STOCK

Under present law corporations are allowed a credit against income of 85
percent of the amount of dividends received. The new code contains an equiv-
alent allowance in the form of a deduction under section 243, and also allows
to individuals a credit against tax of a percentage of dividends received (sec.
34) and a limited exclusion of dividends (sec. 116). In connection with each
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of these allowances, the new code provides that It does not extend to dividends
received from insurance companies.

This discrimination against the stockholders of insurance companies does
not exist under the present dividends received credit. At least in the case of
stock fire, and casualty companies, taxable under section 831, it is entirely
illogical. These companies pay taxes at the regular corporate rate on every
dollar of income, both from investment and underwriting sources. The allow-
ances should be extended to dividends on their stock under the same conditions
as on other stock.

PUBLIC-UTILITY CREDIT FOR DIVIDENDS PAID ON PREFERRED STOCK

In 1942 the Congress authorized public utilities, in computing their income
subject to the corporate surtax, to offset such income by the amount of the
dividends which they paid during the year on certain stock. This right was
made available only in the case of stock which had been issued prior to Octo-
ber 1, 1942, the dividends on which were preferred over the dividends on other
stock and were cumulative and limited in amount. This "credit for dividends
paid," despite frequent intervening amendments of sections 13 (a), 15 (a), and
26 (h) of the Internal Revenue Code, of which the credit is a part, continues
today in substantially its original form, except that it is now a partial offset
against both normal and surtax net income, rather than a complete offset
against the latter only. The new code would continue it without substantive
change, but as a deduction rather than a credit.

The reason for the provision is obvious from its terms. Prior to 1942 many
public utilities, unable to foresee the extraordinary wartime corporate-tax
increases, had elected to finance additions and betterments through the issuance
of large amounts of cumulative preferred stock. Unlike interest on bonds, the
dividends on such stock were not deductible for Federal income-tax purposes.
Nevertheless these dividend charges, equally as much as bond interest, had to be
met each year unless unpaid accumulations were to be permitted to destroy the
capacity of the issuing corporation to obtain funds for subsequent expansion
and even, during an inflationary period, the capacity to make replacements.

But in one respect the terms of the law providing the credit were drafted
without a full appreciation of the situation for which relief was required. Under
section 26 (h) the credit was allowed only for preferred stock dividends paid
by a "public utility," and a "public utility" was defined to mean only a corpora-
tion which is itself engaged in the "sale" of utility services. Thus, even where
consolidated returns wore filed by several utility corporations, the credit was
denied unless the same corporate entity which was directly obligated to pay the
dividends was also the corporation engaged in the "sale" of services. Actually,
of course, a single public utility operation is often carried on by two or more
corporate entities acting in concert, each having a function complementary to
that of the other. For instance, a parent corporation may be used to hold title
to utility properties and to lease them to a wholly owned subsidiary corpora-
tion, and the wholly owned subsidiary to operate the properties and to deal
directly with consumers. In such situations capital for the enterprise is usually
raised by a different corporate entity from the one which markets the services.
To deny the section 26 (h) credit for this reason was probably not intended, and
certainly results in an arbitrary discrimination against affiliated groups.

The bill should be amended to do away with this discrimination in the majority
of such cases by extending the credit to any corporation which is the parent
of one or more subsidiaries which are engaged in selling utility services (I. e.,
of subsidiaries which are public utilities as presently defined in the law),
assuming, of course, that the parent has outstanding cumulative preferred stock
issued prior to 1942. This extension of the credit should be carefully limited,
however, by requiring that any such parent corporation should bear the same
close degree of relationship to such subsidiaries as exists between corporations
entitled to file a single consolidated return, and further by requiring that at
least 80 percent of the parent's gross income be paid to it by such subsidiaries
in the form of dividends, interest, or rents. These limitations would Insure
that the credit will not be made available except with respect to preferred stock
which served as a medium of financing the acquisition of public utility prop-
erties, and stock which still represents an obligation of an integral part of
an operating utility system.

Even though cases may be found where both such a parent and such a sub-
sidiary have pre-1942 preferred stock outstanding, and part of the subsidiary's
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preferred is held by the parent, there is no possibility under the amendment
of any doubling up of the credit. In any such case section 244 of the bill inter-
venes to offset the dividends paid credit allowed to the subsidiary by a reduction
in the amount of the dividends received credit otherwise allowed to the parent.
Thus a parent and a subsidiary which had been partially capitalized through
the issuance of preferred stock by the parent would, together, be treated sub-
stantially the same under the amendment as would an individual public utility
corporation which had issued its own preferred stock, regardless of the form
of the transaction in which the parent in the former case had transferred capital
to the subsidiary.

Generally such an amendment should be applicable only to 1954 and subsequent
years. But wherever a parent utility corporation claimed the dividends paid
credit on its return, the amendment should be given effect all the way back to
1942, insofar as possible without the authorization of refunds. There are sev-
eral reasons for this limited retroactive application. Cases have been reported
in which the Government has threatened a double exaction of taxes by denying
a dividends paid credit to a parent utility corporation, while it was simultane-
ously collecting (or claiming) a tax from an incorporated preferred stockholder
in the parent computed without regard to the dividends received credit on the
same dividends, although under the law either the one credit was allowable to
the payor or the other was allowable to the payee without question. This prac-
tice is actually attributable to the difficulty of determining whether the parent
was selling utility services, or whether its status was rather that of a licensor,
lessor, creditor, or stockholder of its subsidiary. The proposed retroactive ap-
plication of the amendment would remove the source of this confusion and pre-
clude any such double collection of taxes. Furthermore, the stock on which the
credit is allowable must have been issued in 1942 or a prior year, and the failure
on the part of the Congress to grant the credit to such parent corporations in
2942 was very likely an oversight.

INTEREST DEDUCTION ON HYBRID SECURITIES

Under present law it is established that a security may actually represent an
equity investment in a business, even though denominated a "bond," "income
bond," "debenture," or "income debenture." Where on all the facts it appears
to represent an equity investment rather than a loan, the interest payable thereon
is held nondeductible, and generally the security is treated as stock rather than
an indebtedness.

In an attempt to apply to this problem an easily applicable rule, sections 275
and 312 (c) of the new code propose to disallow a deduction for any so-called
interest unless (i) the payment of it is "not dependent in amount upon the earn-
ings of the corporation" and it is "unconditionally payable not later than the
maturity date of the principal," and (ii) where the securities are held by owners
of a substantial part of the common stock, unless the principal is not subordi-
nated to the claims of trade creditors generally.

It should be made clear in section 312 (c) that the first of these conditions is
met as to any specified amount of interest which is unconditionally payable at
maturity, even though the liability to pay such amount at an earlier date or
dates is dependent upon the earnings of the corporation.

It should also be provided that where interest is to be disallowed by reason
of these requirements, the obligees should be entitled to the dividend allowances
provided for stockholders by sections 34, 116, and 243 of the new code.

Finally, the disallowance of interest under sections 275 and 312 (c) should
not be applied to securities heretofore issued. They should continue to be
treated as under existing law.

STOCK REDEMPTIONS

A recurrent problem under the Federal income-tax laws has been when to tax
corporate distributions in redemption of stock at ordinary income-tax rates as
disguised dividends, rather than at capital gains rates as bona fide redemptions.
The statutory answer to this problem, as expressed in section 115 (g) of the
present code and predecessor provisions, has been that if a redemption of stock
is "essentially equivalent to the distribution of a taxable dividend", it should be
so taxed. The courts have been permitted to examine all the facts of each case
in reaching a determination.
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The new code would adopt a contrary approach. First, every redemption
would be treated as a dividend unless it met one of certain prescribed condi-
tions: and second, the conditions by which dividend treatment might be avoided
are defined in mathematical terms. The consequences are that a conclusive
presumption of "dividend equivalence" would be attached to many bona fide
redemptions, while in a variety of undeserving situations the way would be
paved for easy tax avoidance.

For instance, section 302 of the new code provides that if preferred stock
is redeemed from a stockholder who owns 1 percent or more of the common stock,
the entire amount which he receives in redemption of the preferred is to be
included in his income and taxed to him as a dividend. It is immaterial whether
he had paid face amount for the preferred, whether he had bought it from the
corporation or from another stockholder, and how long he had held the pre-
ferred or how long he had held the common. The result in many cases would
be a virtual confiscation of a stockholder's capital investment. Where a minority
holder of common stock has made a substantial amount of funds available t(>
the corporation for a callable preferred, this provision would also put him at
the mercy of a hostile majority stockholder.

On the other hand, even where all of the common and all of the preferred
of a corporation are held by the same individual, the dividend tax on a redemp-
tion could be avoided under section 302 simply by the expedient of a sale of the
preferred (or the part of it to be redeemed) to a third party shortly before the
redemption is effected. Furthermore, section 302 guarantees capital gain treat-
ment upon redemptions from the holders of less than 1 percent of the common
stock of a corporation, even though the distribution is in redemption of common
stock on a strictly proportionate basis and there is no simultaneous contraction
of the business of the corporation.

As the Congress has recognized for the past 33 years, this problem is one
where mathematical solutions are entirely impracticable. Section 302 should
be deleted from the bill, and the general test of section 115 (g) of the present
code substituted for it.

PURCHASE BY PARENT OF STOCK IN SUBSIDIARY

Section 115 (g) (2) of the present code provides that a sale by a stockholder
of A corporation of stock of A corporation to B corporation, where B is a sub-
sidiary of A, may be treated as a redemption of such stock by A itself for pur-
poses of considering whether the transaction is essentially equivalent to a
dividend from A to its stockholder. Section 304 of the new code would add to
this a provision that if the stockholder also owns some stock in B (the sub-
sidiary), and if he sells this stock to A (the parent), this would also be so
treated under certain circumstances.

Section 115 (g) (2) relates to a peculiar transaction which can probably have
no purpose other than tax avoidance. The other transactions to which section
304 relate frequently have a sound business purpose, such as the consolidation of
the control of one corporation over another, or the elimination of minority
interests in subsidiary corporations. There is no more reason to tax as a
dividend amounts which a stockholder receives from his corporation upon a
redemption of stock of a subsidiary than amounts received for diversified stocks,
or any other kind of property sold to the corporation.

The extension of section 115 (g) (2) which is proposed by section 304 was
proposed by the Treasury in 1950, and the Congress rejected it. The reasons for
the extension are no better today than they were in 1950.

PREFERRED STOCK "BAILOUTS"

Section 309 of the new code imposes upon corporations which redeem preferred
stock issued as a dividend or in a recapitalization, where the redemption is
effected either within 10 years of the date the stock was issued or prior to
January 1, 1964, a "transfer tax" equal to 5 percent of the redemption price.

The purpose of the transfer tax is frankly to penalize all such redemptions
simply because a case has been reported in which the controlling stockholder of
a closely held corporation caused the corporation to issue a preferred stock
dividend, and the dividend stock was immediately sold and redeemed a short
time later, all as a part of a plan to avoid the tax which would have been payable
by the stockholder on a cash dividend. Section 309 is a grossly unfair solution
of the problem:
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(a) Tax a' oidance, where it occurs in this situation, is at the shareholder
rather than the corporate level, and the penalty should fall at the shareholder
level. Otherwise minority shareholders will be penalized for redemptions for
which they are not responsible and from which they get no benefit.

(b) Many preferred stocks issued many years ago are presently being re-
deemed pursuant to sinking fund arrangements which are expected to continue
to operate for many years in the future. These arrangements are in some
instances embodied in the corporate charter, and cannot be changed. The owner-
ship of the corporation may have changed hands completely since the alleged
shareholder avoidance occurred. Application of the tax to such previously out-
standing preferreds with existing sinking fund provisions is inexcusable.

(c) Even if the policy embodied in section 309 were sound, there would be
no reason for penalizing redemptions occurring prior to 1964, where the stock
was issued more than 10 years prior to the date of the redemption.

For several years the Treasury has taken the position that a stockholder would
realize ordinary income upon a sale of preferred, if the issuance, sale, and re-
demption were all parts of an integrated plan. This should be the rule both as
to preferred and as to common. If it is not believed that this position can be
defended under the present code, it should be enacted into law, and the section
309 tax should be abandoned.

This suggestion is preferable to the American Law Institute proposal that the
proceeds of a sale of preferred stock issued as a dividend or in a recapitalization
should be taxed as a dividend in all events. There should be no penalty on the
sale of such preferred. So long as this stock remains outstanding it represents
a claim on the earnings of the corporation basically similar to the claim of
common stock. The head of a family business who has reached an advanced
age, and who is required to sell part of his business in order to remain liquid,
should not be forced to divide the control of the business by selling common
rather than preferred, nor should he be compelled to sell out altogether to his
bigger competitors. Often the only way that this can be avoided is for preferred
to be issued and sold. If at some future date this preferred is redeemed-not
according to a preconceived plan-this is no worse than if the common stock of
certain stockholders is redeemed.

LIQUIDATION OF SUBSIDIARIES

Part II of subchapter C of the income-tax provisions of the new code adopts
an entirely new approach for corporate liquidations. As applied to a parent
corporation's liquidation of its subsidiary, the usual result under part II would
be-

(a) if the parent's basis in the subsidiary's stock is exceeded both by (i) the
value of the subsidiary's assets and (ii) the subsidiary's basis in its assets,
no tax upon the liquidation, and the parent will take over the asset at a steppedup
basis equal to the lesser of (i) and (ii) ;

(b) if the parent's basis in the subsidiary's stock is exceeded by the value of
the subsidiary's assets but not by the subsidiary's basis in its assets, no tax upon
the liquidation, and the parent will take over the assets at an aggregate basis
equal to its basis in the subsidiary's stock; and

(c) if the parent's basis in the subsidiary's stock exceeds the value of the
subsidiary's assets, loss will be recognized to the parent, and the parent will take
over the assets at a basis equal to their value.

In many situations these provisions are more liberal than present law as
embodied in sections 112 (b) (6) and 113 (a) (15) of the code. But this greater
liberality will be enjoyed at the cost of having to procure an appraisal of all
of the assets of a liquidated subsidiary, and of extended valuation controversies
with the Government. Sections 112 (b) (6) and 113 (a) (15) were enacted
almost 20 years ago for the very purpose of avoiding these valuation problems.
Furthermore, where the value of the subsidiary's assets is less than the sub-
sidiary's basis in such assets and less than the parent's basis in the stock, the
parent's capital loss will be enjoyed at the cost of a lower basis in assets which
may include inventory and depreciable property.

The new code should continue to make the provisions of sections 112 (b) (6)
and 113 (a) (15) available in the future wherever the parent corporation, in
liquidating a subsidiary, elects to forego the higher basis or the immediate
recognition of loss which it would otherwise enjoy under part II in its present
form.
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LIQUIDATION OF COLLAPSIBLES

Subchapter C of the income-tax provisions of the new code contains several
provisions (in sec. 302 (a) and (b), 331 (d), 333 (c), 334 (d), and 336 (d) and
(e)) relating to the distribution of inventory items and certain other assets in
redemption of stock. These are apparently aimed at the so-called collapsible-
corporation problem, and the collapsible-corporation provisions of the present
code are discarded.

For the purposes of these several provisions section 336 (d) defines "inventory
assets" to include not only property of a kind ordinarily includible in inventory,
but also property held for sale to customers, certain unrealized rights to income,
and land and depreciable property used in the business and held less than 5 years.

Sections 302 (a) and (b) provide that a distribution of inventory assets in
redemption of all of the stock of a particular stockholder, or in a redemption
which is substantially disproportionate (i. e., reduces by more than 20 percent
the proportionate common stock interest of a particular stockholder), shall be
taxed to the recipient as a dividend. The full value of the distributed property
will be included in the distributee's gross income (to the extent of earnings and
profits), and his basis in the stock redemmed will be lost.

This is a grossly harsh and inequitable measure, even if the purpose is to
prevent the conversion of ordinary gain into capital gain in certain cases. In
many cases, the potential gain on the assets distributed (e. g., land and de-
preciable property) will not be ordinary gain. In others there will be no poten-
tial gain of any kind, as the assets in question will not have appreciated in value
in the hands of the corporation. In neither of these two latter classes of cases
is the provision in question justified in any respect. In other cases, where there
is a potential ordinary gain, it would be sufficient to adopt an approach similar
to that used for liquidations, imposing upon the stockholder a basis in the "in-
ventory assets" no greater than the corporation's basis, and computing gain
or loss accordingly.

DEFINITION OF LIQUIDATIONS

While generally providing appropriate treatment for transactions qualifying
as liquidations, part II of subchapter C of the income tax provisions of the new
code is extremely restrictive in defining what may qualify for this purpose. None
of the following types of transactions, all of which qualify as liquidations under
the present code, would qualify as liquidations under section 336 of the new code:

(a) A redemption of all of the stock of a particular stockholder. For instance,
X owns only preferred stock of a corporation, and upon the termination of certain
business operations the assets used in connection with such operations are dis-
tributed in liquidation of the preferred stock. The distribution to X would not
qualify as a distribution in partial liquidation.

(b) A redemption which is "substantially disproportionate" within the mean-
ing of section 302 (a) (4), i. e., which reduces the stockholder's proportionate
interest in the common stock of the corporation by more than 20 percent. For
instance, X, Y, and Z each own one-third of the common stock of a corporation.
It discontinues an operation, and prepares to dispose of inventory, machinery,
and other equipment worth $50,000 and a building worth $37,000. It is agreed
that rather than selling these assets and distributing the proceeds, the inventory,
machinery, and equipment will be divided equally between X and Y in liquida-
tion of one-half the stock of each, and the plant will be transferred to Z in
liquidation of three-fourths of his stock. This may be a partial liquidation as
to X and Y, but not as to Z.

(c) A redemption of part of the stock of a corporation pursuant to the ter-
mination of a business operated less than 5 years. For instance, 3 years ago
the stockholders decided that the corporation should embark on a new operation.
They made proportionate contributions of the necessary capital in exchange
for additional stock, and put a plant into operation. This year (the new code
having gone into effect) it becomes apparent that the new operation is a failure.
The assets used in connection with it are sold, and the proceeds refunded to the,
stockholders in redemption of the additional stock. This distribution would
not qualify as a partial liquidation. On the other hand, to the extent of the un-
distributed earnings of the corporation accrued from its regular business opera-
tions, it would be treated as a taxable dividend.

(d) A redemption of part of the stock of a corporation pursuant to the
termination of a business whose cost of goods sold during any one of the
preceding 5 years exceeded its net sales, or of a business which in any one
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of the 5 preceding years had a negligible amount of gross income and some
investment income.

(e) A series of distributions over a period of 4 years in redemption of all
of the stock of a corporation, the corporation having continued the conduct of
its business during such period. For instance, a corporation is engaged as a
public utility in the generation of electric power and its sale in a number of
communities. Because these communities desire to own and operate their own
distributing systems, the corporation decides to sell all of its facilities and
undergo a complete liquidation. From the date of the first sale, negotiations
for the sale of the other systems are constantly in process but they drag out
over a period of 4 years. It is of course required by law to continue operations
in the meantime. Distributions of the proceeds of the several sales would
not be considered to be distributions in liquidation. They would be considered
to be dividends to the extent of the undistributed profits of the corporation.

The only avowed purpose of the provisions of section 336, as illustrated above,
is to insure that a liquidation constitutes the termination of a separate business
enterprise, and not the mere contraction of a unitary business. Assuming that
this distinction has some validity from a practical standpoint, the requirements
of section 336 go much beyond the objective. For more than a generation
under the Federal income tax laws the courts have had the problem of what
constitutes a liquidation, and it is not apparent that they have failed to handle
it in a satisfactory manner without the assistance of mathematical rules,
which necessarily produce inequities in many situations.

The provisions of section 336 (a) and (b) defining partial and complete
liquidations should be eliminated, and the provisions of the present code on
this subject should be continued.

SPLIT-OFF REORGANIZATIONS

Under the present code the assets of a corporation carrying on 2 or more busi-
ness operations may be divided between 2 or more corporations (including the
existing corporation) without taxable gain or loss at the time of the division.
This may be done as a "split-up" or "split-off" reorganization under sections
112 (b) (3) and (4) and 112 (g) (1) (D) of the code, or as a "spin-off" reor-
ganization under sections 112 (b) (11) and 112 (g) (1) (D). Under the
court decisions "split-ups" and "split-offs" are valid reorganizations only if
carried out with an adequate "business purpose." In the case of "spin-offs"
the statute expressly provides that gain shall be recognized to the distributee
of the stock of the new corporation if it appears that one of the corporations
was not intended to continue the active conduct of a trade or business after the
reorganization, or that the transaction was used principally as a device for
distributing earnings of one of the corporations.

In general the new code continues to recognize 'split-up", "split-off", and
"spin-off" reorganizations as tax free, but adopts a new approach to this sub-
ject which, under the guise of substituting tangible rules for the more general
tax avoidance standards mentioned in the preceding paragraph, will block many
desirable reorganizations and lead to confusion with respect to many others.

The approach of the new code, as embodied in section 353, is that reorganiza-
tions of this character may proceed without restriction if none of the corpora-
tions involved is an "inactive corporation." If one of the corporations is an
"inactive corporation," any amounts realized upon the stock of such corporation
within 10 years from the date of the reorganization would be taxed to the
recipient in full as ordinary income, and if such amount was realized upon a
sale or redemption, the basis of the stock sold or redeemed would be lost. The
practical consequence is that this type of reorganization becomes impossible
(particularly in the case of a widely-held corporation) if one of the corpora-
tions involved falls within the statutory definition of an "inactive corporation."

Although the language of section 353 is not entirely clear on this point, it
seems that a corporation would be conclusively deemed to be an "inactive corpora-
tion" if it chooses to carry on its business through subsidiary corporations
rather than through unincorporated divisions. For instance, X corporation is

engaged in the business of producing motion pictures and operating motion
picture theaters. Pursuant to an antitrust decree, it proposes to transfer the
theater properties to a new corporation, the stock of which will be distributed
to its stockholders, thus divorcing the ownership and management of the two
businesses. The theater properties are held and operated through a number of
subsidiary corporations. It appears that the divorcement, which clearly may be
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carried out under present law without taxable gain or loss, would result under
section 353 in the taxation to the stockholders of the entire amount realized
upon a sale of the stock of the new theater company at any time within the
succeeding 10 years.

The definition of an "inactive corporation" also includes any corporation whose
business during the 5 years preceding the reorganization failed to return any
gross income, or returned gross income in a negligible amount, there being some
investment income during the same year.

Section 353 of the new code should be amended to eliminate the novel concept
of an "inactive corporation," and the harsh and inequitable penalty imposed
upon the stockholders where such a corporation is found to exist. In lieu of
the "inactive corporation" concept, the tax avoidance standards written into
section 112 (b) (11) of the present code should be continued. If the "inactive
corporation" concept is retained, it should be clarified to insure that it will not
attach to any bona fide business operations.

TAX-FREE DISTRIBUTION OF SECURITIES

Corporations often find that, for sound business reasons, they should divest
themselves of stock or securities in other corporations, lut the tax consequences
prevent them from either selling these securities or distributing them to their
shareholders. While section 353 of the bill corrects this problem in some situa-
tions, it is designed to prevent the tax-free distribution of securities which do
not represent control of active businesses. Thus this se,tion is not helpful where
a corporation wishes merely to divest itself of investments which are no longer
appropriate.

The tax system should be designed to facilitate the divestiture of such securi-
ties, rather than to make it impossible. Of course, a provision permitting this
would have to have adequate safeguards to prevent the mere purchase and
distribution of securities to avoid dividend tax. Accordingly, it is recommended
that distributions by a corporation of stock or securities of other corporations
be permitted tax-free if such stock or securities have been held for at least 20
years. The basis of such securities in the hands of the distributees should be
an allocable portion of the basis to them of the stock of the distributing
corporation.

THE 20-80 RULE IN REORGANIZATIONS

Under the present code 2 corporations may combine, or 1 may acquire the
other, in any 1 of several ways which will qualify as a tax-free reorganization-
(a) by a statutory merger or consolidation. (h) by an acquisition v 1 cor-
poration, in exchange for some of its voting stock, of 80 percent of the stock of
another corporation, or (c) by an acquisition by 1 corporation, in exchange for
some of its voting stock, of substantially all the properties of another corporation.
Provisions to this effect have been in the income tax law since 1921. At no
time has the size, or the relative size, of the two corporations been considered
material.

Under section 359 and related provisions of the new code these transactions
would continue to be tax free, but only if neither of the two corporations is more
than four times as large as the other. This condition has been referred to as
the 20-80 rule, because under it at least 20 percent, and not more than 80 percent,
of the stock of the continuing corporation must be held immediately after the
reorganization by the persons who before the reorganization were the stock-
holders of each of the preexisting corporations.

Curiously enough, where a reorganization involving two publicly held corpo-
rations is carried out in the form of a statutory merger or consolidation, section
354 of the new code provides that the 20-80 rule shall not apply.

The purpose of the 20-80 rule is not explained in the report of the Ways and
Means Committee. It could hardly be to tighten up the old continuity-of-interest
rule, as the new code relaxes that rule in other areas, such as split-offs.

The 20-80 rule should be scrapped, and mergers and other corporate amalga-
mations should be recognized as tax free without regard to whether the corpora-
tions are publicly or privately held, the form that the reorganization takes, or
the relative size of the corporations involved.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF REORGANIZATION PROVISIONS

Under section 391 of the new code, the new reorganization provisions are made
effective, generally, with respect to distributions or transfers occurring after
March 1, 1954.
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Several of the new reorganization provisions which tighten up the law on when
gain will be recognized-notably the inactive-corporation concept of section 353
and the 20-80 rule of section 359 (b) and (c)-were not publicly announced until
the introduction of the bill in the House on March 9. Consequently, it is ex-
tremely inequitable to employ an effective date prior to March 9.

The problem of the effective date of these provisions goes much beyond that,
however. Many reorganizations had been planned, agreed to, approved by direc-
tors and stockholders, and even held to be nontaxable by Treasury closing agree-
ments, all prior to March 9, with only the transfer of assets and exchanges of
stock to take place after that date. The bill should obviously provide an adequate
opportunity for these transactions to be consummated tax free, if they would be
tax free under current law. Where a Treasury closing agreement has been is-
sued. the status of the reorganization should be governed b it if it would be
applicable except for the new code, even though the reorganization is not fully
consummated until some time in 1955 or 1956.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION PLANS

Section 401 of the new code confirms the rule that a deferred payment of com-
pensation by an employer directly to an employee is taxable to the employee
when received. But the new code goes much further on this general subject.
Recognizing the wisdom of the policy underlying the rule just stated, sections
401 and 402 further provide that employees for whom employers purchase annui-
ties or set up trusts shall be taxed only as the annuity payments or the trust
distributions are received. It is immaterial whether the plans are qualified or
not. These provisions signal the end of an era of folly in which the Treasury
threatened (successfully, in some cases) to require employees to pay taxes on
compensation under nonqualified plans which would not become actually avail-
able to them for several years in the future.

Unfortunately, the new code does not deal with the employer's deduction for
such compensation with the same logic or the same success. Where the plan is
nonqualified, section 403 declares that the employer may deduct the amount of
his disbursement only as and when received by the employee, not at an earlier
date on which the employer may have purchased an annuity for the employee.
deposited funds in a trust for his benefit, or accrued a fixed liability on his books
This provision is a major deficiency in the new code, and there are several
reasons why it is wrong.

(1) The principal reason for postpoining the employer's deduction for de-
ferred compensation paid under nonqualified plans is that these plans may have
the effect of reducing the employee's income taxes below what they would have
been if the compensation were paid currently, and it is suggested that such plans
should therefore be discouraged. Actually, postponing the tax on the employee
until the compensation is received may or may not reduce the overall amount
of his taxes. For many taxpayers, for instance, a postponement of income for
tax reasons from the late 1940's to the early 1950's would have had an effect
contrary to that desired. Similarly, postponing the employer's deduction may
or may not reduce the overall amount of his taxes.

(2) Whether or not postponenment of the employer's deduction can be relied
upon to increase his tax liability, it will have the intended effect of discouraging
executive compensation plans because it will produce a gross distortion of in-
come. The interval between the actual accrual of the obligation to pay such
compensation, or its payment to a trust or an insurance company, and its re-
ceipt by the employee may be 5, 10, or 15 years, or even longer. Few firms
can afford to incur relatively large obligations in respect of current operations
which cannot be charged against current income, but must be held in suspense
for such a substantial period. Of course if obligations under such a plan were
incurred today, and the deductions should become allowable in a future year
when both profits and taxes are higher than today because of another war, the
net result of the postponement would be that the employer would enjoy a wind-
fall. But on the other hand, if the future year were one in which the employer
has no profits, the benefit of the deduction might be lost altogether. At a time
when the Congress is adopting many wise changes in the direction of synchro-
nizing tax accounting with sound business accounting generally, it is anomalous
that it should offset their effect with this required distortion of income.

(3) Profit sharing, retirement, and other incentive compensation plans defer-
ring compensation to management have a recognized and a necessary place in the
modern business organization. They are not simply tax devices. Executive
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employees as well as labor face the financial problems of compulsory early re-
tirement. Executives are especially interested in profit sharing and other con-
tingent compensation plans where their returns will be based upon the results
achieved. Business, if it is to secure vigorous, progressive, and venturesome
direction, must be allowed to adopt effective incentive compensation plans.

(4) Finally, it is doubtful that the scheme by which the deduction is deferred
is workable in any event:

(a) Section 403 does not indicate what happens to the deduction if the identity
of the employer is destroyed o raltered before the deduction is allowed. For
instance, suppose a corporation which has purchased annuities for employees
over a period of years sells its assets and liquidates before the annuities have
been paid. In its present form, the bill would allow no deduction. Even if the
deduction were then to be allowed in the year of liquidation, the bunching which
would result would probably deprive it of any value. Similar problems would
arise upon the death of an individual employer, and upon changes in the mem-
bership of a partnership employer.

(b) The Ways and Means Committee report states that the deduction would
be limited to the amount of distributions which represent employer contributions.
It is not clear how this is to be determined even in the case of the first distribu-
tions from a trust or the first payments of an annuity. Part of such distributions
or payments might be considered to represent earnings on principal. No rule
is provided by which to allocate. Nor is any rule provided with respect to the
premature death of an annuitant.

(c) Union-negotiated, industry-wide pension plans have become prevalent in
recent years. Many of these are not qualified and would not qualify under the
bill. Under most of them it will be difficult, and under some impossible, to re-
late distributions to former employees in the industry to the contributions of
specific employers.

(d) No rule is provided covering sales or gifts by an employee of rights to
deferred compensation, nor is any suggestion made as to the manner in which
employers can learn of such events if they are to be material to the employer's
tax liability.

(e) Even in the absence of such a sale or gift, it is undesirable to place on
employers the burden of computing their income by reference to transactions
which are not reflected on their books, and to which they are not parties.

The only practical solution, and the only proper solution, is that employers
should be allowed and required, in all cases, to follow their regular accounting
practices with respect to deductions for deferred executive compensation, as
with other deductions. If there is to be any departure from this rule, it should
in no event go further than to postpone the deduction until the time the em-
ployer has actually made an irrevocable payment to a trust, for example, or to
an insurance company which issues an annuity contract.

DEDUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO PENSION PLANS UNDER CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Under the present law limitations on deductions for contributions to qualified
employee pension plans are applied separately for each corporation in an affiliated
group, even though consolidated returns are filed. This rule conflicts with the
compensation setup frequently found in affiliated groups in that the higher paid,
top executives tend to be concentrated in the parent corporation (which is in
keeping with the overall management function of the parent corporation). The
result has been the imposition of unfair limitations under section 23 (p) (1) (A)
of the 1939 code, and undoubtedly similar inequities will arise in applying the
limitations contained in section 403 (a) of the bill.

Affiliated groups should be allowed to apply limitations on the deduction of
contributions to employee pension plans on a consolidated basis.

SECTION 117 (p) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1989

The Revenue Act of 1951 added section 117 (p) to the Internal Revenue
Code to provide for capital-gain treatment to an employee of amounts received
in a lump sum from his employer for release of contractual rights to receive
(after termination of the employment and over a period of not less than 5
years) a percentage of future profits or receipts of the employer. Section 117 (p)
applies only if the taxpayer was employed by his employer for more than 20
years and if the employment contract for at least 12 years provided for such
payment of future profits or receipts. The capital-gain treatment was allowed
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by section 117 (p) to avoid the unduly harsh result which would follow if the
lump-sum payment were to be treated as ordinary income, subject to the high
surtax brackets which would be reached by the bunching in 1 year of a large
amount of income.

H. R. 8300 fails to include provisions corresponding to section 117 (p) of the
existing code. No explanation of the omission is contained in the Ways and
Means Committee report, and it is believed that the omission was inadvertent.
In any event, the bill should incorporate the existing provisions of section
117 (p).

In addition, the provision should be extended to cover cases where the tax-
payer has rendered personal services under an agency contract which similarly
provides for the payment, after termination of the agency contract, of a per-
centage of the future profits or receipts of the principal. In such cases the
personal service relationship exists, but the taxpayer may not occupy the status
of an employee under the common law concepts. If an agent who has performed
personal services under an agency contract is able to meet the 20- and 12-year
tests of section 117 (p), there is no reason why the tax treatment provided
in section 117 (p) should not apply to amounts received, upon termination of
the contract, as a lump-sum settlement of the right to receive future profits or
receipts of the principal.

LONG-TERM STOCK OPTIONS

Section 421 of the new code would continue substantially the same scheme
for the treatment of certain employee stock options as is found in section 130A
of the present code. But in one respect the provisions of the new code are more
stringent. They require, in order for an option to qualify as a restricted stock
option, that by its terms it be exercisable for a period of no more than 10 years.
This 10-year limitation, which is not a part of the present code, is made appli-
cable to options granted after December 31, 1953.

The unfairness of applying the 10-year limitation to plans adopted or options
granted prior to the date of approval of the new code may be illustrated by the
facts of an actual case. In this case the management of a corporation devel-
oped late in 1953 a stock option plan under which options would be issued for
periods of 10 years and 3 months. This plan clearly qualifies as a restricted
stock option plan under existing law. In January 1954 the Board of Directors
approved the plan, and the SEC approved the proxy statement outlining the
provisions of the plan in detail. The plan was finally approved by the stock-
holders of the corporation on March 15, 1954. A number of options were granted
under the plan on the following day. This was 7 days after H. R. 8300 had
been reported by the Ways and Means Committee, and before the management
of the corporation had learned of the proposed 10-year limitation.

It is obviously indefensible to apply the new limitation under such circum-
stances. It is no answer to say that the plan may be amended, and that under
section 421 (e) the options already granted may be reduced to 10 years without
disqualification. The necessary changes may be impossible to effect, and would
at a minimum involve considerable delay and expense in order to obtain the
necessary stockholder approval.

The 10-year limitation should not be applied either to options granted prior
to the date of enactment of the bill, or to options granted under plans approved
by stockholders prior to such date.

ACCRUAL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXES

Under present law a deduction for real property taxes is allowable to an accrual
basis taxpayer in the taxable period in which falls the assessment or lien date

of the real property taxes. Section 461 (c) of the new code proposes to change
this rule so that such taxes will be allowable to accrual basis taxpayers ratably
over the period to which they relate.

The new rule is probably desirable in some situations, as where it is important
that some part of such taxes should be deductible in a short income-tax period
which does not include the lien date of the real property tax. But it is not
desirable that the new rule should be made mandatory:

(1) The lien date usually occurs early in the period to which the real property
tax relates, and sometimes in advance of such period. When the tax has become
an unconditional obligation, the taxpayer should be allowed, under general
principles of accrual, to take it into account if he so desires. If not permittedto do so, the anomalous result is reached of requiring an accrual basis taxpayer
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to postpone his deduction beyond the time at which it would be allowed to a cash
basis taxpayer.

(2) The new rule grossly distorts income for the year of the transition. For
instance, if the lien date is December 1, and the tax relates to the following
calendar year, a taxpayer using the calendar year for income-tax purposes will
be denied a deduction for real property taxes in 1954.

The solution is simply to provide that the new method of accrual of real
property taxes defined in section 461 (c) shall be elective, as is provided with
respect to the new methods for treating prepaid income and reserves for esti-
mated expenses.

COVERAGE OF PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

Section 501 (e) takes a laudable step in the direction of making the anti-
discrimination rules for employee pension and profit-sharing plans both more
definite and more liberal so far as coverage is concerned.

In providing that no plan of an employer with forty or more regular employees
shall be considered discriminatory as to coverage if at least 25 percent of such
employees are participants, and that no plan shall be considered discriminatory
of no more than 10 percent of the participants are key employees, the new
code lays down fairly reasonable standards which will permit a large proportion
of these plans to establish their qualification with certainty and without the
necessity of an Internal Revenue ruling. But as in the case of most mathematical
standards, there are many situations which these standards do not properly
fit, and for which some other provision must be made.

First, there is the situation of plans qualified under present law, which the
Treasury Department has held to be nondiscriminatory, but which do not meet
these mathematical standards. Section 403 (c) provides that such plans shall
remain qualified in the future. But it makes no provision for instances where
from time to time it will become necessary to amend pre-1954 plans in a manner
which normally would have no effect on their qualification under section 165 (a)
of the present code, or on their failure to qualify under section 501 (e) of the
new code. It is of course impossible to define the types of amendments which
should, and those which should not, be considered so important as to require
a pro-1954 plan to forfeit its right to qualify under the 1939 code. Probably
the best solution of this problem is to continue to permit any plan. whether
established before or after 1954, to qualify if it covers salaried employees or
any other classification which the Commissioner finds not to be discriminatory,
whether or not it meets the mathematical standards of section 501 (e).

Second, there is the situation of employers who in the future will wish to
t.stablish plans covering salaried employees (or some other appropriate classi-
fication), where such employees constitute less than 25 percent of all of the
employer's regular employees. The limitation of a plan to salaried employees
1m0y not be wholly voluntary on the part of the employer. Where his wage
employees are organized and have their own pension plan, it may be entirely
impracticable to cover the salaried employees under the same or a similar plan.
This situation could be met by the same solution proposed in the preceding
paragraph-merely to continue the provisions of existing law whereby the
coverage of salaried employees, or of any other classification which the Com-
missioner finds not to le discriminatory, permits a plan to be qualified.

Finally, there is a situation which could best he met by an amendment to
the mathematical standards as set out in the bill-that of a business which is
carried on through a number of departments, each of which is separately in-
corporated. The number of employees in each of the departments may represent
a very small fraction of the number employed in the business as a whole.
It would obviously be inequitable to require that the key employee or the 25-
percent test be met with respect to the employees of each incorporated depart-
ment considered separately. Furthermore, such a requirement would make it
possible for a business concern to sot up a discriminatory plan by organizing
a management corporation of which only its executives are employees. For
purposes of these tests, section 501 (e) should provide that all of the employees
of affiliated corporations (as defined for consolidated return purposes) shall be
considered to he the employees of one employer. Elsewhere in this statement
it Is recommended that they should also be so considered for purposes of
computing the limitations under section 403 on the amount of the employer's
deduction.
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BENEFITS UNDER PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

Section 501 (e) also attempts to establish mathematical standards for deter-
mining discrimination in contributions and benefits under employee pension and
profit-sharing plans. If this attempt is successful, it too will reduce the adminis-
trative burden on the Government and the expense to the taxpayer which results
under present law from the necessity of having each plan reviewed separately.

It is obvious, however, that the standards set out in the bill are inadequate
for this purpose. For pension plans, this standard is simply that either the
contributions or the benefits shall not bear a higher ratio to compensation for
one covered employee than for any other covered employee whose compensation
is lower. For profit-sharing plans there is a similar standard, except that 25
percent of the employer's contributions each year may be allocated in any other
manner within certain prescribed limits.

These standards, if made applicable to existing plans, might disqualify a large
proportion of them. They would deny qualification to (a) many plans which
provide for credit for past service, (b) many plans which grant extra credit for
length of service, and (c) many thrift plans, under which employees are per-
mitted to contribute a varying proportion, within limits, of their compensation,
which the employer undertakes to match with contributions of his own.

In the case of profit-sharing plans these problems can probably be met by
allowing the employer to allocate in his discretion a somewhat larger proportion
of his contributions than 25 percent. In the case of pension plans, it will be
necessary either to make specific provision for weighting for length of service
and other factors, or else to continue the provisions of the present code that a
plan may qualify if the contributions or benefits do not actually discriminate,
whether or not qualification as to contributions and benefits is established auto-
matically by reference to the mathematical standards.

In the case of profit-sharing plans as well as pension plans, it should be possible
to disregard the first $4,000 of annual compensation in applying the mathematical
standards. Profit-sharing plans are frequently established as a means of pro-
viding retirement income, even though not in an actuarially determinable amount,
and this fact should be recognized in allowing an offset for social security benefits
in one case as well as the other.

Finally, for purposes of determining whether discrimination exists, the total
compensation to be taken into account should not be limited to that paid under
a definite formula. A large proportion of the current compensation of executives
is frequently paid in the form of discretionary bonuses. If these are ignored,
the result will be a grossly distorted picture of their compensation standard.

EMPLOYEE TRUST INVESTMENTS

The present code contains no explicit requirements with respect to the invest-
ments of exempt pension or profit-sharing trusts. It requires only that such
trusts be operated for the exclusive benefit of the employees, in respect of trust
investments as well as otherwise. The proper concern of the Treasury Depart-
ment has been with cases where trusts have concentrated their investments in
the securities of the employer-as to whether the making of such investments
appear to serve primarily the interests of the employer rather than those of the
employees.

Section 505 of the new code takes a new tack on this subject. With the avowed
purpose of protecting employees by insuring diversification, it provides that a
trust will lose its exemption for the year unless at the close of each quarter all
of its assets are represented by certain specified classes of investments.

In the area where there might once have been some reasonable concern about
investments-the area of investments in the securities of the employer, no prob-
lem has actually developed. Local trust law and Treasury administration has
proved entirely adequate. Section 505 does not affect this area in any event.

No investments are permitted in contracts of ordinary or term life insurance-
an area where no protection is necessary. This restriction was apparently im-
posed on the erroneous theory that such contracts are not an appropriate means
of funding pension or profit-sharing obligations, either in whole or in part.

Each real-estate investment, which is sometimes the most attractive class of
investment available, is limited to 5 percent in value of the total assets of the
trust. For the small trust, this will make such investments substantially
unavailable. It will cause needless difficulties for larger trusts, some of which
have found it desirable to establish separate subsidiary trusts in each State to
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hold title to local real-estate investments. The 10 percent of voting power
limitation will cause needless difficulty for trusts which follow the ordinary
practice of investing in real estate through real-estate corporations.

The 5 percent of total assets limitation, applied to real estate and corporate
securities generally, will be an endless source of difficulty. It will necessitate
repeated appraisals. To allow for a margin of error in appraisals of real estate
and of the securities of closely held corporations, and to guard against the
hazard of fluctuations in the value of assets and of unexpected trust liabilities,
assets of these two classes will actually have to be held at a level much below
5 percent.

The penalty on the employer and the employees for a trustee's carelessness
or mere lack of foresight in failing to comply with these requirements is out of
all proportion to the offense.

The problem of allowable investments for these trusts is adequately met by
present law. Section 505 should be discarded.

BUSINESS LEASES BY EMPLOYEE TRUSTS

Section 511 of the new code provides that henceforth employee trusts shall pay
a tax on income from certain leases of real estate. even where such trusts are
exempt from tax generally, and even where the leases were negotiated prior
to 1954.

In considering this decision, it should be remembered that this tax is not
limited to unorthodox types of leases. It applies wherever the leased property
was purchased subject to a mortgage, and a long-term lease was negotiated.
Office buildings and other business properties are common and appropriate trust
fund investments, and only long-term leases of such properties are practicable.

It should also be remembered that the practice of exempt trusts of investing
in real estate was thoroughly examined by the Congress in 1950, and at that
time it was decided that certain classes of these trusts should be taxed on their
income from certain of these leases and that others, including exempt employee
trusts, should not be. Since 1950 many employee trusts have entered into
these transactions relying in good faith on this decision. Employers have
entered into long-range commitments to their employees in the case of pension
trusts, and employees have made provision for their own future under both
pension and profit-sharing trusts, the underlying basis of each of which will be
destroyed if this decision is approved in its present form.

If it is believed necessary to subject employee trusts to this tax, even though
no similar action is taken against such other classes of exempt organizations
as social clubs, fraternal orders, and social welfare organizations, the Congress
should at least limit the tax to leases negotiated in the future, so that trans-
actions previously entered into can be carried out as planned on the basis of
the decision of the Congress in 1950.

FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME

In order to prevent tax avoidance through the use of a foreign corporation
as an "incorporated pocketbook," Congress in 1937 provided for taxing the
United States shareholders of a foreign personal holding company on the undis-
tributed income of the company in the same manner as if the current earnings
had been distributed as a dividend. The same tax treatment is continued in
section 551 of H. R. 8300.

In the ordinary case the technique of taxing the United States shareholder
on income he has not received from his foreign personal holding company is
justified. for the shareholder can avoid any hardship or inequity by causing the
corporation (which must be controlled by a limited United States group to
qualify as a personal holding company) to pay its current earnings out as
dividends. There Is, however, no justification for taxing the United States
shareholder where both the company and its shareholders want the earnings
currently paid out as dividends but the United States Government itself prevents
the payment of the dividend.

Such a case is presented where the assets of the foreign personal holding
company are located within the United States, with the Government claiming
that the assets are subject to liens asserted by the United States with respect to
contested taxes. Instances have arisen where a specific request was made to
the United 'States for permission to pay a dividend, notwithstanding the asserted
liens, and the Government flatly refused to allow the payment of the dividend.
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Under such circumstances, it is extremely doubtful that the shareholder can
constitutionally be taxed on the undistributed earnings of the company. In
any event, no possible justifical ion exists for attempting to tax the shareholder
on earnings the company desires to pay out as dividends, and which the
shareholder is willing to receive and pay the individual income tax, but which
the Government bars him from receiving.

Section 551 (b) of the bill, and the corresponding provision (sec. 337 (b))
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, should be amended so as to relieve the
shareholder from tax in any case where, because of tax liens asserted by the
United States, request was made to the United States during the taxable year
for permission to pay dividends in the amount of the current earnings, but
the United States prevented such dividend distribution by failure or refusal
to grant such permission.

The amendment to the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 should be applicable
to all taxable years beginning after 1939 which are not barred by the statute
of limitations.

SOURCE OF INCOME RULES

Part I of subchapter N contains source of income rules, both for purposes of
determining income from sources within the United States and for purposes of
determining income from sources outside the United States. With the exception
of a minor change in the treatment of nonresident alien employees of a foreign
branch of a domestic employer, the source rules are unchanged from the 1939
code. By and large this is satisfactory, but the source of income rules on the
sale of goods purchased in the United States should be corrected to eliminate
the present unrealistic and highly legalistic rule whereby the source of income
from the sale of such goods is governed by the country in which title passes.
It would be much simpler and more consistent with the proposed policy on the
treatment of foreign income earned by domestic taxpayers to provide that
personal property exported by taxpayers for use or consumption outside of the
United States shall be considered as having been sold outside of the United States.

THE FOREIGN TAX CREDIT FOR. PRlNCIPAL TAXES

The principal tax concept which is introduced in the bill as an alternative
foreign tax credit appears to be a valiant, but not entirely successful, attempt
to solve the issue of which foreign taxes should be allowed as a credit when
imposed in lieu of income taxes. The new provision would permit a foreign tax
credit with respect to one principal tax imposed nationally for each trade or
business engaged in by the taxpayer in the foreign country. The principal tax
may not be a social security, income, war profits, or excess profits tax. It may
not be an excise tax which is generally imposed.

The principal tax provision is deficient in several respects. It provides no
relief for a taxpayer who is confronted with both a national income tax and
also a special excise tax, such as a severance tax, imposed on his trade or busi-
ness. It provides no relief for a taxpayer who is subjected to a special excise
tax on his trade or business which is imposed at the local or provincial level-
for example, the Quebec mining tax. It will undoubtedly create difficult prob-
lems in determining whether a particular excise tax is or is not generally
imposed. Unlike the credit for taxes imposed in lieu of income taxes under
the present law, the amount of the principal tax with respect to which a credit
will be allowed is limited to our own income tax rate multiplied by the taxpayer's
income from the trade or business upon which the principal tax is imposed.

Elimination of the present "in lieu of" provisions and reliance on the prin-
cipal tax provisions as a substitute will create unnecessary uncertainty and
confusion for taxpayers who have already obtained rulings on the applicability
of the present "in lieu of" provision. Furthermore, as pointed out above, some
taxes now eligible for credit under the "in lieu of" provision will definitely
not qualify under the principal tax provision. The Quebec mining tax, men-
tioned above, is a case in point. Also, taxes levied in lieu of income taxes,
where the tax as a percentage of the income from the business exceeds our own
domestic income tax rate, will be denied as a credit to the extent of such excess.

The present provisions with respect to taxes levied in lieu of income taxes
should be retained in the law, at least until the language of the principal tax
provision has been perfected and its interpretation has been tested in op-
eration for several years, and the principal tax should be made an alternative
credit for local and provincial taxes as well as for national taxes.
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In fact, no statutory provision can be devised which will settle satisfactorily
the problem of which foreign taxes should be allowed as a credit. Tax systems
in foreign countries range from the most primitive to the most highly de-
veloped, and the types and the number of enterprises taxed vary widely from
country to country. It is futile to expect to cover in one statutory provision the
complex and diverse tax system of both Great Britain and Mexico, for ex-
ample. Statutory language cannot be flexible enough to meet the situations
which exist or which will arise in the future. The only satisfactory solution
to this problem is to negotiate tax treaties which will specify the particular
foreign taxes entitled to credit. The Administration should be encouraged
to do so.

LIMITATION ON FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

The bill eliminates the existing overall limitation on the foreign tax credit,
and retains the per country limitation. The overall limitation is eliminated
because it acts as a deterrent, in the case of a company operating profitably
in one foreign country, to the commencement of business in another foreign
country where the taxpayer may expect to operate initially at a loss.

But precisely the same deterrent can exist under the per country limitation
where the taxpayer is receiving dividends from a foreign subsidiary. In such
a case the credit for the foreign taxes paid by the foreign subsidiary and on the
dividends received from the subsidiary can be lost or reduced if the domestic
corporation directly engages in a new venture in the same foreign country (or
engages in a new venture through another subsidiary) and sustains losses in
doing so. The direct losses sustained will reduce the amount of the foreign
tax credit otherwise allowable, without reducing the amount of foreign taxes
paid by the subsidiary on its earnings or the amount of the tax paid to the
foreign country with respect to the dividends received.

Frequently it is impossible or impracticable to have a new venture in the
foreign country undertaken by the subsidiary. For one thing the foreign cor-
poration may not be wholly owned by the American company, and some of the
shareholders may be unwilling to embark on the expansion of the company's
activities or help finance the new venture. In other cases the foreign sub-
sidiary might be engaged in an entirely different kind of business from that
of the new venture.

It is suggested that the deterrent under the per country limitation to the
commencement of new business ventures in a foreign country be removed by
providing that where a domestic company operates at a loss in a foreign
country (determined by ignoring income from dividends, then the tax credit
with respect to the dividends received from that country shall be computed
by treating all other income and expenses not related to the dividends as not
attributable to that foreign country.

INCOME EARNED BY INDIVIDUALS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

The Revenue Act of 1951 amended section 116 (a) of the Internal Revenue
Code so as to exempt wages and salaries earned in a foreign country from
income tax where the taxpayer is present in the foreign country 17 out of 18
months. The Technical Changes Act of 1953 limited the exemption for any
year to $20,000. As passed by the House of Representatives, the Technical
Changes Act of 1953 would not have effected the complete exemption of wages
and salaries received on or before April 14, 1953, since taxpayers were not put
on notice as to the possible change in the law until the introduction on April
14, 1953, by the Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means, of a bill to
repeal the exemption. However, as finally enacted, the Technical Changes Act
made the $20,000 limitation applicable to all of 1953 without regard to the April
14, 1953, date.

Prior to April 14, 1953, many taxpayers were induced to leave their homes in
this country to work abroad, as Congress intended, by reason of the complete
exemption from taxation granted by section 116 (a) (2) on salaries earned in
a foreign country. Those taxpayers abroad on April 14, 1953, had every reason
to believe that the income already earned by them up to that date would be coin-
pletely exempt from tax, no matter when the income was received, upon meeting
the test of presence in the foreign country for 17 months. Certainly as to the
income already earned during the period prior to April 14, 1953, it was highly
inequitable for Congress to remove retroactively the exemption from tax pro-
vided by the 1950 legislation
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Section 911 (a) (2) of H. R. 8300, and section 116 (a) (2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1939, should be amended so as to provide that any income
earned prior to April 14, 1953, shall be free from the $20,000 limitation, whether
received before or after that date.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

Two changes have been made in the bill with respect to Western Hemisphere
trade corporations. The first change is to insert a specific provision in the
law to the effect that incidental purchases outside the Western Hemisphere will
not disqualify an otherwise eligible corporation. Since this conforms with the
original intent of the Western Hemisphere trade corporation provisions and
the understanding as to the meaning of these provisions for many years, the
report of the Committee on Finance should make it clear that no contrary inter-
pretation of the provisions in the 1939 code should be implied from the change
in language in the new bill.

Also, since the issue has been raised by the change in the language of the
provision, the report should make it clear that the purchase of capital equip-
ment does not constitute "doing business,." and that the purchase of supplies
from sources outside the Western Hemisphere does not constitute doing business
unless the taxpayer maintains a permanent establishment outside of the Western
Hemisphere to handle the purchasing, warehousing, and transportation of these
supplies. No question could be raised on these points in the interpretation of
the Western Hemisphere trade corporation provisions unless some adverse impli-
cation is drawn from the "incidental purchases" phrase which is being added.

The other change made in the Western Hemisphere trade corporation pro-
visions is the insertion of an automatic formula under which taxpayers subject
to both the normal tax and the surtax will be entitled to a deduction which is
the equivalent of a 14 percentage point tax credit, regardless of future changes
in the rate of either the normal tax or the surtax. While this is consistent
with the policy which has been followed with respect to Western Hemisphere
trade corporations since the Revenue Act of 1950, it is not consistent with the
original intent of the Western Hemisphere trade corporation provisions-i. e.,
that the corporate surtax was an additional tax, rather than a part of the normal
tax system, and should not be imposed on corporations competing in Western
Hemisphere countries. The automatic formula contained in the new provisions
is merely another step in the process begun by the 1950 act of deliberately
obscuring the basic distinction between the corporate normal tax and the
corporate surtax.

THE 14-PERCENT FOREIGN INCOME CREDIT

The most important change made by the foreign income provisions of the bill
is the allowance, in section 923, of a 14-percentage-point tax credit with re-
spect to certain categories of foreign income earned by domestic corporations.
The 14-point credit is allowed with respect to income received as compensation
for technical services and income received either directly, or indirectly (as
dividends or interest) from foreign subsidiaries, from the active conduct of
certain types of trades or businesses. The policy of this provision is in accord
with the recommendations of the Randall Commission and will undoubtedly
greatly reduce one of the most serious roadblocks to the flow of American capi-
tal into foreign investments.

While the broad policy of the 14-point tax credit deserves support, there are a
number of deficiencies in the draft of this provision contained in the bill.
Perhaps the most obvious criticism is the failure of the bill to allow the 14-point
credit to a domestic corporation on its income earned abroad through the direct
operation of a branch in the foreign country unless the domestic corporation
elects to come within the elaborate deferral provisions contained in part IV of
subchapter N.

It is difficult to see why the requirement of election of the deferral provisions
of part IV of subchapter N should be imposed as a condition to obtaining the
14-point credit in the case of direct operations abroad. No such requirement
is imposed on income received from abroad as compensation for technical services
or as dividends or interest from foreign subsidiaries.

The foreign income deferral provisions of part IV are an elaborate and com-
plex machine for the deferral of United States tax on foreign income until
the income is brought home. This machine, as presently contained in the bill,
has such side effects as the elimination of percentage depletion, taxation of long-
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term capital gains as ordinary income, unlimited loss carry forwards, prohi-
bition on use of branch loss to offset other corporate income, unlimited deduc-
tions for charitable contributions, and realization of gain or loss on transactions
between the corporation's home office and its foreign branch. There is no reason
why a domestic corporation which does not wish to become involved in the
complexities of this elaborate deferral machine or which does not wish to suffer
the proposed adverse consequences of electing deferral should for that reason
be denied the 14-point tax credit with respect to income from the active conduct
of an otherwise eligible trade or business with a foreign country.

The definition of an active trade or business which is eligible for the 14-
percentage point tax credit is deficient on several points. Although factories,
mines, oil and gas wells, public utilities, and retail establishments are listed
as qualifying, such activities as the farm, plantation and timber operations are
not listed, although they are obviously within the scope of the policy of the
provision.

Furthermore, by the apparent exclusion of all or virtually all activities of a
wholesale or distributive nature from the definition of trade or business, the
bill denies the 14-point credit to a number of useful businesses in which cor-
porations have large investments at risk abroad and which require active day-
to-day operation and supervision on the same basis as the trades or businesses
which are listed as qualifying. These businesses have been excluded, apparently,
because of a policy decision to deny the 14-point credit to an entirely different
group-exporters who operate from the United States, shipping purchased goods
to a foreign country and selling them there and maintaining little or no invest-
ment in the foreign country. Actually these exporters should be entitled to the
14-point credit. They are engaged in active business in the foreign country
and the mere fact that such business does not require large investment should
not bar them from the 14-point credit. However, even if the policy decision
to bar the export business is accepted, that is no reason for a sweeping exclusion
of all wholesale or job activities.

Secretary Humphrey, in his appearance before the Committee on Finance,
testified that wholesalers would be entitled to the 14-point tax credit on in-
come from wholesaling goods produced in the foreign country. He said, "Where
the goods originate is the distinction, not the fact that they are wholesalers or
retailers at all. The wholesaler gets it (the 14-point credit) the same as a re-
tailer does, doing business in the same place and under the same circumstances."
While the provisions of section 923 (and section 951) do not appear to warrant
the foregoing statement in their present form, Secretary Humphrey's remarks
point up one desirable change in the proposed definition of eligible active trades
or businesses. Section 923 and section 951 should be amended so as to specifically
include within the term "active conduct of a trade or business" the purchase
and sale of goods produced or processed in any foreign country, whether as a
wholesaler, jobber, importer, exporter, or retailer.

The basic criterion of the definition of an eligible trade or business should be
the maintenance of a permanent establishment in the foreign country which
involves a substantial capital investment at risk in the foreign country. Thus,
a wholesaler should qualify who has invested substantial sums in warehouses,
distribution facilities such as trucks or ships, and inventories located in the
foreign country.

An excellent example of a type of business which should be covered is the busi-
ness of distributing motion-picture films to foreign exhibitors on a rental basis.
Domestic corporations (and their foreign subsidiaries) engaged in this business
have heavy investments in film printing establishments, sound dubbing and syn-
chronization equipment, film vaults, transportation facilities, show rooms, etc.
This is the type of investment which the proposed 14-point credit is designed to
encourage, yet there is grave danger that it would not be covered under the
bill as now written. The credit should be made specifically applicable to for-
eign income from motion-picture film rentals, and the active conduct of trade
or business for an eligible foreign subsidiary should be defined to include the
rental of motion-picture films.

Section 923 (c) limits the aggregate amount with respect to which the 14-
point tax credit is allowable from all sources within a single foreign country to
the taxpayer's taxable income from that country. In general, this is a desirable
limitation. However, it is subject to the same criticism as the per country lim-
itation as it is now written-i. e., that it is a deterrent to new direct investment
in a foreign country which may result in losses in the initial years if the tax-
payer is already receiving dividends from a foreign subsidiary which qualifies
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for the 14-point tax credit under section 923 (a) (3). This can be corrected by
making section 923 (c) inapplicable to dividends received from foreign corpora-
tions under section 923 (a) (3), similar to my recommendation with respect to
the limitation on the foreign tax credit.

It would seem that principles of tax equity and simplicity of administration
could best be served by providing, in addition to section 923, simply for an
extension of Western Hemisphere trade corporation treatment to the rest of the
world, as I have recommended many times in the past.

DEFERRAL OF TAX ON FOREIGN BRANCH INCOME

The policy behind the income tax deferral provisions of part IV of subchapter
N is a most desirable one-not merely because it will place certain foreign
branches of domestic corporations in a somewhat similar status to that of foreign
subsidiaries, but primarily because it will be an incentive to encourage the reten-
tion and reinvestment abroad of income earned abroad. This latter aim should
be the basic objective of the income tax deferral provisions, rather than a futile
attempt to equate the tax treatment of foreign branches and foreign subsidiaries.

There is no objection, of course, to use of the foreign subsidiary analogy, inso-
far as it is practicable, in drafting the income tax deferral provisions, since these
provisions will be complex at best and any analogy which will ease their admin-
istration and simplify their understanding is greatly to be desired. However, an
income tax deferral system which slavishly follows the example of the tax treat-
ment of foreign subsidiaries to the point of depriving foreign branches of domes-
tic corporations of the benefit of all the tax provisions which are not allowed
to foreign subsidiaries will largely defeat the original purpose of enacting a
foreign income tax deferral system.

For example, one of the principal reasons why many corporations have elected
to set up foreign branches instead of foreign subsidiaries is that they wish to
obtain the benefits of percentage depletion. Another major reason is that they
wish to be able to use any possible losses incurred in the operation of these
branches to offset other income. An elaborate deferral system which fails to
take these two factors into account will, of course, be of no interest to these
corporations.

Another serious difficulty with the foreign income deferral provisions as con-
tained in the bill is that they apparently would treat any return of investment
from the foreign branch to the corporation's home office as being first a with-
drawal of earnings, even though the investment may have been in the nature of
advances or loans by the home office to the branch. If the foreign income deferral
provisions are to have the real incentive effect desired in increasing American
investment abroad, a realistic approach would be to treat withdrawals as being
first withdrawals of capital invested in the branch.

The committee report states that a Western Hemisphere trade corporation
may choose either the income deferral treatment provided by part IV or the
Western Hemisphere trade corporation treatment. However, the Western Hemi-
sphere trade corporation provisions are not elective, and a corporation which is
allowed the deduction allowed Western Hemisphere trade corporations is ineli-
gible for the deferral treatment provided in part IV. In order to carry out the
intent expressed in the committee report, corporations otherwise qualifying as
Western Hemisphere trade corporations should be permitted to elect to forego
the benefits of the Western Hemisphere corporation trade provisions in cases
where they are otherwise eligible under part IV. Exactly this same problem
exists with respect to the 14-percentage point tax credit allowed by section 923.

AUTHORIZATION OF TAX TREATIES WITH TTNDEPDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Notwithstanding the changes made in the treatment of foreign income under
H. R. 8300, serious roadblocks to the flow of American private investment
Into underdeveloped countries will still exist. In some instances the proposed
14-percentage point tax credit on foreign income will be inadequate. In other
Instances it will be inapplicable to the types of American private investment
needed to meet the needs of a particular underdeveloped foreign country. The
principal tax provisions of the bill will be too rigid to conform with the peculiar
tax systems of some of the underdeveloped countries.

The only solution to these problems which is sufficiently flexible to meet the
peculiar needs of each of the underdeveloped countries In which we are interested
is the negotiation of bilateral tax treaties. Such treaties, to do the job, must
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be far broader in scope than the traditional double taxation treaties we have

negotiated in the past. Since treaties of this type will be a departure from

the traditional pattern of tax treaties, Congress should first give them its in-

formal sanction. This should be done by authorizing the negotiation of such

treaties by an appropriate provision in H. R. 8300.

EXCHANGE OF INVESTMENT PROPERTY

Section 1031 (a) provides that gain or loss shall not be recognized if prop-

erty held for productive use in trade or business or for investment is exchanged

solely for other property of a like kind to be held for the same purposes, but

"stocks, bonds, notes, choses in action, certificates of trust or beneficial interest,
or other securities or evidences of indebtedness or interest" are excluded (as
under present law) from its application. This means that an investor in se-

curities which have appreciated in value cannot exchange them for other

similar securities without being subjected to capital-gain tax. And, since sec-
tion 1031 (a) is limited to exchanges, the owner of business property will be

taxable on gain from the sale of such property, even though it is replaced by
other property of a like kind.

The exclusion of virtually all securities from section 1031 (a) and the failure
of that section to cover sales and replacements as well as exchanges highlight
one of the most unfortunate effects of the capital-gain tax. Persons holding se-
curities which have appreciated in value cannot make a free choice between
retaining these securities or replacing them with other similar investments.
For example, if an investor holds a share of stock with a basis of $10 and a
present value of $110. he cannot afford to dispose of this share of stock and
replace it with stock in another corporation which is also selling for $110, even
though he believes the other stock is a sounder investment. If he sells or
exchanges his present share of stock he may have to pay a capital-gain tax of
$25, leaving him with only $85 to reinvest. Consequently, he will not change
his investment portfolio unless he believes that an investment of $85 in a new
stock is worth more than his present investment of $110 in the old stock. The
same problem exists with respect to the replacement of business property un-
less the taxpayer is fortunate enough to be able to arrange an exchange.

This artificial "notch" area created by the capital gain tax distorts the se-
curities market to the point where it no longer serves as an accurate reflec-
tion of current values. And it encourages taxpayers to retain unsafe invest-
ments. The problem is particularly serious at the present time due to the in-
flation in values which has occurred since World War II.

Taxpayers should be permitted to elect to defer the recognition of gain on
sale or exchange of securities or other investment property and of property
used in the taxpayer's trade or business if such properties are replaced within
12 months by other properties of like kind. Such a provision should at least
be made available to trusts and estates, since capital gains are treated as a
part of corpus rather than income under trust law, and also to any taxpayer
who has held the original investment property for as long as 20 years.

RATE OF CAPITAL GAIN TAX

The United States is one of the few countries which taxes capital gains as
income. Economically such a tax is unwise because it distorts the investment
market, and revenue-wise the present high rate of tax on capital gains is unwise
because it actually reduces the yield instead of increasing it.

If there is to be a tax on capital gains, coldblooded consideration of how to
raise the most revenue by it requires recognition of a basic difference between
ordinary income and capital gains. By and large, a taxpayer must take his
ordinary income currently or lose it forever, regardless of the tax rates. But
normally a taxpayer may choose between realizing a capital gain or deferring
its realization, possibly until death. When presented with this choice, high tax
rates will lead to deferral, with no revenue to the Government. Consequently,
maximization of capital-gain tax revenues requires a tax rate low enough not to
discourage realization of gains. Furthermore, a high capital-gain tax operates
to discourae the making of investments, since taxpayers realize that
any potential gain through appreciation in value will be reduced by the tax.
Thus capital-gain tax revenues are further reduced by the failure of taxpayers to
make investments which may result in gain.

It should be emphasized that a low capital-gain tax rate should remain in force
permanently. Once a practical capital-gain tax policy is set, it should be followed
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consistently. Frequent fluctuations in the rate are unfair to taxpayers who make
investments or who decide to defer realization on gains with the expectation that
the tax rate will remain unchanged.

An additional factor in favor of a lower tax rate on capital gains is the inflation
In values which has occurred since World War If. To tax the proceeds of a
sale in the present inflated market as a gain amounts, in many cases, to what is
virtually a capital levy.

It is recommended that the alternative tax on capital gains of corporations
and individuals be reduced to 10 percent.

INCLUSION OF FOREIGN TRADE CORPORATIONS IN CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Under the present law corporations deriving 95 percent or more of their gross
income from abroad and 50 percent or more from active conduct of business are
not required to be included in consolidated returns unless they have elected to be
so included for a taxable year ending after June 30, 1950. This provision covers
Western Hemisphere trade corporations and similar domestic corporations doing
business in other foreign countries.

This provision has been deleted from section 1502 (b) of the proposed new code,
with the result that all such corporations must henceforth be included if con-
solidated returns are filed. The only reference in the Ways and Means Committee
report to this change is the statement in the section-by-section analysis that the
definition of includible corporations has been "modified by deleting the provisions
which related to the excess profits tax."

While this exception from consolidated returns was of particular importance
in connection with the excess-profits tax (since such foreign-trade corporations
were exempt from excess-profits tax unless they elected to be included in consoli-
dated returns), its si:nificance is by no means limited to the excess profits tax.
This is evidenced by the fact that such an exception was available to foreign trade
corporations prior to the enactment of the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950 if they
bad not elected, in a taxable year ending after December 31, 1953, to be treated
as includible corporations.

Entirely aside from the excess-profits tax, a corporation operating in a foreign
country will often simply not fit into the consolidated picture. Furthermore,
computation of the foreign-trade corporation's income on a consolidated basis
may create difficult situations in dealing with the taxing authorities of the for-
eign country. These officials are unfamiliar with consolidated accounting, the
consolidated books are not available to them, and they may feel that consolidated
returns are being used as a device to cheat them. Also, introduction of consoli-
dated accounting concepts into dealings with foreign countries may result in
arbitrary foreign-tax provisions denying intercompany deductions and otherwise
upsetting long-standing arrangements whereby the foreign country taxes only
the corporation operating within its territory. It seems clear from the brief
reference in the committee report to this proposed change in the law that the
decision to treat foreign trade corporations as includible in affiliated groups in
all cases was made without a realization of these important factors.

The definition of includible corporations in section 1502 (b) should include a
provision making foreign trade corporations ineligible for inclusion in an affili-
ated group unless they elect to be so included in a taxable year ending on or after
March 31, 1954.

TERMINATION OF ELECTION TO FILE CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Section 1505 (a) would enact into the law (in considerably more stringent
form) the present rule in the consodilated return regulations that an affiliated
group filing a consolidated return for 1 year shall also be bound to file consoli-
dated returns for subsequent years in the absence of certain specified conditions.
Under the present consolidated return regulations the principal one of these
conditions is that the provisions of the code, or the provisions of the consoli-
dated return regulations, have been amended so as to make less advantageous to
affiliated groups as a class the continued filing of consolidated returns.

In practice, changes in the law or the regulations have made it necessary,
nearly every year, to allow a new election to corporations filing consolidated
returns. However, there is always an element of uncertainty as to whether the
Internal Revenue Service will consider a change to be of sufficient importance
to warrant the granting of a new election, and there may be prolonged delays
before it is announced that a new election is available. Also, a change in the law
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or regulations may make consolidated returns disadvantageous as to a particular
affiliated group without affecting affiliated groups "as a class," in which event
the particular affiliated group affected has to rely on getting special permission
to shift to separate returns.

Since a new election is necessary nearly every year because of changes in the
law or the regulations it is pointless to continue the delays and uncertainties of
the present system of depending on (and waiting on) the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice's decision as to whether a new election is to be allowed. The requirement
that an affiliated group continue to file consolidated returns in subsequent years
until excused is completely unjustifiable so long as the 2-percent penalty tax on
the filing of consolidated returns remains in effect. It would be simpler, and
fairer, to permit an election each year between separate and consolidated returns.

The problem of the binding effect on subsequent years of an election to file
consolidated returns is intensified and complicated by the language used in writ-
ing this requirement into the new code in section 1505 (a). Whereas the regula-
tions have heretofore allowed a new election in the event of a change which makes
"less advantageous" the continued filing of consolidated returns, the provision
written into section 1505 (a) allows a new election only in the event of a change
which makes the continued filing of consolidated returns "substantially less ad-
vantageous." While no one can say with any degree of assurance what "sub-
stantially" means in this context, it is certainly more restrictive than the stand-
ard the Treasury has imposed in its regulations in the past. Insertion of this
word will undoubtedly be interpreted by the Internal Revenue Service as an
authorization and probably a command to be more strict than it has been in the
past in granting new elections.

A second change made in writing the provisions of the regulations on this point
Into the law was to drop the authorization for a new election in the event that
the consolidated return regulations themselves are changed so as to make con-
solidated returns less advantageous. Possibly this provision was left out on the
theory that the enactment of detailed consolidated return rules in the law ren-
dered it unnecessary. And certainly the enactment of detailed consolidated
return provisions should reduce the frequency with which changes in the regula-
tions will occur which make continued filing less advantageous. However, there
will be regulations under the new consolidated return provisions, and there will
be occasions on which these regulations will be changed so as to make continued
filing of consolidated returns less advantageous (or even "substantially" less
advantageous). When these occasions arise there is no reason why a new elec-
tion should not be allowed-as It Is today.

Perhaps the best illustration of the confusion and illogical consequences of
the failure to allow a simple annual election between separate returns and
consolidated returns is the treatment in section 1505 (a) (2) of the problem
of which year the new election applies to in the event there is an amendment
of the law which makes the continued filing of consolidated returns substan-
tially less advantageous to affiliated groups as a class. Section 1505 (a) (2)
grants the new election for the first Year for which a tax return is filed after
the date of enactment of the amendment, regardless of the effective date of the
amendment In other words, if I R. 0,200 is enacted into law in .Tuly 1954,
a new election by reason of its enactment would be allowed for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 194-and not for the fiscal year ending June 0, 1955-merely
because the return for the year ending June 8o, 1954, is filed after the date of
enactment of the bill, although the consolidated return provisions of the bill
will not affect the year ending in 1954 and will have a drastic effect on the
year ending in 1955.

It is difficult to see any logical Justification for requiring an affiliated group
to choose whether to continue filing consolidated returns this year on the basis
of changes in the law which will affect the rroup only if it files a consolidated
return next year. This requirement has the same effect, in some cases, as
though the consolidated return revisionss of' the hill were made effective retro-
actively for the past year-which is something Congress would obvinusly never
think of dngnr. Taxpvers with fiscal years ending after the date of enactment
of H. R. 8300 (and those with fiscal vears ending before its enactment, if they
file their returns after its enactment) will he forced to elect senrate returns
for such vears-although they have conducted their affairs during the year on
the assumntinn that they would continue to file consolidated returns-merely
because of the effects the hill will have on the filing of consolidated returns for
the succeeding year.
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Unless an annual election to shift from consolidated to separate returns Is
permitted, section 1505 (a) (2) should be amended to strike out the word "sub-
stantially," to permit new elections when the consolidated return regulations
are changed, and to make the new election applicable to the first taxable year
affected by a change in the code or the regulations.

THE 2-PERCENT PENALTY TAX ON CONSOLIDATED RETURNSS AND THE TAX ON
INTERCORPORATE DIVIDENDS

In his tax message to Congress in January, President Eisenhower recom-
mended the elimination of both the 2-percent penalty tax on consolidated returns
and the tax on intercorporate dividends. Although these were among the most
important reforms suggested by the President, neither was adopted by the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means. No thoroughgoing reform of our tax laws could
permit retention of either of these taxes.

An affiliated group of corporations filing a consolidated return is required
to pay a penalty for this privilege in the form of an extra tax of 2 percent on
the surtax net income of the group. This is a penalty on the choice of a method
of reporting which is more accurate and realistic than the use of separate
returns. By filing a consolidated return the affiliated group loses the benefit of
all but one of its $25,000 surtax exemptions, and this is proper because the group
is electing to be treated as a single entity. But there is no similar justification
for the additional 2-percent tax.

It has sometimes been argued that the 2 percent penalty tax is designed to
compensate for the tax which would otherwise be collected through inclusion
in taxable income of 15 percent of intercorporate dividends paid between the
members of the affiliated group. However, the tax on intercorporate dividends
is, itself, an unjustified double tax, and it should certainly not be used as an
excuse for the equally unjustified 2 percent penalty tax on consolidated returns.
Furthermore, any relationship between the 2 percent tax on surtax net income
and the 52 percent tax on 15 percent of intercorporate dividends is merely for-
tuitous. Losses by some members of the group may completely offset the income
of the other members, so that there is no consolidated corporation surtax net
income and consequently, no 2 percent tax, even though there are intercorporate
dividends which would have been taxable if separate returns had been filed.
On the other hand, the 2 percent penalty tax may apply even though no inter-
corporate dividends are paid during the year. The only fair method of equating
the treatment of intercorporate dividends as between consolidated returns and
separate returns is to abolish both the 2 percent penalty tax and the double
tax on intercorporate dividends. The latter can be accomplished by allowing
deduction of 100 percent of ordinary intercorporate dividends received (without
limitation) and deduction of 73 percent of intercorporate dividends received on
certain preferred stock of public utilities with respect to which a deduction is
allowed the payer under the proposed section 247.

DOUBLE TAXATION OF INVENTORY PROFITS IN CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Section 1708 (b) writes into the proposed 1954 code a provision from the
present consolidated return regulations which provides a double tax on inter-
company inventory profits as a condition to the election to go on a consolidated
return basis. The situation is exactly comparable to the double tax previously
required as a condition to shifting from the accrual basis to the installment basis
of accounting-which is eliminated under this bill.

Under this provision corporations electing to file consolidated returns are re-
quired to reduce their opening inventories for the first consolidated return year
by the amount of profits previously realized by other corporations in the affiliated
group on items included in such inventories. The effect of this inventory re-
duction is to increase net income by that amount in the first consolidated return
year. Of course the profits have already been taxed in the preceding separate
return year to other members of the affiliated group.

This is admittedly, and deliberately, a double tax on profits realized on inven-
tory items among members of the affiliated group. It has been justified by argu-
ing that, without the second tax on these profits, income for the affiliated group
would be lower than normal in the first year for which consolidated returns are
filed, since the closing inventory of a corporation in the group for such year
will be valued at its actual cost to the group rather than reflecting profits realized
by other members of the group as would be the case if separate returns were
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filed. Consequently, in order to prevent this temporary reduction in income, in-
come is increased by profits realized by other members of the group in the pre-
vious year on items included in the corporation's opening inventory.

It should be emphasized that the drop in income in the first consolidated re-
turn year which is used to justify the double tax is a purely temporary phe-
nomenon. It has no effect on income in subsequent consolidated return years,
and it will be automatically compensated for by a corresponding increase in
income in the first year after the group ceases to file consolidated returns.

Section 1708(c) (also repeated from the regulations) alleviates the double tax
to some degree in the first year after the corporation ceases to file consolidated
returns by providing that the opening inventory for that year shall be increased
by the amount of intercompany profit with respect to items contained therein
which was eliminated in the last consolidated return year. Of course, due to
changes in volume of business or method of doing business this latter adjust-
ment may only partially offset the double tax previously collected. In any event
it is not allowed to exceed the previous downward adjustment of inventories.
And it is further limited to the amount of intercompany profits actually re-
flected in closing inventory for the first separate return year. Thus if, for ex-
ample, the stock of the corporation in question is sold by the group and it does
no business with the other members of its former affiliated group in its first sep-
arate return year, there would be no inventory adjustment to compensate for the
previous double tax.

It is suggested that section 1708 (b) be eliminated from the bill. Section
1798 (c) should be retained simply to provide relief for corporations breaking
consolidation which were subjected to the double tax on intercompany inventory
profits under the consolidated return regulations for past years, but it should be
modified to provide an increase in the opening inventory for the first separate re-
turn year which is exactly equal to the decrease made in opening inventory for
the first consolidated return year.

CONTEMPLATION OF DEATH

By section 501(a) of the Revenue Act of 1950, Congress provided that inter
vivos gifts made by a decedent more than 3 years prior to his death shall not be
deemed to have been made in contemplation of death for purposes of the estate
tax. That amendment was prompted by the fact that the vague nature of the
contemplation of death concept made it possible for Treasury agents to assert
that virtually all substantial gifts, regardless of when made, were in contempla-
tion of death. As a result many cases were settled with the Treasury even
though the gifts were not made in contemplation of death, merely because execu-
tors were unwilling to enter into expensive and protracted litigation.

The amendment made by the 1950 act applied only prospectively-to decedents
dying after September 23, 1950, the date of enactment of the 1950 act. Conse-
quently, estates which are still open of decedents who died before that time are
still faced with the same problem of coping with unwarranted assertions of the
contemplation of death provision, even though the gifts may have been made 10
or 12 years before death, for adequate reasons not connected with death, and by
donors in good health with every expectation of a long life. Although these de-
cedents died before the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1950, this is a current
problem for their estates, and they should have the benefit of the 3-year rule.

The 3-year rule with respect to contemplation of death should be made ap-
plicable to decedents dying on or before the date of the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1950, but cases barred by the statute of limitations or otherwise should not
be reopened.

EMPLOYEE ANNUITIES UNDER THE ESTATE TAX

Under section 2039(c) of the bill the policy is adopted of excluding from the
decedent's gross estate the value of an annuity or other payment receivable by a
beneficiary, other than an executor, under a qualified pension or profit-sharing
plan.

These are two defects in this provision. One is that the exclusion does not ex-
tend to an annuity contract purchased by an employee's trust, as distinguished
from direct distributions from such a trust, and from an annuity purchased by
the employer himself. The other defect is that the exclusion extends only to an-
nuities and other payments receivable under plans qualified under the new math-
ematical rules of section 501 (e), as distinguished from those qualified under sec-
tion 165 (a) of the present code.

There is no conceivable reason for denying the exclusion in either situation.
The omissions are probably inadvertent, and in any event should be corrected.
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REVERSIONARY INTERESTS IN CASE OF LIFE INSURANCE

On three recent occasions Congress has granted relief with respect to the
treatment, for estate-tax purposes, of reversionary interests in life insurance
policies transferred by a decedent during his lifetime. Section 503 of the
Revenue Act of 1950 provided that an insured's reversionary interest would not
be treated as an incident of ownership unless at some time after January 10,
1941, the value of the reversionary interest exceeded 5 percent of the value of
the policy and the reversionaly interest arose by the express terms of the
policy or other instrument and not by operation of law. The 1950 amendment
granted relief only to estates of decedents dying after October 21, 1942. By
section 610 of the Revenue Act of 1951, Congress removed the bar of the statute
of limitations, in certain cases, to refunds resulting from the 1950 amendment.

In the Technical Changes Act of 1953, Congress extended the relief provided
by the 1950 legislation to the estates of decedents dying after January 10, 1941.
But none of the legislation to date has granted relief to decedents who died on
or before January 10, 1941. As a result, in the case of a decedent dying on or
before January 10, 1941, a reversionary interest owned by the insured at the
date of his death, even though worth only a small fraction of 1 percent of the
value of the policy, is still treated as an incident of ownership in the policy.
There is no reason why a minute reversionary interest in the insured should
be treated as an incident of ownership if the decedent died prior to January 10,
1941, but not if he died after that date.

Congress should now provide that in the case of a decedent dying after Feb-
ruary 10, 1939, and on or before January 10, 1941, a reversionary interest in
life insurance taken out by the decedent on his own life will not be treated as
an incident of ownership, for the purpose of determining the includibility of
the insurance in his gross estate under section 811 (g) of the Internal Revenue
Code, unless the reversionary interest at the time of his death exceeded 5
percent of the value of the policy and the interest arose by the express terms
of the policy or other instrument and not by operation of law.

Congress should also provide that refund of any overpayment resulting from
the amendment should be allowed (but without interest) if claim therefor is
made within 1 year after the date of the enactment of the bill, even though
refund of the overpayment would otherwise be barred by the statute of limi-
tations or any other law or rule of law. In any case where an estate tax was
paid on insurance because the Bureau insisted the insurance was ineludible in
the gross estate by reason of an asserted reversionary interest in the insured,
the rule announced by the Court of Claims in Ga.gcahcim v. United States
(1953) 116 Fed. Supp. 880 will apply if the Bureau should reverse its position
and claim that no reversionary interest was in fact owned by the decedent
at the time of his death.

EXCISE TAX ON FARM-EQUIPMENT PARTS

Both the present code and the proposed new code levy an excise tax of 8
percent (5 percent after April 1, 1955) on the sale by the manufacturer of parts
or accessories for trucks, automobiles, and other highway vehicles. The Treas-
ury Department recognizes that parts sold for use in the manufacture of farm
equipment are not subject to this tax, even though such parts may be physical-
ly suitable for use on trucks or automobiles. For some years, however, it has
taken the position that the tax applied to other sales of parts physically suitable
for automotive use--even sales for use as farm-equipment repair parts.

In the Revenue Act of 1951, the Congress sought to complete the exemption
of farm-equipment parts from this tax. Its action took the form of an amend-
ment to section 3443 (a) of the present code (corresponding to section 0416 (b)
of the new code) authorizing a credit or refund of the tax in the case of parts
"used or resold for use as repair or replacement parts or accessories for farm
equipment."

Unfortunately, since the enactment of the 1951 act, the allowance of a credit
or refund has been prevented in the great majority of the cases to which the
1951 amendment applies. The reason for this is the manner in which the ta:-
payer's right to a credit or refund must be established. The Treasury Depart-
ment has taken the position that tax must still be paid upon the initial sale of
farm-equipment parts by the parts manufacturer (unless sold to be used in the
manufacture of farm equipment), and that it will be refunded only upon a cer-
tificate from a party to the retail sale of the parts referring specifically to each
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sale and stating that the parts sold were to be used for the repair of farm
equipment.

Ordinarily it is not practicable to claim a refund in this manner. There are
many thousands of retail dealers in farm equipment. Each year the average
dealer makes many thousands of separate sales of repair parts-both of parts
which were initially taxable (because physically suitable for automotive use)
and of those which were not. The different types of farm-equipment repair
parts (taxable and nontaxable) used on each brand of farm equipment number
in the tens of thousands. Obviously it would be a very considerable burden on
a dealer to be required, on every occasion on which he makes a sale of a farm-
equipment part, first to ascertain whether that piece was initially taxable or
nontaxable, and, if taxable, to make a written record of the sale, and finally to
assemble such records of a number of sales and transmit them periodically
through trade channels back to the parts manufacturer. Furthermore, where
the retail dealer handles farm equipment only, and all or substantially all of
his sales are for farm-equipment purposes, as is frequently the case, the burden
of complying with this refund procedure would be especially heavy and especial-
ly unnecessary.

It is believed that the manufacturer's price on the average taxable farm-equip-
ment part is substantially less than $1. The tax is therefore less than 8 cents.
The tax saving made possible by this burdensome refund procedure is obviously
inadequate to compensate for the cost of the clerical labor which would be in-
curred in order to secure the saving-not to speak of the administrative costs
which would be imposed on the Internal Revenue Service if these refunds were
claimed and if the Service actually undertook to examine and audit the im-
mense volume of certificates which would then be filed pursuant to its procedures.
As a matter of fact, very few dealers have made the required records, very few
refunds have been paid under the 1951 amendment, and farmers buying farm-
equipment parts continue to pay this tax which the Congress actually levied on
truck and automobile parts.

This situation can be corrected by providing an outright exemption for farm-
equipment repair parts. The exemption should be closely circumscribed so as
to prevent the escape from tax of sales of parts to be used on trucks or auto-
mobiles, but should be allowable on terms which could be established at less than
the prohibitive cost of the present refund procedure. The present refund pro-
cedure should be retained for possible use in cases which could not meet the
requirements of the new exemption provision.

The proposed exemption should be allowable only under the following con-
ditions: (a) That the initial sale be from or to a manufacturer of farm equip-

ment: and (b) that the parts be manufactured or purchased for sale or resale
as repair parts for farm equipment manufactured by such manufacturer. Thus,
right to the exemption should be established at the farm-equipment manufac-
turers' level with respect to sales in quantity lots, without the necessity of cer-
tificates with respect to each sale made to or from a retail dealer.

It is believed that such conditions would adequately insure that the exemption
would seldom be allowed with respect to parts eventually used for other than
farm-equipment purposes. But as a further guaranty against the opening of
a loophole in the tax, the tax should be imposed on sales by dealers of equip-
ment which have not been taxed at the manufacturer's level but which is pur-
chased for use on nonfarm equipment.

This proposal for farm-equipment repair parts is similar to that which was
adopted for gasoline substitutes in section 506 of the Excise Tax Reduction Act
of 1954.

SILVER BULLION TRANSFER TAX

Under section 1805 of the 1939 code (sections 4891-4897 of the proposed 1954
code), profits on transactions in silver bullion are subjected to a special 50 per-
cent excise tax. This tax was enacted as a part of the Silver Purchase Act
of 1934. It does not apply to newly-mined domestic silver purchased by the
Government and, since most domestic silver is so purchased, the tax applies
almost exclusively to transfers of foreign silver.

In theory, the purpose of the tax was to tax profits which might result from
a continuing policy by the Government of making heavy purchases of foreign
silver. In fact, the Treasury has never purchased foreign silver in the quan-
tities contemplated by the Silver Purchase Act of 1934; and the Treasury has
purchased no silver at all under the act since May 1942-nearly 12 years ago.
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Meanwhile the tax has continued in effect, preventing a normal and useful
commodity market in silver in this country. As a result, the opportunity is
reduced for enterprises in the United States to earn income from smelting, refin-
ing, manufacturing, marketing, insuring, and trucking silver mined in other
countries, and American businesses which process silver have no market on which
they can hedge their commercial silver inventories. Furthermore, the Treasury
has lost revenue by losing tax on income Americans formerly earned from com-
missions on sales and from refining operations on silver from other countries.

For the past 3 fiscal years receipts from the tax on silver bullion has been as
follows:

1951 ----------------------------------------------------- $100, 335
1952 ------------------------------------------------------- 86, 374
1953 ------------------------------------------------------- 97, 000

It is clear that there has been no justification for this tax since the Treasury
ceased purchasing foreign silver in 1942. It probably had no justification even
prior to 1942.

The tax is a needless hindrance on normal commercial operations. It dis-
criminates against the creation of an ordinary market in one commodity. And
it undoubtedly brings in less revenue than the cost of its administration. The
silver bullion transfer tax should be eliminated from this bill.

ADVANCE TAX PAYMENTS BY CORPORATIONS

Section 6016 of tbe bill introduces the new idea of advance, estimated tax pay-
ments by corporation. When the new system is fully effective corporations with
income tax liabilities in excess of $50,000 will be required to make payments
equal to 25 percent of such excess by the 15th day of the 9th month of the tax-
able year and by the 15th day of the 12th month of the taxable year. The
remaining payments will be made in 2 equal installments on the 15th day of
the 3d month and on the 15th day of the 6th month following the close of the
taxable year. The new system is to be introduced by stages over a 5-year period,
with the first advance payments for calendar year corporations in the last half
of 1955.

This provision comes on the heels of the acceleration of corporate tax pay-
ments from 4 quarterly payments to 2 quarterly payments. This latter change,
initiated by the Revenue Act of 1950, will become fully effective for calendar
year corporations only with respect to payments made in 1955. Thus, a cor-
poration will be required to pay all its 1954 tax in the first 2 quarters of 1955
(instead of 90 percent, as is the case with respect to payments in 1954) and
will also be required to pay 10 percent of its 1955 tax in the last 2 quarters of
1955. The whole course of the acceleration of corporate tax payments under the
1950 act and the plan for advance payments under this bill is illustrated for
calendar year corporations by the following table. For purposes of simplifica-
tion, tax liability is assumed to be constant throughout.

Quarters

Year of payment - ____Total pay-
1st 2d 3d 4th Trets

1950 .................................... .25 25 25 25 100
1951 .................................... .30 30 20 20 100
1952 --------------------------------- - 35 35 15 15 300
1953 4.................. ................. 0 40 In 10 100
1954 -------------------------------------- 45 45 5 5 100
1955 -------------------------------------- 50 50 5 5 110
1956 ----------------------- . 45 45 10 10 110
1957 --------------------------------------- 40 40 15 15 110
1958 ------------------------------------- - 35 35 20 20 110
1959 -------- 3--3 25 25 110

Total payments in 10 years -- --------- .... ........-- ------ - 1,050

As the above table makes clear, in each of the next 5 years a corporation to
which section 6016 is applicable will be required to pay 110 percent of its tax
liability. By the end of the five-year period it will have paid the Treasury an
additional one-half year's tax. This is a very substantial concealed Income tax
increase, which has been treated In the committee report as merely a readjust-
ment in tax payment schedules for the convenience of the Treasury. It Is a par-
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ticularly burdensome hardship coming, as it does, before taxpayers have been
fully adjusted to the acceleration from 4 to 2 quarterly payments of the pre-
vious year's tax.

The advance payment system has been justified on the grounds that it is neces-
sary to prevent undue bunching of revenues in the first 6 months of the year. If
this is an important consideration to the Treasury the cure is to go back to the
system of four equal quarterly payments which was in effect before the Revenue
Act of 1950.

PERIOD OF LIMITATIONS ON CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS

Among other changes, section 6531 provides for the running of the period of
limitations on criminal prosecutions unless the person is outside the United
States or is a fugitive from justice. Under present law some courts have reached
the conclusion that the period of limitations on criminal prosecutions is tolled
while the person is outside the Federal judicial district in which the crime was
committed-regardless of whether he is a fugitive. This interpretation, coupled
with the fact that the crime of filing a false return is committed where the
return is required to be filed and the fact that many persons are required to file
their tax returns in judicial districts other than those in which they live, means
that the statute of limitations on criminal prosecution for offenses under the tax
laws may never run for many people.

Section 6531 would correct this situation, but unfortunately, as the bill is now
written, the correction would apply only with respect to returns filed for future
years. Under section 7851 (a) (6) and (d) all the old rules with respect to
periods of limitations would remain in effect as to returns filed under the 1939
code or prior Revenue Acts. Thus, for example, the period of limitations on
criminal prosecution may never run on tax returns which have already been filed
by residents of the District of Columbia with the Collector (or Director) of
Internal Revenue at Baltimore, Md. To correct this situation the second sentence
of section 6531 should be made applicable with respect to all prosecutions com-
menced after the effective date of H. R. 8300.

WAIVERS AS EFFECTING TRANSFEREE REFUNDS

Under present law the execution by a taxpayer and the Commissioner of a
waiver extending the time within which a deficiency may be assessed against the
taxpayer also operates to extend the time (for the same period plus 6 months)
within which the taxpayer may claim a refund. But the Treasury takes the posi-
tion that the law on waivers by transferees does not have the same mutuality of
operation. Although the law clearly authorizes waivers of the statute of limita-
tions on assessments against transferees, the Treasury maintains that these
waivers do not automatically extend the limitation period on transferee claims
for refund, and that the law does not authorize any such extension. See sec-
tions 276 (b), 311 (b), and 322 (b) of the present code.

The inequity of this situation may be illustrated by the following example.
On December 31, 1948, corporation X, a wholly owned subsidiary of corporation
Y, was liquidated. All of the assets of X, subject to its liabilities, were trans-
ferred to Y, and Y continued the operation of the business of X as a division
of Y. In January 1952 and again in January 1953 the revenue agent, not having
had an opportunity to audit X's 1947 and 1948 returns, asked Y to join with the
Commissioner in the execution of a transferee waiver for those 2 years, and Y did
so. In July 1953 the agent, then having completed his audit, reported a deficiency
of $10,000 for 1947 and an overpayment of $10,000 for 1948. Even though Y and
the Government are in agreement as to the correctness of the agent's determina-
tions. Y is required to pay the deficiency but, according to the Department's posi-
tion, is not entitled to the refund.

It seems unlikely that the Congress could have intentionally failed to provide
that transferee waivers should extend the period for claims for refund in the
same manner as ordinary taxpayer waivers. It could hardly have done so by
reason of the prohibition on the assignment of claims against the United States.
See 31 United States Code. section 203. The courts have recognized many
exceptions to this prohibition (e. g., corporate mergers and linuidations), and
the fact that many transferees have no right to prosecute such claims is obviously
not a justification for barring the claims of other transferees so long as they are
subject to the assessment of deficiencies.

Section 6901 (d) of the new code as passed by the House would correct this
situation, but only with respect to overpayments of tax effected by the transferee
itself. This qualification should be removed so that a transferee waiver will
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extend the time within which the transferor's liability may be reexamined for
all purposes affecting the secondary rights as well as the secondary liabilities of
the transferee.

This amendment should apply to all years which are still open for assessment
purposes on the date of enactment. A similar policy was followed with respect
to the provision making taxpayers' waivers effective to preserve the right to
refunds. See section 169, Revenue Act of 1942, and section 509, Revenue Act
of 1943.

VENUE IN CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS

Section 7494 provides new rules on venue in criminal prosecutions arising
under the tax laws. The basic change made by this provision is a good one;
. e., to change venue in certain cases from the Federal judicial district in which

the return is required to be filed to the Federal judicial district in which the
defendant resides. This would mean, for example, that venue in a criminal
prosecution of a resident of Washington, D. C. would lie in the District of
Columbia instead of in Baltimore, Aid., where District of Columbia residents are
required to file their tax returns.

However, section 7494 raises a number of technical problems. For example,
the provision contains no rule as to venue in the case of a nonresident alien who
files a false return by mail. Also, it is not clear how section 7494 operates in the
case of a defendant charged with assisting in the preparation of a- fraudulent
return. And apparently venue would not lie in the judicial district of the defen-
dant's residence in the case of a false oral statement or delivery of a false docu-
ment by hand, even though such acts took place in the judicial district where the
defendant resides. Furthermore, it is not clear whether or not section 7494 is
intended to supersede section 3237 of title 18, United States Code.

The provision in section 7494 (1) (B) that a return shall be deemed to have
been filed "at the office of the principal internal revenue officer for the internal
revenue district" unless sent by mail raises the question of which revenue dis-
trict. Presumably the reference is to the revenue district in which the return
should properly be filed. If so, the committee report should so state.

AVERAGING THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX

Determination of excess profits tax on a year-by-year basis has caused serious
inequities for taxpayers earning more than their excess profits credits in some
years and less in others. Some corporations have paid excess profits tax even
though their total income for the period the tax was in effect was less than
their total excess profits credits. A taxpayer's excess profits have not been
measured fairly if it is required to pay excess profits tax for some years while
it has an unused normal earnings credit for others.

The only fair method of measuring excess profits is to total a taxpayer's in-
come over the entire life of the tax and compare this amount with the total of
the taxpayer's normal earnings credits during the life of the tax. It was not
practical to do this while the excess profits tax was still in effect. Now, how-
ever, the tax has expired after 3 ._ years. The short period the tax was in effect
is a reasonable and practical averaging period, and in fairness to taxpayers
with fluctuating incomes their income subject to excess profits tax should be
limited to the excess of their average excess profits net income over their aver-
age normal earnings credit.

As a policy matter, the complete fairness of the averaging proposal is readily
apparent. As to the technical aspects of drafting the proposal, the tax should not
be less than the tax which would be imposed by permitting an unused excess
profits credit to be carried backward or forward to all other years subject to the
tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. White, please.
Sit down and be comfortable, Mr. White.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WHITE, COUNSEL, ANDERSON, CLAYTON
& CO., HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. WHITE. My name is John C. White. I am counsel for Ander-
son, Clayton & Co., of Houston, Tex. I have filed with the commit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, a statement with respect to the effect of Section
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923-Business Income from Foreign Sources, which I ask be made
a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be incorporated in the record.
Mr. WHITE. Anderson, Clayton & Co. is known primarily in this

country, I think as a cotton merchant. Actually, its operations in
cottonseed and the products of cottonseed are at times more impor-
tant to it than in the cotton lints.

I brought along, just in case the committee didn't know just what
happened to cotton, the form in which it was bulked. First, some
cotton with the seeds still in it. This is as actually picked; the seed
when it has been ginned, in the indentifiable form of a seed; and the
lints, after coming through the gin is in this much more beautiful
shape. This is what I think they call in California "white gold."

I mention this because it is important to understand that in each
of these foreign countries into which Anderson, Clayton has gone, the
first step has been that of merchandising the cotton.

Then, in order to make that merchandising official, it became nec-
essary to build cotton gins. And if you have before you the state-
ment which I have given to the committee, the last sheet is a con-
solidated position statement of credit and capital employed by Ander-
son, Clayton & Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that in your statement? Has the statement been
presented to you, Mr. Reporter?

Mr. WHITE. Yes. It shows in foreign countries, for instance, An-
derson, Clayton has a total of $43 million invested in physical facil-
ities. Those are primarily Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Argentina, Egypt,
and Paraguay.

It shows in addition-and this is the point of my story-that they
have employed in those same foreign countries $70 million in cur-
rent position, in addition to their physical assets.

The amendment which we have suggested is applicable to 923 (b)
(1) (A) which is at the top of page 223 of the bill. It is to insert,
after the word "retail," "or in carrying and merchandising products
of the country without the United States."

The CHAIRMAN. We have had many complaints on that. Personal-
ly, I can't see-this is tentative in my own viewpoint, without coun-
seling with the other members of the committee-I can't see any sense
to some of these limitations.

Mr. WHITE. Actually, from my own study I have not been sure that
the langauge intended to eliminate operations of the type conducted
by Anderson, Clayton. Certainly it has very large developments.
Certainly all of its business as an integrated whole is carried on
through these establishments which are definitely located in the for-
eign countries.

The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to say is you don't need to be-
labor the point because it has been brought here many times and the
staff is giving it very careful consideration.

Senator LONG. Have you found it necessary to build cotton gins in
foreign nations in order to gin the cotton that is produced in this Na-
tion?

Mr. WHITE. No, sir, it is to gin the cotton located there. Just as
in this country we found it necessary to build gins-particularly in
the western areas as cotton has developed there.
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Senator LONG. I simply didn't understand what you had in mind.
You are not saying you had to build gins in other countries for the
cotton produced here. You gin it where you produced it?

Mr. WHITE. That is right.
Then you would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that my case is very pretty

fully before you?
The CHAIRMAN. As far as that point is concerned it has been very

well covered before the committee and I know the staff will give it
very careful consideration. And I am personally in considerable sym-
pathy with this question of the limitation of different types of busi-
ness abroad.

Mr. WHITE. That is what we feel, where a local operation is really
a local operation. It doesn't involve a treaty question or any exports
or subsidies, which the Secretary of the Treasury is concerned with.

The CHAIRMAN. Which are the principal cotton-producing coun-
tries outside of the United States?

Mr. WHITE. Brazil, and in this area, Mexico. Argentina produces
a little. Peru has a rather peculiar long staple cotton. And Egypt,
of course, has a very long staple cotton. India produces a short
staple cotton, but we have never succeeded in doing business with
India.

The CHAIRMAN. Which countries are expanding the production of
cotton?

Mr. WHITE. The expansion has been in Mexico. Brazil is relatively
static.

The CHAIRMAN. Aren't they building up irrigation projects along
the Nile to expand cotton producing acres?

Mr. WHITE. I think there has been some expansion there, but not
competitive with ours to any great extent.

The CHAIRMAN. And is the same true in India?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, it is true. There again you have the big food

question, that they can't divert much land from food to cotton.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WHITE. Thank you.
(The prepared material of Mr. White follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WHITE, COUNSEL FOiR ANDERSON, CLAYTON & Co., HOUSTON,
TEX., REGARDING SECTION 923, BUSINESS INCOME FROM FOREIGN SOURCES

Anderson, Clayton & Co. is engaged in cotton merchandising and in oil mill-
ing, ginning, manufacture of vegetable oil products and activities auxiliary to
them in the United States. It is best known for its operations as a cotton mer-
chant, though from the point of view of gross and net income the industrial
activities may be more important in a particular year.

Anderson, Clayton & Co. has developed similar integrated operations in
other cotton-producing countries, notably Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Peru,
Paraguay, and Egypt. While in each country the first operation has been cotton
merchandising, that and the related activities have developed coordinately.
Tremendous spreads between the prices growers received for their lint cotton
and the prices at which it was sold to textile mills were dictated by poor mer-
chandising methods and lack of modern handling facilities. Cottonseed were
not only worthless, they presented a disposal problem. Construction of effi-
cient cotton gins, and cotton warehouses and compresses, was a first necessity.
Efficient merchandising operations from the purchase of the farmers' crop
to its delivery to the textile mills require large working capital. Cottonseed
crushing mills, refineries, and shortening, salad oil and margarine plants, are
necessary to utilize the cottonseed, which in some cases was simply dumped in
the rivers. Construction of fertilizer and insecticide plants became necessary
to provide these essentials to cotton production and further working capital
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investment was required for crop financing. The table attached shows the

credit and capital employed as of January 1, 1954, both here and abroad.

In each of the countries mentioned the development is done through a local

corporation, or corporations, but run by American know-how and financed by

capital furnished from the United States and its own earnings. The need for

such capital and the opportunity for its employment continues to expand.

There are risks in foreign investment additional to those encountered in this

country; and, when Anderson, Clayton & Co. stock was first placed on the

public market, its highly experienced investment bankers advised that investors

would discount its foreign investments and earnings. Because of this and

because the continued and increasing foreign investment is needed to develop

a high level of international trade, we believe the 14 percent reduction pro-

vided on foreign income is justified.
The economic activity being carried on by the foreign subsidiary in each of the

countries mentioned is highly significant. The total investment in plant

amounts to more than $38 million and in current assets to more than $70 million.

In every case the product being handled is a local crop of major importance and,

through its sale in foreign markets, a major source of foreign exchange. The

vegetable oil products have been an important contribution to the local diet and

standard of living. The operations certainly meet the standards set out on

page 75 and A 255 of the House report. None of them raise the question of
the possible treaty conflicts mentioned by the Secretary of the Treasury, since
the products handled are locally produced and not exports from the United
States, and only a few bales are sold in the United States.

Nevertheless, it is impossible to say positively from the language of the bill
itself that the 14 point credit will be available on earnings from these operations.

Section 923 (b) (1) (A) excludes from the term trade or business "the
operation of an establishment engaged principally in the purchase or sale (other
than at retail) of goods or merchandise."

Anderson, Clayton & Cia., Ltda., buys seed cotton in Brazil, and after gin-
ning, bailing, classing, storing and assorting the lint cotton, sells it to textile
mills in Brazil, and other foreign countries. These operations in between the
purchase and sale are surely such that the seed cotton is "processed, manufac-
tured, or changed in form" so that if the House committee report (p. A 255) is
controlling, "this exclusion does not apply." But the language of the bill itself
is not so clear, and certainly the Brazilian corporation is heavily engaged in
the purchase of seed cotton and the sale of baled cotton lint, both of which
are goods and merchandise. This particular subsection 923 (b) (1) (A),
therefore, seems to require modification, and we respectfully urge that it should
be made clear that a merchandising operation in local product, requiring work-
ing capital and the carrying of inventories, comes within the activities for
which the rate reduction is permitted.

There are particular risks with respect to investment and use of working
capital and current assets in foreign cotton producing countries. Physical
assets, such as plant and equipment, remain relatively stable in dollar value,
unaffected by wide currency fluctuations. Current assets, however, which are
the basic essential of a merchandising business in local products, are constantly
affected by currency devaluation and fluctuation. On Saturday, for instance,
when Mexico unexpectedly devalued her peso from 8.65 to 121, to a dollar,
the dollar value of the current assets in Mexico was immediately and adversely
affected. Cash, accounts receivable, crop loans and inventories were immedi-
ately, though not necessarily proportionately, reduced in dollar value. Yet any-
one engaged in carrying and merchandising these crops must have substantial
investments in these very items. As the attached table shows, subsidiaries
of Anderson, Clayton & Co., on January 31, 1954, had $20,128,000 in this current
position in Mexico; they had $37,578,000 in Brazil and a total of $70,308,000 in
foreign countries, almost double their net investment in property, plant, and
equipment and noncurrent assets which aggregated $35,448,000.

Presumably, it would be possible to separate specific cotton merchandising
activities, but our whole policy both here and abroad has been the opposite.
There are wide and shifting variations in the profitability of particular opera-
tions. Last year, for instance, cotton handling in Brazil showed a half million
dollar loss while the oil mills and gins earned $116,237.45 and the finished
products division a little over a million. For Anderson, Clayton & Co., S. A.
de C. V. in Mexico cotton trading showed a profit of $304,269.89 while the oil
mills and gins and finished products showed losses. In other years these situ-
ations will be reversed. It is one thing to separate the costs and profits arbi-
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trarily for internal control purposes, but it would be more difficult and ques-
tionable to do so for tax purposes. In Brazil there is the added difficulty that
every intercompany trade would be subject to a 3 percent transaction tax. If
a cotton merchandising corporation were created it would thus have to pay an
additional tax of 3 percent on the value of the seed sold to the oil mill company,
a cost which is not now incurred.

Efficient merchandising of important local crops is of the utmost importance
to the development of foreign agricultural countries. It is more difficult to
obtain essential working capital locally for such merchandising, both because
such capital tends to go into real estate and fixed assets, and because the risks
are greater. Substantial contribution to the welfare of the producers of these
products and to the general level of local consumption has and can be made
by experienced American firms who establish themselves in such countries for
this purpose. That contribution should be recognized and encouraged by their
unquestioned inclusion in the 14-point tax credit provision.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 923 (b) (1) (A)

Insert the words "or in carrying and merchandising products of the country
without the United States" after the word "retail," so that the subsection would
read:

"(A) the operation of an establishment engaged principally in the purchase or
sale (other than at retail or in carrying and merchandising products of the
country without the United States) of goods or merchandise, or"



Anderson, Clayton d Co., condensed consolidated position statement and credit and capital employed Jan. 81, 1954

[In thousands]

Current assets:
Cash and governm ents ---------------------------------------
A ccounts receivable, trade ------------------------------------
Crop loans -------------------------------------------------
C o lle ctio n s - ----------------------------------- ------ ------
Inventories, cotton ----------------------------------------
In ventories, other ------------------ - ---------------- -------

T otal current assets .................................... ...
Less accounts payable, trade ------------------------------------

C urren t p osition ------------------------------------------------
P e r c e n t . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Credit (short-term ) em ployed -------------------------------

Working capital employed ---------------------------------------

Noncurrent assets:
Property, plant and equipm ent ---------------- - ------------
Other noncurrent assets - - - ---------------------------------

T otal noncurrent assets ------------..-......................
Less minority interests, deferred liabilities and reserves ---------

N oncurrent position ............................................
P erce n t --- . .-- ----- ..-- ---- ---- --- . . . ...- -- -- -- ---- --- ------ ---

Credit (long-term ) em ployed .................... -.--------

Fixed capital employed ---------------.. . . ..---------------.-.

Net worth -------------------------------------------------------
P ercen t .... ........................................... -- -------

Consoli-
dated Domestic Total

foreign

- I I -

21,356
82, 797
28,373
16,166

174, 432
85, 578

17,733
39,129
19,321
10,984

155,025
52, 696

3,623
13,668
9,052
5,182

19,407
32,882

Subsidiaries

Mexico

890
2,872
3, 553

569
3,227

11,597

Peru

38O
1,802
2,437

109
522
526

Brazil

1,559s

6,827
996

3,600
11,747
18, 984

Argen-
tina

652
495

----- -4-
524540

Para- Egypt
guay

15 85
31 767

---------- 2,066
904

11 3,376
171 1,064

Branch
France

42

874

378, 702 294, 888 83,814 22, 708 5, 776 43, 713 2, 211 228 8,262 916
40,426 26,920 13, 506 2, 580 3,406 6,135 210 25 797 353

338, 276 267, 968 70, 308 20, 128 2,370 37, 578 2,001 203 7, 465 563
(100) (79 22) (20.78) (5. 95) (0 70) (11. 11) (0.59) (0.06) (2. 21) (0 16)

236,777 187, 565 49, 212 14,088 1,659 26, 303 1,401 142 5, 225 394

101,499 80,403 21,096 6,040 711 11,275 600 61 2,240 169

115, 160 76, 809 38, 351 15, 977 1,442 16, 841 2,618 473 985 15
18,561 13,869 4,692 2,644 1,029 809 114 10 20 66

133, 721 90,678 43,043 18,621 2,471 17, 650 2,732 483 1,005 81
12, 884 5,289 7,595 5,201 132 1,447 393 73 349 .........

120,837 85, 389 35, 448 13, 420 2,339 16, 203 2,339 410 656 81
(100) (70. 66) (29.34) (11. 10) (9. 94) (13.41) (1.94) (9. 34) (0.54) (0.07)

55,364 39, 120 16,244 6, 1,50 1,072 7, 425 1, 072j 188 300 37

65, 473 46, 269 19,204 7,270 1,267 8, 778 1,267 222 356 44

166,972 126,672 40,300 13,310 1,978 20,013 1,867 283 2,596
(100) (75 86) (24. 14) (7 98)1 (1. 18) (12.01) (1.12)1 .17 (1.55)

213
(0.13)

00

0
tv

-ci
to
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kaliker.
Is Mr. Kaliker present?
Mr. Murphy.
Make yourself comfortable, Mr. Murphy, and identify yourself to

the reporter.

STATEMENT OF MR. RAY MURPHY, GENERAL COUNSEL, ASSOCIA-
TION OF CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANIES

Mr. MurpHY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is Ray Murphy. I am general counsel of the Association of
Casualty and Surety Companies, of 60 John Street, New York.

I have filed a statement with the clerk, which I respectfully ask to be
included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be included in the record.
Mr. MURPHY. And since my statement on behalf of the association

will be in the record, I shall be very brief.
The association is a trade group of 112 capital stock casualty insur-

ance and surety companies. In 1953, these companies had combined
premium income in excess of $2 billion. They pay Federal income
taxes at the same rate as do other types of corporations and are af-
forded no special tax treatment, nor privilege or exemption under
present law. They desire no special consideration nor any treatment
different from that given to corporations generally under the pro-
posed new tax law. However, they find under H. R. 8300, in present
form, that they would be discriminated against in four particulars.

(1) Their stockholders would be denied relief from double taxation
of dividends. The reference is to section 34 (c) (1) and 116 (b).

Senator LONG. Might I ask you how much it would cost to give
your association and all others this relief on double taxation of
dividends?

Mr. MURPHY. I am afraid I can't answer that question.
Mr. STAM. I don't have that figure, but I might say this particular

provision he is talking about was an oversight in the bill.
Senator LONG. How much does it cost to give all corporations that

hold stock in other corporations and insurance companies and all those
the benefit of this double taxation on dividend relief ?

Mr. STAM. We will have to make a check on that. I wouldn't want
to give a figure now, but we will get that figure.

The CHAIRMAN. This subject has also been rather fully presented
to this committee. The staff is completely aware of the problems
involved.

As I said to another witness, I am not a predicter here, and I can
only speak for myself at this stage of the game, but I think the prob-
lem is being taken care of.

Mr. MuRPHY. Senator, I think I will be briefer by making an ex-
tremely brief reference to them.

Senator LONG. Is there any particular reason why you were left out
of all four of these provisions that were put in there, that others would
benefit from?

Mr. MURPHY. As Mr. Stam has indicated, I think that with refer-
ence to the dividend matter there perhaps had been a first impression
that our companies received some type of favorable consideration as
compared to corporations generally.

2027
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As you know, there are different methods of taxes for different types
of insurance companies. As it happens, our companies are taxed on
exactly the same basis as are corporations generally, which is not true
of some other types of companies.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your stock is the same as other
stock ?

Mr. MURpHY. Exactly.
(2) The dividends received credit now allowed to corporate stock-

holders would be eliminated with respect to dividends received by
corporate stockholders of capital stock insurance companies.

I am aware that the Treasury Department and the staff of the joint
committee have already given consideration to a correction of these
discriminatory features, and I know that this committee has received
from other groups adversely affected thereby considerable testimony.

And for that reason, and because points (1) and (2) are fully
covered in my prepared statement in the record, I shall pass to the two
other discriminatory features of H. R. 8300. These would deny the
capital stock insurance companies.

(3) The credit provided in the section 37, with respect to business
income from foreign sources-the reference being section 923 (d) (2),
and

(4) Would deny the capital stock insurance companies the right to
make an election with respect to the treatment provided by part IV
of H. R. 8300, concerning deferred income from sources in foreign
countries.

These points have also been heretofore made to this committee, and
I have previously discussed them with Mr. Stain in the presence of
Mr. Gimmell, at which time, Mr. Stam, while indicating points (1) and
(2) heretofore mentioned and pertaining to dividends perhaps were
well taken, as I trust he now feels they are, said he would like to have
additional information with respect to points (3) and (4), pertaining
to foreign income.

In conclusion therefore, may I say that my filed statement contains
amplification as to types and dollar amounts of insurance business
done by capital stock insurance companies in a considerable number of
foreign countries.

Precisely the same lines of insurance, with the same kind of cover-
ages are written by our companies abroad as are written here. The
business is transacted in the same way as here, and, as here, under
trict supervisory requirements created by law.

I may say I assume the theory of that part of the proposed law is to
encourage American production and American business in foreign
countries. And frankly, Senator, I cannot see how that business
would be adequately or completely encouraged and covered, except
with insurance going along as a handmaiden and as a part of it. There-
fore, I see no reason why there should be any discrimination against
our companies, even though the volume at this time is not huge, com-
pared to some other forms of enterprise. It is growing all the time.

The CHAIRMAN. How many companies are in your association?
Mr. MuRHY. 112.
The CHAIRMAN. How much is the amount of premium you men-

tioned?
Mr. MVRPHY. The amount of premium overall is in excess of $2

billion a year.
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The CHAIRMAN. How many stockholders?
Mr. MuRPHY. Senator, I cannot say how many stockholders. It

runs into the hundreds of thousands, I would assume.
I have taken as little of the time of the committee as is possible in

covering these 3 or 4 points, which were covered on April 12 by Sena-
tor Scott Lucas and other witnesses, with whom I fully concur. I have
done so to emphasize the great interest which the association has in the
subject matter. As the largest group of casualty and stock security
companies in this country, we would be considerably remiss, I believe,
if we failed to stress to this committee our interest in these provisions
and our hope that what we leave with you will be given careful con-
sideration.

We wish to assure the committee and the staff that we will be pleased,
indeed, to provide any additional information we can in which they
may find any interest.

The CHAIRmAN. We are very glad to have your testimony. Sena-
tor Lucas and others have made quite an impressive presentation on
this, as you have.

Mr. MuRPHY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared material of Mr. Murphy follows:)

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF CASUALTY & SURETY
COMPANIES WITH RESPECT TO DISCRIMINATORY PROVISIONS OF H. R. 8300

The membership of the Association comprises 112 capital stock insurance com-
panies engaged in the writing of casualty, surety and allied lines of insurance.
A list of such membership is attached.

This memorandum is directed to the following provisions of H. R. 8300 which
unreasonably and inequitably discriminate against capital stock insurance com-
panies and their stockholders :

1. Section 34 (c) (1) and 116 (b) which deny to individual stockholders of
such insurance companies the newly provided relief from double taxation of
dividends:

2. Section 246 (a) (1) in which the 85 percent dividends received credit, to
which corporate stockholders (including corporate stockholders of such insur-
ance companies) are now entitled under existing law, and which the bill con-
tinues as a deduction for corporations generally, would be completely eliminated
with respect to capital stock insurance company dividends received by corporate
stockholders;

3. Section 923 (d) (2) which denies to such insurance companies the credit
provided in section 37 with respect to business income from foreign sources:

4. Section 951 (c) (4) which denies to such insurance companies the right to
make an election with respect to the treatment provided by part IV of H. R. 8300
with respect to deferred income from sources within foreign countries.

Member companies to this association, in common with hundreds of other like
companies, are now subject to tax under section 204 of the Internal Revenue
Code and, in accordance therewith, pay the full 30 percent normal tax and the
full 22 percent surtax on their entire net income. Thus such companies,
under present law, pay Federal income taxes at precisely the same rates as do
manufacturing corporations, mercantile corporations, and other corporations
generally.

Under the provisions of H. R. 8300, our member companies would be subject to
the tax to be imposed under proposed section 831, which, in part, provides:
"Taxes computed as provided in section 11 shall be imposed for each taxable year
on the taxable income of every insurance company (other than a life or mutual
insurance company) * * " Section 11 imposes a normal tax of 30 percent of tax-
able income and a surtax of 22 percent on certain taxable income in excess of
$25,000.

Thus, if H1. R. 8390 is enacted, capital stock casualty and surety companies will
continue to pay a Federal income tax on their entire net profits at present regular
corporation income-tax rates. Such companies do not enjoy any special tax ad-
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vantage of any kind under the present law and no tax advantage is granted them
under H. R. 8300.

Accordingly, it is grossly inequitable and unreasonable to deny to individual
stockholders of such companies the relief from double taxation newly proposed in
the bill with respect to individual stockholders of corporations generally, and to
take away from corporate stockholders of such insurance companies the relief
from double taxation which the present law provides and which the bill would
continue for corporate stockholders of other corporations generally.

In recent years, the insurance business, as well as business generally and the
national economy, has grown tremendously, and all indications point to a contin-
uation of this growth. Such growth requires and will continue to require large
sums of additional capital. In fact, since the end of World War II, a number of
insurance companies, large and small, have been finding it necessary to offer new
stock issues to the public in order to be able to write a rapidly mounting volume
of business. Obviously, the discrimination with respect to dividends paid on the
stock of insurance companies would seriously impair the desirability of such
stock, thereby making it difficult to acquire additional capital to meet the needs
of expanding business.

Among the lines of insurance written by our member companies are workmen's
compensation, automobile, aircraft, general public and miscellaneous liability
and physical damage, accident and health, credit, surety and fidelity bonds, boiler
and machinery, glass, and burglary and theft. It is obvious that these lines of in-
surance are vitally necessary to the operation of business and industry generally
and directly affect the national economy. Accordingly, the national economy
could be seriously affected by any curtailment in the business of writing such in-
surance and this curtailment could well result from an inability to acquire addi-
tional capital created by the proposed discrimination with respect to stock-
holders' dividends of such insurance companies.

It is, therefore, respectfully requested that section 246 be amended to continue
the present 85 percent dividends received credit in the form of a deduction for
corporate stockholders and that section 34 be amended to extend the benefits of
the newly proposed relief from double taxation of dividends to individual stock-
holders of insurance companies which would be subject to the tax imposed by
section 831 of H. R. 8300. It is suggested that the foregoing purposes could be
accomplished by amending sections 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1) to read as follows:

"(1) an insurance company (other than a stock insurance company taxable
under section 831) subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L (section 801 and
following) "

Equally inequitable and unreasonable are the discriminations against capital
stock insurance companies contained in sections 923 (d) (2) and 951 (c) (4) in
which such companies are denied the 14 percent credit against the United States
tax for business income from foreign sources and the right to make an election
with respect to deferment of foreign income under certain circumstances. Here-
tofore, the Congress has never discriminated against these companies. Their
foreign income presently is subject to taxation for normal and surtax rates, less
credits or deductions for foreign income taxes in the same manner as other
corporate taxpayers.

These companies do business in foreign countries in various ways, including
(a) directly through branch offices or agents; (b) through associations such
as the American Foreign Insurance Association (AFIA) or American Insurance
Underwriters (AIU) ; (c) through subsidiaries; (d) by participation in rein-
surance transactions.

An association consists of a group of insurance companies which have pooled
their resources to write business in foreign countries under the supervision
of trained experts In the foreign field. Companies participate in the business
written by the association on a percentage basis.

Most countries require such insurers to make substantial qualifying deposits
on entry and additional deposits to cover their unearned premium and loss
reserves. As these reserves increase In- size, the deposit requirements also
increase. It is estimated that in Canada alone casualty, surety, and fire com-
panies have at least $200 million invested, the major part of which is deposited
with the Dominion authorities for the protection of policyholders.

The business of insurance, by its very nature, is a highly important and
integral part of the economic structure of the country. It is the vehicle for
the credit required by other businesses and it constitutes the vital protection
of the investment of those businesses in their physical assets. Very large
amounts of capital are placed at risk by these insurers. Among the many lines
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of insurance written by them in foreign countries are automobile and aircraft
liability, public liability of every description, accident and health, workmen's
compensation, fidelity and surety, fire, explosion, windstorm, ocean and inland
transportation.

While complete figures for the foreign business are not available, association
figures can be used to show a pattern of operation. The figures of one of the
associations (AFIA) show premium writings in foreign countries for 1953 (ex-
cluding Canada) of approximately $30 million. Of that volume of premiums,
there was an estimated amount at risk of $6 billion. The association has some
1,500 employees engaged abroad and in its thirty-odd years of existence has
incurred approximately $165 million losses in these foreign countries. In addi-
tion, all the assets of its member companies, wherever located, are exposed to
the risks of the business.

The investments of insurance companies in foreign countries include real
estate, either owned or leased; deposits; payment of employees' salaries; pay-
ment of other operating expenses, including taxes; payment of insurance losses;
and funds and profits which are subject to withdrawal restrictions by blocking
of currency by foreign governments.

Certainly, it is both illogical and inequitable to allow the foreign income
benefits in question to commercial enterprises generally and to deny those
benefits to insurance companies which make possible the establishment, growth
and development of such commercial enterprises. Moreover, such denial might
operate to curtail the current growth of worldwide insurance written by United
States companies by making it less attractive for such companies to provide
a market for foreign insurance. Thus, American enterprise would tend to pur-
chase its foreign insurance from foreign companies and the United States would
be greatly hampered in developing as a major market for insurance originating
in other countries.

It is, therefore, respectfully requested that this discrimination against capital
stock insurance companies with respect to foreign income also be eliminated.
It is suggested that this could be accomplished by amending sections 923 (a) (d)
(2) and 951 (c) to read, either:

is an insurance company (other than a stock insurance company taxable
under section 831) subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L (section 801
and following),

or
is subject to the tax imposed by Part I or Part II of subchapter L (section
801 and following relating to insurance companies);

Respectfully submitted.
ASSOCIATION OF CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANIES,

By RAY MURPHY, General Counsel.
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Company

Aetna Casualty & Surety Co, 151 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn -----------
Aetna Insurance Co , 670 Main St., Hartford, Conn
Agricultural Insurance Co., Watertown, N. Y - ---
Albany Insurance Co , 55 5th Ave , New York, N. Y
American Automobile Insurance Co., Pierce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo -
American Bonding Co. of Baltimore, Fidelity Bldg., Baltimore, Md --.-----
American Casualty Co , 607 Washington St., Reading, Pa- -
American Credit Indemnity Co. of New York, First National Bank Bldg.,

Baltimore, Md.
Amer can Employers' Insurance Co., 110 Milk St , Boston, Mass -
American Fire & Casualty Co., American Bldg., Orlando, Fla ..................
American Guarantee & Liability Insurance Co., 135 South LaSalle St,

Chicago, Ill.
American Insurance Co., 15 Washington St., Newark, N I1
American National Fire Insurance Co , 1 Liberty St., New York, N. Y -----------
American Re-Insurance Co., 99 .John St., New York, N. Y --
A morican Surety Co. of New York, 100 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Associated Indemnity Corp., 332 Pine St , San Francisco, Calif
Atlas Assurance Co., Ltd., 55 5th Ave., New York, N. Y
Bankers Indemnity Insurance Co., 15 Washington St., Newark, N. J ----------
Boston Insurance Co., 87 Kilby St., Boston, Mass
Car & General Insurance Corp, Ltd., Ill John St., New York, N. Y ---
Century Indemnity Co., 670 Main St., Hartford, Coon ------------------------
Columbia Casualty Co., 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y-
Commercial Insurance Co. of Newark, 10 Park P1., Newark, N. J --------------
Connecticut Fire Insurance Co., 61 Woodland St., Hartford, Conn -------------
Connecticut Indemnity Co., 175 Whitney Ave , New Haven, Conn ---------
Detroit Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 625 Shelby St., Detroit, ' fich ........
Eagle Fire Co. of New York, 75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y-
Empire State Insurance Co., W atertown, N. Y .................--------
Employers' Fire Insurance Co., 110 Milk St., Boston, Mass ......
Employers Insurance Co. of Alabama, Inc., 2112 1st Ave. North, Birmingham,

Ala.
Employers' Liability Assurance Corp., Ltd , 110 Milk St., Boston, Mass -------
Equitable Fife & Marine Insurance Co., 61 Woodland St., Hartford, Con -----
Federal Insurance Co , 90 John St , New York, N. Y ---
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of New York, So Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y ---
Fidelity & Deposit Co , of Maryland, Charles and Lexington Sts., Baltimore,

Md
Fire Association of Philadelphia, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa .....
Fireman's Fund Indemnity Co., 401 California St, San Francisco, Calif ....
Firemen's Insurance Co , of Newark, N. .1, 10 Park PI., Newark, N. J ------
Franklin National Insurance Co of New York, 1000 Asylum Ave., Hartford,

Conn.
General Accident, Fire & Life Assurance Corp., Ltd., 414 Walnut St., Phila-

delphia, Pa
General Reinsurance Corp., 90 John St., New York, N. Y
Girard Insurance Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Park PI., Newark, N. J ----------
Glens Falls Indemnity Co., Glens Falls, N. Y .....
Glens Falls Insurance Co., Glens Falls, N. Y_-
Globe Indemnity Co, 150 William St , New York, N. Y -
Great Ameriean Indemnity Co., 1 Liberty St., New York, N. Y-
Great American Insurance Co , I Liberty St., New York, N Y -
Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co , 690 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Conn --------
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co , 56 Prospect St , Hartford,

Conn.
Home Indemnity Co, 59 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y
Home Insurance Co., 59 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y
Home Insurance Co. of Hawaii, Ltd., 129 South King St , Box 2866, Honolulu,
T.H

Hudson Insurance Co. of New York, 90 John St., New York, N. Y ...........
Indemnity Insurance Co. of North America, 1600 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa___

London Guarantee & Accident Co., Ltd., 55 5th Ave., New York, N. Y -------
London & Lancashire Indemnity Co., 20 Trinity St., Hartford, Conn ----------
Manufacturers Casualty Insurance Co., Pennsylvania Blvd. at 16th St., Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Maryland Casualty Co., Maryland Casualty Bldg., Baltimore, Md ------------
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance Co., 10 Post Office Sq., Boston, Mass -----
Massachusetts Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 4 Liberty Sq., Boston, Mass -----
Mechanics & Traders Insurance Co., 1005 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Con
Merchants Indemnity Corp. of New York, 225 Broadway, New York, N. Y._
Metropolitan Casualty Insurance Co. of New York, 10 Park P1., Newark, N. J__
Michigan Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 1250 State St. (mail, Post Office Box

1021), Springfield, Mass.
Milwaukee Insurance Co. of Milwaukee, Wis., 611 North Broadway, Milwau-

kee, Wis.
National Automobile & Casualty Insurance Co., 639 South Spring St., Los

Angeles, Calif.
National-Ben Franklin Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa., 120 West Ohio St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Group affiliation

Aetna Life.
Aetna Insurance.
Agricultural.
Atlas.
American-Associated.
Fidelity and Deposit.
American Casualty.
Commercial Credit.

Employers'.
None.
Zurich.

American of Newark.
Great American.
American Re-Insurance.
American Surety.
American-Associated.
Atlas
American of Newark.
Boston.
Royal Exchange.
Aetna Insurance.
Commercial Union.
Loyalty.
Phoenix of Harford.
Security of New Haven.
Giteat American.
Norwich Union.
Agricultural.
Employers'.
None.

Employers'.
Phoenix of Hartford.
Chubb & Son.
America Fore.
Fidelity and Deposit

Group.
Fire Association.
Fireman's Fund.
Loyalty.
National of Hartford.

General Accident.

General Reinsurance.
Loyalty.
Glens Falls.

Do.
Royal-Liverpool.
Great American.

Do.
Hartford Fire.
None.

Home.
Do.

None.

Skandia.
Insurance Company of

North America.
Phoenix of London.
London & Lancashire.
Transamerica.

None.
D o .

Great American.
National of Hartford.
Merchants Fire.
Loyalty.
Springfield.

Loyalty.

None.

Loyalty.
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Association of casualty and surety companies membership list-Continued

Company

National Fire Insurance Co of Hartford, 1000 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Coin --
National Surety Corp., 4 Albany St., New York, N. Y ...............-.....

National Union Fire Insurance Co., 139 Universit.t Pl., Pittsburgh, Pa ----
National Union Indemnity Co , 139 University PI, Pittsburgh, Pa ---------

New Amsterdam Casualty Co., 227 St. Paul St , Baltimore, Md ---------------
Newark Insulance Co , 150 William St , New York, N. Y -----------------
New England Insurance Co 1250 State St. (mail, Post Office Box 1021) Spring-

field, Mass
North American Casualty & Surety Reinsurance Corp., 161 East 42d St., New

York, N. Y.
North River Insurance Co., 110 William St., New York, N. Y -----------------
Norwich Umon Fire Insurance Society, Ltd 75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y
Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corp , Ltd., 1 Paik Ave., New York, N. Y ------
Ohio Farmers Indemnity Co., LeRoy, Ohio ...... .........................
Old Colony Insurance Co, 87 Kilby St, Boston, Mass .--------- - -----------

Pacific Insurance Co , Ltd., 850 Kapiolam Blvd., Honolulu, T. H --------------
Phoenix Indemnity Co, 55 5th Ave , New York, N Y .......................
Phoenix Insurance Co., 61 Woodland St , Hartford, Conn ----------------------
Providence-Washington Indemnity Co., 20 Washiigton P1, Providence, R I-
Providence-Washington Insurance Co , 20 Washington P1 , Providence, R I.
Prudential Insurance Co. of Great Britain, 90 John St , New York, N. Y --.
Quaker City Fire & Marine Insurance Co, 55 5th Ave., New York, N. Y ------
Queen Insurance Co. of America, 150 William St., New York, N. Y ............
Reliance Insurance Co. of Philadelphia, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa -.---
Rochester American Insurance Co., 1 Liberty St., New York, N. Y ------ -----

Royal Indemnity Co., 150 William St., New York, N. Y ........................
St. Paul-Mercury Indemnity Co., 111 West 5th St., St. Paul, Minn --------------

Seaboard Surety Co., 75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y -------------------------
Security Insurance Co. of New Haven, 175 Whitney Ave., New Haven, Coin ---

Service Casualty Co. of Now York, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y ___.- ----
Skandia Insurance Co., 90 John St., New York, N. Y ..........................
Springfield Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 1250 State St. (mail, Post Office Box

1021), Springfield, Mass.
Standard Accident Insurance Co., 640 Temple Ave., Detroit, Mich ............
Standard Insurance Co. of New York, 100 William St, New York, N. Y -------

Sun Indemnity Co. of New York, 55 th Ave., New York, N.Y -...............
Transcontinental Insurance Co., 1000 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Con
Travelers Indemnity Co., 700 Main St., Hartford, Coin ------------------------
Travelers Insurance Co., 700 Main St , Hartford, Conn ------------- --------
Tri-State Insurance Co., 619 South Main St., Tulsa, Okla -----------.............
United National Indemnity Co., 1000 Asylum Ave., Hartford, Conn ------------
United States Casualty Co., 60 John St., New York, N. Y ...................
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., Calvert and Redwood Sts., Baltimore,

Md.
United States Fire Insurance Co., 110 William St., New York, N.Y -------------

Westchester Fire Insurance Co, 110 William St., New Yoik, N. Y ---------------
World Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 670 Main St., Hartford, Con --------------
Yorkshire Insurance Co, 90 John St., New York, N. Y -------------------------

Zurich General Accident & Liability Insurance Co., Ltd., 135 South La Salle St.,
Chicago, Ill.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Kaliker here?
Mr. KALIKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Come forward, please. Make yourself comfortable

and identify yourself to the reporter, please.

STATEMENT OF ALVIN K. KALIKER, TAX DEPARTMENT MANAGER,
WAYNE PUMP CO.

Mr. KALIKER. My name is Alvin F. Kaliker, of the Wayne Pump
Company Tax Department, Salisbury, Md.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I apologize first of
all for being absent from the room when my name was called. Senator
Capehart had asked me to come to see him and lie would accompany
me to the hearing, but lie was too busy with his FIIA hearing. That
is the reason I was out of the room.

The CHAIRMAN. We are very glad to have you here, late or not.
Mr. KALIKER. Thank you, Senator.

Group affiliation

National of Hartford.
National Surety.
National Union.

Do.
New Amsterdam.
Royal-Liverpool.
Springfield.

None.

Crum & Forster.
Norwich Union.
Commercial Union.
Ohio Farmers.
Boston.
None.
Phoenix of London.
Phoenix of Hartford.
Pro vidence-Washington.

Do.
Skandia.
Atlas.
Royal-Liverpool.
Fire Association.
Great American.
Royal-Liverpool.
St. Paul Fire & Marine

Group.
None.
Security of New Haven.
Service.
Skandia.
Springfield.

Standard of Detroit.
Aetna Insurance.
Sun of London.
National of Hartford.
Travelers.

Do.
Tri-State.
National of Hartford.
New Amsterdam.
United States Fidelity &

Guaranty.
Crum & Forster.

Do.
Aetna Insurance.
Yorkshire.
Zurich.
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We were before this committee about 3 years ago on the same
problem as we are here on now, and we have a prepared, typed state-
ment that I have submitted to the committee, and I would rather not
read it and just make a few oral remarks if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do that, and your formal address will be
included in the record.

Mr. KALIKER. Briefly our problem is receiving foreign dividends
in the same year in which we have an operating loss. And, we lost the
foreign tax credit because of that combination of two disadvantages
taking place at the same time. It happened to us in 1947 and 1948,
and then in 1950 and 1951 we had profit years, and it occurred again
to us both in 1952 and 1953, and in a still greater degree of loss than it
did in the 2 years, 1949 and 1950.

We have a remedy in the form of a bill or amendment that we have
submitted to the joint technical staff on Federal taxation, Mr. Stam,
that will give relief to our situation.

There are two main points:
First, the credit should be given to loss corporations or businesses,

if the theory of foreign tax credit is right in the first place.
And, the second point is that the theory that we are asking for, carry-

back and carry-forward of a foreign tax credit, is not a new theory.
The operating loss carry-back and carry-forward has been in effect
for some years and the unused profit, excess profits credit, carry-back
and carry-forward, which is now extinct, had that theory and feature
in it.

And, you might say: Why do you have the dividends come over in
a loss year? We cannot control that. The same forces that have
caused us to have an operating loss in this country operate to make
you want to get those dividends over in that year more so than when
you have a profit year. And so we are helpless in that respect.

I find that a few days ago the American Institute of Accountants
made a recommendation before this committee, and in that we are not
the only sufferers from this inequity.

I would like to quote what they say:
The foreign credit should be carried back and forward to prevent it being lost

completely in cases where the domestic parent has a loss in the year in which
the foreign dividend is received.

May I also call to your attention that this deficiency in the present
bill must have come to the attention of the accountants because of the
harm that this inequity is causing certain of their clients.

I believe that the revenue loss or effect on the budget, compara-
tively speaking, would be pennies, in that respect, but would become
dollars to the suffering business corporations or any other individual
business at that particular time who right now need the help, when
they are having losses.

I believe that is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen.
I thank you for the privilege and courtesy of listening to me.
The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to have you. Thank you very much.
(The statement of Mr. Kaliker follows:)

My name is Alvin F. Kaliker, Tax Department Manager of the Wayne
Pump Co.

The Wayne Pump Co. is engaged in the manufacture and sale of gasoline filling
station equipment, hoists, air compressors, hose reels, airport equipment and
related items. It is also engaged extensively in defense work. Its factory and
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-executive offices are in Salisbury, Md., and it has divisions in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Ironton, Ohio and Toronto, Canada. It also has two wholly owned foreign sub-
sidiaries, 1 in England and 1 in Brazil.

The company has been in existence since 1891.
The problem that confronts the Wayne Pump Co. has to do with the tax treat-

ment of income received from its foreign subsidiaries, in particular relation
to H. R. 8300, now before this committee for examination.. Our problem arises
from section 902 of H. R. 8300, and was present also under the provisions of the
predecessor section 131 (f) of the present Internal Revenue Code. The new
section 902 thus perpetuates an inequity which exists in the present code. We
requested relief from this inequity before this committee while it was deliberat-
ing the Revenue Act of 1951, and I hope you will understand our difficult situa-
tion which causes me again to call it to your attention.

Section 902 permits a credit against the United States tax of a domestic cor-
poration for foreign taxes paid by a foreign subsidiary from which it receives
dividends.

The unfairness to us of section 902 lies in the fact that it permits such credit
only in years in which the domestic corporation has a profit and is paying a
domestic tax-whereas in domestic loss years, such as we suffered in 1952 and
1953, the credit is, in effect, completely lost to us. This is because the credit
for the foreign tax paid on the foreign dividends can be applied only against
a domestic tax paid.

On the other hand, under section 902, even though no credit for taxes on for-
eign dividends is applicable to the domestic corporation in a loss year, it suffers
an additional penalty due to the foreign dividends received. This is for the
reason that the company must reduce any net operating loss carryback or carry-
over by the amount of the dividends received. It would seem only fair to allow
a carryback or carryover of the credit for the foreign tax paid on such dividends-
but the law forbids this. In other words we really suffer a double disadvantage
in a loss year, by (1) the amount of reduction in our loss carryover represented
by the foreign dividends received, and (2) the actual loss of any credit for for-
eign taxes thereon.

The effect that this provision has had on the finances of the Wayne Pump Co.
in the last 6 years may be seen in the following table.

Illustrating amount of foreign tax credit lost due to having foreign income and
a domestic operating loss in the same year

Per Federal return as
field Net foreign Foreign tax

FiscalyearenddNovember_30 income credit lost
Fiscal year ended November 30 included in (under

Net taxable Federal the return present law)
income tax

1948 ... ...................... . --......... ...... 1 490, 000 N one $137, 000 $52, 000
1949 ....................... .................. . 110.000 N one 174, 000 25, 000
1950 . .......... ..................... ......... 855. 000 $256, 000 204.000 --------------
1951 ................ ........................ . 366,000 88,000 147,000 ------------
1952 . .. . .................. . . . ..... ...... 1 296, 000 N one 165, 000 82, 500
1953 .......... ...... . ..................- 1 140, 000 N one 205, 000 102,000

'Loss.

We feel that it is wrong to give a benefit to a corporation which is operating
at a profit and deny it to a corporation which is operating at a loss. We also
feel that this can be remedied with a relatively insignificant effect upon the
Federal revenue.

We propose that a domestic corporation that is eligible for a credit for for-
eign taxes paid on dividends received from its foreign subsidiary in all respects,
except for the one fact that in the year the dividends are received it does not
have a domestic tax against which to apply the credit-be permitted to carry
back or forward the amount of the credit to the first year in which the com-
pany operates at a profit that requires payment of a domestic tax.

Apparently we are not the only sufferers from this inequity. In its testi-
mony before this committee on Monday of this week, the American Institute
of Accountants made the following recommendation:

"The foreign tax credit should be carried back and forward to prevent it
from being lost completely in cases where the domestic parent has a loss in the
year in which the foreign dividend Is received."
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May I commend to you the recommendation stated so clearly and succinctly
by the accountants. May I also call to your attention that this deficiency in
H. R. 8300 must have come to the attention of the accountants through the
harm that this inequity is causing their clients.

We have drawn up a proposed amendment to cover this recommendation, and
have referred it to the technicians on the Staff of the Joint Committee on Inter-
nal Revenue Taxation. We hope that you will recognize its merit.

In the event that the committee feels it cannot grant carryback and carry-
over treatment to such foreign credits, then in the alternative we would be
helped by an amendment that would give some relief, although it would be
considerably less than the carryback-carryforward relief requested. This
alternative relief would consist in permitting such corporations to elect to deduct
the amount of taxes paid on the foreign dividends received rather than to take
a credit for the amount paid. Since the deduction would apply against our
gross income and the credit would apply against our tax, the credit would be
considerably more helpful to our situation. However, in a year in which there
is no tax against which to apply it, the credit is worth nothing; and the deduc-
tion, small though it may be, could be carried back or forward and to that extent
minimize the amount by which our net operating loss would be reduced in any
year in which we receive dividends from one or both of our foreign subsidiaries.

We thank you for the privilege of appearing before you and for your courtesy
in listening.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Whitman, please.
Make yourself comfortable and identify yourself to the reporter.

We are glad to see you.

STATEMENT OF F. B. WHITMAN, PRESIDENT, THE WESTERN

PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

Mr. WHITMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Fredrick B. Whitman. I am president of the Western Pacific Rail-
road Co., which is a class I railroad operating in the States of Utah,
Nevada, and California. Our railroad serves the country as an active
link in the transcontinental transportation system.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your present connection with the Rio
Grande?

Mr. WHITMAN. We have a present connection with them at Salt
Lake, but we have no relation to the Rio Grande, other than we are
good friends and exchange business.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WHITMAN. There are several sections of H. R. 8300 which, if

enacted, would work vast hardships on us. I cannot in 10 minutes'
time do more than show the vital necessity, not only to us but also
in the interests of a healthy national economy, that there be made
inapplicable to us and to all regulated carriers and utilities the pro-
visions of H. R. 8300 designated as section 275, subchapter C of chap-
ter I of subtitle A in its entirety; and section 461.

The mechanics of the relief I urge have been set out in detail in a
written memorandum which I request to be incorporated in the rec-
ord for study and analysis by your staff and for subsequent report
to you in your executive deliberations.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
(The information referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF MR. F. B. WHITMAN, PRESIDENT, THE WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
COMPANY

My name is Frederic B. Whitman. I am president of the Western Pacific Rail-
road Co. which is a class I railroad operating in the States of Utah, Nevada, and
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California. Our railroad serves the country as an active link in the transcon-
tinental transportation system.

There are several sections of H. R. 8300 which, if enacted, would work vast

hardship on us.
I cannot in 10 minutes' time do more than show the vital necessity, not only to

us but also in the interests of a healthy national economy, that there be made
inapplicable to us and to all regulated carriers and utilities the provisions of
H. R. 8300 designated as-section 275; subchapter C of chapter I of subtitle A
in its entirety; and section 4(1.

The mechanics of the relief I urge have been set out in detail in a written
memorandum which I request be incorporated in the record for study and
analysis by your staff and for subsequent report to you in your executive session
deliberations.

However, in the time allotted to me, I hope to bring into focus the plight in
which these provisions of H. R. 8300 would place the railroad industry and to
submit to you the reasons why I believe they should be made inapplicable to us.

First, As to the nondeductibility of interest on income bonds and income
debentures: I do not know to what "tax-dodging" uses these securities have been
put in the unregulated corporation field, but in our regulated industry they are
a wholly sound and stabilizing component of our debt structure. In our industry
there is no element of profit sharing at the whim of a board of directors nor is
there uncontrolled discretion in payments of interest on such income bonds.
Interest is mandatorily paid under rigid formulae for each year in which earned.
Furthermore, principal amounts are unconditionally due and payable at fixed
maturity dates. By every reasonable test known to me, these income debentures
and mortgage bonds are true debt instruments. The great advantage of the in-
come bond is that it wholly and completely insures against the disaster of bank-
ruptcy because of a default resulting from one or more years' failure to earn
interest. Over a billion dollars worth of income obligations are now outstanding.
There is a seasoned market for them. Like the income bonds we issued in 1944,
most of such obligations were designed and approved as in the public interest by
the Interstate Commerce Commission. Likewise, as in our case in 1944, most of
them were issued directly or indirectly to replace fixed interest obligations whose
default bad brought on bankruptcy.

In the pnblic interest the opportunity to draw from this nool of availble invest-
ment funds should be kept open to the railroads. Western Pacific recently
initiated a refinancing program which contemplated the obtaining of some very
needed default-proof funds, but the threat of enactment of section 275 has effec-
tively tabled our program. We urge that section 275 be stricken or made inappli-
cable to regulated carrier and utility corporations.

Further, we contemplate the sale of some equity Investments to meet the capital
construction expansion needs of our road. To do this, we planned the issuance
of common stock but, first to make our common stock attractive to the investor.
we must call or somehow eliminate a preferred stock issue of about $30 million.
As was the case with railroads operating more than 40 percent of the railroad
mileage of America, our company went through bankruptcy from 1935 to 1944.
Our preferred stock had a market price of about 60 when issued. Thus the pre-
ferred stock did not pay out the face value of the old first mortgage bonds they
replaced. If we now call that preferred stock, H. R. 8300, section 309, probably
lays on us a penalty transfer tax of about $35 a share. Why? We are not pass-
ing surplus to shareholders so that they can dodre surtaxes. Nor is this proposed
redemption a "preferred stock bail-out." In the regulated railroad and utility
corportation field, I do not remember a preferred or common stock dividend bail-
out in the last 20 years. It is my belief that the 1939 code provisions have oper-
ated fairly in the regulated corporation field both as to Treasury and taxpayer.
My tqx advisers tell me there are many obstacles to normal refinancings which
contain no elements of tax doging in sections 301, 302, 305, 312, 331-326, etc., as
well as in section 309 and, therefore. I urge that subchapter C entitled "Corporate
Distributions and Adjustments," in its entirety, be made inapplicable to railroads.

Finally, we find under section 461 that we will have a major dislocation in our
1954 taxable income, all due to a bookkeeping change to be forced upon us by
H. R. 8300. The amounts we have paid in real property taxes have been about
the same over the last few years (although rising slowly due to increase in
assessments and tax rates). It appears thev will not materially chanze in 1955
or during the next few years. Under the 1939 code, we were allowed 12 months'
taxes against 12 months' income in 1953 and every year prior thereto. Under
H. R. 8300, we would be required to take 12 months' taxes for 1954-55 against
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12 months, 6 in 1954 and 6 in 1955, and ensuing years, but the shift from the
lien-date basis to a benefit-period basis of accrual will eliminate or reduce the
deductions from the amounts of taxes accruing and paid in 1954 by $539,500. I
am not at all sure that it is any improvement to make such a shift. Further-
more, I submit that it is an unrealistic and nonfactual burden to put upon us
solely in order that the Treasury may have a new uniform rule instead of the old
uniform rule. We urge that section 461 be stricken in its entirety and that as a
minimum of relief as to this matter, its provisions be made optional and elective
and the taxpayer be given the right to continue filing under the 1939 code
provisions.

In a bill of the size and scope of H. R. 8300 it is of course impossible to prevent
omissions and often unintentional discriminations whch become apparent only on
close study by those affected. With the changes in the bill which we have sug-
gested for the protection of the regulated carriers and utilities, we believe the
new revenue code will be a very fine piece of legislation and a forward step.

Mr. WHITMAN. However, in the time allotted to me, I hope to bring
into focus the plight in which these provisions of H. R. 8300 would
place the railroad industry and to submit to you the reasons why I
believe they should be made inapplicable to us.

First, as to the nondeductibility of interest on income bonds and
income debentures:

I do not know to what "tax-dodging" uses these securities have been
put in the unregulated corporation field, but in our regulated industry
they are a wholly sound and stabilizing component of our debt
structure.

Senator LONG. As far as you are concerned, doesn't that amount to
a case of triple taxation? In other words, taxing the interests and
taxing the corporation income and then taxing the individual income?

Mr. WHITMAN. That's right.
In our industry there is no element of profit sharing at the whim of

a board of directors, nor is there uncontrolled discretion in payments
of interest on such income bonds. Interest is mandatorily paid under
rigid formulas for each year in which earned. Furthermore, principal
amounts are unconditionally due and payable at fixed maturity dates.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you will find we will probably give some
relief on that.

Mr. WHITMAN. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a very intensive study on by the staff and

I have a hunch the committee will be sympathetic with the position
you are taking.

Mr. WHITMAN. I'm glad to hear that.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't count too much on it, because there are 15

men here and when we have a showdown you can't tell what the views
will be.

Senator LONG. In my impression, when you have the favor of the
chairman on this committee you are in very good shape.

Mr. WHITMAN. By every reasonable test known to me, these income
debentures and mortgage bonds are true debt instruments. The great
advantage of the income bond is that it wholly and completely insures
against the disaster of bankruptcy because of a default resulting from
1 or more years' failure to earn interest. Over a billion dollars worth
of income obligations are now outstanding. There is a seasoned
market for them. Like the income bonds we issued in 1944, most of
such obligations were designed and approved as in the public interest
by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Likewise, as in our case in
1944, most of them were issued directly or indirectly to replace fixed
interest obligations whose default had brought on bankruptcy.
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In the public interest the opportunity to draw from this pool of
available investment funds should be kept open to the railroads.
Western Pacific recently initiated a refinancing program which con-
templated the obtaining of some very needed defaultproof funds, but
the threat of enactment of section 275 has effectively tabled our pro-
gram. We urge that section 275 be striken or made inapplicable to
regulated carrier and utility corporations.

Further, we contemplate the sale of some equity investments to meet
the capital construction expansion needs of our road. To do this, we
planned the issuance of common stock, but first to make our common
stock attractive to the investor, we must call or somehow eliminate a
preferred stock issue of about $30 million. As was the case with rail-
roads operating more than 40 percent of the railroad mileage of
America, our company went through bankruptcy from 1935 to 1944.
Our preferred stock had a market price of about 60 when issued.
Thus, the preferred stock did not pay out the face value of the old
first mortgage bonds they replaced. If we now call that preferred
stock, H. R. 8300, section 309, probably lays on us a penalty transfer
tax of about $35 a share. We are not passing surplus to shareholders
so that they can dodge surtaxes. Nor is this proposed redemption a
"preferred stock bailout." In the regulated railroad and utility
corporation field-

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is being worked on, although again
I can't promise it.

Mr. WHITMAN. Thank you.
I do not remember a preferred or common stock dividend bailout in

the last 20 years. It is my belief that the 1939 code provisions have
operated fairly in the regulated corporation field both as to Treasury
and taxpayer. My tax advisers tell me there are many obstacles to
normal refinancings which contain no elements of tax dodging in
sections 301, 3021 305, 312, 331, to 336, et cetera, as well as in section
309 and, therefore, I urge that subchapter C entitled "Corporate Dis-
tributions and Adjustments," in its entirety, be made inapplicable to
railroads.

Finally, we find under section 461 that we will have a major dis-
location in our 1954 taxable income, all due to a bookkeeping change
to be forced upon us by H. R. 8300. The amounts we have paid in
real property taxes have been about the same over the last few years,
although rising slowly due to increase ini assessments and tax rates.
It appears they will not materially change in 1955, or during the next
few years. Under the 1939 code, we were allowed 12 months' taxes
against 12 months' income in 1953 and every year prior thereto.
Under H. R. 8300, we would be required to take 12 months' taxes for
1954-55 against 12 months, 6 in 1954, and 6 in 1955, and ensuing years,
but the shift from the "lien date" basis to a "benefit period" basis of
accrual will eliminate or reduce the deductions from the amounts of
taxes accruing and paid in 1954 by $539,500. I am not at all sure that
it is any improvement to make such a shift. Furthermore, I submit
that it is an unrealistic and nonfactual burden to put upon us solely in
order that the Treasury may have a new uniform rule instead of the
old uniform rule. We urge that section 461 be stricken in its en-
tirety and that as a minimum of relief as to this matter, its provisions
be made optional and elective and the taxpayer be given the right to
continue filing under the 1939 code provisions.

46994-54-pt. 4-19
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In a bill of the size and scope of H. R. 8300, it is, of course, im-
possible to prevent omissions and often unintentional discriminations
which become apparent only on close study by those affected. With
the changes in the bill which I have suggested for the protection of the
regulated carriers and utilities, we believe the new revenue code will
be a very fine piece of legislation and a forward step.

Thank you very much for having the opportunity to appear before
the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Laylin.
Make yourself comfortable, Mr. Laylin, and identify yourself to

the reporter.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE D. LAYLIN, COUNCIL OF STATE
CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Mr. LAYLIN. My name is Clarence D. Laylin. I live in Columbus,
Ohio, and am counsel for the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, and I am
speaking for that chamber, and also for 16 other State chambers,
which are members of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce.

I would like to file for the record a short statement, if I may, and
make an even shorter oral summary of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Good.
Mr. LAYLIN. The names of these 16 are listed in the statement.
We believe H. R. 8300 should by all means become a law. It is a

remarkable feat of codification and draftmanship. It embodies nu-
merous reforms which are beneficial to the taxpayer. It removes
many inequities, administrative and compliance difficulties. Its rela-
tively few serious deficiencies, we think, can and should be removed
without impeding the progress toward final enactment and approval.

I think I ought to mention the fact, Mr. Chairman, that the chambers
for which I am speaking filed statements before the House Ways and
Means Committee, advocating reforms a little more sweeping than are
included in the bill, such as more extensive measures of alleviation of
the double taxation of corporate earnings; more complete taxpayer
discretion with respect to the rate and methods of depreciation; a little
further relief in respect to unreasonable corporate accumulations; some
rate adjustments in the field of estate and gift taxes, and so forth. And
I wish to state that although the bill falls short of our hopes in these re-
gards, that we are not complaining, because the principles for which
these State chambers have long stood are recognized in the bill.

We did ask for the elimination or repeal of the 2-percent tax on con-
solidated corporate returns and the elimination of what amounts to the
tax on 15 percent of intercorporate dividends. We are disappointed
that those reforms didn't get into the bill. We still press for it.

The extension of the 52-percent corporate rate was a disappointment
to these State chambers, because they had for some time firmly opposed
such a rate in principle, being convinced that it was very much too
high.

However, on the premise that the need for this revenue is imperative,
and on the assurance that, absent some supervening crisis, the rate will
be lowered after 1 year, as the bill provides, we go along with that.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure that assurance can be double-riveted,
but I hope it will be such, when we consider it again, that there will be
a reduction. Personally, I don't want to get myself fastened to that.

Mr. LAYLIN. Thank you for that measure of assurance, Mr. Chair-
man.

We do object seriously to the new provisions of the bill for declara-
tion and advance payments of income taxes by certain corporations.
Perhaps the objections are familiar to you, Mr. Chairman, as we see
them. It means that during the 5-year adjustment period, the actual
tax payments of these corporations will exceed their liabilities by sub-
stantial amounts.

We haven't undertaken to calculate the exact percentage. And that
would be in addition to the increase in the burden imposed upon all
corporations by the continuance of the 52-percent rate.

Second, the requirement of making such payments would seriously
imp air working capital.

hird, that introduces new compliance problems for the taxpayers,
and new administrative problems for the Treasury.

We understand the object of it, which is to solve the debt-manage-
ment problems created by the Mills Act of 1950. Of course, we suggest
that a return to the original plan that would cure the defect in the sys-
tem, and if that were impossible, because of immediate revenue re-
quirements, we remind the committee that when similar action was
taken with respect to the individuals, there was a partial forgiveness
of the prior years' tax, which might be another alleviation of this
rather drastic requirement.

I am authorized to mention a few provisions of the bill which call for
corrective amendments, as we see it, and upon which there is substan-
tial agreement among these State chambers, without pretending to in-
dicate that they are more important than others which might be men-
tioned.

One of these is the application of the key employee test of a nondis-
criminatory pension profit-sharing, and so forth, plan, to all seven
of the permissible classifications which are listed in section 501 (e)
(3) (A) of the bill. This provision, as drawn, would make it impos-
sible for many employers having a moderate number of employees to
qualify a plan which, for example, would benefit its salaried employees.
That is a permissible classification, and I think you can see the mathe-
matics of it. It would be practically impossible in many instances to
qualify it under the provisions of the bill. Our suggestion is that the
key employee test be applied to only the seven general classifications,
and that the subsection be rewritten accordingly.

The CHAIRMAN. I may say that our staff has been working on that
very intensely. Some of the inequities of the provision that is pro-
Posed are recognized, and we are going to get it into a more acceptable
shape.

Mr. LAYLIN. Thank you, sir.
Most of the chambers would also prefer that section 505-I think I

heard that mentioned this morning-that provides in detail for the
permissible investments of such a trust. Most of them think that
ought to go out.

The CHAIRMAN. That is another subject that is being considered.
Mr. LAYL N. I am bound to say the Ohio Chamber of Commerce,

which I directly represent, is not objecting to that particular provision.
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Ohio does object to the elaborate qualifications of the bill as applied to
group insurance plans for employees and to the tactics of payments to
employees under such group insurance plan.

Now, I think I heard you, Mr. Chairman, say to a previous speaker
that work was being done on section 309. Our great objection to that
is 309 (c) which we think is intolerably harsh, inasmuch as it makes
the transfer tax applicable to the redemption of nonparticipating
stock issued prior to January 1, 1954.

The CHAIRMAN. I think there is a fair chance for that.
Mr. LAYLIN. And we have other suggestions with respect to 309

which I shall not mention orally, as they are in our statement.
Another feature of the bill to which objection is made is the new 25

percent, or you might say the 25.04 percent, rule of section 359 (b) (2)
and (c) (1) , qualifying the tax-free exchange of property in closely
held stock of the acquiring corporation. That change of law which
has been in effect for 30 years-

The CHAIRMAN. There is considerable question about that, and we
may leave that out, also.

Mr. LAYLIN. There is no question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. We are having an extraordinarily easy job here.
Mr. LAYLIN. I appreciate it. Our chamber of commerce has a

general recommendation that some of the technical changes which the
bill would make would be effective no earlier than a reasonable time
after the enactment, in order that it may not have disturbing retro-
active effects upon transactions presently underway.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I am advised that a separate written statement
on behalf of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce has been
prepared which expresses views which are not inconsistent with those
that I have expressed, and I am authorized to request that if the Penn-
sylvania statement is received in time, it may be filed as an appendix
to the written statement which I have already filed.

The CHAIRMAN. If it is received in time, we will do that.
Thank you very much.
Mr. LAYLIN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Laylin's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE D. LAYLIN, COLUMBUs, OHIo, ON BEHALF OF THE
COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND THE OHIO CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman and Senators, My name is Clarence D. Laylin. I live in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, and am counsel for Ohio Chamber of Commerce. I am authorized
to speak for Ohio chamber and also for 16 other State chambers which are
members of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce. These are: Arkansas
State Chamber of Commerce. Connecticut Chamber of Commerce, Delaware
State Chamber of Commerce, Florida State Chamber of Commerce. Idaho State
Chamber of Commerce, Illinois State Chamber of Commerce, Indiana State
Chamber of Commerce, Kansas State Chamber of Commerce, Maine State Cham-
ber of Commerce, Missouri State Chamber of Commerce, New Jersey State
Chamber of Commerce, the Empire State Chamber of Commerce (New York),
Chamber of Commerce of the State of Oklahoma, South Texas Chamber of
Commerce, West Virginia Chamber of Commerce and Wisconsin State Chamber
of Commerce. In all, 31 State and regional bodies are affiliated in the loose
federation known as the Council of State Chambers of Commerce. Each mem-
ber chamber is autonomous and each determines its policies in a manner pre-
scribed by its own constitution, which, in many instances, is a time-consuming
process. Many of them, therefore, have presumably been unable, since H. R.
8300 passed the House, to complete consideration of this comprehensive measure.
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For example, I am advised that a separate written statement on behalf of
the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce has been prepared and that the
views expressed therein are not inconsistent with the views expressed in this
statement. I am authorized to request that the Pennsylvania statement, if ready
in time, may be filed as an appendix hereto.

I am confident, however, that all the State chambers would support the bill,
because it contains many provisions which move in the direction of reforms to
which every member State chamber has been committed by long-standing reso-
lutions.

H. R. 8300 should by all means become a law. It Is a remarkable feat of
codification and draftsmanship. It embodies numerous reforms in the structure
of the Federal tax laws, and is beneficial to all taxpayers, by removing many
inequities and administrative and compliance difficulties. Its relatively few
serious deficiencies can and should be corrected without impeding its progress
toward final passage and approval.

On behalf of the Federal Finance Committee of the Council of State Cham-
bers of Commerce, and of several of the separate State chambers, statements
were submitted to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives relative to the following subjects:

1. Double taxation of corporate earnings.-The statement made to the House
advocated the alleviation of this evil by allowing to the shareholder a credit
against the tax of a percentage of his dividend income, without refund. This
is one of the two methods which H. R. 8300 adopted (the other being the exemp-
tion or deduction from taxable income of a limited amount of dividend income) ;
and, because the principle is thus established, the State chambers for which
this statement is made strongly favor the bill in this respect, although most
of them had recorded a recommendation that the percentage of the credit should
be equal to the starting rate on individual net incomes, although Canada has
recently given a credit of 20 percent, and although they cherish the hope that
ultimately the degree of reform for which they have stood will be achieved.

2. Depreciation.-The statements heretofore submitted recommended com-
plete taxpayer discretion, within the limits of sound and consistent accounting,
as to the method and the rate of accrual. The bill does not measure up to that
recommendation; but it does afford some reasonably liberal and definite stand-
ards which tend to remove this troublesome problem from the area of contro-
versy. So, while I could not say that the depreciation provisions are completely
satisfactory to us, we recognize the step forward, and continue to look forward
to the time when the full degree of reform in which we believe may be realized.

3. Accumulated earnings tax.-The position of the State chambers has been
that the burden of proof as to the reasonableness of the accumulation should
rest upon the Government; that credit should be given for distributions made on
or before the 15th day of the third month after the close of the taxable year;
that the tax base be limited to the amount found to have been unreasonably
accumulated; and that the tax be denominated as a penalty. H. R. 8300 em-
bodies the first two of these recommendations, with some qualifications, but not
the third or the fourth. On the other hand, the bill excludes publicly held corpo-
rations from the tax, permits reasonably anticipated needs of the business to
be recognized, and provides a deduction of $30,000 from the tax base, all of
which provisions move in the right direction.

4. Estate and gift taxes.-In addition to the simplification of the structure
of the estate tax which the bill achieves, the State chambers have heretofore
recommended certain reductions and adjustments in the rates of these taxes,
which perhaps would be inappropriate in a measure of the nature of H. R. 8300.

The new 66% percent restriction imposed by section 2032 of the bill upon
the exercise of the election to have the property in the gross estate valued
as of a date later than the death of the decedent would produce incongruous and
discriminatory results, and even disaster, in conceivable cases. While the writer
has not been formally authorized to refer to this matter, it is believed to be
appropriate to suggest that this limitation be removed, and the present law in
that regard be continued in force.

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS AND INTERCORPORATE DIVIDENDS

The statement which was filed with the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Representatives advocated the elimination of the 2 percent penalty
tax on the filing of consolidated returns and full, instead of 85 percent, credit
for intercorporate dividends. Neither of these reforms has found place in
H. R. 8300. The committee report (p. 87) seems to recognize their merit, but
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states that: "Elimination of these two provisions is not believed appropriate at
this time in view of present revenue needs."

We respectfully submit that the revenue effect of these long overdue reforms
should not outweigh their inclusion in this revision, and suggest that the bill
be amended accordingly, in line with the recommendation of the President in
his budget message.

EXTENSION OF 52 PERCENT CORPORATION TAX RATE

The hearings in the House did not foreshadow two features of the bill relat-
ing to corporation income taxes. One is the extension for 1 year of the 52
percent combined corporate rate. We have been firmly opposed to this in prin-
ciple, being convinced that a rate of this magnitude is much too high. How-
ever, on the premise that the need for this revenue is imperative, and on the
assurance that, absent some supervening crisis, the rate will be lowered after
a year, as the bill provides, we are willing to accept the extension.

DECLARATION AND ADVANCE PAYMENT OF CORPORATE TAXES

The new provisions of the bill for declaration and advance payments of
income taxes by certain corporations are very objectionable. In brief, the ob-
jections are: First, during the 5-year adjustment period the actual tax pay-
ments of these corporations will exceed their liabilities by substantial amounts
in addition to the increase in the burden imposed upon all corporations by
the continuation of the 52 percent rate; second, these payments would seriously
impair working capital; and third, the plan introduces new compliance prob-
lems for the taxpayers and new administrative problems for the Treasury. We
recognize that the bill seeks at this point to solve the debt-management problems
created by the Mills bill of 1950. We suggest that a return to the original
plan of corporate payments would cure this defect in the present system; and,
if immediate revenue requirements will not permit that solution, that the
drastic impact of the acceleration be mitigated by forgiveness of a part of each
prior year's liabilities during the 5-year period, as was done when individuals
were placed on a current payment basis.

I am authorized to mention a few provisions of the bill which call for cor-
rective amendments upon which there is substantial agreement among us,
without intending to indicate that they are more important than others to
which allusion might be made.

PENSION, PROFIT-SMARING, ETC., PLANS

In general, the revision and liberalization 6f the laws applicable to pension,
profit-sharing, stock bonus, and accident and health plans which H. R. 8300
embodies are commendable and in line with previous recommendations of the
State chambers. Certain details, however, are open to serious objection and,
we think, should be corrected by amendment.

One of these is the application of the "key employee" test of a nondiscrimina-
tory plan to all seven of the permissible classifications listed in section 501
(e) (3) (a) of the bill.

This provision, as drawn, would make is impossible for many employers
having a moderate number of employees to qualify a plan which would, for
example, benefit its salaried employees. Our suggestion is that the key employee
test be applied only to the seventh, or general, classification, and that the sub-
section be rewritten accordingly.

Another is the inclusion in the bill of section 505, providing In detail for the
permissible investments of such a trust. This section projects the Government
into the role of an investment counselor, thus increasing the burdens of adminis-
tration of and compliance with the tax law; it seems unnecessary as a safe-
guard, in view of the general provision of section 504 (a) (3) and the princi-
ples governing investment of trust funds to be found in the law of every State.
So, nearly all of the State chambers would recommend that section 505 be
deleted. However, my own chamber, Ohio, finds certain good features in the
section, and does not object to It.

The Ohio Chamber does, however, take exception to the various provisions
of the bill which, together, have the effect of subjecting employees group acci-
dent and health insurance plans to the qualification provisions which apply to
pension and other employee benefit arrangements; and is opposed to the taxa-
tion of payments to employees under such group Insurance plans.
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THE ANTI-BAIL-OUT TRANSFER TAX (SEC. 309)

The very thoroughgoing revision of the law which is made by subchapter C
of chapter 1 of H. R. 8300, relating generally to corporate distributions and
adjustments engenders numerous questions and some criticisms. Without preju-
dice to any of these, the State chambers have given attention to two notable
substantive changes in existing law.

First, section 309 of the bill seeks to close what is called the bail-out loophole
by imposing a transfer tax on a corporation redeeming its nonparticipating
stock within 10 years after its issuance. Without attempting to summarize the
effect of this section in relation to the corporate distribution provisions of sec-
tions 301 and 302, we call attention to subsection (c) of section 309. This would
impose the tax upon the redemption of stock issued prior to January 1, 1954,
at any time prior to January 1, 1964. Such a provision seems to us to be
intolerably harsh, as it frustrates financing arrangements made in good faith,
by attaching unforeseen consequences to them. We recommend the deletion of
this subsection and the substitution of a provision to the effect that the tax
be confined to the redemption of stock issued after the enactment of the bill into
law. Inasmuch as the evil to be remedied-the avoidance of tax on dividend
income-is one which occurs most frequently, if not exclusively, in the cases
of closely held corporations, we suggest consideration of the advisability of
limiting the coverage of the transfer tax to such corporations. Ohio also sug-
gests consideration of possibility of the elimination of the transfer tax as such,
and, by amendments of other sections designed to protect innocent investors,
subjecting amounts received upon redemption of nonparticipating stock to taxa-
tion as dividend income in the hands of the recipients.

CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS OF STOCK OR PROPERTY (SEC. 359 (b) (2) AND (C) (1))

Second, by imposing the 25 percent-400 percent condition upon the tax-free
exchange of stock or property of a closely held corporation for stock of the
acquiring corporation, as provided by section 359 (b) (2) and (c) (1), the law
as it has stood for more than thirty years would be changed. We see no good
reason for the change. To the assertion that such limitations serve to distin-
guish what is in effect a sale from what is properly regarded as a merger or
other reorganization, the answer, we think, is twofold: First, that the line is an
arbitrary one, and second, that the distinction sought to be drawn is irrelevant
to any principle of taxation or long-range revenue objective. The State cham-
bers find these provisions very objectionable and recommend their elimination.

Finally, Ohio Chamber of Commerce recommends that further consideration
be given to the effective dates of the technical changes in the law which the
bill would make. Some of these changes should not be made effective earlier
than a reasonable time after the enactment of the bill, lest they have a dis-
turbing retroactive effect upon transactions under way.

(The following letter was subsequently furnished for the record:)
PENNSYLVANIA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Harrisburg, April 23,1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MiLLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: When Clarence D. Laylin, Esq., appeared for the
Council of State Chambers of Commerce at your committee's April 23 hearing
on H. R. 8300, he orally requested the privilege of having the recommendations
of our Federal Taxation Committee incorporated in the record as an appendix
to his formal testimony.

Accordingly, we submit a copy of recommended changes in H. R. 8300, and
shall appreciate their being recorded as requested by Mr. Laylin. Meanwhile,
they are available also to be briefed for members of the Finance Committee.

Sincerely yours,
LEONARD P. Fox,

Executive Director.
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN H. R. 8300, A BILL TO REVISE THE INTERNAL REVENUE

LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES

The Federal taxation committee of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Com-
merce recommends the adoption of the following proposed amendments to H. R.
8300, a bill to revise the international revenue laws of the United States:

1. DOUBLE TAXATION OF INTERCORPORATE DIVIDENDS

The double taxation of intercorporate dividends should be eliminated. Since
1936, 15 percent of intercorporate dividends have been subjected to the corporate
income tax. As a result, corporate income is, to that extent, doubly taxed: first,
as earnings in the hands of the distributing corporation; and second, as dividends
in the hands of the recipient corporation. Such double taxation is inequitable
and contrary to sound economic principles; consequently, dividends should be ex-
cluded from the gross income of corporations.

2. PENALTY ON FILING CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

The 2-percent penalty upon the filing of consolidated returns should be re-
pealed. Consolidated returns have been provided for in the tax laws since 1921,
as a means of determining the net income of a single enterprise, even though
the business is carried on through two or more corporations. No special advan-
tages are derived through the use of such returns. They are recognized and
favored by the Treasury Department and taxpayers alike, as the only practical
method of determining net income in such cases, and as a method which is fair
and easy to administer. The additional rate of 2 percent imposed upon those
filing consolidated returns, however, imposes a penalty upon their use which in
many cases compels the filing of separate returns. Such a provision clearly dis-
criminates against the business which must be carried on through subsidiaries.
Considered either from a viewpoint of equity or administrative convenience,
consolidated returns should be fostered by eliminating the 2-percent penalty im-
posed on their use.

3. NET OPERATING LOSS

Under present law the net operating loss carry-back and carry-forward is sub-
ject to certain adjustments not only for the year of the net operating loss but
also for the year for which it is carried back or carried forward. Adjustments
for those years must be made for tax-exempt interest and dividends received and
the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion. This is a severe injustice.
Section 172 of H. R. 8300 partially recognizes the inequities in this situation by
eliminating entirely the adjustment for tax-exempt interest and eliminating the
other adjustments with respect to the first year to which the net operating loss
Is carried back or forward. The adjustments for tax-free dividends and per-
centage depletion should also be eliminated for the year of the loss and all other
years. For example, although a corporation earning a profit need include in tax-
able income only 15 percent of the dividends it receives (by reason of the 85 per-
cent dividends received credit), a corporation sustaining a loss may not, under
section 172, carry such loss over to another year unless the loss exceeds 100 per-
cent of Its dividend Income, thus, in effect, subjecting 100 percent of the divi-
dends to income tax. The dividend has already been taxed In the hands of the
subsidiary. It should not again be treated as income for the purpose of reducing
a net operating loss since to do so completely negatives the basic purpose of the
85 percent dividends received credit. Similar reasoning applies to the adjust-
ment for percentage depletion.

It is, therefore, recommended that the adjustments for intercorporate divi-
dends and percentage depletion be eliminated from the computation of the net
net operating loss deduction for all years including the year of loss by appro-
priate amendment to section 172.

4. IMPROPER ACCUMTJTATION OF SURPLUS

1. Clarification as to proscribed tax avoida-nce.-Section 532 (a) imposes the
accumulated earnings tax on corporations "formed or availed of for the purpose
of avoiding the Income tax with respect to Its shareholders or the shareholders
of any other corporation by permitting earnings and profits to accumulate In-
stead of being divided or distributed." It has long been recognized that the
"income tax" referred to in this quoted language is the Individual income tax
rather than the corporate income tax. This is clearly stated in regulations 118,
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section 39.102-1 and has been contained in all preceding regulations dealing with
this subject. To avoid a possible different interpretation of this section because
of the new statutory language, a clarifying amendment should be made.

It is, therefore, recommended that the word "individual" be inserted before the
words "income tax" in the above quoted provision in section 532 (a).

2. Pubticly held corporation.-Section 532 (b) exempts from the accumulated
earnings tax publicly held corporations as defined in subsection (c). Subsection
(c) (1) states that a publicly held corporation means a corporation-

"(A) the outstanding stock of which is owned by more than 1,500 persons, and
"(B) not more than 10 percent of either the total combined voting power or

the total value of all classes of outstanding stock of which is owned at the close
of the taxable year by any one individual."

The above definition obviously does not apply to a subsidiary of a publicly held
corporation. Since it is clear that such a subsidiary should not be subjected to
the accumulated earnings tax, it is recommended that the rules for determining
stock ownership under subparagraphs (A) and (B) quoted above should be in
accordance with section 544 which is already made applicable to subparagraph
(B) by paragraph (2) of subsection (b).

Recommendation: That paragraph (2) of section 532 (c) be amended by Insert-
ing "(A) and" after the term "paragraph (1)."

Furthermore, it is felt the "family rule" for attribution of stock ownership in
the case of a personal holding company is unnecessary In this section, because
of the requirement that the stock be held by more than 1,500 persons, and should,
therefore, be eliminated.

It is, therefore, recommended that paragraph (2) of section 532 (c) be amended
by inserting. "(A) and" after the term "paragraph (1)," and by inserting "(a)
(1)" after section 544.

5. DEDUCTION OF CERTAIN ORGANIZATION EXPENSES

The House Ways and Means Committee have been very generous in the treat-
ment given to organizational expenditures as set forth in section 248 of H. R. 8300.
In the committee report referring to this section it is stated In the fourth para-
graph that "Expenses of issuing shares of stock, such as commissions, professional
fees and printing costs, are a reduction of the proceeds derived from the issue
and are properly chargeable against the paid-in capital."

It is not an uncommon practice for corporations to pay stock dividends in the
same class of stock. The payment of such stock dividends does not bring in any
new capital to the corporation, but the issuance of such a stock dividend does
incur expense for professional fees and printing costs. It is recommended that
such costs incurred in connection with the issuance of a stock dividend in the
same class of stock be included in section 248, and that such expenditures be
allowed as a deduction from taxable income.

6. UNION-NEGOTIATED PENSION PLANS

Deductions should be permitted under section 162 (a) of all contributions made
by an employer under a union-negotiated pension plan. Such plans are arrived
at as a result of collective bargaining between the union and the employer and
differ essentially from the types of pension plans contemplated by sections 501 (c)
and 403. Such a union-negotiated pension plan constitutes a true business ex-
pense, and contributions thereto made by an employer should be allowed as busi-
ness expenses under section 162 (a) rather than be limited to the restricted
provisions of section 403. Such deductions should also be permitted in cases
where the plan is voluntarily extended to cover non-union employees as well as
union employees.

7. PRICE INDEX FOR MANUFACTURERS USING LIFO

Under existing practice, retailers using the LIFO method of accounting are
permitted by the Commissioner to determine the value of their inventories by
reference to price indices published by the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The use of such Indices affords a sound and workable method of
determining the value of inventories and at the same time relieves the taxpayer
of considerable expense which would otherwise be involved in the determination
of such value. It is recommended that the use of such indices be extended to
manufacturers employing the LIFO method of accounting, as well as to retailers.
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. COST OF ELIMINATING AIR AND STREAM POLLUTION

In recent years, several States have entered into a program of eliminating the
pollution of both air and streams, by the imposition of certain regulatory meas-
ures. As a result, many industries have made substantial expenditures in order
to comply with these provisions. Taxpayers cooperating with these State pro-
grams should be permitted to amortize for tax purposes over a 5-year period the
amount of expenditures incurred in eliminating stream and air pollution.

9. LIMITATION OF ASSESSMENT AGAINST TRANSFEREES

The code should be amended to provide explicitly that the additional time for
assessment against a transferee shall be limited to cases where the transfer
took place prior to the expiration of the statute of limitations against the
transferor.

10. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS-ANNUAL ELECTION

Under existing law, an election by an affiliated group of corporations to file
a consolidated return is binding upon the group for all future years, with
certain limited exceptions. This provision is unnecessarily harsh, and It is
recommended that affiliated groups be given an annual election to file either
consolidated or separate returns.

11. TAX TREATMENT OF DEMOLITION COSTS

Purchase of real estate with intent to remove and replace oid buildings

This situation is not covered either under existing law or H. R. 8300. Under
existing Treasury regulations where a taxpayer purchases improved real estate
with the intention of demolishing and replacing the improvements, the entire
purchase price is considered as the cost of land even though the improvements
may have considerable value at the time of purchase. For example, if a tax-
payer purchases improved real estate for $2 million and the land and im-
provements each have a fair market value of $1 million, the taxpayer's
investment in land is considered to be $2 million. He gets neither a loss deduc-
tion for the demolition of the old improvements nor may he add the $1 million
cost of the old improvements to the cost of the new improvements and recover
it by way of depreciation over the life of the new improvements. If he has a
loss, he recoups it only at the time he disposes of the land.

This constitutes a serious impediment to the rehabilitation of real property.
One of the problems facing many large cities today is the rehabilitation of in-
dustrial and commercial areas and clearance of slums. Industry has been called
upon in many instances to aid in such projects by buying the land, removing
the old improvements and installing new and up-to-date industrial facilities.
Such projects would be encouraged if taxpayers were permitted to recover by
way of depreciation amounts expended for the real estate in excess of the fair
market value of the land. Such treatment of these excess expenditures is sound
under generally accepted principles of accounting. Under the Treasury's present
method of requiring all such costs to be capitalized as part of the cost of land,
the taxpayer's books will show inflated land values and thereby mislead the
shareholders and public alike as to the true worth of its assets. A rule should
be adopted which will not only eliminate these defects but at the same time
make it unnecessary to determine the taxpayer's intent in cases of this kind.
The latter objective is consistent with the basic principle underlying the en-
tire new tax revision law and should be given effect wherever possible.

It is, therefore, recommended that section 1016 (a) be amended to provide
that where a taxpayer purchases Improved real estate, the portion of the pur-
chase price allocable to the improvements plus any demolition costs shall be
added to the basis of new improvements replacing the old improvements where
the new improvements are commenced within 5 years from the date of pur-
chase. To prevent abuse of this rule in cases where the new Improvements
are insignificant in character, such as where the taxpayer purchases improved
real estate and converts it into a parking lot, the rule should be made to apply
only where the cost of the new improvements equals or exceeds the purchase
price of the land and old improvements.
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12. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

The deduction of capital losses should be allowed on the same basis that capital
gains are taxed. Under present law, all capital gains are taxable, regardless of
the nature of the transaction from which they arise. Numerous restrictions
are contained in subchapter P, however, on the allowance of capital losses. No
sound reason presents itself for this difference in treatment, and it is earnestly
recommended that the loss be allowed on the same basis that the gain is taxed.

13. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.

Under present law a corporation is not allowed a deduction for charitable con-
tributions in excess of 5 percent of its net income for the year of the contribution
(computed without benefit of the contributions deduction). Frequently, contri-
butions exceed that amount through no fault of the taxpayer. Thus, a corpora-
tion may make normal contributions during the first part of the year and have its
entire net income wiped out by a strike in the latter part of the year. It never
gets a tax benefit from the contributions made under those or similar circum-
stances. This situation should be corrected by permitting corporations to carry
forward such excess contributions to future years. This is permitted in the case
of excess contributions to exempt employee trusts. No sound reason exists for
not providing the same treatment for contributions to charitable and similar or-
ganizations.

It is, therefore, recommended that amounts contributed by corporations to
charitable, educational, and other similar organizations in excess of the 5 per-
cent limitation be allowed as a carry forward for succeeding years. This can be
accomplished by adding the following provision at the end of section 170 (b) (2) :
"Any amount paid in any taxable year in excess of the amount deductible in such
year under the foregoing limitation shall be deductible in the succeeding taxable
years in order of time to the extent of the difference between the amount paid
and deductible in each such succeeding year and the maximum amount deductible
for such year in accordance with the foregoing limitation."

14. VALUATION OF LIFO INVENTORIES AT COST OR MARKET

LIFO inventories under present law must be valued at cost. In other words,
the inventory at the end of the year may not be written down to market if mar-
ket value is lower than cost as in the case of inventories computed under the
first-in last-out method. Many business and professional organizations, includ-
ing the various accounting societies, have recommended that the cost or market
method of valuation be extended to LIFO inventories.

The LIFO method is designed to prevent fictitious and unrealized paper profits
from being reflected in income during periods of rising prices. No one has ever
contended that it is sound accounting to reflect such fictitious profits in business
income. Since the history of prices over many generations shows a continuously
rising trend, it follows that LIFO is the only sound inventory method over a long
period of years. Unfortunately, the long term increasing price trend is inter-
rupted from time to time by price declines of a temporary nature so that if a tax-
payer elects to go on LIFO immediately preceding one of these periods of price
recession, his taxable income is temporarily inflated, thus producing an increase
In tax which he can ill-afford to pay in a depressed year. Since prices are rela-
tively high at the present time, new taxpayers are prevented from electing the
LIFO method because of the fear of excessive taxation. If it is sound for all tax-
payers to be on the LIFO basis over a long period of years, it is sound to en-
courage taxpayers to adopt LIFO at the earliest date. This can be done only by
permitting them to use the lower of cost or market as a guard against an un-
foreseen precipitous price decline. The government will lose no revenues. Tax
is merely postponed until prices rise again to or above LIFO cost, at which time
the amount of the previous write-down to market is restored to taxable income
and the tax paid thereon.

It is also pertinent to note that permission to write down LIFO inventories to
market will be of no aid to taxpayers who elected LIFO many years ago unless
prices decline below the level at which they were included in inventory. Since
most of these inventories are at World War II price levels, it would take a major
depression to benefit these taxpayers. If a depression of such magnitude de-
velops, they will not only need but will be entitled to some relief.

It is recommended that section 472 (b) (2) be amended to read as follows:
"Inventory them at cost or market, whichever is lower; and"-
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15. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAPITAL

Section 355 (a) of H. R. 8300 provides that with respect to property acquired
by a corporation as a contribution to capital, the basis to the corporation shall be
the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor, increased by the amount
of gain recognized to the transferor upon the transfer. Section 355 (c), however,
provides that notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), with respect to
property acquired as a contribution to capital which is contributed by one other
than the shareholder as such, the basis shall be zero; and that with respect to
property purchased with money contributed by one other than a shareholder as
such, the basis shall be reduced by the amount of the contribution. Thus, the
use by the corporation of the transferor's basis with respect to contributed prop-
erty is made to depend solely on whether or not the contribution was made by a
shareholder as such. This rule is without counterpart in existing law and is
illogical and harsh in its application.

The use of the transferor's basis by the corporation should turn, not on the
transferor's status as a shareholder, but rather on the nature of the transfer
Itself. Under present law, the corporation is allowed the transferor's basis of
contributed property in all cases in which the transfer was made with a definite
intention to enlarge the working capital of the corporation. Such a contribution
may be made either by a shareholder as such, or by one other than a shareholder
in cases where the contribution is made for a public purpose. Examples of this
latter type include contributions by community groups to induce businesses to
locate in a particular area, or the assumption by the State of a part of the cost
of a grade-crossing elimination, although the bridge becomes the property of the
railroad for purposes of maintenance, property taxation, and other purposes.
These properties become a permanent part of the assets of the corporation, and
unless the corporation has a basis for their depreciation, there will be no funds
available for the replacement of such properties at the end of their useful life.

On the other hand, the present law does not permit the use of the transferor's
basis where the contribution to capital was not made by a shareholder as such,
nor for a public purpose, but was made as payment for goods or services or as
payments in lieu of income or to supplement income. Examples of this type are
powerline extensions or spur tracks, the cost of which is borne by the customers
to be served thereby, or subsidy payments made to supplement income.

The present rule has been evolved by the Supreme Court, principally in Detroit
Edison Co. v. Commissioner, 319 U. S. 98 (1943), and Brown Shoe Co. v. Commis-
aioner, 339 U. S. 583 (1950), and is now settled law. Furthermore, the American
Law Institute in its impartial and comprehensive study of the internal revenue
laws has recommended the codification of this rule. It is believed that the rule
is both sound and workable and should be embodied in the revision of the Internal
Revenue Code.

It is, therefore, recommended that section 355 of H. R. 8300 be amended to
provide that with respect to property received as a contribution to capital, includ-
ing both contributions by shareholders as such and contributions by nonshare-
holders where made with a public purpose, the basis shall be the same as It
would be in the hands of the transferor, increased by the amount of gain recog-
nized to the transferor upon such transfer: and that with respect to property
received as contributions to operating facilities, where such contributions are
In the nature of payments for goods or services or in lieu of or as supplements
to income, the basis shall be zero, and the basis of any property purchased with
money so contributed shall be reduced by the amount of such contribution.

16. SECTION 461 (c)-ACCRUAL OF REAL-PROPERTY TAXES

The provisions of section 461 (c) represent a desirable step toward the deter-
mination of taxable Income in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. In making the new rule mandatory, however, this section creates a
serious problem for taxpayers who have been keeping their books in accordance
with existing law. The problem can best be illustrated by an example.

Court decisions have specified the lien date as the proper accrual date for
property taxes, but the Internal Revenue Service, for ease of administration,
usually uses assessment as the determining event, absent a court decision relating
to the specific tax in question. Assume, then, that under present law a tax im-
posed for the calendar year 1954 has been deemed to accrue on July 1, 1953, Its
assessment date. Under section 461 (c) (1), this tax would be deductible in
1954. Under the special rules provided in section 461 (c) (2), however, if the
tax were allowable, as it Is in this example, as a 1953 deduction under the 1939
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code, the tax is not allowable as a 1954 deduction. This provision is apparently
considered necessary to prevent the deduction of the same tax twice.

The taxpayer in this example is assumed to have been keeping his books in
accordance with the present tax rule. To avoid distortion of financial operating
results, he will undoubtedly wish to continue to accrue real-property taxes for
book purposes on the same basis, as otherwise his operations for the transition
year would not include any charge for real-estate taxes. Section 461 (c) (2),
however, would not permit a deduction in the transition year for the real-estate
taxes which consistent accounting practice would require the taxpayer to accrue.

Section 461 (c) will be very helpful to taxpayers who have been keeping their
books by the method contemplated in that section. Clearly, however, taxpayers
who have been keeping their books on a basis consistent with present tax law
should not be required to make a change. Section 461 (c) should be made elective
rather than mandatory.

It is also recommended that section 461 (c) be made to apply to cover personal
property taxes.

17. ESTATE TAX-VALUATION OF GROSS ESTATE

Under present law the value of a decedent's gross estate for estate tax pur-
poses may be made either as of the date of death or as of a date 1 year after
death. Under section 2032 the alternative valuation date may be used only where
the gross estate has declined to two-thirds or less of its value at the date of
death. This proposed change in the law introduces severe disparities in tax
liability, although the difference in actual value after 1 year may be trifling.
Thus, an estate of $1 million in value (gross as well as net) which goes down
to $667,000 bears the whole tax of $325,700, while another estate of $1 million
which goes down to $666,000 pays only $203,800. A difference in value of $1,000
hardly justifies a difference in tax of $121,900. Corresponding disparities are
unavoidable, no matter how large or small the taxable estate, as long as the
right to the alternative valuation is made to depend on a minimum change in
value. There comes a point where a few dollars more or less of value makes
a tax difference many times greater.

The foregoing illustration assumes that there are no debts or administrative
expenses. The disparity of treatment and potential hardship become even more
severe where there are relatively large amounts of debts and expenses. Thus, a
gross estate valued at $300,000 having debts of $200,200 could have its gross value
reduced to $200,100, leaving an actual deficit of $100 in net value. Nevertheless,
$4,800 in estate tax would be due, although the estate was actually insolvent.

It is, therefore, recommended that the method for valuing the gross estate for
estate-tax purposes existing in present law be restored.

18. DEPRECIATION-FULL TAX BENEFIT RULE

Section 1016 (a) (2) of H. R. 8300 provides that the basis of property Shall
be reduced by the depreciation-

"(A) allowed as deductions in computing taxable income under this sub-
title or prior income tax laws, and

"(B) resulting (by reason of the deductions so allowed) in a reduction
for any taxable year of the taxpayer's taxes under this subtitle (other than
chapter 2, relating to tax on self-employment income), or prior income,
war-profits, or excess-profits tax laws, but not less than the amount allow-
able under this subtitle or prior income tax laws."

This provision, like its counterpart in present law, does not permit a full tax
benefit from the depreciation allowance. There are two principal situations
which prevent a full tax benefit:

1. Where the taxpayer had income in a closed prior year and it is later deter-
mined that the amount "allowable" was in fact greater than the amount used
in computing income for that year, and

2. Where the amounts "allowable" and "allowed" are the Same and result in
a deficit in taxable income for the year which the taxpayer was not able to
carry back or carry forward either because of lack of income in preceding and
succeeding years or because the deficit was reduced or eliminated by percent-
age depletion deductions, nontaxable interest or intercorporate dividends.

It is, therefore, recommended that section 1016 (a) (2) of H. R. 8300 be
amended to provide In substance as follows:

1. That the adjustment to the basis of depreciable property at the beginning
of the taxable year be limited to the amount of depreciation "allowed" in prior
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years in all cases where the taxpayer's returns for such prior years have been
audited by a representative of the Internal Revenue Service. This will protect
taxpayers who have had their returns audited against a later determination
that the amount of depreciation "allowable" in a prior year was greater than
the amount "allowed" for such year. Such a provision will afford ample pro-
tection to the Government against any taxpayer who claims abnormally low
depreciation in low tax years in expectation of conserving the deduction for
high tax years.

2. In any case where the amount of depreciation "allowed" or "allowable"
for any prior year exceeds the amount of the income subject to tax for such
year computed without benefit of the depreciation allowance, no adjustment to
the depreciable base shall be made with respect to any part of such excess which
does not reduce the taxable income of another year either as part of a net
operating loss carry-back or carry-forward or under other provisions of law.

19. DETERMINATION OF BENEFITS UNDER EXEMPT EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS

In determining benefits payable to employees under an exempt employees' trust,
section 501 (e) (4) of H. R. 8300 provides that the compensation to be taken
into account is the "basic or regular rate of compensation, or total compen-
sation if amounts other than the basic or regular rate of compensation are deter-
mined under a definite formula." The requirement as to a "definite formula"
is new and represents what appears to be an unjustified limitation upon total
compensation. Many corporations have a policy of paying comparatively low
basic compensation and supplementing it at the end of the year with bonuses
fixed by management on a merit basis. No sound reason exists for excluding
such bonuses from total compensation in determining benefits payable under an
exempt employees' trust.

It is understood that the Pension Trust Division of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice does not put such a strict construction on the above-quoted provision. Appar-
ently they interpret this language to permit merit bonuses to be taken into ac-
count in determining benefits if done pursuant to some formula which would pre-
vent undue discrimination in favor of a high-salaried employee, such as where
such employee is given an unusually large bonus immediately before retirement
In order to boost his pension benefit. They would merely require that merit
bonuses be averaged over a period of 5 years or more in determining compensa-
tion upon which benefits are based. This appears to be a sound and equitable
approach to the problem but it is difficult to arrive at any such result under the
above-quoted provision from section 501 (e) (4). A clarifying amendment
should be made.

Recommendation: That the last paragraph of paragraph (4) be amended to
read as follows:

"For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'compensation' means the basic or
regular rate of compensation, or total compensation, except that compensation
paid in addition to the basic or regular rate of compensation during any of the
5 years immediately preceding the date of the employee's retirement (other than
additional compensation determined under a definite formula) shall be taken
into account for such year only to the extent that it does not exceed the annual
average additional compensation for such 5-year period. Any classification
which meets the requirements of paragraph (3) of this subsection shall be con-
sidered separately in the application of this paragraph."

20. INVENTORIES-SUPPLIES

The internal revenue laws have never defined the Items which are properly
includible in inventory. This has always been covered by regulation. Prior to
1933 the regulations permitted all materials consumed in the productive process
to be inventoried. Under this provision all supplies used in the manufacturing
process, including such items as fuel oil, coal for power purposes, etc., could be
inventoried at the lower of cost or market. In 1933 the regulations were amended
to restrict inventoriable items to materials which become a physical part of the
finished product for sale. Thereafter, the Commissioner insisted that supplies
could only be inventoried at cost and could not be reduced to market where their
market value had declined. The purpose of the change in the regulations was to
bolster sagging Federal revenues during the depression years and had no rela-
tion to sound accounting principles. The practice which prevailed prior to 1933
should be restored.
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Recommendation: (1) That section 471 of H. R. 8300 be amended to specifi-
cally include materials and supplies used or consumed in productive or mining
processes as items of inventory. To accomplish this, the following sentence
should be added at the end of section 471:

"Inventories shall include raw materials and supplies on hand acquired for
sale, consumption or use in productive processes (whether or not they will physi-
cally become a part of merchandise intended for sale), together with all finished
or partly finished goods, except that if the taxpayer carries materials or supplies
on hand which will not physically become part of merchandise intended for sale
and for which no record of consumption is kept (or of which physical inventories
at the beginning or end of the year are not taken), it will be permissible for the
taxpaper to deduct from gross income the total cost of such supplies and mate-
rials for the taxable year in which purchased provided the taxable income Is
clearly reflected." (This suggested language is derived from art. 1581 of regu-
lations 45 and sections 39.22 (c)-1 and 39.23 (a)-3 of regulations 118).

Recommendation: (2) Where a taxpayer has consistently inventoried such
supplies at the lower of cost or market since prior to 1933, filed a proper election
to value such inventories under the last-in first-out method and was denied such
election by the Commissioner on the ground that supplies are not items of inven-
tory under the 1933 regulations, section 471 should be amended to permit such
taxpayers to value such supplies under the last-in first-out method beginning with
the year for which the election was filed and permit adjustments to tax for all
years effected whether or not closed by the statute of limitations.

21. DEDUCTION FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN EXEMPT PENSION TRUST

Present law provides certain limitations upon the amount which an employer
may contribute to an exempt pension trust. These limitations are carried for-
ward in section 403 (a) (1) of H. R. 8300 with certain changes including an
increase in the 5 percent of compensation limitation to 10 percent.

These limitations are still too restrictive in the case of a trust which covers
only retired employees or those employees who will retire in a relatively short
period of time. This situation exists primarily under pension plans established
by union contract. Where the union contract is for 1 year, covers only retired
employees and requires the employer to contribute to the trust at least one-fifth
of the pension liability created by employees retiring during the year, the contribu-
tion will be about twice the maximum contribution permited under section
403 (a) (1).

Recommendation: That section 403 (a) (1) of H. R. 8300 be amended to permit
employers to make annual contributions to pension trusts in "An amount neces-
sary to completely fund any unfunded pension liability with respect to employees
or their beneficiaries who are receiving or are entitled to receive benefits under
the plan as of the end of the taxable year."

22. ACCELERATED PAYMENT OF INCOME TAX

The bill contains new provisions for declarations and advance payment of
income taxes by corporations secss. 6074, 6152, 6154, and 6655). This extension
of the deplorable consequence of the Mills bill would amount to a further heavy
increase in the taxpayments of corporations with liabilities in excess of $50,000.

It is recommended that these provisions dealing with declarations and advance
payment of income taxes be deleted from the bill.

23. DEFINITIONS RELATING TO CORPORATE ORGANIZATIONS, ACQUISITIONS
AND SEPARATIONS

Sections 359 (b) (2) and (c) (1) of the bill impose a new restriction upon the
tax-free exchange of stock or property of a closely held corporation for stock of
an acquiring corporation. Under these subsections, two separate enterprises
might continue their businesses in a form different only because of the transfer
of stock for stock or stock for property; however, taxable gain would be recog-
nized on the unrealized appreciation in securities or property. This is contrary
to the treatment of unrealized appreciation on liquidation under section 331 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and contrary to the provisions of the 1939 code.
Where the elements of various exchange transactions are the same, no distinction
or discrimination should be made for tax purposes merely because of size.

It is, therefore, recommended that subsections (b) (2) and (c) (1) of section
359 should be deleted from the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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24. DEPRECIATION SECTION 167

1. Subsection (b) of section 167 permits more flexible depreciation with respect
to property acquired after December 31, 1953. This additional flexibility is
greatly desired and should be retained In the bill.

Subsection (b) permits depreciation to be computed under: (1) The straight-
line method, (2) the declining balance method at twice the straight-line rate, and
(3) any other consistent method provided it does not produce an allowance
greater than the declining balance method. The limitation in item 3 (subpar.
(3) of subsec. (b)) is unduly restricted. For example, application of the declin-
ing-balance method at twice the straight-line rate to a 20-year asset leaves an un-
recovered cost of about 12 percent at the end of the 20-year period. In some
cases this 12 percent will represent the salvage value of the property. In other
cases, however, there will be no salvage value and it will be impossible to apply
a method under subparagraph (3) which will not run afoul of the limitation.
For this reason the limitation should be removed. This will not create any
loophole since the Secretary or his delegate can prevent excessive depreciation
by appropriate regulations.

Existing law does not specifically list the various methods of depreciation.
Some of these methods, such as methods based on degrees of activity, hours of
use, units of production, etc., have been recognized by the Internal Revenue
Service in the case of some taxpayers and denied in the case of others. The unit
of production method is generally recognized in the mining industry but has
been denied to some manufacturers on the ground that increased production does
not necessarily increase wear and tear of assets used in manufacturing. Since
the same argument could be made with respect to mining assets, no sound reason
exists for distinguishing between these two situations. The new law should
permit all taxpayers to use these methods and at the same time existing law
should be clarified by specifically recognizing such methods.

Subsection (b) should also be amended to make it clear that taxpayers are not
limited to the use of any single method on all property acquired after Decem-
ber 31, 1953, but may use one method for some assets and other methods for
other assets. It should also be made plain that subsection (b) is not intended
to limit or reduce the allowance available under existing law now covered by sub-
section (a).

It is, therefore, recommended that subsection (b) of section 167 be amended
to read as follows (new material italicized, omitted material in black brackets) :

(b) USE OF CERTAIN METHOD.-For taxable years ending after December 31,
1953, the term "reasonable allowance" as used in subsection (a) shall include
(but shall not be limited to) an allowance computed in accordance with regula-

tions prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, under any one or more of the
following methods:

(1) the straight-line method,
(2) the declining-balance method, using a rate not exceeding twice the

rate which would have been used had the annual allowance been computed
under the method described in paragraph (1), and

(3) any other consistent method including, but not limited to, methods
based on degrees of activity, hours of use, units of production, or similar
factors, or designed to insure full recovery of the basis of property over
its estimated useful life. This paragraph shall not be construed as limit-
ing in any way the use of such methods under subsection (a) or under
section 23 (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939.

Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to limit or reduce the allowance
otherwise allowable under subsection (a).

2. One of the underlying purposes of the new depreciation provisions Is to
eliminate controversies between taxpayers and the Government as to useful
life. The Commissioner's present policy is not to disturb existing rates or
methods of depreciation in the absence of clear and convincing evidence that
a change should be made. This policy should be codified with respect to rates
and methods of depreciation consistently used by the taxpayer for years pre-
ceding January 1, 1954, where the Commissioner has had an opportunity to
examine the taxpayer's depreciation claim and has made no objection.

It is, therefore, recommended that subsection(d) of section 167 be amended
to read as follows (new material italicized, omitted material in black brackets) :

(d) AGREEMENT AS TO USEFUL LIFE ON WHICH DEPREcIATION RATE is BASED.-
Where, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, the tax-
payer and the Secretary or his delegate have, after the date of enactment of
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this Act, entered into an agreement in writing specifically dealing with the use-
ful life and rate of depreciation of any property, the rate so agreed upon shall
be binding on both the taxpayer and the Secretary in the absence of facts or
circumstances not taken into consideration in the adoption of such agreement.
The responsibility of establishing the existence of such facts and circumstances
shall rest with the party initiating the modification. Any change in the agreed
rate and useful life specified in the agreement shall not be effective for tax-
able years before the taxable year in which notice in writing by registered mail
is served by the party to the agreement initiating such change. At the elec-
tion of the taxpayer, an agreement under this subsection shall be deemed to,
exist with respect to any rate or method of depreciation consistently used by the
taxpayer for taxable years ending prior to January 1, 1594, provided one or
more of such years have been reviewed by the Secretary or his delegate and
the latter has not made written objection to the use of such rate or method prior
to January 1, 1594.

3. Subsection (e) provides for the so-called 10 percent rule which permits
taxpayers to use the rate claimed on the return unless the rate determined
by the Government differs from the taxpayer's rate by more than 10 percent.
This rule may produce unfair discrimination. Assume two companies in the
same business each use a 4 percent rate which they have used for many years.
The revenue agent determines that 3.6 percent is correct with respect to one
company and 3.5 percent the correct rate for the other company. The first
company will be permitted to continue to use its 4 percent rate, whereas the
second company will have its rate reduced to 3.5 percent. Thus one company
loses one-half of 1 percent of its rate when the correct rates for the two com-
panies differ by only one-tenth of 1 percent. This should be corrected by pro-
viding that the taxpayer's depreciation shall not be reduced below a rate which
would qualify under the 10 percent rule if the taxpayer had used such rate in
claiming depreciation on his return.

It is, therefore, recommended that subsection (e) of section 167 be amended
to read as follows (new material italicized, omitted materal in black brackets) -

(e) DISPUTE AS TO USEFUL LIFE AND RATE.-(1) Unless the useful life of any
property, on which the rate of depreciation is based, reasonably determined to be
appropriate by the Secretary or his delegate, differs from the useful life or
rate used by the taxpayer by more than 10 percent, the useful life or rate for
such property for such taxable year shall be the useful life or rate as used by
the taxpayer. Such useful life or rate shall not be less favorable than the
shortest useful life or maximum rate which would qualify under the preceding,
sentence if the taxpayer had used such useful life or rate except that the useful
life or rate shall not be more favorable than the useful life or rate used by,
the taxpayer unless a more favorable useful life or rate is otherwise established.

4. Subsection (h) refers to section 611 for a "special rule" applicable to
depreciation of "improvements" in the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other
natural deposits and timber. Section 611 (a) merely provides for a "reasonable-
allowance" for depreciation of such "improvements" according to the peculiar
conditions in each case, such reasonable allowance in all cases to be made under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate. Under this arrange-
ment mine owners and operators may be denied the benefits of section 167,
including the use of a declining balance method at twice the straight-line rate,
the written agreement as to rates and methods and the so-called 10 percent rule.
This would clearly discriminate against depreciable property used in mining
and should be clarified.

It is, therefore, recommended that subsection (h) of section 167 and the words.
"and for depreciation" in the first sentence of section 611 (a) be deleted.

5. Terminal writeoffs under the declining balance method: Under the declin-
ing balance method permitted by the bill, a terminal writeoff of any undepre-
elated balance is permitted in the year when disposition is made of the last
remaining asset of any particular year's acquisition of any class. In order to
be able to take advantage of this terminal writeoff, the taxpayer must main-
tain detailed records of cost and year of acquisition of each asset. Many tax-
payers do not maintain, and should not be required to maintain in order to
take advantage of the declining balance method, such records with respect
to assets of relatively small individual value. In cases where such records are
not maintained, however, any particular year's acquisitions must, under the
declining balance method, continue to be depreciated, in progressively reducing
amounts, ad infinitum. A similar objection can be made to the use of the
declining balance method as proposed in the bill in the case of assets for which
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6b'
detailed records of cost and year of acquisition are maintained, in that, as long
as a single asset of any year's acquisition remains in service, it is necessary
for the taxpayer to continue recording a constantly reducing depreciation allow-
ance which might eventually be measured in pennies.

The terminal writeoff provision as presently contemplated must be made less
restrictive. The problem could be met in any of several ways, two of which
are the following:

1. Any remaining undepreciated balance might be written off in the last year
of estimated useful life;

2. A minimum depreciation allowance might be provided under the declining
balance method equal to a specified percentage (e. g., 3 percent) of the cost of
any year's acquisitions of any class, with possibly a limitation that the mini-
mum allowance might in no case exceed the annual straight-line depreciation
allowance.

6. Construction begun before and completed after December 31, 1953: Sub-
section (c) provides that the methods provided in subsection (b), which include

the declining balance method, shall apply, in the case of property constructed
after December 31, 1953, only to that portion of the basis of the property which
is attributable to construction after December 31, 1953. Since depreciation nor-
mally starts when a building or other structure is completed and placed into
service, it is suggested that, in the case of property construction of which is
completed after December 31, 1953, the declining balance method be permitted
with respect to the entire cost of the property.

7. Time of election: The committee report (third paragraph, p. A50) might
be interpreted to mean that the taxpayer would be permitted to use the declin-
ing balance or other acceptable method of computing depreciation only if he
computed depreciation under such method for the first taxable year ending after
December 31, 1953.

There would seem to be no valid reason why a taxpayer should not be per-
mitted to adopt the declining balance or other acceptable method in any year
as long as the method is applied only to assets acquired in such year or subse-
quent years.

25. SUBCHAPTER G-ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS

Subchapter G incorporates the provisions now found in section 102, imposing
a penalty tax for accumulation of earnings and profits for the purpose of avoid-
ing surtax on shareholders.

There is one important defect in the proposed new provisions, consisting of
the omission under section 535 to permit deduction of the 85 percent transfer
tax imposed by section 309 in determining the net income subject to the penalty
tax. As section 535 reads, a corporation could pay the 85 percent tax on redemp-
tion of preferred stock, and then, if the penalty tax on accumulated earnings
were imposed for the same year, pay 38 percent tax on the same amount paid
to the Government for the 85 percent tax.

The new provisions also have not remedied a major defect and inequity existing
under section 102 of the present code. This is the taxation of accumulated
earnings for a taxable year which are retained by the corporation for clear and
unquestioned business reasons and needs, if there are additional earnings also
retained which it is established are not retained for business purposes. This is
a familiar defect, and is simply illustrated by stating that if a corporation needs
to retain $90,000 for unquestioned business requirements, but retains $100,000,
the penalty tax is imposed upon the full $100,000. This has never made any
sense, and correction of the defect is the type of correction for which the revi-
sion was undertaken and for which there was a crying need.

It is, therefore, recommended that both these defects be eliminated by appro-
priate amendment of sections 531 through 536.

26. SECTION 303-DISTRIBUTIONS IN REDEMPTION OF STOCK TO PAY DEATH TAXES

Section 303 of the proposed code is the successor to section 115 (g) (3) of
the present law. There is one important area which section 115 (g) (3) does
not cover, and this omission is continued in section 303. It is, therefore, pro-
posed that section 303 be revised to supply the coverage of the important area
now omitted, as described below.

Section 115 (g) (3) was enacted In 1950 to effectuate the purpose of Congress
that the impact of death taxes upon owners of closely held family corporations
would not result in the forced sale, liquidation or loss of control of such corpora-
tions. Congress expressly recognized the inequity and injustice of such corpora-
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tions being wrecked by the necessity of payment of estate taxes and also the
undesirability to the economy of owners of small businesses being forced to sell
out to big business in order to prepare for or pay estate taxes. Accordingly,
Congress added section 115 (g) (3) providing in substance that if the interest
owned in a corporation constituted a certain percentage of the value of the tax-
able estate, the stock representing such ownership could be sold to the corpora-
tion free from the hazard that the proceeds would be taxed as an ordinary divi-
dend and largely wiped out by such a dividend tax. However, section 115 (g)
(3) and now the proposed section 303 of H. R. 8300 do not provide this protection
in situations where there is, after the death of the owner, a substitution of stock
for the stock owned at the date of death. For example, if a merger, recapitaliza-
tion or reorganization takes place after the death of the stockholder, the new
stock received by the estate in exchange for the stock held at the date of death
does not qualify under section 115 (g) (3) or proposed section 303. Accordingly,
the estate could not turn in such stock for redemption without grave risk of the
proceeds being wiped out by the taxing of them as a dividend. The same unde-
sirable result accrues in the case of an exchange of common for new common
in a stock split occurring after death. Similarly, where the decedent held his
stock of the operating business in a personal holding company, which was liqui-
dated after his death and the stock of the operating company received by the
executors in exchange for the holding company stock.

Obviously, the purpose of Congress is defeated in such situations by mere
technicalities in the purely evidentiary form of ownership of the business inter-
ests. The situations described can meet all the requirements of section 115 (g)
(3) and come 100 percent within its spirit and purpose, and yet by a mere tech-
nical change in form of stock ownership be deprived of the relief intended by Con-
gress. It is, therefore, recommended that section 303 of the proposed code be
amended to read as below in order that this defect in the law and discrimination
between taxpayers be eliminated.

It is also pointed out that the separation of section 115 (g) (2) and section 115
(g) (3) of the present law into section 303 and section 304 of the proposed code
deprives taxpayers of a right existing under present law. This is the right to
sell stock of a parent corporation to the controlled subsidiary under the protec-
tion of section 115 (g) (3) from dividend tax. It is submitted that this right
should be reinstated in the proposed code by a revision of section 304 to the ef-
fect that said section does not apply if the parent corporation stock sold to the
subsidiary would qualify under section 303 if sold directly to the parent cor-
poration.

"(a) IN GENERAL.-A distribution of property by a corporation to a share-
holder in redemption of participating stock, the value of which is included in de-
termining the gross estate of a decedent in accordance with section 2031, which
is not in excess of the sum of-

"(1) the estate, inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes (including any
interest collected as a part of such taxes) imposed because of such decedent's
death, and

"(2) the amount of funeral and administration expenses allowable as de-
ductions to the estate under section 2053 (or under section 2106 in the case
of the estate of a decedent nonresident, not a citizen of the United States),

shall, subject to the limitations provided in subsection (b), be treated as a dis-
tribution in full or part payment of such stock.

"(b) LIMITATIONS ON APPLICATION OF SUBSECTION (A).-Subsection (a) shall
apply only-

"(1) to an amount which is distributed after the death of the decedent and-
"(A) within the period of limitations for the assessment of estate tax pro-

vided in section 6501, determined without the application of any other sec-
tion, or within 90 days after the expiration of such period, or

"(B) if a petition for redetermination of a deficiency in such estate tax
has been filed with the Tax Court within the time prescribed in section 6213,
at any time before the expiration of 60 days after the decision of the Tax
Court becomes final,

"(2) to amounts distributed with respect to all or part of the stock of a corpo-
ration the value of which for estate tax purposes comprises either-

"(A) more than 35 percent of the value of the gross estate of such de-
cedent, or

"(B) an amount equal to more than 50 percent of the taxable estate of
such decedent.
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For purposes of this paragraph, stock of two or more corporations, with respect
to each of which there is included in determining the value of the decedent's gross
estate more than 50 percent in value of the outstanding stock, shall be treated as
the stock of a single corporation."

(Following is new.)
"(C) SUBSTITUTE STOC.-A distribution of property by a corporation in

redemption of stock received with respect to or in exchange for stock described
in paragraph (a) and paragraph (b) (2) shall be deemed to be a distribution
in redemption of and with respect to such stock, if-

"(1) the stock so received was received by the shareholder without inclu-
sion of any amount in the income of or recognition of gain or loss to such
shareholder under section 305 or section 371, or

"(2) the stock so received was received by the shareholder in a distribu-
tion in partial or complete liquidation as defined in section 336 of a per-
sonal holding company as defined in section 542 and was stock of a corpo-
ration of a value-

"(A) more than 35 percent of the value of the gross estate of such
decedent, or

"(B) more than 50 percent of the taxable estate of such decedent.
For the purposes of this paragraph, stock of two or more corporations, with
respect to each of which there is received in a liquidation 50 percent or more in
value of the outstanding stock, shall be treated as the stock of a single corpo-
ration.

27. CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS--TAX ON TRANSFERS IN REDEMPTION OF
NONPARTICIPATING STOCK

The stated purpose of this section is "to eliminate the preferred stock bail
out", whereby certain taxpayers have substituted for full income rates capital
gain rates on ordinary profit distributions. The purpose of the section is highly
commendable.

At least two amendments to H. R. 8300 appear to be indicated, however.
(1) Sections 531 through 536 provide for the surtax on improperly accumu-

lated surpluses. A deduction for any tax paid under section 309 should be pro-
vided for in section 535 (b) in the computation of net income taxable under
section 531.

(2) The final paragraph (section 309 (c)) provides that the issue date of non-
participating stock is deemed to be the later of its issue date or January 1,
1954. This provision is entirely arbitrary and will unjustly penalize legitimate
redemptions in many cases. Among these are presently operating sinking fund
redemptions of nonparticipating stock at call prices in excess of 105, which will
continue to operate regardless of the 10-year rule, and the purchase in the open
market of noncallable nonparticipating stock issued many years ago for ade-
quate consideration.

It is submitted that as a fundamental proposition the penalty tax should not
apply to stock issued for an adequate consideration, for the important reasons
why legitimately issued nonconvertible nonparticipating stock are selling sub-
stantially in excess of their Issue prices are not found in profit distribution
motives, but in the financial stability of the issuing corporations and, most
Important, in the changes in long-term money rates.

As a minimum, the final paragraph providing for the presumptive issue date
of January 1. 1954, should be applied only to stock issued for an inadequate or
no consideration.

28. SECTION 886 H. R. 8800-DEFINITION OF LIQUIDATION

Section 336 of the proposed code defining partial liquidations contains a
requirement that separate books and records must have been maintained by the
corporation for the part of its business which is being distributed in liquidation.
This is in addition to the requirement that the part of the corporate business
being distributed constitutes a separate business and has been operated sepa-
rately from the other businesses of the corporation for a period of 5 years pre-
ceding the distribution.

The separate records requirement seems to be a surplusage if the other facts
of separateness are established, and also will no doubt frequently constitute a
discriminatory trap for small businesses. Large corporations would doubtless
have no difficulty in meeting this requirement and would be adequately alerted
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by their advisers that the requirement must be met. However, small businesses
are not only less likely to keep books of account and records to the precise extent
required by this provision, but for obvious reasons are not constantly advised by
lawyers and accountants as to refined technicalities of tax law. There is little
difficulty in the view that It would be unjust for a small corporation maintain-
ing two dearly separate businesses for the requisite 5-year period to be deprived
of the right to a partial liquidation because of unfamiliarity with this provision
until the time for liquidation arrived.

It Is, therefore, recommended that this provision should be stricken from sec-
tion 336.

29. SELF-INSUERS AND PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF SECTIONS 1281 AND 165

As a result of the interpretation placed upon section 117 (j) of the 1939 Inter-
nal Revenue Code (section 1231 of the proposed 1954 Code H. R. 8300) by the
Treasury Department, a segment of the taxpaying public, classified as self-
insurers, is being denied ordinary deduction for casualty losses sustained in the
operation of hazardous business enterprises. The self-insurers, through no fault
of their own, but because of the hazardous nature of their business, are unable
to secure insurance. Therefore, they pay no premiums and no deduction is avail-
able to them under section 23 (a) of the 1939 code (Sec. 165 of H. R. 8300).

Many of them establish a self-insurance reserve fund to cover casualty losses,
crediting the reserve for yearly additions and charging the reserve for losses
suffered. Additions to the reserve are charged to operations which procedure
conforms to generally accepted accounting principles.

However, as far back as 1925 (Solicitor's Recommendations 2586, IV-I CB
227) this form of addition to the insurance reserve has been denied taxpayers,
the Treasury Department holding that there is no authority in the income-tax laws
for the allowance as a deduction of an amount set aside as a reserve to cover self-
insurance, for the reason that amounts so set aside do not represent ordinary
and necessary expenses within the meaning of the statute. Further, it has been
pointed out that self-insurer taxpayers obtain any deductions due them, for
casualty losses suffered under the provisions of code section 23, subsections (e)
and (f), captioned "Losses by Individuals" and "Losses by Corporations" respec-
tively (Sec. 165 of H. R. 8300).

The interpretation placed upon section 117 (j) by the Treasury Department
(regulation 118, sec. 39.117 (j)-1: Gains and losses from involuntary conver-
sions and from the sale or exchange of certain property used in the trade or busi-
ness. "* * * Losses upon the destruction in whole or in part, theft or seizure,
requisition or condemnation of property are treated as losses upon an involuntary
conversion whether or not there was a conversion of the property into money or
other property. * * *"1) as set forth In paragraph one above, serves to nullify
subsections 23 (e) and (f) depriving taxpayers of an ordinary deduction for
casualty losses sustained. This result is brought about by the Treasury Depart-
ment's application, under section 117 (j), of casualty losses (the deductibility of
which is provided for under subsections 23 (e) and (f) against long-term gains
from the sale or exchange of depreciable assets used In the trade or business. As
a result taxpayers may sustain a large property and material damage loss and,
If depreciable assets used in the trade or business are disposed of resulting In a
long-term gain in a like amount, the entire loss Is offset and lost as a deduction.
The effect, In spite of the fact that section 117 (j) was added to the code as a
relief provision, Is that self-insurance taxpayers obtain no deduction for insur-
ance premiums under section 23 (a) and none for casualty losses under sec-
tion 23.

It is, therefore, recommended that the Internal Revenue Code be amended
In such manner that self-insurers will no longer be discriminated against as
set forth above. The following suggestions are made:

1. As to section 117 (j) (sec. 1231 of H. R. 8300). Possibly the simplest
method Is to provide for a direct exception. It is recommended that section
1231 (a) (2) be amended to provide that the provisions thereof shall not apply
to taxpayers who qualify as self-Insurers.

2. It Is also recommended that section 165 of H. R. 8300 be amended by
an additional subsection providing that in lieu of any deduction under sub-
section (a) there shall be allowed at the election of the taxpayer (in the dis-
cretion of the Secretary or his delegate) a deduction for a reasonable addition to
an insurance reserve for casualty losses not compensated for by Insurance.
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In addition to the above specific recommendations, the following statements
of policy are submitted:

1. The corporate income tax rate of 52 percent is too high to be long sustained
and should be reduced as soon as fiscal conditions will permit. The Govern-
ment should work toward a lower budget, balanced at a lower level of spending, so
that the reduction of the tax rate to 47 percent provided by the present- law will
become effective as soon as possible.

2. We reaffirm our previous position relative to the double taxation of cor-

porate dividends. This would allow to the individual stockholder a credit, at
the initial personal income-tax rate, for the previous payment by the corpora-
tion of a tax upon its net income. H. R. 8300 falls short of our policy but is a most
desirable move in that direction.

3. We endorse the bill as a whole and recommend its passage by the Senate.
This bill embodies numerous reforms in the structure of our Federal tax laws
and it is beneficial to all taxpayers by removing many inequities and adminis-
trative and compliance difficulties; it closes many loopholes and thus protects
the revenue.

JOHN McFARLAND,
Chairman, Federal Taxation Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Disney, do you have something you
want to say to the committee?

Mr. DISNEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Come forward.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF WESLEY E. DISNEY, ATTORNEY,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Chairman, the chief matter I want to discuss
very briefly is one on which I have been waiting for a report from
the RFC. Hence, my delay for applying for permission to testify.

This involves five banks, and I represent their accountants, Peat,
Marwick & Mitchell.

Now, during the bank holiday-and before I go any further I
want to leave with the reporter this statement-during the bank holi-
day of 1933 these banks received aid from the RFC. There are only
five of them. Later, in 1938, they began to sink again, and needed
more aid, and went back to the RFC. The RFC aided them again,
after the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation became operative.
The RFC required that they issue their preferred stock for the new
money that they turned in, but also preferred stock for the old money,
to be paid out of the earnings of these banks.

Of course, as you know, the corporate rate has gone up since that
time, and only about $2 billion has been paid on this old preferred
stock.

Congressman Williams of New York, representing the district in
which the Utica Bank is located, which is one of the banks in ques-
tion, introduced a bill that will do the job, and we believe ought to
be in this bill. We rather got a brushoff by the Treasury Depart-
ment, on the general theory that in a tax-revision bill this item had
no place.

Notwithstanding that fact, there are three parallel instances that
are brought forward in this new bill, such as, for instance, where
depositors have accepted preferred stock in the bank and carried
it back. Those banks are totally tax-exempt, as long as they are pay-
ing these depositors back.

Then, old section 121, shortly after the RFC came into existence
took care of exemptions on dividends. But we want deductions of
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the amounts paid for the preferred stock, the old preferred stock.
We are not asking that on the new preferred stock issued for this aid
in 1938, 1939, and 1940.

The Williams bill is in the exact language in which we think it
ought to be.

Now, I must offer this further suggestion: You remember the
fight that was here in the Senate a few years ago on the matter of
exemption of mutual savings banks which haven't any stock at all.
That was made exempt. So, there are three legislative precedents for
this proposal that I have, which ought to be in this bill. I needn't
remind you experienced Senators the difficulty of putting this through
as a special bill. It becomes a target, and all those things, and we
migh It not get a chance to get it through.

Senator LONG. Your main difficulty on a special bill is one man
may object, and the Senate is so busy that it never gets taken care of.

Mr. DISNEY. That is correct.
These banks, one of them right now, as a matter of fact, is going

through a recapitalization. That is the bank at Syracuse. And it is
getting out of this problem. RFC is carrying them for a small quan-
tity of its $9 million indebtedness, and they are getting out of this
problem, and getting out on their own. As it is now, they are work-
ing for RFC, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is the
watchdog.

Senator LONG. I am not sure I get your point, and I want to get it
straight in my mind. Why should we give any more favorable treat-
ment to dividends on old stock than we do to dividends on present
stock?

Mr. DISNEY. You shouldn't.
Senator LONG. What type of treatment are you asking for here?
Mr. DISNEY. As against gross income, that deductions for pay-

ments made on the old stock, which was worthless at the time they
made new mergers-that there be deductions against gross income.

Senator LONG. Will the banks be allowed to deduct what they pay
on the old stock?

Mr. DISNEY. Yes, sir.
Let me read you just an excerpt from the bill
Senator LONG. Someone down the line would pay the tax. The

individual would pay tax on that, would he? Or would that be tax-
free too? He is getting back the money he invested in his stock. He
would get that back too, wouldn't he?

Mr. DISNEY. I am afraid I have confused you here. There is noth-
ing involved here that involves the depositors; not in this instance.

Now, the Williams bill provides that:
In the case of any national banking association, or of any bank or trust com-

pany organized under the laws of any State, Territory, possession of the United
States--

and so forth-
amounts paid by the taxpayer during the taxable year to the United States or
any wholly owned agency or instrumentality thereof in retirement of preferred
stock issued between January 1, 1938, and December 31,1940--

and these 5 banks are the only ones to whom that is issued-
in exchange for preferred stock previously issued by any of the parties to the
merger to the United States or any wholly owned agency or instrumentality
thereof.
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Now, I fussed around in Mr. Stam's office about it for quite a time,
and finally he gave me this final message, that he would have no
objection. He finally said, "I won't have any objection, but you
,ought to get a report from the Treasury Department." That is where
we got the brushoff.

Senator LONG. They didn't want to take a position at all; is that the
idea?

Mr. DISNEY. They just didn't write a report.
Senator LONG. That seems very unjust.
Would you explain to me on what basis this thing is taxed now, and

why should it not be taxed? That is what I am trying to get straight
in my mind. I am not clear about it at all.

Mr. DISNEY. First, the money RFC first put into these banks, when
it went back to aid them again, it was a lost deposit that existed. But
notwithstanding that, the _RFC in its ordinary course of business re-
quired them by contract to issue preferred stock for this old preferred
stock. It was a dead asset at the time.

Senator Long. If I have this straight, then, the RFC required the
banks to issue preferred stock to whom, now? To depositors or to
previous stockholders?

Mr. DISN-EY. To RFC. The RFC holds two sets of stock: Pre-
ferred stock for the money advanced in 1938-40-whenever the dates
were, and an additional preferred stock for the old stock that was ad-
vanced during the bank holiday, which was just as dead as a doornail
during the time.

Senator LONG. In other words, it was your feeling that the original
money that RFC advanced, in the first instance, was money which
was invested in the bank at the time the bank was bankrupt, and there-
fore, that money was gone, but the RFC required these people to issue
stock for this money that had been lost !

Mr. DISNEY. And we want a deduction for that old stock, not for the
new stock.

Senator LONG. You are paying to the RFC?
Mr. DISNEY. Yes.
Senator LONG. In other words, the Federal Government is getting

back the money it lost when it tried to support these banks during the
bank holiday?

Mr. DisNEY. That is right.
Senator LONG. You want to get tax relief for giving the Govern-

ment back the money that was lost at that time?
Mr. DISNEY. We want a deduction from gross income for that stock,

and we feel we are entitled to it, under these three legislative prece-
dents that I have set out in this statement. Anybody who will read
this statement I believe will be convinced by it.

And I think Mr. Stam will give you the same advice. I am sure he
will.

Senator LONG. May I have a copy of your statement, sir .
Mr. DIsNEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to see you.
Mr. DISNEY. Thank you. I am not quite through.
I want to file a statement here on behalf of some men down in Tulsa,

5 of them, all officers in 3 corporations. Their lawyer reorganized the
corporations in the only manner where he could make it a taxable
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transaction. And he has since died. I don't mean any reflection on
him. He was just not an expert tax man. And it stuck these men for
about $400,000 in taxes, in paper profit, not real profit.

So, we want to present that statement. We may have to go another
round on it.

The CHAIRMAN. We will put the statement in the record.
Mr. DISNEY. Senator Kerr is interested in it. I have discussed it

with him.
Senator LONG. I agree with your theory that if you put it in as a

special bill, it will probably sit there forever.
Mr. DISNEY. Yes, it would be a waste of time. It ought to be in this

bill, because it brought forward all of these other legislative prece-
dents for it. These three are right in the bill. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr Stam will give that careful thought.
Thank you.
(The statements submitted by Mr. Disney follow:)

STATEMENT OF WESLEY E. DISNEY IN BEHALF OF AMENDMENT TO H. R. 8300, TO
CARRY OUT THE PROVISIONS OF H. R. 7488

My name is Wesley E. Disney. I am a lawyer with offices at 501 World Cen-
ter Building, Washington, D. C., and at Tulsa, Okla. I appear for Peat, Mar-
wick & Mitchell, accountants, representing certain banks, namely:

Commonwealth Trust Co., Union City, N. J.
First Bank & Trust Co., Utica, N. Y.
First Trust & Deposit Co., Syracuse, N. Y., the Trust Co. of New Jersey, Jersey
City, N. J., and West Hudson National Bank, Harrison, N. J.

During the bank holiday of 1933 the RFC went to the aid of some hundreds
of banks, which issued their preferred stock for cash advanced them by the
RFC. As time went on these banks got into better shape. With reference to
a very few of those banks, including those that are interested in the amend-
ment hereinafter discussed, and which banks continued in a weakened condi-
tion, and after the FDIC became operative, it became necessary for the RFC
to again go to the aid of these banks with additional funds during the period
1938-40.

RFC required that the banks, some of which were merged with failing banks,
Issue to the RFC preferred stock for its old money (the bank holiday money
theretofore advanced), as well as the new 1938-40 money advanced by RFC, and
required that these banks pay out of their earnings amounts sufficient to retire
both types of preferred stock. In the last 13 years these banks have been able to
retire a little more than $2 million of the RFC stock. No common-stock divid-
ends have been paid to the stockholders of the banks; consequently, reorgan-
ization of the banks and the procuring of new private capital has been substan-
tially impossible.

Congressman Williams of New York has introduced H. R. 7488, which pro-
vides for a deduction from the gross income of the banks, of the amount paid
in retirement of the RFC "old" stock-that is, the stock which represents the
amount of money the RFC had already lost in these banks prior to the time it
went to the aid of these banks in 1938 and 1940. That was the bank holiday
money advanced. We do not ask for the right to deduct from gross income the
amount of money paid in retirement of the new (the 1938-40) money advanced
by the RFC, and for which RFC now holds the preferred stock of the banks.

This presents no new or novel idea. This bill H. R. 8300 contains a provision
which is labeled section 583 and is now the law under section 121 of the Internal
Revenue Code. This section 583 was passed by the Congress under the act of
1934. It was designed in aid of the mutual savings banks, which have no stock.

Again the question arose in 1938 when Congress recognized the hardship that
bad been imposed on certain banks and their depositors. These were banks
which were permitted to reopen on a restricted basis and went through reorgan-
ization whereby the depositors agreed to take preferred stock in lieu of specified
percentages of the deposits in their banks, and the banks worked out for them.
selves a sound financial structure. As I said, Congress recognized the hard-
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ship and enacted an amendment to section 22 of the act of March 1, 1879, by
means of section 818 of the Revenue Act of 1938. This amendment of 1938 ex-
empted those banks from Federal income taxes so long as their net earnings
were required for the retirement of the preferrd stock for the satisfaction of
depositors' claims against the banks. This act of 1938 is now in the Internal
Revenue Code as section 3798, and except for a minor amendment made in 1939
remains in the code, and is in H. R. 8300 as section 7507.

Now in view of these legislative precedents which I have cited it seems to me
that we are by precedent and in equity entitled to the amendment introduced
by Congressman Williams, obviously for the aid of the Utica, N. Y., bank.

The "old" RFC stock (I mean by that the preferred stock issued prior to
1938-40), due to economic events which occurred prior to the 1938-40 arrange-
ment, had lost all value. These excess payments in reality represent payments of
losses previously sustained by the RFC. We think that in all equity these in-
stitutions should be allowed to deduct such payments from their gross income for
Federal tax purposes. If the banks are allowed this deduction they can and will
secure new money sufficient to pay off the RFC, reorganize their banks and be
on a sound financial basis.

What we ask is an amendment whereby we may have a deduction from gross
income of the amount paid in retirement of the RFC "old" stock. I mean by
that, the bank holiday money advanced. We do not ask for the right to deduct
from gross income the amount of money paid in retirement of the new, the 1938-40
money advanced by RFC.

Congress had something like this in mind In 1934 when it enacted section 121
of the Internal Revenue Code, which is section 583 of H. R. 8300 and which reads
as follows:

"In computing the net income of any national banking association, or any bank
or trust company organized under the laws of any State, Territory, possession
of the United States, or the Canal Zone, or of any other banking corporation
engaged in the business of Industrial banking and under the supervision of a State
banking department or of the Comptroller of the Currency, or of any incorporated
domestic insurance company, there shall be allowed as a deduction from gross
income, in addition to deductions otherwise provided for in this chapter, any
,dividend (not including any distribution In liquidation) paid, within the taxable
year, to the United States or to any instrumentality thereof exempt from Federal
income taxes, on the preferred stock of the corporation owned by the United
States or such instrumentality. The amount allowable as a deduction under this
section shall be deducted from the basic surtax credit otherwise computed under
section 27 (b)." [Italics ours.]

This establishes to use that the Government did not and does not expect finan-
cial institutions to pay their earnings to the United States Government or instru-
mentalities thereof without receiving tax benefits on the payment thereof.

This "old" RFC stock, due to economic events which occurred prior to the
1938-40 arrangement, had lost all value. These excess payments In reality repre-
sent payments of losses previously sustained by the RFC. We think that in all
equity these institutions should be allowed to deduct such payments from their
gross income for Federal tax purposes. If we are allowed this deduction we can
and will secure new money sufficient to pay off the RFC.

In spite of the Inflationary situation in recent years, which increased deposits,
these banks, working with the banking authorities, have been able to keep the
proper proportion of capital assets to deposits in such shape that the banks have
remained in a sound condition.

You may suggest that it would seem unfair that those banks which were
reorganized under the bank holiday be required to pay off the money advanced by
RFC, and to allow those banks which underwent a second reorganization or
merger in 1938 to 1940 to avoid the payment of the first advance by a deduction.
However, you should keep in mind that when the second reorganization took place
in a very few banks the first advance by the RFC was a total loss.

A number of the banks which were permitted to reopen on a restricted basis
went through reorganizations whereby the depositors agreed to take preferred
stock in lieu of specified percentages of their deposits in their banks, and the
banks worked out for themselves a sound financial structure. In 1938 Congress
recognized the hardship which had been imposed on these banks (and their
depositors) and granted a measure of relief by amending section 22 of the act of
March 1, 1879, by means of section 818 of the Revenue Act of 1938. This amend-
ment of 1938 exempted those banks, from Federal income taxes so 19ng as their
net earnings were required for the retirement of the preferred stock for the
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satisfaction of depositors' claims against the banks. This act of 1938 is now
incorporated in the Internal Revenue Code as section 3798 and except for a minor
amendment made in 1939 remains in the code.

Since FDIC was created it has gone to the aid of over 200 banks and had used
4 means of providing protection. Briefly stated, they are-

(1) Permit the regulatory authorities to liquidate the weak banks and dis-
charge its insurance liability to the depositors.

(2) Liquidate the weak banks through its own staff and discharge its insurance
liability to the depositors.

(3) Transfer the acceptable assets and the liabilities of the weak banks to
sound going banks by sale, and discharge its insurance liability by paying to the
going banks an amount necessary to make the acceptable assets equal to the
liabilities of the weak banks, retaining the unacceptable assets of the weak
banks for liquidation.

(4) Arrange a merger of two or more weak banking institutions, advance funds
to make the acceptable assets of the merged institutions equal to the liabilities,
and take over the unacceptable assets through "loan" or "purchase" as security
for the advances.

As I have stated, some weak banks which FDIC was required to assist had
previously received funds from the RFC for debentures or preferred stock. In
those situations where the FDIC elected to follow plans 1, 2, or 3 above, the
RFC lost its investment, except where the liquidation of the unacceptable assets
by FDIC resulted in the accumulation of funds in excess of those required to
repay the FDIC's advance.

In substantially all of the banks assisted by FDIC under plan No. 4, the
merger method, the RFC had advanced funds for either debentures or preferred
stock. At the merger dates all of the advances were represented by preferred
stock. These are the institutions for which we ask relief. All of these plan 4
mergers were consummated between January 1, 1938, and December 31, 1940.
In each case the banks involved in the mergers were deemed to have deposits and
other liabilities in excess of assets acceptable to the supervisory authorities.
FDIC met its insurance liability by advancing to the continuing institution cash
exactly equal to the excess of deposits and other liabilities over acceptable assets.
In no case was there any equity remaining in the continuing bank, either for
preferred or common stockholders, at the merger dates. You must keep in mind
that the RFC had voting control of all the banks involved in the mergers and
the individual stockholders were not permitted to raise new capital for the
operation of the continuing banks. The newly issued RFC preferred stock
was of no value at the merger dates.

The agreements provided for a sinking fund to be established from future
earnings of the bank for the retirement of the RFC preferred stock.

These plan 4 mergers required a total amount of retirement value to be paid
to the' RFC by the banks of $52,387,073.50. This total was made up of shares
representing (1) unpaid accrued dividends amounting to $2,378,961.63, (2)
shares representing the prior worthless investments of the RFC amounting to
$28,194,038.37, and (3) shares representing the cash advanced by the RFC at the
time of the mergers in the amount of $21,814,073.50.

In the agreements provision was made for the payment of annual dividends at
progressively increasing rates (eventually amounting to 41/2 percent), and in
every case these annual dividends have been paid currently.

As of December 31, 1952, the total retirement amount still due to the RFC
under the plan 4 mergers was $38,540,350.

In addition to assisting commercial banks and insurance companies by the
provision of capital funds, RFC provided funds for several savings banks
through the purchase of debentures therefrom. This aid by RFC to the savings
banks was because losses and shrinkage in asset values had seriously weakened
the financial structures of such institutions (the case of the commercial banks).
Since the losses which weakened the financial structures of the savings banks
were sustained in years when the savings banks were not subject to tax (and,
therefore, created no tax benefit) it was felt that taxing income which must
be used to reimburse the RFC would be onerous to the savings banks and highly
inequitable. As a result of this feeling, Congress enacted section 313 (g) of the
Revenue Act of 1951 and added section 23 (dd) to the code, which now is section
592 d H. R.'8300, which section reads as follows:

"In the case of a mutual savings bank not having capital stock represented by
shares, a domestic building and loan association, or a cooperative bank without
capital stock organized and operated for mutual purposes and without profit,
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amounts paid by the taxpayer during the taxable year in repayment of loans

made prior to September 1, 1951, by (1) the United States or any agency or

instrumentality thereof which is wholly owned by the United States or (2) any

mutual fund established under the authority of the laws of any State."

The commercial banks involved in plan 4 mergers were subject to Federal

income taxes, but it is true that the losses which brought about the entire dis-

position of the funds advanced by the RFC prior to the 1938-40 mergers, as well

as all of the funds advanced by the common stockholders, resulted in no tax

benefit to the banks. First, the losses sustained exceeded the banks' taxable

income. Second, although commercial banks were subject to Federal income

tax, exemptions granted to certain classes of income, received mainly by banks

and other financial institutions, created a situation where a very few commercial

banks were liable for any Federal income tax, even without the deduction of the

extraordinary losses which occurred in the 1930's.

The affected institutions have only been able to reduce the guaranteed obliga-

tions required of them by the RFC from $28,194,000 to $25,523,000, in a period

of substantially 14 years. At this rate, conceding for the purpose of argument

that conditions will remain as is, it will be a long period of time before these

banks pay their RFC obligations. Many years will elapse before the present

$25 million plus can be liquidated. In other words, the banks will be run for that

long period of time for the benefit of the RFC instead of their owners, the com-

mon stockholders. This creates a situation as onerous and inequitable as that

recognized by Congress in the enactment of section 313 (g) of the act of 1951

and section 818 of the Revenue Act of 1938.
Laying aside all other considerations, it may be suggested that in the event

of another recession these banks could easily become the target of drains on

them that would ruin their otherwise sound basis.
As I have heretofore stated, with the passage of the amendment which I

have heretofore furnished you, these banks feel certain that they can effect

a private reorganization, procure new money and get themselves into shape

as going business concerns. In fact, one of the banks is already working on

such an arrangement, hoping that the legislation will pass and that they will

be able to put themselves in shape to operate as business concerns, believing

that the passage of the legislation herein set forth is sufficiently parallel to their
present needs to justify this expectation.

A report on this Williams bill 7488 has been requested of the RFC by Chairman

Reed of the Ways and Means Committee. That report should certainly be

favorable. We have cleared the matter with Counsel Stain of the Joint com-
mittee, who after extensive study said he would offer no objection to the amend-
ment, but hoped a report would come from RFC.

[H. R. 7485, 83d Cong.]

A BILL To amend section 29 of the Internal Revenue Code relating to deductions for
retirement by banks of certain preferred stocks.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That, (a) section 23 (relating to de-

ductions from gross income) is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof
the following:

"(gg) RETIREMENT BY BANKS OF CERTAIiq PREFERRED sToC.-In the case of

any national banking association, or of any bank or trust company organized
under the laws of any State, Territory, possession of the United States, or the
Canal Zone which was a party to a merger between January 1, 1938, and De-
cember 31, 1940, in accordance with arrangements made with the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, amounts paid by the taxpayer during the taxable year
to the United States or any wholly owned agency or Instrumentality thereof
In retirement of preferred stock Issued between January 1, 1938, and December
31, 1940, In exchange for preferred stock previously issued by any of the parties
to the merger to the United States or any wholly owned agency or Instru-
mentality thereof. Any bonds, notes, stocks, or other securities Issued on or
after January 1, 1941, to the United 9tates or any wholly owned agency or In-

strumentality thereof shall be deemed, for the purpose of this paragraph, to
be preferred stock Issued between January 1, 1938, and December 31, 1940, If
Issued (including issuance by the same or another corporation) to refund.or re-
place preferred stock issued between January 1, 1938, and December 31, 1940,
but only to the extent that the retirement value of the new securities does not
exceed the retirement value of the preferred stock issued between January
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1, 1938, and December 31, 1940, which such new securities are issued to refund or
replace. For the purpose of this paragraph the issuance of such new securities
to refund or replace preferred stock shall not be regarded as payment of such
preferred stock. The determination of whether securities were issued to re-
fund or replace preferred stock issued between January 1, 1938, and December
31, 1940, shall be made under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary."

SECTION 358

Under date of September 21, 1942, a contract was entered into between the
Standard Bond & Investment Co., its two 100 percent owned subsidiaries,
Standard Paving Co. of Oklahoma and Standard Roofing & Material Co. and its
stockholders, 1. V. Gray, J. B. Gray, H. C. Gray, Chas. Gray and J. L. Gray, which
provided for:

1. The transfer of all of the net assets of the Standard Paving Co. of Oklahoma
to Standard Bond & Investment Co. in complete liquidation of its capital stock,
and also for its dissolution.

2. The transfer of all of the stock of Standard Roofing & Material Co. to the
stockholders of Standard Bond & Investment Co., pro rata, in exchange for the
exact number of shares of Standard Bond & Investment Co. stock originally
issued to them for the Standard Roofing & Material Co. stock.

3. Changing the name of Standard Bond & Investment Co. to Standard Pav-
ing Co. (name changed September 21, 1942-Standard Paving Co., dissolved by
court order November 12, 1942).

4. Reduction of Standard Bond & Investment Co. authorized capital stock to
2,500 shares of no par common.

5. Reduction of Standard Roofing & Material Co. authorized capital stock to
2,500 shares of no par common.

For further details see copy of contract enclosed.
The transfer of the net assets of Standard Paving Co. to Standard Bond & In-

vestment Co. would be a statutory merger under code section 112 (g) (1) A, and
therefore would be classed as a nontaxable reorganization. (See Pinellas Ice
and Cold Storage Company v. Commissioner (57 F. 2d 188, aff'd 287 U. S. 257) ;
Cortland Specialty Company v. Commissioner (60 F. 2d 937, cert. denied 288 U. S.
599) ; LeTulle v. Schofield (308 U. S. 415).)

The scaling down of authorized capital stock of Standard Bond & Investment
Co. to 2,500 shares and Standard Roofing & Material Co. to 2,500 shares would
come under section 112 (g) (1) E, and would be nontaxable. (See also Cook on
Corporations, vol. 5, sec. 883.)

The Standard Bond & Investment Co. had no surplus or accumulated earnings
on the date of the contract. Shares in the Standard Bond & Investment Co. were
owned by the Gray brothers in the following proportions:

I. V. Gray ----------------- 43, 906 J. B. Gray ---------------- 10, 707
Charles Gray --------------- 17, 328 H. C. Gray ---------------- 13,235
J. L. Gray ----------------- 14, 824

These companies engaged in an entirely different type of business and really
had no connection with each other except for common stock ownership. It was
therefore desirable for business reasons to separate the operation of the Standard
Paving Co. from that of the Standard Roofing & Material Co. The Standard Pav-
ing Co. had little or no surplus or accumulated earnings on January 1, 1942. The
Standard Roofing Co. had little or no surplus or accumulated earnings on Janu-
ary 1, 1942. There was no apparent tax advantage to any of the companies or
their shareholders to enter into the plan of reorganization. The Standard Pav-
ing Co. was engaged in war contracts and kept its books of accounts on the com-
pleted contract basis. The major contracts were not completed on September 21,
1942.

The newly organized Standard Paving Co. of Delaware had a loss on contracts
which were acquired subsequent to September 21, 1942.

If the income of the companies had been reported on a completed contract basis
the gain from the contracts entered into by the Standard Paving Co. of Oklahoma
before the reorganization would have been offset by the losses incurred on con-
tracts entered into after the reorganization. This result, of course, was not fore-
seeable or contemplated by the parties at the time of the reorganization.

From a tax standpoint the Standard Bond & Share Co. could have distributed
to its shareholders both the stock of the Standard Paving Co. of Oklahoma and
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the stock of the Standard Roofing & Material Co. without entering into the reor-
ganization and without tax liability for the reason that it had no accumulated
earnings or surplus. Tax advantage, therefore, did not materially enter into
the plan of reorganization. It should be pointed out that after the reorganization
both the Standard Paving Co. and the Standard Roofing Co. continued to operate
as active corporations and that both are still so operating. The question of an
inactive corporation does not enter into the picture.

The Government is now taking the position that because the stock of the
Standard Roofing & Material Co. was not first transferred to a new corporation
for Its stock and then the stock of the new corporation distributed to the tax-
payers that the distribution constituted a taxable dividend because the Standard
Roofing & Material Co. was not a party to the reorganization.

They first changed the method of accounting used by the Standard Paving Co.
of Oklahoma by closing the contracts at the date of the reorganization.

The facts relating to the creation of a surplus in the hands of the Standard
Paving Co. of Oklahoma as of the date of the reorganization are fully related In
the case of Standard Paving Company v. Commissioner (13 T. C. 425, affirmed,
190 F. 2d 330).

The Government then stretches the rule promulgated In the case of Sansome v.
Commissioner (60 F. 2d 931), and is holding that the Standard Bond & Share
Co. inherited the surplus of the Standard Paving Co. of Oklahoma on the reor-
ganization and thus that the Standard Bond & Savings Co. had a surplus
on the date of the reorganization which It distributed In the form of the stock
of the Standard Roofing & Material Co. as a part of the reorganization. Thus
by the use of three off-brand accounting theories they create a tax liability In a
transaction whereby the stockholders stood in exactly the same shoes after the
reorganization as they did before, did not receive one dime of profit and ended
up with a $400,000 additional tax liability because of the paper transaction, none
of which was entered into for tax purposes.

It is my belief that the purpose in enacting section 353 of the code Is to permit
divisive reorganizations such as split-offs, spin-offs, and other distribution of acorporation's assets on an equal basis without requiring expensive plans or reor-
ganizations requiring the services of the most astute legal advisers.

The Government admits In this case that if a new corporation had been or-
ganized as a part of the plan or reorganization, and the stock of Standard Roofing
& Material Co. had been first transferred to that new corporation distributed to
the stockholders of the Standard Bond & Share Co. Instead of directly distrib-
uting the stock of the Standard Roofing & Material Co. to the stockholders as was
done, that the transaction would have been nontaxable. It is our belief that if
relief In situations such as this Is to be granted in the future, such relief should
be applied retroactively because the same reasons exist for relief in the past as
exist for relief In the future.

The whole general purpose of subchapter "C", section 301 through section 859,
seems to be to relieve the unwary from tax traps which have resulted from the
hypertechnical application of courtmade law applied in various ways to corpora-
tion acquisitions and distributions. The general purpose of the new code seems
to be to encourage such acquisitions and distributions rather than to create tax
traps thereby.

This particular transaction could have been accomplished tax free In several
ways if the now deceased legal adviser of the taxpayer had been thoroughly
skilled In the application of the complicated reorganization provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code and the decisions rendered thereunder.

It is our belief that the taxpayer should not be taxed out of existence because
of the lack of skill of Its legal advisers and that section 353 of the code should
be made retroactive in order to relieve the inequitable consequences which may
result In this case.

IT. R. 8300 is changing this Inequitable situation simply because it is Inequi-
table. The same reason exists for making this provision retroactive as exists for
its passage. These taxpayers received no actual profit. They are In exactly the
same position as before the recapitalization.

If relief Is to be afforded for future transactions it should be afforded to those
on whieh the statute of limitations has not closed the door. Since the statute
has not run, it appears to us that the parties are entitled to the benefit of this
legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coates.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. COATES, C. P. A., CONNECTICUT
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, HARTFORD, CONN.

Mr. COATES. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Charles F. Coates; I appear here as vice chairman of the Connecti-
cut Development Commission and chairman of the New England
Regional Committee on Industrial Development Problems.

I had the privilege of appearing before the House Ways and Means
Committee on July 23d of last year. At that time I urged that the
new tax bill should include an amendment to section 23 (A) (1) (a)
of the Internal Revenue Code, to more adequately cover the operations
of the nonprofit industrial development corporations that qualify
under section 101 (8) of the code, and whose sole purpose is that of
promoting employment in areas that have suffered from economic
regression or are otherwise aiding in the transition from declining
industries to growth industries.

At the present time the Treasury Department does not, or is not
able, to render a ruling on such operations that comes to grips with
the real problem of the nonprofit industrial development corporation.

For example, in my own State of Connecticut we have such an in-
dustrial corporation, known as the Tri-County Development Corp.,
that was set up at the suggestion of the State Development Commis-
sion to promote employment in an area that suffered from the exodus
of plants in the textile industry. The Tri-County Development Corp.
wants to build new plants to lease to manufacturers able to bring
new jobs into the area.

Moreover, it has been our experience that an agency such as Tri-
County, which does not have any funds of its own, can obtain the
funds necessary from credit grantors and investment corporations to
build plant properties only if it is in a position to repay its obligations
within 5 years. It is for that reason that such a corporation should
be in a position to charge sufficient rental to pay off its obligations
within the 5-year period regardless of the length of the lease period
with nominal rentals thereafter, and by the same token, it is only
logical that the Federal Government permit through the amendment
of section 23 (A) (1) (a) that the lessee can take a tax deduction
for the full amount of such rentals in the year incurred or paid.

Inasmuch as the lessor corporation holds title and will continue to
hold title to such property, such a plan has the effect of providing an
incentive to industry to locate in the area.

I believe that the suggested amendment might be somewhat along
the following lines:

This is an amendment to section 23 (A) (1) (a).
In the case of development corporations organized as tax-exempt corpora-

tions qualifying under the provisions of section 101 (8) to hold real estate for
the purpose of reviving areas suffering from economic regression or otherwise
aiding in the transition from declining industries to growth industries, rentals
required of lessee corporations for the continued use and possession of land and
buildings in sufficient annual amounts to retire obligations of such lessor devel-
opment corporations based on a period of 60 months, with subsequent annual
rentals in reduced amounts.

Through such a procedure the lessee's tax money-money that
would otherwise be paid in taxes-is used to retire the cost of the
property and he has the further advantage in that the net rental after
the fifth year is just a nominal rental.
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On the other hand, the Federal Government is in reality only defer-
ring receipt of tax revenue because it will be collecting a higher tax
after the fifth year when a smaller or nominal amount is chargeable
as rent. At the present time the Treasury Department takes a con-
trary view in its rulings on such projects.

Specifically, it has ruled under the present construction of section
23 (A) (1) (a) that such a procedure of paying high rentals in the
early years constitutes a prepayment of rentals applicable to the later
years, thereby disallowing to the lessee the right of a tax deduction
for the prepayment portion and requiring that such assumed prepay-
ment be spread over the full term of the lease.

You will realize they allow the deduction ultimately but it must be
spread through the lease on a determined proportion of what is the
prepayment, which of course is subject to a great deal of controversy.

We must all recognize that there have been basic underlying trends
which have influenced the course of financing industrial buildings in
recent years. Most of these have their origin in a desire on the part
of manufacturers to utilize their available resources in production
rather than in bricks and mortar.

The growing use of the lease-back arrangement and the spread of
the use of industrial revenue bonds are two of the most significant
devices that have resulted from this desire of manufacturers. It is
patent that the right to use property is desirable, without ownership
thereof, since manufacturing concerns are primarily in the business
of making profits from manufacturing operations irrespective of
property ownership.

And not from the ownership of real estate.
It has been our experience that the first can be utilized by only a

relatively small percentage of manufacturers because the credit
grantors predicate any favorable action on a high credit rating. Until
the development of the use of the industrial revenue bond in Missis-
sippi, some manufacturers were occasionally induced to enter into
agreements with local groups that had raised funds by popular sub-
scription for the express purposes of luring industrial jobs into their
communities. The majority of such projects were relatively small in
dollar amount because of the limitations of local subscription methods.

The State-sponsored industrial revenue bond, on the other hand,
opened up the possibility of obtaining large sums of money and at
the same time provided a very pointed challenge to those areas not
willing to adopt such legislation.

I do not presume to attempt to solve the constitutional questions
involved in this industrial revenue legislation. We are aware, how-
ever, that there has been a division of opinion between the governing
bodies of the several States on the legality of placing the full faith
and credit behind the bonds. Some States do so, while others make
the bonds stand on their own.

I think that it is worth considering also that if section 274 were to
stand in the new tax bill, it could very well result in a race between
the States to place legislation on the books, placing full public faith
and credit behind all industrial revenue bonds.

My proposal would have the prime advantage of avoiding constitu-
tional conflict. We are anxious to put this matter of industrial financ-
ing on a positive basis that will help all areas impartially. What we

2070
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really need is something that will implement the efforts of those en-deavoring to hold industry in the older industrial areas of the Nation

but which is sufficiently adaptable to enable communities who are
endeavoring to build new industrial areas to utilize the advantages of
the amendment.

I wish to further emphasize the fact that my proposal not alone
avoids constitutional conflict, but at the same time, has the highly
important advantage of wide geographical acceptance.

Although reports indicating acceptance of the proposal are coming
in each day, already we have on the record favorable acknowledgment
from many distinguished citizens in various sections of the nation.

For example, Walter Raleigh, executive vice president of the New
England Council; Richard Preston, commissioner of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Commerce and secretary-treasurer of the New
England Regional Committee on Industrial and Development Prob-
lems; Clifton R. Miskelly, managing director of the Vermount De-
velopment Commission; Raymond V. Long, director of the Virginia
Department of Conservation and Development; John W. Watt, Jr.,
executive director of the Oregon Development Commission; Hugo A.
Carlson, executive secretary of the South Dakota Natural Resources
Commission; Jack V. Boyd, executive director of the Oklahoma Plan-
ning and Resources Board; Don C. Weeks, director of the Michigan
Department of Economic Development.

These represent a random geographical cross-section of those com-
ing to the support of my proposal. I am confident that you will find
growing support for this in the ensuing weeks.

I thank you.
Senator LONG. Let me ask you this question.
Does this mean some loss of revenue to the Government by adopting

your proposal?
Mr. COATES. The Tri-County Development Corporation was organ-

ized 3 years ago with an understanding from the Treasury Depart-
ment that we could do the very thing that I am now proposing. And,
after we had some prospects lined up and came to the Treasury De-
partment for a fixed ruling, they then ruled that what you are doing
is paying advance rent and therefore, you must spread that rent
through the lease.

We had lease arrangements on a 50-year basis.
Senator LONG. As a southerner, I am in favor of doing anything

within reason that can be done to help you with your problems up in
New England.

Mr. COATES. You see, Tri-County being a tax exempt organization,
there is no loss in taxes. As far as the corporation is concerned, they
would apply the high rental during the first 5 years which would be
equal to the cost, so the loans of Tri-County would be paid back to the
loaning institutions, whether insurance companies, or banks, or what
not-

Senator LONG. Here is the sort of question that occurs to me: I am
in favor of doing anything we can to help these distressed areas of the
country. I don't think you ought to try to help one area without help-
ing somebody else. I think we ought to go together in this country
and provide more jobs and get these 4 million people back to work.

45994-54-pt. 4-21.
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Nevertheless, I can't help but notice over on the House side, they
insisted upon putting in a provision that many people in the South re-
gard as being just punitive against some Southern States.

Mr. COATES. The denial right?
Senator LONG. Wanting to impose additional tax liabilities on those

who take advantage of some of these plans in some Southern States
to try to develop new industry.

Mr. COATES. I am inclined to feel that might not hold up, con-
stitutionally.

Senator LONG. What is your view on that? Do you approve of this
thing by trying, by the taxing power of this Federal Government, try-
ing to prevent those Southern States from doing what they can to
overcome their economic problems?

Mr. COATES. This administration has stated that it is out to help
industry, and it is out to help industry in the feeling that if industry
is helped, more jobs will be created and perhaps there will be less of
the giveaway program necessary.

I think whatever legislation is placed upon the books to help indus-
try, should be available to all of the States, without any limit, with-
out any reservation.

Senator LONG. Here is a point I have in mind: Now you want an
amendment in this bill, and offhand I see nothing wrong with it, to
give some relief to a nonprofit corporation that seeks to develop a
distressed area.

Mr. COATES. That is right.
Senator LONG. And that certainly has merit on the face of it, and

yet, at the same time, I must notice that some representatives from
your section of the country have seemed to feel that it was a burden
upon them to place taxation in this bill upon devices being used in
some Southern States to try to help overcome their economic dis-
tress.

Are you in sympathy with that type of undertaking?
Mr. COATES. I think some of these Southern States, they issue these

industrial bonds that are tax exempt, and some of the other States
are not willing to issue that kind, particularly when the full credit of
the State is involved, because they don't think that money collected
as taxes should be used to develop industry.

Senator LONG. They are doing more than that. In some instances
they are agreeing they won't collect ad valorem taxes for 10 years
from new corporations that come into the States. That is not because
they don't want those corporations to pay taxes. They would rather
do that than pay a 3-percent sales tax themselves to educate their chil-
dren. But they realize the great need in that area to have industries
just like you have them in your part of the country.

Now all I have in mind is: Do you approve of this thing of trying
to put revisions in these tax laws to try to prevent various States from
trying to develop their States industrially?

Mr. COATES. I think whatever revision is written into the tax law
should be written in such a way to help industry and should help all
States without question.

It shouldn't involve some of these other constitutional questions that
we have been talking about for a long, long time.

Senator LONG. You wouldn't approve of a tax bill that helps some
and punishes others, would you?
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Mr. COATES. No. I feel this way. You give me the same oppor-
tunities as the other fellow, and I will fight my way out.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chapman, please sit down and be comfortable and identify

yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF ALGER B. CHAPMAN, EMPIRE STATE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, ALBANY, N. Y.

Mr. CHAPMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee, I am Alger Chapman, an attorney from New York, and I
appear here on behalf of the Empire State Chamber of Commerce,
with headquarters in Albany, N. Y.

I wish to make a brief general statement, and to ask your permission
to file with the committee, for inclusion in the record, a technical
memorandum which quite frankly is still being worked on, and prob-
ably will be finished-certainly be finished before Monday.

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Springer, when do we expect to close the
record? You beter move along with that. We expect to get this
closed this weeek.

Mr. CHAPMAN. We will file it even though not completed, rather
than have it omitted.

The principal reason for my appearing this morning is to emphasize
as strongly as I can on behalf of the Empire chamber that enactment
of the bill will represent a highly commendable and much-needed
reform of the internal-revenue laws.

The testimony for the last 2 weeks shows that, with few exceptions,
witnesses have praised the bill as a whole. Nevertheless, the com-
mittee has heard testimony suggesting that the bill is lengthy, com-

t" plex, too much to be digested at once, and that perhaps major portions
thereof should be deferred, pending further study. It seems clear
to the Empire State chamber that it would be a grave mistake to adopt
any such piecemeal procedure, because, first, a good, workmanlike job
of drafting has been done; second, the major drafting and policy
weaknesses have already been discovered; third, there is sufficient time
to correct them; and fourth, a great deal would be lost if the present
opportunity to make the proposed reform a reality were passed by.

It would be a grave mistake, in the estimation of the chamber, to
lose this opportunity to put through this overall proposed reform.

For example, much of the criticism has been leveled at subchapter C
of chapter 1, relating to corporate distributions and adjustments.
This portion of the bill is of necessity the most complicated. Conse-
quently, it is not so quickly understood and is more susceptible to
technical errors in preparation. The criticism should, therefore, come
as no surprise.

I am familiar, however, with some of the various discussions which
have been and are now going on with the joint committee and Treasury
staffs, and I am satisfied that substantially all this criticism can and
will be satisfactorily handled.

For example, so far as subchapter C of chapter 1 is concerned, the
elimination of the 25-400 percent requirement in respect of corporate
acquisitions, which I believe is now contemplated, will meet one of
the major and most justified complaints.
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The solution of the so-called bailout problem without a special tax
at the corporate level-which I understand is now being regarded as
feasible-will meet another general and merited criticism.

The clarification of the treatment of preferred stock redemptions so
as not to make prohibitive the use of such stock in normal corporate
financing will meet another major portion of the criticism.

When these things are done, and the numerous minor drafting
clarifications and corrections on which the experts are now working
are finished, we feel confident that the new provisions governing
corporate distributions and adjustments will be sound, intelligible,
and a vast improvement over present law.

Other segments of the bill, of course, also need reworking. To
mention a few:

(1) The foreign tax credit should not be narrowed to abolish exist-
ing credit for taxes which are not actual income taxes, but are presently
recognized as tantamount to income taxes, which are presently im-
posed by provinces and other political subdivisions of foreign coun-
tries. I think the chairman said this morning that is being considerd.

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. CHAPMAN. The exemption from the tax on improper earnings

accumulations for a corporation with 1,500 or more stockholders
should be available to such a corporation without the impossible
burden of ascertaining the family relationships and family stock-
holdings among the many stockholders.

The statutory approval of the declining balance method of depre-
ciation should not carry with it any limitation on other proper
methods.

The denial of the dividends-received credit for distributions of
stock, fire, and casualty insurance companies should be corrected. I
understand that correction is being made, from listening this morning.

Finally, for example, the effective date provisions might be so
arranged as to permit legitimate transactions-for example section
112 (b) (6) liquidations-to go forward for a limited period under
present rules so that new rules under the bill will not be applied with
different consequences, whether favorable or unfavorable to the tax-
payer, before such rules are fully understood. A reasonable waiting
period between the adoption of the bill, in its final form, and its
application to such transactions is a possibility.

Changes such as these are to be expected in the legislative process.
The bill is simply more comprehensive than any previously enacted
tax bill, so the changes are more numerous. But it seems to the cham-
ber that they can certainly be made in time for the enactment of
the bill.

Furthermore, no tax bill, at least that I am familiar with, has
been anywhere near perfect at the time of its enactment. It will
always be possible to revise and correct the new code by further
amendment as its deficiencies appear-retroactiv 1'-- wl re justified-
as has been the policy of Congress in respect of the existing code.

This is the first comprehensive revenue revision we have had in
25 or more years. It is a basic and far-reaching legal reform, generally
admitted to be meritorious and long overdue. The Empire State
Chamber of Commerce favors its passage as a measure of greatest
importance to the legal structure on which our tax system rests.
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Thank you. I would like to find out a little more accurately how
much time we have to submit this memorandum. Could I talk to the
clerk about it?

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would talk with the clerk. We will
try to get it in, if you want to get it in, because we are up against
printing problems.

Mr. CHAPMAN. We will try to get it in by the deadline. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Chapman's prepared statement and information follows:)

STATEMENT OF ALGER B. CHAPMAN ON BEHALF OF EMPIRE STATE CHAMBER 0F
COMMERCE WITH RESPECT TO H. R. 8300, THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, I am Alger B.
Chapman, an attorney of New York and Washington, D. C. I appear on behalf
of Empire State Chamber of Commerce, Albany, N. Y.

I wish to make a very brief general statement, and to secure permission to
file with the committee, for inclusion in the record, a detailed technical memo-
randum which is still being perfected and will be completed and ready to file
the first of the week.

The principal reason for my appearing personally is to emphasize as strongly
as I can that enactment of the bill will represent a highly commendable and
much-needed reform of the internal revenue laws.

I have been following the testimony for the last 2 weeks and have noted that,
with few exceptions, witnesses have praised the bill as a whole. Nevertheless
the committee has heard testimony suggesting that the bill is lengthy, complex
and too much to be digested at once and that at least major portions thereof
should be deferred pending further study.

It seems clear to me that it would be a grave mistake for the committee to
accept this latter view. This is because-

J First, a good workmanlike job of drafting has been done;
Second, the major drafting and policy weaknesses have already been dis-

covered;
Third, there is sufficient time to correct them; and
Fourth, a great deal would be lost if the present opportunity to make the

proposed reform a reality were passed by.
Much of the criticism has been leveled at subchapter C of chapter 1, relating

to corporate distributions and adjustments. This portion of the bill is of
necessity the most complicated. Consequently, it is not so quickly understood,

V and is more susceptible to technical errors in preparation. The criticism should,
r. therefore, come as no surprise.

I am familiar, however, with some of the various discussions which have been
and are now going on with the joint committee and Treasury staffs, and I am
satisfied that substantially all this criticism can and will be satisfactorily
handled.

For example, so far as subchapter C of chapter I is concerned, the elimination
of the 25 to 400 percent requirement in respect of corporate acquisitions, which
I believe is now contemplated, as an elimination, will meet one of the major
and most justified complaints.

The solution of the so-called bail-out problem without a special tax at the
corporate level-which I understand is now being regarded as feasible--will
meet another general and merited criticism.

* The clarification of the treatment of preferred stock redemptions so as not to
make prohibitive the use of such stock in normal corporate financing will meet
another major portion of the criticism.

When these things are done, and the numerous minor drafting clarifications
and corrections on which the experts are now working are finished, we feel confi-
dent that the new provisions governing corporate distributions and adjustments
will be sound, intelligible, and a vast improvement over present law.

Other segments of the bill, of course, also need reworking. To mention a
few-(1) The foreign tax credit should not be narrowed to abolish existing credit

for taxes which are not actual income taxes, imposed by provinces and other
political subdivisions of foreign countries.
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(2) The exemption from the tax on improper earnings accumulations for a
corporation with 1,500 or more stockholders should be available to such a corpo-
ration without the impossible burden of ascertaining the family relationships
and family stockholdings among the many stockholders.

(3) The statutory approval of the declining-balance method of depreciation
should not carry with it any limitation on another proper method.

(4) The revenue laws should not attempt to police the investment of pension
trust funds, which is already the subject of highly developed local law governing
trust investments; or to impose limitations on the accumulation or investment
of income by such funds, which must accumulate and invest income in order
to finance employee retirements.

(5) The denial of the dividends received credit for distributions of stock fire
and casualty insurance companies should be corrected.

(6) The rule that, after 5 years, payments by a partnership to a deceased
partner's estate shall be taxable to the surviving partners and not to the estate
should be reconsidered.

(7) The effective date provisions should be so arranged as to permit legitimate
transactions-for example, section 112 (b) (6) liquidations-to go forward for
a limited period under present rules so that new rules under the bill will not be
applied with different consequences, whether favorable or unfavorable to the
taxpayer, before such rules are fully understood. A reasonable waiting period
between the adoption of the bill in its final form and its application to such
transactions is a possibility.

Changes such as these are to be expected in the legislative process. This bill
is simply more comprehensive than any previously enacted tax bill, so the changes
are more numerous. But they can certainly be made.

Furthermore, no tax bill that I am familiar with has been anywhere near
perfect. It will always be possible to revise and correct the new code by further
amendment as its deficiencies appear-retroactively where justified-as has
been the policy of Congress in respect of the existing code.

This is the first comprehensive revenue revision we have had in 25 or more
years. It is a basic and far-reaching legal reform, generally admitted to be
meritorious and long overdue. The Empire State Chamber of Commerce favors
its passage as a measure of greatest importance to the legal structure on which
our tax system rests.

Thank you.

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY ALGER B. CHAPMAN, WASHINGTON, D. C., ON BEHALF
OF EMPIRE STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ALBANY, N. Y., WITH RESPECT TO
CERTAIN TECHNICAL PROVISIONS OF H. R. 8300 AFFECTING BUSINESS

This memorandum contains the views of the Empire State Chamber of Com-
merce on certain technical provisions of H. R. 8300 which affect its members in
the conduct of their business. Limitations of time have necessarily curtailed
the scope of the memorandum, both as to the number of subjects covered and
the treatment of specific problems. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the memo-
randum will be of some assistance to the committee in making necessary changes
in the bill.

We wish to give the bill a strong general endorsement. It is an excellent piece
of legislation and would create a vastly improved revenue system. The effort to
bring certainty to the income-tax field deserves the highest praise. In addition,
the bill incorporates many valuable improvements in the substance of tax law,
eliminating many inequities and inconsistencies and allowing greater flexibility
in the conduct of business enterprises. On the negative side, the areas requiring
substantial revision are surprisingly few, and the drafting errors are far less
numerous than were to be expected, in view of the size and scope of the bill.

Comments and suggestions for improvement of the bill are listed below. In
general, the list follows the order of the bill itself.

COMPUTATION OF TAXABLE INCOME (SECS. 1-275) 1'
Diridends-reccired credit: Denial as to stock fire and casualtil insurance corn-

pany dividends secss. 34 (c) (1) and 264 (a) (1) ).-Under the bill, the indi-
vidual exclusion and credit and the corporate deduction for dividends received
are denied as to distributions from insurance companies. This exclusion, credit,
and deduction, designed to minimize double taxation of corporate earnings,
should be restored for dividends of stock fire and casualty companies, which
pay income tax at full corporate rates.
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Interest deduction: Carrying charges (see. 163).-The bill proposes to allow a
deduction for an assumed 6-percent interest element in carrying charges on in-
stallment purchases, but only where carrying charges are separately stated.
Merchants frequently fail to state carrying charges separately. The purchaser's
right to deduct the interest element should not depend upon whether the carry-
ing charge is separately stated

Business bad debts: Stockholder's guaranty losses (sec. 166).-A holder of
substantial stock in a corporation who is required as guarantor to pay a debt
originally incurred by the corporation should be deemed to have incurred a
business loss. This is the better view of conflicting cases. The bill should
incorporate this view by expanding the definition of business bad debts
to include this situation.

Same: Reserve method for secured obligations (sees. 166, 1035).-The bill
changes present law to disallow a bad-debt loss on a secured obligation where the
security is foreclosed, postponing the loss until disposition of the security. No
express provision is made for treatment of secured obligations by taxpayers who
use the reserve method of deducting bad debts. They should be expressly
excluded from the changed treatment; existing law should be made to apply.

Depreciation: Methods other than straight line and double-rate declining
balance (see. 167).-Since the double-rate declining balance method leaves an
undepreciated balance, the statutory authorization of any other method which
does not at any point produce more rapid depreciation may be virtually worthless
because most other methods would violate the test in the late years of asset life.
This authorization should be broadened, or eliminated to avoid implied disap-
proval of other proper methods of depreciation violating the test.

Same: Declining balance method: substituted basis (sec. 167 (c) ).-Where
property is first used after December 31, 1953, not only the original user, but also
any donee or other person acquiring the property at the original user's basis,
should be permitted, at his option, to continue the declining balance method of
depreciation. No abuse of the acceleration privilege would appear likely to
result. Section 381 (c) (6), relating to corporate carryovers of depreciation
methods, carries out the recommended principle only to a very limited extent.

Accelerated amortization: Stream and air pollution control expenditures (to
follow see. 169).-Incentive to augment stream and air pollution control fa-
cilities throughout the country can and should be given by granting accelerated
amortization for the cost of these facilities. Since they produce no income, it
appears inappropriate to require depreciation over their useful lives.

Charitable contributions: Carryover of excess over allowances (sec. 170).-
Corporations sometimes exceed the 5 percent limit on charitable contributions
through overestimates of the current year's income. As an inducement to maxi-
mum charitable giving, corporations should be allowed to carry forward excess
contributions to succeeding taxable years.

Charitable contributions: Unlimited deduction (see. 170 (b) (1) (C)).-
The bill allows an unlimited charitable deduction to any individual the sum of
whose charitable contributions and income taxes during the taxable year and
9 of the 10 preceding taxable years exceeds 90 percent of his taxable income for
the respective years. This is a highly desirable liberalization of present law,
which required that the 90-percent test be met for all of the 10 preceding years.
A taxpayer might for a period of years make very substantial charitable gifts
in order to qualify, and then discover that, by reason of an unexpected redeter-
mination of his income, he had inadvertently missed qualification in a particular
year and be required to start over. Thus, a period of nearly 20 years would be
required.

Loss carryovers: Limitations (sec. 172).-The bill perpetuates certain ad-
justments to net income required in determining net operating loss carryovers.
They include disallowance of the 85 percent dividends received credit of corpora-
tions and of the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion. These ad-
justments partially defeat the purpose of the dividends received credit and of

percentage depletion by denying full benefit of them to corporations with widely
fluctuating income. The adjustments should be eliminated.

The bill takes a short step in this direction by removing the adjustments with
respect to the first carryback year (sec. 172 (b) (2)). 'Since the carry-
back or carryover deduction of any year is determined under the bill by the law
applicable to that year, this change will be effective only with the carryback of
1956 losses to 1954. No reason exists for this delay. The bill should be amended
to make the change effective for the carryback of 1954 losses to 1952.
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Dividends received deduction for corporations: Income limit (see. 246 (b))
Section 246 (b), limiting the dividends received deduction to 85 percent of
taxable income, should be eliminated. The limitation improperly denies the
benefit of the deduction to corporations with fluctuating income and losses. In
no event should this limitation be applicable to the 100 percent deduction pro-
vided by section 332 (b) (1).

CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS (SECS. 301-391)

Distributions b?/ corporations: General discussion secss. 801-312).-The major
revenue problem in this area is to prevent ultimate distributions of earnings
without dividend tax through nontaxable stock dividends, recapitalizations reor-
ganizations, and redemptions. The technique the bill adopts to meet this prob-
lem, broadly stated, is as follows:

1. It permits distributions of stock tax-free, and taxes as dividends all
distributions of securities (except in exchange for equivalent securities).

2. It allows capital-gain treatment to all sales of participating or nonpar-
ticipating stock, whether or not issued as a dividend.

3. It taxes as dividends, except in certain limited cases, all redemptions
of participating and nonparticipating stock of holders of participating stock,
unless a substantial change in the proportionate ownership of participating
stock results.

4. It imposes on corporations an 85-percent transfer tax on any redemp-
tion, within 10 years of issuance, of dividend preferred (and like preferred
issued in reorganizations), and on excessive premium on any redemption of
other preferred, except where the redemption is taxed as a dividend.

The committee has received many valid criticisms of this plan, pointing out the
flaws in detail; and it is not necessary to restate them. Most of the unfortunate
results in particular situations are attributable to two basic element in the ap-
proach:

1. Use of a transfer tax on the redeeming corporation to collect a tax
more properly imposed on the shareholder.

2. Treatment of redemptions of participating and of nonparticipating
stock of holders of participating stock in the same way and, in doing so,
failure to make proper allowance for situations where nonparticipating
stock is owned in substantially different proportions from participating
stock.

In our opinion this plan should be altered fundamentally. We understand that
the joint committee and Treasury staffs are at work on basic changes. Of the
several substitute proposals with which we are familiar, we recommend the fol-
lowing:

1. Permit distributions of stock tax-free.
2. Tax, as dividends, redemptions of participating stock which are not

substantially disproportionate, except in specified exceptions.
3. Tax, as dividends, premiums in excess of a reasonable premium (pos-

sibly 20 percent) paid on redemption of future issues of nonparticipating
stock for which money or property is paid in.

4. Tax, as dividends, sales, or redemptions by or from the recipient (or
properly defined transferees having a carryover basis) of nonparticipating
stock issued

(a) as a dividend, or
(b) in a reorganization (or recapitalization) in exchange for par-

ticipating or dividend nonparticipating stock to shareholders who hold
and continue after reorganization to hold over 50 percent of the par-
ticipating stock of the reorganized business,

except to the extent that the participating stock to which such nonparticipat-
ing stock was related has been previously disposed of. The dividend should
be limited to the shareholder's proportionate share of earnings and profits
at the time of issuance of the stock. Proper provision will be necessary for
adjustments to basis, redemptions to pay death taxes, and similar problems.

It would seem unreasonable to apply the new rules to preferred issues of pub-
licly held and listed companies already outstanding. Tax abuses have not been
characteristic of public financing and there was no means of anticipating the
proposed tax results when these issues were brought out.

The comments on sections 301 to 312 which follow are of a more detailed nature
and will apply, of course, only to the extent that these sections are retained.
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Distributions of securities and property: Basis of intercarporate dividends (see.
$01).-Intercorporate property dividends are limited to the adjusted basis
of the distributed assets; presumably, the receiving corporation takes over the
basis of the distributing corporation. However, the statute does not expressly
so provide.

Same: Distribution of securities as dividend secss. 301 and 312).-Inadvertent
omission of the words "or securities" in section 312 (a) (1) would permit tax-
free distribution of securities in all circumstances and should, of course, be
corrected. The same omission occurs also in sections 302 (b), 305 (c) (1) (B),
305 (c) (2), 307 (a) (2), and 352 (a).

Same: Distribution of securities in exchange for securities.-No provision is
made in sections 301 to 312 for the tax treatment of a distribution of securities
in exchange for securities not connected with an acquisition or separation. Sec-
tion 301 appears to be the proper place to repair this omission.

Distributions in redemption of stock: Exclusion of inventory assets (see. 302
(a) ).-The exclusion of distributions of inventory assets from treatment as dis-
tributions in exchange for stock should be stricken from section 302, as the
exclusion apparently has the effect of taxing these distributions in all cases as
dividends, contrary to the plan of subchapter C.

Same: Redemptions of nonparticipating stock disproportionate to participating
stock (see. 302 (a)).-Various owners of participating stock of a corporation
frequently have radically different relative interests in its nonparticipating stock.
For example, where 2 individuals each own 50 percent of a corporation's par-
ticipating stock, 1 may own all of its nonparticipating stock. A redemption of
nonparticipating stock should clearly not be treated as a dividend in those
circumstances. The bill should be revised to permit redemption, without divi-
dend tax, of nonparticipating stock of participating shareholders disproportionate
to their respective interests in participating stock.

Same: Treasury stock in disproportionate redemptions (see. 302).-Relative
percentages used in determining whether a redemption is disproportionate should
be determined by reference only to shares other than treasury stock.

Same: Interest termination: 10-year look-back (sec. 302 (c) ).-This provision
is apparently intended to operate as follows: Where a redemption completely ter-
minates a stockholder's interest in the absence of attribution, and would not have
terminated his interest if attribution had been applied, acquisition of an interest
in the corporation, except by bequest or inheritance, within 10 years thereafter
will retroactively cause attribution to apply; while this will disqualify the
original redemption as a complete termination, dividend tax will result only if
it did not qualify as an exchange alternatively under one of the other provisions.
The language of section 302 (c) leaves this result obscure and should be clarified.

Same: Interest termination: 10-year look-back: effect of dividend ta (see.
802 (c) (2) ).-Retroactive imposition of dividend tax under section 302 (c) (2)
creates several unresolved problems which must be met:

1. The intention stated in the committee report of allowing credit for any
capital gains tax paid at the time of the original distribution should be
carried out.

2. The distributee should be given a tax benefit in some way for the basis
of the redeemed stock.

3..The retroactive adjustment to earnings and profits resulting under sec-
tion 310 may, of course, alter the tax treatment of intervening distributions
and add complications which should be considered more carefully.

Same: Interest termination: Application of attribution in case of gifts within
10 years (see. 302 (c) (3) ).-The bill applies attribution in determining whether
a distribution qualifies as a termination of interest where the distributee has
made or received a gift of stock within the preceding 10 years, unless "the trans-
action did not have as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of income tax."
This provision needs two refinements:

1. The quoted language should be revised to say what presumably it
means-avoidance of income tax on the redemption, and not merely the
normal avoidance of income tax through lower surtax rates which might
accompany a family gift.

2. Gifts which give rise to attribution should be restricted to gifts within
the attribution group; otherwise, even such gifts as those to charity might
give rise to attribution.

Redemption of stock to pay death taxes: 35- and 50-percent ralue requirement
(sec. 303).-It should be made clear that the requirement that the value of stock
be more than 35 percent of a decedent's gross, or 50 percent of his taxable, estate
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in order to permit redemption of the stock to pay death taxes refers to the value
of all the stock of the corporation included in the decedent's estate and not to
the amount redeemed.

Same: Aggregating stocks for value test (sec. 03 (b) (2) ).-Permission to
aggregate stocks of several corporations in meeting the value test for redemption
is granted only where 75 percent of the stock of each is included in the decedent's
estate. While an improvement over present law, this is an inadequate relief pro-
vision because the ownership requirement is too high. The percentage should
be lowered to 50 percent.

Redemptions through related corporations as dividends (sec. 304).-Purchase
of stock of one related corporation by another is treated as a redemption of
stock of the latter and, unless substantially disproportionate, is to be taxed as
a dividend to the extent that the purchasing corporation has earnings and profits.
This provision appears to require several refinements:

1. Consideration only of earnings and profits of the purchasing corporation
in determining whether there is a dividend leaves a loophole; acquisition
by a corporation having no profits can siphon earnings out of the enterprise
without tax. Possibly earnings of both corporations should be considered.

2. The purchase should be protected from dividend tax, not only as to
any stockholder from whom the purchase meets the test of substantial dis-
proportion but also when it meets any of the other applicable tests of
section 302.

3. The purchase being considered a redemption of stock of the purchasing
corporation, provision must be made with respect to basis for gain or loss
in the event the redemption is not a dividend.

4. The problem of how much stock each corporation is considered to have
outstanding after the transaction in both dividend and nondividend situations
must be met.

"Boot" distributions: General criticism (see. 306).-It is understood that this
section, providing the tax consequences of distributions of securities or property
in connection with distributions of stock, corporate acquisitions and separations,
and distributions of stock and securities of controlled corporations, is to be
entirely redrafted. Its present meaning is too uncertain to permit detailed
comment. However, in connection with the redrafting, the following suggestions
are made:

1. The decision to tax all securities as "boot" in all situations where they
are not distributed in exchange for other securities-a departure from pres-
ent law-should be reconsidered. This treatment may be appropriate in
recapitalizations to accord with treatment of issuance as a dividend. It is
far less appropriate in some other types of reorganization where a line
should probably be drawn between long- and short-term securities.

2. The treatment of distributions made with respect to securities in con-
nection with mergers or corporate acquisitions should be revised so as to be
the same whether or not the security holder is also a shareholder.

Effect on corporation of distribution of LIFO in.rcntory (sec. 308 (b) ).-The
bill provides that, where the LIFO inventory method has produced a lower in-
ventory valuation than if LIFO had been used. a corporation distributing in-
ventory shall recognize taxable gain on the difference. This provision should
be removed. It improperly requires inclusion in income of unrealized apprecia-
tion in inventory.

If this rule is retained, there should be a provision in this or some other
section for stepping up the basis of the recipient shareholder as a result of this
recognition of corporate gain.

Transfer tax on redemptions of nonparticipating stock: Application to existing
issues (see. 309).-The transfer tax should not be applied to existing issues.
Its application to all amounts distributed in excess of 105 percent of cost would
work injustice through widespread inability to prove the cost of very old issues.
Its application to stock issued years ago as a dividend with a fixed redemption
date will impose a severe retroactive penalty which cannot be escaped.

S ame: Application to publicly held corporations (see. 309).-The real purpose
of section 309 is to prevent tax-free redemptions, after sale, of dividend stock
which would be taxed under section 302 if redeemed before sale. Since stock-
holders of publicly held corporations will seldom, if ever, be able to act in
concert on a plan which, to avoid section 302, must include a nonparticipating
stock dividend, a sale of the stock, and a redemption, publicly held corporations
might properly be excluded from the application of section 309.
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Same: Application to all distributions in excess of 105 percent of securities
or property for which the stock was issued (see. 309 (a) (3) ).-The application
of the transfer tax to all distributions in excess of 105 percent of the property
or securities for which the redeemed stock was issued imposes too low a ceiling
on redemption premiums. Legitimate redemption premiums are sometimes as
high as 20 percent. The ceiling on redemption free of transfer tax should be
raised to 120 percent of the price of the stock. To resolve an ambiguity as to
the effect of underwriting costs, it should be made clear that the amount for
which nonparticipating stock is considered to have been issued is the amount
paid by the subscriber, not that received by the corporation.

Same: Attribttion in determiningl whether section 302 applies (sec. 302, 309,
311).-The transfer tax applies only to any redemption not taxed as a dividend
under section 302; consequently, the corporatiol would be required to determine
whether the redemption of each shareholder's stock constituted a dividend.
This would be virtually impossible for a widely held corporation. It would
necessitate applying family, trust, partnership, and corporate attribution in
determining whether each stockholder of redeemed shares owned more than 1
percent of its stock and also whether, as to each such stockholder, the redemp-
tion was disproportionate.

Attribution of ownership under subchapter C: Corporations, trusts, estates
(sec. 311).-For the purposes of subchapter C, where attribution is called for,
the owner of more than 50 percent of the stock of a corporation is charged with
all stock owned by it, and a beneficiary with an actuarial interest of more than
50 percent or a right to more than 50 percent of the income of an estate or trust
is charged with all stock owned by the estate or trust. The attribution rule
used elsewhere in the bill, under which stockholders and beneficiaries generally
are charged with a proportionate interest in stock owned by their corporations,
estates, and trusts, seems preferable.

Definitions relating to distributions: Participating stock (sec 312 (b) ).-Par-
ticipating stock is defined as stock with no preference over any other stock as
to distributions of earnings or distributions of assets in liquidation and with an
interest in earnings not limited to a stated amount. This definition makes it
possible for corporations to have nothing but nonparticipating stock by giving a
preference of some sort to every issue and thereby to avoid the intended impact
of various provisions of subchapter C. This should be corrected by giving non-
participating stock a restricted definition; participating stock should be every-
thing else (other than securities).

Definitions: Securities (sec. 312 (c) ).-Securities are defined in section 312
to exclude indebtedness on which interest is contingent, dependent in amount
on earnings or which, if held by persons holding 25 percent or more of the par-
ticipating stock, is subordinated to claims of creditors. This definition requires
changes in two respects:

1. It should be broadened. It does not include all issues which are bas-
ically bonds, and will permit tax-free distribution and deny deduction of
interest on these issues.

2. The possibility should be eliminated whereunder an issue subordinated
to claims of creditors can be distributed to stockholders tax free as non-
participating stock, and, after sale by the stockholders, become a security,
the interest on which will be deductible.

Liquidations: Gain of loss to corporate shareholder: Necessity for raluing
subsidiary's assets (sees. 331, 334).-Under section 112 (b) (6) of the 1939 code,
liquidation of subsidiaries is quite simple, since no gain or loss is recognized.
Under sections 331 and 334, these liquidations will be vastly more expensive and
cumbersome, because of the recognition of gain or loss in many cases. Valua-
tion of the subsidiary's assets will apparently be necessary in most cases in
order to determine whether there is gain or loss and, if so, how much, and in
order to make allocations of basis. The departure from the existing policy
or complete nonrecognition of gain or loss apparently is motivated primarily by a
desire to provide in the statute for the correct treatment of a purchase of stock
to acquire assets, immediately followed by liquidation. Possibly this situation
should receive special treatment instead of entailing a general change in rules
for the liquidation of subsidiaries.

Same: Denial of loss to a corporation where the liquidated company's stock
was acquired pursuant to section 359 (b) (see. 331 (c) ).-There should not be
complete denial of loss on the liquidation of a subsidiary where the latter's stock
was acquired in a corporate acquisition of stock under section 359 (b). The
apparent reason for the proposed denial of loss is that upon the original acquisi-
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tion the basis of the stock was pegged at the adjusted basis of the assets of the
corporation now being liquidated. Therefore, to the extent that the value of
the assets at the time of the original acquisition was less than the adjusted
basis, any loss on subsequent liquidation would be artificial. However, to make
proper allowance for subsequent declines in value, the denial of loss should he
limited to any excess of the stock basis over the value of the subsidiary's assets
on the date of the stock acquisition.

Liquidations: Treatment of gain to corporate shareholder as dividend (see.
332 (b)).-The bill treats a corporate shareholder's gain on liquidation of an-
other corporation as a dividend, with a special 100 percent dividends received
deduction where the latter is a subsidiary. This provision requires several
Changes to make it function properly:

1. Proper treatment must be accorded to gain of a domestic corporation
on liquidation of a foreign corporation and gain of a foreign corporation,
not engaged in trade or business here, on liquidation of a domestic corpora-
tion.

2. The net income limit on the dividends received credit should be raised
to 100 percent for this purpose (see sec. 246).

3. Liquidation dividends should be excluded from personal holding com-
pany income.

Same: Corporate shareholder's loss on liquidation of affiliated corporation
(sec. 832 (b) (2) ).-Section 332 (b) (2), which gives a corporate shareholder
a capital loss on the liquidation of a corporation, should be modified to allow an
ordinary loss on liquidation of an affiliated corporation, as defined in section
165 (g) (3). This is consistent with the provisions of section 165, allowing an
ordinary loss on worthlessness of securities of an affiliate, and is required in
order to avoid injustice in the lowering of the depreciation basis for assets and
the reduction of net operating loss carryovers under section 381 (c) (1) (B)
to the extent of the loss.

Same: Attribution to shareholders of corporate gains on liquidation sales
(sec. 832 (c) ).-The attribution to shareholders of the gain on a corporate sale
of assets in liquidation which is not recognized to the corporation should be
revised to provide for offsetting of losses against gains and attribution of the
net gains. The bill's splitting of the losses and the gains may leave the corpora-
tion with losses from which it derives no tax benefit.

Same: Nonrecognition of corporate gain from liquidation sales: Exclusion of
inventory assets (see. 333).-The decision not to extend nonrecognition of cor-
porate gain to sales of inventory assets should be reconsidered. The bill's con-
tinued recognition of gain on corporate sales of inventory assets in liquidation
makes imposition of a double or single tax continue to depend upon the adroitness
of the taxpayers involved.

Same: Shareholder gain in realizing upon inventory assets (sec. 333 (c),
836 (d) ).-The bill lacks a provision for tax treatment of a shareholder's dis-
posal of or realization upon inventory basis. The cryptic statement of section
333 (c) that they shall upon realization be deemed "inventory assets" is not
enough, even when read with all other relevant provisions, to carry out the
,ommittee's stated intention that the assets shall retain individually the char-
acter they had in the hands of the corporation.

Liquidations: Basis of assets received (sec. 834 (a) ).-Under the bill, where
gain on liquidation is measured by the adjusted basis of the corporate assets, the
shareholders take over each asset at its corporate basis. This may produce
inconsistent and inequitable results among shareholders where some receive
assets of high basis and low value and others receive assets of low basis and
high value. Further consideration should be given to use of a basis determined
by allocating the aggregate corporate basis among the assets according to their
respective fair market values at distribution.

Same: Definitions; inventory assets (sec. 336 (d)).-The term "inventory
assets" is defined to include depreciable property used in a trade or business and
held for less than 5 years. Ordinarily sale of such property produces capital
gain; hence there is little point in including it as a broad class in inventory
assets; to do so works great hardship on stockholders who acquired stock after
the appreciation in value occurred. If the purpose of inclusion is to obtain
proper tax treatment of movies and similar assets generally involved in col-
lapsible corporation situations, the inclusion should be restricted to assets created
by the corporation.
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Same: Defetitions; partial liquidation (see. 386 (a)).-The definition of
4'partial liquidation" is far more restrictive than the prevention of dividend tax
avoidance requires, and should be broadened in several respects:

1. The requirement of operation for 5 years as a "separate business"
should be removed and genuine contractions of a single business permitted.

2. The requirement that separate books have been maintained for 5 years
should be eliminated.

3. The requirement of complete termination of the business should be clari-
fied to indicate that only termination of the corporation's interest in the
business is meant, and that distribution of the business to the shareholders
will qualify.

4. The requirement that 90 percent or more of the gross income of at
least 2 of the businesses, including the terminated business, be other than
personal holding company income, should state how personal holding com-
pany income not earned as a part of any of the businesses is to be attributed
to them.

Spin-offs, split-offs, split-ups: General discussion (sec. 353).-Under existing
law, where a spin-off is used as a device to siphon off earnings and profits or it is
intended that one of the corporations will not engage in active conduct of a
business, the shares distributed are taxed as a dividend. The bill extends the
coverage to split-offs and split-ups, uses more detailed and considerably more-
inclusive tests for the type of distribution which may be a dividend-siphoning
device, and makes a basic departure in remedy. Ordinary income tax is not
imposed on the distribution of the shares. Instead, both corporations are scru-
tinized for 10 years and, if either is an "inactive corporation" during this period,
ordinary income tax is imposed on the shareholders on realization of money or
property through distributions from the corporation or disposal of its shares.
The resulting complexities and possible loopholes and inequities make the wisdom
of this approach to the problem doubtful. Further consideration and exploration
of other solutions is recommended.

The remaining detailed comments on section 353 will apply only to the extent
that its provisions are not changed by a more basic revision.

Same: Stock acquired within the preceding 5 years by transfer of assets to a
controlled corporation (sec. 353 (a) ).-It is not clear whether the denial of
tax-free spin-off of stock acquired within 5 years preceding the distribution
by a transfer of assets by the distributing corporation to a controlled corporation
under section 351 applies to transfers prior to the effective date of the bill.
The denial applies to stock acquisitions within the preceding 5 years to which
"section 351 is applicable." If coverage is intended of transfers prior to the
effective date of the bill, more appropriate language would be "of the type
described in section 351."

Same: Requirement of distribution of all stock (see. 353 (a) (1)).-The re-
quirement that the parent company distribute all stock and securities of a
controlled corporation in order to qualify the distribution as a tax-free spin-
off should be eliminated. It is a departure from existing law which appears
unnecessary. It will prevent legitimate spin-offs where the parent corporation
is precluded by contract or otherwise from disposing of all the stock.

Same: Definition of inactive corporation (sec. 853 (c) ).-The definition of an
"inactive corporation," which cannot be created in a spin-off without dividend
tax or other possible penalties, involves tests similar to those required for a
partial liquidation under section 336 (a). The changes suggested as to section
336 (a) should also be made in the definition of "inactive corporation" in this
section.

Same: Distributions by, or disposition of stock of an "inactive corporation"
(sec. 353 (b) ).-The details of the treatment of distributions from an "inactive
corporation" or disposition of its stock, within 10 years after a spin-off, should
be elaborated in the following respects:

1. The disposal of stock should be taxed as a capital gain, rather than
ordinary income, where accompanied by disposal of the underlying stock
upon which the stock of the "inactive corporation" was distributed.

2. The spinning off of stock of a corporation controlled by a spun-off "in-
active corporation" should be tax free, although all corporations will, of
course, remain subject to the restrictions of section 353. To authorize this
spin-off from an "inactive corporation," section 353 (b) (2) should be modi-
fied to provide that a spin-off shall not be considered a distribution within
section 353 (b) (2).
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3. The provision that amounts received as distributions from an "inactive
corporation" or upon disposition of its stock shall be "includible in income"
does not accord the benefit of the dividends received exclusion and credit.
Since the reason for tax is that the payments are essentially dividends, the
exclusion and credit should be allowed.

4. The shareholder who is taxed on the complete proceeds of disposal
of stock of an "inactive corporation" should in some way be granted tax
benefit from his basis for the stock. Perhaps the tax under section 353 (b)
should be only upon the excess of sale proceeds over basis.

5. Income taxed on disposal of an "inactive corporation's" stock should
be limited to the shareholder's proportionate share of the earnings and
profits of the distributing corporation at the time of the spin-off.

Statutory mergers and consolidations: Restriction to publicly held corpora-
tions (sec. 854, (b) ).-The benefits of nonrecognition of gain on statutory mergers
and consolidations should be accorded to all corporations, as under existing law,
instead of to publicly held corporations only.

Assumption of liability: Nonrecognition of gain; exchanges of investment
property (see. 356).-The bill provides that assumption of a taxpayer's liability
or acquisition from him of property subject to a liability shall not be considered
as money or other property received by the taxpayer in certain types of ex-
changes, in the absence of tax-avoidance motives. Consideration should be given
to including exchanges, under section 1031, of property held for productive
use or investment.

Liquidation followed by reincorporaton: General discussion (sec. 357).-The
bill seeks to prevent the drawing of corporate profits without dividend tax
through a complete or partial liquidation followed by reincorporation of the
business minus nonbusiness assets. Reincorporation by controlling shareholders
within 5 years of 50 percent or more of the assets received in a liquidation
gives rise to a dividend tax on the assets received in liquidation but not re-
incorporated. The reincorporation is treated as though the new corporation
had received assets from the liquidating corporation in a corporate acquisition
of property. However, to function properly, the section requires several
changes:

1. The dividend should be measured by the value of the assets at the
time of the liquidation, rather than at the time of reincorporation, as the bill
appears to provide.

2. Credit should be given against income tax for capital-gain tax paid
with respect to the assets taxed as a dividend.

3. Tax benefit should be afforded in some way for the basis of these
assets.

4. The basis of the reincorporated assets to the new corporation should
be clarified.

5. Where the liquidation was partial, it should be specified as of what
date earnings and profits of the liquidating corporation are to be deter-
mined for the purpose of ascertaining the extent of the dividend.

6. The effect of various possible types of intervening transactions should
be carefully considered and specified.

Corporate distributions and adjustments: Foreign corporations (sec. 358).-
The transfer of property by a foreign corporation to a domestic subsidiary in
exchange for the latter's stock is made taxable under this section, in the absence
of a ruling from the Secretary that no tax avoidance is intended. This departs
from present law, makes formation of domestic subsidiaries by foreign corpora-
tions unduly cumbersome, and should be changed.

Def nitions: Corporate acquisitions of stock; 25 to 400 percent rule (sec. 359
(b) (2) and (c) (1).-The bill adopts a novel rule, commonly known as the 25
to 400 rule, for corporate acquisitions of stock or property in return for stock. It
requires that shareholders of a corporation stock or property of which is acquired
must own after the acquisition no less than 25 nor more than 400 percent of the
amount of stock of the acquiring corporation owned by the st ,okholders of the
acquiring corporation or any other acquired corporation. The effect of the rle
is to prevent tax-free acquisitions of small corporations by large ones. We
understand that the rule is to be abandoned; hence there is no need of further
discussion except to add, for emphasis, complete agreement with its elimination.

Carryovers in corporate acquisitions: Net operating losses in liquidations (see.
381 (c) (1) (B) ).-The bill requires that the net operating loss carryovers from
a liquidated subsidiary be reduced by the amount of the loss recognized to the
parent in the liquidation. This requirement is inequitable, unless the parent's
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liquidation loss under section 332 (b) (2) is changed from capital to ordinary.
If it is not changed, the parent should be permitted to elect not to recognize
the loss.

Same: Capital losses in liquidations (see. 381 (c) (3) (D) ) .- The capital loss
carryover from a subsidiary should not be totally denied to a parent who suf-
fered a capital loss on the liquidation of the subsidiary; the equitable rule is to
diminish the carryover by the liquidation loss.

Same: Prepaid income and assumed obligations (sec. 381 (e) (7) and 16)).-
The bill treats inconsistently prepaid income not yet reportable and deductions
not yet deductible. As these items are realized, the acquiring corporation is re-
quired to report the prepaid income even though he paid the tranasferor for it,
but cannot claim the deduction if he was allowed credit for it in the purchase
price. This inconsistency should be resolved.

Same: Emergency amortization deductions (see. 381 (c) ).-Provision should
be made in the listing of carryovers in section 381 (c) for the carryover of the
right to claim amortization deductions for emergency facilities and grain-stor-
age facilities.

Effective date of subchapter C (see. 391).-The effective date provisions of
this subchapter require careful reconsideration. Substantial changes in vari-
ous parts of the subchapter will doubtless make March 1 an inappropriate effec-
tive date for most purposes. As to part II, dealing with corporate liquidations,
and part III, dealing with corporate organizations, acquisitions, and
separations, confict may exist between the desire to give taxpayers
early advantage of the new provisions and the problem that pending
transactions may be stultified until the new rules are thoroughly understood.
An appropriate solution appears to be to give taxpayers an option to carry out
parts II and III transactions under either present law or the new code for a
reasonable transition period. If this solution is impracticable, an effective date
for these parts approximately 90 days after enactment is clearly preferable to
any earlier date.

ACCOUNTING PERIODS AND METUIODS SECSS. 441-482)

Inventories: Treatment of supplies consumed in production (see. 471).-The
bill should correct the existing distinction in inventory treatment of materials
used in production which become a part of the finished product and those which
do not. This unwarranted distinction can be eliminated by permitting use of
the lower-of-cost-or-market method as well as of the last-in first-out method of
valuation for supplies consumed in a productive process.

Same: Use of lower of cost or market valuation where LIFO is used (see.
472).-LIFO inventories must be valued at cost under present law and under
the bill. Allowance of LIFO valuation at the lower of cost or market would
permit taxpayers more clearly to reflect income in periods of declining prices.

Accounting methods: Adjustments required by change (see. 481).-The Secre-
tary is given discretion to make appropriate adjustments to prevent omission
or duplication of items incident to a change in a taxpayer's method of account-
ing. Since the necessary adjustments are ordinarily self-evident, and since
they may be necessary to protect the taxpayer as well as the Treasury, the
bill might well provide simply that proper adjustments must be made instead of
leaving the matter to the Secretary's discretion.

The provision of section 481 for spread of an increase in income due to these
adjustments does not appear to provide for the converse situation where income
is artificially depressed by an adjustment made to prevent omission of a deduc-
tion or duplication of an income item. Proper provision should be made for
the spread of the effect of these income-depressing adjustments.

EXE PT ORGANIZATIONS SECSS. 501-526)

Exempt organizations: Liquidations (sees. 501 et seq.).-The bill should clarify
the tax-exempt status of an exempt organization during the period of termina-
tion of its activities, disposal of its assets, liquidation, and dissolution. The
fact that at some point in this process its regular activities are necessarily ter-
minated should not cast doubt upon its tax-exempt status during the period im-
mediately preceding final dissolution. So long as the disposal of its assets and
winding up of its affairs proceed in an orderly manner and with reasonable
dispatch, it should be clear that the organization is entitled to its exempt status
until dissolution. It is believed that present law achieves this effect, but a stat-
utory amendment clarifying the situation is desirable.
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CORPORATIONS USED TO AVOID INCOME TAX ON SHAREHOLDERS (SECS. 531-564)

Surtax on improper accumulations: Percentage ownership limit in determining
exemption (sec. 532).-A corporation with 1,500 or more stockholders should
qualify as publicly held even where 1 individual owns more than 10 percent of its
stock. The 10-percent limit would deny the exemption to many corporations
in which sufficient concentration of ownership does not exist for control of
dividends in order to avoid surtax. Therefore, this limit should be increased as
to percentage, or removed.

Same: Attribution rule in determining exemption (sec. 582).-The attribution
rule should be removed from the ownership test for corporations with 1,500 or
more stockholders so as not to impose on these corporations, in qualifying for
the surtax exemption, the impossible burden of ascertaining family stockholdings
among their many stockholders. A limit on ownership by a small stated number
of persons, irrespective of relationship, would be a workable substitute.

Same: Exemption for subsidiaries (see. .582).-The bill gives no test for
exemption of subsidiary corporations from the surtax. Subsidiaries which meet
the test for affiliation should be exempt where the parent is publicly held. It
should be made clear, also, that the surtax is aimed at avoidance of the individual,
rather than the corporate, income tax.

Same: Investments in new business (see. 533).-Under existing law, invest-
ment of earnings in a new business, whether through acquisition of assets or of
stock control, is considered to be a proper use of earnings justifying accumula-
tion. The Ways and Means Committee report contains language which recog-
nizes this, as do also the present regulations. (Reg. 118, sec. 29.102-3; House
Rept. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d sess., p. 53.) There should he no question, there-
fore, that the healthy expansion of business through addition of new lines is
entirely proper. Nevertheless, the Finance Committee and conference com-
mittee should also state very clearly the intent of Congress that the investment
of earnings of a corporation in any new operating business, whether through
acquisition of assets or of stock control (80 percent), is an employment of the
income in its business for purposes of the special tax on surplus accumulations.
There should be no doubt left on this score, and failure to treat the matter after
the reference thereto in the House report might create such a doubt.

Same: Burden of proof in refund cases (sec. 5831).-Where certain conditions
are met, the bill places the burden of proof as to the issue whether earnings have
been accumulated beyond the reasonable needs of the business on the Commis-
sioner in Tax Court proceedings. The burden of proof on this issue should, in
the same circumstances, be on the Government in tax-refund suits as well.

RETIREMENT INCOME; ACCIDENT AND HEALTH PLANS: EMPLOYEES' PLANS AND TRUSTS

(SECS. 38, 101, 105, 401-403, 501 (e), 504, 505, 514, 2039, 6033)

Retirement income: Inclusion of income from profit-sharing and stock-bonus
plans (see. 38 (c) ).-Section 38 (c) (1) includes in "retirement income" income
from pensions and annuities. There is no reason for failing to include also
payments from profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans or trusts. These kinds of
payment should also be entitled to the retirement income credit.

Death benefits: Employee-plan payments (sec. 101 (b) (2) ).-Section 101 (b)
(2) (B) excludes from gross income $5.000 of total distributions under a profit-
sharing or stock-bonus trust paid as death benefits. This exclusion should apply
to any distribution, whether paid in a lump sum or in installments, under a pen-
sion, profit-sharing, or stock-bonus plan or trust. There is no reason to dis-
criminate against pension payments, or nontrusteed employee plans, or periodic
distributions from such plans or trusts.

Same: Deduction by employer of death-benefit payments (see. 101).-The bill
should make it clear that death-benefit payments by employers are fully deducti-
ble when made, including the first $5,000 of such payments.

Employers' accident and health plans: Requirements for qualification (see.
105 (c) (1) (C) ).-As now written, this section gears the requirements for
qualification of employers' accident and health plans to inappropriate tests of
section 501 (e) (4). Such plans should be required to meet the "coverage" tests
of section 501 (e) (3), but not the proportionate contribution and benefit tests
of section 501 (e) (4). Apart from coverage, qualified employers' accident or
health plans need not be regulated; this is not a likely area of discrimination or
other abuse.
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Same.: Definition of "compensation for loss of wages" (sec. 105 (b), (C)).-
To avoid questions of whether payments under plans are for loss of wages or
for doctors and hospital bills, etc., "compensation for loss of wages" should be
defined to include all amounts paid to employees or other persons (e. g., bene-
ficiaries, dependents) except amounts paid as reimbursement for actual medical
expenses. This definition would place a burden on the employee to establish that
payments received were in reimbursement of medical expenses; on the other
hand, it would prevent all direct receipts from being treated automatically as
compensation for loss of wages.

Same: Permissible beneficiaries ( sec. 105).-The present section seems to be
limited to amounts received by employees only. This is probably an oversight;
there is little reason not to recognize plans benefiting dependents of the employee.
Under employer-provided "Blue Cross" plans, for example, coverage ordinarily
extends to entire families. Certain other employers' plans include all persons
living in the employees' household.

Same: Subtraction of "nonqualified compensation" from compensation for loss
of wages (see. 105).-The policy of reducing the $100 exclusion for "qualified"
compensation for loss of wages by the amount of "nonqualified compensation"
received is highly questionable. If it is deemed necessary to penalize receipt of
"nonqualified compensation," it should be made clear that amounts paid for loss
of wages under a qualified plan in excess of $100 shall not affect or reduce the
$100 exclusion, that is, that no part of amounts paid under a qualified plan shall
be regarded as "nonqualified compensation." Subsection (c) (2) of section 105
is ambiguous in this respect.

Employee annuities and employee trusts: Capital gains on "termination of the
plan" secss. 401, 40?).-Under sections 401 (b), and 402 (a) (2), provision is
made for capital gains treatment of total distributions from a plan under various
conditions, including the termination of the plan because of a complete termina-
tion of the business. Plans may justifiably be terminated for a variety of busi-
ness reasons. It seems harsh to penalize the employee who receives a lump-sum
distribution on termination of a plan without complete liquidation of the business
where the circumstances are beyond his control. This section should allow
capital-gains treatment upon the termination of a plan where it has been shown
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that such termination was reasonable
and not part of a design to avoid employee surtaxes.

Same: Capital-gains treatment under plans continuing to qualify under sec-
tion 165 of the present code secss. 401, 402).-The capital-gains treatment af-
forded to employees under sections 401 (b) and 402 (a) (2) should be explicitly
made available to plans and trusts continuing to qualify under section 165 of
the 1939 code rather than under the new section 501 (e).

The general problem-extension to "old" plans of new and more favorable
treatment granted to plans qualified under H. R. 8300-occurs at several points,
such as with respect to capital gains secss. 491 (b), 402 (b) ), estate tu\ ,.x-
clusion (sec. 2039 (c)), and death benefits (sec. 101). These might be best dealt
with in a single section regulating all the incidents of section 165 plans and
trusts remaining in effect.

Same: Constructive receipt (sees. 401, 402 ).-In some parts of sections 4()l and
402 the phrase "amounts received" is used; elsewhere, reference is made to
amounts "actually distributed or made available", finally the word "pay1 ewn(t"
is also used. The intended meaning of all these phrases Is evidently the same.
A consistent reference to actual payment or actual receipt should be used
throughout. The possibility of application of "constructive receipt" principles
in this area should be expressly eliminated.

Employees' trusts: Employers' securities (sec. 402 (a) (,$) (A) (ii).-Em-
ployers' securities are defined to include securities of Its parent or subsidiary. A
subsidiary is defined as a corporation in which the employer's stock Interest is
more than 50 percent. It is recommended that a corporation owned 100 percent
by not more than 5 corporations, each of which owns at least 10 percent of its
stock, be regarded for the purposes of section 402 as a subsidiary of any of the
owning corporations.

Same: Deduction for contributions to employees' plans; United States citi
zens working abroad (see. 403) .- Employees of domestic corporations fre-
quently are sent abroad to work for a foreign-incorporated subsidiary. Sec-
tion 403 would bar deductions by the parent corporation for contributions on
behalf of such employees. It is recommended that the section be changed to per-
mit a deduction for contributions in respect of a United States citizen who
works outside of the United States for a corporation which is either a parent
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or subsidiary of the United States company, as "parent" and "subsidiary" are
defined above for the purposes of section 402 (a) (3) (A) (ii).

Same: Deduction for contributions to pension plans (see. 403 (a) (1) (C)).-
The deduction for contributions to pension plans provided under section 403 (a)
(1) (C) should be limited to prevent deduction of contributions based on pay-
ments in prior years after past service costs are covered. Once past service
costs have been met, only normal costs should be allowed as deductions.

Same: Coverage and nondiscrimination requirements for employees' trusts
(see. 501 (e) (3) (A).-In many respects section .501 (e) (3) (A), intended
to liberalize the requirements for qualifying an employee's plan, is more restric-
tive than present law. The provisions of the new bill tend strongly to discrimi-
nate against employers, numerous union employees of whom are covered by
one plan and who seek to create a second plan for salaried employees.

In view of the provisions against discrimination set forth in section 501 (e) (4),
the necessity for coverage requirements may well be questioned. If, in any
event, coverage is to be retained, it is recommended that 501 (e) (3) (A) be
amended in several respects. The recognized classifications should be increased
to include (1) all employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement, (2)
all employees not covered by a collective bargaining agreement, (3) all employees
subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act, and (4) all employees exempt from the
Fair Labor Standards Act.

The "key employee" tests should not be applicable to the specific classes
enumerated (including the additional classes proposed herein) but should be
applicable only to "any other classification" set up under subsection (vii). More-
over, the key employee test is too severe as now written; we recommend that it
be revised to apply only if 50 percent or more of the participants of a plan are
key employees as defined in section 501 (e) (3) (B).

Same: Ratio of contributions and benefits (see. 501 (e) (4)).-The bill defines
compensation, for the purpose of measuring contributions and benefits, in terms
of "basic or regular" compensation. Under existing law usual bonuses may be
included in the compensation base if the bonus history of the employer is regular
onourh to warrant this. The new bill should recognize in the compensation base
conventional bonuses, measured by the average of bonuses over a stated period
of preceding years.

Subsection (A) of 501 (e) (4) should be phrased in terms of benefits only, rather
than contributions and benefits, since the scale of benefits will actuarially regulate
contributions. Furthermore, subsection (A) should recognize the propriety of
variations in benefits according to length of service. Subsection (B) should be
changed to permit allocation of forfeitures according to the ratio of balances in
the trust attributable to participants as of the time of forfeitures. As now
drafted, all forfeitures must be allocated strictly in proportion to current com-
pensation of participants. Most existing plans use the "balance" method, and an
allocation by balances has considerable equitable justification. Subsection (B)
should also recognize the propriety of contributions geared to length of service.

Neither subsection (A) nor subsection (B) of section 501 (e) (4) specifies
whether vesting of rights must take place at any particular time or by any
standard. The implication is that the new bill eliminates any vesting tests for
qualified plans. If this is intended, we recommend that vesting he expressly
ruled out as a test of qualification.

Same: Contributory or matching plans (sec. 501 (e) (4) ).-The present pro-
visions of the bill will eliminate or drastically alter plans based in part on em-
ployee contributions or on a matching of employee contributions by employer
contributions. If participants of such plans do not constitute in full. the em-
ployer's contribution ordinarily will be reduced. This may destroy the ratio of
contribution or benefits required under section 501 (e) (4), and, therefore, dis-
qualify the plan. The propriety of contributory or matching plans should be
fully recognized in all respects, and neither the coverage requirements nor pro-
visions against discrimination should be allowed to discourage such plans which
would qualify under section 165 of the 1939 code.

Sname: Accumulations (see. 50/).-Section 504, which is taken over from
section 3814 of the 1939 code, has been expanded to include employees' trusts.
Since employees' trusts, unlike charitable organizations, are bound to accumu-
late funds, it is hard to see in what situation an accumulation creates "jeopardy"
in the sense of subsection (a) (3). If the intention is to regulate such trusts'
investments, regulation should logically apply not only to accumulations but also
to amounts contributed. We recommend that section 504 be made inapplicable
to section 501 (e) organizations.
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Same: Regulation of employee trusts' investments (sec. 505).-Section 505
of the new bill consists largely of a number of provisions taken over from section
361 of the 1939 code, there relating to regulated investment companies. How-
ever, certain of the limitations on these rules which appeared in section 361
have, for no very evident reason, been deleted.

Employees' trusts are already subject to a number of restrictions under local
law with regard to investments, and may be further controlled by the particular
provisions of the trust instrument. A policy of additionally restricting the in-
vestment practices of these trusts as a matter of tax law would seem unwise.
This section places a tremendous policing burden upon the Internal Revenue
Service. Furthermore, the draft of the section as it now stands creates a host
of problems which have undoubtedly been brought to the attention of the commit-
tee heretofore. For example, the provisions would require quarterly valuations
of a wide variety of assets. If certain kinds of investments proved unduly
advantageous, e. g., real estate investments, they might violate the percentage
restrictions imposed with respect to such investments. As a result the trust
would lose its exemption, the employer would lose deductions, and income which
might otherwise have been taxed to employees at capital gains rates would be
subjected to normal and surtax rates. We recommended that section 505 be
eliminated in its entirety.

Same: Rental income, (see. 51J).-Section 514, now made applicable to em-
ployees'.trusts, imposes a tax on rents derived from long-term leases on prop-
erty constructed or purchased with borrowed funds. To the extent that such
borrowing reflects ordinary commercial practices, there is little reason to
penalize any otherwise exemlt organization. Supplement U of the 1939 code
was primarily addressed to "trading in tax exemptions," which does not arise
where the exempt organization conforms to usual commercial standards of
borrowing in order to purchase or construct properties. In any event, the
application of this provision to those employees' trusts which are committed
for several years in the future by long-term leases is harsh and inequitable;
existing leases should be exempted.

E.4tate tar: Exeniption of employee trust distributions (see. 2039).-The
exemption from estate tax contained in section 20301 for distributions from
employees' trusts and plans should be made applicable not only to trusts and
plans qualified under section 501 (e) but also to plans and trusts continuing
to qualify under section 165 of the 1939 code.

Returns of exempt organization: Statute of limitations (sec. 6033).-It should
be made clear that the returns filed by organizations exempt under section 501
(a) shall start the running of the statute of limitations in the same manner
as regular tax returns.

FOREIGN INCOME SECSS. 901-958)

Foreign tax credit: Income taxes paid to political subdivisions (sec. 901).-
Credit is allowed under the bill for income, war profits and excess-profits taxes
paid to "foreign countries." The term "foreign countries" has been held to
include political subdivisions as well as national governments. For clarity, the
bill should provide this expressly.

Same: Credit tor "principal tax" paid to political subdivisions (sees. 901-
906).-Under existing law, credit is allowed for foreign taxes paid "in lieu of"
income taxes at both the national government and political subdivision levels.
The bill eliminates this credit for "in lieu of" taxes and substitutes a credit
for the "principal tax" paid, but allows it only for payments to national govern-
ments. Credit should be allowed also for the principal tax paid at the political
subdivision level.

Same: Restoration of credit for "i)) licii of" taxes (sees. 901-906).-The
bill's definition of the term "principal tax" is so narrow as to deny the credit for
certain foreign taxes qualifying for credit under the existing allowance for
taxes imposed "in lieu of" income tax. Since the purpose of introduction of
the principal tax credit is to broaden rather than restrict the credit, credit
for "in lieu of" taxes should be restored as a supplement to the "principal
tax" credit in order to cover these cases. It is doubly important to restore the
"in lieu of" credit at the political subdivision level, since no credit is allowed
for the "principal tax" paid at that level.

Same: Deduction and credit for principal tax (sees. 901-906 and 161,) .- Under
the'bill, a domestic corporation receives both a deduction and a credit for a
principal tax paid to a foreign country. It does not get a similar duplication
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of benefits where the foreign tax is an income tax. The deduction for principal
tax should be eliminated.

Same: Substitution of overall limit for country-by-country limit (sees. 902,
904) .- The bill eliminates the overall limitation on the foreign tax credit and
retains the country-by-country limit. This appears to be an unwise choice.
The ultimate purpose of the limitation should be to prevent the credit from
being used to offset tax on domestic income. Where losses in some foreign coun-
tries offset income in others, the country-by-country limitation cannot prevent
this improper effect of the credit.

Same: Credit for foreign dividends where stock interest is less than 10
percent (see. 902).-Where a domestic corporation owns stock of a foreign
corporation, its dividend receipts represent income already taxed abroad, irre-
spective of whether Its percentage interest in the foreign corporation exceeds 10
percent. The 10-percent ownership requirement denies a credit for this foreign
tax. Credit should be allowed irrespective of the percentage of ownership, in
order to minimize this form of double taxation.

Foreign earned income of individuals: Income linit under 17-months-residence
rule (see. 911).-Congress last year imposed a $20,000 limit on the earned income
of individuals which is exempted from tax because of their presence in a
foreign country for 17 out of 18 consecutive months. Experience has shown
that this limit is too low, making it difficult for American business firms to
cb~ain suitable executives for foreign service. The limit should be raised to
$80,000.

Western Hemisphere trade corporations: Changes to equalize treatment with
that of foreign subsidiaries and branches (sees. 921 and 922).-This class of
corporations was originally given favorable tax treatment as an incentive to
Western Hemisphere trade. Provisions of the bill affording favored treatment
for virtually all foreign business income exclude Western Hemisphere trade
corporations from certain of the new benefits, thereby placing them at a competi-
tive disadvantage. To correct this, two changes are needed:

1. Western Hemisphere trade corporations should be permitted, like
other corporations, to elect to defer taxes on branch income. If this
change is made in section 951, appropriate adjustments will be necessary to
preclude such corporations from obtaining a double rate reduction.

2. The deduction for dividends received by corporations from Western
Hemisphere trade corporations should be increased to 100 percent. The
bill perpetuates existing law in allowing corporations the regular 85-percent
dividends-received deduction on dividends from Western Hemisphere trade
corporations. This limited dividends-received deduction places corporations
doing business through Western Hemisphere trade corporation subsidiaries
at a disadvantage relative to corporations doing business abroad through
either foreign subsidiaries or branches.

Same: Source of insurance recoveries on goods in transit (see. 921).-Western
Hemisphere trade corporations can qualify as such only if 95 percent or moreof gross income is derived annually from sources without the United States. The
Treasury has recently taken the position that insurance proceeds for loss or
damage of goods in transit to the United States is income from sources within
the United States. This result appears erroneous and may unjustly cause dis-
qualification. This item should be expressly excluded from the definition of
gross income in section 921.

Fourteen-poil t credit for foreign income: Income qualifying (sees. 928-951).-
The bill restricts the 14-point credit to certain types of income. Credit is not
allowed for income from wholesale establishments. This limitation appears
unnecessary and discriminatory. The coverage of the credit should be broadened
to include income from all trade or business carried on abroad.

Same: Compensation for technical services (see. 923).-While the language
is not clear, compensation for technical services appears to qualify for the 14-
point credit only where the services are rendered abroad. The provisions should
he broadened to allow the credit as to technical services wherever rendered, so
long as rendered to a trade or business carried on outside the United States.

Same: Percentaqe ownership required as to foreign corporation (sec. 923).-
The 14-point credit is allowed only where 4 or fewer domestic corporations own
more than 50 percent of a foreign corporation. Frequently foreign governments
insist on equal participation in enterprises granted franchises or privileges.
To allow tax credit in these cases, the ownership requirement should be reduced
to 50 percent or more of the stock.
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Same: Percentage ownership limited by foreign law (see. 923).-The laws of
some foreign countries require that their citizens own a majority of the stock of
all corporations. The ownership requirement for the 14-point credit should be
further amended so that it is met by ownership of the maximum amount of stock
permitted by the laws of the foreign country.

Same: Credit for branch income where no election (secs. 923, 951, 953).-The
bill improperly ties the 14-point credit for income of foreign branches to an
election to defer branch income. The credit should be allowed to a corporation
for any branch which qualifies for election where the corporation's bookkeeping
methods properly reflect branch income, irrespective of whether the election is
made.

GAIN OR LOSS ON DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY SECSS. 1001-1091)

Basis: Cost of demolished improvements and 6"pense of demolition (see.
1016).-Where improved property is purchased with a view to demolition of the
improvements to make way for new construction, the bill is silent as to the
tax treatment of the cost of demolished buildings and expense of demolition.
The Treasury rule that these costs must be considered part of the cost of the
real estate impedes the rehabilitation of property. The bill should be amended
to permit the purchaser to include in the depreciable basis of new improve-
ments the excess of the sum of the total cost of the property and the expense
of demolition over the fair market value of the unimproved real estate.

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES (1201-1241)

Capital assets: Dealers in notes and accounts (sec. 1221).-The bill does not
specify the tax treatment of gains and losses on notes and accounts receivable
to dealers in these items. The specific exclusion from capital assets of accounts
and notes receivable in the hands of those who acquired them for services or
the sale of property may create confusion as to dealers unless notes and accounts
in their hands are likewise expressly excluded from capital assets.

The CHAnMA. Mr. Dayton.

STATEMENT OF E. R. DAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER,
RUSSELL MANUFACTURING CO.

Mr. DAYTON. Mr. Chairman, my name is E. R. Dayton. I am vice
president and treasurer of the Russell Manufacturing Co., Middle-
town, Conn. Our company manufactures belting and automotive
friction materials and various types of narrow fabric textiles.

I should like to thank the committee for the opportunity to appear
here. I have prepared a written statement which I respectfully ask
be incorporated into the record of the hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be very glad to put it into the record.
Mr. DAYTON. My appearance here is with reference to section 403,

particularly subsection (a) (5).
Section 403 sets forth the terms and conditions under which em-

ployers' contributions to profit-sharing or deferred compensation
plans, or pension plans, are deductible, and generally it provides that
where a plan qualifies under other sections of the bill, the contributions
are deductible in the year in which they are paid into the trust.

Subsection (a) (5) provides that where a plan is not qualified, the
contributions are deductible in the years in which the contributions
are distributed or made available to the employee-participants, in tha
plan. This represents a departure-it represents a complete reversal
of the present Treasury rule.

In November 1948 the Treasury Department, issued Regulation
T. D. 5666, which provides in substance that contributions to a non-
qualified plan are never deductible at any time unless there vests in
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the employee at the time the contribution is paid an absolute right
to receive his participation in that trust.

And, I am appearing here to ask that this subsection, which reverses
that Treasury ruling, be made applicable to the years 1942 and sub-
sequent years.

Now, my reason for asking that is this-and I'll summarize briefly
what I have in the statement; I am not going to take very much time.
Since 1942, my company has had in effect a plan of deferred compen-
sation which is a nonqualified plan. It does not qualify as a tax-
exempt trust under the provisions of the law, either now or as they
existed at that time. The company, during the war was engaged very
extensively in the production of war materials. The materials which
it produced were specialized in nature and were things that could not
be generally made by a large number of people. The contracts were
rather extensive and they ran to several million dollars. So that the
amount of business was much larger than the company had done prior
to the war. It is a relatively small company, and has a comparatively
small top executive organization. So, it was very important to the
management, to the directors, to retain this organization. They were
a small number of highly skilled and highly trained men who knew
this particular business very thoroughly. And, to lose any of them
out of the organization would have been disastrous during the war
and during the reconversion period that followed.

For that reason the company devised this deferred compensation
plan, under which it paid into an irrevocable trust each year a certain
percentage of the net profit of the corporation, for the benefit of these
specified key officers and executives. These participants were entitled
to receive their portion of the compensation so paid into this trust
over a period of 5 years, providing they remained in the employ of
the company during that period. So that two things had to be done
in order for them to receive this compensation.

First, the company had to make money in excess of a certain speci-
fied amount, and, second, they had to stay in the employ of the com-
pany. Now, this objective, therefore, was accomplished by means
of this trust, which was made irrevocable.

Now, although the employees' shares in this trust were forfeitable
individually, they were not forfeitable as a group, and the trust
indenture specifically provided that no part, either of the principal
or income, of these trusts could ever be recaptured by the company.

Now, at the time these payments were first made and these trusts
were set up. at that time the company's contributions were a proper
tax reduction. Later in 1942, when section 23 (p) was amended, it
was provided that where payments were made into a trust, where the
employees' rights were forfeitable, the payments could not be deducted
in the taxable year in which they were made. Section 23 (p) said
nothing about a deduction in later years, when the distribution was
made, whereas it is provided now in subsection 403 (a) (5) that a
deduction is allowable in the years distributions are made.

It was not until 1948, when regulation T. D. 5666 was issued, that
the company became aware of the fact that it was the intention of the
Treasury to disallow these deductions at any time. So, the company
found itself in the position of having operated and made large pay-
ments under a plan of deferred compensation, which represented
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payments of reasonable compensation to these employees, without
being allowed a deduction for tax purposes, in any amount.

This was a tremendous hardship upon a small company. The
amounts paid were relatively large in relation to the base salaries
of these men, because the company wished to make this plan attractive
to them, and for that reason the base salaries were comparatively
modest, and the amounts of additional compensation which they
could earn by contributing to the profitable operations of the com-
pany and remaining in its employ were relatively large. And, that
is one of the reasons why the plan couldn't be qualified under the law.

Now, we do not believe, and we did not believe at the time, that
Congress ever intended to deprive an employer of any deduction
whatever for the payment of reasonable compensation to his em-
ployees. We went ahead under that feeling and impression and
understanding until 1949. The only purpose of using a trust was
to assure the employees that they would receive this compensation.
The company could have accomplished the same purpose without
setting up a trust. It could merely have contractually engaged with
these employees to pay them these amounts in the 5 subsequent years,
and there would have been no question about the deductibility of the
amounts.

The mere fact that the company possibly leaned over backward
in order to make the position of these men secure, that they should
have perfect confidence in the fact that no unforeseen event could
take place which could deprive them of this compensation, un-
wittingly and innocently jeopardized its ability to use these deductions
for the purpose of determining its taxable income.

We do not believe that Congress ever intended that result, and we
believe that the present subsection 403 (a) (5) is right, and that that
is the proper way to handle this situation. We think it was intended
in the 1942 law and that our plan has been right all the time.

It is our belief that, if this new section were made applicable to
1942 and thereafter, the effect on revenue would be negligible. We
think, and we are sure, that there are just a very, very few companies-
we know of almost no other cases where companies have been, I think
innocently trapped into this position, where they find themselves
laboring under this hardship, which could have been and probably
was in many cases accomplished by not using an irrevocable trust,
but by merely paying the money out direct to those employees. We
feel it is unreasonable and discriminates against employees who took
these precautions to safeguard their employee's right to receive this
money in future years.

We respectfully urge that serious consideration be given to making
this provision effective for the year 1942 and thereafter.

Thank you very much.
The CHARMAN. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Dayton follows:)

STATEMENT OF E. R. DAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER, RUSSELL
MANUFACTURING CO.

My name is E. R. Dayton. I am vice president and treasurer of the Russell
Manufacturing Co., of Middletown, Conn. The Russell Manufacturing Co. is
engaged in the production of belting and automotive friction materials and nar-
row fabric textiles.

My appearance here is with reference to section 403 (a) (5) of H. R. 8300.
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Section 403 sets forth the terms and conditions under which employers may
deduct contributions made to pension and profit-sharing plans established by
them for the benefit of their employees. The general rule is that if the profit-
sharing plan qualifies as a tax-exempt trust under other sections of the bill (sec.
501 (e)), the contributions of the employer are deductible as a business expense
in the year he pays them into the trust, if they also meet the test of reasonable
compensation.

Section 403 also provides in subsection (a) (5) that if the plan is not one which
qualifies as a tax-exempt trust, then the employer's contributions are deductible
by him in the taxable year in which the contributions are distributed or other-
wise made available to the employees as additional compensation.

Section 403 (a) (5) represents a change in the present rule of the Treasury
Department. By a Treasury regulation announced November 2, 1948 (T. D.
5666), the Treasury ruled that contributions to a nonqualified profit-sharing
plan are not deductible by employers in any year, unless there vests in each
employee at the time the contributions are paid to the plan an absolute right to
receive at some time in the future his share of such contributions.

Under the proposed bill this Treasury ruling is repealed for the future. All
contributions to nonqualified plans will be deductible by employers in the years
they are distributed to the employees, if they meet the test of reasonableness.

I am appearing here to request that the provisions of section 403 (a) (5)
be made applicable to all taxable years ending in 1942 and thereafter. This will
have the effect of overruling the 1948 regulation which the Treasury has applied
to all taxable years back to 1942.

Since 1942, the Russell Manufacturing Co. has had in effect a plan of deferred
compensation for certain executives and key employees. During the war, the
company was extensively engaged in the production of war materials and, in 1942,
it had entered into contracts for the production of such materials to the extent
of several million dollars. It, therefore, became vitally necessary to make ade-
quate provision for the retention of the company's key organization, and this
necessity continued during the reconversion period following the conclusion of
the war. This objective was accomplished by the plan for deferred compensa-
tion, based upon the company's net profit for each fiscal year ended November
30, the amount of which was placed in an irrevocable trust to be distributed as
additional compensation to the respective beneficiaries over a 5-year period, pro-
vided they remained in the employ of the company. If any employee left the
employ of the company, his undistributed portion was allocated to the other par-
ticipants.

This extra compensation, therefore, although forfeitable under certain condi-
tions by individual employees, was nonforfeitable by them as a group. It was
expressly provided in the trust indenture that no part of the principal or income
could ever revert to the company. The purpose of deferring the compensation
as explained above was to induce these executives and key employees to remain
in the employ of the company.

The company deducted the contributions paid to the irrevocable trust in its
income-tax returns for the years in which the amounts were paid into the
trust. This method was continued until 1949.

At the time our company's plan was adopted early in 1942, the contributions
by the company to the plan were proper deductions. After the amendment of
section 23 (p) in October 1942 until 1949, it continued to be the understanding
of the company that these deductions were proper under section 23 (p) of the
code (sec. 23 (p) (1) (D)).

However, on November 2, 1948, the Treasury amended its regulations under
section 23 (p) by promulgating T. D. 5666 (sec. 29.23 (p)-11 of regulations
111, as amended by T. D. 5666). The amended regulation, which is still in
force, provides: "If an amount is paid during the taxable year but the rights
of the employee therein are forfeitable at the time the amount is paid, no deduc-
tion is allowable for such amount for any taxable year."

The foregoing regulation was promulgated by the Treasury under section
23 (p) of the 1939 Internal Revenue Code, as amended by the Revenue Act of
1942. This 1948 regulation was the first notice the company had that the con-
tributions to its plan might not be deductible in any taxable year. Prior to
the promulgation of the amended regulation in 1948 the regulation had pro-
vided as follows with respect to a plan which did not qualify as a tax-exempt
trust:
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"If an amount is accrued but not paid during the taxable year, or if paid
during the taxable year and the employees' rights are forfeitable at the time
the amount is paid, no deduction will be allowed the employer for such amount
for such taxable year."

You will observe that this earlier regulation speaks of the forfeitability of
the employees' rights in the plural as if referring to the group of employees and
not to each individual employee, and, further, this regulation did no more than
deny a deduction to the employer in the year in which he paid his contributions
into the plan or trust. Thus, under the earlier regulation, which was issued
soon after section 23 (p) was amended in 1942, it was the understanding of the
company that if its plan did not qualify as a tax-exempt trust under section 165,
at least its contributions to the plan would become deductible in the later years
in which they were distributed to the employees.

It was, therefore, only after operating under section 23 (p) as it was amended
by the Revenue Act of 1942 for a period of some 6 years that this company
became aware that it might not be entitled to deduct its contributions to its
profit-sharing plan.

It is difficult for us to believe that Congress ever intended to deny the em-
ployer a deduction on account of these contributions even in the year the pay-
ments were received by and became taxable to the employees, so long, of course,
as the additional payments to the employees satisfied the test of reasonable
compensation.

The present Treasury regulation is particularly unreasonable because it dis-
criminates against employers who set aside a percentage of their profits in an
irrevocable trust. If this company had not used an irrevocable trust but had
merely set aside annually a percentage of its profits to be distributed to certain
of its key employees in future years, the payments would unquestionably have
been deductible in the years of their distribution, subject only to the test of
reasonableness. It is difficult to understand why funds placed in an irrevocable
trust should not be similarly deductible when distributed. The trust serves
only the purpose of guaranteeing to the employee-beneficiaries that the profits
are available for distribution in the years they become entitled to them. It
does not operate as a device for the avoidance of taxes by anyone.

If section 403 (a) (5) were made applicable to taxable years ending in 1942
and thereafter, the contributions of this company to the irrevocable trust would,
without question, be deductible in the years the payments were distributed to
the employees. Under section 403 (a) (5) that is the rule for the future. In
view of the hardship and inequity of the present Treasury regulation, it is
respectfully submitted that the provisions of section 403 (a) (5) should be
made retroactive to the extent of overruling the Treasury regulation from the
time section 23 (p) was amended by the Revenue Act of 1942. It would be
a severe penalty to deprive this taxpayer entirely of deductions which represent
reasonable compensation to its key employees for their efforts in improving
the earnings of the company.

The application of section 403 (a) (5) to all taxable years ending in 1942
and thereafter would have a negligible effect upon the revenues. Obviously
no taxpayer would have paid compensation into an irrevocable trust if it had
known that no deduction would be allowed for those payments in any taxable
year. So far as our company can determine, only a very few taxpayers were
innocently trapped into a position where the possibility exists that reasonable
compensation placed in trust for later distribution will be disallowed as a
deduction in any year. Most taxpayers would not have established irrevocable
trusts which were not part of a qualified plan of profit sharing. It was our
eagerness to give an ironclad guaranty to certain of our officers and key
personnel that nothing could deprive them of the additional compensation if
they remained in the employ of the company, that led us to make the trust
irrevocable. Had we realized that we were seriously jeopardizing or depriving
the company of its right to deduct the additional compensation for tax purposes,
it is obvious that other arrangements would have been made. Neither this
taxpayer, which is a relatively small corporation, nor any other corporation can
afford to distribute a substantial part of its profits as reasonable compensation
without obtaining the benefit of a tax deduction therefor.

It is respectfully submitted that the application of section 403 (a) (5) to
the taxable years 1942 and thereafter will have virtually no effect upon the
revenues. In addition, it will correct an inequity which seriously affects the
finances of this company and one which we believe the Congress did not intend.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Seligman.
Make yourself comfortable, Mr. Seligman and identify yourself

for the reporter.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. SELIGMAN, JR., ATTORNEY, PILLSBURY,
MADISON & SUTRO

Mr. SELIGMAN. My name is Joseph L. Seligman, Jr., and I am asso-
ciated with the law firm of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, in San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

The overall objectives which H. R. 8300 seeks to achieve are most
desirable and as an attorney, I fully appreciate the magnitude of the
undertaking. Those responsible for its drafting are to be congratu-
lated on the large measure of success they have attained. Unfortu-
nately, however, oversights and results not intended are inevitable.

The technical staffs are working hard to correct those that are
called to their attention.

My purpose in appearing before you this morning is to focus atten-
tion upon three problems affecting employee benefit plans, which I
believe to be of fundamental importance and widespread application.
If existing plans are to continue to operate without unfair and unin-
tended tax penalty, and if American industry is to be encouraged to
develop new and better employment benefit plans, this committee
should amend H. R. 8300 in the following three ways:

First, qualified health and accident plans should be able to provide
benefits proportionate to length of service.

Second, such plans should not be required to provide a waiting
period.

Third, qualified profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans should be
permitted to allocate employer contributions in proportion to reason-
able employee contributions and in recognition of other retirement
income, such as social security.

My first point involves section 105 of H. R. 8300, which purports
to encourage the adoption of employers' health and accident plans
by providing a limited tax exclusion for the benefits paid under those
plans which meet certain tests. These tests seem well enough suited
to hospital and medical plans and other insured plans, but they do
not apply fairly to the so-called salary continuation plans, under
which the employer continues to pay full or half salary for a specified
period during absence caused by sickness or accident.

Under many existing plans of this type-and there are lots of
them-benefits increase with years of service. For instance a typical
plan might allow an employee to accumulate 2 weeks of benefits
during each of his first 5 years of employment and 3 weeks annually
thereafter. Such a plan would not qualify under section 105, because
the benefits accruing to the old and the new employee are not directly
proportional to compensation. The tax laws should not penalize the
sickness plan merely because it provides greater benefits to the long-
service employee than to the newcomer. I am confident that this
result was not intended and I am hopeful that this committee will
revise section 105 to permit such plans to continue, without tax
penalty, the very desirable practice of providing sickness benefits,
which like annual vacation leave, increase with length of service.
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My second point is also concerned with section 105 because of the
proposed requirement that a sickness plan must provide a waiting
period as a condition of qualification. Many existing salary con-
tinuation plans do not so provide. A sick or injured employee's
salary is continued without reduction, until he returns to work, or
until his accumulated benefits are exhausted. Assuredly this is
socially desirable unless it is abused. Nevertheless overall policy
considerations and protection of the revenues may suggest to you
the advisability of some kind of a waiting period to deter malingering
and to give the benefit of the limited tax exclusion only to those who
are really sick-not to those who have a 1- or 2-day minor illness.
These considerations however do not require a waiting period as a
condition of qualification. On the contrary, I firmly believe that the
revenues can be better protected and malingering more effectively
discouraged by making a limited tax exclusion available only to bene-
fits received for absence after a short initial period. Thus the bene-
fits received during the first few days of absence would be fully tax-
able without regard to whether or not a plan has a waiting period.
All benefits received for absence after this initial period would be
exempt from tax, subject, of course, to the existing limits of section
105. In this way, all sickness plans would be treated the same for tax
purposes while the employer would be left free to determine the
desirability and duration of the waiting period.

My third point has to do with section 501 (e) (4) (B) which limits
the permissible allocation of employer contributions under a qualified
profit-sharing or stock-bonus plan. While this rigid mathematical
formula permits the qualification of profit-sharing plans intended
to provide incentive compensation, it does not allow the qualification
of the many profit-sharing plans and thrift or savings plans designed
to provide retirement income and promote employee savings. This
is incongruous because these plans qualify today under the Internal
Revenue Code, which H. R. 8300 is intended to liberalize.

There are many employers which for one reason or another cannot
undertake the fixed obligation of a pension plan, but nevertheless
want to provide a funded retirement program for their employees.
A profit-sharing retirement plan is a very happy solution. Brokerage
and advertising firms and many other relatively small employers often
select this type of plan because their income may fluctuate substan-
tially from year to year. Other employers use a profit-sharing retire-
ment plan to supplement an existing pension or annuity plan. It is
like adding a few shares of stock to the bonds you already own.

In many of these existing retirement plans, and in most thrift plans,
each employee may elect one of several rates of contribution, and the
employer's contributions are allocated proportionately. This would
not be permitted under section 504 (e) (4) (B), although I am sure
that the drafters did not intend to disqualify this type of plan.
Frequently the allocation formula also-and I think quite properly-
provides a higher rate of employer contributions for compensation in
excess of some stated figure-usually $3,000 or $3 ,600-in order to
take account of social security and other retirement income to which
the participating employees will become entitled at retirement. The
proposed law recognizes this for pension plans by permitting an
employer to disregard up to the first $4,000 of compensation in the
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allocation of employer contributions or benefits. There is no justi-
fication for denying similar treatment to a comparable retirement
program funded by profit-sharing.

To correct this inequity, I strongly urge that an alternative pro-
vision be added to section 501 (e) (4) (B) which would permit the
qualification of profit-sharing or stock bonus plans designed as retire-
ment plans. Such an alternative statutory test should, at the very
least, allow a plan formula to allocate employer contributions, not
only in proportion to compensation, but also in proportion to reason-
able employee contributions and in recognition of other retirement
income.

I do not ask for a continuation of the present technical integration
rules but I do ask that a profit-sharing plan, like a pension plan,
should be able to disregard some stated amount of compensation, in
order to provide each retiring employee with total retirement income,
including social security, which will be fairly commensurate with his
career compensation.

I want to thank this committee for affording me the opportunity
to present my views. In the time allowed, it was impossible to discuss
or even to summarize all the changes which I feel are necessary.
Some are quite technical. Accordingly, I would like to file with this
statement, a memorandum which discusses some of these changes in
detail and offers suggested amendments in statutory language.

The CHAIRMAN. We are very glad to have that. We will put it in
the record.

Thank you very much.
(Mr. Seligman's memorandum follows:)

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING TAx REVISION BInL (H. R. 8300) RELATING TO
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH PLANS, PENSION, PROFIT-SHARING AND STOCK BONUS
PLANS

By Joseph L. Seligman, Jr., Attorney, Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, San
Francisco, Calif.

As an attorney associated with the firm of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, of San
Francisco, Calif., I am actively and almost continuously concerned with the legal
implications of various types of employee benefit plans.

Most of the employers whom we represent on the west coast, both large and
small, and indeed most employers in American industry today, have one or more
plans designed to provide economic benefits to their employees and their bene-
ficiaries to compensate in part at least for the loss of wages arising from sickness,
accident, retirement and death. Congress has long recognized the overall social
desirability of such plans and has fostered their growth by favorable tax legis-
lation.

H. R. 8300 is intended to continue this trend by liberalizing applicable pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code and by removing the uncertainty resulting
from the delegation of considerable discretion to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue. It has been suggested by other witnesses that this commendable pur-
pose has not been completely achieved. I would like to make clear at the outset
that while there are many changes I would like to see this committee make in
H. R. 8300, the only ones I am presently urging are those which I believe to be
necessary to the continued operation of certain very desirable and widely used
types of employee benefit plans. I am not asking for any more favorable tax
treatment than we now have, but only that H. R. 8300 should not illogically and
unintentionally penalize existing plans. In this connection please bear in mind
that such plans grow with a company and become part of its very being. They
are often incorporated in collective-bargaining agreements. Radical alterations
cannot easily be made to comply with changing tax laws. Their continued suc-
cessful operation Is of the utmost concern to every affected employer and to his
employees.
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In preparing this memorandum I have first considered, as part A, the necessary
revisions of H. R. 8300 pertaining to health and accident plans. In part B I have
discussed the revisions pertaining to annuity, pension, profit-sharing and stock
bonus plans and trusts and the distributions therefrom. In part C I have sum-
marized the amendments of H. R. 8300 which I believe to be necessary.

PART A. RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS TO EMPLOYERS' ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS PLANS,
SECTIONS 104, 105, AND 106 OF II. R. 8300

A great many employers have plans which are designed to provide a continua-
tion of income during absence from work due to nonindustrial injury or sick-
ness. In a typical plan of this kind. all regular employees after 1 year of
service are entitled to a continuation of earnings during such absence for a
maximum period of 2 weeks. This maximum period of benefits accumulates
during the first 4 years at the rate of an additional 2 weeks each year, and
at the end of 5 years and thereafter it accumulates at the rate of 3 weeks per
year, with a maximum accumulation of 26 weeks after 10 years of service.

When a covered employee is absent because of nonindustrial injury or sick-
ness, he continues to receive his regular salary from his employer until he re-
turns to work or uses up his accumulated maximum period of benefits to which
he is then entitled. Such payments are made by the employer "out of the till"
and the employer does not make any advance contributions to fund the plan.
There is no separate fund from which plan benefits are thereafter paid.

I believe that it was the intent of the drafters of H. R. 8300 that a plan such
as this should be treated as a "qualified employer's accident or health plan"
within the meaning of section 105 of H. R. 8300. I respectfully submit that
sections 104, 105, and 106 do not achieve the desired result. I strongly recom-
mend that these sections be amended to clarify their intended meaning when
applied to so-called salary continuation plans and to prevent unfair taxation
of the employees receiving benefits under such plans.

(1) ,N tion 104 ,?hould specifically exclude qualified health and accident plan,
Section 104 (a) specifically exempts from gross income:

(.3) amounts received through accident or health insurance for personal in-
juries or sickness (other than amounts received by an employee, to the extent
such amounts are attributable to contributions by the employer which were not
includible in the gross income of the employee) ;" [Italics supplied.]

The italicized clause obviously refers to the exemption from gross income under
section 106, which provides as follows:

"Gross income does not include contributions by the employer to accident or
health plans for compensation (through insurance or otherwise) to his employees
for personal injuries or sickness."

The difficulty with sections 104 and 106 in their present form is that in a
salary continuation plan the employer does not "contribute" to the plan, but
rather pays benefits pursuant to the plan directly to entitled employees. If
section 106 is interpreted literally, it would not apply to such plans and therefore
the parenthetical clause in section 104 (a) (3) would not be applicable. It
could then be argued that the amounts received by the employees are exempt
from gross income under section 104 (a) (3) as the language there used was
interpreted in Epmeier v. United States (199 F. (2d) 508 (7th C. A., 1952) ).

,Such an interpretation would, in my opinion, do violence to the plain and
obvious intent of the drafters of sections 104, 105, and 106, and would continue
and compound the confusion presently existing as to the correct interpretation
of section 22 (b) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code. That these sections were
not intended to require the employer to contribute to a separate fund is evident
from the report of the Committee on Ways and Means to accompany H. R. 8300
(H. Rept. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d sess.) and especially the two examples set
forth on page A-34 thereof.

Recommendation.-To correct the foregoing situation, section 104 (a) (3)
should be amended to read as follows:

"(3) amounts received through accident or health insurance for personal in-
juries or sickness (other than amounts received by an employee (a) under a quali-
fied employer's accident or health plan which is covered by section 105, or (b)
to the extent such amounts are attributable to contributions by the employer
which were not includible in the gross income of the employee) ; and" [Italics
indicate suggested new material.]
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(2) Section 105 Should Expressly Cover Unfunded Qualified Employers' Accident
and Health Plans
Like sections 104 and 106, section 105 is also drafted in terms of plans to

which the employer contributes. To avoid the problems discussed above and
to make this section applicable to salary continuation plans, section 105 (b) (2)
should be amended.

R-commendation.-Section 105 (b) (2) should be revised to read as follows:
"(2) are provided by the employer or are attributable to contributions of the

employer which were not includible in the gross income of the employee," [Italics
indicate suggested new material.]
(3) Section 105 Should Permit Sickness Benefits to Increase With Service

Section 105 (c) (1) (C) (iii), by incorporating the provisions of section 501
(e), requires that the benefits provided under a plan should "not bear a higher
ratio to compensation for any covered employee than for any other covered
employee whose compensation is lower" (section 501 (e) (4) (A)). Many salary
continuation plans provide benefits which are graduated in terms of years of
service. As indicated above, 2 weeks of benefits may be granted for each of the
first 4 years of service. Thereafter, 3 weeks of benefits may be granted annually
for all regular employees, regardless of salary. Such a plan formula, like com-
parable vacation plan formulas, is in very widespread use throughout American
industry and achieves the desirable result of rewarding continued faithful
service. There does not appear to be any reason why sickness and accident
benefits, graduated on a nondiscriminatory basis, in terms of service, should dis-
qualify an "employer's accident and health plan" under section 105.

Reonmmendation.-Section 105 (c) (1) (C) (iii) should be amended to read
as follows:

"(iii) the benefits payable under the plan; except that for purposes of this
subnaragraph, (1) wages shall be taken into account without regard to the $4,000
exclusion contained in section 501 (e) (4) (A), and (2) benefits graduated in
terms of years of service shall rtOt disqualify a plan otherwise meeting the require-
meats of this subsection (c) ; and" [Italics indicate suggested new material.]

(41) Section 105 should not require a waiting period as a condition of qualification
Section 105 (c) (1) (D) requires that a qualified plan must provide "a waiting

period before the time when payments are to begin under the plan". It Is appre-
ciatpd that policy considerations may dictate some requirement to prevent
malingering in minor illnesses and a consequent loss of revenue. It does not
seem, however, that any such policy considerations require a waiting period
as a condition precedent to the qualification of a sickness plan, especially such
plans as are intended to provide a continuation of earnings during absence due
to illness.

It is suggested that the policy considerations can be met by providing that
the income paid from a qualified plan during a short initial period should be
taxed to the recipient rather than disqualify the plan if it does not provide
a waiting period. In other words, the policy objectives can be achieved by
deleting the requirement of a waiting period in the definition of a "qualified
employer's accident or health plan" and incorporating the waiting period provi-
sion in section 105 (b) which limits the exclusion that is provided by section
105 (a).

Recommendation.-Section 105 (c) (1) (D) should be deleted in its entirety
and section 105 (b) (1) should be amended to read as follows:

"(1) are received as compensation for loss of wages due to absence caused
by personal injuries or sickness after the day of any such absence, and"
[Italics indicates suggested new material.]
The number of days in the foregoing suggestion should be determined as a matter
of congressional policy. It is suggested that it should be not less than 3 nor
more than 8 days.
(5) Section 105 should permit two sickness and accident plans to operate

concurrently
The sentence at the end of section 105 (c) (1) purports to include within the

definition of "qualified employer's accident or health plan" those established
pursuant to State law. In some States it is not necessary to have a separate
fund; the plan can operate by direct payments "from the till". Again, some
employers' plans are supplemental to the State plan. A literal interpretation
of section 105 (c) (1) (C) (iii) would seem to indicate that each plan taken
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separately must provide nondiscriminatory benefits, whereas it would seem
more appropriate that if there is more than 1 plan operating at the same time,
the benefits under the 2 plans could be combined for purposes of testing
whether or not the plans are nondiscriminatory.

Recommendation.-Amend the last sentence of section 105 (c) (1) to read as
follows: "For purposes of this paragraph, if the law of a State, a Territory, or
the District of Columbia requires employers to make payments into a fund or to
provide benefits in accordance with the statutory formula, such fun or such
benefits shall be treated as a plan or part of a plan of an employer for the ex-
clusive benefit of his employees." [Italics indicates suggested new material.]

PART B. RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS TO PEN5'ON, PROFIT-SHARING, AND STOCK
BONUS PLANS, SECTIONS 72, 401, 402, 403, 501 (E), 505, AND 2039

These sections, all of which pertain to employees' retirement plans, will not
be discussed in numerical order, but rather will be considered first as they apply
to the qualification of retirement plans, and then as they apply to the distribu-
tions from such plans.

(1) The formula regulating qualified pension and annuity plan contributions
and benefits is too rigid-section 501 (e) (4) (A)

Section 501 (e) (4) (A), applicable to pension and annuity plans, provides
that the "contributions or benefits of or on behalf of" an employee under the
plan cannot exceed those for any lower paid participant, except that the first
$4,000 of compensation can be disregarded. As drafted, this subparagraph
takes no account of credited service. There are a number of qualified plans
which, to reduce turnover, provide one rate of contributions or benefits for
participants until they have a certain number of years of service or participation
in the plan and thereafter the contributions or benefits of such participants are
at a higher rate. There are other plans which, to induce employees to accept
foreign service, provide a higher rate of benefits during such service. There are
still others which, to reduce the impact of inflation, base benefits on average
pay over the final 5 or 10 years.

Each of these types of plan is in accordance with sound pension principles
and fills a definite business need. Each of them is permitted under present law,
and there are a very large number of employees presently covered under these
three types of qualified plans. The law should permit and foster annuity and
pension plans which give recognition to long service or to foreign service by an
increased rate of employer contributions or employee benefits based on such
service, and those plans which use final average pay instead of total pay as a
measure of benefits.

A second difficulty with this subparagraph (4) (A) is the requirement that
the contributions or benefits for "any" covered employee must be tested against
those for "any other" covered employee. It must be assumed that the use of
the word "any" refers to any one employee. This requirement will work a
severe hardship. In contributory plans where the employee has the right to
elect one of several rates of contribution, which it turn determines the amount
of the employer's contributions and the amount of the employee's benefits, the
whole plan would seem to have to be geared to the lowest common denominator.
No employee could receive a higher rate of contributions or benefits than the
covered employee electing the lowest available rate.

Moreover, the requirement that the test be made on the basis of the individual
employee is unfair and would be difficult to administer for large employers.
Under existing law the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has tested for discrimi-
nation on the basis of groupings by salary classifications and, in the case of very
large employers, on the basis of a sampling of each such selected group. We sub-
mit that this practice is equitable and administratively convenient and that any
requirement that the contributions or benefits for each employee must be tested
against those for every other lower paid employee is unfair in substance and
extremely burdensome from a practical standpoint. It is not necessary to pre-
vent discrimination, and it would delay rather than expedite the qualification
of any plan in which the contribution or benefit was not directly and uniformly
proportionate to the total career compensation as defined in section 501 (e) (4).

"Recommendation.-Delete the word "if" following the heading of section 501
(e) (4) and revise section 501 (e) (4) (A) to read as follows:

"(A) In the case of a pension or annuity plan, the contributions or benefits
of or on behalf of the employees under the plan do not bear a higher ratio to
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compensation for any group of covered employees than for any other group of
covered employees whose compensation is lower, except that (i) the first $4,000
of annual compensation may be disregarded, (ii) the rate of contributions or
benefits under the plan may be increased in recognition of continued years of
employment or years of participation in the plan or employment outside -he
United States, provided that the rate of contributions or benefits for any group

of covered employees with the most years of employment or years of participation
may not as a precentage of compensation be more than twice the rate of eontribu.
tions or benefits of or on behalf of any group of covered employees having fewer
years of employment or years of participation in the plan, (iii) the rate of em-
ployer contributions or benefits under the plai may be proportional to reasonable
employee contributions, and (iv) total contributions or benefits may be based on
total compensation or compensation for any period designated in the plan pro-
vided such period is not less than five years." [Italics indicates suggested new
material.]

(2) The formula regulating the allocation of employer contributions under
qualified profit-sharing and stock bonus plans is too rigid-section 501 (e)
(4) (B)

The comments and recommendations made above with respect to section 501
(e) (4) (A), pertaining to annuity and pension plans, are equally applicable to
section 501 (e) (4) (B) pertaining to profit-sharing and stock bonus plans.
Subparagraph (B) should therefore be revised to lermit recognition of years
of continued employment or (ontinued participation in the plan, of place of
employment, and to permit testing" by groups instead of by individual employees.

In addition, and perhaps of even greater overall importance, is the use of the
75-25 percent and the 2 to 1 tests in subparagraph (B). These tests are ad-
mirably suited to plans primarily intended as incentive compensation plans in
which management desires to retain some discretion to reward exceptional
service. Such plans are highly desirable in our overall economic structure and
should be permitted and fostered by legislation of the type incorporated in
subparagraph (B).

Subparagraph (B), however, does not apply with fairness to those profit-
sharing and stock bonus plans which are primarily designed to create or sup-
plement retirement income. Many of these plans require employee contributions
and usually the employee is given certain elective rates at which he can con-
tribute. Thus, many profit-sharing and stock bonus plans and most of the
so-called thrift plans or savings plans permit an employee to contribute any
one of several stated percentages of his compensation to be matched in certain
fixed proportions by the employer's contribution out of profits. In a straight
matching plan if one employee should elect to contribute 2 percent and another
elect to contribute 5 percent, the employer's contribution allocated to the second
employee would be more than twice that allocated to the first employee and there-
fore would not qualify under section 501 (e) (4) (B).

Further, subparagraph (B) is deficient in that, unlike subparagraph (A),
it does not permit stock bonus and profit-sharing plans intended as retirement
plans to exclude some amount of compensation, such as the first $4,000, in the
allocation formula or to allocate the employer's contributions at a higher rate
on compensation received in excess of $4,000 than on the first $4,000. There
are many employers who have no pension or annuity plan but who have quali-
fied stock bonus or profit-sharing plans designed to provide adequate retire-
ment income for their retiring employees. Many of these existing plans are
integrated with social security under current regulations and rulings issued by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. I know of no policy considerations
indicating that this practice should be discontinued or prohibited. Quite the
contrary, I believe that a well-designed stock bonus or profit-sharing plan
should, in the absence of an integrated annuity or pension plan or one that is not
fully integrated, take into account social security benefits if retirement income
is the primary objective.

Recommendation.-Because there are so many alternative ways of taking care
of the problems discussed above, no specific revision of or addition to section
501 (e) (4) (B) in terms of statutory language is being submitted. It is
strongly urged, however, that the present language does not accomplish the
announced congressional intent and should be substantially revised or expanded
to cover the types of stock bonus and profit-sharing plans discussed above.
Specifically, section 501 (e) (4) (B) should at the very least permit qualified
profit-sharing and stock bonus plans to disregard up to the first $4,000 of par-
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ticipants' compensation, to allocate employer i.Ontributii ns in proportion to
eniployee contributions or length or place (if service within reasonable limits,
and to be tested by groups instead of by individual employees.

3) The dc'finitiom of par( ot company is too rcstrictcc-sc.tions 402 (a) (3)
(A) (ii) and 505 (b) (1)

I understand that California Texas Oil Co., Ltd., is submitting a iemoran-

dumi recommending (a) that the parenthetical reference in section 402 (a) (3)
(A) (ii) of H. R. 8300 be changed from section 421 to section 5(15, and (b)
that the phrase "nmore than 50 percent" in section 505 (b) ( 1) be changed to
"50 percent or more." I believe that section 402 (a) (3) (A) (il) should be
changed as reci mimended by California Texas Oil Co., Ltd., for the reasons set
forth in its memiralndum. I further believe that the change in section 505 (b)
(1) which it recnmmieids is desirable, but I wiiuld like it tii go even further
so that the definition of parent corp)ration wviiuld include a corporation owning
10 percent or ire of the stick of another corporation where all the stuck of

such latter corporation is owned by nut mre than five corporations.
Many of the oil, chemical and mining companies have formed exploration,

experimental or operating com lanies which are owned by then jointly. S ime-
times as many as five companies will acquire all the stock of a development or
operating ciimpaniy in varying percentages. The lpensiiin, profit-sharing ir stock
bonus plan of the enmpliyer cannot invest in its own stock because al1 of that is
owned by its parents. Under the revision of section 505 lii (1) suggested by
Caltex, such a plan could not invest in the securities if any of its parent coin-
panics because no one ilf them owns "50 percent or inore" of the stock iif the
development or uueratina company. It is desirable from both a business and
an equitable point of view that such employers should be able to adiipt pension,
profit-sharing or stock bonus plans in which employer and/iir employee eon-
tributions iny be invested in propoirtional dllar amounts in the issued securi-
ties of the parent companies.

Recooqneydotios.-I a) In section 402 (a) (3) (A) (ii) change the paren-
thetical reference frim section 421 to section 505.

(b Amnend section 505 (b) ( 1) so that the definition of "parent corporation"
includes any corporation which owns 10 percent or more of the stock of the
employer corporation where all the stock of such employer corporation is owned
by not more than five corporations.

( Section 403 (a) (3) (B) icieds minor technical recision

Section 403 (a) (3) (B) of H. R. 830) permits an affiliated group of corpora-
tions, in which some of the (iiil(rrations have losses, to maintain a qualified
profit-sharing plan for the employees of the affiliated group. There was siime
question under section 23 ip) if the Internal Revenue ('ode as to whether this
was permissible. The addition of this new section is therefore most desirable.
There are, however, twou technical changes which we recommend in order to
clarify the intended meaning of this new subparagrali (B) and to avoid un-
necessary administrative work.

First there are in existence ilans which are in substance typical profit-sharing

plans but in which all iif the empbyer and employee contributions must be
Invested in the common stock of the employer. Such plans meet the require-
ments of section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code, but it is not clear whether
they are properly classifiable as a priiht-sharing plan or a stock bonus plan.

Subsection 408 (a) (3) is entitled "Stuck bonus and profit-sharing plans," but
subparagraph (B) thereof refers only tii a "profit-sharing plan." I know of no
reason why the poliy considerations applicable to profit-sharing plans in this

regard are not equally applicable to stock bonus plans. I believe that it is
desirable in the interest of clear statutory construction to avoid a possible
negative inference and to include stock bonus plans within the purview of this
subparagraph (B).

Secondly, sectiiin 403 (a) (3) (B) permits the profit companies in an affiliated
group to make the contributions which would be required of the loss companies
and requires that such contributions by the profit companies be proportional to
their share of the adjusted total current and accumulated earnings or profits
of the affiliated group. As a practical matter, it is often exceedingly difficult,
within the time allowed, to compute the earnings of each member of an affiliated
group properly adjusted for tax purposes and further adjusted as provided in

this subparagraph (B). There would seem to be no valid reason to require such
proportional contributions by the profit members of the affiliated group where
a consolidated return is filed. In this case it would be in the best interests of all

45994-54- pt. 4- 23
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concerned to permit the employers to allocate the contribution of the affiliated
group among the members thereof in such proportion as they wish or to attribute
the entire contribution on behalf of the loss companies to the parent company.

Recommendation.-Amend section 403 (a) (3) (B) to read as follows:
"(B) Stock bonus or profit-sharing plan of affiliated group.-In the case of a

stock bonus or profit-sharing plan of a group of corporations which is an affiliated
group within the meaning of section 1502 if any member of such affiliated group
is prevented from making a contribution which it would otherwise -have made
under the plan, by reason of having no current or accumulated earnings or profits
or because such earnings or profits are less than the contributions which it would
otherwise have made, then so much of the contribution which such member was
so prevented from making may be made, for the benefit of the employees of such
member, by the other members of the group, to the extent of current and'
accumulated earnings or profits, except that, unless a consolidated return is filed
by such affiliated group as provided in chapter 6 of this subtitle, such contribution
by each such other member shall be limited to that proportion of its total current
and accumulated earnings or profits remaining after adjustment for its contribu-
tion deductible without regard to this subparagraph which the total prevented
contribution bears to the total current and accumulated earnings or profits of
all the members of the group remaining after adjustment for all contributions
deductible without regard to this subparagraph. Contributions made under the
preceding sentence shall be deductible under subparagraph (A) of this para-
graph by the employer making such contribution, and, for the purpose of deter-
mining amounts which may be carried forward and deducted under the second
sentence of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph in succeeding taxable years,
shall be deemed to have be made by the employer on behalf of whose employees
such contributions were made." [Italics indicates suggested new material.]
(5) Continued qualification of existing plans and trusts-section 403 (c)

Section 403 (e) purports to permit existing stock bonus, pension or profit-
sharing trusts and annuity plans that are currently qualified under section 165
(a) of the Internal Revenue Code to continue as qualified plans subject to the
limitations imposed by sections 503, 504, and 505 of H. R. 8300. But if a plan
which is presently qualified under section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code
is amended after H. R. 8300 is enacted, will the qualification of the amended plan
be tested under section 165 (a) and the Treasury regulations and rulings issued
pursuant thereto, or will it be tested under section 501 (e) of H. R. 8300?

It is self-evident that the principles of sound draftsmanship require the in-
clusion in section 403 (c) of some express statement covering this problem.
If section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is to continue to be applicable
to existing qualified plans which are amended after the enactment of H. R. 8300,
the result will be to have the two statutory tests-the old and the new-running
side by side indefinitely into the future. Inasmuch as the old and the new tests
are by no means identical, this may well lead to considerable confusion and un-
certainty, especially where far-reaching amendments of existing qualified plans
are concerned. Such amendments would pose very serious questions as to
whether the old plan was being amended or whether a new plan was in fact
being substituted under the guise of an amendment. On the other hand, if the
continued qualification of an existing qualified plan which is amended after the
enactment of H. R. 8300 is to be tested against the new standards, then difficulty
will arise in the case of very minor amendments of existing qualified plans
which do not meet the new standards.

Recomncndation.-It is recommended that section 403 (c) be amended so that
the new standards will be applicable to existing qualified plans only where an
amendment adopted after the enactment of H. R. 8300 materially affects the
employees covered or the benefits provided by the plan, and even this limited
category should be restricted to exclude any changes made in the benefit formulas
of existing plans to compensate for changes in the Federal social security laws
or in the laws of any State requiring an employer to contribute to or provide
comparable benefits under a State plan.
(6) Taxation of employees' annuities and beneficiaries of employees' trusts-

sections 401 and 402
Sections 401 and 402 prescribe the tax treatment of distributions by or under

a plan or trust described in section 501 (e). There is nothing in either of these

I'These two words were apparently omitted inadvertently.
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sections which accords the same treatment or, indeed, any prescribed tax treat-
ment to distributions by or under plans or trusts which are qualified under
section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code and which continue to be qualified
as tax exempt under section 501 (a) of H. R. 8300 by reason of the provisions
of section 403 (c) of the bill. In the case of a plan or trust which is currently
qualified under section 165 (a) of the code but which will not be able to meet
the new mathematical tests of section 501 (e) of H. R. 8300, distributions by
such a plan or trust will not be covered by sections 401 or 402 of the proposed
law because it will not be a plan or trust described in section 501 (e).

If this conclusion is sound, it follows that the employees (and their bene-
ficiaries) participating in a trust that is presently qualified under section 165 (a)
of the Internal Revenue Code but which cannot qualify under section 501 (e)
of H. R. 8300 will not be entitled to the liberalized capital gains treatment
provided by section 402 (a) (2), and what is even more unfair, they will not
even be entitled to the capital gains treatment which they now enjoy. I do not
believe that this result was intended by those who drafted H. R. 8300 and, if it
was intended, the result is exceedingly harsh and inequitable and renders the
saving provisions of section 403 (c) of little practical value.

In the time available for the preparation of this memorandum it has been
impossible to determine all of the other places in which this same result may
occur. One place that has been noted is in section 2039 but, inasmuch as I am,
in a later part of this memorandum, recommending that the policy decision
incorporated in sections 72 and 2039 be reversed, I am not making any specific
recommendation with respect to section 2039 in connection with the point here
under discussion.

l Ieon cq udation.- (a) Section 401 (b) (1) (A) should be amended to read
a, follows:

"(A) an annuity contract is purchased by an employer for an employee under
a plan which meets the requirements of section 501 (e) (3) and (4) or section
403 (c) ;" [Italics indicates suggested new material.]

(b) Amend the phrase "described in section 501 (e)" wherever it appears
in ection 402 (a) (1), (2) and (4) to read "described in section 501 (e) or
sectionb 403 (e)". [Italics indicates suggested new material.]

(c) Amend H. R. 8300 wvherever else necessary in order to provide the same
tax treatment to the participants and beneficiaries of existing plans and trusts
which continue to be qualified by reason of section 403 (c) as is granted by
H. R. 8300 to participants and beneficiaries under plans and trusts which meet
the requirements of section 501 (e).

(7) The proposed taxation of joint and survivor annuities provided by qualified
plans or trusts is unfair as a matter of tax policy-sections 72 and 2039

Sections 72 and 2039 of H. R. 8300 propose significant changes in the rules
governing the imposition of income and estate taxes on survivorship annuities
provided under qualified employees' retirement plans. Aside from replacing
the so-called 3-percent rule with a new concept in taxing installment proceeds
received under annuity contracts, the effect of these changes, so far as they cover
survivorship annuities, may be summed up by stating that section 72 effects an
increase in income taxes for a large class of taxpayers, and section 2039 effects
a decrease of estate taxes for a relatively small number of estates.

Under present law, with few exceptions, the whole value of a survivorship
annuity is includible in the estate of a deceased employee without distinction
as to whether any particular portion of such value is attributable to investment
in the annuity contract by the employee or his employer. The proposed legisla-
tion would exclude from the taxable estate of the decedent so much of the
value as is attributable to his employer's contributions under a qualified pension
trust, annuity, profit-sharing or stock bonus plan. This will remove a burden-
some feature of the present law which reduces the net value of the benefits pro-
vided under a qualified retirement plan in situations where the deceased em-
ployee's estate is sufficient to incur estate taxes. However, since the estate
of the average employee will not exceed the estate tax exemptions granted by
law, relatively few estates will get the benefit of the proposed estate tax relief.

As a condition of granting this estate tax relief, reciprocal changes in income
taxes are being proposed which will bring about added taxes in every case.
Where estate taxes are reduced by exclusion from the taxable estate of values
attributable to employer contributions, an addition to income taxes may be justi-
fied. But where no estate tax benefit can be derived by such exclusion adding to
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the income tax burden of the surviving beneficiary seems entirely out of har-
mony with the general philosophy of tax reduction expressed by H. R. 8300.

It is suggested that as a matter of overall policy the present estate and income-
tax treatment of the survivor feature of joint and survivor annuities provided
under qualified employees' retirement plans should be continued.

Rccooincndltions.-(oI) Amend section 2039 of H. R. 8300 ;o that the value at
the date of the annuitant's death of the survivor's interest in a joint and sur-
vivor annuity contract provided under a retirement plan or pension, profit-
sharing or stock boiUs trust which is exempt under section 501 (a) by reason
of section 501 (el or section 403 (c) will be includible in the gross estate of the
decedent for Federal estate tax purposes.

(b) Amend section 72 of 11. R 8300 so that the value includible under section
2039 will be treated as the survivor's investment in the contract for purposes of
determining the amount of the payments which are thereafter Properly excludible
from the survivor's gross income.

(8) Othier pror'lions otpplicoble to pntsion, profit-hloiring aniud stock boo us plans
and trusts

There are substantial defects in other provisions of H. R. 8300 relating to
pension, profit-sharing and stock bonus plans and trusts. For instance, objec-
tions might well be raised to some of the provisions of section 501 (e) (3)
relating to the permitted classification of employees in a qualified plan, to section
503 describing prohibited transactions in the case of qualified trusts, to section
505 which sets forth rigid rules as to the allowable investments of qualified
trusts, to sections 511-514 relating to the taxation of so-called unrelated income
of qualified trusts, and to section 6033 requiring the filing of certain unneces-
sary annual returns.

Since these points are being adequately covered by others, no i purpose would be
served by repeating them in this memorandum.

PART C. SU\MANY OF IICONE' >ENDED l:i ,I I'1N 01 H . ,,.:Oi

1. Amend section 104 (a) (3) to exclude qualified employer's accident and
health plans.

2. Amend section 105 (hi (2) to cover unfunded qualified emlployer's accident
and health plans

3. Amend section 105 (c) (1) (C) (iii) to permit sickness benefits to increase
with length of service.

4. Delete section 105 (c) (1) (D) and amend section 105 (b) (1) to remove
the requirement (if a waiting period as a condition of qualification of a sickness
plan.

5. Amend section 105 Ic) (1) to permit benefits under two sickness plans to be
combine( for testing purposes.

6. Amend section 501 Ie) (4) (A) to permit qualified pension and annuity
plan contributions and benefits to give recognition to years and place of service,
employee contributions, average final pay, and to allw testing by groups of
employees.

7. Amend section 501 (e) (4) (B) to permit qualified profit-sharing and stock
bonus plans to allocate employer contributions proportionately to employee
contributions and to take aicount of social security and other retirement income
and to be tested by groups instead of individual employees.

8. Amend section 402 (a) (3) (A) (ii) to change the reference to section 505
instead of section 421.

9. Amend section 505 (b) (1) to expand the definition of parent company.
10. Amend section 403 (a) (3) (B) to cover stock bonus plans and to remove

the requirement of priration if a consolidated return is filed.
11. Amend section 402 (e) to permit amendments of existing qualified plans.
12. Amend sections 401 (b) (1) (A) and 402 (a) to cover distributions by

existing plans which continue to qualify under section 403 (c).
13. Amend sections 72 and 2039 to continue the existing tax treatment of joint

and survivor annuities provided by qualified employees' retirement plans.
14. Make necessary revisions of section 501 (e) (3), 503, 505, 511-514 and 6033.

The CHA IRMAN. Mr. Berglund.
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STATEMENT OF CARL H. BERGLUND, CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT, TACOMA, WASH.

Mr. BKIFmLUND. With your permission, I would rather stand, sit. I
talk better on my feet. I am a, little nervous. I think it is due to
stage fright more than anything else.

The CITAIIM N. I)on't be nervous or stag-e-frightened.
Mr. Ikne~ixxn. My name is Carl 1H. Berglund. I an a practicing

certified public accountant fhoni lacoma, Wash. The client I rep-
resent is a firni known as the North Pacific Plywood, Inc., of Tacoma,
Wash.

I want the committee to know that I not only speak for them, but
the problem involves 20 such similar plants in the three Western
States of ('alifornia, regionn , and Washington, and the combined

member of workers are about 5,000.
In addition to the complete statement submitted for the record with

your perlissioln, we have a proposed change to the drafted Internal
Revenue Act which involves sections 521 and 522, which I would
also like to submit.

The C117"w'x. We will be glad to put it in the record.
The prepared statement and the proposed amendment follow :)

BEFORE TIE FINAN(Ei, COMMITTEE OF TILE SENATE OF TILE UNITED STATES

A DISCUSSION OF TILE TAX PROBLEMS CONTROLLING MANUFACTURING COOPERATIVES-
PRESE\TED BY ('ARL 1I. BERGLUND, CPA, TACOMA 2, WASH.

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, the situation with which I wish to acquaint you
concerns at type of organization which is entirely worker-owned. This type of
organization is sometimes known as an industrial or manufacturing cooperative,
although it jpays corporate incolne taxes at the same rates as any other business
corporation.

I shall confine my relnarcs to a particular type of manufacturing cooperative
which manufactures plyw,,N(t doors and furniture. These plywood cooperatives
are located (in the 1'acitic coast in Washington, Oregon, and California. Some
20 different plants are involved and the worker-owners number approximately
5,000. These plants produce approximately 25 percent of the Douglas fir and
allied plywood produced in the Pacific Northw est. The plants are a substan-
tial nart of the business community in the three States and the worker-owners
and their families are respected factors in the daily life of many local commu-
nities IL the area.

It is a matter (if considerable interest that the first Douglas fir plywood mill
was a worker-owned mill, Olympia Veneer Co., organized in the State of Wash-
ington in 1921. This was the prototype for all similar mills since organized.

Historically, because a plywood mill may require from 150 to 400 skilled and
semiiskilled workers, it has been the practice for a sizable group of such work-
ers to band together, purchase usually equal stock interests of from $1,000 to
$5,000. and either build and equip or purchase a ldywood mill. Thereafter, the
mill is operated by the new company and most if not all of the production, main-
tenance, and supervisory employees in the mill are stockholders in it. Each
stockholder feels and acts as an intensely interested owner as he performs his
daily work in the mill. As a result of the cooperation of all such workers, prac-
tically all of whom in each mill receive the same hourly rate of pay, the worker-
owned mills lead the other segment of the industry in man-hour production and
in other phases of production and are free from work stoppages traceable to
manageement-labor difficulties. Management salaries and overhead are also held
to a n a iUUiiin.

Our I articular problem today stems from the fact that, as corporations, we are
taxed just like any other corporation-large or small. In the determination of
our net income, we are permitted, like any other corporation, a deduction for
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salaries and wages in a reasonable amount. What is "reasonable" is a matter of
opinion and, the Treasury Department's opinion is different to a considerable
degree from the opinions of the various worker-owned plants.

For many years the Treasury Department has tacitly recognized the right
of the worker-owned plants to pay their worker-owners substantially more
hourly pay for their labor than nonowners employed in the same or other ply-
wood mills. Deduction of this higher scale by the worker-owned plant was
permitted as a "reasonable" expense of operation. Relying on this policy of
tacit approval such worker-owned plants, in some instances, have paid their
worker-owners at a straight time rate of as high as $3.50 per hour when the
average hourly scale paid in the industry to noninterested, nonowner employees
was $2.08 or $2.09. When it is remembered that practically all the worker-
owners in a plant would receive the same rate of higher pay, it will be appreci-
ated that the payment of such a differential could well amount to a huge sum
of mowy in the 3-year period between payment by the worker-owned plant and
the audit of its corporate income-tax return by Treasury Department agents.

Recently the Treasury Department's attitude with respect to these woriser-
owned plants has changed. The question of what is "reasonable" compensation
for worker-owners seems to have become a very vital issue with the Treasury
Department. Without going into the possible reasons for this changed attitude,
suffice it to say that the client I represent and many other similar mills are
in a serious predicament. My client has a net worth of approximately $750,000.
The Treasury Department now proposes an adjustment to the mill's tax returns
for the years 1950, 1951, and 1952 which will result in a minimum deficiency of
$500,000 plus interest at 6 percent, on the basis that it is not "reasonable" to pay
a fair differential to stockholder-employees. The potential deficiency will be
more if excess profits taxes are involved. It can readily be seen that if the
Treasury Department is successful in its attempt to redetermine our net income,
that the Government will wind up by owning a plywood plant, and some 2 10
workers will have their life savings confiscated through taxation. In another
worker-owned plant with which I am familiar, the Government very recently
proposed a tax deficiency of approximately $800,000 for only 1 taxable year.
This matter was settled in conference for $138,000, but the settlement seriously
depletes the value of the worker-owners' interest in their mill and furnishes no
basis for payment of even the settlement hourly rate in any subsequent year.

This problem of reasonable compensation cannot he settled with the TreasuryDepartment because of the human factor involved. For instance, in our own
case, we proposed a settlement with the Internal Revenue Service based on the
settlement mentioned before, the one where $800,000 of tax was settled for $138,-
000. However, we are before a different conferee or group chief with different
human traits and philosophies. Whether he has instructions from his superiors
or not is not known, but the Internal Revenue Service's attitude as exemplified
in the statements of the group chief is that they are now unwillin- to use the
previous settlement, just recently worked out, as a yardstick in future settle-
nients, although our workers work just as industriously and efficiently under
the same relative conditions. In mentioning what our problem is before the
Treasury Department, I want it definitely known that we are not quarreling
with the Department in any manner. They have a job to do under the presentlaws and are attempting to do it in the best manner which they know how. The
Department had adopted a policy of selling tax cases, which in many instances
proves highly satisfactory. However, in our present predicament. we want to
know what we are getting for our tax dollar when we settle. It does look like
reasonable compensation as determined in settlement negotiations is going to
hinge on which worker-owned plant has the best representation or horse trader.

If we arrive at a settlement and settle this proposed deficiency for something
that we can afford to pay and, therefore, is believed to be reasonable, what
assurance have we that we can use this settlement in determining reasonable
compensation to ourselves for future years', What assurance have we that
other plants will receive the same consideration (no more and no less) than
we did or that their income tax returns will be examined at all? The only
answer to the whole problem is legislation.

Previous Congresses have seen fit to recognize the necessity for special taxtreatment of cooperative associations. Section 101 of the present Internal Rev-
enue Code secss. 521 and 522 of the new code) was enacted into law with the Rev-
enue Act of 1913 (sec. II, G). No substantial changes were made in this law af-
fecting farmers' cooperatives until the Revenue Act of 1951, when cooperative
associations were subject to normal and surtax but not excess profits tax, except
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that deductions were to be allowed for dividends paid on capital stock, amounts
allocated to patrons with respect to income not derived from patronage, and
patronage dividends.

What we propose to the Congress is that code section 521 of the new code be
extended to include all manufacturing cooperatives, regardless of their business
or corporate form of organization or whether they issue capital stock or other
certificates or evidences of membership. We do not seek carte blanche. We
believe the plant must be one in which the members or stockholders are employed
in the mill in sufficient numbers at the same hourly wage rate to insure that they
actually cooperate as worker-owners. Then section 522 of the new code should
be amended to permit deductions from net income of such organizations what-
ever amountg are paid to its worker-owners by way of wvaaes for labor performed.

In the enactment of any law, we deal with the needs of the human individual,
his philosophies, his ambitions and hopes. If it is right for farmers' marketing
cooperatives to be exempt from taxation to a degree, is it not also right for a
group of individuals who are attempting to accomplish a greater return for their
product (which in this case is labor in a mill rather than on farms) to have the
same tax advantage? A farmer's profit stems from the value of his crop. His
crop increases in value according to the work and effort he puts into it to bring
it to the consumer. The wage earner's profit is his wage into which he puts his
labor. He owns no crop, no farmland-only an interest in a factory which is
designed to produce a desirable product from raw materials through the ex-
pending of the individual effort of each worker-owner.

It may be of interest to illustrate just how a particular worker-owner plant
gets started. Take the case of my client, North Pacific Plywood, Inc. In August
of 1949, the Oregon-Washington Plywood Co., a regular capital stock company,
which had been in business in Tacoma, Wash., for many years, manufacturing
Douglas fir plywood, decided to go out of business and to dismantle its plant.
It employed some 250 workers. What a blow-to be suddenly deprived of your
only source of livelihood. Many of the workers had been with this company
from 10 to 25 years. Fortunately, there were some resourceful workers among
them. They had courage-good, old-fashioned American courage and ingenuity.
A very small group organized a meeting to discuss ways and means of getting
organized to continue the operation on a cooperative effort.

Consequently, it was decided to organize a corporation under the cooperative
laws of the State of Washington. Each shareholder was required to own 2
shares at the outset, paying for one in cash and the other by deduction from
wages over a fairly long period of time. Price of each share was $1,000. This
group of workers successfully negotiated with their former employer for the
purchase of the plant for $400,000, paying $150,000 down and the balance in
installments. At the time of purchase, the cooperative had absolutely no timber
prospects, being forced to buy its logs on the open market. This situation was
one of the factors which contributed to the decision of the Oregon-Washington
Plywood Co. to discontinue operations.

The going was tough the first year. Wages were only $1.60 per hour, being
less than the average hourly wage paid in non-worker-owned mills. In 1950
conditions were better. The average wage paid to worker-shareholders was
$2.84 which included overtime compensation at time and one-half, which they were
required by Federal law to pay. being employers of their own services. In 1951
wage scale averaged $3.34, and in 1952 $3.012 per hour, with the same premium
included for overtime compensation.

The hourly compensation in non-worker-owned plants for the present period is
approximately $2.019 per hour. Production per man in such other mills is ap-
proximately 84.58 feet on a %-inch thickness basis per man-hour. Production
in worker-owned plants varies between 103 feet and 130 feet per man-hour de-
pending upon the type of plant and the variety of product produced and whether
logs are purchased on the open market or from plant-owned timber stands.

In considering the worth of a worker-shareholder's wages, consideration must
be given to utilization of raw materials, minimum overhead, and administrative
costs.

Who is to say that the worth of a stockholder is no more than the man who has
no other interest in his job than his current pay checks? The board of trustees
in a shareholder plant is elected from the membership, and make no mistake
about it-the board is very sensitive to the opinions of the membership at large,
and no important decisions are made that do not reflect the consensus of the
shareholders.
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In determining a reasonable amount as wages in these stockholder-owned

plants, the Government seeks to have each year stand without respect to any
other year. This may lie good for raising tax revenue, but decidedly uneconomic
and unfair to the plants and their stockholders. The Revenue Act of 1939 added
section 122 (a) to the Internal Revenue Code, permitting adjusting profits and
losses, taxwise, over a period of years rather than reiiuirina an economic loss
in any particular year to result in a tax penalty by not being able to offset losses
aarainst gains of other years This section of the code permits losses to be car-
ried back for 1 year and forward for 5 years; a 7-year period over which profits
and losses may be equalized for tax purposes. The draft Internal Revenue Act
under coisideration proposes the extension of the carrybaclk provision to 2 years
instead of 1. thus making the period over which profits and losses may be
equalized, 8 years instead of 7 as at present. This philosophy should also be
applied -when (oisidierin re. ai cii nsa tiin. For, after all, what is a
cooperative member trying to accolplish but his own security? I do not know
of a single case (if a shareholder of a cooperative ever drawing unemployment
insurance, although the ciirpration is required to pay 3 percent State and Fed-
eral unemployment taxes.

All isn't -,ild that -litters And xxayes in c,,,,erati e plants are not exactly
what they appear to lie on the surface, notwithstanding lnw--azine articles and
other uninformed opinion, to the ciintrary. The plywood industry is at present
in a very serious economic simip. Orders are lagging far bliehind production.
The worker in a i( in-worker-oxned ulant continues to draw hi,, wa--es, provided
he works. The ciolerative plywood worker hias his investment t,) protect. He
continues to work bit. in order to do sii he must either pay himself wages out
of previous profits, or cut his wages. It is this ability of the independent co-
operative worker to adjust his wages to economic reality that makes his position
different.

If there is any argument in favor of a guaranteed annual wage which many
lunion oranizations are advo,.atin,. there is equal argument in favor of a man
(or woman) making his own eicunomic security. This type )f worker-owned en-
terlprise actually holds out to the individual xvorker a chance to determine his
place in the Anlericn business community by his own labor and initiative. Such
resour''fulness on the part if the working man should lie encouraged by the
Con(nress, not doomed tii liankrul-tv and fdilure lv the xiry tax laws under which
a worker-owned mill pays its corprate income tax.

PROPoSE CHANGES S ('OVERIN l Nl ITA FACTITRIN COO; ('0O TI\TIVI.S-S 'ITTED By

('APL H. BERGLUND

The fiillowin,: is a prolused reuliaft of I)art III of sulichapter F of chapter 1
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1154 (H. I. S300). The italic indicates addi-
tional languaL added to the bill as passed by the House.

PART III-FARMERS' COOPERATIVES

Section 521 Exelption iif Farlers' mid ][ii fi'cturiaq ('uooperatives from Tax.
Section 522. Tax (in Farmers' mid .l(o iftictiirii o'ooperatives.

Section 521. Exemption of Farluers' /Mld 31[iitcfictiriiq Cooperatives from Tax.

(a) IEXEMPTION FIuoi T.x'-a] Farmers' aol lilifii(cthirii,, cooperative
organizations described in subsection (b) (1) shall le exempt from taxation
Illider tlis silltitle except as therxVise 1rovided in section 522. Notwithstanding
section 522, such all organizatiill shall be considered an ulanization exempt from
income taxes for iurlses of any law which refers to organizations exempt from
income taxes.

(b) APPLICABLE Rr.rES.-

(1 ) EXEMPT FARMERS' COOPERATIVES.-

(A) Exeniit farmers' (ooperatives.-The farmers' cooperatives exempt
frion taxation to the extent provided in subsection (a) are farmers',
fruit growers', or like associations organized and operated on a coopera-
tive basis, A-for the purpose of marketing the products of members or
other producers, and turning back to them the proceeds of sales, less the
necessary marketing expenses, on the basis of either the quantity or the
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value of the 1iroducts furnished 1hy them, or B-for the purpose of lr-
chasing supplies and equipment for the use of members or other persons,
and tiiininig over sul(h supplies and equipment to them at actual (lost,
plus necessary expenses.

(B) Organizations having capital stock-Exemption shall not lie
denied any such association because it has capital stock, if the dividend
rate of such stock is fixed at not to exceed the legal rate of interest in
the State of incorporation or S percent per anul, whichever is greater,
on the value of the consideration for which the stock is issued, and if sub-
stantially all such stock (other than nonvoting preferred stock, the
owners of which are not entitled or permitted to partiilpate, directly or
indirectly in the profits (if the association, upon dissolution or otherwise,
lieyond the fixed dividends) is owned by producers who market their
products or purchase their supplies and equipment through the
association.

(C) (Organizations maintaining reserve.-Exemlti ,n shall not be
denied any such association 1iecause there is aceumulated and main-
tained hy it a reserve required iy State law or a reasonable reserve for
any necessary purpose.

(1)) Transactins with niimeliers.-Exemptiin shall not lie denied
any such association whihi niarkets the products of niinlnenil]ers in all
amount the value of which does not exceed the value of the 1iroduits
marketed for members, or which purchases supplies and equillient for
nonniemliers ill a aloiunt tle value if which does not exceed the value
of the supplies and equipment purchased for iemliers, provided the
value of tile liurchasis made for persons who are neither members nor
producers does not exceed 15 percent of the value if all its purchases.

(El Business for the United States.-Business dimie for the United
States or any of its agencies shall lie disregarded in determining the
right to exemption under this section.

(2) E.i'mpt mii( iijt fit y oowprO ti,..- Th mri li 'tii-itg t.ootip('a-
tilts c. itupt froou m i rlio fi to flit c.rtcit iro 'id d ii i .lih.'c(fiott ((1) shl

r mmtl fulfuict i IIg (Issocii itiOos, ti /t/l u 'x of fi' blt tues or 'o 'p (it ft foi' am
of fuicr ou'iill' ftiii. ilid ii /0utli'cr t' II ix Nsi' ctpiitl Nto( 1 or of/tcr i('i'tifi-
c(Itc. oi cl /c i'cx of tit i tu up, IrI liili:

(A) I /t I' NO l 'i'cit of tlu um .1 oii ' sloclholcr I r's cplol/rd
to? prod(!llitim?, tm(ml ml iccll( , mold sll'ir Ol 11 ('(I])(leltic',,

(P ) i 'ttist N lit I(c it of fit' piodl(i 'tioil, itiiifli 'il(it'c, (tO)e si/itT-
ciso' .1 (r plO/i 'cx air iicliibcr.' o1 .toclloldl .'8, tild

(C) At h't.xft 95 pc''itt ou tlit mi ii'r or xl.torlihohhir coploylcerrs "c-
i-tirc tlu t iici' lOta 1.1 i( (/i'.

SECTION 522. TAX (IN FARMERS' .1 VI) JI XFAt(TTfPRtI.Y ' OOPERATIVES.

(a I 1MI3 I'1 ION ( F T , .- i oilgali/izatlo exellit friin tax.'ation under section
521 shall ihe subject to the taxes imted iy sef'lion 11 or setion 1201.

(b) ('OMPrTATloN (-F T.\1 va INt', i Ft l FRic[i in' ('OOPERA TIVES.
(1) (AiNn tAi. [kI..Ii colnptint tile taxablile iiite of smll'l all orgaiii-

zatiOll there shall le allow wed as Iledtu'ltolls from gross inucone (in addition
to other deduititous allowable milder this clillter)-

(A) Amounts paid xis dividends diiring th- taxable year iin its capital
stoik, ai

(B) \intliints alltcattd luring the taxable year to 1atrons with
resliect to its income not derived from patronage (whether or not such
income was derived during such taxablle year) whether pail in cash,
merchandise, capital stuck, revilving-flund ('ertificates, retain tertifi-
cates, certificates of indebtedness, letters of advice, or in some other
manner lit di'.losed to eaicli patron the dollar amount allocated to
him. Alloications made after the close of the taxable year and tin iir
heftre the 15th day of the 9th ninth following' the close of such year
shall lie considered as made oin the last (lay of such taxable year to
the extent the allocatiins are attributatble to income derived before the
close of such year.

(2) PATRONAGE I)IVIEviNns, zic.-Patronage dividenuls, refunds, and re-
bates to patrtrs with respect to their patronage in the same or preceding
years (whether paid in cash, merchandise, capital stock, revolvin-fund cer-
tificates, retain certificates, certificates of indebtedness, letters of advice, or
in some other manner that discloses to each patron the dollar amount of
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such dividend, refund, or rebate) shall be taken into account in computing
taxable income in the same manner as in the case of a cooperative organiza-
tion not exempt under section 521. Such dividends, refunds, and rebates
made after the close of the taxable year and on or before the 15th day of the
9th month following the close of such year shall be considered as made on
the last day of such taxable year to the extent the dividends, refunds, or
rebates are attributable to patronage occurring before the close of such year.

(c) Computation of taxable income for manufacturing cooperatives.-In com-
puting the taxable income of such an organization there shall be allowed as de-
duction from gross inome (in addition to other deductions allowable under this
chapter) all hourly wages paid to members or stockholders employed in produc-
tion, maintenancec, or superrisory work.

Mr. BE GLUND. I believe that the type of organization which I repre-
sent-and I have discussed this problem previously with Mr. Stan
of the joint committee-is unique, in that all of the workers are share-
holders in the company. Each owns a proportionate interest, and
none owns more stock than his fellow employee, and they all have
just one vote.

The board of trustees, as we call them in a cooperative, under the
laws of the State of Washington, are elected from the membership
and they decide the policies of the organization.

Our problem stems from the fact that, although we are cooperatives,
true cooperatives, we are taxed in the same manner as any other
corporation, just like United States Steel, for example. We pay
normal surtax corporate rates and excess-profits taxes, where indicated.

For many years, these types of organizations have paid higher
wages than prevailing wages paid noncooperative workers in the same
industry. This situation has prevailed since 1921, when the first
plywood cooperator was formed in Olympia, Wash. There has never
been a problem on this until about 1931, when the only case settled in
court was one known as Olympia Veneer, in which the taxpayer came
out on top.

Recently, however, the Government has decided to challenge the
reasonableness of wages paid to worker shareholders in these coopera-
tive plants.

Now, what is reasonable to one man may be unreasonable to an-
other. The human factor involved here is such that we can't deter-
mine with any assurance just what the Government's attitude is going
to be from year to year as to what we can deduct as compensation.

The particular problem, for my particular client-I want to point
out the seriousness of our problem. We have been recently examined
by the revenue agents for the calendar years ending 1951 and 1952.
We have a net worth of approximately three-quarters of a million
dollars, and the proposed minimum tax deficiency is over one-half
million dollars. That is why I am here and that is why I beg the
committee's indulgence to hear me out in the brief time I have been
allotted.

For an interesting but economically unrealistic portrayal of the
situation that exists in the plywood industry, I would recommend to
the committee an article in the Saturday Evening Post of April 5,
1954. It makes very interesting reading, but only gives one side of
the problem.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the problem?
Mr. BERGLuND. The problem is that as long as we have human

action, my idea of what is reasonable, and your idea of what is reason-
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able, or the Treasury Department's in this instance, is always going
to be different, and being cooperators we are not exempt under farm-
ers' and manufacturing cooperatives. We do not want the same
exemption they have. We are willing to pay taxes before dividends.
We are not asking that dividends be deducted in computing our
normal or surtax net, income. But we want the Treasury Department
to-and I think they would be perfectly happy to have this thing
settled for them by legislation. I was an internal revenue agent at
one time, and I just don't know what the answer would be if I were
on the other side of the fence either.

The question seems to revolve around how long is a piece of string!
What is reasonable'?

The CHAIRMAN. You haven't told me, yet, what is the problem.
Mr. BERGLUND. The problem is that they have cut back the amount

of wages which we can deduct in these years, 1950, 1951, and 1952, to a
slight percentage over what the union mills are paying in the area,
without giving any credit to the part that our workers play in the
efficiency of the management and the conservation of raw materials
and the minimum overhead, which applies in organizations of this
type.

There is just no yardstick for a reasonableness in a situation like
this, and in all these years, Mr. Chairman, we have relied upon this
tacit policy, shall we say, of the Treasury Department-and if it seems
like I am quarreling with the Treasury Department, it isn't so. I
want, to repeat what I said before, that if I were on the Treasury De-
partment's side of the fence, I wouldn't know what to do with this
problem, either. And I think they would be happy if we could get
some legislation which would solve this particular problem for them.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you think it ought to be done?
M r. BERGLUND. By amenling sections 521 and 522 to include-521

should be amended to include "and manufacturing cooperative or-
ganizations"; 522 should be amended, also, to include a "deduction
for wages." When I say "deduction for wages," these wages are
determined by the board of trustees, acting in good faith, like the
trustees of United States Steel or any other corporation would do,
determining what is reasonable compensation.

I might point out that for the year 1950 we paid the United States
Government $121,000 in income tax, which was roughly half of our
income for the year. We are not trying to seek complete exemption
from taxation. We are only trying to help the Treasury Department
and help ourselves in what we feel is a. mutual problem here in trying
to escape from determining what is reasonable and just, allowing us
what we can pay ourselves for wages.

I had hoped that the committee would have had a great many
questions to ask me about cooperator plywood plants, but I did pre-
sent a formal brief, as I mentioned. But cold words don't sometimes
give the urgency of our problem.

If you, Senator, are ever out in the Northwest, I want to give you
a personal invitation to call on me and I will take you through some of
our mills, and even through our forest stands, and show you how ply-
wood is made.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I probably read that story. What else?
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Mr. BEIiRiLUNI). That is about all I want to say, and I want to thank
you again for letting me appear before you. I hope I haven't talked

circles. I am inot Don Quixote jostling with windmills.
I had hoped I .oull go back with some degree of confidence and tell

these fellows their plants are not going to have to be turned over to
the United States Government on Monday morning, and I think they
would be happy, too. That is what we are faced with.

I imoght ,,aY before I left, the banker for N, client and the banker
for three other cooperative mills said, "You get your tax problems
settled and we will talk to you about loaning you moliey.

The Cn.imx,. Thik you. We will give your problem careful
consideration.

I also subhiuit for the record a statement submitted in lieu of appear-
anee by Representative George Mahon, urging modification of section
175 of H. R. 8300 relating to soil and water conservation expenditures.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT BY lIIEORIE M.IAHON, -MIEMBER ('F ('ONGPis, 1)TH DISTRICT OF TEXAS,
EI,1;A I)rNG SOII-CONSERVATION PROVISION (IF H. t. s300

I wish to i'pose i midi'ieation of sietion 175 of i-1. I. ,s200. This is the
section whi' h begins on 1'ge 53 of the Hou hill and ik entitled "Soil aiiI Water
Conservation Eienditures."

I represent a district which engages in irrigation farming on a very extensive
scale. We irrigate frin underground water sources. We have been made fully
aware by otiiicials if the Goverrnment and by reason( of experience of the urgent
necessity for conservinL 1)111' oil ril unlnergroind water insofar as possible.

In trarsp:irting the wa tip from an irrigation well to another part of the field,
the most used method is the oiien ditch. However, this method results ini a very
large loss of water, estimated to he (n the average ahiiut :85 per eont. The ditcles
produce problems of soil erosion which are very (liliiult to cole with.

In recent years inany farmers have adopted the practie of laying undrrouind
concrete pipe in their fields for the purpose of transporting water from the wells
to wherever the water is required. This saves the : 5 percent (approximate)
of the water which, on the average, is lost through the open ditch method. It
eliminates sees ge and evaporation. It eliminaites tile -oil erosion which is pro-
duced by the open ditch awl enables the farmer to do a much better job of
prodnution.

The construction of this type irrigation system is initially iore expensive
than the ditch-construction process.

I recognize that it wold be unlikely that C iungress wouli take action on a matter
o0 this kind just to serve one area of the Nition. The fact is, this problem, in
mne forin or another, exisis il Ilost of the States of the Union. I refer to the
underground conduit riethod of handling drainage water, floodwater, and irriga-
tion water ili farming operations. Throughout tile sections of the country where
we h ave irrig:ition froinl surface water or from IidrgrolUnd water this problem
is present in urn' fiori or aliother.

I respectfully request that the committee thori'oghly explore this entire sub-
ject with tile view of amending -1. 1'. ,5:Ioo to include us a farning-expense item
on,

1
er section 175 the ioiit of material and the constructiu of concrete and other

unlasonry conduits which are used for soil- and water-conservation purposes on
farms. Suih :ictin would, in my judillenlt, be in tile best interest of both the
(G,,vernolent and the taxpayer.

The CHAPrMA:N. This concludes the public hearings on this bill.

Next week the staff will work on the problems, following which we
will have executive sessions of the committee to consider the bill.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
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ST \TFMENT ON H. R. 8:00 BY THE EAiPLOY'iE's BENEFIT FUND COMMITTEE OF THE
NEW YOlIK STAR BANKERS ASSOCIATION, TRUST DIVISION

Esntd B. Gardner, chairni, Nice president, the Chase National Bank, New
York 15, N. Y.

Clifford H. Cox, vice president, The Marine Trust Co., Buffalo
Aurie I. .1hnson, vie president, First Trist and Il eposit Co.. Syracuse
.Tamies W. ('tuck, assistant vice president, Lincoln Rochester Trust ('C, Rotchester
IV. B. I)unikel, vice president, Bankers Trust ('o, New York City
Ertest L. ('ile"'live, vicie l'esident. Guaranty Trust Cit., New Yo rk City
Everett AV. Wyatt, trust officer, National Conmercial Bank and Trust ('o. Albany
John L G i llos. vice president, Chenial Bank and Trust ('i., New \ ork ('Ctv
Fred P. MIKenzie, ' ite lresitient, the IHanover Bank. New York City
Antlitt.i J. iKearshes, vice I esdent, Manufa Ilrers Trust ('o., Now York City
(let irg I'+lly, V. vi'e lr'esid'nt, Citv Bank Farmers Trust ('o., N-w York City
Lingstreet Iliuton. vice president and trust officer, J. P. Morgan & Co.. Inc., New
York City

This ';tateluent is limitd solely lt thise irtivisions of 11. R. 8:;0!) dealilnx with
eml)loyees lielsioll anil pittiit-sharin trusts aind to ri'iated pr'ovisiols.

Banks ands trust ttliip;tliies aCt as truslees Of niany Y Olitll ees trusts aid ill
such capacity adiniilster prmii)bly more than 70) perl'tent itf the total assets held
in pension and I r tit-siarin- trusts for eitiplt yees in private iidustry thri tuh-
out the United States. They act as trustees not only under plans otf other eii-

ltoyers hiut ill iily cases as trustee illidel' plans created Iy tlhem for their owt'n
employees.

While tiur cminittee 1 elieves that iutiy of the ohjetix es of 1I. It. S:lhMi as ap-
plied t,, lllloyevs trusts4 are laudlale, the hill coiiltaliiis niany llrovisious which

conflict with existiW pra'ties in liio tiperation it i lililoyees trusts ixhith are
recolirized as sound anti proper in this field. The fidlowillg recotnendatiols
are accordilliy made with a view to eiiliiiatint sul,, conflicts and for the 1tur-
pose of ilnprivina the future aerationn of this new leislation.

SECTION 505 (RESTRICTING 1NVEINsTMENTS IN ESjPlOYEFS frplSTS) SliIOjlD BE
u'.c5t' IT] I Y OMlI'IA FitpM THE ILL

The first and luots ilptlotalit reolnlllelidationl if it'll' etlillitiee relate t se t '
tion 505. 'We strt.ly ur-e that this sietion lie 'omletely strikeln front tile hill,
at least ill relatil to trusts hadletd ly hanks or trust 'olanies. for the fol-
lowintg reasons:

(1) u)ur committee believes that the sliecific investment rules and restrictions
contained in section 505 unduly limit stund and proper investhieits in enlployees
trusts with little or Ii benefit lo the eipltyePs themselves. These restrictions
are discussed later.

(2) Iallanks i/nd trust cclpanies adldiill ster Itii-oaly lll tmie than 71 Ieret (if
the tolal a5sels ill Iuivate eiii Itye5s ilrust ill the UnTited States. These insti-
tiltions are under the sulervision of either the Inited States Cimproller of Cur-
ency or a State hrlkint: delartnnqeut Also ) paetic.'11 -y all such institutions are

subject to the supervision of the Board of governorss of tile Federal Ileerve
System.

I ll ov(ry State. rules of law have heeel developed iver tile t'tllrQ e of years
roiltrollil Inc th inlvestilielit of trust fluids inlucdil'4 ollplltyees trusts) whi'h ill-
pose a high decree of responsibility and liaility tn trustees ill tile adniiistra-
tion of such trusts. These laws have recticr-ized that sound investments alillot
be legislated and the modern treid of these laws is iil the direction of tile "pru-
dent 1mn" rule.

(4) R-cent State statutory enactments imltsin controls oi1 employees trllsts
have exempted from their provisions corporate trustees subject to the supervision
of the United States Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of Governors of
the Federal Resrvo System or sole State ankin department (Chapter 27S,
laws of New York 1954; reerinl's Crlporations ('tide, State of California, Section
28103.

IF SECTION 50-5 IS RETAINED, IT SIIOULD BE AMENDED IN VARIOUS RESPECTS

Section 505, as now drawn, creates many technical problems in the invest-
ment of pension and profit sharing funds. If retained, the section should he
amended as follows:
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(a) Subsection (a) (6) and (7) limits certain investments to "5 percent of
the value of the total assets of the trust" as of the end of each quarter. This

may not pose problems to a regulated investment company under section 851 of
H. R. 8300, but it does pose problems to a pension and profit sharing trust.

(1) Many pension and profit sharing trusts in effect today are small funds
and are invested largely in bonds. As a practical matter, an investment of 10
percent or more in a single issue of high grade bonds in a small fund is considered
sound. To diversify a $100,000 fund among 20 different issues is an unneces-
sarily expensive procedure.

(2) Even in large pension trusts, investments are made in the bonds of cer-
tain very large utility systems in an amount up to 10 percent and 15 percent of
the fund. To illustrate, the Bell System represents about 91 percent of the whole
telephone industry and yet, because of the definition of "one issuer" in subsec-
tion (a) (7), not more than 5 percent of the fund could be invested in the Bell
System. By comparison, the total assets of the Bell System are about $12 bil-
lion and the total assets of the entire gas utility and pipeline industry about $13
billion. Yet, because the latter industry is made up principally of a large number
of independent companies, it would be possible under section 505 to invest 100
percent of the fund in this industry.

Because of limitations on the authority of a corporate trustee to hold real
estate in various States, serious consideration has been given by a number of
pension trustees to the formation of a real estate company pursuant to section 501
(c) (2). In such a situation, the trustee would normally desire to invest more
than 5 percent of the fund in the stock of such a company even though not more
than 5 percent of the fund is invested in any one parcel of real estate. Fur-
thermore, in such case the trustee would have to retain the entire voting power
in the company which in itself would violate the 10 percent provision of sub-
section (a) (7).

(4) The limitation of 5 percent as applied to investments in real estate poses
a difficult practical problem to the small and moderate size employees trusts.
This is particularly true of commercial and industrial real estate.

(5) Subsection (a) (5) should be expanded to include investments in com-
mon trust funds which are under the supervision of the trustee.

(6) It seems inconsistent that a 5 percent limitation should be placed on
Investments in an employees trust which has a diversified portfolio, whereas
another trust may, under subsection (a) (4), invest the entire fund in securities
of the employer.

In reference to the 5 percent limitation, it is significant to observe that the
New York statute applicable to investments by fiduciaries does not impose any
quantitative restrictions on the amount of the investment permitted in any
specific issue. However, if it is deemed necessary to keep a quantitative restric-
tion, then our committee recommends the following:

(1) The restriction should be based on book value or cost instead of market
value. The use of market values would require considerable additional expense
in making revaluations at the end of each quarter.

(2) The restriction should apply only at the time the investment is made. A
variation in the size of the fund should not force the trustee to liquidate the
whole or part of an issue.

(3) Investments in common trust funds, in real estate companies of the type
mentioned above, and in certain large utility groups and possibly other large
industrial groups should be allowed to exceed 5 percent of the fund.

(4) The district director of internal revenue should have authority to approve Ta
exceptions of the percentage limitation where such exceptions do not run counter
to the purpose of the trust.

(b) In subsection (a) (7), the term "other securities" should be defined very
broadly. We believe it to be advantageous to pension and profit-sharing trusts
and to the general economy of the country to give such trusts a high degree of
flexibility to invest in any types of investments which become available from
time to time, including mortgages, notes and oil royalties. It should also be broad
enough to include any assets which a trustee may receive in the reorganization
or liquidation of any investment which the trustee might make.

The term "other securities," in effect, constitutes placing a restriction on the
type of investment which an employees' trust may make, and any definition will
merely define the restrictions. With respect to employees trusts under which
corporate trustees have full investment responsibility, our committee is con-
fident there is nothing in experience which justifies imposing any restrictions
on investments.
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(c) In subsection (b) (2), the date March 1, 1954 should be changed to a
later date. Many trustees unknowingly made investments in violation of sec-
tion 505 after this date but before the bill was made available to the public.

(d) Subsection (a) (3) prevents the establishment in the future of combina-
tion plans which consist of life-insurance contracts and deposited funds held
by a trustee. Under this combination arrangement, the life insurance con-
tracts are converted to an annuity on the retirement of an employee and the
deposited funds supply the additional cash required in the conversion.

This arrangement is more econojmical and mrore flexible than the use of
regular annuity contracts or retirement income contracts. There are a number
of such combination plans in effect today, and the bill as drafted would not
permit the purchase of additional life insurance contracts and would, in effect,
force the discontinuance of these plans.

We believe that provision should be made for the inclusion of life insurance
contracts in comlinalion plans as an allowable investment. Apparently under
section 402 ((1) (4) of the till, it is contemplated that such contracts will be
permissible investments.

(c) There have been occasions in the past where group life insurance con-
tracts have been placed in employees trusts. In certain situations this has been
a desirable arrangement, and it would be desirable if such a contract could be
included among allowable investments and if the benefits of such a contract were
given the same tax status as if the contract were held by the employer.

PENALTY FOP FAILURE TO COMPrY UNDER SECTION 505

The penalty for noncompliance with this section is very harsh. It is possible
that through inadvertence or mere clerical error one or more of its provisions
could be violated. In that event the trust would lose its exemption and the em-
ployer consequently lose the tax benefit of any contribution made in that year.
Thus the employer, through circumstances wholly beyond its control, would be
severely penalized, the trustee would be subject to a very substantial liability
for negligence and the employee beneficiary would suffer the loss of tax benefits.

We suggest that the trustee be afforded an opportunity to correct any such
violation within a reasonable period without any penalty.

RECOMMENDATION ON SECTION 503 (C)

Subsection (c) (1) might possibly be interpreted to mean that any note or
bond purchased from the employer must be "secured." This, we are sure, was
not the intent but if an adverse interpretation were placed on the provision,
it might exclude an unsecured note or a debenture obligation of the employer.
Such a note or debenture may be a hizh-grade credit and may be an attractive
investment. The trustee might be prohibited from purchasing the debenture
obligation of an employer, but, on the other hand, would be permitted to pur-
chase the common stock of the employer. This is inconsistent. We believe
that the requirement of "security" should be eliminated from subsection (c)
(1).

PECOMrENDATION ON SECTION --04

This section is not appropriate to employees' trusts. There is no distinction
made in these trusts between principal and income, and under section 501 (e)
the trustee is required to hold and use both principal and income for the ex-
clusive benefit of the employees and their beneficiaries. We suggest that the
expression "or (e)" be eliminated, which would remove employees' trusts from
the application of this section.

RECOMMENDATION ON SECTION 501 IE)

(a) In paragraph (3) (A), the requirements for nondiscrimination are
actually made more restrictive as to small companies. Because of the definition
of "key employees," it would not be possible to set up a plan for a small com-
pany unless that plan covered at least 25 percent of the regular employees. it
would exclude plans of small companies that would cover only salaried em-
ployees, where the salaried group is less than 25 percent of the total. This is
illustrated by the following hypothetical case:

A manufacturer has 500 hourly rated employees and 120 salaried employees,
who qualify as "regular employees." The salaried employees include the officers
of the company, the salesmen, the supervisors, the foremen, and the clerical
employees.
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Key employees, under the definition, would total 10 percent of 620, or 62.
In tlce usual situation, practically all of the 62 "key employees" would be in the
salaried group. This company could not adopt a plan for salaried employees
because:

(1) "Key employees" reliresent (12 employees out of a group of 120 salaried
employees, or 52 percent. This is in excess of the 10-percent limit.

(2) The total of 120 salaried employees out ,cf a groupp of 620 employees
represents only aiout 19 percent of all regular employees. This falls short of the
25-percent requirement.

The ato ve situa tion is not lliusulI alniong manufacturing companies. Fre-
quently, the percentage of salaried emllyees is ma terially less than the 25-
lercent requirement.

(b) This section does nit give rei.ognition tii the following situations which
exist nu1der elcilloyees' trusts today and which should be en-ourated:

(1) Many coiilnlnies have 2, 3, or 4 pension plans, and some employees may
ibe covered by moc ire than one if the'e plans. Recognition should be given to
inultiple plans in a!,plyin - the requirements of this section.

(2) A number of plans exist in which a group of employers (sometimes inde-
pendent enlloyers) 1pol in a siiiLe trust fund their investnlient and mortality
elerience. The ('oiiinissi l1er hIns ruled that these trusts comply with section
1C.5 (a) of the present law. However, it is desirable that the language of the
bill clearly reci,anize that such an ali'aigelint is permissible. This would
require modifii-ation of the "Ia nar/i e his eniployees" in the iilpeniucg paragraph
of section 5(1 (ej.

t3) Prolit-shariiah plans are frequently lise
1, as a neans if providing retire-

nont benefits. There are a nunier of such plans in effect today. Sometimes
these plan Sl sulement a hasic liensiin lIlan and p i vide the addlitimal benefit
on that part if all emll) yee's iiinlceiisction ill c'.-ess of s3y; :44 per year We
believe that it should be lnissibli uiiier a proit sharing llan ti, disregard the
lirst $4,110 of aliniui lll1 ctiensation iii the sane way ill whii'h it may be dis-
regarded in pelnsioi plans.

(c) P'arag-raph 4 (B) requires that ait least 75 percent (if the employer's
contributions ad all oif the forfeitures ci a profit sharing plan be allocated in
such a manner that the alliccated alillunts doi lit bear a higher ratio to com-
lielsatin for "any covered enilphiee" than for any other c'oxv-ered employee whose
'olpelsation is lower. There are a number of plans in effect today covering

larLge grouups if employees xvwhic.h have plrovisiomcs fir allocations at variance
xvith these requirements. These plans would be embarrassed in the event they
in ade ain nd incln s oii a later dte. This liliit:1ion oil allocations would also
have a restrictive e,'ect on the design (if liew' plans. The specific criticislns of
this paragraph are as fulluxs:

I ) The follwiug types it plans which are now in wi(le use wAould not qualify:
Savin',s pilan4 (xvhiuch qualify as proit-sharina plan unler the (ide) and

contributry llr(it-sharing plans under which the enlipi yer's cintritutions are
allocated inl whole or in part on the ha sis oif elployee iontiutions;

Profit-sharing lilns in xh'icl soine Weight is iivelm to the years of service in
the allocation of employer contributions. In general, this allocation operates
tc the ienelit cif the I ver paid enilpihyee as a griil, hut there will lho' excep-
tions as to individual enplihyees

The 25 liercent disi'retionary Iirtovision is nit adequate to cover the above
variations. The situation night ie relneled if the "ratio" is applied to em-
Jloyee groups rather than to "any covered eluployee" and if some practical
variations are permitted in the ratio

(2) The nethod for alloctating f irfeitures in paraaraph 4 I B) is only one of
the lliethods used ini plans currently ill effect. Forfeitures in a number of profit-
sharing plans are allieatel in tie same lniier as earning's of the fund, i. e., in
proportion to the accumulated bcalanies of elmployees. This is logical in view
of the fact that the amounts forfeited were accumulated over a period of years.
If persons who forfeited these amounts had not been in the plan, the longer
service employees would have been allocated larger amounts and would have
accumulated a relatively greater fund than the short service employee. It is
possible that in some sniall special situations this procedure might result in
discrimination, but in the larger plans covering many employees such discrimi-
nation is improbable.
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IECOMMENiATION ON SECTION 403 (C) (1)

This secti(on continues the exemption of trusts under plans which are currently
exemlt under secti,,n 145 (a) aof tlie preselnl la'. IHiwever, I the basis of
experience, it will ie necessary front time ti tinie to a nend such plans. It
should lie nmde clenr that emililoyes iay make amendiients to such plans in a
reasonable manner witlioit having to qualiy lhe entire lin as if it were a new
planl unieli section 501 (e),

IE( O\MI'NiiA'I'Ns N SEC TONS 511 'lTO .1.'

T iese sei'tions iinlp se onii eiiilo.eos trusts the saline restri'tions in regard
ti invetnilents as ar- imposed on chlritl/titi itrgaluiza iols. Our (itonlaittee

believes that there are tiiiit r'e;Istlns for tr'atilla villil lyee trusts dittereitly
under these seitiiis and lImssibly ehininating' entirely tle alicaiition iif these
seetiris to ellhtoyees trusts. The flowing ire the fuidamental differences
between li emphiyees trust adlii a charitable organizations.

(1 ) The almoulnts paid frit anll einlpoy-es trust are subject tii tax in the hinds
of the Iecilpient, vleeas funds paid ly :a i'har-itale organization are not so
tax ahle. In aill emplloyees trulst there is nlerely a I ostlp :lnent oI the coldlection

of tile t:rc-es on the ioliilts; ctintriinted toy tile empliiyer and onl the earnhniiis
of the trust, and lnot et liniation of taxes as in tie 'ise of a charitable
orga llizatioin.

(2) The ii'cnuhliilti'iis if ilitiotlal e.'rliiing in in emliiyees trust alisilmg
froii the use iif iiiu'tgalte inieli dness in a leaseeii'l. ' resullt in a retin'tion of
the aniliilnt which inly hie cintrihllUteil and .lai'ii i a- I tax deduitiol Ity tile
enplitver. How ever, the ;i'tuliultions of such ullditii i1:l eailninas in a c'halit-
able org an izatii iliive no4 in' lIf ff-ct.
However, if se'tim 511 tio 515 are naile aplicahh to einllh.yees trusts, the

foloWing ainendilits should tie onsilered:
(1) Leases to the elolltyer. subject to lll rtit.age ind,'ttelinss, nill'it b enol-

sidered in the categorIy I'f a "seelurity oif tIh- emiti'yer" and might le exempt
froiti the applia'ation ( f tles Ie ti Ii. Such aill arrlnQelent suIlnetinles facill-
tales tile ttlndin' of tie past serNice linltility to the eneit of employees.

( 2) A number of enit io es' trusts Plit'i'ed into leasebaciks involving lortatage
indebtedness priur to Marh 1. lWI54. It is slaze.sted that in no event shmld the
law Ile niade applicable to leasebacks hel as itf March 1. 1I)54. The application
of the restrictions (of these sections wi tut then parallel the applieatitn of tile
restriitins on investinents imposed by section 5)5.

IUi'c ,MM[E ATII r IN (oiN 1,F"'ICN WiITH S' 1,SCtTItON 2(i39

This setion provides that a jitint andlil survivor annluity phayile tnder an
employees trust ftrniina" part iof a qualitied pilan shall not be taxed for estate-tax
purposes except to tile extent if the emilloyee's contribution.

It would appear that sini'lar provisiti shold tie in'irtorated in relation to
the gift tax, under chapter 12 of subtitle B of H. R. s,00, with respect to the
irrevocable election of a joint and survivorship annuity option.

StATEMENT OF WALTER H. RAMP tiN BEHALF OF BRISTOL LABOIlATORIEs INC.

('ONCE'NING THE SiiGi5TED ADDITION OF SECTION 40 TO PART IV-CREDITS
AGAINST TAX, OF THE PROPOSED BILL (H. R. S'00)

Chairman Millikin, members of the Senate Finance Committee, gentlemen,
nty imie is Walter H. Kaml) I al comptroller of Bristol-Myers Co., New York
City ; and am making this presentation ol bettalf of Bristol Laboratories Inc., a
wholly owned subsidiary of said Bristol-Myers Co. Bristol Laboratories Inc. is
one of the major penicillin producers in this country. We wish to suggest the
addition of a new section, section 40, to part IV-credits against tax, in sub-
chapter A of chapter 1 of the proposed bill (H. R. 8300).

While the current internal-revenue laws provide in sole measure for the
averaging of net incomes of corporations subject to excess profits taxes by
permitting a 1-year carryback and a 5-year carryforward of net operating losses
and unused excess profits credits nevertheless the present law has produced sub-
stantial inequities in relative tax burdens due to the 1-year carryback limitation.
The new proposed Internal Revenue Code recognizes this inequity by providing
for a 2-year carryback and a 5-year ca-ryforward of net operating losses. Such

45994-54-pt. 4- 24
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proposed new provision does not relate to unused excess profits credits and is
not applicable to taxable years beginning before January 1, 1954.

With respect to the excess-profits tax for the years 1950-53, it would seem that
two companies having the same total net income and the same excess-profits
credit for that period should pay approximately the same excess-profits tax.
However, in 1 specific instance 1 company paid a tax of $1,500,000, but it would
have paid only $400,000 if its earnings for 1951 and 1952 had occurred in
reverse order. Similarly, another company having the same total income and
the same credits but with a different pattern of years in which the earnings were
realized would have paid only $400,000. It is submitted that Congress never
intended any such discrimination nor would it permit this to exist if it were
fully cognizant 'if the widely varying impact of the present law. Exhibit A
attached hereto sets forth these earnings patterns and the resulting excess-
profits taxes.

This unreasonable discrimination between taxpayers Whose only difference in
taxable income is not that of amount hut of chronological order is the result of
the 1-year limitation on carrybacks, particularly with respect to the last excess-
profits tax year, 1953. A company which had an unused credit or a net oper-
ating loss for the years 1950 and 1951 would be able to apply such credit or loss
to level out the income of at least three other excess profits tax years. If such
unused credit or loss arose in 1952, it could be applied to level out the income
of at least two other excess-profits tax years. If, however, the unused credit or
loss occurred in the year 1953, it could be applied to level out the income of only
1 other excess-profits tax year.

The simple remedy for this inequity would be to restore the 2-year carryback
period in effect for the years 1940-45 and now again proposed for 1954 and subse-
quent years. Such an amendment would have to be retroactive, which might
result in substantial refunds and which apparently is contrary to the views of
the House Ways and Means Committee concerning retroactive tax proposals.
Accordingly, a prospective amendment is proposed which might afford some
measure of relief against this inequity. It consists of a new section to be added
to the presently proposed Internal Revenue Code reading as follows:

"'SECTION 40-CREDIT WITH RESPECT TO UNUSED EXCESS PROFITS
CREDITS.

(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT-
"For each of the first three taxable years beginning after December 31, 1953,

the credit computed under subsection (b) shall be allowed as a credit against
the tax imposed by this chapter.

"(b) DETERMINATION OF CREDIT.-
"(1) The credit for the first taxable year beginning after December 31,

1953, shall be the lesser of-
"(A) The entire amount of the credit carryover determined under

subsection (c), or
"(B) The amount by which the tax imposed under this chapter for

such taxable year exceeds the credits against such tax allowed under
this chapter, without regard to the credit allowed under this section.

"(2) The credit for each of the 2 succeeding taxable years shall be the
lesser of-

"(A) The amount by which the credit carryover determined under
subsection (c) exceeds the total of the credits allowed under subsection
(a) for the preceding taxable year or years, or

"(B) The amount by which the tax imposed under this chapter for
such taxable year exceeds the credits against such tax allowed under
this chapter, without regard to the credit allowed under this section.

"(C) CREDIT CARRYOVER.-
"The credit carryover referred to in subsection (b) shall be 30 percent of the

unused excess profits credit adjustment for the first taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1953, computed as if such year were a taxable year under
section 430 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939.

"(d) LIMITATION.-
"The aggregate of the credits allowed under subsection (a) for all taxable

years shall in no event exceed the aggregate of the excess-profits taxes assessed
against the taxpayer for all taxable years under section 430 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1939."

Under this proposed amendment unused excess profits credits which cannot
be applied to reduce excess profits taxes because of the carryback limitations and
the expiration of the excess profits tax would be carried forward to subsequent
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years as the basis of the credit against income tax. The total credit for all subse-
quent years would be 30 percent (the excess profits tax rate) of the total unused
credits which would be carried over to 1954 if that had been an excess profits tax
year. To prevent unwarranted reductions in tax, the maximum credit for all the
years would be limited to the amount of the total excess profits taxes actually as-
sessed against the taxpayer during the effective period of the recent excess prof-
its tax.

The benefits of this amendment would be restricted to taxpayers who had un-
used excess profits credits in 1952 and 1953 which they were unable to apply in
reduction of their excess profits tax liabilities. Any taxpayer having 1950 or
l951 unused excess profits credits would either have applied such credits as
carrybacks or carryovers or would have had no excess profits tax liability for

the entire period of the tax. An unused excess profits credit in 1952 could be-
come the basis of the credit in 1954 or subsequent years only if there had been an
excess profits tax in 1950 and little or no such excess profits tax in 1951 and
1953. The principal application of this proposed amendment would be to those
taxpayers who paid excess profits taxes for 1950 or 1951 and had unused excess
profits credits in 1953.

In lieu of the usual 5-year carryforward, the period in which these special
credits against income tax may be applied is limited to the 3 years beginning
with the first taxable year commencing in 1954. Since the recent excess profits
tax was in effect for only a 4-year period, a 3-year carryforward of these special
credits will give a corporation with an unused excess profits credit in 1953 a
leveling out period comparable to that enjoyed in the excess profits tax years
by corporations which had unused credits in 1950 or 1951.

No refunds of prior years' income or excess profits taxes can arise under
the proposed amenment. In a proper case, the discrimination we have described
will be corrected to some extent by a reduction of future income taxes.

Excess profits tax-Comparative effects of 1-year carryback rule

1950 i year 1 1951 1952 1953 Total 3
years

Corporation A-
Excess profits net income --- $1,510, 000 $7,654,000 $531,000 ($1,865, 000) $7, 830, 000
Less credits:

Excess profits credit ----- 809,000 1,687, 000 1,958,000 2, 000, 000 6, 454,000
Unused excess profits

credit, 1952 ---------- - -------- 1,427,000 (1,427,000) ------------- -------------

Total credits ---- --- 809, 000 3,114, 000 531,000 2,000,000 6,454,000

Adjusted excess profits net
incom e -------- -------

Excess profits tax, 30% .....

Corporation B
Excess profits net income --
Net operating loss, 1953 ------

Excess profits net income
as adjusted --------------

Less credits:
Excess profits credit -----
Unused excess profits

credit, 1951 ------------
Unused excess profits

credit, 1953 --------

Total credits ----------

Adjusted excess profits net
in com e ....... . -----------

Excess profits tax, 30%.

C rporation C
Excess profits net income -

Less excess profits credit-

Adjusted excess profits net
incom e . ...... .........

Excess profits tax, 30% -.--

701,000 4,540,000 - (3,865,000) 1,376,000
210,300 2 1,320,315 1,530,615

1,510,000 531,000 7,654,000 (1,865, 000) 7,830, 000
------- . . . .. . . . . (1,865, 000) 1,865,000 --...........

1,510,000 531,000 5,789,000 7,830, 000

809,000 1,687,000 1,958, 000 2,000, 000 6,454,000

578,000 (1, 156, 000) 578,000

-- 2, 000, 000 (2, 000, 000) . . .

1,387,000 531,000 4,536,000 --- 6,454,000

123, 000 ---- ---- 1,253, 000 -------- 1,376, 000
36,900 375, 900 412, 800

1, 100, 000 2, 300, 000 2, 000, 000 2, 430, 000 7,830, 000
809, 000 1, 687, 000 1,958.000 2, 000,000 6,454,000

291,000 613,000 42,000 430,000 1,376, 000
87, 300 183, 900 12,600 129, 000 412,800

Income and credit amounts in 1950 column are 11/ of annual amounts.
Maximum limitation. 17 4 percent of $7,654,000.
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COMMENTS

Corporation A: Total excess-profits tax, $1,530,615; effective rate, 111 percent.

The tabulation for corporation A reflects the actual results for an existing
corporation.

corporation n I: Total excess-profits tax, $412,800; effective rate, 30 percent.
Corporation 11 ilifli(rs from corporation A only in that the order of the 1951

and 1952 earnings has been reversed. The result is to cut the tax by over
$1,100,000.

Corporation C: Total exces-profits tax, $412,500; effective rate, 30 percent.
Tie tabulation for corporation C illustrates the results for a company whose

trend of annual earnings parallels the general trend of total corporate profits as
reported I,y the Department of Conmerce. While its total earnings for the
period and its credits are the saine as those of corporation A, its total tax is

$1,100,000 less than that of corporation A.

STATEMFNT TO SE ,ATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BY ARTHUR TEDRY HANSEN, CON-
SuLTING ACT'UARY, LAKE liLl'FF, ILL., RE,, TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN PROPOSED
PENSION, PROFIT SHARING, AND REI ATE) SE(TIo)N.,

DEFERRED PAYIENT PLAI\S

My name is Arthur Stedrv Hansen. I operate a (.onsoltina actuarial service
for employers in matters relating to their pension. profit sharing and related em-
ployee benefit programs at 1080 Green Bay Road, Lake Bluff, Ill.

Toioorrow, April 2-, 19,54, 1 will have been engaged in this business for exactly
30 years. Drini-ig this peril. I have served many hundreds of employers, of all
sizes in all types of business, on their pension and related employee benefit prob-
li nis. We do not sell plans, inslurarice or investments. We ofer only profes-
sitlal and) teciliii ser ices tio enlioypr oi- lil11 a(lul minister tioins

I was the actuary for the Vandenberg Senate Suihoimmittee on Pension.
P profit Sharing and Incentive Ilans in 1939 ; anti I was a special cinsultant to the
Treasury in 1942 and 1943 assigned to assist the then Commissioner if Internal
Revenue in the technical problems involved in the 1942 law amendments on
pension and profit-sharing trusts.

I have been working continuously with the various divisional offices and the
lVashinAton office of the Internal Revenue Bureau on problems arising in the
admnistration of the present tax laws relating to pension, profit sharing, and
other iupho ee ieuetir Plains. IUring-, this ueriid, N\e liarc 1cPii faced with all
sorts of problems of (a) approval, administration, an(l tax deduction allowances
of several lundred employers and (1b) the Internal Revenue Bureau in apply-
in:. the present law and ill applying anti developing the present rules, regula-
tions, etc.

I assume that policy is determined by Congress with the assistance of the
Treasury and the public through committees. hearing-s, and conferences. The
following remarks apply to tile problems involved in accomplishing the policy
objectives indicated by the proposed code language. If the policy is changed as
a result of these hearings or further consideration, the technical problems will
perps s chanl,,e. The substarne of the coiients will, however, ie helpful in
nllny i.ases even under such circumstances.

The changes in the proposed law appear generally to reflect the policy set forth
in the budget message of President Eisenhower transmitted to Congress January
21, 1954. which was as follows: "The conditions for qualifications for special tax
treatment of employees' pension plans are too involved. Such plans are desir-
aile. I recommend that the rules be simplified and that greater discretion be
given in establishing plans for different groups of employees, so long as there is
no discrimination in favor of key executives or stockholders."

Unfortunately, however, vhile the language of the proposed law appears to be
simplified and to provide greater discretion, revised and untried concepts are
included with the result that actually many plans possible under the present
law would actually not be permitted or would be restricted under the proposed
language and, in many instances, the uncertainties, administrative work, and
dependency upon Treasury interpretations and regulations would be increased.

In general, the proiiisf-d language is patterned after tile present law. The
original errors and limitations are in many instances continued. Economic
conditions and plan patterns have changed since the 1942 law was enacted.
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Ati ii 'al la Ih uaes :iri relir ed t idiy. Sinceii the cliire ii de is lie ini renarraniiged

and redaiIfted, tie oXlierience' a ained since 1942 should le included in the re-
visions ;it this tilie so as to I clarify the volltiiliiillal provisions and make them
colsistent vitiih the proposed policy ihaniiaes.

The followin- comments arise iolt of (, ) our an alysis of the problems involved
ill the xvaious li;isi's of adiiiiistratioll of several uliudred e,,istinal pension
trusts over ianiy years all (h) the desire to reduce the uncertainties and detail
now ilixnIllahy i Ijtiaiifviiig and iiaitaiiin4 qualified pension plans. The com-
ieilt., are limited and directed primarily to:

1. Simplifying tile ia\, l'aulatiilis, and the administrative xvrk of taxpayers.
2. ('irifyina present and proposed uiiertainties in the law, aid
3. Modifying requirements to avo0 id di lities for' bith existing and new

pllall within thet 1poiicy lilnitationls set forth hy tile lPresidlelt in his budILet

inessa ae.
ilEl IT IlloNS TO EMPLOYERS

1. J filititon.
S section 4)3 refers to mit ellliye's trust, aillillity plail, and a deferred pay-
lneit iilan in the caltion. Ill ieeral, these are satisfactory altliouh, as indi-

icated eiewhelre, it is desirable that these teriis be (lelined and that they he
uscd in the specifically detilled inanier each place i the law. The words in the
c:aitioli should lie ih;illt'e(i to the pllrler le'ls in acorilnccv with the dleillitions
to he -upplied. The cap~tionl lii&-llt reald "Deducetions for (Contribilltionls of an

Ellilover tl oler a It Iferred ayniieiit Plan1."
2 'h qlmlif!¢i~l cqlfircmcnl

Sectimi 403 (a) aennrally appears to e si meviat Simplifie d andi satisfactory
except ;iain fir the ilie.ess ixv of iusin spievifi.atly liPlend terIlls 'eferriiia" to
i''trr , pliiis, etc. The r'efereiiie shoili te chair e(1 sl ;is tio agree spcilieally
with lie iii'illed teiis referr'd to csexwiere in these comllmiients Requirenlits
fur lh" :lified pils, naid deiiitions of nolnualified idlns, hlluid le specified at
this plai'e ill the regulations rather than ini sPitiii 503 (a ) rilatiiig ouly to trusts
to s iillilif 3 lli' ]rivisi l -11 and ivoid confusion hletweeii lns, trusts, etc.

0. Oiliflf-f pcn xionl phinl

Section 403 (:Il (I relates to pension trusts Ailu;ili, this section applies
ti) pensiol bilefits uler a 1plan il nlin linlovees' tiIust. Ili order to 'arry tihe
diliilitioll o Wxv necessary, ltve'e the si calledd pellsion :Ili profit-shari n a
Il :]s. it is desirable tiat lhe iletilil ternis be us'il. Actually, the provisions of
thi ,e'tn shollie /inlit,-d to conltributionls to onelo¢yol's' tru,;ts for cots of

bcltfil i 1lder 11u1lified pension plans. If this listin(tion is inade, the problems
:riinua nis to the iiiethid if taxina nonupialified plans will he siuiplified and nade
1l,"siit ill :1 spet'ii' tasis. Inc'ident:ally, reference is llalde t

i I pencil trust
des.ii,ed in seitili -Ill 'e. 'ensiol trusts as descrilied Ili section 501 (e)
iniludle profit sharing and other plans. 'rop~r definitiois will avoid these
pl'o leillns.

Actually, this section should refer to contributions under qualified pension
plan, I whether paIid to an exempnt trust uiler section 5i1 (e) oi to an insurance
company unIer contracts meeting the irrevocalle aid reapplication of refunds
and other retulis requirementss.

/. .1ltcriaticr dctcmnation
Section 408 I) 3 1 liivides fir leduitils fir cintrilltilis to pension trusts

under tile follixxin, siihparaaraphs (A). (Il, and (C), as is generally provided
under the present law.

The deter'linatioins under (I) and (C) are distinctive and inherent in tile
method of funding costs under the plan. It is unnecessary to provide these as
alternatives. However. the limitation under (A) is specifically applicable to tile
valuation and ci st determination in (C).

The ]anguage should therefore le clarified so as to specifically provide that
the limitation fir any year is the greater of the almlunt determined under (lI if
s8111 niethod of funding is used under the plan or (A) whichever is the greater
for each year.

5. [11i ll1111 pcm'tstoiP d ll iit'tio1

Section 403 (a) (1) (A) apparently provides an increase from 5 percent under
the present law to 10 percent under the proposed law. While this is an apparent
liberalization, actually the base upon which the percentage is applied has been
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more restricted so that, in effect, in many instances, the proposed law will result
in more limited deductions than under the present law.

If it was the policy of Congress to make this provision more liberal, the 10
percent is satisfactory, but it should be applied to a basis similar to that under
the present law. If the policy of Congress was to revise the basis upon which
the limitation would be applied, the present law is more satisfactory since it
permits a simple specific calculation on available information, whereas the pro-
posed language necessitates a very complicated and involved actuarial determi-
nation on the basis of individuals or groups to determine when individual past
service costs have been fully funded.

The second sentence of this paragraph attempts to somewhat limit the compli-
cated work involved in making the determination. Actually, since a large num-
ber of plans do provide different rates or types of benefits or are offset by benefits
provided in some other program, the limitation is ineffective in a large number
of cases so that actually detailed calculations would need to be made on every
individual or groups of individuals. Such a calculation would involve an elabo-
rate set of regulations providing for acceptable bases for determining such costs,
methods of allocating income and gains from year to year, and other involved
technical problems. If for no other reason, there is perhaps adequate justifica-
tion for simplifying this provision based upon the administrative difficulties alone.

Since certain valuations are required before the end of a fiscal year of an
employer, and since information on current compensation of employees is not
necessarily completely available until sometime after the end of the year, a
specific provision should be made that the compensation to be considered is to be
that for the taxable year or any other year ending within the taxable year selected
by the employer if followed consistently.

Compensation, for this purpose, should be the total compensation of the
employees included in the plan regardless of any theoretical funding basis for
individual employees. Actually, it is impossible in most trusteed plans to allo-
cate contributions to past service of individuals. Normally, contributions are
paid in to a trust and used to provide benefits upon retirement.

The percentage of compensation limitation in this paragraph should be limited
only by the full funding of past service costs of all the pension plans of the em-
ployer as determined on the method of valuation consistently used for determining
costs. In other words, the percent of compensation would be applicable until
such time as the total unfunded past service requirement in all pension plans
funding under the (C) method is funded. Thereafter, the costs would be limited
to the normal costs of the plans. Such a limitation on full funding would be
necessary in order to limit deductions for advance funding. Any limitation on
the payroll considered for this purpose would be discriminatory against pension
plans as related to profit-sharing plans although the comparison is difficult and
perhaps not too valid.

6. Future funding only
Section 403 (a) (1) (B) retains the provisions of the present law. The limita-

tion in the event 3 individuals whose cost is more than 50 percent of the re-
maining unfunded cost is somewhat discriminatory, limited and generally inap-
plicable. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine because of the need for actu-
arial assumptions and procedures in allocating and defining costs. It would be
desirable to eliminate the need for determining whether any three individuals
account for more than 50 percent of the unfunded cost. The requirement of
spreading the costs over at least 5 taxable years could be applied to and limited
to persons with less than 5 years of future service to normal retirement date as
provided in the plan, rather than applying to the three individuals accounting
for 50 percent of the remaining cost.

7. Past and future funding
Section 403 (a) (1) (C) changes the basis upon which the 10 percent of past

service is determined from that in the existing law. While the revised language
would, however, affect plans differently, and necessitate an immediate recom-
putation of the past service base in every existing pension trust, it will there-
after provide a simpler and less discriminatory basis for this purpose.

Requiring a separate amortization of past service costs, however, is definitely
discriminatory against the employer establishing a plan on a conservative basis
as against one establishing a plan on a more liberal basis. If the increased
benefits under an amended plan are still reasonable and within the limitations
permitted for qualified plans, it would have been possible for the employer to
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have provided the larger benefits at an earlier date and to have received addi-
tional deductions in prior years by including such benefits in the plan at an
earlier (late. The fact that the increase was deferred, actually results in lower
tax deductions in prior years. Such an employer should not be again penalized
in requiring that the added costs be spread over a longer period into the future.
In fact, there is a basic justification for including in the past service base at
all times, the entire amount under all of the pension plans of an employer re-
gardless of the number of plans and the dates of adoption or change. The limi-
tation in the proposed law requiring separate calculations for supplemental costs,
sl:ould therefore be eliminated so that all costs, regardless of the time they are
included in the plan, would be considered in the automatic determination of the
10-percent base for years in which any adjustments are made, and for all years
thereafter until full funding is completed. Provision should also be made so
as to specifically indicate that the limitation should be applied to the total past
requirements of all pension plans of an employer rather than to each plan
separately.

The proposed language does not permit a deduction of 10 percent of the interest
on the unfunded balance during the year as is permitted under the present
regulations. Consideration should be given to the allowance of 10 percent of
the interest on the unfunded accruing during the current year until paid. In-
cidentally, normal costs used in this paragraph should be defined to include
normal costs plus interest on normal costs accruing during the year so as to
correctly distinguish between the interest applicable to the unfunded and the
normal cost.

The revised language has apparently inadvertently omitted the limitation
restricting the deduction for contributions to the normal cost and interest
thereon for any year after the unfunded costs for service credited for prior
years is completely funded.

8. Deduction carryocer
Section 403 (a) (1) (D) should be modified so as to clearly indicate that it

is to be applied to the total of all pension plans of an employer or group of
employers. It would also be desirable to provide for the carryover of amounts
paid in excess of deductions allowable in prior tax years as well, so as to give an
employer a full deduction for all contributions made under a qualified plan.

Because of the revision in the treatment of deductions under qualified and non-
qualified plans, a specific statement should be included in this paragraph limit-
ing the carryover of deductions to those made under qualified plans. Deduc-
tions under nonqualified plans will be provided for elsewhere.

9. Insured pension plaits
Section 403 (a) (2) relates only to insured pension plans. Since, in general,

the provisions of section 403 (a) (1) really apply to pension plans rather than
to pension trusts, it would be desirable to consolidate this paragraph with the
previous paragraphs so that the limitations would equally apply to all pension
plans, or portions of pension plans, whether included in trusts or insurance
contracts.

The reference to refund of premiums should be clai ified so as to include the
return of all amounts arising out of the operation of the plan. This might in-
volve dividends or benefits payable to an employer or other similar items. The
law should specifically indicate that no trust is necessary if the insurance com-
pany issuing the policies will legally, through contract provisions, agree to meet
the same requirements as to irrevocability and reversions as are applicable to
qualified trusts.

10. Qualified profit-sharing plans
Section 403 (a) (3) should have the captions revised to be consistent with the

definitions and procedures used in other sections. The partial definition in
paragraph (c) following is inadequate for this purpose.

11. Limits, profit-sharing deductions
Section 403 (a) (3) (A) should also be modified so that the language refers to

the defined terms and the test is applied to the plan or plans rather than to the
trust. The reference to purchase of annuity contracts under a profit-sharing plan
somewhat overlaps the reference under the existing definition of terms in section
403 (a) (2). If section 403 (a) (2) is consolidated with section 403 (a) (1) as
previously suggested, the present method of reference in the first sentence of
section 403 (a) (3) is satisfactory although, of course, the language and use of
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ternis should be parallel and consistent with the similar use in section 403 (a) (1).
The comments under section 403 (a) (2) will likewise apply to the reference
to the purchase of annuities.

A specific provisions should be included in the profit-sharing reference to annuity
purchases so as to clearly indicate under what circumstances trusts will be
required and under what circumstances contracts can be purchased directly
without a trust. Vinder the other requirements in the code, it would appear that,
since forfeitures have to be reallocated, a trust will be necessary unless specific
lirovisions are set up to the contrary in the law.

The references to trust, or under the plan or similar trust or plan, etc., should
be modified to clearly agree with the defined terms, and the language should
clearly iidic'ate that the tests are to be applied to all profit-sharing plans of the
employer or employers as a group.

12. Affiliated employers
Section 4103 (a) (3) ( l) is a new provision involving specific recognition of

moore than one employer under a plan. In general, such a provision is desirable
although it should be simplified in its application and should lie applicable to all
deferred piymnent plains rather than only to irofit-sharing plans.

In general, it would also appear that it will lie necessary to coordinate this lan-
guage with the definitions in the remainder of the plan so as to clearly indicate
this particular limitation is applicable only to the type of profit-sharing Ilans
with contributions iased upon profits as distingui.-hed from other accumulation
plans anid money 1iurchase plans, the contributions of which are based upon
other factors.

The limitations to accumulated earnings aid I;pIrV ts would cililjear to apply
only to plans in which contributions are based upiin profit as distinguished from
plans based upon cther factors such as money purchase pension plans.

1M. Multiple plans
Section 408 (a) (3) (C) provides a partial delinitiin of a stock bonus and

profit-sharing plan. This language should le made more specific and coordinated
with all the de;ined teris alilicalle to deferred payment llans so as to avoid
a milguity. A general section on definitions would simplify the lcrohlem.

The requirement that, if more than one plan exists, all prolit-sharing plans
are ti be considered jointly, is satisfactory for apllyin u limitations, hut it is
lesir;lble that the distinction be made between a pension plan, a so-called profit-
sharing plan, atid a nonqualified plan, since these need to lie considered separately
from profit-sharing plans.

1 . Forcigin trusts
Sec.iicn 408 (a) 4) is a new section retired because cf tile limitation on trusts

created in the United States in section 501 (e). As indicated in the comments on
section 501 (e), the reference should be tii a trust nmintained, as distinguished
from a trust created or oi raized. The basis for dedlui'tions (cf contributions
shiuld1, however, le related to the plans, as distiigui shed in the foregoing coin-
mlents, rather than the trust. This suiliection appears unnecessary if limitations
are properly applied to plans. The proper reference will appear in section
501 (e).

15. Non qualified plans
Section 403 (a) (5) provides, in effect, that tile employer will obtain a de-

ductin in the year and to the extent amounts are actually distributed or made
available under a plan not meeting the requirements for qualification. The
statement of theory appears to be more satisfactory than that in the present law
although the method of aceomplishing the result is not specified.

It would be desirable to define the phrase "made available" so that taxpayers
can determine directly from the law the consequences of various acts without the
mieessity of olitaiciing rulings and waiting for precedent and regulations.

If the amounts are provided by the employer directly, or if the phrase "made
available" applies upon the purchase of an annuity, the provision is satisfactory.
If, however, a trust is created. iir if the liurchase of an annuity is not construed
as "made available" at the time of purchase, the problem is complicated by inter-
est and other gains or losses between the time of the contribution and the distri-
bution. A simple method would be to specifically provide that the income of any
trust or the increment on any contract would be considered income of the em-
ployer and not taxed to the employee, or to the trust. The results of creating a
trust or purchasing a contract would then be the same as if the employer had
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merely provided the some benefit without such trust or contract. A deduction
coulh then be specifically allowed for each paynnt under such a plan since,
eventually, tile total a1 nnts of the payments woild exactly equal the contribu-
tiols plus the interest andl other gains. It would, therefore, not be necessary to
allocate the accuinulatiis or illeinc e to any individual or to require complicated
calulations or regulations fir the adliinistratlol of tle pro ision. The provi-
sion would lie basically equitable frioin a tax point of view, an( as between em-
piloyers using diflereit types if pdans, andi as between unfunded plains or plans
funded with a trust or all insuinlce (.ntra(t.

If such a specific pro'visi1 were made for so-called ninqualitied plans, the
prllems of deteriil]m] tax dedutilns under a qualified ilan, which may be dis-
4uai lifted for a period, or Nhi ('h lay include su)plen tal heiinetits of an unqual-
itied nature. would also e automatil.ally ansVeredl (In a simple and nioindiscrill-
inatory basis

In aenieral, the te-.t, of the entire section 40.3 slilild be hosed upJ)oi types of
benefits under plans regardless of the ,onliltl]ions or arrna ,eilent of the pro-
visions of the plans, contracts, or trusls themselves. Tile three general iate-
gories Would 1e (o) qualified pension plans. ( qualilied tirfit-sharig plas,
and (c) unualfi ed plans if all types. proper definitioll)s wooil be required but
such definitions would clarify the 0 Imlication of all of the sections relating to
deferred compensat ion plans

10'. I'mi lIio),x ))w lhplc plml

S Settiol 41.13 l( T ) provides a limitatiil oil deductlios in the event more
than one pail of certliil types is ill existence for an elpllIlyer. It appears (ie-
sirable to modify this sectil so as :lst) to take into cnsideratioin clearly the
effect (of other lii qualified Wai :l11.

If tile plans are redetined. as indicated aiove, into three categories, the provi-
sills of this par'agraph (uld be silllified an1d made lore specific. All of the
plans of each type wIould then ble considered together as a (onsoli(lated plan of the
employer or elnplyers (if each type. Thle dedhutiols allowable under the non-
qualified plans would be, in a sense, equivalent toi a section 212 oI sectil 162
exIense and would, therefore, not bt(le included ill the liimtation of this par::raph.
The joint limitations (If this iar;mili' could then lie applied in the event, and
limited to, an employer or grmup (if entployers ll:lving a plan of the pension type
and a plan of the profit-shariita type. Tile limits applicable to, all pension ilens
as a group would be provided in s('ti,n 403 ( a ) ( 1.1, the limits to all prfit-shar-
ing plans as a i-rupi whoul le provided ill section 401 (a) (3)1, and ttis section
would apply (.early only to ltllations i t which both type (If plans existed
simultaneously with aln employer grolop If elillo)l(yers

The last 'elltente, rel0tiln a to (,((laill1tiln 1:l1s if nIl enll lhyee is itliihded un-
der more than one, should be expanded to consider the situation in which soe
(if the enplo yees are inlclued ill ore tlhin tine lan w1herels others are not, or
tle more general sitllation ini whith the eiillhyees (covered toy different plans dif-
fer. The limitations should apply 01Y to the extent that the sitlle einldoyees are
included in more than one plan.

If the qualifications for eliaihilitv and discriliioiatioi i) qitalified plans is
liberalized, and a limitation placed uln the loeiiefitst availablee to any individual
elpl

t
ovee, the lindt~ition ill this section should I't c,,ilet,-v eliminated: the

limitations upon pension and 1(rfit-sharinla plins would be sufficient. If, how-
ever, eligibility requirements are such that there is no limit to tile p-ssible bene-
fits of an employee under all of the pla10s of an emplo yer, then the lilititation in
this paragraph is perhaps applicable, although it should be limited to the portion
of the costs anpillic'tle to enipho vee included il tle multiple plans.

If a limitation is necessary, it could 1ie determined by ascertaining the limita-
tions of all of the lensio plans :'. unit, and tIle Pro' t-shilring plan; as a unit.
These costs would be deterinined onl tile basis (if a 1iercenta!ge of the total
compllensation (if the employees inthlded in Par1 (If tlt plans. The limitation
could then be determined by applying tle pension percentage to the compensa-
tion of the employees not inclnded in a profit- sharing plan, 11us the percentage
limitation in the profit-sharing plan applied to tile compensation of employees
not in the pension plan, plus 25 percent of tile compensation of the employees
included in both types of plans. The 30-percent limitation could also be made
applicable to the same group.

17. Nonvqialificd plans

Section 403 (b) coutl be materially simplified by avoiding the reference to
treatment under other sections, and making a specific statement to tile effect that
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any plan of deferred compensation other than those qualified under section
403 (a) would permit deductions of the amounts paid or made available to
beneficiaries at the time of distribution whether such amounts were paid directly
by the company or by a trust or insurance company, and that no deductions would
be allowed for contributions to a trust or an insurance company at the time the
contribution is made if the plan does not meet the requirements of a qualified
plan at the time the contribution is made.

I8. Scction 165 (a) trusts
Section 403 (c) (1) relates to the continued exemption as a trust. This entire

subsection should be transferred to section 501 (e) so as to clearly indicate that
existing trusts continue to be exempt under the provisions of section 501 (a)
as distinguished from a possible interpretation that, since this provision is
included in section 402, the language is merely for the purpose of supporting the
continuing deductions under such plans, rather than the continuance of qualifica-
tion as an exempt trust.

19. Section 23 (p) deductions
Section 403 (c) (2) generally provides for continued deductions on the basis

of the existing law and regulations for plans qualified at the time the revised
code is adopted. Fundamentally, this is desirable although the procedure raises
numerous questions.

For example, if the social-security law is amended, in effect the regulations
on integration should le modified. A question then arises as to whether the
regulations under the old section 23 (p) would have to be maintained up to date
for a continued determination of deductions or whether the present regulations
would apply arbitrarily, irrespective of the basic changes which would normally
affect deductions.

A further question arises in the case of an existing plan that does not have an
official approval of the Conmissioner. In such case, does the Commissioner issue
approval of the old law and old regulations, and, if so, what basis is there for
making decisions on questionable points under the superseded regulations?

If an existing plan is amended after the new law becomes effective, is it neces-
sary for the entire plan to meet the requirements of the revised law, or only the
amended portions? If the entire plan has to meet the requirements, the savings
effect of this provision is of little value since the revised law as proposed would
not qualify a large number of integrated plans.

If the language contemplates that only the amendment will have to qualify
under the revised law, a specific set of provisions or regulations will be neces-
sary to determine how to coordinate the requirements of the two plans. This
would appear practically impossible.

The most satisfactory manner of handling existing approved plans would be
to continue in the present law simple alternatives which are basically the same
as those in the present law. In this way, the regulations would he continued
to the extent necessary and plans would continue qualification under the revised
law. The problems of amendments and maintaining two sets of regulations,
and the confusion as to which set of regulations will apply, would then be
eliminated.

EXEMPT TRUSTS
1. Definitions

Section 501 (e) is captioned "Employees' Pension Trusts, Etc." The code does
not define "employees' pension trusts" and this specific phrase is used nowhere
else in the code. "Employees' trusts" is used in the caption to section 403.
"Pension trusts" is used in section 403 (a) (1). "Pension plan" is used fre-
quently in sections 403 and 501, generally referring to pension and annuity plans
as distinguished from profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans.

Section 501 (e) actually applies to all types of deferred-payment trusts and
is not limited to pension trusts. The confusion of the present law is continued
under the proposed code language. The caption should perhaps refer to "de-
ferred-payment trusts," and in any event the various terms should be defined
and used consistently throughout the code.

2. United States trusty
Section 501 (e) limits a qualified trust to a trust created or organized in

the United States. This is a limitation not existing in the present law. The
limitation should perhaps, however, be applied to a trust maintained in the
United States rather than to a trust created or organized in the United States.
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S. Affiliated employers
Section 501 (e) refers to a "trust forming part of a * * * plan of an employer

for the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries." Since many
trusts cover employees of more than 1 employer and many plans include several
related or affiliated employers, and since trusts may apply to less than all the
employees of an employer, and since more than 1 plan may be involved, the
language should be clarified so as to, for example, refer to a "trust forming
part of a deferred-compensation plan or plans of an employer or group of related
or affiliated employers for the exclusive benefit of one or more employees of
such employers and certain l)eneficiaries of such employees."

4. Plan required
Section 501 (e) (1) differs from the present law because of the addition of a

reference to other employers under section 403 (a) (3) relating to profit-sharing
plans. The change should not be limited to employers with profit-sharing plans
or to single plans but should apply to all included plans and to all included em-
ployers, and to all types of deferred-payment plans. Language such as the
following would meet these requirements: "If contributions are made to the
trust by such employers, or employees, or both, for the purpose * * * in
accordance with such plan or plans."

5. Exclusive benefit
Section 501 (e) (2) refers to "his employees or their beneficiaries." To he

consistent with the previous changes, these words should also be changed to
provide "the employees and beneficiaries included in such plan or plans."

6. Quialified plans
Section 501 (e) (3) and section 501 (e) (4) relate to the requirements for a

qualified plan or plans. Actually, the tests of eligibility and discrimination
are applicable to plans and not trusts. The specifications of a qualified plan
should, therefore, be made part of Subchapter D: Deferred Payment Plans,
rather than Subchapter F: Exempt Organizations. Such a change will mate-
rially simplify both subchapters and eliminate confusion between qualified and
nonqualified trusts, plans of all types, and annuity contracts.

The language in section 5(1 (e) (3) could then apply to all deferred-payment
plans as defined in subchapter D and section 501 (e) (4) could then specify the
exempt status for portions of assets applicable to qualified plans and the special
treatment for nonqualified plan benefits.

7. Nonqualified plans
Section 501 (e) should include an additional paragraph providing that if non-

qualified deferred-payment benefits are available under any trust, and if the
assets and income are segregated or separately accounted for between the
qualified and nonqualified portions, the trust will be exempt, but the income on
the assets representing the nonqualified part will be taxable to the employer
as income.

The inclusion of nonqualified deferred-payment benefits in a trust will not
disqualify the trust, but will merely require a special tax on income in a manner
similar to that provided in section 50M for income from prohibited transactions.
Such a provision will establish a basis for determining the tax deduction on
nonqualified benefits. It will also provide a satisfactory basis for plans which
miiaht technically fail to meet a qualifying requirement at any time. It will also
provide a basis so that the deductions of the employer can equal the amounts
paid out of the trust to the employee or beneficiary in full at the time of pay-
ment without the necessity (of any adjustments.

8. ,cution 165 (a) trusts
Section 501 (e). It would appear desirable to add an additional paragraph

covering the substance as now set forth in section 403 (c) (1) relating to the
continuance of the exempt status of trusts qualified under section 165 (a). This
is necessary in section 501 (e) on exempt trusts so as to assure future exemp-
tion of the trusts, and it is unnecessary under section 403 relating to deductions
of an employer. Section 403 deductions will be adequately covered by reference
to exempt trusts. A question as to the taxability of the trust itself might arise
if the specific language is not included in section 501, an implication being that
the inclusion in 403 is only for the purpose of protecting the deductions of the
employer.
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It would appear also that some provision should ihe made to indicate that
such trusts will continue to be exempt if they have been qualified by the Treasury
as meeting the requirements of section 165 (a) on the date the new code becomes
effective until amended or until the Secretary, or his delegate, has notified the
taxpayer of an intention to disallow continuing qualification after providing a
hearing, etc.

If the present language of the proposed code is modified so as to, in substance,
permit as a minimum the same types of plans that were permitted uider tile law
prior to amendment, no further liroblenis appear to arise. If, however, only an
arbitrary discrimination test is provided in the revised code (which is undesir-
able), it will be necessary to make provision for a transition in the event an
existing plan is amended so that the amendment will not necessitate a complete
readjustment of the old plan under the new law and thus, in effect, nullify the
provision for continued qualification of plans under the oild requirements.

Since the problem of adequate control of such amendlnents and the determina-
tion of whether they are substantial enough to require i change to the new
provisions, are almost impossible of determination, the only satisfactory solu-
tion, would be to provide continuing alternative requirements for qualification
similar to and at least as liberal as those in effect at the time the code is
revised. This is perhalps particularly true of pension llans. It is perhaps not
too important with respect to rfotit-sharing plans since, if a profit-sharing plan
is aniended, it can perhaps easily neet tiie new liberalized requirements under
the proposed code language.

A simple basis for testing pension plans onparable to that used in profit-
sbaring plans so as to avoid discrimination because of the type of plan is desir-
able, if this can practically he done. The addition of the other integrated dis-
criminatory tests as an alternative means of meeting the requirements for
qualification and pension plans must, in any event, be added to protect present
plans in the future and to avoid limiting the requirements of future plans.

QuALIFIED PLANS
1. (lodc arroaigemct

Under section l 5 (a) of the present law, discrimination tests are a part of
the requirements for a quali led trust. This procedure coiipliiates the apliica-
tiiin of the tests since thy actually apply to plans and not trusts. The procedure
also requires special reference and provisions to annuity plans, and does not
clearly provide for the treatment of income of trusts under certain ionqualified
benefit conditions.

The following comments apply to the language of the proposed law regardless
of the code arran!ement, anil references a ic to the proposed sections for ready
reference although revised arrangements and section numbers should hie estab-
lished.

2. Multiple plans
501 (el (31 (A) refers to a trust iir multiple trust, etc., iionstitutinz parts of

a plan. It is not clear whether the reference to a plan is to each plan separately
iir to all plans of a given type or to all plans of an employer on a ionsolidated
hasis. This problem is not important in the present law since practically all
qtaliitcation requirements are under the discrimination tesls set up i)y the regula-
tions, etc. If the present discrimination tests are eliminated (the provisions of
par. (4) are an adequate substitute since they eliminate the integratiiln basis),
it appears either necessary to (a) clearly indicate whether tests are to be applied
to each plan or to consolidated plans, or ( b) to eliniiinate the eligibility test and
rely upon the discrimination test.

generally. if an eli-aibility test is to lie iade. it shml Ih lie ma ilei each indi-
vidual plan unless all uf tie elihiliility pro\ isions aie 1 uap-d upon pro, isious of
the plan rather than statistics of iieeting percentage requirements. If a joint
eligibility test is used, and. for example, one of the plans is modified because of
union negotiations, another plan of the collpany nuay fail to qualify. It would
le, for example, undesirable toi have to discontinue a plan for salaried employees
iince it has been established because of a failure to meet a joint test in the event
a mnion-negotiated plan were modified. On the other hand. a separate test for
each plan will require more liberal, general eligibility requirements. Further-
more, a test on individual plans might cause difficulty with many employers in
the event it became desirable to maintain several separate plans rather than to
have one overall plan.
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A specific suggestion cannot be made at this point since it is dependent upon
the remaining provisions of this subsection. In general, it would be desirable,
however, to limit the tests to each separate plan and to modify the other sections
so as to make time tests applicalile under such circumstances. In any event, it
will he necessary to indicate whether tests are to le applied to individual plans
or to consolidated plans if the law is to permit employers to determine whether
the eligibility requirements are met without a review by the Internal Revenue
Service.

'1. np (r' cligibilityj chss /ficions
S-ction 5i01 (e) (3) (A) generally specifics the requirements for eligibility

of participants in a qualified plan. Specific classitications are set up but actually
they have no significlice since the qualifying requirements supersede them.
The list is also misleading since the specified classifications are not even accept-
able unless the qualifying perientage requirement is also met. In the present
law. the specified classifications do have meaning. This change is a definite
limitation and would have prevented qualification of many important plans
now qualified.

For example, under the present regulations, a plan limited to salaried em-
ployees of the company is a satisfactory classification regardless of the number
of persons included and the percentage of key employees. For practical pur-
poses, all of the key employees would normally he included in the salaried group.
Under the proposed law, such a plan would not meet the eligibility requirements
unless it included 25 percent or more of the regular employees. Many average
size and large companies have suffit-ient hourly or union workers so that the
salaried group will not meet the 25-percent test.

A specific designation of classifications independently satisfactory should be
especially set forth in the law. and these classifications should not be subject to
any further limitation such as a percentage of key employees or a percentage of
reo'ular employees. The classifications should lie grouped by type and carefully
considered. The following is a basic suggestion:

H) Type of compensation: Who are compensated on an annual, monthly,
weekly, homrly, iir other distinctive classification such as salary, wage, commis-
sions, jolb incentive, or piecework or other similar classification as determined
under regulations prescribed by tile secretary or his delegate; or

Hiit Type of work: Who are employed as foremen. salesmen, office workers,
clerical. nimniagerial, or other distinctive group of a similar classification as deter-
mined under regulations prescribed by the secretary or his delegate; or

(iii) Locatin: Who are employed at any plant, division, department, operat-
ing unit, or employer: or

iv) Bargaining recognition: Who are recognized as any separate bargaining
unit.

Any plan covering all regular employees in any one or more of the foregoing
classitications will meet the eligibility requirements. Employees-

i) Who have been employed less than a minimum period not exceeding
5 years;

(ii) Who have not reached a specified age which is not more than 35;
(iii) Whose compensation is at a rate not in excess of a specified amount,

not exceeding $4.000; or
(iv) Who elect not to participate in a contributory plan requiring no more

than a (-nPercent employee contribution.
may be excluded from any classification without affecting

" 
the qualifications. No

further percentage requirements should be made applicable to this group.

. Basic compensation ratc c.xclsion

Section 501 (e) (3) (A) (iv) provides that employees who are compensated
at an annual rate in exceess of a specified amount which does not exceed $4,000
may be excluded in any type of plan rather than only in a pension plan integrated
with social security. The $4,000 is arbitrary and apparently has been deter-
mined as a matter of policy. The present law provides for the exclusion in a
pension plan of employees earning less than an amount considered as the maxi-
mum under the social-security law, and, by regulations through the integration
procedures, has permitted exclusion of employees at higher amounts so long as
the benefits were integrated with social security.

If, as a matter of policy, it is desired to exclude employees under a given rate
of compensation irrespective of the integration requirements, the amount then
becomes a matter of policy or a measure of discrimination. The provision and
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the level of exclusion will have to be determined by Congress taking into account
all of the practical considerations after a review of the testimony.

In any event, however, in order riot to discriminate against integrated plans
possible under the present law, the provision for excluding benefits for em-
ployees earning less than an amount related to social-security benefits should be
reinstated at least as an alternative possibility, for pension plans integrated
either arbitrarily or automatically with social-security benefits. The limitation
should specifically provide that any amount is satisfactory so long as the result-
ia benefits are within the integration limitation of social security as from time
to time amended.

While fundamentally, it might be desirable to draft a simple provision for
determining eligibility of a plan, it should not be necessary for plans to meet
the simple test if a more satisfactory and proven test is available. The so-
called social-security wage basis should specifically be included at least as a
possible alternative basis for determining eligibility in integrated pension plans.
Many large plans are now qualified by excluding employees earning less than
amounts in excess of the proposed $4,000 figure. These plans, however, have
been qualified on the basis of the fact that the benefits do not exceed those per-
mitted under the integration discrimination Irovisions. It is necessary that such
a Provision continue so as to protect existing plans when amendments are re-
quired in the future.

5. Age exclusion
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) (v) permits the exclusion of employees who are not

more than age 35. Since many plans use a-e nearest birthday, it might be de-
sirable to revise this language so as to indicate an age not more than 351. years
or perhaps a still better procedure would be to 1 efer to an a,-- under 36. The
age exclusion should not be a separate classification along with type of work,
l)lant, division, etc., but should be an overall limitation applicable to the employ-
ees of any other qualified classification.

6. Other classificatioas
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) (vii) provides for a qualification under any classi-

fication set up by the employer subject to certain percentage limitations. This
provision differs from that in the present law which limits the other classifica-
tions to those found by the Commissioner not to be discriminatory without any
further qualifications as to percentages, etc.

The theory of the revised language would perhaps permit certain employers
to determine without the approval of the Secretary, whether or not the specific
tests h ave been met. The specific tests, however, are difficult to determine as will k
be indicated in a later section. The Secretary, however, would have no power to
qualify an integrated pension plan.

()n the other hand, in order not to discriminate against employers having or
desiring an automatically integrated plan, it would be necessary to at least per-
mit an alternative provision permitting other classifications set up by the em-
ployer which do not result in discrimination as determined by the Secretary or .
his delegate. This alternative provision is rather important since there are
hundreds of plans, including many negotiated plans, providing for an automatic
integration with social security and resulting in a classification which in many ill
instances would not meet the percentage requirements. It is undesirable to re- Nit
quire a taxpayer to maintain the necessary records to make the quarterly per-
centage check, and it is certainly inequitable to cause plans of an automatic
integrated type to become disqualified because of the peculiarities of the arbi-
trary percentage requirements.

7. Employee contr-ibations
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) (viii). An additional classification should be added so

as to exclude employees electing not to participate in a contributory plan if the
classification otherwise meets the requirements, and if the required employee
contribtuion does not exceed 6 percent of the basic or total compensation as
considered in the plan.

Such a provision will eliminate the necessity of the continual concern over
qualification of plans in the event employees do not elect to participate. If the
contribution is limited to a reasonable amount such as 6 percent, the plan should
be permitted to continue to qualify even though employees elect not to particf-
pate. The classification should be determined by the employer and should be a
certain thereafter of whether or not employees individually elect to participate ,
or not.
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8. Stockholder limitation
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) provides a so-called 30 percent stockholder limitation

in the law. This limitation is not in the present law; it arises in a regulation
and has been overruled in certain courts.

If a so-called stockholders' rule is desired as a matter of policy, the limitation
should apply, irrespective of whether the 25 percent or alternative test is met.
It would be inequitable to limit the benefits to stockholders if the percentage test
is not met and to eliminate it if the percentage test is met. For example, a cor-
poration with 4 employees, 2 of whom are sto'l'hlders, couhl provide a plan for
the 2 stockholders by meeting the percentage requirements and thus avoid the
stockholder rule; whereas a company with 100 employees, and including 20 of
them under a classification rule would limit the stockholders. This difficulty
arises with the percentage rule rather than the stockholder rule although it does
illustrate the inequality of the stockholder rule.

As a matter of fundamental principle, the stockholder rule is inequitable since
it limits the contributions to a percentage of the total number of employees and
thus discriminates between various size groups. Furthermore, it also dis-
criminates against a person who happens to own stock in one corporation as re-
lated to a similar person in another corporation with less stock. It would ap-
pear that the most satisfactory test for the stockholder would be the reasonable-
ness of compensation under other sections of the law. If heiefits are permitted
under the deferred compensation plan for a person who owns 9 l)ercent of the
stock, a person owning 10 percent in the same circumstances should not be dis-
criminated against.

9. Pcrcentape rcqu iremet
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) provides generally that if 25 percent or more of all of

the regular employees are included in the plan, the plan is not discriminatory
regardless of the classification. This limitation is not coupled with a benefit
limitation as under the present law through integration. In effect, therefore, the
proposed law is more liberal in that it permits any possible classification without
limitation on benefits so long as the 25 percent test is met.

The 25 percent test is difficult to determine because of the changing employees
from day to day and the changing of the emnployees meeting- the various eligibility
requirements. The determination is difficult, the administrative work requir(l
is unnecessarily complex, the penalty for techmically not complying is serious,
especially when compliance may be beyond the control of the employer, and in
general a percentage limitation is discriminatory against similar employes in
different sized employers.

Under the proposed language, a small company with 4 employees could arid-
trarily include 2 employees, meet the eligibility requirements and have no limita-
tion on the amount of benefits payable under a pension plan. A reasonably satis-
factory limitation is available in a profit sharing type of plan because of the
limits on the deductibility of contributions, although even in this case certain
manipulations would be possible.

An eligibility test, to be practical and satisfactory, must be determined on
conditions which can be specified in the plan and which are automatically met at
all times by virtue of the provisions themselves such as all employees compen-
sated on a salary basis.

10. Quarterly detcrmiation
Section 501 (e) (3) (A) provides that in determining the percentages for pur-

poses of qualifying a plan, it is necessary to prove that at least 1 day in each
quarter, the tests were met. Similar language exists under the present law. On
the other hand, since, under the present law, practically all of the determinations
have been made by the Commissioner on the basis of discrimination, practically
no one was required to meet this test. If the determination under the proposed
law eliminates the approval of the Commissioner as a basic test of qualification,
(which test incidentally is a continuing one and not subject to automatic termi-
nation) it will become necessary for employers to maintain records and to apply
the tests each quarter and be subject to the possibility of automatic disqualifica-
tion for causes beyond their control in many cases which cannot be known until
after the condition has occurred.

If a percentage requirement is continued in the law, the test should be made
annually on the anniversary date each year upon which the valuation or eligibility
is determined. Provision should also be made for a period of modification so as to
permit the employer to continue on a qualified basis even though technically con-
ditions have temporarily caused a failure to meet the percentage requirement.
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No precedent has been established for this type of provision. Obviously. the most
satisfactory provision is one of the type used in the present law permitting an
employer to obtain an apliroval which continues in effect without the necessity
of jeopardizing the qualification of the plan because of changes in percentag'es
of types of employees frequently beyond the control of the employer.

11. Key ('iiploy(c limitation

Section 501 (e) 3) (A) provides a key employee limitation Standing_ by itself,
the limitation would require the inclusion of all regular employees in order to
meet lhe requirement for qualifiiatiin if all (f the key employees are to be in-
iluded in the plan. It does not seem desiralile to indicate that certain lower com-
pelsated employees ian be excluded if a key elnplbyee is also excluded. The
10 percent test, as limited in the definition to 100 employees, in the key classifica-
tiol lermils larger cinipanies tii operate on a satisfactory basis, but unduly dis-
crininates against the average sized company. It would appear that an employer
of 100 or 500) or 1,000 employees should have the same flexibility of establishing a
plan as one with 1(10,000 employees.

Tle key emplyee test will 1ernit lians for union employees and other lower
compensated employee groups if the key employees are not included. While this
may meet certain requirements of certain collianies, it does impose a limitation
fir most emplyers desiring plans including key employees. If fur any reason,
one of the lower conlpinsated employees has to be excluded, such as for example,
because of negotiations with a uniin, the employer cannot cover all of his key
employees. Furthermore, if the union has a separate plan, a plan for salaried
employees olviusly could never meet this test and provide benefits for key
employees. The lurovision is therefore discriminatory in that, if in a given com-
pany. all of the employees are included in one plan. benefits (an lie provided for
all key employees, while if in another company, for some reason a separate plan
is required for union employees for example, or the union enlouyees throu-h
negotiations have determined no plan is desirable, the salaried employees and
the key employees cannot obtain benefits.

The tests relating to key employees should lie completely eliminated from the
eligibility requirement provisions.

12. 1)( fluitio s
Section 5(11 IP) (3) Il) lurovides definitions of the certain words used in

I aragralh I A). These definitions will, of uolurse. need to be modified to be (,o11-
sislent with the necessary adjustlieits in paragraph (A) as previously
u.uanltedl upon.

In '-eneral, tile definitions should be included as a separate subsection since
the udeinitions shinld he made apiplicable to all of the paragraphs in the section
511 (I). It is desiralue also to inchule definitions (if a plan as distingnished
frm plans, and employer as distinguished from employers, and a clear-cut
definition of a lensin as distinllished from a 1r fit-sharing plan. Since the
treatnlent of lieiion anil lirofit-sharing plans is dif erent in s me respects under
the proposed law, the partial definitions in the existin ga 

reguflatlins are not
sulit(uiently complete. Iii order to permit ai emleployer to interpret the law,
sleu-ilic defimnitiouns shciul be imiluldeud in the law itself L

I4 J(l cpln/cc ucfiitioi
Seitiom 501 (e) (3) I 1) (ii) deines key employees as "those emloyees whose 11P

trial iomlensaliii places them in tile highest p aid 10 1pe'.elit of the regular la,
emp loyees (if the emil-oyer" Olu axillol 1)0) aind thereby creates an inequitable T.
clissification difficult or impoissible of definite ileterminatioun.

Any regulation eNlainimng this iondition would have to ie involved and re-
quiri considerable detail work for tile taxpayer or ibe quite arbitrary. Tests
are required on 1 day in each qua rter of each taxable year. If total cimpensa-
tion means a rate of compensation on the day each quarterly test is made, the
determination becoimnes inpossihle if c(umnllission, blilillises, iur other deferred or
year end aijustmnents exist. If it neans tile actual earnin-s for the previous
year immediately prior to the (late of the ipairterly test, a calculation will he
required each quarter and the individuals included may vary widely from
quarter to quarter, if year end bonuses or adjustments are made. Normally,
information oim compensation is not available un the day of the test s) that a
Ilan may be disqualified before the facts are known and no provision for adjust- l:
ment is made.

Furthermore, the determination of the number of regular employees of the
employer at each quarter becomes difficult and requires additional work for the II
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l1ixla3 er sille I lhe definition of t'e':ular etalnlo.ee lir' tis pull'pose does no cill-

cide with tie o1her rei'ords mtintoind (quarterly.
The law sinhld 1be rev ised so as to mia]e it unn 1ecessary to have to deIlete a key

employee.

1 . Po rticipot dcflnitoi

Section 50)1 (el (3) ()I (iii) lelilies par'itilnls :s1 including only those
enllo'yee ill a lassii'atiol set ill) by ilie el1ployei4r witii, if they remained
employees of tile enloy3er at th e 'u-teli Itia of 4'itulniensation until normal
retirement ai'e, would le elititleid 1 receive full benefits uiIder the lilan.

Reference is made ti a 4.liic':t set 1114 1y tile en1p'oyer. It slioul 1lre-
sulily lie linlited to the ('lassifi('Ition of employees covered by tile plan.

Provision n should lie tmtde for situations ill wiihict credit is given beyond
norlal retirement a''e 1nd employees will qualify at a date later than the
isic' nral retirement age int tile Flit:1n. 1lerhaps this might le 1l4diied by

adding "or su.h later 1-,e required tio qimlify fot benefits" after the words
"'llOlruill retirelelt a'e."

It will he necessary to detie "full*' benefits under the ilan. Fot' example,
many plans provide fior reduced benelits during the first yeats lIf larticipation in
the plan for all ellpy4e3s. O their employees may receive redued benefits be-
(aluse of the election if a joint optii4. Benetits lay vary with social security
or iay lie reduced 1y xvIwrklen's cimpensaition o' other payme ts si that, ill
effc-'t, full bele!its are 14t available under the plan if " full benefits'" is inter-
preted to mean the benefit determined 1)y the formula in tht phln. In mlany
plans, employees with slrt service are eligible only to receive a portion of the
hatsic ienelit at retirement.

A il)re satisfactory definition will lie required in order to adhninister the plan
without tle necessity off issuint dtailed regulations. Tile iiost satisfatctors
answer viaifll lie ti eliminate the need fur suich a definition y i'linittriL the
eligibility requirements.

1.,. Ily 14hr cmp1oyit c dl'fin tion

Sei'tiin 501 (el I8) (B) (ii' delini, re'ular employees. Since employees
fluctuate frilln (ay i4) day, tie deterntination of tie numilber of regular li-
ployees icoiles :0dnlistratively diffic'tlt.

T h e years of service exclusion is that provided by the pilat. nt to exceed 5
years Many plans 1)ro\ide fir ain eligibility ( ' - a year fi allowing tie con-
pletion , f 5 years of service. In this case, actually employees are excluded
from the la. in some cases, up tol 1 day less than G1 yea:s of servii'e. If tests
are made at the beginning (if the year, the 5-year requirenment may le satisfac-
t o ry. If tests are inade during ir at tile end of tile year. the 5-year provision
may cause inequalities in aPlllyinz tile tests ill certain plans.

A piecliar prolleln arises in attempting to apply the definition of regular
employee in a companyy having more tiian one plan with differetit eligibility
requirements. If tests are tta.de separatel. oil each plan. it woul lie possible
to have two different definitions of regular employees, one for each plan. If
the discrilinatioi tests, however, are to lie applied jointly to all plans of the
eilployer, the definition is incomlete and no satisfactory basis is impossible.

Teniporary and seasonal employees are arlitrarily defined. Many plans use
tile desianatil n "temporary" or 'seasonal" employees based upon company
classitications which lay lie different froti the arbitrary one set forth in the
propo sed language. 11 order to aplply the test, it will lie necessary, in these
cases, to make a separate arbitrary determination for purposes (If the law. This
would involve added administrative w'rk, and light cause disqualification in
cases where definitions ill co)llnpay plans differ front the arbitrary specifications
in the law.

The most satisfactory solution to this lroilein is. of course, to revise the (I1s-
'riminatory i'lassiieations so as to lake it unnecessary to determine regular

employees for purposes of the test.

16. 7'Tipes of pc'i(siol plans
Section 5(11 (e) (4) (A) refers to a pension or annuity plan. There are no

definitions of pension or annuity plan in the revised law. Tile definitions in
the existing regulations under the present law are inadequate to distinguish
l;etween a pension and a iirofit sharing plan to the extent necessary under the
proposed law. FurtherlIre, the prlosed law creates new problems iecessitat-
ing a distinction as to tile forms of benefits regardless (if tile type of plan.

45994 54 pt. 4-- 25
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From a tax point of view, it would be desirable to have separate plans for
each type so that the limitations could be applied simply under the provisions
of the code. Practically, however, many plans will include aspects of both
pension and profit-sharing types of provisions. This is perhaps particularly
true of plans including insurance contracts where the benefits are rigidly deter-
mined by the insurance contracts. In trusts, it would be generally easier to
make the segregation, although it is perhaps desirable in many cases to have
benefits paid out of certain reserves.

Tests should be applied to the particular types of benefits rather than to the
plan meeting definitions of pension or profit sharing. Such a procedure would
be more consistent with the plans as they exist today and are likely to continue
in the future. If the tests are applied to the benefits in plans rather than to
the types of plans themselves, it will still be necessary to provide specific defi-
nitions in the law for this purpose.

17. Contributions versus benefits
Section 501 (e) (4) (A) bases the test upon whether contributions or bene-

fits under the plan are discriminatory. The language in the present laws is
similar except that it is applicable to all plans including pension and profit-
sharing types. In the context of the present law and regulations, the contribu-
tions are used as the test in profit-sharing type plans, and the benefits are used
in the pension type plans. Both tests cannot be met at the same time in any
pension plan.

It would appear desirable to define a pension plan as one providing benefits
determined by a formula in the plan based on factors other than contributions,
the costs of which are determined actuarially. In this case, the test in this
section should be limited to benefits under the pension or annuity plan, since
contributions are obviously always discriminatory because of age differences,
etc. So-called money purchase plans would be classified as accumulation plans
and profit sharing tests would apply.

The present lan-uage could be interpreted as meaning that either the contribu-
tions or the benefits do not bear a higher ratio, etc., whereas actually the test
must be applied only to the benefits in a pension or annuity plan.

It will also be necessary to d-fine the meaning of benefits for the type of test
under consideration. The present law leaves the determination of discrimination
to the Commissioner. Re-iulations have been prescribed to cover all of the various
types of benefits under the present integration type of discrimination. If the
integration basis for discrimination is eliminated from the law, as the proposed
code does, it will be necessary to indicate the basis of determining benefits for the
purpose of the arbitrary test in the law itself. Benefits may be expressed in terms
of monthly life annuities at normal retirement age, at actual retirement, or in the
event of disability retirement. The amounts and the values are different in most
plans. It would also be necessary to determine whether consideration should
be given to collateral benefits such as rluaranties for periods certain after retire-
ment, vesting in the event of termination or death prior to retirement, additional
benefits upon death either before or after retirement either in the form of added
cash payments or annuities to widows or dependents.

Benefits for this purpose might be determined on the basis of the actuarial
value at normal retirement. Even this, however, would need additional modi-
fication because the value of somes of the benefits under certain plans will be
consumed from year to year during the operation of the plan on an insurance
basis in the case of certain death benefits, disability benefits, widow's benefits, in
excess of the reserve available at the time from the determination of the retire-
ment benefit value.

Obviously,' special consideration will also need to be given to determining the
relative benefits in plans requiring employee contributions. Under the present
regulations, the discriminatory test is based upon the benefits available from
employer contributions only.

Perhaps the most satisfactory suggestion would be to recognize the fact that
pension plans require an actuarial determination to ascertain the costs. Conse-
quently, either an arbitrary, but determinable, basis of describing benefits by a
formula, with or without specific adjustments for the important variations such
as len-rth of service, average earnings during last 5 years of service, etc., should
be prescribed; or a basis such as integration with social security or some other
arbitrary basis providing a specific basis for an actuarial determination, as
determined by the Secretary should be established.
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18. Discrimination ratio
Section 501 (e) (4) (A) providing that the basic test of discrimination in a pen-

sion plan is that benefits do not bear a higher ratio to the compensation for any
covered employee than for any other covered employee whose compension is
lower, is satisfactory only if certain conditions now in present regulations are
preserved. Additional provisions are therefore necessary under the proposed lan-
guage in order to clearly indicate to the taxpayer a basis for such a determination
and to provide a reasonable basis for plans of the pension type.

The present law refers only to discrimination in favor of higher compensated
employees. The regulations, based upon the integration with social-security
theory permitted limited plans and variations in benefits based upon limited com-
pensation and social-security differentials. A substantive basis was therefore
provided to be used as a basis of administration.

The 1iroposed language, however, does not provide any substantive basis hut
rather an arbitrary and inadequate standard based upon the limited words in the
law. The precedents established under the old integration regulations presum-
ably could not be used. Under these circumstances, the language in the law must
be more specific so as not to be interpreted more strictly than the present regula-
tions, and disqualify all integrated plans.

The test in the new code language would apparently be required for every
employee in the plan. Under these circumstances, practically no unit benefit
plan would qualify since there would always be certain lower compensated in-
dividuals who would receive lower lienefits in relation to compensation than
some of the higher paid individuals, because of the pure chance of age of employ-
ment and service at retirement. It would obviously be necessary to take service
into consideration as well as rate of compensation to meet this particular
requirement.

For this purpose, it will be necessary to define compensation in more detail than
is provided in the paragraph following paragraph (B) in this section. Many
pension plans base the benefit formula on the average earnings during the last
5 years of service or the last 10 years of service, or the earnims following the
effective date of the plan. If compensation is defined as that at the time of any
test, or at the time of retirement, there obviously will le individuals who will
violate the specific test proposed in the revised language.

For this purpose, compensation should be the compensation considered under
the lan for determining benefits rather than the compensation of the individual
so as to avoid disqualifying, plans providing benefit credits during periods of
leave of absence for military service, sickness and so forth.

It would appear more satisfactory to provide as a test for discrimination in
a pension plan, some uniform formula based upon age, service and earnings rather
than to attempt to set up a test based upon a determination for individual
employees.

19. Integration test
Section 501 (e) i4) (A) attempts to provide an approximate equivalent of

the present integration basis by permitting a deduction up to the first $4,000
of annual compensation. If the other problems in this section can be met, the
right to exclude up to the first $4,000 in determining the benefit ratio, would
satisfactorily meet the present integration limitation in certain simple basic
types of plans. The $4,000 exception, however, would provide an immediate and
definite limitation over that available under the present law and regulations.
Under the present law, discrimination is measured by the equivalent of a per-
centage up to 150 percent of the social-security benefit depending upon the pro-
visions of the plan. In these cases, a different type of test is required since a
constant compensation deduction would have to be raised considerably above
$4,000 to provide a satisfactory basis for such plans. It does not appear desir-
able to materially increase the $4,000 exception, so that the only practically satis-
factory answer is to provide a different type of test for pension plans.

If social security is ameniled as is now being proposed in Congress, the $4,000
limitation would immediately cause a restriction over the basis provided in the
present law because of the change to $4,200 for social-security purposes. Fur-
thermore, the specific $4,000 exclusion test would, for practical purposes, make
it inipossilie to Provide an integrated plan in the future even though an employer
deems such a plan necessary or desirable because the plan would automatically
be disqualified under the arbitrary test if social security was amended.

It is satisfactory to have a simple, arbitrary alternative for those who might
wish to adopt a plan based upon the specific arbitrary provisions of the law
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if Conrss so desires. It would appear, however, necessary to provide at least
an alternative for those employers who feel it necessary or desiralble to have
plans integrated with social security. Incidentally, hundreds of plans negoti-
atel with unions are altona tically integrated plans to some extent at least.

20. Profit-Sharing Plans

Section 5[)1 (e) (4) (B). The suggested provisions raise certain problems.
The language, however, does permit some recognition to be given to past service
or other fait ers such as merit, etc. The tests in a profit-sharing plan are much
mole direct than in a pension plan since they (an lbe appllied to the contribution,
incoine, and forfeitures each year. The general test for this purpose therefore
appears Io be satisfactory although the exact formula for liiting distribution
requires Some consideration. It is assumed, however, that the profit-sharing
organizations will present testimony as to the specific factors to l)e considered
for this purpose.

21. Altcrn tirc tc.sts

Section 501 (e) (3) and (4). Consideration might be given to the possibility
of aiding an additional combination of circumstances of eligibility anld discirim-
ination so as to permit, in effect. any classification whatsoever set up by the
employer, provided the total benefits to employees of an employer under ;1 profit-
sharing plan do not exceed those possible by a 15 percent contribution, and tie
total pension lbenetits from all plans of the employer would not exceed a benefit
such as, for exalple, a life annuity beginning at age 65 of 2 percent of the
average compensation considered under the plan during the last 5 years prior
to retiremelnt, for each year of service, and providing that the vesting on sepa-
ration or death or for lulip-suli payment purposes after retirement were limited
to (lie-tenth of Ihe reserve required to provide such benefit at the time for each
year of participation in the plan.

This type of provision would eliminate the problems arising out of a discrimi-
natory classi--cation and yet would place some reasonable Iimitation o the
benefits in the form of a simple stated formula rather than a relation to inte-
gration under social security.

The effect of such a provision would be merely to recognize that within the
specific prescribed reasonable limits an employer would have freedom to deter-
mine whether a portion of the compensation of any individual should be deferred
or paid currently, and would reasonably protect the Treasury against manipu-
lation and substantive loss of taxes.

Incidentally, if such a provision were agreed upon, it could also be used as a
basis for providing a deferment of taxes for self-employed, for individual
employers, and for partners.

It is believed that such a provision would, if properly qualified, eliminate prac-
tically all of the difficulties of the present and proposed law with respect to
qualification and discrimination.

22. Definitions

Section 501 (e) (4) definitions following suparlgraph (B). The definition
of compensation should be moved to the general section on definitions or at
least made part of subparagraph (B) applicable to profit-sharing plans only
since, as indicated above, a different basis is required for pension lilans. The
definition itself should also he clarified to indicate that the compensation con-
sidered for this purpose is compensation as defined under the plan which may
be basic, regular, or total compensation as desired.

23. Multiple plans

Section 501 (e) (4) last sentence provides that the test le applied separately
to any classification in paragraph (3). This should be clarified to apply to any
plan rather than classification, and should be coordinated with the language at
the beginning of pragraph (3) (A).

It will be necessary to specifically indicate the basis to be used for applying
the discrimination test in case more than one plan is in existence by an employer
or group of employers. The test in the last sentence of this paragraph (4) is
inadequate to provide for instances in which an employer has more than one
pension plan or has a pension plan and a profit-sharing plan covering someorall
of the same employees.

In will be necessary to consider the benefits under other plans in order to pro-
xide a satisfactory test so as to permit the continuance of a general practice now
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in existence of using integrated benefits in at least one of the plans. The exact
manner of applying the test will depend upon the provisions setting up the
eligibility requirements and the basis for discrimination as provided in both
paragraphs (3) and (4).
;?o. General exceptions

Section 501 (e) last paragraph following paragraph (4) provides general excep-
tions. These should perhaps have a separate paragraph designation with a
caption. Il general, the three provisions are satisfactory although perhaps
others should be added when the necessary clanes to nmeet the pr''l'ns in the

other sections have been completed. In any event, the reference to protit-sharing
plans should he eliminated in the first and third items so that the provisions will
apply to all types of plans and not be limited to profit-sharing plans.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Tax to beneficiary
Section 401 applies to employee annuities and other deferred compensation and

section 402 applies to both qualified and nonqualified employees trusts. These
sections overlap, are confusing, and provide certain differences lietween insured
and trust programs.

Other deferred compensation in section 401 should be treated the same as a
nonqualified trust in section 402.

One section covering all distributions under all deferred-payment plans would
be desirable. The same provisions could then clearly be applicable to all situa-
tions without confusion.

2. Investments
Section 505 provides limitations on investments similar to those in the present

supplement Q, but more restrictive. It is desirable to provide a specific basis
for securities of the employer. There may be some advantage in providing for
some diversification of securities.

In any event, however, if an investment limitation is to be imposed on deferred
payment trusts, in order to be practical it must provide that the requirements
are to be met only at the time of investment of funds and that the limitation
should not apply to any one investment of less than $10,000 so as to provide for
the small trust, and reports should be required, if at all, only annually at the
time the tax year ends.

S. Returns
Section 6033 requires exempt deferred payment trusts to file special returns.

It would be desirable to provide an exception, as exists in the present law, making
it unnecessary to file if the employer files the information required to support
deductions for contributions to such plans.

4. Miscellaneouls
Sections 38, 72, 101. 402, 501, 503, and 504 included related subjects and will

need editing depending upon the changes previously suggested under sections 403

and 501 (e). Generally, these items cannot be determined until the sections 403

and 501 (e) problems are solved, so comments are omitted at this time. The

necessary changes will normally be only those required to make these sections

consistent with the revised provisions of sections 403 and 501 (e).
Additional information is available and can be supplied as supplementary

exhibits.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. MCCART, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES

our federation desires t, colncoment on section :38 of H. It. 8300 in the interest

(If entpltyees in the Federal civil service and the service of the Goernminent of

the IDistrict of Ctlnli i.
These are employees provided with an annuity under the provisions of the

Civil Service Retirement Act. Our remarks will be directed specifically to
the interest of these employees although we concur in the argument that other

public-service employees should benefit similarly.
The annuity which a civil-service employee receives upon his retirement

from active service is a relatively small amount. For this and other reasons
it should be exempted from income tax and other tax levies which will reduce
it still further.
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The removal of liability for taxation might well be open to some question
if it were a case of providing a special group with a special privilege which
would relieve the members of that group from paying out in taxes sums of
money which would provide them with luxuries. However, that is certainly
not true of civil-service retirement annuity.

In the fiscal year ending June ,0, 1952, the average Federal civil-service
annuity was $1,188. Expressed in terms of the 1939 dollar, this average annuity
has the buying power today of $620. Fifty percent of the number of persons
at present on the retirement rolls are receiving this amount. Of the total
number of annuitants, 75 percent are receiving less than $1.560 a year. This
amount is equal to $800 in 1939 purchasing power. In other words, three-
fourths of the 176,330 persons who were receiving a Federal civil-service
annuity on June 30, 1952, were being paid less than $1,560. Of the 39,902 sur-
vivor annuitants, 99 percent were receiving an annuity below $1,560. It may
be noted in passing that approximately 60 percent of the total number of
employee annuitants were receiving an annuity because of disability, involun-
tary separation by reason of reduction in force, or for having reached the
mandatory age of 70.

These ngures emphasize two points: (1) The sum paid the individual is
small; and (2) the annuity received in the majority of instances makes it
possible for the individual just to get by. When we consider figures such HT
as these, we are in reality concerned with subsistence living. The amount
involved is small even in relation to today's income figures, and when we
realize that in proportion to the amount of goods and services these annuities
could buy at prewar prices, they represent even smaller sums.

Our purpose in referring to the depletion of the value of annuities by the
rise in living costs is to emphasize the fact that we are concerned with small
annuity payments which would provide a relatively low tax payment, and Thin ninny cases no tax liability whatever. However, in view of the small
incomes these annuities provide, even a small amount of tax would be large
in proportion to the annuity and in proportion to the demands upon that
income. It is a question of personal hardship for persons who in the majority
Af instances are advanced in years and are depending upon their annuity
income for subsistence and shelter as well as for medical care. In every case,
the annuity represents a substantial reduction of income.

Under existing income-tax policy, the recipient of an annuity, pension, or
retirement check is allowed to recover tax-free whatever investment he has
made, that is, without any obligation to pay an income tax on the annuity apayment equal to his investment. Once the sum of these payments equals
the amount the annuitant has invested, he has full tax liabiltiy on all annuity
payments thereafter, subject, of course, to exemptions on deductions for other
reasons. If an annuity, pension, or retirement plan contains no capital of
the taxpayer, all payments are taxable, unless they are excepted by law. This
exception by law is at present provided for Government pensions to veterans
or their families, social-security benefits, and railroad-retirement pensions. It
should be noted that, while in some cases civil-serice annuities exceed social-
security benefits, the individual employee makes a larger contribution. Six
percent is deducted from his annual salary or wage and it is estimated that
the average retired employee has through his contributions paid for 15 percent
of the costs of his aniuity.

The social-security law was passed when the country was suffering from a
severe economic depression. The amount of payment involved was small and it
was therefore exempted from all legal demands upon it, to guarantee to the
individual the receipt of the entire amount due him. We believe that the same
reasoning which was applied to social-security benefits and to those provided
under the Railroad Retirement Act should be applied to the annuities provided
employees in the public service.

By way of summary, the problem with which we are dealing here is one of
attempting to provide a very modest income for persons who have served their
Government well. If they are receiving even the low average annuity, it means
that they have an appreciable amount of service. To maintain the continuity of
our Government operations, it is imperative that we must have at least the basis
for a career service. The Federal Government has a high rate of turnover of
personnel, and the turnover rate should be reduced for the sake of efficiency and
sound operation of government. It can be reduced only if the Government has afew advantage to oler, one of which is a retirement annuity which would be
a little better than the individual could purchase commercially. It still will be
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small enough that no one need to be greatly upset and considerably worried be-
cause a Government employee is singled out for preferred treatment.

When 80 percent of the annuitants receive less than $2,000, and that after a
considerable period of service, it should be evident that there is no opportunity for
luxurious living. We are dealing with subsistence living and it seems desirable to
remove the possibility of taxation from the smaller amounts received. It is im-
perative that we give these employees some assurance that they will be relieved
of extreme want in later years when they are no longer able to provide for them-
selves.

DISTrLLEn SPIRITS INSTITUTE, INC.,
Washington 4, D. C., April 23, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Section 5008 of H. R. 8300, now pending before your com-

mittee, contains provisions which discriminate against the users of distilled
spirits strip stamps and constitute a levy against the distilled spirits industry
which is not exacted of any other industry required to use similar internal-
revenue stamps. This comes about because subsections (a) (3) and (b) (3)
provide for the furnishing of distilled spirits stamps by the Government at an
exorbitant profit, whereas tobacco strip stamps (sec. 5703 (b)) and beer stamps
(see. 5055) are to be furnished at the cost of preparation, and wine stamps (sec.
5368 (b)) are to be furnished without cost.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means states that many substantive
changes in the Internal Revenue Code have been made "to remove inequities."
The provisions as to strip stamps, however, create an inequity which should be
removed.

The statute requires that strip stamps be affixed to bottles containing distilled
spirits, and provides that such stamps shall be sold to persons entitled thereto
at a cost of 1 cent for each stamp, except in the case of stamps for containers of
less than one-half pint, which shall be sold for one-quarter of 1 cent for each
stamp. It may be that the discrimination occurred through inadvertence in the
process of writing new provisions of law to provide for the payment of tobacco,
wine, beer, and distilled spirits taxes by return. Nevertheless, the inadvertence
will result in payment by the distilled spirits industry of a premium of several
millions of dollars annually for stamps for distilled spirits, while similar stamps
will be sold to the tobacco and beer industries for a sum sufficient only to defray
the cost of preparation thereof, and will be furnished free of cost to the wine
industry.

The annual report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1952, shows the quantity of distilled spirits strip stamps
shipped to collectors. but not the quantity actually sold to users. According to
fires on use of stamps compiled by this office it appears that the number of
distilled spirits strip stamps so sold wxas approximately 1,375,722,126. From the
best information available to us it appears that the cost to the Government of
printing the bottled-in-bond stamps (by engraved plate process) is $1.54 per
thousand and the cost of printing the red strip stamps (by the offset process)
is 25 cents per thousand. These stamps cost the Government $519,404 to produce,
and were sold to users for $1",364,947. i. e., a sum equal to 26 times the cost of
production n.

During the fiscal year 1952 over 21 billion stamps were furnished to the tobacco
industry for use on Iollac, products, a d more than 110 million stamps were
furnished to the beer and wine industries. Under tie provisions of the proposed
Internal Revene ('ode of 19.54, these stamps will be furnished to the tobacco
and beer in lustries at the cost of preparation, and free of cost to the wine in-
dustry, while the distilled spirits industry will lie required to purchase its stamps
at a price representing 2.600 percent of the cost of preparation.

Two types of strip stamps are used on bottled distilled spirits: (1) strip stamps
for bottled-in-bond spirits, and (2) strip stamps for other distilled spirits for
domestic use. These stamps are not money-value stamps in the sense that they
represent the amount of tax paid, but are designed and intended only for the
purpose of authenticating the package, i. e., as an enforcement measure. Evidenc-
ing such purpose is the statement contained in the report of the Committee on
Finance of the Senate to accompany the Liquor Taxing Act of 1934, which first
provided that strip stamps be affixed to containers of distilled spirits not bottled
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ii1 bond. II speaking ot title II of the bill, which contained the strip-stamp pro-

visions, the following statement was made iii the report:
"Its primary purpose is to protect the Federal revenue by supplying a simple

and immediate means of ascertaining whether any particular distilled spirits have

been legally produce and the tax paid thereon.
Its second purpose is to give the consumer a means of knowing that he is

purchasing legally produced and tax-paid distilled spirits.

"Its third purpose is to afford all assurance that distilled spirits after the

la nert if tax thereon will riot ibe mixed in the rectifying process with illegally

pri duced spirits. The issuaince to the rectifier 'if the requisite tax stamps will

afford a snbstaoni:i1l aditinaml iheck oin the redtilier's ac''unt showing the

ammit of distilled spirits purchased and sold by him.
"This amendnent does not in aly nianier affect the sulistantive question of

h(jw distilled spirits shall be handled or sold or in what type of container they

shall Ibe sold. It merely provides that in whatever niier and in whatever
container distilled spirits nvay from time to time le handled or sold, such dis-

tilled spirits shall bear a stamp, indicating the payment of all internal-revenue
taxes levied thereon."

Similarly, the Bottled-Iln-Bond Act of March 3. 1897. which first authorized
the bottling of distilled spirits in bond and required that a strip stamp be af-
fixed to each bottle, was enacted for the purpose of protecting the consumer.
The ('immittee il Ways and Means, in its report on the Biittled-In-Bond Act,
stated the purpose of the bill to be as follows:

'The obvio s purpose of the m-asure is to allow the bottling of spirits under
such circumstances and supervision as will dve assurance to all purchasers of
the purity of the article purchased, and the machinery devised for accomplish-
ing this make it apparent that this object will certainly be accomplished."

Under the provisions of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the to-
fiaci'o, beer, and wine stamps will serve the same purpose as the distilled spirits
strip stamps, i. e., authentication of the product and protection oif the revenue.

It should be borne in mind that the price paid to the Government for these
stamps is not the only element of cost involved in affixing the strip stamps to
bottles of distilled spirits. It is estimated that it costs approximately one-fourth
cent each in labor and other elements of cost to prepare and affix the stamps to
bottles. In the interest of enforcement and as an aid in the fight against illicit
liquor, the legal industry is anxious to make every necessary contribution.
However, we dio not feel that a tax should be levied upon efforts and measures
designed to enforce the law.

The provisions relating to the method of taxpayment of distilled spirits, wine,
beer, and tobacco have been made uniform in the prolmosed Internal Revenue Code
of 1954. We believe that these industries should likewise lie accorded uniform
treatment with respect to the cost of all nonvalue stamps evidencing that their
respective products have been legally produced and that the tax has been deter-
mined. The loss of a relatively small amount of revenue to result from according
this industry equitable treatment in respect of its purchases of strip stamps
should not be determinative.

Our position in this matter has been formally presented to officials of the
Treasury Department who have expressed sympathy with our viewpoint. They
will undoubtedly consult with your committee regarding the matter.

We, therefore, earnestly request that subsections (a) (3) and (b) (3) of
section 50,8 of the bill be amended to provide that distilled spirits strip stamps
shall be sold at a sum sufficient to defra. the expense of preparation. as in the
case of tobacco and beer stamps.

Respectfully submitted,
HOWARD T. JONES, EXeeutire Secretary.

WINE INSTITUTE,
San Francisco 3, Calif., April 23, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D). MIILLIKIN,

Cliairmai, Con or ittee on Finance,
S'ciatc Office Buillug. Washigton, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR M1LLIKIN: This letter is in support of the provisions of
H. R. 8300, insofar as it relates to the production of wine under the revenue
laws, and as it was passed by the House of Representatives.

It is also in support of four technical or clarifying amendments of a minor
nature with regard to vine which have been discussed by the Treasury Depart-
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ment with wine industry representatives and which we understand will be sub-
itted to your committee by the Treasury Departtient. These four minor

amendments relate to sections 5373, 5383, 53S4, and 5387.
For many years, the provisions of the revenue laws relating to the technical

aspects of wine production and its supervision by revenue officers have been
badly in need of revision. Since 1947, the wine industry has been working with
representatives of the Revenue Service in the preparation of practical revisions
which would (1) simplify operations ioth from the Government's standpoint and
the point of view of the winery proprietors, and (2) maintain anl improve the
standards for wine as recognided in good commercial practice.

These industry efforts on a nationwide basis were carried on through the
Wine Conference of America, which is composed of the 20 principal wine asso-
ciations in the United States, and which represents through its respective mem-
berships about 95 percent of the wine sold in this country.

The efforts of the cimfereme were simmarizeid in two identical bills (H. R.
2065 and II. It. 2066). intr lduced last year by the Honorable Leroy Johnson, of
California, and the Honorable W. Sterling Cole, of New York, respectively.

Practically all features of our proposed legislation were incorporated by the
Treasury Department in the draft of H. R. 8300 which it submitted to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means. These provisions were endorsed by the Wine Con-
ference of America in a letter dated February 10, 1954, submitted to the Honor-
able Daniel A. Reed. chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means, when the
bill was pending before his committee.

We sincerely hope that the wine provisions of H. R. 8300 will have the con-
currence of your committee, and that the four amendments to be proposed by the
Treasury Department will be acceptable both to your committee and to the
managers on the part of the House when the bill goes to conference.

Our hearty endorsement of the operating provisions of H. R. 8300 is, of course,
separate and apart from any question of actual excise rates. On the question
of wine excise rates we hope to be able to present our position at an appropriate
time when your committee is considering these matters as such.

It would be very much appreciated if this letter, and attachment listing the
20 member associations of the Wine conference e of America, could be made a part
of the record on H. R. 8300.

With very best regards.
Sincerely yours,

EDWARD W. WOOTTON,
Manager, Washington Office, Wine Institute,

and Secretary, Wine Conference of America.

MlEMiBER ASSOCIATIONS OF THE WINE CONFERENCE OF AMERICA

American Wine Association
Associated Vintners of the Middle West
Bottle Fermented Champagne Producers, Inc.
Council Bluffs Grape Growers Association
Finger Lakes Wine Growers Association
Maryland Institute of Wine & Spirits Distributors, Inc.
Michigan Wine Institute
National Association of Alcoholic Beverage Importers, Inc.
National Wine Association
New Jersey Wine Association
Ohio Grape Growers & Vintners
Ohio Grape Growers Institute
Ohio Wine Dealers Association
North Carolina Association for Wine Control
Texas Wine Association
Vermouth Institute
Washington Wine Council
Wine Association of Pennsylvania
Wine Distributors of Northern California
Wine Institute
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STA'lrANT J'Y Till ' CiIMITTLIE ON TAXATION OF 'IHE UNITED STATES COUNCIL

OPi THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

1. The purpose of this statement is to acquaint the Senate Committee on
Finance with the views of the committee on taxation of the United States
council of the International Chamber of Commerce on the subject of taxation
of foreign income.

The ['nited States council is the American national affiliate and the official
representative of American business in the International Chamber of Com-
merce. Tle comicil's membership is composed of about 700 companies in all
industries in the United States, many of which are not engaged specifically
in international trade olr tle import-export business.

The International Chamber of Commerce was organized in 1919 following
World War I. It might be regarded as a world business parliament, where
manufacturers, bankers, industrialists, merchants, and traders meet to pool
their views and information ant to develop a common policy. This policy is
brought to the attention of individual governments, the United Nations, and
the whole of world opinion. Essentially, it is the goal of the International
Chamber of ('ommerce to be repres'-ntative of and to encourage better under-
standing among businessmen and business organizations of the free countries
•a.nd to implement that program in the improvement of world economic con-
ditions.

The Inlernational Chaner of Commerce has a membership composed of
businesses and associations in Inore than 50 countries. Its economic recom-
mnendations are helpful to governments either directly or through the United
Nations, where the International Chamber of Commerce has been granted a
consultative status with the Economic ald Social Council.

The basic United Slates attitude toward foreign income under the present
Internal Revenue ('ode has been that it should be taxed on a parity with
domestic income. Therefore, in general, United States corporations, citizens.
and alien residents have been taxed on their entire income regardless of its
geographical source. The revision of the code as presently drafted will, how-
ever, tend in numerous instances to afford some relief from the disadvantages
heretofore acting as a hindrance to an increased flow of United States capital
abroad.

2. Throughout the world many countries limit their income taxes to income
from domestic sources. Italy, France, Switzerland, Spain. and a number of
Latin Amrican countries may be put as examples of that category.

tllgium taxes such income at a reduced rate. England only taxes the profits
that are remitted to England, and Canada completely exempts from domestic
tax certain companies which are organized expressly for the conduct of business
abroad.

Additionally, moost European countries have entered into tax treaties pro-
viding that the income of the business operations of the nationals of the first
(ontracting country earned in the second contracting country shall be subject
to income taxes only in that country where it was earned. This attitude toward
the taxation of foreign income gains support constantly.

3. Foreign investment is subject to tremendous risks, such as currency de-
preciation and restrictions, expropriation, discriminatory application of local
restrictive laws, and sometimes even revolutions or other violent interruptions
of business operations because of political unrest. Superimpose these risks
over the usual ones of getting any business properly financed and profitably
operating and it is easy to visualize why the American businessman is prone
to resist the blandishments of those who urge him to invest his capital abroad.

In addition, in some instances our present techniques of taxing foreign income
result in a higher taxation of Agerican business abroad than that levied on
non-American business, making successful operation even more difficult. It is
hoped that the revisions of American tax legislation now contemplated will
help to alleviate these difficulties.

4. The United States council is gratified that the principle underlying one
of the recommendations made by the chairman of its committee on taxation
before the House Ways and Means Committee on August 5, 1953, has been
adopted in the proposed revision of the Internal Revenue Code. This recom-
mendation was that the definition of foreign taxes allowable as a credit under
section 131 be broadened to include the "near income taxes" so widely used in
many foreign countries.

Under the "principal tax" concept now proposed, however, the committee on
taxation believes that in umany instances the provisions may operate to make
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a -maler credit available to taxpayers than that available under present law.
The proposal that a taxpayer be required to choose between the income tax
and the principle tax. for this purpose, would cause inequities to those receiving
incorue from countries where taxes in both of these categories are collected on
income. It would therefore appear that the intent of law would best be achieved
by allo',wing credit for the aggregate of all taxes intended to le imposed upon
the income in the foreign country, i. e., the sum of the income tax, tie "in lieu
of' tax, and the "principal tax."

5. A second recommendation which the council made in testimony before the
House Ways and Means Committee was that the tax incentives granted to West-
ern Hemisphere trade corporations be extended on a global basis. The council
welcomes the stop in this direction which is set forth in section 923 of the pro-
posed revision of the Internal Revenue Code. It is noted that the intent of
this section is to grant tax (redit, similar to that applicable to Western Hemi-
sphere trade corporations, where the American taxpayer is engaged in the con-
duct of t huines involving' a significant investment abroad.

The need is recognized for wording which will restrict the benefits if this sec-
tion to the businesses for which they are intended. otiwever, as liresently
phrased, no mention is mi tie of many ft ren in vestment and busines: activities
such as agriculture, lumiering. wholesale distribution and marketing, warehous-
ing. assembling, refining, marine, and pipeline transportation and construction,
and operations incidental thereto. There are generally considerable invest-
mnts in these categories of businss. lint the siwcific designations in the pro-
posed revision might result in excessively narrow requirements on the types
of foreitri business income whih would qualify for the lower tax rate. The
language could lie interpreted to deprive taxpayers with significant overseas
investment and activity from receiving the benefit of the incentive rate, and
ap" ro nriate cla rification is t herefore rer-ommended.

6. The council also recommended that the exemption from United States income
tax granted to American (itizens on income earned abroad (where the citizen
is not a bona fide resident of the foreign country ) be increased froro $20,000 to
$35,000. The revision of the Internal Revenue Code now proposed does not
chanao thi present ceiling. Many foreien-ernployed executives and employees
are paid salaries in excess of this fiture as an inducement to tolerate the often
primitive working conditions overseas. and they will be inequitably Ireated if
the $20,00) limit remains. For this reason the council wishes to repeat its
previoins recommendation that the ceiling le raised.

7. The United States council also proposed that the United States Government
recognize the principle that the country where income is earned should have the
exclusive right to tax that income. This principle was not giveo full recogni-
tion in H. R. S.3(0, and the council looks forward to the time when conditions
may he favorable for its further consideration

S. The council has taken note of section 904 of the proposed revision of the
code which would provide as a limitation on the foreign tax credit only the "rer
country" limitation and would repeal the "overall" limitation by omission. The
repeal of the latter is meant to remove an element which "discourages a com-
pany operating profitably' ii on, foreign country from goingg into another country
where it may expect to operate at a loss for a few years."

Some taxpayers deriving income from foreign investment will be benefited
by this amendment in section 904 which permits the offset of foreign losses
against domestic income. However, it may prove to have certain discriminatory
effects, in that similar relief is not granted to those American corporations which
are operating efficiently in a number of foreign countries where income-tax rates
vary widely, both above and below the United States level. Possible benefits from
elimination of the per country limitation should therefore also be examined,
together with the proposal which has been advanced that taxpayers be granted
the election annually as to whether they will apply the overall of the per country
limitation in computing their foreign tax credit.

9. Last, it is noted that section 923 requires a United States shareholder to
meet one of the following requirements in order to secure benefit of the preferen-
tial rate on dividends from a foreign corporation: (1) own together with not
more than 3 other domestic corporations more than 50 percent of the voting
stock of the foreign corporation, or (2) own at least 10 percent of the voting stock
of the foreign corporation and have a business relating to that of the foreign
corporation by reason of the rendition of technical, engineering, scientific, or like
services.
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In order to lip consistent with the test prescribed in section 9102 for securing

a credit for taxes raid bv a foreign subsidiary, it is recommended that a mini-

lul pelcentage of ownership requirement be established without the other re-

strictiuns indicated under (2) above.
10. The United States council believes it is essential for the United States to

encourage private investment abroad, especially in those countries which need

and want foreign capital. Such investment will raise the standard of living

everywhere. In that way we will most effectively fight communism and lessen
th'- risk i f wvar and revolution. We will create new and dependable sources of

minerals and essential materials.
Finally, the enmouracefl'nt of private investment abroad will be in direct fur-

theranee of lie of the cardinal principles of the Preident's program for the

foreign economic policy of the United States.

TIE \VARNER & SWASEY (i.,
('lircinld 3, 010 o, April 2, 195j.

-elinitr U(;IRnNE r-. SIILLIKIN,
i cltc OffiPc Biildliq.

llashinlflon, D. C.
DEAR Si ,N\TOIZ -ILIKIN : Realizing the pressure tniler which yolr ciinliuttee

las ien worlcinx- in the consideration of H. R. 830,, I did not request time to
testify before th committee inasmuch as I am a private citizen, repr-sentine this
cOnilmiy with which I have been cinnectpd for 3i5 years. Section 167: Deprecia-
tion is not s;itisfaitiiry in its present fm'm in H. R. S,300 because the taxpayer is
definitely tied to thie nrealistie useful lives in bulletin F. I should, therefore,
alilire'iate your including the proposal wh'bich I make herein in the itficial record
of the committee bearints. The propo-sal is as follows:

Risk capital is not invested in manufactnring facilities, either a new business.
additional capacity, or replacement, unless there is a demonstrated rate of
return upon the capital so invested. This is new iicilme, over and above the
normal income upin which budget estimates are based and upon which the
effect of estimates of depreciation deductions are comnputed. Since this return
on the investment is known as the time the investment is made, the taxpayer
making the investment should be able to negotiate with a delegate of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury and agree upon an annual amount of depreciation which
will not exceed the expected additional income from the new capital investment.

The national revenues would thus be protected since the agreed upon deprecia-
tion wiolid not exceed the income from the new investment and there would be
an incentive provided for the new business to go forward and for existing com-
panies to replace obsolete and worn equipment. This is demonstrated simply
in the following way:

Proposed investment - ----- $1, 000. 000
Demonstrated return on investment .20 percent ( new income ) ---------- $300. 000
Equipment replaced, original cost -- -- $500, o00

Annual d(epreviatimi on $1,000,000 on 5-year basis'. . 200, 000
Present depreciation at 5 percent 25, 000

Net increase in depre( iatiiin charge ................. ...- 175, 00)

New income subject to tax 125, 000

I would, therefore, propose the following:
Iisert at end of settion 167 (d) :
"In the case of property referred to in suhlsection (c), such agreement may

provide for the allowance as deductions under subsection I a of amounts a-
greeaiinz ht more than the hasis which is properly attributalle to seh con-
structiin, reconstruction. o- erection, i r to such acquisition, after December .31,
1953, upon suh method and over such period of time (whether more or less than
the usefnl life of such prm erty) as the taxpayer and the Secretary or his dele-
,ate agree wuinld not in the normal operation of such propertv result in a redmc-
tion (f the taxable income of the taxpayer to an ainlinut less than the taxable
income which w'iuld in sueh normal operation have resulted had sih property
not been acquired."
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There are many arguments that can be made for this proposal but the most
important point is that the additional income out of investment in new facilities
can be proved.

I would, therefore, appreciate the consideration of the above proposal by the
coinmittee.

Yours very truly,
L. D. McDONALD,

Executive Vice Presidcnt.

STATEMENT OF CLINTON M. HESTER, WASHINGTON COUNSEL, UNITED STATES
BREWERS FOUNDATION ON CHAPTER 51 OF H. R. 8300

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, my name is
Clinton Al. Hester. I am an attorney in the Shoreham Building, this city, and
appear here today in behalf of the United States Brewers Foundation, 535
Fifth Avenue, New York City, for which association I have been Washington
counsel for many years. This association, established in 1862 and in continuous
operation since that date, is believed to be the oldest trade association in the
United States. Its members manufacture over 85 percent of all the beer produced
in the United States.

The United States Brewers Foundation respectfully recommends enactment of
chapter 51 of H. R. 8300. This chapter would modernize the laws and regula-
tions governing the operation of breweries and the collection of beer excise taxes.
This would be accomplished by repealing obsolete statutes, by permitting tle
payment of beer excise taxes periodically, and by authorizing the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate to prescribe new regulations limited to the protection
of the revenue.

Chapter 51 would achieve the chief objectives of 4 separate bills introduced
during the last session of this Congress by 4 members of the House Ways and
Means Committee, Representatives I)ingell, Forand, Byrnes, and Eberharter.

The laws and regulations of today trace their origin back to the time of the
Civil War. Now, as then, the brewer, from the tine lie purchases his raw
materials until he pays his beer excise taxes and sells his finished product, must
work his way through a labyrinth of laws and regulations.

Many of these regulations, which regulate almost every activity of the brewer
in the manufacture of his product, have 11o relation to protection of the revenue.
In this respect they violate an important principle of constitutional law, i. e.,
that the Government, to aid it in the collection of revenue, is authorized to
issue only such regulations as are necessary to protect and insure collection of
the revenue. Under the guise of the taxing power vested in the Congress by
the Constitution, the Congress cannot authorize, nor can the Treasury Depart-
ment issue, regulations for the collection of revenue when their primary purpose
is to regulate the operation of an industry, such as the brewing industry, rather
than to protect and insure collection of the revenue.

One example suffices to illustrate the regulatory character of many existing
requirements which are totally unnecessary to protect and insure collection of
beer excise taxes. Under one specific ancient regulation every brewer is re-
quired to maintain elaborate and costly drawings (known as plats and plans)
of the complete brewery premises. As a result, some brewers must employ
permanently architects or draftsmen to meet this particular requirement, while
others must engage the services of firms which specialize in this work.

When a brewer makes any change, even as slight as moving a pipeline, that
fact and the new location must be accurately reported to the Alcohol and
Tobacco Tax Division of the Internal Revenue Service. Inspectors of this
service must then travel to the brewery for the purpose of examining and ap-
proving each change and checking the accuracy of its location. We understand
that Government inspectors in 1 recent year had to process, through examina-
tion and inspection of the premises, 65 different revisions in brewery plats and
plans made by only 1 brewery. This is not at all unusual.

In this connection it is interesting to note the observations made by Internal
Revenue Commissioner T. Coleman Andrews in his testimony in 1953 before the
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Treasury De-
partment:

"I have always had considerable doubt in my mind as to whether we need all
the Government men whom we find around distilleries * * *" (record of hear-
ings, April 2, 1953).
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Of course, what Mr. Andrews said of distilleries is even more applicable to
breweries.

Mr. Dwight E. Avis, director of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the
Internal Revenue Service, expressed his views as to the necessity for modern-
izing these ancient laws and regulations in an address before the State Liquor
Commissioners meeting in annual convention in New York City in September
1953, in part as follows:

"The present internal revenue liquor laws were enacted in the horse-and-
buggy days and in many of their aspects are archaic and outmoded and no longer
entilely adaptable to modern business operations or to realistic regulatory
control."

The House Ways and Means Committee in its report on H. R. 8300 succinctly
and cogently stated the case for this revision measure (clh. 51) when it observed
(pp. 50-51) :

"The committee has substantially revised the provisions of present law relating
to alcoholic beverages * * * although no changes in tax rates are made. Pi'es-
ent law has been rewritten to delete obsolete provisions, remove unnecessary rec-
ordkeeping requirements, and permit greater freedom to producers and the Treas-
ury Department to ieet changing commercial practices. It is anticipated that
the changes made by your committee's bill will sub-tantially reduce the !oi-
pliance costs of the industries concerned and permit more efficient administration.

"In the case of the excises * * * your committee has provided that the taxes
are to be paid by returns rather than by the purchase of stamps. The bill pro-
vides the Secretary may institute the return system at any time after January 1,
1955. rlhe period for which the returns are to be filed, the time of filing, and
other details are to be prescribed by regulations. Representatives of the Treas-
ury Department have told your committee that while no definite late has been
set for instituting the return system, plans have been made to require a weekly
return when the plan is first put into effect. Subsequent extension of time for
filing returns will be dependent on the fiscal situation and on the experience with
the weekly return.

"Under present law taxes on these products are paid for by the purchase of
stamps which must be affixed to packages or containers prior to or at the time of
removal of the products from the factory or other bonded premises. Because of
this procedure, producers must finance tax payments between the time the
stamps are purchased and the time they receive payment for the taxed products
from their vendees. Such financing increases the working-capital requirements
of producers by many millions of dollars, and the producers have requested that
they be permitted to pay the taxes on a delayed-return basis as is provided in
the case of most other excises. Your committee's action recognizes the burden
of the present system on producers and provides a method whereby a changeover
can be made to a delayed-return system."

The change to a reporting system which permits the brewer to pay beer excise
taxes in much the same manner as he and all other businessmen are permitted
to pay their corporate and individual income taxes is something that the brewing
industry has looked forward to for years. The same reporting system of collect-
ing beer taxes has long been in effect in numerous States and is the method
Congress has approved for the collection of beer excise taxes in the District of
Columbia.

Moreover, neither the District of Columbia, nor any State which has adopted
this practical and modern method for paying beer excise taxes, regulates
brewers in the manufacture of their product, as does the Federal Government.

The Federal Government today collects some $60 billion in corporate and indi-
vidual income taxes by allowing the taxpayer to examine his books, determine
what he owes, report the amount to the Government, and transmit his check in
payment of the taxes. On the other hand, the Federal Government in collecting
less than $800 million annually in beer excise taxes requires brewers to comply
with a maze of ancient laws and regulations in the manufacture of their product,
and in the payment of their beer excise taxes.

As pointed out previously, many of the ancient regulations being repealed or
modernized by chapter 51 have no relation to the protection and collection of the
revenue.

Where the Congress authorizes the issuance of regulations to carry out the
purposes of a statute, particularly whereas under chapter 51 the Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate is given authority to prescribe regulations to aid in the
collection of beer excise taxes, there is in the authority a constitutional restric-
tion limiting the regulations to those necessary to aid in the collection of the
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taxes. However, this constitutional limitation on the authority to issue the regu-
lations is not generally understood, and for this reason the executive branch of
the Government has in the past issued some regulations which were not necessary
to carry out the purposes ,tf the statute.

Assurances that no regulations, not authorized by statute, will be issued
while he is in office were given in 1.953 to the House Appropriations Subcom-
mittee on Appropriations for the Treasury Department by Commissioner T.
Coleman Andrews, of the Internal Revenue Service, in the following testimony:

"There are several policy matters that concern us anti the first is the matter
of regulations. There have been a great many complaints made to us in the
Treasury Department and the Bureau-and I know a great many to you gen-
tlemen and I suppose also to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion-that the Bureau has oftentimes sought to accomplish by regulation what
it was not able to accomplish by legislation anti I want you gentlemen to know
that I regard that as an improper policy ant it will not be followed as long
as 1 am Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
"I say that without necessarily meaning to be critical of anybody, but I feel

that if Congress does not give the kind of laws tne administration wants, the
administration ought not to try to get that law by warping its regulations so
as to drag it in.

"We want to ferret out those regulations that are not consonant with the
axw and, as we find them, \xe are going to change Ihe regulations. And when

I say that, of course, bear in mind that I speak with the authority of the Secre-
lary. These matters have been discussed with him. That means also that, as
we gol along, we will try studiously to avoid a construction of the law and
the regulations that will incorporate legislation tlmt \x as not intended." (Record
of hearings, p. 612, March 27, 19t5:3, s3d t tug.. 1st sess.)

Mr. Elbert P. Tuttle, General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury,
in an address on April 4, 1953, iettre the Florida Bar Association at Holly-
wood, Fla., said much the same as commissionerr Andrews. In the course of
his remarks Mr. Tuttle stated:
"'What we cannot get Congress to piss l,y law vwe N ill not get by regulation " * *

"Whatever solution is worked ,t will, it is hoped, result in a businesslike
administration based upon objective interpretations of the acts of Congress and
on regulations honestly designed to carry out the intent of congresss , rather
than regulations and interpretations reflecting a philosophy or policy not laid
down by law.

"To the extent to which we fail to meet this exacting obligation, we would
appreciate your calling us to task. We assure you that you will receive a
respectfull and interested audience."

Years ago it may have been believed that the collection of beer excise taxes
could be achieved only by regulating almost every activity of the brewer in the
manufacture of this product. This will no longer be true if Congress enacts
chapter 51 of H. R. 8300 and permits brewers to pay their beer excise taxes
in the same manner as the Federal Government permits them and all other
businessmen to pay their corporate and individual income taxes.

The public assurance of Commissioner Andrews, Director Avis, and General
Counsel Tuttle referred to earlier are all the members of the United States
Brewers Foundation could desire. Hoxxever, since public officials change
through the years we respectfully request that the Senate Finance Committee
make certain that chapter 51. in the form reported by the committee to the
Senate, will expressly state in clear and unmistakable language that all future
regulations issued pursuant thereto shall be limited to those necessary to protect
and insure collection of beer excise taxes. Some provisions of chapter 51
authorize the issuance of regulations and provide that they shall be limited
to those regulations necessary to protect and insure collection of the revenue.
Other provisions of chapter 51 authoriz, the issuance of regulations but do not
expressly so limit that authority. May we therefore respectfully suggest that
a final section be added at the end of chapter 51 reading somewhat as follows:

"The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is authorized to prescribe
regulations necessary to carry out the purposes oif this chapter: Provided, how-
ever, That such relations shall be limited to those necessary to protect and
insure collection of the revenue."

Or instead of the proposal just mentioned, may xwe respectfully propose that
wherever in chapter 51 the Seretary tf lhe Treasury or his delegate is author-
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ized to issue regulations without any express limitation on such authority,
there be incorporated into the authorization an express limitation in the form
of a standard to guide the Secretary or his delegate in the exercise of such
authority. The standard to be that such regulations are to be limited to those
necessary "to protect and insure collection of the revenue."

May we further respectfully request that the committee make it clear in its
report, that the committee expects the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
to be guided by the standard "to protect and insure collection of the revenue"
in issuing regulations to carry out the purposes of chapter 51.

The enactment of chapter 51 will bring to fruition a goal long sought by the
brewing industry; namely, the modernization and simplification of laws and
regulations governing the operation of breweries and the collection of beer
excise taxes, born, to use the words of Mr. Avis, "in the horse and buggy days."

As recently as March 25, 1954, in testimony before the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Treasury Department, Internal Reve-
nue Commissioner T. Coleman Andrews recognized the need for "eliminating
archaic practices which have been imbedded" in "our alcohol * * * tax require-
ments, procedures, and practices" (hearings, p. 360).

Earlier, on February 1, 1954, Commissioner Andrews, in his testimony before
the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Treasury
Department, likewise recognized the need for modernizing and simplifying pres-
ent governmental controls established under existing law. He also indicated the
need for new legislation (ch. 51) to enable the Internal Revenue Service to
further accomplish this objective. The Commissioner pointed out, in addition,
that all of these changes will result in greater efficiency and economy to the
Government and to industry. Commissioner Andrews' testimony was as follows
(hIarings, p. 563):

"In September of last year, plans were laid to make a comprehensive study
of the legislative and regulatory control of the liquor industry. We established
an Alcohol Tax Survey Committee on September 8, 1953.

"The Committee has been instructed to develop recommendations for a sim-
plified system of revenue protection and regulatory controls, including the neces-
sary legislative changes to achieve this objective. The work is to proceed in
two phases. The first phase will embrace such changes as can be made within
existing law to streamline Government supervision of the industry. The second
phase will deal with the more basic features of legislation and regulations with
a view to modernizing the collection of liquor taxes and permitting changes in
supervision that cannot be achieved under the first phase. The controlling pur-
pose in both phases of the assignment is to work toward supervisory methods
that will Le more economical for the Government and permit industry to operate
as efficiently as possible within the requirements of revenue protection and
control.

"In carrying out its work, the Committee is maintaining close liaison with
interested industry groups, other Federal agencies involved, and State tax-
enforcement officials. This is intended to provide coordination of representative
interests as the work proceeds.

"The Committee has been engaged thus far mostly in preliminary work. Dur-
ing this time it has also participated in the work of reorganizing the alcohol tax
phasvs of the Internal Revenue Code and incorporating certain acceptable
changes immediately desired by the industry. It will shortly undertake initial
steps toward modifying present supervisory practices, which appear feasible
and desirable under present law. As a result of these steps it is anticipated
that some economy in the operation of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division
will be realized during the fiscal year 1955. However, the more basic phase of
the work will not be completed until some time (luring the fiscal year 1955 when
the ultimate potential savings should be more fully apparent. The full realiza-
tion (of savings will depend upon legislative action providing basic changes in
the present law."

We respectfully urge too that all of the provisions of chapter 51 be made effect:
tive upon the date of its enactment with one exception. We fully appreciate
the reasons why the Treasury Department desires to have the Congress post-
pone until January 1, 1955, the institution of the new tax-payment system for
the collection of beer excise taxes.

Accordingly, with the suggested amendments included, we earnestly request
the committee to recommend to the Senate approval of chapter 51.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance Committee,
for your indulgence.
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WENCHEL, SCHULMAN & MANNING,

HuWashington, D. C., April 23, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE I). MILLIKIN,

Uitcd Stoics t, cnatc. Washington, D. C.
(Attention: Miss Dorothy A. McRae, administrative assistant.)

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: We wish to bring to your attention as chairman of
the Senate Fnance Committee, in order that it may not lie overlooked, a revision
which should in all fairness to the taxpayers concerned be made in H. R. 8300 to
correct a change to their detriment which must have crept into the drafting of the
bill by oversight.

The taxpayers we have in mind are the American beneficiaries of a nonresident
employees' trust established abroad in sterling funds. Contributions by the
domestic employer to this trust on their behalf ceased a number of years ago
when a domestic trust was established for them, but because of monetary con-
trols their accumulated credits to that time in the sterling trust had to remain in
said trust. As to their interests the trust is now merely a liquidating
trust. To the extent of their interests this trust was qualified by the Internal
Revenue Service as an exempt employees' trust under section 165 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1939. They are presently entitled, therefore,
under section 165 (b) of the 1939 code, to capital-gains treatment where total
distributions payable to them under the trust are paid to any of them in 1 tax-
able year on account of separation from selwice (including retirement, etc.).

H1. R. S300, however, provides in section 5(11 (e) that thereunder only employees'
trusts created or organized in the United States are eligible to qualify as exempt
trusts, and the capital-gains treatment for total distributions to beneficiaries is
restricted in section 402 (a) (2) to the distributions only from trusts that can
qualify under r section 501 (e). Thus, total distributions fromU a previously
qualified nonresident trust are excluded from capital-gains treatment. The
above-mentioned American employees who have unliquidated credits in such
a nonresident trust would thus lose the benefit of participation therein. This
surely is merely a drafting oversiglit, as there is no good reason why they shmld
now he cut off midstream from that benefit, even if hereafter no other nonresi-
dent trusts are to be qualilied as exempt employees' trusts.

The continuation for 19154 and later years of the exempt status of trusts exempt
under section 1(65 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 is provided for in
section 403 (c) (1) (A) and (B) of H. R. 8:300. This provision, however,
appears in section 403 which is concerned only with the definition of deductible
contributmns to such a trust by the employer. The language of section 403 (c)
f1) (A) and (I B) is in terms broad enough to embrace the continuation of the
exempt status of any emliyees' trust qualifiedd under section 165 (a) for bothl
the contributions thereto by the emploi3 er a nd the distributions therefrom to the
employees. But as it appears in section 40:1. devoted only to contributions by the
employer, the admIinistrative interpretation would undoubtedly h)' that it cannot
be extended tio cover distributions to employees. This proxisiol clearly appears
to be out of pdace, and if it were transferred therefrom and inserted at the end
and as a part of section 501 (e), which has to do with the qualification of exempt
employees' trusts for both purposes, the inequity unwittingly done to the Amri

-

can employees would automatically be corrected. This would have the effect of
bringing their distributions witinii the present language of section 402 (a) (2).

We have brought the foreioin matter to the attention of Mr. Colin Slam, of
the Joint 'ommittee oil Internal Revenue Taxation, and Mr. Edward C. Rustigan,
assistant to Mr. Kenneth W. Gemihl, of the legal advisory staff of the Treasury,
who have received it with syIpathietic attention and intend, we feel, to bring it
before the Finance Committee with an agreed proposed correction. However, as
they have many things to consider in connection with H. R. 8300, we bring
tile matter to your attention by this letter in order to insure that it is brought to
the attention of the Finance Committee.

Copies of our letters to Mr. Stain of April 9, 1954, and April 12, 1954, in refer-
ence to this matter are attached for your files. Identical letters were tiled with
Mr. Rustigan under the same dates.

You will see from the last paragraph of our letter to Mr. Stain of April 12 that
there are ap)lproxiitely 4,07(0 employees whose interests are involved in the case
with which we are concerned.

Sincerely yours,
El Ims W. MANNING.

45994-54--It. 4-26
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EDWARDS & ANGELL,
Prordenee 3, It I. April 2-., 1954.

Re i1. It s3U

ion. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Comilwtec on Fina1cie, Senate of the United StateS,

Senate Office Buildinfg, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: The situation created by H. R. 8300, the proposed

Internal Revenue Code of 1954, is a most serious one, and I am sure you will

pardon me if I speak very frankly about it. If our position were reversed, I

would wish you to do the same.

The opinion which I express is not merely my own, but is shared by a number

of experienced practitioners, both lawyers and accountants, whose views are

entitled to great weight.
The bill undertakes to rewrite the Internal Revenue Code. This of itself is

a stupendous task, and it is not within the realm of reason that it could have

been wisely or satisfactorily accomplished in the time allowed for the task.

Wile the present code is complex and in many respects difficult to understand,

the proposed revision is, in our judgment, infinitely worse. We do not see how

it can possibly ibe put in satisfactory form, except after a much longer period

of study and discussion than has been permitted and a more thorough considera-

tion of the bill's numerous defects.
The job is one for men of long practical experience aiid mature judgment, and

not for the theorist. The bill has all the earmarks of having been drafted largely

by the latter. Federal income-tax legislation has been in effect in this country

for over 40 years, and estate-tax legislation for almost as long. There are many

capable men with sound judgment who have spent the greater part of their

professional careers in the study and practical application of these laws. A

measure of this sort should nut be enacted without allowing ample time for con-

sultation wvith men of this character and the giving of due weight to their opiu-

ions. This, I fear, has not been done.
If the present bill, even with such changes as are likely to be made within the

tnie allowed for revision, should be enacted into law, it would impose upon the

taxpayers and the Gox ernment an enormous task of interpretation which would

be most costly to everyone concerned.
The provisions of subchapter C, dealing with corporate distributions and

adjustments, are particularly objectionable. They constitute, as a whole, one of

the most amazing and disappointing pieces of legislation I have ever encountered.

Whatever may be done with the rest of the bill, I hope most earnestly that sub-

chapter C will be withdrawn and that any action with respect to it ,vill be post-

poned uitil the subject can be far more thoroughly studied.

I am enclosing a memorandum by my partner, Mr. Jacobson, and myself, dis-

cussing several provisions of the bill to which we should like to call particular
attention.

With kindest regards, I am
Very sincerely yours,

R. B. DRLSSER, ('ou,.u'/lor at Lai.

MEMORANDUM REGARDING H. R. 8300

I. SECTION 309

Granted that the basic purpose of this section may be sound, namely, to pre-

vent so-called bailouts, the provision is so drastic and so unpredictable in its

results, because of the technicalities surrounding it, that it may well reach situa-

tions for which it is not intended and fail to cover some of the very cases which
it is intended to reach.

Much testimony must have been presented on this, but at the risk of repetition,

let us call attention to the fact that this may penalize individuals who reap no

benefit, or practically no benefit, from the redemptions widch it seeks to prevent

ly its penalties. Thus, unless the owners of the redeemed nonparticipating

stock and of the participating stock are substantially the same, the cost of this

extreme penalty will be borne not by the holders of the nonparticipating stock

whose stock is redeemed, but by the remaining participating stockholders, the

value of whose interest in the corporation is reduced by the imposition of this

drastic penalty.
It seems to us that this has been approached from decidedly the wrong angle.

If 1uilhuts are to be prevented, the penalties to prevent them should be directed

at the lparties NN 1o are going to receive the benefit and not at other parties.
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But in any event, if the provision is to remain, it should not apply to issues
prior to the passage of the act. If preferred stock was issued some years ago
and the purpose was bailout, it would have been redeemed before this. If the
purpose was not bailout and the stock is still outstanding, this drastic provision
in all fairness should not apply.

II. SECTION 535 (B) (3)

We believe that this provision acconplisles a result which cannot have been
intended. It provides that for the purposes of determining "accumulated taxable
income" (formerly known as sec. 102 income) the special deductions tor corpo-
rations provided in part VIII (of subeh. B), the principal one being the former
"Dividends received credit," shall not he allowed. Explanation of what we
believe was an unintended effect of this provision must be rather technical and
can best be made by giving an example, as follows:

Under section 112 (b) (6) of the 1939 code, a wholly owned subsidiary could
be liquidated into its parent corporation without any tax impact. The parent
corporation simply took over and stood in the place of the subsidiary with re-
spect to its assets, income, etc. Section 332 (b) (1) of the proposed code pro-
vides that certain amounts distributed by the subsidiary under such circum-
stances shall be treated as dividends, but that the parent corporation's deduction
for dividends received (formerly "dividends received credit"), shall in such
case be 100 percent instead of the customary 85 percent. Tlhat is alright with
respect to the normal tax and surtax upon the receiving corporation, but as
we read the statute it appears that when you come to section 531, which takes
the place of the old section 102, the entire amount which, under section 332 (b)
(1), is treated as a dividend paid by the subsidiary corporation in the year of
its liquidation, becomes a part of the income of the parent corporation for that
year for accumulated earnings tax purposes. In other words, it results, prac-
tically, in throwing the accumulated earnings of the subsidiary over what may
be a very lon period of years into the accumulated taxable income of the parent
corporation for the year of liuiilation. Ve (o not believe that any such result
could have been intended.

It may be that this could be cured by a slight amendment of section 535 (b)
13), excepting from the provisions of that paragraph amounts paid by the sub-
sidiary to its parent as part of a liquidating distribution and treated as divi-
dends under section 332 (b) (1).

III. SECTION 359

Throughout subchapter C there are numerous situations where "publicly held"
corporations, as defined in section 359 (a), receive different treatment from cor-
porations which do not qualify as "publicly held." It is our opinion that these
distinctions should be eliminated. They discriminate against both the closely
held corporation of substantial size and the small business corporation.

Because of such differing rules in the cases of "publicly held" and "non-
publicly held" corporations, closely owned businesses, whatever their size, and
all small businesses are handicapped in those corporate and financial adjust-
ments which from time to time become absolutely necessary for the most effec-
tive employment of their capital. A small business, of course, cannot qualify
as a "publicly owned" corporation. Such businesses simply are not large
enough. As subchapter C now stands, small-business organizations are more
restricted in what they can do than are the large corporations whose stock is
widely distributed.

We can see no economic or other justification for this treatment of small or
closely owned corporations, which play such an important part in our economy.
The handicaps imposed upon them by this legislation would be such, we fear,
as to cause many of them to go out of business. If the Government feels that
business should be conducted by large corporations rather than small ones, this
is just the sort of legislation to pass.

This discrimination, we submit, is arbitrary and unjust, and not in the public
interest. We urge that the distinction be eliminated.

Respectfully submitted. ROBERT B. DRESSER.
ROBERT E. JACOBSON.
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INCOME TAX SERVICE,
Chicago, Ill., March 25, 1954.

DEAR SENATOR: Please defeat the administration proposal. There is no need
to extend the date for individuals to file income-tax returns from March 15 as
at present, to April 15 as proposed.

The administration alleges that more complicated cases require additional
time so as to minimize pressure on accountants and attorneys. This may be
true for more complicated cases. It certainly is not true for the substantial
majority of income-tax payers.

Of 245 customers whom I serviced this year, not 2 percent were "more com-
plicated." Yet, even these were handled on time because the customers had not
waited until the last days but had come with thcir problems in February. That
allowed time enough to make inquiries and secure information needed to process
the completion of their reports.

The other 98 percent of my customers are primarily wage-earners-with a
sprinkling of self-employed or small-business men and landlords living in their
own apartment buildings. They do not have more complicated income-tax
problems. They need no extension of time. In fact, most of them procrasti-
nate-unreasonably.

Approximately half of my customers are repeaters, customers whose work I
handled the prior year in this, a transition neighborhood where I lose old, and
gain new, customers. The excessive procrastination of these, old and new
customers is indicated by my experience. This year, I sent notices to old cus-
tomers in January; a small number responded and I serviced them in January
and prior to mid-February. At that time, as in prior years I opened a temporary
office in a nearby store and sent another notice to old customers about February
18. In addition, I placed a large (3-foot by 5-foot) income-tax service sign in
the window of the store. Pedestrians and bus riders stopping at this corner
store, could not miss seeing these signs.

It was not until March 8, only a week before the deadline, that I was handling
as many as 10 customers a day. On March 12, there were 15: and on March
13 and 15, the exhausting numbers of 2, and 3,8, respectively. These customers
could have come weeks earlier. Instead, they procrastinated-as in prior
years-until the last 3 days primarily.

There is no justification to extend time for them. Extension will mean that
they will procrastinate-more. For such customers, the present practice of the
collector of internal revenue providing extensions of time, when requested, will
suffice.

The only possible justification to extend time is to relieve an alleged pressure
on accountants and attorneys. However, to determine what their experience is,
I phoned a half dozen the largest accounting firms in the city. Several desire
the extension and claim that it will reduce the present pressure on them from
January 1 to March 15: but some of these, when questioned, admit that this
pressure occurs prior to January 15, and again in March, with an intervening lull.
Some admit that if they circularized their customers earlier in the season, the
pressure of the last weeks could be reduced and the work spread throughout
the season.

Every firm hesitated, didn't want to estimate the percentage of "more com-
plicated" cases that require extensions of time. The number was small. When I
suggested "10 percent?" the answer was "No." They wouldn't even volunteer
"5 percent." The conclusion is that it is possibly several, certainly not 5 percent.

This-and no doubt it is typical throughout the Nation-diselaimue any need for
a general extension until April 15. Its motivation appears to be for the adminis-
tration to claim political advantage-with no benefit, but harm, to most tax-
payers.

Sincerely yours,
ALBERT BOFMAN.

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL FINANCE CONFERENCE, INC.,
Ncc York, N. Y., April 5, 195_ .

Re sections 6323 and 163 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
To the bonorafile, the Members of the Finance Committee of the United States

Senate:
This letter is being respectfully addressed to you with respect to sections 6323

anmd M.', of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, on behalf of the National Com-
inercial Finance Conference, Inc., to which I am general counsel.
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The 78 members of the conference are engaged in tomrercial financing, prin-
cipally in satisfaction of the needs of small and medium-sized business, oil a
national, regional, and local lasis. Their customers are predominantly 1nanu11-

facturers and wholesalers, of growing character. Credit is extended on a se-
cured tasis, chietly upon the security of factors' liens, trust receipts, govern-
mert contracts, private accounts receivable, arid inventory and machinery loans.
In 1953, the estimated aggregate national volume of such financing was upward
of $7 billion. In addition, some of our mremribers finance the consumer purchase
if anti mihiles. household rplian es etc., either directly in the extension oif
credit-a(oiirodatlol to dealers upon 1lbe security of consumer chattel paper,
or by rediscounting it. They also finance the charge accounts of department
stores, etc., which is knwn as '-Iudindet tiancinrg.' The national volue of all
such conSllmer tinancing is, of course. even larger.
The interests if our neriteis- id, even rutore ilportanily, of their iis-

tomers-are vitally affected by sections G323 and 163 (if tire proposed Internal
Revenue ('tie. While we din not oject to the underlying policy of these sections,
they would, in their present language, be seriously, amn( unnecessarily, injurious
to the extension of creilit to srmdall hisir ess andril cons umers

We therefore have the ftlhiwing surggestiins for their atthnilent, which we
feel that we should call to your' :rtterrtill, for such :lotion is, irr the liatiomal
interest. you in;ry deem it apropriale to, take thereon.

I. S ACTION 63123

i ,i Section 6323 relo ts to tax lies.
The most serious licml enr raised ly its largua&±e relates to the detiniliun of

the ti.st of persons who are protected against tire Federal tax lien unless notice
thereof has been recorded. As presently written, the section ires such pro-
iection only to those who may qualify as lnortg-agees, pledgees, purchasers and
judgment creditors. We believe that protection is necessary for all persons
taking a security interest in loperty, and that those who purchase or loan oil
assiglnrents if accinls receivable, security interests byv way of trust receipts,
tattrs' lien or any of the other devices for obtaining security commonly used
in the commercial world, sh,,uld have the same status as rrortgagees and
pledgees. These problems are very real, for we understand the Commissioner,
in the past, has raised the question as to whether some of the above-mentioned
types of transactions are presently protected under the corresponding language
if IRC section 31;72, the existing

" 
counterIart of section 6323.

We therefore respectfully suinit that tire language of section 6323 should
lie revised in order to make it clear that the persons protected by it are not
confined tit those who may fit the narrow technical detinition of "mortgagee" or
"pledgee."

This problem is now otf additional importanie it eoel btion with the recent
promsrrlgthon, by the American Law Institute and the National Conference of
the Commissioners tin Uniform State Laws, of the proposed Uniform Comnmeri'ial
('ttde. It has already lien adopted ill Pennslylvanria, and it is being considered
for adoption, either by tire legislatures themselves or special commissions, ill a
iulier of important commercial Staltes, including New York, Massachusetts,
'alifotrnia, and Indiana.

UIder the Uniform Commercial C-de, broadly speaking, all previously exist-
ing specific security devices are emerged into a single lien concept, known as a
security interest, and persons holding a security interest are known as secured
parties. Thus. in Pennsylvania after July 1. 1954 (the effective date of the
I'niform (C'tmerrial ('ode), there will le un(ler a very pssilile instructionon
(if the code) no mortgagees or pledgees at all. There will be only secured
parties

We sul mit that all of the various security devices encompassed in article 0 of
the Uniform Cmnmrcial Code clearly irerit the protection afforded under IRC
3672 anld the propitosed section 6323. If such protection is not extended, it can
have very far-reaching results. Valid types of security interests now protected
against Federal tax liens iay lose that protection : other types equally deserving
will not have protection : and much confusion and litigation is likely to result.

Accordingly, we earnestly recommend that section 6323 (a) of H. I1. S300 be
amended by inserting, after lhe words ''judgment creditor," the following:
"'or holder tif a perfected lien or security interest * * *"

( b) In the framing of section 6323, another-and perhaps even more serious-
problem has arisen in connection with subdivision (c) of that section.
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Under the corresponding section of the present law (sec. 3672 (a) ), the validity

of tax liens as against mortgagees. pledgees, purchasers or judgment creditors,

depends upon their filing in designated public offices. This is a simple, objective
test, turning upon a fact capable of certain and instant ascertainment. Com-

pliance with it places no undue burden upon the Internal Revenue Service, and
is not injurious to the revenues.

Probably in order to obviate the result reached in such an unusually extreme
case as United States v. Bcacer Run Coal Co. (3 C. A., 193S, 99 F. 2d 610) the
House inserted a provision (sec. 6323 (c) (1)) which provides that, even though
the Government fails to file a notice of lien, it shall be valid "as against any mort-
gagee, pledgee, purchaser, or judgment creditor, if (1) in the case of a mortgage,
pledge or purchase, such mortgagee, pledgee or purchaser, had notice or knowl-
edge of the existence of such lien at the time the mortgage, pledge or purchase was
made * * *."

The cure is worse than the disease, because it would superimpose, upon the
present simple, objective test of filing, an additional subjective one, dependent
largely upon circumstantial evidence, the final determination of which would
have to rest upon a jury verdict, possibly years after the event. Therefore, in
place of the present precision, we shall have uncertainty and doubt. The result-
ant cramping of the extension of secured credit, to the injury of small borrowers
and lenders alike, is obvious, and far beyond any minuscule protection of the
revenues that tho addition of this onerous provision would entail.

Then. too. its unfairness is manifest. Take for illustration, a large metropolitan
bank, with hundreds of employees. The Government has a tax lien against
one of its depositors, but has neglected to file it. In casual conversation when
making a deposit, the depositor tells a junior clerk in the teller's cage that the
Government has a tax lien against him, not even specifying its nature or amount.
Days or weeks later, the depositor effects a loan through the bank's loan officer,
but tells him nothing about the unfiled tax lien. Should the teller's knowledge
be attributed to the loan officer? And yet. this result would be not merely
possible but probable under this new and burdensome provision.

We therefore respectfully suggest that subdivision (1) be eliminated from
section 632:8 (c) : that it. introductory sentence be appropriately conformed; and
that its final wording read as follows:

"LIEN VALID WITHOUT NOTICE IN CERTAIN CAsEs.-The lien imposed by section
6321 shall be valid without filing of notice thereof as against any judgment
creditor, if-

- (1) the .udgment creditor has not obtained a valid judil'Ient in a court of
record or iif competent jurisdiction for the recovery of specifically designated
property or f,,r a (ertain sum of money, or

"(2) the jud-ment creditor has a valid judgment of a court of record and
of competent jurisdiction for the recovery of a certain sum of money but
has not perfected a lien under such judgment with respect to the property
involved."

Ii. SECTION 163

In the field of consumer financing, section 163 raises an equally serious, though
unrelated, problem.

Current Lair Respecting Time Ralr.R

Since the case of Hog v. Miffir (66 U. S. 115) decided in 1861. it has been
consistently held that the difference between a cash price and a time price on
the time sale of any commodity is not interest, and therefore is not subject to the
limitation of our conventional interest statutes. See annotation in 143 American
Law Reports 238.

In our experience, it is imperative that the validity of this so-called time price
doctrine be maintained, since it is universally recognized that it is this principle
which furnishes the legal basis for the time-selling industry and that it is an ab-
solute necessity to the mass distribution and marketing of motor vehicles, do-
mestic appliances and olher commodities usually sold on time. From the social
and economic standpoints, the preservation of the time sales doctrine is vital to

keeping mass production and the availability of consumer credit organically and

functionally reciprocal. As the past 50 years of our industrial development
demonstrate, without mass marketing, mass production would be impossible, and
the adverse effect upon employment, the flow of consumer goods, and other eco-
nomnic consequences, cannot be overemphasized.
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The language of section 163 .oufuses a fin:an(e charge with the concept of
interest, which conceivably could lead to a judicial attitude, as has already been
indicated in some spots, that a finance charge constitute.s interest.

Pr('scnt tax treatment of finance charges
Interest payments made by borrowers are deductible under present law, but,

as a matter of administrative practice, a similar deduction for finance charges
has been denied. This denial of a deduction has been consistent with the time
price doctrine in that finance charges are not interest.

(Chavnes in sbstanc proposed by section 163
The proposed section 163 of H. R 8:30 continues to allow a deduction for

interest paid, and. in addition, authorizes a deduction for finance charges paid.
not to exceed 6 percent of the average unpaid balance under the contract during
the taxable y ear.

-No one can quarrel with the liberalizing feature of section 1(;2 which accords
a deduction to time buyers. It could, indeed, le argued that the time buyer
ought to be given a deduction for the full amount of the finance charge, without
limitation to (i percent, but, passing that point, the language of section 163 is de-
ficient, and might lead to serious difficulties.

We therefore suggest that it be amended along the following lines:

S tiycstt(d ain('Idi(n'tt to s(ction 163

(New matter italicized: matter to lie deleted enclosed in brackets.)
"(a) GENERAL RunE.-There shall be allowed as a deduction all interest paid

or accrued within the taxable year on indebtedness.
' (b) INSTALLIMENT PURCHASES WHERE No SEPARATE INrIErsT CHARGE IS [No'i

SEPARATELY STATED] indicated.-
"(1) GENERAL RULE.-If personal property is purchased under a con-

tract-
,, (A) which provides that payment of part or all of the purchase price

is to be made in installments, and
"(B) in which carrying charges are [separately stated] included but

[the] no interest charge [cannot be ascertained] is separately indicated.
then the payments made during the taxable year under the contract shall be
treated [as including] for the purposes of this section as if it included in-
terest equal to 6 percent of the average unpaid balance under the contract
during the taxable year. For the purposes of the preceding sentence, the
average unpaid balance is the sum of the unpaid balances outstanding on the
first day of each month beginning during the taxable year, divided by 12.

"(2) LIMITATION.-In the case of any contract to which paragraph (1)
applies, the amount treated as interest for any taxable year shall not ex-
ceed the aggregate carrying charges which are properly attributable to such
taxable year.

(C) CROSS REFERENCES.-
"(1) For disallowance of deduction for interest relating to tax-exempt in-

come. see section 265 (2).
1'(2) For disallowance of deduction for carrying charges chargeable to

capital account, see section 266."

Respectfully submitted.
MILTON P. KUPFER,

General Counsel.

THE SAVINGS BANKS RETIREMENT SYSTEM,

Nere York, N. Y., April 26, 195j.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIXIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: The savings banks retirement system, a pension trust organized by

the mutual savings banks of New York State to provide retirement benefits for
the employees of mutual savings banks, and having 4,720 participating employees
and 253 retired participants, wishes to call the attention of the Senate Finance
Committee to an ambiguity in section 505 of H. R. 8300, the revenue revision bill
of 1954, as passed by the House of Representatives and presently under con-
sideration by the Senate Finance Committee.
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According to the announcements issued by the Ways and Means Committee
and the report issued by it in connection with the bill, section 505 is intended to
require diversification of investments by pension trusts which are to be treated
as exempt from Federal taxation under the proposed subchapter F. Accord-
ingly, it requires that all of the assets of the trust invested after the effective
date of the section be represented either by five specified classes of investment
in which unlimited investment is l)ermitted, in-

"Real estate, limited in respect of any one investment to in amount not greater
in value than 5 percent of the value of the total assets of the trust" : or, "other
securities, limited in respect of any one issuer to an aniount not greater in value
than 5 percent of the value of the total assets of the trust and 10 percent of the
total combined voting power of all classes of stock of such issuer."

It is not clear whether mortgages of noncorporate nmrtgagors qualify as
securities or real estate within the meaning of section 515, and if they (10 not
so qualify, they would be prohibited under the language of the section. Mort-
gages, particularly on small family resid(ices, have been recognized for many
years as ill execilent medium for hduciary iave.tuent. We mieed not point out,
also, that the objects of the national housing policy are furthered if the assets
(if pension trusts are available for honie mortgage leading. We cannot believe
that there was any intention on the part of the Ways and Means Committee to
prohibit such investment to pension trusts, and the committee report indicates
that such vas not time intention.

Securities is an ambiguous word, however, and is capable of restrictive
interpretation in this respect. We urgently request, therefore, that the Senate
amend this hill by substituting for the phrase: "other securities, limited in
respect of any one issuer to an amount not greater in value than 5 percent of
the value of the total assets of the trust and 10 percent of the total combined
voting power of all classes of stock of such issuer" language along the following
lines:

"Other investments, limited in respect of any one obligor or issuer to an amount
not greater in value than 5 percent of the value of the total assets of the trust
and, in the case of stock, not greater than 10 percent of time total combined voting
power of all classes of stock of such issuer."

The savings banks retirement system has no objection to the proposed require-
ment that investments of pension trusts be diversified in the manner proposed
by the bill. However, since some 61.6 percent of its assets, a total of some $17
million, was invested on March 21 in 2,361 mortgages, practically all of which
were on small family dwellings, and since it maintains a staff highly experienced
in the making of such investments, it views with concern any possibility that
Congress might inadvertently prohibit, ior even raise dulit as to the legality
Of mortgages as an investment for pension trusts. We therefore trust that the
bill will be amended to remove any such doubt.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT --IATIIERSON, Jr., Pr',.idCn't.

STATEMENT OF J. FRANcis IRETON, MUECKE, 'MULES & IRETON, BALTIMORE 2, MD.,
Sr(iGESTINo AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 163 (I) OF H. R. 8300

INTRODUCTION

Section 163 (b) authorizes a limited deduction for carrying charges paid
under an installnent-sale contract as if such carrying charges were conven-
tional interest. Decisional law is overwhelmingly settled in this country to
the effect that carrying charges are not and do not contain interest. The
language of the section should, therefore, be changed to make it clear that
carrying charges, even though deductible, are not interest and thus avoid the
disastrous economic and social consequences that would flow from a confusion
of the legal concept of a carrying charge as interest.

PRESENT TAX TREATMENT OF CARRYING CHARGES

Interest payments made by borrowers are deductible under present law,
but as a matter of administrative practice a similar deduction for carrying
charges has been denied. This denial is consistent with general law in that
carrying charges are not, and do not contain, interest. See Henrietta Mills, Ine.
v. Commis.ioncr of Ititcri(il Rer'cnie (52 Fed. (2) 931).
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SUI'STAATIVE CHANGES EFFECTItI) BY SECTION 163 (B)

The proposed section 163 (b) of H. It. 8300 authorizes a deduction for carrying
charges paid not to exceed 6 percent of the average unpaid balance under the
contract during the taxable year. No one can quarrel with this liberalizing
feature but the language of the section implies that a carrying charge is interest
and for the reasons hereinafter stated this lanilage sloull be changed.

CIIRREN'r LAW RESPECTING TIME SALES

Even before but certainly since the case of Hogg v. Ruffocr 1(;; U. S. Ii0
decided in 1861. it has been almost universally held in this country that the
difference between a cash price and a time price on the time sale of any com-
nodity, no matter how designated, is not interest. and, therefore, is not subject
to the limitation of our conventional interest statutes.

The decided cases point out that the owner of property call sell the same, in
the absence of State regulation under the police power, at any price he wishes
or that the market may bring. He can sell for cash :it one price or oil time for
another price. The difference, if any, is still part of a price, and is not interest
for a loan since a sale and not a loan is involved For illustration reference
way be had to the many cases annotated in 142 American Law Review 238.

This is the so-called time-price doctrine.

SloOES'rED AMENIIMENT TO SECTION 163 (B)

The language changes in the section indicated below do not in any way alter
its policy or intended substance but are solely for the purpose of clarification
and to make certain that the existing general legal rule known as the time-price
doctrine is not confused with the concept of interest. The matter to be deleted
from present section 163 (b) is enclosed in double parentheses, and the new
matter to be inserted is underscored.

"(b) INSTALLMENT I'WRCHASES W1,.EuF No INTEREST CHARGE IS [NOT SEPA-

RATELY STATED] INDICATED.-

(1) GENERAL RULE.-If personal property is purchased under a contract-

( A) which provides that payment of part or all of the purchase price
is to be made in installments, and

"(B) in which carrying charges hoowsocrrr described or dcsignatcd are
[separately stated] ialuhdcd but [the] no interest charge [cannot be
ascertained] is indictcd,

then the payments made during the taxable year under the contract shall
be treated [as including] for the pt'po5(,S of this section as if they included
interest equal to 6 percent of the average unpaid balance under the contract
during the taxable year. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the
average unpaid balance is the sun (of the unpaid balances outstanding on the
first day of each nonth beginning during the taxable year, divided by 12."

REASONs FOI" TtIE 5 5GGESTEI) AMENDMENT'

Obviously any inference in section 163 (h) that a carrying charge is interest
could lead to a judicial determination that carrying charges are interest. This
would mean that carrying charges would be subject to conventional interest rates
prescribed by State statutes. The time-selling industry, and this means and
includes manufacturers and retailers of such goods customarily so sold as well
as banks and other financing institutions who make such sales possible, could not
possibly continue to do business and survive under conventional interest rates.
The cost of handling periodic payments over a period of time with the clerical
bookkeeping expense entailed would be prohibitive at such a charge. The section
should be changed to negate the idea that carrying charges are or include interest.

In addition, in some States where time sales are regulated, the varying statutes
differently designate carrying charges as "finance charges" or "time price differ-
ential." It would be well to indicate in section 163 (b) that the words "carrying
charges" mean and include these various other designations.

The time price doctrine, solidly established by 19th century precedents, was
adapted to the rapidly growing automobile industry in the early years of the
20th century, and in later years to other commodities, to create a mass consumers
market. This, in turn, made possible the development of our boasted techniques
of mass production resulting in accelerated technological achievement, in in-
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creased employment, in comparatively lower prices, and in a standard of living
not equaled elsewhere in the world. To labor, these points is superfluous.

The annual volume of wholesale sales of commodities customarily sold at retail
on time, and of retail time sales, and of the volume of financing done in connection
therewith, are not readily available. According to Federal Reserve bulletins,
automobile and other consumer goods retail time paper outstanding as of Decem-
ber 31. 1953, aggregated approximately $16 billion. Since these figures are out-
standings as of December 31, 1953, and not volume of business done during 1953,
and do not include inventory or wholesale financing for distributors, dealers, and
other retailers who sell on time, or industrial, commercial, or other business
installment sale credit, it would be conservative to estimate that the aggregate
volume of financing done in this country in connection with the time sale of
goods is in excess of $50 billion a year.

The aggregate volume of business done by corporations which to a large extent
depend ultimately on retail time sales to market their products is, of course,
greater.

The productive use of manpower in the time-selling industry is, of course,
tremendous. In the automotive field alone, in which it has been estimated that
as high as 80 percent of inventory acquisitions are financed for dealers and
approximately 60 to 65 percent of retail sales are financed on time, it has been
estimated that approximately 8 million people are gainfully employed.

Since the complete structure of the time-selling industry rests solely and
entirely on this time price doctrine, anything that would tend even so slightly
to disturb or disrupt it ought to be most carefully avoided. A limitation on
carrying charges restricting them to conventional interest rates would make it
impossible for the time-selling industry to continue. It is readily apparent that
without time selling mass consumption would be so considerably curtailed that
mass production would have to be decreased to such a point that unemployment
and prices would be permanently increased and our purchasing power diminished
so that the economy of the country would be seriously and adversely affected.
Section 163 (b) in its present form definitely tends to disturb this time-price
doctrine. So as not to give, unintentionally, a wrong inference or implication,
it is respectfully but most sincerely urged that there is an absolute necessity for
a change in the language of the section as hereinbefore suggested.

IDENTITY OF THE WITNESS

The writer is a member of the law firm of Muecke, Mules, and Ireton, 1004 First
National Bank Building, Baltimore 2, Md., and is of counsel to Commercial Credit
Co. and its subsidiaries. The latter, in addition to its other activities, is in the
business of financing nationwide the distribution, marketing, and retail time
sale of industrial and commercial machinery and equipment and consumer goods
of all kinds. The volume of such business done by said company and its sub- w
sidiaries in 1953 was slightly in excess of $3 billion.

(See additional statement, p. 2408.)

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.,
New York, N. Y. LI

Re additional clause to subparagraph (d) (1) (C) of section 421. H. R. 8300,
now under consideration by your committee.

Hon. EUGENE D. lILLIKIN,
Chairman, Sncate Finance Committee,

United States Senate. Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Mr Thomas J. Green, partner of Peat, 2larwick. Mitchell & Co.,

wrote the Ways and Means Committee a letter dated .Inly 14. 1953, copy attached
hereto. Exhibit 1, which appears on page 427 of part 1. with respect to topic 15,
stock optioiis and deferred compensation plans.

As a result of said letter to the Committee on Ways and Means, subparagraph
(d) (1) (C) of section 421 was adopted in H. R. 8300, reading as follows:

Subparagraph (d) (1) (C) of section 421: "* * * This subparagraph shall
not apply if at the time such option is granted the option price is at least 110
percent of the fair market value at such time of the stock subject to the option
and such option hy its terms is not exercisable after the expiration of 5 years
from the date such option is granted."

This provision does cover the situation as set out in letter to the Ways and
Means Committee, in principle, but does not cover the situation entirely. There-
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fore, in order to cover the situation presented, it will be necessary to strike the
period and add "or is exercised within 1 year after the date of enactment of
this title."

Such additional clause will cover the type of stock options where the option
price is at least 110 percent of the fair market value and the uncertainty created
by the regulations, which went far beyond the decision of the Supreme Court in
Commissioner v. Smith (324 U. S. 177 (1945)), as the Finance Committee pointed
out in its report No. 2375, where options were granted after February 26, 1945,
the date of the Commissioner v. Smith decision, and prior to September 23, 1950,
the date of tile passage of the Revenue Act of 1950.

Very truly yours,
ALFRED C. FRODEL.

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.,
New York, N. Y., July 14, 1953.

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,
.ycw House OfOice Builditig, Watshington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: in connection with the current hearings before your committee
on revision of the Federal tax laws, we are pleased to submit for the record
certain recommendations and observations with respect to topic 15-stock options
and deferred compensation plans.

Section 130A of the Internal Revenue Code which covers the treatment of
employer stock options should, we submit, be amended by inserting at the end
of section 130A (d) (1) a paragraph reading as follows:

"(D) Provided, however, the provisions of subparagraph (C) shall not apply
if such option was granted after February 26, 1945, and prior to September 23,
1950, and at the time such option was granted the option price was at least
10 percent in excess of the fair market value at such time of the stock subject
to the option."

The need for this amendment is, perhaps, best illustrated by an example which
has been drawn to our attention.

In 1939 a "family group" (consisting of four brothers and their families)
acquired a controlling interest of slightly over 50 percent in company A. Some
time thereafter company A acquired company B through an exchange of stock.
The "family group" had owned and operated company B for some years. This
increased their controlling interest in company A, and as of August 31, 1948, the
combined holdings of the "family group" represented 58.46 percent of the total
outstanding common stock of that company.

During the period there had been some expansion of the company's operations,
financed primarily out of retained earnings or borrowed moneys.

On August 31, 1948, options were granted to the four brothers each to purchase
10,000 shares of common stock of company A at $25 per share. Such options
were exercisable over a period of not less than 5 years and not more than
10 years. On the date the options were granted, the over-the-counter market
on these shares was $21.50 bid, $22.25 asked, or a mean of $21.88. For the
calendar year 1948 the range of the market was $22.50 high, $10 low, and $20
last. Thus the option price was approximately 15 percent above the market
value of the shares on the date the options were granted. These options were
granted only after thorough discussion with and approval by the principal
minority stockholders.

At the time the options were granted, these important minority stockholders
were desirous of further expanding the operations of company A, and it was
expected that to accomplish this it would be necessary to issue additional
common stock to raise cash for the purpose of acquiring related businesses.
That, however, would have resulted in a dilution of the "family group" control,
which has in fact happened, as at the present time the members of the said
"family group" own only 43.89 percent of the outstanding common stock.
However, through the issuance of the options the "family group" was put in
position to reestablish their actual control ot the corporation through the exer-
cise of the options. They were not i-ued as a iaeans of compensation (which
is taken care of through a profit-sharing bonus arrangement) or to effect a
distribution of earnings, something which the substantial minority interest would
not have permitted in any way, but merely as an incentive to expand the business
without losing control of the company.

When the law was amended in 1950 no clear provision was made for the
proper treatment of options issued during the uncertain period from 1945
through 1950 which (lid not happen to comply with the amendment as it was
later enacted in 1950.
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The 4 brolhers have, ever since 1939, served full time in the direct manage-

nent and operation of the business.
When seci on 130A was enacted it was specifically limited to optionees who,

with their families, held less than 10 percent of the employer-corporation stock.
The regulations or rulings prior to the enactment of section 130A never imposed
the 10-percent ownership limitation, and the imposition of such limitation in
section 130A should not be applied retroactively. The effect of the amendment
now proposed is only to lift the 10-percent stock ownership rule from options
granted after February 26, 1945, and prior to September 23, 1950, and only in
cases where the option price was at least 10 percent in excess of the fair market
value of the option stock at the time the option was granted. Thus the proposed
amendment would apply only in cases complying fully with the intent of the
;cniel(lneiit a., s-tatedt in the Finatce I onnl ltee report No. 2375, which said:

"Orinarily when an oultioin is used as in nceuntiv e device, the option price
allricximates time fair market value of the stcc-k at the tine the option is
gra iteil.' hL

Furthermore, tile effect of the liropccsed amendment would be tc accord the
options issued during the period of uncertainty substantially the same treatment
as accorded by the Bureau of Internal Revenue to options granted on or before ,d

February 26, 1945, as set forth in IT 3795, CB 1946-1, page 15.
Tile finance tCommittee, in its report No. 2375, stated:
"At the present time the taxation of these options is governed by regulations

which inipede the use of the employee stock option for incentive purposes.
Moreover. your committee believes these regulations go beyond the decision
of the Suprene Court ill ('0om is, oncr v. Smith, 324 U. S. 177 41945). The '
resulting uncertainty as to whether these regulations are in accordance with
the law is all additional reason for legislative action at the present time."

While the enactment of section 130A laid down definite rules and removed the P
uncertainty for the future, it did nothing tc clarify the status of options granted
duringg tile period of uncertainty referred to in the Finance Committee report.

The amendment proposed would nct affect options granted after the enact-
ment of section 130A, September 23, 1950. It is also consistent with the declared
purpose of not penalizing incentive devices or impeding their proper use for
incentive purposes. It was said in the Finance Committee report No. 2375:

"At the present time the taxation of these options is governed by regulations
which impede the use of the employee stock option for incentive purposes."

Further, the proposed amendment is consistent with the principle adopted in
section 130A wicch recognizes that the higher the option price when granted, in
relation to market value, the more evident it is that the option is not 'being
improperly employed. It adheres to that princ'ile because it applies only if the
option price when ranted exceeds the then market value biy 10 percent or more.

Very truly yours,

THOMAS J. GREEN, Portccr.

S'rATEMFNT BY TiE BLUE: (ROSS COMMISSION URGING EVSION OF SECTIONS 104
AND 105 OF THE INTERNAL REVENt

T
E 'ODE OF 1954

CHICAGO, ILL., April 27, 19511.Tihe ('OI MmiI'Is ON FINANCE, I

Umtcc cNtaitcs se tii icf
ll"oshington, D. C. 1t

GENTLEMEN : The Blue Cross Coimmissi oi of the American Hospital Associa-
tion, speaking for the Blue Cross plans of the United States. urges the revision IT
of sections 104 and 105 of thle Internal Revenue ('o(de of 1954 (H. R. 8300, 83d
Cong. to eliminate the requirement that employer accident and health plans
must be "qualified plans" to obtain tax exemption for the recipients of hospitali-
zaticn and medical benefits. The lposition of the (I'ommission relates only to
these hospitalization and medical benefits. No opinion is expressed as to com-
pensatiin for loss of wages.

Sectims 104 and 1115, and the related section 106, are, in general, new to the
(ccde and have two major objectives :

1. The first objective of these sections is legislatively to confirm what is the
present administrative practice with respect to hospitalization and medical plans.
This practice is and has been to the effect that no income-tax liability shall ac-
crue to employees by reasin of employer contributions to accident or health
plans for personal injuries or sickness (see. 106). The provisions in the bill
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follow the recommendation iif President Eisenhower in his budget iU 'ssage to
the congress s of January 22. 1954. when le said.

"Insurance and other plans adopted liy eiiliovers to protret their employees
againstt the risks of sickness should le ell'oiragid by relnoviii the present
uncertainties in the tax law. It should be made clear that the eniployer's share
of the costs of lp'ovidii such protectiinii on a group lasis will not ire treated
as income on which the employee is liable for tax. This principle should le
applied to medical and hospital insurance as wvell as to a fall or Iartial con-
tinuation of earnings during a sickness."

2. The second objective of the proposed statutory priivisions a'pears to spring
from sone feeling of need to qualify he first objective. S'ctioin 104 of the bill
includes a provision taken directly from section 22 ib) (5) of the present c.ode
(which has been contained in the Internal Revenue ('ode unchanged since 1918).
Section 104 of the bill and section 22 (b) (5) of the present code both provide
that amounts received through accident or lhalth insriiirn(e as compensation

for personal injuries or sickness shall te exempt from taxation A new pro-
vision is contained in s-ection 104, however. to the effect that to the extent that
such compensation is attributable to contributionss made by the employer {which
contributions were not includible in tie taxable income of the employee), it
shall be exempt from tax mly if received by tie employee under a "qualified
employer's accident or health plan.*" This term is defined in section 105 Ic) (1)
by series of provisions. and hy a .cross-reference to the provisions of section 105
(e) which relates to employee's pension trusts. The definition of a "qualified
employer's accident or health Ilan.'" as stated in these two sections. 105 i')
and 501 (e). call fairly lie descrilied as of a lengthy, highly complex and
technical nature.

The provision that the employee shall not be laed on employer (iontrilintions

is sound and constructive, and is in accordance with administration poliv as
stated by the President. The provision clarifis a situation as to which there
has been considerable discussion, although no administrative attenipt has yet
been made to impose such a tax. How ver, in linking this provision (sec. 106)
with the new sections 104 and 105 two highly obiectionalde results appear to
have been achieved.

First the hitherto unqualified exemption from tax of benefits received for
personal injuries or sickness has been modified. The result-if the modification
has any effect-is to impose a large tax at the moment of impact of injury or
sickness. To state a simple example: If an employee whose health insurance
has been purchased by his employer incurs a $1,000 bill for hospital and medical
expenses which is met by the insurance the employee will be taxed on the $l,00)
as taxable income. As a result of an unavoidable misfortune, from which he
receives no benefit other than the mitigation of his expenses and losses, lie will
lie presented by the Federal G government with ,a bill for several hundred dollars
or more for income taxes. A more unfair and unfortunate result would be hard
to imagine.

Secondly, to obtain exemption from this unfair and unfortunate tax, it is
required that the plan under which the employer ciintributes to the costs of
health insurance be a 'qualified plann" It has been stated to representatives of
the Blue Cross commission that all employer plans in which they participate
will in all likelihood nieet the requirements laid down for a qualified plan.
In fairness, it must be said that probably this is true. However, the conclusion
that a plan is qualified can only be reached with any certainty by the analysis
of an extremely complicated set of new statutory provisions and their applica-
ton to myriad varying complicated fact situations.

The Blue ('ross llans presently provide hospital benefits for over 43 million
people in file United States. A current survey covering 92 percent of Blue Cross
enrollment, indicates that of an aggregate of 303.630 employee groups, 51,930
(17 percent), have employer contributions. Of the 28,850,680 employees and
their dependents in these groups, 9.922,530 (34 percent), benefit from contribu-
tions by the employer. These employee groups range from the very large indus-
trial companies, such as U. S. Steel and General Motors Corp., to a vast number
of small businesses which often employ as few as 5 or 10 employees. As to the
large companies with skilled and experienced legal and personnel departments
the analysis of the new statute and its application to the employer's plan prob-
ably involves not too great an additional burden. But as to the innumerable
small employers' plans any such analysis and consideration is in fact a practical
impossibility. The mere suggestion that these informal simple arrangements
involve questions of tax liability is hound to be a serious deterrent to the making
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of such arrangements, in direct contravention of the objectives stated by the
President. If, in addition, it is required that the Internal Revenue Service rule
upon the qualification of such plans, as is the case with present pension plans,
the deterrent would probably become an almost insurmountable obstacle. It
may be added that in view of the thousands of plans in existence, the requirement
of an administrative ruling on each plan would place a great burden upon the
Internal Revenue Service.

To ask the various Blue Cross plans (and the insurance companies) to train
special personnel to make these involved legal explanations to the various
employer and employee groups is in itself a requirement wholly disproportionate
to whatever gains might be achieved by these provisions.

We believe that there is in fact no reasonable chance of abuse of these arrange-
ments for hospital and medical benefits which would require such complicated
and drastic preventive measures, or which, in the broad framework in these
situations, requires any new preventive measures whatever. Under present
law and administrative practice no tax is imposed in these situations, under any
circumstances. We have heard of no evidence of abuse of the present provisions.
It seems extremely unlikely that the exemption has been or will be used to accom-
plish any unfair or unequitable tax exemption on the part of corporate executives
or other high income corporate employees. Benefits from voluntary prepayment
plans and insurance for hospital and medical care are for the most part limited
to the amount of hospitalization, surgical, and medical charges. These are mat-
ters almost totally beyond the control of the recipients. As voluntary pre-
payment rates and insurance premiums are determined actuarially on the very
broad base of the average incidence of illness and accident, the rates and the
benefits are not subject to distortion or manipulation in favor of high income
corporate executives. The forces which determine benefits and rates in all
cases favor the low-income employee. He will, proportionately, receive more
benefits, and his employer will make a payment upon his behalf which is a
higher proportion of his salary than will be the payment made on behalf of the
higher salaried executive. Illness and accidents are no respecters of persons.
The chance of disproportionate benefits or discrimination in favor of key execu-
tives is believed in fact to be negligible.

A-ainst this background, and in the absence of any showing of real abuse of
the present complete exemption which has no requirement for the qualification
of plans, the imposition of these technical and complicated requirements of
ouealification on a growing and socially desirable system of hospital and medical
benefits and insurance can only he regarded as most unfortunate.

Our specific suggestion is that section 104 (a) (3) he revised, at least so far
as bosnital and medical benefits are concerned (and beyond that we express w
no views), to restore the simple long-established provisions of section 22 (b) (5),
bv the elimination of the parenthetical material, as follows: let

(g) "amounts received through accident or health insurance for personal
injury or sickness [(other than amounts received hv an employee, to the extent
such amounts are attributable to contributions by the employer which were not
includihle in the gross income of the employee)]; and"

A related simplification or elimination of section 105 will then be in order,
IeTending upon whether the concept of "onalified employer's accident or health

plans" should be retained in the code to meet possible discriminatory arrange-
mnts under the loss of wages provisions.

It should be noted that the report of the Committee on Ways and Means of
Iho House of Representatives. March 9, 1954, House Report No. 1337, in discussing
these provisions, indicates that the only specific abuses to which they are directed
are in connection with loss of wages. See page 15 of the General Statement
(beginning on p. 1) and pages A32, A33, A34 of the detailed discussion of the
technical provisions of the bill, beginning on page Al.

The Blue Cross commission of the American Hospital Association Is the co-
ordinating agency for the Blue Cross plans of the United States (as well as
for the five Canadian Bue Cross plans). Coverage of the plans has grown with
amazing rapidity, from approximately 4,500,000 in 1940 to 16,500,000 In 1945,
and to over 43 million at present. The achievements and objectives of these
plans have repeatedly been endorsed by leaders of the administration, including
the President, and by Members of this Congress. These plans, together with 1
private insurance, constitute the great hope of solving the Nation's problems
of financing hospital and medical care on a voluntary, nongovernmental basis.
T"ev deserve, v e believe, the full support of the American people, and of the
('on gress.
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The revision of sections 104 and 105 to remove the obstructive effect of the
"qualified plan" requirements is, we submit, a necessary step to aid the growth
of voluntary prepayment plans and insurance for hospital and medical care.

Respectfully submitted.
THE BLUE CROSS COMMISSION OF THE

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,

By ABRAHAM OSEROFF, Chairman.
Counsel:

RANDOLPH E. PAUL.
BENJAMIN H. LONG.

CAROLYN E. AGGER.

ARTHUR A NDERSEN & Co.,

New York, April 27, 1954.
Subject: Revenue bill, H. R. 8300, section 1732, allocation of consolidated taxes.
Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Oflce Buiddinpg, Vashinratov, D. C.

DEAR SIR: As is stated in the discussion of consolidated returns XXTX-D of
the report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, to
accompany H. R. 8300, the allocation of the consolidated tax takes on added sig-
nificance because of the lowering of the affiliation test to 80 percent. The allo-
cation of the consolidated tax has unusual significance in the case of utility com-
panies where in the determination of rates the regulatory commissions only al-
low as a cost the portion of the consolidated tax assessed to the subsidiary com-
pany.

Hence, as a matter of equity to minority stockholders, rate payers, and in-
vestors, an equitable allocation of the consolidated tax is of major importance.

As we understand section 1732 of H. R. 8300, the first and third methods of al-
locating the consolidated tax do not recognize the carryback or carryforward
provisions of the act that would be available to a company on an individual com-
pany basis. The second alternative recognizes these provisions of the act but
does not eliminate intercompany dividends in the determination of the tax
liability of the individual members of the group. We do not believe there should
be a penalty-that is, that either loss of carryforwards and carrybacks, or of
having to include intercompany dividends as income--in making a choice of al-
location.

In the interest of equity in the allocation of the consolidated tax, the following
matters should be considered:

(1) Dividends from companies within the group should be eliminated in
determining the liability of individual companies, inasmuch as such dividends
represent merely a transfer of funds within the group and do not enter into the
computation of the consolidated tax.

(2) A reduction in tax resulting from loss companies should be retained by
the parent company. (Equitably it represents compensation for the decrease
in the value of the parent company's investments in such loss company (tax
basis of investment is reduced by such loss) or is available to make the required
payment of tax in a subsequent year if the subsidiary can use the carryforward
provisions of the code.)

(3) A subsidiary company should not be assessed a higher proportion of the
consolidated tax than the tax it would have had to pay as an individual com-
pany.

This method of allocation would produce an equitable distribution of the
(onsolidated tax, having in mind the rights of minority stockholders, rate payers,
and investors.

In order to accomplish this, we respectfully submit that the following, or
language that would accomplish the same purpose, be inserted in section 1732
as an alternative method or as a substitution for the other methods:

"The consolidated tax liability shall be allocated to the several members of
the group by assigning to each member other than the common parent an amount
equal to the tax which such member would have paid had it filed a separate re-
turn for such year, except that intercompany dividends shall be eliminated in
the determination of such individual tax. If the amount so assigned to members
other than the common parent aggregates more than the consolidated tax lia-
bility, such excess shall be treated as a dividend received by such common
parent in the year for which the tax was allocated. Further, if any member
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other than the cominon parent would have had a net operating loss or capital
hiss carryover or carryback had it filed separate returns for prior years while
:a member of the same group, the tax allocated to such member shall be reduced
ant tle tax alloated to the conlnon parent shall be increased by the amount
attributable to the carryover or carryback that would have been available to
tile subsidiary on an individual return basis."

It does not seem necessary to discuss further that intercompany dividends are
not income to the consolidated group. It has previously been the practice of
the Treasury Department to eliminate such dividends in the allocation of con-
solidated taxes.

Unusual and distorted results can obtain if, in the allocation of consolidated
taxes, the rights of the subsidiary companies, on an individual company basis,
to loss carryhaicks and carryforwards are not recognized. An example is set
frth in the attached schedule. As indicated therein, under present procedures
lie stockholders of the parent company get no benefit from losses of the parent
company that are contributed to the consolidated return. Further:

(1) Subsidiary A that really broke even over the 2-year period reflects a
net loss of $452 for the 2-year period.

(2) Subsidiary B which had nothing to do with the loss of subsidiary A and
w,%hose net income should have been $480 in each of the 2 years, reflects net income
of $514 in the first year and $1,034 in the second year.

These variations and distortions would not result if the proposed rule, as set
forth herein, is adopted.

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.

setc/tdte stowitg fluaat uatioIts ill taet earnings resulting rom alloations of
cotasolidatel Federal income teaje .s

Holding Subsidiary A 1 Subsidiary B Consolidated
company i

Prese nt method of allocating consolidated taxes
(I T. 4085)

1st yar
Taxable income (loss) ..............
Consolidated tax ... . .... .... ......

Net ncoiSe (loss)_

2d year"
Taxable income (loss)_
T a x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Net income (loss)

As tax would be allocated under proposed rule*
1st year:

Taxable income (loss)
Consolidated tax _ -_

Net income .. . ... . ... .

2d year
Taxable income (loss) . .....
Consolidated tax ...... ...

Net income (loss)

($200) $1,000 $1, 0()
486 486

(200)1 514 514

(200) (1,000)
............... (34)

(200) (966)

(200) 1,000
(68) 3520

(132)[

(200)
6FS)

480

1.000
(34)

1,034

1.000 1520

480

1,0'
520

(132)1 (480) 480

I Benefit of loss carryback from previous year
2 See the following

52 percent of $200 .... ..
Less 2 p a e,'it of $1,S0

Net ... .

3 52 percent rate
4 Due from Treasury )epartiient resulting from loss carrybaek.

NiITE.-Prentlies io CeAte loss.

$1,900
972

828

1'(200)
'(6A)

(112) ha

,800 Mt
972

828 di)

(200)
'(68) da)

(132)

$104
36

68
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AARON, AARON, SCHIMBERG & HESS,
Chicago, Ill., April 28, 1954.

Re proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (H. R. 8300)
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
(Attention: Mrs. Elizabeth Springer, Clerk.)

GENTLEMEN: We desire to direct attention to several provisions of the pro-
posed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which, in our opinion, will create hardships
and inequities. Our comments are as follows:

(1) Sections 275 and 312 (c) and (d)
(a) Section 275 provides for the disallowance as a deduction from income of

any payments made with respect to nonparticipating stock, as defined in section
312 (d). The effect of section 312 (c) and (d) is to classify as nonparticipating
stock (i) indebtedness of a corporation to persons who own 25 percent or more
of the participating stock of the corporation which is subordinated to the claims
of trade creditors generally and (ii) indebtedness of a corporation payments, if
any, for the use of the principal amount of which are dependent in amount upon
the earnings of the corporation and are not unconditionally payable at a date
not later than the maturity date of the principal amount. The effect thereof
is to disqualify as a deduction from gross income certain payments of interest
made on subordinated indebtedness and of interest which is predicated on
corporate earnings.

(b) Many corporations of small and moderate size are required, from time to
time, to borrow funds which can be obtained only from shareholder sources and
which obligations, due to demands of trade and other creditors, must be sub-
ordinated for repayment purposes to indebtedness due such other creditors.
Although the purpose of section 275 is to deny such interest deductions for the
reason that such subordinated loans might be considered at least temporary capi-
tal of the corporation and, to that extent, the interest payments are the equiva-
lent of dividends, the section, in its present form, is discriminatory against
small and moderate-size corporations. Larger corporations generally can more
easily obtain commercial credit and have other financing advantages which are
not available to small corporations. Although some safeguards may be desirable,
it appears that the denial of the interest deduction should be limited to those
cases in which the amount of subordinated debt bears an unduly large ratio to
net worth.

(c) The denial of the interest deduction to payments of "interest" which are
based on corporate earnings also is predicated on the similarity which exists,
in some situations, between securities on which interest is payable out of
earnings only and certain types of preferred stock. Many securities of this
character are outstanding as a result of financing of long standing. The interest
deduction, in many such cases, may be vital to the continued business existence
of the debtor. Many issues of this character are publicly held. Denial of the
interest deduction to such debtors could create financial disaster, particularly in
cases in which refinancing is not practicable, either because of the public char-
acter of the outstanding debt or because of the current financial condition and
borrowing potential of the corporation.

(d) Our attention has been directed to at least one issue of publicly held funded
debt on which the interest obligations are both fixed and contingent. Under the
provisions of the indenture relating thereto, fixed interest is payable by the cor-
poration on established dates, none of which succeed final maturity of the prin-
cipal debt. In addition thereto, the corporation is obligated, if its net earnings
determined in accordance with the formula contained in the indenture, exceed a
base amount, to pay contingent interest, which is graduated in amount predicated
on the total amount of earnings for the fiscal period. A final payment of con-
tingent interest is due contemporaneously with the final maturity of principal
indebtedness and, for convenience, is established at the same rate of contingent
interest, if any, as was paid on the last preceding contingent interest payment
date.

Section 312 (c), as presently drafted, might be construed to disqualify as a
deduction even the fixed-interest payments on the subject debt, as said section
includes as securities only those with respect to which payments for the use of
the principal amount borrowed are not dependent in amount on the earnings
of the corporation. As the exact amount of interest payable on the subject debt
may depend on the earnings of the corporation, the related sections 275 and 312

45994-54--pt. 4- 27
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might be construed to deny the deduction. The issue involved is publicly held
and refinancing is not practicable. Denial of the deduction could cause a great
financial hardship.

Although there is some merit to denial of the interest deduction on debt which
is similar in some respects to capital stock, it is our opinion that the standards
established by the related subject sections are too meager. If it is important
to deny the tax deduction for the purpose of closing a loophole, the denial should
be limited to situations in which (a) the debt does not have a fixed maturity or
(b) has voting rights. The denial should not be applicable to any portion of
the interest which is fixed in character and the nonpayment of which constitutes
a default permitting acceleration of the indebtedness and action to enforce collec-
tion thereof.

(2) Section 353
Section 353 of the proposed Internal Revenue Code contains the statement, as

part of subsection (a) :t
"This subsection shall not apply to a distribution of stock or securities of a

controlled corporation which was acquired by the distributing corporation within
5 years preceding such distribution in a transaction to which section 351 (relating
to transfers to controlled corporations) is applicable." f

The House Ways and Means Committee report with respect to section 353
contains the following statement:

"The rules of section 353 apply equally with respect to the distribution of stock
of a newly created subsidiary, or an existing subsidiary, whether such subsidiary
was previously acquired in a taxable or tax-free transaction."

As the mechanics for accomplishing a separation and distribution pursuant to
section 353 and subsequent sections of part III might necessitate the formation bythe distributing corporation of a controlled corporation pursuant to section 351
immediately prior to the distribution of the capital stock of the controlled cor-
poration to the shareholders of the distributing corporation, there appears to be
some inconsistency between the quoted portion of 353 (a) and the quoted portion
of the House report. It is apparent that the quoted portion of the House report
properly expresses the intention of the House Ways and Means Committee.
Saving language should be inserted in section 353 (a) to eliminate the incon-
sistency. ,

Generally, with respect to section 3.53, it appears that the restrictions imposed alu
on an inactive corporation are too severe. In our opinion, it would be desirable
to provide less stringent restrictions. mltr
(3) Section 501 (e) X

(a) Section 501 (e) (3) establishes the acceptable nondiscriminatory classi- vf b,
fications for employees' trusts. The inclusion therein of rigid mathematical Whe
tests for determining whether a plan is discriminatory may render it impracti- t
cable for small and moderately sized corporations to establish such trusts. A K,5corporation with relatively few employees in a group such as a salaried employees 'li
group might find it impossible to establish a nondiscriminatory plan without t
violating the limitation with respect to key employees even though the key em- mito,
ployees are not shareholder employees. The effect, therefore, of section 501 (e) TI
(3) may well be to render it more, rather than less, difficult to establish quali- fort
fled plans. We question whether this was the congressional intention. q-

(b) Pursuant to the provisions of section 403 (c), the provisions of section , 1501 (e) are not applicable to trusts previously qualified under section 165 (a) Ie
and remaining so qualified. From time to time, it may be necessary for a ,

taxpayer to amend the provisions of a trust previously qualified under section
165 (a). In our opinion, the applicable provisions of the new code should be
clarified to render it unnecessary to qualify the trust under the provisions Nyeof the new code in order to effect such amendment. Otherwise, the Commis- liesioner of Internal Revenue may contend that any amendment to an existing Tb
qualified trust requires compliance by the trust with all the qualification pro-
visions of the new code. L(4) Section 505

(a) Section 505 (a) limits investments which may be made to a trust quali-
fied for exemption under section 501 (e). These limitations prohibit a quali-
fied trust from owning real estate in an amount greater than 5 percent of the
total value of the trust assets. For practicable purposes, this provision may
prohibit even a moderately sized employees trust from owning real estate, even
though the ownership of real estate is a qualified investment under State law and,
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in 'the judgment of the trustees, might be a most desirable investment for the
trust. We already have experienced difficulty with this provision and have found
it necessary to advise a bank, acting as an independent corporate trustee under
an employees trust, to refrain from investing trust funds in real estate which
would yield a good return to the trust and involve no risk. If it is desirable to re-
tain a limitation on real-estate investments, the percentage factor should be sub-
stantially higher than 5 percent.

(M) Section 505 (a) also prohibits investments by trusts in annuity contracts
or retirement income contracts in which the face amount exceeds 1,00 times the
monthly annuity payable at normal retirement are under the plan. This pro-
vision conflicts with revenue ruling 54-51, which was issued by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue after prolonged consideration. In our opinion, the princi-
ple enunciated in revenue ruling 54-51 should be retained in the new code.

(c) Section 505 (b) (2) states:
"This section shall apply only to investments made after March 1, 1954, but

all the assets of the trust shall be taken into consideration in determining
whether an investment meets the conditions specified in paragraphs (6) and (7)
of subsection (a)."

Whether this paragraph is intended to relate only to the denominator of the
fraction used in determining the applicable percentage under paragraphs (-)
and (7) or whether it is intended to have broader application is not clear. In
our opinion, this paragraph should be clarified.

We will appreciate your consideration of the comments herein.
Yours very truly,

SIDNEY J. HESS, Jr.

HAUSSERMANN, DAVISON & SHATTUCK,
Boston 9, April 28, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR MADAM: Section 2503 of H. R. 8300 deals with the annual $3,000 gift-
tax exclusion. In subsection (c) it purports to clarify the application of this
exclusion to certain transfers for the benefit of minors.

As pointed out in the House committee report, the application of the future-
interest rule under the 1939 code has been quite unsatisfactory as to gifts In
trust for minors. From the very fact of the minority of the beneficiary it is
important in such trusts that the trustee have broad discretion as to the payment
of both income and principal for the minor's benefit, or to accumulate income
when not needed; yet this essential flexibility has been held to create so uncer
tain a present interest in the beneficiary that the annual exemption (now exclu-
sion) does not apply to the gift in trust. The technical justification for this
result is clear enough under the 1939 code, although such a rule is most unfor-
tunate since it tends to discourage the making of sensible trust provisions for
minors.

The new subsection (c) referred to above purports to cure this defect in gifts
for the benefit of minors "* * * if the property and the income therefrom
will-

"(1) be expended by, or for the benefit of, the donee before his attaining the
age of 21 years, and

"(2) to the extent not so expended-
"(A) pass to the donee on his attaining the age of 21 years, and
"(B) in the event the donee dies before attaining the age of 21 years, be

payable to the estate of the donee or as he may appoint my will under a general
power of appointment as defined in section 2514 (c)."

This is probably an adequate solution in those cases where it is desired that
the gift become final when the minor attains the age of 21, but in my experience
this is a relatively uncommon type of trust. With any substantial amount of
property age 21 is seldom a satisfactory time for final distribution-with most of
us the age of discretion does not arrive until later. Moreover, the rationale of the
future-interest rule would seem to be adequately met if the code requires that
accumulated income be distributed at age 21, or pass to the estate of the minor
if he dies before that time, without any requirement that principal also be
distributed at that time.

My recommendation can easily be carried out by adding at the beginning of
clause (A) the following words, "any accumulated or undistributed income
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will * * * The same words also should be inserted in clause (B) after the
words "21 years." As modified section 2503 (c) would read as follows:
" (c) TRANSFER FOR THE BENEFIT OF MINO.-No part of a gift to an individual

who has not attained the age of 21 years on the date of such transfer shall be
considered a gift of a future interest in property for purposes of subsection
(b) if the property and the income therefrom will-

"(1) be expended by, or for the benefit of, the donee before his attaining
the age of 21 years, and

"(2) to the extent not so expended-
"(A) any accumulated or undistributed income will pass to the donee

on his attaining the age of 21 years, and
"(B) in the event the donee dies before attaining the age of 21 years

any accumulated or undistributed income will be payable to the estate
of the donee or as he may appoint by will under a general power of
appointment as defined in section 2514 (c)."

I hope your committee will give favorable consideration to such a modifica-
tion of section 2503. For your convenience I enclose two extra copies of my
letter.

Yours very truly,
PHILIP J. WOODWARD.

THE FARMERS & STOCKMENS BANK,
Clayton, N. Mex., April 22, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: It would seem to us that it is morally wrong to tax one busi-

ness and not tax another business, especially when these businesses are in
competition with each other. We are led to believe that about $1 billion of
Federal revenue could be realized if we were to tax cooperative and mutual
businesses on the same basis as their taxpaying competitors are taxed. The
next income for the year 1952 of 25 major regional farm supply purchasing
cooperatives totaled $38,207,167 on which they paid a tax of $2,440,815. Regu-
lar tax-paying corporations would have paid Federal income tax on this income
of $19,735,715. Because of tax favoritism, $17 million was added to the tax
burden of the taxpayers of the United States.

The top 300 savings and loan associations showed a gain in the United States
of 18.46 percent for the year ending December 31, 1953, while the 300 top
banks showed an increase of 1.46 percent for the same period. This gain is
due to the tax advantage which the savings and loan associations have over
their taxpaying competitors. As bankers, we have no way of competing with
the savings and loan associations who advertise over the national broadcasting
stations promising to pay a much higher rate of interest than we could possibly
pay, and also offering premiums for new accounts.

The rapid growth of cooperative businesses in the United States presents I
a dangerous threat, not only to individual enterprise in this Nation, but also
to our tax structure. The number of credit unions alone is increasing at the rate 50
of 161 per month.

To cite a specific instance of how the savings and loan associations affect
a community, we have to advise that one of our customers came into our office
and stated that he planned to deposit $40,000 with a Federal savings and loan
association in one of the large centers. The radio advertising which he listened
to had led him to believe that he could leave his money on time deposit with
the same type of insurance that he had at any bank, at an interest rate of
3 percent, when in reality he was being solicited for an investment in shares
of stock instead of a time deposit.

If all businesses in the United States were run as cooperative businesses
with the same tax-free privileges as the cooperatives enjoy, we are wondering
what would happen to our Government without the revenue that it now receives
from taxpaying businesses of the United States. We have no animosity toward
cooperative businesses, but we believe that all cooperative businesses receiving
the protection of our Federal Government should be required to support that
Federal Government by paying taxes on an equal basis with their taxpaying
competitors.

Respectfully submitted.
F. H. CHILCOTE, President.
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CROUSE-HINDS Co.,

Syracuse 1, N. Y., April 27, 1954.Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We wish to strongly recommend that section 309 of the proposed
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, H. R. 8300, either be completely revised, repre-
senting in its present form an inequitable and punitive solution to the problem of
the preferred stock dividend, or, at a minimum, be amended to eliminate its
more obvious defects.

We should like to emphasize at this point that the enactment of this section
in its present form, we are advised, would cause to be imposed upon this com-
pany a transfer tax of $442,000 representing 85 percent of the $520,000 presently
outstanding preferred stock due to be redeemed within the next 4 years pur-
suant to the sinking fund provisions of the preferred stock agreement. The
tremendous impact which such a tax would have on the company's general eco-
nomic health, and its planned expansion program, raises a serious question in
the taxpayer's mind as to whether this section is not at cross-purposes with the
efforts being made to encourage industrial activity and maintain employment.
Section 309 is directed, in its effect, at the recent decision of the Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit in Chamberlin v. Commissioner which held that in a situa-
tion where a stock dividend of preferred on common is issued and shareholders
immediately thereafter sell the preferred to an insurance company, and the
stock is redeemable in a relatively short period, the gain on the sale of the pre.
ferred by the shareholder will be capital gain income rather than ordinary
income. The Commissioner in the Chamberlin case contended that the preferred
stock dividend was taxable as ordinary income on the grounds that the preferred
stock dividend was equivalent to a cash dividend because of the prearranged
sale with the insurance companies and the period of redemption-71/ years;
also, that the prearranged sale resulted in a change in the proportionate inter-
ests in the corporation. The court held, however, that the legal effect of the divi-
dend is determined at the time of its distribution, not by what the stockholders
do with it after its receipt. The dividend here, being simply one of preferred
stock paid on common with no preferred previously outstanding, has been held
nontaxable in Strassburger (318 U. S 604), and other related decisions of the
United States Supreme Court.

In all of the cases which the Treasury has litigated on the matter, the question
always has been one of ordinary income versus capital gain income. The Treas-
ury has contended that via a preferred stock dividend a shareholder was able
to "bail out" earnings from the corporation at capital gain tax rates, rather
than the ordinary income rates applied on distributions of earnings. If it be
the intention of the Congress to enact a law which would uphold the Treasury's
position, why does it not look to the result long sought by the Treasury rather
than an indirect unrelated approach, namely the imposition of a penalty tax
on the corporation, as set forth in the proposed section 309 (a) below:

"309 (a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be imposed upon the transfer of
securities or property by a corporation in redemption of nonparticipating stock
within 10 years from the date of its issuance, a tax equal to 85 percent of the
aggregate of the amount of money and the fair market value of the securities
or property other than money so transferred. * * *"

It is our opinion that in lieu of section 309 as presently drafted, a completely
revised section containing, in essence, the following provisions, would be more
equitable and certainly more consistent with the Treasury's philosophy over
the long period that it has been attempting to deal with the problem:

"1. The gain or loss on sale or redemption by the original shareholder of non-
participating stock issued as a stock dividend or in connection with a recapitali-
zation shall be treated as gain or loss on the sale of a capital asset if-

"(a) the sale or redemption by the original holder occurs at a date 10
years or more from the date of issuance.

"(b) redemption by the original holder is prior to 10 years from the date
of issuance but is made under a sinking fund arrangement calling for the
redemption of not in excess of 5 percent per annum of the original issue.

"2. Where the sale or redemption does not comply with 1 (a) or 1 (b) above,
the original holder on sale or redemption shall report as ordinary income or loss
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the difference between the amount realized on sale or redemption and the basis
apportioned to the stock on its issuance, except as to-

"(a) Liquidations.
"(b) Corresponding redemption of participating stock.
"(c) Distributions not considered to be in redemption.
"(d) Redemption to pay death taxes ((a), (b), (c), (d) are essentially

the same circumstances as those set forth in 309 (a) (1), (2), (4), (5)).
"3. This section shall apply only with respect to nonparticipating stock issued

after the date of the enactment of this bill."
A separate section should deal with nonparticipating stock issued for securities

or property, and there should also be a section dealing with gifts by the original
holder of nonparticipating stock and their ultimate sale or redemption.

The revised section drafted along the lines set forth above, would be pref-
erable to the proposed section 309 for the following reasons:

1. The tax, at ordinary income rates, would be imposed on the recipient of
the benefit; under section 309, the tax at the punitive rate of 85 percent of the
money or property transferred on the redemption would be imposed on the
corporation and indirectly on the then holders of the common stock, which, in
certain instances, as is true in the instant case, are parties other than the
holders of the common stock at the time of the issuance of the preferred stock
dividend. In 1946 at the time of the issuance of the preferred, this company
had only 19 stockholders, while today the stockholders number close to 65.
The proposed section 309 would impose a tax indirectly on a large number of
shareholders who were not parties to the original transaction which the pro-
posed new law is really seeking to tax. This attempt to tax retroactively by
means of an excise tax on the corporation at the time of redemption is an
inequitable solution to the problem-it is an attempt to circumvent the many
decisions of the Supreme Court which held such distributions to be nontax-
able. If its effect were limited to the original parties to the preferred stock
distribution, the principle involved would nevertheless be offensive enough to
call for its rejection. Since its effect will not be so limited, but may be imposed
upon entirely innocent (and unsuspecting) third parties who acquired an interest
in the company subsequently, the proposed section 309 is iniquitous and must
be eliminated by the Senate Finance Committee.

2. By following our suggested revision, the Supreme Court holding on the
nontaxability of a preferred on common dividend would remain the law, and
Congress would be legislating only with respect to the nature of the income
to be reported on the disposal by the original shareholder. It would serve to
effectively close the door to the so-called bailout, yet it would be consistent with
the opinions of our Supreme Court. There would appear to be little doubt as
to the constitutionality of legislation, which would tax the gain on the sale or
redemption (not the stock dividend) as either capital gain or ordinary income
depending on the holding period of the stock and certain other factors set
forth in our recommendation.

3. Under our recommendations, the ordinary tax on the gain on sale or
redemption by the original holder would be imposed only with respect to non-
participating stock issued after the date of the enactment of the bill. This
would be far more equitable, for reasons to be discussed later, than the proposed
section 309 which would tax at 85 percent the property or securities transferred
in redemption of nonparticipating stock occurring prior to January 1, 1964,
and thereafter such stock as was issued and outstanding for less than 10 years.

4. Our recommendation takes into consideration the sound business purpose
behind a reasonable sinking fund arrangement. Such arrangements result in a
part of earnings being devoted to the retirement of senior securities rather than
the payment of dividends to common shareholders. The strengthened capital
structure of the company enhances its ability to finance expansion of production
and payrolls through issuance of new senior securities as opportunities present
themselves. The failure of the proposed section 309 to recognize the desirability
of sinking fund arrangements as a sound financing approach to preferred stock
redemption was an important oversight.

In the event that the Senate Finance Committee cannot see its way clear to a
complete revision of section 309, the following alternatives are suggested as miti-
goting, In part, the unreasonable impact of the section as it is now drafted.

First alternative
Section 309 should be amended to include a provision that the 85 percent

transfer tax will not be imposed where the nonparticipating stock redeemed was
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issued prior to January 1, 1954, and such redemption is pursuant to a standard
sinking fund arrangement adopted at the time of the issuance of such nonpartici-
pating stock; and that the period over which the redemption is to be made should
not be less than 15 years, except in cases of complete liquidation, etc., discussed
earlier.

The above amendment would prevent discrimination against this company
which prior to January 1, 1954, declared a preferred on common dividend, not
having in mind a bailout but rather a legitimate sound and necessary business
purpose. Obviously, the taxpayer seeking a bailout would have long since re-
deemed the stock having provided for a very short redemption period.

In a Treasury ruling obtained September 19, 1946, the Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue ruled that the exchange of preferred and common for common out-
standing, a recapitalization, would not be a taxable transaction and the basis of
the old common should be apportioned to the preferred and common received on
the exchange. The application for the ruling set forth clearly the purpose of the
recapitalization and the plan of redemption, calling for retirement over not more
than 15 years. The Treasury gave no indication in the ruling that there would
be any possibility as to a later imposition of a transfer tax of the type now
proposed. In reliance on the Treasury ruling the company carried out its pro-
posed reorganization and has to this, date complied with all the terms of the
agreement as set forth in the application to the Treasury. It seems highly in-
equitable that at this time the company, on redemption of the remaining out-
standing preferred stock issued in 1946 and redeemed pursuant to a sinking
fund arrangement then adopted, should be subjected to this unreasonable transfer
tax.

We recommend that the Senate Finance Committee give serious considera-
tion to the two factors set forth above, first, the issuance of the nonparticipating
stock prior to January 1, 1954, and second, the redemption pursuant to a reason-
able sinking fund arrangement adopted at the time of the issuance of the stock.

Second alternative
Section 309 (c) provides that nonparticipating stock shall be deemed issued

on the date of issuance of such stock or January 1, 1954, whichever date is later.
Section 309 (a) imposes the 85-percent transfer tax on any redemption of non-
participating stock, not specifically excepted, within 10 years of the date of
issuance. It follows that a stock dividend issued in 1930, redeemable in 1955,
would be outstanding for a period of 25 years and yet could not be redeemed until
January 1, 1964, without the imposition of the 85-percent transfer tax. Stock
issued in May 1954 could be redeemed free of the penalty in 10 years. It was
obviously the belief that a 10-year holding period prior to redemption would
seemingly preclude a bailout. It is difficult to follow the logic which would
compel the payment of a transfer tax on a redemption 25 years from the date
of issuance when the proposed section 309 considers a 10-year deferral of redemp-
tion as providing a sufficient safety period.

In view of the above, it is recommended that, as a second alternative, proposed
section 309 (c) be deleted and the 10-year period run from the actual date of
issuance, as set forth in 309 (a).

In the case of this company, it is hoped that in the event section 309 (c) is
delete 1 the present holders of the preferred stock can be prevailed upon to agree
to a deferral of the sinking-fund payments and redemption until September 1956,
the date the 10-year period will expire. The chances of obtaining such a volun-
tary deferral agreement is much greater where only a 2-year moratorium is
requested, rather than a required 10-year delay in redemption which would be
necessary if section 309 (c) is retained.

Third alternative
The third alternative which we have to recommend, representing less than a

major revision, would call for the imposition of the transfer tax on redemptions
only with respect to nonparticipating stock issued after January 1, 1954. The
reasons for this recommendation are set forth below:

1. The door to all future so-called bailouts will be closed as to new issue,.
Since the tax law under which issues prior to January 1, 1954, were made was
such that the Supreme Court held such distributions to be nontaxable to the
recipient, it would appear only reasonable that such parties should be in all
equity protected by the Court's interpretation of the law at the time the transac-
tion was entered into.
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2. In many instances the original shareholder who received the benefit will no

longer be the party upon whom, indirectly, the transfer tax on redemption will
be imposed.

3. It will not be necessary for the Treasury and the taxpayer to incur consid-
erable expense in exhaustive studies of the circumstances surrounding the issue

of presently outstanding nonparticipating stock, particularly in instances where
the issue has been outstanding for many years. The provision that calls for the

imposition of the tax on the excess of the redemption price over 105 percent of

the securities or property received on the issuance thereof would in many
instances cause considerable record searching, most of which would prove
unnecessary.

CONCLUSION

It is our sincere hope that the committee will recognize the need for an approach
similar to that suggested in our principal recommendation. If not, certain of the
more obvious inequities may be minimized by adoption of one or a combination
of the alternatives set forth above.

Respectfully submitted.
A. F. HILLS, President.

INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED SERVICES, INC.,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 27, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: I appreciate very much your gracious attention to
the tax problems which I explained to you so briefly when I met you in the
Senate anteroom on Thursday, April 22. Following your suggestion, I visited Mr.
Stain's office. Unfortunately, he was attending a conference elsewhere at the
time and I met with Mr. John B. Huffaker of Mr. Stain's office and Mr. R. G.
Clark of the Treasury Department. I explained to them that I was appearing
on behalf of holders of savings certificates issued by our companies (there are
presently 350,000 of them altogether) and that face amount certificates, which
have been such a popular medium for thrift and savings in the past, would
in the future be adversely affected by the proposed section 1232. I stated further
that I was clear in my own mind that this was an unintended result of some
all-inclusive language in that proposed section. Mr. Huflfaker and Mr. Clark
readily understood the problem and asked that I submit a memorandum on the
subject. I am today sending them such a memorandum and, for your informa-
tion, I am enclosing a copy herewith.

I am also enclosing a memorandum, recommending a proposed amendment to
section 505, wherein there seems to have been what. I think, must have been
an inadvertent omission of face amount certificates as an eligible investment
for pension trusts.

While in Washington I spoke to Senator Johnson and Senator Long, both
members of the Senate Finance Committee, and I am sending copies of the memo-
randums to each of them. I plan also to send copies to Senator George, to whose
attention I had planned to bring these problems, but whose illness prevented my
doing so.

I shall very greatly appreciate your attention and that of the members of your
committee to these problems which the proposed tax bill has created for the
security holders of this company.

Very truly yours,
R. W. PURCELL

RE AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1232 OF H. R. 8300-INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

"Face amount certificates," as defined in section 2 (a) (15) of the Investment
Company Act of 1940, are securities registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission and are issued and sold to the public by "face amount certificate
companies," which are also defined and regulated by that act. Face amount
certificates may be described generally as a means by which individuals adopt a
plan of saving money and accumulate capital through installment payments
over a period of years. At the completion of an individual's savings program a
certificate matures for a fixed minimum amount, which is available to the holder
all in the year of maturity. Prior to maturity a certificate at all times has a
cash surrender value, which in the early years of the program is less than the
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amount paid in by the holder, but which increases rapidly as the certificate
approaches maturity. At maturity the holder may accept the full cash value
of the certificate or he may elect to leave the proceeds with the company and
receive interest payments currently (in which case the interest will be taxed as
ordinary income). He may also extend the program for a period of years, con-
tinuing payments to the company during that period, or he may elect to accept
payment in installments over a period of years. He may also combine two or
more of these elective rights, accepting part of his proceeds in one manner and
part in another. A sample 20-year face amount certificate issued by Investors
Syndicate of America, Inc., is attached hereto, to which reference may be made
for an exact and complete statement of the rights of the certificate holder and
the obligations of the company.

Investors Diversified Services, Inc., and its subsidiary, Investors Syndicate of
America, Inc., of Minneapolis, Minn., are the two largest face amount certificate
companies in the United States. Face amount certificates in the amount of
approximately $1,600 million, issued by these 2 companies are presently out-
standing and owned by approximately 350,000 holders located in nearly every
State in the United States. The average holding is approximately $5,200. These
certificates are purchased by the public on the installment plan (usually on
monthly or quarterly installments) and have maturities ranging from 6 to 20
years. Over 8 percent of these certificates have original maturities of 15 years
or longer. Thus it will be seen that face amount certificates are primarily de-
signed for and used by persons of small means to accumulate modest sums of
money through a planned program of thrift.

Face-amount-certificate companies (as distinguished from life-insurance
companies) pay full corporate income taxes. Holders of face amount certificates
at maturity have heretofore been taxed on the gain at long-term capital gains
tax rates. See the case of Commissioncr of Internal Revenue v. Georgqe Peck
Caokins, 144 F. (2d) 482, decided by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,
Sixth Circuit, July 24, 1944, and asquiesced in by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue on December 25, 1944. This case held the certificate to be under the
purview of section 117 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Section 1232 of H. R. 8300 (proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954) would,
it is believed, alter this tax treatment so that holders of face amount certificates
would be required to report the increment as ordinary income all earned from
the year the certificate natures, irrespective of the exercise by such holders of
one or more of the elective rights contained in the certificates. It is clear from
an analysis of section 1232 that the tax treatment of the proceeds of face amount
certificates was not considered or contemplated by the authors of section 1232
because its language throughout is primarily applicable to bonds or other
evidences of indebtedness purchased at a discount, wherein the pux-chaser pays
in full at the time of original issue and the obligation matures for a fixed amount
at a date certain. Nevertheless, because of the broad applicability of section
1232 (a) (2) (A), it is believed that the tax treatment of face-amount certificates
would be altered to the detriment of certificate holders. Accordingly, it is pro-
posed that section 1232 (a) (2) (B) be amended to read as follows (new mat-
ter in italic) :

"(B) Exceptions.-This subsection shall not apply to obligations the interest
on which is not included in gross income under section 103 (relating to certain
governmental obligations) ; nor to face-amount certificates as defined in section
2 (a) (15) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and which meet tile standards
of section 28 of said act."

REASONS FOR SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT

(1) It would afford the certificate holders the same tax treatment as in the
past.

(2) If the gain on the certificates were treated as ordinary income at maturity
or retirement, there would be a bunching of income, which has accumulated over
a 15- or 20-year period, into 1 single year, resulting in a higher tax bracket which
would create an inequitable result.

(3) This problem is recognized in connection with pension trusts as any
payment received within 1 taxable year after retirement by the employee is
taxed as a long-term capital gain (sec. 402 of H. R. 8300), whereas if retire-
ment income is taken over a period of years it is taxable as ordinary income.

(4) The certificate is not a tax-avoidance scheme, such as might be the case
of discount bonds and debentures, which section 1232 of H. R. 8300 is intended
to correct.
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(5) The language does not apply to certificates purchased in installments
and for many reasons it would be impractical, if not impossible, to apply the sec-
tion to face-amount certificates. Following are some of the reasons:

A. The definition of "issue price" can hardly apply-certainly with clarity-
to the sale of face-amount certificates purchased on the installment plan. The
cost to the purchaser varies, depending upon whether he pay monthly, quarterly.
or on some other periodic basis. He may vary his method of payment from time
to time, thus altering his cost. While these certificates are registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, there is not an "initial offering price to
the public" that can be definitely earmarked and determined. A certificate
may be purchased by an individual upon the payment of the first installment
in his program. Query: Might not this be held to be the "issue price"?

B. If one cannot readily determine the issue price, then, of course, the "original
issue discount" is equally indeterminable.

C. The "date of original issue," as defined in the bill, means the date on which
the issue was first sold to the public. These certificates have been sold to the
public ever since 1941 following the enactment of the Investment Company Act of
1940. Is that the date from which one should compute the original issue discount
or is it some other date?

D. Complicated problems would arise. due to the fact that under the terms of
the face-amount certificates, cash surrender values are low in the early cer-
tificate years and increase rapidly as the certificate nears maturity. Under these
circumstances, it would be unjust to require amortization of a theoretical dis-
count, particularly in the case of a certificate sold or transferred from the
original purchaser to a subsequent holder.

For these, among other reasons, it is clear that the applicability of section
1232 to face amount certificates would create nearly hopeless problems of a
technical, administrative, and interpretative character both for the certificate
holders and the Treasury Department.

CONCLUSION
It is respectfully submitted that this amendment should be incorporated in

section 1232 of H. R. 8300:
(a) For the reasons above cited, section 1232 would apply inequitably to

face amount certificate holders and would lead to difficult and complicated
administrative and interpretative problems;

(b) Purchase of these certificates should be encouraged by the Government
as an effective means by which hundreds of thousands of citizens have engaged
in habits of thrift;

(c) Face amount certificate companies pay a 52 percent tax on net income
(as distinguished from life-insurance companies) and the revenue to the Govern-
ment is derived at the corporate end rather than the individual end of the
transaction. It is believed that governmental revenues will in no way be
impaired by this amendment. Certainly this is true for the near future, as
the encouragement of this type of investment will yield greater corporate in-
come taxes, and the proposed change from capital gains to ordinary income treat-
ment for the holders would only yield additional tax revenue during somewhat
distant future years.

Respectfully submitted.
INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED SERVICES, INs.M IN NEAPOLIS, M IN N.

Representing 350,000 holders of face amount certificates.

RE AMENDMENT TO SECTION 505 OF H. R. 8300. ALLOWA13LE INVESTMENTS FOR
EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS

Section 505 (a) of H. R. 8300 contains provisions which control the allowable
investments for employees' trusts. Certificates issued by a face amount certifi-
cate company, as defined in section 4 (1) of the Investment Company Act of
1940, are not specified as allowable investments for an unrestricted portion of
trust assets.

We recommend that section 505 (a) (5) of H. R. 8300 be amended as follows,
so as to allow the unlimited investment of trust funds in face amount certi-
ficates (new matter in italics) :

"(5) securities of regulated investment companies (as defined in sec.
851) ; or certificates issued by a face amount certificate company as defined
in section 4 (1) of the Investment Company Act of 1940."
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1. Face amount certificates are securities duly registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission and represent fixed obligations of the issuing corpora-
tion to make a definite minimum payment or payments at times and under
conditions specifically set forth in the certificates. They provide for a fixed
minimum yield, a flexible maturity, a cash surrender value at any time, and
optional methods of distributing the proceeds, including periodic payments, over
a specified number of years. These features make face amount certificates
particularly adaptable for use in employees' pension trusts. Face amount certi-
ficates are currently in use as a medium for investment by many pension trusts.

2. The House Ways and Means Committee intended in this section to require
the diversification of pension trust fund investments. In this connection, pro-
visions are made for unlimited investments in the securities of regulated invest-
ment companies or retirement income contracts. The certificates issued by face-
amount-certificate companies are comparable to each of these investments, and
there is no apparent reason for limiting investment in such certificates.

3. Face-amount certificates are particularly adaptable for use in employees'
trusts because they provide (a) a fixed yield; (b) long maturity; (c) liquidity;
and (d) optional methods of distribution, including periodic payments for as
long as 20 years.

4. A face-amount-certificate company is an investment company registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission. It is not, however, a "regulated in-
vestment company," as defined in section 851 of the proposed Internal Revenue
Code. Nevertheless, the securities which it issues should be as eligible for in-
vestment by pension trusts as the securities of regulated investment companies
or retirement income contracts issued by insurance companies. The investments
made by face-amount-certificate companies are themselves diverse and regulated
by laws pertaining to investments by life-insurance companies. (The Invest-
ment Company Act of 1940 specifically provides that face-amount-certificate
companies must invest assets equal to their total certificate liabilities in accord-
ance with the laws of the District of Columbia relating to life-insurance com-
panies.)

We are attaching a specimen copy of a series A fully paid face-amount certifi-
cate, which is issued by this company and which is currently being purchased by
pension trust funds.

Respectfully submitted.
INVESTORS SYNDICATE OF AMERICA, INC.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

SAN FRANCISCO 8, CALIF., April 27. 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, Revenue Code of 1954, section 175, soil and water conservation
expenditures.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Should not the following wording, wherever written
in the above captioned section, to wit: "which are not chargeable to capital" be
changed to "which the taxpayer hereunder may elect not to charge to capital
account" ?

Since the intent seems to be to permit certain items of expenditures which were
formerly chargeable to capital account, now, under this section, to be chargeable,
up to 25 percent of gross farming income, to current deductions, it appears that
the wording should be clarified as above indicated to avoid unnecessary possible
controversy.

Another provision in the section which confuses me is the following:
"The term 'land used in farming' means land used * * * before or simul-

taneously with the expenditures for the purposes of water conservation and
erosion * * *."

It is not clear to me whether a farmer who goes on land and brushes and
levels it, and then proceeds to cultivate and plant a crop thereon, would be allowed
to deduct those expenditures for the preliminary brushing and leveling, as being
simultaneous with the farming, since the brushing and leveling come before the
farming. Strictly speaking, they are not simultaneous, but it would seem those
expenditures for brushing and leveling, for the purpose of soil and water con-
servation, should be included as deductible expense.
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Do you think I should write also to some other Member of the Senate or House,
in this connection, or do you have any suggestion in the matter?

Very respectfully yours,
A. A. TISCORNIA.

BY THE FEDERAL TAXATION COMMITTEE OF THE DETROIT BOARD OF COMMER OB6-

RECOMMENDATIONS ON FEDERAL TAXATION

H. R. 8300-An act to revise the internal revenue laws of the United States

PREAMBLE

The proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, H. R. 8300, represents the first
major revision of the Internal Revenue Code since the turn of the century and
the enactment of the income tax. It is a monumental accomplishment, and Con-
gressman Reed, members of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue taxation
and the various legislative and administrative committees who participated in
this work deserve high praise for the job they have done.

In reviewing H. R. 8300, the Detroit Board of Commerce Federal Taxation
Committee has made recommendations for technical changes in certain sections
and subehapters of the law. Your committee believes these changes, if adopted,
will assist in the administration of the laws and provide a more equitable treat-
ment for taxpayers.

Many have said that H. R. 8300 is a big-business bill. This statement is not
warranted. The United States Treasury Department, in the event the bill passes
in its present form, will perhaps collect more tax money than they are collecting
under the present code. The advance-payment requirements for corporations
actually constitute an increase in the tax rate by 10 percent a year until 1960-
by then the figure will reach 50 percent. It is difficult for members of the board's
taxation committee to see how any benefit can be derived from the advance pay-
ments unless a corporation liquidates and goes out of business. Incidentally,
when the first pay-as-you-go tax plan was adopted for individuals, there was a
partial forgiveness of the first year's tax.

Section 461, which would initiate a new method covering the treatment of
property taxes for Federal tax purposes, is another section of the bill that will
penalize business millions of dollars in taxes in the first year it is operative.

Again we say, there are many good features to the proposed bill, but if the
changes recommended herein are adopted, they will be of great benefit to the
administrators of the law and the taxpayers. We respectfully urge the Senate
Finance Committee and the Joint Congressional Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, together with all other Members of Congress and the Treasury Depart-
ment, to give the following recommendations serious consideration for adoption.

HERE ARE THE BOARD'S RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Economy in Governnment. All nonessential spending should be eliminated
to insure a balanced budget and prevent further erosion of the purchasing power
of the dollar. More definitive programing of defense should provide an efficient
defense establishment at monimum cost.

2. Equal distribution of the tax burdenl.-Corporate, individual, cooperative,
and all other business enterprises, no matter how or by whom owned, should pay
their proportionate share of the cost of government. Congress should carefully
reconsider those sections of the Internal Revenue Code which grant tax exemp-
tions to certain competitive business enterprises. Economic advantages and tax
favoritism for certain competitive business groups should be eliminated.

3. Individual income tax.-The Board of Commerce is firmly of the opinion that
everyone should pay some taxes. For this reason it is opposed to any increase in
personal exemptions. However, it believes that as quickly as budget requirements
permit, there should be a fairly substantial drop in the first bracket rate, and
thereafter decreases in the rates of progression in order to benefit all taxpayers.

4. Corporation tax rates.-The proposed bill in effect increases the combined
normal and surtax rates of corporations from 47 percent to 52 percent for 1 year
to April 1, 1955. This increase of 5 percent is excessive. Normal and surtax
rates should not exceed 50 percent for the year 1954, and 47 percent for next year
as scheduled. As budgetary considerations permit, the rate should be reduced
below 47 percent to the pre-Korean 38 percent rate level. The present excessively
high rates tend to (a) stifle the incentive to produce; (b) encourage waste and
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extravagance; (c) curtail expansion and growth, especially of small busi-
ness; (d) reduce dividends and thereby the potential number of investors in
corporations.

5. Consolidated retnrns.-The 2-percent penalty applicable to consolidated
returns should be eliminated.

6. Capital gains.-The rate of capital gains tax should not be increased. No
change should be made in the rate of tax or the holding period. Realization of
capital gains is controlled by taxpayers. Any increase in rate or lengthening of
the holding period will discourage sales, resulting in less rather than more reve-
nue. We strongly oppose the lengthening of the holding period as applied to
individuals who deal in real estate.

7. Retroaetiit.-It is difficult to generalize as to the effective date of the
proposed Internal Revenue Code. It is recommended, however, that sections of
the code that tax transactions not previously taxable should not be made retro-
active. The provisions designed to eliminate hardships or avoid inequities should
apply, at the election of the taxpayer, to years ending after December 31, 1953.

Attention is directed to the following more important sections concerning which
recommendations are made as to the effective dates of the new code

Subchapter C.-Section 391 (a) : In order to permit consummation of trans-
actions in an orderly course the effective date should Ire 90 days after enactment
or January 1, 1955, whichever is later. Alternatively it may be desirable to
grant an election to treat transactions occurring prior to 90 days after enactment
under either the old law or the new code.

Section 505: The effective date of sections 503, 504, and 505 should be the
date of enactment of the new code. These sections deal with certain prohibited
transactions, unreasonable accumulations, and allowable investments and impose
such limitations, for the first time, in respect of employees' trusts.

Subehapter N. At the election of the taxpayer, the provisions should be avail-
able for years ending after December 31, 1953.

8. Intereorporote di'riden(.-Section 243 of Revenue Code of 1954 makes no
change in the 15-percent taxable portion of intercompany dividends received by
one domestic corporation from another, except to change the 85-percent credit
to a deduction-a minor simplification which may prove helpful in the event
of a net-loss deduction or carryover.

The board of commerce considers this additional tax burden on intercor-
porate dividends as discriminatory, economically unsound, and unwarranted,
and continues to recommend its complete elimination.

9. Undistributed carnings- (Sibeltapter U Part I).-The law with respect
to retained earnings should be changed to give allowance to management deci-
sions regarding the portion of earnings to be retained for valid business reasons.
Specifically, (a) the tax should apply only to that part of the undistributed net
income which is unreasonably accumulated; (b) the parenthetical clause,
"together with facts sufficient to apprise the Secretary or his delegate of the
basis thereof" should be deleted from section 534 (c) of H. R. 8300.

10. Payment date (sees. 6016, 6074, 6154, 6655).-The payment of any part
of the corporate tax should not be required in advance of the 15th day of the
3d month following the end of the taxpayer's taxable year. Specifically: (a)
The bill makes a profound change in the method of payment of corporate taxes
by corporations whose tax liabilities exceed $50,000 yearly requiring a 10-percent
partial payment of estimated tax liability beginning in 1955 and increasing by
i0 percent a year until 1959 when they reach 50 percent of the estimated tax
for 1959. In 1960 and subsequent years corporation taxes will be due in four
quarterly installments. The bill also provides penalties based on inaccurate
declaration of estimated tax; (b) the Detroit Board of Commerce recommends
strongly that these sections of the law as related to advance payments (6016,
6074, 6154, 6655) be deleted from H. R. 8300; (c) this provision of H. R. 8300
has the effect of increasing the tax rate of corporations by 10 percentage points
for the year involved and the only manner in which a corporation can gain
benefit from this section is when it goes out of business. In addition, the effect
of the law could be disastrous on those industries which have widely fluctuating
sales and profits in any taxable year.

The proposed acceleration of income-tax payments for corporations will place
financial hardships on many corporations. No provision is made for forgiveness
of part of the tax, as was the case when individuals were placed on a pay-as-
you-go basis. By pyramiding income-tax payments for the next 5 years, both
medium-sized and large business will be deprived of necessary operating cap-
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ital and possibly be forced to borrow funds to meet their tax payments. Con-
gress should carefully reconsider this provision, since it will deter and discourage,
rather than promote, business expansion and increased employment.

11. Depreciation.-In order to reduce the number of disputes as to the useful
life of capital assets which had reached such a volume as to seriously affect
the operations of the Tax Court and the appellate staff of the Internal Revenue
Service, the Commissioner, after much consideration, issued mimeograph 183
and circular 144 under date of May 11, 1953, containing a statement of policy,
with respect to depreciation adjustments, under which revenue employees shall
propose adjustments in the depreciation deduction only where there is a clear
and convincing basis for a change. It was stated in the mimeograph that it
was to "be applied to give effect to its principal purpose of reducing contro-
versies with respect to depreciation." This policy has done much to accomplish
its purpose, considering the short time since its publication.

Section 167 (e) of the Revenue Code of 1954 nullifies this policy by providing
that if the useful life of any property, as determined to be appropriate by the
Secretary, differs by more than 10 percent from that used by the taxpayer, the
Service may propose a change.

A 10-percent margin for difference in opinions with respect to anything as
indeterminable as the useful life of property, is so small as to render it entirely
ineffective. Useful life of property is affected by obsolescence, maintenance,
decisions of management, business conditions, and many other factors; and
any determination made of such useful life is at best an informed judgment.

It is therefore strongly recommended that section 167 (e) (1) be deleted,
or if not, at least amended by substituting one of the following: (1) "The useful
life of any property as used by the taxpayer shall generally not be disturbed
and the Secretary or his delegate shall propose adjustments in the depreciation
deduction only where there is a clear and convincing basis for a change." This
would coincide with the announced policy of the Service as contained in mimeo-
graph 183; or (1) "Unless the useful life of any property, on which the depre-
ciation deduction is based, determined to be appropriate by the Secretary or his
delegate, differs substantially from the useful life used by the taxpayer, the
depreciation allowable for such property for such taxable year shall be based on
the useful life used by the taxpayer." This would coincide with the statement
in Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 144; or if it is felt essential to state a definite
percentage in the law it should be a reasonable percentage such as: (1) "Unless
the useful life of any property on which the rate of depreciation is based, deter-
mined to be appropriate by the Secretary or his delegate, differs from the use-
ful life used by the taxpayer by more than 35 percent, the amount of deprecia-
tion for such property for such taxable year shall be the amount of deprecia-
tion based on the useful life of such property used by the taxpayer."

Construction begun before and completed after December 31, 1953.-Section rh,
167 (c) provides that the use of methods and rates provided for in subsection
(b) shall apply only to certain property, the construction, reconstruction and
erection of which is completed after December 31, 1953, and then only to that
portion properly attributable to construction, reconstruction and erection after
December 31, 1953.

Since depreciation normally starts when property is completed and placed
in service, it is recommended that this section be amended to correspond to the
related provisions of section 168, which provides for the amortization of emer-
gency facilities as follows: Section 167 (c)-Subsection (b) shall apply only
in the case of property (other than intangible personal property) described in
subsection (a)-(1) the construction, reconstruction, erection or installation
of which was completed after December 31, 1953; or (2) acquired after Decem- t4
ber 31, 1953, if the original use of such property commences with the taxpayer
and commences after such date.

12. Foreign Tax Credits: (A) Applicable to dividends received.-Under the Ma
present and proposed code, a domestic corporation which owns the majority of
the voting stock of a foreign corporation may not receive a dividend from such
foreign corporation in a loss-year without losing the benefit of the Foreign Tax
Credit provided for in section 902 (a) of the 1954 code, because any operating
loss carryback or carryover would be reduced by the full amount of the dividend
received from such foreign corporation.

It is recommended, therefore, that a subsection (a) (4) be added to section
902, to provide that in years in which a net operating loss is realized and in
which a dividend is received which would qualify the taxpayer for the credit
provided in section 902 (a) (1), (2) and (3), that the tax credit so provided
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shall also be a carryback or carryover, as the case may be, to the same year
as the operating loss carryback or carryover relates.

(B) Applicable to branch income.-Taxpayers sustaining a loss In a year in
which they have income from foreign sources on which a foreign tax has been
paid, cannot include such foreign tax in its credit for foreign taxes paid. This
results in an obvious duplication inasmuch as the income from foreign sources
is first subject to the foreign tax, and the remaining balance is again subjected
to the United States income tax. From either a tax or foreign trade viewpoint
this treatment appears inequitable.

It is believed this oversight in the new law can be corrected by adding the fol-
lowing new subsection to section 955:

Section 955, subsection (3) : At the election of the domestic corporation the
credit for foreign taxes paid, in computing the tax liability for a year to which
an operating loss has been carried, shall include all taxes paid or accrued by
such branch with respect to the branch income taken into account in that year.

(0) Election between "per country" and "overall" limitations.-The retention
in the proposed bill of the "per country" limitation unfairly prevents taxpayers
operating in foreign countries with rates both above and below the United
States tax rate from averaging these foreign taxes in computing the foreign
tax credit to be allowed against the United States tax. The proposed bill removes
the "overall" limitation but does not permit averaging of foreign taxes and
accordingly is of benefit to only a limited number of taxpayers engaged in
foreign trade. The proposed law would also make the credit unavailable or
incomplete where different foreign countries impose multiple taxes on income
as from sources therein when under our code there is no income, or a lesser
amount, from sources within such jurisdictions. In order that the benefit may
be on a less restricted basis, it is recommended that taxpayers be allowed to
elect annually as to whether the "per country" or "overall" limitation shall
apply.

13. Income from foreign sources-(A) Credit for business income from foreign
sources.-The commendable objective in the President's budget message that
"Business income from foreign subsidiaries or from segregated foreign branches
* * * should be taxed at a rate 14 percentage points lower than the regular
corporate rate" is poorly achieved by the proposed bill due to its severely restric-
tive provisions. The most serious limitation is that which restricts the benefit
to earnings derived from conducting a business through a "factory, mine, oil or
gas well, public utility facility, retail establishment, or other like place of busi-
ness situated within a foreign country." Relief would accordingly be denied to
all taxpayers not coming within these narrowly defined categories; for example,
the mention of only a "retail establishment" is a capricious discrimination against
the wholesale establishment which is not mentioned.

As a result of this discrimination, wholesale export operations would receive
no benefit, regardless of substantial assets invested abroad, and a manufactur-
ing concern, otherwise eligible for the credit, might fail to qualify because
wholesale distribution was combined with production, even though in an inte-
grated operation. If the bill is enacted in its present form, the investor would
have to decide whether, contrary to sound business principles, he would dis-
member his organization in order to obtain the favorable tax rate for a por-
tion of his operations or would instead continue his vertical integration and
hope that the credit would apply to the entire earnings of the venture.

The unsatisfactory tests above quoted and discussed should be replaced with
the simple test of whether the business is conducted in the foreign country
through a "permanent establishment," such term to be defined on the basis of
the definitions thereof contained in our tax treaties. The reliability of such a
test has been shown by its repeated adoption in a series of treaties running over
many years.

(B) Inequitable restriction on purchases outside hemisphere.-Section 921
of H. R. 8300 replaces section 109 of the existing code with an amendment in-
tended to correct prospectively an inequitable ruling disqualifying otherwise
eligible concerns merely because they purchase goods outside the Western
Hemisphere. The ruling having been contrary to congressional intent and what
had generally been considered the well-established rule, it should be overruled
retroactively, and the new matter phrased as a clarifying amendment. This
could be accomplished by amending the first line of section 921 as follows: "for
purposes of this subtitle and of section 109, Internal Revenue Code of 1939 as
amended, the term 'western Hemisphere Trade Corporation' means" etc.
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The language indicated by the (above) appears to be the most clear and
direct method for accomplishing retroactivity. An alternative method for ac-
complishing the same result would be to clarify section 7851 (a) (1) (A) by add-
ing at the end thereof the language "except that section 109 of such code is
clarified by section 921 of subtitle A of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954."

It should also be noted that the parenthetical phrase in section 921, "(other
than incidental purchases)" is ambiguous, since it is not clear whether the word
"incidental" should be interpreted according to dollar volume, on a percentage
basis, on the basis of frequency, amount, essentiality, or some other basis. In
lieu of the above parenthetical insertion whose ambiguities would lead to ad-
ministrative difficulties and litigation, there should be substituted the language
contained in the following recommendation of the American Bar Association:
"Our recommendation, therefore, is that the parenthetical clause in section 921,
namely, 'other than incidental purchases,' be deleted and that a new sentence
be added at the end of section 921 which reads as follows: 'As used in this sec-
tion, the phrase "all of whose business is done" does not include purchases in a
country or countries outside of North, Central, or South America or outside of
the West Indies or of Newfoundland, nor does it include non-income-producing
activities merely incidental to its business, occurring in such country or
countries.' "

If, as a matter of policy, it is decided that H. R. 8300 should contain no retro-
active provisions, it is then suggested that clarification in the Senate Finance
Committee report may be accomplished by amending the language contained
in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means (p. A253) as indicated below.

This section is, in substance, identical with section 109, 1939 code, except
that in the interest of added clarity, and to conform with the original intent of
the section, it is expressly provided that a domestic corporation which does
all its business in the Western Hemisphere is not disqualified because of (inci-
dental) purchase elsewhere.

14. LIFO.-The Board of Commerce strongly urges that the Senate Finance
Committee restore to the tax revision bll H. R. 5295 and H. R. 5296, which
permit the lower of Lifo, cost or market, for the determination of inventory value
for income-tax purposes. The inclusion of either of these bills in the tax revision
bill will remove grave inequity among taxpayers whose taxable income is sub-
stantially affected by inventory methods. Many diverse organizations have
been urging this revision on Congress. Twenty different organizations have
peared before the Ways and Means Committee to urge the inclusion of the
lower of LIFO cost or market inventory valuation as a part of the tax revision
bill.

Those who testified included the following among this group of 20 organiza-
tions: The American Cotton Manufacturers Institute; the American Mining
Congress; the American Retail Federation; the National Retail Dry Goods Asso-
ciation; the National Association of Manufacturers; the National Coal Associa-
tion; and the American Institute of Accountants.

15. General rule for taxable year of deduction-Section 461.-There shall be
added to subsection (c) a subsection (c) (2) (A) as follows: (A) "No tax-
payer shall be required to change its method of deducting property taxes to the
method provided in subsection (1) if it has used another method with approval."
Accordingly subsection (c) (2) should be renumbered subsection (c) (2) (B).

16. Reorganization section 359 (b) (2).-It is recommended that section 359
(b) (2) be eliminated entirely. The effect of the section is to discriminate
against small corporations. In many instances the only practical way to dis-
pose of a small business is to merge with a large corporation. It appears un-
reasonable to require that the shareholders of the small corporation acquire
any predetermined percentage of the purchasing corporation's stock in order to
come within the tax-free exchange provisions of the code.

FEDERAL TAXATION COMMITTEE-DETROIT BOARD OF COMMERCE, 1953-54

Paul E. Curran, chairman, Micromatic Corp.
Alan L. Gornick, vice chairman, Ford Motor Co.
Raymond H. Berry, Berry, Stevens & Moorman.
Edmund M. Brady, Matheson, Dixon & Brady.
R. E. Bryar, Packard Motor Car Co.
P. M. Murphy, S. S. Kresge Co.
Frederick E. Burnham, Fruehauf Trailer Co.
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J. H. Chamberlain, Crowley, Milner & Co.
R. A. Chartier, National Transit Corp.
C. B. Cox, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
S. F. Dole, Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
W. Raymond Fannin, Briggs Manufacturing Co.
Darwin IHamer, Hamer Bros.
A. I. Hawkins, Timken-Detroit Axle Division.
W. H. Houghton, Bendix Aviation Corp.
Thos. E. Hurns, Detroit Edison Co.
Wallace M. Jensen, Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart.
A. T. Mattison, Motor Products Corp.
Lawrence It. Nelson, Campbell-Ewald Co.
Frank V. Olds, Chrysler Corp.
M. I. Sammon, Murray Corporation of America.
B. K. Sanden, Price Waterhouse & Co.
T. H. Seeber, Ernst & Ernst.
E. C. Stephenson, J. L. Hudson Co.
E. M. Talbert, Hudson Motor Car Co.
K. C. Tiffany, Burroughs Corp.
R. N. Todd, Nash-Kelvinator Corp.
J. S. Wallace, director, tax section, General Motors Corp.
William H. Walter, Detroit Steel Products Co.
N. J. Rini, secretary, Federal taxation committee, Detroit Board of Commerce.

NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION,
Washington, D. C., April 26, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Senatc O/fir, Buildhhng, Wasiington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN : I desire to submit this brief statement in behalf of
the National Milk Producers Federation for the consideration of the Senate
Finance Committee in connection with H. R. 8300.

The federation represents some 500,000 dairy farmers and the cooperative
associations which they own and operate and through which they act together to
market at cost milk and dairy products.

The Revenue Act of 1951 substantially changed the law applicable to the
taxation of farmers' cooperatives. As the new law becomes operative, some
procedural defects appear which should be corrected.

Although the cooperatives are allowed 81/2 months after the close of the taxable
year to complete the allocation of net savings to patrons, income-tax returns
under the present law must be filed within 21/2 months after the close of the year.
The Treasury Department has recognized this defect and corrected it on a year-
to-year basis by extending the filing time for income-tax returns to correspond
with the 81/2 months allowed for allocation. Section 6072 (d) of H. R. 8300 would
correct this defect on a more permanent basis and should be retained in the

bill.
Charitable contributions by corporations would be limited to a percentage of

taxable income (H. R. 8300, sec. 170 (b) (2)). One of the incidental effects
resulting from the change made by the Revenue Act of 1951 is that farmers'
cooperatives are now required to account for charitable contributions. However,
if they allocate net savings to patrons in the manner contemplated by that act,
they have no taxable income figure to use as a base for computing the percentage
limitation on charitable contributions. As a result, charitable contributions by
such cooperatives in many cases actually create a tax liability, thus penalizing
the making of contributions instead of encouraging them.

We feel sure that this unfortunate incidental effect of the 1951 act was neither
foreseen nor intended by Congress. It could be corrected by inserting after the
words "taxable income" in section 170 (b) (2) of H. R. 8300 the following: "(in
the case of cooperatives taxable under secs. 521, 522, net savings prior to
allocation)."

The federation opposes any amendments to the bill which would increase the
tax burden of farmers' cooperatives.

Sincerely yours,
E. M. NORTON. Executive Director.

459,4-54-pt. 4- 28
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CHICAGO, ILL., March 25, 1954.
DEAR SENATOR: Please defeat the administration proposal. There is no need

to extend the date for individuals to file income-tax returns from March 15, as
at present, to April I5, as proposed.

The administration alleges that more complicated cases require additional time
.so as to minimize pressure on accountants and attorneys. This may be true for
more complicated cases. It certainly is not true for the substantial majority of
income-tax payers.

Of 245 customers whom I serviced this year, not 2 percent were "more com-
plicated." Yet even these were handled on time because the customers had not
waited until the last day but had come with their problems in February. That
allowed time enough to make inquiries and secure information needed to process
the completion of their reports.

The other 98 percent of my customers are primarily wage earners, with a
sprinkling of self-employed or small-business men and landlords living in their
own apartment buildings. They do not have more complicated income-tax prob-
lems. They need no extension of time. In fact, most of them procrastinate
unreasonably.

Approximately half of my customers are repeaters-customers whose work
I handled the prior year in this, a transition neighborhood, where I lose old and
gain new customers. The excessive procrastination of these old and new cus-
tomers is indicated by my experience. This year I sent notices to old customers
in January; a small number responded; and I service them in January and prior
to mid-February. At that time, as in prior years, I opened a temporary office
in a nearby store and sent another notice to old customers about February 19.
In addition, I placed a large (3- by 5-foot) income-tax service sign in the window
of the store. Pedestrians and bus riders stopping at this corner store could not
miss seeing these signs.

It was not until March 8, only a week before the deadline, that I was handling
as many as 10 customers a day. On March 12 there were 15, and on March 13
and 15 the exhausting numbers of 28 and 38, respectively. These customers Could
have come weeks earlier. Instead, they procrastinated, as in prior years, until
the last 3 days primarily.

There is no justification to extend time for them. Extension will mean that
they will procrastinate more. For such customers the present practice of the
collector of internal revenue providing extensions of time, when requested, will
suffice.

The only possible justification to extend time is to relieve an alleged pressure
on accountants and attorneys. However, to determine what their experience is,
I phoned a half dozen of the largest accounting firms in the city. Several desire
the extension and claim that it will reduce the present pressure on them from
January I to March 15, but some of these, when questioned, admit that this
pressure occurs prior to January 15 and again in March, with an interveninglull. Some admit that, if they circularized their customers earlier in the season,
the pressure of the last weeks could be reduced and the work spread throughout
the season.

Every firm hesitated; didn't want to estimate the percentage of "more com-
plicated" cases require extensions of time. The number was small. When Isuggested 10 percent, the answer was "No." They wouldn't even volunteer
5 percent. The conclusion is that it is possibly several, certainly not 5 percent.

This-and no doubt it is typical throughout the Nation-disclaims any need
for a general extension until April 15. Its motivation appears to be for the
administration to claim political advantage, with no benefit, but harm, to most
taxpayers.

Sincerely yours,
ALBERT BOWMAN.

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORP.,

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, Pittsburgh, Pa., April 22, 1954.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Legislative bodies and governmental officials are

properly taking an ever-increasing interest in the abatement of air and water
pollution. Such programs will require huge capital investments on the part of
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industry. Such investments will be primarily for the public benefit since in most
cases they will return no direct profit to the business.

Under the circumstances it seems fair that an industrial concern which
makes an investment to abate air or water pollution should be permitted, if
it so desires and if it has adequate earnings, to recover the amount of such
investment by amortizing it over a period of 60 months.

I recommend, therefore, that there be included in H. R. 8300, which is now
being considered by the Senate Finance Committee, a provision for amortization
of the cost of facilities to abate air or water pollution. For this purpose I wish
to suggest for your consideration the addition of a new subsection (i) to section
167 of H. R. 8300 which would be worded as follows:

"(i) In the case of property the construction, reconstruction, installation, or
acquisition of which is required by the laws of the United States or of any
political subdivision thereof for the purpose of preventing or abating the pollu-
tion of the atmosphere or of streams, rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water a
,reasonable allowance' for the purposes of subsection (b) of this section may,
at the election of the taxpayer, made in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, be based on a useful life of sixty months be-
ginning with the month following the month in which the property was com-
pleted or acquired or with the succeeding taxable year, except that with respect
to such property completed or acquired prior to January 1, 1954, such sixty-
month period shall begin with the month following the month in which this
subsection is enacted or with the first taxable year following such month. An
election made by the taxpayer under this subsection may be terminated by the
taxpayer at any time."

Sincerely,
BEN MOREELL.

GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS,
Wash ington, D. C., April 23, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SIR: The General Federation of Women's Clubs, as you probably
know, consists of American women, wives and mothers for most part, and has
a membership in the United States of over 5 million.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs has been interested in and has had
resolutions since 1944 urging that all people under similar circumstances have
equal protections as well as equal responsibilities.

It seems to us under the existing laws this is not true for some persons who
qualify as taxpayers under the present code.

Therefore, the General Federation of Women's Clubs would like to throw its
support to the Kerr amendment to section 214 of H. R. 8300 which would, as
we see it, not only exempt taxpayers, both married and single, caring for children
that are not their own but would also include taxpayers having care of infirm
and incompetent dependents. Further, this amendment, as we see it, is a right-
to-work amendment.

Due to the fact that a business engagement takes me out of Washington for
the next 10 days, it will be impossible for me to appear in person to make a
statement for this organization; therefore, I hope this letter will be incorporated
in the testimony.

Sincerely,
SALLY BUTLER,

Director, Legislative Research.

SAN FRANcisco 4, April 23, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Committee on Finance, United States Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKEN: Since obtaining prints of H. R. 8300 and the report
of the Committee on Ways and Means on the bill, I have given as much time
as I could to study of the bill, and as the result of this study have found a num-
ber of points with regard to which I feel that question may fairly be raised
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and which should be further considered in the process of enactment of the bill.
Time has not sufficed for an exhaustive examination of this tremendous bill.
Any criticisms offered are made in a constructive spirit. The draftsmen of
the bill are entitled to great credit for the job they have done. There is so much
which is good in the bill that I hope it will be enacted into law at this session,
but I respectfully suggest that it would be wise and fair procedure to defer
the coming into effect of certain portions of the bill (mentioned specifically
hereinafter) until 1955, in order to give interested organizations and counsel
for taxpayers an opportunity for adequate analysis of their complex provisions
and their ramilications and implications. Many helpful suggestions for con-
structive amendments will come out of this deferment of effective date which
Congress and its technical advisers can consider early next year, but this will
not involve indefinite delay in acting upon the bill as a whole.

It is my personal view that the early enactment of such provisions of the
bill as those relating to depreciation, deductibility of expenditures for research
and development and for grading, conservation, drainage, etc., of agricultural 2
lands, revision of the law now contained in section 102 of the code and theprovisions governing definition of and carryback and carryover of net operat-
ing losses, as well as the new dividend exclusion and credit allowance to give
some measure of relief from double taxation of corporate profits, is vitally im-
portant to the preservation and promotion of our dynamic economy upon which rd
the welfare of all depends. Action upon such essential matters should not
be deferred until the technical intricacies of such subchapters or sections of
the bill as those relating to corporation reorganizations, exchanges and distribu-
tions, partnerships, and discharge of indebtedness can be solved to the general
satisfaction. It is safe to say these latter will never be solved so as to satisfy
everyone.

In connection with the new provisions lightening somewhat the heavy tax
burden borne by corporate profits distributed as dividends, it should be noted
that their enactment would provide a healthy stimulus to investment of equity
capital in corporate expansion, beneficial in point of increased employment and E'
enhancement of the general standard of living. Also, a change in the tax lawwhich will help corporations to finance their capital needs to a materially greater
extent by the sale of equity stocks in lieu of debt securities will increase cor-porate income-tax collections by reducing corporate interest deductions. Critics
of the foregoing changes not only largely ignore the foregoing considerations Ebut also forget that, until the enactment of the ill-fated and short-lived corporate ,I
undistributed profits tax in 1936, it had been settled policy to allow individuals f,,r
receiving dividends a credit therefor against normal tax. For no apparent ,h
reason other than the increasing pressure for revenue, neither was this credit
revived nor an allowance in lieu thereof made after the undistributed-profits 41
tax was repealed.

The criticisms and suggestions which follow relate to specified portions of the El
bill.

Section 76 of the bill, relating to discharge of indebtedness, when read with
the committee report, appears to fall far short of its professed purpose of substi-
tuting definiteness and certainty for the confusion which has enshrouded this
matter. The section seems to me inferior in these respects to the American Law
Institute's proposed solution. Particularly unfortunate are the facts that the
controversy which gave rise to the American Dental Co. decision (318 U. S. 322), Con the one hand, and Commissioner v. Jacobson (336 U. 9. 28), on the other, is
probably reopened, and that the section, by failing to codify the insolvency limi-
tations reflected in such cases as Lakelan Grocery Co. (36 BTA 289), will forceinsolvent taxpayers to go into bankruptcy in order to wipe out their indebted-
ness without tax liability, instead of resorting, as many would prefer to do for
quite proper reasons, to private creditors' compositions through the good offices
of boards of trade and otherwise. It is respectfully submitted that it carries
theory to unsound extremes to leave any harassed debtor, who has settled with
his creditors outside a bankruptcy court by surrendering to them all or the great
bulk of his assets, saddled, after he has done this, with income-tax liability
exceeding the value of such property as he may have been permitted to retain.
The memorandum attached hereto develops further the foregoing as well as
other criticisms of this section and the related provisions of sections 108 and
1017. It is believed that the sections require extensive redrafting. If time
does not permit this to be done now, they should not be enacted without deferring
their effective date for at least a year.
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Section 165 (c), relating to theft losses (which presumably includes embezzle-
ment as under present law), if accepted in its present form, would enact into
law a rigid rule that "any loss arising from theft shall be treated as sustained
during the taxable year in which the taxpayer discovers such loss." Under the
present law the Conmmissioner had sought to enforce a different but equally
rigid rule based upon his interpretation of the literal language of the statute
under which such losses could be deducted only in the year or years in which
the acts of theft or embezzlement occurred. In many cases, this rigid rule
operated to deny any deduction whatever since the statute of limitations had run
before the defalcation was discovered by the taxpayer. The courts in certain
hard cases of this sort refused to sustain the Commissioner's position, and
allowed the deduction to be claimed in the year of discovery or the year when
any reasonable possibility of recovery from the known thief or embezzler
vanished. In Alison v. United States (334 U. S. 167, 73 S. Ct. 191), the Supreme
court repudiated the Commissioner's rigid rule and on the facts presented
allowed deduction of losses due to embezzlement in the year of discovery, but
the Supreme Court carefully refrained from laying down a rigid rule, such as
section 165 (c) of the bill would do.

The desire for certainty and minimizing of litigation in this field, which
undoubtedly motivates this provision, is appreciated and is deserving of sym-
pathy. Nevertheless, it is submitted that at least one exception to its rigid rule
must be written into it if new and intolerable injustice is to be avoided in one
class of cases. The cases in question involve situations in which the amounts
stolen or embezzled are ineludible in the gross income of the victimized employer
or principal who is the taxpayer but have not been reported by him due to the
fraud or concealment of the thief. Such situations are particularly likely to
occur in the case of small businesses which have relatively simple or primitive
accounting systems, the operation of which is left to a trusted employee. Such
employee may intercept income payments and convert them to his own use and
at the same time make sure they do not get onto his employer's books from which
the income-tax returns are prepared. The employer is not properly chargeable
with penalties for fraud in such cases but nevertheless there is a deficiency in
his income-tax liability, unless he is allowed to offset the understatement of his
income by a deduction for theft or embezzlement loss. But under section 165 (c)
the loss is arbitrarily thrown into some later year when the taxpayer's income
situation may be much less favorable, except in the unusual '.use where he is
fortunate enough to discover his employee's dishonesty in the same year in
which the peculations first occurred. And there has never been any problem
in such a case, even under the Commissioner's rigid rule. In order to avoid
substituting one set of injustices for another, section 165 (c) should be amended
so as to permit the deduction in such cases in the same year or years in which
the amounts stolen or embezzled are required to be reported in the gross income
of the principal.

The next matter is one which is not dealt with by the present bill, an unfor-
tunate omission, in our judgment. It involves a situation of unjustifiable double
taxation of the same income, which has arisen out of judicial decisions. On
the one hand is the case of Williamo F. Davis, Jr., v. Commissioner (17 T. C.
549). In this case the Tax Court held that where the Securities and Exchange
Commission determined that the petitioner, who was an officer and director of
the corporation in whose stock he was dealing, had violated section 16 (b) of
the Securities Act by such dealing and where the petitioner had thereafter pur-
suant to the requirements of such act, paid over to the corporation the gain
realized therefrom, said petitioner was not entitled to deduct such payment to
the corporation on the ground that the sanction imposed by section 16 (b) is
in the nature of a penalty and that the allowance of a deduction therefor would
mitigate the deterrent effect thereof and so subvert a sharply defined public
policy. While this result was reached over the strong dissent of six judges of
the court, it has presumably established the position of the court. The result
in the case was the same as would have been reached had Congress made the
violation of section 16 (b) punishable as a crime, something Congress deliberately
refrained from doing. Despite this decision, the Tax Court held in a later case
involving section 16 (b) that the receipt by the corporation of an amount repre-
senting profit realized by a corporate officer on dealing in its stock constituted
income to the corporation. See General American Investors, Inc. (19 T. C. 581).
This decision has recently been affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, and is in accord with the decision of the Court of Claims
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in Park d Tilford Distillers Corp. v. United States (107 F. Supp. 941, cert den.
345 U. S. 917). There seems to be no justification for the savage overall result
flowing from these cases, particularly since the application of section 16 (b)
does not turn upon the presence of fraudulent or evil intent. We do not quarrel
with the later cases which tax the payment to the corporation, even though they
are difficult to reconcile with the criteria of taxable income set forth in Eisner
v. Macomber and other earlier cases. But, if these decisions are permitted to
stand, It is respectfully submitted that the Davis case in the Tax Court and its
rationale should be abrogated by legislation.

There are so many questions both of policy and draftsmanship presented by
subcbapter C relating to corporate distributions and adjustments as to raise a
very serious question of the wisdom and propriety of enacting these provisions
into law which will become effective at a date or dates in 1954 antedating by
several months the actual date of enactment of the bill. I agree in general with
the point of view towards this subchapter and subchapter K relating to partner-
ships expressed by Mr. Thomas Tarleau in his appearance and testimony on
behalf of the council of the section of taxation of the American Bar Association.
It is my earnest belief that the public interest would be served if subchapters C
and K should be enacted, with such improvements as may be possible this year
in the limited time available, but with their effective date postponed until some
time in 1.955, giving opportunity for concentrated study of their provisions in the
meantime and further perfecting amendments by the Congress early next year.
The other alternative would be to postpone action upon the content of these
subchapters for another year. These subchapters have vital and far-reaching
effects upon the conduct of business. Premature and insufficiently considered
action by Congress may have very harmful effects, contrary to the general pur-
poses of the code revision to promote the welfare of the economy and minimize
tax uncertainties in connection with business transactions.

Attention is called in the following paragraphs to a few of the more serious
questions which have arisen in my mind in the course of my examination of the
complex provisions of subchapter C.

Section 305 (c) (1) of the bill would treat as a distribution in lieu of money
and therefore taxable a distribution made "in discharge of preference dividends
on nonparticipating stock currently owing or in arrears." Presumably such a
distribution to the extent not in excess of corporate earnings and profits would
be taxable to the recipients as ordinary income. The committee report does
not specifically state whether this provision is intended to abrogate for the d,
future the rule of the leading case of Skenandoa Rayon Corp. v. Commissioner 9
( (CA 2) 122 F. 2d 268, cert. den. 314 U. S. 696), which treated the right to un-
declared accr,'tulated dividends on cumulative preferred stock as a security
within the manning of the tax-free exchange provisions in recapitalizations and
other reorganizations. We seriously question the wisdom of the policy of aban-
doning the prior rule, if such be the intention, in those (ases where the dividend th
arrearages are treated in the reorganization as one of the integrated body of
rights constituting ownership of the stock. To do so would create a serious
clog upon the reorganization of corporate enterprises whose recourse to the
capital market may be seriously impeded by arrearages in cumulative preferred
dividends. The bill also fails to supply a clear answer, where the preferred
stockholders receive only stock in exchange, to the question of how such stock a
is to be allocated between the old stock and dividends accumulated thereon.
For all that appears in the bill, some portion of the stock received will be tax- t:
able as ordinary income. Finally, the unfairness of taxing any amount so
allocated to dividends is accentuated by the failure of part I of subchapter Q
of the bill, sections 1301 et sequa, to apply the technique of attributing to several
years income received in a single year to case where preferred dividends ac-
cumulated over several years or bond interest delinquent for several years are
paid in a single year, resulting in an abnormal concentration of income in a a
single year and a disproportionately high tax by virtue of the steep graduation
of income surtaxes.

Under section 309 imposing a virtually confiscatory (85 percent) excise tax on
certain transfers of nonparticipating stock regarded as involving the form of tax
avoidance commonly called preferred stock bailout, and section 391 (a) relating
to the effective date of subchapter C, a most unjust result will be produced in
certain cases which we do not believe Congress can understand and deliberately
intend. Section 309 (c) provides that, for the purpose of the section, "nonpar-
ticipating stock shall be deemed Issued on the date of issuance of such stock or
January 1, 1954, whichever is later." Under section 391 (a) (2), the tax imposed
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by section 309 applies to amounts distributed after the date of enactment of this
act. Let us assume a case in which preferred stock was issued as a dividend on
common stock, with only common outstanding, in some year prior to 1954 but
after 1944. Such distribution was a nontaxable stock dividend under the prior
decisions of the United States Supreme Court and the recent decisions of the
United States courts of appeal in such cases as the Chamberlin and Schmitt
cases, despite the fact that the elements of a so-called bailout may be present.
Nevertheless, the stock issued is legally valid and contractual provisions con-
tained in it are binding on the corporation. The dividend stock may to a consider-
able extent have been sold and passed into different ownership since the date of
distribution. Let it be further assumed-not an improbable assumption-that
the stock so issued contains provisions requiring its redemption within a period
of less than 10 years or, more probably, for annual partial redemptions over a
period of years under the operation of a sinking fund required to be established.
Under the present bill, as we read it, any distributions in redemption of such
stock made after the date of enactment of this bill, if made within the 10 years
beginning January 1, 1954, would subject the corporation to an excise tax of
85 percent of the amount thereof, unless one or the other of the exceptions in
section 309 applies, even though such distribution is made pursuant to a valid
and lawful contractual obligation incurred prior to January 1, or March 1,
1954. Even if the case be one which would clearly be a bailout under the new
rules spelled out by section 309, and those rules be conceded to be fair and proper
as regards prospective application, the potential results pointed out above repre-
sent retroactivity in a glaring and arbitrary form, which we cannot believe
Congress would consciously tolerate.

The application of part III of subchapter C, relating to corporate organiza-
tions, acquisitions, and separations, and the requirements and conditions imposed
in order for the transactions involved to qualify as tax free vary sharply accord-
ing to whether the corporations involved are so-called publicly held or so-called
closely held corporations. This introduces a new concept into this field of tax
law which may have far-reaching effects. Consequently, the statutory defini-
tion of a publicly held corporation is vitally important. This definition is found
in section 359 (a) and states that a corporation will be deemed to be publicly
held unless 10 or fewer shareholders own more than 50 percent either of the
total combined voting power or of the total value of all classes of stock of the
corporation. However, for the purposes of this subsection the ownership shall be
determined in accordance with section 311 (relating to attribution of owner-
ship).

No presumptions of status have been found in the bill. Consequently, if the
administrative authorities determine that a given corporation, no matter how
large the number of its shareholders and regardless of the fact that its securities
are listed on one or more public exchanges, is not a publicly held corporation,
the burden is cast upon the taxpayers to prove the contrary. And that burden
may prove a staggering one to carry when the provisions of section 311 are ap-
plied. Hitherto, the concept of attributed or constructive ownership has been
limited to the domestic and foreign personal company sections (and even there
the vital number is 5 or less shareholders as compared with 10 or less here) and
to the situations covered by section 24 (b) of the present code relating to dis-
allowance of losses on sales or exchanges between persons standing in certain
relationships. In the new context, however, the concept has vastly broader po-
tential application. A corporation may conceivably have a very large number of
shareholders and still fall into the closely held category under the criterion pre-
scribed, after applying section 311, since any stockholder may be treated as
owning the shares of any other stockholder standing within several degrees of
blood relationship or even in a partnership relation and vice versa. How can
any corporation be certain, or how can their counsel safely advise them without
an exhaustive and costly survey of the genealogy and business relationships of
at least the large bulk of the shareholders?

We suggest that the least that can be done to prevent these difficulties of ad-
ministration of section 311 from seriously impairing the workability of the new
provisions is to create two presumptions: One, that any corporation whose shares
are listed on a recognized exchange is a publicly held corporation, and two, a like
presumption where the ownership of the stock of a corporation is distributed
according to Its stock records among a reasonably substantial number of share-
holders, with a minimum of perhaps 100. We also think there would be little dan-
ger practically if all corporations whose shares are listed on exchanges were
deemed conclusively to be publicly held.
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As Chairman Reed of the Ways and Means Committee has recognized, accord-
ing to the press, the effective date provisions of section 391 should also be revised
to make it clear that the old law applies to any liquidation or reorganization
consummated according to a plan legally adopted in accordance with applicable
State law prior to the selected cutoff date, whether by resolution of a board of
directors, filing of a statutory consent by the requisite majority of shareholders,
or other lawful procedure.

Respectfully,
ARTnuR H. KENT

(For Kent and Brookes).

MEMORANDUM ON SECTIONs 76, 108, AND 1017 OF THE PROPOSED INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE OF 1954: DiscHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS 4

ta'The basic approach of the new bill, as expressed in section 76 (a), is to con-
sider as income all discharges of indebtedness, except certain specified transac-
tions enumerated in the subparagraphs which follow this general rule. Nowhere,
however, does the statute define what is included as an indebtedness to qualify
under this section. This omission will clearly give rise to problems of construc-
tion in such cases as the cancellation of a surety bond, the settlement of a tortjudgment, etc., in which the cancellation can scarcely be intended to give rise to
income.

Exception number one to this general rule is expressed in section 76 (a) (1) asbeing a discharge "effected by virtue of a payment in money." Suppose the dis-
charge of a $100 debt is obtained by the payment of $50 and a peppercorn. Since
the discharge was effected by virtue of the $50, would not this exception applyto make the transaction nontaxable? Surely this is the classic case of taxability,
in which all of the excess of the face amount discharged over the consideration
received ought to be included in income. This exception, unless it is quickly andauthoritatively construed by the courts to reach such excess, will therefore create
an easily realized method of circumventing the statute. aThe second exception is intended to exempt gifts. However, no definition of
gifts is supplied in the statute, a situation which gives rise to the American
Denta Co. (318 U. S. 322) Commissioner v. Jacobson (336 U. S. 28), controversy.
In tl . absence of the House committee report, we might assume that Congress
inteiled to adopt the Jacobson decision of what constitutes a nontaxable dis-
charge by way of gift. Unfortunately, however, the House report, page 13,
indicates that this exception is intended to revive American Dental, since the
report states that it covers not only a gift between related persons but also a
case in which a creditor "settles a debt for less than full value to assure con-
tinued business relations with the debtor." Apart from the merits of this policy,
if Congress intends to enact American Dental into the code, it ought to say
so; to leave the matter to inference and to reference is to invite protracted
litigation between taxpayers and the Commissioner which well may result
in a third Supreme Coure pronouncement on this relatively small issue.

The third exception, dealing with capital contributions, wisely eliminates
the requirement of the present regulations that the cancellation be gratuitous.
However, the additional clause, "whether or not the creditor has any proprietary
interest in the taxpayer," seems to us to be so broad as to be meaningless. In
any business situation, a discharge could be termed a "contribution" to the
debtor's capital. Any regulations framed under this exception will undoubtedly
be subjected to extensive litigation. Furthermore, when section 76 is read with
sections 108 and 1017, it appears that the forgiveness of a corporation of a debt
owed by its shareholder may no longer require the shareholder to reduce his
basis for his stock. Section 76 (a) (3) speaks in terms of an exception to thegeneral rules under which gross income results when a discharge is made.
Sections 108 and 1017 give the taxpayer the option of returning such gross income
as taxable in the year in which it is realized or of reducing the basis of his
property by an equivalent amount. Since this alternative treatment is specified
only as to income excluded under section 108, any similar income excluded under
section 76 (a) would not appear to require an adjustment to basis.

Section 76 (a) (4) has a laudable objective, but there seems to be little to
commend its restriction to an adjustment of the purchase price within 12 months
after acquisition. Artificial rules for taxing business transactions both resultin forcing all of these transactions to fit into a form stereotyped by tax sanctions
and become a snare for the unwary,

Section 76 (a ) (5) is so broad as to be meaningless. Suppose an employee
forgives his employer back wages because he wants to keep his Job; no income?
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Suppose a debtor is a good business client and his creditor doesn't want to
press him; if he forgives the debt, no income? It would be a very unimagi-
native taxpayer would would not be able to erect a defense on these subsections
to any deficiency proposed by the Commissioner which rests upon cancellation
of indebtedness.

Wenote also that the insolvency rules, as expressed by such cases as Lake-
land Grocery Co. ((1937) 36 BTA 289), are not incorporated into the code;
therefore, it appears that only bankruptcy matters will be protected from the
sweep of section 76. Other creditors' compositions and arrangements, whether
by voluntary agreement or under the auspices of State law, will run the risk
of so saddling their debtor with income that all of his assets will be subject
to levy by the district director for these taxes upon this income before any
amount is paid to the creditors themselves. The importance of this discrimi-
nation against voluntary plans to creditors' associations, boards of trade, and
similar organizations is apparent. Practically, this omission will have the
probable results of causing debtors to be less cooperative in reaching settlements
wjth their creditors and of compelling those who are forced to the wall to select
bankruptcy as the preferred procedure for extinguishing their liabilities.

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 26, 1954.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Officc Building, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: Pursuant to your invitation contained in your telegram of

April 21, 1954, I respectfully submit the following in connection with your hear-
ings on the new revenue law:

I am a lawyer with accounting experience and have been engaged in Federal
tax work for 35 years. I have lectured on the subject of taxation for the Ameri-
can Bar Association, the Practicing Law Institute, the American Law Institute,
and various universities. I have written several books on tax practice, one of
them for the American Bar Association Practicing Law Institute. I do not
appear before you representing anyone except myself, and I appear without
ulterior motive, solely in discharge of what I deem to be my public duty. In this
regard I think I differ from almost all your witnesses, for most of them have
axes to grind; and it is sometimes doubtful as to whether they are grinding in
the public interest or in the interest of their clients.

I am advocating two reforms, although many are needed. There is no use for
me to try to cover such a large field. I realize, too, that nothing is less popular
than a suggestion of a general improvement in the public interest.

(1) Something should be done to eliminate influence peddling and other
improper devices in tax settlements.

(2) The proposed changes in the law governing pension, profit-sharing, and
stock-bonus plans should be reconsidered with a view to working greater equity
among all the workers from the lowest to the highest.

I. INFLUENCE SETTLEMENTS

For reasons that it is hard to understand, there has been, over the past few
years, a general wearing out or tearing of the moral fiber. The tax-collecting
service of the United States, which from the beginning had been singularly free
from corruption, sustained its share of the moral collapse. It is not necessary
to elaborate on this matter, for the facts are well known now. Perhaps the least
said about them the better, for every investigation has had to be stopped before
it was completed because of the important people who became involved.

Influence settlements can be cured easily, and it is the cure that I am
suggesting.

If the present law dealt fearlessly with them, all that need be done would be
the. following:

(a) Every person who appeared before any Government official in regard to a
tax case (whether he appeared in the Government office, a nightclub, a social
gathering, or a ball game or racetrack) should be required to present a power of
attorney recorded with the Treasury Department and stating, among other
things, how he came to represent this taxpayer (including how he met him and
the conditions under which he met him) and the amount of his fee. All of this
should be under oath and subject to the rules of perjury.
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(b) Every public official, including Representatives and Senators and includ-
ing their families, their in-laws, and their secretaries, should be required, upon
approaching any person in the Federal taxing service in connection with any tax
matter, to state under oath how they met the interested party, why they inter-
ested themselves in the case, the amount of the fee they expect to get out of it
(whether paid to them directly or to a nominee), and that, in the cases of elective
officeholders and their staffs, the interested parties are constituents. All of this
should be under oath, subject to the rules of perjury.

II. PENSIONS, PROFIT SHARING, STOCK BONUSES

A review should be made of the proposed legislation to see whether it has not
now been rearranged so that only proprietors (stockh, ders, etc-.) and those whom
they favor can realize the benefits.

It is respectfully suggested that the present law, while containing some flaws,
is better than the proposed one.

It is respectfully suggested that it is grossly unfair to the great mass of
working people to allow pensions and other benefits to start only after wages
of $3,600 or $4,000 have been earned.

It is respectfully suggested that the 30 percent rule, which is a good one, is
really vitiated by the lar too liberal provisions that follow it. On the whole,
it is my opinion-and I hope you do not mind my saying so-that the new law
governing pension, profit-sharing, and stock-bonus plans is strictly a management
law.

Please do not misunderstand me; I am at heart a capitalist. I am a part of
management. Still, I think that pension, profit-sharing, and stock-bonus plans
ought to be for everybody. It is no use to say that there shall be no discrimina-
tion and then to provide that benefits start after $4,000, for that provision is
gross discrimination against everybody earning under $6,000.

Respectfully submitted.
HowE P. COCHRAN.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, l
Johnson City, Tenn., ApriZ20, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR SIR: The national affairs committee of the Johnson City Chamber Ill

of Commerce respectfully calls to your attention a patent inequity in the
proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, passed by the House of Representatives Z,
as H. R. 8300. M1

Section 461 of the proposed code is a step in the right direction in permitting I
the requirement for deducting real-property taxes over the period covered thereby 1(
rather than in the month the assessment becomes a charge against the property.
However, special rules added by section 461 (c) (2), unless revised, create a new ex
and serious inequity for practically every accrual-basis taxpayer having a fiscal tD
year ending during 1955 (except those on a calendar-year basis). ,

Under section 461 (c) (2) an accrual-basis taxpayer reporting for fiscal year
1955 in a State where the assessment of property tax becomes a charge against
the property during January would be penalized for 1955 by payment of addi-
tional income tax on the loss of a proportionate part of his real-property taxes a
as follows:

Fiscal year ended- Loss equal tax on-
-ran. 31. 195. -- ------------------------------ - 11/2 of realty tax.
Feb. 28, 1955 --------------- - 102 of realty tax.
Mar. .31, 1955- 912 of realty tax.
June 30, 1955 ---------------------------------------- 62 of realty tax.
Sept. 30, 1955 ---------------------------------------- %2 of realty tax.

The difficulty arises from the fact that, in the swing over to a proration basis,
the House became overzealous in blocking the double deduction of property tax.
No loss to the Treasury would result from permitting this partial double deduc-
tion in the year of change, and a serious inequity will result if it is not allowed.
No taxpayer should be denied deduction for a full year's taxes against a full
year's income.
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To illustrate, a corporation having a $25,000 profit after paying $6,000 real-
estate tax would pay-

Profit
Income

tax
Actual Taxable

If fiscal year ends:
D ec. 31, 1955 ---------------------------------------------- $25, 000 $25, 000 $7, 500
Sept. 30,1955 .. .......................................... 25, 000 26, 500 8,280
June 30, 1955 --------------------------------------------- 25, 000 28,000 9, 060
M ar. 31, 1955 ----------- 22, 000 29, 500 9,840
Feb. 28, 1955 ........................ 25,000 30, 000 10,100
Jan. 31, 1955 ................ ............................. 25,000 30, 500 10,360
Dec. 31, 1954 -------------------------------------------- 25, 000 25, 000 7,500

Penalty on Jan. 31, 1955, fiscal year --------------------------- -------------- -------------- 2860

Percentage of penalty 3---------------------------------------- -

In no case should one corporation pay 38 percent more tax than another under
conditions identical in every way except for the difference in the fiscal-year date.

Our area has many taxpayers with fiscal-year closings. Historically, a ma-
jority of retail and department stores close January 31, and the burden there
would be particularly heavy. Our chamber of commerce solicits your coopera-
tion in amending section 461 to correct this potential injustice.

Respectfully,
ALLEN HARRIS, Jr.,

Chairman, National Affairs Committee.

NATIONAL RETAIL FURNITURE ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D. C., April 26, 1954.
Re hearings on H. R. 8300. conducted by Senate Finance Committee.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: We respectfully request that the views expressed
herein be considered by the Senate Finance Committee and incorporated in the
printed record of the committee hearings.

The provisions of section 453 (d) of the bill under consideration, which require
a corporation to report as income for the year of liquidation the uncollected
income represented by installment obligations distributed in liquidation, are in
conflict with the theory and apparent legislative intent of the corporate liquida-
tion provisions of section 331, 336, etc.

The purpose of presenting this subject to you is not to attempt to correct an
existing inequity, but rather to extend the general intent of the new code to facili-
tate liquidations of relatively small corporations, to extend the principle in
present section 112 (b) (7), and to enlarge it.

There are a great many small corporations that have been reporting on the
installment basis for many years who perhaps would wish to avail themselves
of the opportunity present in the new code to liquidate such corporations and
adopt a single proprietorship or partnership form of enterprise.

The requirement that the liquidating corporation return as income the excess
of the fair market value of its installment obligations over its cost basis, in almost
all cases, will prove to be a practical barrier to such small corporations because
of the amount of the income-tax payment that will be necessary at the time of
liquidation.

The consideration of this problem should be made in the light of practical
situations rather than theoretical inequities.

We propose that subparagraph (d) (1), section 453, be amended as follows:
After the words "relating to the nonrecognition of gain or loss as a result of fore-
closure", add "; nor shall it apply to distributions in liquidation as defined in
section 336, wherein section 308 (a) and (d) shall apply."

This amendment will enable small corporate taxpayers reporting on the install-
ment basis to avail themselves of the opportunity that apparently is intended in
the new code to convert from a corporate form of doing business to a proprietor-
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ship or partnership form without an undue income-tax hardship which practically
forestalls the availability of this relief to them.

We know of no corporation of the kind that we are referring to here that is
in a financial position to discharge the income-tax liability on the unrealized
profit in the event of a liquidation of this nature. In fact, we are reasonably
sure that there are very few such corporations that are in a sufficiently strong
financial position to justify a bank credit or loan to pay such a tax.

We urge that the proposal submitted herein be adopted by the Senate Finance
Committee in order to achieve equity for the large class of taxpayers affected by
the provisions in question.

Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM H. ATKINSON,

Chairman, NRFA Tax Committee.

COLONIAL MACHINERY & REBIJILDERS, INC.,
Worcester, Mass., April 23, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Chief Clerk, Senate Finance Connmittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR MIss SPRINGER: This company is engaged in the business of dealing

in new, used, and rebuilt machinery, maintaining its principal office in Worcester,
Mass. We are also engaged in the rebuilding of used machinery.

Our attention has been directed to the 1954 Internal Revenue Code, House
bill 8300, specifically with respect to section 167, having to do with depreciation.It appears that depreciation allowances are to be afforded only with respect
to new machinery and will not be afforded to used and rebuilt machinery. This,in our opinion, seems eminently unfair, not only from the point of view of the
used-machinery industry, which will be tremendously handicapped in the saleof its used and rebuilt machinery, but will also be tremendously unfair andinequitable to the users, more particularly to the several thousands of small
machine shops throughout the country which are not in a position financially
to afford a capital outlay for new machinery, but which are dependent uponrebuilt and used machinery for maintaining and operating their respective
plants.

We have had reactions from many of our small customers who are manu-facturers and who seem to feel that this is a preferential treatment, and, withbusiness conditions as they presently are, such preferential treatment they feelshould be aff:r(led to the smaller businessman by way of giving him an oppor-
tunity to buy used and rebuilt machinery in view of the fact that he cannot
afford to pay top prices for new machinery, and that he be afforded the advan-
tage, under the present depressed economic conditions in this particular industry,
of a helpful depreciation such as is afforded to, or attempted to be afforded to,
the new machinery builder.

We, as do many other owners of businesses similar to ours, feel that themarket will be tremendously depressed by the enactment of this legislation with-
out equality being afforded with respect to used and rebuilt machinery.

Under the circumstances, and with us bending our efforts to help maintain thepresent economic conditions of our country, we urge you to make the depreciation
allowance applicable to used and rebuilt machinery, since it is our feeling that
it will be extremely helpful in staving off the fears of economic depression which
is now being talked about so much here and throughout the country.

Respectfully yours,
FREDERICK BABBITT,

General Manager.

HARRIS P. DAWSON, M., D., F. A. A. P.,

Hon. JOHN SPARKMAN, Montgomery, Ala., April 16, 1954.
United States Senate,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Ma. SPARKMAN: We are interested in dissolving our family corporation,
but are prevented from doing so because of the high income tax when the property
of the corporation is transferred to my two sisters and myself.
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The property has considerably increased in value since the corporation was
formed some 28 years ago.

If it were possible to dissolve the corporation and distribute the assets under
the provisions of section 112 (b) (7), this would save us considerable money,
but this section is no longer in effect since the liquidation has to take place in
the year 1951 or 1952.

I am informed there is a new revenue bill before Congress at the present.
Would it be possible to amend the Revenue Act on the floor by striking out the
words "1951 or 1952" and inserting in lieu thereof "1954 and 1955"? Similar
amendments have previously been made to the act to extend the time so that
stockholders might take advantage of this section.

We could not take advantage of the old act due to the fact that we were
engaged in litigation and the corporation could not be dissolved. I would ap-
preciate your efforts in having the Revenue Act amended so as to extend the time
for dissolving a corporation under the benefits of section 112 (b) (7) at least
until 1954.

With kindest regards and best wishes, I am
Yours very truly,

JENNIE B. DAWSON.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. CAFFEE IN BEHALF OF THE SMALLER MANUFACTURERS

COUNCIL OF PITTSBURGH

The members of the Smaller Manufacturers' Council of Pittsburgh, Pa., appre-
ciate the magnitude of the task undertaken by the House Committee on Ways and
Means, but want to make the point that H. R. 8300 falls woefully short of ac-
complishing its objective in respect of small businesses.

In his budget message to the Congress on January 21, 1954, President Eisen-
hower said:

"In addition to the tax treatment of depreciation which is important for all
business, there are other features of the tax law which are of special importance
to small business."

Many of us in the small business community looked upon this as a promise of
better treatment for small businesses. But the promise has not been fulfilled.
In fact the measures which discriminate against small business outweight the
benefits to an extent that makes the present law considerably more desirable
than H. R. 8300.

May I recount some of the provisions which have been enacted into the law,
and which we feel place the small-business man in a position of being unable to
grow in an age of growth; unable to expand at a time when the economy needs
the expansion of all businesses, and the start of new small businesses.

1. Redemption of stock.

Present law provides that a partial redemption of stock on a pro rata basis
be taxed as a dividend. However, what is a pro rata basis has never been clear,
and has been the subject of much litigation. Section 302 of H. R. 8300 clarifies
this by determining that a redemption is not pro rata (therefore not taxable
as a dividend) if it reduces the stockholder's proportionate interest in the
company below 80 percent of his previous interest.

This hurts small corporations on two counts:
(a) Frequently, closely held corporations have to rely on one of the stock-

holders buying preferred stock to get financing for the corporation. Assume that
a corporation with 100 shares equally owned by A and B agrees to redeem
some of B's shares. To get below 80 percent of his relative interest B has to
sell 17, or more than one-third of the shares he owns. If A owned 10 shares,
and B 90, B would have to redeem 65 of his 90 or have the transaction taxed
as a dividend.

Large or publicly held corporations are not adversely affected because they can
borrow the additional financing, or can sell preferred stock to the public.

(b) The stockholdings are usually substantial, which may require a very
substantial redemption in order to reduce his relative interest. For example,
a corporation with 100 shares equally owned by A and B, agrees to redeem
some of B's shares. To get below 80 percent of his relative interest B has to
sell 17, or more than one-third of the shares he owns. If A owned 10 shares,
and B 90, B would have to redeem 65 of his 90 to have the transaction taxed
as a dividend.
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2. Loss carryovers
Section 382 of H. R .8300 provides that where a stockholder's stock ownership

has increased by 50 percent or more during the taxable year, any net operating
loss carryover from a prior year will be reduced accordingly, if the corporation
is not a publicly held corporation. This applies whether the stockholder's in-
creased percentage holding is the result of his purchase of additional stock
or redemption by the corporation of other stock which automatically increases
his percentage.

8. Depreciation
This is one of which President Eisenhower hoped for so much in his budget

message. The President said:
"I recommend that the tax treatment of depreciation be substantially changed

to reduce these restrictions on new investment, which provides a basis for eco-
nomic growth, increased production, and improved standards of living. It will
help the manufacturer in buying new machinery and the storekeeper in expand- 1.
ing and modernizing his establishment. It will help the farmer get new equip-
ment. All of this means many more jobs.

"Specifically, I recommend that business be allowed more freedom in using
straight-line depreciation and in selecting other methods of depreciation."

Let us examine how far section 107 of H. R. 8300 fails to go in carrying out
this blueprint, this hope for small businesses. The declining balance method
at 200 percent of the straight-line rate can be helpful to even small business, but
the restrictions against small business more than offset the advantages. For
example:

(a) Thn new declining balance rate is applicable only to new equipment, and
is usable only by the first purchaser of such equipment. Most small businesses
start with secondhand equipment, and work up to new equipment. This defect
hurts all business, because while the new rate may encourage the buying of
new equipment, it could also dry up the market for the used equipment that is
being replaced.

(b) Section 167 virtually precludes the use of any method of depreciating
new equipment other than the declining balance method, because subsection
(b) (3) does not permit the use of any alternative method under which the
accumulated allowance in a given year exceeds the allowance that could have
been taken under the declining balance method. Of course, any method which
permits ultimate 100 percent depreciation must at some time exceed the accumu-
lation under the declining balance method because that never gets to l0G
percent.

(c) The concept of depreciation and the measure of the rate (whether declin-
ing balance or straight-line) are still based on Internal Revenue's Bulletin F,
which we consider an obstruction to expansion. Bulletin F is based on averages
on "useful life" determined in the 1930's, and taking into account no technological
changes since then. Moreover, Bulletin F imposes a policy of "useful life"
without regard to replacement cost. te

In connection with bulletin F, we would recommend that section 167 (e) of
H. R. 8300 be amended specifically to provide that any difference between the
useful life concepts of the Treasury and the taxpayer be determined without
reference to bulletin F. We also feel that instead of 10 percent, the margin
of variation should be 25 percent.
4. Statutory mergers and consolidations ft1

Under present law statutory mergers have no tax effects, and this is true
of section 354 of H. R. 8300, provided both corporations that are parties to the
merger are publicly held. If one or both of them is closely held the merger
is a taxable transaction unless the limitations of section 359 apply. Section 359
provides that unless the transferor and transferee were owned by the same
interests or after the consolidation the shareholders of the transferor own at
least 25 percent and not more than 400 percent of the stock of the transferee
owned by the original stockholders, the transaction will be taxed as a sale rather
than as a tax-free merger or consolidation.

This 25-400 percent requirements would prohibit effectively any merger be- I?
tween a small corporation and a large one, and would prohibit the stockholders Di
of a small corporation from disposing of their stock to a larger listed corporation
in a tax-free exchange.

The new law defines a closely held corporation as one in which 10 or less
stockholders own more than 50 percent of the stock. Every other corporation

Everyothercorpoatio
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is "publicly held" and eligible for the benefits that are denied to closely held
corporations.

5. Interest deductions
A determined study of section 275, and 312 (d) and 312 (c) of H. R. 8300

reveals the fact that if a lender owns, directly or indirectly, 25 percent or more
of the common stock of a corporation to whom it lends money, and the obligation
is subordinated to the claims of general creditors, the interest paid on the loan
could not be deducted by the corporation.

This hits directly at closely held corporations whose stockholders must lend
money to their firms under subordination agreements.

6. Accumulated earnings tax
The ney law eliminates our concern over section 102 of the Internal Revenue

Code, by substituting a new number for it, section 531-536. The new provisions
ease the situation somewhat, but again discriminate against closely held corpo-
rations by providing that all corporations having 1,500 or more stockholders are
automatically exempt from the penalty surtax provisions.

Some of the new provisions are favorable and helpful to all business, but will
not be entirely satisfactory until (a) all income retained for a reasonable use is
exempted, and (b) they define clearly whether or not retention of income to ex-
pand into a new unrelated business is a reasonable accumulation.

7. Splitting corporations
Section 1731 of the House bill provides that corporations formed by transfer

of assets from other corporations for the purpose of getting additional $25,000
surtax exemptions may not take such exemptions

Section 1731 hits closely held corporations there, and also by providing that
corporations so formed may not be entitled to the $30,000 accumulation that is
exempt from the provisions of the unreasonable accumulations surtax. This
$30,000 accumulation is the most favorable provision relating to the unreason-
able accumulations tax in the new law for small business.

8. Pension trusts
Section 501 (e) of the House bill deals with qualifications of employees as

participants in a qualified trust. There are some notable and some helpful
changes, but it discriminates against small employers in that it restricts many
of them, while opening wide the gates for many larger employers. The restric-
tion on small employers arises from the rigid percentage requirements in sub-
section (e).

9. Partnerships
Many of the companies in the smaller manufacturers' group are partnerships,

and whereas the new law (sec. 701-777) purports to codify and clarify many
of the vexing provisions that have resulted in endless litigation, nevertheless
there are some partnership provisions that leave the partners worse off now than
under the old law.

(a) Interest of a retired or deceased partner.-Under section 736 (a), amounts
received during the first 5 years after the partner's retirement or death will be
taxed to him or his estate. But any payments paid to him or his estate after the
5-year period are gifts of the remaining partners and fully taxable income to
them. We object to this arbitrary distinction in time, particularly in view of
the fact that many partnerships even now are making such payments more than
5 years after partners retired. For the most part, these payments represent a
share of earnings he helped earn while a partner, and the provision automatically
subjects the remaining partners to tax on income that the retired or deceased
partner earned while still a partner.

(b) Transactions between partner and partnerships.-Under the new law they
are treated as separate entities (sec. 707). Thus, sale by a partner to a part-
nership (or vice versa) results in gain or loss to one or the other, unless the part-
ner involved is a controlling partner. A controlling partner owns 50 percent
or more of the partnership interest and is entitled to 50 percent or more of the
profits. Guaranteed salaries paid to partners (sec. 707 (c)) are now distinguished
from any distribution of his partnership interest; and taxable to him upon re-
ceipt, rather than at the end of the partnership year; and are subject to the
Treasury's norm of reasonableness. It is not clear how you would treat any
"salary" paid a partner in excess of an amount found to be "reasonable."

(c) There are several sections which purport to clarify, but which give rise
to more uncertainty, to complicated accounting problems, and some very unneces-
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sary valuation problems. These sections relate to basis of partnership interest,
contributed property, distributions to partners, and computation of partners'
distributive shares.

10. Valuation of estates
Small businesses, whether corporations, partnerships, or proprietorships, are

very sensitive to estate-tax provisions, because frequently the application of
the estate tax might be the difference between a business continuing and not con-
tinuing. Thus, we are considerably alarmed over the change in the optional
valuation of estates for estate-tax purposes.

Under present law the estate has an option to use the value at date of
death or 1 year after the date of death. Under section 2032 of H. R. 8300 the
estate may exercise this option only if the value of the gross estate a year after
death has declined to 6623 percent or less of the value of the gross estate at
death. This figure is arbitrary and rigid and should be removed from the code.

These are some of the provisions that render H. R. 8300 so unsatisfactory to
smaller manufacturers that our council would prefer the present law to the
enactment of H. R. 8300.

But our disappointment with the new law is more concerned with what is not
in the law even, than with some of the intolerable provisions we have outlined.
Here are just three major items proposed to the Ways and Means Committee
by several groups of small-business men and by the House and Senate Small
Business Committees that were not acted upon.

11. Corporation surtax exemptions
We feel that small businesses could operate under conditions in which they

could accumulate enough working capital to enable them to grow if the cor-
porate surtax exemption was applied to all net income up to $100,000 rather
than to $25,000 as at present. Our estimate is that this would cost approximately
$930 million which we feel is a small price to pay for the incentives to more pro-
duction and employment on the part of a group which constitutes 96 percent of
the business community. 'II

12. The Mills plan E

We feel that the Mills plan for accelerated payment of corporate income taxes
should be eliminated, not aggravated.

Most small corporations, and especially closely held corporations, do not have
the accessibility to the money market that is enjoyed by our larger brothers lo
with the result that we are forced to pay higher rates of interest in order to
be able to pay the tax in 2 payments within 6 months after the close of the tax-
able year rather than in the 4 quarterly installments in the law prior to the
adoption of the Mills plans.

Instead of giving us the relief asked in respect of this provision, H. R. 8300,
at section 6016, aggravates the situation by "out-Millsing the Mills plan." It
would do this by accelerating again the payments made by corporations, start-
ing on a graduated scale until we reach the point wherein all corporations would
again pay their tax on a quarterly basis but instead of paying it in the 4 quar-
ters of the year following the taxable year, they would pay the first 2 quarters
during the taxable year and the last 2 quarters during the first half of the fol-
lowing year.

This has two very harmful effects on most of the closely held corporations:
(a) It requires an estimate of net income in order that the tax might be pay-

able before the net income is realized.
(b) Most of our smaller businesses operate on the calendar-year basis and

under the terms of section 6016 of H. R. 6300 every corporation on the calendar
basis would be obliged to pay 110 percent of 1 year's taxes in each of the next 5
years. This means that at the end of 5 years every corporation in our group
will have paid a half year's taxes over and above the amount for which it is
liable, and there is no year in which it will pay less than 100 percent until it
has gone out of business, or until the year after forever.

13. Corporate tax rate
A great many associations and organizations of small-business men appealed to

the House Ways and Means Committee to reduce the corporate rate tc at least 50
percent from the current 52 percent. However, in H. R. 8300 the rate is con-
tinued at 52 percent and we feel that this is most harmful to the small-business
man in terms of his morale in trying to grow by being constantly reminded that
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in his business he is the junior partner and the United States Government re-
mains the senior partner.

We feel that all 13 of the proposals mentioned are worthy of the closest con-
sideration by the Senate Finance Committee in the interest of the small busi-
nesses of the United States, which are spread throughout every State in the
Union, and which comprise 96 percent of the entire business community.

OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Columbus, April 23, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

To all Members of the Senate Finance Coomittee:
We understand that the Senate Finance Committee will soon conclude its

hearings on the legislation revising the Internal Revenue Code (H. It. 8300).
We submit for the committee's consideration the enclosed recommendations

of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce as incorporated in letters to Senators Bricker
and Burke of Ohio.

Respectfully,
C. I. WEAVER.

OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Columbus 15, Ohio, April 23, 1954.
Hon. JOHN W. BUicKER and Hon. THOMAS A. BURKE,

United States Senators, Senate Office Building,
Washbigton, D. C.

DEAR SENATORS: We have had occasion previously to express to you the support
of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce for the major objectives of the bill making
extensive revisions in the Internal Revenue Code (H. R. 8300) which is now
under consideration by the Senate Finance Committee.

As we have said before, we regard the bill as beneficial in improving adminis-
trative and compliance features, by removing many inequities that have crept
into present law, by closing some loopholes and by giving some measure of relief
to all classes of taxpayers. After serious study by our Federal taxation advisory
committee, however, we believe changes are called for to improve the bill, and
we are taking this means of presenting our supplementary views. They were
presented by our counsel, Mr. C. D. L-aylin, in his appearance as a witness before
the Finance Committee. Mr. Laylin, however, spoke not only for the Ohio
Chamber of Commerce, but for other State chambers associated with the Council
of State Chambers of Commerce. We felt that you would appreciate having
this direct expression of an Ohio business viewpoint.

The recommendations of the Ohio chamber are as follows:
1. That the method of alleviating the double taxation of corporate earnings,

embodied in sections 34 and 116 of the bill, being consistent with that which
has been repeatedly advocated by the Ohio Chamber of Commerce and the State
chambers is approved, though the degree of relief falls short of that for which
we had hoped and to which we looked forward.

2. That we approve the attempt to make more flexible the depreciation deduc-
tion as embodied in section 167 of the bill, as a step in the right direction,
though the committee adheres to the position of the State chambers that, in
principle, the taxpayers should be allowed to exercise discretion in the choice
of method and rate, within the limits of sound and consistent accounting.

3. We wish to register disappointment that, for asserted revenue reasons, the
bill fails to recognize certain firm recommendations of the Ohio Chamber of
Commerce and the State chambers. For example, the bill leaves unchanged the
present law imposing a 2 percent penalty tax on consolidated corporation returns
and the tax on 15 percent of intercorporate dividends. In supporting the bill as
a whole, we advocate the elimination of these features, which would involve the
deletion of the last sentence of section 1514 (a) and appropriate amendments
of sections 243, 244, and 245.

4. The extension for 1 year of the 52 percent combined rate on corporate
incomes is directly contrary to the positions of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce
and the State chambers which is that corporate rates are too high and should
not be continued at their present level beyond the date fixed in the present law.

45994-54-pt. 4- 29
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If urgent revenue needs require extension of the 52 percent rate for 1 year as

provided in the bill, the Ohio Chamber of Commerce accepts with great reluctance

this feature of the bill with the understanding that this rate will expire at the

end of 1 year.
5. The bill contains new provisions for declarations and advance payment of

income taxes by corporations secss. 6074, 6152, 6154, and 6655). This extension

of the deplorable consequences of the Mills bill would amount to a further heavy

increase in the tax payments of corporations with liabilities in excess of $50,000.

In the case of non-excess-profit tax corporations it is a 10 percent increase in

taxes for the next 5 years and will seriously deplete working capital.

6. The key employee provisions of the new qualification sections affecting

employees' accident and health plans, and pension, profit-sharing and stock-

bonus plans, would in practice discriminate against medium-sized corporations.

This discrimination should be removed.
We see no reason for applying to group insurance plans the elaborate qualifica-

tion provisions of the bill. We are opposed to the taxation of payments to em-

ployees under group insurance plans.
7. Section 309 of the bill imposes a penalty tax upon a corporation redeeming

nonparticipating stock under certain circumstances. The tax should be imposed

upon the stockholder as a dividend at ordinary rates rather than upon the cor-

poration, and limited to amounts received under such circumstances in redemp-

tion of stock after the enactment of the bill.
8. Subsections (b) (2) and (c) (1) of section 359 of the bill impose a new

condition upon the tax-free exchange of stock or property of a closely-held corpo-

ration for stock of an acquiring corporation, namely, that, immediately after the

Exchange the shareholders of the acquired or tranferor corporation shall hold at

least 25 percent of the stock of the acquiring corporation outstanding prior to
the transfer. This condition has no perceptible revenue or taxation purpose, and
should be eliminated.

9. We b-lieve wherever technical changes are made in the bill a reasonable
period of time should be allowed to elapse before they become effective as law.

10. We believe that the Federal budget should be balanced through a continuing
decrease in expenditures and that present conditions do not warrant an increase
in the statutory limit on the public debt.

Again, permit us to express our support for the bill as a whole and our apprecia-
tion of the serious attention given by Congress to the many needed revisions and
improvements in the Internal Revenue Code.

Our suggestions are submitted in a spirit of helpfulness and cooperation and we
sincerely trust that you will find it possible to support them during Senate
consideraiton of the measure.

Respectfully,
C. J. WEAVER, President.

FEDErRAL TAXATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Freeman T. Eagleson, chairman, Eagleson & Laylin, 16 East Broad Street, Colum-
bus, Ohio

Richard C. Baker, assistant to treasurer, tax division, the Timken Roller Bear-
ing Co., 1S35 D'uber Avenue, SW., Canton 6

Arthur F. Beckel, assistant to the president, Robbins & Myers, Inc., Springfield 99
George D. Brabson, tax attorney, the Ohio Oil Co.. Findlay

E. H. Browning, real estate and tax agent, New York Central System, Cleveland
14

E. A. Cole, assistant counsel, the B. F. Goodrich Co., 500 South Main Street,
Akron

William A. Crichley, controller, Diamond Alkali Co., 300 Union Commerce Build-
ing., Cleveland 15

Rufus Day, Jr., McAfee, Grossman, Taplin, Hanning, Newcomer and Hazlett,
Midland Building, Cleveland

Bryan C. S. Elliott, tax division, United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Donald A. Finkbeiner, Finkbeiner & Stecher, Toledo Trust Building, Toledo
Paul L. Holden, Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, 1857 Union Commerce Building,

Cleveland 14
Thomas P. Kearns, tax supervisor, American Steel & Wire Co., Rockefeller

Building, Cleveland 13
Clarence D. Laylin, Eagleson & Laylin, 16 East Broad Street, Columbus
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John C. Martin, CPA, Keller, Kirschner, Martin & Clinger, 33 North High Street,
Columbus

H. H. Miner, assistant secretary, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 1144 East Market
Street, Akron 16

Frank Morfoot, assistant secretary, Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Ohio Building,
Toledo 1

Frank R. Pitt, secretary, the DeVilbiss Co., Toledo 1
D. E. Reichelderfer. controller, Arnco Steel Corp., Middletown
L. F. Scholley, assistant controller, ('leveland Electric Illuminating Co.,

Cleveland.
William A. Stark, vice president and trust officer, Fifty-Third Union Trust Co.,

Cincinnati
Carrol L. Wilson, director of finance, the Champion Paper & Fiber Co., Hamilton

STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE T. A. THOMPSON, 7TH DISTRICT, LOUISIANA

Mr. Chairman, I would like to place in the record remarks concerning sections
631 and 272, contained iii H. R. 8300, as passed by the House. Sections 631 and
272 introduce a new requirement that certain administrative and other expenses
(including interest and taxes) be charged against the capital gain instead of
being deductible from gross income. I am very interested in the subject matter
because many timber owners in my district, especially the smaller owners and
operators strenuously object to this new requirement. I understand the timber
owners all over the country are likewise objecting. They insist that in the code
the treamtent of timber should be separated from that of coal and are equally
insistent that no change be made in the present provisions of section 117K of
the 1943 tax act insofar as timber is concerned.

My constitutents tell me the effect of the charges will be to discourage private
forestry programs. Further, they say it would impose almost impossible
accounting requirements on timber owners, especially on small taxpayers who
cannot afford expensive legal and accounting advice. Finally, they say it would
discriminate against forest owners as compared to others who have capital
gains.

Apparently the purpose of sections 631 and 272 was to permit the deduction of
certain expenses from capital gain where the taxpayer has no ordinary income
against which to apply them.

Some other timber owners have proposed that under section 631 (b), the date
of disposal should be changed from the date of the cutting contract to the date
the timber is cut. For your kind consideration and I hope adoption, I submit
the following proposed amendment:

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTIONS 272 631 OF H. R. 8300 WITH
RESPECT TO CAPITAL GAINS ON TIMBER

(Omit the language shown in black brackets and add language italicized.)

SEC. 272. [CUTTING OF TIMBER AND] DISPOSAL OF COAL [OR TIM-
BER].

[(a) Where the cutting of timber by a taxpayer is considered a sale or
exchange under section 631 (a), no deduction shall be allowed for administra-
tive and other expenses, incurred in the taxable year such timber is cut, in
connection with the holding and quality measurement of such timber.]

[(b)] Where the disposal of coal [or timer] by the taxpayer is covered by
section 631 [(b)] (c), no deduction shall be allowed for expenditures attributa-
ble to the making and administering of the contract under which such disposition
occurs and to the preservation of the economic interest retained under such
contract. This subsection shall not apply to any taxable year during which
there is no production, or income, under the contract.

SEC. 631. GAIN OF LOSS IN THE CASE OF TIMBER OR COAL.

(a) ELECTION TO CONSIDER CUTTING AS SALE OR EXCHANOE.-If the taxpayer
so elects on his return for a taxable year, the cutting of timber (for sale or for
use in the taxpayer's trade or business) during such year by the taxpayer who
owns, or has a contract right to cut, such timber (providing he has owned such
timber or has held such contract right for a period of more than 6 months
before the beginning of such year) shall be considered as a sale or exchange
of such timber cut during such year. If such election has been made, gain or
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loss to the taxpayer shall be recognized In an amount equal to the difference
between the fair market value of such timber, and the adjusted basis for deple-
tion of such timber in the hands of the taxpayer. [plus the deductions disallowed
under section 272.] Such fair market value shall be the fair market value as
of the first day of the taxable year in which such timber is cut, and shall there-
after be considered as the cost of such cut timber to the taxpayer for all pur-
poses for which such cost is a necessary factor. If a taxpayer makes an election
under this subsection, such election shall apply with respect to all timber which
is owned by the taxpayer or which the taxpayer has a contract right to cut
and shall be binding on the taxpayer for the taxable year for which the election
is made and for all subsequent years, unless the Secretary or his delegate, on
showing of undue hardship, permits the taxpayer to revoke his election; such
revocation, however, shall preclude any further elections under this subsection
except with the consent of the Secretary or his delegate.

(b) DISPOSAL OF TIMBER [OR COAL] WITH A RETAINED EcoNoMIc INTEREST.-
(1) In the case of the disposal of timber [or coal (including lignite),] held for
more than 6 months before such disposal, by the owner thereof under any form
or type of contract by virtue of which such owner retains an economic interest
in such timber [or coal, the difference between the amount realized from the
disposal of such timber [or coal] and the adjusted depletion basis thereof [plus
the deductions disallowed for the taxable year under section 2721 shall be con-
sidered as though it were a gain or loss, as the case may be, on the sale of such
timber [or coal]. The date of cutting of such timber shall be deemed to be
the date of disposal.

(2) To the extent not deducted famrn other income of the taxpayer as business
expenses, expenditures attributable to the making and administering of the
contract under which the disposition occurs and to the preservation of the
economic interest retained under such contract may be added to the adjusted
depletion basis in determining gain or loss.

(c) DISPOSAL OF COAL WITH A RETAINED EcoNoMic INTEREST.--In the case of
the disposal of coal (including lignite), held for more than 6 months before such
disposal, by the owner thereof under any form of contract by virtue of which
such owner retains an economic interest in such coal, the difference between the
amount realized from the disposal of such coal and the adjusted depletion basis
thereof plus the deductions disallowed for the taxable year under section 272 8
shall be considered as though it were a gain or loss, as the case -may be, on the
sale of such coal. Such owner shall not be entitled to the allowance for per- i
centage depletion provided in section 613 with respect to such coal. [In the
case of coal,] This subsection shall not apply to income realized by any owner
as a coadventurer, partner, or principal in the mining of such coal, and the word
owner means any person who owns an economic interest in coal in place, in-
cluding a sublessor. The date of disposal of such coal shall be deemed to be a
the date such coal is mined. In determining the gross income, the adjusted IV
gross income, or the taxable income of the lessee, the deductions allowable with k
respect to rents and royalties shall be determined without regard to the pro- iA
visions of this subsection. This subsection shall have no application, [in the
case of coal,] for purposes of applying subchapter G, relating to corporations
used to avoid income tax on shareholders (including the determinations of the b(
amount of the deduction under section 535 (b) (6) or section 545 (b) (5)).

AU

DETROIT 23, MICH., April 22, 1954.
CHAIRMAN OF FINANCE COMs MITTEE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C. IA
GENTLEMEN: Last year a Mongoloid child was born to us (one of 300,000 in

the United States). At the specific recommendation of 3 physicians, this child
was placed in a home for care at a cost of $100 per month.

This year a deduction of $1,103 was disallowed on our income-tax return on
the basis that this child was not at the home for the primary purpose of treat-
ment and I was given to understand if he had tuberculosis, cerebral palsy, or
any other affliction which today has a known cure or treatment it would be
allowed under the present law. It is unfortunate that to date there is no relief
for Mongoloids and many other congenitally defective children. However, since
medical experience has proved the necessity for custodial care, I firmly believe

or
rot
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the parents of such children should receive tax relief. This child was sent to
us by God like a normal child and we wish to assume the responsibility for his
care even though it means a long, hard sacrifice.

It is our recommendation that serious consideration be given to this problem
inasmuch as there are 5 million physically or mentally handicapped children
in this country or 12.4 percent of school-age children. With the increased birth-
rate the number will continue to grow and unless some relief is provided, more
of these children will be placed in public institutions at a cost considerably
more than the $250 tax credit which would be allowed by the Government to
parents.

Moreover, at approximately the age of 6, this child must be sent to a special
school in the hopes that he can be rehabilitated. The States provide no special
schools and so the parent is again faced with heavy expense for an undetermined
period of years.

The tax allowance means a credit to us of approximately $25 for every hundred
dollars expended or about $250, 21/2 months of care.

We are aware of the abuses which might result from a revision of the law
"for the medication and prevention of disease" but congenitally defective chil-
dren are so seriously handicapped that custodial care is a necessity.

We respectfully request that serious consideration be given this problem in
the revision of H. R. 8300.

Most respectfully,
LEBERTHA MAYENE SELINOER.

Mrs. Paul J. Selinger.

WILLIAM O'NEILL KRONNER,

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR,
Detroit 26, April 21, 1951.

Hon. HOMER FERGUSON,
Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: Supplementing Mrs. Lulu Bachman's letter to you under date
of April 15, and your reply thereto under date of April 19, relating to H. R. 8300,
section 1235, providing for sale or exchange of patents by the inventor, and H. R.
7646 providing for a percentage depletion allowance for patents, which are now
in the Senate Finance Committee, I am enclosing a memorandum prepared by
Mrs. Ernest E. Wemp and the undersigned, which I respectfully request that you
present and discuss with Senator Milliken, chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee.

I note that you have already taken time out from a very busy schedule to dis-
cuss this matter with Mr. J. Marvin Iaynes of the law firm of Haynes & Miller,
Washington, D. C., and I want you to know that Mrs. Wemp, Mrs. Bachman, and
the undersigned are most grateful. I am informed that either Mr. Haynes or
his associate, Mr. Miller, will contact you further on Thursday or Friday of this
week.

While some of the contents of the enclosed memorandum may be cumulative,
the outcome of the pending legislation is of such great importance to Mrs. Wemp,
whose position is consistent with the traditional Republican idea of encouraging
American inventors and protecting their widows, that she should be afforded
every opportunity of stating her position and I know that you will follow through
by presenting same as incorporated in the enclosed memorandum, as above set
forth.

Be assured, Senator, of our gratefulness for your many, many courtesies, your
devotion to the public interest and our every good wish for your continued suc-
cess, so richly deserved.

Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM O'NEILL KRONNER.

MEMORANDUM RE H. R. 8300, SECTION 1235, PROVIDING FOR SALE OF EXCHANGE OF

PATENTS BY THE INVENTOR, AND H. R. 7646, PROVIDING FOI A PERCENTAGE DE,

PLETION ALLOWANCE FOR PATENTS

I. SECTION 1235

Section 1235 proposes to allow an inventor to treat the Income from the sale
or exchange of a patent or application therefor as a capital gain only if (1) he
retains no interest whatsoever in the patent except to the extent that the pur-
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chase price may be related to the productivity of the patented invention, and (2)
the entire proceeds of such sale or exchange are received by the inventor within
a 5-year period from the date of such sale or exchange.

Under the present law, it is well established by judicial decisions that if an
amateur inventor grants an exclusive license to another to make, use and sell his
patented invention, and agrees to receive as payment therefor royalties measured
either by the number of units of the invention sold or by the unit price which the
assignee receives from sales of the patented invention, such payments constitute
capital gain to the inventor, ta xable at capital gain rates. The foregoing rule
is not applicable to exclusive licensing agreements entered into by professional
inventors, since they are deemed to be primarily engaged in the business of in-
venting and holding their inventions for sale.

Section 1235 proposes a substantial change in existing law, broader in the re-
spect that it applies equally to amatuer and professional inventors, but most
seriously restrictive in that it requires all the proceeds of sale to be received by
the inventor within 5 years. Under present law, an inventor may receive royal-
ties from exclusive licensing agreements during the entire life of his patent and
have such royalty payments taxable at capital gain rates.

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee with respect to section
1235 states that its purpose is "to provide a larger incentive to all inventors to
contribute to the welfare of the Nation."

To the extent that the difference in tax treatment of sales of patents by ama-
teurs and professional inventors is eliminated, the section is an improvement
over the present law, but it will fall far short of providing the "larger incentive a
to all inventors" mentioned in the committee report. Indeed, its effect will ha aI
the opposite.

In the first place, the 5-year period is so short that it will seriously deter
the proper commercial development and exploitation of new inventions. It can 3,
be predicted with considerable certainty that the establishment of a 5-year a
royalty limit, in order to obtain capital-gains tax treatment, will retard the
development and marketing of inventions. Instead of promptly entering into
contracts of sale with established manufacturers, inventors can be expected to
try to exploit their own inventions, often with inadequate capital. They will be
tempted to use the 5-year period after obtaining a patent to test for themselves $
the extent to which their inventions are likely to be commercially successful.
The financial hazards and the likelihood of failure of such understakings by
inventors themselves will almost certainly delay or prevent altogether the
commercial development of many a scientific advance.

On the other hand, since patents run for a period of 17 years, the existing law
encourages inventors to sell under exclusive license agreements their patented
inventions as promptly as possible to well-established national manufacturing
organizations. This is true because a sale with reservation of royalties for the
full life of the patent places the inventor and the manufacturer-buyer on an
economic parity. The inventor under a 17-year exclusive license agreement
shares fully in the success of his invention and the manufacturer-buyer has no
incentive to delay commercial exploitation of the invention.

In contrast, the 5-year period proposed by section 1235 will place inventors
at the mercy of persons financially and otherwise capable of commercially de-
veloping his invention. A purchaser, under the 5-year royalty contract contem-
plated by section 1235, will have every incentive to drag his feet in popularizing
and promoting the sale of the invented article during the first 5 years. Then,
when free of his obligation to pay the inventor further royalties, he can step up
promotional activities with respect to the invention and reap the harvest of
profits for himself, leaving the inventor in the unenviable position of having
created the new device only to lose the valuable economic rewards of his genius.

It may be that the House Ways and Means Committee thought that if an
inventor wanted to share in the reward throughout the life of the patent, he
would be free to enter into a licensing agreement rather than a contract of sale.
Bt this is not realistically true. Many manufacturers rightly insist upon com-
plete ownership and control of the patents covering the invented devices which
they undertake to manufacture. This is the reason the so-called exclusive license
agreement which has been consistently held tantamount to a sale or assignment
is so common a form of patent conveyance. Under such agreements the inventor
parts with all his property rights in the patent and the invention, retaining only
a contract right to receive a portion of the profit earned by his invention during
the life of th patent. Yet under the House bill he will be required to report
the entire purchase price as ordinary income. And why? Solely because the
payments of the purchase price extend for more than 5 years.
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Thus the inventor is faced with a Hobson's choice: give up all property right
in his invention and receive royalties taxable at capital-gains rates during the
first 5 years while the use and value of the invention are in the developmental
and promotional stage; or treat the royalties as ordinary income, subject to tax
rates which over 17 years may or may not yield more, net of income taxes, than
royalties for 5 years at capital-gain tax rates. In neither instance has the
inventor received just compensation for his genius.

There is another very objectionable feature of section 1235. Its restrictions
with respect to capital gains treatment of royalties from the sale of a patent
apply to any persons whose efforts created such property. Many inventions have
reached the patentable stage only by reason of outside financial aid to the in-
ventor. Typical contracts for necessary financial aid provide that the person
advancing the risk capital will share in the ownership of the resulting invention.
A part of the reward for assuming the great financial risk involved is the capital
gains treatment accorded the proceeds of a subsequent sale of the patent or
application. Denying capital-gains treatment to financial backers will make
persons with financial means more than ever reluctant to assist potential in-
ventors.

Perhaps section 1235 is not intended to restrict the right of a financial backer
to have unrestricted capital-gains tax treatment of a sale of his interest in the
patent. But without a definition of the phrase "any person whose efforts create
such property," the effect of the section is uncertain.

In any event, to the extent that inventors themselves are restricted in their
right to have capital-gains tax treatment, it is made more difficult for them to
obtain financial aid while they are creating a patentable invention.

When Congress had before it for consideration in 19150 a proposal to exclude
inventions, patents. and designs from the definition of a capital asset under section
117 (a) (1) of the 1939 Revenue Code, the Senate Finance Committee rejected it
and stated :

"The House bill also would have treated as ordinary income gains from the sale
of an invention or patent by the occasional inventor. Your committee believes
that the desirability of fostering the work of such inventors outweiahs the small
amount of additional revenue which might be obtained under the House bill and
therefore, the words 'invention', 'patents' and 'design' have been eliminated from
this section of the bill."

The same reasoning applies to section 12315. It ought either to be rejected by
this committee or the 5-year period in subsection (a) should be extended to the
17-year period during which the patent is effective.

TI. HE. R. 7646, TO PROVIDE A PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE FOR PATENTS

On February 2, 1954, H. R. 7646 was introduced in the House of Representatives
and was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.

In the revision of the Internal Revenue ('ode contained in H. R. 9300 no pro-
vision has been made for a percentage depletion allowance for patents. It is
submitted that the proposals made in H. R. 7646 ought to be included in H. R.
8300.

A patent has a 17-year life, at the end of which time the invention protected
by the patent becomes public property. Under present tax law the cost to the
inventor of obtaining a patent is depreciable. However, the actual cost usually
represents only a small part of the intangible cost and value to the inventor of
the invention covered by the patent. Thus, virtually all the profits derived from
a patent over its life are subject to income taxes without any substantial depre-
ciation deductions for cost

The national economy requires that potential inventors he given every reason-
able encouragement and incentive to devote their energy and skill to the develop.
ment of new devices, products, and processes.

Percentage depletion allowances have long been granted to oil, gas, and other
mineral properties in order to stimulate exploration and development. New
inventions are at least equally valuable to the national interest. It is just as
important to stimulate creative genius to invent new devices, products, and proc-
esses as it is to encourage the discovery and extraction of our mineral reserves.

A percentage depletion allowance amounting to 15 percent of the gross inome
from a patent during its life is a reasonable incentive. It can be expected to
have the same stimulating effect upon the development of invaluable inventions
that the 2714 percent depletion allowance has had in developing the oil and gas
industry in this country.
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PHILLIPS, COUOHLIN, BUELL & PHILLIPS,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

Portland, Oreg., April 30, 1954.
Re H. R. 8300
Hon. Guy CORDON,

United States Senator,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CORDON: The above legislation was adopted by the House as
a part of the general revision of the income-tax statutes.

However, it has come to our attention that the House of Representatives
apparently did not give full consideration to the problems of title-insurance com-
panies in connection with this revision.

You will recall that the new act provides a certain dividend credit on dividends
received by individuals under section 34 of the proposed revision. This credit,
however, is denied to stockholders of all insurance companies which apparently
would include title-insurance companies. Corporations receiving dividends are
also allowed a deduction under section 243 of the proposed revision but this is
denied all insurance companies under section 246 and we assume would deny
it to title-insurance companies.

Subchapter L of the proposed revision treats particularly with insurance com-
panies, part I thereof being life-insurance companies, part II being mutual in-
surance companies, and part III being other insurance companies. We assume
that the restrictive provisions under 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1) were primarily
intended to apply to life-insurance companies and mutual insurance companies
which enjoy certain accounting privleges for tax-reporting purposes by reason
of certain loss reserves which they are required to keep under said regulations.

Title-insurance companies, however, are not required to have such loss reserves
and apparently the only reserve which is required of them under Oregon In-
surance Commissioner regulations is a reinsurance reserve of 3 percent of their
premiums which is frozen for a period of 180 months and then released for
corporate purposes. At the time it is released it becomes corporate income and
is subject to taxation.

The Title & Trust Co. of Portland, Oreg., is sending to you a memorandum
covering the full extent of this matter and we hope that you may be able to assist
in having the matter corrected in the tax bati which is already before the Senate.
We believe that title-insurance companies which report on the same basis as
other corporations in general should enjoy the same deductions or credits for
dividends paid as other corporations and that their stockholders should enjoy
the same credits as stockholders of other corporations reporting their income
tax on a similar basis.

With best personal regards to you and Bob Parkman.
Very truly yours,

CLARENCE D. PHILLIPS.

TITLE & TRUST Co.,

Re H. R. 8300. Portland, Oreg., April 12, 1954.

Mr. COLIN F. STAM,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Ta.ation,

1011 House Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. STAM: Enclosed herewith for your consideration and for presentation,

to the Senate Finance Committee is a memorandum suggesting amendments to
sections 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1) of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of
1954, together with a statement of the reasons why such amendments should be
made. It is believed that the sections now proposed are defective from a.tech-
nical standpoint and cover corporations no intended to be covered.

This presentation is made on behalf of the Oregon Land Title Association, a
trade association representing all of the seven title-insurance companies quali-
fied to do business in this State.

Respectfully,
BUDD G. BuRNiE, Preaident.
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MEMORANDUM RE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 34 (c) (1) AND 246 (a) (1),
H. 1. 8300, RELATIVE TO DIVIDENDS PAID ON STOCK OF OREGON TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANIES

I. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

It is submitted that the following provisions should be substituted for the pro-
visions proposed under H. R. 8300 for the following subsections:

"SEC. 34. DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS.
" (c) No CREDIT ALLOWED FOR DIVIDENDS FROM CERTAIN CORPORATION.-Subsec-

tion (a) shall not apply to any dividend from-
"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L

(sec. 801 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in sec-
tion 11, and (b) its net income as computed under subchapter L is not sub-
stantially different from its net income as computed without reference to
subchapter L."

"SEC. 246. RULES APPLYING TO DEDUCTIONS FOR DIVIDENDS RE-
CEIVED.

"(a) DEDUCTION NOT ALLOWED FOR DIVIDEND FROM CERTAIN CORPORATIONS.-
The deductions allowed by sections 243, 244, and 245 shall not apply to any
dividend from-

"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L
(sec. 801 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in sec-
tion 11, and (b) its net income as computed under subchapter L is not sub-
stantially different from its net income as computed without reference to
subchapter L."

fI. REASONS FOR THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

A. Purpose of provisions. As explained in the House committee report the
general purposes of section 34 is to afford some relief from the double taxation of
corporation dividends. The purpose of subsection (c) of section 34 is explained
on page 6 of the report as follows:

"The relief offered by the dividend-received credit is limited to situations in
which double taxation actually occurs. Accordingly, the dividend-received credit
is not allowed with respect to dividends paid by foreign corporations or tax-
exempt domestic corporations. Thus, It does not apply to dividends of exempt
farm cooperatives or to distributions which have been allowed as a deduction
(in effect treated as interest) to a mutual savings bank, cooperative bank, or
building and loan association. Moreover, the dividend-received credit is not
available to nonresident alien individuals not subject to the regular individual
income tax."

Section 34 contains provisions not in the present law, allowing to individual
stockholders a dividends-received credit for part of the dividends received from
corporations subject to the regular tax rates. Sections 243, 244, and 245 contain
provisions, similar to those in section 26 (b) of the present law, allowing to cor-
porate stockholders deductions for a portion of the dividends on stock received
from corporations subject to the regular tax rates.

Undoubtedly, it was for the purpose stated in the above quotation that the
House Committee inserted in section 34 (c) (1) and in section 246 (a) (1) the
limitation regarding "an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by sub-
chapter L (sec. 801 and following) ;"

As will be shown clearly below, however, the language used is too broad in its
operation and will include insurance companies which are subject to the income
tax and surtax rates applicable to corporations in general and whose dividends
presently are subject to double taxation.

B. Taxation of insurance companies. Subchapter L of chapter 1 contains the
provisions for taxation of insurance companies, under four separate parts, as
follows:

Part I covers life Insurance companies and in general continues for 1 year
the present provisions of the law.

Part II covers mutual insurance companies (other than life or marine or fire
Insurance companies issuing perpetual policies) and in general continues the
present provisions of the law.

Part III covers other insurance companies and in general continues the present
provisions of the law.
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Part IV covers provisions of general application and in general continues the
present provisions of the law.

Under the present law and under the House bill, insurance companies which
are covered by parts I and II, in general life insurance and mutual companies, are
not subject to the regular corporation income-tax rates. On the other hand, sec-
tion 831 of the House bill provides as to "other companies" covered by part III
as follows:

"(a) Imposition of tax.-Taxes computed as provided in section II shall be
imposed for each taxable year on the taxable income of every insurance company
(other than a life or mutual insurance company), every mutual marine insurance
company, and every mutual fire insurance company exclusively issuing either
perpetual policies or policies for which the sole premium charged is a single
deposit which (except for such deduction or underwriting costs as may be pro-
vided) is refundable on cancellation or expiration of the policy."

Section 11 covers the tax imposed on "corporations in general." Accordingly,
insurance companies covered by part III pay the regular corporation tax rates.

C. Title insurance companies. These companies are covered by part III and pay
the regular corporation tax rates. Section 832 provides, as does the present law,
that the gross income of such companies shall include (A) the gross amount
earned during the year from investment income and from underwriting income,
(B) gain during the year from the sale or other disposition of property, and (C)
all other items constituting gross income under subehapter B. Deductions are
allowed for losses incurred, expenses incurred, and other deductions comparable
to the deductions allowed to ordinary corporations.

By reason of the nature of their business, title-insurance companies in the
State of Oregon operate in the same manner as corporations in general. They
maintain extensive title records and before a title policy is issued a careful
search of the record is made. A single premium is charged for the policy and
substantially the entire amount immediately constitutes taxable income. A title
policy is not renewable at stated intervals like most insurance policies but con-
tinues in force indefinitely. Title-insurance companies in Oregon at the present
time are required by law to set aside each month as an unearned premium or
reinsurance reserve 3 percent of their gross premiums. After the expiration of
180 months from January 1, 1942, that portion of the unearned premium or
reinsurance reserve established more than 180 months prior shall be released and
shall no longer constitute part of the unearned premium or reinsurance reserve,
and may be used for any corporate purpose, thus making such amounts released
from such reserves subject to the regular corporation tax rates in such year.

Such reinsurance reserves of 3 percent as presently required by the insurance
commissioner of Oregon, are not "loss reserves," and should not be confused
with reserves required of life-insurance companies or mutual companies. The
reinsurance reserve of a title company in Oregon is strictly limited in both
amount and time, and after the period of 180 months becomes income to the
corporation, and a part of the fund out of which dividends are paid to its stock-
holders.

Because of the extensive research in connection with each title policy, the
largest item of expense is labor, in common with corporations in general. As
a result of this and efficient title practices, losses rarely exceed 2 percent of
annual premiums and thus do not present any unusual accounting problems.
Oregon title-insurance companies do not use reserves in determining loss deduc-
tions for the purpose of computing net income. A loss deduction is determined
on each separate situation in the light of the particular facts, and is taken only
when the amount is definitely ascertained.

Accordingly, the net income of an Oregon title-insurance company, as com-
puted under section 832 of the House bill (which is substantially the same as
section 204 of the present Internal Revenue Code), would be substantially the
same if its income were determined under other provisions of the law applicable
to corporations in general.

Oregon title-insurance companies do not receive any special tax benefits or
favored treatment; their income-tax burden is fully as heavy as that of corpor-
ations in general. They do not receive any special benefits such as, for example,
percentage depletion deductions afforded to natural resource companies.

Any fair-minded survey of the facts will disclose clearly that title-insurance
companies in the State of Oregon bear their full share of the Federal income-
tax burden. They definitely present a situation "in which double taxation actu-
nlly occurs" and there is no sound basis in logic or equity for discriminating
against them, as the House bill does.
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Accordingly, if no change is made in the provisions here in question, this
company will continue to be subject to double taxation in the same manner as
corporations in general, without any relief whatever to its stockholders. We re-
spectfully submit that this treatment would be grossly inequitable and discrim-
inatory and, we believe, would be contrary to the real intention of the legislators.

In this connection it should be noted that under the present law Oregon title-
insurance companies are allowed a dividends-received deduction for dividends
received from any titue-insurance subsidiaries, while under the proposed House
bill they would be allowed no deduction. Accordingly, the House bill not only
would deny the new dividends-received credit to its shareholders but would add
a very great tax burden on such companies which is not imposed by the present
law.

CONCLUSION

It is respectfully submitted that the provisions of sections 34 (c) and (1) and
246 (a) (1) of House bill 8300 would result in unjust discrimination as to
Oregon title-insurance companies and should be amended. It is believed that
their inclusion in the exceptions was due to a misunderstanding or to an over-
sight.

THE J. L. HuTDSON CO.,

Detroit, Mich., April 15, 1954.
ion. HOMER FERGUSON,

Scno te Of1ce Buildlig, Iis), ivriton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR FERGUSON: The Senate Finance Committee at the present time
is conducting very brief hearings on H. R. 8300, the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, a bill revising the internal revenue laws of the United States. Certainly
this legislation was a monumental undertaking for the House Ways and Means
Committee, and that group is to be commended for the efforts which it was
required to put forth in order to complete this important task.

However, there are many things in the bill which were never discussed at
any of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee and which did not
appear in any of the publications of any of the services which attempted to
report on pending tax legislation. It is almost impossible to read and under-
stand this bill in time to make adequate protests against those provisions which
seem inequitable to taxpayers. There are three provisions, however, which are
very disturbing to the J. L. Hudson Co.

One provision is the changed payment date covered in sections 6016, 6074,
6154, and 6155 of the bill. These sections require the acceleration of the pay-
ment of corporate income taxes over the next 5 years in the following manner;

In the year 1955 the entire tax liability for the taxable year 1954 must be
paid, plus 10 percent of the estimated tax for the taxable year 1955.

In the year 1956, 90 percent of the tax for the taxable year 1955 must be
paid, plus 20 percent of the estimated tax for the year 1956.

This continues until 1959, when it will be necessary to pay 60 percent of the
tax due for the taxable year 1958, plus 50 percent of the estimated tax for the
taxable year 1959.

In 1960 the taxpayer will pay 50 percent of the tax for the taxable year
1959, plus 50 percent of the estimated tax for the taxable year 1960.

In other words, during the 5 years, 1955 to 1959, inclusive, it will be necessary
for a corporate taxpayer to pay in the aggregate one-half year's additional
income taxes. This is a very serious matter because it robs corporations of
working capital needed for the conduct of their business. It is extremely unfair
to make any corporate taxpayer pay an additional one-half year's income tax,
which is nonrecoverable until the year of dissolution or failure.

Another provision which disturbs the J. L. Hudson Co. is the requirement
of section 461 of H. RI. 83(0. Under existing law, an accrual-basis taxpayer
is required to accrue a deduction for taxes at the moment the lien for taxes
attaches to the property. In Michigan the lien attaches on January 1 of each
year.

Under the provisions of section 461 of H. R. 8300, an accrual-basis taxpayer
is required to accrue taxes for the period that the taxes cover. In Michigan
taxes which attach to the property on January 1 of each year are payable in
August and December of that year, and cover the period up to June 30 of the
subsequent year. Therefore, under the provisions of H. R. 8300, taxes must
be accrued during the period July 1 of one year, through June 30 of the subse-
quent year. This will deny accrual-basis taxpayers in Michigan a deduction for
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taxes for a minimum of 6 months In the year of change to a maximum of 1

years. The J. L. Hudson Co. is a fiscal-year corporation whose year ends Jan,

uary 31 of each year. Real-estate taxes become a lien on property on January 1

of each year, as I previously stated. Therefore, the J. L. Hudson Co. is required

by law to accrue, for instance, in our fiscal year 1953, ending January 31, 1954,

the taxes which must be paid in August and December of 1954 and which cover

the period ended June 30, 1955. Under the provisions of this law, we will not

be permitted to accrue taxes again until July of 1955, and during our 1955

fiscal year, ending January 31, 1956, we would be entitled to only 7 months'

deduction for taxes. This would be a crushing burden to the J. L. Hudson Co.

It would cost us substantially over $1 million in additional income taxes, non-

recoverable ever. Section 461 should be changed so that any taxpayer will

continue to have the right to deduct 1 full year's property taxes in each taxable

year, irrespective of the provisions of section 461.
Another very disturbing change is the provision in section 167E, on deprecia-

tion, wherein it is stated:
"Unless the useful life of any property, on which the rate of depreciation is

based, determined to be appropriate by the Secretary or his delegate, differs

from the useful life used by the taxpayer by more than 10 percent, the rate for

such property for such taxable year shall be the rate as used by the taxpayer."

A 10-percent margin for differences of opinion with respect to anything as

indeterminable as the useful life of property is so small as to make this provision

render ineffective the supposed beneficial effects of the new depreciation method.

This 10-percent requirement should be stricken from the bill.
It seems to us at the J. L. Hudson Co. that the 3,000 changes in the code

produced by H. R. 8300 makes such a monumental job of study for all tax-

payers that any consideration of H. R. 8300 by the Senate should be delayed

until fall, so that all taxpayers will have adequate time to know and understand

the contents of the bill and to make their opinions available to the Senate Finance
Committee and the Members of the Senate.

However, we will appreciate your best efforts to correct the glaring inequities
in sections which have been discussed here.

Sincerely,
E. C. STEPHENSON, Vice President.

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,April 19, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: Mr. Charles L. Strouss, attorney at law, Title and Trust Build-
ing, Phoenix, has just written me concerning certain provisions in the proposed
revision of the Internal Revenue Act. I quote below Mr. Strouss' remarks, and
request that they be made a part of the record for consideration by the members
of the Senate Committee on Finance:

"Section 115 (g) of the Internal Revenue Act (title 26, U. S. C. A., sec. 115 (g))
provides that if a corporation cancels or redeems stock at such time and in such
manner as to make the distribution or redemption essentially equivalent to
the distribution of a taxable dividend, the amount so distributed in redemption
shall be treated as a taxable dividend.

Under subsection (3) of 115 (g), the foregoing provisions are made inappli-
cable to stock included in determining the value of the gross estate of the decedent
to such an amount as is not in excess of the estate and succession taxes imposed
because of such decedent's death; provided, that the value of the stock in such
corporation comprises more than 35 percent of the value of the gross estate
of the decedent. I am advised that the amendment to this subsection (3) under
the proposed new Internal Revenue Act will add another condition precedent to
the amounts of the exemption. That is, that in order for such redemption of
stock of a decedent to come under the provisions of subsection (3), the estate of
the decedent must own 75 percent of the issued stock of the corporation.

As you know, this provision is aimed at family corporations. However, it
seems to me that it will impose an undue hardship especially where the decedent
may have owned stock in several closely owned corporations. We had a good
example at present in our office in the estate of Harry Nace, Sr. Harry, at his
death, held stock in some 13 closely held corporations. In not over 3 of them
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did he own 75 percent of the stock. The estate is compelled to redeem a sub-
stantial amount of the stock in order to pay its State taxes. If the redemption
Is treated as a taxable dividend, it will impose a tremendous penalty on the
estate.

I suggest that the Senate proposal for the amendment of this section in 1950
Is more equitable. See the report of the Senate Finance Committee, section 210
(1950)."

Yours very sincerely,
CARL HAYDEN.

TITLE GUARANTEE & TRUST CO.,

Birmingham, Ala., April 16, 1954.
Hon. LISTER HILL,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I am enclosing herewith a memorandum suggesting amend-

ments to the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (H. R. 8300) before it
finally passes.

I would appreciate very much your reading this memorandum and using your
Influence to see that the bill is so amended before final passage that it will not
discriminate against the stockholders of title insurance corporations which will
be taxed in the same manner as other business corporations.

Yours very truly,
MARLIN F. SMITH, President.

MEMORANDUM RE PRoPosED AMENDMENTS TO SECTIONS 34 (c) (1) AND 246 (A) (1),
H. H. 8300, RELATIVE TO DIVIDENDS PAID ON STOCK OF AI.AEAMA TITLE INSURANCE

COMPANIES

I. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

It is submitted that the following provisions should be substituted for the
provisions proposed under H. R. 8300 for the following subsections:

"SECTION 34. DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS.
(c) No CREDIT ALLOWED FOR DIVIDENDS FROM CERTAIN CoRPOtATIONS.-Subsec-

tion (a) shall not apply to any dividend from-
"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L

(sec. 801 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in
section 11, and (b) its net income as computed under subchapter L is not
substantially different from its net income as computed without reference
to subehapter L."

"SECTION 246. RULES APPLYING TO DEDUCTIONS FOR DIVIDENDS
RECEIVED.

(a) DEDUCTION NOT ALLOWED FOR DIVIDENDS FROM CERTAIN CORPORATION.-The
deductions allowed by sections 243, 244, and 245 shall not apply to any dividend
from-

"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L
(sec. 801 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in sec-
tion 11, and (b) its net income as computed under subchapter L is not sub-
stantially different from its net income as computed without reference
to subchapter L."

TI. REASONS FOR THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

A. Purpose of provisions. As explained in the House committee report the
general purpose of section 34 is to afford some relief from the double taxation
of corporation dividends. The purpose of subsection (c) of section 34 is ex-
plained on page 6 of the report as follows:

"The relief cffered by the dividend-received credit is limited to situations in
which double taxation actually occurs. Accordingly, the dividend-received credit
is not allowed with respect to dividends paid by foreign corporations or tax-
exempt domestic corporations. Thus, it does not apply to dividends of exempt
farm cooperatives or to distributions which have been allowed as a deduction
(in effect treated as interest) to a mutual savings bank, cooperative bank, or
building and loan association. Moreover, the dividend-received credit is not
available to nonresident alien individuals not subject to the regular individual
Income tax."
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Section 34 contains provisions not in the present law, allowing to individual
stockholders a dividends-received credit for part of the dividends received from
corporations subject to the regular tax rates. Sections 243, 244, and 245 contain
provisions, similar to those in section 26 (b) of the present law, allowing to
corporate stockholders deductions for a portion of the dividends on stock
received from corporations subject to the regular tax rates.

Undoubtedly, it was for the purpose stated in the above quotation that the
House committee inserted in section 34 (c) (1) and in section 246 (a) (1) the
limitation regarding "an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by sub-
chapter L (see. 801 and following) ;"

As will be shown clearly below, however, the language used is too broad in its
operation and will include insurance companies which are subject to the income
tax and surtax rates applicable to corporations in general and whose dividends
presently are subject to double taxation.

B. Taxation of insurance c(pomnies. Subchapter L of chapter 1 contains the
provisions for taxation of insurance companies, under four separate parts, as
follows:

Part I covers life insurance companies and in general continues for 1 year
the present provisions of the law.

Part II covers mutual-insurance companies (other than life or marine or
fire-in-urance companies issuing perpetual policies) and in general continues
the present provisions of the law.

Part III covers other insurance companies and in general continues the present
provisions of the law.

Part IV covers provisions of general application and in general continues the
present provisions of the law.

Under the present law and under the House bill, insurance companies which
are covered by parts I and II. in general life insurance and mutual companies,
are not subject to the regular corporation income-tax rates. On the other hand,
setion 831 of the House bill provides as to other companies covered by part III
as follows:

"(a) MPOSITION OF TAx.-Taxes computed as provided in section 11 shall
be imposed for each taxable year on the taxable income of every insurance com-
pany (other than a life- or mutual-insurance company), ev-ery mutual marine
insurance company, and every mutual fire insurance company exclusively issu-
ing either perpetual policies or p()licies for which the sole premium charged
is a single deposit which (except for such deduction or underwriting costs as
may be provided) is refundable on cancellation or expiration of the policy."

Section II covers the tax imposed on corporations in general. Accordingly,
insurance companies covered by part III pay the regular corporation tax
rates.

C. Title insurance companies. These companies are covered by part III and
pay the regular corporation tax rates. Section 832 provides, as does the present
law, that the gross income of such companies shall include: (a) The gross
amount earned during the year from investment income and from underwriting
income. (b) gain during the year from the sale or other disposition of property, %
and (c) all other items constituting gross income under subchapter B. Deduc-
tions are allowed for losses incurred, expenses incurred. and other deductions
comparable to the deductions allowed to ordinary corporations.

By reason of the nature of their business, title insurance companies in the
State of Alabama operate in the same manner as corporations in general. With
respect to a large percentage of their business, they maintain extensive title
records and before a title policy is issued a careful search of the record is
made. A single premium is charged for the policy and the entire amount
immediately constitutes taxable income. A title policy is not renewable at RO
stated intervals, like most insurance policies, but continues in force indefi-
nitely. Accordingly, there is no problem of unearned premiums.

Because of the extensive research in connection with each title policy, the
largest item of expense is labor, in common with corporations in general. As
a result of this and efficient title practices, losses rarely exceed a small per-
cent if annual premiums and thus do not present any unusual accounting
problems. Alabama title insurance companies do not use reserves in determining
loss deductions for the purpose of computing net income. A loss deduction is
determined on each separate situation in the light of the particular facts, and is
taken only when the amount is delinitely ascertained.

Accordingly, the net income of an Alabama title insurance company, as com-
puted under section 832 of the House bill (which is substantially the same as
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section 204 of the present Internal Revenue Code), would be the same if its
income were determined under other provisions of the law applicable to corpo-
rations in general.

Alabama title insurance companies do not receive any special tax benefits
or favored treatment; their income-tax burden is fully as heavy as that of
corporations in general. They do not receive any special benefits such as,
for example, percentage depletion deductions afforded to natural resource
companies.

Any fairninded survey of the facts will disclose clearly that title insurance
companies in the State of Alabama bear their full share of the Federal income-
tax burden. They definitely present a situation in which double taxation actu-
ally occurs and there is no sound basis in logic or equity for discriminating
against them, as the House bill does.

Accordingly, if no clianpe is made in the provisions here in question, title
companies in this State will continue to be subject to double taxation in the
same manner as corporations in general, without any relief whatever to its
stockholders. We respectfully submit that this treatment would be grossly
inequitable and discriminatory and, we believe, would be contrary to the real
intention of the legislators.

In this connection, it should be noted that under the present law, these com-
parnies are allowed a dividends-received deduction for dividends received from
its title insurance subsidiaries while under the proposed House bill it would
be allowed no deduction. Accordingly, the House bill not only would deny the
new dividends-received credit to its shareholders, but would add a very great
tax burden on the companies themselves which is not imposed by the present
law.

This is not a situation in which a taxpayer is afforded tax relief by electing
to be taxed as an insurance company. Under the House bill, as well as under
the present lav, it has no choice but must compute its net income under sub-
chapter L as an insurance company, even though it obtains no tax benefit from
such treatment.

As an alternative, in the event that the provisions here in question are not
changed so as to remove this discrimination, title insurance companies should
be permitted to elect whether to be taxed under the provisions of subchapter L
(with the corresponding burdens relative to dividends received from other title
insurance companies and relative to dividends paid to its shareholders) or
whether to be taxed under the general provisions relating to corporations in
general. Without the right to make such an election, a title insurance company
is forced to file its returns in a manner which affords it no tax benefits or relief,
while at the same time subjecting it and its stockholders to tax burdens which
do not apply to corporations in general.

CONCLUSION

It is respectfully submitted that the provisions of sections 34 (c) (1) and
246 (a) (1) of House bill 83,0 would result in unjust discrimination as to
Alabama title insurance companies and should be amended. It is believed
that their inclusion in the exceptions was due to a misunderstanding or to
an oversight.

BANK OF ST. Louis,

St. Louis, Mo., April 16, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, New Internal Revenue Code
Hon. PRESCOTT S. Bus-,

Senator from Conccticu t,
Scntre Office Bitildin l, Washilngton, D. C.

DEAR PREs: There are two very objectionable sections to H. R. 8300. One
is section 163, wherein the bill labels finance charges as interest, which is
directly in conflict with the laws of the various States on the subject. This
objectionable feature can easily be remedied if the suggestion offered by the
American Bar Association is adopted.

Section 6223 of H. R. 8300 provides for secret Government tax liens. No
secured lender should be deemed to have notice of the existence of the Govern-
ment's lien unless and until it is recorded. Here again, the American Bar
Association's suggested amendments-with which I am in full accord-should
be adopted.
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These two objectionable provisions can be changed so as to accomplish fully
the end desired by Congress without penalizing lenders-mostly banks--by
adopting the American Bar Association amendments.

Hoping that this finds you and Dotty well and looking forward to seeing
you in another couple of months, I remain

Affectionately,
JAMES S. BUSH, Vice President.

QUAIL & CO.,
Davenport, Iowa, April 14, 1954.Senator Gux M. GILLETTE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SFNATOR GILLETTE: The tax revision bill, section 112 (b) (3), has passed
the House but contains one provision that is very detrimental to small businesses
in that: (1) Previously merging one company into another where holding of
the shares continues relatively in the same position, the Bureau has usually
declared the transaction tax exempt until the holder sells the shares of the
surviving corporation. The new provision requires that the old holders must
end up with 25 percent of the surviving corporation.

This means that when it is impossible to sell for cash and a merger is the E
only way out, the capital gains tax will apply and force a sale of part of the
new securities to pay the tax. It will also preclude the progress resulting from
a number of the smaller mergers. A merger will practically be a sellout for
people who wish to partially retire from management.

It is an arbitrary rule and a very unfair one. I hope you will do your best
to have this provision changed.

Very truly yours,
JOHN J. QUa.

THE STocK GROWERS NATIONAL BANK,
Cheyenne, Wyo., April 18, 1954.Hion. LESTER C. HUNT,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. to

DEAR LES: In the new tax bill, which proposes a general overhauling of the
income-tax laws, I notice what looked to me to be a rather drastic limitation a
on investments that could be made in employees' profit-sharing and pension FJ
trusts. As I would understand it, the proposed law would limit the investment
in any stock or bond of any one issuer, or to any one borrower in the case of a
real-estate mortgage, to 5 percent of the total assets of the trust,

I presume that this limitation is put in the law to compel diversification of
investment of these trust funds and with that I am entirely in sympathy. Diver- oI
sification is an excellent and fundamental safety measure. The rub comes,
though, it seems to me, and it is a very serious one, in applying the 5-percent
limitation to the very small employees' trusts, which we would have out in this 6,
country where businesses are all small and the trusts set up for their employees'
benefit requirements are very small.

We have here at this bank a profit-sharing plan for employees. The bank's
contribution each year is put into a trust fund and the contribution probably f
amounts to about $10,000 per year on the average. It isn't likely that this
trust fund would ever build up to much in excess of $50,000, due to the fact
that there are withdrawals every year arising from people leaving our employ
for one reason and another, and this, of course, gives rise to a payout of their
share in the trust fund. The 5-percent limitation even when the fund reaches
its maximum of $50,000 would limit our investment in any one stock or bond or
mortgage to $2,500. Mortgages to us would be the most profitable outlet for
our trust funds and it would be almost impossible to keep any fund continu-
ously employed where the amount of each individual mortgage is limited to so
small a sum as $2,500. While the fund is growing our problem is, of course,
magnified, since the total trust fund is smaller. At the moment, as I recall,
the balance in our fund is $24,000, so that 5-percent limitation pinches us down
to $1,200 maximum for any single investment. It think it would be just about
impossible to do anything at all in the way of making mortgage investments, for
instance, with this limitation upon us.
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In the trust department of our bank we also administer funds of several other
employees' pension trusts and these, while they were started by good representa-
tive businesses in our community that are regarded as major employers, are
even smaller than our own employees' trust fund. These people are going to
have an even more difficult problem than we have in keeping their funds in-
vested at anything that yields a decent rate due to the difficulty of complying
with the 5-percent limitation.

This 5-percent limitation wouldn't present much of a problem to a fairly
sizable fund, say, $100,000 or over, but it does work a real hardship and will
be a severe handicap on the small funds. Wouldn't it be entirely reasonable
to make the limitation read $5,000 or 5 percent, whichever is the larger, or better
still, make it $7,500 or 5 percent, whichever is the larger? Such a change would
give respectable freedom of movement to the small pension fund and surely
could not greatly increase the risk. I think the average small pension fund
can do a lot better job investing a good portion of its assets in local real-estate
mortgages than it can in buying corporate stocks or bonds. In real-estate mort-
gages the trust fund managers are dealing with something that they are entirely
familiar with, whereas in the stocks or bonds they would necessarily need in
most instances to depend upon the advice and recommendation of others.

If you can see your way clear to do so, I would certainly appreciate it if you
would use your efforts to diminish the harshness of this 5-percent limitation.
In doing so, I am sure you will be rendering a great service to all of the smaller
employees' profit-sharing and pension trust funds all over the country.

With kindest regards.
Yours very truly,

F. W1'. MARBLE, President.

MOMSEN & FREEMAN,
New York 5, N. Y., April 9, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Finance Committee of the United States Senate,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: I have read with considerable interest the sections

of the proposed revision of the Internal Revenue Code (H. R. 8300, 83d Cong.),
relating to income derived from foreign sources, and the right to deferment as
to income of foreign branches. As attorneys, specializing in the flAd of inter-
national operations, we are especially interested in the provisions of sections
923 and 951. I have a number of suggestions to make with respect to the afore-
mentioned sections, which I believe merit the serious consideration of the Senate
Finance Committee.

I. SECTION 923

Under section 923, a tax credit of 27 percent is allowed to domestic corporations
as to income derived from sources within a foreign country, either in the form
of profits resulting from, branch operations, or dividends from a foreign corpora-
tion. There appears to be an exclusion from this benefit with respect to such
income where import-wholesale and branch sales office operations are carried
on in a foreign country, or an office is maintained abroad to facilitate the im-
portation of merchandise.

This exclusion would appear to be discriminatory and unreasonable. Many
American firms maintain branches abroad or subsidiary foreign corporations
for the purpose of doing business in foreign countries, such operations involv-
ing an investment of capital, the importation of goods and merchandise from
the United States and their sale to or through wholesalers, jobbers, and distribu-
tors. These firms are doing business in the foreign countries, and are subjecting
themselves to foreign taxes and all the risks incident to the conduct of a trade
or business in a foreign country. The exclusion of this type of operation is
unwarranted. The same risks and foreign tax liabilities are assumed as in
the case of retail operations, now included in section 923, and furthermore, the
import-wholesale and branch sales office operations are most important to the
promotion of the foreign trade and commerce of the United States.

It would appear to me that the Senate Finance Committee should consider
the following as possible amendments to section 923:

(a) Replace section 923 (a) (3) (ii) with the following:
"Has been derived to the extent of at least 90 percent from the active conduct

of a trade or business within a foreign country."
(b) Eliminate section 923 (b) (1), in view of its restricted character.

45994-54-pt. 4- 20
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II. SECTION 951

The same criticism that I have made with respect to section 923 would apply
also to section 951, and since the benefits under section 951 are closely related
to section 923, it would be necessary to make a similar change in section 951.

Accordingly, I would suggest the following amendments to section 951:
(a) Eliminate from section 951 (a) that part of the paragraph reading as

follows:
"Through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public utility facility, retail estab-

lishinent, or other like place of business situated within a foreign country."
(b) Eliminate section 951 (b) (1) in view of its restrictive character.
I believe that there is a further case of apparent discrimination with respect

to section 951 (c) (2), which excludes from the right to deferment of income,
a domestic corporation which claims Western Hemisphere trade corporation
status. If a domestic corporation claiming such status is doing business in a
foreign country through a registered branch, the income from such branch
operation also should be entitled to the right of deferment. In this connection, I
believe that section 951 (c) (2) should be eliminated.

The above suggestions are in the interest of American business and in accord-
ance with the intention and desire of the administration to foster foreign trade
and investments abroad.

In support of, and as further clarification of the views expressed in this letter,
I enclose, herewith, a copy of an article entitled "'Serious Defects in Proposed
United States Tax Legislation Affecting Income From Overseas Operations,"
which I have written and which will appear in the April 19 issue of Export Trade
and Shipper magazine.

I consider the suggestions I have made to be of vital importance, and if you
believe that they should be developed before the entire committee, and you
deem my presence advisable, I would be glad to go to Washington to present
my views.

Very sincerely yours,
JOSEPH S. CARDINALE.

SERIOUS DEFECTS IN PROPOsED UNITED STATES TAX LEGISLATION AFFECTING
INCOME FRolI OVERSEAS OPERATIONS

(By Joseph S. Cardinale, attorney and counselor at law, Momsen &
Freeman, New York City)

Legislation now pending before Congress revising the Internal Revenue Code
proposes the granting of a 27-percent tax credit with respect to income derived
from foreign sources, either through a foreign subsidiary corporation or a for-
eign branch, and the right of deferment as to income of foreign branches. The
legislation in question has been approve,1 by the House of Representatives and
is now being considered by the Senate Finance Committee.

Undoubtedly there can be no objection to the purpose and general scope of
the proposal other than the customary and repeated complaint that the United
States Government tax policy with respect to foreign investments does not go
as far as is desired and necessary, that is, the elimination of double taxation by
recognition of the principle of taxation of foreign income at the source. At best,
there is only a partial recognition of this principle in the pending legislation,
and, although somewhat limited in scope, nonetheless welcome, for it indicates
the continued desire of the Government to extend more favorable tax treatment
to income from overseas operations, and it is a step in the right direction.

However, a careful examination of the proposed legislation reveals serious
defects which should be brought to the immediate attention of the Senate Finance
Committee, and in this connection the active support of American business
interests is essential in order that its voice be beard and corrective steps be
taken. For this purpose, an analysis of the proposed section 923 (business
income from foreign sources and section 951 (income which may be deferred)
are presented herewith:

I. SECTION 923

(A) A tax credit of 27 percent of the combined normal and surtax is allowed
as to income derived from sources within a foreign country with respect to:

(1) Income from foreign branches of a domestic corporation, when such
income is the result of the active conduct of a trade or business, through a
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factory, mine, oil or gas well, public-utility facility, retail establishment, or
other like place of business, situated within a foreign country (also see
see. 951 A).

(2) Compensation resulting from the rendition of technical, engineering,
scientific, or like services.

(3) Dividends from a foreign corporation-
(a) derived at least 95 percent from sources without the United

States;
(b) derived at least 90 percent from the active conduct of a trade

or business, through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public-utility
facility, retail establishment, or other like place of business, situated in
a foreign country; and

(c) which does not consist of more than 25 percent of gross income
from the sale of articles or products manufactured in such foreign coun-
try and intended for use, consumption, or sale in the United States.

(d) It is further required that the domestic corporation, either alone
or in association with not more than 3 other domestic corporations,
own more than 50 percent of the voting stock of the foreign corpora-
tion; or

(e) that the domestic corporation own not less than 10 percent of the
-voting stock of the foreign corporation and that the trade or business of
such domestic corporation be related to the trade or business of the
foreign corporation by reason of the rendition of technical, engineering,
scientific, or like services or assistance incident to the trade or business
of the foreign corporation.

(4) Interest from a foreign corporation, if, during the year in which such
Interest is paid, the recipient domestic corporation fulfills one of the require-
ments set forth in 3 (d) and 3 (e) above.

(B) In defining the term "trade or business," as used above, section 923
provides that it does not include an establishment engaged principally in the
purchase or sale (other than at retail) of goods or merchandise, or the mainte-
nance of an office or agent, other than a retail establishment, to import or
facilitate the importation of goods or merchandise.

(C) Excluded from this particular 27-percent-tax credit are Western Hemi-
sphere trade corporations and other special types of corporations already receiv-
ing special tax treatment.

The general principle on which the proposed section premises the 27-percent-
tax credit appears to be the maintenance abroad of an establishment or the
rendering of services, or investment in a foreign country. Furthermore, the
particular tax credit is granted without limitation as to the area of operation
or investment, and regardless of whether a registered branch or a foreign
subsidiary method of operation is used. In this respect, the proposed section
is an improvement on the present section 109 relating to Western Hemisphere
trade corporations, in that the benefit is extended to foreign corporations, thus
permitting American business to select the form or method of operation desired,
as contrasted with the provision of section 109 restricting the benefits only to
operations through a domestic corporation, and, consequently, excluding income
from a foreign corporation.

However, there is a serious defect in the proposed section 923, which is, in
fact, discriminatory and unreasonable, and which should be brought to the
attention of the Senate Finance Committee immediately. As presently worded,
section 923 specifically excludes "import-wholesale" and "branch sales office"
operations, either through a foreign branch or through a foreign corporation.
This exclusion is arbitrary and strikes at the very core of the methods of
operation available to American firms for doing business in foreign countries.

Numerous American companies have established and will continue to set up
operations in foreign countries, either through a registered branch or a foreign
corporation, for the purpose of importing or facilitating the importation of
goods and merchandise from the United States and their sale within the foreign
country, directly or through wholesalers, jobbers, and distributors. For this
purpose an office must be maintained in the foreign country, a staff employed,
storage facilities set up, and furthermore, capital must be allocated to the foreign
branch operation.

The "import-wholesale" and "branch sales office" type of operation are most
essential to the fostering and promotion of United States foreign trade and,
in addition, it is often a necessary preliminary step to expanded operation and
investment in the foreign country. Before substantial investments in overseas
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manufacturing facilities can be made, a market must be developed and main-
tained, and the product well established. These types of operation, either
through a registered branch or a foreign corporation, are an essential and vital
factor in the trade and investment policy of the United States and should be
placed on an equal plane with any other type of operation now covered by the
proposed section 923.

In this respect, the "import-wholesale" and "branch sales office" type of opera-
tion are of greater importance and more worthy candidates for receiving the
27-percent-tax credit than a foreign retail establishment. The present exclu-
sion in section 923 is discriminatory and without valid reason, and furthermore,
is injurious to the foreign trade and investment policy of the United States
and should be eliminated immediately.

11. SECTION 951

(A) Income may be deferred in the case of a domestic corporation which
operates a branch in a foreign country and is engaged in the active conduct of a
trade or business through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public utility facility,
retail establishment, or other like place of business, if such branch has derived:

(1) 95 percent or more of its income from sources without the United
States;

(2) 90 percent or more of its income from the active conduct of a trade
or business; and

(3) not more than 25 percent of its gross income results from the sale of
articles or products manufactured in such foreign country and intended for
use, consumption, or sale in the United States.

(B) In defining the term "trade or business," section 951, as in the case of
section 923, states that "trade or business" does not include the operation of an
establishment engaged principally in the purchase or sale "other than at retail"
of goods or merchandise, or the maintenance of an office or agent "other than
a retail establishment" to import or facilitate the importation of goods or mer-
chandise.

(C) Excluded from the above right to deferment of income are the Western
Hemisphere Trade Corp. and other special types of corporations already receiv-
ing special tax treatment under presently existing sections of the Internal
Revenue Code.

No reference is made to forei-n corporations in section 951, in view of the
fact that foreign corporation income is not subject to United States taxes; income
therefrom to the American stockholders being taxed only at such time as a
dividend is declared and paid by the foreign corporation.

Again, as in the case of section 923, previously discussed, there is a serious
defect which is in fact discriminatory and unreasonable. The objection is in
connection with th. definition of the term "trade or business," which being
identical with the provision in section 923, results in an exclusion of the import-
wholesale and branch-sales-office type of operation, and consequently, income to
a domestic corporation from a foreign branch which engages in or facilitates
the importation of goods and merchandise and the sale thereof in the foreign
countries, directly or through wholesalers, distributors, and jobbers, is excluded
from the right of deferment of income. Apparently, sections 923 and 951 are
at least consistent, in that they contain the same definition for the term "trade
or business."

The effect is an exclusion which is detrimental to the interests of American
business and the foreign trade and investment policy of the Nation. There is,
certainly, no objection to including retail establishments, but on the other hand,
a stronger case can be made out for extending the benefits to import-wholesale
and branch-office-sales operations in that these are essential to the development
and expansion of overseas markets and eventually lead to substantial investment
abroad. The inclusion of the aforementioned types of operations would be
wholly consistent with the apparent purpose of sections 923 and 951, that is,
the maintenance of an establishment abroad which involves an investment and
the actual conduct of a trade or business in the foreign country.

There is an additional serious defect in section 951 which results in the exclu-
sion of a domestic corporation, which claims Western Hemisphere trade corpora-
tion status, from the right to deferment of income from sources within a foreign
country. This effect is to permit deferment with respect to income from foreign
branch operations in general, but to specifically exclude from this right, income
from foreign branches of a Western Hemisphere trade corporation. This exclu-
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sion again is arbitrary and injurious to the Interests of American firms main-
taining branches abroad.

An examination of the report of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives, approving the revision of the Internal Revenue Code (H. R.
8300) and in particular sections 923 and 951, reveals that the committee has
adopted the policy that preferential tax treatment is to be restricted to enterprises
engaged in the conduct of a business involving a significant investment or eco-
nomic activity abroad. These phrases, "significant investment abroad" and
"significant economic activity abroad," apparently provide the reason for the
exclusion of import-wholesale and branch-sales-office operations from the benefits'
of sections 923 and 951. Even assuming the reasonableness and logic of this
criteria requiring a significant investment abroad or significant economic activity
abroad, there still would be no valid reason for excluding the import-wholesale
and branch-sales-office types of operation, since undoubtedly a significant invest-
meat and economic activity abroad are involved in the form of capital, either
allocated to the branch operation or invested in the foreign corporation, main-
tenance of office space, staff, and storage facilities, etc.

If the basis for granting the benefits of sections 923 and 951 is that set forth
in the report of the House Ways and Means Committee, then it is reasonable to
take the position that the import-wholesale and branch-sales-office types of opera-
tion, whether through a registered branch or a foreign corporation, is entirely
consistent with such policy and should be included.

The aforementioned exclusion in sections 923 and 951 are of serious concern
to American business interests doing business abroad, and it is urgent that appro-
priate measures be taken to impress upon the Senate Finance Committee the
immediate need for amendment of sections 923 and 951, so as to include import-
wholesale and branch-sales-office operations, whether conducted through a branch
or a foreign corporation, and at the same time to revise section 951 so as not to
exclude domestic corporations, which claim Western Hemisphere trade corpora-
tion status, from the right to deferment of income from branches abroad.

THE CLEVELAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Cleveland, Ohio, April 19, 1954.

To the Members of the Senate Finance Committee.
GENTLEMEN : Enclosed is a copy of a report of our committee on Federal taxa-

tion with regard to H. It. 3300, being sent to you with the approval of our board
of directors. The report deals with some of the more important provisions of
the bill which are of general interest.

Your careful consideration of these recommendations will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

CURTIS SMITH, President.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO H. R. 8300, THE CLEVELAND CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

1. Corporate and personal income tax rates should be reduced as soon as
revenue considerations permit.

2. Effective dates should not be retroactive.
3. Estimated tax returns by corporations should not be required.
4. Depreciation should be further liberalized.
5. Research and development expenditure election should be permitted for

individual projects.
6. Corporate reorganization provisions should not discriminate "aaginst small

and privately held companies.
7. Penalty tax on preferred stock redemptions should not apply to outstanding

issues, and is probably unwise and ineffective.
8. Employees' pension plan provisions are too restrictive, particularly for

small businesses.
9. Employees' sick benefit qualifications are too restrictive.
10. Distributions to retired partners should be taxed to them regardless of

when received.
11. Mortgage foreclosure provisions should not prevent ordinary loss treat-

ment.
12. Optional valuation for estate tax should not be limited.
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13. Dividends received credit should be applied for entire calendar year.
14. Intercorporate dividend tax should be eliminated.
15. Consolidated returns penalty tax should be eliminated, and annual elec-

tion permitted.
16. Capital losses should be allowable against ordinary income.
17. Interest rate on deficiencies and refunds should be reduced to 4 percent.

To the board of directors of the Cleveland Chamber of Commercc:
H. R. 8300 (the Internal Revenue Code of 1954), recently passed by the House

of Representatives and now being considered by the Senate Finance Committoe,
represents the first major attempt to overhaul, clarify, and simplify the present
complex Internal Revenue Code. Such an attempt was a herculean task for the
Treasury Department and congressional experts who drafted H. R. 8300.
Much of the bill is good and a real improvement over the existing Internal Rev-
enue Code. The very enormity of the job, however, quite naturally resulted in
errors of draftsmanship that should be corrected before H. R. 8300 becomes law.

Your committee, in the limited time available to it for study of the bill, has not
attempted to compile a list of these technical errors of draftsmanship. We feel
certain that these errors will be calhrd to the attention of the Senale Finance
Committee by bar association committees and similar organizations, and that they
will be corrected. We are, however, deeply concerned with certain substantive
changes that should have been made in existing tax laws which hove not been
provided for in H. R. 8300 and with other substantive changes that have been
provided for, which in our opinion are unsound. We call attention to the fol-
lowing:

1. CORPORATE AND PERSONAL INCOME-TAX RATES

H. R. 8300 does away with the reduction in corporate income-tax rates that
was scheduled to become effective on April 1, 1954, although it permits the
similarly scheduled reduction in personal income tax rates to become effective.
We re.g n'z? that this was considered necessary because of budget requirements
and a laudable desire to minimize deficit financing. We have, however. stated
before-and we now repeat--that if the Government would get out of All busi-
nesses that should be run by private industry, and if it would sell the more than
$30 billion of assets used in such businesses, corporate as Well as personal income
tax rates could be reduced and the budget could be balanced. Furthermore, re.
duced tax rates might well stimulate the Nation's economy so as to result in
greater revenues rather than less. Certainly corporate tax rates should be re-
duced as promptly as possible and further reductions in personal income taxes
should be made by way of a general reduction of tax rates and not by way of an
increase in personal exemptions or similar means of favoring a particular r-oup.

2. EFFECTIVE DATES OF LAW

It has always been the opinion of your committee that tax laws should never
be made retroactively effective. Many of the provisions of H. It. 8300 are made
effective as of January 1, 1954, and other important provisions are made effec-
tive March 1, 1954.

Thus, transactions already completed before taxpayers knew the contents of
H. R. 8300 will be affected by its provisions. We believe that this is unfair and
that no provisions of the act should be made effective prior to enactment of the
law. We also believe that such provisions as those dealing with corporate reor-
ganizations, liquidations, etc., which are made effective March 1, 1954, should
not be made effective prior to January 1, 1955. Many transactions were planned
and in the process of being carried out when the new bill was made public.
Furthermore, to make these complicated changes effective before businessmen
have a full opportunity to become acquainted with their operation puts an unwise
premium on these businesses and taxpayers which have the benefit of day-to-day
highly skilled tax advice. While it may be desirable that certain loophole provi-
sions be made effective prior to January 1, 1955, the desirability of closing loop-
holes should not override the public importance of making the provisions gen-
erally effective only after a fair opportunity for understanding them has been
afforded to the great bulk of taxpayers who are not availing themselves of
loopholes. Certain of the so-called loophole provisions of the proposed code,
aimed to catch a relatively few tax avoiders may, in fact, produce unfortunate
tax effects on legitimate transactions where no element of tax avoidance is
present. During the period of time prior to the final enactment of this bill it will
be difficult and sometimes impossible to plan perfectly proper business transac-
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tions unless assurances are given that provisions of the bill will not be retro-
active. It is our opinion that public announcement should promptly be made to
the effect that the provisions as to corporate reorganizations, liquidations, etc.,
will not become effective until January 1, 1955.

3. ESTIMATED TAX RETURNS OF CORPORATIONS

H. R. 8300 requires corporations to file an estimated tax return and to prepay
a portion of their taxes based on such estimated return. The net result will be
to increase the tax payments of many corporations by 10 percent in each of the
next 5 years. In our opinion this is most inadvisable. The result will be to
reduce working capital of corporations at a time when many corporations are
short of working capital because inflation has made it necessary to use more
working capital to handle the same physical volume of business. This prepay-
ment provision will certainly result in corporations reducing dividends and thus
lessening the Government's tax revenues. It will also certainly result in retard-
Ing capital improvements by corporations and thus injuring the economy. The
administrative burden of corporations in connection with tax returns is already
tremendous and should not be increased by the very impracticable task of at-
tempting to estimate their income and filing estimated returns. The Mills bill,
which speeded up the payment of corporate taxes, placed a heavy financial
burden on corporations and this burden should not be increased at this time.

4. DEPRECIATION

The provisions of the new bill liberalizing depreciation allowances by in-
creasing the permissible rates of depreciation under the declining-balance method
is to be commended. H. R. 8300 limits use of the declining-balance method to
assets acquired after January 1, 1954. This section should apply to assets
acquired or completed after January 1, 1954, to avoid the necessity of applying
two different methods and rates of depreciation to a particular asset. More-
over, the new depreciation provisions are too rigid in that they may force the
taxpayer to use either a straight line method of depreciation or a declining
balance method. The law should permit the use of any other recognized method
consistently followed by the taxpayer even if it might result in depreciation
allowances in excess of those allowed under the declining balance method. This
committee has consistently recommended the adoption of liberalized depreciation
provisions in the tax laws and it is of the opinion that the new law should pro-
vide that a taxpayer may recover the full cost of depreciable property free of
taxes as rapidly as the taxpayer may choose within specified reasonable limits.

5. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

The new law contains a desirable provision to the effect that a taxpayer may
elect to treat research and experimental expenditures as current expenses when
incurred or as deferred expenditures that may be charged off over a period of
time. This, however, is a blanket election covering all research projects and
once the election has been made the taxpayer may not change his method of
charging off without securing special permission. We believe that necessary
research and experiment would be better encouraged by permitting the taxpayer
to make an independent election as to the method of charging off to be used
with respect to each individual research project.

6. CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS

Many of the provisions of the new bill with respect to mergers, consolidations,
and other forms of corporate reorganizations are most inadvisable. The pro-
posal to tax the gain on paper profits where the shareholders of a merged cor-
poration do not acquire a stock interest of 20 percent or more In the acquiring
corporation is wholly unjustified and will certainly make impossible many legiti-
mate and proper mergers and consolidations in which a large company might
take over a considerably smaller company. We see no purpose that is served in
thus penalizing small companies. This provision should be eliminated. Addi-
tionally, the treatment of a so-called publicly held company in a manner different
than that in which a private company is treated seems to be unjustified discrimi-
nation. We believe that all companies should be treated alike under the cor-
porate reorganization provisions.
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7. PREFERRED STOCK BAIL-OUTS"

The new law attempts to close the alleged "loophole" existing in present law
with respect to the issuance of preferred stock dividends which are promptly
sold by the recipient and then redeemed by the corporation from, the purchaser
thereof. It does this by providing a penalty tax of 85 percent against any
corporation redeeming such preferred stock within 10 years of its issuance. The
provision of the new law which makes it apply to outstanding preferred stock
issues by providing that these outstanding issues shall be considered to have
been issued on January 1, 1954, should not be enacted. Many perfectly legiti-
mate preferred stock issues have been issued in the past and many of them
contain sinking fund and redemption provisions. They were, of course, issued
without any knowledge of the proposed penalty tax and involve situations where
no element of tax avoidance was ever intended or accomplished. Corporations
that made such issues at a time when they were perfectly legal should not now
be penalized. Any such penalty tax, if one is enacted, should only apply to pre-
ferred stock issued after the enactment of the new law and should apply only
where the stock does not replace presently outstanding issues. We further ques-
tion whether the approach used in the new bill of attacking the "bail-out" problem
is either wise or effective.

8. EMPLOYEES' PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

The new bill takes commendable steps toward making the rules applicable to
employees' trusts more definite and understandable. However, in so doing the
specific rules established may result in unfair discrimination against small busi-
nesses. For example, it is likely to be impossible for a small business to put into
effect a pension plan for its salaried employees because of the arbitrary per-
centage definition of the "key employees" who cannot constitute more than 10
percent of the participants. Also, the arbitrary percentage limitations on In-
vestments will be unduly burdensome on smaller employees' trusts which cannot
as a practical matter wisely diversify as much as is required by the 5 percent
limitation. Furthermore, applicability or inapplicability of the new provisions
to existing plans is not made sufficiently clear, particularly in the case of minor
amendments which may in the future be made in present plans.

9. EMPLOYEES' SICK BENEFITS

Sick benefits paid to employees are treated as nontaxable income if they
are paid under a plan which uses insurance. If such benefits are paid by a com-
pany that is in effect a self-insurer, the sick benefits are taxable to the employee
unless his employer's plan meets certain specific qualifications. We see no jus-
tification for this distinction. We believe that legitimate sick benefits should
be nontaxable to the employee whether paid under an insured plan or by an
employer who is in effect a self-insurer.

10. TAXATION OF RETIRED PARTNERS

The proposed law provides (sec. 736) that continued participation in earnings
of the partnership shall be taxed to a retired partner for a period of not mord
than 5 years, and that such participation thereafter will be taxed to the continu-
ing partners as if such amounts were gifts to the retired partner who would re-
ceive them "tax free." We believe the inequity of this provision is obvious.
Particularly in professional partnerships-law, medicine, engineering, account-
ing, and architecture-a partner has no opportunity for building up a continu-
ing business investment represented by property, such as buildings, machinery,
inventory, and the products of an established business, and it is, therefore, not
uncommon for partners to continue participation in earnings after they retire
from the partnership. Such earnings should be taxed to the recipients whenever
paid and the tax should not be imposed upon the continuing partners who neither
receive nor enjoy the benefit of earnings paid to retired partners.

11. MORTGAGE FORECLOSURES

Section 1035 of H. R. 8300, providing for the deferment of gain or loss in cou-
nection with mortgage or collateral loan foreclosures, may be a perfectly ad-
visable amendment of existing law insofar as the ordinary individual is con-
cernedi. When, however, section 1035 is read in conjunction with section 1221,
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which defines capital assets, it would appear that the new law makes a drastic
and inadvisable change in the treatment of losses sustained by banks and other
organizations ordinarily engaged in the business of making mortgage loans.
Presently banks realize an ordinary loss that is fully deductible in connection
with mortgage foreclosures. The new law would result in requiring the bank to
treat as a capital asset property bid in at a foreclosure sale and thus, when such
property is sold, the bank would secure only a capital loss which would be non-
deductible except to the extent of capital gains. We believe this result was not
intended. In any event, H. R. 8300 should be changed to make it clear that
persons engaging in the business of making secured loans realize ordinary losses
in case of the foreclosure of such loans.

12. OPTIONAL VALUATION FOR ESTATE-TAX PURPOSES

Present law gives the estate of a decedent an option in valuing the estate for
estate-tax purposes as of the date of death or as of a date 1 year after death. The
new law permits this option only if the gross estate of the decedent has dimin-
ished in value by 3 3 1:s percent subsequent to the date of death. This provision
of the law should be eliminated and the present option should be permitted to
stand. The proposed provision could easily result in no estate whatsoever being
left for heirs after payment of debts and estate taxes.

13. DIVIDENDS RECEIVFI) BY INDIID)UAI S

The credit allowed in section 34 of H. R. 8300 for dividends received by individ-
uals is an advisable start toward elimination of the unfair double taxation of
dividends and reducing the present unwise premium of debt financing. The pro-
vision, as written, may, however, be difficut to administer. Most taxpayers are
admittedly careless and do not keep records showing precisely the dates upon
which dividends were received. Instead of treating dividends received after
July 31, 1954, differently than those received prior thereto, it might be well to
allow a credit of 3 percent for the calendar year 1954, 8 percent for the calendar
year 1955, and 10 percent for the calendar year 1956 and thereafter.

14. INTEWrcORPORATE DIVIDENDS

The new tax bill fails to remove the tax on intercorporate dividends. Prior to
1936 such dividends were not subject to income tax. Since that time multiple
taxation has been imposed on dividends paid by one corporation to another. The
result is triple taxation: (1) The earnings are taxed to the first corporation; (2)
a portion of the same earnings is taxed to the corporation receiving the dividend
from the first corporation; and (3) the same earnings are again taxed when dis-
tributed to individual stockholders of the second corporation. We believe there
is no justification for such multiple taxation.

15. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

The bill fails to remove the penalty tax on consolidated returns. Affiliated
corporations are permitted to file consolidated returns because that results in
a fair reflection of corporate income. This being true, there is no justification
for imposing a 2-percent penalty against a business which finds it necessary to
operate through subsidiaries as compared with one that can be operated as a
single corporation. We believe this penalty should be repealed. If, purely for
revenue reasons, the penalty must be maintained, it is only fair that affiliated
corporations should at least be given the right to make an annual election as
to the use of a consolidated return.

16. CAPITAL LOSSES

The bill continues in effect the limit of $1,00 per year for net capital losses of
an individual and continues to deny entirely the deduction of net capital losses
of corporations. In our opinion, net capital losses are real losses and there
is no justification for subjecting net capital gains to taxation on one basis but
allowing deduction of net capital losses on a different and very discriminatory
basis. Net capital losses should be allowed as deductions, at least to the
same extent that net capital gains are subjected to tax.
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17. IN'rERESr RATE ON TAX DEFICIENCIES

The new bill continues in effect the 6-percent rate on tax deficiencies. Under

today's conditions this rate is entirely to high. In our opinion, the interest rate

on deficiencies should not exceed 4 percent and the interest rate on tax refunds

should be similarly reduced.
Respectfully submitted.

E. G. HALTER, Chairman,
(JOMMITIEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR EARLE C. CLEMENTS IN OPPOSITION TO SECTION 274 OF THE

PROPOSED REVISION OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE (H. R. 8300)

This is to urge that section 274 be deleted from H. R. 8300, the proposed
revision of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 274 would deny tax deductions
for rentals paid by manufacturers on property financed by States or municipali-

ties through revenue bonds.
A precedent such as section 274, which invades the complex and controversial

subject of Federal State relations in the field of taxation, should be studied at
great length. An opportunity for full discussion of this section should be given
to the liany thousands of municipalities and quasi-governmental corporations
who would be adversely aff.'cted by its passage.

It is my understanding that this section denying tax deductions for rentals
was a last-minute subritution for a more direct attack upon municipal tax
exemption. Due to great opposition to a measure which would have hit directly
at tax exemption on municipal bonds, the more devious approach of section 274
was substituted.

The attempt to pass legislation in the field of municipal tax exemption through
the indirect approach of section 274 is not consistent with the avowed purpose
of H. R. 8300. Ii referring to the proposed revision of the Internal Revenue
Code, Secretary Humphrey, of the Treasury, told the Senate Finance Committee
on April 7 that this bill, H. R. 8300, "is designed as a reform of the tax struc-
ture." Surely the subterfuge of section 274, which prohibits a manufacturer
from deducting his rental costs as a legitimate business expense, could not be
considered a reform of the tax structure.

Unquestionably, the Federal-State relationship in the field of taxation is a
complex one which requires serious research and study before precipitate action
is taken. This was the approach taken by Congress and President Eisenhower
when the joint congressional and executive Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations was set up to work out a solution to the entire problem of Federal-
State-local relations.

Adoption of section 274 would prejudge one very important aspect of the study
now being conducted, and would be considered by many as an encroachment on
the political sovereignty of the States and local governments. Certainly there
has not been the extensive publicity and discussion prerequisite to an important
and unprecedented step of this kind.

There is not believed to be a precedent for action of the kind proposed in sec-
tion 274 which would deny a manufacturer the right to deduct a normal busi-
ness expense such as rent from the earnings upon which he is taxed. It is
obviously discriminatory, as municipalities which lease property financed by
revenue bonds will have a tremendous handicap in obtaining lessees under such
unfavorable terms.

This section cannot be viewed as other than an entering wedge in a long and
determined effort by some groups to destroy the constitutional immunity of State
and local bonds from Federal taxation.

The effect of municipal revenue bond financing on relocation of industry has
been extremely small. Considering the case of Kentucky, it is seen that authority
for issuance of revenue bonds for industrial development has been available since
1946. In these 8 years exactly 4 revenue bond issues have been floated, repre-
senting a total plant investment of a little over $2 million. This investment as
a result of revenue bond financing represents less than two-tenths of 1 percent
of the total value of new plants located in Kentucky during this period. It is
my understanding that the insignificant value of plant investment in Kentucky
through revenue bond financing is comparable to the situation in the several other
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States using revenue bonds. However, it is important in those cases where it is
used; despite the small amount of industrial investment made as a result of
revenue bond financing, its use is extremely valuable in cases where private
financing is unavailable to a coninunity suffering from chronic unemploymlent.

The volume of industry relocated through revenue bond financing has beca
inconsequential, and the evidence clearly indicates that the effect of these bonds
in inducing industries to relocate has been negligible. From a factual stand-
point, it is obvious that these bonds have riot resulted in any appreciable attrac-
tion of industry from other areas.

Nevertheless, the use of such bonds for alleviating economic emergencies is
a prerogative of the States which should not be invaded by the Federal Govern-
lnent, either directly or circuitously, as attempted in section 274.

The constitutional immunity fromn taxation of the Federal and State Govern-
ments is reciprocal and should be mutually respected in spirit as well as tech-
nicality in order to promote tire hiaLhest degree of cooperation by and between
these sovereign lowers. The use of revenue bonds or other devices for develop-
ing industry within a State is a problem that can aid should be left to tile
discretion of the State, where the Constitution placed it.

Further indication of the arbitrary and discriminatory character of section
274 is the fact that it singles out revenue bonds as the ultimate target of its attack.
There is no economic basis for distinguishing between revenue bonds and those
secured by the full faith and credit of the issuing authority. Nor has there been
any other rational basis presented for so distinguishing. Unfortunately, the
Kentucky Constitution does not permit the issuance of full faith and credit bonds
for industrial development. However, it is not suggested that full faith and
credit bonds be included within the provisions of section 274. In fact, it is most
strongly urged that this devious attempt to frustrate nmnicipal immunity from
Federal taxation be entirely deleted from the proposed revision of the Internal
Revenue Code.

In further evidence of the alarm with which section 274 is viewed, there is sub-
mitted a telegram from the Honorable Lawrence W. Wetherby, Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. This communication clearly indicates the disad-
vantage resulting to Kentucky from this unjustified attempt of the Federal
Government to sit in judgment upon the wisdom of State governmental policies.

It is respectfully urged that section 274 be deleted from the proposed revision
of the Internal Revenue Code. Any drastic change in the Federal -State-local rela-
tionship would be premature if taken before we have the benefit of the Work done
by the Congressional and Executive Commission on Intergovernimental Relations.

FRANKFORT, KY., April 21, 1954.
Senator EARLE C. CLEMENTS,

United States Senate:
Section 274 of the 1954 revenue revision bill now before the Senate Finance

Committee, which would prohibit a manufacturer from deducting rental payments
from gross income in cases where a factory building is financed by industrial
revenue bonds and leased from a municipality, is a punitive measure unjustly
discriminatory and against the interests of our people. While this section is
apparently aimed at relocation of established industry, it encourages municipali-
ties to issue general obligation bonds rather than revenue bonds for the con-
struction of factory buildings. However, the lease is not penalized if general
obligation bonds are used. Kentucky revised statute 103.200. Which was passed
by the general assembly in 1946 authorizes Kentucky municialities to issue rev-
enue bonds for industrial buildings. During this period, over 160 new industries
located in Kentucky representing a total investment of over $1 billion, but this
statute has not been a major factor in Kentucky's industrial growth and has not
been used as a means of luring industry to this State. The authority of this
statute has been exercised only 4 times by Kentucky municipalities: In these
4 instances where revenue bonds were issued, the statute served a necessary and
important purpose and these industries are now flourishing and providing employ-
ment for many hundreds of our people at a time when there is a large amount of
unemployment in this State.

LAWRENCE W. WETnRBY,
Govern or, C'ommonrecaltn of Kent rlcky.
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RICHARDS, HAGA & EBERLE,
Boise, Idaho, April 23, 1954.

Hon. HENRY DWORSHAK,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR DWORSHAK: We enclose herewith a memorandum we have
prepared on sections 272 and 631 of H. R. 8300. These two sections apply to,
timber; and although adopted to benefit coal owners, these two sections inad- is
vertently penalize timber owners. As you well know, timber is one of the prime
industries of Idaho, and we believe that their passage would be a considerable
hindrance to the timber industry of Idaho.

Sections 272 and 631 single out timber owners from all other owners of capital
assets for discriminatory treatment. The owners of timber are now permitted to
deduct from ordinary income all expenses such as taxes, fire prevention, and the
like. Sections 272 and 631 would take away the right to deduct a portion of these
expenses and would require such expenses to be added to the timber owner's tax i
basis in determining capital gain. We urge you to support the amendment of
H. R. 8300 as set forth in our memo, so as to restore to the code the present
provisions of section 117 (k) as they apply to timber.

This is not really a request seeking any special treatment ; it is merely asking
to preserve the present status of equality with other taxpayers who are afforded
the right to deduct all expenses from ordinary income. The need for this equality
is emphasized by the fact that timber owners must hold timber for long periods
of time, and this change would discriminate against the owners rather than
encourage them.

We would appreciate it very much if you would go over this memorandum
and either oppose these amendments as such or discuss the matter with the
members of the Senate Committee on Finance, who are considering this bill now, Mt

We thank you for your appreciation.
Yours very truly,

W. D. EBERLE.

ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS OF H. R. 8300 APPLICABLE TO TiMBEa OWNERS

1. Description of provisions of H. R. 8300 mt
H. R. 8300 contains provisions designed to afford tax relief to owners of coal Ina

(sees. 272 and 631). These sections, which amend section 117 (k) of the present
code, relate to timber as well as coal. Although adopted to benefit coal owners,
they seriously (and, we believe, inadvertently) penalize timber owners.

Under the present code, persons receiving capital gains are entitled to deter-
mine their tax under the so-called alternative computation. Under this computa-
tion, the taxpayer may deduct ordinary expenses only from ordinary income. Th
Apparently most coal lessors have no ordinary income, and the amendments to
section 117 (k) of the present code were requested to permit these taxpayers to
deduct their expenses from capital gains.

Timber owners have ordinary income against which to deduct their ordinary
expenses. Consequently, they have never asked for, and do not want, the special-
tax treatment desired by the coal lessors. Furthermore, the new provisions
discriminate against timber owners in that no other taxpayers are required to
deduct ordinary expenses from capital gains. e

We believe that the amendments were inadvertently made applicable to timber, lraj
and we urge that the provisions of section 117 (k) of the present code relating to
timber be restored by the Senaite Finance Committee. (I
2. Background pf.

Timber is unique among natural resources because it is renewable. Through- 'dR
out the Nation owners of timberland today are engaged in forestry practices
that insure another crop of timber in from 30 years in the Southeast to 80 years
in the Northwest.

Recognizing the unfairness of taxing in a single year at ordinary rates the N
income representing from 30 to 80 years of timber-growing effort, and recog- I
nizing also the necessity of making it financially possible to grow and hold timber qi
over such long periods, Congress enacted section 117 (k) of the Internal Revenue hm
Code in 1944. Paragraph (1) of that section places the timber owner In the
same tax position whether he sells it or cuts it. If he cuts it, he is treated as
realizing a capital gain to the extent of the difference between the tax basis of
the timber and its fair market value. Paragraph (2) provides like treatment ioI

Giz!
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for timber owners who dispose of timber under a contract providing for payment
as the timber is cut, similar to those who sell timber outright (where capital
gain treatment has always applied).

In 1951 paragraph (2) of section 117 (k) was amended to cover disposals of
coal under a lease providing for payment as the coal is mined. When the para-
graph was amended to cover coal additional provisions applicable only to coal
were added to paragraph 117 (k) (2) to cover the special problems affecting a
resource materially different from timber.

Spurred by the incentive of section 117 (k), and acting in reliance upon it,
private forestry has made phenomenal progress during the last decade. The
unprecedented investment in forestry and in plants for fuller utilization of our
wood supply have brought us to a turning point in the drain of this vital natural
resource. As reported by the President's Materials Policy Commission in 1952,
the capital gain treatment extended by Congress "has encouraged investment and
reinvestment in timber property." The Commission urged that this feature of
the Federal tax laws be retained.

3. The provisions of sections 272 and 631 of H. R. 8300 are inconsistent with
the purposes of the bill

The Ways and Means Committee report on H. R. 8300 states that the purpose
of the changes in the Internal Revenue Code "has been to remove inequities, to
end harassment of the taxpayer, and to reduce tax barriers to further expansion
of production and employment." We submit that the changed treatment of
timber violates each of these three objectives.

First. Sections 272 and 631 as applied to timber create rather than remove an
inequity. A timber owner making an outri-ht sale of timber is permitted to
deduct from ordinary income the expenses which section 272 of H. R. 8300 requires
a timber cutter to add to his tax basis. Thus H. R. 8300 would reestablish the
inequity section 117 (k) was designed to eliminate.

Moreover, by denying timber owners the right to deduct their ordinary expenses
from ordinary income, H. R. S300 would single out timber owners from all other
taxpayers having capital-gain income. For example:

(a) Taxpayers selling property used in trade or business, other than timber,
may deduct ordinary expenses such as insurance, fire protection, and taxes from
ordinary income;

(b) In the sale of mortgaged property or in the sale of securities, items such
as interest, taxes, investment counseling services, and the like are deductible
from ordinary income.

Secondly. The application of section 272 of H. R. 8300 to timber owners would
increase rather than diminish harassment of the taxpayer.

The determination of the holding expenses attributable to the timber cut in
any year would be immensely complex and at best would produce an artificial
result. For example, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to allocate-

(a) Fire protection and insect and disease control costs;
(b) General expenses between different species and different stands of timber;
(c) Expenses attributable to salvage, prelogging, and felling of snags;
(d) Interest on money borrowed by a taxpayer expending funds for timber,

land, and manufacturing facilities;
(e) Taxes and assessments imposed by or required by State and local agencies

for a variety of purposes.
Such allocations would be more than harassment for the hundreds of thousands
of small owners-that is, those with less than 5,000 acres each-who own about
three-fourths of the Nation's 344 million acres of privately owned forestland.

Finally, H. R. 8300, by denying the right to deduct ordinary expenses from
ordinary income, obviously increases rather than reduces tax barriers to further
expansion of production and employment.

4. Amendmenits to H. R. 8300 specifically proposed
Our proposal is simple. We attach as exhibit A a draft of a revision which

will:
(a) Amend section 272 of H. R. 8300, which is an entirely new provision, so

it will apply only to coal;
(b) Restore section 631 (a), which relates only to timber, to its present status

in section 117 (k) (1) of the code;
(c) Separate section 631 (b), applying to both coal and timber, into two sec-

tions. The first section will deal with timber and will conform to the language
originally adopted in 1944. The second section will deal with coal alone and will
be identical with the present language in H. R. 8300.
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There are compelling reasons why timber should be treated separately and

apart from coal in a tax provision relating to severance, sale, or disposal. In

almost every respect, timber involves problems entirely different from coal with

respect to management, protection, conservation, severance, and processing-in

time, effort, and expense. Throughout its life, which is at least ,4) years in the

Northwest, timber is exposed te the risk of damage and destruction by animals

and insects, by the ravages of winds, floods, and droughts, and by fire caused

by both man and the elements. A highly technical tax problem of the kind being

dealt with here should not be solved by adopting a single provision responsive

to the circumstances peculiar to coal and making such provision applicable to

timber. No single provision should be designed to cover both a renewable re-

source and a depletable deposit.
In requesting the elimination from H. R. 8300 of the new provisions affecting

timber, we are not asking for special treatment. We seek only to preserve our

status of equality with all other taxpayers, who are accorded the right to deduct
expenses from ordinary income. The need of this equality is emphasized by
the fact that timber owners must hold timber for a long period of time and by
the fact that discrimination against timber owners would penalize, rather
than encourage, efforts to conserve a vital natural resource.

EXHIBIT A

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTIONS 272 AND 631 OF H. R. 8300

SECTION 272. [CUTTING OF TIMBER AND] DISPOSAL OF COAL [OR

TIMBER].
[(a) Where the cutting of timber by a taxpayer is considered a sale or

exchange under section 631 (a), no deduction shall be allowed for administra-
tive anti other expenses, incurred in the taxable year such timber is cut, in
connection with the holding and quantity measurement of such timber.]

[(b)] Whore the disposal of coal [or timber] by the tax-payer is covered by
section 631 [Mh)] (c), no deduction shall be allowed for expenditures attrib-
utable to the making and administering of the contract under which such dispo-
sition occurs and to the preservation of the economic interest retained under
such contract. This subsection shall not apply to any taxable year during
which there is no production, or income, under the contract.

SECTION 631. GAIN OR LOSS IN THE CASE OF TIMBER OR COAL.

(a) ELECTION To CONSIDER CUTTING AS SALE OR EXCHANGE.-If the taxpayer so

elects on his return for a taxable year, the cutting of timber (for sale or for use
in the taxpayer's trade or business) during such year by the taxpayer who
owns, or has a contract right to cut, such timber (providing he has owned such
timber or Nas held such contract right for a period of more than 6 mouths before
the beginning of such year) shall be considered as a sale or exchange of such
limber cut during such year. If such election has been made, gain or loss to
the taxpayer shall be recognized in an amount equal to the difference between
the fair market value of such timber, and the adjusted basis for depletion of
such timber in the hands of the taxpayer. [plus the deductions disallowed
under section 272.] Such fair market value shall be the fair market value as of
the first day of the taxable year in which such timber is cut, and shall there-
,fter be considered as the cost of such cut timber to the taxpayer for all

purposes for which such cost is a necessary factor. If a taxpayer makes an
election under this subsection, such election shall apply with respect to all
timber which is owned by the taxpayer or which the taxpayer has a contract
right to cut and shall be binding on the taxpayer for the taxable year for which
the election is made and for all subsequent years, unless the Secretary or his
dele-.ate, on showing of undue hardship, permits the taxpayer to revoke his
election; such revocation, however, shall preclude any further elections under
this subsection except with the consent of the Secretary or his delegate,

(b) DIsPos xL OF TIMBER [OR COAL] WITH A RETAINED EcoNoMic INTEREST.-In

the case of the disposal of timber [or coal (including lignite).] held for more
than 6 months before such disposal, by the owner thereof under any form or
type of contract by virtue of which such owner retains an economic interest in
such timber [or coal], the difference between the amount realized from the
disposal of such timber [or coal] and the adjusted depletion basis thereof
[plus the deductions disallowed for the taxable year under section 272] shall
be considered as though it were a gain or loss, as the case may be, on the sale
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of such timber [or coal]. [Such owner shall not le entitled to the allowance
for percentage depletion provided in section 613 with respect to such coal. In
the case of coal, this subsection shall not apply to income realized by any owner
as a coadventurer, partner, or principal in the mining of such coal, and the word
owner means any person who owns an economic interest in coal in place, includ-
ing a sublessor. The date of disposal of such coal shall be deemed to be the
date such coal is mined. In determining the gross income, the adjusted gross
income, or the taxable income of the lessee, the deductions allowable with respect
to rents and royalties shall be determined without regard to the provisions of
this subsection. This subsection shall have no application, in the case of coal,
for purposes of applying subchapter G, relating to corporations used to avoid
income tax on shareholders (including the determination of the amount of
the deduction under section 535 (b) (6) or section 545 (b) (5) ).]

[(b)] (c) DISPOSAL OF [TIMBER OR] COAL WITn A RETAINEn ECONOMIC
INTEREST.-In the case of the disposal of [timber or] coal (including lignite),
held for more than 6 months before such disposal, by the owner thereof under
any form or type of contract by virtue of which such owner retains an economic
interest in such [timber or] coal, the difference between the amount realized
from the disposal of such [timber or] coal and the adjusted depletion basis
thereof plus the deductions disallowed for the taxable year under section 272
shall be considered as though it were a gain or loss, as the case may be, on the
sale of such [timber or] coal. Such owner shall not be entitled to the allow-
ance for percentage depletion provided in section 613 with respect to such coal.
[In the case of coal,] This subsection shall not apply to income realized by any
owner as a coadventurer, partner, or principal in the mining of such coal, and
the word owner means any person who owns an economic interest in coal in place,
including a sublessor. The date of disposal of such coal shall be deemed to be
the date such coal is mined. In determining the gross income, the adjusted
gross income, or the taxable income of the lessee, the deductions allowable with
respect to rents and royalties shall be determined without regard to the provi-
sions of this subsection. This subsection shall have no application. Fin the case
of coal,] for purposes of applyinz subchapter G, relating to corporations used to
avoid income tax on shareholders (including the determination of the amount
of the deduction under section 535 (b) (6) or section 545 (b) (5).

BAss LAKE COMMITNITY. INC.,
Chardon, Ohio, April 19, 1954.

HOn. THoMAs BURKE,
Senate Office Building, Wasu ington, D. C.

DFAR SENATOR BTRKE: It is my understanding that there is a revision to be
made in the income-tax law which will be a benefit to Christmas-tree growers
We are planting approximately 25.000 trees per year and following the rules and
regulations of the Ohio Division of Forestry to help promote conservation in the
State of Ohio and we feel that any revision of the tax laws that can be made that
will help finance and promote the planting of trees in Ohio should be brought to
the attention of our Senators. Since you are from this district of the State I
thought it best to ask you if you vill use your influence and vote for a reclassica-
tion of Christmas trees so they will be considered a timber product.

Yours very truly,
BAss LAKE COMMUNITY, INC.,
CARROLL E. BAZLER, Ma eager.

MOLLIDAY, MILLER, MYERS, STEWART & McDOWELL,

ATTORNEYS A\ COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
Des Moincs 9, Iowa, April 20, 195!.

Senator Guy GILLETTE,
United States Senate Building, Washingtov, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GILLETTE: I am writing you this letter as legal counsel for the
Iowa Pharmaceutical Association which, in convention of its members, asked me
to raise objections to a certain provision of the income-tax revision law now before
the Senate for consideration.

It is our understanding that there is a provision in the revision of the income-
tax deductions for medical expenses to the effect that the cost of medicine and
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drugs is to be deducted only to the extent that these items exceed $50 or I percent

of the adjusted gross income, whichever is greater.
The Iowa Pharmaceutical Association cannot see any justification for such an

exception for in the overall picture of medical expenses you have the elements of

the doctor's bill, hospital bill, and drugs and medicines, and why one segment of

medical services should be pointed out as different from any other is beyond their

conception. People have to have drugs and medicines, generally, in connec-

tion with medical services and they can see no reason for this unjust

classification.
They also want to point out that certainly one of the aims for your bill is for

simplification and understanding, and this provision certainly would be one more

to present confusion and misunderstanding and chances fo3 errors or oversight.

You can ask any person today who has been at the hospital what his hospital

bill is and he will give you the total, but seldom does he break it down as to what
each particular item consisted of.

Of course, this wouldn't be true as to his purchases at the drugstore, and it
seems to the pharmacists that you are just inviting more confusion, more chance
for errors, and more misunderstandings, besides being a provision in the bill that
is not fair, reasonable, or justified.

The Iowa Pharmaceutical Association earnestly urges you to call this to the
attention of the proper people and urges you to use your efforts to have it deleted
from the bill.

Thanking you for your cooperation, I am
Respectfully,

I. W. MYERS,
Legal Counsel, Iowa Pharmaceutical Association.

CnIAMnER OF COMMERCE,
Walla Walla, Wash., April 19, 1954.

Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Senate Office Building, Washingtov, D. C.

DEAR SrNATOR: In connection with the current revision of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, the agriculture committee of the chamber of commerce today
adopted a resolution requesting your assistance in securing an amendment of
section 60 (a) as an aid to the present complicated schedule of filing times by
farmers.

The committee notes that Congress has seen fit to extend the general filing
time from March 15 to April 15, and is of the opinion a comparable 1-month
extension would be in order for farmers.

It is recognized that a farmer may now make an estimate on January 15 and
not file a final return until April 15, but the practical difficulty from a viewpoint
of checking records makes it desirable to continue a date closer to the January
15 estimate requirement period. Therefore, it is the suggestion of the com-
mittee that the current provision in section 60 (a), Internal Revenue Code, should
include a 1-month extension and should therefore be amended as underlined in
the following quotation from the code:

"(a) FARMERS.-In the case of an individual whose estimated gross income
from farming for the taxable year is at least two-thirds of the total estimated
gross income from all sources for the taxable year, in lieu of the time prescribed
in section 58 (d), the declaration for the taxable year may be made any time
on or before January 15 of the succeeding taxable year; and if such an individual
files a return on or before the last day of February of the succeeding taxable
year, and pays in full the amount computed on the return as payable, such re-
turn shall have the same effect as that prescribed in section 58 (d) (3) in the
case of a return filed on or before January 15."

Contacts made by accountants and farmers indicate rather clearly that such a
change would meet with favor among agricultural interests, those who prepare
the returns for them, and with the Treasury Department, and should, therefore,
receive congressional support through the introduction of such an amendment,
preferably at the committee level.

This letter is being addressed to you and Senator Jackson, with the thought
that the two of you can get together and determine the best procedure to ac-
complish the recommended result.

Sincerely yours,
ALFRED McVAY, Secretary-Manager.
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TIlE COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM, INC.,
New York, N. Y., April 23, 1954.

Subject: Revenue bill H. R. 8300, section 1732-Allocation of consolidated taxes.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senatc Finance Committee,

Sunatc Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Mv DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: AS is stated in the discussion of consolidated

returns, XXIX-D of the report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House
of Representatives, to accompany H. R. 8300, the allocation of the consolidated
tax takes on added significance because of the lowering of the affiliation test to
80 percent. The allocation of the consolidated tax has unusual significance in
the case of utility companies where in the determination of rates some regulatory
commissions only allow as a cost the portion of the consolidated tax assessed to
the subsidiary company.

Hence, as a matter of equity to minority stockholders, rate payers and in-
vestors, an equitable allocation of the consolidated tax is of major importance.

As we understand section 1732 of H. R. 8300, the first and third methods of
allocating the consolidated tax do not recognize the carryback or carry-forward
provisions of the act that would be available to a company on an individual com-
pany basis. The second alternative recognizes these provisions of the act but
does not eliminate intercompany dividends in the determination of the tax liabil-
ity of the individual members of the group.

In the interest of equity in the allocation of the consolidated tax, having in
mind the rights of minority stockholders, rate payers, and investors, the second
alternative should be amended to provide that dividends from companies within
the group shall be eliminated in determining the liability of individual companies,
inasmuch as such dividends represent merely a transfer of funds within the group
and do not enter into the computation of the consolidated tax.

In order to accomplish this, we submit that the following sentence, or language
that would accomplish the same purpose, be added to method (2)-

"In computing each company's tax on a separate return basis, dividends paid
by one member of the group to another shall be eliminated."

Respectfully yours,
H. E. OLSON.

PALMER, DODGE, GARDNER & BRADFORD,
Boston, April 15, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER.
Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: Before discovering that you were the person to whom

suggestions regarding the new tax law should be sent, I wrote Mr. Colin Stain
with my suggestions on the matter. Copies of the letter to Mr. Stam and his
reply and my second letter to Mr. Stain are enclosed. I have sent copies to
Senators Kennedy, Millikin, and Saltonstall.

Sincerely yours, JAMES W. PERKINS.

PALMER, DODGE, GARDNER, BICKFORD & BRADFORD,
Boston, April 15, 1954.

COLIN F. STAMP, Esq.,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,

House Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SWM : Thank you very much for your letter of April 13.

As to a definition of disability, the definition contained in the proposed section

214 is as satisfactory as that proposed in my letter to you of March 19.
You will recall that I suggested that section 151 (e) (1) (B) of the new law

be amended to permit an exemption for dependent disabled children over 18.
This would indirectly liberalize section 2, the head-of-family section, and section
213 relating to medical deductions. I pointed out that all these sections discrim-
inated in favor of families with young children or children in college against
families with chronically ill children over 18. It seemed especially strange to
me that under the proposed law the maximum medical deduction (sec. 213)

45994-54--pt. 4-31
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was to depend on the number of healthy small children or students in a family
but not on the number of chronically ill children over 18.

In view of your reference to section 214, may I suggest as an alternative to
my earlier suggestion that section 151 (e) (1) (B) be amended to include the
language about disability found in section 214. As so amended, section 151 (e)
(1) (B) would read:

"(1) IN GENERAL.-An exemption of $600 for each dependent (as defined in
section 152)-

* * * * * * *

"(B) who is a child of the taxpayer and who (i) has not attained the age of
19 at the close of the calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer
begins, or (ii) is a student, or (iii) is incapable of self-support because mentally
or physically defective throughout at least 6 consecutive calendar months during
the calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer begins."

Sincerely yours,

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION,

Washington, April 13, 1954.
Mr. JAMES WV. PERKINS,

Palmer, Dodge, Gardner & Radford,
Boston, Mass.

DEAR AIR. PERKINS: Your letter of March 19, 1954, analyzes the proposed
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and also notes that no special provision is made
for chronically ill children. One of the principal objections to the proposal that
special allowance be made for the disabled is the practical problem of defining
disability in an administratively feasible fashion.

Present law allows an increased exemption for the blind, a class of disabled
persons subject to exact definition, and for persons over 65, since this group may
be expected to have increased medical expenses. Section 214 does refer to a
"mother whose husband is incapable of self-support because mentally or physi-
cally defective," in allowing child-care expenses to certain mothers. Even this
provision has been criticized on the floor of the House on the grounds of adminis-
trative difficulty.

Under the bill, the parents will have the benefit of the liberalized deduction for
medical expenses. Very few persons exceed the maximum limitation on medical
expenses, but the lowering from 5 percent to 3 percent for the maximum expendi-
ture that may qualify for the medical deduction will grant relief to many persons Er
v, ho have a dependent subject to chronic illness.

The Senate Finance Committee is presently holding hearings on the bill, and
you may arrange to either appear personally or submit a written statement for
the record. I may say that there is a lot of sympathy for doing something in
this field if a satisfactory definition of total disability can be formulated.

Sincerely yours,
COLIN F. STAM, Ch ief of Staff.

PALMER, DODGE, GARDNER, BICKFORD & BRADFORD,

Boston, March, 19, 1954.C:OLIN SWAM, Esq., l~

Executive Secretary, Joint Committee on Internal Rercune Taxation,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I would like to point out certain features of the proposed Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as passed by the House of Representatives which to my
mind discriminate unfairly against families with chronically ill children over
the ages of 19.

Under section 151 (e) (1) (B) of the proposed law, exemptions are allowed for
children under 19 and students who have incomes of $600 or more, but not for ba,
the chronically ill children over 19 having the same income-despite the fact
that the chronically ill cause a far more serious drain on the family finances than
a healthy small child or student. This discrimination is not alleviated, but is
exaggerated by the medical expense provisions found in section 213 of the new
law. There the medical deduction is subjected to several limitations, one of
which is that it may not exceed $2,500 multiplied by the number of exemptions
allowed (with certain exceptions). Thus, in determining the maximum medical
deduction no provision whatever is made for the chronically ill child over 19
whose income equals or exceeds $600, although provision is made for a healthy
child under 19 or a healthy student with the same income. To permit the maxi-
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mum medical deduction to depend on the number of healthy small children and
students in the family but not on the number of chronically ill children over 19
seems anomalous indeed.

No relief is found in the "Head of family" section (S. 2 of the new law).
There we find that a widow or widower with a young child or a student having
an income of $600 or more is entitled to the "split income" rates, but a widow
or widower with a chronically ill child over 19 having the same income pays the
full rate. In this respect the new law is less liberal than present law, which
allows "Head of household" status regardless of the income of an unmarried
dependent child.

As you know, the medical expenses of a chronic illness can be extremely
heavy and can last for years and years. Such expenses can easily reduce an
otherwise substantial income to an amount insufficient to live on. I am famil-
iar with an instance in which this has happened and continues to happen every
year.
The inequities to which I have alluded could be cured in many ways. One

way would be to change S. 151 (e) (1) (B) of the new law to read as follows :
"(1) IN GENERAL.-An exemption of $600 for each dependent (as defined in

section 152)-

(B) Who is a child of the taxpayer and who (i) has not attained the age
of 19 at the close of the calendar year in which the taxable year of the tax-
payer begins, or (ii) is a student, or (iii) is totally or substantially totally
disabled from gainful employment, by reason of illness or injury, throughout
at least six onisecn-tive calendar imnths during the calendar year in which
the taxable year of the taxpayer begins."

I hope that it is not too late for amendments of this sort to be successfully
introduced and would greatly appreciate learning what the possibilities may be.

I am sending copies of this letter to Senators Kennedy and Saltonstall.
Sincerely yours,

JAMES W. PERKINS.

HALE AND DORR.

Boston 9, April 16, 1954.

Re effective date of sections 354 and 359 relative to recognition of gain and loss
to corporations in corporate acquisitions and separations, H. R. S300.

Hon. SENATOR EUGENE D. -MILLIKIN,
Scunte Finac t'ommmttcc, S' natc Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
(Attention: Mrs. Springer, Clerk, Senate Finance Committee.)

MY DEAR SENATOR: This letter will confirm my telephone conversation today
with Mrs. Springer and is to be made a part of the record of the hearings before
the Senate Finance Committee in accordance with my understanding with Mrs.
Springer.
We represent a group of corporate clients who are in the process of combining

with a large corporation pursuant to a plan of statutory merger and consolida-
tion. This transaction is a typical merger on which no gain or loss is recog-
nized under existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 amended
to this date.

However, if the provisions of subtitle A, chapter I, subchapter C, sections
354 and 359 of H. R. 8300 were applicable, we believe that gain or loss would be
recognized on this merger for the reason that our corporate clients would not
qualify as "publicly held" corporations within the meaning of those provisions.
I might add that this transaction is a striking example of a merger which is
clearly in the public interest; the corporations to be merged operate growing
businesses in a new industry in an otherwise generally depressed textile area
in Massachusetts, the growth of which have been hampered by lack of adequate
financing. The merger will supply adequate working capital and capital for
expansion which will be greatly to the benefit of the communities involved both
directly in the form of increased employment and indirectly in many other
ways. This merger would never have been undertaken if the provisions pro-
posed in H. R. 8300 had been in the law when the transaction was first entered
into and it is obvious that such transactions will be, as a practical matter, pro-
hibited in the future if these provisions become law.
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We think the proposed provisions are entirely unsound as tending to dis-
courage and prevent transactions of the type presented here and as a discrimina-
tion against small business.

However, we feel that we should properly confine this letter to a discussion
of the problem of the effective date of sections 354 and 359 (a) if such sections
or their counterparts should finally become law. Our case illustrates the prob-
lem:

In the latter part of 1953, negotiations commenced for the merger of our
corporate clients into a larger "publicly held" corporation. After negotiations,
an agreement was entered into between the larger company and the principal
stockholders of the smaller companies, the effect of which was that the parties
agreed to the basic provisions of the merger and our clients became bound to
go through with the transaction subject to the usual conditions subsequent
relative to the accuracy of representations, etc. This agreement was executed on
February 18, 1954. Under the agreement, the surviving company's liability was
contingent upon the approval of a merger agreement by its stockholders at a
meeting to he held on April 6, 1954. This meeting was held and the merger
was approved. The actual merger is scheduled to be consumated later this
month or the first part of May 1954.

It would, of course, be grossly unfair if our clients in this instance were to
be affected by a substantial change in the law occurring after they became
legally committed. However, under a literal interpretation of section 391 (a)
of H. R. 8300, it could be argued that the new provisions would be applicable
to this transaction since the actual merger, that is. transfer of property and
distribution of the stock will not occur until after March 1, 1954.

We submit that such a fundamental change having such serious tax reper-
,cussions should not become effective any earlier than the date of enactment
,of the legislation and, in any event, should not apply to any transaction where
either party became substantially committed prior to such effective date. In
fact, having in mind the complexities of the tax structure, the far-reaching
changes in H. R. 8300 and the difficulties of the average attorney in keeping
up with these matters, it would seem fair that some waiting period should be
allowed after the enactment of the law during which time its provisions would
presumably have received far greater publicity than a bill which is merely in
the legislative gristmill.

Subparagraph 1 of section 391 (a) already provides that part II of the sub-
chapter shall be effective only with respect to distributions made pursuant to
a plan of partial or complete liquidation adopted after March 1, 1954. At the
very least, this provision should apply to reorganizations and mergers as well
as liquidations and therefore part III should be included in this provision.
The provision should also make clear that the world "adopted" covers com-
mitments made or incurred prior to the effective date.

We respectfully submit for the consideration of your committee two pro-
posed alternate amendments of section 391 (a) of part VI of subchapter C of
H. R. 8300, the first to incorporate a 30-day waiting period which wq submit
is fair under the circumstances; the second alternative provision would male the
law effective as to all transactions which were both initiated and consummated
after the passage of the act.
"SECTION 391. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER C.

"(a) This subchapter shall be effective with respect to distributions or trans-
fers occuring after the expiration of thirty (30) days next subsequent to the
date of enactment of this act, except that parts II and III of this subchapter shall
be effective only with respect to such distributions or transfers made pursuant
to a plan formally or informally adopted, or a liability incurred after the date
of enactment of this act."

Alternative provisions:
"SECTION 391. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER C.

"(a) This subchapter shall be effective with respect to distributions or trans-
fers occurring after the date of enactment of this act, except that parts II and
1III of this subchapter shall be effective only with respect to such distributions
and transfers made pursuant to a plan formally or informally adopted or a
liability incurred after the date of such enactment."

I am enclosing four extra copies of each proposed change for your convenience.
I should appreciate acknowledgment of this letter.

Very respectfully,
SAMUEL S. DENNIS 3D.
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"SECTION 391. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER C.
"(a) This subchapter shall be effective with respect to distributions or trans-

fers occurring after the expiration of thirty (30) days next subsequent to the
date of enactment of this act, except that parts II and III of this subchapter
shall be effective only with respect to such distributions or transfers made pur-
suant to a plan formally or informally adopted, or a liability incurred after
the date of enactment of this act."

Alternative provision:

"SECTION 391. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER C.
"(a) This subchapter shall be effective with respect to distributions or trans-

fers occurring after the date of enactment of this act, except that parts II and
III of this subehapter shall be effective only with respect to such distributions
and transfers made pursuant to a plan formally or informally adopted or a
liability incurred after the date of such enactment."

UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.,

New York 6, N. Y., April 20, 1954.
Hon. EUOENE D. MILLIXIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DwR SIR: On April 13, Mr. Walter Reuther testified before the Senate Finance
Committee and in the course of his testimony attempted to discredit a survey
made by United States Steel Corp. of the income and tax facts with respect
to its individual stockholders. The results of the survey are set forth in
United States Steel's Annual Report for 1953 on pages 22 to 26, inclusive.

In order that your committee may have before it a correct analysis of Mr.
Reuther's criticisms, I am enclosing a memorandum dated April 20, 1954, prepared
by Bradford B. Smith, economist of United States Steel Corp., together with a
copy of the corporation's annual report for 1953.1

Since Mr. Reuther's remarks appear in the record of your committee's hear-
ings, we request that this letter and the attached memorandum also be made
a part of that record.

Your courtesy in connection with the foregoing will be much appreciated.
Yours very truly,

E. M. VOORHEES.

MEMORANDUM OF UNITED STATES STEEL CORP. IN REPLY TO TESTIMONY OF WALTER

P. REUTHER, PRESIDENT, CIO

In appearing before the Senate Finanee Committee on April 13 Mr. Walter
Reuther sought to discredit the findings of a survey reporting the income and
tax facts about United States Steel Corp.'s individual stockholders.

In order that the members of the committee may have the facts before them
we would like to file with the committee copies of United States Steel's Annual
Report for 1953. on pages 22 to 26 inclusive of which the survey is recorded.

Mr. Reuther listed six points in his attack on the stockholders survey. In
the following they are commented upon seriatim.

1. In seeking to impugn the facts set forth in United States Steel's survey
of its stockholders Mr. Reuther cites (as disclosed in that survey) that half
of the questionnaires sent out were not returned. We are astonished that
Mr. Reuther would pretend that the replies received were an inadequate sample.
As a matter of fact, a sample based on 50 percent returns-about 140,000 re-
plies-is quite extraordinary. Furthermore-but overlooked by Mr. Reuther-
the sampe was proved for representativeness against five unknown character-
istics of all individual stockholders. We do not believe that Mr. Reuther really
has any serious doubts about the size and proportion of the sample because in
this same testimony he cites without condemnation the Federal Reserve Board's
"Survey of consumers' finances" for 1952. That survey covered 3,097 con-
sumer spending units, or about one two-hundredth of 1 percent of the 60 million
units in the country.

2. Mr. Reuther repeats what the survey announced, that is, that this was
a survey of individual, not institutional, stockholders. It did not purport to

I Entire report not reprinted in hearings, however, part of it appears on p. 732.
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be anything else. Contrary to Mr. Reuther's assertion it did include-and was
so stated-those individuals whose stock was in their brokers' names. We
did not deem it relevant to either personal incomes or personal tax rates to
question insurance companies, industrial companies, schools, churches, hospi-
tals, libraries, foundations, cemeteries, and other institutions on the tax rates
to which they were subject. We suspect that Mr. Reuther's bare assertion
that these institutions "hold shares chiefly for wealthy people" is more emo-
tional than factual.

3. Mr. Reuther contended that no information was secured from stockholders
permitting the distribution of holdings by income brackets below $5,000. This
betrays his failure to read the description of statistical methods, appearing
on page 26. to which the committee is respectfully referred. Thus, as there
indicated, if no tax was levied on the stockholder the top limit of income was
established in the case of each type of return: Individual, joint and head of
household. Limits of income were similarly established for each tax rate re-
ported. Incomes were thus classified within comparatively narrow control limits.
To translate these into the customary $1,000 brackets the patterns of income
distribution displayed in the Government's Statistics of Income were used as
a model. We are at a loss to know what better or more comprehensive model
could be selected. Mr. Reuther did not contest the finding that 8 percent
of the stockholders were not subject to any tax and that 56 percent of them
had incomes less than $5,000. Mr. Reuther might want us to assume that
everybody whose income was less than $5,000 had an income of $4,999.

4. Mr. Reuther charged that incomes of stockholders above $5,000 were under-
stated because of certain assumptions: "That the stockholders (1) were truth-
fully computing their income tax; (2) understood what tax rate the question
referred to (most stockholders are probably painfully aware of their own tax
status and would have a more intimate knowledge thereof than Mr. Reuther) ;
(3) had not nontaxable income (the noncoverage of nontaxable income was
stated in the report. Such income is irrelevant to the determination of the
extent of double taxation of dividends) ; (4) had no income from capital gains
(the survey stated on page 26 that "Income in this study means 'Adjusted
gross income'. " To the extent that capital gains are considered as and treated
as income under thp law they are therefore included) : and (5) had typical
exemptions and deductions (what other assumption could possibly be more
appropriate with regard to 140,000 people?)."

5. Mr. Reuther generalizes that "estimate of incomes of those above $5,000
(as opposed to those below) has all the downward biases characteristic of
income estimates derived from income tax reports." The incomes of our stock-
holders were not "derived from income tax reports." As set forth in the
description of statistical methods, previously mentioned, those incomes were
determined from the income tax rates stockholders reported to us in a manner
which did not disclose their individual identities. No self-interest could be
served by understating the tax rates.

6. In his last point Mr. Reuther contends that United States Steel's shares
are more widely distributed among lower income brackets than all stock
holdings. We have no facts on this. If Mr. Reuther has we would be glad
to have them. Until then, the United States Steel survey stands as the most
comprehensive and representative study of its kind that has ever been made.

BRADFORD B. SMITH, Economist.

NEW Yeas, N. Y., April 15, 1954.Hon. EUCENE D. MILLIKIN,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR S NATOR: Investors, who supply the so-called equity capital to our cor-
porate industries, since the 1930's have been the object of double taxation on their
investments. But they alone have not been the sufferers of this inequity. To
pay a tax, the corporation must earn net income. To induce investment for the
conduct of its business, it must pay an adequate hiring fee to the investor. All of
this has to be collected from its sole source of gain, its customers. The elimina-
tion of some of these taxes can benefit the nonstockholder in lower costs to him.
At the same time the millions of modest investors, those who take the risks, may
receive a fair payment for their risks.

In the conduct of a corporate business the tax laws presently permit as de-
ductibles, before fixing the net for taxing, the cost of doing business, including
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cost of material, labor, management, interest on indebtedness, etc. On the net
so found, if there be any, is imposed the income tax. From the remaining bal-
ance the corporation can or may pay a dividend. This dividend is taxed again
in the possession of the equity investor.

Instead of forcing many of the modest investors to use their capital to live,
with no resulting tax, the Congress can allow, as a deduction before taxation,
the payment by the corporation of a just, limited hiring fee to its equity investors.
This hiring fee is not to be considered as profit. It is a necessary cost in the
conduct of the business which can exist and grow with equity investment. It
would be taxable when received by the equity investor in his tax return. Profit
after this deduction can be subject to double taxation.

Thus will equity capital be recognized as important in our economy, and not
as a profiteer, and as receiving fair treatment under the laws of our country.

Respectfully submitted.
FREDERICK W. MoGOWAN.

BAKER, HOSTETLER & PATTERSON,
Cleveland, April 15, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MITLIKIN,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: May I respectfully suggest that there are certain
gross inequities in the provisions of section 309 of the proposed 1954 Internal
Revenue Code as passed by the House of Representatives. This section imposes
a penalty tax of 85 percent of the redemption price of preferred stock which has
been issued or exchanged in substitution for common, even though such
redemption is made through the operation of a compulsory sinking fund entered
into years ago and which the corporation is bound to perform. Such tax is to
continue for 10 years since 309 (c) provides that a preferred stock issued prior
to January 1, 1954, is nevertheless to be considered as having been issued on that
date for the purposes of this tax.

If the redeemed preferred had been issued for anything other than common
stock of the issuing corporation, then such tax would be only on the excess over
105 percent of the consideration received by the corporation for the preferred
(see 309 (a) (3)) ; but, since common stock of the issuing corporation is ex-
pressly excluded from the definition of "property" in section 312, this exclusion
of 105 percent is denied for the redemption of preferred which has been issued in
substitution for common.

This abolition of exchanging preferred for common stock seems economically
unwise and unnecessary to prevent the so-called preferred bailout which has no
legitimate corporate benefit or purpose. When applied to preferred stock is-
sued prior to January 1, 1954, it seems not only to be unfair but to be confisca-
tory; and, if such a statute were enacted by a State, it might well be considered
as constituting an impairment of the contractual obligation under the sinking
fund.

I believe that the committee has stated that the frequent absorption of small
corporations by large ones is economically and socially undesirable. It seems to
me that section 309, when coupled with the aforesaid definition of "property" in
section 312, stops or prevents a very logical and desirable means of avoiding just
such absorptions and prevents many small and closely held corporations from
holding young men of ambition.

Many of these closely held corporations are controlled by their founders who
are now, because of advanced years, either unable or unwilling to continue their
former pace. On the other hand, the younger staff has been trained and is eager
to take over and is able to carry on, but these younger men are naturally un-
willing to do so if the bulk of their success is to inure to absentee owners or
if they are constantly to be in danger of having the control pass on to outsiders
or of seeing the corporation become a mere branch plant of a large and distant
corporation into which their company is merged. In such a situation the plac-
ing of preferred in the hands of the older men and of the common in the hands
of the younger men solves the problem in many instances. Such a substitution
gives the founders a more assured but limited income and a more salable
security in the event of death and a more suitable investment for their estate.
On the other hand, the younger management is entitled to the fruits of its effort,
acquires control, avoids all of the uncertainties mentioned above and, through
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redemption of the preferred, may in the future become the sole owners of the
business.

An actual case which I have handled may best illustrate this. Upon securing
the client's permission, I will be glad to supply names and all relative data
including that with respect to the Commissioner's formal ruling that the trans-
action was tax free and that the subsequent redemption of the preferred would
involve only a capital -ain to the shareholder.

A and B had organized an Ohio corporation and had built up a successful
and sound business through the years of plain hard work. A died owning 55
percent of the stock, the rest being owned by B. A's widow was his sole heir,
a woman of 65 with no business experience. B and his son were unwilling to
carry on if the control might pass to strangers or if the 55 percent of the results
of their efforts was to go to the widow. They could not buy her stock. On the
other hand, the common stock was an undesirable investment for the widow and
would be worth very little if competent management was not either continued
or procured.

Under these circumstances a recapitalization was effected whereby the widow
obtained, in substitution for her common, 2 classes of 5 percent cumulative pre-
ferred stock having a par value equal to the value of her common. B acquired
all of the common. Both classes of preferred stock were subject to redemption
provided that none of class B could be redeemed until all of class A had been
redeemed. Class A had no voting rights, but class B had voting rights which
gave it control in order that the widow might be protected if through B's
death or otherwise the common stock would come into incompetent hands. Each M9
class of preferred contained a sinking fund whereby the corporation was obli-
gated to set aside in each year a percentage of its annual earnings for the re-
demption of the preferred par. Upon application, the Commissioner ruled ref
formally that the recapitalization was tax free and that the redemption of the
preferred stock would result only in capital gain to the holder thereof, even
though such redemption was effected through the operation of the sinking fund. M

As a result of this transaction the corporation secured a continuity of success-
ful management of which it would have been otherwise deprived and has gone r
forward very profitably. The widow has an assured, though limited, income
and a salable security. B, in turn, has acquired all of the common; and, if he
continues to operate the corporation successfully will, within a few ycars, be
able to retire all of the preferred so that he and his son can thereafter be the
beneficiaries of the entire earnings produced by their management. ID

Yet, as I see it, section 309 will, because of the fact above mentioned, require ot
the corporation to pay 85 cents for each $1 paid by it into this preferred sinking Or
fund. I respectfully submit that to impose such a tax upon a transaction en-
tered into years ago for a legitimate business purpose and expressly sanctioned
by the Commissioner is, to say the least, unjust. If the recapitalization had No
been made only for the stockholder's benefit and performed no legitimate cor-
porate purpose such as the typical bailout, I would not object.

Respectfully submitted.
CLAYTON QUINTRELL.

FRED WOLFERMAN, INC.,
Kansgas City, Mo., April 17, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Clerk, Senate Pinance Committee,

Senate Ofice Bailding, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MADAM: Reference is made to section 441, H. R. 8300, which is presently

under consideration before the Senate Finance Committee. This section enlarges
upon the term "fiscal year" to include a 52-53 week period and would permit the
filing of income tax returns on that basis.

That the adoption of a 52-53 week year reporting period serves a genuine busl-
ness purpose has been recognized by Commissioner of Internal Revenue Dunlap
in his statement before the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation on
April 4, 1952, and by the recognition accorded by the House Ways and Means
Committee in adopting such a provision as section 441 of H. R. 8300. However,
section 7851, relating to the effective date of the provision pertaining to the 52-
or 53-week year accounting period makes this provision applicable with respect
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1953, and ending after the date
of the enactment of the bill. The use of such a date would deny the privilege of
adopting a 52- or 53-week year to any taxpayer whose fiscal year ended in 1954
(which in our case is June 30, 1954).
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Inasmuch is there has been no change in the tax rates with respect to fiscal
years ending in 1954 it is suggested and urged as a Irictical solution for your
committee to amend the bill so that the provision of section 441 will apply
either to taxable years ending after December 31, 1153, or, in the alternative, to
the due date of returns for fiscal years ending after the date of the enactment
of the bill.

The change herein suggested will not result in the loss of any revenue but
would permit those corporations and certain industries which for business
reasons close their accounting period on a particular day of the week rather
than on the last day of the month to immediately elect to adopt the 52-53 week
year accounting period.

Very truly yours,
L. CRITCHELOW, Secretary.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.,
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS,

Seattle 4, April 16, 1954.
Re H. R. 8300, technical changes, section 1223.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairran, Stoate Finanec Committee,
315 Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We have noted an unfortunate and perhaps unintended effect involv-
ing the application of section 1223 of H. R. 8300 as passed by the House.

This section relates to the holding period for determination of capital gains
qualified to take the alternative tax rate, and it prevents tacking on the holding
period of a noncapital asset exchanged in a nontaxable transaction to that of
another noncapital asset received in the exchange.

Taxpayers in the forest industries find it necessary to work out trades of
timber holdings very frequently in order to accomplish the most efficient and
economical Nvoods operations through reduction of trucking expenses, road con-
struction costs and related logging costs.

The timber held by taxpayers who are producing operators in the forest
industries is not a capital asset; however, the alternative tax is allowed on gains
from cutting timber held for 6 months or more prior to the taxable year by the
provisions of section 631. It appears that gains from cutting timber received in
nontaxable exchanges for other timber during the taxable year or within 6 months
of the beginning of the taxable year would, by the above indicated provisions of
section 1223, be taxed as ordinary income regardless of the years such taxpayer
held the timber given up in the exchange.

Since this effect seems inconsistent we are calling it to your attention so that
correction may be proposed if the unfavorable result indicated was not intended.

Very truly yours, W. L. SCHMIATTERLY.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES,

Grand Forks, N. Dak., April 17, 1954.
Re H. R. 8300.
ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,

Senate Office Building,
Washington 25, D. C.

(Attention: Senate Finance Committee-Senator E. D. Millikin, Senator
Walter F. George, Senator Harry F. Bird.)

I wish to call your attention to Section 505: Allowable Investments for Em-
ployees' Trusts, subsection (a), item No. 3, that denies the trusts right to invest
in any life-insurance policy in which the face amount exceeds 100 times the
monthly annuity payable at normal retirement age under the plan.

COM MENTS

I can understand why such a denial should be placed on such an investment
by the trust if the insured had the right to name his own beneficiary.

But I can see no reason why the trust should not invest in an ordinary life
policy if the trust is named as the beneficiary in the policy. This provision
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would prevent the insured from deriving any benefit as the result of his death.
The other participants in the trust would be the real beneficiaries, whereas
if the trust invests in a retirement income policy the insured can designate his
own beneficiary.

This limitation would defeat one of the important objectives of an employees'
profit-sharing trust.

For example, an employer who wanted to create a trust to make it possible
for his faithful employees to acquire ownership of his business by having such
a trust purchase or all of his business as time passed and the trust's share of
the profits made this possible.

If the trust could not invest some of its funds in a policy on his life with the
proceeds payable to the trust in the event of his premature death, the business
might be sold or liquidated, etc.

I respectfully suggest that your committee consider adding the following words
to item 3, subsection (a) of section 505 "unless the insurance policy names the
trust as beneficiary."

This would not create any problem of administration of the law or result
in the loss of any taxes and would help some employers to render a real service
to his employees, and possibly to his community, by the perpetuation of his
business.

Respectfully yours,
C. A. WEST.

STATEMENT OF DAVID LINDQUIST TO BE PRESENTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE RELATIVE TO WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE CORPORATIONS

The writer is David Lindquist, a vice president in charge of exports of the
Barry-Wehmiller Machinery Co., and a vice president of its wholly owned
subsidiary, the Barry-Wehmiller Export Sales Co. Our company is a manu-
facturer of made-to-order bottling and processing machinery for dairies, soft-
drink factories, breweries, and food-processing plants.

The writer joined this firm as sales engineer in 1937. prior to which he spent
10 years in Latin America. During the 17 years he has been with this company
his activities have been restricted to sales of this company's products abroad
and until 1947 traveled exclusively, as well as lived, in Latin America.

This company has been singularly successful in the sale of its machinery
for export, and especially in Latin America. Our products and name are very
well known and widely in use in the industries in those countries. Since
business of this kind in this country is a seasonal one with a heavy demand
in the fall, water, and early spring and a slack season during the summer,
our export business, in which the seasons are opposite, enables us to maintain
a more even manufacturing rhythm, and, therefore, not necessitating layoffs
of labor during slack seasons. Many manufacturers of specialty items and
made-to-order goods in this country are subject regularly to these seasonal
fluctuations. Export business, therefore, can assist them in maintaining a
more even manufacturing tempo with a corresponding benefit to manufacturing
labor.

Latin American business, in general, looks to the manufacturers of this
country for machinery. There are several basic reasons for this preference for
North American machines, the first being that they prefer to pattern their
industries along our lines rather than that of the European. A second reason
is that deliveries from this country are generally better than from Europe
and distances are shorter. A third is the constant fear that another world war
could disrupt trade with Europe easier than with the United States and permit
purchase of repairs and maintenance parts in this country, should another
world conflict again occur. Notwithstanding their preferences for North Ameri-
can equipment, the buyers in those countries are exceedingly price conscious
and a much lower machinery cost could outweigh his choice of manufacturer.
Further, because of general shortage of dollar exchange, Latin American govern-
ments are encouraging purchases with payments spread over long periods.

European competitors now looking for markets for their goods logically look
at Latin America. In order to overcome customer preference for North American
machines offer lower prices and long credit facilities. European governments
to encourage exports offer every assistance to manufacturers, in the form of
export subsidies, credit guaranties and exchange insurance. We might cite a
news article in the April 12, 1954, issue of Time magazine, Hemisphere Section
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illustrating the efforts being made by the German Government to offer credit
facilities to Latin American buyers.

We and other manufacturers in this country who find it desirable to do
business in Latin America are required to maintain staffs of sales engineers
in those countries. Our sales literature, service manuals and the like must
be printed in several languages other than English. This is an expensive opera-
tion and naturally adds to the cost of doing business.

Since the exporting of machinery and equipment to Latin America is of benefit
to North American industry, to the Latin American businessman in furnishing
him with modern industrial equipment, and to our Government in helping to
maintain good relations with businessmen among our good neighbors to the
South, we believe that some assistance should be given to the exporting manu-
facturer. No credit assistance is available from our Government to make pos-
sible long-term payment facilities, nor does our Government have available any
exchange insurance, and, therefore, the only available benefit then would be
through tax benefits under section 109 to enable him to withstand serious
competition.

We do believe that the original intent of section 109 of the Internal Revenue
Code relating to Western Hemisphere trade corporations was to offer some
encouragement to our manufacturers to do export business in the Western
Hemisphere. The arbitrary interpretations of the Treasury Department, how-
ever, make it impossible for the small corporations to obtain any benefit from
Western Hemisphere business. Their insistence upon literal transfer of title
outside of the United States requires the maintenance of branches or ware-
houses in the country where the equipment is to be used. A small company
such as ours finds this entirely beyond the realms of possibility, nor with the
type of custom-built machines which we manufacture, is it practical. Further,
it makes impossible the usual methods of payment such as letters of credit
established in this country by the purchaser, which is the standard of good
commerical practice and a method entirely familiar to our customers.

Because of the interpretation of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, our costs
of doing business in the Western Hemisphere remain high and we can expect no
benefits under section 109, and the competition from other countries becomes even
more serious. We look to Congress, therefore, for a clarification of this section
which will set forth their purpose in writing the act, so that a Western Hemi-
sphere sale can be defined as one where the equipment, machinery, or product is
exported from the United States to a user within the Western Hemisphere with-
out the necessity of the transfer of title outside of this country with the conse-
quent disturbance of usual trade practices. We respectfully urge adoption of such
clarifying amendment.

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee, section 921, of the pro-
posed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 states: "Although your committee believes
that the present Western Hemisphere trade corporation provisions produce some
anomalous results, it has retained those provisions in order to avoid disturbances
at the present time to established channels of trade." The admittedly anomalous
results, some of which we have outlined above, are already creating disturbances
to established channels of trade. They prevent Latin American purchasers from
pursuing their normal trade practices in their accustomed manners in order to
conform to the stand taken by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

The clarification amendment of section 109, therefore, will enable many com-
panies in this country to enjoy the benefits of export business to Latin America
with the consequent benefit to the people of this country, our Government, and
to the peoples of Latin America.

DAVID LINDQUIST.

NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE,
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SECTION,

New York, N. Y., April 19, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE MILIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DE.,1a SENATOR MILLIKIN: The International Trade Section of the New York

Board of Trade wishes to place before you and your associates on the Senate
Finance Committee, its views on H. R. 8300, hearings on which are now being
conducted by the Senate Finance Committee.
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The recommendations and the views of our committee on this bill to revise
the United States Internal Revenue Code relating to Western Hemisphere trade
corporation and extension of benefits to other areas are embodied in the attached
resolution.

It is our belief that our views and recommendations are in the great interest
of all foreign traders located throughout the country, and on behalf of our mem-
bers we bespeak for our resolution your earnest consideration and any possible
favorable action of your committee thereon.

Sincerely,
FRANCIS X. ScAruRo, Chairman.

RESOLUTION

Whereas the Finance Committee of the unitedd States Senate has under con-
sideration legislation (H. R. 8300) revising the Internal Revenue Code of the
United States; and

Whereas certain sections of the aforesaid legislation, in particular, sections
923 and 951 are of special concern to firms engaged in foreign trade and in over-
seas operations; and

Whereas it is believed that sections 923 and 951, as presently worded in H. R.
8300 contain certain exclusions which are discriminatory in nature and detri-
mental to the foreign trade and investment policies of the Nation, said exclusions,
in particular, being the omission of "import-wh6le-sale" and "branch sales office"
operations from the 14 point tax benefit provided for in section 923 and from the
right to deferment of income as to foreign branch operations, provided for in
section 951, as well as the specific omission of Western Hemisphere trade cor-
porations from the right to deferment of income from foreign-branch operations,
as provided for in section 951; and

Whereas the International Trade Section of the New York Board of Trade
believes that the aforementioned exclusions should be brought to the attention
of the Senate Finance Committee, and corrective measures be taken by the afore-
said committee to amend sections 923 and 951 so as to include the types of opera-
tions referred to above and now excluded: Be it

Resolved, That the International Trade Section of the New York Board of Trade
recommend to the Senate Finance Committee and urge the adoption of the fol-
lowing amendments to sections 923 and 951 contained in legislation now pending
before the Congress of the United States and known as H. R. 8300.

(1) Elimination of that part of section 923 (a ) (3) A ii reading as follows:
"Through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public-utility facility, retail estab-

lishment, or other like place of business situated."
(2) Elimination of section 923 (b) (1) A and B.
(3) Elimination of that part of section 951 (a) reading as follows:
"Through a factory, mine, oil or gas well, public-utility facility, retail estab-

lishment, or other like place of business situated."
(4) Elimination of section 951 (b) (1) A and B.
15) Elimination of section 951 (c) (2).

STATEMENT OF PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., ST. LoIs, Mo., RELATING TO GAIN
OR Loss FROi SALE OR EXCHANGE OF TREASURY STOCK

According to generally accepted accounting principles, practically all dealings
by a corporation in its own capital stock constitute financing or capital-raising
activities, as distinguished from ordinary business operations. Such theory does
not recognize profit or loss arising upon the sale of treasury stock. From either
an accounting or an economic viewpoint. there is no essential difference between
(1) the reacquisition and resale by a corporation of its own stock, and (2) the
reacquisition and retirement of such stock followed by the subsequent sale of
previously unissued stock of the same class. When capital stock is reacquired
and retired, any surplus arising therefrom is capital surplus and is so accounted
for. The full proceeds of any subsequent issue of stock of the same class also con-
stitutes capital. Surplus arising from the reacquisition of capital stock by
an issuing corporation and its subsequent resale is handled in the same manner.

Although the foregoing accounting rules are basic and fundamental and are
in accord with the views of the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
Treasury Department refuses to abide by them and instead has adopted a
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strained construction ,ii the law in an attempt to find taxable income whenever
a corporation disposes of shares of its own stock held in its treasury.

Income-tax regulations issued by the Treasury Department in connection
with each of tin iicotile-tax law enactments starting with the Revenue Act
of 11)1s down to and including the Revenue Act of 1932 contained the following
provision with resliect to -ales of treasury stock:
"t " I it'. for the purliose of enabling a corporation to secure working capital

or fir any other purpose, the stockholders donate or return to the c'rpiwation
1i, b- rt hd Iy i0 ('erit;ilt si ai-e of stick (if the ciaopaniy previously issued to
thtent, ir if the corloratioin l)urcliasfs any of its stock atnd holds it as treasury
st ck, tie sale (of such stuck will be considered a capital transactiin and the-
pr ceeds oif such sale will be treated as capital and will not constitute income
of the corporation A corporation realizes no gain or loss from the purchase
of its own stick" (rea. 45. art. 542: reg. 62, 65. 69, art. 54:; reg. 74, 77, art. 61).

The earl5 decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals were ilt accord with these
regulations and thiere wits general acceptance if the broad proposition tlm
no gain or hs,, w:s realized by a corporation on the sale or lurchase of its own
stock. By repeated enictinelits of the prtvisions (of the underlying tax statute,
this regulation had acquired the force and effect of law. Despite the long-
established rule, the Treasury Departmtent on May 2, 1934, attempted to amend
its regulat ioils retrioactix-ely. Subsequently the regulation as so anientled was
adilited as article 22 (a 16I ot regulation 86, the official Treasury Department
regulations pronulgatedh as the result of the enactment of the Ravenue Act
of 19214. Under the regulations as sit retroactively amended, the Commissioner
of literlial Revellle attelillid to tax lisi ositi hns oif tl'sasilly stock. ic(c'irinig
prior to May 2. 193"t4. bit the Snprente Court of the United States in Hclrcri q v.
R. J. R1ltiolds Tobatcco Coitpantu (3416 U. S. 110), definitely ruled that the at-
tempted retroactive aitenlinent wxas not effective as to transactions occurring
prior to the amendment, wiereuptin the attempt to give the amendment retro-
active effect wvas revoked.

The regulation under the 1934 Revenue Act was not affected by the revocation
of the attempted amendment as applicable to earlier years, however. and as
adopted in regulation 86 and it all of the regulations issued under subsequent
revenue acts and the Internal Revenue Code, this particular regulation has readt
substantially as follows:

"Regulation 118, paragraph 39.22 (a)-15: Acquisition or disposition by a
corporation of its own capital stock. (a) Whether the acquisiton or disposition
by a corporation of shares of its own capital stock gives rise to taxable gun or
deductible loss depends upon the real nature of the transaction, which is to be
ascertained from all its facts and circumstances. The receipt by a corporation
,f the subscription price of shares of its capital stock upon their original issuance

gives rise to neither taxable gain nor deductible loss, whether the subscription or
issue price be in excess of, or less than, the par or stated value of such stock.

"(b) However, if a corporation deals in its own shares as it might in the
shares of another corporation, the resulting gain or loss is to be coitiputed in
the same manner as though the corporation were dealing in the shares of another.
So also if the corporation receives its own stock as consideration upon the sale
of property by it, or in satisfaction of indebtedness to it, the gain or loss result-
ing is to be computed in the same manner as though the payment had been made
in any other property. Any gain derived from such transactions is subject to
tax, and any loss sustained is allowable as a deduction where permitted by the
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code."

Since the adoption of the revised regulation set out above in 1934, the Treasury
Department has applied an ever-broadening interpretation thereof to cases
involving sales of treasury stock in an effort to establish receipt of taxable
income. The Commissioner now takes the position that whenever a corpora-
tion reacquires its own shares, holds them in its treasury instead of retiring
them, and later resells them, it is dealing in its shares as it would in the shares
of another corporation and taxable gain results from the transaction. Such an
interpretation is not based on congressional mandate. Furthermore, such an
interpretation is contrary to the prevailing opinion expressed in the decisions
of the Tax Court of the United States. Unfortunately, however, the higher
courts to which the Tax Court decisions have been appealed have not agreed with
that tribunal but have held, with considerable consistency, that the Commissioner
properly found taxable gain to exist.

The Tax Court has examined each case presented on its merits. Thus it has
held that no taxable gain was realized when dealings by a corporation were not
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carried out with a profit motive but for such reasons as to satisfy a contractual
obligation, equalize shareholdings, Dr. Pepper Bottling Co. of Mississippi (1 T. C.
80), eliminate a participant wishing to retire, Brockman Oil Well Cementing Co.
(2 T. C. 168), or implement a profit-sharing plan for employees, Cluett Peabody &
Co. (3 T. C. 169). In each of these cases the stock was later sold for the pur-
pose of raising traditional capital required in the business. The court held that
such results could not be reached by dealing in shares of other corporations.
These decisions were not appealed and remain as unreversed law of the Tax
Court. More recently in The Landers Corporation (1952 memo decision), the
Tax Court held similarly with respect to gain on shares resold to provide capital
for an expansion and plant refitting program. However, the Commissioner
appealed the Landers decision and on Febraury 11, 1954, the Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit reversed the Tax Court and held that the gain realized
in that case was taxable.

The same reasoning was applied and the same conclusion reached by the Tax
Court in three cases involving similar facts, namely, Rollins Burdick Hunter
Co. (9 T. C. 169), Batten, Barton Durstine & Osborne, Inc. (9 T. C. 448) and
H. W Porter d Co. (14 T. C. 307). In these three cases the Tax Court stressed
the fact that the treasury stock, which was sold to employees was restricted
in the hands of the employee-stockholders and held that no gain resulted where
a restriction existed and there was no change in the taxpayer's capital structure.
The Rollins Burdick Hunter decision was reversed by the Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit (174 Fed. (2d) 698), the Batten, Barton Durstine & Osborne
decision by the second circuit (171 Fed. (2d) 474), and the Porter case by the
third circuit (187 Fed. (2d) 939).

Undaunted by these rejections of its views by the higher courts, the Tax
Court on February 26, 1954, again held in The Tioikcn-Detroit Axle Co., (21
T. C. No. 85), that no gain was realized where stock which had been acquired
through a reorganization was sold to the president of the corporation who agreed
to hold it for investment only. The opinion in this latest case decided by the
Tax Court referred to the restriction on resale and took note of the contrary
opinions on this subject expressed by the second, third, and seventh circuits m
the cases referred to above. The Tax Court stated that with due deference to
the reversals of its opinion in these other cases, it still felt that its views on
this issue were correct and it would continue to follow them. The Timken-
Detroit Axle Co. case, if appealed by the Commissioner, will come up for review
before the sixth circuit, which is the court that reversed the decision in the
Landers Corp. case.

In view of the consistent refusal of the various courts of appeals to agree with
the Tax Court on these treasury stock transactions, the situation presently boils
down to a demonstrated unwilling-ness on the part of any court, other than the
Tax Court, to treat the sale of treasury stock as a capital transaction in any
instance where the sale does not effect a change in the capital structure of the
corporation. Since capital structure would seldom, if ever, be affected by the
sale of stock held in the treasury, the inevitable result is a uniform holding of
taxability with respect to treasury stock transactions.

The trend of the court decisions amply demonstrates that the treatment of
treasury stock transactions represents another instance in which the courts
have departed from generally accepted accounting principles in their interpreta-
tion of the income-tax statutes and their approval of Treasury Department
regulations issued thereunder. This variance between income-tax procedures
and generally accepted accounting principles is universally deplored and con-
tinuing efforts are being made to eliminate such differences. Inasmuch as gain
or loss is not and never has been recognized where a corporation reacquires is
own stock, cancels it, and subsequently issues previously unissued stock of the
same class, it is submitted there is no justification for finding gain or loss to
exist where the same stock is reissued rather than new shares. Regardless of
the form employed, a corporation's financing and capital-raising activities should
not be treated as giving rise to taxable gain or loss.

It is respectfully submitted that legislative action is required to check the
broadening interpretation of the Treasury Department in finding a taxable trans-
action in every sale or exchange of treasury stock. Such legislation should be
effective for all open taxable years. Since H. R. 8300, the Revenue Code of
1954, which is presently under consideration by the Senate Finance Committee,
does not contain legislation to correct the present unsatisfactory impasse be-
tween the Tax Court and the courts of appeal and since the Tax Court is clearly
applying the correct accounting principles in its decisions, it is requested that
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consideration now be given to the adoption of an amendment to H. R. 8300, which
will adopt legislatively the correct rule in such cases.

A suggested draft of a revised section 118 and an entirely new section 276
to be incorporated in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by amendment to H. R.
8300 appears below:

"SEC. 118. CONTRIBUTION TO THE CAPITAL OF A CORPORATION.
"(a) GENERAL PILE.-In the case of a corporation, gross income does not

include any contribution to the capital of the taxpayer.
"(b) GAIN FROM SALE OR EXCHANGE OF TREASURY STOCK-In the case of a

corporation, gross income does not include any gain from sale or exchange of its
treasury stock arising from financing or capital-raising activities. As used in
this paragraph and in section 276 the term "treasury stock" means shares of the
capital stock of a corporation which have been legally issued and thereafter
acquired by the corporation but not formally retired.

"(c) CRoss REFERENCE.-For basis of property acquired by a corporation
through a contribution to its capital, see section 355.

SEC. 276. LOSS FROM SALE OR EXCHANGE OF TREASURY STOCK.
No deduction shall be allowed upon the sale or exchange by a corporation of
its treasury stock arising from financing or capital-raising activities. See sec-
tion 118 (b) for a definition of the term "treasury stock."

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.,

New York 4, April 20, 1954.
Re H. R. 8300, section 334 (c).
Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: This is written to bring to the attention of the Senate
Finance Committee what I believe are unintended consequences of the allocation
required under section 334 (c) after corporate liquidations where under section
331 (c) or (d) no gain or loss is recognized. Under such section the basis of the
stock is to be allocated to the assets received in proportion to their fair market
values. This results possibly in giving cash balances of the liquidating cor-
poration a basis other than their amount.

Assume a situation where the basis of the assets of the corporation is $100,
the basis of the shareholder's investment therein is $110, and the fair market
value of the assets is $120. Under section 334 (c) each asset would upon liquida-
tion take an adjusted basis of one hundred and ten one hundred twentieths of
its fair market value. Application of this factor to cash on hand, accounts re-
ceivable, and other assets with little or no appreciation, would produce the in-
congruous result of recording cash on hand of the liquidating corporation at
less than its amount upon receipt by the shareholder.

To remedy this result, it is suggested that the second sentence of 334 (c)
be revised to read somewhat as follows:

"The amount of the adjusted basis of such stock shall be allocated to the various
assets received by increasing or decreasing proportionately their adjusted bases
in accordance with the differences between such adjusted bases and their respec-
tive fair market values."

Your courtesy in bringing this to the attention of the committee at the appro-
priate time will be appreciated.

Respectfully submitted.
GEORGE J. BRADY.

OBJECTIONS TO PROVISIONS OF PARTS OF SECTION 501 AS SET FORTHr IN H. R. 8300-
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF HAROLD W. BEYER, C. L. U., ALLENTOWN, PA., AND

HARRY A. DOWER, ESQ., OF THE LAW FIRM GETZ, PERKIN & TWINING, ALLEN-
TOWN, PA., FILED ON BEHALF OF HAROLD W. BEYER ASSOCIATES, PENSION CON-
SULTANTS, ALLENTOWN, PA.

APRIL 21, 1954.

To the Honorable, the Members of the Finance Committee of the Senate of the
United States:

We have had a considerable amount of experience in designing and installing
pension plans for our clients, who have in nearly all cases been small-business
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firms. We have reviewed several sections of the proposed Internal Revenue
Code, and desire for the reasons noted below to register our objections to several
of its provisions.

Objection is made to section 501 (e) (3) (A), subheading, Nondiscriminatory
Classification." In particular to portions of subparagraph (A), reading as
follows:

"A clas-silication shall be considered discriminatory only if more than 30
percent of the contributions under the plan are used to provide benefits for
shareholders or more than 10 percent of the participants in the plan are key
employees, except that a classification shall not be considered discriminatory
in any case, if, in the case of an employer having not more than 20 regular
employees, 50 percent or more of all of such regular employees are participants
in the plan, and, in the case of an employer having more than 20 regular em-
ployees, 10 of such regular employees or 25 percent or more of all such regular
employees, whichever is greater, are participants in the plan."

The requirement that no more than 10 percent of participants may be key
employees, and the 30-percent limitation on contributions for the benefit of
participating shareholders, are deemed objectionable.

Also, to section 501 (e) (4) (A), subheading, Ratio of Contributions and Bene-
fits," if-

"(A) in the case of a pension or annuity plan, the contributions or benefits
of or on behalf of the employees under the plan do not bear a higher ratio to
compensation for any covered employee than for any other covered employee
whose compensation is lower, except that the first $4,000 of annual compensation
may he disregarded;"

The inclusion of "contributions" in the restriction imposed by this paragraph
is also deemed objectionable.

Under the Constitution, Congress has the power to levy a tax on income.
Inherent in this power is the power to determine or define what is income and
to determine pretty largely what deductions shall le allowed in arriving at net
income. It is within this framework that the policy of allowing deductions
from income for contributions to a qualified pension plan and trust arises. The
commendable social policy, adopted by Congress in allowing tax relief to provide
for security in old age, resulted in the adoption of present section 23 (p). But
it seems to us, in a small close corporation, faced with the proposed :;-percent
rule and the 10 percent key employee limitation, that this policy becomes negated.
The Government has the problem of raising revenue, and the ostensible policy
of the Internal Revenue Code is to raise revenue in such a manner that the tax
burden will fall as fairly or equitably upon all persons as can be accomplished,
giving effect to what Congress currently considers to be fair and equitable.
Raising revenue is one problem, and providing for security upon retirement is
another; it is unfortunate that both of these problems have to be dealt with in
a revenue-raising measure.

The 30-percent rule and 10-percent limitation ostensibly have been proposed
to prevent the payment of contributions to a retirement plan from being a
subterfuge for the payment of a dividend. The thought seems to be that, if the
money were paid out by the corporation to its shareholders as a dividend, the
Government would realize some revenue on this transaction. However, as we
shall point out later, we do not believe that there is any net gain or loss in any
appreciable amount to the Government regardless of the amount of the contribu-
tion for shareholder employees because all of the contribution eventually becomes
subject to tax. It may be that the adoption of a retirement plan amounts, in
effect, to an interest-free loan to the individual, in the amount of the tax on the
money applied to fund the pension, payable in stages on his retirement or in a
lump sum at his death. During the period that the individual taxpayer is
building up his retirement benefits, lie does it at a time when it is most convenient
to him to accept this loan and postpone the payment of taxes. It seems to us
that this is the real purpose of the congressional policy which developed into
section 23 (p) and, viewed in this light, the artificial limitation of the 30 percent
rule and the 10 percent key employee limitation seems to be arbitrary, and have
nothing to do with either raising revenue or providing for security upon
retirement.

We should like to raise the question as to why there should be any restriction
whatsoever on the contribution for, or the participation of, shareholder em-
ployees. As long as the enterprise is a properly chartered corporation, taxable as
such, and as long as the shareholder is a bona fide full-time employee of the
corporation, and as long as all the employees of the corporation, or all the
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employees in all acceptable 'lassilication of the eiiphiyees, are either covered,
or will be co vered if they continue in its emaploynent to iormial retirement age,
we question whether there shild be any limitation placed upon benefits or
eonl ributions for the sharehchler eiiplyee., prccviding, there is no discrimination
ill their favor ill all)n other inanller

The rc1)iuleii principally concerns tice close cci poratiin in which there may not
ie mialiy enhlilIyee, ot Ir lhian -hairelinIder enmj ibyev, icr in a certain acceptable

JaNsi cati,)i of enlliloy 's especially the salaried .classiiication, in which there
lia' not bo iia-iy olber thniti shireller eiulcyes

'ihe thlkiiii cciering security ill old a 4e that resulted ill the Jenkins-Keogh
bill, s clii variation cf wicicli will pr( bahly become law in the future, has been
a pcrocve by thi political partiv. , iand by the present aibinistra tion. Under
this proposal ill indcividial, a sie pirprietcl. or a lcrtner ( in set up, and get a
deduction fur, in a private trust or r'slricitive anllnity contract, 141 lercenut of
his incolue to a iiu:ixiinliii cif $7,500, xxith certain aiihwance over $7,500 and
104 lel''ent for ol (el polpl'. TbiN, a iirnier xvico lie able to do for himself,
to the extent cif 1(4 Icerc'cit (cf tie co itribution. whalt 1. 11. S 0 would restrict
to 30 percent if tle partner instead of bcIing a partner xvere a siarelic der in a
close co rlhoration. !ider the 1r cised .lenkiiins-Keoli bill, if the lndixidual is
ill enliployee cf ai icorporatioi, lie m'ay not receive thi privilges under this pro-
posed legislation if lie is eliilce tc larticiate in a pension plan of his employer.
Undr H. it. S3040, a plai for salaried employees of a close corporation, which
had unionl eiijlcyees xhoi didn't want tip negotiate a pension plan, would permit
a single shareholder, wh was a salaried eiipliyee, to participate only up to
30 percent of the total ctributiois toc a salaried trust, or, if there were 5 share-
holders who were emloyees. only 6 peri'ent for each one, on the average;
whereas, if the thinking in favor of the Jenkins-Keogh bill, or some variation
of it, results i nexw legislation, ain if this ('orporation were then a partnership,
the partners could all lint into a private trust or restrictive annuity contract up
tc 10 percent cif their iniclue but nut exceeding $7,500, with the increases per-
tnitted at older ages. This xvould represent much more tax-free money and
nmch more so-called abuse than we know of in the most heavily loaded trust for
shareholder emloh yees, although under these circumstances, it is called relief
not abuse. It seems tc us that the Treasury lDepartment is now making a prob-

cm out cif ncithini, priiving they agree with the thinking that may produce
some legislation similar to the Jenkins-Keogh bill.

Furthermore, as stated before, all this money eventually becomes subject to
tax. The distribution under the existing section 165 (b) becomes subject to
capital-gains tax at death icr whenever it would be accepted in a lump sum; or
it becomes ordinary income if a'celited as a pension.

The value of the pmynients from the qualified trust will also be included in the
taxable estate subject to the Federal estate tax, and the larger aiount cif dis-
tricution from the trust, which was not taxable xxhen receix ed as ordinary
income, will offset the fact that there may be a hiss between the ordinary income
bracket and the capital gains bracket that is applied at death. That is to say,
the capital-gains rate, currently at 25 percent maximum, will probably be less than
the ordinary income bracket of the shareholder eimplhyee during the years when
the contrihutions were made to the qualified trust. But that meacs that there
is greater value in the trust than there would have been if he received the money
ill his toil tax bracket and accumulated it as ordinary income subject to tax. This
difference between the larger value in the trust and the small value that would
have accunmulated by private investment will all be subject tc the top bracket of
the Federal estate tax and that should pretty largely offset the difference in
the capital-gains bracket and the ordinary income bracket over the years when
the contributions were made.

It is probably true that many plans have been set up since the Volckenina case
eliminated the previous 30 percent rule, primarily for the benefit of shareholder
employees, which would not have otherwise been set up. But we know of no
case where other employees haven't been carried along for substantial benefits.

A serious effect of the proposed 30 percent rule and 10 percent key-employee
linitation is that it discriminates against small business. Executives of large
corporations already have pension plans, and the proposed legislation most prop-
erly provides that existing lans are not to lie affected by the new requirements
for qualification. But. even if a large corporation does not now have a pension
plan, it ('an easily adopt one without regard to the 30 percent rule or 10 percent
limitation. The managers of the modern, large, publicly held corporation own
a very small percentage, if any of the outstanding stock. No difficulty exists in

45904-54-pt. 4- 32
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qualifying a plan for the top salaried executive employees of a large corporation
under the number of employee requirements, because a minimum of 100 key
employees could be included under almost any classification which management
could devise that would not embarrass them before their stockholders. Thus
the qualification requirements have no application, in practice, to the large
employer.

But small business will be hard hit. (The owners of thousands of sole pro-
prietorships and partnerships are discriminated against now because of the
requirement that the pension plan exist for the benefit of employees. It is hoped
that they will be afforded some relief under something like the aforementioned
Jenkins-Keogh bill.) We are thinking of the small to medium corporate em-
ployer. By definition, it has less than 100 key employees. In practice, the share-
holders are the keymen. We understand that this is the situation at which the
30 percent rule and 10 percent limitation is aimed; yet the executives in this
kind of business have as much, if not more, need for security in old age as the
executives of a large corporation and should not lose the opportunity to acquire
it simply because they chose to create their own business instead of living their
lives as executive employees of a large corporate competitor. It is vital to the
American system of free private enterprise that some men so choose to live. This
discrimination against the small-business man is, most surely, not in the Ameri-
can tradition.

May we examine a comparison: Assume that a 55-year-old executive of a large
corporation receives a salary of $25,000 a year. The pension plan, as established
by his employer, provides him with a pension amounting to 25 percent of pay,
or $6,250 a year, upon his retirement. This requires a contribution of $8,266.61
as a level annual premium for 10 years to age 65, under a conventional insur-
ance annuity contract. Assume also that this plan is to cover 101 or more key
employees. Under the proposed code section, this plan would qualify. Now as-
sume a small corporation, of which the stock is held by three employees, who are
also officers, and all of whom are active in the management and production of the
corporation. Assume also that they have 4 other salaried employees and 50
hourly paid employees. Assume that the latter are organized into a union, and
that the union has bargained for some kind of retirement plan, or in its stead
has taken an increase in wages; in any event, the benefit taken did not include
the salaried nonunion employees. Assume that a contemplated pension benefit
for the salaried employees is also 25 percent of pay and that the salaried stock-
holder employees are compensated on an average of $20,000 each, and that the 4
other salaried employees receiving an average salary of $5,000 a year. The
pensions for the 3 stockholder employees at an average age of 55 would re-
quire contributions of $23,808 annually under the same insurance table, and
for the other 4 salaried employees the contributions would me $2,328.67,' a total
of $26,136.61. This is a normal situation, and one frequently found in our practice.
Under the 30-percent rule, the contributions for all 3 shareholders would be cut
to approximately $1,000 per year (30 percent of $3,328.67=$998) and their pen-
sions reduced from 25 percent of pay to 5 percent or 25 percent, or 11 percent
of pay, a pension benefit of $0.0125X$20,000=$250 a year. There would be
no point in providing such a completely insufficient benefit and the plan would
not be pursued. Yet these employees are no different from the executive em-
ployees of the large corporation, especially from a human point of view. Either
small-business executives can have no pension plan, when the executives of a
large corporation can have one, or they must reduce their pension to the degree
that the reduction makes the benefits useless.

In view of the tax relief thinking behind the proposed Jenkins-Keogh bill,
in view of the benefits that flow to other than shareholder employees, in view
of the tax treatment that will apply to the money coming out of the pension
trust, in view of the discrimination against small business, in view of the fact
that such limitations have no consideration for the actuarial facts, regarding
age and salary levels, of providing for retirement, it seems to us that the com-
mittee might properly remove all restrictions on contributions for shareholder
employees and prepare a code section which will establish acceptable non-
discriminatory classifications and which will eliminate such abuses as ap-
peared in pre-1942 plans in large corporations, covering only a handful of top
executives.

We should like to urge the same constructive measure as outlined at the end
of the written statement of Bert C. Bentley filed with the Senate Finance Com-
mittee as of Wednesday, April 14:

1 Average age of 40.
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1. That the following language in section 501 (e) (3) (A), to wit:

"A classification shall be considered discriminatory only if more than
30 percent of the contributions under the plan are used to provide benefits
for shareholders or more than 10 percent of the participants in the plan
are key employees, except that a classification-"

be deleted, and
2. That in the place of the deleted language, there be substituted the following

language:
"Discrimination in favor of employees who are shareholders or key em-

ployees shall not be determined by any fixed percentage of contributions or
benefits, or both, or by any limitation upon the number or classification of
participating employees. A plan-"

We should also like to urge that section 501 (e) (4) (A) be studied to deter-
mine whether the inclusion of the word "contributions" in this paragraph may
not have the same effect as the 30-percent rule and 10-percent key-employee limi-
tations, and if so, that it be deleted. This section presently reads as follows:

(4) RATIO OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND BENEFITS.-

(A) in the case of a pension or annuity plan, the contributions or
benefits of or on behalf of the employees under the plan do not bear
a higher ratio to compensation for any covered employee than for any
other covered employee whose compensation is lower, except that the
first $4,000 of annual compensation may be disregarded.

Respectfully submitted.
HARRY A. DOWER.

INDIANA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Indianapolis 4, Ind., April 24, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE 1). MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: On behalf of the Indiana State Chamber of Commerce, we

wish to urge the favorable consideration of H. R. 8300, notwithstanding the many
defects which have been called to the attention of your committee and which
doubtless will be remedied, and any other defects that either cannot be remedied,
or will not become apparent until after we have lived with the new law for some
time.

This endorsement of the Indiana State Chamber of Commerce was voted at
the recent meeting of its board of directors after a report of the Federal finance
committee of which I am chairman. Our committee met previously and discussed
various phases of the new bill; and three members, in addition to myself, pre-
sented a report to the board of directors explaining in detail some of the objec-

tionable provisions of H. R. 8300, as well as some of the reforms hoped to be ob-
tained. The board of directors was unanimous in its authorization to urge the
adoption of the new bill, after due consideration by the Senate Finance Commit-
tee of the various defects that have been brought to its attention. This action
was taken not so much in the belief that a tax millennium would ensue during
the next year, or even in coming years, but in the firm belief that 5 years from
now, our Federal tax structure will be a better one if built on the proposed new
bill instead of consisting of further amendments to the present code. Numerous
technical difficulties were noted, such as the many instances in which basis is
lost to a taxpayer, and these have been taken up informally with the represent-
atives of the Treasury. But, in addition to these technical defects, there were
several policy questions which should be brought to your attention.

1. There was unanimous objection to any requirement that the privilege of
mer-ing or consolidating without incurring capital-gains tax be limited to the
large publicly held companies as defined in the bill.

2. There was unanimous objection to the requirement that the stockholders of
an acquired company own at least 25 percent of the stock of the acquiring corpo-
ration after such acquisition.

3. The application of the excise tax on redemption of nonparticipating stock
(sec. 309) was felt to be a questionable solution of a most difficult situation,
but even if this solution were adopted, it seems unfair to apply the excise tax
to presently outstanding issues of preferred stock. The obligation to retire stock
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is a contractual one, aind it is felt that lie situation to be remedied does not re-
quire retroactive legislation which would impose an 85 percent tax on the pay-

meit of a conttractlial olcigation incurred long prior to the passage of this bill.

4. While the lill allows capital gain treatment to the stockholder who sells a
sufficient portion ,,l his coomnon stock to the corporation so as to qualify for a

dislr oliortionate redienliot c, there is no similar provision with respect to pre-
ferred stock. In I his replcect, preferred stock issued on money or property is at a
disadvantage not only with respect to honds. but also with respect to common
stccck for, uider the Irisehit hill, the Ireferred stcckldler owning more than 1

percent of the ccmncll stock can tlic er have his preferred stock lurchased h)y the
corporation without jcaying a dividend tax upon a return to him of that which
he originally invested in the corporation.

(Wri lccard of directors Idilpted unaimcously our recommendation supporting
the statement which was sumtnitted Icc ycll coitittee on t1chilf of the (Council
of State ('Chalbers of commercee on April 2:3, of which council we are members.
We do not believe it necessary to repeat that statement herein. It is only fair
to add, however, that the bill clsc contains many provisions which would result in
a more equitable determination of laxalie income enunciating the principles ad-
vocated Icy accccults for a long period of tine.

Ainng the provisions of particular importance which should be retained in any
event are time follow\ in sections:

447-Providing for recognition of accepted accounting procedures for compu-
tation of income.

452-Relating to accrual of pre] laid Income.
45:l-Including much needed rules governing change from accrual to install.

meant basis.
4(;2-Reserves for expenses in conformity with accepted accounting principles.
6072 (aI )-Time for filing indhiilal and certain other returns to be April 15

instead of March 15. Sulsection 6072 (I) should properly lie changed to provide
for April 15 as the clue date for calendar year corporation returns, particularly
in view of the provisions ccf section 0116 and other sections relating to payment
of estimated taxes inl advance by corporatiols.

It is our conisiered judgment that the benefits to lie obtained from thp
prlposed new bill outweigh Icy far the technical and even lclicy objections which
have been raised ic ncany cuf its provisions. Taxpayers by the class will benefit
iminiasuratly by the optionn of this new Internal Revenue Code with as many
correctins as the Senate Finance Comnittee is able to make at this time, leaving
to the future the correction of otlcer errors an(d injustices which are inevitable-
with any lill (f this magnitude.

Respectfully submitted.
GEo. S. OLIVE,

Chairman, Federal Fi nanc' Comclttee, Indiana stat ('C ha cr o1
('0oca ycccccc'.

FLORIcA TITL }, AsSOCIATION,

St. Pct( rsbec-g, Fla.. April 10, 195_f.

Re H. R. 8300-Rl'evised Internal Revenue Code of 1954-Federal tax liens
Hon. SPESSAitc L. HOLLAND,

United Statcs Ncttator, ,'natc Offi c Building.
lVashicigton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HOLLAND: I am advised that a Hose bill revising the Internal
Re;-enue Code has been passed Icy the House of Representatives and is now
under consicleratil by the Senate Finance committee .

May I dhrect your attention to the provisions of section 6:121 of the proposed
act, which lrrovides that "the tax shall be a lien in favor of the United States
upon all property and rights to property (including the interest of such person
as tenant by the entirety) whether real or personal belonging to such person."

I realize that you understand as a former practicing attorney the difficulties
which have arisen in a past under the existing provisions of the statute in a
situation where the title to a property is held by man and wife and an income-tax
lien tiled against oie of the owners due to tile interpretation of the act by the
Revenue Department to tile effect that the United States has a lien of some sort
against the property.

The amnenced act would make this contention on the part of the Commissioner
more certain in sonie respects: however, the act does not provide to what extent
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the claim of lien would exist nor how it is to Ihe enforced nor how it may be
released, and we believe that it would vitally affect the method of title evidencing
in the State of Florida and would materially and adversely affect the market-
ability of many titles.

It is the writer's view that if the Federal Government intends 1o clail a lien
under circumstances, the law should specifically provide the extent of the lien,
the manner of its enforcement, and the manner of o)taining a release.

Further, I am of the opinion that the act should provide for a waiver of the
lien as affei'ting a lona fide purnlhaser for value or mortgagee who takes a
deed or mortgage from both the huslani and wife while that relationship con-
tinues to exist and that the tax lien should be relegated to the proceeds of the
sale in the hands of the taxpayer as is apparently now the case in situations
where there is an inheritance or estate tax and the value of the interest of the
deceased spouse in an estate by tl entireties has been included in the gross
estate for tax return purposes.

I would also like to call to your attention the provisions of section 6323 (3)
(b) form of notice, which rea(ls as follows:

"If the notice filed pursuant to subsection (a) (1) is in such form as would
be valid if filed with clerk of the United States district court pursuant to sub-
section (a) (2), such notice shall be valid notwithstanding any law of the
State or Territory regarding the form of content of a notice of lien."

Under the existing law of this State as I understand it, this provision would
not make any particular difference, ibut it would appear to ne that the Internal
Revenue Department should lie required to file their notices of lien in the form
required by the laws ,f the different States aild Territories, in the same inner
as liens of a similar nature are required to be filed.

It is earnestly requested that you give careful consideration to this situation
and give the Senate Finance committee e the benefit of your views on the subject.

The St. Petersburg Bar Association. I ani advised, last night adopted a resolu-
tion requesting that you and Senator Smatliers use your best efforts to hav
these sections amended.

Respectfully yours,
RonirFt V. WORKMAN,

President, Florida Titic Association.

STATEMENTT IN Ra H. R. 8300, SE'oTIrNs 34. 116. 243., AND 246, L)EALINa; WITH
CREDITS AND EXCLUSIONS AS TO DIVIDENDSS lPAID oN iTOC'KS OF INSURANCE
COMPANIES

Statement presented by Harry NV. Colinry, special counsel, on behalf of the

Farmers & Bankers Life Insurance Co., Wichita, Kans.; the Victory Life

Insurance Co., Topeka, Kans.: the National Reserve Life Insurance Co., Sioux

Falls, S. I)ak.. and Topeka, Kans. ; the Great American Life Insurance Co.,
Hutchinson, Kans.; tile Pioneer National Life Insurance Co., Topeka, Kans.

the Kansas Farm Life Insuarnce to., Manhattan, Kans.

1. Gcncral statcmc.nt

H. R. 8300 allows an individual an exclusion of small amounts ($0 to $100)

(sec. 116), and, in addition, a credit of a specified percent (5 to 10 percent), of

dividends received from domestic corporations (,sec. 34) : and allows a corpora-

tion a deduction ot an amount equal to 85 percent of such dividends (see. 243).

However, dividends received from an insurance company are specific -ally ex-

eluded from the exclusion and credit allowance to an individual (sec. 34 (c ) (I)

sec. 116 (b) ), and from the deduction allowance to a corporation (sec. 246 (r)

(1)). In other words, as to both individual and corporate taxpayers, all divi-

dends received from an insurance company are taxed, whereas only a part of

the dividends received from Other domestic corporations are taxed.

In its report (H. Rept. 1337) on the bill the committee said:
"Under present law the earnings of a corporation are taxed tw ice, once

as corporate income and again as individual income when paid out as dividends

to shareholders, * * *. This results in a higher tax burden on distributed cor-

porate earnings than on other forms of income. In addition, this has contrib-

uted to the impairment of investment incentive. Capital which would other-

wise be invested in stocks is driven into channels which involve less risk in
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order to escape the penalty of double taxation. This has restricted the ability
of companies to raise equity capital through stock issues and has forced them to
rely more heavily on borrowed money than is desirable either for the economy
or the firm. * * * The penalty on equity financing has been especially harmful
to small business which cannot easily borrow funds and must rely on equity
capital for growth and survival.

"Your committee has reduced double taxation of corporate dividends by
adopting two related provisions * * *" as to individuals (sec. 116 and sec. 34>
(pp. 5-6, A. 13-14) secss. 243, 146) and as to corporations (P. A. 62-63).

The six Kansas life-insurance companies, on whose behalf this statement is
presented, are comparatively small in the life-insurance business. They range
in assets from $134 million to $33% million, and, in insurance in force, from $11
million to $147 million. The assets of each of 3 of the 6 are less than $5 million.

They are typical of life-insurance companies in all of the States and the
District of Columbia. The 496-approximate--legal reserve life-insurance com-
panies, classify as to assets, as follows:

U nder $1,000,000 ............... 88
From-

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000 --------------------------------------------- 41
$2,000,000 to $5,000,000 -------------------------------------------- 75
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000 -------------------------------------------- 60
$10,000,000 to $20,000,000 --------------------------------------- 51
$20,000,000 to $40,000,000 ------------------------------------------- 45

Total .. 360
Above $40,000,000 ---------------------------------------------------- 136

Total ----------------------------------------------------------- 496

It will be observed that 204 or 41 percent have assets of less than $5 million;
264, or 53 percent, have less than $10 million; and 360, or 72 percent, have less
than $40 million of assets, the class range of size covered by these Kansas com-
panies. In the 15 States of the Middle West and Rocky Mountain area, 68 of
the 80 companies, or 85 percent, fall in this class range. Noting that the States
represented by the membership of the Senate Finance Committee present a
fairly representative picture from the various areas, we have checked those 13
f3tates and find that 91 of the 114 companies therein, or 80 percent, fall in the
class range of the Kansas companies.

The average business life of these Kansas companies is 30 years.
All these companies write business in Kansas. Two write business in Kansas,

only; 1 in 1 other State; I in 6 other States: 1 in 8 other States; and 1 in 20
other States. They are typical of the companies which, generally, each Senator
on the committee will recognize as the local companies in his own State.

Kansas also has several relatively small fire and casualty stock companies
whose stockholders are similarly effected by H. R. 8300.

The quotation set forth, hereinabove, from the committee report, No. 1337,
shows clearly that the purpose of the committee was to reduce the burden of
the double taxation of corporate dividends. With that in mind, the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, by excluding dividends
received from an insurance company, and taxing them fully, has said, in
substance, that:

(a) Double taxation on corporate earnings creates an unjust tax burden
which should be lessened. We have provided for that relief as to dividends
received from all taxpaying, domestic corporations, except insurance companies.
Their stockholders, alone, should continue to carry the unjust, higher tax burden.

(b) This double tax burden impairs the flow of investment capital needed
by business corporations. We have amended the law to lessen that burden and
facilitate that flow so as to make investment in corporations more attractive.
However, we think that insurance companies should still be saddled with the
handicap of double taxation on their earnings, in securing investment capital
needed to expand their business.

(c) The burden of double taxation is especially harmful to small-business
corporations. We want to help them-all of them-except that we do not want
to help small insurance companies.

We do not believe that the Congress will want to record in the law such
inconsistent and unjust tax treatment.
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2. By excluding dividends received from insurance companies from the credit
and deduction provisions allowed as to dividends from other corporations,
H. R. 8300 duscriminatcs, unjustly and unreasonably, against taxpayers who
are stockholders of insurance companies

H. R. 8300 treats the taxpayer who receives dividends from an insurance com-
pany, differently than one who receives dividends from a public utility, banking,
manufacturing, distributing, or other business corporation. As to the latter,
it authorized certain statutory credits and deductions, which reduces his tax:
As to the former, it does not allow such credits or deductions, but on the contrary,
taxes them fully, grants him no tax relief, and continues the burden of double
taxation which the committee states is unjust and as to which it proposed to
grant relief.

The committee report states that "Under present law the earnings of a cor-
poration are taxed twice, once as corporate income and again as individual
income when paid out as dividends to shareholders" * * * "This results in a
higher tax burden on distributed corporate earnings than on other forms of
income" * * * "Your committee has reduced double taxation of corporate divi-
dends by adopting two related provisions * * *."

The subject matter of the tax is a dividend received from a corporation. The
object or purpose is to reduce the burden of taxation as to such dividends. The
taxpayer to whom it is sought to grant relief from that burden is the taxpayer
who receives such dividends-he is the one who gets the credit or deduction.
As to the present burden of double taxation, his situation is the same, regardless
of the nature, type, or kind of the corporation from which he receives the
dividend. From whatever the corporate source, he carries the burden of double
taxation. His situation and circumstance are the same whether his dividends
are received from an insurance company, or any other corporation. Bearing in
mind the problem of double taxation, its unjust burden, and the purpose of lessen-
ing that burden by allowing the credits and deductions provided in H. R. 8300,
there is no natural or substantial difference between a taxpayer who receives
a dividend from an insurance company and one who receives a dividend from
any other corporation. Consequently, there is no reasonable basis upon which to
segregate a shareholder who receives a dividend from an insurance company,
out of the general class of shareholders receiving dividends from all corporations,
and placing on the former a burden from which all others of the latter have
been relieved.

Therefore, in excluding dividends received from insurance companies, H. R.
8300 discriminates unreasonably and unjustly against shareholders who receive
such dividends and violates the fundamental principle that taxation must be
uniformly applicable to all persons similarly situated.

3. By continuing the burden of double taxation on insurance companies, H. R.
8300 creates a special hardship on and stifles the growth of the small insur-
ance companies

As pointed out in the general statement (1, above), the small Kansas life-
insurance companies, on whose behalf this statement is presented, are typical of
72 percent of the life-insurance companies in the United States. It is the share-
holder of such small companies against whom the unjust burden of double taxa-
tion is continued. This hardship will be particularly detrimental to the com-
panies in the Middle Western and Mountain States, where the life-insurance
companies are younger in years, comparatively small, and look forward to expan-
sion and growth to a much greater degree than the older established and larger
companies. Comparatively, the need for additional capital is and will be greater.
The impairment of the flow of incentive investment capital necessary to meet
their requirements for expansion in the years ahead, created by double taxation,
will be much more of a handicap to them. Being small, the penalty on equity
financing, stated by the committee to be "especially harmful to small business,"
will place them at a gross disadvantage and retard their growth and develop-
ment, as against both the competition of the older and larger life-insurance com-
panies, and also the competition for capital as against other corporations whose
dividends will have been accorded credits, exclusions, and deductions. It is
axiomatic that a prospective investor will not invest money in shares of an insur-
ance company where dividends are fully taxed when he can invest in shares of
other corporations whose dividends are only partially taxed.
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4. Although the committee report sets forth the reason and basis for limiting the
dividend-rcceived credit, the exclusion, of dividends from insurance companies
does not come within the reason and basis stated; in fact, the committee
report does not state why insurance-company dividends arc excluded

The committee report states that "the relief offered by the dividend-received
credit is limited to situations in which double taxation actually occurs. Accord-
ingly, the dividend-received credit is not allowed with respect to dividends paid by
foreign corporations or tax-exempt domestic corporations."

An insurance company is neither a foreign corporation nor a tax-exempt
domestic corporation. The examples stated (report, pp. 6; A 15-16, A 62-63)
are (1) dividends of exempt farm cooperatives; (2) distributions which have
been allowed as a deduction to a mutual savings bank, cooperative bank, or build-
ing and loan association; and (3) nonresident alien individuals not subject to
the regular individual income tax. An insurance company and its taxable share-
holder are none of these. On the contrary, H. R. 8300 makes specific provision
for the income taxation of life-insurance companies subchapterr L, pt. 1). The
exclusion of their dividends, therefore, is contrary to the principle which the
committee has stated as the reason for granting dividend-received credit, i. e.,
relief against double taxation. Insurance companies are still subjected to double
taxation, and no reason or explanation therefor is given.

This situation is even more glaringly inconsistent, unjust, and discriminatory
as to fire and casualty companies, which are taxed in substantially the same
manner as other domestic corporations subchapterr L).

5. A difference of opinion as to the basis upon which life-insurance companies
should be taxed does not justify depriving shareholders of life-insurance
company stocks of the benefit of the dividend credits, exclusions, and deduo.
tions granted to shareholders of other corporations

We understand that a difference of opinion exists as to the basis upon which
life-insurance companies should be taxed, and that the House Ways and Means
Committee has appointed a special subcommittee to study and review that sub-
ject and directed it to report, at the next session, a permanent plan of taxation.
In the meantime, (1) such companies are subject to the payment of income tax,
and (2) it should be assumed that the subcommittee will recommend a permanent
plan of taxation which will represent its best judgment. In the face of these
two factors, to discriminate against life-insurance companies and their share-
holders is unfair, unjust, and without either legal or moral foundation. The
Congress should at least await the recommendations of the special subcommittee,
and then decide what the plan of taxation should be. That is a separate sub-
ject matter of its own. To permit difference of opinion or prejudice on that mat-
ter to create a discrimination against the shareholders of life-insurance com-
panies is beneath the standards of principle and dignity of representatives of the
people who should possess and exemplify the patience to be fair and the courage
to be just.
6. The discrimination against insurance companies dividends will do irreparable

damage to the investment of funds in such companies
The stocks of fire, life, and casualty companies are a normal, recognized field of

investment opportunity for those who seek conservative and safe investment of
their savings. Returns are not high. But they are considered to be safe and
sound. Such stocks are widely held. The shareholder investment is relatively
small. They have been favored especially as an investment opportunity by those
who primarily seek stability of income and security of principal, such as trust
estates.

The committee states that double taxation of corporate earnings "has con-
tributed to the impairment of investment incentive," and that "capital which
would otherwise be invested in stocks is driven into channels which involve less
risk in order to escape the penalty of double taxation." This discrimination in
H. R. 8300 will further compound the situation by driving capital out of stable
and safe insurance stocks and into stocks which have less stability, in order to
get a reasonable return. The resultant effect will be to impair the flow of in-
vestment capital needed to meet the demands for expansion. That will be of
irreparable damage to insurance companies, and particularly to the small com-
panies.

CONCLUSION

The holders of insurance stocks are entitled, in equity and good conscience, to
the same tax consideration and treatment as are shareholders of other corporate
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stocks. They are not aware of the unjust treatment which they receive in H. R.
8300. They will be appalled and indignant when they find out about it, both be-
cause of what has been done to them, and the fact that it was done without any
notice or opportunity to be heard.

For the reasons stated herein, it is respectfully urged that the section 34 (c)
(1), section 116 (b), and section 246 (a) (1), which exclude dividends received
from insurance companies from the dividend credit, exclusion and deduction
provisions of H. R. 8300 be stricken from the bill.

STATEMENT OF DAVE L. CORNFELD RELATIVE TO WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE
CORPORATIONS

My name is Dave L. Cornfeld. I am a member of the law firm of Salkey &
Jones of St. Louis, Mo. We are general counsel for Alvey Conveyor Manufac-
turing Co. and its wholly owned subsidiary, Alvey Conveyor Export Co. We
believe that there is great need for clarification of the present section 109 of the
Internal Revenue Code ( included in substantially identical form with one minor
amendment as sec 921 of H. R. s800) relating to Western Hemisphere trade cor-
porations, particularly with respect to the effect upon smaller corporations of
certain interpretations of that section by the Treasury Department.

The Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives in its report
on H. R. S30 has stated:

"Although your committee believes that the present Western Hemisphere
trade corporation provisions produce some anomalous results, it has retained
those provisions in order to avoid any disturbances at the present time to estab-
lished channels of trade."

It is our experience that the existing provisions of section 109 as interpreted
and administered by the Treasury I)epartment are presently disruptive of es-
tablished trade channels in certain situations affecting smaller corporations. We
would like to submit for your consideration certain clarifying amendments de-
signed to eliminate these difficulties and to restore to smaller corporations at-
tempting to qualify under section 109 the availability of customary trade
practices.

The present section 109 (of the Internal Revenue Code was added by section
142 of the Revenue Act of 1942 effective with respect to taxable years com-
mencing after December 31, 1941. This section was not contained in the original
hill as passed by the House of Representatives but was added in its present
form by the Senate Finance Committee. The Internal Revenue Code grants
certain tax relief to a domestic corporation which meets the tests set forth in
this section, namely:

1. Its entire business must be done in a country or countries in North, Central,
or South America or in the West Indies or in Newfoundland.

2. Ninety-five percent or more of its gross income for the 3-year period imme-
diately preceding the close of the taxable year (or such part of such period
during which it was in existence) must be derived from sources other than
sources within the United States.

3. Ninety percent or more of its gross income for such period or such part
thereof must be derived from the active conduct of a trade or business.

The congressional intent in granting relief to corporations meeting these tests
was set forth in the Senate Finance Committee report accompanying the Revenue
Act of 1942 as follows:

"American companies trading in foreign countries within the Western Hemi-
sphere are placed at a considerable competitive disadvantage with foreign cor-
porations under the tax rates provided by the bill. To alleviate this competi-
tive inequality, the committee bill relieves such corporations from surtax lia-
bility. To obtain this relief, 95 percent of the gross income of such companies
must be from sources outside the United States. Moreover, 90 percent of their
income must be from the active conduct of a trade or business."

Implicit in the enactment of this section and in the stated intent as expressed
in the Senate Finance Committee report is the intention of Congress to stimu-
late and encourage trade between the United States and other Western Hemi-
sphere countries as an implementation of the good neighbor policy.

Since section 109 as enacted did not contain any special definitions, particu-
larly with reference to the source of gross income, the Treasury Department in
its regulations has taken the position that the source of income for the purpose
of section 109 in all situations is to be determined as provided by section 119
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and the regulations prescribed thereunder. Although the rules set forth in
section 119 and the regulations thereunder are in most instances consistent with
the intent of Congress in enacting section 109, in certain situations the rules laid
down by section 119 and the regulations thereunder may prevent qualification
as Western Hemisphere trade corporations of corporations which nevertheless
fall within the group which Congress intended to assist.

Section 119 provides that income derived from the purchase and sale of
personal property shall be treated as derived entirely from sources within
the country in which sold (except in cases where the personal property was
purchased within a possession of the United States). The regulation there-
under states: "The 'country in which sold' ordinarily means the place where
the property is marketed." If these regulations were interpreted so as to
treat the place of ultimate use and consumption as the place of marketing,
where it is clear that the property is being sold for use or consumption in a
particular locality, such an interpretation would be consistent with the intention
of Congress in section 109. However, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
has adopted the position that the source of income in such cases is the place
where title to the sold property passes from the seller to the buyer. This
position is stated in G. C. M. 25131, as follows:

"In view of the foregoing, this office adopts the general rule that, for the
purpose of determining the source of income attributable to the sale of per-
sonal property, a sale is consummated at the place where the seller surrenders
all his right, title, and interest to the buyer. In cases in which the bare legal title
is retained by the seller, the sale will be deemed to have occurred at the time
and place of the passage to the buyer of the beneficial ownership and the risk
of loss. (See Ronrco Corporation v. Commissionc,, supra). However, in any
case in which the sales transaction is arranged in a particular manner for the
primary purpose of tax avoidance, the foregoing rules will not be applied.
(See Kaspare Cohn, Inc., v. Commissioner (35 B. T. A. 646)). In such cases,
all factors of the transaction, such as negotiations, the execution of the agree-
ment, the location of the property, and the place of payment, will be considered,
and the sale will be treated as having been consummated at the place where
the substance of the sale occurred."

Consistent with this latter interpretation, a United States trading company,
in order to qualify as a Western Hemisphere trade corporation, must conduct
itself so that title to all (or at least 95 percent) of its merchandise sold passes
outside the United States, even though the place where title passes has no
effect upon or relation to its competitive position with that of foreign corpora-
tions. Such requirement prevents the utilization of many customary trade
practices developed over the years as designed to facilitate trade between the
United States and other Western Hemisphere countries and makes it particu-
larly difficult for small- and medium-sized companies to avail themselves of the
Western Hemisphere trade provisions.

Large corporations which can maintain warehouses, branch offices, or local
representatives in the various Western Hemisphere ports to accept shipments
and transfer title in the foreign country find little difficulty in complying with
the technical requirements of section 119 as applied to section 109. Smaller com-
panies without these resources, and companies which desire to enter the field of
Western Hemisphere export trade, and which as much, if not more, need tax
relief to meet foreign competition, find that they must incur disproportionate
expense in following the methods of larger corporations or, if other methods are
used, forego the benefits of standard export practices designed to avoid shipment
and credit risks. In many instances the requirement that title must pass outside
of the United States places an additional obstacle in the path of Western Hemi-
sphere trade and actually places United States companies attempting to qualify
under section 109 at a competitive disadvantage with foreign corporations, since
the foreign corporations can continue to do business with the Western Hemisphere
customers by familiar methods.

The experience of Alvey Conveyor Manufacturing Co. and Alvey Conveyor Ex-
port Co., we believe, is typical. Alvey Conveyor Manufacturing Co. has been
engaged in the manufacture of conveying machinery since 1913. The corporation
has approximately 225 employees. In most instances its product is made to order,
although it does manufacture some standard conveyors, and each conveyor system
is intended for installation in a specific industrial plant.

During World War II, as was true of most American manufacturers, the entire
facilities of Alvey Conveyor Manufacturing Co. were devoted to war production.
Immediately following World War II the company operated at capacity, filling
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domestic civilian orders. The management, however, believing that it would be
desirable to expand the company's markets, explored the possibilities of making
sales in South and Central America, and a sales representative was sent to inves-
tigate the potential market in South and Central America. In investigating the
export market, the provisions of section 109 of the Internal Revenue Code relating
to Western Hemisphere trade corporations afforded an opportunity of engaging
in such commerce by helping meet foreign competition.

To meet all of the required conditions of section 109, the company, in line with
what had been done by scores of other corporations, formed a subsidiary, Alvey
Conveyor Export Co., to meet all of the conditions of section 109. The Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, in I. T. 3757, had already ruled, under the policy in
vogue at that time, that the formation of such a subsidiary for the express pur-
pose of qualifying as a Western Hemisphere trade corporation would be recog-
nized as valid for tax purposes, in view of the congressional intent of encouraging
export trade.

In view of the state of the law, and since there had been no direct court deci-
sions to clarify section 109, it was necessary, under the Commissioner's interpre-
tation of section 109, that the company establish operating procedures so that
title to the conveying machinery would pass outside of the United States. Under
the general law of sales, the place where title passes is a matter to be governed
by contract between the parties to a sale.

Many of the legal writers, in the absence of court decisions, had indicated
that in order to be safe, a Western Hemisphere trade corporation should do more
than provide contractually for the passage of title outside of the United States.
Some legal writers had gone so far as to indicate that a Western Hemisphere
trade corporation should maiintain either a warehouse or branch office in South
America to which the property could be shipped and where possession and title
could be transferred to the purchaser. However, the expense of establishing
and maintaining such warehouses or branch offices, particularly during the early
years of the establishment of South American trade would have been prohibi-
tive for Alvey Conveyor Export Co., as for most smaller corporations. In addi-
tion, since most of the conveyor systems sold by Alvey Conveyor Export Co.
were made to order, warehousing was totally impractical. The possibility of ob-
taining agents in South America to whom shipment could be made and who
would transfer title was investigated and again it was determined that this ex-
pense and complication could not be justified from a sound business or compet-
itive standpoint. It was also obvious that the intervention of a branch office,
warehouse, or agent would contribute nothing toward furthering the congres-
sional purpose in enacting section 109 and would merely add complication and
expense. The ultimate transaction in any event would be a sale by Alvey Con-
veyor Export Co., solicited and negotiated in South America to a South American
customer of conveying machinery especially designed and constructed for use in
a specific South American factory. Alvey Conveyor Export Co. would be com-
peting with foreign manufacturers of conveying machinery for the business of
this customer. It would therefore appear logical that the simplest, least expen-
sive means of transporting the property to its ultimate destination would be most
desirable to effectate the congressional purpose of section 109.

Nevertheless, the usual and well-established export procedures were not avail-
able since it was legally necessary for the export company to retain title until
the conveyina machinery arrived in South America whereas, under normal prac-
tices, title is transferred as soon as possible.

In an effort to comply, the company attempted to work out a cumbersome let-
ter of credit procedure under which an irrevocable letter of credit would be estab-
lished at a United States bank by the purchaser through a South American bank.
The shipping documents would be sent to the South American bank. When
the South American bank received notice of the arrival of the shipment, it would
turn over the bill of lading to the purchaser and notify the United States bank
which would then release payment to the seller. This plan met with objections
by our customers on various grounds. It was a new method of doing business
and the customers could not understand the reason for changing established
methods. They objected to the expense of opening a letter of credit, especially
on such terms, since the expense was substantial in South America. In some in-
stances these customers, who were among the leading corporations in South
America, considered a request for a letter of credit a reflection on their credit.
In a few instances, these customers even offered to pay in advance rather than
establish a letter of credit. This created an anomalous situation. In effect, the
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company had to say to the customer: "In order to qualify under our tax laws for

certain benefits which Congress has conferred in order to encourage and assist

us to sell our product to you, we must refuse to do business in the manner you

prefer-we cannot accept payment in advance or follow well established trade

practices-we cannot pass title to you in our home country as our European com-

petitor ('an in his-we must insist that you wait until our product arrives in South

America to make full payment and to accept title because if we do business as

you prefer, we lose the tax benefit which helps us to make a competitive price."

As a result of customer resistance the letter of credit method had to be vir-

tually abandoned. Fortunately, since the customers of Alvey were in practically

all instances the outstanding businesses of South America, no credit risk prob-

lem existed. However, it can readily be seen that where United States com-

panies do deal with customers which are not of such high caliber, the normal

trade practice of having payment made and title pass to the customer prior

to shipment would do much to facilitate trade.
Alvey Conveyor Export Co. therefore found it necessary to rely upon the law

of sales that title passes according to the intent of the parties. By contract

with its customers, it was agreed that title would not pass and that Alvey would

bear the risk of damage or loss until the shipment arrived in South America.

Even this seemingly simple method has met with some customer resistance, and

in certain instances where customers have refused to agree to such passage

of title, the sale could not be made by the export company since its qualification
would be jeopardized.

Delaying the passage of title raises many problems in dealing with South

American customers. In some countries dollar exchange, although available
to purchase United States merchandise, is not available for services such as

transportation or insurance. In such a case, shipment must be made through
a steamship line and the shipment insured with an insurance company which
will accept the funds of the buyer's country in payment. In that latter case,
the insurance policy will naturally provide for payment in similar funds in
the event of loss. Just as naturally, the United States seller will strongly
prefer to be insured in United States dollars rather than in some blocked for-
eign currency. Transactions with buyers located in such countries can be
greatly facilitated if the buyer or the buyer's agent can take title in the United
States so that he can arrange for the shipment in his own name and insurance
can be obtained by the buyer insuring his own interest. In such cases where
passage of title and consequent risk of loss or damage is postponed, as a pre-
requisite to qualify under the provisions of section 109, the seller has the
unhappy alternatives of being insured in blocked or restricted foreign currency,
or insuring in this country and absorbing the premium cost, or of being a self-
insurer. None of these alternatives contribute anything toward the achievement
of the objectives of section 109, which was enacted for the purpose of enabling
United States companies to meet foreign competition through lowered costs.

Another problem which has arisen because of the passage of title test
results from the fact that many South American countries prefer to utilize
purchasing agents in the United States for the purpose of placing orders and
supervising shipments, even though all preliminary negotiations are carried
on in South America. Some of these purchasing agents are wholly owned United
States subsidiaries, others are independent contractors on retainer or commis-
sion. Under this lang-established procedure the purchasing agent is nominal
purchaser under the contract of sale, although the contract may show that
the agent is acting on behalf of a South American principal. This permits
the purchasing agent, a United States corporation, to bring legal action on the
contract if such were necessary. The usual form of such transaction is for
the purchasing agent to take title to the merchandise in its name in the United
States, facilitating consolidation of shipments and the handling of insurance
under the purchasing agent's blanket policy and permitting inspection prior
to arrival of the shipment in South America. Where these agents are utilized,
objections have been frequently raised by Alvey's customers to postponement
of passage of title, as altering the established office routines of the agents, cre-
ating insurance problems, as well as permit and license problems which are not
encountered under the normal procedures to which the buyers have become
accustomed.

In addition, even though the merchandise is shipped to South America and
title passes there; even though the,merchandise is especially designed for use
and consumption in South America: and even though the order was solicited
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and the negotiations carried on in South America, tile revenue agent on audit
of the export company's tax return has asserted that if the nominal customer
is a United States corporation, the income from such sale should be treated as
derived from sources within the United States.

In view of these practical problems and obstacles, of particular concern
to smaller corporations, arising out of the "passage of title" test engrafted
onto section 1019, it is respectfully suggested that section 109 should be clari-
lied so as to carry out the original congressional intent. Obviously, the place
of passage of title has no legal, economic, or practical effect upon the need
of United States corporations for the elimination of competitive disadvantages
with respect to foreign corporations. The place which is the real source of
the income and which, in economic fact, determines whether a United States
corporation needs tax relief to aid it in competing with foreign corporations,
is the place where the merchandise is intended to be used or consumed, that
is, the ultimate destination of the merchandise. The price which a customer
is willing to pay depends upon what it will cost him to obtain competing prod-
ncts at the place where ite ultimately expects to use or consume the product.
Except to the extent that legal or administrative difficulties are created, he
cares little whether title passes in New York, Rio de Janeiro, or Bogotl, since
the net cost to the customer will be the same; namely, the cost of the merchan-
dise at its source ( which of course reflects tax costs) plus the cost of trans-
porting it to its ultimate destination. It makes no difference if the cost of
transportation is initially paid by the seller and added to the selling price or
if it is omitted from the price and paid by the buyer. Even the legal distinc-
tion of risk of loss is illusory, since in practically all instances the risk will
be covered by insurance, the premium for which will be either borne directly
by the buyer or paid by the seller and added to the price. It is, however,
the legal and administrative difficulties raised by postponement of passage of
title in export situations which causes the serious problem we have.

Based on our experience with section 109 as presently written and as presently
interpreted and administered by the Treasury Department, we believe that
section 109 shouldd ie amended to include an express definition of the "source
of income" from export sales which will be consistent with the congressional
policy in enacting section 109.

One such possible addition to the section might read as follows:
"The sources of gross income shall, in general, be determined in accordance

with the provisions of section 119: Providcd, lowerer, That, for the purposes of
this section, where personal property is purchased within the United States and
sold for use or consumption in and actually shipped in due course to another
country, the income from such transaction shall be treated as derived entirely
from sources other than sources within the United States."

The test suggested by the proposed addition would conform section 109 to the
true congressional purpose. The place where the merchandise is intended to be
used and consumed would be treated for purposes of this section, as the source
of the income arising from the sale, since it is that place which is the real source
of the income and which, in economic fact, determines whether a United States
corporation needs tax relief to eliminate competitive disadvantages with respect
to foreign competing corporations. The provisions of the proposed addition are
analogous to the provisions exempting goods sold for export from excise taxes.

An alternative possible addition to section 109, using a somewhat different
form of test, could be the following:

"The sources of gross income shall, in general, be determined in accordance
with the provisions of section 119: Provided, however, That, for the purposes of
this section, income from the sale of personal property purchased within the
United States shall not be treated as derived from sources within the United
States if it is established that the destination of such personal property was
outside of the United States."

Such an amendment would place the burden on the taxpayer of providing the
ultimate destination. This burden could be met by bona fide exporters through
affidavits, the sales contracts, and the shipping documents. The test of destina-
tion is as susceptible to easy audit by the Government, if not more so, on the
basis of an examination of the sales contracts and shipping documents, as is the
passage of title test.

Either of the foregoing tests would eliminate any possible abuse of the Western
Hemisphere trade provisions by transshipment to countries outside the Western
Hemisphere after passage of title in a Western Hemisphere country, since, if the
ultimate destination of the property were outside of the Western Hemisphere,
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the income would not qualify. Because of the stringent 95 percent requirement,
such amendment could not prove a windfall in the case of corporations making
incidental export sales, but could apply only to corporations actively engaged in
seeking Western Hemisphere export trade. Also, because of the 95 percent
requirement, if such an amendment were made effective with respect to prior
years, it could only apply to corporations which have been actively attempting
to qualify as Western Hemisphere trade corporations.

The proposed clarifying amendments could in no way disturb established trade
channels and wmld eliminate at least in part the anomalous results referred to
by the House Ways and Means Committee and the present inequitable situation
which affects small and medium size corporations adversely.

We believe that the proposed amendments would serve as an inducement to
more domestic corporations to engage in trade with South America, particularly
smaller companies which find qualification as Western Hemisphere trade corpora-
tions, at present, impractical. We further believe this stimulus would have a
long-range tendency to cause American business to expand and enter into the
commercial life of overseas communities.

For the reasons stated, this committee is respectfully urged to give serious con-
sideration to the adoption of a clarifying amendment to section 109, of the type
suggested.

EAGLE PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Pittsfield, Mass., April 19, 195',.

Re H. R. 8300 Personal
ELIZABETH SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: For many years I have felt the most abused privilege
is the personal dependent exemptions.

In my experience I have found many of the taxpayers do not give correct W-2
forms. Some take exemptions for self and wife and others leave some of the
children off until the final calculation of their income taxes. This abuse could
well run the other extreme as well, taking more exemptions than they were
actually entitled to.

If taxes (income are to be withheld) are to be prepaid, why are taxpayers
allowed to do this. In fact they are withholding their taxes to be repaid at a
later date. If a law or regulation could be instituted that every taxpayer was
to have the proper exemptions executed on a current basis and no additional
deductions allowed at a later period, this would facilitate matters for the Gov-
ernment in refunds to the various taxpayers. To me it would establish imme-
diately an honest attitude toward their income-tax deductions. If one would
likely lose their exemption unless currently corrected, it would certainly maintain
a more level attitude. If they, too, could be subjected to a perjury clause for
reporting illegally, it would also help to correct many discrepancies.

An employee can do things on his individual income-tax reports-assuming
that no one else knows-but if he is held in line with proper exemptions used
in his withholding-tax payments with no adjustments at the end of year-pro
or con-you will see a definite change in the taxpayers' receipts.

Very truly yours,
MABEL A. WHrIE-

SURVEY OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954, H. R. 8300-STATEMENT SUBMITTED
BY DON W. HUBER, TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

MATTERS TO BE REVIEWED FOR REVOCATION OR AMENDMENT

1. Employee death benefits i

(References: 1954 IRC sec. 101; Committee Rept. VII A, pp. 14 and A30.)
For the following reasons, the present limitation of $5,000 which a corporation

may pay on a tax-free basis to the beneficiaries of a deceased employee should
be retained rather than adopting a limitation of $5,000 on the amount the bene-
ficiaries may receive as proposed:

(a) If the principle of such tax-free payments is correct, an employee's ability
to work for more than one employer should not place a limitation upon the
benefits to be realized.
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(b) An employee with more than one employment contract calling for such pay-
ments may name various beneficiaries to receive such payments. The proposed'
form of limitation would present a complicated problem for determining the
taxable status of payments received by the various beneficiaries.

2. Interest clement in life-insurance proceeds
(References: 1954 IRC sec. 101 (d) ; Committee Rept. VII B, pp. 14 and A30.)
The proposed bill would tax the so-called interest element in installment pay-

ments of insurance proceeds after allowing an exclusion up to $500 and $250 for
the decedent's widow and each child, respectively. For the following reasons, this
provision should not be adopted:

(a) The insured, by exercising his options under an insurance contract to
have the proceeds paid out in installments, is primarily motivated by providing
for the future financial security of the named beneficiaries. In most cases, such
beneficiaries are the insured's widow and/or his dependent children. Changing
the tax-free nature of such installment payments would lead, in many cases, to
an increase in lump-sum settlements in order for the beneficiaries to secure
additional investment income to offset that lost to taxes. Past experience shows
that lump-sum payments lend themselves to unwise investments and quick
dissipation. Family security warrants the continued tax-free nature of install-
ment insurance payments.

(b) Attempting to continue the tax-free concept of such payments through
exclusions leads only to another element of confusion for the taxpayer.

(c) Increasing the exclusion sufficiently to overcome, in a greater measure, the
argument expressed at "a" above would only add complications to the tax struc-
ture without materially improving tax revenues.

3. Net operating loss deduction
(References: 1954 IRC sec. 172; Committee Rept. IX J, pp. 27 and A56.)
The new revenue act retains, except for tax-exempt interest items, the same

"economic loss" concept for determining operating loss deductions as in the
current law. The law currently requires that dividends, capital gains, and
percentage depletion in excess of cost depletion be deductible in computing tile
current year's operating loss or the amount of the unused operating loss carry-
over. This adjustment has the effect of subjecting these items, which normally
receive preferential tax treatment and which are so taxed where the taxpayer
has profitable operations, to the highest tax rates imposed on the taxpayer. This
unreasonable tax burder should not be added as a further penalty to the
corporation which suffers an operating loss. It is recommended that:

(a) The loss as computed for tax-return purposes should be the amount of
the current year's operating loss. The amount of the unused carryover to prior
or subsequent years should not be reduced by dividend income, etc.

(b) The idea of a 2-year loss carryback should be continued as proposed.
(c) The proposed exclusion of an operating loss carryback in computing allow-

able contributions should be continued as set forth in section 170 (b) (1) (B).

4. Certain amounts paid in connection with insurance contracts

(References: 1954 IRC sec. 264; Committee rept. XI A, pp. 31 and A65.)
This proposed code disallows interest paid as a deduction for tax-return pur-

poses when the money borrowed was used-
(a) To purchase a single premium deferred annuity, or
(b) For the prepayment of a substantial number of future premiums on a life-

insurance contract.
These provisions were added primarily to negate certain tax-avoidance schemes

originating with the purchase of certain types of annuities where the creditor
has no recourse against the owner of the contract, and the purchase of 5- or
10-pay life-insurance policies in which all or substantially all of the premiums
were prepaid by means of loans. Action should be taken to correct such situa-
tions. However, blanket prohibition against such interest deductions is not
required by the circumstances. Further, on the same subjects:

(a) Deferred annuities.-Deferred annuities have long been recognized as
legitimate investments. Gain from the sale or other disposition of the annuity
contract is taxable. If benefits are paid out under the contract to the annuitant,
a portion of such payments in excess of the prorated cost of the contract is
recognized as taxable income. Since taxpayers generally are permitted the
deduction of interest on loans for investments in stocks, bonds, real estate, com-
mercial paper, etc., there is no basis for prohibiting the interest deduction on
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amounts borrowed to invest in a taxable annuity venture under circumstances
where a true debtor-creditor relationship is established. Unless this is permitted
under the law, steps should be taken to declare the gain and income elements
of annuity contracts as nontaxable. This provision should be omitted and the
matter of recognition of a true debtor-creditor relationship should be left to
interpretive regulations under existing law.
(b) Prcpa~lmlcnt of life in.surance premiutms.-There is a great and recognized

need for life-insurance protection. Current tax rates, however, in many instances
prevent the acquisition of such insurance protection out of after-tax income. In
the same manner, taxpayers, generally, are unable to acquire the protection of
a home except through amounts borrowed from financial institutions. If, there-
fore, a man desires to incur debt to insure the future financial independence of
his dependents, he should be able to do so with the same tax advantages in regard
to the capital needed for such a move as are granted in the purchase of a home
or other types of investments. Such a debt must le valid. The taxpayer's credit
must be placed in the balance so that there is full recourse against all of his
assets should that step be necessary.

If there are certain situations where tax-avoidance schemes can be developed
in reward to single-premium policies (IRC sec. 24 (a) (4) (6) ), establi: hed law
on this point could be amended to prohibit the interest deduction where:

(1) The total premiums prepaid equal or exceed the cost of a single-premium
policy of the same class at the insured's attained age; and/or

(2) The premiums so prepaid exceed 75 percent of the total number of pre-
miums which, under existing mortality tables, could be expected to be paid by
the insured based on his then attained age.

Such limitations or definitions of the term "substantial number of future pre-
miums" would clarify the intent of the law in this situation.

In no event should this provision of the proposed law be made applicable to
the interest on such loans in effect on or prior to the date of enactment of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or the renewal thereof

5. Redemptions of stock--nonparticipating stock
(References: 1954 IRC sees. 302 (a) (1), 309 (a), 312 (b) (d) ; committee

rept. XII A (2), pp. '35 and A72).
This subsection of the proposed act subjects "the redemption of nonparticipatieg

stock" to the transfer tax of 85 percent under section 309. Section 312 (d)
defines such stock as that which is not participating stock as defined in section
312 (b). Essentially, therefore, nonparticipating stock is of a class the earnings
of which are limited and which is preferred in any respect except as to voting
rights. Since an "and/or" connective was not used in section 312 (b), presum-
ably both conditions are required.

This section should be amended to eliminate any question that the term "non-
participating stock" does not apply to preferred stock which is not limited as to
earnings. If, on the other hand, it is desired that all preferred stock fall into this
category, the section should be amended to prevent its applicat-ion to preferred
stock issues outstanding as of the date of enactment of the new cede.

6. Corporate reorganizations, acquisitions, etc.
(References: 1954 IRC 359 (b) and (c) ; committee rept. XII C, pp. 40 and

A133.)
Subparagraphs (2) of the sections of the 1954 code above cited provide that the

stockholders of a corporation merged with another corporation through a stock
or asset purchase, in order to have a tax-free merger, must end up owning at least
25 percent of the stock of the transferee corporation. Such a provision would,
for all practical purposes, prevent most, if not all, corporate acquisitions by
large companies of smaller companies. Socialistic ideas applicable to the con-
trol and growth of big business should not be a part of this country's revenue
laws.

This section should be amended to permit the tax-free consolidation of corporate
business units regardless of the size of the surviving unit where such a move Is
warranted by the business reasons on which it is based.
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KINGSTON MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,
Newmarket, N. H., April 13, 1954.

Hon. STYLES BRIDGES,
United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR SIR: You are undoubtedly familiar with bill H. R. 8300, a portion of which
refers to accelerated depreciation of new machinery purchased since January
1, 1954, for income-tax purposes. We appreciate the fact that this clause was
put in to stimulate the purchase of new machinery, which is a good thing.

On the other hand, this puts the small manufacturer, who can only afford used
machinery to add to his production, at a disadvantage. The problem of the small
man is how to obtain enough capital for maintenance and expansion from what
is left after paying the 52 percent corporate tax. He is in many cases driven to
buying a used machine, even though it may not be as efficient as a new one. On
the other hand, large corporations have the capital to purchase new and more
efficient machinery and are also given a tax advantage over the small man.

It seems to me that any machinery, new or used, purchased since January 1,
1954, should have the tax advantage to equalize things.

Cordially yours,
LESTER H. GIBSON.

INTERNATIONAL MILLING COMPANY,
Minneapolis 1, Minn., April 9, 1954.

Senator EDWARD J. THYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR THYE: Our attention has just been called to the provisions of
section 501 (e) of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which we under-
stand is now being considered by the Finance Committee of the Senate.

This section sets forth the requirements which a trust forming a part of a
pension or profit-sharing plan must meet in order to be exempt from income taxa-
tion and is a rewriting of section 165 (a) of the present Internal Revenue Code.

The present section 165 (a) sets forth certain requirements for such a trust
to be exempt and also provides that such a trust will be exempt which does not
meet its specific requirements if it forms part of a plan for-

"Such employees as qualify under a classification set up by the employer and
found by the Commissioner not to be discriminatory in favor of employees who
are officers, shareholders, persons whose principal duties consist in supervising
the work of other employees, or highly compensated employees."

The proposed section 501 (e) sets forth specific requirements which a plan
must meet in order to qualify; however, there is no provision to the effect that a
plan which does not meet such specific requirements can nevertheless qualify if
the Commissioner approves the plan as being nondiscriminatory-a highly desir-
able provision in the present law which gives necessary flexibility in the actual
operation of the law. The result of the proposed section 501 (e), in event it
becomes law, is that a plan must meet the rigid, specific requirements set forth
therein in order to be acceptable. Unless it is so changed that the Commissioner
has discretion such as in the existing law, it is apparent that the new proposed
law will prohibit many plans of types now in existence and many future plans
which might be developed to meet particular situations and which would in no
way be unfair or discriminatory.

It is accordingly our view that it would be unwise to enact into law specific
requirements without also providing in the law for the approval of plans which
though not meeting such specific requirements are nevertheless fair and non-
discriminatory.

Taking up some of the proposed specific requirements, the following are called
to your attention as illustrations:

PENSION PLANS

1. The proposed section 501 (e) (3) (A) provides that a classification is dis-
criminatory if more than 10 percent of the participants are "key employees," ex-
cept that the classification shall not be considered discriminatory-
"in the case of an employer having more than 20 regular employees, * * * if
25 percent or more of all of such regular employees are participants * * *'"

"Key employees" is defined to mean employees whose total compensation places
them in the highest paid 10 percent.

45994-54-pt. 4- 33
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Many companies may have or may wish to establish plans covering only
salaried employees. In such a case, the foregoing provisions are to the effect
that not more than 10 percent of the participants may be key employees or at
least 25 percent of all employees must be participants. Take the case of a com-
pany with 2,000 employees, 1,700 of whom are paid by the hour and only 300
of whom are paid on a salary basis. If the plan covers only salaried employees,
obviously 25 percent of all the employees of the company cannot be participants.
Consequently, not more than 10 percent of the participants (or 30, assuming
that all salaried employees are participants) may be key employees, and under
the definition of "key employees," the plan, even though fair and nondiscrimina-
tory, likely could not qualify. As key employees would be the highest paid
200 employees under the plan here illustrated, it would appear inevitable that
more than 30 of the participants would be key employees.

2. The proposed section 501 (e) (4) provides that the "contributions or bene-
fits" under a pension plan must not bear a higher ratio to compensation for any
covered employee than for any other covered employee whose compensation is
lower, except that the first $4,000 of compensation may be disregarded. If this
means that both the benefits and the contributions must be nondiscriminatory,
then the provision is unreasonable since obviously in many, and probably in most
plans, the contribution on behalf of an employee who is older than another must
of necessity be more percentagewise in relation to his compensation than would
be the percentage of contribution to compensation for a younger employee.

PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

What is stated above respecting coverage classification with respect to pension
plans is also applicable with respect to profit-sharing plans.

In addition, the proposed section 501 (e) (4) (B) provides that at least 75
percent of the employer's contributions each year, and all of the amounts arising
from forfeitures on termination of s-ervice or other reason, must be allocated in
such manner that the allocated amounts do not bear a higher ratio to compensa-
tion for any covered employee than for any other covered employee whose com-
pensation is lower. It is also provided that the remaining contributions, if any,
must be allocated in such manner that the total allocation, as a percentage of
compensation, to any covered employee in any year does not exceed twice the
minimum allocated to any other covered employee whose compensation is lower.

It is common in profit sharing plans to provide for allocating contributions
according to a formula which gives one point or share for each $100 or each $250
of compensation (often up to a certain maximum) and one point or share for each
year of service which the employee has completed, giving credit for service with
the employing company and with affiliated and predecessor companies. When
this type of formula is used, it gives desirable recognition to length of service,
which is certainly fair and in no way unreasonable. An employee with longer
service may well have more contribution allocated percentagewise to his compen-
sation than would be the case for a lower paid employee having fewer years of
service. Assume a formula giving 1 point for each $250 of compensation and
1 point for each year of service. An employee having 40 years of service and
$6,000 of compensation would be given 64 points. An employee receiving $3,000
of compensation with 5 years of service would be given 17 points. This appears
perfectly reasonable, but inasmuch as the younger employee did not have 32
points, the plan would not qualify under the law as now proposed.

It should also be noted that the proposed law makes more difficult the con-
tinuance and the development of plans which recognize the desirability of pro-
portionately larger pension benefits for the lower compensated employees in
relation to those having higher compensation.

It is also common in profit-sharing plans that forfeitures be treated as income
of the trust fund, the same as dividends or interest, and that all such income be
allocated to the various employes according to their respective interests in the
fund at the time as shown by the balances then credited to their respective ac-
counts. When this type of formula is used, which is certainly fair and in no way
unreasonable, the proposed requirements would in many instances prevent the
plan from qualifying.

The foregoing are only illustrations of what we wish to point out which is:
First, that the proposed requirements as drawn are much too limited and

restrictive, and
Second, that it is not possible to write a rigid set of requirements which will

be fair in every situation. In consequence, the law should contain a provision
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which will permit plans which are fair and nondiscriminatory to qualify even
though they do not meet the specific requirements set forth in the law. In other
words, the law must have certain flexibility in order to be practical in operation.

The proposed law apparently contains a provision which states that existing
plans now qualified under section 165 (a) of the present code may in the future
retain their exempt status providing that they continue to qualify under that
section. However, in administering that section, the revenue people, at some
distant future date, may be inclined, in applying its general language, to follow
the specific requirements of the new law. In addition, there of course will be
many new plans established in the future and even amendments of existing plans
which might in effect be interpreted as constituting new plans. The result will
mean not only confusion, but might very well mean serious inequities with
respect to the pension programs of hundreds of thousands of employees covered
by existing plans. For these reasons, it seems to us that the proposed code
should not be so written as to prevent qualification of plans which are fair and
nondiscriminatory.

We realize that Members of the Senate and the House and the Treasury
Department are just as desirous as employers and employees are to have a fair,
equitable, and workable law. If you consider our comments meritorious, will you
please forward the enclosed copies of this letter to the chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee and to the Treasury Department, together with your com-
ments.

Atherton Bean joins me in sending you our best personal regards.
Sincerely yours,

MALCOLM B. McDoNALD, Vice President.

INTERNATIONAL MILLING CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 21, 1954.

Senator EDWARD J. THIYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR THYE: Some days ago Malcolm McDonald wrote you our views
on certain provisions of the proposed Revenue Code of 1954 which relate to
pension and profit-sharing plans.

We have now had an opportunity to examine with considerable care additional
provisions of this proposed code. Incidentally, the more we get into this rewrite
of the law, the more startled and alarmed we become at the terrific changes which
are being made under the objective of simplification, etc.

In this letter we shall discuss section 302.
It is clear to us that this section as written will greatly hamper the continuance

and development of small- and medium-sized businesses. It will obstruct the
normal and proper mechanisms for transfer of ownership in the modest business
which has little or no public market for its stock, and may indeed force drastic
alteration or discontinuance of long-standing plans for employee common-stock
ownership. This is so contrary to the stated position of the administration to
encourage small- and medium-sized businesses and to promote widely based
ownership in our free-enterprise society that we feel sure you will want to see
that the section is completely rewritten.

We appreciate the necessity of protecting revenue sources, but it is also im-
portant to make sure that tax laws are not so written as to seriously affect the
financial future of the countless number of nonpublic enterprises of our country
which are really the base of our economy.

I am attaching a copy of a memorandum analyzing the specific provisions of
section 302, setting forth ways in which they will adversely affect small- and
medium-sized businesses generally, and suggesting ways in which we think these
provisions should be changed. We are enclosing a number of extra copies of
'this letter and the attached memorandum which we shall appreciate your for-
warding to Chairman Millikin, Senate Finance Committee; to the Treasury De-
partment, and to Colim Stam, Chief of Staff, 5'oint Committee on Internal Reve-
nue Taxation.

You very kindly incorporated a copy of our memorandum relating to section
501 (e) of the proposed code in the record of the committee's hearings on the tax
bill. If appropriate, we will appreciate similar action with respect to this memo.

Yours very truly,
HARRY E. HOWLETT, General Counsel.
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SUCTION 802

Section 302 is said to be a specific restatement of the general provisions of
section 115 (g) (1) of the present Internal Revenue Code which provides that
if a corporation redeems its stock-
"in such manner as to make the * * * redemption in whole or in part essen-
tially equivalent to the distribution of a taxable dividend, the amount so dis-
tributed * * * to the extent that it represents a distribution of earnings or
profits accumulated after February 28, 1913, shall be treated as a taxable
dividend."

However, section 302 is much more than a specific restatement of this existing
law. Its provisions are such that a shareholder who sells stock to the corporation
will be taxed on the proceeds received the same as though such proceeds con.
stituted a dividend, without any deduction for the amount which he had paid
for the stock, in situations where the payments by the corporation for the stock
are not either under existing law or otherwise essentially equivalent to the
distribution of a dividend.

This section 302 has provisions which are unwarranted even when applied
to public corporations, but its unwarranted and confiscatory nature-as demon.
strated in the discussion of its specific provisions below-is particularly apparent
when applied to corporations encouraging employee ownership of common stock
and to small- and medium-sized nonpublic corporations generally whose shares
have no real public market.

Thus, in an attempt to get at stock redemptions which are essentially equiva-
lent to taxable dividends, the section has been so drawn that-

(a) it will greatly hinder if not render impossible a large stockholder
selling a portion of his stock to the corporation for the purposes of resale to
employees; and

(b) it will greatly restrict if not render impossible the reacquisition of
stock from an employee in installments even though this is the only way
the corporation can buy.

The penalties of the proposed section are so severe that it will also operate s
a substantial deterrent against investing in any nonpublic corporation.

The shares of the vast majority of corporations are not listed on a stock
exchange and do not otherwise have a real public market. The corporation
itself is the only place where a fair price can be obtained. Many of these
corporations in fact restrict selling to outsiders, requiring-for perfectly proper
reasons-that the corporation be given the first option to buy. Why should
anyone invest in such a corporation when, if he must sell a portion of his shares
and can obtain a fair price only from the corporation or is otherwise required
to sell to the corporation, he may well find himself subjected to regular income
tax on the full amount he receives, the same as a dividend is taxed, without
being permitted any deduction for the cost to him of the stock. He can invest
in a corporation whose stock is listed on an exchange or whose shares otherwise
have a real public market, and then when he sells he will be taxed at capital-
gains rates and only on the excess of what he receives over what he paid for the
stock.

Turning now to the specific provisions of section 302:
Under section 302, if when a company buys its stock the amount paid does not

exceed its accumulated earnings (or its earnings for the current year even though
it otherwise has a deficit), the full amount paid is treated as a dividend to the
selling shareholder without deduction for any amount which he has paid for
the stock unless one or the other of certain specificed requirements is met.

Note the requirements:
1. Section 302 (a) (1) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a capital-

gains basis provided the corporation has to pay the 85 percent tax imposed by
section 309 and provided he sells only preferred stock.

This is of no value to a shareholder who wishes or is required to sefl common
shares.

Further, it will frequently be of little or no value to a shareholder wishing to
sell only preferred shares. To require the corporation to pay the 85 percent
tax imposed by section 309 will in many cases prevent the corporation from
purchasing the shares.

2. Section 302 (a) (2) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a capital-
gains basis provided his stock is redeemed in connection with a partial or com-
plete liquidation of the corporation.
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This provision is of course proper, but it is of no value to shareholders of a
going concern.

3. Section 302 (a) (3) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a capital-
gains basis provided he sells all of his common and preferred stock to the cor-
poration at one time.

This provision is of no value to a shareholder who wishes or is required to sell
only part of his shares.

Further, under section 302 a shareholder is deemed to own all stock, both
preferred and common, which is owned by his spouse, children, grandchildren,
or parents, and he and each of such persons is deemed to own all shares owned
by a trust or a corporation in which he or such a relative has a specified interest
even though neither he nor the relative can dictate the decisions of the trustee or
the board of directors. Implicit in these provisions is the erroneous theory that
all members of a family act as a unit which is simply not the case.

Take the case of a shareholder who for reasons of hardship, or for other
reasons, wishes to sell his shares and where the only available real market is the
corporation. He should not be subjected to the provisions of section 302 simply
because one or the other of his spouse, children, grandchildren, or parents, or
some trust or corporation also owns shares in the corporation which they do not
wish to sell or which the corporation refuses or is financially or otherwise
unable to buy.

It is true that section 302 provides that an individual shall be deemed, for the
purposes of section 302 (a) (3), to own only those shares which he himself
owns or which a trust or corporation in which he has a specified interest owns,
provided-

(a) he sells all shares, both preferred and common, which he owns,
(b) all trusts and corporations in which he has a specified interest also sell

all shares, both preferred and common, which they own even though he cannot
dictate the decisions of the trustee or the board of directors,

(c) he ceases to have any other interest in the corporation either as an
officer, director, or employee, or otherwise (excepting only a creditor interest),
and provided that he does not acquire any interest (except by bequest or inherit-
ance) for 10 years thereafter, and

(d) he has not received any part of the stock redeemed as a gift nor made a
gift of stock within 10 years, a principal purpose of which was the avoidance
of income taxes.

These provisions are unrealistice and in operation would be extremely inequi-
table because they compel the shareholder to dispose of his entire interest in
the corporation, and also require all trusts and corporations in which he has
a specific interets to dispose of all of their shareholdings, even though he can-
not dictate their decisions, and also impose other conditions which are not war-
ranted. How can anyone foresee for 10 years ahead whether or not he may
under any and all circumstances, however compelling and valid the reason,
never be called upon to again become, within 10 years thereafter, a director,
officer, or employee of, or to make an investment in the corporation?

4. Section 302 (a) (4) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a capital-
gains basis provided the payment he receives for his stock is "substantially
disproportionate."

It is provided that such a payment shall be deemed to be substantially
disproportionate-
"only if, immediately after such (purchase) such shareholder owns a per-
centage of the fair market value of the participating stock of the corporation
which is less than 80 percent of the percentage of the fair market value of
such stock owned prior to such distribution."

This means if any shareholder is to sell to the corporation, he himself-unless
he owns less than 1 percent of the outstanding common stock as discussed
below-must sell sufficient to meet the test or otherwise the full amount he
receives will be taxable as a dividend and without any deduction for the amount
he paid for the shares.

This is true--
(a) even though his shares are the only shares purchased by the corporation

and no other shareholder is affected with the result that the payment made to
him is not proportionate to other shareholders as a dividend would be;

(b) even though he does not wish to sell but because of an exercise of an
option or call is required to sell and the option is not exercised with respect
to sufficient shares to meet the test;
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(c) even though what he sells meets the test as respects the shares he
he himself owns, but the test is not met because one or the other of his spouse,
children, grandchildren, or parents, or some trust or corporation also owns
shares and does not wish to sell or, if willing to sell, the corporation refuses or
is unable for financial or other reasons to buy; and

(d) even though he paid as much for his shares as what he receives from
the corporation.

Take the case of a shareholder owning 30 percent of a corporation's common
shares. Assume he sells 10 percent of his shares to the corporation (or only
3 percent of the corporation's outstanding common shares) in a situation where
no other shareholder also sells. He may so sell because-

(i) he wishes to sell in order to make the shares available to the corporation
for resale directly or through affiliates to employees-a situation which should
be encouraged rather than discouraged; or

(ii) he is forced to sell because of the exercise of an option or call; or
(iii) he needs the funds and the corporation is the only real market either

because there is no public market in which a fair price can be obtained or because
selling to the public is restricted by contractual obligations.

No one of these situations-and each is a real situation common to many exist-
ing corporations-involves a situation essentially equivalent to a taxable divi-
dend. The shareholder may have held the shares which he sells for many years,
He may receive from the corporation no more than what he paid for the shares
which he sells. However, because the disproportionate test of section 302 is not
met, the full amount he receives is under that section taxable to him as a
dividend without any deduction for what he paid for the shares. This is plain
and simple confiscation.

There is another real objection to this provision. The disproportionate rule
is made to apply to the fair market value of the shares immediately before
and immediately after the purchase by the corporation. Use of market values
makes the rule uncertain in operation and opens the door to numerous disputes.
The test should be-if there is to be any such test-a comparison of the per-
centage of the number of common shares outstanding owned by the selling
shareholder immediately before and immediately after the purchase.

5. Section 302 (a) (5) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a capi-
tal gains basis no matter what portion of his shares he sells provided he holds
less than 1 percent of the common stock of the corporation.

It should be here noted that in the vast majority of small corporations it is
an exceptional case where any shareholder would own less than 1 percent of
the common stock.

The unfairness and confiscatory nature of such an exceedingly restrictive
maximum is illustrated by the example given in (4) above with respect to a
shareholder owning 30 percent of the corporation's common stock.

What is so stated above with respect to such a shareholder is also applicable
to one owning a percentage even greater than 30 percent. No shareholder should
be subjected to a tax on the sale of any part of his shares to the corporation as
though the proceeds were a taxable dividend except possibly-

(a) where he owns sufficient of the common shares of the corporation to give
him in fact control of it and purchase from him is in fact not disproportionate;
and

(b) where the corporation simultaneously redeems a portion of all of its
common stock pro rata to the holdings of each of its shareholders in such a
manner as to make the distribution proportionate the same as a dividend
would be.

In addition to the illustrations referred to above, take the case of a share-
holder in a corporation who is an employee of it and who owns only 2 percent
or 5 percent or 10 percent of the common stock but holds the same subject to
an option to purchase any or all thereof. The corporation for many years has
followed the commendable policy of employee ownership of its common stock
and wishes, when he ceases to be an employee, to exercise the option. However,
the shares, even though only a small percentage of the total outstanding, have
a very substantial value, and the corporation is unable at one time to buy all or
sufficient to meet the disproportionate test-either because the corporation is
financially unable to do so or is restricted by financing agreements or charter
provisions or otherwise-and the corporation accordingly exercises the option
to purchase what it can. The shareholder may well find himself in the position
of being subject to a tax, as a dividend is taxed, on the full amount which he
receives and without any deduction for what he paid for the shares. He may
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have even borrowed funds to finance his purchase of the shares and find himself
in a situation where, after paying the tax on the so-called dividend which he has
received, he does not even have enough left from the amount received from the
corporation to pay his debt or the balance of the debt which he incurred for the
purpose of buying the shares. The same would be true where the shareholder
voluntarily sells only part of his holdings without there being any option
exercised.

6. Section 302 (a) (6) provides that the shareholder will be taxed on a
capital-gains basis if the payment received for the stock is one to which
section 303 is applicable, that is, a redemption to pay death taxes as there
provided.

This is of no value to a living shareholder.
Further, section 303 permits of a redemption of shares only in situations

where-
(a) the shares comprise more than 35 percent of the value of the gross estate

of the decedent, or
(b) an amount equal to more than 50 percent of the taxable estate of the

decedent,
and the redemption is limited to the amount necessary to pay death taxes and
funeral and estate administration expenses.

There should be no limit on the portion of the estate which the shares must
comprise. To impose a limit assumes that the balance of the estate will be in
liquid assets whereas in fact it may be in land and property holdings which
cannot be sold except at an extreme sacrifice.

PREFERRED STOCK

Further, section 302 should not apply to redemptions of preferred stock no
matter how much of its common stock is also owned by the shareholder except
possibly in the one situation where the preferred stock has been recently issued
as a dividend pro rata on the outstanding common stock.

Take the case of a shareholder who owns 11/2 percent of the common stock
of the corporation and also owns shares of its preferred stock. The corporation
may purchase or call a portion of the preferred stock as it is required to do
under the sinking-fund provisions with respect to which the stock was issued
or the corporation may wish to call all of the preferred stock in order to re-
finance by replacing the issue with a new issue having a lower dividend rate.
The full amount which the shareholder receives from the corporation for his
preferred shares in this situation is taxable as a dividend to the shareholder
under section 302 and without any deduction for what he paid for the preferred
stock. Actually he may have paid as much for the preferred shares as the com-
pany pays him. The confiscatory nature of the section is obvious.

Section 302 before enactment into law should be changed in at least the follow-
ing particulars-

(1) A shareholder should be permitted to deduct his cost basis of the stock
which he sells to the corporation except possibly in the one situation where the
corporation simultaneously redeems shares of all the shareholders pro rata to
their holdings;

(2) A shareholder should be deemed to own only those shares of stock which
he himself directly owns. He should not be deemed to own shares which his
parents, spouse, children, or grandchildren own or which a trust or corporation
owns where decisions of the trustee or the board of directors must be made on
the basis of what is best for the trust or corporation and all persons interested
in it or in accordance with the provisions of the trust indenture or corporate
charter or bylaws;

(3) The section should not apply to redemptions of preferred stock except
possibly in the one situation where the preferred stock redeemed has been
recently issued as a dividend pro rata on the outstanding common stock;

(4) The disproportionate test should be changed from the 80-percent figure
in the proposed law to at least a 95-percent figure. Further, the disproportionate
test should apply, not to the percentage of the fair-market value of the com-
mon shares owned by the selling shareholder immediately before and immediately
after the purchase by the corporation, but to the percentage of the outstanding
common shares owned by the selling shareholder immediately before and
immediately after the purchase by the corporation;

(5) The maximum interest permitting capital-gains treatment for any sales
to the corporation without having to apply the disproportionate test, which in
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the proposed law is less than 1 percent, should be increased to at least 50 per-
cent. In other words, section 302 should not apply to the acquisition of any
portion of the common stock of any shareholder who owns less than such per-
centage of the corporation's outstanding common stock as will give him control
of the corporation unless possibly in the one situation where simultaneous
redemptions are made pro rata as to all of the shareholders. The 50-percent
figure is suggested because that is the figure used elsewhere in the proposed
code as a line of demarcation between a shareholder who does or does not con-
trol a corporation.

INTERNATIONAL MILLING CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 22, 1954.

Senator EDWARD J. TYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR THYR: I wrote to you yesterday respecting section 302 of the
proposed Revenue Code of 1954, and now wish to call your attention to the
provisions of section 309.

Section 309 is so drawn that any corporation such as ours, which has issued
preferred shares, not as a stock dividend on, but in exchange for common shares
will be required, on redemption or purchase of any of the preferred shares, to
pay a tax equal to 85 percent of the amount it pays on such redemption or
purchase.

We are required by contract to call or otherwise purchase our preferred shares
periodically for sinking fund purposes. We may wish sometime to call the entire
issue for refinancing purposes. Acquisition of our preferred shares is certainly
proper in either case, and yet in either case this section 309 would require us to
pay a tax equal to 85 percent of the amount we pay on call or other purchase
of the shares.

There is no justifiable reason for the imposition of this proposed tax in such
a situation. Where a shareholder surrenders shares of common stock in exchange
for preferred shares he gives value therefor and does not receive the preferred
shares as a dividend. If any of the preferred shares are subsequently redeemed,
the shareholder is entitled to and should be taxed on a capital gains basis and
the corporation should not be taxed at all.

There have been and there will properly be recapitalizations by many corpora-
tions pursuant to which preferred shares have been or are issued in exchange for
common shares. In fact, many corporations such as ours have a class of common
or other shares now outstanding which by the provisions of the corporation's
articles are convertible into preferred shares, and we and such other corporations
are required to issue preferred shares whenever any holder of such convertible
shares elects to convert in accordance with the contractual provisions.

The situations mentioned are only a few of the many where section 309 imposes
an 85 percent tax which is simply not warranted as pointed out in more detail in
the attached memorandum.

We are enclosing a number of extra copies of this letter and attached memo-
randum which we shall also appreciate your forwarding to Chairman Millikin,
Senate Finance Commitee; to the Treasury Department, and to Mr. Colin Stain,
chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. If appropriate,
we will also appreciate your having a copy included in the record of the Senate
Finance Committee's hearings on the tax bill.

Yours very truly,
HARRY E. HOWLETT, General Counsel.

SECTION 309

Section 309 imposes a tax on the corporation on the transfer of securities,
money, or other property paid by it in redeeming any of its preferred stock
within 10 years after date of issuance equal to 85 percent of the amount so
transferred, except that this tax shall not apply-

(1) if the transfer is made as part of a partial or complete liquidation;
(2) in the case of redemption of preferred stock from the original recipient,

to the extent that there is redeemed as part of the same transaction the amount
of (common) stock with respect to which the (preferred) stock was issued";

(3) if the transfer is a redemption of preferred stock issued for securities
or property (or which takes the place of preferred stock which was so issued),
"to the extent of 105 percent of the fair market value of such property";

(4) if the transfer is treated under section 302 (b) as a "distribution not in
redemption of stock" or, for example, if it is treated as a dividend;
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(5) if the transfer in redemption qualifies under section 303 respecting redemp-
tions to pay death taxes.

It is provided that preferred stock shall be deemed issued on the date of
issuance or January 1, 1954, whichever date is later (sec. 309 (c) ).

In situations where a corporation has issued preferred stock as a dividend on
its outstanding common stock, a subsequent redemption of such preferred stock
might enable the common stockholders in effect to receive a distribution of
earnings taxable at capital-gains rates rather than at ordinary dividend rates
had a cash dividend been paid. The purpose of section 309 is apparently to
prevent this from happening.

This section is so worded, however, that it goes far beyond accomplishing such
a purpose and in effect imposes a confiscatory tax in situations where there is
no justifiable reason therefor. If this section is to be enacted, it accordingly
should, before enactment, be changed to limit its application to the redemption
only of that preferred stock which has been issued without consideration and as
a dividend on outstanding common stock.

Actually, section 309 should not be enacted at all because-
(1) it is included in an income-tax bill and yet imposes a tax against a corpo-

ration having no relation to its income:
(2) if there is any situation where a preferred shareholder should be taxed

on any distribution received on redemption of his preferred shares, that share-
2 holder is the one who should be taxed. By taxing the corporation, this proposed

section in effect taxes all of the shareholders of the corporation without regard
to whether they did or did not own any of the preferred shares which were
redeemed and, as to those who did, without any relation to the distributions
which they respectively received.

The confiscatory nature of the proposed section may be illustrated by the
following:

1. If preferred stock has been issued for securities or property, the section
exempts from the tax that portion of the payment made by the corporation
which does not exceed 105 percent of the fair market value of the property
which the corporation so received.

This section would thus impose an 85 percent tax in the following situa-
tions in each of which such a tax would be confiscatory:

(a) If the preferred stock had been issued for securities, the tax would apply
on the full amount paid on redemption of the preferred shares because a cor-
poration's securities are not "property" within the meaning of the law;

(b) If the preferred stock had been issued for common shares either in con-
nection with a refinancing or recapitalization or on conversion of convertible
common shares into such shares, the tax would apply on the full amount paid
on redemption of the preferred shares because a corporation's own shares are
not "property" within the meaning of the law.

Thus, in either of the situations mentioned, if a corporation purchased its
preferred shares issued either for securities or its own common stock, it would
in addition to the price it pays be required to pay a tax of 85 percent of the
amount so paid. If the section is to be enacted at all, it should before enact-
ment be changed to provide that preferred shares issued in exchange for com-
mon shares (either on conversion or otherwise) or securities of the issuing
corporation shall be treated the same as preferred shares issued for property
and that the corporation shall be treated as having received property for its
preferred shares so issued in the amount of the fair market value at the time
of the exchange of the stock or securities which it so received.

A shareholder who surrenders securities or shares of common stock in ex-
change for preferred shares gives value therefor and does not receive the
preferred shares as a divedend. If the preferred shares are subsequently
redeemed, the shareholder is entitled, to and should be taxed on a capital gains
basis and the corporation should not be taxed at all.

2. The provisions exempting from the tax that portion of the payment made
by the corporation which does not exceed 105 percent of the value of the
property received by the corporation on issuance of the preferred shares is
defective for other reasons including-

(a) Many preferred stock issues for perfectly proper business reasons have
a call price which is in excess of $105. Even though the shares may have
been issued for $100 cash per share, a call of the shares at a call price in
excess of $105 would subject the corporation to an 85 percent tax on what-
ever it pays in excess of $105; and

(b) Where a corporation has issued shares for $100 cash per share and
later exchanges new shares on a basis of say 1 0 new share for each previously
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issued share, the corporation will have received less than $100 for each of the

new shares. In this situation, a call price of only $105 would subject the cor-

poration to the 85 percent tax on approximately $5. The reason for having

made an exchange on such a basis might well be for legitimate business reasons

as, for example, to encourage holders of outstanding preferred shares to ex-

change for new preferred shares having a lower dividend rate.
3. This section is defective also in certain other respects.
For one thing, it does not take into account contractual obligations incurre&

previous to enactment of the law or otherwise, whereby the corporation is

required to purchase or redeem at periodic intervals a certain portion of its
outstanding preferred stock for sinking fund purposes. Certainly, every cor-

poration should be permitted to observe its contractual obligations without
penalty.

Also, if any class of stock, common or otherwise, is convertible into pre-
ferred shares, the corporation where such contractual obligations already exist
is required to continue in the future to issue preferred stock on such conver-
sions. The preferred stock required to be issued doubtless will have contractual
provisions requiring periodic purchases or redemptions for sinking fund pur-
poses, and the corporation should not be penalized for fulfilling its contractual
obligations.

4. Section 309 provides that it shall not apply in any case where the pay-
ment by the corporation is treated under section 302 (b) as a distribution not
in redemption of stock.

In other words, every corporation acquiring preferred shares, either in small
amounts for sinking fund purposes or otherwise, must ascertain whether or

not the preferred shareholder also owns 1 percent or more of its common stock.
In many cases it could not do this because of its common stock being held in
the name of nominees or in the names of trustees, the minute provisions of
the trust instruments not being known, or by corporations in which the share-
holder might have sufficient stock interest to make him deemed to be the
alter ego of the corporation.

Even if the corporation could ascertain which of its preferred shareholders i'

own less than 1 percent of its common stock, it might not be able to call its
preferred stock so as to avoid penalizing such shareholders, because under its
charter provisions it may well be required to call its preferred stock-even
when only a small portion of it is to be called-by lot.

5. This section provides that it shall apply to redemptions of preferred stock
within 10 years after issuance and that preferred stock shall be deemed to have

been issued on the date of issuance or January 1, 1954, whichever date is later.
The law should not apply to any preferred stock issued prior to enactment

of the law and accordingly at a time when such drastic consequences of a subse-
quent redemption could not have been known. Further, since the law applies
to redemptions of future issues only within 10 years after date of issuance,
there is no valid reason why the law should apply to previous issues which
may have been made 10, 20, or 30 years ago.

At the very least, redemptions of previous issues should not be restricted after
10 years from date of issue any more than redemptions of future issues.

BOISE, IDAHO, April 15, 1954.Hon. HENRY C. DWO0RSHAK,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DWORSHAK: I have been informed that H. R. 8300 has passed

the House of Representatives and is before the Committee on Finance of the
Senate.

I am writing to you in reference to section 38 of that bill, and asking your
support in reinstating provisions of H. R. 5180 (the Mason bill), which provided
for exemption from income tax of retirement income up to $1,500, instead of
up to $1,200, as provided in H. R. 8300, and to not confine these benefits to
persons age 65 and over.

One-third of the employee annuitants on the civil service retirement rolls
on June 30, 19513, was under age 65. The greater part of these annuitants
retired because of disability, with resultant periodic, if not continuous, medical
expenses. Many of them have been victims of illness brought about by the
service which had been their careers, and could no longer carry on, and thus
lost many productive years. Too, persons under 65 who have because of illness
been forced to retire, very often have dependents, and retirement income in these
years of high prices is wholly insufficient to support a family.
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Yes, I am one of those annuitants, who at the age of 54 was stricken with
a vascular accident, brought about by hypertension and 30 years of service
as a national-bank examiner. At that time I was supporting, besides my wife,
a 19-year-old son in his second year of college, a 16-year-old son in his third
year of high school, and a 9-year-old daughter in the fourth grade. Our sons,
through their own efforts, have stayed on in school, but you can well understand
how difficult it is to maintain a family on retirement income and pay income
taxes thereon.

I believe the annuitants under the age of 65 are as much entitled to relief
from taxation to the amount of $1,500 as are those over that age, and I seek
your assistance in restoring the benefits of the Mason bill to section 38 of
H. R. 8300, now before the Senate Committee on Finance.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT E. A. PALMER.

MINNEAPOLIS-HON'EYwELL REGULATOR CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 15, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MnTnIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MiLLiKIN: The management of this company has been keenly
interested in the progress of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and has given
serious thought and considerable study to its potential impact upon our industry
and business in general. In our opinion, the overall task which has been accom-
plished by its draftsmen is outstanding. It deserves the constructive support of
all men interested in seeing our future economy prosper.

In reviewing and studying subchapter C, we are in general agreement with
the new approach to the taxation of corporate distributions, liquidations, and
rearrangements. This new approach should eliminate tax loopholes and, at the
same time, aid corporate taxpayers generally by providing specific statutory
standards to be applied in a given set of circumstances. Subchapter C, however,
is of necessity extremely complex, and we seriously fear that for the sake of
clarity and specific statutory standards this subchapter may inadvertently pre-
vent the occurrence of wholly desirable business arrangements. We refer par-
ticularly to the new 25 percent participating stock-ownership test, which is a
prerequisite to tax-free corporate acquisitions as defined in section 359 (b) (2)
and (c) (1). We strongly urge the removal from the new code of this 25 percent
stock-ownership test.

The existing Internal Revenue Code in section 112 (b) (3) has long provided
that: "No gain or loss shall be recognized if stock or securities in a corpora-
tion a party to a reorganization are, in pursuance to the plan of reorganization,
exchanged solely for stock or securities in such corporation or in another cor-
poration a party to the reorganization." We believe very strongly that it is wrong
to alter this basic philosophy permitting tax-free reorganization. The very
large amounts of capital necessary for experimental research and development
purposes and for beginning production of new products often make it most diffi-
cult or impossible for closely held corporations with valuable new products to
fully develop the use of those products without merging with existing publicly
held corporations.

In our own experience, we have found that in acquiring the assets of a going
business the inventive, engineering, and managemet skills of key persons in the
organization are usually one of the most valuable assets. We have always been
anxious to arrange for the continued services of such personnel, as well as for
the assignment of the actual tangible assets.

We believe that the 25 percent participating stock limitation overlooks com-
pletely the further limitation imposed by section 359, which requires that in an
exchange 80 percent of the property, or 80 percent of the stock, must be acquired
solely for participating stock. With that requisite the necessary continuity of
interest is now maintained, and it is assumed that the shareholders of the trans-
feror are participating owners of the transferee. No arbitrary standard fixed
by statute or otherwise will guarantee that shareholders actually participate
in the management of the transferee company, and it is believed that the new
code should not attempt to prescribe this by arbitrary standards.

For the reasons stated, while we wholeheartedly recommend support of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, we emphatically urge the elimination of the 25
percent participating stock rule with respect to corporate acquisitions.

Very truly yours,
J. H. SINGER.
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STATEMENT OF LUTHER C. STEWARD, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FEDERATION OP FEDERAL

EMPLOYEES, WASHINGTON, D. C., ON H. R. 8300

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of the membership of
the National Federation of Federal Employees we wish to request that you amend
section 38 of H. R. 8300 to provide that all annuities paid under the provisions
of the Civil Service Retirement Act be exempted from income tax. This would in-
clude Federal employees who have retired at an earlier age than 65, as well as
those who have retired because of disability. This latter group is usually subject
to greater expense than those who are not disabled.

Another group who deserve consideration are the widows who are receiving
annuities under the Civil Service Retirement Act, who under the provisions of
H. R. 8300 would not be exempt from income tax.

At the 1952 convention of the National Federation of Federal Employees the
following resolution was unanimously adopted:

Whereas annuities paid under the Railroad Retirement Act are not subject to
Federal income tax; and

Whereas benefits paid under the Social Security Act are also exempt: There-
fore be it

Resolved, That the National Federation of Federal Employees go on record as
favoring and urging the enactment of legislation exempting annuities under civil-
service retirement laws from Federal income tax.

We urge favorable action to remedy the existing injustices that still exist in
H. R. 8300.

FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK,
NEW JERSEY, AND CONNECTICUT,

New York 5, N. Y., April 16, 1954.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
(Attention Mrs. Elizabeth Springer, Clerk.)

DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: On April 12, as chairman of the Federal tax committee of
the Federal Bar Association of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, I com-
municated with your committee, directing my criticism against the jeopardy
assessment section of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. This letter will further
serve to clarify the objections and make the appropriate suggestions for amend-
ment to the code sections in question.

The jeopardy assessment sections as now written are unduly harsh and inflict
upon many taxpayers an unjust and impossible restraint. The original intent
and purpose of the jeopardy assessment provisions was to enable the Bureau of
Internal Revenue to protect its revenue against the admitted or true absconder,
concealer, or criminal racketeer who acts willfully and deliberately to evade
the payment of income taxes. Unquestionably a very laudable objective.

Unfortunately, however, their original purpose has, to a considerable extent,
been lost sight of and these sections and their uses have been so broadened and
extended that the businessman taxpayer faced with a jeopardy assessment is
confronted with the stigma of guilty until proven innocent. L

The present code sections fail to set up proper standards. The only criterion
is the belief of the Internal Revenue Service that in its opinion and judgment the
collection of the tax would be jeopardized, and that a jeopardy exists.

The use of the jeopardy assessment method of collection may be, and is applied
against the true absconder or racketeer as well as the taxpayer businessman.
Only the judgment of the Service is required to set in motion this means of
collection.

The use of the jeopardy assessment, under the present code provisions enables
the Internal Revenue Service to make an immediate levy and assessment upon
all of the taxpayer's property, bank accounts, assets, businesses and anything
else that might be available or visible. The taxpayer can be reduced to almost
immediate poverty, his business can be destroyed, liquidated, and disposed of
without giving him the proper opportunity for having the matter heard on its
merits. Whether or not this procedure is warranted rests solely upon the judg-
ment of the Service.

The only relief available to such an aggrieved taxpayer is either the imme-
diate payment of the amount of the total jeopardy assessment, which, of course,
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is almost an impossibility, in the average case, or the filing of a bond, generally in
double the amount of the jeopardy assessment. And usually a surety company
bond is required. Any taxpayer, or his representative, who has at any time ever
attempted to obtain such a bond would realize immediately the futility of this
so-called remedial measure.

There is a duty, of course, upon the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to
follow up the jeopardy assessment with a notice which the taxpayer must re-
ceive within 60 days after the levying of the assessment-a notice which permits
him to file a petition with the Tax Court of the United States. In due course (a
period of time which may be anywhere from 6 to 18 months) the matter will be
heard by the Tax Court of the United States and a decision rendered as to the
validity, not of the jeopardy assessment, but of the amount involved in the
jeopardy assessment. The mere filing of the petition with the Tax Court of the
United States does not in any way stay the right of the Internal Revenue Service
to proceed with the collection of the tax under the jeopardy assessment provi-
sious. Even though the court may eventually decide that the taxpayer is inno-
cent or that the amount of the deficiency is less than the sum assessed, the damage
has in most instances long since been done.

In partial recognition of the harshness of the jeopardy assessment provisions
as they exist presently, Congress enacted a law August 14, 1953, which gives the
Commissioner or his duly designated representatives, the right to abate the
jeopardy assessments if they find that the jeopardy does not exist.

This, however, is a long drawn out, cumbersome procedure which in no way
serves to avoid the disastrous results of a jeopardy assessment against a busi-
nessman taxpayer who is unable to furnish the requisite bond or pay the assess-
ment. While such an application may be made, it is still entirely discretionary
with the Commissioner and, in the meantime, the assessment and levies have
been made. Almost invariably the final determination of the amount due on a
jeopardy assessment has been found to be considerably less than the amount
originally assessed.

It is unfortunate that the jeopardy assessment provisions have in many in-
stances been misused and applied against taxpayers who should have been per-
mitted to contest and determine the validity of their tax deficiencies through the
usual orderly processes of tax assessment and appeal.

There is not the slightest question that the jeopardy assessment provisions
have in the past and do now serve a very useful purpose and should be retained,
but they should be modified to permit relief, which they do not npw, to certain
classes of taxpayers.

It is suggested that these sections of the proposed Internal Revenue Code be
amended to permit the filing of an immediate formal claim for abatement of the
jeopardy assessment which would have the effect of immediately staving all
assessments and levies until the responsible officers of the Tnternal Revenue
Service can act upon such petition for abatement. And it is further suggested
that, in addition to such a claim for abatement, the bond-filing requirements
be changed so that the aggrieved taxpayer may be able to file a bond in the
exact amount of the jeopardy assessment, or in such lesser amount as may be
determined, without the use of a surety company, and that such bond be per-
mitted to be in normal form.

Very truly yours,
SAMUEL S. STARR,

Chairo an, Federal Tax Committee.

COMMITTEE ON PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR SLATE,
April 16, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Committee on Senate Finance,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILIKIN: We understand that the Senate Finance Committee

started hearings on tax revision bill (H. R. 8300) on Wednesday, April 7.
We also understand that your committee will not hold hearings on any dupli-

cate testimony which was presented at the tax revision hearings conducted by the
House Ways and Means Committee last summer.

In view of the above, we would like to file statement for the record requesting
your committee to retain in the bill, House action which included slate under a
15-percent depletion allowance, thereby putting slate in a more competitive
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position with other competing minerals. We refer you to our testimony presented
on August 14, 1953, before the House Ways and Means Committee.

Respectfully yours,
W. F. BRONKIE,
Secretary-Treasurer.

THE AmERICAN TOBACCO CO., INC.,
New York, March 17, 1954.

le H. R. 8300, Report No. 1337, chapter 52-Tobacco, Cigars, Cigarettes, and
Cigarette Papers and Tubes, section 5703 (a)

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Senator from Colorado, Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: As H. R. 8300 introduced by Mr. Reed of New York

will soon reach the attention of your Senate Finance Committee, the problem
of the American Tobacco Co. is respectfully called to your attention.

On page 95 of the report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, it is stated as follows:

"Under present law taxes on these products are paid for by the purchase of
stamps which must be affixed to packages or containers prior to or at the time
of removal of the products from the factory or other bonded premises. Because
of this procedure, producers must finance tax payments between the time the
stamps are purchased and the time they receive payment for the taxed products
from their vendees. Such financing increases the working-capital requirements
of producers by many millions of dollars, and the producers have requested that
they be permitted to pay the taxes on a delayed-return basis as is provided in
the case of most other excises. Your committee's action recognizes the burden
of the present system on producers and provides a method whereby a changeover
can be made to a delayed-return system."

To carry out this intention of the Ways and Means Committee to provide for
a deferred method of payment section 5703 (a) of House Report 8300 provides
in part as follows:

"The taxes imposed by section 5701 shall be determined at the time of removal
of the articles and shall be paid by the manufacturer or the importer thereof
by return."

The remainder of the section provides that the Secretary or his delegate shall
by regulation prescribe the period for which the return shall be made, the
information to be furnished on such return, the time for making such return,
and the time for payment of such tax. It Is also provided that the tax shall
continue to be paid by stamp until January 1, 1955, and continue thereafter
until the Secretary or his delegate shall by regulation provide for the payment
of tax by return.

It can be readily seen, therefore, that the committee report, recognizing the
inequity of the present system of prepayment, supports the deferred payment
plan. The proposed statute prepared and submitted by Treasury does not give
any affirmative relief In this respect to the tobacco industry. When, if ever,
the changeover from the prepayment to the deferred payment system will take
place is left under the proposed legislation entirely to the discretion of the
Secretary of the Treasury.

The Treasury Department, in conferences with the industry as well as in
statements made to the Ways and Means Committee, has endorsed the deferred
payment method but has objected to a changeover at any definite time on the
ground that such a changeover would occasion a deficit during the year of
changeover and disturb the Treasury balance. To meet this objection, and with
the desire of early legislation to correct the inequities occasioned by the
present method of payment of tobacco excise taxes, we propose a compromise,
which in our Judgment would meet every reasonable objection that has been
urged by the Treasury. A copy of our proposal as submitted to the House Ways
and Means Committee is attached hereto.

Under this proposal there is an ultimate system of deferred payment made on
the 15th day of the month following the calendar month in which the tax
attaches, but the Treasury is given discretion to determine the time of placing
this system in effect. In the meantime, however, under our proposal the indus-
try would be afforded specific and substantial relief for 11 months of each year
on an interim deferred payment basis, but for the last month of each fiscal year
would prepay into the Treasury Department on an estimated basis the balance
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of its entire tobacco excise tax liability for the full fiscal year. Under this
method the industry would receive some measure of relief and yet the Treasury
Department would be receiving during its full fiscal year approximately the
entire amount which it would receive if these taxes continue to be collected
on a cash or certified check basis.

It seems obvious to us that such a method should overcome any reasonable
objections from either the industry or the Treasury Department and would
carry out the avowed intention of the proposed statute. Accordingly, it is re-
spectfully submitted that your committee give serious consideration to this pro-
posal so that the relief requested and certainly warranted may be forthcoming
some time in the very near future.

Respectfully yours,
JAMES R. COON,

Vice President.
GEORGE W. WHITESIDE,

General Counsel.

PROPOSED REVISION OF SECTION 5703 (A) OF CHAPTER 52, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

(a) PAYMENT OF TAx.-The taxes imposed by section 5701, whether denoted
by stamp or otherwise, with respect to all products taxable under said section
shall be paid on the 15th day following the close of each calendar month (1) by
the manufacturer upon removal during such calendar month from the place of
manufacture or from the possession, control, and bond of the manufacturer at
any duly designated bonded premises, or (2) by the importer upon removal
from the custody of the customhouse officers or from a duly designated bonded
warehouse, in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe,
provided, however, that, should the Secretary find that the fiscal needs of the
Treasury so require, he may by regulation defer the effective date of this sub-
section by providing that pursuant to said regulation and during such period
of deferment such taxes shall be paid on the 25th day of each month for the
period from the 21st day of the preceding month to and including the 20th day
of the current month except that for the month of June, whenever such
month occurs during such period of deferment, there shall be paid in addition to
other taxes due during such month, a tax upon articles which the taxpayer esti-
mates will be removed during the remainder of such month of June. The
Secretary may by regulation provide for the payment of a penalty, not to exceed
5 percent of the amount of tax underestimated, in the event that such estimated
tax shall be less than 80 percent of the tax actually due upon articles removed
during such remainder of such month of June.

OGLRY, HUHN & BARR,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

Washington, D. C., April 20, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: I should like to bring to your attention a suggested revision

of section 216, amounts representing taxes and interest paid to Cooperative
Housing Corporation, of subtitle A, chapter 1, subchapter B, part VII, of the
Revenue Code of 1954, being H. R. 8300.

This section, in brief, provides a deduction to tenant-stockholders for amounts
paid to cooperative housing corporations to the extent that such amounts repre-
sent the tenant-stockholder's proportionate share of real-estate taxes raid by the
corporation and of interest on its indebtedness paid by the corporation. This
section has extended the coverage of the previous code provision, which referred
to cooperative apartment corporations, to include cooperative housing corpo-
rations.

The problem to which I allude is equally applicable under the existing code
section, as it will be under the proposed revised section, and concerns coopera-
tive apartment corporations which are nonstock membership corporations and
which have neither stockholders nor any class of stock outstanding. Under this
type of cooperative, the counterpart of shares of stock are "cooperative apart-
ment ownership contracts" which are issued one to each apartment in the build-
ing. The capital value of the building (determined by the sales price) is fixed
in the certification of incorporation and therein allocated to each such contract.
Membership in the corporation is limited to owners of cooperative apartment
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ownership contracts, which replace both a stock certificate and the usual per-

petual lease.
This has proved to be a popular and successful type of cooperative ownership,

since it reduces and combines the necessary forms and has a greater psychological

appeal to owners in that they feel they are not buying shares of stock but are

buying the apartment itself. Many buildings have been organized on this form,
among them the Broadmoor at 3601 Connecticut Avenue NW., and the Ontario

at 2853 Ontario Road NW. This method of cooperating is identical with that

used under the stock plan save only that the aforesaid contracts replace stock
certificates and perpetual leases. It would seem, however, that the members

of these corporations are excluded from the benefit of this section because of

technical wording and references to stock, just as cooperative housing corpo-

rations were similarly excluded because of technical wording and references to
cooperative apartment corporations.

I make no pretense whatsoever to being a draftsman of statutes but I am

enclosing a copy of section 216 in which I have inserted language which I felt
would cover this class of cooperatives. The words I have inserted are under-
scored in red pencil; in no other respect have I changed the section. My pri-
mary purpose in doing this was to emphasize my feeling that the language should
and need be changed only slightly.

I have no hesitancy in stating that I believe the spirit of both the existing
provision and the proposed provision cover our cooperatives, and I trust very
much that the language of the provision may be brought into conformity.

I have previously forwarded a letter similar to this to Mr. Colin Stam. chief
of staff of the joint committee, together with a copy of section 216 as I suggest
that it be revised and a copy of the Ontario certificate of incorporation and a
copy of the Ontario cooperative apartment ownership contract. I hesitated to
burden you with papers, but I would be very happy to forward you copies of
the two latter documents if you desire them.

I would greatly appreciate such consideration and attention as you and your
committee can give to this problem.

Very truly yours,
REMSEN B. OGILBY.

SEC. 216. AMOUNTS REPRESENTING TAXES AND INTEREST PAID
TO COOPERATIVE HOUSING CORPORATION.

(a) ALLO-WANCE OF DEDUCTION.-In the case of a tenant-stockholder (as de-
fined in subsection (b) (2)), there shall be allowed as a deduction amounts (not
otherwise deductible) paid or accrued to a cooperative housing corporation
within the taxable year, but only to the extent that such amounts represent the
tenant-stockholder's proportionate share of-

(1) the real estate taxes allowable as a deduction to the corporation under T
section 164 which are paid or incurred by the corporation on the houses or
apartment building and on the land on which such houses (or building) are
situated, or

(2) the interest allowable as a deduction to the corporation under section
163 which is paid or incurred by the corporation on its indebtedness con-
tracted-

(A) in the acquisition, construction, alteration, rehabilitation, or
maintenance of the houses or apartment building, or

(B) in the acquisition of the land on which the houses (or apartment
building) are situated.

(b) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this section-
(1) COOPERATIVE HOUSING CORPORATION.-The term "cooperative housing

corporation" means-
(A) a stock corporation having one and only one class of stock out-

standing, or a non-stock-membership corporation.
(B) each of the stockholders or members of which is entitled solely

by reason of his ownership of stock in or membership in the corporation,
to occupy for dwelling purposes a house, or an apartment in a building,
owned or leased by such corporation,

(C) no stockholder or member of which is entitled (either condi-
tionally or unconditionally) to receive any distribution not out of earn-
ings and profits of the corporation except on a complete or partial liquida-
tion of the corporation, and
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(D) 80 percent or more of the gross income of which for the taxable
year in which the taxes and interest described in subsection (a) are
paid or incurred is derived from tenant-stockholders.

(2) TENANT-STOCKHOLDER.-The term "tenant-stockholder" means an
individual who is a stockholder in a cooperative housing stock corporation
or a member in a cooperative housing non-stock-membership corporation,
and whose stock or other legal evidence of ownership is fully paid-up in an
amount not less than an amount shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary
or his delegate as bearing a reasonable relationship to the portion of the
value of the corporation's equity in the houses or apartment building and
the land on which situated which is attributable to the house or apartment
which such individual is entitled to occupy.

(3) The term "tenant-stockholder's proportionate share" means that pro-
portion which the stock of or other legal evidence of ownership in the co-
operative housing corporation owned by the tenant-stockholder is of the
total outstanding stock of or other legal evidence of ownership in the cor-
poration (including any stock or other legal evidence of ownership held by
the corporation).

LESTER HERRICK & HERRICK,
San Francisco, Calif., April 19, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Clerk, Senate Finance Comnittee,

Senate Office Bailding, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: Your attention is directed to subchapter N, subpart E,

sections 941-943, inclusive, of the proposed Revenue Act of 1954.
These sections relate to the tax treatment of corporations organized under

the China Trade Act of 1922. Section 941 would permit a special deduction
which would be equal to the proportion of the taxable income derived from
sources within China, which the par value of the shares of stock owned on the
last day of the taxable year by: (1) Persons resident in Formosa, the United
States, or possessions of the United States, and (2) individual citizens of the
United States, wherever resident, bears to the par value of the whole number
of shares of stock of the corporation outstanding on said date. The definition
of China has been deleted from the code. Apparently the purpose of the deletion
is to eliminate that part of China which is under communistic domination. But,
because the term "China" is not defined, there is no assurance that Hong Kong
and Macao are treated as part of China, as they are under the present code.

Under section 943, distributions by China Trade Act corporations would be
excludable from gross income only if the distributee is a resident of Formosa.
This limitation to Formosa appears to be discriminating as to stockholders of
the China Trade Act corporations that reside in Hong Kong and/or Macao.

It will be appreciated if these particular sections are brought to the atten-
tion of the Senate Finance Committee so that it can be made clear whether the
term "China" includes Hong Kong and Macao.

Thanking you, I am,
Respectfully yours,

HAROLD E. ALBER,

KENTUCKY ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE AGENTS,

April 16, 1954l.

Re Tax justice for fire and casualty insurance companies
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairlnan, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washinglon, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR aIILLKIN : Please refer to my request to appear before the Sen-
ate Finance Committee representing the Kentucky Association of Insurance
Agents in connection with your hearings on H. R. 8300. On April 6 a telegram
from Elizabeth B. Springer requested a written statement of our views which
could be included in your executive session. Needless to say, I am sorry that
it is not possible for our views to be presented personally.

As a local insurance agent of Louisville, Ky., I am expressing the views of
the Kentucky Association of Insurance Agents. Our organization would like
to give you the worm's-eye view of how the present tax inequity directly affects

45994-54-pt. 4- 34
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us stock insurance agents as we go about our daily business of selling and serv-
icing capital stock insurance.

The present tax inequality produces two principal results: (1) The United
States Treasury is deprived of upwards of $70 million each year, and (2) the
mutual insurance companies enjoy a competitive advantage over the capital
stock companies that we represent.

Section 207 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that mutual fire and cas-
ualty insurance companies must pay the regular corporate income tax on
investment income, or 1 percent of gross income (excluding dividends to policy-
holders), whichever produces the higher tax. Of course, the capital stock
insurance companies are taxed on exactly the same basis as other business cor-
porations, that is, on both their investment and underwriting net income (with-
out any dividend allowance). In other words, a special section of the code
has been set up for mutual fire and casualty insurance companies. Why
should mutuals enjoy this special tax provision which places them at a com-
petitive advantage and derives the United States Treasury of tremendous
revenue?

The large commercial mutuals write the same types of property and casualty
insurance as the stock companies; they use the same general kind of under-
writings; they seek the same prospects. Since the two types of organizations
operate in such a similar manner, we see no reason for giving one type a
tax advantage over the other.

If the Congress is not disposed to change the tax as applied to mutual com-
panies, we feel that the capital stock fire and casualty insurance companies
should be given the same privilege of optional methods of taxation as are
granted the mutual companies under section 207. Certainly you are aware that
the mutual life insurance companies and the stock life insurance companies
receive identically the same treatment under the Federal tax laws. If the mu-
tual life insurance companies and the stock life insurance companies are treated
exactly the same under the tax laws, why should the mutual lire and casualty
insurance companies have a separate and distinct statute which favors them over
their competitors?

To sum up our point of view, there is absolutely no reason why our mu-
tual competitors should enjoy a tax advantage over the stock insurance com-
panies that we represent. If the average taxpayer realizes that the is paying
higher taxes because mutual fire and casualty insurance companies are not
paying their fair share, he would be just as interested as we agents in having
this tax law changed.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES W. HARRIS,

Chairman, Tax Equality Committee.

MINNESOTA SOCIETY or CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 19, 1954.Senator EUGENE D. MnasnwI,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
SIR: The taxation committee of the Minnesota Society of Certified Public

Accountants requests the privilege of addressing this letter to you in your capacity
as chairman of the Senate Finance Committee. It is the considered judgment of
our committee that H. R. 8300 (Revenue Act of 1954) as enacted by the House of
Representatives is a masterpiece of draftsmanship and that it also recognizes the
need for legislation to amend and clarify the present Internal Revenue Code to
grant long needed equities and to eliminate unwarranted litigation and con-
troversies. Certain provisions of H. R. 8300 are objectionable to our committee
and it is the purpose of this letter to bring them to your attention.

The members of our society service taxpayers who may be grievously affected
by certain provisions of H. R. 8300. For this reason, they believe it their duty
to direct the known grievances to your attention for action which will eliminate
or at least alleviate the hardships imposed upon our taxpayers by H. R. 8300.
The captioned references in this letter are those set forth in the House bill:
Section 34 (a) (1) and section 116 (a)

There should be no segregation of dividends received during the year and the
credit should be allowed for all dividends received after December 31, 1953, with
the same percentage limitations applicable as prescribed in subsection (b) (2).
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This is believed to be equitable otherwise complicated prorations and adjust-
ments will have to be made of the dividends received before and after July 31,
1954.

Section 165 (e)
The allowance of a deduction for theft loss should be changed to permit the

deduction in the year of discovery or the year of the loss. Many inequities could
result from the provisions set forth in the House bill. The year of discovery
could possibly be a low-income year for a taxpayer incurring a theft loss with
the result that he would obtain little or no tax relief therefrom.

Section 243 (a) and section 246 (b)

Our committee believes that the credit for dividends received by a domestic
corporation should be increased to 100 percent to eliminate even the partial
double taxation of such dividends. The House bill, in section 246 (b), prescribes
limitations and restrictions which limit the credits to 85 percent of net income
without regard to the amount of dividends received. This latter provision does
not do away with the double taxation of dividends received by corporatons.

Section S09
Amend this section to provide for taxation of redemptions of nonparticipating

stock issued after the enactment of the new code. The section should be further
amended to exempt stocks issued for cash or, if this is contemplated by the House
bill, the definition of property in section 309 (a) (3) should be expanded to
include money. It is believed that serious inequities and injustices would result
from the retroactive application of this provision, particularly with respect to
such stocks issued many years ago but which, under the House bill, are deemed
to have been issued on January 1, 1954.

Section 332 (b)
As presently worded, this section does not allow a full credit for distributions

received in the liquidation of foreign subsidiary corporations, as provided in the
present code. Section 332 (b) provides for a credit of 100 percent of the liqui-
dating distributions received by a domestic corporation subject to the provisions
of section 243 (a), which limits such liquidating distributions to those received
from domestic corporations only. It is believed that Congress did not intend to
amend the present law so as to tax fully the liquidation dividends of foreign
subsidiaries which are exempt under the present code. It is thus respectfully
requested that section 332 (b) be revised to clarify this intent by allowing a
full credit for liquidating dividends received by a domestic corporation from
its foreign subsidiary corporations.

This section is further deemed to be inequitable in that it would tax the entire
amount of a liquidating distribution received from a foreign subsidiary without
regard to the domestic corporation's investment therein. In the alternative, a
deduction should be allowed for the cost of the stock in the foreign subsidiary
corporation and the gain derived from the liquidation should be treated as a gain
from the sale or exchange of such stock (capital gains tax rate).

Section 381
This section is quite vague with respect to the right of a successor corporation

by merger or otherwise to the carryovers (net operating loss, capital loss, etc.)
incurred by and ordinarily allowed to its predecessors. The section should be
revised to make clear that the carryovers apply to one or more of a series of
successions. Specifically, it is believed by our committee that the section should
be revised to provide, in addition to all of the specific items listed therein, that
for all purposes the successor should be permitted to stand in the shoes of the
predecessor.

Section 421
Our committee believes that, in the case of plans involving stock in closely

held corporations, a formula should be provided which the corporation may elect
to use for stock-valuation purposes. The formula may be based upon book value
or a specified number of years' earnings and it would be applied solely for qualifi-
cation purposes. The section should be revised to recognize a backstop formula
such as the book value of the stock or a specified number of years' earnings.

Section 461 (c)
The limitation of the deduction only to real property taxes erroneously excludes

the same accounting methods applied to the accrual of personal property taxes
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and all other property taxes. The recommendation is made from an accounting

standpoint by a group fully acquainted with this problem that the word "real"

be deleted so that the section can apply to all real, personal, use, occupancy,
severance, and similar taxes that are imposed upon the use and ownership of

property.

Section 481
This section of the House bill permits the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

to select the best year in which to make the authorized adjustments at consider-

able cost to the taxpayer. It is suggested instead that, in the case of an involun-

tary change in accounting method, that the adjustments be spread out in accord-
ance with the principles of section 1311 (present see. 3801) or over such lesser
period of time as the Commissioner and the taxpayer may agree. As a matter
of equity, this would prevent the Commissioner from bunching sales and inventory
adjustments, in the case of an involuntary conversion from the cash to the accrual
method of accounting by businessmen and farmers, over so short a period as to
work an inequity on such taxpayers.

Section 505 (a) (7)
Our committee objects to the limitation of 5 percent of the total trust assets

placed by the House bill on investments in the securities of any one corporation
by approved employees' trusts. Present employees' trusts have much greater
leeway under the present law and it is sometimes desirable that they invest in
the securities of the employer corporation in recognition of a true profit-sharing
motive. It is suggested that the limitation be removed but, in the alternative,
that the limitation be imposed only upon new employees' trusts created and ap-
proved after enactment of this section.

Section 736 (a)
This section works on unwarranted inequity upon retired or deceased partners

and upon continuing partners by reason of the necessary contractual obligation 6

sometimes undertaken by a partnership to pay off the retired or deceased partner
within or after 5 years of his retirement or death. It is suggested that the
5-year limitation be eliminated but, if a limitation is deemed necessary by your
committee, it is then suggested that it be extended to at least 10 years. Further-
more, it is also suggested that any payments, not deductible by the continuing t
partners, be allowed to increase the basis of their individual partnership in-
terests. Conversely, the payments received by the former partner or his estate
should be recognized as part of the sales price of his partnership interest and
the gain, if any, thereon should, therefore, be considered to be a capital gain in
the same way as the gain upon the sale of any capital asset.

Section 1231
This section seems to confound section 117 (j) of the present code in that it

does not add but may even detract from the present law. Our committee recom-
mends that the language and intent of the present section 117 (j) be incorporated
as part of the proposed code. We definitely oppose any proposition that the
aggregate net gain be treated as anything but a capital gain and that the ag-
gregate net loss be treated as anything but an ordinary loss as allowed and rec-
ognized by section 117 (j) of the present code. As a matter of equity, it is fur-
ther recommended that the provisions of the present section 117 (j) be extended
to include assets held for less than 6 months.

Section 1501
This section imposes an inequity in that it requires the consent of all members

of an affiliated group be obtained before a consolidated return can be filed. This
would enable a less-than-95-percent-owned subsidiary, which was sold before the
introduction of the House bill, to nullify the consolidated return election be-
cause the control thereof passed to outside hands. It is recommended that this
inequity and unreasonable requirement be removed.

Section 1505 (a) (2)
It is the unanimous opinion of our committee that annual elections to file

consolidated returns be authorized in the proposed code. It is further believed
that the present 2-percent surtax penalty be removed and that corporations
be granted the option to file annual consolidated returns without the payment
of any additional surtax. Our committee favors no alternative; it strictly be-
lieves that consolidated returns should be permitted to be filed annually at no,
additional surtax penalty.
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section 6051
This section requires employers to furnish withholding receipts to terminated

employees "on the day on which the last payment of remuneration is made."
From experience, our committee knows that this requirement is sometimes
impossible to meet during the year. In the usual course, the terminated employee
either loses or mislays his receipt with the result that another is requested of
the employer at its considerable expense in preparation and mailing. It is
recommended that all withholding receipts required by this section be furnished
to the terminated employee by mail or otherwise at his last-known address on
or before January 31 of the year succeeding his termination. This recommen-
dation will permit an employer to mail or deliver all withholding receipts at
the same time during the year.

Section 6075 (b)
This section requires gift returns to be filed by March 15, while section 6072

permits the filing of calendar-year individual income-tax returns by April 15.
Since individual taxpayers are prone to associate income and gift-tax returns
as a single requirement, and, in many respects, the preparation of either or
both are dependent upon the other, it is recommended by our committee that
the filing date of both calendar-year income- and gift-tax returns be set for
April 15 of the year following and that the filing date for the same fiscal-year
returns be set to be the 15th day of the 4th month following the end of the
fiscal year. In other words, it is recommended that the filing date of gift-tax
returns be made to conform with the filing date of individual income-tax returns.

Section 6654 (a)
This section would penalize individual taxpayers who filed declarations prior

to the enactment of the proposed code. In the interest of such taxpayers and
as a matter of equity, our committee strongly recommends that the provisions
of the proposed section 6654 (a) be made applicable to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1954.

Section 7502 (a)
This provision of the proposed code treats as timely filed any documents

(other than returns) mailed to the proper office within the time prescribed by
the code or other internal-revenue laws. The mailing time is deemed to be
indicated by the postmark on the envelope and the document is, in such circum-
stances, required to be accepted by the particular office even though it is
received after the expired time. It is our committee's unanimous opinion that
the same privileges should be extended to all tax returns and claims and also
to petitions filed with the United States Tax Court.

It is respectfully requested that your committee give consideration to our
grievances and recommendations and that action be taken thereon before the
proposed Revenue Code of 1954 is reported out of the Senate Finance Committee
for action by the Senate and the joint committee. If we can be helpful further
in clarifying the views of many taxpayers, please do not hesitate in calling
upon us.

Yours very truly,
FOR TAXATION COMMITTEE OF MINNESOTA SOCIETY OF C. P. A's,
A. E. ZATARGA, Chairman.

TrE FAFNIR BEARING CO.,
New Britain, Conn., April 19, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE MLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: There are several matters in the tax revision

bill (H. R. 8300) about which I desire to offer an opinion. They are as follows:

Depreciation
I recommend that the declining balance method be approved as an elective

method in writing off investments in plant and equipment, at a rate up to twice
the straight-line rate now permitted. This would permit the writeoffs of approx-
imately 40 percent of the cost of an asset in the first quarter of its Service life and
two-thirds of its cost in the first half of its life.

It is obvious and should be recognized that assets depreciate in value much
faster in the earlier periods of life and use.
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Double taxation of corporate profits
The present double taxation should ultimately be eliminated by exempting

corporate dividends from individual income tax. Pending this ultimate relief,
the proposal of President Eisenhower for giving increasing relief over the next
3 years should be supported.

Tax on capital gains and losses
At present, gains from sale of capital assets (stocks, bonds, etc.) are taxed at

special rates for both corporate and individual taxpayers. However, losses from
the sale of capital assets, which exceed similar gains, are not deductible at all
for corporations and only to a limited degree for individuals. It seems fair that
this inequity should be eliminated by treating gains and losses in a similar

manner. 
pro'

Corporate tax rates
During World War II the corporate and normal surtax rates did not exceed

40 percent and shortly after the war the rate was reduced to 38 percent. In the ett
light of this historical background, it would appear that the 52 percent rate, and
even the proposed 47 percent rate, are excessive. It is my sincere belief that
lower corporate and normal tax rates will stimulate the expansion of small- and
medium-sized corporations to the extent that the eventual tax receipts by the
Federal Government will not suffer.

I hope that the above suggestions will merit the attention of your committee.
I am sending copies of this letter to Senators Purtell and Bush, of Connecticut. R

Sincerely yours, ehc
MAURICE STANLEY. OK

UP

FAIRCHILD, FOLEY 
& SAMMON),

MILLER, MACK & FAIRCHILD,Milwaukee, Wis., April 19, 1954.

Re. H. R. 8300, pension plan provisions

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We wish to direct your attention to a portion of H. R. 8300

dealing with pension plans which, if enacted into law, would accomplish an
unfortunate result that was apparently not intended by the House of Representa-
tives.

Section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code now in effect relating to the
exemption from tax of pension and similar employee-benefit plans includes as
one of the conditions for exemption the following requirement:

"(a) EXEMPTION FROM TAx.-A trust forming part of a stock bonus, pension, or
profit-sharing plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of his employees or
their beneficiaries shall not be taxable under this supplement and no other pro- at
vision of this supplement shall apply with respect to such trust or to its bene-
ficiary-

* * *k * * * *

"(4) if the contributions or benefits provided under the plan do not
discriminate in favor of employees who are officers, shareholders, persons St

whose principal duties consist in supervising the work of other employees,
or highly compensated employees."

It is possible under this language to provide a year-of-service factor in comput-
ing benefits under a pension plan without sacrificing the plan's exempt status.

On the subject of discrimination of contributions or benefits, section 501 of
the proposed code as included in H. R. 8300 reads as follows:

"(a) EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION.-An organization described in subsection
(c), (d), or (e) shall be exempt from taxation under this subtitle unless such
exemption is denied under section 502, 503, 504, or 505.

* * * * * * *

"(e) EMPLOYEES' PENSION TRUSTS, ETc.-The following organizations are re-
ferred to in subsection (a) : A trust created or organized in the United States
and forming part of a stock bonus, pension or profit-sharing plan of an em-
ployer for the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries-
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"(4) RATIO OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND BENEFIT.-f-
"(A) in the case of a pension or annuity plan, the contributions or

benefits of or on behalf of the employees under the plan do not bear a
higher ratio of compensation for any covered employee than for any
other covered employee whose compensation is lower, except that the
first $4,000 of annual compensation may be disregarded ;"

Subsection (e) (4) (A) if read literally would preclude the consideration of
years of service in a pension-plan benefit formula in almost every case. It is
difficult to imagine a plan whereunder some higher-paid employees would not
have more years of service at retirement age than some lower-paid employees;
yet only where there could be no such higher-paid employe would it be possible
to base retirement benefits in part upon length of service without violating the
proposed subsection.

The House of Representatives committee reports with reference to sction 501
do not indicate an intent to eliminate the consideration of years of service in
pension plans. The sole purpose of section 501 (e) (4) (A) appears to be the
elimination of "the complex problems encountered under present law in com-
bining the private benefits with social-security benefits under the so-called in-
tegration rules." H. R. Rept. No. 1337, 83d Congress, 2d session 45 (1954). This
purpose is accomplished by the exception clause and is not dependent upon the
"higher ratio of compensation" language.

The recognition of years of service is an integral part of pension planning:
Such recognition is included in countless plans which have been qualified under
section 165 (a) ; it decreases employee turnover and thereby results in greater
efficiency; and it affords the opportunity for proportionately greater reward to
those employees, low paid as well as high paid, who spend a lifetime with their
employer.

In short, the social desirability of recognizing years of service in computing
pension benefits is beyond question. Accordingly, we urge your committee to
recommend the revision of proposed section 501 (e) (4) (A).

Very truly yours,
FAIRCHILD, FOLEY & SAMMOND,

By HERBERT P. WIEDEMANN.

0. M. SCOTT & SONS Co.,
Maryaville, Ohio, April 19, 1954.

ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MADAM: May we bring to your attention the accompanying statement
concerning the effect of the proposed Revenue Code of 1954 on employee's pen-
sion and profit-sharing trusts.

One of our directors attended the recent schooling on this subject in New York
and the attached statement is the result.

With best wishes, we are
Cordially yours,

C. B. MILLs.

STATEMENT RE EFFECT OF PROPOSED REVENUE CODE OF 1954 ON EMPLOYEES' PENSION

AND PROFIT-SHARING TRUSTS

Based on advice we have received concerning the effects of the proposed new
tax legislation on our pension and profit-sharing trusts for the benefit of our
employees, it is our opinion that the legislation will be unfair, inequitable, and
discriminatory to the detriment of our company and its employees.

In support of this position, we cite the following points:

1. The new legislation limits any one investment in real estate to an amount
not greater than 5 percent of the value of the total assets of an employee
trust

This will prevent our employee trusts from owning the real estate of our
company and leasing it to the company. Thus, by making the lease rental tax-
able to the trusts (a) the trusts will be disqualified from making sound and
profitable investments and (b) the investment opportunities otherwise available
to our employee trusts will be reserved and monopolized by the big insurance
companies.
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No tax consequences are imposed by reason of investment in the common stock
and other securities of the employer company but the prohibitive tax is imposed
when the investment takes the form of a purchase of the employer's real estate
although the latter investment is clearly a safer and probably more profitable
medium for investment of the trust funds. It is submitted that both investments
should continue to be allowed by employee trusts without restriction.

2. The nen legislation imposes a discriminatory tar rate of 52 percent (30 per-
cent on the first $25,000 an d 52 percent on all income above $25,000) on lease-
rental income of employee trusts as compared with effective rates of 33
percent (on the first $200,000 of net investment income) and 6112 percent (on
the excess over $200,000) for insurance companies making similar invest-
nients in the real estate of the employer company

Clearly, the new legislation discriminates in favor of the large insurance
companies and provides a windfall to them. For all practical purposes employee
trusts are prohibited from investments in rental property with a resulting
monopoly in this field to insurance companies which are generously provided
with a substantial tax advantage.

If any tax is to be imposed on fhe so-called unrelated income of employee
trusts, the rate should be. made to correspond with those applicable to insurance
companies making the same type of investment.
3. The limitation on investment in real estate to 5 percent of the ralue of the

total assets of the trust will eliminate all possibility of real-estate invest-
ment, from a practical point of rpier, since this prorisian trill require con-
stant revaluation of the trust assets and possible disposition of real estate
and disruption of lease agreements in order to keep the trust qualified and
its investment in line with the onerous limits specified in the new legislation

Uncertainty and confusion will be injected if it is necessary to revalue trust
assets and review real-estate investments quarterly and to limit such investments
at all times to a percentage of the total value of the trust assets. The result
will be, in effect, total prohibition of investments in real estate. This is an
unwarranted and unfair provision to the detriment of employee trusts.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMENDMENTS

1. Amend section 505 (a) so as to permit investment in real estate owned by
or leased to the employer corporation without limitation.

(a) This will provide a safer and superior investment for the employee trust,
will encourage employee interest in the prosperity and business of the employer
company and will assist the employer company in financing its capital require-
ments, to the mutual advantage of the shareholders and employees.

2. Amend section 505 (a) (6) so as to permit investment in real estate owned
by or leased to persons other than the employer corporation to an extent not
greater than 25 percent of the value of the total assets of the trust at the time of
the investment.

(a) This will provide diversity of investment in nonemployer organizations
and will eliminate the uncertainty of real-estate investments arising upon quar-
terly revaluation of trust assets.

(b) Twenty-five percent instead of 5 percent is suggested because 5 percent of 2.
the assets of most trusts would be so small as to prohibit real estate investments
by employee trusts.

3. Amend section 511 so as to impose a tax on unrelated business income at
rates not exceeding those applicable to the net investment income of life insurance
companies.

(a) This will eliminate the unfair, inequitable and discriminatory taxation of
investment income earned by employee trusts at relatively high corporate income
rates (30 percent normal and 22 percent surtax, for a total of 52 percent applica-
ble to income over $25,000) and will assure equal tax treatment (3/4 percent
on first $200,000 and 61/, percent on net investment income above $200,000) as
between employee trusts and insurance companies investing in real estate.

Your earnest consideration of these proposed amendments is respectfully
requested, with a view to protecting the interests of shareholders and employees
of all companies and avoiding the imposition of discriminatory taxes.

Respectfully submitted.
C. B. MILs, President.
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LESLIE E. HOWELL, C. P. A.,
Indianapolis, Ind., April 19, 1954.

Subject: Amendment to section 1000 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code relating
to election by spouses to split a gift made by one of them.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building,

Washington, 25, D. C.
(Attention: Elizabeth Springer, Clerk.)

GENTLEMEN: You are at the present time considering the new tax bill which
is known as H. R. 8300 and is to revise the internal revenue laws of the United
States.

In 1951, your committee gave consideration to changes in code sections 23
(aa) and 51. The Senate committee report, report No. 781, 82d Congress, 1st
session, provided that the election to file separate or joint returns and to use a
standard deduction frequently requires informed tax knowledge not possessed
by the average person. In other words, the committee thought the binding
elections which were provided worked a hardship upon the taxpayers.

Your committee at that time did not give consideration to amending section
1000 (f), relating to the gift tax, which also provides a binding election upon
filing a return by taxpayers, and accordingly works a hardship on taxpayers as
did the elections required in sections 23 (aa) and 51, prior to their amendment.

There is no doubt that this election works a hardship upon the taxpayers and
accordingly the time within which taxpayers may exercise the right to their
election should be extended to correspond to the period of statute of limitations
to correspond to the period of making an election as is provided in sections 23
(aa) and 51. The conditions confronting the taxpayer as now provided in
section 1000 (f) are exactly the same as those presented to the taxpayers in
sections 23 (aa) and 51 of the code, prior to their amendment in 1951, and
accordingly section 1000 (f) should be amended so that the taxpayers, in making
gifts, have the same length of time for making a decision accorded them as is
accorded taxpayers making a decision under sections 23 (aa) and 51. Certainly
the anticipated revenue loss, if any, from these amendments will be negligible.

I earnestly solicit your most serious consideration to amending section 1000
(f) of the Internal Revenue Code so that taxpayers making gifts may exercise
the right to change their election and file joint returns at any time within the
period of the statute of limitations.

In view of the fact that the amendments to sections 23 (aa) and 51 were made
effective with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1950, I
recommend the amendment to section 1000 (f) be made to give effect to any
returns filed subsequent to December 31, 1950.

The foregoing request for
1. An amendment to section 1000 (f) so that taxpayers may exercise the right

to change their election and file a joint return at any time within the period of
the statute of limitations ; and

2. That the amendment be made to become effective for all returns filed sub-
sequent to December 31, 1950,
conforms in all respects to the relief granted taxpayers by the amendments
which were made to sections 23 (aa) and 51 in the Revenue Act of 1951. These
changes were recommended by the Senate committee at that time, and I should
like for this committee to now give serious consideration to this amendment
which I have proposed.

Very truly yours,
LESLIE E. HoWELL.

MERRILL, TURBEN & CO.,
Cleveland 14, Ohio, April 19, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
United States Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Our attention has recently been called to the provi-

sions of section 309 of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which was
passed by the House of Representatives as H. R. 8300 and is presently pend-
ing before the Finance Committee of the United States Senate.

We believe that the provisions of section 309 are unjust and confiscatory in
levying a prohibitive penalty tax in the amount of 85 percent of the redemption
price on the redemption of nonparticipating or preferred stocks, unless the par-
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ticular stock satisfies one of the listed exemption provisions. The proposed see-

tion 309 is so drawn that the 85-percent penalty applies, not only to preferred
stock which was originally issued for tax avoidance purposes, but also applies
to preferred stock which was issued for legitimate business purposes.

To illustrate the unjust and confiscatory nature of section 309 of the proposed
new code, I merely can refer you to its effect upon our corporation in the event of
my death or the death of any of my associates within 10 years, which would be to
destroy our efforts over a period of many years in building this business. We
have preferred stock outstanding, originally issued for a legitimate and bona fide
corporate business purpose a number of years ago upon the merger of an Ohio
corporation and a Delaware corporation, and there are no accrued and unpaid
dividends on the preferred stock. In the merger the shareholders of one corpo-
ration received only preferred stock. The preferred stock is held primarily by
those who are not active in the company, thereby making it possible for younger
men more active in the business to purchase and acquire an equity interest. The
stockholders have agreements with the company obligating the company to pur-
chase at the par value all preferred stock which any of us or other members of our
family own at the time of our respective deaths. If the corporation were forced
to pay a tax of 85 percent of the amount paid on redemption of preferred stock,
it would obviously destroy the company.

The preferred stock was originally issued for value and on a fair basis at the
time of the merger and represents a very substantial capital investment in our
company. This preferred or nonparticipating stock cannot qualify for any of
the exemptions under section 309. and therefore the corporation's existence would
be proscribed by the continuance of the section in its present form.

Having spent my entire business life in dealing with securities in the financial
field, I am of course familiar with many instances, in some of which my recom-
mendations were made, where through corporate reorganizations or mergers
preferred stock or nonparticipating stock has been issued. At the time of orig-
inal issuance and at the present time such stock was issued for a legitimate and
bona fide business purpose. From my experience in the financial field, I am sure
that in the future, as in the past, similar preferred stock financing will in many
instances be the only sound or feasible method for organizing or continued
financing of certain business organizations. Yet the proposed new section 309
would destroy those corporations in a way exactly similar to its effect upon Mer-
rill, Turben & Co.

Even if the proposed section 309 applied only to nonparticipating stocks to be
issued in the future, I seriously question whether it would be a wise legislative
policy thus in effect to prohibit future corporate reorganizations or mergers of
the type I described. It would be just one more legislative restriction on legiti.
mate corporate financial structure. However, if the only way to eliminate this
particular source of income tax avoidance is in effect to prohibit all such corpo-
rate reorganization or refinancing, then in all fairness its application should
be limited to nonparticipating preferred stocks created in the future. I strongly to
urge that the Finance Committee of the Senate propose an amendment to this sec-
tion 309 establishing an additional exemption for nonparticipating preferred
stock issued prior to January 1, 1954, as an equitable and logical method of avoid-
ing inequitable and confiscatory results.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES B. MERRILL, President.

JUDD & GURFEIN,
New York, N. Y., April 19, 1954.Mrs. ELIzATH B. SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: In connection with the revision of the Internal Revenue
Code which is pending before the Senate Finance Committee, I hope that sec-
tion 505, concerning limitation on investments in profit-sharing trusts, may be
amended.

1. As that is now drafted, item (7) states that investments shall be "limited
in respect of any one issuer to an amount not greater in value than 5 percent
of the value of the total assets of the trust and 10 percent of the combined voting
power of all classes of stock of such issuer."

Violation of this provision would, under the draft, result in loss of tax exemp-
tion for an otherwise qualified trust. While it may be intended that a trust can
invest more than 5 percent of its funds in a single issue provided the investment
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does not represent 10 percent of the voting securities of the issuer, this is not
clear.

As one of the trustees of a newly formed profit-sharing trust, I have made
Investments in the past month which exceed 5 percent of the total assets of the
trust. In fact, in a moderate-sized trust, which grows by annual payments from
the employer, it would hardly be feasible to divide the initial investment into
21 or more securities, as the present section might require. One of our invest-
ments was 100 shares of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., which represents
an infinitesimal portion of that company but constitutes more than 10 percent
of the total assets of the trust. If we were to buy any smaller number of shares,
we could not obtain the benefit of a round-lot price.

2. The draft creates another serious inequity in that it is retroactive to March 1.
Thus, investments made after March 1, without knowledge of the existence of
the law, may be treated as retroactively destroying the tax exemption of the
qualified trust, with no possibility of curing the situation.

I hope that you can bring these matters to the attention of the committee and
that it may give some weight to these suggestions before the bill is reported in
final form.

Very truly yours,
ORRIN G. JUDD.

CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK OF FORT WORTH,
Fort Worth, Tex.

Hon. EUGENE MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finanice Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: H. R. 8300, Internal Revenue Code of 1954, passed by

the House of Representatives, is now before the Senate Finance Committee for
consideration and report.

Subdivision (d) (2), dealing with nonbusiness debts under section 166, as set
out in H. R. 8300, reads:

"(d) NoNBuSINESs DEBTS.-
"(2) NONBUSINESS DEBTS DEFINED.-For purposes of paragraph (1), the

term 'nonbusiness debt' means a debt other than--
"(A) a debt created or acquired (as the case may be) in connection

with a taxpayer's trade or business; or
"(B) a debt the loss from the worthlessness of which is incurred in

the taxpayer's trade or business."
Recently, while in Washington, I discussed with Mr. Colin F. Stain, chief of

staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, an amendment to the
foregoing definition of nonbusiness debt, with the result that there would be added
to the above quoted subdivision (A), reading:

"(A) a debt created or acquired (as the case may be) in connection
with a taxpayer's trade or business."

the following additional language:
"or the trade or business of another, which debt of another the taxpayer
is obligated to pay to the original or any subsequent holder, as endorser,
guarantor, indemnitor, or in any other capacity"-

Prior to 1942, if an individual had a bad debt, it was fully deductible against
his income, but since 1942, unless the bad debt was incurred in the taxpayer's
trade or business, it is deductible only against capital gains.

I am impressed with the fact that the real substantial test for allowing a non-
business debt to be charged against the taxpayer's income is whether the money
realized from the creation of the debt was lost in a trade or business. As sub-
division (d) (2) of section 166 in H. R. 8300 now reads, the nonbusiness debt,
in order to be charged against income, must be in connection with the taxpayer's
trade or business. Necessarily there are other justifiable and equitable tax situa-
tions where the nonbusiness debt, the proceeds of which were lost in a trade or
business, should also be permitted to be charged against income. For instance,
a son may go into a business. He has little or inadequate capital to conduct the
business. His father either endorses or guarantees his note at the bank to provide
funds for the son to go into business, or perhaps the father arranges for the loan-
ing or borrowing of collateral to secure the son's debt at the bank, with the
guaranty on the father's part to indemnify the owner of the borrowed collateral
against loss. The son embarks in the trade or business, using the borrowed funds.
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His business proves unsuccessful, and the bank either requires the father, as
guarantor or endorser, to pay the debt or uses the borrowed collateral to pay
same, in either of which events the father must respond to the payment of the
bad debt, the proceeds of which were used in the son's trade or business.

Regardless of whether it is the father financing the son, standing good for the
son's debt, or one friend standing good for another friend's debt, the proceeds
of which are lost in a trade or business, it seems to me the bad-debt loss in a trade
or business should be properly and justly deductible by the taxpayer who bears the
loss and not confined, as subdivision (d) (2) (A) now provides, to a debt created
or acquired in connection with a taxpayer's trade or business.

As the definition in subdivision (d) (2) (A) now reads, the taxpayer must
lose the money in his own trade or business and not in the trade or business of
another. Under the suggested amendment the definition under subdivision (d)
(2) (A) would be enlarged so that a nonbusiness debt would be deductible from
income where the proceeds of the debt were used in a trade or business and lost,
thus creating a bad debt regardless of whether it was taxpayer's trade or business
or the trade or business of another, for the main point is, Was the money
realized from the bad debt lost in a trade or business, regardless of whether it
was taxpayer's trade or business or that of another for which the taxpayer was
liable or responsible either as guarantor, endorser, indemnitor, or in some other
capacity? n

In discussing the above-mentioned amendment with Mr. Stam, I gained the
impression he felt that it possessed merit.

The adoption of the specific suggested amendment above mentioned is not
important if the principle is taken care of in some other appropriate language
and possibly at some other more appropriate place in the definition of nonbusiness
debts.

I earnestly submit for the consideration of your committee the suggested
enlargement of a nonbusiness debt which may be charged against taxpayer's
income so as to permit a taxpayer who sustains a loss in backing another engaged
in a trade or business to charge such loss against his income and not be confined
to a charge against capital gains which he may or may not have.

Respectfully submitted.
FRED KOETH.

NEw YORK, N. Y. April 19, 1954. F

MARIETTA RESEARCH & INVESTMENT Co.,
Milwatikee, Wis., April 20, 1954.

Re Revenue Code of 1954 as introduced, section 505 (a) 6 and (a) 7.
I-Ion. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, Of

Finanwe Committee Chairman,
United States Senate, Washiagton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: We wish to respectfully direct your attention to Otl
what we believe are inequitable provisions in section 505 (a) 6 and section 505
(a) 7 of the Revenue Code of 1954 now before the Senate Finance Committee.

The paragraphs referred to stipulate that investments of employees' trusts in
real estate or securities (other than certain excluded categories) are to be
limited in respect to any one investment or issue to an amount not greater than
5 percent of the value of the total assets of the trust. Presumably this is designed
to prevent the exercise of certain forms of control by exempt employees' trusts.

We have no quarrel with this objective. However, in the case of employees'
trusts with only a few thousand dollars of assets, of which there are probably a
good many in existence, and in which category our particular trust must be
classified, a percentage restriction alone definitely hampers the efficacy of an
investment program. Diversification is fine in principle but can be carried to
extreme. An investment limitation of only a few hundred dollars in any one
particular issue can easily nullify investment judgment and prohibit investment
in adequate measure in certain situations which from time to time might be
particularly attractive.

Therefore it is an earnest plea that the Senate Finance Committee give con-
sideration to the inclusion of an alternative maximum dollar limitation as well
as a percentage basis. This would not defeat the purpose of the provision, but
would remove the inequity which would now be imposed on small trusts.

Specifically we recommend that the provision be reworded in such a way as to
make the limits in section 505 (a) 6 and (a) 7 $5,000 or 5 percent of total assets,
whichever is the greater.
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To repeat, on behalf of the many other small employees' trusts we respectfully
urge serious consideration of this suggested change.

Very truly yours,
MARIETTA RESEARCH & INVESTMENT Co.,

ELGIN E. NARRIN, Trustee.

JOHN G. TAYLOR,

Chairman of Employees Committee.

THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.,

THE FREDERICx R. LUTHY AGENCY,
Peoria, Ill., April 19, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Having studied history of life insurance and its
benefits that are set up for protection primarily for those who would suffer
financial loss in event of the breadwinner's death, I am both surprised and
greatly disturbed by the fact that insurance benefits in pension trust cases are
now being considered by your committee to be placed in a category subject to
income tax.

Should this take place, a great injustice will be done to widows and children
who need this additional security. In addition, they receive it presently at
such a nominal cost that it cannot be met elsewhere.

With many thanks for your consideration, I am,
Cordially yours,

KENNETH L. KEIL, C. L. U.

GENERAL MILLS, INC.,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 19, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Finance Committee of the Senate,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: This letter concerns the Revenue Code of 1954

(H. R. 8300). The code as passed by the House represents a tremendous task,
and those that have spent long hours in its preparation deserve a great deal
of praise.

There are sections in the act which are of concern to our company, and we
request that your committee give consideration to their correction.

Section 359 (b) (2) and 359 (c) (1) dealing with corporate acquisition
of stock and corporate acquisition of property each contain a rule providing
that certain minimum and not more than certain maximum amounts of parti-
cipating stock must be issued by the corporation acquiring the stock of the
other corporation or the property of the transferor corporation if the trans-
action is to qualify as a tax-exempt transaction.

The experience of our company would indicate that the above type of limiting
rule would actually result in less revenue to the Government than would be
the case if the rule did not exist.

In 1952 our company acquired the properties of O-Cel-O, Inc., in exchange for
common stock. The acquisition qualified as a tax-free transfer under the 1939
code. At the time of the transfer, O-Cel-O, Inc., was in need of additional funds
to expand its manufacturing facilities and to increase its working capital. The
management of the company had built an enviable business in the 5-year history
of the company, but it was their definite conclusion that production would have
to be increased to meet sales demands or they would gradually lose their business
to severe competition. No increase in production was possible in their then
existing plant facilities. The management also felt that common stockholders
rightfully deserved a cash dividend, but there was no foreseeable possibility
that a dividend could be paid. Because of these facts, the management of
O-Cel-O, Inc., negotiated with our company for an exchange of O-Cel-O prop-
erties for our stock which was approved by the O-Cel-O, Inc., stockholders.

As a result of this transaction stockholders holding the stock we issued in this
transaction have received in approximately 17 months over $260,000 in cash
dividends which is ordinary taxable income. The plant has been expanded which
we believe has resulted in income to the suppliers and builders, and our company
has paid income taxes on the income derived from this business since the acqui-
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sition. Salaries and wages of substantially the same group of employees has
increased.

If the proposed rule of H. R. 8300 had been in existence, this transaction would
not have been possible. O-Cel-O, Inc., was not a public corporation, and there-
fore merger or consolidation would not have been possible. We would not have
been willing to issue approximately eight times the number of shares of our
common stock in this transaction as would be required as a minimum by the
proposed rule to make the transaction a tax-free corporate acquisitioun of prop-
erty. O-Cel-O, Inc. stockholders would not consider any deal other than one in
which they could continue corporate ownership of participating stock. The prin-
cipal reason for this attitude was that they wanted to participate in what they
felt would be the future growth of the very business they owned and were trans-
ferring. They also felt strongly that so long as all they were doing was exchang-
ing a stock certificate in their corporation for a stock certificate in another cor-
poration that they would not pay income taxes in cash on such a transaction.
They rightfully considered that they would continue the risk inherent in an
equity corporate share after the transaction as existed before the transaction.

If the transaction had not occurred, at the very least, the amount of dividend
income would not have been included in taxable income. It is entirely possible
that other income would have been denied to the Government's income-tax base
if the transaction had failed.

We request that the rules contained in section 359 (b) (2) and 359 (c) (1) be
eliminated.

Our company is also concerned about the 85 percent tax assessed against the
corporation for redemption of nonparticipating stock within a 10-year period (sec.
309). We have outstanding 5 percent preferred stock currently redeemable at
$120 per share. This stock was issued in exchange for 6 percent preferred stock
which was originally issued in 1928 and 1929 for money and property. The re-
demption price of the 5 percent preferred stock was placed higher than the for-
mer 6 percent stock as an inducement for the shareholders to exchange the 6
percent stock for the 5 percent stock. This issue of stock is not in any way a
device to avoid income taxes. The dividend rate and the redemption price of
each issue was necessary to obtain money and property for the company.

We agree with the stated objective of section 309 but believe it should be made
applicable only to situations which are designed to result in tax avoidance. We
believe the result would be more equitably accomplished by taxing the individual
recipient of the nonparticipating stock as a dividend upon his first intervivos
transfer of the stock than by placing a penalty tax upon the corporation. If
it is not practical to tax the individual then we suggest that publicly held cor-
porations be excluded and make the penalty tax applicable only to redemptions
dating from the actual issue date of the stock and not from the arbitrary date of
January 1, 1954.

Consideration should also be given to raise the proposed 5 percent premium for
redemption of nonparticipating stock issued for securities or property if the
penalty tax is to apply to the corporation. We see no reason why the small cor-
poration, if publicly held or not, should be denied the right to raise money for
its needs if the market conditions are such that a substantial redemption premium
is necessary.

Thank you for giving this your consideration.
Very truly yours,

J. M. BAaER, Manager of Taxation.

RIEGELMAN, STRASSER & SPrEGELBERG,
Washington, D. C., April 19, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. M ILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Our client, the investment firm of Model, Roland
& Stone, has recently taken the liberty of forwarding to you a memorandum,
suggesting the formation of foreign investment companies. The memorandum
explained how such companies would advance the objectives of our Government
in the field of foreign economic policy.

Earlier this year Mr. Stam was kind enough to meet with representatives of
this firm to discuss the possibility of including in the proposed tax code a pro-
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vision to remove the tax disadvantage which currently mitigates against the
formation of foreign investment companies. Since then we have been gratified
to note that a provision to remove these disadvantages was inserted in H. R.
8300. It is section 853.

Unfortunately, section 853 has been worded in such a manner as to create
serious doubt whether the term "taxes paid" can be defined to cover certain
provisions of income tax treaties heretofore entered into by the United States,
specifically the provisions of article XIII of the treaty with the United King-
dom. We, therefore, respectfully request consideration of an amendment to
section 853 stating expressly that the words "taxes paid" include taxes deemed
paid under the terms of any treaty heretofore entered into by the United
States, as indicated in the enclosed memorandum.

Very truly yours,
RIcHARD SCHIFTEa.

MEMORANDUM RE TEcixNICAL ERROR IN SECTION 853 OF H. R. 8300 PERTAINING TO

AVAILABILITY OF FOREIGN TAX CREDITS TO STOCKHOLDERS OF CERTAIN REGULATED
INVESTMENT COMPANIES

Section 853 of H. R. 8300 represents an effort to stimulate American invest-
ment in foreign countries by making available to stockholders in certain regu-
lated investment companies such credit for foreign taxes as they would receive
if they owned foreign securities directly rather than through an intervening
corporation. To accomplish this purpose and to encourage the pooling of capital
and its investment in foreign securities via regulated investment companies,
section 853 in effect provides that a stockholder of such a company may, under
certain circumstances, treat as paid by him his proportionate share of any
"income, war profits and excess profits taxes described in section 901 (b) (1)
(A)" which are "paid" by such investment company. [Italic added.]

We respectfully submit that the use of the word "paid" may frustrate the
purpose of section 853 by precluding such a company from passing on to its
stockholders certain important tax credits which would be available to the
stockholders if they owned the corporate portfolio directly. Unless these credits
are made available to stockholders the tax burden will prohibit appreciable
investment in foreign securities via regulated investment trusts.

The problem is exemplified by a consideration of the United Kingdom income
tax. Any United Kingdom corporation which pays a dividend is required to
withhold from the gross amount of such dividend and pay over to the Treasury
an amount equal to 45 percent thereof. Only the balance of the dividend after
deduction of such income tax is paid over to the stockholders. In Biddle v.
Commissioner (302 U. S. 573 (1938)) the Supreme Court held that the recipient
of such a dividend could not get a tax credit for the amount of the tax so
withheld because the tax was not "paid" by the United States taxpayer as
required by section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code. Subsequently article
XIII of the income tax treaty between the United Kingdom and the United
States corrected this situation by providing that "the recipient of a dividend
paid by a corporation which is a resident of the United Kingdom shall be
deemed to have paid United Kingdom income tax appropriate to such divi-
dend * * *."

Although as the recipient of a dividend, a regulated investment company
like any other holder of stock in a United Kingdom corporation will be deemed
to have paid the United Kingdom income tax appropriate thereto and will
therefore be entitled to a credit for such tax, a stockholder in such a company
might not be able to treat as paid by him his proportionate share of such tax
because it might be held that the tax was not paid by the regulated investment
company as required by section 853 (a).

We believe that the situation could be clarified, litigation avoided, and the
intent of Congress best effected by revising section 853 so that it will clearly
provide that a regulated investment company may pass on to its stockholders
any credit for taxes which would be available to its stockholders if they held
the portfolio of the investment company directly. This can be done by amending
the last part of section 853 (a) so that it will read as follows:
"may, for such taxable year, elect the application of this section with respect
to income, war profits, and excess-profits taxes described in section 910 (b)
(1) (A), which are paid, or which pursuant to any tax treaty between the
United States and a foreign country are deemed paid, by the investment company
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during such taxable year to foreign countries and possessions of the United
States."

We have discussed this problem with some of our clients who are interested
in the formation of a regulated investment company which would invest in
foreign securities. They have advised us that the formation and success of
such a company would be contingent upon an assurance that section 853 would
afford to the stockholders of such a company all tax credits they would have
if they held foreign securities directly. In their opinion, unless such assurance
exists, it will be impossible to attract capital for investment in a foreign invest-
ment company.

COUNCIL OF KANSAS CITY, Mo.

RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE FEDERAL TAX REVISION BILL OF 1954

Whereas, the House of Representatives has included in its revenue revision
bill of 1954 (H. R. 8300) a section known as section 274 which denies the right
to deduct as a business expense the rents paid by a manufacturing lessee of
property from a State or municipality for plants and/or property where the
acquisition or improvement of said plants and property are financed by revenue
bonds which do not carry the backing of the full faith and credit of the issuing
government, and

Whereas section 274 of the revenue revision bill of 1954 is presently before the
Senate Finance Committee, and

Whereas the announced purpose of said provision is to prevent municipalities
from acquirng property and building factories thereon to attract established
industries from other sections of the country, and

Whereas the provision goes far beyond its announced purpose in that it pro-
hibits incidental development of property necessarily held for another public
purpose as well as property acquired solely for factory construction, and by
failing to define "manufacturing purposes" it invites dangerously broad con-
struction (especially with the accompanying House report which announces it
should include any "activities * * * the result of which is to make available
for sale an article or product") far beyond the ordinary concept of manufactur-
ing, and

Whereas the provision fails even to accomplish its announced purpose in that
it permits the same activities if financed by general obligation bonds, thus
placing a premium on a method of financing which may be contrary to the public
interest in particular situations, and

Whereas the peripheral development of airports is essential to the efficient and
economic operation of American airports, and although prevention of such de-
velopment is not within the announced objective of said section 274, neverthe-
less it is effectively circumscribed by such provision; and

Whereas the philosophy of penalizing State and local governments because of
disagreement by Congress with their lawful purposes and objectives and tech-
niques is repugnant to the American concept of dual State and national sover-
eign individuality, free and independent and untrammeled by Federal review and
coercion when acting in their legitimate spheres, and constitutes an oppressive
and unwarranted interference with local government: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Council of Kansas City, That it is the urgent request of this
Council that section 274 of the revenue revision bill of 1954, H. R. 8300, be
stricken from said bill and that neither that section nor any other legislation
prejudicial to revenue bond financing of airports and appurtenant properties
be enacted into law; and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to each of the members of the
Finance Committee of the United States Senate and to each of the Senators
and Representatives of Congress from the State of Missouri.

Authenticated as adopted this April 16, 1954.
W. E. KEMP,

Mayor.
MARGARET STRAHM,

City Clerk,
DALE M. GRAY,

Deputy City Clerk,
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YALE LAW JOURNAL,
New Hacen, Conn., Aprd 21, 195j.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Elizabeth B. Springer, Clerk,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: I would like to bring to your attention an inconsistency in the

treatment of past service credits in the qualified pension plan sections of the
proposed new Internal Revenue Code.

Section 501 (e) (4) (A) provides that neither contributions nor benefits for
one employee can be in a higher ratio to compensation (excluding the lirst $4,000
of compensation) than for any other employee covered by the plan. This means
that contributions are controlled by compensation only, and, therefore, that past
service crediting no longer will be allowed.

The only way past service crediting might be preserved is by manipulating
the definition of compensation in section 501 (e) (4). "Total compensation," as
used in section 501 (e) (4), could be read to mean the total of an employee's
compensation since joining the company. This interpretation would benefit the
employee with longer service by allowing him to participate to the extent of his
accumulated compensation; with the sum earned before the inception of the
plan being treated as the past service credit. But that reading of the definition
of compensation certainly is not apparent on the fae of the statute. Indeed it
is a most improbable reading. "Total compensation" is used in contradistinction
to "basic" compensation. In other words, the code is rather clearly stating that
"total" compensation means basic compensation plus bonuses, overtime, etc.-
not accumulated compensation.

On the other hand, section 403 (a) (1) deals, to a great extent, with the funding
of past service credits. On its face, this subsection aI pears to reenact section 23
(p) (1) (A) of the old code without substantial change, thereby tr,'ating past
service crediting as a still usable device. This view is supported by the House
report at page A]S0.

The sections could be rationalized by reading the past service funding provi-
sions to be applicable only to existing plans. However, there is no basis in the
statute for reading section 403 (a) (1) so narrowly, and it is questionable that
it was intended to be so read. Moreover, in view of the long-acknowledged
benefit of past service crediting in pension plans; i. e., the making possible of
immediate funding of pensions for older employees, I am not at all sure the
drafters of the new code intended to do away with past service credits.

Yours truly,
LEWIS G. COLE.

SQUIRES & Co.,

CERTIFIED PunLic Accot-NTANT' ,
No i Yot k, N. Y., April 20, 195-.

Re H. I. t300.

SENATE FINANCE CoOMMITTEE,

, m'ot Office 1Biling, lVa.shimqton, D. C.
(Attention : Mrs. Elizabeth Springer, Clerk.)

DEAR SIRS: I do lot know whether or not in its consideration of H. R. 8300,
the propnsed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Senate Finance Committee
is giving consideration to amendnents to the Excess Profits Act of 1950, as
amended by the 1951 Revenue Act. However, an aniendimint to section 432 of
that act appears in order as a result of its termination in 1.953.

The said section 432 IRC, provides for the carry-h(ack for one year, and the
carry-forxvard for 5 years, of any unused excess profits credit. This, according
to th, report thereon of the Stnate Committee at the time of its adoption, would
allow the averaging of a period of 7 years and was, at the time, considered
more equitable ti-an the World War II law which provided for a 2-year carry-
back arid a 3-year carry-forward. or an averaging of a period of 5 years.

Since the Excess Profits Act of 19.50) was i effect for only 4 years the intent
of a 7-year averaging period 1,ecomes obsolete, and the limitation of a 1-year
carry-back period will in certain cases bar the use of an unused excess profiLs
credit either as a carry-back or a carry-forward.

As an illustration of the inequity of section 432 as it now stands, let us con-
pare two corporations each with art excess profits credit of $50,000 arid total neLt
income for the 4 years of $200,000 but varying by years.

45994-54-pt. 4- 35
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Excess- Unused ox- Excess-
A corporation Net income profits cess-profits- profits

credit credit carry- tax pay-
c back able

1950 ..................................... $75,000 $50, 000 $7, 500
19 5 1 . .... ...... . .. ..... ...... . ..- 6 0 ,0 00 50 ,0 0 0 ------- ------- 3 ,000
1 9 5 2 . . . . . . . 5 0 , 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 o N o n e
1953 .. . .. . ....... ..................... . . 15,000 50 ,000 $5 5,00 0 N on e

T otal ---- ---------------------------- 200,000 ------------- j ---- ----- 10, 50D

Excess- Unused ex- Excess-Es osp o rs-profits- profits3 corporation Net income profits credit carry- tax pay-
credit forward able

1950 -.................................. . $15,000 $50,000 $35,000 None1051 .50,000 50,000 ------- None
1952 ...................................... 60,000 50,000 10 000 None
1953 ........................................ 75, 000 50,6 00 25,000 None

Total ................................. 200,000 None

A corporation, in an industry experiencing wide flu-tuations in income, had an
exceptional year in 1950 and has tapered off since, is unable to make use of an
unused excess-profits credit for 1953 after having paid $10,500 in excess-profits
taxes for the years 1950 and 1951.

B corporation, with the same net income for the years 1950-53 as A corpora-
tion, but in reverse order, receives the full benefit of an unused excess-profits
credit for 1950 by application of the carryforward privilege and winds up with no
excess-profit tax payments.

I believe that this situation particularly affects the relatively small corpora-
tions and that the apparent inequity should be corrected by an amendment to
section 432.

It is suggested that such an amendment provide for a 3-year carryback period
and a 3-year carryforward period of an unused excess-profits credit. This would
permit an average of the 4 years that the excess profits were in effect and wouldgive taxpayers with unused excess-profits credits in the late years the same
opportunities to make use thereof as those with similar credits in the earliLr
years.

Very truly yours,
E. W. BREI'rUNG.

Ross & GOLDfAN,
San Francisco, April 20, 1954.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMIEN : We have reviewed the proposed chan)tes in the revenue revision
bill of 1954 which night materially affect existing or future insurance broker-
age partnerships. We are particularly referring to the treatment of payments to
a retiring partner or a deceased partner's heirs.

We would like to go on record with you that we consider this form of legisla-
tion unfair and detrimental to insurance brokerage partnerships and wish to
express our disapproval of the proposed changes.

Very truly yours,
Ross & GOLDMAN.

HERBERT I. Ross.

'WISE, BAKER & Co.,

Senator ETOENE D. ShtLuLKN, Watcrloo, Ioca, April 19, 1954.
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAL SIR: The proposed revenue act of 19,54 which is now in your Senate
Finance Committee and is known as H. R. 8300 has one very alarming factor to
me in it. This is technical in nature but it so happens to vitally affect all those
who must work with taxes on a day-to-day basis. I have no objection to a com-
plete revision of the Internal Revenue Code, but do have vast objection to a
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wholesale renumbering" of the Internal Revenue Code sections. The vocabulary
of taxmen in the United States today is geared to Internal Revenue Code sections
and has been geared to the same sections for the past 15 years. Our libraries
(which are very costly), textbooks, prior technical writings, notebooks we our-
selv es have collected, etc., are all geared and refer to these code sections.

Now, for no practical reason it is proposed to rearrange the code sections. r
have done some research on the matter and I find in general it would be just as
practical to amend or add to the present code sections as it would be a renumber
the entire Internal Revenue Code. For instance, when speaking of a certain,
type of distribution we refer to it as a code section 112 lid distribution. This
same type of distribution will lie in the proposed new law but will undoubtedly
be called, for instance, section ,24. This will mean that we will have to have
expensive correlators and revise our entire libraries because of, in our opinion, a
rather foolish change. In addition it means that for many years we will have
to work with two sets of code sections. It is hard enough to work with 10,000
Internal Revenue Code sections at the present time without adding an additional
10,000 to it.

I would further like to call your attention to the new jurat proposed by Repre-
sentative Mills, which would place a greater degree of responsibility to the pre-
parer of an income-tax return. This system has been used in the United King-
(Ioia for many years and has been highly satisfactory. It would give the Internal
Revenue Service a guide and should materially assist them in deciding which
returns to audit.

For many years we have needed an income-tax deadline further advanced
than March 1.5. I heartily endorse the new April 15 deadline for individuals
but believe that the snuw deadline sould apply to corporations. It will be
noted that H. R. 8300 applies only to individuals and partnerships and not to
corporations. In many cases the corporate return has a -reater need for a longer
filing period than the individual retain. You must remember that only 75 days
including Sundays and holidays, elapses between the first of the year and
March 15.

Any consideration in committee that you can give to my suggestions would be
greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,
HomER E. WisaL

ROYAL, IOWA, April 15, 1954.
My name is Hugh D. Hale, of Royal, Iowa, a member of the tax committee

of the Grain and Feed Dealers National Association with offices in St. Louis,
Mo., and Washington, D. C. I would like to ask the Senate Finance Committee
the following questions. (I feel that the Federal Government has been handling
the tax setup in an unfair and unequitable basis and has only served to drive
the small private businessman out of the grain anI feed business.)

1. Why does the Treasury Department insist that a corporation report all
dividend payments of $10 or more, while it favors cooperatives by allowing them
to report only dividend payments of $100 or more?

2. Why does the Federal revenue blank, form 1040 under schedule A, very
specifically and with a special space insist that the recipient of a corporation
dividend list each one separately, but it favors cooperatives under form 1040F
by allowing only one line to report a total lump sum of all dividends received?
Why should they not be itemized because a majority of farmers deal through
3 and 4 cooperatives? Furthermore, form 1040F gives a choice "use this line,
if not reported elsewhere."

Three years ago the revenue staff agreed this change was necessary and was
being made, but to date the blanks have not been changed:

3. Why does the Federal Government not get a Supreme Court ruling on
the controversial question: "Is a Federal income tax due on a deferred coop-
erative dividend when it is allocated, or when the dividend is paid in cash?"

This question is so controversial that the Des Moines (Iowa) Register, under
date of January 3, 1954, advised its readers "unless a considerable amount of
tax is involved it is the writer's suggestion that you report your patronage
dividends in line with Internal Revenue Service requirements."

This newspaper article was written, due to the fact the Farmers Grain
Dealers Association of Iowa on October 28, 1953, won their suit against the
Federal Government in district court. But to date, the Federal Government
has taken no action to get a Supreme Court decision.
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Why should cooperatives have these advantages? The big cooperatives can
pyramid their business through each other and gain considerable tax advantage
over private business by deferring patronage dividends. (And if you have made
a study of this problem you understand what I mean by pyramiding deferred
dividends.)

As a taxpayer, why am I not entitled to give my customers just as good facilities
and as good service as the farmer receives who trades with a cooperative? Why
should the cooperative have a tax advantage over me when he is my competitor
and is doing exactly the same kind of business? In my territory, the farmer who
trades exclusively with a cooperative doesn't have any higher standard of living
than the farmer who has done all his trading with me. This tax advantage at
the grassroots doesn't make one bit of difference in the farmer's standard of
living, but it does put me at a considerable disadvantage as to the facilities and
services I can offer my customers. For example, in one particular year my co-
operative competitor made $82,000 and paid a Federal income tax of $4,000,
keeping the balance as deferred dividends, which he used to expand his business
to compete against me. While I, as a private taxpaying citizen, in making $82,000
(filing as a married person with one exemption) would have paid Federal in-
come tax of $52,570. Do you see the disadvantage it put me in in providing
facilities to compete with my competitor? Why should my customers be penal-
ized because I cannot provide these facilities and services because of these tax
exemptions?

The Treasury Department consoles me by saying I can pay a patronage divi-
dend to my customers, exactly the same as a cooperative, and not be subject to
Federal income tax. But this is a mere play on words, as this is only a Treasury
ruling and they have the right to change their mind at any time. But in the case
of the cooperative this permission has been given them by an act of Congress,
and can only be changed by an act of Congress.

HUGH D. HALE,
Member, Tax Committee, The Grain and Feed Dealers National Association.

MASONITE CORp..
Chicago 2, Ill., April 21, 1951.

Re capital gains treatment accorded income from cutting or disposal of timber
under sections 631 and 272 of H. R. 8300.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman of Senate Finance Comnmittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sir,: As a forest owner with holdings in Mississippi and California, we re-

spectfully protest the proposed changes in section 117 (K) of the present Internal
Revenue Code. Our reasons for protesting these proposed changes are set forth
briefly in the attached copy of a letter that we have directed to the Senators of
this State.

We respectfully request that you give serious consideration to suggesting to
your committee that the proposed changes in section 117 (K) as set forth in H. R.
S3'0 be not enacted by striking out references to timber in s ,ction 272 and by
amending section 631 so it will retain the provisions of section 117 (K) of the
present Internal Revenue Code insofar as they relate to timber.

Yours very truly,
BEN 0. ANDERSON, Treasurer.

APRIL 21, 1954.
Re capital gains treatment accorded income from the cutting or disposal of timber

under sections 631 and 272 of H. R. 8300.

Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sir : The revenue revision bill recently passed by the House of Representa-
tives and now under consideration in the Senate Finance Committee will change
the capital gains provision of the present Federal income tax law applicable to
timber and lessen the benefits of that provision, increase the taxes on income
from timber and create complicated bookkeeping and accounting problems.

Briefly, this change would require that we, as a taxpayer, charge expenses such
as taxes, interest, forest protection costs, and all other expenses attributable to
the timber cut against any capital gains under section 117 (K) of the Internal
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Revenue Code. The right to charge these ordinary expenses against ordinary
income as at present would be denied.

We feel that the adoption of the proposed changes in capital gains tax on tim-
her would discriminate against us as timber owners as compared to other tax-
payers having capital gains. It would create a conflict between ourselves and
the Department of Internal Revenue as to the proper allocation of expenses be-
tween those chargeable against ordinary income and those chargeable against
capital gains : and would discourage the good forestry program that we, as forest
owners, have adopted under the incentive of section 117 (K).

We respectfully request that you give serious consideration as to the effect of
this proposed change in the Internal Revenue Code on us and other forest owners
and that you urge that the Senate Committee on Finance amend H. R. 8300 by
striking" out references to timber in section 272 and by amending section 631 so
it will retain the provisions of section 117 (K) of the present Internal Revenue
Code insofar as they relate to timber.

Yours very truly,
MASONITE CORP.,

DEN 0. ANDEtsON, Treasurer-

APRIL 21, 1954.

Re capital gains treatment accorded income from the cutting or disposal of timber
under sections 631 and 272 of H. R. 8300

Hlon. EVERETT M. DIRKSEN,

lWash ington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: The revenue revision bill recently passed by the House of Repre-

sentatives and now under consideration in the Senate Finance Committee will
change the capital gains pro ision of the present Federal income tax law alipli-
cable to timber and lessen the benefits of that provision, increase the taxes on
income from timber and create complicated bookkeeping and accounting
problems.

Briefly, this change would require that we as a taxpayer charge expenses such
as taxes, interest, forest protection costs, and all other expenses attributable to
the timber cut against any capital gains under section 117 (k) of the Internal
Revenue Code. The right to charge these ordinary expenses against ordinary
income as at present would be denied.

We feel that the adoption of the proposed changes in capital gains tax on
timber would discriminate against us as timber owners as compared to other
taxpayers having capital gains It would create a conflict between ourselves
and the Department of Internal Revenue as to the proper allocation of expenses
between those chargeable against ordinary income and those chargeable against
capital gains : and would discourage the good forestry program that we, as forest
owners, have adopted under the incentive of section 117 (k).

We respectfully request that you give serious consideration as to the effect of
this proposed change in the Internal Revenue Code on us and other forest owners
and that you urge that the Senate Committee on Finance amend H. R. 8300 by
striking out references to timber in section 272 and by amending section 631 so
it will retain the provisions of section 117 (k) of the present Internal Revenue
Code insofar as they relate to timber.

Yours very truly,
MASONITE CORP.,
BEN 0. ANDERSON, Treasurer.

COLLINS PINE CO.,

Portland 5, Oreg., April 21, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building. I1ashington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: In response to your recent suggestion as chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee that persons desiring to present revisions of H R. 8300 do
so by writing the committee, I wish to make the following suggestions for revi-
sion of sections 272 and 631 of H. R. 8300. These sections amend section 117 (k)
of the present code. Although they were adopted to afford tax relief to owners
of coal, they relate to timber as well as coal and penalize timber owners.

I have been furnished with a copy of the proposed revision of sections 272 and
631 of H. R. 8300 submitted to the Senate Finance Committee by the Forest
Industries Committee on Timber Valuation and Taxation. I am fully in accord
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with the revisions desired by the committee, and strongly urge that they be
adopted by the Senate Finance Committee.

The revisions proposed by the Forest Industries Committee do not, however,
take care of an inequitable discrimination which has resulted from the Treasury
Department's interpretation of section 117 (k) (2) with respect to the date of
disposal of timber. This discrimination can be corrected by an amendment of
section 117 (k) (2) (or of section 631 of H. R. 8300) to provide that the date of
disposal of timber is the date the timber is cut. The necessity for such a provi-
sion is explained below:

Date of disposal requirement
In Oregon and else-where the form of timber sale contract which is commonly

used and which most clearly falls within the statutory definition in section 117
(k) (2) is a timber-cutting agreement by which title normally passes to the
vendee when the timber is cut and under which the risk of loss to the timber from
fire, insect infestation and other perils remains with the owner-seller until the
timber is severed. The Treasury Department in its regulations (see. 39.117-(k),
(h), regulations 118) has taken the position that the disposal contemplated by
the statute occurs on the date of the contract rather than on the date of the cut-
ting of the timber, when title and the risk of loss on the timber actually pass
under cutting contracts of the type described above.
Effect of present interpretation of "date of disposal" requirement on subsequent

transferees of the timber
There are many instances in whic-h timber is sold under cutting contracts run-

ning for 5 to 20 or more years, with the stumpage price being related to some
variable such as the index price of lumber or the current price of logs. During
the, period of cutting, the timber subject to the contract is frequently transferred
to a new owner through sale, or distribution in liquidation of a corporation, or
transmission on death, or by gift. In some instances the transfer is voluntary;
in others it is involuntary. Under the Treasury's view that section 117 (k) (2)
can be availed of only by an owner who held the timber for more than 6 months
prior to the date of the contract, all of the transferees of the timber in these
situations will be barred from reporting gain under section 117 (k) (2) even
though they may in fact be selling timber from the lands for many years.

The fact is that under court decisions applying the law prior to enactment of
section 117 (k) (2) transferees of timberlands subject to a cutting contract
were permitted to use the capital gains provisions of the code in reporting their
gain from timber cut after they had held the timber for the prescribed holding
period. As interpreted by the Treasury Department, therefore, section 117 (k)
(2) (and the present wording of sec. 631 of H. R. 8300) discriminates against and
substantially worsens the position of such transferees.

Legislative remedy with respect to date of disposal of timber
There is a simple legislative remedy for the inequitable and discriminatory

treatment which is accorded one group of timber owners as described above. In
whatever from section 117 (k) (2) is enacted in the new Revenue Act of 1954,
there should be inserted a new sentence providing:

"The date of disposal of such timber shall be deemed to be the date such
timber is cut."

As I have said above, this letter is writen in response to your suggestion that
proposals for revisions of H. R. 8300 be submitted in writing to the Senate
Finance Committee in lieu of an oral presentation. I very much appreciate the
opportunity you have granted taxpayers to make such proposals, and I urge that
in connection with your committee's revisions of section 631 of H. R. 8300 the
amendment suggested above be inserted.

Very truly yours,
TRUMAN V. COLLINS.

P. S.-In the alternative an amendment by use of a parenthetical phrase as
shown on the attached exhibit A may be substituted for the sentence suggested
above.-T. W. C.

EXHIBIT A

Proposed revision of first sentence of section 117 (k) (2) to refer to Gate
of disposal in the event coal is eliminated from (k) (2) :

"In the case of the disposal of timber held for more than 6 months prior to
such disposal (disposal being deemed to occur when the timber is cut), by the
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owner thereof under any form or type of contract by virtue of which the owner
retains an economic intrest in such timber, the difference between the amount
received for such timber and the adjusted depletion basis thereof shall be con-
sidered as though it were a gain or loss, as the case may be, upon tie sale of
such timber."

OPPENHEIMER, HODGSON, BRowN, BAER & WOLFF,
St. Paul, Minn., April 21, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, subtitle A
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIRS: as a full-time law student and hence one theoretically soon to be
benefited by the provisions of the new Internal Revenue Code of 1954, I read
carefully section 151 of part V, which deals with additional income-tax exemp-
tions for student dependents.

Although possibly an oversight on the part of the drafters of the bill, and
although clearly an improvement over the present Internal Revenue Code in
regard to education, section 151 seems somewhat inequitable in that it provides
benefits only to those parents who are financially capable of providing more than
half of their child's support while he is attending school, and in that it provides
no benefits whatsoever to the child who is earning his own way through school.

Thus, a parent in a higher income bracket who can afford to subsidize his
child's school expenses, for example, would be entitled to an additional exemp-
tion; whereas, the parent in a lower income bracket who may be paying pro-
portionately more from his income (than the wealthier parent) for the education
of his child, but less than half of the child'ss expenses, would not be entitled to the
exemption. Nor would the student from the lower income family who is forced
to earn his own way with no help at all from his parents be benefited in any
way; lie would have the same $600 individual exemption that he would have
bad under the old code.

I would suggest that if the purpose of the additional exemption is to benefit
per se the parent who still has children in school, then this new exemption should
he extended to all parents who have children in school (under the provisions
of sec. 151, par. (e) (4)), and not just to the wealthier ones.

An effective way to accomplish this end might be to exempt student-dependents
from the restrictions of section 152, paragraph (a), and to make the exemption
in section 151, paragraph (1) (B) (ii), universally applicable regardless of the
percentage of the student's support contributed by his parent (s).

On the other hand, if the purpose of paragraph (1) (B) (ii) of section 151
is rather to support and encourage education per se, a more equitable way to
accomplish this result would be to increase benefits not only to those fortunate
individuals whose parents can afford to continue to support them in their last
years of school, but also to provide additional benefits to students who must
earn their own way in order to continue their education.

If the latter is the case, then I would recommend that the committee consider
amending the new bill to provide a second exemption, in addition to the present
$600 individual exemption, for students who do not receive more than half of
their support from their parents-in order to keep students from lower income
families on an equal footing with those from higher income families.

Otherwise, I am convinced that the new bill will produce grave inequalities in
this respect; since from my own limited experience both as a student and as a
former member of several national student organizations, I would estimate that
nearly one-third (or more) of the students in institutions of higher education in
this country today do not receive more than half of their total support from their
parents.

While I trust that you will forgive me for my critcisms, I hope that you will
find it possible to give serious consideration to the suggestions I have made.

Respectfully yours,
BERNARD V. PARRETTE.
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PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.,
Detroit 32, Alich.. April 20, 1954.

ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: We have gone over H. R. 8200, the proposed Internal
Revenue ('ode of 1954 and feel that except for a few technical amendments which
should be made, that the code provides for a number of corrections of inequities
with which the taxpayers have been burdened for a number of years.

In our opinion the most important technical change which should lie made to
the bill involves depreciation.

DEPRECIATION

In order to reduce the number of disputes as to the useful life of capital
assets which had reached such a volume as to seriously affect the operations
of the Tax Court and the appellate staff of the Internal Revenue Service, the
Commissioner after much consideration issued mimeograph 183 and circular 144
under date of May 11, 1b53, containing a statement of policy, with respect to de-
preciation adjustments, under which revenue empolyees shall prepare adjust-
ments in the depreciation deduction only where there is a clear and convincing
basis for a change. It was stated in the mimeo-raph that it was to "'be applied
to give effect to its principal purpose of reducting controversies with respect to
depreciatin."

This policy has done much to accomplish its purpose considering the short time
since its publication.

Section 167 (e) of the Revenue Code of 1954 nullifies this policy by providing
that if the useful life of any property as determined to be appropriate by the
Secretary differs by more than 10 percent from that used by the taxpayer, the
service shall propose a change.

A 10 percent margin for differences in opinions with respect to anythinL as
indeterminable as the useful life of property is so small as to render it entirely
ineffective.

Useful life of property is affected by obsolescence, maintenance, vhims of
management, business conditions, and many other factors and any determination
made of such useful life is at best an informed judgment.

It is therefore strongly recommended that section 167 (e) (1) be deleted,
or if not, at least amendment by substituting one of the following :

"(1) The useful life of any property as used by the taxpayer shall generally
not be disturbed and the Secretary shall propose adjustments in the depreciation
deduction only where there is a clear and convincing basis for a change." This
would coincide with the announced policy of the Service as contained in mimeo-
graph 183, or

"(1) Unless the useful life of any property, on which the rate of depreciation Is
based, determined to be appropriate by the Secretary or his delegate, differs sub-
stantially from the useful life used by the taxpayer, the rate for such property
for such taxable year shall be the rate used by the taxpayer."

This would coincide with the statement contained in IR Bulletin No. 144.
Yours very truly,

R. E. BRAn
Manager, Tar and Property Department.

UNITED MACHINERY & TOOL CORP.,
Worcester, Alass., April 21,1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Chief Clerk, Senate Finonce Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR MRS. SPRINGER: We are writing to you in regard to the 1954 Internal

Revenue Code, House bill H. R. 8300, specifically with respect to section 167, hav-
ing to do with depreciation.

We feel that this depreciation allowance should be applicable to used and
rebuilt machine tools as well as new, as the majority of the several thousands of
users of equipment cannot afford to purchase only new. We believe that they
should have the same treatment as the large users, and not be handicapped by
the enactment of this bill. This, as it is now, is unfair to small and medium
business and favors only the large.
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We also feel that if this is enacted it will depress the markets and devalue
all of the equipment now in use. We therefore request your assistance in the
above matter.

Respectfully yours, DAVID L. HEIMAN, President.

SYRACUSE 2, N. Y., April 21 1954.
Re H. R. 8300, sections 163, 275, and 312.

ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,
Clerk, Senate Finance Committee.

Scnatc Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MADAM : This letter is in particular reference to the provisions of sub-

division (c) of section 312 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as contained
in H. R. 8300. The content of this subdivision is particularly important because
of its effect through subdivision (d) of section 312 and section 275 upon possible
deductions under section 163 for interest paid.

As this section is presently drafted, I do not believe that it is humanly possible
to tell exactly what it means; I do not believe that it will be adequate to accom-
plish the purposes which I assume to have been in the minds of its framers, and
I do believe that it may have consequences which were neither contemplated
nor are desired or desirable.

I will consider first subdivision (c). It defines "securities" as "* * * an in-
strument * * * which, in t.he case of obligations held by persons who together
own 25 percent or more of the participating stock, is not subordinated to the
claims of trade creditors generally;"

This portion of the definition could be construed in at least three different
ways, as follows:

1. The instruments under scrutiny could be considered as a class and if, among
the holders thereof, there were persons who owned 25 percent or more of the
participating stock, then the instruments would fail to qualify.

2. If, among the holders of the instruments under scrutiny, there could be
found persons owning 25 percent or more of the participating stock, then the
aggregate of the instruments so owned would not be classed as securities, while
other similar instruments owned by other persons would be so classified.

3. Each instrument could be separately considered to determine whether it was
owned by a person or persons owning more than 25 percent of the participating
stock, and if it were not, it could meet the test of being a "security."

I take it that the object of these related sections is to prevent the deduction
by corporations of distributions to insiders under the guise of purported interest
which is deductible, amounts which actually should be considered a return upon
capital. To accomplish this end, however, the phraseology is particularly poor
in that insiders in closely held corporations can very simply make arrangements
among themselves which do not involve the use of "instruments." It is for this
reason that I say the sections involved will fail to accomplish their apparently
intended results.

Many corporations, not particularly closely held, have employed as a perfectly
legitimate means of raising capital the practice of issuing debentures. These, in
many cases, have been sold through regular investment banking channels and
may or may not, either at the time of issuance or at some other time, find their
way into the hands of those who also own participating stock. Under the section
as drafted, a great variety of results could result to any such corporation, depend-
ing in large part, of course, upon what the definition was determined to mean in
the first place, but, additionally, upon the changing circumstances beyond the
corporation's control which would arise if participating stockholders were to buy
more debentures, sell the debentures that they had, were to buy more stock, or
sell stock that they had. No corporation would ever be able to determine whether
and to what extent debenture expense was deductible by it. This, of course, is
made increasingly true by the application of section 311 to the situation, which
injects factual matters as to which the corporation could have no actual
knowledge.

Turning to subdivision (d), it again is limited by its terms to "an instrument."
Included are all such known generally as corporate stock or securities, except

participating stock as above described in subdivision (b), and securities as above

described in subdivision (c). Notes are not included which, of course, invites

the always troublesome question of which notes or debentures are of sufficient
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solemnity to be known generally as "securities." Included apparently would be
secured corporate bonds.

Section 275 says in effect that payments made on account of nonparticipating
stock, as defined in subdivision (d) of section 312, are not deductible. It seems
obvious that, under the sections as drafted, it may well be that many corporations
may be deprived of legitimate deductions, whereas the attempt to reach distri-
butions made to insiders in close corporations may be wholly unsuccessful.

Very truly yours,
CALEB CANDEE BROWN, Jr.

TSUKIYAMA & YAMAGUCHI.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

Honolldu 13. T. H., April 21, 195$ .
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, AND MEMBERS OF TILE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

United States Scnatc, WasItngton, D. C.
SIRs: Information has been only recently received by those who are engaged

in the sake industry to the effect that the revised Internal Revenue Code as rec-
ommended by the House Committee on Ways and Means is now being considered
by the Senate Finance Committee. It is our understanding that under the pro-
posed revision, sake will be classed and taxed as wine. This means that manu-
facturers of sake would hereafter have to qualify as bonded wine cellars rather
than as breweries. It also means that the tax on sake would be 17 cents per
gallon (15 cents after April 1, 1954) if the alcohol content is not more than 14
percent by volume, and 67 cents per gallon (60 cents after April 1, 1954) if the
alcohol content is more than 14 percent by volume. Sake normally contains 16
to 18 percent.

H. retofore sake has been classed for many years as a "fermented malt liquor"
under the Internal Revenue Code and placed in the same category as beer. The
tax rate has been $9 per barrel of 31 gallons or approximately 29 cents per
gallon.

It may be of interest to the members of the committee that in the United
States sake is being produced only in the Territory of Hawaii. One or two
plants used to operate on the mainland but they have been closed. There are at
the present time only three sake breweries in Hawaii, namely. Honolulu Sake
Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd.; Fuji Sake Brewing Co., Ltd.; Nichibei Shuzo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Ltd.

Sake, as the members of the committee know, is peculiarly a Japanese alcoholic
beverage. The industry has survived in Hawaii only because some of the Japa-
nese people of the older generation continue to use it. Prior to World War II,
the industry flourished. But when every plant ceased operation during the war,
the sake users all turned to hard liquor and beer. Although the sake plants
resumed operation after the war, a large number of the former sake users did
not return to the use of the beverage. As the records of each of the three plants
will show, the volume of sake produced and sold has been and is still falling
year by year.

It is the foregoing situation, together with the lack of persons interested in or
concerned with the industry on the mainland and the absence of representation
in Washin-ton, that has kept the local sake breweries uninformed about the pro-
posed revision in question. Having been recently apprised of the fact that your
hearings are scheduled to close on April 23, we are resorting to this means
posthaste to appeal to your committee to continue sake in the same category as
beer for the purpose of the Internal Revenue Code.

We understand that the House has approved excise tax reductions on luxuries.
Unlike bard liquor, sake is generally consumed by the Japanese people together
with their meals and in connection with wedding receptions and other festivities.
The dinner table of a sugar or pineapple plantation laborer in Hawaii is not
complete without the use of sake. To him sake is not a luxury but a portion of
his food. The manufacturers of sake in Hawaii do not wish to increase their re-
spective prices, nor can the consumer afford to pay more. A jump in the tax
from 29 cents per gallon to 60 cents or an increase of 31 cents will perforce re-
sult in higher prices. This will not only work a hardship on the average con-
sumers, who are generally of the laboring class, but force many of them to change
to other lower priced alcoholic beverage. Under such circumstances, it is ap-
parent that the sake industry will eventually collapse, for all three of the exist-
ing sake plants are even now exerting every effort to "hold the line."
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In evidencing the sharp drop in the sake business from the prewar years to the
present time, may we use as a yardstick the following record of Federal taxes
paid on sake covering, for the purpose of comparison, the years 1940 and 1953:

Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd.:
Federal tax on sake paid in 1940 ---------------------------- $40, 805. 01
Federal tax on sake paid in 1953 ----------------------------- 16, 391.30

Nichibei Shuzo Kabushiki Kaisha, Ltd.:
Federal tax on sake paid in 1940 ----------------------------- 49,255.77
Federal tax on sake paid in 1953 ----------------------------- 5, 615.13

Moreover, the following data are also significant:

Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd.: Gfallons
1940 sale of sake ---------------------------------------------- 228, 5S9
1953 sale of sake ---------------------------------------------- 58, 614

Nichibei Shuzo Kabushiki Kaisha, Ltd.:
1940 sale of sake ---------------------------------------------- 271, 339
1953 sale of sake ----------------------------------------------- 16, 546

Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd., is capitalized at $350,000. Its prewar
consumer's price was $1.80 per gallon. On account of the progressive increases
in the costs of labor and materials, the current price per gallon is $5.50.
Nichibei Shuzo Kabushiki Kaisha, Ltd., is capitalized at $250,000. Its prewar
consumer's price was $1.95 per gallon and the current price is $4.90 per gallon.

Sake, like beer, is brewed. They are both fermented malt liquors. In sake,
rice is fermented as barley is fermented in beer. Sake plants are called
breweries. So are the beer plants. The process of producing vine is unlike
that of producing sake. Wine is not brewed. A wine plant is referred to as
a winery. Presumably, such consideration was originally given in joining
beer and sake in the same category under the Internal Revenue Code.

On account of the limited class of consumers, the sake industry in the United
States may be considered unique and its earning power is correspondingly
limited. The respective business conditions of the three remaining sake
breweries for the year 1953 were such that had the proposed new tax rate
on sake been then effective, the profits of each would have been wiped out. The
management of each brewery is apprehensive of the fact that in order to realize
some profit, the proposal to tax sake at the higher rate applicable to wine would
inevitably lead to higher sales prices. This would invariably reduce the volume
of consumption and inflict economic disaster upon the sake industry. At a
time when our Congress is manifesting a definite inclination to reduce taxes
in other respects, it would appear inconsonant to place sake in a new and
unprecedented tax category to the detriment of both industry and consumer.
If timely representation had been made before the House Ways and Means
Committee, it is probable that sake would have been allowed to remain in the
original tax classification.

The Senate Finance Committee is therefore respectfully requested to amend
the House version to the end that sake may, as heretofore, be taxed at the
same rate as beer.

Respectfully yours, HONOLULU SAKE BBEWFAiY & ICE Co., LTD.,
NiciBEi SHUZO KABUSHIKI KAISHA, LTD.,

By WILFRED C. TSUKIYAs[A, Thcir Attorney.

FUJI SAKE BREWING Co., LTD.,
Honolulu, T. H., April 21, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKnN,
Chairman, Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We are informed that a bill is now before your committee, which
classes and taxes sake as wine. Sake contains more than 14 percent of alcohol
by volume, and consequently under the bill it will be taxed at the rate of 60
cents per gallon.

Heretofore sake has always been taxed at the same rate as beer. The present
rate of tax on beer is $9 per barrel of 31 gallons, or approximately 29 cents per
gallon.

Thus under the bill, tax on sake will be increased 31 cents per gallon.
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We are encountering difficulty in selling sake even under the present tax rate
and the increase in tax and the consequent increase in price will no doubt
result in further curtailment of consumption. In 1939, a typical prewar year,
we sold 237,159 gallons of sake, while in 1953 we sold only 88,531 gallons.

Under the circumstance set forth above, any increase in tax on sake will place
the industry in a very difficult position. We therefore respectfully request that
sake be taxed as beer, as is the current practice. Sake is taxed as beer under the
existing laws, and has always heretofore been so taxed, because the process of
manufacture of sake is similar to that of beer.

Yours very truly,
T. SuzuKi, Vice President.

HONOLULU, April 21, 1954.
Senator EUGENE MILLIKIN,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.:

Re revision of Internal Revenue Code applicable to tax on sake all sake
breweries in Hawaii have just forwarded by airmail joint request for con-
sideration by Senate Finance Committee.

HONOLULU SAKE BREWERY,
FUJI SAKE BREWERY,
NIcmiiE SAKE BREWERY.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, April 22, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

SIR: At a meeting held April 22, 1954, the patent law committee of the
Columbus Bar Association by a unanimous vote of those present, constituting a
quorum, adopted the following resolution:

"Resolied, That this committee is opposed to the tax revision bill, H. R. 8300,
section 1235, because it is believed that the 5-year period specified therein should
be a perbid of 17 years in the case of a patent, corresponding to the life of a
patent, because it is believed that all inventions should le included regardless
of whether patent applications have been filed or patents have been obtained on
them, and hecanse it is believed that the capital gains treatment should not be
limited to those persons whose efforts created the property."

Will you please bring this resolution to the attention of the Senate Finance
Committee.

Very truly yours,
PHILIP M. DUNSON,

Secretary, Patent Committee, Columbus Bar Association.

W. H. BRADY Co.,
Milwaukee 12, Wis., April 21, 1954.

Hon. EUOENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN : It has been called to my attention that the present
tax revision bill H. R. 8300 includes a section 1235, dealing with the transfer
of patents by inventors.

The proposed legislation is of interest to me. As presently drafted, section
1235 prohibits parties defined as "related persons" from enjoying the benefits
of the act. In reviewing the given definitions for "related persons" it is clear
to me that a very arbitrary stand is being taken in excluding this group of indi-
viduals from the benefits of section 1235. As a consequence I wish to make this
written statement, to be considered by those who are to study and draft revisions
to the present language of the bill.

"Related persons" are defined to include descendants, ancestors, and spouse,
as well as an individual and a corporation in which the individual owns, di-
rectly or indirectly, over 50 percent of the stock. By definition stock owned
by members of the family is considered as owned by the individual. That is true,
even though the stock may be exercised contrary to the individual's interest.

I immediately question why this group of "related persons" is excluded from
claiming benefits of section 1235. I am informed that the reason is that there
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is a fear that abuses may arise in transactions between these "related persons,"
due to their close relationship, and that the transactions may not be bona fide,
as distinguished from transactions with strangers.

I question whether this supposed lack of a bona fide transaction is usually
the fact, or even the fact in a respectable number of instances. If not, and if
the legislators are not sure, then this shotgun approach to possible abuse should
be soundly condemned. Let us not throw away all the apples in a basket because
we suspect 1 or 2 of being rotten.

Where several parties, relatives or not, have financial interests in a business
and work closely with one another they each watch and protect their personal
financial interest. If one of the parties has something to contribute the others
are not willing to allow the business to purchase the item at an inflated price,
or even a value in excess of its true worth. The sale of the item, in this case
a patent, is closely surveyed by each party. This becomes a true business
transaction and often as difficult for the parties to agree upon as when dealing
with a stranger.

To my knowledge the above paragraph illustrates the typical, not the abnor-
mal. The present exclusion of "related persons" will cover many of these
situations. It makes the honest suffer for the abuses of a few. A tax-revision
bill should strive for equal treatment. The present exclusion of "related per-
sons" is such a broad swath through the inventive path as to bear no true
relation to the problem of abuse.

To weed out abuses, it would seem better to test each transaction by deter-
mining whether the consideration passing between the parties is substantially
the same as would be the result of a transaction with a complete stranger.
With such a test, section 1235 may then be applicable to all inventors, not just
those who free lance. I ask that this Niew of mine be given consideration. The
present proposal appears in need of change.

It is not just a few that will be affected by this problem of "related parties."
Of the inventors in this country that dispose of patents, other than as employees
paid to invent, a very larre proportion is undoubtedly composed of those whose
work centers about business enterprises with relatives and in which large shares
of stock are held by relatives. These inentors cannot dispose of patents to
other parties, since such other parties are nearly always competitors.

Therefore, the problem I am discussing is of substantial magnitude. It de-
serves attention, and I urge that other means, such as set forth herein, be
adopted to weed out abuse, rather than the approach presently incorporated in
section 1235.

Very truly yours,
FREDERICK W. BRADY.

ROIstR Sn \TING RINK OPrRAioirs ASsOVI\TION OF AuErIcA,

Detroit, Mich., April 22, 195 .
Senator ETGENE' ). 'MIITIKIN.

Chairman, Snatc Finanrc Committee.
Room 315, Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

D'ArZ SENT'oR hIUL1 IKIN :e have been informed that the Senate Finance Com-
mittee will soon conduct hearings regarding H. R. 8300, which is, of course, the
Hevi-ed Internal Revenue Code.

Due t,; the fict that on page 445. chapter 3.1. subehapter (a). section 42.33.
para,'raph 4. 'of H. R. 83(10 appel's in its entirely explicit exemption from ad-
miss;ons taxes in behalf of municipal operations of skating rinks and swimnning
pools, we beg of you to aive utmost consideration to the damage which this minor
factor in our tax structure has created since 1951 when it was instituted.

Conrossman K-arl C. King of Pennsylvania was very kind in introducing
durin" the first session of the present Con'4ress. H. R. 3421, a copy of which we
attach to this letter for yonr records. Unfortunately, due to the tremendous
amount of tax legislation which beset the House Ways and Means Committee
upon that occasion, his hill was set aside and we were included in the general
admissions tax reduction which is now in effect.

We would like to point out that in practically no other field whatever is there
a discriminatory clause now existing in the tax structure such as the one
which we submit to you for your consideration. The municipal operations have
paid utterly no tax whatever since 1951, while our small business have found
conditions extremely difficult. The irksome condition of having this tax dif-
ferential hanging over our heads, so to speak, does not seem to be quite within
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the fair play attitude so nearly always prevalent in United States tax policies.

Were, God forbid, we to be faced with an initial emergency tomorrow which
would require the application of strong admissions taxes once again-private

enterprise would bear the load immediately but the admissions tax inequity

would immediately be prominent again because municipal operations would be

tax free, private enterprise bearing the full load. Of course, I realize that your

committee is burdened with tremendous problems. You no doubt will under-

stand that as long as the admissions tax inequity exists, we must make known

our case because a basic American principle is involved. I refer to the widely
known quotation, "equal taxation under law."

To finally sum up the situi,ttion we find that the tax differential has induced
the municipalities to enter private enterprise by converting public buildings and
erecting public buildings with tax iuoneys for the specific conduction of skating
and swinmiir in direct opposition t) existing private enterprise in both fields
and, furthermore, these municipalities also have the privilege of licensing their
opposition (our private small business enterprises).

We appeal to your sense of fair play and your knowledge of business competi-
tion in (ur free enterprise United States. Thank you.

Sincerely,
R. D. MARTIN,

Secretary-Treasurer, RSROA of America.

[H. R. 3421, 83d Cong., 1st sess.]

A BILL To amend section 1701 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code to provide that the tax
on admissions shall not apply in the case of admissions to privatply operated swimming
pools, skating rinks, and other places providing facilities for physical exercise.

Be it enacted by the S'nate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Confgress assembled, That section 1701 (d) of the Internal Revenue
Code (relating to exemptions from the admissions tax in the case of municipal
swinminG pools, etc.) is hereby amended to real as follows:

"(d) SWIMMING POOLS, ETC.-Any admissions to swimming pools, bathing
beaches, skating rinks, or other places providing facilities for physical exercise;
or'.

SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall apply only with respect to F
amounts paid on or after the first day of the first month which begins more
than ten days after the date of enactment of this Art for admission on or after
such first day.

SURPLUS RECORD MAGAZINE,

Chicago, IMl., April 22, 1954.
Re H. R. 8300, section 167.
Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Industry has spoken emphatically against the pro-
posed amendment to the Internal Revenue Code which would permit a double
depre. nation rate on only new machinery, equipment, plants and buildings ac-
quired after December 31, 1953.

On April 9 we mailed 31,000 questionnaires to as many plants throughout the
Nation and the lead question was: "When you invest your money in surplus,
used or rebuilt machinery, don't you think that you should be entitled to de-
preciation comparable with that allowed on any new machines you might pur-
chase?"

Approximately 94 percent of those who replied stated, "Yes." Most of these
plant owners and operators felt that to discriminate between any newly ac-
quired capital assets would be unfair.

This sample of opinion came from plant executives who are sufficiently con-
cerned about this legislation to express such opinions as, "might put us out of
business," "rourh competition for next 5 years-unfair," "actually you should
be able to depreciate the used equipment faster than new," "when I buy a
machine it is new to me."

At this writing the replies to our questionnaire came from firms with millions
in capital investment and employing an estimated quarter of a million people.
They are composed of manufacturers with up to 95,000 employees and small
machine shops operating with 5 or 6 men. A cross section of industry in all
categories is well represented by manufacturers of farm machinery, machine
tools, electronics, foundries, automotive and aircraft components, forge shops,
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textile mills, steel plants, chemical plants, tool and die shops, small machine
shops, road contractors, engineering and contracting firms, shipbuilders, and
hundreds of others too numerous to classify.

(ur survey indicated that the small percentage who were in favor of the
proposed accelerated depreciation rate on new machinery only represented
those who would benefit by the sale of new machinery and equipment, or others
engaged in manufacturing businesses which are geared especially to high-si eed
automatic machinery, which depreciates faster through wear and tear, rather
than through the factor of age obsolescence.

We can see no objection to this amendment if it applies to equipment or
properties newly acquired whether new or used. In fact, even some of the
original Iproponents of this program seem to agree that this change would
be atcceptable.

Sin erely,
THOMAS P. SCANLAN,

Editor and Pnbhsler.

Pt. S.-The contents of this letter will be published as my editorial in the
May issue of Surplus Record Magazine which is now on the press.

PRUDENTIAL ACCEPTANCE CORP.,
Los Angeles, Calif., April 21, 19541.

Re section 2T.-) and section 312 1c) and (d) of H. R. 8300.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

United Statcs Senator and Chtairnian, Senate Finance Conmmittec,
Washington, D. C.

]DEAR SENATOR: We have been informed that the Senate Finance Committee
will soon conduct hearings on this bill.

We desire to enter our objections and protest to the passage and approval of
these provisions of this bill. Such provisions would impose an inequitable tax
burden and wou11ld create a definite obstacle to normal and sound commercial
progress. Undue and unnecessary hardships would result especially at the
occurrence of financial emergencies.

Very truly yours,
PRUDENTIAL ACCEPTANCE CORP.,

By HARRY C. SCHLEH, 1Vice President and Secretary.

1440 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y., April 20, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE I). ILLIKIN,
Clairman, Finmce Conittee,

Uitited Ntates Senate, Washington, D. C.

LEAR SIR: In the general rewriting of the Internal Revenue Code, as intro-
duced by the House of Representatives in H. R. s::oo, the section dealing with
niihusiness had debts of taxpayers other than corporations (sec. 23 tk) (4)),
was amended by section 166; (d) (2) merly to the extent of providing that a
bad debt arising from a trade or business may be deducted as a business bad
debt even though the taxpayer is not so engaged when the debt beconies worth-
less. This proposed amendment merely changes the interpretation of the
Treasury Depiaritnent concerning the retired grocer in section 39.23 (k)-(; (c),
Reg. 118.

Such proposed amendment corrects only a slight piase of the narrow con-

struction given by the Treasury to the nonbusiness bad-debt provision.

The annexed discussion of an additional amendment to such provision is

respectfully offered for your consideration and submission.
Further, it is sulmitted, that the effective date of such amendments should

be made retroactive to all years open and presently under consideration by the
Treasury.

Yours respectfully, -MURRAY KUBMAN.

ADDITIoNAL AMENDMENT (WORDS IN ITALICS)

SEC. 166. BAD DEBTS

(d) NoNBUSINESS DEBTS.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation-
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(2) NONBUSINESS DEBT DEFINED.-For purposes of paragraph (1). the term

"nonbusines-s debt" means a debt other than-
(A) a debt created or acquired (as the case may be) in connection with a

taxpayer's trade or business; or
(B) a debt the loss from the worthlessness of which is incurred in the tax-

payer's trade or business; or
(C) a debt created or acquired (as the case. mvay be) in. connection with a

trade or business in which the taxpayer has a financial interest, either. as share-

holder, partner or coventarer.

LAW AND DISCUSSION

The proposed addition of subdivision (C) to see. 106 (d) (2). as above, would
accomplish the following:

1. It wouli apply more equally the treatment to be given an individual tax-

payer as is presently given to a corporate taxpayer.
2. For a period of 25 years, commencing with the case of T. I. Crane (17

B. T. A. 720 (1,29) ), and continuing with Vincent C. Campbell, 11 T. C. 510

(1948)), Henry E. Sage (15 T. C. 299 (1950)), Jhob Mark (10 T. C. M. 702
(C. C. H., 1951)), J. Stoqdell Stokes, E.'t. (10 T. C. M. 1111 (C. C. H., 1951),
aff'd 200 Fed. (2d) 637 (C. C. H. 3, 1953) ), and other cases, the Tax Court and
its predecessor, the Board of Tax Appeals, had consistently followed the princi-
ple that if an individual "invests in a number of businesses and takes a part
in their management over and above passively giving financial aid, * * I he is
in the business of investing and personally participating in various ventures,"
and any loss resulting from a loan to one of such ventures was deemed to be a
business bad debt.

This view was followed by the Tax court t in the case of W-don D. Smith (17
T. C. 135 (1951) ). But the Court of Appeals for the Second ('ircuit reversed
this rulin- in 203 Fed. (2d 1 310 (195:3), on the ground that the taxpayer was
not "regularly engaged in lenling ,noneu to business enterprises." (Italics ours.)
Certiorari was denied the taxpayer in 346 U. S. 816 (1953).

This reversal has disturbed the planning ' of many taxpayers, us we'l as the
thinking, of many tax practitioners and tax writers, in view of the fact that
the Treasury Dnartinent is now unalterably persistent in its findings that
active promoters, financiers, and investors in business enterprises will be allowed
only nonhusiness had debts while those engaged strictly as "money lenders"
will be allowed business bad debts, upon their losses on loans made in their
respective ventures.
The proposed addition of subdivision (C) would correct this inequity; and,

further, would permit a business bad debt deduction even to a taxpayer who
has an interest as a shareholder, partner, or coventurer in only one business.

HEALTH AND AcCIDENT UNDERWRITFRS CONFERENCE,
Ch i icaqo _, Ill.. April 22, 1954.

HOn. EUGFNE D. )'ILTI-IKIN,

U ited States Senator, Colorado,
Semite Office Buildinyi, iMashiington, D. C.

DEAR. ' N\TOR )M .LI.IKTN : E:clowed is a copy (if a memorandum setting forth

this organization's position with respect to certain phases of H. R. 8300, pres-
ently beint," considered by the Sente Finance Committee.

We have taken the liberty of sendingf a copy of this letter and the memorandum
to each mendler of your committee, and 20 copies io Mr. Serge N. Benson of the
conmmnitte' staff. We respectfully urge your consideration of cur position.

Sincerely,
JOHN P. HANNA, Managing Director.

MEIORANDUI
Re 1I. I. S3(0
To: Members of the Senate Finance Committee, 83d Congress.
Submitted by: The Health and Accident Underwriters Conference.

The Health and Accident Underwriters Conference is composed of more than
200 insurance companies selling both group and individual disability insurance.
Approximately one-half of the companies are organized on a capital-stock basis.
On behalf of these companies and the several thousand individuals owning their
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stock, we wish to register protest relative to certain provisions contained in
H. I. 8300. On behalf of all conference companies-mutual, reciprocal, and
fraternal, as well as stock-and thousands of their insureds, we wish to indicate
opposition on another phase of the proposed measure.

STOCKHOLDERS AND STOCK INSURANCE COMPANIES

As presently proposed section 34 provides a credit for individuals, section 116
allows for a certain percent of dividend earnings to be excluded from an in-
dividual's gross income, and section 243 permits a corporation to deduct a per-
centage of dividend earnings from taxable income. All of these provisions are
specitically excluded with respect to insurance stock companies and insurance
stock (sees. 34 (c) (1),116 (1),244; (a) (1)).

We see no logic in insurance stock being subjected to this discriminatory ex-
clusion and no explanation has been made available to this industry and its
stockholders. The stock casualty insurance companies pay taxes oil a basis coo-
sistent with general mercantile and manufacturing businesses. Stock life-
insurance com) anies. being mrveyors of ing-term i tractss which necessitates
a different method of determining income, pay taxes under another section of the
code. Both are taxed as corporations. Both should logically be treated no
differently than other corporations in this instance.

Milli.,ns of Americans are protected in an increasingly better manner against
the hazards of economic loss due to illness. The service provided by stock in-
surers active in this field is of inestimable value to the welfare of the United
States. They help provide dramatic evidence of the superiority of a private
approach in fulfilling needs and demands of our citizens with respect to this
hazard as opposed to a governmental approach. To create a situation which
would make the investment of risk capital in this worth-while field less attrac-
tive than investment in other fields can well lead to crippling a vital and im-
portant service.

DEDUCTIONS FOR THOSE RECEIVING BENEFITS FRiM INSURANCE

Under the current revenue law, section 22 (b) (5), individual employees are
not taixed for amounts received as compensation for injuries and illnesses. Sec-
tion 105 oif H R. 8=i0 would limit such amounts to $116 a week or less, provided
the plan under which such benefits are received is a qualified plan as described
in tho bill. and provided the plan is one wherein the enlpoyer coniributes
premium dollars.

One of the great domestic problems and one of the important insurance revolt.
tions in recent years is concerned with persons getting adequate economic insula-
tion from medical and hospital costs. It is well known that insurance organ.za-
tions have made rapid strides in meeting this issued by providing protection iii
many ways. The employer-employee group plans are one of the more striking
examples. We believe that the Government should encoura':e stability anil
thrift on the part of its citizens. We quite earnestly feel that section 105 tends to
defeat this worth-while objective. The protection purchased not within the
stated dollar limits and not qualified under the bill would be just as valuable to
recipients of the benefit dollars. That protection would be used for exactly the
same purpose as the protection which qualifies.

Certainly it is recognized that insurance companies are vitally interested in
th, animiimc and use of such benefit dollars. Insurance companies could not long
operate if insured citizens profited from these benefits. Most people spend btene-
fit dollars directly to pay medical and hospital costs. Some money may be spent
on iiidircit costs such nls druL, bills, purchase of equipnont needed, assistance
toward paying for services which would normally be performed by tile incapaci-
tited insured, etc. From an insurance company point of view, there must be a
control of these benefits.

It is our belief that the legislation proposed with respect to this issue will tend
to minimize and channelize the sort of protection which is made available.

Under present law, the protection furnished by insurance companies is taxed
in two ways. The States collect an average of slightly more than 2 percent oin
the premiums in the form of a tax. The Federal Government collects a tax
under the Internal Revenue Code. Most uninsured plans, provided by a few large
corporations, are not so taxed, but the individuals receiving benefits are taxed,
This situation makes for substantial equity. Naturally, the proposal would
create an inequity. While it can be argued that other large corporations are

45994-54-pt. 4-36
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well able to provide the protection themselves, the fact remains that many have
no desire to do so. More important, what of the small companies wishing to
provide group insurance protection which cannot finance independent plans?
The small-business man must compete in a labor market with large companies
in many areas. Wholly apart from welfare motives, he will be discriminated
against in getting the employee protection he and his employees want.

It is of more than passing interest that at both State and Federal level, loss
of tax revenue from carirers will follow the loss of group plans presently sold
to large employers. The loss of such plans will unquestionably follow if this
section of the bill is enacted into law.

We believe that section 105 should be eliminated in its entirety.

CONCLUSION

For reasons assigned, we suggest a most careful review of the sections of the
code mentioned in this memorandum. We believe that justice, equity, and logic
will indicate the desirability of making these changes. We urge your most care-
fill consideration of our comments.

Respectfully submitted.
HEALTH AND ACCIDENT UNDERWRITERS CONFERENCE,
JOHN P. HANNA, Managing Director.

H. E. KETLEY & CO., I,..
New Church, Va., April 22, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. StILLlIIN.

Chairman, Senatc Finance Commniittee,
Washington ?5, D. C.

Dr, P. SENATOR IIrI alIN: This follows telephone vonvpsI;tion today with a
number of the committee's staff, Mrs. \Toigt.
Owing to the crowded schedule for oral testimony, it was suggested that there

ho submitted on paper whatever nmtter wI (desired to be brought to the atten-
tion of your committee, and that this be delivered in time to meet the deadline on
Friday, April 23.

There is attached hereto a copy of H. R. 158. S3d Congress, 1st session, a bill
to define partnerships and partners for income-tax purposes. This hill proposes,
in reference to paragraph (a) (2) of section 3797 of the Internal Revenue Code
this:
"An individual shall be considered a bona fide partner if he has contributed

either services, other than services solely of a clerical or manual nature, or
capital (including an interest in the partnership business) to the partnership.
An indiidual shall be deemed to have contributed capital even though the
capital (including an interest in the partnership business) contributed was the
result of a gift from such individual's spouse, father, mother, son, or daughter
and shall be considered a partner with respect to his distributive share of the
ordinary net income or the ordinary net loss of the partnership in accordance
with the partnership agreement."

Also attached is a copy of a write-up concerning an actual case of what has
happened under existing law, the purpose of which is to illuminate practical
reasons why this amendment is desirable.
Spek'n from the experience had during 8 years of controversy, controversy

created by existing law, it wotJd be appreciated if the committee will give con-
sideration to the insertion proposed by H. R. 158.

Sincerely yours,
H. E. KELLEY.

M1EMOrANDUM

Re partners and partnerships-H. R. 8300, a bill to revise the internal revenue
laws of the United States

1. Hiuse Report 1337, 83d Congress, 2d session, page 65, chapter XXII, Part-
ners and Partnerships; and I quote:
"The existing tax treatment of partners and partnerships is among the most

confusing in the entire income-tax field. The present tax provisions are wholly
inadequate. The published regulations, rulings, and court decisions are incom-
plete and frequently contradictory. As a result, partners today cannot form,
operate, or dissolve a partnership with any assurance as to tax consequences."
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And, again in paragraph 3 of this chapter: "Because of the vital need for
,clarification, your committee has undertaken the first comprehensive statutory
treatment of partners and partnerships in the history of income-tax laws. In
establishing a broad pattern applicable to partnerships generally, the principal

objectives have been simplification, flexibility, and equity." (Italics furnished.)
2. Section 3797 of the code statutory provisions; definitions. Section 3797

(a) (2), Partnership and Partner:
"The term 'partnership' includes a syndicate, group, pool, joint venture, or

other unincorporated organization, through or by means of which any business,
financial operation, or venture is carried on, and which is not, within the meaning
of this title, a trust aor estate or a corporation; and the term partnerr' includes a
lemlber in such a syndicate, grouli, pol, joint venture, or organization.

"A PERSON SIALL EE ltEt't)GNIZED AS A I'ARTNER F0R IN('() IE TAX
PURPOSES IF HE OWNS A ('AI'ITAL INTEREST IN A PARTNERSHIP IN
WHICH CAPITAL IS A MATERIAL. ]N('OME-PRODUCINII FACTOR,
WHETHER OR NOT SUCH INTEREST WAS DERIVED BY PURCHASE
OR GIFT FROM ANY OTHER PERSON." (Capitals furnished.)

3. The Revenue Act of 1951 was followed by Internal Revenue Service mimeo-
graph 6767 (copy hereto attached).

4. When a taxpayer has read and has tried to understand mimeograph 6767,
the reason for the language of H. R. 158 becomes apparent.

CONCLUSION

As one wlho has struggled with tax law and regulations pertaining to partner-
ships and partners. I request the committee's consideration, please, for the
insertion in the definition (if partners and partnerships, section 3797 of the code,
of the language proposed in H. R. 158.

April 23, 1954.

[H. R. 15S, S3d Cong., 1st sess.]

A BILL To define partnerships and partners for income-tax purposes

B' it cnaittt,, bl thc Scoot, and House of Representatires of the United States
of -li'ricaf iv (YIongq.. assem bled,

DEFINITION OF PARINERSHP AND PARTNER

SFECioN 1. Paragraph (a) (2) of section 3797 of the Internal Revenue Code
is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following:

"An individual shall he considered a bona fide partner if he has contributed
either services, other than services solely of a clerical or manual nature, or
capital (including an interest in the partnership business) to the partnership.
An individual shall be deemed to have contributed capital even though the capital
(including an interest in the partnership business) contributed was the result
(If a gift from such individual's spouse, father, mother, son, or daughter and
shall be considered a partner with respect to his distributive share of the ordinary
net income or the ordinary net loss of tIle partnership in accordance with the
llrtnership agreement."

TAXABLE YEARS TO wIICH APPLICABLE

SEC. 2. The amendment made by section 1 shall ie applicable with respect to

taxable years beginning after December 31, 1940.

Corn.-Mimeograph, Coll. No. 6767, R. A. No. 1893, A. S. No. 705

FEBRUARY 19, 1952.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REvENUE,

WASHINGTON 25, D. C., BUREAU POSITION FOR TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING PRIOR

'10 JANUARY 1, 1!)51, W11 H RESPECT TO F AMIY PARTNERSHIPS IN WHICH CAPITAL

IS A MATERIAL INCOME-PRODUOING FACTOR

COLLECTORS OF INTERNAL REVENUE, INTERNAL REVENUE AGENTS IN CHARGE, HEADS OF
FIELD DISTRICTS OF THE APPELLATE STAFF, AND OTHERS CONCERNED

In Commissioner v. Culbertson (337 U. S. 733, 1949-2 C. B. 5), the Supreme
Court further clarified the principles governing the recognition of family members
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as partners for income-tax purposes, as developed earlier in Commissioner v.

Tower (327 U. S. 280, 1946-1 C. B. 11), and Lusthaus v. Commissioner (327

U. S. 293, 1946-i C. B. 9).
Certain of the principles developed in the Culbertson opinion are well under-

stood: (1) That a partnership is an organization for the production of income
to which each partner contributes one or both of the ingredients of income,
capital, or services: (2) that sections 1 1 and 182 of the Internal Revenue Code,
which govern the taxation of the income of "individuals carrying on business

in partnership," must be read in the light of their relationship to sections 11

and 22 (a), relative to the taxation of individual incomes; (3) that to recognize

as partners within the meaning of sections 181 and 182 persons who con-

trihuted neither capital nor services to the business during the taxable years
in question would violate the first principle of income taxation, that income
must be taxed to him who earns it; (4) that an intent to provide money, goods,
labor, or skill "sometime in the future" is hence not enough to justify recognition
of th, person having such intent as a partner, as against the demands of sections
11 and 22 (a) of the code that he who presently earns the income of a business
through his own labor and skill and the utilization of his own capital be taxed
therefore: and (5) that the snificiency of the contribution of an alleged partner
is a question of fact to be determined, upon consideration of all the facts, through
applying the basic test (of the reality of a family partnership for income-tax
purposes, whether "the parties in good faith and acting with a business purpose
intended to join together in the present conduct of the enterprise." It is a
corollary of those principles, recognized in the Culbertson decision itself, that a
partnership may be valid for income-tax purposes as to some alleged partners but
not as to others.

This mimeograph is designed to clarify the position of the Bureau with respect
to some aspects of the family partnership problems for taxable years beginning
prior to January 1, 1951, concerning which there appears to be uncertainty. In
one way or another the aspects of the problem that will be discussed have to do
with the question whether an alleged partner is the real owner of an interest in
the capital of a partnership which is attributed to him. This mimeograph is
applicable only to eases in which capital is a material income-producing factor.

It is Emphasized that this mimeograph does not attempt either to provide a
ready formula for the solution of family partnership cases or to state compre-
hensively all of the principles that are applicable in such cases. The matters
here dealt with are accordingly to be understood in their relationship to the
total fact picture in the particular case and to the basic principles of the
Culbertson opinion set our above, which will not be further elaborated.

1. RcoitY of capital contribution.-That a family member has acquired his
partnership interest by or as the result of a gift, purchase, or loan from the tax-
payer, and has not contributed to the partnership capital originating with
himself, remains one of the factors to be considered. It should be understood,
however, that the absence of original capital creates rather than answers the
problem whether a questioned partner is entitled to recognition. It presents in
all cases an issue for the exercise of sound judgment on all of the facts of the
particular case as to whether a partnership in good faith was intended by the
parti, s.

(a) Basic tests as to gift capital.-With respect to gift capital the answer
turns upon the application of the overall test of good faith laid down in the second
portion of the Culbertson opinion to all of the facts bearing upon the concept of
real ownership evolved in the third portion of that opinion, reading in part as
follows:
"We did not say [in the Tower opinion] that the donee of an intrafamily

rlift could never become a partner through investment of the capital in the
family partnership, any more than we said that all family trusts are invalid
for tax purposes in Hlch-cring v. Clifford, supra. The facts may indicate, on the
contrary, that the amount thus contributed and the income therefrom should be
considered the property of the donee for tax, as well as general law, purposes."

"But application of the Clifford-Horst principle does not follow automatically
lixon a gift to a member of one's family, followed by its investment in the
family partnership. If it did, it would be necessary to define 'family' and to
set precise limits of membership therein. We have not done so for the obvious
re osmi that existence of the family relationship does not create a status which
itself determines tax questions, but is simply a warning that things may not be
what they seem. It is frequently stated that transactions between members of a
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family will be carefully scrutinized. Eut more particularly, the family relation-
ship often makes it possible for one to shift tax incidence by surface changes
of ownership without disturbing in the least his dominion and control over the
subject of the gift or the purposes for which the income from the property is
used. He is able, in other words, to retain 'the substance of full enjoyment of all
the rights which previously he had in the property.' Hclvcring v. Clifford, supra
at 336.

"The fact that transfers to members of the family group may be mere camou-
flage does not, however, mean that they invariably are. The Tower case recog-
nized that one's participation in control and management of the business is a
circumstance indicating an intent to be a bona fide partner despite the fact that
the capital contributed originated elsewhere in the family. If the donee of
property who then invests it in the family partnership exercises dominion and
control over that property--and through that control influences the conduct of
the partnership and the disposition of its income-he may well be a true partner.
Whether he is free to, and does, enjoy the fruits of the partnership is strongly
indicative of the reality of his participation in the enterprise. In the Tower
and Lusthaus cases we distinguished between active participation in the affairs
of the business by a donee of a share in the partnership on the one hand, and
his passive acquiescence to the will of the donor oa the other. This distinction
is of obvious importance to a determination of the true intent of the parties."

In the ordinary gift capital ease the question whether a donee's partnership
interest represents a mere "surface change of ownership," or conversely whether
the donee has exercised dominion and control over his or her interest, repre-
sents the heart of the issue whether a partnership in good faith was intended,
at least in those cases where the donee has not performed substantial services.
In turn, all of the elements of the test of good-faith intent laid down in the
Culbertson opinion has immediate bearing upon the reality of the donee's owner-
ship, those elements being-

"* * * whether, considering all the facts-the agreement, the conduct of the
parties in execution of its provisions, their statements, the testimony of dis-
interested persons, the relationship of the parties, their respective abilities and
capital contributions, the actual control of income and the purposes for which
it is used, and any other facts throwing light on their true intent-the parties
in good faith and acting with a business purpose intended to join together in the
present conduct of the enterprise."

The ascertainment of the presence or absence of dominion and control in a
ilonee over his or her partnership interest through the application of this test
of good-faith intent means, of course, that all of the facts indicative of the
exercise or nonexercise of control by the donee must be taken into account, and
that single facts such as the donor's retention of a majority interest entitling
him to outvote the donee can never be regarded as determinative in themselves.
Some of the more important evidentiary matters indicative of the presence or
absence of such dominion and control in donees in gift capital cases are dis-
-cussed in subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of this section.

(b) Doruinintation not controllingi.-The execution of legally sufficient and
irrevocable deeds or other instruments of gift may under State law be essential
lo the validity of an alleged gift but is of course of less ultimate significance
than the conduct of the parties after the gift has been made. Reality and good
faith are not ascertainable by any mechanical or formalistic test.

(c) Participation in managcimcnt.-Participation in tle control and manage-
ment of the business (as distinguished from the regular performance of non-
managerial services) is not essential but is strong evidence of a donee partner's
exercise of dominion and control if such participation is substantial. Substan-
tial participation in nianaaement does not necessarily involve continuous or
even frequent presence at the place of business, but it does involve genuine con-
sultation with respect at least to major business decisions, and it presupposes
substantial acquaintance with and interest in the operations, problems, and pol-
icies of the business, along with sufficient maturity and background of education
or experience to indicate an ability to grasp business problems that is appre-
ciably commensurate with the demands of the enterprise concerned. Vague or
general statements as to family discussions at home (or elsewhere) will not
be accepted as a sufficient showing of actual consultation, but evidence of genu-
ine consultation with respect to specific matters is entitled to consideration even
though it has taken place in the home. Evidence of genuine consultation with
respect to the distribution of profits or their retention in the business is signifi-
cant, but it is not indispensable. This subsection presupposes a donee's freedom'
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to participate in management; exclusion from the right so to participate is dealt
with in subsection (d) of this section.

(d) Retained con trols-Donee's rights to with draw.-On the other hand, the
donor may have retained such complete controls of assets essential to the bus-
iness (for example, through retention of title to assets leased at will or for a
relatively short term to the alleged partnership), or of income distributions,
business management, and the sale or withdrawal of the interest of the donee,
that the gift and the partnership interest stemming from it should be considered
more nominal than real and the donor should be treated as remaining the sub-
stantial owner of the interest, so that a partnership in good faith could not be
predicated upon the donee's capital interest alone. The result should be the
same if the donor can control the earning of income by the alleged partnership
through his control of a nominally separate business organization of which the
alleged partnership is really an adjunct or upon which it otherwise depends
directly or indirectly for its income.

The presence of some of the indicated controls, though amounting to less than
substantial ownership retained by the donor, may be considered along with
other facts as tending to show the absence of intent in good faith to join the
donee as a partner. While it is intended in this subsection to refer to controls
exercisable under some provision of the gift instrument or partnership agree-
ment, a general passive acquiescence of the donee in the will of the donor, as
evidenced by the actual conduct of the parties, may be the equivalent of ex-
pressly retained controls.

It is not uncommon in ordinary business relationships for one partner to be
made managing partner or to have voting control, and retention by the donor
of control of business management or of voting control, standing alone, is of little
significance unless the donee either legally or in a practical sense would not
be free to withdraw his or her interest whenever dissatisfied with the way in
which the business is being conducted. In deciding whether a donee has sucb
freedom to withdraw it is pertinent to consider all facts indicative generally of
the donee's independence of, or dependence upon, the donor; whether the donee
has such maturity and understanding of his or her rights as to be capable of
deciding to exercise, and of exercising or bringing about the exercise of, such
rights; and whether he or she can do so without suffering financial loss (be-
cause the partnership agreement would permit one or more of the partners to
purchase the donee's interest for substantially less than its fair market value).
Freedom to withdraw, in the sense here indicated, is also evidence of the reality
of a donee's interest in cases where the donor has not retained any controls.

(c) Income distributions.-If the donor has not retained significant controls
of the type dealt with in subsection (d) above, the actual distribution to a
donee partner of all or the major portion of his distributive share of the business
income (over and above amounts used for income tax payments) is entitled
to substantial weight as evidence of the reality of the donee's interest, provided
that the amounts distributed were used or were available for the donee's en-
joyment, freed from the donor's control. As the Court stated in the Culbertson
opinion, "Whether [a donee] is free to, and does, enjoy the fruits of the partner-
ship is strongly indicative of the reality of his participation in the enterprise."
Even if significant controls have been retained by the donor, such distributions to
a donee partner are entitled to some weight, unless the controls retained by the
donor amount to substantial ownership.

On the other hand, distributions wholly or principally used to pay the donee's
income tax, or applied for the donor's benefit (as for the payment of family ex-
penses for which the donor is legally responsible), or deposited, loaned, or in-
vested in such ways that the donor controls or can control their use or enjoyment,
fall short of establishing real enjoyment by the donee. Nevertheless, the re-
tention of partnership earnings with the acquiescence of the donee for the
reasonable needs of the business is not imonsistent vith bon fide ownership
by the donee.

(f) Evidcntiary matters in gencral.-The discussion in subsections (c), (d).
and (e) of this section of participation in management, retained controls, and
income disributions is designed to emphasize the importance of those factors
as evidence of the reality (or lack of reality) of intrafamily gifts. To give
them weight accordingly does not affect the relevance of other evidentiary facts
ordinarily taken into account, such as compliance with local partnership or
fictitious name registration statutes; other publicity given to the partnership
arrangements, particularly as affecting trade channels and banks or other
sources of financing: control of business bank accounts: recognition of the
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interests of questioned partners in appropriate capital and drawing accounts in
the books of account, in insurance policies, leases, and other business contracts,
and in litigation affecting the business; and the ultimate realization or ex-
change of the interests of questioned partners if the business has been liquidated
or incorporated, though the remoteness in point if time of such liquidation or in-
corporation may lessen the weight that shoul le given the facts in that regard.
For the exercise of sound judgment all relevant facts, both favorable and un-
favorable to the taxpayer, must be taken into account.

(g) Pa 'eli ascd in t.t.c . Lo ii.._The foregoing principles with respect to
tile reality (if intra-fainily gifts are not applicable, except to the extent pro-
vided in this subsection, for determination (if the reality of the ownership of
partnership interests a c quired from a family member through alleged pILIrchase,
or resulting frm a lcoan by such family member or wlth the aid of his or her
credit. In such cases the reality of the ownership resulting froim the transaction
is considered to turn primarily upon whether the alleged purchase or loan was
ina tide as such, in the sense Itcat a real iobligatinca was intended, enforceable

against the purchaser or borrower irrespec'tive of the success or failure of the
partnership venture. If the alleged purchaser or borrower h:d insulfiient means
or credit standing tic meet the obligation except out of partnershipi earnings,
the transaction may amount to a gift subject to deferred enjoyment (that is,
with the income reserie(l ly the seller or lender until the alleged obligation has
been fully paid). But the transaction does not necessarily fall in cne or
another of these categories; it may be lacking in reality either as a gift or as
a bona fide purchase or loan.

The Bureau will accept the bona fides of an alleged purchase or lccan tralsai-tion
if it meets either of the following basic tests:

(I) That it has the usual characteristics if an arm's length transaction, con-
sidering the terms of the agreement itself (as to price, due clate of payment, rate
of interest, and security, if any); the credit standing of the purchaser or
borrower apart from fainily relationship t the seller, lender, or endocrser; and
the capacity of the purchaser icr borrower tic incur a legally binding obligation;
or

(II) Assuming the lack of one or micro usual characteristics of arm's length
dealing, that the transaction was ceiuninely intended to proimocte the success of
the business through securing participation in the business by the purchaser or
borrower, ocr the addition of his ocr her credit to that of other participants.

Until the alleged purchase price or loan has been fully paid ocr the obligation
has otherwise been discharged, the indicia cif reality with respect to the owner-
ship of gift capital under the foregoing subsectiicns of this section will be taken
into account ill such cases only as an aid in determining doubtful questions
as to whether a bona fide purchase or loan obligation was intended by the
parties. They are relevant to that limited extent, except that purported income
distributions to the purchaser or borrower used for payment cf the purchase price
or loan are entitled to little weight.

2. Sufficiency of eopital contrilction-Scrrices. The principles stated in this
mimeograph are of course concerned only with cases in which capital is a ma-
terial income-producing factor. They are also inapplicable in cases where the
capital contribution of a questioned partner must be accepted as having been
really his at some time before its contribution to the partnership, but similar
principles iay be useful in determining the reality of such pricir ownership where
the capital was acquired from a family member.

If the interest of any questioned partner represents capital which is really
his under the principles stated in section 1, and if such capital is not clearly
unnecessary to the conduct of the business, such questioned partner is ordi-
narily entitled to recognition. That is so whether or not he or she performs any
services for the partnership. The performance of substantial services may en-
title a questioned partner to recognition, but there is no rule that makes the
performance of services indispensable to recognition as a partner in gift capital
cases or otherwise. See, however, section 7 below as to the reasonableness
of the agreed division of profits as bearing upon bona fide partnership intent,
and as to allocation.

3. Motive and business purpose.-One of the most troublesome things that has
crept into tile family partnership field is the notion that the admission of a
family member or trust to a business as a partner must have been intended in
some way to promote the success of the business. The thought is most often
stated negatively, as in comments to the effect that a questioned partner has not
contributed any "new capital", that he has contributed neither capital nor serv-
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ices that were not already available to the business, and that no business pur-
po:e has been served by the admission of the questioned partner for either of
those reasons; hence, that there is an absence of required business purpose and
nonrecognition must follow. Expressions of similar import can be found in the
opinions in some of the decided cases, and they have at times been thought to
lay down a rule of law as to the need for business purpose in antecedent family
transactions as well as in the partnership undertakings predicated upon them.

The Bureau considers that the absence of "new capital" or added services,
ltke the absence of "original" capital, is but a part of the total picture to be con-
sidered in appraising the reality, good faith, and business pdrvdpse 'of faItly'
partnership arrangements. Reference has generally been made to such matters
in the decided cases only where there was an absence of other facts deemed to
support the reality and good faith of the acts of the parties.

In any event, the Bureau does not adhere to the position that there is an ab-
sence of required business purpose if a gift or other antecedent family trans-
action does not benefit the business in some way. An individual is entitled
freely to dispose of his or her property so far as the income-tax law is con-
cerned and may give or sell interests in a business to members of his family.
The question with which the law concerns itself is whether the individual has
really done so. There is no requirement that intra-family gifts be motivated
by a business purpose, which frequently they would not have, before the donee
may be recognized as the owner for income-tax purposes of the property given
to him, and the same is true of other antecedent family transactions.

The Culbertson opinion stated a test of intent, whether "the parties in good
faith and acting with a business purpose intended to join together in the present
conduct of the enterprise." The Bureau considers that the test of business pur-
pose may be satisfied by the single fact (if it be a fact) that the questioned part-
ner has invested in the business money or property, useful to the business, of
which he or she is the real owner under the principles stated in section 1 hereof,
even tl-ough such money or property had already been used in the business
1 before the questioned partner acquired any interest therein. That conclusion
- al undantly demonstrated by the action which the court took inthe Culbertson
c'se itself in remanding it for factual decision whether there was "a bona fide
intent that rthe sons] lie partners in the conduct of the cattle business, either
because of services to be performed during [the taxable] year-, or becau-e of con-
tril:utions of capital of which they were the true owners, as we have detned that
teriu in the Clifford, Horst, and Tower cases."

That is not to say that the presence or absence of a tax-avoidance motive
behind intrafamily transactions and partnership arrangements is to be ignored.
The presence or absence of a tax-avoidance motive is one of many factors to be
weighed in the determination of the reality of an intrafamily gift, sale, or loan
and of the existence of bona fide partnership intent. The presence of a tax-
avoidance motive, however, is of no consequence if the reality of the transfer
of interest and the good faith of the parties are satisfactorily established.

4. Trustcc.s as partacrs.-For income-tax purposes supplement E of subchap-
ter C of chapter 1 of the code treats trusts as if they were recognizable legal
entities. In the family partnership field, however, the question properly to be
considered is ordinarily whether the trustee is entitled to recognition as a partner
in relation to the trust. The Bureau does not adhere to the view that a trustee
cannot in any circumstances become a partner for tax purposes, regardless of
sone judicial expressions of such a rule.

Recognition of a trustee as partner for tax purposes must turn upon the
principles relative to family partnerships generally, and especially those stated
in sotion 1 hereof, as applied to the particular facts of the trust-partnership
situation. If the trustee is the grantor or if he is a person subservient or amen-
able to the will of the erantor, the provisions of the trust instrument particularly
with relation to whether the trustee is freed from or subject to the normal re-
spooribilities and liabilities of t fiduciary, the provisions of the partnership
agr'eient, and the conduct of the parties must all lie taken into account in de-
termining whether the trustee in a fiduciary capacity has become the real owner
of gift capital useful to the business and whether a partnership in good faith
was intended.

In the absence of a substantial question whether the trust income is in any
event taxable to the grantor, a trustee unrelated to and independent of the
grantor, and subject to the ordinary responsibilities of a fiduciary, who as gen-
eral partner has participated in management or has received actual distribution
of all or a major part of the share of income distributable to the trust will
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ordinarily lie accepted as the real owner of the partnership interest which he
holds for the trust and as a bona tide partner, unless the grantor has retained
such controls as to remain the substantial owner of that interest in accordance
with section 1 (d). As to trustees as limited partners, see also section 6 below.

That the trustee is also a partner iii his individual capacity does not preclude
his recognition in relation to the trust under the foregoing principles but does
warrant special scrutiny to ascertain whether as trustee he is subservient or
amenable to the wishes of the grantor or is really representing the interests of
the trust in a fiduciary capacity.

5. Jntc'.csfs of minor chi ildrei (not lield in trust).-The recognition of minor
children as the real owners of interests in partnership capital iquired by them
in antecedent family transactions depends upon the application of the same
principles as are applied generally in determining whether any family member
is entitled to recognition as a partner for income-tax purposes, and the principles
of this statement will be so applied. See especially seitlon 1 a,,oe. nt IS
necessary in so doing, however, to take account of special problems not only
as to the lecal disabilities of miniois includingg the control which the law oidi-
narily vests in others over their property), but also as to the actualities of the
relative maturity or immaturity of minor children in particular cases.

The Bureau recognizes that in some instances a minor child may have sufficient
maturity and experience to lie treated by disinterested persons as ciompetent to
enter into business dealings and otherwise to conduct his or her affairs on an
equal plane with adult persons. The Bureau will not pr-ess the lecal disabilities
of a minor under State law so far as to deny the competence of such individuals
to control their property where the evidence clearly siiws the existence of such
competence in fact. The disabilities of minors under State law will, however, be
taken into account in determining whether a minor has control of property in
other cases, it ieing presunied that such disabilities are necessary for the pro-
tection of time interests of the minor by reason of his or ter immaturity, lack ofexperience, or submission to parental authority. E cept upon a clear showing of

the actual competence of a minor child, the Bureau will presume that control
over his or her priiperty is exercised by some other prsin.

Where it is claimed that the property of a linor child is controlled by another
person, who purports to represent the child in relation to a partnership of which
the child is an alleged member, the reiocnition of the child as the real owner
of an interest in partnership capital will depend (subject to other principles
of this statement) upon whether such control is in a real sense exercised in a
fiduciary capacity for the sole benefit of the child and whether there is such
judicial supervision of the conduct of the fiduciary as reasonably to assure that
the property of the child cannot be used for the benefit of another. The use
of the child's property or income for support for which a parent is leally re-
sponsible will for that purpose he considered a use for the parent's benefit.

Judicial supervision of the conduct of a fiduciary will be deemed adequate to
assure that the property of a minor cannot lie used for the benefit of another
if such supervision extends to all investments made by the fiduciary and is con-
tinuously exercised. It is considered that rules of State law which, despite the
absence of such judicial supervision, hold a person controlling or dealing in a
minor child's property responsible and accountable as a fiduciary are ordinarily
not in themselves sufficient to assure the use of the property and its income
solely for the benefit of the child; such liability, being dependent upon the insti-
tution of a suit or other proceeding for its enforcement, is subject to the inter-
play of family influence and other extraneous considerations to such an extent
that it is not deemed an effective restaint upon parents or other persons who may
be subject to it.

6. Limited partnerships.-The limited partnership device, assuming that it
does not appear in such form that the organization should be treated as an
association taxable as a corporation, presents a special type of family partner-
ship problem. It is one of the fundamental characteristics of a limited partner-
ship under the Uniform Limited Partnership Act, now law in many States,
that a limited partner may not engage in the management of the business with-
out subjecting himself to liability as a general partner. Hence, significance
cannot be attributed to the absence of services and participation in management
on the part of a limited partner in determining whether a partnership in good
faith was intended. On the other hand the limited-partnership 'device lends
itself readily to the retention of important controls in the taxpayer if he be a
general partner. and the interests of limited partners can be made more nominal
than real.
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The vesting of management powers in the general partner or partners is one
element. The interests of limited partners may also be made unassignable in
any real sense and may lIe required to be left in the business for a long term
of years, subject only to the right of the limited partner to bring about dissolu-
tion and an accounting for his interest by court decree, upon proof of some
wrongdoing or unfitness of the general partner or partners or of special cir-
cumstances rendering a dissolution equitable. Particularly where the general
partner or partners have discretion as to distributions of income to limited
partners it may lie that all substantial incidents of ownership are retained by
the donor as general partner.

There can be no hard-and-fast rule as to the recognition of limited partners.
The incidents of any limited partnership depend in part upon the nature of the
agreement or limited partnership certificate and the respective rights and
interests of general and limited partners as there provided for. The tests of
section 1, and especially subsection (d) thereof, should he applied in the light of
the incidents of the relation under the applicable limited-partnership statute,
the provisions of the partnership agreement or certificate, and all the facts of the
particular case.

7. Rcasonablencss of agreed division of proflts-.4llocation.-A wholly un-
reasonable agreement as to the sharing of partnership income may be evidence
of the absence of bona fide partnership intent and along with other pertinent
evidence may invalidate the partnership for tax purposes. Even if a partner.
ship is entitled to recognition for tax purposes under the foregoing and other
applicable principles, however, the agreed division of profits should be scruti-
nized to ascertain whether it involves the donative deflection of income attri-
butable to personal services or the division of other income in disproportion to
capital interests of which the recognized partners are accepted as the real
owners. If the agreed division of profits does not reasonably accord with
ordinary business arrangements of parties dealing at arms length. considering
the respective contributions by the recognized partners of services, skill, credit,
and capital of which they are the real owners, it may he appropriate, to make
a fair allocation to divide the income in shares to which persons dealing with
each other at arm's length would reasonably agree under the particular circum-
stances, taking into account the relative proportions of the income attributable
to services and to capital and all such contributions of the several recognized
partners. The allocation of adequate, reasonable salaries to active partners
before any other division of profits will frequently provide adequate compensa-
tion for their contributions of skill and services, and the adequacy and reason-
ableness of any such salaries allowed by the agreement of the parties should
always be considered.

JOHN P. DUNLAP, Commissioner.
Limited distribution.

AN ACTUAL CASE OF W1-HAT THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE HAS DONE UNDER
ExISTING LAW AND REGULATIONS

FOREWORD

I received from the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
a request for information pertinent to staff work in collecting and analyzing
suggestions for improvements in the internal revenue laws and their administra-
tion. I was requested to furnish specific case information.

I have furnished such information in the attached pages.
I most respectfully suggest that H. R. 158, 83d Congress. 1st session, a bill

introduced by Congressman Noah W. Mason, to define partnerships and partners
for income-tax purposes, receive favorable consideration. My experience, a very
costly experience, occurring during the absence of such a definition, causes me to
urge this action, which will benefit many taxpayers who operate a business on a
partnership plan.

H. E. KE.LaEv.
NEw CHURCH, VA., January 26, 1954.

H. E. KELLEY, A PARTNERSHIP

An actual case of what the Internal Revenue Service has done under existing
law and regulations.

H. E. Kelley & Co., of New Church, Accomac County, Va., is a partnership of five
members, engaged in the canning business.
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On May 20, 1946, the Internal Revenue Service informed H. E. Kelley that his
income tax was deficient, because the partnership was disallowed for income-tax
purposes. Three of the partners, later on (1947), were allowed. The other two
were rejected, but, later on (1953), were allowed. The inference was that they
were in the partnership for the purpose of avoiding proper income-tax payments.
The Government refunded the tax which had been paid by two disallowed part-
ners, and assessed H. E. Kelley personnally on the basis of the changed status.
'Thus, by putting him into a higher income bracket, it made him liable for a much
higher tax payment.

In 1953, the Government conceded that the partnership was bona tide. And
that a refund was due Mr. Kelley. However, it seemed the policy to resist pay-
ment of claims.

The remedy for such tax situations may be found in the history of the Kelley
case as summarized here:

1. Congress should clarify by definition the Administrative Procedures Act.
Section 3 (2) of September 1946; Federal Register Act, Sections 5 and 7; Gov-
ernment Organization Manual, revised June 30, 1940: (a) second revision July
1, 1949; (b) third revision July 1, 1953 (c) under "rules" and under "roles lnak-
ina" and under "rules procedure."

2. Delegations of authority to act for the Commissioner. The Administrative
Procedures Act, at September 11, 1946, provides: A delegation that is not pub-
lished in the Federal Register currently when made is without force and effect,
and the taxpayer is not bound by it. This law was violated in the Kelley case;
the person who made the assessment had no legal power to do so.

3. Section 292 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code provides for interest com-
putations on deficiency tax assessments. The collector is compelled to compute
interest to the date at which a deficiency assessment is made. The collector
(lid not comply with this law. His failure to comply with it cost the Government
$600 plus. It also )rovided the Otice of the Attorney General with a technical
argument that, since the collector did not otillect the interest as required by law,
this violation placed the taxpayer's deposit under section 322 (b) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Tender this section of the code, the deposit cannot be refunded
because it was made inore than 2 years before the date of the claim.

(a) Section 272 (d) also provides for the computation of interest on deficiency
tax assessments where a waiver (form 870) has been executed by the taxpayer.
None was execute(]. Nevertheless, this is the lax the collector applied, unher
an erroneous assumption that the waiver had been executed.

What is this law? It means that, if the taxpayer wishes to surrender his
rights to have his issues tried in a court, he signs form 870. In return, the
Government may stop the running of the interest on the proposed tax liability
30 days after it receives the signed waiver agreement.

4. Section 3770 (c), Internal Ievenue Code: The case of lrrolcu v. United
Statr s (105 Ct. Ils. G83). On page 651. the court noted that, in the case of
Rosconman v. United States (323 U. S. 655), it had decided that a deposit was
an overpayment, but had been reversed by the Supreme Court. The Court of
Claims seized upon Justice Frankfurter's statement, on page 633, that the
Supreme Court (lid not need to consider the effect of the Current Tax Payments
Act of 1943 (see. 3770 (c) ), and the Court of Claims stated (dictum) that the
amendment to the Current Tax Payments Act, section 4 (d), and section 3770
(c) of the Internal Revenue Code mean that a deposit was, for income-tax

purposes, an overpayment. The taxpayer thinks that section 4 (d) of the ('ur-
rent Taxpayers Act of 1943 was in nowise intended to overrule the Rosenman

,case. The taxpayer is supported in this opinion ry Senate Report 221, 78th
Congress, 1st session. On page 34, the committee states :

"In the view of your committee, the code does not contemplate that liability for
interest can be cast on the Government by merely dumping money as taxes on
the collector, by disorderly remittances to him of amounts not computed in
pursuance of the actual or reasonably apparent requirements of the code, or
not transmitted in accordance with the procedures set up by the code, or by
other abuses of tax administration. As to these, your committee believes that
a proper application of existing law would enable the courts, in the future as
generally in the past, to deny treatment as overpayments to these improper
payments."

In the light of the above statements of what the Congress meant, the tax-
payer thinks that the Rosenman case is still good authority, and, for that
reason, a deposit remitted by the taxpayer in October 1948 was not the payment
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of the tax because there was no assessment made until the following year, at

January 28, 1949, and the collector did not apply the October deposit to the tax

liability until this liability existed. The taxpayer is supported in his view

by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue himself, who argued in Herrick v.

United States (1) F. Supp. 20) that a similar deposit was not payment, even

when the Commissioner had deducted the amount of a payment from the amount

of a deposit in the assessment of a deficiency tax liability. The United States

District Court for the Eastern District of New York, in deciding that the pay-

ment was made when credited by the Commissioner against the deficiency tax

lialility, affirmed that the Rosenman case was controdling.

5. S'ctim 3770 (c) of the Internal Revenue ('ode is the amendment of the

Current Taxpayers Act of 1943 disfussi-d in the Ilanley case. The Government

does not argue with the taxpayer alout the intent of the Co)niress. Nor does

it contend that this taxpayer's deposit was disorderly or made in bad faith. On

the contrary, it is conceded that this taxpayer's deposit was the result of an

hoest mistake
6. Section 322 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code refers to the time allowed

for the refund of an overassewsinent of lax. The Government. under this law,

contends that it is unable, under any circumstances whatsoever, to refund an

overassessment where a deposit was made more than 2 years immediately pre-

ceding the filing (if th ' claim for refund. Leaving the citizen taxpayer such

remedies as may be found in the Torts Claims Act of the United States under

the civil rights rule, in which event the statute of limitation exacted by section

322 (b) (2 years) need not, necessarily, lie the end of the road for the taxpayer

citizen to receiver his overpaid tax.
7. Seitiion 3801. MIiti.ati'n of effect of statute of limitation. Iere is a law

that appear to ret on th" word "inconsistent.- B- that as it may. this taxpayer

is in neied of the definition of the Congress of this word for the purposes of

section 3S11.
S. The 1951 Revenue Act, revision of tax law pertinent to partnerships,

together with legislative history which tells of the debates, raises the question
which is : What is the intention of Ihe Congress as to the word "open"?

Does Open mean that, if a taxpayer has an olen year-a tax year-hack of
1951, that is open because of adjustments pending or clain filed, as distinguished
frim the taxpayer who has no open year, may the taxpayer with the open year
get a refund? This question stems from a disReussion with the head if the

Appellate Division on August 3. 1953, who wanted to know if this word "open"
meant open for a taxpayer only.

Why, if Congress' debates were aimed at providing relief for taxpayers for
their open claims hack to 1938. would Congress say that the word "open" as used
in the 1951 revision was exclusively for the benefit of the Government, namely,
to assess a deficiency tax?

And, if it was the intention of Congress, wvhy is the word "consent" used?

Why would a disallowed partner consent to) accept the deficiency assessment at
a date after the statute of limitations on the assessment had tolled?

9. "That is our policy. Mr. Taxpayer." Government employees assigned to
the work of tax claim adjustment face-to-face with the claimant taxpayer have
been heard to say, "Because that is our policy, Mr. Taxpayer." An example

of how this works: Taxpayer learns that his claim will he allowed, but a refund
as provided for by section 322 (b) of the code will not be made. Stripped of
its technicalities, this means that the law requires the refund to be made of the
full amount of an overassessment, but arbitrary power of men, as opposed to
the rule of the Cmnstitution, tells the taxpayer he shall not receive what the
law gives him. Why? The Government requires that copies of contingent fee
agreements between taxpayers and their representatives be filed with the Gov-
ernment. Observations of these agreements by Government employees causes
them to conclude that it will cost the taxpayer not less than 15 percent and up
to 331/s percent of the amount recovered for legal services necessary if the tax-
payer goes to court, and/or must retain an enrolled tax counsel to represent
him before the Bureau.

10. "Nobody ever gets it all back, Mr. Taxpayer." Taxpayers hear this state-
ient made by Government employees. Why? Again, these employees are

aware that it Will ciist the taxpayer legal fees and other expenses to take his
case to court. Some Americans choose to fight for justice, and the cases pile
up in the courts, piling up unnecessary expense to the Government as well as
the taxpayer.
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11. "No, we will not separate your claims and deal with you on the merits of
each of your claims, Mr. Taxpayer." Why? The experience of this taxpayer is
that the Government employee arbitrarily, and notwithstanding section 322 (b),
refuses to refund an overassessment that is not the subject of a controversy, in
order to compel a taxpayer to submit to the opinions and decisions and arbi-
trary actions of Government employees with respect to overass,ssments for
uhich there is the slightest controversy. This Inethod is referred to as horse
trading. Perhaps the Congress, seeking ways and means for [lie reduction of
the cost of the Government, will decide to determine what the cost of this horse
trading is in terms of interest at 6 percent that accumulates while these em-
ployees attempt to avoid the refund of 100 cents on the dollar required by
section :322 (b).

(NoTE.-Refer to index which will point to addendum with discussions of the
several tax laws hereinabove referred to.)

ADDENDUM NO. I

1. Which of these Government employees, if any, had lawful powers to exe-
cute agreements with Ii. E. Kelley: (1) Fred S. Martin; (2) C. A. G. Dawe;
(3) Hoke Murray; (4) G. C. Hamlnond; (5) Ernest F. Hodgdon; (6) S. L.
Crenshaw?

2. At September 11, 1946, the law known as the Administrative Procedures
Act provided, among other things, that delegations of authority to employees of
the Government in those agencies subject to section 3 of the Administrative
Procedures Act i60 Stat. 238: 5 U. S. C. 1002) compelled publication in the Fed-
eral Register of such delegations.

3. H. E. Kelley executed a contract at March 15, 1948, with George S. Schoene-
man, Internal Revenue Commissioner, by "H. M." If "H. M." (presumably,
this means ioke Murray, internal revenue agent in charge at Riehm(nd, Va.)
was (1) the possessor at March 15, 1948, of a lawful delegation of authority from
Schoeneman, and (2) was published in the Federal Register showing that such
delegation had been furnished by Schoeneman to Murray, a contract with Kelley
was made. tierwise, no contract ever existed. Ergo, the statute of limitations
expired ; the extension of time contract was without effect, and there is no law
under the assessment of Kelley : we have an illegal collection of Kelley's money;
a refund must be niade.

4. Tie the angles together. (1) Administrative Procedures Act (Stat. 238;
5 U. S. C. 1002), section 3 of this law states that agencies subject to section 3
shall currently publish in the Federal Register dele-gations of final authority.
The Federal Register Act, section 5, refers to the Administrative Procedures
Act. Secion 7 of the Federal Register Act applies to the Kelley case. Section 7
required the Commissioner, if lie did delegate to Fred S. Martin power to assess
Kelley, to publish that delegation currently in the Federal Register. A search
of the Federal Register for the subject years (1948-49) does not reveal such a
delegation of authority. Ergo, the assessment by Martin of Kelley was illegal.
A refund must be made to Kelley.

5. Federal Register of September 11, 1946, pages 177-8-23 refers to the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act of September 11, 1946, at section 600-2, "Otice of
Commissioner."

6. Section 3916 (b), Internal Revenue Code, title 26 of the United States Code
provides, generally speaking, that the Secretary of the Treasury can delegate
authority. it stops there, but the issue is not whether or not he can delegate
authority, because he can. However, the issue is: Did he? If lie did, our search
of the Federal Register does not reveal that he did.

7. Citations of two cases pertinent to our Kelley case, more specifically perti-
nent to the issue of whom of the numbers of Government employees in the
Kelley case had a lawful delegation of authority to act. Baldly stated, unless
they were published in the Federal Register, not one of them had lawful power to
act. These are the citations: (1) Fcdcral Crop liisuroince Corporation v. Mcr-
)-ill (Supreme Court 3:1l, U. S. 798; 332 U.S.380) . The Government regulation of
delegation of authority was published in the Federal Register. Because it was
published, the Siipremc Court decided in favor of the Government. (2) Stri ci
Hotch v. Utit un Stlls (U. S. C. C. Appeals 9th ('ircuit No. 13621, Dec. 2, 1953).
The Court if Appeals renianded and disniissed. Reason : The regulation was not
published in the Federal Register.
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ADDENDUM NO. 2

1. This is a discussion of interest on deficiency tax assessments.
(a) Section 292 of the Internal Revenue Code requires the computation of

interest from the date the tax was due until the date when the assessment is
li[lde.

(b) A compliance with this law by the Commissioner produces this result:
$45,204 28.

(c) A Form No. 7658-Statement of Income Tax Due-at February 1, 1949,
was received by Kelley on or about February 2, 1949. The anlount stated to be
due was: $44,574.70.

(d) Did the 'omnissioner err in his computation?
(c) Did the Commissioner have in his custody at January 28, 1949, and there-

after, until on or about March 1, 1949, the proceeds of a deposit of Kelley's,
lransinttid under Kelley's letter dated October 3, 10148, to the collector of internal
revenue'?

(f) Did the Commissioner apply the proceeds to the full extent required of
him by section 292, or did he fail to do so to the extent (if $629.5s?

(g) It is noted that Kelley's letter of October ,8 1948, refers specifically to his
desire to learn from the collector the amount of interest, when determined to be
due from Kelley. Kelley received no reply to his letter.

(h) Kelley's letter of October 8, 148, transmitted not only money (check)-
There was transmitted also certain assigninents for value. Representing cash
credits to be applied in the adjustment of Kelley's liability. What was done
with these cash credits when deposited with the collector? It looks like (1)
the assignments were returned by the collector to the assianors. and (2) the
money already assigned, and which was the property of Kelley under the assign-
ment, was also refunded to the assignors. All of this was done while section
292 had not been complied with by the Commissioner.

ADDENDUM ]NO. S

1. What in tax law is an overpayment as distinguished from a deposit?
2. Citations: Hanley v. United ,St(ate (105 Ct. Clims.. ti3si : Ro.xc11an v. United'

States (323 U. S. 655) ; Herriek v. United States (108 F. Supp. 20).
3. Facts.
4. On or about May 1946, again in September 1946, again in January 1947,

again in September 1948, the Government's letters and forms and notices and
oral advices to Kelley formed a pattern. There was a contingent liability in
terms of Government's feeling that it should make a deficiency tax assessment
for the tax years 1941, 1942-43, and 1944.

5. On or about September 1948, a final notice was received by Kelley, a 90-day
letter. Either deposit the proposed contingent tax liability before it became
an actual liability in terms of a signed assessment roll, or take the matter to
the Tax Court within the time allowed by statute. Kelley did neither thing-
Kelley remitted to the collector a deposit under a letter of transmittal, in which
he stated his reasons for making this deposit.

6. On or about January 28, 1949, the Acting Commissioner signed an assess-
ment roll on which was an assessment of Kelley for the year 1943. The collec-
tor, on or about February 1, 1949, sent Kelley a statement of income tax due,
year 1943, showing Kelley what he owed, and Kelley remitted to the collector-

7. Thereafter Kelley was advised by the collector of the payment of the year
1943 deficiency tax assessment on or about February 11, 1949.

8. Kelley's claims for refunds of year 1943 overassessment are dated: (1)
March 21, 1949, (2) January 2, 1951; (3) September 24. 1952; this being, as,
stated in claim, the perfection of the previous claims filed on year 1943.

9. The Government contends that it cannot find the claim filed March 21. 1949;
that the claim filed January 2, 1951, was filed more than 2 years after the deposit
of October 1.948 was made by Kelley with the collector; and section 322 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code does not permit the Commissioner to refund the
October 1948 deposit owing to dictum in the case of Han Icy v. United States
(105 ('t. Claims 638).

10. About the cases of (1) Hanley, of (2) Rosenman. of (3) Hcrrick v. United
States, these cases are claims for refunds and/or payments of interest on de-
posits andl/or overpayments of tax. These cases have been cited to taxpayer
Kelley durilla the discussions with lawyers, including the lawyer representing
(Covernnent.
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11. The 'urrent Tax Paynents Act of 1943, section 4 (d , is referred to in re-
port of Senate Finance 'olnmittee, Report N(o 221. 7sth congresss , 1st session, at
page :34. The connittee clearly indicates that section 4 (d ) was inserted so that
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue would not be in position to deny inter-

est on overpayments made in and faith. The committee also noted that there
had been some court decisions which could le interpreted to hold that where
there was no liability there was no overpayment. The committee went on to
say, at page 34:

"III the view of your coltittee. the c de dies not ciltemllate that liability
for interest call be cast oil tile (overnment by merely dujlin niincy as taxes
(n the collector, by disorderly remittances to him (if amounts not computed in
pursance of the actual or reasonably apparent requirements of the code, or not
transmitted in accordance with the procedines set up by the code, or by abuses
of tax administration. As to these, your committee believes that a prop er :tppli-
cation of existing law will enable the courts, in the future as generally in the
past, to deny treaty( nt as overpayilelt 5 to these inlliroper paynenls."

12. The information t1 taxpayer Kelley from the G government pertinent to this
Senate Report 221 is that the intent of the Congress seems very clearly stated;
but, because of the dictmn (oly) in the case of Hfodil' v. Uitit d Stti's (105

't. Claims 63,S ), which is now the latest law fund for the case of Kelley, the
Government cannot act within the scope of the plainly stated intent of the
Congress stated in the Senate Report 221, but is compelled to reject that intent
and accept the dictnnm under which the claim for refund of the ilepisit made by
Kelley must be rejected.

1l. Kelley contends that he did not and he could not "pay" what was merely a

contingent item in O)ctober 1948. He contends that his deposit was the result
(if his honest mistake with respect toi the requirements pertinent to interest com-

putations and charges on deiciency tax liabilities when later created by a com-
missioner's assessment roll. His mistake was in not knowing that the regula-
tions allowed him to mitigate interest on tax liability when created unless he

did make a deposit of In amiiunt that was reasimalle.
(a) The collector received the deposit. He placed it in a suspense account to

await the outcome if a recommendation of the internal revenue agent in charge
to Washington that a deficiency tax assessment be made. Kelley contends
further that he paid this tax on February 11, 1949, the (late when the collector
took the deposit from suspense account and applied the money to the payment
of the deficiency tax stated on the assessment roll signed by the Commissioner.

(b) In suppiirt of his contention, Kelley cites the case of Rosrinoaii v. U. S.

(323 U. S. t;55). Kelley tdoes not believe that the case of Ho nlc/ v. U. S., herein-
above referred to, reversed Rosenuan. And Kelley also cites the case of Herrick
u. U. S. (10S F. Supp. 20), where the commissioner r himself argued that a similar
deposit was not payment of the tax--even when the Commissioner had deducted
the same fronl the amount in assessing a deficiency. In this case. the United
States District ('ourt for the Eastern District of New York, in deciding that the

payment was made when credited iy the C(mmissioler, affirmed that the Rosen-
alan case was controlling.

(c) Sectiin 4 (d) of the current Tax Payments Act, which amended section

3770 of the Internal Revenue Code by adding at the end thereof paragraph (c)
"(c) RULE WHERE No TAX LIABILITY.-All anlount paid as tax shall not be

considered not to constitute an overpayment solely by reason of the fact that

there was no tax liability in respect of which such amount was paid."

means, according to the Hanley case dictum that Congress intended this law to

place all deposits Illade in good faith under the then existing law under this

4 (d) amendment. Kelley disagrees, believing that the then existing law applies

to his October 1948 deposit.
14. Out of the taxpayer's experience in his work with the employees of the

Internal Revenue Service, including employees at top level, comes this thought

for the improvement of tax administration:
To the businessman accustomed to assuming responsibility for his own deci-

sions, it is amazing to meet so many Government employees engaging in claims-

adjustment work with taxpayers u-ho fear, apparently, to assume full respon-

sibility for a flat recommendation that favors the taxpayer. Even after the

merit of the taxpayer's claim is conceded; when it is known and, without

equivocation also, that money has been unlawfully collected: when there are,

say, 12 laws and 12 regulations favorable to a recommendation fur the allow-

ance of the claim, as opposed to some remote application of some one law or of

some one regulation unfavorable to allowance of the claim; it has been this
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taxpayer's experience that he will be compelled to overcome strong resistance
on the part of Government personnel that will use the unfavorable law or
regulation, as construed by the personnel, even though doing this thing is almost
certain to depreciate good public relations and create forms of criticism fad'
contempt for tax administration. One may wonder why it is that a Commis.
sioner has not, long, long ago, required each and every one of this personnel to
furnish a clear statement of his or her belief that ours is a Government of laws,
and not a gox erniient of men, under which the doubt shall be resolved in favor
of the "defendant" taxpayer.

The same businessman also comprehends that the job of the man who proves
unwilling to assume the responsibility for his own opinions when favorable to
the ta ,payer comes first in the thinking of such an employee. However, on
the other hand, is it true that more than 2j,000 claims in the courts have a
source pertinent to the refusal of employees to assume responsibility, even at
to) level, where litigated cases come for review and decision?

Auf)LNDM -No. 4-SEeTION :770 (Ci OF THE, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

1. This is discussion with reference to sretion 4 (d) of the Current Tax Pay-
meats Act of 1943. This is section 3770 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code. In
the case (if Haiunc! v. United States (105 Ct. Claims 638), the dictum of the court
has been cited to Kelley.

(a) Qoestion: What is "dictum"? In law, it is a judicial opinion expressed
by judges on points that do not necessarily arise in the case, and are not involved
in it, or one in which the judicial mind is not directed to the precise question
necessary to be determined to fix the rights of the parties. Dictum does not
have the binding force upon subsequent or inferior courts that is accorded to an
adjudication.

(b) The word "solely". Exclusively; to the exclusion of all other thin,
as "d,,ne solely for money." Section 3770 (c) includes the word "solely." Kelley
did not make a deposit with the collector during October 1948 "solely" because
he bad no tax liability. The congressional oommittee reports pertinent to section
4 (d) of the Current Tax Payments Act of 1943 make it abundantly clear that
it was of the opinion of the lawmakers themselves that existing law was surli-
cleat. The only reason, as the lawmakers clearly stated in their reports, for
an amendment was to stop the disorderly "dumping" of money "solely" for the
purpose of collecting interest on such money. ('ertainly, the facts. which have
been submitted, pertinent to the Kelley deposit make it clear that 3770 Ic) does
not deny Kelley a refund of his deposit.

(c) Rule where no tax liability:
1. "An amount."
2. "Paid." Kelley did not pay until February 1949.
3. "As a tax." His deposit in October 1948 was not a tax payment.
4. Shall not be considered.
5. Not to constitute.
6. An over1 payment.
7. Sob'ly by reason of. His deposit was nut made solely fir the reason he

had no tax liability.
S. The fact that there was.
!! Ni tax liability in respect. He did have a tax liability.
WI. Of which.
11. Such.
12 Amount was paid. He paid it after January 28, 1949. on a date after

the Comnmissioner assessed him. His payment after the Commissioner assessed
him was made during the period of 2 years immediately preceding the filing of his
ulaiin for refund of overpayment of his 1943 tax. Section 322 (b) of the Internal
avenue ('ode provides for the refund of his overpayment.

1. questionn : On what date was the overpayment made for the year 1943? If
Kelley had a liability at the (late when he made a deposit with the collector, then
seil ion 3770 (c) need not be considered.

2. Question: What is a liability?
(i ii It is the state or quality of being liable.
(bi) '_ccountinL. A (hlt : an amount which is owed, whether payable in money,

other property, or services.
(c) A continent liability is an amount resulting from past transactions which

may become a liability in the future under certain defined circumstances.
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(d) A current liability is one which arises-and must be met usually in not
over a year * * *. And in this current liability are such things as accruals of
interest or taxes.

(e) "Liable." Bound or obliged in law * * * as, all his property is liable
to pay his debts, and to taxes.

(I) Accrued liability. Such as, for example, interest that had accrued from
March 15, 1944, to September 1, 194S-the date of the proposed deficiency "de-
termination" of Kelley's tax liability.

3. Question: What is considered to he evidence of Kelley's contingent liability?
(a) At September 25, 1946, a notice in writing from the Government to Kelley

was mailed to him. This notice informed him that an examination warranted
this notice to him. Enclosed with the notice was an explanation in detail, setting
forth a proposed contingent liability. There was also enclosed with the notice
a form of agreement, to which the notice referred. This form is No. 870. As
described in the notice to Kelley, should he sign and return this form, no later
than 30 days after September 25, 1946, ie would be entitled to receive such
benefits in terms of mitigation of an actual liability of costs for interest as was
provided in the tax laws. The law is cited in the form, section 272 (a) and
section 272 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code.

(b) Kelley did not sian the form 870. He did not make any payment.
(c) At January 8, 1947, Kelley and the Commissioner executed an agreement.

This is form No. S72. This agreement extended the time in which the Com-
missioner night assess Kelley. This agreement expired on June 30, 1948.,

(d) At September 1, 1948, a second letter was mailed by the Government to
Kelley. This was a final noti('e to him of a proposed contingent tax liability. He
was informed that he must do one of two things, failing which a proposed con-
tingent liability would mature, immediately, an actual liability. Again, he
received a form, No. ;70. Again, Kelley did not sign this form. Again, Kelley
made no payment.

ADDENDUM NO. 5

1. This refers to a claim dated March 21, 1949.
(a) Question: What, for the purposes of the tax law pertinent, is a claim?

In order to comply with the tax law, does the law require the filing of a claim,
using only form 873? And, if the law does not require this, has there been,
perhaps, the overlooking of the word "apprise"? Or, in other words, did Kelley
apprise the Commissioner and to the extent that the Commissioner was informed
about the contentions of Kelley?

(b) When Kelley received a letter from the Government, dated September 25,
1946, he replied. In his reply, he did apprise the Commissioner, and in detail.
His reply took the form of a protest; a declaration by Kelley to the Commis-
sioner in which Kelley asserted his rights and claims.

(c) Kelley, again, when he received a letter from the Government dated
September 1, 1948, made his reply. Again his reply took the form of a protest.
Again Kelley asserted his rights and claims.

(d) During the period beginning with the Government's letter dated Sep-
tember 25, 1946, until a date in August 1953, a period of 8 years, the protests
and claims of Kelley were in motion between the Commissioner and Kelley.

(e) During July 1953, a conference, in which Kelley participated, in the
office of the Appellate Division of the Internal Revenue Service, resulted in a
tentative proposal presented to Kelley. Unless the Appellate Division had, at
this time, recognized an overpayment by Kelley for an amount not less than
the amount stated in the claim dated March 21, 1949, such tentative proposal
for settlement would not have been presented. Furthermore, as understood by
Kelley, the proposal, in that part of it that was pertinent to the year 1943,
would use in the channel of bookkeeping items certain overassessments of re-
lated taxpayers (2) to set off. The result, as it was explained to Kelley, would
be that there was no "overassessment" for the year 1943.

sufficiency of claim filed

1. The firm of H. E. Kelley & Co. was organized December 31, 1940. This, a
partnership, owned by five people, commenced business on January 1, 1941.
Legal counsel for the partnership handled and fulfilled the requirements for

' Before this arreement expired. Kelley and the Commissioner executed a similar agree-
ment at March 15, 1948. This agreement expired June 30, 1949.

45994-54---pt. 4-3T
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partnership under the laws of the State of Virginia. This partnership business
has continued since organized.

2. May 20, 1946: Notice to Kelley, tax liability year ended December 31, 1941.
3. September 25, 1946: 30-day letter to Kelley, tax liability 1943 and 1944.
4. October 21, 1946: Protest by Kelley against the assessment of the proposed

tax liability.
5. January 8, 1947: Agreement executed by Kelley with Commissioner Nunan

(by "CAGD") to extend the time for assessment.
6. June 11, 1947: Tax Court decision on year 1941 tax liability.
7. January 23, 1948: Protest by Kelley against proposed assessment years

1942, 1943, 1944.
8. January 1948: Exchange of letters between the taxpayer and internal-

revenue agent in charge. Letters are dated November 26, 1947, December 5,
1947, January 7, 1948. References are made to protests filed by the taxpayer.

9. July 27, 1948: Taxpayer to technical staff. "Claims" before the technical
staff.

10. September 1, 1948: Ninety-day letter. Proposed assessment. Years 1943
and 1944. (Waiver form No. 870 vas sent with this letter; no waiver was ex-
ecuted by the taxpayer.)

11. September 4, 1948: Taxpayer's agent, Edmondson, letter to Kelley. Year
1943. The tax agent instructs the taxpayer on procedure for the filing of a
claim for refund of a tax paid.

12. October 2, 1948: Taxpayer to tax agent. Taxpayer advises agent $50,000
will be borrowed; a check will be prepared and sent the tax agent for trans-
mittal to the collector of internal revenue. Taxpayer states, in pertinent part,
"I understand we are paying this under protest * * * If there are any ques-
tions, call me." (The tax agent's power of attorney is on file with the Internal
Revenue Service.)

13. October 4, 194,: National Bank of Commerce to taxpayer acknowledges
receipt of note for $50,000 and advises proceeds have been credited.

14. October 8. 1948: Tax agent to collector of internal revenue. A letter. A
deposit is made; $42,643.63. Letter states that the deposit was "herewith to
cover." And "an additional remittance" will be forwarded to cover interest.
And "to prevent the further accumulation of interest * * s." And "to file
refund claims" and "for recovery of * * *, if necessary, * * *" (No assess-
ment had been made yet. Consequently, this was a "deposit" to cover a contin-
gency in the future.)

15. February 1, 1949: Collector sends statement of tax due Ifocrm 7658).
Year 1943.

16. February 3, 1949: Check. $1,931 07, sent tc the collector, to adjust and
complete the adjustment of tax liability for the year 194".

17. February 8, 1949: Letter, taxpayer tcc collector, refers to years 1943 and
1944. Taxpayer inquired about the distribution of his deposit under his letter
of October 8, 194s. Taxpayer halt received no acknowledgment of the deposit,
and did not know that the distrilmticn would be different than stated in the
transmittal letter. (The collector's silence during the period from October 8,
194S, until February 1, 1949, covers a period of time during which the taxpayer-
had taxpayer been notified by the collector that his distribution would not be
nade--could have taken appropriate steps against the toll ccf a statute of limita-
tions pertinent to section 322 (b) of the Internal Revenue (-'ode.)

1S. March 21, 1949: A claim was filed: $42,643.62. Claim refers to a protest
on October 8, 1948. Refers to transmittal letter of October 8, 1948.

19. March 22, 1949: Until November 19,50. During this period, discussions,
together with correspondence between taxpayer, taxpayer's agent, and the
Internal Revenue Service were in motion. as indicated in the files of both parties.

20. During April and May 1950, the taxpayer :cnd his agent were together in
ihe offices of the Internal Revenue Service, Ric'hmond, Va.. for the purposes of
stating the taxpayer's claim and asking for the refund ccf the overassessment.
(These dates occur during the period from October S, 1948. the date of the tax-

I ayer's deposit with the collector, and 2 years later, at October 8, 1950. Con-
sequently, this fulfills the requirement that a claim shall bp stated and a refund
Ice aked for during the period cf 2 years following the (late of the deposit.)

21. January 2, 1951 : A claim for $1,931.07. Year 1948.
22. September 24, 1952: A clahco ; $:4.975.91;. This claiuc, as very clearly

staled therein, was to perfect the original claim. "2. The original claim followed
piymeint of a deficiency in tax assessed by the Internal Revenue Bureau alleged
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to be due for 1943 in its 90-day letter dated September 1, 1948 (Richmond divi-
sion, Conf/MTM/MHB, after protest by claimant. The tax as assessed was paid
by claimant, together with interest thereon as shown herein."

(This amended claim refers by reference to previous claims for the year 1943.)
(It should also be noted that the correspondence of the Government refers to

and uses the word "claims," from which one must conclude that the Government
recognized and was actually dealing with more than a single claim.)

23. April 14, 1953: Letter, internal-revenue agent to taxpayer. "The request
for reconsideration of claim for 1943 sets forth the entire amount of 1943 tax
deficiency assessed on September 1, 1948 (was not assessed until January 28,
1949, according to collector's statement of tax due, mailed to the taxpayer Feb-
ruary 1, 1949) in the amount of $34,975.96." This is the Government's letter,
stating that it had received a 1943 claim. Then, since it did receive a claim,
for any amount stated, timely filed (Government states that the claim for
$1,931.07 was received as timely filed), and also states the amount of $34,975.96
claim filed was considered, can there still be any question about the Commissioner
having been apprised of a timely filed claim?

24. April 20, 1953: Letter, taxpayer to internal revenue agent in charge,
requests that the claim matter be referred to the Appellate Division. This was
the reply of the taxpayer to the letter referred to just ahove in No. 23.

25. Yuly 14, 1953: Taxpayer, accompanied by three of his partners and their
tax agents, met with the Internal Revelue Service in the offices of the Service
in Richmond, Va. A technical adviser conducted the discussion for the Govern-
ment. It was during this discussion that the taxpayer was informed that the
partnership would be allowed for income-tax purposes. It was during this dis-
cussion also that the figure "$34,760.61"-overassessment for the year 1943-was
reco(Iilized, was state(l, was conceded, anl was admitted to be the over:ssessment
of the taxpayer; and this overassessment figure was used, and was taken into
account by the Government and by the taxpayer for the purposes of settlement
of the taxpayer's claim for the year 1943.

26. July 14. 1953 : It was during the discussion referred to just above, No. 25,
that the Internal Revenue Service settlement, as stated to the taxpayer, perti-
nent to the tax year 1943, included taxpayer's claim stated at "$34,975. 6." Here
a.ain is a specific reference to such a claimm filed, recognized, considered, recon-
sidered, and included in settlement factors by the Internal Revenue Service in
discussion with the taxpayer.

(I) Basis for the claim (i mwe I han one claim is conceded by the Government)
was the disallowance of the partnership. The claim filed September 24, 1952,
for the year 1943, was considered as the application for reconsideration of
claims for 1943. The overassessments resulting from allowing the partnership
for tax purposes to he reduced by the amount of the refunds that were previously
received by disallowed partners; such amounts to be applied so that there would
be no overassessment for the year 1943. Again, one must ask: "Was the Com-
missioner apprised of the contentions of this taxpayer in terms of a timely filed
statement of a claim, together with a statement that a refund of the overpayment
was expected?"

27. July 16. 1953 : Letter from taxpayer to Internal Revenue Service, Appellate
Division. This refers to the discussion mentioletd hereinabove, paragraph No. 26.
This letetr states in detail the figures and the factors that were discussed in the
July 14 meeting. Including the year 1)43 overassessalent of $2 1,975 96. And
the letter states, "Please look this over and see if it coincides with the tentative
agreezn,,nt reached between your office and the claimant at the hearing held in
your office July 14, 1953."

2.q July 27, 1953: The taxpayer, with one of his partners and their tax agent,
went to the office of the Internal Revenue Service, Appellant Division, in Rich-
mond, Va., for the purpose of there and then completing settlement. At this
time. the Internal Revenue Service informed the taxpayer his claim for the
year 1943, amount stated $1,931.07, in which was stated the word "interest,"
was then "before me" ("me" meaning technical adviser), "but your claim for
$34,975.96 is not before me, and I cannot consider it." The above was the gist
of his statement.
(a) Following this statement to the taxpayer, the tax agent prepared new

computations, in order to find out what the minus figure would be. This com-
putation developed that if the taxpayer submitted to the proposition that the
Internal Revenue Service's July 14 factor of $34,760.61 was now eliminated,
merely because the claim was not then "before me," the taxpayer would get a
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refund of approximately $16,000 for the year 1943, which would amount to
a loss of approximately $18,000 for the taxpayer.

(b) It then developed that the Internal Revenue Service, following the July
14, 1953, discussion with the taxpayer hereinabove referred to at paragraph No.
25, did not find in its file a claim on which it had been conducting numbers of
hearings, as well as informal talks with the taxpayer and/or his tax agent
during the period from March 21, 1949, until a date after July 14, 1953. In plain
English, the Internal Revenue Service didn't miss the claim until the time
came for settlement. And when this happened and the taxpayer was informed
about it, the taxpayer had less than 20 business days before the toll of a statute
of limitations would forever bar a recovery of money due him by his Govern-
ment. It was at this point that the burden was placed upon the taxpayer to
start contacting various Government offices in Virginia, in Pennsylvania, in New
Jersey. and in Washington, looking for what he was told by his Government
was "the missing claim."

29. When the efforts of the taxpayer did not produce the missing claim, the
taxpayer then discussed the problem in the office of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, with the Deputy Commissioner, who referred the taxpayer
to the head of the Technical Division, an Assistant Commissioner, who referred
the taxpayer to the head of the Appellate Division, who suggested that the
taxpayer take up his problems with the office of the Chief Counsel of the Internal
Revenue Service. From that point on, the taxpayer made every reasonable
effort to obtain a ruling equal to the job of getting a settlement before the statute
of limitations had tolled at August 14, 1953.

(a) Taxpayer was unable to obtain the ruling and, in consequence, filed suit
to protect his interests just ahead of the expiring date, on August 14, 1953.

30. Under the procedure of the Government, the filing of the suit placed the
jurisdiction in the office of the Attorney General, where discussions have been
continued with the taxpayer.

31. December 3, 1953: A lawyer for the Government pointed out, for the In-
formation of the taxpayer, the following situation:

(a) The tax year 1943 is subject to the Current Tax Payments Act of 1943.
(b) This act, as amended, appears under section 3770 (c) of the Internal

Revenue Code.
(c) Section 3770 (c) is referred to in the case of Hanley v. United States

(U. S. 105 Ct. Claims 638). The dictum of the court is regarded by the lawyer
for the Government as the latest law that he has been able to find applicable
to the case of Kelley, the subject taxpayer and, under this dictum, as construed
by the lawyer, his hands are tide to the proposition that a deposit that was
made by Kelley at October 8, 1948, was not a deposit, according to this dictum,
but was a payment of a tax. The payment of a tax more than 2 years previous
to the filing of a claim places such a payment under section 322 (b) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

32. Section 322 (b) of the code is the law on refunds of overpayments. This
law, in effect, does not permit the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to refund
the deposit of this taxpayer, made October 8, 1948, only because the dictum
in the Hanley case has been construed by the Government to mean that any
deposit, whether made in good faith or made in bad faith, whether made
because of an honest mistake on the part of the taxpayer in respect to his
understanding of a tax liability and/or the amount of a tax liability, actual
or contingent, or, in fact, under any circumstances whatsoever, shall be classified
for income-tax purposes as the payment of the tax.

3. The lawyer does not question this dictum, for it is, he says, the latest
law he can find.

34. A report of the Senate Fnance Committee about section 3770 (c), when
read, makes it crystal clear that it was never intended to apply to a deposit
made in good faith as the result of an honest mistake on the part of a taxpayer.

35. The Government, in regard to other claims of this taxpayer for the refund
of overpayments of tax for the years 1943 and 1944, takes the position that
it will not concede that such refunds are due the taxpayer while that portion
,of the overassessment for the year 1943 that is in controversy, thanks to the
dictum in the Hanley case, remains unsettled. This position of the Govern-
ment leaves to the taxpayer nothing worth considering, unless and until the
taxpayer has persuaded his Congressman to put a private bill in the mill on the
Bill for the purpose of refunding to this taxpayer money that is due him.
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Meanwhile presenting to the members of the Ways and Means Committee a
copy of this statement of information, which so clearly indicates a need for
legislation for the clarification, including the definitions pertinent to the words
"deposit," as distinguished from "payment."

ADDENDUM NO. 6

1. This is a discussion pertinent to what has been called "That is our policy,
Mr. Taxpayer."

(a) Section 322 of the Internal Revenue Code provides for the refund of the
overpayment of a tax.

(b) If, as has been stated many, many times, this is the law, then the
question raised is this: Who had the power to make policy to the contrary?

(c) The said policy in its practical application retains money determined
to have been overpaid to the Government: money that the law requires be re-
funded, and yet a taxpayer hears this: "Yes, Mr. Taxpayer; you did overpay
your tax $1. Yes; you are entitled by law to a refund of $1. But nobody
ever gets it all back. That is our policy. And, anyhow, Mr. Taxpayer, should
you decide to go to court to try to get it all back, as provided by law, your
proceeding would be expensive, as you probably know that legal services re-
quire not only a substantial retainer, but, as a rule, it is also required that you
share the proceeds of any award with counsel. We, here in the Internal Revenue
Service, require the filing with us of agreements executed by taxpayers with
their legal counsel where contingent fees are included in such agreements.
We, therefore, know that such contingent fees are rarely ever less than 15
percent of the amount of an award, and that these fees rise as high as 331
percent of an award."

(d) It may be noted that a congressional committee investigation of the tax
administration, completed in 1953, and a report of the investigation made, in-
cludes that which is pertinent to our policy. And it is indicated that a cease
and desist will follow. It may be recalled that the Supreme Court of the United
States has stated: "Arbitrary power and the rule of the Constitution cannot
both exist."

YALE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL,
New Haven, Conn., April 19, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Senate Finance Coam ittee, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN : I note that a group of representatives of the Joint
Congressional Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and of the Treasury has
been created to consider technical criticisms of the proposed Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. This is a desirable step, but I venture to predict that not even the
typographical errors in the bill and the committee reports will be corrected in
the brief time allowed. It seems to me incredible that a bill of this importance
is to be voted on before the bar has had a fair opportunity to study it with care.

Let me call your attention to only two problems that arise under one of the
simplest of all its provisions: Section 117, dealing with scholarships and fel-
lowship grants. Under this provision, a student who is required to perform
"teaching or research services in the nature of part-time employment" for his
scholarship or fellowship grant will be taxed on that part representing payment
for such services. There is no such disqualification for services other than
teaching and research. This seems to mean that a student may receive a tax-
free scholarship if be has to cut the grass to hold it, but not if he is required
to teach a laboratory session. This suggestion is so fantastic that it imme-
diately occurs to me (as I am sure it will occur to the Internal Revenue Serm ice)
that a scholarship conditioned on the student's cutting the grass is either (a)
not a scholarship at all, or (b) not a scholarship to the extent of the value of
the grass-cutting services. The latter suggestion would put the grass-cutting
student on a par with the teaching student. It also illustrates the ambiguity
of the proposed new section.

Secondly, section 117 provides in substance that a fellowship grant (received
by one who is not a candidate for a degree) shall be excluded from income unless
it is 75 percent or more of his regular salary. Under this limitation, the fellow-
ship grant is either fully taxable or fully exempt. The absurdity that results
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from this restriction is aiply illustrated by the example on page A3 of the

House report. Because the individual there described received $450 from his

employer, he has taxable income of $7,650. Had he not received the sum of

$450 from his employer, the fellowship grant of $7,200 would be excluded from

income. Section 117 (b) (2) of the proposed new law has the precisely same

effect as the gross income restriction applied to dependents by section 25 (b)

(1) (D) of the present law, a restriction which has been criticized and revoked
by the draftsmen of the new code.

These comments do not by any means exhaust the ambiguities or difficulties
that lurk in section 117; and even a casual reading of parts of the proposed code

demonstrates that similar problems arise under many other sections. I very

much fear that, if enacted, this bill will be long-remembered as a monument
to the dangers of action without full and fair discussion.

Yours respectfully,
BoRis I. BITKER.

ST. PAUL ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE,
St. Paul, Man., April 19, 1954.

Hon. EDWARD J. THYE,
Senator from Mintesota, Sinate Officc Biiildinq,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR THYE: It is our understanding that the proposed Internal Reve-

nue Code of 1954 (H. R. &300, the tax-revision bill) is now under consideration.
This section provides for the declaration of estimated income and advance

payments of corporate income taxes.
Under the provisions of this section a corporate taxpayer in the ninth month

of each taxable year will file a declaration of its estimated income for that year
and make a payment of a part of the tax due. A second advance payment will
be due in the 12th month of each taxable year, with the balance of the tax due
payable in the 3d and 6th months of the following year. The advance payments
will each be 5 percent of the estimated tax in the first year of operation, 10 per-
cent each in the second year. and so on, until, when the plan is in full operation,
there will be 4 payments of 25 percent each. The attached example shows the
operation of the plan from start until it becomes fully effective.

You will see from the example that in each of the 5 years which it takes to
put the plan into operation the corporate taxpayer will. in effect, be paying 11
percent of the annual tax bill, so that when the transition period is complete the
taxpayer will have paid to the Government an amount equivalent to one-half
year's tax bill. This advance can never be recovered unless the taxpayer liqui-
dates and goes out of business. This 110 percent comes from the fact that in
the first year of operation time taxpayer will pay the previous year's taxes in
2 installments of 50 percent each in the 3d and th months of that year, and then
in the 9th and 12th months the first advance payments will he due.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE PLAN

There are two major disadvantages to the plan:
First, all corporations which will be subject to the plan (corporations with an

anticipated tax liability of more than $50,000) will, in effect, have to sacrifice
working capital to pay taxes, and will, at the end of 5 years. have lost working
capital equivalent to one-half year's tax bill. This is a substantial loss.

If working capital is not sacrificed, the corporation must find the money from
other sources. Some publicly held corporations may be able to do this by selling
additional securities, but many of the closely held family type retail corporations
may have to abandon plans for expansion, etc., in order to meet the increase.

The second reason is more or less peculiar to retailing. A great number of
ret il corporations have their most profitable season at Christmas and make a
large portion of their sales in November and December. These corporations will
have to make their first estimate in advance of any indication of what sort of
a Christmas business they are going to have. Their second estimate will come
just before inventory and it. too, will be more or less a guess.
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Opcration of section 6016, Internal Revenue Code of 1954, providing for
declaration of cstimatted income with advance patymenlts

(Example: Retail corporliton with a fiscal year ending ,lanuai y 31: Annual volume $5,000,000; net income
before Federal taxes, $250,000, Federal income tax $121,500.)

Payments made in fiscal year ending

Year From previous year's income From current year's income

April July October January Total

1955_- - 12, 250 02, 250 0, 225 6,225 136. 950
(50 pet cent) (50 percent) (5 percen.) (5 percent) (110 percent)

1957 .............. 560 25 56, 025 12, 450 12, 450 136, 950
(45 percent) (45 percent) (10 percent) (10 percent) (110 percent)

1958 49, s00 49, 800 18 675 18, 075 136 950
(40 per cent) (40 percent) (15 pe cent) (15 percent) (110 percent)

1959 - _ 43,575 43.575 24,900 24, 00 136,950
(35 percnnt) (35 percent) (20 percent) (20 percent) (110 percent)

190) ... . .. . 37,350 37, 350 31,125 31,125 136,950
(30 percent) (30 percent) (25 percent) (25 per cent) (110 percent)

1961 ----- -- - --- -- 31,125 31,125 31,125 31,125 124, 500
(25 percent) (25 percent) (25 percent) (25 percent) (100 percent)

NoTE.-Exariple was made on assumption that the taxpayer would pay the full amount in the advance

payllentg ill October ,und Janial y. Actually, the advance payments are based oil a percentage of ant ici-
pated tax liability in excess of $50, 0. If the taxpayer took advantage of this provision, which would be
probable in most eases, the advance paynnts would be reduced and the payments in the following year
increased'accordingly.

We will appreciate your cooperation very much in opposing this particular

portion of the tax ill which we believe without question is very adverse to the

interests of our retailers, not only in St. Paul, but throughout the country.
Respectfully yours,

Al. W. THOMPSON, ReMil Secretory.

STATEMENT OF L. SHEIRLEY TARnK For BANKERs COMMITTEE FOiL TAx EQUALITY

My name is L. Shirley Tark. I ali president of the Main State Bank of
Chicago and speak as a representative of the hankers' committees for tax equality,
a committee of the National Ta e Equ'alitv Asso(,iation which nunhers among
is membership some 4,000 banks engaged in the commercial and savings fields
and located throughout the United States. The banks I represent are in direct
competition with savings and lo: associations, mutual savings banks, credit
unions, and other cooperative financial institutions that are now receiving
favored tax treatment. They wish to call to your attention the injustice of the
present situation, and to urge that the present tax exemptions and the exces-
sively large reserves permitted savings and loan associations and mutual savings
banks for tax purposes, be modified or repealed so that the income of thee
institutions will be taxed in the same way as that of the banks that compete
with them.

This is not my first appearance before you on this subject. On July 11, 1951,
I appeared before you to point nut that the then existing tax exemption enjoyed
by savings and loan associations and mutual savings hanks permitted them
to compete unfairly, and to the disadvantage (if, commercial banks. At that
time I was particularly interested in demonstrating that the theory that these
organizations had no taxable profits because of the mutuality of their operations
had no basis in law and that they were in fact engaged in business for profit

and were competing with other taxpaying financial insitutions.
Subsequently, the provisions granting tax exemption to savings and loan asso-

ciations and mutual savings banks were revoked by the Revenue Act of 11151.

Unfortunately, however, the new law contained a reserve formula so generous

in its scope that even without a tax-exempt status, almost all savings and loan

associations and many mutual savings banks continued to earn income and
to escape income taxes. The tax status of credit unions, production credit

associations, and national farm-loan associations was not changed by the act.

Although the Revenue Act of 1951 taxed the corporate profits of savings

and loan institutions and mutual savings banks, it permitted them to deduct
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from income as a reserve for bad debts any amount which did not bring total
reserves to more than 12 percent of share or deposit liability. At the close of
1949 the average reserve of all savings and loan associations was only slightly
more than 7.5 percent of the savings invested. From the close of 1949 to the
close of 1953, total savings moved from, $121/ billion to nearly $23 billion. As
a consequence of the tremendous growth of these organizations, their reserves
at the end of 1953 were 7.1 percent of total assets. In other words, although
enjoying year after year of tremendous prosperity with earnings rising from
approximately $45$) million in 199 to $700 millions in 1952, savings and loan
associations are now farther than ever from being required to pay any Federal
income tax.

The same holds true of mutual savings banks. At the close of 1950 the reserves
for all mutual savings banks averaged 11.4 percent. Due to their rapid growth,
at the close of 1953, their deposit liability was up to nearly 241/, billions and
their reserves were down to 10.5 percent. The mutual savings banks earnings
have risen from approximately $450 million a year in 1949 to $630 million in
1952. They are also, therefore, farther away from being required to pay
Federal income taxes now than they were at the close of 1950.

Spokesmen for these organizations claim that they represent the efforts of a
few "little" people who pool their "meager" earnings in an effort to get enough
money to build homes for themselves. That may have bpen true many years ago,
but today these organizations represent "big business" as they themselves admit
(see article by Norman Strunk, p. 34, Burrough.s Clearinghouse for Bank and
Financial Officers, April 1954). To cite a few examples, along the east coast we
have in Washington the Perpetual Building Association, a savings and loan asso-
ciation with assets of $168 million. The Baltimore Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Baltimore, Md., has assets of nearly $91 million. Turning to the
Midwest, Chicago has the First Federal with assets of $142 million, the Bell
Savings & Loan with assets of $12.3 million, and the Talman Federal with
assets of $103 million. The Twin City Federal in Minneapolis has assets of
$148 million.

Proceeding west, we have the Farm and Home Savings & Loan Association
of Nevada, Mo., with assets of $109 million. Along the Pacific coast we find the
Pacific Coast First Federal of Tacoma, Wash., with assets of $106 million, the
Home Savings & Loan of Los Angeles with assets of $136 million, and the Coast
Federal of Los Angeles with assets of over $166 million.

It is clear that at the present time savings and loan associations are organiza-
tions with large assets which control vast concentrations of economic power, yet
present tax laws are so drawn that they are required to contribute little or
nothing in the way of income taxes to the support of the Federal Government.

One result of their large accumulations of wealth may be found in the multi-
million-dollar buildings that they are erecting-usually in center of town. I
suggest you walk into the lobby of the multi-million-dollar home of the Perpetual
Building Association here in Washington. Its luxurious lobby and the elec-
trically operated vertical nylon venetian blind that is 200 feet long on one wall
are wondrous to see. I could refer you to the ultramodern furnishings and
design of the new quarters of the Peoples Federal in Monroe, Mich., or the new
"circular design" quarters of the First Savings & Loan Association of Cumber-
land, Md., or the impressive new headquarters of the St. Petersburg Federal in
Florida, etc. Such fine edifices are being paid for by these institutions out of
profits that the commercial banks are required to use to pay income taxes.

What are the consequences of the tax favoritism now extended these institu-
tions? The tax-favored group consisting of about 30 percent of all savings insti-
tutions ects nearly 70 cents if every new savings dollar. Since World War II
the savings capital of all savings and loan associations in the United States has
increased at a rate of 466 percent times that of all commercial banks.

The banks that I represent are aware of the inevitable outcome of the tax-
subsidized competition they are now facing. I believe that some of the Senators
who gave this matter serious thought in 1951 are also aware of what will happen
if the building and loan associations and mutual savings banks are permitted to,
continue to operate on what is actually a tax-free basis, since the taxing formula
produces no tax.

Senator K-rr on September 21, 1951, during a debate on this matter in the
Sena te, stated the matter clearly when he said (Congressional Record, p. 12083) :

"Their position relative to thi' commercial banks is changing so rapidly that
as of today I would say they have half as much earnings as do all the coin-
mercial banks in the United States. If we permit the mutual savings banks and
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the building and loan associations to continue to lie lax free, the, day is not
far distant when thiir profits after disburseniits will exceed those of the
commercial banks. When that happens. the plrohts after disbursements of
the mutual savings banks and the building and loan associations, instead of being
a inere . or 5 percent if wihat lihsi of tlie ci ma er(ciil banks were a few years
ago. will lie, instead. I woihl sa3 .Npproxiniately 211 percetntt or 25 percent of
those of the commercial lanks: and they w rll ri:ice the oinimercial banks.
because the commercial tanks cannot pay a 52-percent tax- on their profits and
have their competitors pay nothing, and continue to survive."

Senator Kerr also said (Congressional Reiord, p. 12081) :
"If we leave them tax exempt, the day will come when they and the other tax-

exempt organizations will have all the money in the country. Glory be."
Just as Senator Kerr pointed out that commercial banks could not "continue

to survive." Senator G('rge pointed out luring the debate on time matter the
following day that "the power to exempt one group from taxation and to put the
burden on another is the power to destroy the group which is taxed" (Congres-
sional Record, p. 12120).

The banks I represent see savings and loan associations and mutual savings
banks growing at a tremendous rate and building modern, luxurious quarters
for tleiselves in iriler to attract the savers of the community into their offices.
They see an ever-growing portion of the savings dollar being taken away from
them by these institutions with no possibility on their part of ever getting it
back as long as time present tax favoritism continues to exist. They have been
hurt and they are being hurt more and more by this inequitable tax law, and
they ieg yiu to take inmmiiediate action to correct it.

There is no reason for continuing the tax-exempt status of approximately
14,398 credit unions in) the United States that are competing with taxpaying
institutions. Like all other tax-free enterprises. credit unions have shown a
startling growth during recent years. In the last 5 years their number increased
54.3 percent. Their assets increased from $192 million at the close of 1939
to over $2 billion at the close of 1953.

As of June 30, 1953, there were aPproximately 500 production credit asso-
ciations in the United States having combined assets of $931 million. These
associations had $sG million in surplus funds; accumulated out of net income. On
their 1952 earnings of over $9.956,000, they paid a total income tax of only
$1,468,000. In other words, their average rate was less than 15 percent, as com-
pared to the 52-percent rate being paid by the private banks with which they
compete.

National farm loan associations, which provide long-term loans to farmers,
numbered more than 1,155 at the close of the 1953 fiscal year. They had combined
assets of $129 million and capital stock outstanding in the amount of $70 million.
Their reserves and surplus approximated $53 million. Their earnings for the
1952-53 fiscal year amounted to over $9 million, upon which no Federal income
tax was paid.

There can be no question about the ability of these financial institutions
to pay taxes on their profits the way other corporations do. We are not arguing
that these organizations should not have reasonable reserves to protect them from
the recessions that periodically appear in our economic activity. The commer-
cial banks have reserves too, but they are not allowed to compute them under
a formula so generous that they escape paying income tax altogether. Why
should not these savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks be
allowed to set up reserves on the basis of the demonstrated need for such
reserves as is the case with commercial banks? If that is not satisfactory, then
I suggest that the 12-percent figure be lowered so that it will come more in line
with the realities of the situation.

I believe the hope should tie realized which was expressed by your chair-
men during the 1051 Senate debate, when he said (Congressional Record, Sep-
tember 22, 1951, p. 12138) :

"It has been my own hope that we could arrive at something which would
not allow the profits of these institutions, which are in excess of the amount
needed to protect their security, to be exempt from taxation; I hoped that
they would be subjected to taxation, and I believe we should not allow them
to lie free from that kind of taxation."

In spite of the hopes expressed by Senator Millikin, the bill that actually
passed has failed to bring about the needed taxation. It is clear that the
figure of 12 percent must be lowered if the desired objective is to be reached.

Perhaps some light can be thrown on what the proper percentage should
be by considering the reserve requirements set up by statute, for the Federal
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Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation in order to provide adequate insurance
coverage for accounts in insured members of savings and loan institutions.
The statute (12 U. S. C. A., sec. 1727) requires a premium charge to be paid
by the institution equal to one-twelfth of 1 percent per annum of the insured
accounts until a reserve fund has been established that is equal to 5 percent
of all insured accounts and creditor obligations.

The Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation also requires an as-
sociation applying for insurance to set up reserves adequate to absorb losses.
According to the rules and regulations of the Corporation, an insured savings
and loan association must allocate from its earnings at least three-tenths of
1 percent of its insured accounts to a reserve fund. This fund is to accumulate
so that within 13 years it will equal at least 2 1 _ percent of all insured ac-
counts, and 20 years after the effective date of insurance the reserve has to
equal 5 percent of all insured accounts. Should losses cause the reserve to
fall below the required level, additional payments must be made thereto in
order to bring it up to the 5 percent safety level.

The reserve requirements contained in State laws for State-chartered build-
ing and loan associations are also helpful in determining whether or not the
12 percent figure for reserve is too high. Some States, such as Delaware,
Georgia, and Oklahoma have no statutory provision.

Arkansas requires 5 percent of earnings to be accumulated until the reserve
fund equals 5 percent of assets. Kansas requirements are the same. Louisiana
requires 3 percent of net earnings to be set aside semiannually until the re-
serve equals 5 percent of outstanding loans and real estate. In Nebraska, the
reserve must equal 5 percent of total assets less cash, and in North Carolina
the reserves must equal 5 percent of the paid-up outstanding stock. Pennsyl-
vania requires a reserve equal to 5 percent of the assets.

The reserve requirements of Virginia are very interesting. The statute re-
quires not less than 3 percent, or more than 15 percent of net earnings be
put into the reserve fund until the reserve equals 5 percent of the total re-
sources. The reserve may not exceed 15 percent of the total resources. I will
not take up your time with reviewing the requirements of every State, but a
review of the Federal and State requirements would indicate that a reserve
of 5 percent was adequate and as indicated by the Virginia statute, a reserve
of 15 percent is excessive. In view of these facts, it would seem that the
present 12 percent reserve permitted for income-tax purposes permits these
tax-favored institutions to escape income taxes and expand on tax-free profits
until their reserves are nearly two and one-half times what might be called
the reasonable reserve figure of 5 percent, and nearly reach the figure of 15
percent, which is considered excessive under Virginia law. It is no wonder
that these institutions are able to expand year after year without reaching
the point where they are required to pay income taxes.

I wish to make it clear that if the management of any savings and loan
association wishes to have a reserve of 15 percent or 20 percent, that is their
privilege and I have no objection to it, but it seems to me that after they
pass the 5 percent reasonable figure, all additional profits kept in the corpora-
tion should be taxed the vay other profits are taxed.

I realize that an institution with a 12 percent reserve is more secure than
an institution with a 5 percent reserve, but I would point out that the same
loic applies to the commercial banks, and indeed to all business organizations.
That is not, therefore, a sufficient reason for allowing these organizations a
greater reserve than experience would indicate as necessary. Savings and
loan institutions and mutual savings banks are competing with the savings
operations of commercial banks for the savings of the community and they
both should be treated alike as far as tax-free reserves are concerned. In
fact, they must be treated alike or else this overgenerous reserve privilege
will be a tool that will ultimately destroy, for all practical purposes, the
savings functions of the commercial banks.

The reserve for bad debts permitted commercial banks is based on their
experience for the last 20 years, and since few banks have had losses during that
period, the permitted tax-free addition to reserves in nearly all cases is less than 1
percent. Contrasting this to the 12 percent permitted savings and loan institu-
tions and mutual savings banks brings to mind the statement made by Senator
George during the Senate debate on this subject when he said (Congressional
Record, Sept. 22, 1951, p. 12122) :
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" obviously it would be a very unfair system of taxation which would permit one
State to allow its commercial banks, let us say, to set aside 15 percent as a
reserve, while another State allowed its commercial banks to set aside only 5
percent, and then for the Federal Government to say, 'We will tax all your profits
above that reserve.'

"The fair and equitable thing to do is to have set up a uniform reserve
which must be reasonable."

That "very unfair system of taxation" is exactly what we have now because
of the different ways of calculating the permissible reserves for commercial
banks as contrasted with savings and loan associations. All that the banks I
represent are asking is that you correct this unfair system of taxation and set up
a uniform reserve which will apply to all financial institutions.

The argument has been made that these very generous reserve provisions are
necessary and should be continued in order to benefit the depositors in the case
of mutual savings banks and the stockholders in the case of savings and loan
associations. This point was well answered during the Senate debate by Senator
Kerr, when he said (Congressional Record, Feb. 22, 1951, pp. 12142, 12413);

"I (1o not believe it is germane to this issue for Senators to argue that an addi-
tional reserve should lie built up for the benefit of the depositors, because the
depositors do not get the reserves. The only way the depositors can get the
reserves is for the bank to lie liquidated. And, .r. President, tax-exempt financial
institutions (1o not liquidate.

"In the ease of the building and loan associations, the reserve is for the
benefit of the stockholders. What stockholder would not want to have a provi-
sion in the Federal law that his institution should be the judge of how much of
its earnings shall be tax exempt, until it accumulates as a reserve an amount
equal to 10 percent of its total assets? No wonder the savings banks have
increased nearly 100 percent in 5 or 6 or 7 years. If we continue to give them an
exemption of their earnings at their discretion until their surplus is 10 percent
of whatever their present or increased deposits may be. we shall have a magnet
which will draw all the money out of the commercial banks into an institution
which has a blanket exemption or freedom from taxation at the discretion of the
institution itself, until its reserves equal and continue to remain equal to 10
percent of the amount of its expanding deposits.

"Mr. President, I know of a building and loan association with $150,000 capital.
Inquiry was made about getting a little stock in that institution. The answer
was received that 'stock i' available in this institution at its book value of
$8,500,000.' I looked into the situation to see how a corporation with $150,000
of capital could have a book value of $311 million, and I found that it had been
accumulating tax-free reserves. No commercial bank in the country can compete
with that sort of an institution. lIy heart is not crying for the commercial
banks, but I am aware of the fa( t that they have to pay taxes.

"I have heard Senators talk about the poor little savings and loan associations,
the blessed little building and loan associations, and the little mutual savings
banks. Tlht is marvelous : but I call attention to the fact that in 1950 they made
more than a quarter of a billion dollars, after all expenses, nfter the provision of
all required reserves, and after all interest and dividends had been paid."

I submit that the reason the savings and loan associations are increasing their
capital at a rate of 466 percent times that of all commercial banks is due to the
fact that the 12 percent reserve privilege gives them a magnet which aets to
drajw all the money out of the commercial banks.

During the 1951 Senate debate on the subject. Senator Murray pointed out
the fine character and good qualities of sqvinas and loan associations, and
seemed to conclude that they. therefore, should have special favors as far as
the income-tax law was concerned. It seemed to me that this arr-ument was
answered very well by Senator George when lie said (Congressional Record,
Sept. 22. 1951, p. 12120) :

"It seems to me that the Senator's statement. alonz with all the other state-
ments which have been made, indicate the good qualities and character of these
associations. Certainly they are good. The ordinary commercial bank is a
good institution The railroads carried civilization across the continent, but
they were taxed : and the commercial bank is taxed. All other business organ-
izations are taxed. For some reason or other savings and loan associations
and other institutions use the corporate form to do business. That they accum-
ulate earnings is true beyond all peradventure of doubt. They may not be
excessive earnings. I do not say they are. Undoubtedly any tax on them would
be a burden on them, just as a tax is a burden on anyone else. It may have a
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tendency to cut down their final net earnings, but so does the tax on everyone
else cut down his possible net earnings.

"So I do not see why the Senator should be unduly alarmed because we want
to impose a reasonable tax solely on the earnings, over and above a reasonable
reserve."

In addition to the special reserve provisions enjoyed by savings and loan
associations and mutual savings banks, section 23 (r), of the Internal Revenue
Code, permits these organizations to deduct from earnings the dividends paid
to owners. Although other banking corporations are required to pay full income
taxes on profits, even though part of those profits are subsequently distributed
as a dividend to the owners of the corporation, in the case of mutual savings
banks, cooperative banks, and domestic building and loan associations, such
dividends may be treated as deductions from gross income.

It has been argued that the stockholder of a savings and loan association is
superficially like the depositor in a commercial bank and that, therefore, the
share of the profits that he receives as a dividend should be treated by the savings
and loan association as though it were interest paid on a debt.

It is obvious that the two are not in an identical status and treating them
alike constitutes a gross error. However, if there is any similarity, it seems
to me that only such similarity should be recognized by law The commercial
banks are permitted to pay interest on their savings deposits in an amount not
in excess of 21/2 percent per annum. It follows that no deduction from earn-
ings for the payment of interest may exceed 21/2 percent. It is, therefore, respect-
fully su.rgested that savings and loans associations, and cooperative, and mutual
savings banks be permitted to deduct as interest only the first 21,2 percent of the
profits that they distribute as dividends to their stockholders and depositors.
That, I believe, is a fair compromise of this controversial issue.

In conclusion, it is recommended that the overgenerous reserve provisions
contained in section 23 (k) of the Internal Revenue Code, be amended so that
it will no longer constitute a loophole allowing practically all savings and loan
associations and many mutual savings banks to escape all income taxes what-
soever. It is suggested that they either be required to determine their bad-debt
reserves in the manner permitted commercial banks, or that the 12-percent rate
be lowered to 5 percent. Furthermore, section 23 (r) of the Internal Revenue
Code, should be amended so that only the first 2 / percent of dividends paid to
stockholders and depositors of cooperative and mutual banking corporations is
deductible from gross income.

SEc. 101 (4) of the Internal Revenue Code must be amended so that it no
longer grants tax exemption to State-chartered credit unions. The applicable
provisions of section 18 of the Federal Credit Union Act, section 5 (h) of the
Federal Farm Loan Act and section 63 of the Farm Credit Act which extend
complete freedom from Federal income taxes to Federal-chartered credit unions,
Federal-chartered savings and loan associations, national farm loan associations,
and production credit associations must be repealed. After that has been done,
cooperative financial institutions will join with the private banks with whom
they compete in bearing their share of the tax burden.

The job of correcting the present inequitable situation will take courage
because the representatives of the institutions enjoying a tax-favored status
mnay be counted upon to fight against tax justice with all the powers at their
command. They will speak about tax equality legislation as penalizing the
little people who have put their meager savings in a mutual institution in order
to secure some modicum of security against economic disaster. They will seek Uf
to divert your attention from the fact that the little people have also deposited il
their savings in the commercial banks and that present tax favoritism will enable 11
the tax-favored savings and loan and mutual banking systems to take over all bi
the savings field and threaten the taxpaying banks with destruction. it

The proponents of the present unfair tax system will make a bitter fight.
Make no mistake about it. As stated by Senator George during the 1951 Senate
debate on the subject (Sept. 24, 1951, Congressional Record, p. 12197) :

"With what tenacity the special-privilege boys who have grown fat off of this
country hold onto those special privileges."

Now, when the whole Internal Revenue Code is being revised to remove
inequities, is an excellent time to take care of the glaring tax inequity that is a
injuring the country's private banking system. Fair taxation will not hurt the
cooperative and mutual banking system, but on the contrary will only keep them
from hurting the taxpaying banks. It will merely restore fairness to our tax
laws, fair colipotition to our banks, and at the same time raise some of the
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tiditionalt reveniet-- Ih Iit/ r i.intry so badly needs to pay the expenses of the
cold war.

A. J. FAREL & Co.,
Houston 2, Tcx., April 22, 1954.

In re H. R. S300, the prlp, ed Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
ELIzAETH SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senat Fionce ('oI/mitt( c,
c at Ofi. Biruildn i, Vash inylon, D. C.

LEAR MADAM :t Seetiui 6(154 of the proposed code deals with additions to the
tax for failure by individuals to pay estimated income tax. Subsection (d) sets-
out certain excelitimis. We wish to) l/int out a situation which we feel should-
be covered in this sectii of the proposed code.

We have found /lnrin our years 4r' practicing public accounting that some
individual taxpayers' business operatitins are so extensive that it is difficult to
examine their records and complete the tax returns (forms 1040) within the
required time for filing. Even with the proposed addition of 30 days, it would
still be difficult.

Such an individual taxpayer would not have available the necessary informa-
tion about the prior year's income and deductions on which to base his current
year's declaration of estimated tax to take advantage with certainty of the
relief provided in subsection (d) of section 6654 of the proposed Iode.
The Commissioner's policy with respect to granting extensions of time for

filing the income-tax returns has been a great help with respect to income-tax
returns, but the same policy does not apply to declarations of estimated tax.

We would like to see some provision made in the code to the effect that the
granting of an extension of time for filing individual taxpayer's income-tax return,
would automatically extend the time for filing his original declaration of esti-
mated tax l)rmi/led lie lifei] a tentalive declaration of estinmated tax and paid
intl re t oil any exces, twtxxeen tile tentative tax payllent inl' the payllent with
the final decllr;ill it e.tilntited kax. 'ius, an ixh\idual taxpayer who
obtained an extension of lime for filing his income-tax return for 1954 would
still be aide to base his 1955 declaration of estimated tax on the 1954 income and
deductions by first uiing a tentative declaration of estimated tax and later filing
the final declaration of estimated tax when the 1954 income-tax return had
been completed.

Respectfully submitted.
A. J. FARFEL & Co,

By F. W. Coauti.

STAlEMEN' To T/E SENATE FINANCE COMMI'IEE SUBMITTED By THUMAS B. AEEK,
CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE, NATIONAL AsSOCLATION OF INVESTORs' BROKERS,
APR1L 20, 1954

The National Association of Investors' Brokers is convinced that the Treasury
would gain more revenues, and more equity capital would be provided for plants
and jobs, if the Congress will reduce the capital gains rate of tax and length of
holding period.

Our conviction is based on actual experience, not theory. Our association is
representative of securities firm employees who have been servicing hundreds
of thousands of accounts over a long period of years. We have observed how
the tax laws affect investors and prospective investors, in other words, what
they actually do with their money. We have urged revision of these sections of
the tax law because we have found them the greatest handicap to judicious
investment.

Why do we feel revenues would be increased by reducing this tax and shorten-
ing the holding period?

First. Countless transactions never take place. Either a short term profit is
missed, because the investor wishes to hold his security to get the tax advantage
after 6 months, or, if he has a sizeable long-term profit he regards it as part of
his capital assets and will not pay the present rate of tax on the profit. Our
analysis of transactions in 1953 indicates that the Government would have col-
lected $200 million additional if the tax had been 12,2 percent and the holding
period 3 months. We estimate revenues from capital gains in 1953 to be lower
than in 1952.
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Second. There are large amounts of capital that will not be available for
equities until there are changes made in the capital gains provisions. The writer
knows of several millions of dollars among his own clients that are locked up for
this reason. This can be multiplied many times.

The Members of Congress are properly concerned about the state of business
in this country and are well aware that two of the chief bulwarks to ou'r economy,
over the short term, are: Government expenditures for defense, and business
expenditures for expansion and rehabilitation. How are these private expendi-
tures for capital goods to be maintained? It is well known that a large propor-
tion of the vast sums spent since the war have come out of retained earnings
and borrowings. Obviously this trend is unhealthy and cannot be maintained.
The only answer, therefore, is increased financing through equities, and that
calls for vigorous and healthy securities markets. That can be achieved by per-
mitting capital to flow more freely. As we have said before, the capital-gains
tax deters proper reinvestment and discourages new money from buying equities.

It has been assumed in some quarters that speculation would be stimulated
by reducing the capital-gains tax and holding period. Actually these provisions
have served at present and in the past to contribute to the speculative urge. The
effect of these restrictions on taking profits has been to limit the supply of stocks
when the market is going up and to increase the supply when the market is going
down. Thus, price swings are accentuated in both directions. This is one of
the factors in the sharp rise in certain stocks in the market this year. Early in
1946 our association warned that the 100 percent margins and the capital-gains
tax prevented many holders from selling, thereby helping accelerate the rise.
We also warned of the thin markets that would develop when the trend was
reversed, because there would be no buying cushion furnished by those who had
taken profits.

It is the basic function of the securities business to produce capital, just as it
is of the oil and mining industries to produce oil and metals from the ground.
It is an anomaly that the securities industry suffers many restrictions on capital
formation, whereas many other extractive industries have been granted tax
incentives. Our members have, during the past 20 years, seen a steady deteriora-
tion in the supply of equity capital and I venture to predict that if the tax laws
are not changed soon, there will come a time when the Government will be forced
to offer extra inducements to capital to sustain domestic enterprise, just as
Inducements are being offered now to encourage investment abroad.

With proper encouragement there is plenty of capital in this country ready and
willing to engage in constructive enterprise. We have had confirmation of this
in the action of the securities markets this year. The proposal to grant minor
tax credits on dividend income has stimulated a large amount of new investment.
To cite 1 snall example, the writer received an order to buy 200 shares of Ameri-
can Telephone from a man who had heretofore been concentrating his invest-
ments in tax-exempt bonds. There are many instances of this. If this tax
credit is not retrained in the final tax bill there will undoubtedly be some selling
by disappointed holders.

The tremendous expansion taking place in Canada has been financed largely
through equities. One of the principal reasons is that Canada gives favorable
treatment to those receiving dividends and there is no capital-gains tax.

In view of the many advantages to be gained by modifying the capital-gains tax
and holding period, it is difficult to understand why there is such great reluctance
to make these changes. The obvious conclusion is that there are political impli-
cations in doing anything to help capital. Perhaps if the name were changed to
"restrictive enterprise tax" there would be a better chance of modifying it. It is
ironic that such an attitude exists in the leading capitalistic country in the world.
Actually, the capital-gains tax does not reach the rich, except in small measure,
for they eiLher hold their investments or are in tax-exempts or cash. The capital-
gains tax and dividend tax hurt the little fellow as well as the big ones. There
are 6,500,000 stockholders of public corporations in this country and only a small
percent would be considered wealthy. Seventy-four percent of those reporting
capital gains and 78 percent of those reporting dividend income, had incomes of
less than $10,000 in 1950. It is our belief that one way to insure that the rich
pay more capital-gains taxes would be to cut the rate in half.

Our further views and specific examples of the effects of capital-gains tax are
given in the accompanying leaflet.

We sincerely appreciate your consideration and express the hope that your
committee recommend to the Congress: Reduction of the rate of tax to 1244
percent, shortening the holding period to 3 months, and retention of tax credits
on dividends.
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NEw YORK 17, N. Y., April 22, 1954.
The Honorable EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance ('onimittec,
'0itd States Senatc, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MIII The Walworth Co., and its employees covered by
the retirement plan of the company, would like to express to you their concern
over the provisions of section 505 of the proposed Internal Revenue Code which
would limit employees' trusts investments (a)in real estate to 5 percent of the
trust assets in respect to any 1 investment, and (b) in securities of any 1
issuer, other than those specifically authorized, to 5 percent of the trust assets
and 10 percent of the voting power of the issuer.

The retirement tian of the company is qualified under existing section 165 (a),
and is a contributory, self-administered, trusteed type of employees' pension plan.
It was established in 1941 and covers all qualified salaried employees of the
company of whom there are currently some 700 employees participating. The
trust agreement between the company and the trustee authorizes the company
to make its contributions to the trust in kind in warehouse properties (real
estate) of the company, and authorizes the trustee to lease such properties back
to the company. The total value of such properties held by the trust at any time
is limited to 25 percent of the value of the other assets of the trust. The trust
agreement forbids the trustee to invest in :ny securities of the company or its
subsidiaries. The trust's assets are presently invested as follows:

Percent

Government bonds 27. 82
Other bonds 32.04
Preferred stocks - ------ -- 6.S9
Common stocks -- 33.25

Approximately one-third f the :;3.25 percent invested in comlon stocks is
represented by all of the capital stock issued iy a 101 (14) corporation organ-
ized for the purpose of holdin title to real estate and paying the income there-
from to the trust. It was necessary to oranize the 101 (14) corporation, due
to the problem (which many employers and trustees have experienced) that the
trustee, a trust company of New York, was not admitted to do business or hold
title to real estate in the State of the situs of the real estate.

Heretofore the company has con\eye] alproximately $432.000 in warehouse
property in kind, the conveyance having been made to the 101 (14) corporation,
and has leased it back in accordance with the terms of the trust agrenilent and
pursuant to the approval of the Treasury Ttepartment. The return to the trust
is equivalent to the return normally received by insurance companies and other
investors in sale and leaseback arrangements, the same being slightly higher
than the average return to the trust on its other investments.

In order to meet its contributions to the trust and, at the same tin, cois-ve
its cash for employment in its manufacturing business, the company had intende I
making its contribution to the trust for the year 1954 in the form of warehouse
property. However. the limitations of proposed section 505, if they s himhl be-
come law, may require the company to abandon the proposed transaction for
the following reasons:

1. The value of a warehouse property intended to be contributed exceeds
5 percent of the assets of the trust While the conveyance was intended to be
made to the 101 (14) corporation, it is conceiable that the Revenue Service
may rule that the conveyance to the 101 (14) corporation, all of the capital
stock of which is held by the trust, would constitute in reality an investment by
the trns) in real estate which would exceed the 5-percent limitation in respect
of any one investment and thus deny the exemption.

2. If, due to unforeseen problems. the presently existing corporation holding
title to warehouse property heretofore contributed could not take title in the
State of the situs of the warehouse property intended to be contributed, and the
trustee could not take title, it would not be possible to form another corporation
for that purpose for the reason that all of its capital stock, of necessity, must
be held by the trustee and (since the investment would ha' v been made subse-
quent to March 1, 1954) such would exceed the 5-percent and 10-percent limita-
tions on the securities and voting power of any one issuer.

Obviously, it is important, if private pensions are to be encouraged and not
discouraged, that the trusts earn a fair return on their investments, and they
should not be deprived of investments in real estate offering good return and
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adequate security. Certainly this right should not be denied to the extent that
prudent diversification would advise.

With respect to (1) above, it would seem that the restriction would discrimi-
nate in favor of the larger trusts. Few of the smaller trusts would be able to
locate a parcel of real estate suitable for trust im estment which could be obtained
within the 5-peicent limitation, whereas the larger trusts most likely would be
able to find niany. This limitation would be particularly hars h on the small
business which, except for the limitation, may bie able to inako its contribution
during a lean year iii the teriD of a parcel ot its, real estate. It would also see'n
to discriminate aniong businesses of various kinds : or example, a retail busifless
with many small stores could contribute one or more of such locations, but a
business of equal size with only a few locations may ind that io piece of its
real estate suitable for trust investment coutd be contributed within the 5 percent
limitation; also, the limitation would not realize the announced objective of
diversification due to the fact that the trust, under the present proposal, could
invest 100 percent of its funds in real estate Mo long as no single parcel exceeded
5 percent of the trust assets.

With respect to (2) above, many trustees find that they are unable to hold
real estate in States other than their domicile; thus, they usually form a corpo-
ration to hold title, receive the rents, and pay the same over to the trustees.
Since the trustee in nearly every case would own all of the stock of such corpo-
ration, the limitation of 5 percent ot the securities and 10 percent of the voting
power of such corporation would eliminate the availability of this convenient
means of overcoming this legal barrier to interstate business; also, this limita-
tion is quite inconsistent with the provision in the proposed section 505 which
could specifically authorize unlimited investment opportunities in the securities
of tie employer creating the trust.

We fail to recognize the desirability of placing any limitation on investments
in real estate except for the purpose of assuring a prudent diversification of the
trust funds, and it seems that a limitation of 5 percent with respect to a single
parcel of real estate does not accomplish that purpose; also, for the legal prob-
lems mentioned, it is necessary that trusts, if they are to be enabled to make
any investments in real estate, they should be able to do so through corporations
in which the trusts own all of the capital stock or other securities issued by such
corporations.

Accordingly it is recommended that the limitations referred to be changed
to provide a limitation, if a limitation is deemed necessary, of not less than
25 percent wtih respect to a single parcel of real estate. With respect to corpo-
rations organized lor the sole purpose of hoidmig real estate and pa ing the rents
to, the trust, it is recommended that the trust be 1 ermtt, d to hold all of such
corporation's securities.

Sincerely yours,
F. AV. BELz, Exemtim(' Vice Presidt nt.

SIMPSON LoGGING Co.,

The Honorable EtOENE D. MILLIKIN, Seattle, April 22, 1954.
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Simpson Logging Co. strongly protests certain fea-

tures of 11. R. 8300 and respectfully urges that the Senate Committee on Finance
amend the bill to retain the present provisions of section 117 (k) of the present T
Internal Revenue Code as it applies to timber.

The undesirable features of H. R. 3(10 with respect to timber are found in
sections 631 anl 272. These features of H. I. s300 would defeat the major
purpose of the proposed comprehensive revision of the revenue laws (as stated
by the Ways and Means Committee), namely, "to remove inequities * * * to
end harassment of the taxpayer * * * to reduce tax barriers to future expan-
sion of pioductin and eniployment * * * and to create an environment in which
normal incentives can operate to maintain normal economic growth" (H. Rept.
1337, p. 1).

Section 631 (a), when read with section 272 (a), would require that admin-
istrative and other expenses in connection with the holding and measurement
of timber, incurred in the taxable year in which the timber is cut, must be added
to the adjusted depletion basis of such timber for the purpose of computing capi-
tal gains. This is a discrimination against timber owners and operators. This
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would be a new requirement which in effect would deny deduction from ordinary
income as is now the case. Other taxpayers having capital gains are entitled to
deduct taxes, interest, and other appropriate expenses from ordinary income;
for example, sales of stocks and bonds, sales of mortgage property, sales of
property used in the trade or business and the outright sale of timber as a capital
asset. In all of these sales such expenses such as safe deposit box rentals, State
stamp taxes, statistical services, interest, property taxes, insurance, lire protec-
tion, etc., are deductible from ordinary income and not required to be treated
as reductions of t'w capital gain.

The requirement that certain expenses such as property taxes, forest fire
control, etc., must be allocated in part to the timber cut during the year does not
appear to he sound and will present serious practical problems in making the
allocations.

While it may be true that there are taxpayers with income from timber who
have no ordinary income trout which to deduct these expenses, it does not appeal
reasonable that the great majority of timber operators who do have such ordinary
income should be denied the right to deduct these ordinary expenses from such
ordinary income.

The Senate Committee on Finance is respectfully urged to amend section 631
of H. R. 8300 as passed by the House so as to retain the language of section 117
(k) of the present code insofar as timber is concerned, and strike out the refer-
ence to timber in section 272.

Yours very truly,
SniPsoN LOGGING CO.
A. R. GREEN, Comptroller.

SAN FRANCIsco, April 21, 195 .
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOI 1 \I.I,1KIN : The undersigned had an oplortlnitv recently to
study the tax revision bill, H. It. 8:00, entitled "Internal Re; enue (,'te of 1954"
as passed by the House. This letter is directed pritiarily to section 125 entitled,
"Sale or Exchange of Patents by the Inventor."

May I respectfully submit to you that while this section is purportedly, and
no doubt with the best intentions, for the purpose of encouraging invention and
scientific works, in effect it will accomplish exactly the opposite result.

Under existing law, the average inventor is entitled to treat gain front the
sale or exchange of a patent or patent application is gain from sale or exchange
of capital assets as long as he parts with all interests iin a patent or patent :lppli-
cation. Under the proposed section, the inventor will not be entitled to the
same privilege unless the purchase price is paid within 5 years front the date
of such sale. The fact is that in order to obtain anywhere adequate cormpensa-
tion according to the value of an invention, in most cases of worth-while inven-
tions the period of payments must be extended for linger than 5 years. The
investor is reluctant to risk large amounts of cash, but will take a chance on
long-term payments.

Another object of the bill as it now stands is, of course, that it is limited to
the inventor and takes away from an investor or purchaser of a patent its present
right to treat a patent or patent application as capital and treat sums iade
from its sales as capital gain just as in the case of any other income property.
This will definitely discourage investors from helping the poor inventor to de-
velop an invention. It will also discriminate against corporate owners of patents
who have large capital investments in important developments of inventions.

Obviously, therefore, the professional inventor will not be particularly bene-
fited, but the amateur inventor and the investor will suffer very definite detri-
ment by the proposed section 1235 of the tax revision bill, H. R. 8300.

In view of the above, we respectfully suggest either that section 1235 be com-
pletely eliminated, and leave matters in their present status, as bad as it is, or
that section 1235 he amended so as to apply to any patent owner and not only
to the inventor; and also to eliminate all time limits within which the compen-
sation is to be paid.

The above is based on experience of over 25 years and it is our belief that an
investigation will show that proposed section 1235 in its present form is more

45994-54-pt. 4- 38
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of a detriment than hell) to inventors and investors. This criticism, of course,

is offered with due respect to the good intentions of the drafters of that section.

Respectfully yours, GEORGE B. WHITE.

SOTNDRIVE I'UxP O'.,

Los Angeles, Calif., April 20, 1954.

Subject: Patent provisions in the new tax revenue revision bill.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, OF COLORADO,
Chairman, ,inate Fiiance Co('o tcc,

United States Snate Butilding, W'ashigton, D. C'.

HONORABLE SENATOR: Our oil-potential States are keenly aware of the problem

of extracting much of the oil from the earth after wells are drilled. Only about

one-fourth of the oil has been obtainalle normally, leaving about three-fourths

unavailable unless special production (pumping) techniques are employed. The

Governors of the several oil-producing States have formed an "oil compact corn-

mission" to pronote "secondary recovery" procedures to salvage this valuable

natural resource which is normally unobtainable. Oil experts know that many

bordering States could become economic oil producers if additional recovery

techniques could be developed. Included in these techniques would be any

pumps having ability to handle difficult liquids, anti pumps having a "stimulating"

effect on the oil-bearing sands in the earth.
By expending a great aniolint (f tire anl money our company is making

commensurate progress in developing a pump having those desirable character-

istics and which could be made available when species are developed and known)

to manufacturers having corresponding facilities, under a licensing arrangement

for manufacturing and inarketing.
Such a development makes it feasible for the oil companies to enter now-

marginal fields with an expansion program. This results in desirable increased

taxpaying activity on the part of oil companies, pump manufacturers, and related
industries.

Standard Oil Co. of California is expanding thousands of dollars testing our

pump. Various oil companies also send us purchase orders for pumps. But we

have to decline trying to make actual .-,des now because our pump has not gone
through product design development, which is the very expensive final step.
After this is done we can easily find correspondin, manufacturers who can make,
market, and service these pumps in the manlier to which the oil industry is

accustomed But the financing of this final step requires very large risk capital,
which can be attracted to our project only Iy capital-gains possibilities from the
actual patent royalties.

The important point illustrated by our situation is that in this day and age

the really new inventions involved 'ha -haired" scientific principles requiring
extensive financing and many years of development and commercialization.
These are the big inventions which create new tax money for the Government.

In order to have any meaning, capital-gains treatment Cf royalty income would

have to continue for a length of time at least equal to the lives of the patents.

Patent life is 17 years, by law, and is a short time in the light of modern scientific
development.

The new tax-revision bill, H. R. 300, defeats the basic purpose. because

capital-gains treatment is limited to only 5 years. This might be all right for a

mousetrap invention, but it of no use in the real tax-creating invention field,

The inventions of sufficient stature to result in new tax-creatinz business activity

can't be handled by 5-year contracts because market introduction itself takes so
long, let alone engineering development.

We realize that your present problem is to obtain revenue, more than to aid

some situation, and accordingly we have here pointed out only the actual loss

in tax revenue if a realistic change is not made so that patent royalties are
capital gains in the actual situation.

The necessary results will accrue only if a new law is enacted to treat patent

royalties as capital gains for the full life of the patents.
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours very truly,
SOUNDRIVE PUMIP Co.,

A. A. 'MATHEWSON, Vice President.
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STArE. ILNT OF TIHOMAS J. MCFARLAND BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
IN REGARD TO SECTION 175 OF H. R 8300, APRIL 23, 1954

I amn Thomas J. McFarland, general manager of the High Plains Underground
Water Conservation District, embracing all and parts of 21 High Plains counties
in west Texas, which include a population of almost 300,000 people and 8 million
acres of agricultural land. I lae Cole to Washincton to present to the coi1-
mittee a modification which is desired in section 175.

Our attention has been called to this section on soil- and water-Conservation
expenditures. We are certainly in complete agreement with section 175 insofar
as it goes; but to carry out the most complete soil- and water-conservation pro-
gram, it appears one of the most important points might have been overlooked.
That point is the immediate encouragement of several practices for the conserva-
tion of soil and water, by allowing their deductions from taxable income, under
the provisions of this bill. Particularly are these practices necessary in our 17
Western States which embrace almost C.- percent of our Nation's land area but
which have less than 22 percent of ur Narion'\ available water supply.

To conserve water in some States, it i-. alm,4 a necessity that the installation
of underground concrete pipelines be ht;'d for the transmission of water from
the pumps to the land being irrigated. This is particularly true in areas
dependent upon underground water for supply. These pipelines, upon comple-
tion, are of solid concrete construction and become a fixed part of the property
i,pon which they are constructed. It is practically impossible to dig up and
remove such a line from one location to another.

The lining of ditches in gravity-flow districts has been a tremendous factor ini
water conservation, weed control, and erosion control. Many colleges and
State and Federal agencies have spent considerable time in studies on water
losses through open canals and ditches and have arrived at an almost unanimous
conclusion that the average loss of water transported by such leans is approxi
mately 35 percent of the total gallons pumped. Such losses are caused through
seepage and evaporation.

The necessity for concrete and masonry construction in ,ully control is another
practice encouraged by the Department of Ariculture for soil conservation
and erosion control. These practices are particularly necessary in the semiarid
areas of our Western States where drought often kills our grassed waterways.
leaving barren, exposed areas to handle the rainfall that usually occurs in
torrential downpours for a few short hours. These periods of precipitation are
generally in the early spring or fall months and cause considerable damage by
washing gullies and ditches across fields that are out of production during these
periods.

The Eastern States are also confronted with similar problems in soil conser-
vation, necessitating the use of masonry or concrete construction to handle
excessive amounts of water at times flowing with such force that terraces, grass
waterways, etc., are completely destroyed in the attempt to retard or divert
runoff. Considerable expense is also incurred in some of these areas in under-
ground drainage systems, usually consisting of tile or concrete pipelines.

Computations have been made on return in tax dollars to the Government
from an irrigation farmer using the underground pipeline transmission system
against that of al irrigation farmer using an open-ditch system. It has been
shown that in a 5-year period the farmer with the pipeline system of operation
will pay more tax dollars, even allowing the deduction for the cost of his line
icy a provision of this bill. The more efficient use of his water will not only cause
an increase in his production, cut his fuel bill. but will also be a very major
factor in the conservation of a leading resource so necessary to national economy.

There are other data which I am developing which I should like to present
to the committee or the staff of the committee when it is ready. It is not
ready for insertion at this time with this statement I am preparing for publi-
cation in the committee hearings.

I feel certain the encouragement of such conservation measures as the con-
struction of underground pipelines, ditch-lining practices and structures for
gully and soil control, by their inclusion in this bill will not only be a wise
investment taxwise but also will be a wise investment in the future agricultural
economy of our Nation. I respectfully request the committee to more thor-
oughly explore the details of these measures with the Department of Agriculture
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nnd the Secretary of the Treasury. It is my sincere feeling that the comnritte,'
ill its visdf{'li, will see the ilprtlince of iehildlcng these v,,ry important practices
in section 175 of this bill.

Respectfully Submitted
THOMAS .J. MCFARLAND.

LUtBOCK, TEX.

STPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF TIIOMAS J. MCFARLAND, ON APRIL 26, 1954,
BEFORE TIE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE IN REGARD TO SECTION 175 OF H. R.

8300

On April 23, 1954, 1 was privileged to submit a brief statement before the
Senate Finance Committee in regard to section 175 of H. I. 8300, representing
the High Plains Undeiground Water Conservation District of west Texas. At
the same time Congressman George Ilahon, who represents the 19th Con-
gressional District of Texas, which embraces part of the 21 counties included
in the High Plains Underground Water Conservation District, submitted a state-
Inent in connection with the same section of the bill. It was suggested at that
time that additional data woull e presented to the committee or its staff, to be
included as a part of and as enlarging upon the brief statement made at that
time. This statem-nt is submitted in order to present to you the supplementary
data which we desire to make available to the committee for its consideration in
final study of the bill.

The High Plains Underground Water Conservation District is an organiza-
tion formed under the statutes of the State of Texas, providing for the estab-
lishment of water-conservation districts, and is composed of all or parts of 21
counties located upon the High Plains of west Texas. Within this conserva-
tion district there are approximately 8 million acres of agricultural land and
within the area there resides a population of approximately 300,000 people.
This statement is submitted on behalf of the High Plains Underground Water
Conservation District, but we feel that the problem which we undertake herein
to emphasize for the committee's attention is one which is common to water
and soil conservation and use practices throughout the entire Nation, partic-
ularly in the 17 Western States.

First, we want to commend the Ways and Means Committee for the attention
which has already been given to the matter of soil and water conservation
expenditures as provided in section 175 of this bill. We strongly urge the Senate
Finance Cemmittee to give favorable consideration to the inclusion in this section mil
of the final form of the bill the modification which we propose at tis time. II

The modification which we feel is needed in order to accomplish an overall tun
equitable adjustment of the tax consequences of soil and water conservation
expenditures on our farms throughout the Nation is as follows: E

Paragraph (c) (1) of said section 175 should be aietended to include in the
enumeration of those items defined under "Expenditures paid or incurred by him
during the taxable year for the purpose of soil and water conservation and the
provisions of soil erosion," the purchase, construction, installation or improve-
ment of structures, appliances, and facilities which are made of masonry, con- tic1
crete, and title, and being so installed as not to be usable if removed from the
land of which it is made a part. Then paragraph (e) (1) (a), the enumeration
of excluded items, should be modified to accord with the inclusion of this type
of installation in paragraph (c) (1).

For the committee's consideration in analyzing the problem presented by our
proposal, we respectfully submit the following:

The problem is one of soil and water conservation. The extent of the need
for better improved and more efficient water and soil conservation methods is
emphatically illustrated by the following statements from research and technical
sources summarizing various studies which have been made in recent years.

In June 1948 the Bureau of Reclamation of the United States Department of
the Interior published a bulletin entitled "Lower Cost Canal Linings-A Progress
Report on the Developmnent of Lower Cost Linings for Irrigation Canals" in
which the statement was made: T

"It has been estimated that one-third of all the water diverted from Western
streams for irrigation is lost in transit to the farmland, and it is known that
in a few individual cases this loss in transit is as great as 60 percent. Of the
14,600 acre-feet of water diverted for use on 36 Bureau of Reclamation projects
in 1946, approximately 37 percent was lost in transit. More than half of the
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transit loss, or 23 percent of the total water diverted, was attributed to seepage
from canals and laterals. The remaining 14 percent was lost through waste."

From Technical Bulletin :38, published by the ('olorado, Agricultural Experi-
mental Station, Colorado A. & M. College, which bulletin is entitled "Seepage
Losses From Irrigation Channels," published in March 1948 the following state-
ments again emphasize the importance of more efficient methods of handling as a
conservation measure. Mr. Carl Rohwer and M. 0. V. I'. Stout who conducted the
study, the results of which are presented in this bulletin, stated:

"Nearly 100 million acre-feet of water are diverted annually from streams,
reservoirs, and around water basins to irrigate crops in the arid regionns of the
West. From one-third to one-half of this amount is lost before it reaches the
farmers' fields."

This bulletin also states:
"Of the 125.000 miles of canals and laterals used for irrigation in the 17

Western States. less than 5,000 miles had been lined by 1939, although' the census
records show that :15 percent of all the water diverted for irrigation was lost
before it reached the point of delivery to the farm."

The increasing significance of the problem in our own State of Texas is forcibly
brought out by a statement contained in the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station, publication 59, Irrigated Agricultural in Texas, published in September
195(0, in which the following statement was made in a digest of that bulletin:

"The expansion of irrigation during the war and postwar years advanced
irrigation farming to a significant place in Texas agriculture. During the 9-year
period 1940-48, the area under irrigation expanded from 1,045,000 to 2.855,000
acres. In the latter year nearly 30,000 Texas farms were partly or wholly
dependent for their production upon water supplies obtained either from surface
or underground sources.

"Approximately 10 percent of the State's total acreage of principal crops
harvested in 1948 was from irrigated land. What is more significant, crops from
irrigated land accounted for nearly 30 percent of the total farm value of all
principal crops grown in Texas.

"Most of the expansion in irrigated land resulted from individual developments
of ground water resources. These developments account for 1,369,000 acres,
almost three-fourths of the 9-year increase, as compared with an increase of
463,000 acres in developments utilizing surface water supplies."

The growth of irrigation in Texas, as indicated by the above statements, is
typical of the increased growth and expansion of irrigation throughout the
Nation. Until recent years, the conservation of water was considered to be
mainly one common to the arid and semiarid States of the West and Southwest.
However, we feel that this committee will readily recognize the growing itinpor-
tance of water as one of our national resources which is being seriously depleted
throughout the Nation as a whole.

Ephasis has been placed upon the development of large projects which impound
the surface waters in great reservoirs, and these have made a definite contribu-
tion to our national economy. But the problem of conservation and efficient use
of the greater quantities of our water, which contribute the most to our national
-economy, lie not in the great projects which receive national attention but in
the use of water on the individual farms.

Unless we give serious consideration to the efficient use of the water on the
individual farms, the great expenditures for large dams ali distribution systems
-will become ineffective, from an agricultural lpoint of view.

The cost of installing water handling facilities ,ii the individual farm is a
matter which must oif necessity fill upli the man who is actually engaged in the
business of farning. This is particularly true i areas vhere underground waters
are utilized ind in tile nmre iumid regions where available supplies are de-
veloped from ,umall streams,. lakes, and other surface sm'rces.

The maxinmium utilization of water resiures in the Nation as a whole can best
be accomplished Irai the point vxhlbre we find ourselves today by making it
economically feasible for the individual farmer t,, put inti effect efficient develop-
ment and use practices.

The studios abve referred to ilidicote the great w, ste of water from the open-
ditch method of distribution to the fanni The alien ditch is tire common method
of distribution iver the farm itself, and consequently results in similar losses
from seepage and waste hiefiirf beino- spread over the cropland itself. Much
progre-s has been umole toward iniprovenient of the larger distribution systems.
but toii little priigress has been maide on the individual farms.
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In Agricultural Experiment Station, Utah State Agricultural College, Bulletin
311 (March 1944), Dr. Q. W. lsraelsen defined water-application efficiency as:
"The ratio of the amount of water that is stored by the irrigator in the soil root
zone and ultimately consumed (transpired or evaporated or both) to the amount
ot water delivered at the farm." Reporting upon the results of water-application-
efficiency tests in Utah County. representing a :3-year study and 145 tests, and in
Salt Lake County, representing 1 year's study and 28 tests. Dr. Israelsen found
that in Utah County efficiencies ranged from 24 to 51 percent with an average
of 40 percent, and in Salt Lake County from 18 to 58 percent with an average of
35 percent.

Our greatest contribution to water conservation would be the elimination of
this great waste by improvement in the methods of distribution and use upon
the individual farms. This can be accomplished by encouraging the individuals
engaged in the business of farming to install upon the farm where the water is
used more modern and up-to-date methods of application. These methods, which
are being encouraged by the Department of Agriculture and the various State
agricultural colleges, include not only the grading and terracing, contour fur-
rowing, construction of diversion channels and drainage ditches, the control
and protection of water courses, outlets, and ponds, as enumerated in the bill as
now written, but also the installation of underground concrete pipelines, both
for distribution and drainage, the linin- of ditches, the installation of concrete
check-dans and the use of concrete tile and other masonry in gully control.
These modern water- and soil-conserv:tion methods are not only being encouraged
by State and Federal agencies, but by many other organization interested in
the agricultural economy and the conservation of soil- and water-resources.

In spite of the research which has been done and effort which has been made
by State and Federal agencies, as well as other organizations. the development
of these more efficient systems h:. been slow hecause of the large initial expendi-
ture which must necessarily be made by the individual farmer. lany farmers
who recognize the conservation and economic value of these installations have
been unable to provide them ill their farming operations because of the large
initial expenditure which cannot be deducted as an expense except over a lengthy
depreciation period.

Tile type ,if installations which we are recommending as a directly deductible
expenditure are those which are not removable or resalable and which contribute
to water and soil conservation as well as providing a means of distribution, of
which the concrete and tile underground pipe. ditch linings, checl-dams, and
gully-control structures are examples.

If the individual engaged in the business of farming were allowed to deduct
the cost of the ,hove-mentioned practices in the same way as those items
enumerated as directly deductible in the bill in its present form, the conserva-
tion methofis which have been so widely recommended by State and Federal
a-encies and other agricultural organizations would be definitely activated.

The effect of this modification would be fourfold: (1) A greater economic
return to the farmer through increased production: (2) correspondingly greater
tax return to the Government through increased income taxes: (3) long-range
benefits to the Nation as a whole through conservation of water and soil as our
most essential natural resources: and (4) an economically feasible means by
which the individual farmer may contribute to our conservation program without
direct Government participation and controls.

Should the committee desire additional information concerning the proposed
modification, we will appreciate the opportunity of appearing at your convenience.

Respectfully submitted,
HIGH PLAINS UNDERGROUND WATER

CONSERVATION DISTRICT,
By THOSE. J. McFARLAND, Manager.

F. STANLEY WALDORF,
Pittsficld, haRg., April 22, 1954.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Thaohington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN : The writer respectfully requests your personalized interest in the
consideration of a herein proposed change in the wording of the hereinafter-
named section of the Internal Revenue Code, incorporating such change in the
redrafts now under way under H. R. 8300.
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Internal Revenue ('ode, section 25 (b) (1) (D) reads at present: "An exemp-
tion of $600 for each dependent whose gross income * * is less than $600

* *, etc."

The writer presents that the word "gross" as therein employed should be
changed to read "net" or that a redraft of the wording of that subsection be
made effecting it, "An exemption of $600 for each dependent whose income is
not subject of a tax * *."

In support of that recommendation, I offer : In that one having a "gross income"
of $600 and/or over is required to make a return even though allowable credits
against such gross income renders the income nontaxable, the one reporting has
therein, and nonetheless, exhausted his or her credit for $600 (see. 25 (b) (1)
(A) ), and regardless of the financial and/or health status of the one so report-
ing, because the credit has been exhausted as required, dependency credit for
another is prohibited, and often painfully, by the employment of the word "gross"
instead of "net", aforestated.

It is not believed that is at all the spirit of intent of the present letter of the
subsection referred to.

Should the proposed change have been previously considered, and that nega-
tive retained, will you be so kind as to permit my reasoning to the contrary as
herein given as briefly as seen to be practical? I am totally unable to reconcile
the above as appertains to the income of one who is an otherwise qualified
dependent of another with the same as applies to those who are not dependents.

The confusion might enmnate from a seeming lack of perfectly uniform defini-
tion of "gross income" and as applied variously-appreciating the difficulty of
effecting it thus nniform. In the instance of one who has a gross receipt from
rents (('ailed income from rents-not gross income), is the net result of the
computation prescribed for it which is carried to the face of 1040. In the in-
stance of a rental holding, as in a partnership, real or in effect, it is the net
result thereof with which each such partner is charged or credited on his or her
individual return. Why, then, should the same not be effected true in the in-
stance of one who is an actual dependent of another, even though the gross
rental receipts are in some excess of $600 but the net thereof may be far under
the $600), and which would be true when such gross income or gross receipts
from other than rentals after allowable deluctions therefrom resulted in a less
than $600 net?

A case to point briefly stated:
P bought a double house in May 1947 paying $10,125 (land additional) Down-

payment on total, $12.250, was $6,000. Local bank took mortgage on balance-
reduced, by March 1954, principal and interest to $2,686.75.

P was stricken and rendered in'apa1ble of any work a few months after
purchase. This developed into Parkinson's disase-which is seen as progres-
sire and incurable. Present status in that extreme. J, his wife must remain
at home with him, obviously. The medical bills of P and J for 1953 were
slightly over $600. The payments on the house and the support of P and J
as mother and father fell upon two sons. Their earnings-per W2 and returns-
were $2,730.62 and $2,1. Both single and living with supported parents. I
might interject that 19153 was the first earnings for the latter, and were good
considering his some 80 percent loss of use of riaht arm in World War II.
Receives some benefits-not taxable. Government treatment has restored total
loss of use to present perhaps 20 percent.

Rental figures: Residence one-half rent, $744: depreciation, $158.22: repair
1953, none: other, $870.45: net income, $2092.3. Residence one-half rent-
acquired May 1947; cost, $10,215: depreciation, $86,0 12: current depreciation
(one-half), $158.22.

Credit for dependency disallowed by Boston, notwithstanding exceptions pro-
vided, because gross income (gross receipts of rents) was $600.

Title to property P and ' as tenants by the entirety. Prentice-Hall Phg.
7198, page 7020. 1954, gives "Massachusetts: all the income from personal prop-
erty and receipts and profits from real estate is taxable to the husband." But
Massachusetts does not require a reporting on rental income-except in the
instance of multiple holdings and in which it becomes-a business. Their
ruling merely fixes the responsibility upon the husband in any and all indi-
vidual cases as described. The word "all" does not relate to gross receipts
except as they serve to affect the net income-in cases of a business of renting
numerous properties.

The first son, whose income is first above reported, has now been drafted
into the Armed Forces. The suggested change in wording would effect a proper
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and due credit to a taxpayer for such dependency. What we call gross profit
for a business is not the gross receipts but these less cost of goods sold; and
this is qualified, for a business, as gross income, taxwise, hence the failure
to in anywise reconcile.

Respectfully yours,
F. STANLEY WALDORF.

NEW YOL:K STATE TITLE ASSOCIATION,

New York 6, N. Y., April 21, 1954.

Re H. R. 8 00 sections 34 and 246 thereof limiting dividend credits.

Hou. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

SIR: This association, representing 14 title-insurance companies in the State
of New York, considers the proposed relief from double taxation of dividends
as highly desirable. It is felt, however, that sections 84 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1)
of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are defective from a technical
standpoint and cover corporations not intended to be covered.

Consequently, enclosed herewith for your consideration and for presentation
to the Senate Finance Committee is a memorandum suggesting amendments
to sections 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1). These are the same amendments
proposed by the California Land Title Association.

Sections 34 (c) (1) and 246 (a) (1) as passed by the House of Representatives
exclude from the relief dividends paid by an insurance company subject to a
tax imposed by subchapter L (sec. 801 and following). This exclusion would
apply to title-insurance companies.

The taxable net income of title-insurance companies is substantially the same
as that of general business corporations with the exception of a small proportion
of gross income (about 4 percent) considered to be unearned premiums. Title
insurance is a single-premium type of insurance which remains in force as long
as the insured retains the insurable interest. The accounting systems em-
ployed by title-insurance companies are very similar to those employed by
general business corporations. Also no particular tax benefits derive from
being classified as insurance companies.

Since it is clearly the intent of the tax-revision bill to allow the dividends
received credit in situations where double taxation exists it is submitted that
title-insurance company dividends should be included in the relief provisions.

Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT A. KERSTEN, President.

MEMORANDUM RE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 34 (c) (1) AND 246 (A)
(1). H. It. S300, RELATIVE TO DIVIDENDS PAID ON STOCK OF CALIFORNIA TITLE-

INSURANCE COMPANIES

I. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

It is submitted that the following provisions should be substituted for the
provisions proposed under H. R. 8300 for the following subsections:

"SEc. 34. DIVIDENDs RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS.

"(c) No credit allowed for dividends from certain corporationo?.-Subsection
(a) shall not apply to any dividend from-

"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L (see.
s 0 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in section 11,
and (b) its net ineonie as computed under subchapter L is not substantially
different from its net income as computed without reference to subchapter L."

"SEC. 24G. ITULES .\PPLYING TO DEDUCTIONS FOR DIVIDENDs RECEIVED.

"(a) Deductio) not allowed for dividcds from certain corporations.-The
deductions allowed by sections 243, 244, and 245 shall not apply to any dividend
from-

"(1) an insurance company subject to a tax imposed by subchapter L (see.
,'01 and following), unless (a) its tax is computed as provided in section 11,
and (b) its net income as computed under subchapter L is not substantially
different from its net income as computed without reference to subchapter L."
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STATEMENT TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE,

APIZIL 1i, 1954

tStatement by E. '. Stephenson, vice president, the J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit,
Mich., representing the National Retail Dry Goods Association, 100 West 31st
Street, New York City: the American Retail Federation, 1625 I Street NW.,
Washington, 1). C. ; and the Limited Price Variety Chains, 25 West 43d Street,
New York, N. Y.)

The National Retail Dry Goods Association, the American Retail Federation,
and the Limited Price Variety Chains urge this body to inlude in section 472
(of H. R. b,(It0 the language contained in H. R. 5295 and H. R. 5296, introduced
May 2W), 1953, in order to permit the use (of the lower of LIF) cost or market
for the valuation of inventories for the determination of taxable income.

The compelling need for this provision in the law is evidenced by the character
o4 the many onranizations which te.stitied before the House Ways and Means
Committee to urge that body to include the provisions of H. R. 5295 and H. R.
5296 in section 472 of LI. R. 6300. The organizations which testified appear on
page 12 of this statement.
The National Retail Dry Goods Association has a membership of over 7,000

department and specialty stores operating in all 48 States, the District of
Columbia, Hawaii, and Alaska. These stores employ many thousands of people
and do between $11 and $12 billion in total annual sales. The American Retail
Federation is the parent association of the vast number of retail stores and asso-
ciations shown on page 11 of this report. The Limited Price Variety Chains
comprise 8,500 stores operating in all 48 States, the District of Columbia, Alaska,
and Hawaii, employ many thousands of people, and do in excess of $2.5 billion in
total annual sales.

Retailiiig has a particular interest in this legislation because of past inequities
imposed on the trade by the Treasury Department.

In the Revenue Act of 1939, Congress enacted section 22 (d) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code, providing that all taxpayers could use the last-in, first-out (LIFO)
principle for pricing inventories for the purpose of avoiding the inclusion of
price rises with taxable earnings.

However, the Treasury Department consistently refused to permit retailers
to use this method of inventory valuation. Sometimes rulins were based on tho
grounds that inventories of retailers lacked homogeneity, as typified by the state-
men tof Randolph E. Paul on June 15, 1952, before the Senate Finance Committee.
In all cases where retailers used the retail method of invc'ntory valuation, the
Commissioner ruled that LIFO was not applicable.

Relying on the many informal adverse rulings made by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, niany retailers who had complied with all the regulations
required in order to adopt the LIF0 plan and who had actually filed income-tax
returns under the plan abandoned their attempt and returned to traditional
methods of inventory valuation. Other retailers felt that in view of the Com-
missioner's rulings, it was futile to attempt to elect the LIFO method of inven-
tory valuation with all of its stabilizing benefits, and therefore made no attempt
to exercise their statutory right.

About 30 retailers in the country persisted in their belief the Commissioner
was entirely wrong in his position and continued to file income-tax returns based
on the LIFO method. Deficiency assessments were consistently made against
them by the Internal Revenue Service.

Finally, this group decided to have a test case taken through the courts to
determine whether or not the Commissioner had the authority to deny one class
of taxpayers a right conferred by the Congress of the United States and, at the
same time. permit other classes of taxpayers to exercise that same right.

Hutzler Bros. Co., a very large department store located in Baltialore, Md.,
agreed to become the litigant. The American Retail Federation spearheaded
the conduct of the case through the courts. On January 14, 1947, Judge Opper
of the Tax Court of the United States decided that the LIEO theory could be
properly adapted to inventories maintained in dollars under the retail inven-
tory method. It took from early in 1943 until January 14, 1947, to secure the
right to use a method granted by the Congress of the United States in 1939, at
a cost to the taxpayer for legal fees and creating indices acceptable to the Com-
misioner, of about 150),000. It required still another year from January 14,
1947, to secure regulations governing the use of the LIFO principle.
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In spite of Judge Opper's decision, as recently as 1952, the a..iciation was in
(ontroversy with the Treasury Department because it was denying the right
to use the LIFO principle to specialty stores. The Treasury claimed that the
department store indices did not apply to identical merchandise carried by
specialty stores, just because the specialty stores do not carry furniture, home
furnishings, carpeting, and other categories of merchandise traditionally carried
1by department stores. After months of dispute the issue-and there should
never have been one--was resolved in favor of the specialty stores. From 1948
through 1951. the National Retail Dry Goods Association and the American
Retail Federation carried on a vigorous campaign to secure the retroactive right
to 1141 for retailers to use the LIFOI lrinciple, .ile claims for refund and
recover mnny millions of dollars of taxes improperly collected because of Treas-
ury Department rulings which directly overruled the wishes of congress s as
expressed in its 1939 legislation. The fight for retroactivity was lost because
of the Treasury's claim that the impact on the Federal revenue would be disas-
trous, although computations made by our associations and others, indicated that
a realistic estimate of aggregate refunds would have been somewhere between
$120 million and $500 million as contrasted with the Treasury's estimate of over
$2 billion.

The LIFO method of inventory valuation has one simple but extremely im-
portant effect on business earnings. It reduces them in periods of price increases
and increases them in periods of price declines and produces greater tax revenues
when they are most needed.

Had all taxpayers been allowed by the Bureau of Internal Revenue to adopt
this pricing principle as originally intended in the 1939 act, much of the extensive
price inflation now contained in current inventory values, would not exist. The
United States Department of Commerce Survey of Current Business, issue of
May 1953, on page 22, contains the following statement: "'Inventory growth has
characterized the postwar period. but in most recent years it has been over-
stated by the reported change in book value. In 1947. for instance, only 1.4
billion of the book value change of 8.7 billion represented physical change
at current prices. The additional 7.3 billion increase in hook value represented
the effect of rising prices on inventory valuation." A very substantial portion
of those $7.3 billion was paid out in income taxes to the Federal G government
with a consequent serious impairment of the working capital of lnsines, concerns.

Had 1947 spelled the end of the price rise, the overstatement of inventory values
would have been serious enough. Prices continued to rise in 1948. In 1949
they started to drop and then corie Korea in 1950 with its sharply spiraling
price rises, brought in part by actual shortages and in part by fear of the popula-
tion that the conditions of World War II would repeat, and hard goods, as well
as shirts, hosiery, sheets, pillowcases, and other types of merchandise would
be unobtainable again.

In January of 1950. the J. L. Hudson Co., my employer, again steriously
,considered adopting LIFO. Prices had been declining for several months. The
time seemed pronitious to go on the plan. Before proceeding, however, we
consulted our economist, asking him to project the price level on the basis of
the 10 classifications of the Bureau of Labor Statictics LIFO index for each
year to and including January 1960. His projection frightened us. The present
LIFO rules require that once having adopted LIFO. the starting inventory value
is frozen permanently into the balance sheet, regardless of whether prices are
rising or falling. We projected tax costs for each year inclusive of 1959. ending
in January 1960. While the projection showed a very large protection of work-
ing eanital for the year 1949, ending January 31, 1950. it showed that by January
of 1955, the fall in the price level not only would dissipate the protection re-
ceived for our 1949 year, but also consumer in excess of an additional $200,000
because of the effect of freezing the starting value of a LIFO-comnputed inven-
tory into all future calculations. This loss could never have been recovered
under the present rigid LIFO rules We (li,1 not adopt LIFO. In site of the
fact we are convinced it is the proper basis for inventory valuation. we decided
to wait for a more propitious point in the price cycle.

With a court decision favorable to retailers in January of 1947, and with
regulations unavailable until early 194S, prudent retailers did not dare adopt
LIFO and forego the right to write down these same inventories they would have
been forced to fix into all future values at the hih cost values prevailing in 1947
and 1948, and which are still higher today. Accordingly price inflation has
continued to accumulate in business inventories, creatinc large segments of
unrealized profits upon which dividends, wage increases, income, and excess
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profits taxes have been and are being paid. The inventories at inflated values
,constitute al overlangling threat if hiss against future .ears" profits in the event
-of future price deflation. All the sins seem to point toward a slow but steady
deflation in the years ahead.

Under the proposed amendment contained in H. R. 529)5 and H. R. 5296, to
section 22 (d) (1 ) of the Internal Revenue Code, taxpayers can make permanent
reductions in inventories to market value to the extent that prices decline below
the starting cost computed under the LIFO method of pricing. This will permit
companies which dared not ldopt LIFU due to the narrow Bureau regulations in
effect for the past several years, an opportunity to adopt LIFO without further
delay, and without surrendering the right to write down today's high beginning
cost values, if prices decline.

If this should seem like too great an advantage is being given the taxpayer,
it must be remembered that companiess which adopt LIFO under the provisions
of H. R. 5295 and H. 1. 529)6, are in the identical position if prices decline, that
they would te if they remained on the ( ld first in, first out FIF(_)) basis, until
such time as prices reached a lower level more acceptable for the purposes of a
shift to LIF0. Valuin, inventories at the liwer of cost or market is an approved
method by the I)epartmnent of Internal Revenue if the taxpayer is on the FIFO
basis of valuing inventories. This amendment to the code only gives the LIFO-
basis taxpayer the s;tie privileges enjoyed by the FIFO-basis taxpayer.

It must le recignized also, tatt when prices increase over present levels,
income that is reduced or rather deferred through the use of LIFI, will become
additional income subject to taxes when prices recede. Thus n taxable revenues
are permanently lost. they are shifted t4 the year when they are actually realized
and available fur taxation.

There is a well-recognized accounting principle that all foreseeable costs and
losses should be provided for, and profits should not be recognized until they are
realized by actual sale. Many companies have refrained from adopting LIFO
under present conditions because the administration of section 22 (d) (1), due to
the opposition to its use for so many years by the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
would force them. to abandon sound and accepted business and accounting princi-
ples of long standing. Long experience has taught business people that costs and
losses must be provided for when they appear because it has been demonstrated
forcibly over the years that once a loss seems imminent, it actually happens much
more often than not. The principle that income should not be recognized until
realized is based on the knowledge that until an item is actually sold, there is
no assurance that it might not be sold at a loss.

Cost of market, whichever is lower, as I have previously stated, is recognized
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue as a proper procedure for tax purposes in
connection with other methods of inventory valuation. H. R. 52195 and H. R. 5296,
in amending section 22 (d) (1) of the code, grants the same privilege to LIFO
basis taxpayers. This not only removes the inequitable discrimination against
the LIFO basis of the present provisions of the code, but it will also accomplish
three additional important corrections:

1. It will alleviate the inequitable treatment retailing received because of the
adamant opposition of the Bureau of Internal Revenue from 1940 till 1948 to the
right to use LIFO. It was only after Judge Opper in the Hutzler Bros. case
ruled that Congress was right, that all taxpayers have been granted the privilege
to use the LIFO basis of inventory valuation, that the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue relented in its attitude.

It will not restore the tens of millions of dollars of taxes improperly paid
since 1940, because of the Bureau's position. It will protect those retailers who
adopt LIFO after this revision to the code, from the hazards of price decline after
they are on the LIFO method, so that at least to the degree of price decline in
the period ahead, they will have restored to their base for LIFO inventory valua-
tion, a price level that approaches that of 1939 when Congress granted the right
to use LIFO to all taxpayers.

2. It will permit taxpayers to adopt LIFO at once. They will not be exposed
to the hazard of trying to outguess the fluctuations of price movements. As has
been pointed out earlier in this statement, under the present provisions of sec-
tion 22 (d) (1) of the code, the taxpayer can remain on the FIFO basis of valu-
ing inventories at the lower of cost or market until such time that he believes a
price level has been reached propitious for the switch to LIFO.

H. R. 5295 and H. R. 5296 remove the necessity for such attempts to foretell
the future by taxpayers.
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3. It puts the reporting of business profits for tax purposes on the same eco-

nomically correct basis as that used by the Department of Commerce in its
national income accounting.

In the National Income Supplement to the Survey of Current Business, 1951
edition, page 39, and again on page 21 of the May 1953 issue of the Survey of
Current Business is stated: "The basic principle of the LIFO method, the charg-
ing of current costs to current revenues, is essentially the same as that embodied
in national income concepts."

To summarize, the National Retail Dry Goods Association and the American
Retail Federation urge that the provisions of H. R. 5295 and H. R. 5296 be
enacted into law for the following reasons:

1. By so doing, to some measure, the serious inequity imposed on retailers
because of the adamant opposition of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to the
adoption of LIFO by retailers, will be corrected. During the period of 10 years
subsequent to 1939, prices have doubled, and have continued to rise since 1948.

2. Giving all taxpayers who adopt LIFO, the right to write down to the current
cost or market, will give them no greater deductions than they will have if they
remain on FIFO, which permits valuation at the lower of cost or market,
awaiting a lower seemingly desirable price level-then shift to LIFO.

3. Encouraging the adoption of LIFO by permitting all taxpayers to use the
lower of LIFO or market will prevent further paper profits if prices go up and
thus prevent additional paper losses if and when prices recede from such higher
levels.

This will have the further advantage, during periods of rising prices, of
preparing more realistic earnings statements, devoid of paper profits, that will
make for better understanding between management and labor, since wage
demands follow closely reported company profits.

4. Over a complete price cycle, the same amount of business profits will be
available for taxation. Profits are merely shifted to the year within the cycle
in which they are realized. On page 20, May 1953 issue of Survey of Current
Business, the Department of Commerce states: "Over a complete price cycle
total profits before taxes will tend to be similar for any one firm, under either
(LIF() or FIFO) method."

5. For shorter periods of less than a complete price cycle, the effect on taxable
revenue will be to level out profits as between years, a definite benefit to both
the business economy because of the protection to working capital since taxes
will not be paid out of paper profits; and to the Treasury because of greater
stability of earnings subject to taxation as between years.

Quoting from the Survey of Current Business, page 20, May 1953 issue:
"Another reason for the spread of LIFO is the greater stability of LIFO profits
relative to FIFO profits over an extended period. LIFO profits are lower in
times of rising prices when profits are typically high. Conversely, reported
profits are greater (or losses smaller) under LIFO than under FIFO in times of
falling prices when profits are typically low. To many businessmen, the smoother,
more stable picture of earnings provided by LIFO, is one of the more attractive
features of the method." This quotation emphasizes the recognition of the
Department of Commerce of the desirability of the LIFO method of inventory
valuation for all purposes.
6. If all business concerns usel LIFO in their published earnings statements,

there would be more realistic long-term appraisals of business earnings. This
would tend to have a moderating influence on cyclical swings in business activity,
at least to the extent that such swings are due to price rises resulting from a
national urge to build up inventories, (or price declines, because of business fears
of too heavy inventories and a desire to liquidate them.

7. Assuming that 1H. R. 5295 and H. R. 5296 are enacted into law, it is
extremely doubtful that all paxpayers would at one and the same time adopt
the LIFO principle of valuation unless a serious upward spiral in prices should
again manifest itself. If prices continue to recede as they seem to be doing now,
there would be no need for haste in adopting the method. The effect on business
profits amid tax revenues would be the same under either (LIFO-FIFO) method,
since both methods would use tht lower of cost or market for valuing inventories.
The shift from FIFO to LIFO would be a gradual one over a period of years in
my opinion, and the effect on the Federal revenue, slight.

6. Finally, by permitting all taxpayers to adopt the lower of LIFO cost or
market, price inflation will gradually be removed from all business inventories,
business earnings will be actually realized earnings, available for wage increases,
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dividend payments, new capital investment so necessary to the continued growth
of our economy, and tax payments.

AMERICAN RETAIL FEDERATION, 1625 EYE STREET NW., WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

National associations

American National Retail Jewelers As- National Association of Shoe Chain
sociation

American Retail Coal Association
Association of Credit Apparel Stores,

Inc.
Institute of Distribution, Inc.
Limited Price Variety Stores Associ-

ates, Inc.
Mail Order Association of America
National Association of Chain Drug

Stores
National Association of Credit Jewelers
National Association of Food Chains
National Association of Music Mer-

chants, Inc.
National Association of Retail Clothiers

& Furnishers

Stores
National Foundation for Consumer

Credit
National Luggage Dealers Association
National Retail Dry Goods Association
National Retail Farm Equipment Asso-

ciation
National Retail Furniture Association
National Retail Hardware Association
National Retail Tea and Coffee Mer-

chants Association
National Shoe Retailers Association
National Stationery & Office Equipment

Association
Retail Paint & Wallpaper Distributors

of America. Inc.

State associations

California Retailers Association
Colorado Retailers Association
Delaware Retailers Council
Florida State Retailers Association
Georg.a Mercantile Association
Idaho Council of Retailers
Illinois Federation of Retail Associa-

tions
Associated Retailers of Indiana
Associated Retailers of Iowa, Inc.
Kentucky Merchants Association, Inc.
Louisiana Retailers Association
Maine Merchants Association, Inc.
Maryland Council of Retail Merchants,

Inc.
Massachusetts Council of Retail Mer-

chants
Michigan Retailers Association
Missouri Retailers Association
Nevada Retail Merchants Association
Retail Merchants Association of New

Jersey

New York State Council of Retail
Merchants, Inc.

North Carolina Merchants Association,
Inc.

Ohio State Council of Retail Merchants
Oklahoma Retail Merchants Associa-

tion
Oregon State Retailers' Council
Pennsylvania Retailers Association
Rhode Island Retail Association
Retail Merchants Association of South

Dakota
Retail Merchants Association of Ten-

nessee
Council of Texas Retailers Associations
Utah Council of Retailers
Virginia Retail Merchants Association,

Inc.
Associated Retailers of Washington
West Virginia Retailers Association,

Inc.

ORGANIZATIONS WHICH TESTIFIED BEFORE THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

ADVOCATING LEGISLATION (If. R 5295 AND II. R. 5296) To PERMIT THE LOWER OF

COST OR MARKET AS TIlE BASIS FOR INVENTORY LEGISLATION

Wallace Jensen. chairman, subcommittee on Federal taxation, American
Institute of Accountants.

Robert W. Wolcott, chairman of the board, Lukens Steel Co., Coatsville, Pa.,
for National Association of Manufacturers.

Maurice E. Peloubet, of Pogson, Peloubet & Co., New York City, certified
public accountants.

H. T. MeAnly, general partner, Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, certified public
accountants.

E. C. Stephenson, vice president, the J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich., appear-
ing for the National Retail Dry Goods Association and -the American Retail
Federation.

K. F. Briden, manager, tax department, Archer Daniels, Midland Co., Min-
neapolis, Minn.

John V. Van Pelt III, representing the Kendall Co., Walpole, Mass.
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Paul H. Nystrom, president. Limited Price Variety Stores Association, Inc.,
New York City.

Thomas Jefferson Miley, Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.

C. W. Kable, Jr., secretary and assistant treasurer, Deering, Milliken & Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y.

Henry B. Fernald, chairman tax committee, American Mining Congress, Wash-

ington, D. C.
Lovell H. Parker, chairman special tax committee, National Coal Association.

C. A. Pettyjoho, vice president, American LaFrance Foamite, Corp., Elmira,
N.Y.

Ellsworth C. Alvord, attorney, Washington, D. C.
A. T. Bullock, treasurer, National Biscuit Co., New York.
National Association of Wool Manufacturers.
Paul D. Seghers, chairman, Federal tax legislative committee of the Federal

Tax Forum, New York City.
Addison B. Clohosey, Esq., for Research Institute of America, New York, N. Y.
Del R. Paige, chairman taxation committee, Georgia State Chamber of Com-

merce, Atlanta, Ga.
Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce.

BEER, DYE, MUSTARD & BELIN,

Wichita 2. Kan s., April 22, 1954.
Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Sc natc Office Bitilding, Wiuvthisigton, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: This letter is w-ritten as counsel for the National Cooperative

Refinery Association of McPherson, Kans., to register objection to certain pro-
visions of the proposed Revenue Coide of 1954. The taxpayer is a farmers'
cooperative association owned by five large cooperative associations to operate a
modern oil refinery to supply gasoline and other refined products to farmer
patrons of the member cooperative, throughout many States. The taxpayer
is not exempt from taxation and as a taxable cooperative pays income tax on
amounts used to pay dividends on its stock, and on any profit derived from non-
member business. Ninety percent or more of taxpayer's business is done with
member patrons and only about 10 percent or less with nonmembers.

The taxpayer corporation has outstanding certain debenture n6tes having a
definite maturity date. Interest at the rate of 4 percent per annum is absolutely
payable on such notes. However, the debentures are subordinated to the claims
of other creditors. These debenture notes are owned by the five-member cooper-
atives, and were subscribed for by the member cooperatives in the ratio of patron-
age, to provide funds for the expansion and modernization of the refinery and
for working capital of the taxpayer. The bulk of the debenture notes were
issued for cash, but a portion of such debentures were issued for and accepted
in direct payment of patronage rebates accrued and owing to the member cooper-
atives. Certain of the member cooperatives have pledged these debenture notes
with the Federal Bank for Cooperatives or with other banks as security for
loans to such member cooperatives.

Under the present law. the interest on these notes is deductible by the taxpayer
as interest expense. Actually only 10 percent or less of the interest paid accom-
plishes any reduction in taxable income since only a small portion of taxpayer's
business is with nonmembers, and such interest-bearing debenture notes were
obviously not issued to secure any tax advantage, since the interest paid results
is only a negligible reduction in taxable income.

The taxpayer understands that under the provisions of section 275, and sec-
tion 312 (1), (c). and (d) of the proposed Revenue Code of 1954. these debenture
notes representing indebtedness would be classified as "nonparticipating stock,"
with the result that the interest paid on such notes would no lonr er be a deduct-
ible expense and the amounts paid as "interest" would probably be classified as
dividends, anm the amount used to pay such interest now called dividends would
constitute taxable income in full to this taxpayer.

The taxpayer believes it is unfair and inequitable in the extreme to suddenly
have a yearly item of interest expense which does the taxpayer only negligible
good as a deduction, suddenly transformed into an item of income taxable in
full to the taxpayer. This is especially inequitable in view of the fact the deben-
tures were subscribed for in the ratio of patronage, and if, in the judgment of
Congress, the interest should not be allowed as interest expense, its real nature
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is more in the nature of a distribution of patronage rebates than in the nature
of a dividend. It would really make little difference to the member cooperatives,
whether they receive yearly amounts as interest or receive additional amounts
as patronage rebates, but the taxpayer, having issued such notes in reliance on
present law, may find itself entrapped by the proposed new law, and it may be
impossible to make any change in the form or provisions of the notes outstanding,
since many of them are pledged as security.

The taxpayer believes that, if such provisions are enacted, it is unfair and
inequitable to taxpayers in general to make such provisions applicable to already
outstaling securities. If such provisions are enacted, the taxpayer believes such
plovisions should at least be limited in effect to securities issued after date of
enactment of the act.

In any event, the taxpayer believes that where interest on debentures is paid
by a cooperative association to its member patrons that some option or election

omiouid lie granted t, treat such interest expense as art additional patronage rebate
distribution rather than as a dividend.
The second objectiion if the taxpayer to the promised new code is probably more

a desire to secure a clarificatior of wording rather than a real objection by this
particular taxpayer toi the code provision.

The proposed code section 309 provides a very severe penalty surtax on all
redemptii n of ronparticipatin r stok, with certaiti specifically enumerated excep-
tions. Sitce certain debentures issued are classified as nonparticipating stock,
the provisions of section 309 would seem to be applicable to redemption of such
debentures.

The wisdmii of trying to attack the preferred stock bail out situation by means
it a severe penalty surtax on the corlporation when the stock is ultimately
redeemed, the burden of which surtax mty have to be borne in marty cases by
innocent parties who in no way benefited by iir participated in such bail out,
may be open to very serious question. However, this particular taxpayer is not
interested in this broader question.

The taxpayer believes that in the event Cuingress believes it necessar-y and
wise to enact s, h a evee penalty surtax, it should be very careful that the
exceptions enumerated shouhl be worded broadly enough and clearly enough to
except witlmut contriversy tile redemptions which should not be subject to the
surtax.

The taxpayer would like to call attention to the wording of the exception
contained in 309 (c) (3), which reads as follows:

3() NON PARTICIPATING STOCK ISSUED FOR SECURITIES OR PROPERTY-If the
transfer is in redelitiort of noiparticijiating stock issued for securities or prop-
erty (or which takes the place of nonlarticipatin stock which was issued for
securities or property) to the extent of 105 percent of the fair market value of
such property;"

In a situation where debentures, now proposed to be classified as nonpartici-
patiic stock, were originally issued in discharge of aid payment of indebtedness,
the taxpayer believes there is serious 1 iissibility iif controversy as to whether this
falls within the words 'issued fir securities or property."

With respect t(i certain other income-tax questions, many courts have held
that where securities or other property were transferred in payment of an
indebtedness that tire transferor was not in receipt of any property, but merely
extinuished its debt. The amount of indebtedness owed to patrons for patron-
age rebates is, if course, property in their hands, but many cases have indicated
that no property passes to the debtor by payment ir extinguishing of that debt.

The taxpayer wishes to suggest that this exception should be clearly and unam-
biguously stated to exempt from such surtax redemptions of nonparticipating
stock issued in payment of indebtedness.

I wish to thank you for consideration of the objections raised by this taxpayer
and to assure you that it is the desire of the taxpayer, as well as Congress, to
have a fair and workable revenue code.

Respectfully submitted.
ELLIS D. BEVER.
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DELAWARE STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERtCE, INC.,

Wilmington, April 23, 1954.
The Honorable EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Finance Committee, Senate of the United States,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: With reference to H. R. 8300. revision of the In-
ternal Revenue Code, please be advised this had the consideration of our Com-
mittee on National Legislation at their meeting on April 22, 1954, and desire" to
make the following recommendations for your consideration :

1. That the bill be endorsed, as a whole, and its passage by the Senate be
vigorously urged. It embodies numerous reforms in the structure of the Federal
tax laws, and is beneficial to all taxpayers, by removing many inequities and
administrative and compliance difficulties; it closes many loopholes and thus
protects the revenue.

2. That the method of alleviating the double taxation of corporate earnings,
embodied in sections 34 and 116 of the bill, being consistent with that which
has been repeatedly advocated by the State chambers, be approved, though the
degree of relief falls short of that for which they had hoped, and to which they
lok forward.

3. That approval be given to the attempt to make more flexible the depreciation
deduction as embodied in section 167 of the bill, as a step in the rirht direction,
though the committee adheres to the position of the State chambers that, in
principle, the taxpayers should be allowed to exercise discretion in the choice of
method and rate, within the limits of sound and consistent accounting.

4. The committee registered disappointment that, for asserted revenue rea-
sons, the bill fails to recognize certain firm recommendations of the State cham-
bers. For example, the bill leaves unchanged the present law imposing a 2
percent penalty tax on consolidated corporation return and the tax on 15
percent of intercorporate dividends. The committee's recommendation is that
the State chambers, in supporting the bill as a whole, advocate the elimination
of these features, which would involve the deletion of the last sentence of section 71

1514 (a) and appropriate amendments of section 243. 244. and 245.
5. Similarly, the extension for 1 year of the 52-percent combined rate on cor-

porate incomes is directly contrary to the positions of the State chambers. With-
out receding in principle from this position, and firm in the conviction that corpo-
rate rates are too high and should not be continued at their present level beyond
the date fixed in the bill, the committee recommends that the State chambers
recognize the fact that the fate of the bill and the integrity of the present debt
limit depend upon this provision and reconsider their respective positions
accordingly.

6. The bill contains new provisions for declarations and advance payment of
income taxes by corporations secss. 6075, 6152. 6154, anl 6655). This exten-
sion of the deplorable consequences of the Mills bill would amount to a further
heavy increase in the tax payments of corporations with liabilities in excess
of $50,000. The committee recommends support of amendments which would
delete these provisions.

The committee gave attention to certain new technical provisions which call
for corrective amendments and recommended support of certain of such amend-
ments as follows:

7. The qualification provisions of the new sections affecting employees' acci- "I
dent and health plans (sec. 105 (c) (1) and 106 of the bill) and pension, profit-
sharing and stock-bonus plans (sec. 501 (e) of the bill) are unnecessarily restric-
tive and are particularly burdensome to businesses having fewer than 4,000
employees. These restrictions should be relaxed so as to apply without any
di scrimni nation.

S. The policy and necessity of the detailed investment rules of section 505
of the bill relating to pension, profit-sharing, and stock-bonus trusts is seriously
questioned. The general safeguards of section 504, together with those of the
laws of the several States relating to the protection of trust assets, constitutes
sufficient and better protection. Section 505 should be eliminated.

9. Section 309 of the bill imposes under certain circumstances a new 85-percent
tax on a corporation on the redemption of its nonparticipating stock within 10
years from the date of its issuance. The section contains a subsection (c) which
is intolerably harsh as applied to redeemable preferred and other stock issued
prior to January 1. 1954. This subsection should be eliminated and in lieu
thereof the tax should be confined to the redemption of stock issued after the
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effective date of the bill. Consideration should also be given to limiting the ap-
plication of the tax to closely held corporations.

10. Subsections (b) (2) and (c) (1) of section 359 of the bill impose a new
condition upon the tax-free exchange of stock or property of of a closely held
corporation for stock of an acquiring corporation, namely, that immediately
after the exchange the shareholders of the acquired or transferor corporation
shall hold at least 25 percent of the stock of the acquiring corporation outstand-
ing prior to the tiansfer. This condition has no perceptible revenue or taxation
purpose and should be elimimated.

Thanking you for your fmvurabl- consideration. I am, with every esteem.
Very truly yours,

GERRISH GASSAWAY,
Exccntcc ice President.

BALDWIN, TODD, HFROLD, ROSE & COOPER,
New York, N. Y., April 23, 19541.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Cornitittee on Finance,

Washington, D. C.
IfY DEAR SENATOR ILLIKIN: I am writing on behalf of our client, Warner-

Hudnut, Inc., to invite your attention to what seems to be an unduly harsh
result under the provisions of section 309 (c) of H. R. 8300. Section 309 of the
bill imposes a tax of 85 percent upon the transfer by a corporation of property
in redemption of its nonparticipating stock within 10 years from the late of
issuance of such stock. Section 309 (c) provides that such stock shall be deemed
to have been issued on the date of its issuance, or January 1, 1954, which ever
date is later.

Section 309 (c) works an unwarranted hardship upon corporations that have
preferred stock outstanding which was issued as a stock dividend for reasons
wholly unrelated to, and completely innocent of, any "bail-out" attempt.

Specifically, the situation in regard to Warner-Hudnut, Inc., is as follows:
Warner-Hudnut, Inc., is a publicly held Delaware corporation engaged in the

manufacture and sale of pharmaceutical and cosmetic products throughout the
world. It has issued and outstanding approximately 1,252,000 shares of common
stock, of the par value of $1 per share, and approximately 82,000 shares of
preferred stock of the par value of $100 per share. The common stock is, and
has been since 1951, listed and traded on the New York Stock Exchange. The
preferred stock was originally issued during the period from 1925 to 1932 as a
dividend on shares of the common stock of the corporation at a time when the
common stock was privately held. No attempt has ever been made by the
recipients of such preferred stock to use that stock as a "bail-out," through its
sale or redemption or otherwise.

All of the preferred stock has been either given or bequeathed to charitable,
religious, or educational organizations exempt from taxation under section 101
(6) of the code, or has been the subject of gifts upon which full gift taxes
were paid.

The preferred stock has now been outstanding for a period of some 22 to 29
years. Yet, under the provisions of section 309 (c), that stock may not be
redeemed before January 1964 without the payment by the company of the
85-percent tax on the redemption price. However commendable the desire to
foreclose the use of the so-called bail-out practice may be, the fixing of an
arbitrary date of January 1. 1954, as the date of issuance for the purpose of
determining the 10-year period within which the nonparticipating stock may
not be redeemed without an exorbitant price seems unnecessarily harsh. The
result of section 309 (c) is to penalize corporations innocent of any attempt
to utilize preferred-stock dividends for tax advantages along with those that
deliberately set out to avail themselves of the "bail-out" method. Under the
circumstances relating to the issuance of the preferred stock of Warner-Hudnut,
Inc., and the long period during which that stock has been outstanding, it seems
unduly restrictive to now provide that the company may not redeem that stock
for another 10 years without prohibitive taxes.

It would appear that the Treasury is adequately protected in the general
provision that nonparticipating stock may not be redeemed within a period of
10 years from the date of its issuance without the imposition of the 85-percent
tax. Certainly, such provisions would serve to restrict the redemption of

45994-54-pt. 4- 39
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relatively recent preferred stock issues and would, in all likelihood, effectively
eliminate the use of such issues for tax-avoidance purposes in the future.

I therefore urge that the tax imposed by section 309 be limited to redemptions
of stock within 10 years from the date of their issuance and that subsection (c)
of section 309 fixing an arbitrary date as the date of issue be deleted from
the bill.

Respectfully yours,
BLIss ANSNES.

THE GARRETT CORP.,
LOS Angeles 45, Calf., April 20, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
The United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: Our company, along with many other organizations
similarly engaged in the aircraft industry, is deeply concerned over proposed
legislation which we understand has already passed the House and is now
before the United States Senate Finance Committee for their consideration.
The legislation to which I refer is embodied in section 274 of the proposed
Revenue Code of 1954 (H. R. 8300) entitled "Rental Payments to Governmental
Units for Use of Manufacturing Facilities."

The situation in which this company presently finds itself amply demon-
strates the severe financial hardship which could he inflicted on an industrial
concern if this legislation is passed in its present form.

This company is principally engaged in manufacturing aircraft accessories
at its Los Angeles, Calif., and Phoenix, Ariz., plants, the greater portion of
which goes to the United States Government for military purposes, and see-
ondarily engaged in the maintenances, repair, and modification of aircraft,
both military and commercial.

Our corporation leases airfield and hangar space from the city of Los Angeles
on the Los Angeles International Airport. Under the terms of this lease, the
city has the obligation to make certain repairs and the right to improve the
premises. The premises are used for manufacturing, thereby bringing us within
the definition of "manufacturing articles" of said section 274.

As we understand the proposed legislation, should Los Angeles unilaterally
decide to improve these premises and finance such improvements after Febru-
ary 8, 1954, by the proceeds of industrial development revenue bonds, not
pledging the full faith and credit of the municipality for principal and interest,
all rental payments we thereafter make will be disallowed as deductions for
tax purposes thereby in effect doubling our rent. This would materially change
the nature of our agreement and result in a prohibitive rental cost, solely be-
cause of the issuance of industrial development revenue bonds, the authoriza-
tion of which had no bearing whatsoever on the original transaction and no
material bearing upon any later improvements. As a matter of fact, if we
sought to prevent the city from making improvements to this property, it is
quite likely that we would be in breach of our lease contract. This puts us In
a most untenable position-we would be the loser in either event.

This company also leases space from the city of Phoenix, Ariz., at the Sky
Harbor Airport in Phoenix on which we have constructed a manufacturing plant.
In addition, our lease calls for our right to use certain airfield space.

The proposed legislation is not clear as to whether the improvements need
take place on the leased premises. As we read it, any improvements to adja-
cent municipal property financed in such a manner may conceivably be sufficient
to cause a denial of the allowability of the rent as a tax deduction. Conse-
quently, if the city improves one runway on the airport or improves adjacent
or surrounding property, it may cause a forfeiture by lessees of the right to
deduct rental payments on suurounding or adjacent airport property. If this
is true, rental payments which we make to the city of Phoenix, Ariz., for
manufacturing space we occupy on the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport under a
lonv-term lease could also he disallowed as a deduction.

Thuse leases were negotiated in good faith under the assumption that rental
payments would al all times be deductible as an expense of doing business.
Now it seems that we. along with possibly many others in a similar position,
may be unjustly penalized by a provision which seeks to remedy a condition
which is in no way rel ted to our lease agreements.

In addition, we also operate a manufacturing plant situated contiguously
to the Los Angeles International Airport. If this legislation passes, expan-
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sion of this facility onto the Los Angeles International Airport would place
any rental payments for such space in jeopardy.

For the reasons outlined above, we respectfully request and urge that you
vigorously oppose the enactment of this legislation and entreat your colleagues
to do likewise. If elimination of this provision is not possible, we ask that
you direct your efforts toward limiting section 274 to the conditions it seeks
to correct so that it is not so broad as to prejudice the allowability of legiti-
mate rental payments made to a Slate, Territory, or possession of the United
States or a political subdivision thereof.

Should you desire further information regarding this matter, please call
on us and we shall be glad to comply to the best of our ability.

Respectfully yours,
THE GARRETT CORP.,
W. D. MORGAN, Vice President.

ASSOCIATED HOSPITAL SERVICE OF NEW YORK,
New York 16, N. Y., April 19, 1954.

Hon. IRVING M. IVES,
Senate of the United States,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR IRV: I thought you would be glad to have me bring to your attention a

curious species of joker in the tax bill as passed by the House. They took pains
to clarify the law with respect to the nontaxibility of fringe benefits. They
removed any uncertainty about an employee being taxed on hospital or medical
insurance premiums paid by the employer for the benefit of the employee.

Elsewhere in the bill, however, there is a curious provision to the effect that
if any employee is hospitalized he will be required to pay an income tax on the
moneys paid to the hospital unless he is insured by an approved plan. Approved
plan refers to pension plan. The pension plans for all large companies are of
course approved by the Treasury Department before they put them into effect.
There are, however, thousands of smaller employers who carry hospital and
medical insurance for their employees who don't have pension plans at all,
approved or otherwise.

By reason of the curious new provision in the law employees of small estab-
lishments throughout the country are discriminated against. I am sure you will
agree with me that the administration would be terribly embarrassed to discover
that some poor employee making $75 a week may be required to pay an income
tax on the amount of his hospital bill paid by Blue Cross. We annually pay to
hospital bills ranging from $500 to $4,000 in amount in discharge of the Blue
Cross subscriber's full hospital bill in semi-private accommodations. The public
reaction would be one of shock to learn that income taxes were required to be
paid by the beneficiary of our hospital service.

As you well know the Revenue Act is a document of some 800 or more pages.
It is obviously impossible for the members of the House or Senate to be familiar
with every possible facet of any such piece of legislation. I am sure that the
result I have described above was not intended, but competent lawyers inform
me that unless the Senate, or the conference committee, adopts corrective meas-
ures, the result will be as I have described to you. Accordingly I trust that you
will approve of my giving you the benefit of my views on this important matter.

With warm personal regards and every good wish I am,
Very sincerely yours, CHARLE S GARSIDE.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. PEASE, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, MORTGAGE
BANKERS ASSOCIATION, DETROIT, MICH.

This testimony is presented to the Senate Finance Committee on behalf of the
Mortgage Bankers Association of America by Robert H. Pease, chairman of
its legislative committee and president of the Detroit Mortgage & Realty Co.

We speak particularly in regard to section 462 of H. R. 8300, on which bill you
are now holding hearings.

We request proper interpretation of section 462 of H. R. 8300, thereby enabling
mortgage banking firms to level out the income received for servicing mortgages.

As an illustration of this request we will cite an example of a mortgage in units
of $1,000 for a 25-year term at 4%2 percent interest. The mortgage banker under
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today's system (which we will hereafter refer to as the reducing income plan)
will receive $4.95 per $1,000 of mortgage for his first year's work and only 18
cents for the last year's servicing fee. There is almost no difference between
the actual operating lost from the first to tile last year of the life of the loan and
still the incolne for servicing will vary doxxnward by 96 percent. We request
that section 4(G2 i' interpreted to allow this sane mortgage banker to credit his
income account with $:' pr thousand per car of mortgage principal (25 cents
per $,',1,0 of)1 originala loan amnunt) for ea(i year of the life of the loan. As
mentioned aiovt' tht mlo'tago hiker roivto-'i-' $4.95 for his first year of servicing
under thie retlucing ino.,mie ilan, and under our proposal the difference of $1.95
($495 wino.- S:1) in this illustration would be credited to a reserve account for
servicing cost. This reserve actount would ho .mplt]etely cleared out in the later
years of the loan anid th amount ireditt'i t ilncllue ly the iiaturity of the
mortgage would be almost identical (see schedule I).

Regardless of the interest rate. te-ra, or serviina-fee factor, this same method
of loveling incolme wul(hl be applicable. We hax- enclosed with this ti*stil nmy
a tale whi'h siows by (omlparative example nl tb yeIt's income under bothl tile
level income plan and the reducing income plan. 'I'his table is in (idts of a
,1,000. Wo are providing tile basic rates which would be used under various
service fees with the level income plan. These rate's are:

Per $1.000 per
month level-income

Servicing fee: fa, tor (cents)

of 1 pecr nt - 10
14 of 1 percent .... -121
_2 of I perce --t_ 25

U, of 1 percent -- 211/4
: 4 of 1 percent - -- - --- 3712

Under the level income plan the Federal Governlment will not have any loss of
tax revenue. The total taxable income received by tie mortgage banker is within
a few cents (of being identical for the life of the mortgage under either plan.
In the event of full repayment of the mortgage under the level income plan the
unused funds in the reserve account applicable to that particular mortgage are
immediately returned to the income of the business. This is done by tile direct
i'rocedure of debiting the reserve account and crediting the inmeltie account. Tile
mortgage banker under the level income plan is spreading his income to equalize
his costs and in no way evades or reduces the amount of his total taxable income.

The level income plan vill strengthen the mortgage banking industry which is
so essential to the long-term success of the FHA, VA. and the conventional loan
operations. The entire system of financing home ownership is one of the bul-
-,,arks of our entire national economy and it is dependent upon the long-range
services tof mortgage bankers and financial institutions. The detail and extent
of these services is seldom understood arlnl for clarity we will briefly enumerate
them. Tue mortgage banker, for example, selling a $10,000 mortgage to his prin-
tipal creates a contractual obligation for 2) or 25 years. Under the existing
method (the reducing income plan) he receives $49.50 for his servicing fees in
the first year (at one-half of 1 percent servicing fee), $33.80 in the twelfth year
and $1.80 in the twenty-fifth year.

The mortgage banker contracts to perform tile following services for the
entire life of the loan:

(a) Collect monthly payments of principal and interest.
(b) Collect monthly real estate tax deposits.
(c) Collect monthly fire-insurance deposits and/or FHA insurance premiums.
(d) Maintain complete accounting records both current and historical.
I c) Transmit these funds to his principal or to escrow accounts.
(f) Make periodic disbursements to city and county tax authorities.
(g) Maintain insurance records and pay for expiring policies.
(h) Maintain individual real-estate tax records and ascertain that all assess-

ments have been paid.
(i) Make periodic inspections of the physical condition of the real estate.
(j) Furnish information to the borrower regarding the status of his mort-

gage and for his rights for prepayment, transfer, and settlement in full.
(k) Provide an organization ever ready and capable of handling the mortgage

in event of delinquency and/or foreclosure.
(1) In the event of delinquency to furnish personal counsel and advice to

assist the borrower in solving his financial problems and looking to placing tht
mortgage in good standing.
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In elaborating on these functions of the mortgage banker we seek to demon-
strate that the costs of these present and future services are well known and
ascertainable. We seek to convince you that there is a cost experience which
can only be offset by our proposed level income plant.

Every FHA, VA, and conventional loan must be serviced monthly for its entire
life. By granting this interpretation of section 462 you would materially
strengthen the mortgage banking business which forms an important segment
of our entire real estate credit system. You would enable it to take its income
on a realistic basis; you would enable it to level out its income so as to provide
funds for payment of future loan costs instead of dissipating these funds dur-
ing the earlier term of the mortgage.

The level income plan has been used for 10 years by the Bowery Savings Bank
of New York City and all of their servicing contractors are under this plan. In
this instance the Bowery Savings Bank of New York City holds the reserve ac-
count and pays under the level income plan for their servicing contractors. This
system is not at the present time practical for the mortgage banker as he will
have to hold his own reserve account and it is because of this difference that
the mortage banker needs this interpretation of section 462. An investigation of
this plan with Mr. Harry Held, vice president of the Bowery Savings Bank will
disclose the complete success of this level income program.

We believe that the attached table (schedule I) very clearly proves that the
total income received by the mortgage banker under either plan is identical.
We would like to illustrate that the total income received by the mortgage banker
in the event of prepayment in full before maturity is also the same under either
plan.

For example, if a $10,000, 412 percent, 25-year loan is pay in full after 5 years,
this adjustment is made:

Amount credited to reserve ( of 1 percent) during 5 years ----------- $235.50
Credited to income (level income plan) -- -- 150. 00

Adjustment of a credit to income from reserve - -5. 50

This establishes very definitely that there is no loss in tax revenues either
in the event the loan runs to maturity or is paid in full prior thereto.

The basic purpose of the level income plan is to provide a means of amortizing
the income from servicing over the entire life of the mortgage, thereby equalizing
the difference between income and operating expense that occurs under the reduc-
ing income plan.

In summarizing we believe by interpreting section 462 in our suggested maner
you would be strengthening the mortgage banking industry, you would be per-
mitting income to be realistically taken in proportion to operating costs and you
would be in no way reducing the overall taxable income of the Federal
Government.

ROBERT H. PEASE,
Chairman, Lcgislatire Committee, Mortgage Bankers Association

of America.
Address: 333 West Fort Street, Detroit, Mich.
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SCHEDULE I (25-year loan at 4 )

Service fee atService fee at 25 cents per

3. of 1 percent 3. of 1 percent $5000 ceu -
Year Payment Loan of $1,000 $,0 uu

reduction in- cumulative lative level
come plan income plan

0 ---------------------- 0 $1,000.00 0 0 0
$12 977.83 $4.95 $4.95 $3.00

2---------------------- 24 954.64 4.83 9.78 6. O
a ------------------- - 36 930.37 4.71 14.49 9.00
4 ---------------------- 48 905.00 4.59 19.08 12.00
5 ---------------------- 60 878.47 4.47 23.55 15. 00
6 ----------------------- 72 850.71 4.33 27.88 18.00
7 ---------------------- 84 821.68 4.19 32.02 21.00
8 ------------------- - 96 791.31 4.04 36.11 24.00

..................... 108 759.56 3.88 39. 99 27.00
10 ---------------------- 120 726.34 3. 72 43. 71 30.00
11 --------------------- 132 691.60 3.56 47.27 33.50
12 ---------------------- 144 655.25 3.38 50.65 36.00
13 ---------------------- 156 617.24 3.19 53.84 39.00
14 ---------------------- 168 577.48 2.99 56.83 42. 00
16 --------------------- 180 535.90 2.79 59.62 45.00
16 --------------------- 192 492.41 2.58 62.20 48.00
17 ---------------------- 204 446.92 2 36 64.56 51.00
18 ---------------------- 216 399.34 2.13 66.69 54.00
19 ---------------------- 228 319. 57 1.88 68. 57 57.00
20 ---------------------- 240 297.51 1.63 70.20 60.00
21 --------------------- 252 243.07 1.37 71.57 63.00
22 ---------------------- 264 186.12 1.09 72.66 66.00
23 ---------------------- 276 126.55 .80 73.46 69.00
24 --------------------- 288 64.25 .49 73.95 72.00
25 .................... 300 0 .18 74.13 75.00

R. J. SHIPWAY & CO.,
Sioux City, Iowa, April 20, 1954.

Subject: H. R. 8300.

UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE SIRS: H. R. 8300, now under your consideration, contains several
objectionable provisions which I believe are worthy of deletion or change, and
urge your attention thereto.

Section 706 of the proposed Internal Revenue Code provides that partnerships
formed after June 30, 1954, must adopt a calendar year unless permission is
obtained to do otherwise. The reason given by the House committee is that tax-
payers may by proper selection of a partnership year defer as much as 11 months'
income. While this is true, the revenue is not lost-it is merely deferred. There
are many reasons other than tax considerations that warrant the adoption of a
fiscal year, and the proposed restriction is only governmental interference with
the individuals' conduct of their business. This proposal should be deleted.

Section 6072 provides that the time for filing be extended from March 15 to
April 15 for calendar-year taxpayers. This would do nothing but delay the filing
of the returns and extend the tax season for the professional tax adviser. There
is no reason the average individual taxpayer cannot file his return by March 15.
A suggested proposal is this: Provide that the final date of filing be April 15, but
if the return is filed after March 15 assess an additional definite but reasonable
amount in addition to the tax. This would eliminate the necessity of a request
for extension and at the same time provide an incentive for early filing.

Section 6016 provides for current tax payments by corporations. This section
should be deleted; corporations should be permitted to pay their income taxes
in four equal installments in the year following the year for which the tax is
assessed.

Estimating income in advance is highly impractical, as business income is very
rarely earned ratably over a 12-month period. The only effect of the proposed
provision is to give the Government income which is not yet earned. The budget
cannot be successfully balanced in this manner.

Yours truly,
G. R. SWANSON.
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SHIPMAN & GOODWIN,
Hartford, Conn., April 20, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, Sec. 4381.
Mrs. ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,

Chief Clerk, Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Senate Office Building, Room 310,

Washington, D. C.
Drsx MRS. SPRINGER: I recently received from Berthold Muecke, Jr., of the

firm of Muecke, Mules & Ireton in Baltimore, Md., a copy of his letter to you
dated April 14, 1954. This included a brief of his reasons against the adoption of
sections 4311 and 4381 (a) of H. R. 8300 and a proposed substitute therefor.

I am a member of the bar of State of Connecticut and of the firm of Shipman &
Goodwin. I represented the taxpayer in the case of Niles-Bement-Pond Com-
pany v. Fitzpatrick, which was decided in the district court in Connecticut in
1953 and which I argued on appeal before the second circuit court of appeals
last month. While engaged in this case, I have been in communication with
attorneys all over the country and have read the briefs and memoranda of
law in almost all the decided cases and in a number of pending cases on this
subject. I have had a chance to talk to borrowers and lenders and attorneys for
the Government, so that I feel the subject raised by Mr. Muecke is one on which
I am qualified to speak.

I heartily support Mr. Muecke's criticism of the proposed sections 4311 and
4381 (a). The trouble with the present law is that it contains no criteria by
which the borrower or the lender can tell whether or not his instrument is sub-
ject to the tax. Faced with this problem the Internal Revenue Service has
adopted an arbitrary and largely unwritten policy. Under this policy it attempts
to subject large, unsecured, long-term bank loans to the tax while, as Mr. Muecke
points out, it apparently does not consider a smaller loan for the same term
secured by a mortgage taxable. In fact, size seems to be the main consideration
for determining whether a term loan is taxable as a debenture. The number of
cases pending on questions arising under the present act must be enormous. This
alone should be evidence of the impossibility of the taxpayer living by or the
Government administering the present law. As far as I can see, the effect
of sections 4311 and 4381 (a) of the new law is to perpetuate the existing
ambiguity.

The section which Mr. Muecke proposes has the virtue of clarity and precise-
ness. If the Congress wants to adopt a provision more stringent than Mr. Muecke
suggests, I could not find fault with that. However, I think it would be unfor-
tunate to have the present unworkable provisions virtually reenacted. Whatever
policy is chosen, let us have a statute which will let everyone know where he
stands.

Yours very truly,
BENJAMIN HINMAN.

1706 TELEGRAPH ROAD,

Bellingham, Wash., April 20, 1954.
ELIZABETH SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.:

In reference to H. R. 8300, the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954, particu-
larly deductions for working mother, I would like to voice my opinion.

As I understand the proposed deductions for working women with families,
the deductions under consideration only apply to divorced or widowed mothers.
As far as it goes I approve wholeheartedly, but I would like to express my ideas
as pertaining to working wives.

I work and have one child of preschool age who is sent to a nursery school.
The average cost of this per month is approximately $40. In addition, I pay
income taxes of about $55 per month, also necessary clothes, transportation,
etc. My husband has a job in a store that is owned by his father, and is more or
less obligated to stay there because of his father's health, and at a lower-than-
average salary. In order to pay our bills, acquire a home of any sort for our
small family, and provide any sort of recreation at all, it has been necessary for
me to work, to supplement the income. Before going to work we could not even
make payments on doctor bills and hospital bills.

I don't object to paying income taxes, as I believe that it is everyone's duty
to support his Government. However, I do object to the double taxation that
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exists for the working mother. Any other person who is in business except the
wage earner is allowed deductions for wages paid in the ordinary course of
earning a livelihood. Even if working wives were allowed to deduct only the
direct cost of the children's care, I believe that it would help those who have to
work, and would not directly contribute to the breaking up of a home, as has
been expressed by some of the Members of Congress. In my own case, it was to
prevent our home breaking up that I went to work. I do not wish to work, but
it is an economic necessity in our case, as in many others that I know of
personally.

Very truly yours,
Mrs. JUANITA BANKS.

CITY OF CHEYENNE, WYO.,

April 15, 1951.

Re revenue bill No. 274, payments to issuer of tax-exempt obligations.

Hon. LESTER C. HUNT,
Senator, State of l1yomin g,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HUNT: The city of Cheyenne wishes to go on record as opposing

revenue bill No. 274 which has for its purpose the effect of making impossible
the financing by State and municipal revenue bonds of industrial developments
for lease to private persons.

This again is taking the privilege away from the State or municipal govern-
ment to run its own affairs to the best advantage and to the best interests of the
particular community and its citizens. Federal Government cannot know and
should not dictate local policies. It has been the policy of this Federal admin-
istration to turn back to the States and the cities powers taken from them in
recent years. Let's keep the government of the local communities in the hands
of the citizens of that community.

If revenue bill No. 274 is passed, it would force a city or State to issue general
obligation bonds which would directly affect the city credit rating, and we feel
for projects such as this bill singles out, revenue bonds are the better way to
handle it.

If an industry is brought into a community by community planning and
financing, thereby making it possible for that community to expand and progress,
we feel that is exploiting our basic American principle of free enterprise, and
Of competitive economy, and rent paid for such a building should be considered
a deductible expense of business when computing income tax.

The city of Cheyenne urges yr1 to give this matter serious consideration and
to vote against revenue bill No. 274.

Very truly yours,
WORTH STORY,

Commissioner of Finance.

LITTLER, LAURITZEN & MENDELSON,
San Francisco. Calif., April 20, 1954.

ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: This is to call to the attention of the staff of the committee
certain problems with respect to profit-sharing plans which exist under presbnt
statute and practices of the Internal Revenue Service, and which will continue
to exist under the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if it is adopted in its
present form. To point up the problem I shall use the profit-sharing plan of one
of my clients as an example. This letter will be as brief and as nontechnical
as possible.

Under the present law and the practice of the Internal Revenue Service, com-
mon pension plans established by a number of employers can be qualified, even
though the employers have no relation to each other except that they may be in
the same industry and under one or more collective-bargaining agreements. I
believe that most common pension plans are the result of collective bargaining.
I do not know of any that are not. Qualification is denied common profit-sharing
plans even though the several employers are under identical ownership or where
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one employer owns the others. The single exception to this is that they can
qualify if the employers are an affiliated group under section 141, and then only
subject to severe restrictions. Many of these restrictions appear to be modified
under the terms of the proposed new tax bill.

The Service takes the position with respect to profit-sharing plans that there
cannot be a common plan because an employer, under the exact language of the
statute, can only contribute for his own employees and cannot contribute to a
plan under which employees of another employer or corporate entity will benefit.
Of course, the same language applies to pension plans. The distinction cannot be
justified upon the statutory language of the present law.

Under proposed section 403 (a) (3) (B), there is specific language which
would deny a qualified status to a common profit-sharing trust unless the employ-
ers are an affiliated group as defined by proposed section 1502. While I have not
yet seen 1502, I assume it is similar to the old section 141.

I suggest that this is an necessary restriction.
Take the case o)f 1y client My client is a corporation. It owns all of the

corporate stuck ,,1 two other domestic corporations. However, these do not
file consolidated returns. It would seem that unless they avail themselves of the
right to file consolidated returns as an affiliated group they could probably
not establish a common profit-sharing plan as an affiliated group under 403
(a) (3) (B).

Yet, this is not entirely clear. Could they es4ablish a common profit-sharing
plan if they can qualify as an affiliated group under this section, even though
they do not file conslidated returns under the other sections of the law? If
the answer is "'Yes." this would solve part of our problem; but it appears to
me by no neans certain that this is the answer.

My client has another problem which the proposed section does not resolve.
The parent c(inlpany also has a munber of wholly owned foreign subsidiary corpo-
rations. As I understand it, these are specifically precluded from being part of
an affiliated group.

From the standpoint of filing income-tax return,; it is understandable that
Congress might wish to exclude foreign corporations of any affiliated group. I
can thus far perceive no purpose in excluding them from a comniof profit-sharing
plan.

From the point of view if the employees of these companies, there are potent
arguments iii favor of it c(iinmon protit-sharing plan in this case. From time
to time employees aIil executives move from one company to another. This
is particularly true of the iiore valuable men who are being trained for higher
executive positions. This is necessary, in any event, because all of these enter-
prises are engaged in highly mercurial enterprises wherein the tempo of activity
varies greatly from year to year. Also, the profits fluctuate greatly and not
always in ratio to the tempo of the business. It is hard to explain why these
accidents must control entirely the participation in profit sharing when the
employees know that in the niirmal course of events they are likely to be
employed by more than one of these companies during their careers.

All the arguments which are applicable to the domestic subsidiaries are also
applicable to foreign subsidiaries. Then there is another argument. Unsatis-
factory as is the arrangement, we can set up separate profit-sharing plans for
each of the domestic subsidiaries; but in the case of the foreign subsidiaries
we encounter the additional problem of currency controls. This difficulty could
be substantially mitigated by a common plan if the rules are not to+o restrictive
concerning the right of the different companies to contribute to the plan based
upon an inclusive formula.

It is therefore suggested that the criteria for an "affiliated group" insofar
as they may be thought useful in determining when corporations may file con-
solidated returns are not necessarily useful in connection with the establishment
and maintenance of a profit-sharing plan. The exclusion of foreign corporations
is a perfect example.

We are greatly disturbed by the exclusion from proposed section 505 of the
right to invest assets of the profit-sharing trust in keyman insurance. Appar-
ently this was intentional. Thus far, I have not been able to discover in the
report of the House Ways and Means Committee any reason for the exclusion.

My client is a typical case of the moderate-sized enterprise wherein the key-
men are also large shareholders. It is the desire of all that upon the death
of one, control shall be perpetuated within the employee group. The factors
of taxation and of resources, that are so common in estate planning in this
type of situation, prevail here. I need hardly expatiate upon the problem.
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It has been the purpose that as soon as the profit-sharing plan were well
established, with ample investments providently distributed among good securi-
ties, to commence investing funds of the trust in keyman insurance. The obvious
purpose is to insure that, if necessary, upon the death of one of the keymen the
trust would have sufficient cash available to purchase his stock so that it would
not fall into unfriendly hands. This appears to the employees to be of the highest
importance. It seems to be consistent with the concept of a profit-sharing trust.
The elimination of the opportunity to purchase keyman insurance will be a sore
blow to the proper expectations of the participants in the profit-sharing plan.

There may be reasons of policy for these proposed rules of which we complain,
but no investigation by us has disclosed them. We do suggest that these
questions merit reexamination by the staff of your committee.

Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT LITTLER,

Of Littler, Lauritzen & Mendelson.

STATEMENT OF GARNER Al. LESTER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIA-
TION, CHICAGO, ILL.; SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE APRIL
22, 1954

My name is Garner Lester. I make my home in Jackson, Miss., where I
engage in farming and cotton ginning, and distribute seed and fertilizer.

In 1951, it was my privilege to appear before the Senate Finance Committee in
support of legislation to remove the mantle of tax immunity from the tax-free
cooperatives and mutuals. It was my contention then, and it is my contention
now, that the income tax escapes permitted by section 101 and related sections
of the Internal Revenue Code violate the basic principles of tax equality
and also deprive the Treasury of vitally needed revenue. It is my further con-
tention today that the changes made by Congress in the Revenue Act of 1951
are insignificant in providing revenue or tax equality and are, therefore,
unsatisfactory to private business enterprise, particularly small business.

In his first state of the Union message to Congress. President Eisenhower said:
"* * * the tax structure as a whole demands review * * * We must develop
a system of taxation which will impose the least possible obstacle to the dynamic
growth of the country. This includes, particularly, real opportunity for the
growth of small businesses. Many readjustments in existing taxes will be neces-
sary to serve these objectives and also to remove existing inequities."

Again, in his recent budget message, the President said that tax reforms are
needed to "make the income tax system fairer to individuals and less burdensome
on production and continued economic growth." To this end, he submitted some
25 specific recommendations which are now being considered by this Congress.
After submitting these specific recommendations, the President referred to a
number of other situations involving changes in the tax system which are now
under study by the Treasury, and he listed among them "the tax treatment of
cooperatives and organizations which are wholly or partially tax exempt."

Those statements underscore the importance of the problem I am discussing
with ypu today. They also emphasize the fact that a question of public policy
is involved in which the Congress itself should and must be concerned. I re-
spectfully submit that while it is considering legislation to remove tax inequities
generally, the Congress has a clear obligation to consider and remove one of
the greatest of all inequities, namely, the substantial income-tax favoritism of
cooperative or mutual corporations.

The amount of cooperative income which escapes taxation is very great. Over
40,000 profit-making cooperatives and mutuals now are permitted to avoid all,
or nearly all, of the Federal income taxes that must be paid by their private
enterprise competitors. In general, it may be said that these tax-privileged
cooperatives fall into three groups: (1) Farmers', consumers', and retailers'
cooperatives, including REA's; (2) cooperative financial institutions, such as
savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks and credit unions; and
(3) mutual fire and casualty insurance companies. If all of them were taxed on
the same basis as other business corporations, somewhere near $1 billion in
additional revenue would be paid into the Federal Treasury every year under
existing tax rates.

To be specific, in a speech recorded in the Congressional Record under date
of February 9, 1953, Congressman Mason of Illinois said that he had recently
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asked the tax experts of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation the
following question:

"What is your estimate of possible revenue to be derived from taxing these
various organizations in exactly the same way other corporations are taxed and
without any consideration of their claims that patronage dividends are not
income?"

Here is the answer which Congressman Mason said he received after exhaus-
tive study by the experts of the joint committee:

"Some 6 months ago we made an estimate of the revenue which would be raised
under your bill. The estimate was about $800 million, in addition to the amount
resulting from the Revenue Act of 1951. It should be understood that this esti-
mate is necessarily crude because we do not have satisfactory information on
current earnings of many of the groups covered by the bill and were forced to
piece together whatever data could be found."

It is reasonable to conclude that if the experts of the joint committee had had
"satisfactory information on current earnings" of cooperatives and mutuals, their
revenue estimates would have been even higher than $800 million. The rate of
growth of cooperatives in terms of business volume has been phenomenal. As
to farmers' purchasing and marketing cooperatives alone, an article in the cur-
rent issue of the National Tax Journal cites Farm Credit Administration figures
which show that their business volume increased from $2.5 billion in 1930 to
$9.3 billion in 1949. It also quotes the executive director of Cooperative League
of the United States to the effect that their business volume in 1953 had moved
up to $10.5 billion.

The same steadily accelerating trend is evident in the case of the cooperative
financial institutions. Since the end of World War II, according to Federal
Reserve bulletin figures, there has been a 187-percent increase in the shareholder
capital of savings and loan associations and a 53-percent increase in the deposits
of mutual savings banks. During the same period the corresponding deposits
of commercial banks increased but 40 percent. Even more startling is the fact
that in 1952 the total savings flowing into some 6,500 tax-favored savings insti-
tutions exceeded, for the first time, the total savings deposited in more than
14,000 taxpaying commercial banks.

Perhaps the best way to understand the tax potential of the cooperatives would
be to look at the earnings and current tax loss in the case of the large farm-supply
cooperatives. I have here some figures pertaining to 25 of the principal regional
cooperatives in this country. These figures were supplied by the Farm Credit
Administration and therefore may be accepted as reliable. These 25 regional
cooperatives, in 1952, had aggregate net earnings of $38,207,167. Their total
income taxes were $2,440,815, or but 6.4 percent of their net corporate profits.
Yet ordinary business corporations making exactly the same profits and in direct

P, competition with them would have been required to pay $19,735,715 in Federal
income taxes, or more than 50 percent of their net profits. Of further signifi-
cance in these figures is the fact that only 7 of these 25 regional cooperatives paid
any income tax at all. The other 18 paid none whatsoever.

Thus, anyway you look at it, the tax potential of the tax-favored cooperatives
is enormous. At a time when Congress is looking for ways to balance the budget
and at the same time reduce tax rates for everybody, this amount of new revenue
should not longer be overlooked.

At this point I should like to point out that the changes which were made in
the Revenue Act of 1951 fall far short of providing either substantial revenue for
the Treasury or substantial tax justice for taxpaying corporate business.

In the first place, the highest revenue estimates with respect to the 1951 amend-
ments were in the neighborhood of $28 million. Compare that with the $800
million additional which the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue has said would
be realized if cooperatives and mutuals were taxed on the same basis as other

K corporations are taxed.
In the second place, insofar as the farmers' and consumers' cooperatives are

concerned, all the 1951 act did was to tax unallocated earnings of farmers' cooper-
atives and to preserve the fiction that patronage dividends do not represent corpo-
rate income. Thus, the patronage-dividend loophole was kept wide open. It
should be noted that an allocation can be effected by issuing "certificates of
indebtedness" or "letters of advice." In either case, cooperatives can retain the
cash without any tax liability whatever, and out of the retained cash resulting
from tax-free earnings they can continue to expand to the competitive disadvan-
tage of ordinary business corporations that can't escape taxes by bookkeeping
entries or profit distributions.
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It has been reported that cooperatives have been making extensive use of the
patronage-dividend loophole. There is little to wonder about here, for what
better way could there be to get a tax-free ride? It is also clear that the
Treasury is not likely to get the tax from the farmer. All he may receive from
his cooperative is a piece of paper which may consist of nothing more than an
indefinite promise to pay something, sometime, maybe. Two recent decisions
have indicated that distributions in the form of revolving-fund certificates or
letters of advise are tol be treated as having no tax consequences whatever to
their recipients. I refer to the cases of Carpenter v. Commissioner, decided by
the Tax Court on June 15, 1953, and Farmcrs Grain Dealers Association of Iowva
v. United Stat.N, decided by the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Iowa on October 28, 1953. Thus, unless there is a significant change
in the law by Congress, it seems clear that this type of profit distribution will be
used more extensively by all cooperatives and the very limited objective of the
1951 amendments will be wholly defeated.

In the third place, the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1951 affecting savings
and loan associations and mutual savings banks likewise do not provide sub-
stantial revenue or tax equality either. The law contains provisions for the
deduction of dividends and interest paid, and amounts credited to reserves to
the extent that such amounts do not bring the total reserves to more than 12
percent of share or deposit liability.

As a practical matter, the reserves of most savings and loan associations
and mutual savings banks do not exceed 12 percent of share accounts or de-
posits. Thus, these institutions will largely continue to be tax free. To show
you -what this means in terms of both revenue and tax equality, I need only
point out that under the 1951 law the Treasury estimated that but $18 million
in new revenue would be derived from the mutual savings institutions. It
had previously estimated that if full taxation were applied at 1950 rates, $445
million in additional revenue would be derived, and $125 million if dividend
distributions were treated as interest payments. Thus, it will be seen that
these cooperative financial institutions are being taxed at but a fraction of the
amount paid by the commercial banks. That is not tax justice. The taxpaying
banks and the tax-favored mutual savings institutions must and do compete
in the same money market. The terms of competition, because of tax treatment,
are not equal by any means.

In the fourth place, there has been no change in the taxation of mutual fire
and casualty insurance companies since the 1942 act was enacted. Even though
that law was supposed to provide equality in the taxation of such mutual and
stock companies, experience has proven that the mutual companies in the aggre-
gate pay only about one-quarter of the income taxes that they would pay as
stock companies and this payment is accompanied by many individual inequities
that result from the peculiarities of the formula used for the taxation of such
companies.

I might add that the 1951 law contains no provisions whatever for taxation
of credit unions, production credit associations, national farm-loan associa-
tions, and REA electrification cooperatives or the REA telephone cooperatives
whose expansion is currently being emphasized. Credit unions in particular
have been expanding tremendously since the war.

These tax-free institutions increased from 16,000 in 1952 to 18,000 in 1953.
In the same period, their outstanding loans increased from $1 billion to $1.4
billion, and their total assets from $1.7 billion to $2.1 billion. Already they
are in competition with taxpaying commercial institutions in the financial field.
There is no doubt that, within a relatively short time, they will expand into
multimillion-dollar businesses just as cooperatives generally have done.

Thus, I respectfully submit, the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1951 relative
to cooperatives, while a step in the rigbt direction, are woefully deficient both
in terms of vitally needed revenue and fundamental principles of tax equality.
The time for realistic action has come.

Finally, I should like to say a word about governmental policy involved in
taxing cooperatives. In this connection, let us recall a bit of history. Con-
gress first granted cooperatives a clear-cut tax-exempt status in 1916. Then
they were small and the corporate income tax was 2 percent-a negligible amount
as compared with modern standards. Under such circumstances, the tax con-
cession could be afforded on the basis of social experimentation if on no other
basis.

Today, both the economic status of cooperatives and the tax climate itself
have changed. The tax-favored small cooperatives have expanded into huge
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cooperative corporations, some of which operate manufacturing plants and
retail stores, with holding companies pyramided on top. They are in direct
competition with, and in some cases are putting out of business, traditional
American business enterprises which are bearing a tax burden that was un-
dreamed of 35 years ago. In view of these facts, comnion sense as well as
the principles of tax equity demand that we reassess governmental policy relating
to their tax treatment.

In doing so. there are certain fundamental principles which I am confident
we can accept. While we have all heard of the partnership allegation and the
other argumentative devices by which tax-exempt cooperatives have sought to
be differentiated from tax-paying business enterprises, these arguments have
becn rebutted effectively both by authorities in the tax field and by the tax staffs
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Treasury Depart-
ment. The latter after an exhaustive study have advised this committee in a
report issued in April 1951 :

1. Coaoperati\ ,s are corporations.
2. The Congress has full power under the Constitution to tax cooperatives as

any other corporate entity.
3. The so-called net margins of cooperatives are nevertheless corporate income

against which Congress has the power to levy the income tax.
4. The fact that cooperatives are obligated to provide patronaae dividends

does not alter the fact that net margins are income to them.
In view of these facts, I believe that all tax-privileged cooperatives should

be taxed on the same basis as private business. The sections of the law which
grant tax-exemptions to them should he repealed. ('orporate income distributed
as patronage dividends in any form should he taxed to the cooperative earning it.
Cooperative financial institutions should be taxe(d on their net income before the
distribution of dividends just as commercial financial institutions are taxed.
And mutual fire and casualty insurance c(,ilncnies should be placed under the
same rules that now govern their stock conipetitors.

There is no logical reason why this should not he done. Cooperatives are in
the business of producing gain, profit, or income. Such gain, profit, or income is
no different from that produced by the ordinary business corporation. The
cooperative, in fact. is an incorporated business organization just like any other
corporation engaged in business, and the members of cooperatives are no differ-
ent from the shareholders of an ordinary corcoration and in most instances are
shareholders.

A private corporation makes a net profit which it distributes in the form of
dividends. A cooperative makes a net margin which it distributes in the form
of dividends on stock and patronage. In each case, regardless of how you
describe it, there is a financial return to the corporate entity engaged in the
business operation. To tax the one, and not the other, is to deny tax justice.

There is a growing feeling in this country, supported by court decisions, that
when a nonprofit corporation enters the private competitive fl 'ld for gain, profit,
or income, even though no private persons share in that income,'it should forfeit
its right to tax-exemption. The Congress itself has already accepted this view-
point by taxing certain income of relig-ious and charitable institutions whose
importance to the welfare of this Nation is inestimable. If such a tax policy
is to be maintained in respect of nonprofit corporations which promote our moral
welfare, then there can be no real economic, social, or political reason for
exempting the profitmaking cooperatives which, by their own admission, exist
for the financial benefit of private persons who are their members and patrons.

In closing, I wish to make it clear that I do not deny the right of cooperatives
to engage in all fields of commercial business enterprise. I simply believe they
can attain their objectives and at the same time bear their fair share of the
burden of government. I therefore respectfully urge you to recommend and
enact legislation now, requiring taxation of the business profits of cooperatives
and mutuals on the same basis as the earnings of all other competitive business
corporations now are taxed. Such legislation, if enacted, will hell balance tie
budget. It will help make possible a general tax reduction. It will acccma-
plish that equalization of the tax burden which is so desperately needed to assure
a fair chance for all in American business life.



Summary of earnings and Federal income taxes paid by 25 major regional farm supply purchasing cooperatives for fiscal years ending in 1952

Regional cooperative association

Cooperative 0 L F Exchange, Inc. (New York) -----
Southern States Cooperative, Inc. (Virginia) ------------
Eastern States Farmers Exchange (Massachusetts) -----
Consumers Cooperative Association (Missouri) --------
Illinois Farm Supply Co .. .............................
Indiana Farm Bureau Co-Op ..........................
Farmers Union Central Exchange (Minnesota) -------
Farm Bureau Co-Op Association (Ohio)
Farmers Cooperative Exchange (North Carolina) -------
M. F. A. Millinc Co. (Missouri)
Washington Co-Op Farmers Association- -
Midland Cooperatives, Inc. (Minnesota)
Pensylvunia Farm Bureau Co-Op. Association ---------
Pacific Supply Cooperative (Washington) ---- -------
Fruit Growers Supply Co. (California' -
Farm Bureau Services, Inc. (Michiga , -
Poultrymen's Co-Op. Association of Southern Cali-

fo rn ia ---------------- -- ------ -- -- -------- ---- -- -- -- -
Central Cooperative Wholesale (Wisconsin) ------------
Arkansas Farmers Association --
Consumers Cooperatives Associated (Texas) --------
Tennessee Farmers Cooperative --_---
Farmers Union State Exchange (Nebraska) ...........
Mississippi Federated Cooperatives. -- - --
Minnesota Farm Bureau Service Co ....
M. F. A. Co-Op. Grain & Feed Co. (Missouri) ----------

Grand total ---

Number
of retail Annual sales Net income
outlets I

Disposition of net ineme

Federal in- Dividends
come taxes paid in cash2

.4 I i--

6$333,355,707
6 141, 932 393

98, 077, 412
82, 441,614
56, 766, 483

135.217,232
45, 708, 050
65, 481. 240

6 45. 439, 126
33, 131.161
50,657,046
28, 954, 169
23, 215, 831
24,548, 782
18, 492, 365
22,158,953

16,681,270
11,193, 910
10,288, 935
8,130, 360
7, 904, 992
7,435, 834

12,833,170
6,259, 891
5, 228, 565

9,080 11,291, 534,491

$7, 725. 848
4, 213, 776
2, 958, 963
2, 849, 742
2,921,491
2, 724,404

'3, 305, 898
1, 205, 205

619, 856
1,599,561
2,101,156
467, 541
501,468
425, 749

1, 599,172
192, 618

992,004
187, 520
206,337

'217,019
169, 711
200,867
346, 374
428, 108
263, 798

38, 207, 167 1

$1,651,892
None
None

200, 448
435, 000

None
None

20, 765
None
None
None

105, 003
None
None
Nose
None

4,995
22 715
Rone
None
None
None
None
None
None

2,440,815

$4. 059, 706
1,670,386
1.073,350

102, 904
2. 046, 091

833, 535
3, 282

445, 780
291, 164
321,666
319, 812
132. 628
160, 265

531
1,599, 172

31,945

593, 354
34,068

6 703
Loss

31,743
23, 511
48,701
52, 296
39, 570

13, 922, 163

Income
retained I

$2, 014, 250
2, 543. 390
1. 885, 613
2, 546, 390

440, 400
1,890,869
3,302,616

738, 66o
328, 692

1,277, 895
1,781,344

229, 913
341, 203
425, 218

None
160, 673

393, 655
130, 737
199, 634

Les
137, 968
177, 356
297, 673
375,812
224, 228

21,844,189

I Includes local agent representatives. 0 Includes local retail stores.
2 Includes patronage dividends paid in cash and dividends on common and preferred 7 Total net worth represents retained earnings.

stock paid in cash. Dces not include $172,457 placed in educational fund and $183,071 placed in employees'
3 Includes patronage dividends distributed in stock, equity certificates, book alloca- savings-sharing fund.

tions, etc.; and unallocated additions to capital reserves and surplus. 0 Deficit not included in totals.
4 Federal income taxes paid or indicated
5 Does not include excess profits taxes or make allowances for depletion or other similar

adjustments.

Source: Cooperative Research and Service Division, Farm Credit Administration.

Percent
ci net

Net worth income
paid in
taxes I

$56, 459, 033 21.4
30. 064. 022 None

7 23, 058, 228 None
24, 042, 525 7.0
10. 237. 176 14 9
30, 107, 551 None
25, 108, 344 None
11, 296, 667 1.7
6,803, 424 None
4, 665, 777 None

13,438, 700 None
10, 256, 156 22.5

5, 766, 335 None
6, 468, 767 None

10, 557, 300 None
2,636, 580 None

1,982, 922 0. 5
3, 058, 714 12. 1

829, 326 None
1,646, 84 None

995, 825 None
2,061,957 None
1,771,987 None
1, 817, 364 None
1,417,598 None

286, 548, 562 6. 4

Federal
inc me tax

regular
corporation
would pay

$4, 011. 940
2, 185, 663
1, 533. 160
1,476, 365
1,513, 675
1,411,190
1, 713, 566

621, 206
316, 825
826. 271

1,087, 101
237,621
255, 263
215,889
826, 069
94, 661

510, 342
92, 010

101,795
Loss

S2,749
98, 950

174, 614
217, 116
131, 674

19, 735, 715
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REED C. LAWLOR,
Los Angeles 14, April 20, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, section 1221, capital assets defined.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DAR.x SENATOR )IILLIIN The undersigned attorneys wish to submit a few com-

ments to you which we believe will aid you in determining whether the above-
identified section of the Internal Revenue Code should be adopted as it stands or
should be revised.

This section reads, in part:
"For purposes of this subtitle, the term 'capital asset' means property held by

the taxpayer (whether or not connected with his trade or business), but does not
include * * * (3) a copyright, a literary, musical, or artistic composition, or
similar property, held by-

"(A) a taxpayer whose personal efforts created such property, or
"(B) a taxpayer in whose hands the basis of such property is determined, for

the purpose of determining gain from a sale or exchange, in whole or in part, by
reference to the basis of such property in the hands of the person whose personal
efforts created such property: * * *"

You will probably recall that section (3), quoted above, is the Eisenhower
amendment which was adopted in 1950. According to information that is pub-
licly available, it would appear that General Eisenhower was able to obtain capi-
tal-gain treatment for income received from the sale of a book that he wrote prior
to the adoption of the amendment in question. It would also appear from infor-
mation publicly available that former President Truman has not been able to
obtain capital-gain treatment for income received from the sale of a book which
he has written since the amendment was adopted. In both cases it is clear that
the authors were amateurs, and both, except for the Eisenhower amendment,
should be entitled to the benefits of capital-gain treatment with respect to the
sale of the works in question.

It is the view of all of the undersigned that the Eisenhower amendment should
never have been adopted and that it should be repealed so that all amateur
authors can obtain the benefit of capital-gain treatment from the sale of their
books. The Founding Fathers of our country wanted to stimulate the progress of
our civilization by encouraging inventors and authors. They provided in article 1,
section 8, of the Constitution that Congress should have the power:

"To promote the progress of science and the useful arts by securing for limited
times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings
and discoveries." [Emphasis added.]

Only recently the United States Supreme Court stated in Mazer v. Stein (100
USPQ 325, 98 L. E. D. Ad. Sh. 373),

"The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress to grant
patents and copyrights is the conviction that encouragement of irdividual effort
by personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare through the talents of
authors and inventors in science and useful arts. Sacrificial days devoted to such
creative activities deserve rewards commensurate with the services rendered."
[Emphasis added.]

It is well recognized that authors make great and valuable contributions to the
happiness and progress of our country. Such contributions should not be de-
stroyed by confiscatory taxes, but should be promoted in keeping with the spirit
of article 1, section 8, of the Constitution.

If we are to encourage amateur authors to benefit all we should make it possi-
ble for them to receive substantial rewards for the services that they render to
the public. We submit that one of the most effective ways to bring about such
encouragement and reward in accordance with the economic philosophy of our
country is to repeal the Eisenhower amendment.

We respectfully submit that the Eisenhower amendment should be repealed at
this time while the Internal Revenue Code is being recodified.

Respectfully submitted. REED C. LAWUOR,
HARRIET F. PILPEL,

New York, N. Y.
WARREN C. HORTON,

Chicago, Ill.
CHARLES F. CnIsHOLM,

New York, N. Y.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL RETAIL JEwELERS ASSOCIATION,

New York 17, N. Y., April 20, 195j.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washivgton. D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: The American National Retail Jewelers Association

was organized in 1906 and represents about 5,000 retail jewelers throughout the

United States.
We come to you in connection with section 6016 of the proposed Internal

Revenue Code of 1954 (H. R. 8300, the tax-revision bill). This section provides

for the declaration of estimated income, and advance payments of corporate

income taxes. There are two major disadvantages to the plan.
First, all corporations which will be subject to the plan (corporations with an

anticipated tax liability of more than $50,000) will in effect have to sacrifice

working capital to pay taxes, and will, at the end of 5 years have lost working

capital equivalent to one-half year's tax bill. This is a substantial loss.

If working capital is not sacrificed, the corporation must find the money from

other sources. Some publicly held corporations may be able to do this by selling
additional securities, but many of the closely held family type retail corporations
may have to abandon plans for expansion, etc., in order to meet the increase.

The second reason is more or less peculiar to retailing. Retail jewelers have
their most profitable season at Christmas, and make a large portion of their sales
in November and December. These corporations will have to make their first
estimate in advance of any indication of what sort of a Christmas business they
are going to have. Their second estimate will come just before inventory, and
it too will be more or less of a guess.

We wil! be most grateful if the members of the Senate Finance Committee will
arrange to have this provision eliminated from the bill. We will be glad to hear
from you.

With kindest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

CHASE. M. ISAAC,
Mxecutire Vice President.

THE DOMINION LIFE ASSURANCE CO.,
Philadelphia 2, Pa., April 21,1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

The United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR: Enclosed herewith you will find a mimeographed copy of a
letter which specifically refers to section 264 of H. R. 8300, setting forth its rami-
fications, together with the probable end result. Also enclosed herewith you will
find revenue ruling 54-94 and a photostat of section 264, together with its
interpretation.

Section 115g (3) was passed in 1950 to enable the owner of a close corpora-
tion to pay Federal estate and State inheritance taxes and by providing this
relief, the owner was given the opportunity to perpetuate his business rather
than have it sold to provide for the payment of taxes. This measure was passed
with the view of eliminating the hardships of situations such as these and to
prevent large companies from buying out the smaller company at a distress sale.
This section was passed to help keep the American economy sound and to prevent
control which would tend toward monopolistic enterprises. Section 15g (3)
enables a man to perpetuate the business that he has worked so hard to build.
However, where funds are not available from the net dollar, after the payment
of taxes, which is often the case, relief is still not available unless he can afford
to pay the necessary life-insurance premium from his net dollar in order to pro-
vide these funds.

Close scrutiny of this section will reveal that its effects will be dangerous rather
than helpful, and in reality is nothing more than a peace offering by some life-
insurance companies to its agents.

You will note in the past several weeks that bank loans throughout the country
have dropped in excess of a billion dollars. It is reasonable to assume that when
a billion dollars is taken out of circulation, it will have some effect on the economy
of the country. If the Senate is interested, and I am sure that it is, to alleviate
and correct the conditions that make this possible, then serious consideration must
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be given to a section which has helped to create this condition. The elimination
of this section will not correct this situation in its entirety, but I assure you that
it will hell substantially.

Please check the enclosed matter and analyze the same, as it is of extreme
importance.

Thank you most kindly.
Very truly yours,

CHARLEs F. TELLER.

GENTLEMEN : In reference to section 264, of H. R. 811)0, Internal Revenue Act
of 1954, which section classifies the single premium annuity with single premium
life and endowment contracts and further, considers an amount of future pre-
hiunis approximating the single lrelmium cost of life insurance policy to be

deposited with a life insurance company for the future payment of premiums time
same as a single premium policy.

Primarily, consideration must be given to the real intent f the drafters of this
bill, and of course, the intent of the House Ways and Means Committee. Is
the intent to stop, the loss of revenue to the Govermnent, or is it to appease
some particular interests that feel the law, as it stands, has caused them some
difficulty in handling a personnel problem?

Let us consider, the difference between life insurance and annuities; life insur-
ance and endowment contracts contain the element of risk, which is based on
the life expectancy of the assured. Under the present law, the proceeds collected
as a death benefit is income tax free (the new act would correct this to some
extent) ; however, the increment over the deposits of an annuity contract, if
surrendered by the annuitant or owner, is taxed as ordinary income. The
annuity deposits made with a life insurance company are similar to those made
with a bank, except that the interest is not reported annually, but all at once at
the time of surrender. There is no life insurance involved.

Became of this, it is extremely unjust to classify the annuity on the same
basis. Further, it is putting an additional obstacle in the way of the person who
cannot purchase life insurance and needs to have funds available for death taxes
to le paid to the Federal and State Governments.

Is the purpose of this section to prevent the loss of revenue" If this is the
purpose, then an examination of this will reveal that the enactment of it will
cause a loss rather than prevent one.

Since the excess-pr4 fits tax is not in effect, let us consider, the person whose
top bracket income is 52 percent, age 50, who has a need for $100,00 of life insur-
ance to meet his Federal estate ani State inheritance taxes. The premium for
the insurance is $4,(M10 per year. This man does not have the $4,000 left after
lie pays for income taxes, yet he has a definite ned for the $100,000 or the busi-
ness he has worked so hard to build during his lifetime will have to he sold to
pay estate and inheritance taxes. This man cannot pay this out of capital, as
his capital has been reinvested in his business in order to meet the demands of
expansion. So, he pays the first year premium and arranges to borrow the
money at the bank to discount the next 10 premiums, which, let us assume, would
take $36,000. Now, if this man died in the 10th year his net death benefit would
be $64,000, which is not adequate for his needs. If he borrowed again in the
10th year to pay for 10 more years, and let us say he died in his 20th year, the
net value of his insurance would be $28,000, which of course is far less than lie
needs. In order to offset this, lhe also borrows $100,000 to purchase a single
premium deferred annuity of $100,000, which annuity increases in value to help
offset this decreasing amount of life insurance. The 10th year value of the
annuity is approximately $120,000, which makes $84,000 total available at death
after loans are paid; which at the 20th year the net death benefit is about
$98,000 after the payment of the loans.

Bank interest on the $136,000 at 31/4-percent amounts to $4,4R1.34. The man
being in the 52-percent bracket, it appears that the Government has lost $2,330.30.

Banks that make prime loans of this sort, are large banks which have been
in the 52-percent-tax bracket or better, so that the Government has received
from the bank on this loan an amount of $2,330.30, which immediately replaces
the loss suffered from the individual, but in addition to this the Government re-
ceives income taxes from the agent who sells this plan and the general agent,
both of whom are in about the 40 or 50-percent-tax bracket. Assuming the agent
makes $2,000 on the annuity and $2.000 commission on the insurance, and he is
in the 40-percent bracket, the Government receives the sum of $1,600 in income
taxes from him. The general agent would make about $500 on the annuity and
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$200 (5-percent) override on the insurance or a total of $700, which should mean
$280 in taxes to the Government.

In addition to this the insurance company will net about 3.60 percent on the
$136,000 or $4,896 investment income on which it is taxed at 61/2 percent or the
Government will receive in taxes an amount of $318.40 annually.

In addition to this, the insurance company will pay a State premium tax of
11/2 to 2 percent.

Considering the total loss by the Government of $2,330.30, as to its gain under
the bank loan plan above of $4,528.70, the Government has a net gain the first
year of $2,198.40 and will continue to enjoy a gain of about $300 or more for
each year thereafter. This gain may even be greater, as the present bill is con-
sidering a revision of the tax paid by the life insurance companies.

Further, consideration must be given to the estate tax of about 35 percent on
the $100,000 life insurance policy which is part of the man's estate, together with
income tax paid on the increment in the annuity.

Consider the assistance this method affords to the business economy of our
country, and finally taxes collected from the beneficiaries' use of the money in
the future.

Plans of this sort, have been in effect for at least the last 32 years. Why all
the concern now?

What will be the effect of this section?
It will eliminate the only chance a person has of providing dollars to pay the

Federal estate and State inheritance taxes and final settlement costs. Where
these funds are not available, the business will have to be sold to provide the
same. The price secured at a distress sale is often much less than the true
value. But, of course, there is no choice as the taxes must be paid.

The end result is that investment banking groups will eventually control Ameri-
can busines, and control of the economy of our -reat country will end up in
the hands of a few. Section 264 will take away the only guaranteed method of
perpetuating a business.

Section 115 (G) (3) affords some relief to the close corporation, but not enough
to guarantee control, while no relief is offered to the sole proprietor or the part-
nership.

Further, section 264 will be contra to the end result sought by the antitrust
laws. The inevitable result will be the concentration of wealth, power, and
control of American industry in the hands of a few.

Congress, I am sure, did not intend this result.
Is section 264 attempting to set aside practices such as those set forth in

Revenue ruling 54-94?
If the purpose of section 264 is to eliminate practices such as these, which have

resulted in a loss in revenue, then this has been done by this ruling, and it has
been done in the most effective and direct way, in which case there is no need for
section 264 of H. R. 8300.

Enclosed herewith you will find a copy of this ruling.
The argument may be advanced that the picture presented in reference to the

gain of revenue by the Government is not a true one, as the interest paid by the
bank on the particular funds borrowed is considered a part of the top bracket
of the bank's earnings. This is the only sound and true comparison that can be
made if the expenditure made by the individual in the payment of interest is taken
on the basis of the top bracket of his income. It would be an unfair comparison
to consider the individual savings from the top-bracket income, while the bank's
payment of taxes on the same received would be considered in the lower-income
bracket.

Let us consider further the possibility of the attainment of another end by the
passage of section 264. Are the drafters of this bill "carrying the ball" for some
life-insurance companies who are attempting to appease and soothe the feelings
of some of their "cry baby" agents who claim to have lost business to agents of
other companies because their companies did not make available to them the
discounted premium plan for the purchase of life insurance? If this is the rea-
son, the drafters of this section are not aware of the practices and contractual
rights given an agent. There is no agency contract known in the life-insurance
business which will not permit an agent to place business in another company if
the company he represents does not have the contract his client desires. It is a
practice with life-insurance companies that a full-time agent must first submit
his business to the company he represents, providing the company can issue the
type of contract requested and, of course, providing the company is willing to
accept it. If the company is not willing to accept his business or it does not
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have the contract requested, then the agent has a right to place his business with
any company that can fulfill his needs.

If these complaining agents would investigate, they would find at least 90
percent of all the life-insurance companies in the business will accept the pre-
payment of premiums, discount the same, and retain these premiums in a pre-
mium deposit fund. Yes; without a doubt, their companies have engaged and
still engage in this practice. Maybe their companies do not sell single-premium
annuities; but if they do not, by contract these agents have the right to place
business with any company that does handle single-premium annuities.

The drafters of this legislation are attempting to become the "great levelers
of mankind" and they are attempting to put agents on an equal footing, when
they know this is impossible to do, as man is not equally endowed.

I-n't it logical to assume that a man would prefer to retain 48 cents of every
dollar for his own use? Even though it is only 48 cents of every dollar, he has
the right to spend it in any way he desires and to use it for anything he wishes.
Isn't this better than not having even 1 cent left from every dollar? The man
who buys life insurance under this plan is spending 48 cents of his money which
he could use for other things. The reason he is spending this money is because
he has a definite need for life insurance. He has a definite need for dollars to
pay his taxes. He has a definite requirement to provide these dollars or to lose
his business. If this man did not have this need, he would not part with the
48 cents of every dollar, which is what he does when he pays the bank interest.

Section 264 is legislating against this particular group. This group, as a rule,
does not qualify for many of the fringe benefits, deferred compensation plans,
and pension arrangements afforded under the existing laws. It does not have
a market for its stock, if a corporation; it faces dissolutionment if a partnership
or a sole proprietorship. However, gentlemen, the taxes must be paid.

The impact of this section requires your close scrutiny. Please accept my
sincere thanks for the consideration and attention you may give this section.

[Par. 6223] Revenue ruling 54-94, L. R. B. 1954-11, 6.
Deductions: Interest.-Amounts claimed as "interest" in connection with cer-

tain so-called tax-saving plans, the purpose of which is to obtain an interest
deduction for Federal income-tax purposes, are not deductible under section 23
(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Back references: Section 39.23 (b)-I1 at 541 C. C. H., paragraph 171.1315 and
section 39.23 (k)-2 at 542 C. C. H., paragraph 207.7308.

The attention of the Internal Revenue Service has been called to several
situations where taxpayers are attempting to derive supposed tax benefits in
connection with transactions designed to obtain interest deductions, for Fed-
eral income-tax purposes. The question is whether the amounts designated as
"interest" are deductible under section 23 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code.
The following two examples are illustrative:

Example 1.-M Insurance Co. has sold to the taxpayer an "annuity savings
bond" (herein called the bond) under the following conditions: Taxpayer "pays"
to M a single cash premium of $100,000: To finance the premium, taxpayer
pays $100 to M in cash and "borrows" $99,900 from M on a note that bears "in-
terest" at the rate of 5 percent the first year and 3 percent thereafter. Taxpayer
is not personally liable on the note, M's sole recourse being against the bond.

The bond has a maturity of 30 years. The "cash value" of the bond is $100,000
at the time the bond is issued and the "cash value" increases at the rate of 21/2
percent a year compounded annually. At maturity taxpayer will be entitled
to an annuity based on the "net cash value" of the bond at that time, i. e., the
excess of the "cash value" over the unpaid balance on taxpayer's note to M.
Taxpayer has the election at maturity to receive in cash the "net cash value"
of the bond, and if taxpayer dies before maturity a beneficiary named by him
is entitled to the then "net cash value."

(In some cases of this type it is provided that the taxpayer may surrender
the bond at any time after 1 year and receive the "net cash value" thereof at
such time. In some cases it is provided that the taxpayer may at any time
borrow the "net cash value" on the bond on a nonrecourse note without sur-
rendering the bond. In such cases there may be no "net cash value" at maturity
and if so no annuity will be paid. In some cases it is provided that the tax-
payer may at any time suspend payment of "interest" except to the extent of
one-sixteenth of 1 percent without surrendering the bond, and the "cash value"
of the bond will cease to increase during such suspension.)
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Taxpayer claims that for Federal income tax purposes he may deduct the
"interest" that lie "pays" on the amount that he has "borrowed" on the bond,
but that he realizes capital gain if he sells the bond. If this is so, and if tax-
payer's surtax rate is sufficiently high, he will make a "profit" on the transaction
notwithstanding that he pays 3 percent "interest" for a 2/2-percent investment.

Example 2.-In July 1952 taxpayer, an individual who is not a dealer in
securities, purported to "purchase" $5 million United States Treasury 1%s-percent
notes due March 15, 1954. at $99. Taxpayer financed the "purchase" by making
a small downpyinent and purported to "borrow" the balance from the N Co.,
a dealer in se unities, on a 2 /-percent nonrecourse note maturing March 15,
1954, depositing the Treasury notes as sole security for the principal and in-
terest on the note. N thereupon sold short the same amount of Treasury notes
of the same series, and with taxpayer's consent N covered the short sale with
the deposited Treasury notes, thereby receiving the funds which it had "loaned"
to the taxpayer. Taxpayer may direct the sale of his Treasury notes at any
time. It is contemplated that at or before maturity taxpayer will direct the
sale of his Treasury notes, and N will purchase $5 million of such notes at the
then market price to cover its short sale.

(In come cases of this type the taxpayer "pays" part of the "interest" on the
note to N with money "borrowed" from N on an additional nonrecourse note.)

Since the taxpayer will "pay" more "interest" on the note to N than the total
of the interest and appreciation that he will realize on the Treasury notes, tax-
payer will realize no profit on the transaction apart from the effect of the trans-
action on his Federal income tax. However, taxpayer, whose surtax rate is suf-
ficiently high, seeks to make a "profit" by deducting the "interest" that he pays
from ordinary income and reporting the gain on the sale of the Treasury notes
as capital gain.

It is the view of the Internal Revenue Service that amounts paid by taxpayer
and designated as "interest" in the above examples are not interest within the
meaning of section 23 (b) of the code, and are not deductible for Federal income-
tax purposes. Cf. Old Colony Railroad Co. v. Covnmis.iOner (2S,4 U. S. 552, Ct. D.
456, C. B. XI-1, 274 (1932) (3 U. S. T. C. par. 800) ), where the Supreme Court
indicated that interest is "the amount which one has contracted to pay for the
use of borrowed money."

In the above examples the amounts paid by the taxpayer are not in substance
payments for the use of borrowed money. As a matter of substance the tax-
payer does not borrow any money, hence there is no "debt" on which he pays
"interest." An instrument that is called a "note" will not be treated as an in-
debtedness where it does not in fact represent an indebtedness. See Talbot
Mills v. Commissioner (326 U. S. 521, Ct. D. 1660, C. B. 1946-1, 191 (46-1 U. S. T. C.
par. 9133) ) ; Matthiessen et al. v. Commissioner (194 Fed. (2d) 659 (52-1 U. S.
T. C. par. 9201) ). In example 1, part of the "interest" paid by the taxpayer will
be returned to him through the increase in the value of the bond and the remain-
der represents a payment to M for arranging the transaction so that taxpayer
may derive a supposed tax benefit. If it is possible to regard the transaction as
an annuity transaction at all, the "interest" payments in reality represent the
premiums paid for the annuity. If the transaction is regarded as an endowment
contract, the "interest" deduction is to be disallowed under section 24 (a) (6)
of the code. In example 2, taxpayer in substance pays a sum of money to the
N Co. for arranging a transaction lacking commercial substance so that taxpayer
may derive a supposed tax benefit: taxpayer does not expect to make a cash
profit on the transaction independent of Federal income tax consequences, nor
does taxpayer risk the money that he "borrows." Cf. Commissioner v. Transport
Trodinq . Tcrniial Corp. (176 Fed. (2d) 570, 572 (49-2 U. S. T. C. par. 9337)),
where the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit emphasized that "in construing
words of a tax statute which describe commercial or industrial transactions we
are to understand them to refer to transactions entered upon for commercial or
industrial purposes and not to include transactions entered upon for no other
motive but to escape taxation."

[Internal Rorvnue Code of 1954. H. R. 8300. 83d Cong., 2d sess.]

SEC. 264. CERTAIN AMOUNTS PAID IN CONNECTION WITH INSURANCE CONTRACTS

No deduction shall be allowed for-
(1) Premiums paid on any life-insurance policy covering the life of any

officer or employee, or any person financially interested in any trade or
business carried on by the taxpayer, when the taxpayer is directly or indi-
rectly a beneficiary under such policy.
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(2) Any amount paid or accrued on indebtedness incurred or continued
to purchase or carry a single-premium life insurance, endowment, or annuity
contract.

For purposes of paragraph (2), a contract shall be treated as a single-premium
contract if substantially all the premiums on the contract are paid within a
period of 4 years from the date on which the contract is purchased, or if an
amount is deposited with the insurer for payment of a substantial number of
future premiums on the contract. Paragraph (2) shall apply in respect of
annuity contracts only a, to contracts purchased after March 1, 1954.

[H. Rept No. 1337, of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, to

accompany H. R. 8300]

XI. ITEMS NOT DEDUCTIBLE

A. Certain amount pool in connc(,tion with insurance contracts (sec. 264)
Under existing law, no interest deduction is allowed in the case of indebtedness

incurred, or continued, to purchase a single premium life-insurance or endow-
ment contract. In addition, if substantially all the premiums on a life-insurance
or endowment contract, are paid with 4 years from the date the contract pur-
chased, it is treated as a single-premium contract and the same rule applies.

Existing law does not extend the denial of the interest deduction to indebted-
ness incurred to purchase single-premium annuity contracts. It has come to
your committee's attention that a few insurance companies have promoted a plan
for selling annuity contracts based on the tax advantage derived from omission
of annuities from the treatment accorded single-premium life-insurance or endow-
nent contracts. The annuity i:, ;old for a nominal cash payment with a loan to
cover the balance of the single-premium cost of the annuity. Interest on the
loan (which may he a nonrecourse loan) is then taken as a deduction annually
by the purchaser with a resulting tax saving that reduces the real interest cost
below the increment in value produced by the annuity.

Your committee's bill will deny an interest deduction in such cases but only
as to annuities purchased after March 1, 1954.

In the case of life-insurance contracts, a method has been devised to avoid the
limitation on the interest deduction for indebtedness on single-premium con-
tracts. The purchaser borrows an anomt approximating the single-premium
cost of the policy but, instead of purchasing the policy outright, deposits the
borrowed funds with the insurance company for payment of itiure premiums
on the policy.

Your committee's bill will prevent this type of avoidance by providing that
if an amount is deposited with an insurer for payment of a substantial number
of future premiums& on the policy, the contract will lie treated as a single-
premium contract. No interest deduction will be allowed on the indebtedness
incurred, or continued, to purchase or carry such a contract.

LINES, POORER & QUARLES,
Miticancxc, April 21, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

('ha ir nan, Senate Finaner Comittee,
United States Senate, Washingtoni, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR IILLIKIN : It is desired by the undersigned to make a statement
to be considered as a part of the hearings being conducted with respect to H. R.
8300. This statement of the undersigned deals with section 1235 entitled "Sale
or Exchange of Patents by the Inventir."

It is a primary purpose of section 1235 ti extend capital-gain benefits to
inventors in order to stimulate inventive productivity to increase contributions
to our technical economy and to advance useful arts. Apparently, secondary
purposes of this section are ti erase the difficulties that have arisen, under
existing law, in distinguishing between amateur anid professional inventors, and
to make more definite the law with respect to patent assignments in which the
purchase price is to be determined by the productivity of the patent over a
period of years. It is the writer's feeling that the purpose of this section is
most commendable, but that through the inclusion of subsection (e) pertaining
to related persons the section is partially emasculated to a degree that its
primary avowed purpose will not be satisfactorily fulfilled. Therefore, it is the
purpose of this statement to show that the present subsection (e) should be
stricken or, in the alternative, modified.
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The primary purpose of section 1235, i. e., the stimulation of contributions for
technical advancement, will be effected primarily by subsection (a) in which
capital gains will be extended to inventors both amateur and professional. At
present, professional inventors are deemed to hold their patents as stock-in-trade
and as such these patents may not be considered as capital assets. Section 1235
changes existing law by extending capital-gains treatment to each class of
inventor, if certain conditions are met in the transaction. The transfer of the
property must be a complete transfer of an undivided or part interest in such
property. The property must comprise a patent or a pending application, and
the inventor must be the assignor. There are 2 exceptions to the requirement
of a complete transfer, these being that the purchase price may be related to
future productivity, and that the purchase price may extend over a period of
5 years from the date of the transfer.

These provisions of subsection (a) should do much toward the stimulation
of inventive productivity. However, your attention is directed to subsection
(e), which excludes certain persons from availing themselves of section 1235.
By subsection (e) "related persons" as defined in section 267 (b), with the
exception of brothers and sisters, are placed outside the application of sub-
section (a). Primarily, related persons include members of a family (spouse,
ancestors, and lineal descendants), and an individual and a corporation in which
more than 50 percent of the stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by the in-
dividual. Stock held by members of the family is considered as held for or by
the individual. This exclusion of "related parties" extends to a very large
segment of our inventive population that is in a position to dispose of acquired
patents, as distinguished from employees hired to invent.

A goodly number of inventors, both amateur and professional, initiate and
develop a personal business individually, or in close association with others,
during the course of their lifetime, and their talents consequently become pecul-
iarly and intimately associated with such business. It results that their talents
are necessarily channeled exclusively in the direction of this business, which has
been the focal point of most all their working hours. The useful productivity of
these persons knows no other business.

While statistics are not available, it is manifest that this class of inventors is
quite large and that they are associated with both large and small enterprise.
Furthermore, this class of inventors has in the past made many great and wel-
come contributions to our technical advancement. It is particularly important
that this group of inventors have the benefits of section 1235 extended to them
in the absence of compelling reasons to the contrary. It is a basic tenet that our
tax laws should treat all persons fairly and on an equal basis without unjust
discrimination. It is submitted that subsection (e) does not carry out this tenet.

In reports accompanying bill H. R. 8300 the statement is proffered that in
nonarm's length transactions abuses may arise where dealings are between
members of the same economic group. To avoid such abuses a broad exclusion
of all dealings between "related parties" is made, regardless of absence or pres-
ence of arm's length transactions, or regardless of whether the dealings are
identical in result to arm's length transactions that might be arranged with
others.

Because members of a family are involved, such as in an instance of father
and grown sons owning proportionate shares of a corporation, it does not follow
that non-arm's length transactions or abusive transactions result from dealings
between them. To the contrary, personal motivations cause each to scrupulously
survey acts of the others. Subterfuge is not the common result of dealings
between these parties, nor should it be so assumed.

Whether parties are related is not a true test. This is artificial, and to exclude
this group of inventors in blanket fashion puts them at a distinct and unfair
disadvantage. The inventive talent of these inventors usually has only a small
area of marketability since their efforts are directed solely toward the particular
business in which they are engaged. They must deal with a business or indi-
viduals that are related if they are to dispose of their original patents at all.
The only alternative is making transfers to direct competitors. Manifestly a
course that will not be taken.

Would not a fair test, in striving to eliminate abuses, be a determination that
the terms of a transaction are equivalent to those which would be arrived at in
an arm's-length transaction? If the taxpayer-inventor can show that his trans-
fer to a related party was in fact an arm's-length transaction, or for a consid-
eration equivalent to that which would be obtained in an arm's-length transaction
with others, should he not be entitled to avail himself of section 1235? He has
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contributed to our technical advancement as well as an inventor dealing with a
nonrelated party. It appears that there is no just reason under these circum-
stances to discriminate against the one who finds himself in the position of
necessarily dealing with a related party. This would appear only right since
transactions between brothers and sisters are expressly excluded.

As a conclusion, it is submitted by the writer that subsection (e) should be
eliminated, particularly in view of the fact that if abuses do become rife, a
similar provision can, at a later date, be inserted. As an alternative, the fol-
lowing might be added to subsection (e) :

"* * * unless the transaction was made at arm's length, or resulted in terms
as to consideration that would have been arrived at in an arm's-length
transaction."

Further, it should be remembered that in creating subsection (e), as presently
constituted, inventors, who are peculiarly tied to related persons are placed in a
more disadvantageous position than they occupy under present law. And this
is done without any showing of abuses having occurred. Under present law, if
the inventor finds himself to be an amateur inventor, he may transfer his patent
and receive a capital-gain benefit. However, subsection (e) will no longer en-
title such party to treat his patent as a capital asset. Thus this inventor will be
stifled more so than he is today. In this not a direct negative to the espoused
purpose in creating section 1235?

It is believed that this statement touches upon a problem of considerable
importance and that thoughtful considerations be given to it. It is strongly
urged that steps be taken to place the inventor dealing with related parties in
a more equitable position than the present draft of section 1235 would do.

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR H. SEIDEL.

ROBERT F. SPINDELL,
Chicago 3, Ill., April 21, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Sen ate Finance Committee,

The Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: The most significant part of this letter is that

Lloyd Kennedy, chairman of the American Bar Association Committee on Income
Taxation of Estates and Trusts, which had so much to do with recommending
changes in those sections of the income-tax law, believes that the 5-year throw-
back rule in sections 661 to 668 of H. R. 8300 is completely unworkable. Mr.
Kennedy is a member of the Chicago Federal Tax Forum, of which I am also a
member. He delivered a paper before the forum last Wednesday, in which he
tried to explain the operation of the 5-year throw-back rule. I am enclosing a
mimeographed copy that he prepared and gave to the members to illustrate
how the simplest possible type of case would operate under the new provisions.
This illustrates the unprecedented complexity of the law in a simple case.

By virtue of 2 years of hard work on this committee, Mr. Kennedy knows
probably more than any other member of the bar about the problems involved in

b;" a throw-back rule. He said that the American Bar Association proposal, which
f, - was not adopted went to the very limits of complexity. He said the committee
d- felt that if even one more complication were added, the thing would fall of its
41. own weight. Yet the Treasury's proposal is ever so much more complicated.

He said that if the usual type of case involving a capital gain by a trust, or tax-
free income received by a trust or a charitable contribution by a trust, were
involved, even the most expert tax lawyer in the United States would find it
almost impossible to work out the computation. Mr. Kennedy's unequivocal
view is that the proposed provisions just will not work in practice.

The Chicago Federal Tax Forum consists of 18 of the principal tax lawyers
in Chicago, heads of the Tax Departments of Arthur Anderson & Co., Ernst
& Ernst and Price-Waterhouse and professors of taxation at Northwestern Uni-
versity and Chicago University Law School. Practically all of this group was
present and it was the unanimous consensus of opinion that the proposed 5-year
throwback provisions were probably the most incomprehensible they had
ever read in the tax laws in their many years of experience.

I, myself, a Federal tax lawyer for more than 20 years, have read the 5-year
throwback provisions a half dozen times and, while I understand what the
provisions are seeking to accomplish, I have been confused as to its operation.
I looked for some help in the committee report and when I finished reading the
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examples set forth in the report I was even more confused. How the provisions
would appear to lawyers who are not tax specialists and to the employees of
trust companies who would have to administer them, I cannot imagine. Indeed,
in my humble opinion, these provisions are so detailed and so complicated that
they will be virtually inoperative and will be produtive of considerable litiga-
tion for the Treasury and the Tax Board. They are simply beyond the com-
prehensl(l of the average taxpayer and average revenue agent who will be
charged with their administration.

In short. I believe that the bill as now written is more complicated and more
obtuse than any other piece of legislation I have ever read in the tax laws, which
it has been my business to study during the last 20 years.
Now let us look and see if the loophole which the 5-vear throwback provision

is designed to close is really a substantial one or a minor on(e. To what are we
applying this strong medicine? Are we using a shotgun when a fly swatter
would (1o? I have asked the trust officers in the trust departments of the six
large Loop banks whether they have done very much in exercising their discre-
tion, where they have power to distribute or accumulate income, so as to obtain
tax savings for the beneficiaries of trusts they administer. I am personally
acquainted with these trust officers and know them to be high-minded indi-
viduals. They have advised me in which I consider to he in complete good
faith that there has been only slight consideration o(f income-tax savings when
exercising discretion in such cases. In the great majority of trusts the bene-
ficiaries have need for the income and it is distributed every year without regard
for the 65-day rule. In another group of cases, whero all or part of the income
is to lie accumulated, it is only occasionally that the beneficiary has need for a
Cistribution of (-,rpus which consists (of accumulated income. In uch cases the
distribution is based on need and not on income-tax savings Mr. Don H.
AcLueas, vice president of the Northern Trust ('o., which is one of our leading
trust companies, has permitted me to use his name in this letter and to quote
him as follows:
"We in the trust department have checked with each other to find out how

aniny times, if any, since 1942 we. as truste, have exercised discretion, where
v e have power to distribute or accumulate income, so as to take advantage of the
65-day rule in the manner mentioned in the House committee report. We found
that - - had done this in ,rlly one case and there were unusual circumstances
surralnding it. We believe the abuse or tax avoidance at which the 5-year
throwback rule is aimed is virtually nonexistent so far as we are concerned."

In other trust companies they said there were a few occasions over the years
when they held the trust income for more than 65 days and then distributed it.
But they said the amount of tax saving involved since 1942 was very small.

Out of my discussions with the trust officers developed the idea that if you
changed the 65-day rule to a 12-month rule, there would be practically no tax
avoidance. For, while there would be a temptation by a few taxpayers to wait
65 days, very few of them would wait a year. I have spoken to other tax lawyers
about this idea and they feel the same as the trust officers.

Therefore, if you could substitute a 1-year rule for the 65-day rule, you could
eliminate the 5-year throwback and adopt a workable law. And all with little
or trifling loss to the Treasury.

I feel it would be both interesting and helpful to you to have a few words about
the history of the throwback rule. It was proposed by the committee on income
taxation of estates and trusts of the Federal taxation section of the American
Bar Association. At the meeting in Boston there was a terrific argument and
the final vote was about 55 percent to 45 percent, if not closer. Since the
meeting was in the East the members of the section present were largely from
that area, and particularly from New York and Boston. The New York Bar
Association has been more prominent than anyone else in advocating the throw-
back rule. Most laymen do not realize the reason for this, which is a selfish one
and is as follows:

Under the New York law, accumulations beyond the minority of the bene-
ficiaries of trusts are prohibited. This means that grantors and testators wishing
to provide for the accumulation of income until children reach a more mature
age of 25 or 30 are inclined to consider appointment of trust companies outside
of New York. Accordingly, the trust companies and their lawyers are strongly
in favor of adopting a rule which will destroy or severely limit the advantages
of trusts in other States which permit the accumulation of income beyond the
minority of beneficiaries. That is why they have so strongly advocated and
supported the throwback rule. This point can be verified by appropriate inquiry.
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You appreciate, of course, that I am not basing my objection on the motive

behind the rule. If it were a desirable rule and were properly drafted without
causing a breakdown in its administration, then I would be for it. My major
criticism, and in complete truthfulness I tell you, is that every tax lawyer and
trust officer with whom I have conversed regarding this, totaling probably 35
or 40, believe that the present throwback provisions are both incomprehensible
and unworkable. If you or any lawyer friend of yours will read these provisions
at home one evening, together with the committee report, I am sure that the
next morning you would advise your associates that what I have said above is
an understatement.

In conclusion, I think it would be most unfortunate to insert such unsatis-
factory provisions into what is otherwise an amazingly fine piece of legislation.

With kindest regards, I am,
Yours very truly,

ROBERT F. SPINDELL.
ROBEr F. SPINOELL,

SCh icago, Ill., April 2?, 1954,.
IHon. Er GENE D. MIILLmiIN.

('hairnon, Nci'uoc Fiilme Conlnittc'.

Tne Solnate Office Bi/dtig, ll'.sdihi gton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOIR MIIIN: In may letter to you of yesterday remarding tile
.-year throwback rule, I stated that I was enclosing a sample eahulation prs-
pared by Lloyd Kennedy, chairman of the American IBar Ass ciation committee
on income taxation of estates and trusts. My secretary neglected to enclose the
example and I an sending it to you herewith.

As stated in my letter, Mr. Kennedy, who probably knows llore about the
application of the throwback rule than ilany other person, and all members of
the Chicago Federal Tax Forun believe the present Treasury version to be both
incomprehensible and completely unworkable. Tile enclosed example is the
simplest possible example and you will see frlin it that it requires many hours
of concentrated effort by an expert tax lawyer just to handle it. When the usual
complexities of (a) tax-free interest, (b) capital gain, and (c) charitable Cml-
tributions are added, the application of the rule becomes so complicated that it is
doubtful that if even an expert could apply it. It seems most unfortunate to
destroy the magnificent legislative job in I. R. 8310 by including something that
is more complex and difficult to understand than any tax legislation ever before
proposed.

I do hope that you will give your earnest consideration to elilinatla4 the
throwback rule and the adoption of a 12-month rule instead of the present 65-day
rule. As I pointed out, the amount of tax avoidance under the present law is
very small, and if a 12-month rule thereon is substituted for the (5-day rule the
tax avoidance would become almost nonexistent.
Thanking you for your kindness in considering this matter, I am,

Yours very truly,
ROBERT F. SPINDELL.

H. R. 8300, SUBCHAPTER J, ESTATES, TRUSTS, BENEFICIARIES, AND DECEDENTS

SIMPLEST POSSIBLE EXAMPLE OF THROWBACK UNDER SUBPART D

Section 665 (d). The throwback does not apply to any taxable year of the trust
beginning before December 31, 1953. Hence it does not apply to accumulations of
income in 1953 and earlier years.

Hypothetical factw

Trust is reporting on the calendar year cash-receipts basis.
Trustee must pay $5,000 each year to A and has discretion to pay income or

corpus to either A or B, or both.
A is single, has no income except from the trust ($5,000), and paid a tax for

1954 (on $3,900) of $818.
B is single, had an income of $5,600 from outside sources (total $8,600), and

paid a tax for 1954 (on $7,140) of $1,702.
Neither A nor B have any 1955 income except from the trust.
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643 (a)
661 (a)
661 (a)

665 (a)
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1954

Distributable net income of trust_ -- ------- $20, 000
(1) Currently distributable income to A ------------ $5,000
(2) Discretionary payment to B --------------------- 3,000

8,000

Balance subject to tax --------------------------- 12,000
Tax on $12,000 paid by trustee ---------------------- 3,362

Undistributed net income for 1954 ---------------- 8, 638

1955

643 (a) Distributable net income of trust ----------------------- 20, 000
661 (a) (1) Currently distributable income to A ------------- $5,000
661 (a) (2) Discretionary payment to A -------------------- 10, 000
661 (a) (2) Discretionary payment to B --------------------- 12, 000

661 (a) Limitation on trust deduction ------------ 27,000 20,000

Balance subject to tax .- ----------------------- None

Accumulation distribution in 1955

665 (b) The amount by which the sec. 661 (a) (2) deduction --- $22, 000
Exceeds distributable net income --------------- $20, 000
Reduced by sec. 661 (a) (1) deduction -------- 5,000

15, 000

Accumulation distribution of 1955 ----------------- 7,000

Allocation of 1955 accumulation distribution to 1954

666 (a) The 1955 'accumulation distribution is not treated as if it were
a section 661 (a) (2) deduction of the trust in 1954 --------

Plus

666 (c) An amount equal to the 1954 taxes of the trust "multi-
plied by the ratio of the portion of the accumulation
distribution ($7,000) to the undistributed net income
($8,638) of the trust for such year" --------------- $3, 362

X 7, 000

8, 68
or

$7,000

$7,000 x $3,362 2,724
$8,638 __-_2,_2

Accumulation distribution allocated to 1954 ---------------- 9, 724

Tax of trust in 1954 under throwback

Distributable net income of trust In 1954 ----------------- $20, 000
(1) Currently distributable income to A ------------- $5,000
(2) Discretionary payment to B --------------------- 3,000
(2) Accumulation distribution to A and B ---------- 9, 724

17, 724

Balance subject to tax -------------------------- 2, 276

Tax which would have been paid on $2,276 --------------- 448

Refunds to trust denied ($3,362 minus $448) ------ 2,914
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Allocation between A and B for 1955 before throwback

662 (a) (2) From the $27,000 total distribution in 1955, A and B each include
an amount which bears the same ratio to that part of distributable
net income ($20,000) which is not currently distributable ($15,-
000) as the non-currently distributable amounts received by each
($10,000 to A and $12,000 to B) bears to the aggregate ($22,000)
of such amounts.

X $10,000
for A this would be $0- $ ,or--- ------ $6, 818

$15,000 $22,000
for B this would be X = $12,000 or ------ 8, 182

$15,000 $22,000 - -------

Total ------------------------------------- 15, 000

Before throwback A reports:
662 (a) (1) Currently distributable income ----------------------- $5, 000
662 (a) (2) Allocation of discretionary payment -------------------- 6, 818

Total for A so far ---------------------------- 11, 818

662 (a) (2) Before throwback B reports -------------------------- 8, 182

Distributable net income for 1955 ------------------ 20, 000

Allocation of throwback between A and B
668 (a) How is the throwback accumulation distribution of $9,724 allocated

between A and B? H. R. 8300 does not say.
It could be either 15/27 to A and 12/27 to B, or, since $5,000 is a mandatory

payment to A, on the basis of 10/22 to A and 12/22 to B. The provision in section
662 (a) (2) relating to the allocation of distributions in excess of distributable
net Income indicates that the latter allocation would have been chosen by Con-
gress if the point had been considered.

Assuming the latter will be correct, either by amendment or by litigation, the
allocation will be:

10/22 of $9,724 to A ------------------------------------------ $4, 420
12/22 of $9,724 to B ------------------------------------------ 5,304

Total ------------------------------------------------- 9, 724

Tax effect on A

668 (a) Tentative 1955 tax computed on:
662 (a) (1) Currently distributable income -------------------- $5,000
662 (a) (2) Allocation of discretionary payment ----------------- 6,818

Subtotal ------------------------ ------ 11, 818
668 (a) Throwback distribution --------------------------- 4,420

Total -------------------------------------- 16, 238
Less: Exemption and standard deduction --------------- 1, 600

Taxable income ----------------------------------- 14, 638
Tentative tax on $14,638 ----------------------------- 4, 560
Tentative tax on $11,818 (minus $1,600) ----------------- 2, 723

Tentative 1954 tax computed on:
661 (a) (1) Actual distribution in 1954 ------------------------ 5,000
668 (a) Throwback distribution ---------------------------- 4,420

Subtotal ----------------------------------------- 9, 420
Less: Exemption and standard deduction ---------------- 1,542

Taxable income ---------------------------------------- 7,878

Tentative tax on $7,878 -------------------------------- 1, 923
Tax paid for 1954 --------------------------------------- 818

Attributable to throwback ------------------------------- 1,105
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Tax effect on A-Continued

G68 (a) 1955 tax without throwback ----------------------------- 2, 723

Total 1955 tax before credit ----.. .-- -- 3,828
668 (b) Less: Credit for 10/22 of $2,914 tax of trust in 1954 which

would not have been paid if trust bad distributed $9,724
more in 1954 than its actual distribution --- -- 1,326

Tax of A for 1955 -- S2,502

Tax effect on B

Tentative 1955 tax computed on:
662 (a) (2) Allocation of discretionary payment ------------------ $8,182
668 (a) Throwback distribution ----------------------------- 5.304

Total ------------------- 13,486
Less: Exemption and standard deduction ----------.----- 1,600

Taxable income - 11,886

Tentative tax on $11,8s6 ----------------- 3,357
Tentative tax on $8,182 (minus $1,418) -------------------- 1,518

661 (a) (2)

668 (a)

Tentative 1954 tax computed on
Actual distribution in 1954
Other income ......
Throwback distribution ---

T o ta l --- --------- ------
Less: Exemption and standard

Taxable income -----------

Tentative tax on $12,304 -------
Tax paid for 1954 - ------------

Attributable to throwback -----
668 (a) 19155 tax without throwback --

Total 1955 tax before credit--

------ - 3,000
--------------------------- 5,600

- . -- -- 5,304
------------ - ---------- 13,904

deduction ----- - 1,600

------- ------------- --- 12 .304

--. ------ --- ---- -------- 3 ,531
--- ----------- --- --- 1,702

------------------- ----- 1 ,8 2 9
--- 1,518

........................... 3,347
Vil) Less: Credit for 12/22 of $2,914 tax of trust in 1954 whichwould not have been paid if trust had distributed $9,724

more in 1954 than its actual distribution

T ax of B for 1955 ------. ----------------------------

1,588

1,759

COMMENTS

1. Except for a trust with a single beneficiary, the foregoing example is the
simplest example of the operation of the throwback which can be given.

If the trust has a charitable beneficiary, has capital gains or losses, tax-exempt
interest, extraordinary cash dividends or taxable stock dividends, foreign income,
or (if the new partial exclusion of dividends received, see. 116, becomes law)ordinary dividends on corporate securities, the computations increase in com-plexity. Also if the accumulation distribution (the throwback) exceeds the
undistributed net income of the trust for its preceding year, recomputations ofthe beneficiaries' tentative tax in the earlier years, up to the fifth preceding
year, must be made,

2. Section 668 (a) includes the amount of the throwback distribution in the
income of the beneficiary for the current year, but contains a limitation that the
tax attributable to this inclusion shall not exceed the tax which would have been
payable by the beneficiary had the throwback distribution in fact been made in
the earlier year or years. In the example "Tax effect on B," the 1955 tentative
tax of $3,357 is limited to $3,347 because the tax attributable to the throwback
in 1955 ($3,357 minus $1.518) is $1,839, whereas the tax attributable to the
throwback if received and taxed in 1954 is $1,829, or $10 less.
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Had B had $10,000 of outside income in 1954, instead of $5,600, his 1954 tax
attributable to the throwback would have been $1,980, and since the limitation
would not apply, his 1955 tax would be $3.:,57, or only $10 higher, although his
1954 incon was $4,400 higher.

STA NII I ON I1EIIAI.F OF PENNSYIVANIA BAa.i ASSOCIATION RE SECTION 505 (7)
OF tHE REVENUE CODE OF 1954 (H1. R. 8300)

1. Section 505 deals with allowable investments for exempt employees' trusts.
By proposing this section ('ongross has for the first time shown legislative concern
for the so undness and wisdom of the investments if an employees' trust. It is
urged that this field smuld nit be entered. By legislating investment restrictions

'oligress will give employees tlie impression that there is some special quality
level in the investments of euplo'ee trusts. The impression will not be true
unless congresss goes the 1nuch further step of examining and supervising
employtoe-' trusts in nmuch the same way in which the Comptroller of the
Currency super \ ises banks.

11. Even if the general idea of regulating investments in employees' trusts is
retained in H. R. .300, paragraph (7) of section 5(15 should be revised. As
presently written, paragraIh (7) allows investment in "Securities, limited in
respect of any one issuer to in ainount not greater in value than 5 percent of
the value of the total assets of the trust . * "

Moreover, paragraph (5) would indicate that "securities of regulated invest-
mnent companies" are not subject to the 5-percent limitation; that is to say, such
securities may be bought without limit.

It is urged that not only should securities of regulated investment companies
be exempt, but also common trust funds operated by banks and trust companies.
In many cases a small employees' trust can obtain practical diversification only
by investing in a common trust fund, which in recent times has become a familiar
investment medium. All large trust companies have tiom. It is suggested
that the following wording of paragraph (5) of section 505 would take care of the
point: "(5) securities of regulated investment companies (as defined in section
851) or interests in a fund maintained by the trustee of the trust for the collective
investment of trust funds."

III. Paragraph (4) of section 505 permits investment without limit in the
'securities of the employer which established the stock bonus, pension, or profit-
sharing plan of which the trust is a part, or securities of a parent or a subsidiary
corporation of such employer."

This language does not take care of the situation where the employees' trust
buys trust certificates representing the employer's stock as in the case where the
stock is in a voting trust. It is suggested that the following wording of paragraph
(4) would be desirable: "(4) securities of the employer which established the
stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan of which the trust is a part, or securi-
ties of a parent corporation or a subsidiary corporation of such employer, or an
interest in a trust holding exclusively cash and securities of such employer, its
parent, or subsidiary."

Respectfully submitted. H. OBER HESS,
Chairman of Federal Tax Committee.

BANK OF GILEs COUNTY,
Pea risburg, Va., April 20, 19541.

Senator EU(ORNE D. MILLIKIN,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Our board of directors at its last meeting, on April 15, 1954, passed

a resolution, copy of which is enclosed and which is self-explanatory.
We sincerely trust that you will use your influence to eliminate the unfair

advantages granted savings and loan associations, mutuals, and cooperatives in
bill H. R. 8300 now being considered by your committee.

Yours very truly,
R. L. WHITESEL, Cashier.
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Whereas there is now pending before the Finance Committee of the United
States Senate, a bill passed by the House of Representatives to revise the Federal
tax laws, which is officially known as H. R. 8300, which bill specifically provides
for the continuance of the unjust income tax exemption of the Federal savings
and loan associations, cooperatives, and mutual businesses contrary to the best
interest of a vast majority of the people of the United States: Now, therefore,
be it

Iesolvcd, That the board of directors of the Dank of Giles County, Pearisburg,
Va., go on record as opposed to the continued tax exemptions, in whole or in part,
of the Federal savings and loan associations, cooperatives, and mutual busi-
nesses and hereby reiterate our belief that all taxpayers should be assessed on
an equal basis and any taxes so assessed be collected without fear or favor; and
be it further

Rrsoh'ed, That a copy of these resolutions be mailed to Senator Harry flood
Byrd, Senator A. Willis Robertson, and Representative William C. Wampler and
to each of the correspondent banks of the Bank of Giles County and the following
members of the Senate Finance Committee; Eugene D. Millikin, Hugh Butler,
Edward Martin, John J. Williams, Ralph E. Flanders, George W. Malone, Frank
Carlson,. Wallace Bennett, Walter F. George, Edwin C. Johnson, Clyde R. Hoey,
Robert S. Kerr, J. Allen Frear, Jr., and Russell B. Long, requesting and urging
that they do all in their power to correct the unjust and unfair provisions of
H. R. 8300 and to use their great influence to pass legislation that will compel
all taxpayers to be taxed on an equal basis.

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORP.,
April 21, 1954.

Senator EUGENE D. MILLIIN,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN : The purpose of this letter is to call your attention

to a modification which we believe should be made in the provisions of H. R. 8300
dealing with the foreign tax credit. Overall, the provisions of the bill affecting
income derived from foreign sources, and particularly the 14 point rate reduction
will, we believe, encourage investment abroad and will tend to eliminate some of
the existing Federal income tax barriers to foreign trade. However, there is one
important respect in which the foreign tax credit provisions of the bill are defi-
cient, namely, in failing to allow a credit for exchange taxes and fees levied by
some countries in converting foreign currencies into American dollars.

A case in point is the investment of Associated Electric Co., a wholly ownedsubsidiary of General Public Utilities Corp., in Manila Electric Co. and Escudero
Public Service Co. Associated Electric Co. holds all the preferred and common
stock and 18 million of debentures of Manila Electric Co. and all the common
stock of Escudero Public Service Co. The Philippine Islands National Govern-
ment imposes an income tax ranging from 20 to 28 percent on interest and divi-
dends paid to foreign corporations, which is allowable as a credit against United
States income tax. In addition, however, before the interest and dividends paid
by the Philippine hands companies can be taken out of the country in United
States dollars, an exchange tax of 17 percent and a three-fourths of 1 percent ex-
change fee are required to be paid on the conversion of pesos into dollars. Be-
cause of doubt as to whether the exchange tax qualifies as an income tax under
section 131 of the code, there is serious question as to whether the tax qualifies
for the foreign tax credit. While there may be a technical distinction between
an income tax, as applied to interest and dividends, and an exchange tax and fee
on such income, the latter must be paid before the interest and dividends can be
coiiverted into dollars and withdrawn from the Philippine Islands, so that eco-
nonically there is no difference between the income tax and the exchange tax
and fee. In our opinion, such exchange taxes and fees should be given the same
treatment for foreign tax credit purposes as are income taxes.

Accordingly, we urge your committee to modify section 901 of H. R. 8300 so as
to include within the definition of "income taxes" allowable as a credit under
section .01 (b) (1 ) (A), taxes and charges imposed by a foreign government
on the conversion of foreign currency into dollars or on the withdrawal of in-
terest or dividends from a foreign country.

Respectfully yours,

H. A. Buscn,
Vice President.
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ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION,
Chicago 11, Ill., April 21, 1954.

HEon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
United States Senate, lashington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR IILLIKIN: Recently one of our members secured a ruling from
the Internal Revenue Service relative to the deductibility of drainage district
assessments. He operates a farm in a drainage district on the Mississippi River.

At the time this district was incorporated years ago, bonds were issued to pay
for the original capital improvements and the installation of pumps. Thereafter,
these pumps became obsolete and new pumps were installed, bonds again being
sold to finance the cost. These latter pumps are now old and must be replaced
within a few years.

The law is clear as to the deductibility of assessments paid for the purpose
of maintenance and for interest on the drainage district bonds. The ruling
mentioned above pertained to that part of the assessment which was used to
amortize the bonds to the extent that the proceeds of the bonds had been used
in the purchase of the pumps. It was the contention of our member that inas-
much as the property purchased by the bond issue was depreciable property,
the assessments paid to retire the bonds should be deductible. The Internal
Revenue Service ruled otherwise and we enclose a copy of the ruling. The effect
of this ruling is to penalize the farmer who belongs to a drainage district as
against a farmer who is financially able to own his own drainage equipment.
Without question, the latter can deduct the depreciation on his equipment.

There are a considerable number of farmers in Illinois and in other States
who operate their farms in drainage districts. The same rule also should apply
to farmers who belong to irrigation districts.

It would seem to me that this is a proper subject for legislative tax relief and
should be considered by your committee in connection with the pending revenue
act.

Very truly yours,
ILLINOIS AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION,
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President.

UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington 25, April 12, 1954.

Address reply to Commissioner of Internal Revenue and refer to T :R :I, HBF-3.
Mr. DEXTER CUMMINGS,

Chicago, Ill.
DEAR ME. CUMMINGS: This is in reply to your letter dated March 5, 1954, re-

ferring to office letter dated February 25, 1954, relative to the treatment, for
Federal income-tax purposes, of the cost of certain pumps and motors which
will replace the present pumps and motors in the Lima Lake Drainage District,
in which you own and operate farms.

You state that since the useful life of the pumps is 17 years and the life of the
bond issue is also 17 years, under the straight-line theory of depreciation the
annual assessments which you pay equals the allowable depreciation, and you
request, therefore, that you be permitted to deduct these assessments for Federal
income-tax purposes.

Section 23 (c) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that in computing
net income there shall be allowed as deductions taxes paid or accrued within the
taxable year, except (E) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending
to increase the value of the property assessed, but this paragraph shall not ex-
elude the allowance as a deduction of so much of such taxes as is properly
allocable to maintenance or interest charges.

Upon the basis of the foregoing provision of law, it will be seen that the only
deductions allowable to the taxpayer paying the annual assessments are those for
interest and maintenance charges.

Since the depreciable assets in question are the motors and pumps, which will
be owned by the drainage district, there is no basis upon which a deduction for
depreciation may be taken by the members against whom the assessments are
made. Very truly yours,

LESTER W. UTTER,Chief, Inditfidual Income Tax Branrct
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G. DARLING,
New York 10, N. F., April 21, 1954.

Mrs. ELIZABETII SPRINGER,
Clerk, 8ctiate Finance Committee,

Sc ante Office Building, 1'a.s/hington, 1). C.

DEAR IRs. SPlINGE: I am writing to you in connection with H. R. 8300, the

proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Last fall I wrote to the Joint Committee if Internal Revenue Taxation with

this sliggestin that the fair market value of any services or facilities received

in adclitilin to salaries, wages, etc., should be added to the monetary compensation

for tax lirl;oses iuless it ,an be shown that 11o financial gain was (lerived from

the services or facilities. Mr. Colin F. Stain, Chief of Staff, was kind enough

to write to ine in April 2, 1954. He pointed out that my letter was considered
m connection with the revision of the Internal Revenue Code as incorporated
in the bill H R. 8:;00.

Mr. Stain pointeil )t that this bill provides that meals and lodging are to be
excluded from the emlpiliyee's income if they are furnished at the place of em-
pl)yment and if the einiloyee is required to accept them as a condition of his
empl oyment.

I would like toi pint out at this time that I have never in my long experience
dealing with Government officers anil officials received a letter which was so
detailed, reasonalle and explanatory. I cannot but express my admiration and
respect for Mr. St:in's explanation.

However, I would like to point out again that the main reason why the bill
H. R. 8300 provides that meals and lodging are to be excluded from the employee's
income was that it woujd be very difficult to administer the law if the fair value
of meals and lodging are included. However, we consider that the Government
by excluding the fair market value of any services or facilities received in
addition to salaries, wages, etc., stands to lose a tremendous amount of money in
taxes, the administration of such law cannot be too difficult. In addition it
opens a way of paying additional salaries and wages in form of facilities or
services which will he completely excluded from taxation, and not only cause the
loss of taxes but also put the personnel so paid in a very advantageous position.
Additional difficulty in having the value of services of facilities excluded from
taxable wages and salaries is that up to now the FICA requires that such facili-
ties and services be added to the monetary compensation in order to calculate
the social security tax. Furthermore, while I am not aware of the laws exist-
ing in the other States, the State of New York requires that the value of services
and facilities are to be added to the monetary compensation to calculate the State
income tax. Therefore, the employers have to do a much more complicated and
costly job by keeping several sets of records in order to comply with the Federal
and State calculations. Whereas, if the fair or any other value of services and
facilities are to be included in taxable wages and salaries, it would require only
one set of records-

It is also a known fact that in drder to attract people some organizations may
very well state that "the employee is required to accept such lodging and meals
and that it is a condition of his employment."

I very earnestly ask that the Senate Finance Committee would consider these
questions before the bill is reported out by it.

Very truly yours,
G. DARLING.

SAN FRA-\-cmsco, CALIF.. April 22, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building:

I am attorney for Columbia Foundation, a California nonprofit corporation
organized and operating exclusively for charitable purposes and which is engaged
in rendering financial support to charitable projects, particularly in northern
California. Columbia Foundation owns an office building in San Francisco and
has no leases which would be characterized as long-term leases under present
Internal Revenue Code provisions. On behalf of Columbia Foundation I respect-
fully urge and strongly support the adoption of amendment to section 51* (b) (2)
(A) of H. R. 8300 as recommended by Hon. James P. Kem on behalf of field
foundation in testimony before your committee on April 9, 1954. I believe such
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amendment is entirely within spirit of legislation taxing rents from supplement
U leases and that adoption is necessary in order to remove uncertainties in
existing law which threaten charitable organizations with income tax on income
never intended to be taxed by Congress.

WILLARD L. ELLIs.

NORTH CHICAGO, ILL., April 23, 1954.
Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Senate Offiee Building, Washington, D. C.:
It is my privilege to cooperate as a businessman with the Ways and Means

Committee in a very small way on H. R. 8300. In my humble opinion, I think
it is the most constructive bill that has ever come out of the Ways and Means
Committee for many years. There are some provisions which perhaps need
correction and which over a period of time no doubt will be corrected. However,
there are so many things about it which are constructive both from the standpoint
of the individual as well as the standpoint of the manufacturer and of business
that I want to go on record with you and other members of the Senate Finance
Committee that this bill be passed with certain constructive changes if possible,
but if not possible that it be passed as is. I think one of the most constructive
provisions is the recognition that this entity we call a corporation is the most
efficient and vital instrument for the collection of taxes that the Federal Govern-
ment has. The corporation today is not only paying 52 percent of its earnings
but actually it is paying the withholding tax and all of the social-security tax
and unemployment compensation because in all wage adjustments all employees
think not about their gross earnings before deductions for the Government but
their take-home pay during the preceding years with corporation taxes as high
as they have been the Government has encouraged department financing.

I think the record will show that 85 percent of the new financing has been done
by the issuance of bonds or debentures. Surely you will agree that you would
not mortgage or place in financial jeopardy that which is vital to the fiscal
stability of any organization and certainly much less the United States Govern-
ment. The modest credit which the investor, not the corporation, will receive,
as proposed in H. R. 8300 is recognition of the fact that the Government favors
equity financing. It has been my privilege to appear before the Senate Finance
Committee and the Ways and Means Committee on several occasions. I was
invited to appear this time both by the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce and
the National Council of State Chambers, but realizing that you are under pressure
as all of us are at this time, it seemed to me that you and the other members of
the committee could get my simple honest opinion just as easily by a personal
wire. The purpose of this wire is to present to you simply and forthrightly the
basic fact that the time has come when investors in corporations should be
encouraged to take an equity position rather than that of a creditor. I won't
attempt in this brief note to go into any statistics or other details but simply
leave the thought with you that because of the vital part that the corporation
performs in our economic system as well as in financing the Government, I again
urge you to keep in H. R. 8300 the present proposal for credit to the individual
on a dividend he has received because of an investment he has made in the most
important and practical form of business relationships which we have in our
economic system. Thanks for reading this.

Yours sincerely,
JAMES F. STrLES, Jr.,

Chairman of the Board and Treasurer, Abbott Laboratories; Past Presi-
dent, Illinois State Chamber of Commerce.

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND,

Washington, D. C., April 27, 1954.
Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Senate Office Buildina,
Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: A recommendation was placed before the Senate
Finance Committee during the hearings on H. R. 8300 recently held, that the
additional exemption for blind taxpayers, provided for some years ago by Con-
gress, be extended to include blind dependents of taxpayers. The National
Federation of the Blind heartily endorses and supports the recommendation
and earnestly hopes that the Finance Committee will give favorable considera-
tion to it now.

4504-54-pt. 4- 41
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The special costs of normal living which are consequent to blindness con-
stituted the reasons for granting an additional exemption to blind taxpayers
in respect to the income tax. These additional expenses exist no less for blind
dependents than for blind taxpayers. The present requirement that taxpayers
having blind dependents may take only the usual dependent exemption when
paying their income taxes imposes fully as much inequity upon the blind depend-
ent as the lack of the additional exemption imposed upon the blind taxpayer.

Studies carried out by both public and private agencies serving the blind
have shown that the special costs attendant upon blindness are as much as
20 to 25 percent in excess of customary costs for nonblind persons. In contrast
with the low cost of pencils, the price of a Braille writer for the blind school-
child or college student is $70 to $100. In contrast with the reasonableness of
fountain pens, the price to the same persons of typewriters is considerably in
excess of $100. Reader service, whether in school, in business, in professional
activity, in homemaking or merely keeping up with world events, is a substan-
tial special cost of blindness. Taxis must lie uqed in many situations where
others would walk. Guide service is a frequent expense.

The foregoing are but a few examples of the special money burdens which
are borne by blind persons in all ages and in all walks of life. At a glance, it
is evident that they exist as much for a blind dependent as a blind taxpayer.

We earnestly request and urge, therefore, that part V, section 151 (d) (1) be
amended to read:

"(1) For taxpayer.-An additional exemption of $600 for the taxpayer if he
or a dependent is blind at the close of his taxable year."

The blind people of the Nation are deeply appreciative of the consideration and
understanding which have been shown to them by the members of the Senate
Finance Committee. We believe that our request is just and timely. Our
deepest thanks will be yours for calling to the attention of the committee the
amendment proposed above.

Sincerely and respectfully yours,
A. L. ARCHIB ,_D,

Excciitivc Director.

PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OF NEW HAiXMPSHIIRE,
Manchc.ter, X. H., April 22, 1954.

Hon. ROBERT W. UPToN,
Se ntc Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I would like to put before you certain facts with respect to

section 309 of thn' proposed Internal Revenue Code (if 1954 (H. R. 8300) and
the possible effects of that section on a pro_-rain which we have initiated of
redeeming an outstanding issue of high dividend rate preferred stock.

I have heard it said. among other things, that one of tie purposes of section
309 is to levy a tax on corporate reorganizations involving preferred stocks
upon which past due dividends are in arrears to a substantial extent. In the
face of this, it is unfortunate that the language of section 309 is drawn in such
a manner as to catch our company where the preferred stock which we propose
to redeem is fully paid and dividends are current.

If, as it appears, the purpose is to plug some loopholes through which tax
evasions have seeped in the last, I ('an assure you there is no tax evasion
implied or intended or in any way involved in Pur c.asc, yet we would be caught
in the language of the section. In addition to tills, the proposed tax. if adopted,
mny well force an abandonment of our refunding plans. Should this take place
because of section 31.), the ultimate and long-time burden bearers will be the
consumers who buy the electricity which we supply.

In these circumstances and as applied to our situation, there can be no
doult that the tax would le punitive, discriminatory, and unfair and, there-
fore, adverse to the interest of the company, its stockholders, and its customers.
The events which produce our exposure to the penalties of section 309 are as
follows:

Two years ago we needed new money to pay for enlargement of facilities built
and building to take care of growing customer demands for electricity. With
the sanction of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the New Hamp-
shire Publie Utilities Commission we offered 50,000 shares of preferred stock
to underwriters at competitive bidding for resale to the public. We received
only 1 bid which carried a dividend rate of 5.65 percent.
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Naturally this bid was deenied unsatisfactory and, therefore, was rejected.
After rejection, permission was obtained from both the SEC and New Hampshire
Public Utilities (Colmmission to negotiate a deal with underwriters. This re-
suited in the resale of the 50,000 shares of 5.40 percent preferred stock to the
public at $102..5. In accordance with usual procedure, the initial redemption
price was set at $105..5 which is only 3 points above the price paid by the
public but which, unfortunately, is more than 5 percent above the $100.20 net
per share received by the company. Because of this, the refunding, as we
understand it, would ibe taxed under section :}09 at the rate of 85 liercent of
$0.64 per share which is the amount by which the redemption price of $1115.85
exceeds 105 percent if $100.20) $105.21). To this amount of tax would lie
added 85 percent of the a iinat of dlividends accrued at the redemption (late.

Depending upon timing, which to a substantial extent is out of our control,
the minimum tax would lie $27,2100 and the maximum, $8 4,575. This exposure
is a sufficient threat to cause us to reconsider the wliile proi ral.

The reason our redeniptiin price is more than 5 percent above the net amount
of 51(01.20 realize is hi-cause our company was having creilit difficulties at the
time the 5.40 percent stock was marketed. After the failure of competitive
bidding , a negiotiated deal was pssible only after accepting an underwriter's
spread of $2.65 per share. Thi. high spread when added to the net amount
realized hy the company of $10)0.20 and the initial g-point redemption figure
produced automatically the $1'5 .85 redemption price.

It s ens unnee.sary, illg:dl, unfair, anil discriminatory for this company
to be taxed out of the lienhts to colfan3, stockholders, and cn' imers if a
straightforward redemltin and refundiu operation now that improved credit
nakes such a thing loss ble. It seems almost certain that we can market a
preferred stock today at a diviilenl rate ,ubstantially less than 5.40 percent.
However, to redeem the preiit 5.40 percent stock, we shall have to pay costs
aagregatin" approximately '"1;5,}1 If m top of this we have to pay taxes
which mni, it Ibe as high as $84525, the whole deal probably xx uld be ialheil off
because (if the inire:seil expelle. Thi. csihility I slublit is ;in unljus1t, un11-

rea nale, anil uiiw a r ranted disir liii htion against our cioinpany, its stock-
hililers, alnd the 7 lierient ior more of the people (if New Hampshire which
nuake u1'e of the (iiiamlmny's electricity.

Anything yon can do tii eliminate this threat wi 1e muli appreciated, par-
tiiularl. in view of the fact that we are now in the pro.es-s of asking our stock-
holers to take action (in matters related to the redempition of the 5.4) percent
preferred at the annual mcetimun on May 13. 1!)54. This action was started
before we heard of the threat of section .309, but it cannot le consummated
until after the annual nivetni on May 13.

With best dishess. I am.
Sincerely yours.

A. R. SCnILLER, Prc.Sidilit.

ERNST & ERNST,
Cleveland, April 20, 1954 .

Re H. R. 83(h).

Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Clrk, 1Scnatc Fiio)iec ('omitt'c.

,580 t Offic( Buildiumg, Was in i/too. 25, D. C'.
DEAR MADAM: We respectfully request that you bring to the attention of the

Senate Finance committeee , our views with respect to section 736, H. . 8300,
payment to a retiring partner or a deceased partner's successor in interest.

This section iriovides that payments mnade within 5 years after the partner's
retirement or death shall be taxed to the recipient and that payments made
after 5 years shall be taxed to the remaining partners and excluded from the
gross ineiime of the recipient. Such later payments, according to the report of
the ('iummittee un Ways and Means (p. A 230) "shall, in effect, be treated as a
(listrihition to the remaining partners and as a gift of such amounts to the
recipient."

()n its face, it would appear grossly inequitable to impose a tax upon a group
of partners with respect to income which they cannot receive and to exempt such
inciime from taxation in the hands of the recipient.

It has been suggested that the inequities of the proposed law may be avoided
by simple amendment to partnership contracts so as to continue in effect the
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partnership interest on a nominal basis. If that is true, then the proposed law
certainly will not accomplish what its drafters intended.

We wish to point out, however, the serious inconvenience which these pro-
visions would bring to a firm such as ours if we were compelled to amend our
partnership agreement to avoid the inequities inherent in the proposed shifting
of income tax liability.

At present our firm has 80 partners. We operate 62 offices throughout the
United States and Canada. 9,

All of our partners are required to be certified public accountants and in many if
States, we cannot operate as certified public accountants unless all of our part- 0
ners hold certified public accountant certificates in such States. Many States
require annual registration of certified public accountants and failure to register
may involve loss of privileges.

Many States have statutes under which partnerships must register whenever
changes occur in membership, such registration frequently requiring personal
signatures and jurats as well as newspaper publication.

In order to avoid the substantial inconvenience of depending upon inactive
and retired partners to maintain their status as certified public accountants in
each State where the firm business is conducted and to obtain necessary sig-
natures and formal acknowledgments for numerous reports and filings required
at frequent intervals, we have arranged for retired partners to withdraw from
membership in the firm. Notwithstanding such withdrawal, a limited partici-
pation in income is provided for the retired partner so long as he lives.

If we now must reinstate retired partners to membership in order to avoid the
inequity of having their income (after 5 years) taxed to successor or continuing
partners, we are then faced with all of the inconveniences which withdrawal
from membership was designed to obviate.

We recognize no justification for taxing one partner upon the income which
is payable to another, irrespective of the duration of the period of payment.
Such continuing income is not unlike pension payments made to retired em-
ployees. It is the partnership method of making possible the retirement of
partners upon reaching advanced age.

We respectfully ask that you give consideration to this section of H. R. 8300
in order that the inequity inherent therein may be removed. A partner should
be taxable only upon income accruing to him. This principle should be applica-
ble to the period before retirement as well as for any period of participation
thereafter.

Respectfully submitted.
L. C. WEISS, Resident Partner.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SALESMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, INC.,
New York 18, N. Y., April 23, 1954.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SALESMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, INC.,
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE 83D
CONGRESS, 2D SESSION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

TOPIC-BUSINESS EXPENSE DEDUCTIONS FOR AND FROM ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME FOR
OUTSIDE SALESMEN, SECTIONS 62 (2) (C) AND 62 (2) (D)

The National Council of Salesmen's Organizations, Inc., hereinafter referred
to as national council, is a nonprofit membership corporation, duly organized
under the laws of the State of New York with its principal office at 80 West 40th
Street, New York, N. Y.

National council is the parent body of wholesale salesmen's industry and
trade groups, associations and clubs, whose individual members are outside
wholesale salesmen, i. e.; they sell the goods, wares, and merchandise of Ameri-
can factories to retailers and other distributors for resale to the consumer. Ap-
pended hereto is a list of the council's members and affiliated groups.

As the national voice of these salesmen's groups representing a wide range
of industries including furniture, toys, paints, apparel trades, drugs, textiles,
and many others, it is a genuine privilege for national council to appear before
this honorable and most important committee of our Congress to present briefly
its recommendations with respect to topic 6, particularly as they affect the
economic welfare and well-being of the estimated 1,350,000 or more outside sales-
men and their families.
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This memorandum is respectfully submitted to your honorable committee in
support of the proposed amendment to section 22 (n) of the Internal Revenue
Code, which was recommended by the Committee on Ways and Means and em-
bodied in H. R. 8300 passed by the House of Representatives secss. 62 (2) (C)
and 62 (2) (D)).

As indicated in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means dated March
9, 1954, accompanying H. R. 8300 (p. 9 thereof), these amendments correct an
inequitable tax situation in relation to the transportation and business expenses
of outside salesmen.

The following excerpts from the statement of the National Council of Sales-
men's Organizations, Inc., dated June 19, 1953, submitted to the House Ways
and Means Committee, illustrate the inequities which the amendments could
correct.

We earnestly recommend approval of these specific amendments by the Senate
Finance Committee in its deliberations on the omnibus tax bill now before it.

1. Elimination of the divergent tax liabilities in certain instances between the
"traveling" and the "city" salesman.

Section 22 (n) of the code presently permits an employee to deduct, in deter-
mining gross income, his expenses of travel, meals, and lodging "while away
from home" but no other expenses except those for which he is reimbursed by
his employer.

The limiting clause "while away from home" creates certain anomalous
situations wherein a city salesman and a traveling salesman with the same income
and the same expenses, and otherwise in the identical position taxwise will have
varying tax liabilities, while the city salesman pays a greater tax on the same
income: The following illustration will graphically indicate the unfairness of
the present law in this respect.

In the example given below, Salesmen A and B are both employed by the
same corporation, earn $10,000 each in salaries and commissions. A travels
outside the city. B's territory is within the city and its environs. Both are
married. Their respective wives have no independent income and they have no
dependents. A and B both use their individually owned cars in their selling
activity and are not reimbursed by their employer. Each has $1,009 auto ex-
penses in the tax period and each has total deductions of $200 for taxis, con-
tributions, charities, etc. This is their comparative tax computations on the
basis of joint returns:

A (traveling) B (city)

Gross earnings --- -------------om ---------------------------------------- $10,000 00 $10,000.00
Traveling expenses away from home -------- . --------------------------- 1,000 00 None

Adjusted gross income -.-----------------......... ................... 9,000 00 10,000 00
Standard deduction .....................................................- 900.00 None
Itemized expenses.

Car expense ------------------------------------------------------------ None 1,000.00
Other expense ....................................................... None 200 00

Net income -------------------------------------------------------- 8,100 00 8, 800.00
E xem ptions - ------------------------------- - ---------------------------- 1,200 00 1,200 00

Normal tax and surtax, net Income .............................-- 6, 9o0 cO 7, 600.00
Tax due -------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - ---- 1,601.40 1,777.60

As we understand it, it is the purpose of this committee to overhaul the Federal
tax structure so as to bring it up to date with changed industrial and economic
conditions. The example given by us, then, is a case directly in point. New meth-
ods of distribution on the part of industry have severely curtailed and restricted
salesmen's territories. Suburban consumer areas have shown phenomenal
growth. The salesman, who is assigned to city and neighboring territories with-
out being "away from home," should he under no greater tax disadvantage with
respect to expenses of his automobile, for example, which is an equal necessity
to him, than the traveling man. We believe this situation should be corrected by
the elimination of the restricting clause in section 22 (n) "while away from home"
which, incidentally, is a most contentious one at best.

The illustration we have given deals with expenses of upkeep of an automobile.
It is intended only to demonstrate the general inequity of the restrictive clause,
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"while away from home." There are other leductille expenses which an employee
salesman must inevitably incur in a highly competitive economic field in order
to effectively and successfully sell his employer's goods.

Let us examine the matter of entertainment or of advertising expenses. Rea-
sonable expenses of entertaining buyers are deductible as a legitimate business
expense by employers. Why should the employee salesman, who may be under
similar expense, not be permitted to deduct his reasonable expenses of entertain-
ment in determining adjusted gross income in such cases where he is not reim-
bursed by the employer? Another example of the discriminating effect of the
present tax requirements is in the matter of advertising. Certainly, the employer
is allowed the reasonable expenses of promoting his product. In such instances
where an employee salesman should, for example, send out a personal reminder
or other mailing piece to his customers, he is not allowed to deduct such expense
in arriving at his adjusted gross income. These inequities should be corrected
by your committee in recommending a new tax bill. Your committee will re-
member, we are confident, that such salesmen, in particular, who must look en-
tirely to their commission earnings for meeting both the costs of selling, such
as travel, hotel, meals, goodwill, etc., and also their costs of living and that of
their families, are in an economic vise. Their lot should not be made more diffi-
cult by discriminatory and unfair tax liability requirements such as we have
endeavored to illustrate.

2. The present tax law which prohibits an employee from deducting for
adjusted gross income purposes no more than the actual amount lie may be
reimbursed should be corrected.

Under the current law if an employer pays a salesman an expense account,
or otherwise reimburses him for expenses other than expenses of travel, meals,
and lodging while away from home overnight, the employee salesman adds these
reimbursed amounts to his gross income and then is permitted to subtract the
amount be is reimbursed, but cannot deduct more than that. Any excess which
he may have to pay out of his own pocket, without reimbursement, is relegated
to an expense item under "Miscellaneous" on page 3 of form 1040.

Again we submit that the conditions of selling have changed radically so as
to make this rule archaic and olisolete. The expenses of selling for the salesman
today have risen far beyond any amount for which he may be reimbursed by even
the ist progressive employer. Why should the salesman be restricted in this
nmnner when there is no such comparable restriction on his emloyer, or princi-
pal. when lie ial'hulates and determiines his net income?

The salesman who must dig into his own purse to pay expenses, which can be
substantial, and are directly connected with his ci.fts of .elling Iiis products,
should in all fairness and equity be permitted to treat his 1:. itimate expenses
of carrying on his trade or profession, if yon will, of selling, in the same manner
as is an independent businessman who is allowed to deduct his expenses of doing
business without restriction as to amount.

We, therefore, respectfully submit consideration hiy your committee to the
elimination of this restrictive limitation on such salesmen who may he reimbursed
in part for their expenses by lifting the present requirement which limits them
ii ech cases only to an equal offset of expenses against the reinimlUrsenent in
determining adjusted gross income.

Respecffily submitted

Louis A. (APALO,
Prcsidcs t,

BENJAMIN SHAPIRO,
('lirman, Li flix ltirr clctiojn Corn ami ttce,

Natioml Couiicil of SAalc.(xoi,,)c Organi: tioi., Ie'., SO West .;Oth Street,
New York, X. Y.

MITCHELL M. SHII'MAN, Esq..
GOc)cal ('olsdl, 1_19 Broadwa!!, \ cic York 6. V. Y

SANFORD REEN, Esq.,
0/ Coin.scl.
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ASSOCIATIONS AFIILIATEI TO AND ('OPERATING WITI THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF

SALESMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, INC.

Allied Textile Asseoiatiou
Amigos of Syracuse, Inc.
Associated Millinery Men of New York
Associated Millinery Men of Philadelphia
Boot & Shoe Tra\ elers Association of New York, Inc.
Boys Apparel Salesmen's Club
Central States Iardware Club
Connecticut Paint Salesmen's ('lb, Inc.
Costume Jewelry Salesmen's Association, Inc.
Dress Salesmen's Association
Drug Salesmen's Association of Pennsylvania, Inc.
Empire State Furniture Manufacturers' Representatives, Inc.
Fabric Salesmen's Guild of New York
Fabric Salesmen's Association of Boston, Inc.
Fabric Salesmen's Club of Chicago
Food Products Salesmen's Association, Inc.
Furniture Manufacturers' Representatives of New York, Inc.
Furniture Manufacturers' Representatives of New Jersey, Inc.
Garment Salesmen's Guild
Handbag Supply Salesmen's Association, Inc.
Infants & Children's Wear Salesmen's Guild, Inc.
Infants' Furniture Representatives Association of Greater New York
Luggage & Leather Go()(l Salesmen's Association of America, Inc.
Manufacturers' Representatives Association of Sporting Goods
Maryland Wholesale Furniture Salesmen's Association
Men's Apparel Guild of Wholesale Salesmen
Men's Apparel Club of New York City, Inc.
National Handbag & Accessories Salesmen's Association, Inc.
New England Corset & Brassiere Club
New England Negligee & Lingerie Association
New York Association of Hosiery Mill Salesmen
New York Candy Club
New York Corset Club
New York Paint Travelers, Inc.
New Jersey Paint Travelers Association
New York-Pennsylvania-( )hio Travelers Association, Inc.
Philadelphia Corset & Brassiere Club
Phi!adelphia Cosmetic Club
Philadelphia Manufacturers' Representatives Association
Philadelphia Textile Salesmen's Association
Philadelphia Wholesale Furniture Salesmen's Association
Philadelphia Save-the- Surface Paint Club
Professional Sales Club of New York
St. Louis Textile Club, Inc.
Sportswear Salesmen's Association, Inc.
Textile Veterans Association
The Salesmen's Association of the American Chemical Industry
Rocky Mountain Trade Association
Southern Travelers' Asso,.iation, Inc.
The Far Western Travelers' Association, Inc.
The Piece Goods Salesmen's Association, Inc.

Toy Knights of America
Underwear-Negligee AsAociates, Inc.
Wash Frock Salesmen's Association, Inc.

C. RIGDON ROBB & ASSOCIATES,
Chicago 4, April 27, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, employee trust provisions

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Office Building, lVashinglon, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: As employee benefit plan consultants, we represent approximately
50 companies in the Chicago area who have approved pension or profit-sharing
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plans. Many of these have been installed for several years and all have qualified
under present section 165 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. We remember
vividly 1942, when this section was revised and the subsequent long wait that
occurred before regulations were issued. During this time, employers faced a
great period of uncertainty in adopting plans and much confusion resulted there-
from. One thing that disturbs us in the present revision of this section 165 and
related sections is the fact that it is being completely rewritten and that in the
haste to do so many points will not be clarified and that we again will have a
long wait for clarifying regulations.

While we appreciate the desirability of the recodification and the placing of
the sections under appropriate headings, we cannot understand why it was nec-
essary to change completely certain fundamental sections of the code, relating
to pension and profit-sharing plans.

The thing that mostly concerns is the attempt to substitute inflexible rules for
some measure of judgment on the part of the Bureau representatives. It has been
our experience that in the interpretation of the present regulations which have
been supplemented by a long list of rulings, discrimination and unfair practices
have been eliminated and that the Bureau on the whole has been extremely fair-
minded in protecting the interest of the tax collector, and at the same time rec-
ognizing the problems of the employer and taxpayer. In such a complex subject
as employee-employer relations, it seems to us rather difficult to lay down hard-
and-fast ironclad rules to eliminate entirely the judgment of trained capable
revenue men.

Another alarming thought is the possibility that present plans which are well
qualified may have to be amended at some future date, and that then they would
have to qualify under the new law, which might place many of them in the posi-
tion of having to greatly modify their plans in order to qualify under the pro-
posed regulations. We appreciate that the intent is to liberalize these provisions,
but in applying some of the principles to existing plans, we find that such so-
called liberalization becomes unduly restrictive in many deserving cases and
really opens the gates to tax avoidance in other less deserving situations. Spe-
cifically, we would like to call attention to the following items as one which need
more careful thought before they are incorporated in the final version of the
bill:

Attention is called, first of all, to section 501 (e) (3) (A), subheading, "Non-
discriminatory classifications." Particular reference is made to portions of sub-
paragraph (A), reading as follows:

"A classification shall be considered discriminatory only if more than 30 per-
cent of the contributions under the plan are used to provide benefits for share-
holders or more than 10 percent of the participants in the plan are key employees,
except that a classification-"

In placing of this language we would urge that something like the following be
substituted:

"Discrimination in favor of employees who are shareholders or key employees
shall not be determined by any fixed percentage of contributions or benefits, or
both, or by any limitation upon the number or classification of participating em-
ployees. A plan-"

A provision of this nature is not mechanical, specifically grants power to the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue to approve or disapprove plans, but prohibits
the use of any fixed percentages in determining whether or not discrimination
exists. It will give the Commissioner the power he has thought necessary since
his 30-percent regulation was withdrawn, and will permit proper consideration of
each plan on its own merits. Subject to some general rules, individual con-
sideration is the only fair method of determining whether or not a stock bonus,
pension or profit-sharing plan is discriminatory. In this matter we are following
the recommendations made by the written statement of Bert C. Bentley as of
April 14. In Mr. Bentley's presentation he substantiates by examples the ob-
jections we have to this portion of the bill.

Section 501 (e) contains 1 final sentence which deals with 3 completely
unrelated matters. First, and most important, it apparently eliminates the pro-
vision in the present code that contributions be accorded to a predetermined
formula in a profit-sharing plan. Inasmuch as these plans are instituted pri-
marily as a substitute for pensions plans, it seems quite probable that the elimina-
tion of this requirement and the substitution of a hit-or-miss contribution sched-
ule by the employer, regardless of profits, would lead to some very discriminatory
practices.
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It seems unwise, in view of all the restrictions along this line that have been
incorporated in approved plans in the past, that this field should be opened up to
discrimination on the part of an employer, particularly at a time when labor
relations are as touch-and-go as they are at this time. Furthermore, this pro-
vision can be construed as permitting plans in which only one contribution is ever
made, which could certainly lead to a tax avoidance in the year in which the
Government really needed money, and yet would accomplish very little as far as
employees are concerned. The other two provisions in this sentence are not
necessarily objectionable but seem to be so worded that there might be some
ambiguity.

Subsection 402 (a) (4), which changes the present law with respect to the
taxability of premiums paid for life insurance by a qualified trust, seems an
unnecessary change and an undue penalty on the beneficiary. It has been a well
conceived principle of tax law for many years that life-insurance proceeds are
not subject to income tax. For this reason there has been no great disagreement
with the collection of a tax on the cost of the insurance currently. It seems far
better to leave the law as it stands and collect this tax currently from the em-
ployee while he is living rather than to impose this additional income-tax bur-
den on his beneficiary. Section 505, dealing with allowable investments for em-
ployees' trusts, seems to have been lifted pretty largely from the supplement Q,
subsections 361 and 3102 of the present law, which deals with the tax status of
regulated investment companies. Although undoubtedly well intentioned, the
new section produces some inconsistent unfortunate results when applied to em-
ployees' trusts, which have a totally different purpose than investment companies.
For one thing, we cannot understand the fact that ordinary life policies and a
supplementary fund which have been used in many plans, are omitted from quali-
fied investments. Furthermore, it seems unwise to relax the present rule which
vests some discretion in the Internal Revenue Service, as to the investment of all
the money in an employees' trust in securities of the employer. While this would
serve the purpose of furnishing additional capital tax free for many employers,
that does not seem to be the intent of allowing a deduction for contributions to an
employees' trust. Many small close corporations, whose stock is not readily
marketable and whose success depends on the efforts of 1 or 2 men, could well
have a value of appreciably less than had been anticipated by the employees, par-
ticularly if 1 or 2 of these keymen were to die and no provisions had been made
for continuing the business. Furthermore, many of these stocks of closely held
corporations have not and do not intend to pay any dividends. Therefore, they
certainly are not good investments for trust assets. It seems to us that these
trusts must be considered as real trusts and that the prudent-man rule incor-
porated in so many State laws dealing with investment of trusts should be the
very minimum that would be required of trustees investing funds for the benefit
of employees.

It would seem that this whole section should be reexamined in the light of the
realities of the situation and that there not be an attempt to lift bodily language
from other sections that do not necessarily apply in their entirety to the subject
under consideration.

With most of the other provisions, we can find faults in language but on the
whole we want to commend the Congress for their forthright action in attempting
to remove many of the inequities and much of the doubletalk now appearing in
the present regulations. We ,therefore, hope that this whole subject will be re-
examined with a view to keeping it consistent with past practice and to square
up with the realities of the situation.

Respectfully submitted.
C. RIGDON ROBB.

PORT OF SEATTLE,

Seattle 11, Wash., April 21, 1954.
The Honorable EUGENE MILLIKIN,

United States Senator for Colorado,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I am addressing through you as chairman, the United States Senate
Finance Committee, requesting their consideration of the effect that section 274
of H. R. 8300, if made law, will have on the future development of the Pacific
Northwest, specifically Seattle and King County, State of Washington.

The undersigned, president of the Port of Seattle Commission, a municipal
corporation under the laws of the State of Washington, was directed by the
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commission to take such steps as necessary to inform the Washington Stale
c.ogre'Sinllal gUl'U) ani ot1. rs in the ( nngress of the United States that the
provisions if sectign 274 of 1. R. S3(0, if made law, will do grievous injury to the
future growth and economic prosperity of our area.

Attached herewith is a legalistic approach to this matter as prepared by Mr.
Tom Alderson, of the law firm of Bogle, Bugle & Gates, attorneys for the port of
Seattle. I respectfully call this to the attentilln of the conmittee. However, I
wish to stress the human values involved.

Ours is a rapidly growing coiuiiunity. fly 1970 we estimate, conservatively,
over 1 million people will be living in Seattle. The question as to how we are to
provide the necessary livelihood for these citizens has become in inlortant con-
si deration of resoMnsible people. The cliiunissioners of the poIrt of Seattle,
elected i.ibial.(nsider themselves partly responsible. Together with the
county coilissioners, city council, the nnyor of Seattle, and some eminent
private citizens, and supported by the press, XXe have an industrial committee
working on the common problem of providing industrial sites for the factories,
etc., that must provide employment for these newcomers.

One real potential site area is what we call the Duwanmish River project, where
at tie present moment the above three political agencies are having an engineer-
ing study nade biy one of the leading onginering firnis of our Nation at an
initial cost of $45,000. As a re-ult of this survey it is planned that the Port
of Seattle Commission will spend several millions of dollars secured by the sale
of general obligation bonds to buy up the land and prepare industrial sites.

When these sites are prepared the Port of Seattle Commission representing
the public, will be prepared to offer deepwater sites to manufacturers desiring
such a location. Inquiries for such sites are repeatedly received in Seattle,
particularly from concerns wishing to utilize waterborne shipping in order to
get their product to foreign and domestic markets. Some of these firms may
require financial aid which the port XXwas prepared to provide by the sale of
revenue ionds, the lessee amortizing same iy his rental payments.

Enactment of section 274 will render this impossible, thereby denying Seattle
and other western communities the possibility of providing Pmaploymient for the
great numbers moving into our area.

No matter what definitions are written in, we feel that the proposed section
will greatly jeopardize the orderly growth of the Pacific Northwest and urgently
reconnmend that section 274 be struck out of I-I. R. 8300.

Respectfully yours,
GoDON ROWE,

Rcar -1 diiirld, LS.V ( Rctircd ), J'icsidcatt, Pe t of Sattic Co, iii iXsioii.

THE DOcTnINE THAT MUNICIPAL PONDs Ar: Ex:vMer FroM[ FEDERAL TAXATION:
ITs HISTORY AND PRFSENT CONDITION N

INTRODUCTORY

The question whether the income from revenue londs or other types of securi-
ties issued by municipal airport operators is subject to Federal income tax, may
seem to be one of interest only to constitutional lawyers; lut on the contrary,
this matter of law has a strong and direct practical effect on airport operations.

To keep up with the demands of the general public for air transportation, and
to keep up with the needs of the airlines which provide air transportation,
municipal airports have been and will be under great pressure to expand their
facilities. Airports must build and improve their runways, lighting systems,
hangars, terminal and air cargo buildings, repair shops and airline overhaul
bases.

In the recent past, this construction has been financed in various ways.
Money has been raised either by a direct use of taxes or by the issue of general
obligation bonds upon the security of taxes. Municipal airports have also
received a great deal of financial aid from the Federal Government.

Before now, not much use has been made of revenue bonds, because investors
have not been willing to buy them. Airport operations are now sufficiently well
established for airport authorities to consider revenue bonds as a source of
capital, especially where their proceeds are to be devoted to building facilities
which can be leased to commercial airlines for long terms.

The availability of capital through issue of bonds has suddenly become far
more important than in the recent past, because the Federal Government is
sharply reducing the amounts of aid which it will give.
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It is obviollsly vital (ii airport aulhorities that ill liolroWing lar'e ailoults
of capital, they should '4et lile lo\\est poissibli rates of interest. D iflerences
(if less than 1 percent ill tile" cost of borrowing capital, may ite the dilleretce
between profit and loss ill airport operations, or at least may determine whether
a particular project will pay for itself or not.

At the present time. municipal ciorpi ratiitls-air1iirt authorities are usually
municipal corporations-are able to borrow nlilney oi tertins eqnal to ior slihiltly
better than those available to private cirplrations, largely for one reasiin. This
reason is that the illterest paid in nmunicilial bonds is tit snlject to Federal
inconle tax. Any individual ir institutional investor which pays income taxes
at high rates, is willing to a.ccepit interest at low rates in his investmellt if that
interest is tax free.

So much for introduction. We have a tax exemption. We have a borrowing
advantage. The main point of these remarks is that if we do not look out we may
lose both the exemption and the advantage. Therefore, all of us must assemble
econotnic data showing first, the benefits which result frim their operatiits to
the cinnunities which they serve and to the general public; second, the extent
to which these 1enetits depinil upon leing able to li'rriw inloney at i w rates:
and third, tile halin witlilh would te done to their operations if tile, were re-
quired ti compete for capital on an equal foiitig NI ith other borrowers.

HISI OlICAL RiiVIEW

Ill older that tile ida i gel if losing tile t
icl t -, e ." ,x exelptliin ilay he fully

understo,,d and aplre( iated. one ilnlust go hack a little bit inti history and review
tie develpnent of intergovernmental tax immunity. This is the idea that
States cannot tax the securities of the Federal Government and that the Federal
Government cannot tax tile securities iif State GO ernnelts.

This idea originated in 1Sl9, in the famous case of jllcCdlloch v. Maryland
in which the United States Supreime courtt decided that the Maryland State
Legislature could tot lay a heavy tax oil the Second Bank of tile United States,
a Federal Government corporation. Tle Court said :
".* * * the piwer toi tax involves tile power to destroy; "

' If tie States nay
tax one instrument. employed by tite Civerlnlent in tie execution ot its powers,
they may tax ally and every oller instrument. They may tax tile iail; they
may tax tile nint : they may tax patent rights; they may tax the papers of the
custonihouse: they tiay tax judicial process: they lay tax all the leans enl-
ployed by the Gox irnment. to all excess which would defeat all the ends of Gov-
eminent. This was not intended by the American people."

The reasoning" of the ('ourt was that in our Federal systems with State govern-
ment and Federal Oiverinlent side by side, it is essential that each in its proper
sphere le protected against encriachnent by the other. Regarding taxes, the
Court emllhlasized that a tax coul not be considered legal or illegal depending
oil whether it was light or heavy or good or bad in its effect: for the imposition
of even a light tax would imply to realistic men that oil successive later occasiols.
heavier and heavier taxes imi-ht he imposed. The Court also pointed ott the
practical difficulty of distinguishing between reasonable and unreasonable taxes.
if reasonahileness were to lie tmaile the test.
By the tinle of the 'ivil War, tile Supreme Court had followed up lcCiulloch v.

Maryl d with several other cases holding that various taxes imposed by States
upon money borrowed or persons employed by the United States, could not be
permitted because they were potentially destructive restraints on Federal ac-
tivities.3

The first Federal income tax was enacted altuit the tiue of the Civil War, and
it caused the problem to rise the other way : Could the Federal Government tax
State instrumentalities or activities? The answer was "No." because tax im-
munity worked both ways. The Supreme Court, therefore, decided that tile judge
of a State court did not have to pay Federal income tax.'

'4 Wheat..-W'. 4 L Ed. 579 1S1g)
24 Wheat. at 421, 422. 4 L Ed. at 607. 60,S.
3Osborn v Bani of the United States (f Wheat. 728, 6 L. Ed. 204 (1824), Ohio tax

upon Bank of United States unconstitutional; Weston v. Citt Council of Charleston (2
Pet. 449, 7 L. Ed. 481 (1829) ), South Carolina intangible property tax unconstitutional
when applied to United States Government securities: Dobbius v. Commissioners of Erie
County (16 Pet. 4251 10 L. Ed. 1022 (18421). Pennsylvania occupations tax unconstitu-
titinil when atiited to s-alary of eatptain of United States revenue cutter

C (ollector of 1Iternal 'eu ner v Day (11 Wall. 112, 20 L. Ed. 122 (1871)).
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Down toward the end of the century, the Court finally came out with the
proposition that we are now concerned with, deciding in Pollock v. Farmer's Loan
& Trust Co.' that Federal income tax could not be collected on the interest paid
on municipal bonds.

The reasoning of the Court here was that a tax upon such interest was, in ef-
fect, a tax upon the power of States and their political subdivisions to borrow
money. Here again, it made no difference that the burden resulting in a par-
ticular case might be small, in view of the possibility that a crushing burden
might be imposed on some other occasion.

This Pollock case also decided, believe it or not, that any Federal income tax
was unconstitutional. In this respect, of course, the Constitution was amended
in 1913 by the 16th amendment, which authorized a Federal tax to be placed on
incomes, "from whatever source derived." The inclusion in the amendment of
these four words, "from whatever source derived," suggested anew the pos-
sibility that the Federal Government had the power to tax State or local officials
or activities; but the Supreme Court has disclaimed the view that the amend-
ment extended the power of Congress to tax incomes not taxable before.

During the 19th century, therefore, the Supreme Court worked out the princi-
ple that under the Federal Constitution, State governments may not tax Federal
Government bonds, Federal corporations, or Federal employees. Likewise, as
a matter of reciprocity, the Federal Government may not tax State or local gov-
ernment bonds or employees.

RECENT DECISIONS OF THE COURT

The Pollock case' is still the law. Under the Pollock case the Federal Gov-
ernment may not tax municipal bonds, but in constitutional law as in all
branches of the law, judicial opinion is permitted to change, and it does change.
In recent years, there have been several decisions of the Supreme Court on re-
lated questions in the field of intergovernmental tax immunity: and these
decisions indicate that if the question, whether State or municipal securities
may constitutionally be taxed, should now or in the future be presented again
to the Supreme Court, the Pollock case might be overruled.

One of the straws in the wind is the matter of the taxing of salaries of Gov-
ernment employees.

Two decisions of the Supreme Court, in 1938 and 1939, held respectively that
Congress might tax the salary of employees of the Port of New York Authority,'
and that New York State might tax the salary of a Federal employee.0 The
Civil War case of the State judge who did not have to pay Federal income tax,'
was expressly overruled.

Although the recent decisions do not say that the Federal Government can
tax State or municipal bonds, they come close to it.

CURRENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

If, then, the question of taxing income from the municipal securities should
be presented afresh to the Supreme Court, it might be decided differently. Can
the question he presented to the Court? At the present time, the answer is
"No." Ever since the enactment of an income tax law in the wake of the 16th
amendment, the tax law itself has exempted the income of municipal securities
from taxation.' This, too, however, is a situation which may change.

On numerous occasions during the last 20 years, proposals have been made in
the Congress to remove the exemption. In 1939 the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives had extensive hearings on the subject of the

1 157 U. S. 429, 15 S. Ct. 673, 39 L. Ed. 759 (1895).
6 Opinion on rehearing. 158 U. S. 601. 15 S. Ct. 912, 39. L. Ed. 1108 (1895).
'Brushaber v. Union Pacific R. Co. (240 U. S. 1, 36 S. Ct. 236. 60 L. Ed. 493 (1916)),

primary purpose of 16th amendment was to enable Congress to tax incomes without appor-
tionment among the States, irresneetive of whether derived from property or from labor.

Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 U. S. 429, 15 S. Ct. 673, 39 L. Ed. 759
(1595)).

Hel vering v. Gerhardt (304 U. S. 405, 5S S. Ct. 969, 82 L. Ed. 1427 (1938)).
"O OrateQ v. New York ex rel. O'Keefe (306 U. S. 466, 59 S. Ct. 595, 83 L. Ed. 927 (1939)).
"Collector of Internal Revenue v. Day (11 Wall. 113, 20 L. Ed. 122 (1871)).
12 Tariff Act of October 3. 1913, c. 16, sec. II B, 38 Stat. 167. The law now applicable

is Internal Revenue Code (Revenue Act of 1938, as amended, see. 22 (b) (4), 26 U. S. C.,
sec. 22 (b) (4) Similar provisions in force from time to time are listed in 26 U. S. C. A.,
following sec. 22, Historical note.
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exemption both of municipal securities and of salaries paid by municipalities.'
Out of these hearings came the Public Salary Tax Act of 1939," which re-
moved the exemption as to salaries. This change in the law has been tested in
one of the lower Federal courts, and it has been constitutional." The Supreme
Court refused to review this decision which apparently settles the question of
whether the Federal Government can tax the salaries of State and municipal
employees.

In the current session of Congress, the Ways and Means Committee of tbe
House of Representatives, proposed to remove the lax exemption from "interest
received from so-called industrial development bonds of State and local Gov-
ernment units." a In its statement the committee added,

"These are bonds issued to finance the purchase or improvement of property
to be leased to private manufacturing concerns. The denial of exemption does
not apply where the governmental unit pledges its full faith or credit, or taxing
power, to guarantee the payment of bonds."

Following a multitude of protests from State and local officials, this proposal
has been put on the shelf; but in its place now stands a proposal that rent paid
by an industrial lessee to the municipality which issues industrial development
bonds, shall not be a deductible business expense to the lessee.

This substitute proposal raises separate constitutional issues which there is
not time to go into now, but the fact that these proposals have been made, and
have been supported by the committee of the House of Representatives wherein
tax legislation originates, should be enough to show the danger of the present
situation.

The first proposal, now on the shelf, is of course directed only at revenue
bonds, which are not backed by the taxing power of the issuing authority.
This is no comfort to us, first, because it is generally far more convenient and
practical to issue revenue bonds-if there is a market for them-than to issue
general obligation bonds; and second, because we have no assurance whatever,
except the word of the present chairman of the Ways and Means Committee,
that Congress would not in the future, remove the exemption from both general
obligation and revenue bonds.

The second proposal, as things now stand, is on the way to become law and
it must be resisted with just as much vigor as the first, because its practical
effect will be the same. An airline proposing to lease facilities from an airport
authority will certainly hesitate long over such an arrangement, and may
abandon the project altogether, if it turns out that its rents are not deductible.
At the least, the airline will insist upon lower rents. Thus, whereas removing
the tax exemption would raise the level of interest expense to the airport
authority, disallowance of the rent deduction to the lessee would lower the rent
income of the airport authority, so that in either case the net income of the
airport authority from that particular operation would be reduced or wiped
out.

The second proposal, regarding the deductibility of rents paid to municipali-
ties, has a further vice in that it obviously singles out and discriminates against

13 Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries: hearings before the Special Com-
mittee on Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries, United States Senate, 76th
Cong., 1st sess., January-February 1939. For other extensive discussions of the subject
In the Con,,'s, see Revenue Revision of 1942 : hearings before the Committee on Ways and
Mens. House of Representatives, 77th Cony.. 2d sess., March-April 1942, at pp. 8, 64-76,
1479-1610. 3079-3160; Revenue Act of 1942 : hearings before the Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, 77th Cong., 2d sess., July-August 1942, at pp. 539-673; Revenue
Revision of 1951: hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means House of Rep-
resentatives, 82d Cong., lst sess., February-March 1951, at pp. 13-14, 88-94, 903-1159.
See also Taxation of 93 ovrnmental Securities and Salaries : Report of the Special Commit-
tee on Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries and Views of the Minority, pts.
I and 2. S. Rept 2140, 76th Cong., 3d sess., September 18, 1940.

4 April 12, 1939, c. 59. 5.3 Stat. 574 ; 5 U. S. C, see. 84a, 26 U. S. C., sec. 22.
'5 Gunn v. Dallmon (171 F. (2d) 36 (C. A. 7th, 1948)), certiorari denied 336 U. S. 937,

69 S Ct. 747,93 L. Ed 1095 (1949).
'" Committee announcement. January 20. 1954.

7 Press release Issued by Representative Daniel A. Reed, chairman, House Ways and
Means Committee, on February S. 1954. The release reads in part: "The committee also
agreed today to a change in its previously announced proposal to tax the interest on cer-
tain municipal industrial development revenue bonds. Instead of taxing the interest, the
amendment agreed to today would sImply disallow the deduction of amounts, such as
rent, paid or accrued by the industrial lessee to the municipality which issues the bonds.
This disallowance will only apply in cases where the bonds are revenue bonds and do not
carry the full faith and credit of the issuing authority. Today's action will correct the
same evil against which the original amendment was directed and will do so more
effectively."
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municipalities. What sense can there be in allowin! an airline to deduct as
business expense the cost of renting office space in a privately owned rmidcity
office luildin, but disallowin, the cost of renting hangar space out at the
muniiipal airport?

All in all, both proposals must be viewed with alarm as opening the door to
a full-scale attack upon the credit, the borrowing power, and ultimately the
independence of State and local government If the right of State or local
government to exercise any goverijnental or proprietary function is to he ques-
tioned, at least the question should be raised in a manliner above board and direct,
and not tihroIh the lieandering channels of Federal tax policy.

Prepared on behalf of port of Seattle, by Tom 11. Alderson.
-O(im F, IOGLE & (iATES, C(Oen.VCl.

PORT OF SEATTLE,
c'ai tlc, loxh., AIpril 21, 195;.}

FORt' (' OMML IsI[NiR Vii 1,s PRO, ISON I N' V 3w xx L Nv Ex RYiM Iy kr.I:ENiI \i
TO GROWTH OF THIs AREA

(o'iniiiislsoier (Oi'doi Rove. president oi' the tort of Seattle counIolmission, ba
just retm'nd frmn attendance at the Airport Operators councill , in Tampa, Fla.
In the course of his trip east and he made business calls for the commission in ('hi-
cago ad New York ( 'ity. Stopping over in Wahingtoin, D. C , Ile consulted with
niiniei's of our congressional delegation on a nuonher of matters not only iln-
1llrtaint to the port oif Seattle lilt the area as a whole. Rowe said.

Of vital importance at the present moment is the Senate's action onl H. R. S3(00,
the new tax law which las passed the House of Repre;entatives Iii particular.
section 274, of that law is of the greatest signitieance to the future growth of the
Pacific Northwest.

Setion 274, briefly stated, according to Rowe. will lisallw as a luiineso x-
pense deductions from gross income, rental payments made ty private manufac-
turing lessees for property acquired or inllr'oved by States and local govern-
ments and financed Ily Government bonds which are not backed by the full faith
and credit of the issuing Iovernment. commissionerr Rowe has viewed this
legislation from its inception as a dangerous threat to the orderly growth of our
area. There are two ways of viewing this ntter : First, from a legalistic view-
point in which tile constitutionality of su.h a measure (an ie seriousl que-
tilied. Ill other words we have here the Federal (Goverlment endeavoring to
dictate tol the States and municipalities as to their planned industrial develop-
ment. Secondly, and of more importance to the commissioner, is that this
legislation will prevent planned provision for industrial growth which in turn will
take care of our ever-increasing employment requirements or to put it quite
frankly, the proposed legislation may very well prove an insurmountalle hin-
drainie in providing jobs for the growing generations.
"A case in point Iligit be thle proposed move of Northwest Orient Airline from

St Paul to Seattle. This move originated entirely with Northwest Orient
officials as certain conditions at their existing overhaul base required a solution
which might mean moving to Seattle. The company submitted inquiries to the
port of Seattle commission which in turn niade a proposition to the company
which involed the port of Seattle commission biildin.z for the company a $15
nailion overhlaul 1 ase. This 1lase would cost $15 million, which siui the 1port
intended to raise by issuing reveiuie lholds whi('h would be pledged niainst the
overhaul base and that only. The company would amortize the bonds over a
ieriod of 211 yearq at :n annual rental of say $1 million a vyar. They would,
of nurse , hiler existilg law, charge off the rental as a ilsilless expense iand
dedu(ll t it from their ilomlle-tax paynments.

"Tndor the piopllsPd law this dedlluction froml ross i,,nIe - r inconle tax
purposes would le denied the airline company and of eomi . ti,, entire deal, if
for no other reason, collapsed. Down in Portland, Oreg., the commission of
public docks was executing a multi-million-dollar lease with a grain corn-
pany wlien the crai conipnnv served notice oli the iollissionll that in view lb
of (lie iro[posed legislation all further negotiations would have to he suspended.
"liit of ilore importance is the development of the Duwanlish Valley where

at the present moment the city, county, and port are spending $45,000 on a
preliminary engineering survey. The plans are for this development, that if the
engineering survey so indicates, the port of Seattle will eventually, after a vote
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4f the people appr('vin
a  

i blind issue, 1 my up the acreage involved id prepare
indust rial sites bordering on deep water. This is the area that provides the
industrial sic si ie'iss;ary for the future Lr'lcwth (of Seattle and this area. It
was visualized that manufacturers xvishiiiit to build nil ght very well require
tillalial hell). especialiv ' ur own industrialists wi i want to pat up a factory
but do not have suliciient capital. The port intended to use revenue linds,
pledged against the particular factory, in order to provide the necessary capital.

"Ahiiut , vears a.-() ithe p)r't i'f Seattle c' imissi'n purchased what is called the
'acilic toast ('):11 n'1 'cIrl v Tle owners. mln'stlv New Fiiglanders, had wanted

t1o liquidate their interests in the lw'('perty so had made an offer to the c(omlission.
After extended negitiatimin the (ninmission purchased the property through the
use (if revenue mids In other words, title to the property passed to the port at
ibsi lately no expose to lhe taxl:Iyers. The revenue bonds of $1,8(0,00(0 were

issued against the I'ai'itic ('n:st 0'ial properties wily and the income from' those
lr)leiti'es hive heiell retiring the lionIds liI to date. If the inci ine from the Pa -

citic ("':1st C'al proplerties moulil at any time depreciate to the extent that the
hmlids ('(muid not le further retired, there would lie i) responsibility incurred by
the taxpayers of King Ciunty. The oly recourse the honidholders woiuld have
wimlti be to lioime that the lime Woulil 51(i1 arrive when inc('nie frOiii the prierty
would ''nce again be suttiient eniu''h to retire the bonds. There is a rave
qlle'ti'jn' iiv()lved that if lite present leaislatimi should lbec-onie a i\v. a iiew tell-
;lilt I)1l tle I'a-iti • 

i CI 'st I':l] pr )ierties, say that telalit wvas canning salmio in
egos, h elih nille to -har'-, If fur incone-tax lurlises the rent he would
be paying the tprt.

'hariigs ire I'eiiig hlil' this iate l'fi're the Senate Filianie ('oniittee iii
W islli llttll, I ) ' M lr Senaitiirs gllgnis ' )' alind laiks' n are \ ielI avare If the

i(ential threat that this l'(liposed legislation has lo (our future eci(iiiiny here ill
the I':ifi' Ni'rtliwest ll\'ever, there are apparently a number of United
St Iaes Sealiatolrs \\ lii hve little kiiwleilge of wx hat the priolmsed legislation cwi i-
Iiins. In this c(. liv nii it slimi lIe l iited out that the liise W ays anild
Means Conlliltee action xvis taken in executive session without public hearings
The lill u-as roluit(il (lilt Iii the looue iin a tike-lit-)r-leave-it basis under a rle

which l ilbitd : niehineiis It passed the lMoiuse and is am'uw before the
Seate1h Filfi (i(liinitl i- which will act i iithe iiext few days.

basicallyy tli. li im s in sleis fri 'i the alleged raidig of the New Enuland
industry 1\ southern mnm iiimunlitics IHiieVer, thi liw is it limited to the pre-
vention (if such alleged raidiii. Here in the Pacific Northwest we have lieu
lands which are growiiig rapidly and are attractive to industry which has no
thought (if escaping from any existing labor market or tax problem. Every day
new industries are born or oraiiized with whiilly new capital which never had
existence 'ir lm.ation before and whih may for proper reasons desire ti) locate
here iii the Pacific Northwest. The municipality concerned may very properly
wish ti) attract this lype of industry within a plant properly financed by revenue
imiids. Secti,)in 274 will wipe out this type of estalishment.

"If we in the Pacific Northwest are to make proper plans for the groxvth
if our area, section 274 of H. R. 8300 must be completely erased and done away
with (otherwise, if use of revenue bonds is contemplated, our planning will be
predicated on what the Federal Government through this tax law will permit
us tio d(), R(\xe concluded.

MIIDWEST MINERAL CO..
Grecn wood, Ind., April 29, 1954.

Senator EUGENIE D. IMLLIKIN,
(hoimanwn, ('ominitice on Fin ce,

Unted Statcs Senate, IWashington, D. C.

I (EAR SIR: I have been in t'orresoliondence with ily Congressmian, William G.
Bray 'if the 7th Ilistrict of Indiana, and Senatirs Jenner and Capehart, regard-
ing a suggested chaiige in the revenue hill, H. R.. 8300. Senator Jenner informs
Iiie that this is iiixw u11p before the Senate Cmminittee on Finance.

This suggestion is that a farmer or businessman should be able to sell real
property and reinvest in i)roperty of like kind within a certain period of time,
the same as is provided presently for homeowners. This discussion of the
homeowners provision is on page 78 of House Report No. 1337, under the title
"Gain or Loss on the Sale of Property."
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Such a provision would make for a freer handling of business investment, such

as farm property and business property. Under the present law, the only way

property can be disposed of without tax liability, is a direct exchange. This

is very hard to accomplish. On account of a personal instance I became inter-

ested in this part of the tax law. I own a small farm which had been purchased

in 1932 and started to sell it in order to buy a large farm which was in the hands

of an estate. However, the only way the sale could be made without tax

liability was by exchange. I had to let the deal fall through, because the trust

company handling the estate was not interested in such a proposition. Conse-

quently, the large farm sold to a doctor for investment purposes and its barns
and yards for livestock are lying idle, whereas if I had purchased it, there would
have been 30 to 40 brood sows and 30 to 40 cows on the place this year. This

would have meant much more business and consequently much more tax for
the Government in the long run.

While I became interested in this provision on a personal standpoint, yet the

more I study it the more I see how it will affect the young businessman who can

only buy a small amount of property to start with. Many a young farmer for
instance wants to own his own horne and will invest in a small 40-acre farm in
order to get his start. If he could handle his property like the present provision
for sale of a home, then he could sell this small property and reinvest within a
certain time in another farm. As long as he reinvests in property of like kind,
the Government is going to get tax from the property and often would get much
more tax, because of the larger investment and larger amount of business being
transacted.

Such a provision inserted in the new law would make for better business in
general. Senators Jenner and Capehart and Congressman Bray have indicated
a great interest in this provision and I believe a study of it on the part of your
committee will make it possible to work it out to the benefit of the entire country.
I hope that this suggestion meets with your approval.

Yours truly,
MAURICE JOHNSON.

DAVID BERDON & CO.,
New York 17, N. Y., April 16, 1954.

Hon. JACOB K. JAVITS,

Housc of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. JAVITS: I am addressing this letter to you in the hope that you can
arrange to bring the contents of this to the attention of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee which is now in the midst of considering H. R. 8300, which is the proposed
Revenue Code submitted to and adopted by the House of Representatives.

The aforesaid H. R. 8300 contains section 336, which deals with the income-tax
effects of a partial liquidation of a corporation. Two conditions are described
for qualification as a partial liquidation. The second condition, namely (a) (2),
is in turn broken down into 3 additional requirements.

Section 336, which is obviously and avowedly designed to disqualify some
transactions now deemed to be in the nature of partial liquidations under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1939, is in my opinion, in a large measure, justified,
although from my own experience there has been no abuse of the present statute,
first, because of intelligent and extremely competent administration by officials
in the Internal Revenue Service and, second, because of the practical and dis-
cerning judicial attitude adopted by the courts. Notwithstanding this thoroughly
satisfactory judicial climate and high competence on the part of the Internal
Revenue Service in the administration of the existing statute, I have indicated
that section 336 as proposed in H. R. 8300 seems satisfactory because I believe
a section is wisely conceived when its contents deal with a situation with such
specificity and with such clarity of articulation that all persons who must resort
to the section will be aware of its requirements for literal and spiritual com-
pliance.

In a desire to be specific, coupled with an intent to eliminate possible abuse
of a remedial provision of a taxing act, it sometimes happens that textual par-
ticularity will let seep through an obvious inequitable result. This is evident
in one of the requirements of section 336, to wit, (a) (2) (A) "books and records
for such terminated business are maintained by the distributing corporation sep-
arately from the books and records maintained by such corporation for such
period for such other business or businesses."

There is no ambiguity about this language. Consequently, if one taxpayer
satisfies every condition contained in section 336 except the fact that the books
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and records of such taxpayer were not arranged in a fashion to satisfy (a) (2)
(A) supra, this taxpayer's partial liquidation is outside the ambit of partial
liquidations. On the other hand, another taxpayer seeking the benefit of this
section, whose circumstances in regard to his partial liquidation will differ only
in that his books of account have by happenstance been arranged so as to meet
the definition of (a) (2) (A) above, will be treated differently and on a much
more favorable basis in income tax result than the first taxpayer.

Section 336, as framed, transparently benefits the large corporation maintain-
ing expensive and costly accounting records under the supervision of highly
trained and skilled auditors but operates to the prejudice of the small taxpayer
who cannot afford a large accounting office or personnel or complex and expensive
bookkeeping systems.

If substantial justice is to be done in respect to all taxpayers who are com-
parable in all circumstances in connection with partial liquidations, save in
regard to the manner and method of keeping records, then section 336 should
be amended to permit taxpayers to conform their records for prior years so as
to meet the recordkeeping condition of the section. If the suggestion advanced
in the preceding sentence is found objectionable, then instead of the requirement
for separate books and records, the section should be amended so that if income
of the terminated business can be computed from the presently maintained ac-
counting records, such computation or determination should suffice.

A lot of printers' ink has been devoted to the pronouncement of the courts on
the subject of form versus substance. If taxes are to depend upon the realities
of a transaction, the realistic and material portions of the transaction should
be considered and not the immaterial that have no real influence on its true
nature.

I hate to see a section which is so well designed in its purpose destroyed by
the inclusion, to wit, of a condition which is so obviously an inequitable one.
I should appreciate it immensely if you could do something to bring the contents
of this letter to the attention of someone in the Senate Finance Committee in
order that the purpose and context of section 336 be reexplored to eliminate what
would be tantamount to a grave miscarriage of fair treatment to a segment of
taxpayers.

Very truly yours,
MAURICE S. PREVILLE.

OaEoN FnAM BUREAU FEDERATION,
Salem, Oreg., April 27, 1954.

Hon. EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR M nKixIN: As chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, the

Oregon Farm Bureau Federation would like to submit to your attention the
following statement relative to H. R. 8300 which concerns tax regulations for
corporations and individuals receiving dividends.

At the present time, both general corporations and insurance corporations
receive the same fair treatment under the Federal income-tax law-entitling
the credit against net income of 85 percent of the dividend received from other
corporations. Section 246 (a) (1) of H. R. 8300, provides, however, for a major
change in the existing law by excluding insurance companies from this normal,
fair practice and the Oregon Farm Bureau Federation wishes to oppose this
proposed change on the existing law as well as oppose section 34 (c) (1) which
would not allow a credit against the income tax of an individual of a percentage
of dividends received from an insurance corporation. The Oregon Farm Bureau
Federation has a vital interest in this bill as we have organized an Oregon Farm
Bureau insurance company as a service program for farm bureau members only.
This program has proven to be not only beneficial to the members but of econom-
ical interest as well. The Oregon Farm Bureau Insurance Co. is a stock com-
pany organized under the corporate laws of Oregon and we believe, a credit to
the free-enterprise system.

Because farm bureau insurance companies are organized as a service for
members, it is sometimes necessary for farm bureau States to combine on a
multistate basis in order to provide sufficient business for a sound insurance
operation. The Western Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co., which was organized
in 1952, is an example of this farm bureau cooperative effort. This company is

45994-54-pt. 4- 42
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a legal reserve stock Ecmpany with its capital stock owned by the six cooperating
farm bureau States. Oregon is 1 of the 6 Western Slates involved. The Oregon
Farm Bureau Service Co. in turn has sold its capital stock to individual farm
bureau members. We look tow ard this parent company (IWestern Farm Bureau
Life Insurance Co.) for dividends on stock held in the life company as income to
meet the ilividend 4l)ligations of the stock held by individual farm bureau mem-
lers. The passage of section 246 (a) (1) in H. It. 8300 would create :1 serious
financial problem to our organization.

These organizations were organized in all good faith under existing law and
it would seem quite inequitable to require an altogether new tax treatment that
woll prove to lie a serious financial handicap to both the insurance corporations
involved and the individual receiving dividends from insurance companies.

It would not, therefore, seem to be in the public interest to discriminate against
organized insurance companies and to take away that right which both insurance
corporations and individuals possessed at the time the company was organized
or at the time the individual purchased their stock.

May we respectfully request, therefore, that H. R. 300 be so amended as to
eliminate section 246 (a) (1) and section 34 (a) (1) from the original bill
and that this statement lie entered as a part of the official hearing.

Sincerely yours,
GEORGE W. l)EvEY,

Exccutirc .S'ccrrtoru.

MuI'ECKE, MULES AND IRETON,
Baltimore 2, Md., April 30, 1954.

Re H. R. 8300, section 6323

Miss ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,
(hic(f Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,

Sc-natc Office Building, Washington, D. C.
ItAR M,\Iiss SpRiNqoi.R: I am enclosing 35 copies of a statement with reference

1' the above \which I would appreciate your including in the record on this bill.
With kind regards, I am

Sincerely,
J. FRANcis IRETON.

STATEMENT OF .J. FRANCIS IRE.TON SUGGESrr ,oG AN AMEiNiMEiT TO SE( TION 6.,23 oF

H. R. s300

To the chain rmn rtid micmlvirs of the Scmtc J'inamiei (ooiiiittt c:

I NTR iDUCTION

Section 6323 relates to tax liens and is comparable to sectin 3672 of the
present Internal Revenue (ode. A tax lien is in the nature (t a secret lien
in, that it is given no notoriety by any public tiling such as is the case withl
respect to liens generally. The section as drafted poses two serious problems.

First, suisectiin (a ) thereof provides for an arbitrarily limited class of per-
sons who may take a perfected lien or security interest ou the property of a
taxpayer after a tax lien has arisen. and as against whom such a secret unfiled
tax lien is ineffective. It is suggested that this unwarranted and narrow classifi-
cation should be abolished and the classes of persons protected enlarged.

Se(-onlly, subsection (c) thereof is new laNV and in uncertain and not clearly
defined situations malkles an untiled secret tax lien superior to a previously per-
fected lien or security interest that has ben given notoriety hiy a public filing.
It is siigisted that this provision be changed to eliminate this new idea so as to
make the subsectiia the same as existing law.

THE 1.)RESENi I AW

Under sections 3640 and 3(;41 of the Internal I lexenie (ode, the (,'omissioner
is authorized to make assessments and certify su(.h assessnlents to collectors for
collectioni.

Under section 3671. Internal Revenue ('ide, a tax lien arises in favor of the
(Government for unimid taxes when the assessment list is received by the col-
lector. The priority of this lien, as against other liens on the same property,
except as other\\ ise provided by section 3(;72. is determined by the time as a?
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which the collector receives the assessment list. This lien continues -is a secret

lien, without their nece.sity of any lili tiling or notice. until it is satisfied or

otherwise dliscltar-1ed in i'tordance with partilhar cireulnstnieps specified by

statute.
However, under section 3672, Internal Revenue ('ode, this secret unfiled lien

of the Governnient for unpaid taxes is invalid and ineffective as against any

mortgagee, pleIgee, purchaser, or judgment creditor until I n(oti'e of t lie hn has

Iteen filed by the collector in a .iecilied office, and this filing is in the nature of

a public entice lust as i. the tiling or r'cordin of a chattel inrtgage or other

security device.
It has also been held that actual knowledge of the existence of a secret unfiled

tax lien by a secured creditor is not a substitute for the required iling in order to

oive the (ioverltnlent priority as against such a nortgagee, pledgee, purchaser,
or judgment credit ir who may have such knowledge. The effectiveness of the

Government's lien as against such limited classes oft persons is determined

by the definitely prescrib ed act 'if filing a lubliv notice, and this metoid of per-
fecing the (ov'rilient's tax lien as against such persons is exclusive. See

Un itt d Statecs v. l'a L' ir Rim Coi (t omp0i it, 90 Fed. (2) 6110.

Tlt PROPOSED LAW EM'BOlDlIlD IN II R. S300lt

Seiton 12(13 (colnmarable to sees. 3(;40 and 3641. Internal lRevenue Code)
provides that tie a ssessinonll iof taxes shall be In ade by the t('.cording of the
liability if the taxpa yer in the Wrtice (if the Sec'retary or his delete. This

recording 1 ay lie iii tle e h niciani cal liltocess.
The late of tilt' ma11lking if th assesswiel[ as 1 litrized 1tetonles important

lleta use. Iunier se'clion 1.322 (to'ml aratle to sec. :il71 Internal Itevenue Code) tile

lien of the (w \vel'lllelll for taxes arises w\'hen the asspssnent is lnade and not

is hIeretofore when the assessment list is received by a collector. Assessments
under this proposal conceivalily could be made before the due date of a tax or
c.ertlinly its of the due date even though payment is not then made because of
a disputed question if liability.

Section ;323 (conliarable to see. 3672 Internal Revenue Code) in subsection
(a) continues the present provision laying an untiled tax lien inetfective as

against a miortgasee, pledgee, purchaser, and judgment creditor, as to which

some change should be maude. In addition, a new provision is contained in sub-

section (c) substituting notice which cain be charged to a secured creditor in
order to subordinate such secured creditor's position to the secret unfiled tax

lien of the Government instead of the present required filing.

SUGllESTEl AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6323, SUBSECTION (A)

It is respectfullv subjiitled and earnestly urged for reasons hereinafter stated

that the (lasses of lienholders to be protected under subsection (a) should not be

restricted to the narrow categories of "mortgagee" iir "pledgee" and hence the
subsection should be amended to embrace all perfected lien or security interests

and to read as follows. The matter to be deleted is enclosed in black bracket,

and the new matter to be inserted is in italics.

"'INVALIDITY or LIEN WITHOUT NoTicE.-Except as otherwise provided in

subsections (c) and (d), the lien imposed by section 6321 shall not be valid

as against any [mortgagee, pledgee,] holder of a perfected lien or security inter-

est, purchaser, or judgment creditor until notice thereof has been filed by the

Secretary or his delegate-.

REASONS FOR TILE SUGGESTED AMENDMENT

Because of the secret nature of Federal tax liens, section 3672, Internal

Revenue Code, was originally enacted to reverse the effect of cases such as

U(1itcd Statcs v. Soydcr (149 U. S. 210) where this secret lien was held to be

superior to a valid security arrangement. As originally enacted, pledgees were

not included within the class of lienholders protected, and the section -as

subsequently amiended in 1939 to cure this apparent oversight and to overcome

the effect of cases such as United States v. Rosenffield (26 Fed. Supp. 433).

Hence we have an established congressional policy to protect otherwise valid

and perfected lien or security interests against this secret unfiled lien of the

Governments.
Since this statute vas originally enacted other kinds of security devices

have evolved aIId come into widespread use as substitutes for mortgages and
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pledges such as the Trust Receipts Act, the Factor's Liens Act, and more re-
cently the uniform commercial code. All of these statutes require the debtor
and the secured financing institution to publicly file a notice with respect to
their lien or security rights but in each instance the holder of the security
interest does not specifically fit the limited category of a "mortgagee" or
"pledgee."

Under the Trust Receipts Act, the debtor is called a trustee, the lienholder
an entruster, and the lien a security interest. Under Factor's Lien Acts the
debtor is a borrower, the lienholder a factor, the lien a general lien. Under
the commercial code, the debtor is called a debtor, the lienholder a secured
party, and the lien a security interest.

The Uniform Trust Receipts Act has been enacted in 31 States and 2 Ter.
ritories, as follows: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Dela-
ware, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming.

Briefly, this security device in operation is very similar to an assigned condi-
tional sale contract. It is uniformly used in financing the distribution of motor
vehicles and other consumer hard goods under which the distributor or retailer
acquires such motor vehicles and consumer goods as its inventory for resale.

Factor's Lien Statutes have been enacted in 23 States, as follows: Alabama,
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

This device is similar to a series of chattel mortgages and is customarily used
in the financing of inventories of producers of raw materials and manufacturers.

The Trust Receipts Act was promulgated and first enacted in New York in
1933. The Factor's Lien Acts originated in an act passed in New York in 1911,
but the majority of the States that have enacted this type of a security ar-
rangement did not adopt their law until after 1940.

The uniform commercial code so far has only been enacted in Pennsylvania
but it has just recently been promulgated by the Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, it having been approved by the American Bar Association in Sep-
tember 1951. It currently is under consideration by public or semipublic bodies
in approximately 15 States for legislative action by those States, and it is
hoped that it will be widely enacted. This code is the result of over 10 years,
study by the American Law Institute and the National Conference of Com-
missioners on Unitorm State Laws. Article 9 thereof is a consolidation of all
of our presently known chattel security devices such as mortgages, pledges,
conditional sales, trust receipts, factor's liens, etc., and amalgamates them all
into a single lien concept known as a security interest held by a creditor called
a secured party. If the code becomes widely enacted, as is hoped, it would
seem that there is a strong possibility that a secured party holding a security
interest thereunder is not within the category of a "mortgagee" or "pledgee"
specified in section 6323 (a).

It has generally been thought by lawyers conversant with these matters that
the holder of a perfected security interest, no matter how designated, was pro-
tected against secret unfiled tax liens under section 3672 of the Internal Revenue
Code. However, recent cases decided under the section have contained dicta
to the effect that the classes of persons protected thereunder are only those"specifically included in the statute and no others." For illustration see United
States v. Security Trust and Savings Bank (340 U. S. 47) and United States v.
Eisingcr Mill and Lumber Comnpany ((Md.) 98 Atl. (2) 81).

As a result of this dicta the Government has recently contended in pending
cases that an entruster under the Trust Receipts Act was not a mortgagee or
pledgee, and therefore was not protected as against an unfiled tax lien.

Of course, with the abolition of conditional sale contracts under the uniform
commercial code, it is reasonable to assume also that conditional sellers of
merchandise will lose the protected status accorded them under cases such as
United States v. Anders Contracting Company (111 Fed. Supp. 700) since under
the code the retention by a seller of title to merchandise sold will become a
security interest.

It is difficult to believe that Congress intended to protect only mortgagees and
pledgees and discriminate against other valid security interests. No reason is.
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apparent for such a distinction. In view of the omission of pledgees in the
original Section, and their prompt inclusion, it can only be assumed that the
failure to include other normal holders of lien and security interests was either
an oversight or resulted from the fact that these other types of security ar-
rangements were not known or were not so widely used when the section was
originally enacted.

There is an immediate urgency to make the change above suggested in sub-
section (a) not only because of the tremendous volume of financing done under
trust receipts and factor's liens, and the imminent enactment of the uniform
commercial code, but also because of the chance in the law that tax liens will
arise at an earlier date than heretofore, namely when the liability of a tax-
payer is recorded, probably mechanically, instead of when an assessment list
was sent a collector which was usually well after a due date.

The possible existence of such secret tax liens arising on or even before the
due date of a tax, without public notoriety being given them, and of their being
superior to an otherwise valid and publicized security interest or lien under a
trust receipt, factor's lien, or under the commercial code, will adversely affect
the extension of secured credit to distributors and retailers of motor vehicles
and other consumer goods. Most such business entities are small business and
are not adequately capitalized and therefore must have such secured credit for
continued existence. The drying up of such secured credit could conceivably
disrupt the normal distributing processes of our economy.

It is therefore respectfully, but most earnestly, urged that subsection (a) be
amended as hereinbefore suggested.

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6323, SUBSECTION (C)

Subsection (c) of section 6323 should be amended as follows (the matter to
be deleted being enclosed in black brackets and the new matter being in italics) :

"LIEN VALID WITHOUT NOTICE IN CERTAIN CASES.-The lien imposed by section
'6321 shall be valid, without the filing of notice thereof, as against any [mortga-
gee, pledgee. purchaser, or] jud-ment creditor, if-

"(1) [in the case of a mortgagee, pledgee, or purchaser, such mortgagee,
pledgee, or purchaser had notice or knowledge of the existence of such lien
at the time the mortgagee, pledgee, or purchaser was made, or]

"[(2) in the case of a] the judgment creditor [, the creditor] has not ob-
tained a valid judgment in a court of record and of competent jurisdiction
for the recovery of specifically designated property or for a certain sum of
money, or

"(2) [in the case of a] the judgment creditor [who] has a valid judg-
ment of a court of record and of competent jurisdiction for the recovery of
a certain sum of money, but has not perfected a lien under suich judgment
with respect to the property involved [has been perfected under such judg-
ment]."

As thus changed, subsection (c) would read as follows:
"LIEN VALID WITHOUT NOTICE IN CERTAIN CASEs.-The lien imposed by section

6321 shall be valid without the filing of notice thereof as against any judgment
creditor, if-

"(i) the judgment creditor has not obtained a valid judgment in a court
of record or of competent jurisdiction for the recovery of specifically desig-
nated property or for a certain sum of money, or

"(2) the judgment creditor has a valid judgment of a court of record
and of competent jurisdiction for the recovery of a certain sum of money
but has not perfected a lien under such judgment with respect to the prop-
erty involved."

REASONS FOR THE SUGGESTED AMENDMENT

Under present law, the effectiveness of the Government's tax lien as against
specified classes of liens or security interests is determined by the definitely
prescribed act of filing a public notice. This is a simple, objective test, which
affords certainty as to the date as of which the rights of the parties are fixed.
The need for any change in this rule has not been shown, and none apparently
,exists.

Once a notice of tax lien is filed pursuant to the statute, then anyone subse-
quently taking a lien or a security interest in property of the taxpayer does so
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suliject to the tax lien. There is no suggestion that this should in any way be

changed.
Under the proposed subsection (c), an existing tax lieu as to which no

notice has been filed could become superior to a lien or security interest taken
in good faith merely because the secured party may, as the result of subsequently

Ioduced evidence, be chargeable with notice of the fact that the tax lien did

exist.
As a result of the other changes made in the provisions of H. I. 8301 with

respect to when a tax lien arises, this problem becomes extremely serious. A
tax assessment, which would give rise to a lien, may be made against a taxpayer
who is not even in default upon the recording of the taxpayer's return by
mechanical process, prior to the due date of the tax. The taxpayer by his return
in effect assesses a liability against himself in favor of the Government. Since
the liability of taxpayers will probably be recorded by mechanical process under
regulations to be promulgated, this may have the effect of putting the world on
notice of the fact that every taxpayer ,vho has filed a return and not paid a
tax, at least by the due date, may have a tax lien existing against him. This
would be true even though nonpayment may result from a valid dispute as to the
question of liability for the tax. Under such circumstances, a secured lender
could never be sure that its lien or security interest may not some day be sub-
ject to attack as against a competing tax lien which had never been filed.

This provision would superimpose upon the present simple, objective test of a
filing. in acddition:d subjective one, depending largely upon circumstances de-
eloped in testimony after the fact, to Ice resolved out of conflicting factual situa-

tions, the final deterinination of which probably would rest in a jury verdict
years after the event. In place of precision under present law, subsection (c)
as drafted substitutes uncertainty and doubt.

Obviously the question arises as to what is notice to a large financing institu-
tion. It is conceivable that some officer or employee of such an institution could
be charged with notice of the fact of the existence of an unfiled tax lien without
the officers of the institution who may be handling the particular transaction hav-
ing real actual knowledge. This proposal would certainly cast an onerous and
unfair burden on the banks and other financing institutions of the country.

A further reason for amending subsection (c) as above suggested is the fact
that under subsection (e) of section 6323, the Secretary or his delegate is only
authorized to give information as to the amount of taxes secured by a tax lien
if a notice of liii has been filed. Until notice has been filed, it would be impos-
sible for any financing" institution to secure information with respect to the tax
liability or the existence of a tax lien against a prospective borrower. Subsection
(e) therefore seeics to require the change hereinbefore suggested.

It is accordinly urued that subsection (c) of section 1323 be amended as here-
inhefore proposed to restate our present law.

SECTION 6323 (D)

If the changes above suggested are made, then a conforming change should
also be made in subsection (d) by deleting the words "mortgagee. pledge" and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "holder of a perfected lien or security inter-
est."; and by deleting the words "of such mortgage, pledge" and inserting in lien
thereof "of the creation of such lien or security interest."

Respectfully submitted.
MUECKE, MULES AND IRETON,

By J. FRANCIS IRETON.

IDNTITY OF THE WITNESS

The writer is a icember of the law firm of Muecke, Mules and Ireton, 1004
First National Bank Building, Baltimore 2, Md., and is of couisel to Commercial
Credit ('Co. and its subsidiaries. The latter, in addition to its other activities,
is in the business of financing nationwide the distribution, marketing, and retail
time sale of industrial and commercial machinery and equipment and consumer
ioods of all kinds. The volume of such business done by said company and its

subsidiaries in 1953 was slightly in excess of $3 billion.
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JoNES & LAIUGit IN M'II.IL CoRP.
J',tt bmfih .10, Pa., _tpoil 30. 1954.

oln. 1'ovGEN : D. 3ii.iKIuN,
Chiral (, I,'itoli.c comiittcc,

1W'sshington, D. C.
I)EAR 'SENATOR LIIi.IIKN: The enlosed five suggested amendments to H. R.

S8300 are submitted to you f4r oour consideration in the efforts that the Senate
Finance Coinmittee is making to clear up inequities and noncontroversial mat-
ters yet remaining in the bill.

These suggestions may he summarized briefly as follows:
1. Carry-forward of csltriliutions by cirporations ti charitable and other

organizations iii excess of the 5 percent of income limitation.
2. Permission to inventory at cost or market, whichever is lower, certain

materials antd supplies coniiisumed in the productive process, whether or not they
become physically part of the finished product, thus restoring the practice in
effect priir tio 1933 and giving effect to recognized accointing principles.

C. ('larifying changes to insure percentage depletion on extraction of minerals
from waste deposits to a lessee-operator who has had his lease extended, renewed,
or modified and toi an acquirin, corporation in a tax-free transaction.

4. A new provision tos permit advanced royalties paid under mining leases to
be deducted either in the year paid or deferred until the mineral against which
they ale applied is used or sold, thus putting these royalties on a basis similar to
that for (leveloipmnt costs under section ;i(; iif the bill (sec. 23 (cc) of the
lnternal Revenue ('ile added by the Revenue Act of 1951).

.5. In the case of acquisition of land and buildings with intent to demolish and
replace tile old Ihuiilings, a provision which will allow the cost allocable to the
old buildings plus their demolition cost to le added ti the cost basis of the new
buildings for depreciation and other lurpises instead of being treated as part
of the cost of land.

Each of these suggestions will correct serious inequities in our existing tax
laws. Since they co ver isolated situations. the loss in revenue should not be
material. I urge that they be given consideration in the forthcoming executive
sessions of the Committee on Finance.

Sincerely,
C. L. AusTz.

SECTION 170 (is) (2)-(ONTIunit"IIONS To ('1IARIIAHE, IWUCA\TIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.

!uider present law :1 coiration is not allowed a deduction for charitable
contribsutions in excess iif 5 percent iof its net income firs the year of the iontri-
bution Iioniputed without benefit iif the contributions deduction). Frequently,
contrilitins exceed that amount thronh no fault of the taxpayer. Thus, a
corporation may make normal contributions during the first part of the year and
have its entire net income wiped out by a strike in the latter part of the year.
It never gets a tax benefit from the contributions made under those or similar
circumstances. This situation should be cisrected by permitting cirporations to
carry forward such excess contributions to future years. This is permitted in
the case of excess contributions to exempt employee trusts. Nos sound reason
exists for not providing the same treatment for contributions to charitable and
similar organizations.

Rccoimisndatiol.- That amounts contributed by corporations to charitable,
educational, and other similar organizations in excess of the 5-percent limitation
be allowed as a carry-forward for succeeding years. This can be accomplished
by adding the following provision at the end of section 170 (b) (2) : "Any amount
paid in any taxable year in excess of the amount deductible in such year under
the foregoing limitation shall be deductible in the succeeding taxable years in
order of time to the extent of the difference between the amount paid and
deductible in each such succeeding year and the maximum amount deductible
for such year in accordance with the foregoing limitation."

SECTION 471-IN VENrorIEs-SUPPLIES

The internal revenue laws have never defined the items which are properly
includible in inventory. This has always been covered by regulation. Prior to
1933 the regulations permitted all materials consumed in the productive process
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to be inventoried, Under this provision all supplies used in the manufacturing
process, including such items as fuel oil, coal for power purposes, etc., could be
inventoried at the lower of cost or market. In 1933 the regulations were amended
to restrict inventoriable items to materials which become a physical part of the
finished product for sale. Thereafter, the Commissioner insisted that supplies
could only be inventoried at cost and could not be reduced to market where their
market value had declined. The purpose of the change in the regulations was
to bolster sagging Federal revenues during the depression years and had no re-
lation to sound accounting principles. The practice which prevailed prior to
1933 should be restored.

Reconimendation.-(1) That section 471 of H. R. 8300 be amended to specif-
ically include materials and supplies used or consumed in productive or mining
processes as items of inventory. To accomplish this, the following sentence
should be added at the end of section 471 :

"Inventories shall include raw materials and supplies on hand acquired for
sale, consumption or use in productive processes (whether or not they will physi-
cally become a part of merchandise intended for sale), together with all finished
or partly finished goods, except that if the taxpayer carries materials or supplies
on hand which will not physically become part of merchandise intended for sale
and for which no record of consumption is kept (or of which physical inventories
at the beginning or end of the year are not taken), it will be permissible for the
taxpayer to deduct from gross income the total cost of such supplies and materials
for the taxable year in which purchased provided the taxable income is clearly
reflected." (This suggested language is derived from article 1581 of regula-
tions 45 and sections 39.22 (c)-1 and 39.23 (a)-3 of regulations 118.)

Recommendation.-(2) Where a taxpayer which has consistently inventoried
such supplies at the lower of cost or market since prior to 1933, filed a proper elec-
tion to value such inventories under the last-in first-out method and was denied
such election by the Commissioner on the ground that supplies are not items of
inventory under the 1933 regulations, section 471 should be amended to permit
such taxpayers to value such supplies under the last-in first-out method beginning
with the year for which the election was filed and permit adjustments to tax for
all years affected whether or not closed by the statute of limitations.

SECTION 613-PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

Section 613 (c) (3) is an attempt to clarify existing law with respect to the
percentage depletion allowance for minerals extracted from the waste or residue
of prior mining. The obvious intent of this paragraph is to limit the allowance
to the taxpayer who did the mining from which the waste or residue results,
since a "purchaser" of the waste or residue is specifically excluded from bene-
fits of this paragraph. However, the manner in which the paragraph is now
framed, particularly the second sentence, is open to a possible interpretation
that an operator-lessee who extends or renews his lease would be considered a
"purchaser" and thus deprived of the percentage depletion allowance. Also an
acquiring corporation in a tax-free transaction could also be considered a "pur-
chaser" and similarly excluded. Since it is apparent that neither of these re-
sults is intended, it is suggested that appropriate clarifying amendments be
made.

Recommendation.-That section 613 (c) (3) be amended to read as follows
(new material italicized; omitted material in black brackets) :

"(3) EXTRACTION OF THE ORES OR MINERALS FROM THE GROUND.-The term
"extraction of the ores or minerals from the ground" includes the extraction by
mineowners or operators of ores or minerals from the waste or residue of their
prior mining, provided that their economic interest in such waste or residue is
continuous from the time of such prior mining to the time of extraction of ores
or minerals from such waste or residue. [The preceding sentence shall not apply
to any such extraction of the mineral or ore by a purchaser of such waste or
residue or of the rights to extract ores or minerals therefrom]. An acquiring
corporation described in section 381 which has at any time acquired such mineral
or residue or the rights to extract ores or minerals therefrom in a transaction
described in, said section, shall be deemed a miveoiener or operator for the pur-
poses of the preceding sentence of this paragraph.

(NOTE.-It may be more desirable to include the substance of the last sentence
of the above recommendation as a new subsection under section 381).
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NEW SECTION 617-DEDUCTION OF ADVANCED ROYALTIES IN THE CASE OF MINES

Most mining leases contain provisions requiring the lessee to pay a minimum
royalty each year, irrespective of whether any ore is extracted from the leased
property. Any such minimum royalty paid in excess of the amount paid for
ore extracted during the year is normally applied against future production if
and when mined. The courts long ago held that such royalties constitute rent
and must be deducted in the year paid or incurred, This constituted a severe
hardship to many taxpayers, particularly during the depression years when
their properties were inactive and they had no income against which to deduct
the royalties. The Treasury, apparently in recognition of the inequities in this
situation, amended its regulations in 1940 to permit taxpayers an election either
to deduct such royalties in the year paid or defer the deduction until the ore
against which they are applied is mined. (See Regulations 118, sec. 39.23
(m)-10.) However, the amended regulation makes the election binding with
respect to all properties leased by the taxpayer and all future taxable years.
Numerous taxpayers elected to defer their advanced royalties with the result
that they are now prevented from deducting them in the year paid or incurred.
During the intervening years minimum royalties in mining leases as well as
tax rates have become progressively higher. Thus a policy of deferring the
deduction of such royalties is much more costly today than it was in 1940 and
prior years. The taxpayer should be given an election with respect to advanced
royalties similar to the annual election provided in section 616 for development
costs, which permits taxpayers to deduct such costs for any property in the year
paid or incurred or to defer the deduction to the year in which the mineral
benefited by the development work is extracted. The least that should be done
is to permit taxpayers a new election under the existing regulation effective for
years beginning with 1954.

Recommendtion -That a new section 617 be added to part I, subchapter I,
chapter 1 as follows:

"SEC. 617. ADVANCED ROYALTIES
"A lessee or other owner of operating rights with respect to a mineral interest

who is required to pay royalties on a specified number of units of mineral
annually, whether or not extracted within the year, and may apply any amounts
paid on account of units not extracted within the year against the royalties on
mineral thereafter extracted, may at his election treat the advanced royalties
so paid or accrued in either one of the following maners:

"(a) as deductions from gross income for the year the advanced royalties
are paid or accrued, or

"(b) as deductions from gross income for the year the mineral product in
respect of which the advanced royalties were paid is used or sold.

The election under this section may be made for each separate mineral interest
and shall be binding only for the taxable year for which made."

SECTION 1016 (A) -REMOVAL OF OLD BUILDINGS

Purchase of real estate iwith intent to remove and replace old buildings.-This
situation is not covered either under existing law or H. R. 8300. Under existing
Treasury regulations where a taxpayer purchases improved real estate with the
intention of demolishing and replacing the improvements, the entire purchase
price is considered as the cost of land even though the improvements may have
considerable value at the time of purchase. For example, if a taxpayer pur-
chases improved real estate for $2 million and the land and improvements each
have a fair market value of $1 million, the taxpayer's investment in land is con-
sidered to be $2 million. He gets neither a loss deduction for the demolition of
the old improvements nor may he add the $1 million cost of the old improvements
to the cost of the new improvements and recover it by way of depreciation over
the life of the new improvements. If he has a loss, he recoups it only at the
time he disposes of the land.

This constitutes a serious impediment to the rehabilitation of real property.
One of the problems facing many large cities today is the rehabilitation of in-
dustrial and commercial areas and clearance of slums. Industry has been called
upon in many instances to aid in such projects by buying the land, removing the
old improvements and installing new and up-to-date industrial facilities. Such
projects would be encouraged if taxpayers were permitted to recover by way
of depreciation amounts expended for the real estate in excess of the fair market
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value of the land. Such treatment of these excess expenditures is sound under

generally accelited principles (if accounting. Under the Treasury's present

inethod (if requiring all such costs to be capitalized as part of the cost of land,
the taxpayer's books will show inflated land values and thereby mislead the

shareholders and public alike as to the true worth of its assets. A rule should

le adopted which will not only eliminate these defects but at the same time make

it unnecessary to determine the taxpayer's intent in cases of this kind. The

latter objective is consistent with the basic principle underlying the entire new

tax revision law and should be given effect wherever possible.
Rco.oimodoltioaJ.-Amend section 1016 (a) to provide that where a taxpayer

liurihases improve( real estate, the portion of the purchase price allocable to the

improvements plus any demolition costs shall be added to the basis of new im-

provemients replacing the old improvements where the new improvements are

commenced within 5 years from the date of purchase. To prevent abuse of this

rule in cases where the new improvements are insignificant in character, such

as where the taxpayer purchases improved real estate and converts it into a

parking lot, the rule should be made to apply only where the cost of the new

improvements equals oir exceeds the purchase price of the land and old im-

provements.

UNDERWRITERs' LABORATORIES, INC.,

New York, N. Y., April 29, 1954I.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.:

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., is a nonprofit corporation organized to test
equipment and materials from the standpoint of safety to the public. It is
sponsored by the stock fire insurance companies, as a public service, but is self-
supporting by virtue of fees charged to manufacturers for its services.

State and municipal authorities utilize the findings of Underwriters' Labora-
tories in their efforts to get safe equipment in the hands of the public. The
Federal Government uses them as a guide in its purchasing. From this stand-
point it is a quasi-public, but privately operated testing organization. There
are no stockholders and the articles of incorporation preclude the paying of a
dividend or profit to anyone. It was originally declared tax exempt, but in
1942 the Board of Tax Appeals supported the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
in the decision that section 101 (6) of the Revenue Acts of 1936 and 1938 did not
grant tax exemption under the intent of the term scientific'. " This position
was supported by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
District, Nos. 8141 and 8145. Since that time income taxes have been paid on
any earninAs set aside for the purchase of new or improved test facilities. Tax
exemption was also thereby lost in the various States where Underwriters' Lab-
oratories operates, and the nature of its service requires operation on a national
scale.

As a consequence of the foregoing, it has been most difficult to expand testing
facilities to keep pace with the expansion of industry, and inspection and regu-
latory authorities have not had the guidance needed for much new equipment.
This is particularly true in the oil burner and air-conditioning fields where ex-
pansion has been greatest in recent years. It is, therefore, respectfully re-
quested that subparagraph (-3 of sectiiin 501 of H. R. h8(5) le miidified by the
insertion of the words, "testing for public safety," immediately fllowin'z the
term "scientific," so as to renew the tax exempt status of Underwriters' Labora-
tories, Inc., and thereby enable it to expand its testing facilities out of earnings.
Equipment and materials for general use may then be tested for safety prior
to their sale to the general public and regulatory authorities ehargel by local
ordinances with supervising the safety of the public, will have the guidance
that has been available for over half a century.

The amended 501 C (3) would read, "Corporations,. and any community chest,
fund, or founilation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes, or for the
prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no
substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda or other-
wise attempting to influence legislation." The italicized section is the amend-
ioent proposed.

MEcVIN BRANDON.
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STATEMENT BY RANDOLPH W. TiuowiIWR ON SECTION 4S1 OF H. R. S300

This statement is submitted to the Committee on Finance, United States Seii-
ate. with the reinest that it lie placed in the record of hearings on H. R. 8300.

I wish to call the attention of the Finance 'omnlittee to tone section of the
pending Internal Revenue Code which I believe to be unfair and extremely harsh
to the taxpayers who will be affected by it. I refer to section 481 of H. R. 8300.

Although section 481 appears innocent enough on its face, careful analysis of
the section reveals that it produces at least three undesirable results:

(11 It hs the effect of reopening taxable years now barred by the statute of
limitations.

(2) It causes gross distortions in taxable income by attributing income to the
wrong year, thereby violating the concept of annual accounting of income.

(3) It provides for the correction of errors occurring at any time since Feb-
rmary 28, 111,:1 and creates a startling exception to a ling-established policy
against a retr('active increase of tax liability.

A simple example will illustrate how section 481 would produce these undesir-
•iable results. A taxpayer began a small retail furniture business in a rural com-
nmnity in 1135. Most of his sales were credit sales. In filing his income tax re-
turn fir 19:5 and subsequent years, lie erroneously but in good faith failed to ac-
crue accounts receivable. At the end of 1935 his receivables amounted to $10,000,
and thus his taxable income under a correct accrual method of accounting was
understated for 19:;5 in the amount of $10,000(. His business has gradually grown
and for each year through 1147 his receivables at the end of the year have ex-
ceeded those at the beginning by $104M) so that at the close of 1947 the receiv-
ables amounted to $130,000. For 1948 tlirouah 1953. receivables remained stable.
Assume that at the end of 1954 they are reduced to $120,000.

Ilnder Ilie-e facts, income was understated by $10,000 per year from 1935
through 1147. Income was correctly reported for the years 1948 through 1953
and in 1154 it was overstated by the aliount of $10,000.

The Commissioner is now barred by the statute iif limitations from collecting
any tax deticienuies fir the years 19185 through 1947. Assume further, as has
frequently happened in these cases, that a deputy collector in 1946 checked and
aliioved the returns for 1943, 1944, and 1945.

Under the proposed section 481, the IConunissioner would be authorized in this
case arbitrarily to increase the taxpayer's iicuine in 1954 by the amount of
$120,000 (the amount of the opening accounts receivable less the $10,000 over-
statement of income in 11)544. The resulting tax deficiency could not, under the
proposal, exceed the deficiency which would result if $40,000 were added to tax-
able income in each of the 3 years 1952, 1953, and 1954.
For the relatively few ta'.:ayers affected 1iy the Proposed ,etion 48;1, these

facts are not ulnusui Tal, These tax3aycis are oin the vhileh small businesses that
have had a gradlual urlowtl over the past decade or twi. Tlwy ha l iio onpetent
:tiiouiiting representatiol and, if investi,ated at all, the investigating agents,
either on field investigation or office audit. have nut bothered to ih-liie their
i-iciu ltilug methods. Such (usillesses will ihe follild alIargely ill rural areas where

far-mcrs generally file returns oin ,I ( a.,h lasis despite Ihe exitlitce of invetitories
and acd.iants receivalble.

In re'ilt veat the ( , onitilii ssioner of Intern slelui- Iiis 1)l become stricter
in enforcin the 1equireieltnt (if tie regu]litiils 1 emu(in- i mitini gtethods.

In requiring taxpayers toi coIrrei-t their au-, nitig method,-, he has attempted
to make "adjustnluints" which in effect tax in :il "opetn" year all of the an-
rep orted inii ilie resulting fruoin the Ise if the el'iellis method il lrior years
harred 1Ii the statute of lituiitations.

The i,-marts have lroperly held thit the Colnllssioner s so-called auiust-
tiet's" ailiiiuit sil y to a reoincl ig of the statute of limitatins,11 Iclp v. U. 4.

(201 F. (2), 12S (C. A. s, 19)53) ) : ('omiossiunir v. Diwyer (203 F. (2) 522
W. A. 2. 1951) ) :Dar W. lliihtii (22 TC - No. 1 (Apr. 7, 1154) ). These cases

reaffirmed the principle that "income aturued in 1 tax year illay not le taxed in
another.-

Sectioi 4S1 wonul Permit lhe Coinissioner to do what the ci'irts hiasve pre-
vented him front dni lu, nliamely , to i-olliel the taxpayer to -,haniue a long used
iiethod of aciuntin" and theta by "ad iustmcnts" to accumulate ill a current year
the errors of years ong barred by the statute of limitations.

Thl, section would create income where none exists. It wouli financially
enibarrass atid ruin inany of the taxpayers affected because they ctlnnot afford
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in a 3-year period to pay taxes on fictitious income equal in amount to their
accounts receivable or their inventories, or both. Many of these businesses are
already hard pressed to finance their present inventories and receivables.

PROPOSED SECTION 481 VIOLATES ANNUAL ACCOUNTING CONCEPT

Section 481 violates an important principle of income-tax law, the concept of
the annual accounting period. The adjustments which the Commissioner wishes
permission to force upon the taxpayer are not necessary in order clearly to
reflect income for the year of change or for any year thereafter. They represent
an attempt to correct, in the year of change, for the results of past accounting
errors. The section makes taxable income determinable with reference to
all time since February 28, 1913, rather than upon an annual basis.

It cannot le disputed that to allow the Commissioner to make the adjust-
ments called for under section 481 would result in the determination of taxable
income for the year of change on an accounting basis which does not conform to
any acceptable method. For example, if a small groceryman had erroneously
filed his returns for 10 years, or even for 40 years, on a cash basis, the Com-
missioner in changing him to an accrual basis in 1954 would distiirt 1954 income
in the 2 principal respects, namely:

(1) All receipts in 1954 would be added to his year-end accounts receivable
in computing gross income, and thus, on either an accrual or cash method, gross
receipt would lie distorted by this overstatement; and

(2) "Costs of oods sold" would te reduced by the amount of the closing
inventory but would not be increased by the amount of the opening inventory,
and thus, on either an accrual or cash method, "cost of goods sold" would be
distorted by this understatement.

This involves for these cases a complete abandonment of the concept of an
annual accounting for the year's income.

A FORCED CHI kNCE OF ACCOUNTING IS \OT COMP-ARABLE TO A PERMISSIVE CHANGE

It has been suggested that the proposal incorporated in section 481 is reasonable
because similar adjustments would be required if the taxpayer requested per-
mission to change his method of accounting. This thought is incorporated in
the report of the Ways and Means Committee (H. R. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d sess.,
p. 50).

It is submitted that the making of transitional adjustments where a taxpayer
requests permission to change his method of accounting is entirely different
from compelling "adjustments" where the Commissioner requires a change in
the method on the -round that returns have been erroneous in past years,
including: years now barred by the statute of limitations. The Commissioner
has the discretion to deny a taxpayer's request to change an existing method
of accounting and to attach conditions to his grant of permission. Where
a taxpayer has filed his returns for a period of years on a particular method of
accounting, and where these returns have been accepted by the Commissioner
without correction, the taxpayer should not then he permitted to change his
method of accounting to his advantage and to the disadvantage of the Com-
missioner. The right of the Commissioner to attach conditions to a change of
accounting method requested by the taxpayer is entirely consistent with the
provisions of section 3801 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939. as amended,
which provisions are incorporated without substantial chan-e in sections 1311
to 1314 of the proposed Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The fundamental
principle of section 3801 is that neither the taxpayer nor the Commissioner
should be permitted to take advantage of the statute of limitations by main-
taining a position on a particular item in an "open" year which is inconsistent
with a position taken on the item in a "closed" year. The party urging the
change is not permitted to take advantage of the statute of limitations.

The proposed section 481 conflicts with the fundamental and underlying
principle of section 2801 of the present code in that it permits the Commissioner
to maintain an inconsistent position to the extreme disadvantage of the taxpayer.
It permits the Commissioner, after accepting returns for past years on a basis
which the Commissioner now considers unacceptable, to require the errors of
past years to be corrected by putting the unreported income into the current
year.
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SECTION 481 RETROACTIVELY INCREASES TAX LIABILITY

For many years there has existed in Congress a strong policy against legis-
lation increasing tax liabilities established for prior years.

Section 481 would constitute a startling exception to the policy against retro-
active increase of a tax liability established under prior laws. It goes far beyond
the mere retroactive correction of a past inequity suffered by a taxpayer as a
result of an unintended application of the law. It is unprecedented in reopening
the statute of limitations on innocent errors now barred. It provides for the
correction of errors occurring at any time since February 28, 1913.

The fact that the "adjustments" authorized by section 481 are made by the
Commissioner in a current year does not disguise the fact that the section would
tax income which accrued in years now barred by the statute (Welp v. U. S.,
and Commissioner v. Dwyer, supra).

SECTION 481 WOULD PRODUCE HAI:DSHIp

There can be no dispute that the result of the adjustments permitted by section
481 would be to distort the taxable income of the year of change. It is also
obvious that the distortion would be at the taxpayer's expense. In other words,
these adjustments would have the usual effect of pyrainiding income in the year
of change. The drafters of the section tacitly recognized this fact by attempting
to soften the blow fo)r the taxpayer somewhat by permitting the increased income
attributable to the adjustments to be spread back evenly over a 3-year period.

If section 481 is to lie enacted in its present form, it would undoubtedly cause
great hardship. The burden would unfortunately fall on those least able to
afford it. It is generally the small business which is unable to afford competent
accounting and legal advice that fails to report income on an acceptable account-
ing basis. For example, there are many small businesses in rural communities,
where the cash basis is so frequently used in farming operations, that have er-
roneously filed their returns on the cash basis or on a "hybrid" basis. I person-
ally know of several instances where poultrymen and hatcherymen have done
so on the ground that they crime within the Treasury regulations in this regard
covering farmers. Whether or not these returns were erroneous is still being
contested. It has been estimated that a majority of the hatcherymen in the
country have filed their returns on a cash basis and until recent years these re-
turns have been accepted as filed. I know of another case where the proprietor
of a smalltown furniture store, selling largely on credit, failed to accrue accounts
receivable for approximately 20 years before the Commissioner raised any ob-
jection. He had prepared his own returns and got his advice on accounting from
others in his trade, where this accounting method, I am told, is widely used by
small furniture merchants in rural areas.

In these cases a taxpayer's entire net worth will often be reflected largely in
his accounts receivable or his inventories. He will be unable to liquidate these
and still stay in business, but he could not pay the taxes which section 481 would
produce without a major liquidation. Business expansion by these small tax-
payers would be barred and substantial liquidations required. As stated, the
burdens from section 481 would fall heavily on many small taxpayers already
pressed to finance inventories and accounts receivable.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SECTION 481

I wish to suggest changes which seem to me in fairness to be required if sec-
tion 481 were to be adopted.

(1) If such a change in law is to be made, section 481 should be amended to
prevent the inclusion in current years of income which should have been reported
in years which were barred at the time if the enactment of the bill. In other
words, if the Commissioner forces a taxpayer to change his method for 1954,
the Commissioner should not be permitted to adjust for amounts attributable
to taxable years which are barred by the statute of limitations at the time H. R.
8300 is adopted. This would only recognize that it is not fair play to change the
law retroactively to the great detriment of the taxpayer. At least, for the future,
the taxpayer would have the advantage of being put on notice of the change in
law. To effectuate the above proposal, we suggest the following amendment:

"That the present subsections (c) and (d) of section 481 be numbered (d)
and (e) and that the following subsection Ic) be inserted:

"(c) If the change of accounting method described in subsection (a) (1) is
required by the Secretary or his delegate, the increase in taxable income for the
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year of change which results solely by reason of the adjustments required by
s ubsection (a) (2) shall not exceed the total amount of additional taxable in-

come which would result if the new method of accounting were applied to the
year of change and to each prior taxable year with respect to which an assess-
nient of tax on the date of the enactnrnt of this title was not barred by the run-
onin of the period of limitations for assessment."

This modification of section 481 would prevent the effective reopening of years
barred by the statute of limitations.
(2) As urged aiovip, there are serious objections in principle to any proposal

to permit the ('Cmumissioner to increase income arbitrarily in current years to
offset understatements in returns accepted, and in many cases approved after
examination, in years now barred.

The accounting methods at which section 481 is directed do not avoid the
reporting of income. Their usual effect is to postpone the reporting of income to
the extent that accounts receivable, or inventories, or both, depending on the
particular accounting method used, are increasing from year to year. These
methods generally have the effect of postponing income during periods when a
business is expanding. As compared with an accrual method, they report a
greater income during a period when a business is contracting. These methods
are not objectionable in themselves, but only insofar as they are used by par-
licular taxpayers. Most of the farmers of the country file their returns on a
cash basis, and many file on some hybrid method of accounting which combines
features of the cash method and the accrual method. Farmers may have both
inventories and accounts receivable and still be entitled to file on a cash basis.
Most of the professional men of the country-doctors, lawyers, and the like-file
on a cash basis, even though the method does result in the postponing of receipts
while expenses are generally deducted currently. Many other businesses, having
accounts receivable but no inventories, file on a cash basis. There is, therefore,
no inherent iibjection a -ainst the continued use of a cash or hybrid method where
it has been used in past years and returns have been accepted on that basis. In
a fairly stable business, income will be correctly reported and, where the business
contracts, greater amounts of income will be reported and taxed under the cash
or hybrid method than under an accrual method.

It is recognized, however, that the Commissioner under present law does face
somewhat of a dilemma in regard to a continually expanding business. After
having accepted returns on a cash or hybrid basis for many years, he is faced
with the dilemma of permitting the taxpayer to remain on the old basis and
postpone income in years of future expansion or of forcing a change and thus
under current decisions losing the right ever to tax income postponed from
years now barred.

I submit, as a compromise, that it might be fair in these cases, where the
('ommissioner compels the change of a long-used accounting method, to provide
that the old method be continued to the extent of the amount of the receivables
and inventory on hand at the beginning of the first open year, and that the
method urged by the Commissioner, which almost invariably will be the accrual
inethod, be applied to any expansion of the inventory and accounts receivable.
This would remove the Commissioner from his present dilemma and would not
lie unfair to the taxpayer because it would treat inventories and accounts re-
ceivable in a manner consistent with the treatment in barred years, to the extent
of the amount involved in the barred years.

It is true that this compromise would involve some accounting complexities.
lint these w would be small in relation to the severe and unfair financial burdens
which section 481 as proposed would heap upon a taxpayer. Moreover, the addi-
tional aiiiunting difficulties for the Commissioner would be relatively small
ciiwipared to his prbloms that would thus Ie solved by removing the dilemma
described above. It shouhl Ibe reiterated in this connection that the erroneous
returns were accepted in past year, in some cases, after investigation, so that
ihe blame .r fault is at least shared between the small, ill-advised taxpayer and

an Internal Revenue Service which w-as fairly lenient with regard to accounting
mtiithols in e:irlier years and is now attempting to enforce stricter rules.

The acciunting problems resulting from this particular solution are not par-
ticularly difficult or unusual. Inventories deducted in earlier years on a cash
basis should, to the extent of their "dollar value," be carried at a zero cost
basis on a last-in, first-out inventory method. The technique to be used is well
known in the computation of inventories on a "lifo" basis. A new but similar
technique couh le used with respect to accounts receivable, so that any increase
in the dollar amount of accounts receivable would be treated on an accrual basis
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and any decrease in the dollar amount of accounts receivable would be treated
in a manner consistent with the cash basis. The effect of these two adjust-
ments wouhl be to permit the taxpayer to remain on his present basis to the
extent of his accounts receivable and inventories outstanding at the Ieginning
of the first open year. Income from these particular items, and to the extent
thereof, would be reflected as the business contracted. This would be consistent
with the accounting method used in past years and would not financially em-
barrass or burden the taxpayer because as his inventories or accounts receivalile
are liquidated, or in other words reduced, he receives cash with which he is able
to pay taxes on these amounts.

'L',:e broad purposes of this proposal could lie incorporated in a revised section
481 in general language with the authority left to the Secretary to implement
the section by regulation. Section 481 as presently drafted follows this pro-
cedure. 11. hiweer, the section cannot be satisfactorily redrafted within the
limited time available, it should ce eliminated entirely so that adequate time
may be given in a compromise provision which is not as one suled as the present
section 4S1 lut which does attempt to compromise a difficult problem in a man-
ne that does not impose harsh and severe financial burdens upon innocent
taxpayers.

(3) There are other less consequential sugestiins which I wish to submit
with respect to seclion 4Sl. The Commissioner under the Ireset section ap-
pcrently is not required to make the change to the new accounting method in
the first oleli year blt can make it in a current year, or wait for a future year.
He- can make it in the last open year rather than the first open year. For
example, lie could ccinel a change lr' the year 1954 even though :ill years froin
194.1 forward liaht be ilen oi waiver. He could thus accuculate in 3 years
ince that under present law should be spread over the six open years.

Acictlir proposal which could lie incorporated in section 4S1 is that the tax-
payer be given the option of correcting all of his prior returns, and, since the
lar of the statute of limitations woulcl ie lifted for such prior years, no interest
on any deliciences or overpayments should lie allowed either party for such
years. This raises diffi 'ulties as to the correction of other errors not involved
in accounting methods, as tic the adequacy of records, acd as to the making of
elections which an advis,,d taxpayer wculd have made at the time. As to the
making of elections, fir example, a well-advised retail furniture store operator
at the time might well have elected a cn installment method if most of his sales
wvere made oi a credit hasis.

As stated, the incorporation of these suggestions in a revision of section 481
would give a better balance to the present draft which does resolve a dilinna
for the ('Commissioner hut does it in a way which I submit is harsh, arbitrary,
and completely unfair.

Respectfully submitted.
RANDOLPII W. TilOiVEv

Suthcrland, A-sbill &t Brean.
ATLANTA, GA.

SnOSHONE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.,
Rco, Ner., April 26, 1954.

Hon. GEORGE W. MALONE,
Seonator, Statc of Neuado.

Ncicdte Buildilg, lVaslhigton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MALONE: Thank you for your letter of March 11 in reply to my
letter of March 5. My apologies for the delay in acknowledging your letter,
but I hIave leen out of town a great deal and have just returned.

Attached you will find a summary of my objections to the proposed change
in the Internal Revenue Code, which would allow breweries to use their present
machinery for the bottling of soft drinks.

I trust that when this measure comes before you that you will give it your
attention. as it certainly does mean much to the small independently owned
bottling plant which has been established to bottle only soft drinks.

I would appreciate hearing from you on the final disposition of this measure
when it comes before your committee.

With every Lood wish, I am.
Sincerely yours,

L. CURTIs FARr.
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With reference to the contemplated change in the Internal Revenue Code to
allow breweries to use their bottling machinery for the bottling of soft drinks,
I want to oppose this change for the following reasons:

Most breweries today are held by large companies or by individual groups or
by giant holding companies that are engaged in the manufacture and distribu-
tion of other alcoholic beverages. Therefore breweries, in general, have at f
their command capital in large sums to spend for advertising, merchandising, e
and sales. Despite this, the brewery industry has long wanted to eliminate or T1
cripple the soft-drink industry, as the soft-drink industry has proven a strong
competitor in the sale of refreshment to the adult age group. If

The largest percentage of the bottled-soft-drink plants are owned by in- a
dividuals, who have all their capital invested in a small business established
for the sole purpose of bottling soft drinks. Therefore soft-drink plants, in
general, do not have at their command capital in large sums to spend for ad-
vertising, merchandising, and sales.

In the proposed change to the Internal Revenue Code it is stated that the
breweries have many days during which they are not operating their expensive 4
machinery; that by permitting them to bottle soft drinks on the same ma-
chinery, it would eliminate the high cost of overhead and, at the same time,
allow them to realize some benefit from their expensive machinery.

The individual bottler of soft drinks has expensive machinery, too, and he _
also has many days during which his machinery is idle, and not realizing any
income. But such a bottler has no solution to this problem as he is equipped
to bottle only soft drinks. He must take the loss of idle machinery. In many
cases, in order to take up the slack, and compensate in part for the loss of income
from idle machinery, soft-drink plants have become distributors for breweries.
Then, too, by taking such a distributorship it has enabled the soft-drink bottler
to keep his employees employed full time.

By changing the code, it will permit the brewery industry to realize addi-
tional benefit from their machinery to the detriment of the individual bottler
of soft drinks, who has no way of utilizing his idle machinery. It will penalize
the individual bottler of soft drinks by permitting big competitors to enter his
field and take his business, and in turn give him no solution to his problem of Y
idle machinery. In other words, it is big business eliminating small business.

The code should not be relaxed or changed if the brewery industry wishes 1.

to enter the soft-drink industry. There is nothing to stop them from bottling
soft drinks, by investing in another bottling plant, and machinery that will be
used by them exclusively for the bottling of soft drinks. This, then, would put
them on a par with the individual bottlers of soft drinks, with the same ex-
penses and other items of operating costs.

In view of the above, I earnestly request that careful consideration be given
to the small-business man who is in the bottling business and not allow the
brewery industry to enter the soft-drink field as a side line to the bottling of
beer. To do so will hurt and possibly destroy the small individual bottler of
soft drinks. We realize that the brewery industry is feeling keen competition
and that, with the growth of that competition, individual breweries are feeling
the decrease in sales. But certainly by permitting the brewery industry to I
enter the soft-drink field you will be providing a solution for one industry and
encouraging the destruction of many small bottlers of soft drinks.

STATEMENT OF ALVIN H. HANSEN, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, -MAss., RE THIE 1954 TAX PROGRAM

I should like to address myself first to the problem of so-called double taxation.
Is it correct to call it "double taxation." and is there convincing evidence that
our corporate income tax in conjunction with the tax on dividend recipients is
causing damage to the economy?

THE PROBLEM OF DOUBLE TAXATION

Consider first the question whether this is really double taxation. If it
could be shown that the tax on corlxrate profits is not shifted and that it rests
in fact on the corporation itself, then of course it would be double taxation.
Economists are, however, I believe, more and more of the opinion that definitive
conclusions are not possible. The trend of thinking seems to be toward the
view that the corporate income taix. instead of being borne exclusively by the
corporation, is in fact widely diffused throughout the price system. In large
part the tax is shifted forward in higher prices to consumers and backward in
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lower wages than could otherwise be paid to the wage earner. Some undefined
residue, more or less, is borne by the corporation, the amount of this residue
Varying with the business (ycle. In boom conditions, i. e., a sellers' market, the
corporation is likely to be able to shift the whole or nearly the whole of the tax.
Profits after taxes in such periods tend to be high. In depression periods, the
profits decline, the tax take falls away, lut such tax liability as remains is less
likely to be shifted

Thus it is exactly when tli corporate income tax lake is high that the cor
Is~iation is mot likely to bear llUlmi of the tax burden.

If a sharp cut in the corporate income tax were made currently, it is clear
that the trade-unions would not, if they could help it, permit the corporations
to retain all the released excess earnings without staging a powerful drive for
higher wages. By the same token, a high corporate income tax operates as a
restraining influence on wages, since the corporations must struggle to retain
enough earnings after taxes for expansion amd indeed for survival.

I give herewith a table showing the course of profits before and after taxes
in selected high employment years from 1929 to the present. As everyone knows,
corporate incomes after taxes have been highly satisfactory, despite the greatly
increased corporate incone-tax rates. A coinlmonsense interpretation of the
figures indicates that the taxes were in fact for the most part widely diffused
throughout the priee-waae structure in a manner which throws serious doubt
on the thesis that any large amount of the tax was borne by the corporation.
To the extent that this is true, there is no double taxation.

TABLE-Corporate profits and taxes

[ha billions]

Cot jrome Corpoate Corporate
income taxes profits before profits aftei

taxes taxes

1929 --------------------------------------- $1 4 $9 8 $8.4
1941 7.8 17.2 9 4
1947-49 .............................. ..- 11 9 30 5 18 5
1951-52 -------------------------------------- 22.1 41.5 19. 4

Let us assume, however, for the sake of the argument that the corporation
does bear a considerable amount of the corporate income tax so that the stock-
holder is hit twice, first at the corporate level and then at the individual level.
Assuming this to be the case, relief for such double taxation could be sought in
various ways.

THi. Ph1OPOSI.1) 1111,1 IS IISIIIMINAIORY

The proposed bill is one of several methods, and in my judgment not by any
means the best one. Indeed I loeliexe there are serious objections to it. The
proposed bill is not equitable. It introduces i system of discrimination between
different classes of personal income receivers. Compare a stockholder who
receives his entire income from dividends with a worker who receives his entire
income from wages. Both men are assumed to have 3 dependents and both use
the 10-percent deductions method. The worker earning a $4,000 wage income
would pay $240 in Federal income taxes while the stockholder with the same
income would pay less than half this amount. A stockholder with a $9,000 divi-
dend income would pay less taxes than a wage or salary worker with $6,000
income.

This bill, if it becomes law, would discrunminate grossly in favor of income
from dividends to the disadvantage of wage or salary income. Earned income
would be penalized while property income from stocks would be unjustly favored.
Im the State of Massachusetts. on the other hand, it is felt that discrimintion
in favor of earmied income can socially be justified. In Massachusetts, earned
income pays 212 percent while income from dividends and interest pays 6 percent.
i time proposed bill, however, we have exactly the reverse-earned income is

penalized and dividend income is placed in a favored position.
I do not suggest that the Federal income tax should favor earned income.

Indeed the Massachusetts law provides in effect a kind of rough progressivity
in its income-tax structure since the dividend and interest recipients are for
the most part upper-nidlle class or well-to-do persons. A scheduled progres-
sive tax structure without discrimination is, however, to be preferred to the

45,994-54- 43
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Massachusetts system. The best rule is no discrimination. A classification

of personal incomes designed to favor a special class such as stockholders is

discriminatory and should not be tolerated.

OTHER METHODS OF PROVIDING RELIEF FOR DOUBLE TAXATION

Double taxation, if it is believed to be a serious problem, which I should

doubt, could be taken care f 1y other methods. One method would be to

apply the standard corporate tax rate on corporate profits less dividends and

a lower corporate tax rate on the part that is distributed. For example, the

corporation might pay 50 percent on the retained part and 40 percent on the

distributed part of corporate earnings. But the stockholder would pay the

same rate on his dividend income as any other income recipient.
Another way of providing relief would be simply to lower the corporate tax

rate.
Still another method would be that proposed by the CED. The CED pro-

posal is to be preferred to the proposed bill in the respect that the tax credit

allowed is included in the taxable income of the stockholder just as is done
in the case of the current withholding of wages at the source. The Treasury
proposal is defective in the respect that the tax credit is not added back into
income in the calculation of taxable income.

Under CED dividend relief proposal the taxpayer at all brackets of his
income would get a net increase of 10 percent in his income after taxes. Under
the proposed bill, however, the net percentage gain in income after taxes
would rise progressively the higher the income bracket. In the highest brackets,
the net increase in income after taxes would eventually reach 100 percent,
compared with the 10-percent increase in the CED proposal. Thus the pro.
posed bill favors stockholders in the upper income brackets in a highly dis.
criminatory manner.

Under the proposed bill the imputed part of the stockholders income (namely,
the 10 percent represented by his tax credit) pays no tax at all. If the prin-
ciple embodied in the proposed bill were applied to the individual income ta
generally, we should all be able to report our taxable income as income minus
taxes withheld at the source. If this principle were applied generally, a very
large amount of income would escape taxation altogether. By the same token,
under the proposed bill, a considerable amount of dividend income escapes
taxes altogether.

Whatever else is or is not done, this particular feature of the proposed bill
should at any rate be changed. In conformity with the existing practice with
respect to the individual income tax, taxable income from dividends should
include the income actually received plus the 10-percent tax credit to stock-
holders which it is assumed has been withheld and paid by the corporation.

WILL THE PROPOSED BILL STIMULATE INVESTMENT?

We come now to the question, Would the proposed bill, if it became law,
promote investment in business plant and equipment? In my judgment, it
would have little if any noticeable effect It is true that, to a degree, it would
tend to make stocks more desirable than now relative to bonds. The net effect
would be to close a little the current wide gap between the dividend yield and
interest rates. Tbeoretically, this sold tend to make it a little more favorable
for a corporation, seeking new funds in the capital market, to float stock issues
instead of bond issues. In practice, however, it appears that the factors
influencing the volume of stock issues in relation to bond issues are very complex
and it is not possible to reach a simple or easy conclusion. The nanrin between
dividend yields and interest rates is by no means determinineo. Thus, during
the 6 years 1922-27, inclusive, the spread between dividend yields, and interest
rates was much narrower than in recent years. Nevertheless, bond issues con-
stituted around 75 percent in botb periods. In the twenties our tax laws were
highly favorable both to stockholders and to corporations, compared to the recent
high rates. Nevertheless, the financing methods employed were substantially
the same in the two periods. It is true that in 192S-29, stimulated by the
highly Inflated stock market boom of the late twenties, the ratio of stock issues
to total issues rose to 45 and 62 percent respectively: but surely no one would
favor a return to this kind of stimulus to common stock flotations.

Superficially the tendency to raise capital, by borrowing, looks like bad prac-
tice. What is forgotten is that a very large part of new plant and equipment is
financed out of retained earnings. For this reason, the prevailing practice of
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financing around 75 percent of the total new issues by borrowing does not mean
that the corporate debt position is getting worse and worse. On the contrary,
the ratio of corporate debt to corporate assets is lower now than in the twenties.
This could not have happened had it not been true that retained earnings played
an overwhelmingly important part in capital formation.

We have just considered the matter of so-called double taxation from the
standpoint of the possible effect of the proposed tax relief on the financing
policies of the corporation But what about the stockholder? Will he not

be in a stronger position to supply funds to ihe capital market under the proposed
tax law? The answer, of course, is that the proposed tax relief will place
funds in the hands of stockholders whoo might possibly use them for invest-

- ment. But it does not follow that expenditures on plant and equipment will
therefore in fact be higher by this amount. The stockholder who enjoys a tax
cut may be quite uncertain about the future trend of the market and he may
wish to wait and see. He may therefore hold the extra funds as an idle balance

Q awaiting a favorable turn in the market. Or he may repay debt at the bank.
th t Neither of these actions will increase the aggregate demand for goods and

services. Finally, he may buy securities already outstanding. This also may
V have no effect on total spending. The seller of the securities may be advised,

as many currently are, to hold more of his assets in cash. It is a great over-
simplification to assume that a tax relief for stockholders will automatically
insure that funds thus released will be spent on new plant and equipment.

In a society such as ours with a hilh volume of retained earnings, with a
z- large flow of current savings flowing to financial institutions, with a large

volume of liquid asset holdings by corporations and individuals, and finally with
an elastic and responsive monetary and banking system, aggregate investment

, on plant and equipment is not appreciably limited by a shortage of investment
-. funds. This is not the problem in a country like the United States, and it

has not been a problem any time in recent years despite our high rate of taxa-
tion. The volume of expenditures on plant and equipment is rather determined

I L L by what businessmen regard as prudent investment taking account of cost-
I-,,,:, reducing improvements and the probable market for their products Availability

of investment funds is not a significant limiting factor in a country like the
United States. It is true that small and growing concerns are handicapped more
or less in their access to investment funds. Here guaranty and insurance ar-

- rangements might be devised to alleviate this situation. But the problem
should be attacked directly. It is not probable that the proposed bill is an
answer to the problem of adequate financing for small and growing companies.

SHOULD WE NOW STIMULATE CONSUMPTION?

The proposed tax relief for stockholders cannot, I think, be realistically
[ regarded as a significant factor tending to raise the level of capital investment

in producers' plant and equipment.
Next I should like to consider the question: At this time should tax relief

be designed to stimulate investment, or should it be designed to raise con-
sumption? Under existing circumstances, it seems clear to me that stimulus to
consumption is the correct policy. At any rate, I have seen nothing that seems
to be at all convincing on the other side. Indeed under prevailing conditions
it would seem to me that the best way to stimulate investment is to stimulate
consumption.

We have been building plant and equipment at a very high rate ever since
the end of the Second World War. During the last 8 years we have invested
$240 billion in new producers' capital-in manufacturing, mining, transporta-
tion, public utilities, agriculture, and other business ventures. The current
level of investment is $38 billion per year, or $28.4 billion if agriculture and
outlays charged to current account are excluded. We have been catching up
on the backlog of capital requirements created by the forced wartime curtail-
ment of private investment outlays. This new equipment represents the most
modern and improved techniques. Of late we have been developing excess

a capacity in some lines. The recent annual capital outlays have been running
at a level considerably above normal. They have been high enough not only to

red1  take care of new technological development and the normal growth require-
hi ments, but also to make good the accumulated shortages caused by the war.
ofl5 The recent rate of capital formation is clearly higher than the long-run main-

tainable rate. It is not financially prudent to build more plant and equipment
h lf than we can profitably employ. Once the most modern techniques have been
:pai installed and some degree of excess capacity becomes more or less the general
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rule, then the ; olume of new capital formation must settle down to a more
moderate rate-a rate lower than the one we have had during the catching
lip period but high enough adequately to take care of new techniques and
the continued growth of the economy. But it is surely unwise recklessly to go

on adding more and more plant and equipment without regard to an appropriate
balance between capital stock and consumption. There is a danger in artifi-
cially overstimulating capital formation in producers' plant and equipment

without regard to the problem of final demand.
What we need now, as I see it, is more housing, more schools and hospitals

and other much needed community facilities, and also more private consump-
tion. If these areas are stimulated, there will lie less danger if running into

excess capacity of producers' capital. We can, however, create a new demand
for producers' plant and equipment by raisin the level of expenditures on
housing, public construction, and private consumptitn. This seems to me to

make sense, and it is, I think, good economics.
I conclude therefore that it is sound public policy at this time to stimulate

private consumption by means of a tax cut. The recent cuts in excises are a
step in the right direction. But this is not enough. It appears that it Will be
necessary, if we are to recover maximum production and employment, to cut
the individual income tax.

SAliOiS METiiOiS TO c'[T IN(OME TAXES AN N( INCREASE CONSU\iPTION

There are various ways in which consumption can be stimulated by a reduc-
tion in individual income taxes. In particular, the three main approaches that
have been suggested may be briefly summarized as follows:

() Allow a fixed tax credit per dependent. This would be a fiat per capita
reduction for each taxpayer anti dependent regardless of the income status of the
taxpayer. In other words. the absolute amout of the tax credit Wiould be the
same to each taxpayer having, the same number of dependents without regard to
his income status. obviously . the practical effect under this inethod xvould be
ho give almost all the tax relief to lhe lower income classes For each dollar
lost biy the Government. it would provide the maximum stimulus to consumption.

(ib) A seciind nethod woull lie to increase personal exemptions. This would
xive soinewhat larger absolute tax relief to higher incomes than Would be the

case with the first method lisi-ussel above. Neverleless. the hulk of the tax
relief would flow to the lower income classes. This method, therefore, would be
:ltist equally Lotent to increase consumption

(r) A third method would be to iut the rate (in the first $50) (or perhaps the
first $1,000) of taxable income to 1t percent. A fourth variantli would lit some
combination of (lo) nni (r) as suggested( in earlier hearings heftire this con-
mittee.

Each of the following tax cuts means a reduction in tax revenues of about
$21 billion : (1) A $2)) credit per dependent, (2) an increase of $100 in personal
exemptions (raising exemptions to $700). (3 1 a i-ul in the tax rate of the first
$500 of taxable income to 10 pencet. Anin-rease of personal exelnptions to $700
combined With a c-ut to 1t percent in the tax rate in the first $500 of taxable
income would mean an aggregate reduction of about $41,/ billion.

AT (uRR]NT CONS \EiR PRI'S EXEMPTIONS ARE TOO LOW

Any one of tile tax methods iutlined alive are more or less equally potent as
illealls ti stimulate consuililin lan 1(l o iVercolle the current recession. From
the standlpit of strut-tural refiirm tif ilie tax system, lii ever, there is some-
thing to lie said in fax or (if raising liersonal exemlitions to $710) or even to $800.
Two considerations colie to miil. The first coinsileration relates lo the un-
doubted fait that the present exemption is abnormally low in terms of the current
ctst of living. In the act of May 1944 lbe exemption was fixed at $500. Since
then tile consumer price index has Inc eased liy more than 50) percent. In terms,
therefore, of the 1944 standard, the exemption ought now to be set at say $750
if the itost of living is taken as a criteriin. Amther possible basis for comparison
wo mld lie lile average per caphita income of individuals in 19)44 iln relation to the
current per capita income. Today the average per capita income of individuals
is 60 percent or more above the 1944 average. In order to place personal exemp-
tions at the samme ratio to per capita income as the ratio prevailing in 1944 we
should have to raise exemptitins to $800. This would seem to be a reasonable
proposition. Thus in terms of the rise in the cost of living since 1944, exemp-
tions should ie raised to $750, and in terms of time current average per capita
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money income. exeiliptiolls should lie increased to $SOO. Taking a (elut of both
criteria, the $800 exemption vould appear to be a reasonable figure. The $1601)
exemption adopted in April 1914S is an inldequtIe adjustment to the major
changes that have occurred sine 1944. There ,an lt, no iiuit that the relative
lax position of the lower bracket income taxpayers has worsened since 1944 Iby
reason if the major changes to which I hav, referred.

A MiiiAD NtO 1 F-TAX Ii \ 51.

Tie peritentage of income receivers subject too Federal income tax today would

be as large at an $,844 personal exemption as in 1944 at the $500 exemption. If
.500 was a reasonable personal exemttiiin in 1144, when we needed a very broad
Income-tax base to finance the war. then the lii esent tliy equivalent in real terms,
iiaiiely, $80,0, must be regarded as fair and rellsonalile. By lowering the exemp-
tions during the Second World War we enornously broadened the tax base.
Indeed the number of tax returns filed increased froii 7.5 million iii 199 to
47 million in 1944. Today's monetary equivalent of the wartime exemptions is,
1s I have shown, $8100. An adjustment to this level would till "'ive us as broad
a tax base as we had during the war.

Low INCeOMES PAY 111011 TAXES

But there is another equally fundamental reason why $801 is not too high a
figure. And the reason is this: Takin. account of all taxes, Feiteral, State and
local, a disproportionately high rate of taxes is paid by the lower-il-ome groups in
relation to inconie. The lutist author ritative stidy oil progressivity in tie entire
tax structure, taklin a(.ounit (if all taxes. direct and indirect, is that by Prof.
R. A. Musgrave, of the LUnix en-sity of Icbigan. He shw)s that the lowest-incolle
recipients (with ii' laes under $1,00)) actually pay a higher proportion of income
in taxes than those with incomes froii $1,000 to $51000 despite the fact that this
liwest-imicome grup would ill imany eases tie entirely exempt from Federal income
taxes . Iiideed whei ill the indirect taxes ire tiken account of, this group pays
23.6 percent of their incolnte in talxi's, while those with incoilies from $1,000 to
$5,10l pay iil tie average less. naiael.,. 21 :; percent of inc.oiime. Even the $5,0)4)
to $7,500 class pays a slightly siialler percent of income in taxes-the figure is
23.1 percent-than the class vith less than $1,0))) of icine. Thus tur entire tax
structure, Federal, State aid local, hoes not really begin to become progressive
until the income level of $7,500 is reached IlL ternis of an equitable prograssive-
tax structure, taking acciiunt of ill taxes, the tax burle (on incomes below $4,0011
is toi high. Ali $8110 exemption would give us a liore equitable lotal tax structure.

It voiuld be a great mistake, in our Federal system, to judge the tax structure
merely in terms of the Federal incline tax alone. It is ii t true that the fami
lies which would be taken iiff the Federal income-tax rolls, ly raising the exempt
lions to $8141 would pay nit taxes. They xv uld indeed still le carrying a dispr-
portionate load in terms of an equitable progressive tax structure.

Nor is it true that the general mlss (of consumers lie quit(' uncinsvius iif the
indirect taxes which they pay. I suggest that peotile are quite alive to the fact
that they pay gasoline taxes, tobacco taxes, entertainment taxes, personal-prop-
erty taxes, and even taxes on rented residential property since the landlord is
not likely to let renters forget that the rent must cover the property taxes. It
is, I think, an error to argue that families at the liwer-inceime scale would not
pay their fair share of the total tax burden if we adopted the $800 exemption
level.

Au $800 exellitii today would give us approximately the same number of
taxpayers in relation to population as the $5(0 base (lid in 1944. In the event of
a serious deterioration in the international situation requiring enlarged military
expenditures, the $80) exempti(on would give us abit the same number of tax-
payers, ii either words, as broad a tax base as we had in the Second World War.
The tax base in real terms would in fact be much greater since average per capita
ininue inl real terms is much higher now than in 1942-45.
To sum u) I conclude that aii increase of exemptions to $80)0 is realistic and

justifiable (1) because the rise in cost if living indicates an adjustment ili per-
sinal exemptions, 1ind (2) because tier capita money incomes are now much
higher, and exemptions should bear a ieasoalble relation tii the level of money
incomes. The tax structure would become increasingly regressive if exemptions
were not adjusted toi major changes in the cost of living, or xvere not raised to keep
stepi with increases ill per capita money income.
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CYCI ICAL CHANGES IN FIRST BRACKET RATES

For myself, however, I should not wish to go beyond the $800 exemption figure.
If more consumer tax relief is necessary in order to promote maximum employ-
ment and production, I should want to turn next to a cut in rates, and not to fur-
ther increases in exemptions. My reasons are as follows: First, I should want
to retain as broad a tax base as is consistent with a fair and equitable progres-
sive tax structure taking account of all taxes. direct and indirect. Confronted
NN ith re;ilitis which cannot quickly Ibe changed, low exemptions in the Federal in-
come tax make our aggregate tax structure unduly regressive. On the other
hand, however, I should wish to retain as broad a Federal income-tax base as is
reasonable in view of the considerations to which I have referred. The Federal
income should remain the core of our tax structure, and as such it should have a
broad base upon which to operate.

My second reason for turning next to rate cuts rather than further increases
in exemptions beyond the $800 level is that exemptions should, as I see it, be set
in terms of long-run considerations of equity and faiinc-s to the lower-income
groups. Exemptions should be changed only as the cost of living changes or as
per capita money incomes change. But rates can and should be changed cyclic-
ally according to the requirements of continuing economic stability. Rates
should be lowered when employment and production are falling, and rates should
be increased when necessary to restrain inflationary tendencies.

Here the question will certainly be raised if there is not danger of going too far.
The answer is to be found. I think, in the President's Economic Report. The
report wisely counsels that the Government must be prepared to reverse itself
if it finds it has gone too far. Unless we are prepared to do this, we shall
never dare to act promptly and effectively.

HIGHER CONSrML'TION OR MORE RECESSION

An increase in disposable income is the surest and quickest way, I think, to
increase consumer spending. If personal income after taxes (i. e., disposable
income) is raised by, say, $4 billion or $5 billion, the net effect of the increased
spending will be to raise aggregate income of the country as a whle by con-
siderably more than this amount. A part of the increased spending will flow
to business in higher profits, a part to Government in higi tax revenues, and a
part to currently unemployed wage earners. Thus, the process of spending the
released tax money causes a further increase in income beyond the initial
increase due to the tax cut. Experience shows that an initial and sustained
boost to disposable income of $4 billion or $5 billion may raise aggregate income
by perhaps double this amount after taking account of tie secondary or induced
effects.

Federal Government spending is down this year by around $3 billion, and cur-
tent plans appear to indicate a further decline by $5 billion to $6 billion next year
If this were all that had to be offset in order to maintain full employment, the
problem would be relatively easy But this is not the cose. Gain, in produc-
tivity are fairly steadily being made each year, and this means that the same
output can be produced with fewer and fewer workers. Around 1.2 million
workers are displaced each year by technological progress. In addition, about
700,000 additional workers enter the labor market over anil above the older
workers who are leaving the labor market each year. Thus, if we should simply
hold our own, maintaining a gross national product equal to our "second best
year"-a phrase which is now becoming popular-we should be adding nearly
2 million to the rank, of the unemployed each yeair. Because of these growth
factors in our economy, we have to add from $12 billion to $15 billion to our GNP
each year in order to maintain maximum employment and production. Our
problem is. therefore, not merely to offset the decline in Federal spending, but
much lore to take up the growth slack.

Now where can we look for expansion? I do not believe it is realistic to
expect capital outlays on plant and equipment either this year or next to
exceed the extraordinary high levels reached in recent years. As far as I know
no one has suggested that such an increase is likely to occur. The reasons for
this are obvious. Outlays on plant and equipment have been stimulated to very
high levels since 1950 by the vast military buildup and by the 5-year amortiza-
tion program. We are now over this hump. This artificial stimulus is now
diminishing. Moreover, the accumulated backlog of capital requirements be-
queathed by the war-created shortages have by now been filled or largely so
Even with the stimulus of accelerated depreciation as proposed in the current
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tax bill, we could scarcely hope to maintain, and certainly not to exceed, the
recent high levels of inestrwitt in plant and equipment. The offsets to the
decline in Federal spending must b' outglt else here. Housing and public con
struction could lie greatly exp:aded, but 1 find, I regret to say, altogether too
little support for a lr i'all much be> end the levels reached in these areas in
the recent past Ther,' ronaIts then only c'isunption. Andt as far as I call
see, consumptii n would need lo increase $15 to $20 billion or so if we are to
approach maximunt production and elployient.

Expansion tends to feotd oil itself just as contrition tends to feed oit itself.
If we can get expansion of employment and income going again, that in turn
stimulate, lurth,- expansion. Aggreaate wages will rise, not merely from grow-
ing employment but also from higher wage rates in line with rising per worker
productivity.

In a growing economy aggregate expenditures must increase from year to
year beyond ea-n iear's earned income level. An expanding GN' must be fed
from credit expansion. hioith public and private.

If a recession is allowed to deepen, a deficit is inevitable. A sharp fall in
national income will autimatically result in an increase in the public debt. And
if an attempt is nade to balaitee tile budget, either by cutting expenditures or
raising taxes, or Ioth, aicome ii ill lie driven down still further. In these circumn-
stances, the ratio of delit to national inconte will le worsened. If, however, bold
steps are taken to briii ab)ot reco eiy, the debt will inded rise, but income will
also rise. Thus a positiv-e lirograit of expansion will not only provide ittore
employment and rising his in, standards, bit also a wore favorable ratio of debt
to national income th.i cotild possibly be the case if a recession were allowed
to develop.

Our goal is art expaniling and balanced economy. The guidiltg principle of
fiscal policy should b to balart loan financing \ith tax financing soit as to lre-
vent both inflation aid dthlla n iind t liromtote out full productive potential.

lIZEstNlNI tilt l i il. ('t1 iMsl \ i' l:E iBY C'IARI 1 . .Ji NSON, AS THE AT'rotNEY OF
Fottco ( II ',4 io.., Rl i.i\Ni0 (41 tss In , AMxsIOx FLAT GL.ss Co., AND
H_\iriNit (It_ss (o, Exst IIPlt IN TilE 2AN1FACTILIF AND MARKETING OF FLAT
(~ s PiAni )oln(I S IL '1i xIn;t iTI. STAtIEs

MAY 4, 1954.

To i'ti Jl(oriit bhl E/ iunt it P Aillihtt, (t 'air iai und fth Mel tbers of the
('otttttttc( on Fitit'c f tit Unttd Statcs iScmtti':

(4-NTrEIMEN : llis statement relates to subchapter C, Corporate Distributions
nd Adjustinteit, oif Ii. II. mvS t, ant especially to rte amnout otf income includible
ih. anl the recgititilil if gain or liss tie result of, statutory mergers or
'onsolidatitts

Ill tirder ti Icesent the ihrvrent inc tiers tntident to any attempt to rebuild a
i'imprehensi e revenue code, rind tte el tt thereof oil the legitimate activities
iif ctrli'Ii lollts p, ltig c i ilitt it itt'iessaly ti state briefly 'ertain
facts, and to) pre-ellt iii1t lu-. its tlt refr nit

]'tinrri-o (itrtss ('it tolail Glass 'o, Adaniston lltt iilass ',o., and Harding
(i :t ss ('i. ie.' WVest Viloinia ci rlioratitnit now, and for tnany years last past have
been, elt-aied in prodiwing i iatijnat'kfing flat ilas5 tit'odn.ts consisting in great
volune of window aass These conipl:tlies will be referred to as Fourco, Rol-
land, Adamston, and I-larding.

tolland was ,ors:iled as a i'orlration about 19(15 by a few stockholders,
and has .Slice tIt trite, with few l it errtttItions, cotitinuously engaged in the
manufacture and marketing ,if flat glass at ('larlsburg, V. Va In l1933 Rolland
It rcln se lndco'til a lo it iv iti i lii'i- 'flt' sI percent of the capital stock of
AMal n usttll wlili tas theirn 0ng:lued ilt lii' like lotsiniess. the two factories being
within alntist a stite'sI lirow of ech olier. Al.kiit.ton lis been since the above
late. with few interrultiii. t.,tinl n sly eitgnged in the production n anti mar-
ketttg of flat glass.

About 1!."5 Ftoureti was organized as a selling agency of not only the products
if Rolland and Adltmstion. buti of anottier inldependent glass citnpany Later

Fourct, whose stock is now owned itt equal parts by Roland and Ailamston,
pureltrsed all of the capital stock of lHarding. with its plant at Fort Smith, Ark.
Harding has been, since such acquirement, engaged, with few interruptions, in
the manufacture and mrtrketing (if fiat glass rducts. The three Inanufac-
turing plants have entployeii the sanitle process of nanufatutre, itats regularly
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employed, and (lo now employ, substantially 1,500 persons, and have combined

assets, together with Fourco, of substantially $9 million. Their debts are only

those incident to operation expenditures.
The sti cks of these corporations arc not listed on any exchange. Rolland has

now 2, 5 shareholders and Adainston has now 25 shareholders. All if these corn-

panics. exieplting RIolland, ha\e outstanding common stock of the par value of

$1i0. lilland has cnmon stock of he like par value and preferred stock of

$5)) par value.
In 195:1 the managing officers and larger stockholders embarked on a plan of

eilher tie, cinsolidati n of iall of these corporations into one, or, as finally

adopted, the merger of Adainston with and into Rolland, and the absorption

later of Fourco and Harding into Rolland. Plans of merger or consolidation

require from 6 months to 1 year fur accomplishment, largely because of the

ireparation of accurate balance sheets, the fixing of values, the necessity of a

certificate from the Treasury Department that gain or loss will not result, and

the necessity of compliance with time elements of the State statutes regulating

mergers and consolidations.
In October 1953, a form of merger agreement, of Adamston into Rolland,

together with supporting facts usually required, were presented to the Internal

Revenue Department, the acting chief iof reorganization and dividend branch

thereof then being Frances 11 Rapp. tii prcure the usual certificate that the

iioposed merger would result iii no taxable gain or deductible loss under the

provisions of the code of 1939, and especially section 112 (g) (1) (A). On

ie(einber 21, 1953. the usual certificate was issued freeing the same, except

for cash to be haid for partial shares. from taxable gain ir deductible loss

The lnerger agreement was then executed by a majority of the directors of

Rolland and Adaniston. on January 1I), 1954. Thereafter itiies were given

of a meeting of the stockholders if each corporation to be held separately to

adopt iir reject the executed merger aLreement. After Compliance as to notice

:id plilicatioi thereof, stockhildelrs meetings were held inIl March 30, 1954,

and the merger agreement was adopted by each company.

A few days before March 30, 1954, H. It 8300 was passed by the House, which

did, in sime particulars, change the cide of 1931 under which the Department

issued the certificate of no gain ir deductible loss as the result of the merger.

In my judgment the certificate. given in good faith. would be nullified by the

provisions of H. H. 8300.
At the tine (if the passage if H 1. s:1O0 a statement was made by the

Honorable Iavid A. Rv.4d, i'hairnan of thii Iiuse Ways and leans Committee,
as follows.

"Some qijiestiols lIave bicen raised ionceriil." the effective date of certain

provisions in sulichapter C if chapter 1 of subtitle A of H. R. 8300, relating to
' lp'rahv ilistriblutiioiis and adjustments.
"It was not our intention in H. R. 8300 to prevent transactions which qualify

:is reoraiizatiiis within tie ilefiniton iin setiin 112 4g) (I ) of the Internal

lo\eiiie Coisle if 1t)89 from heinz carried out tax free where a resolution

ithited by the slarehioliers or I)ard t"i directors iii or before March 9,

154.'
('1lier ihe aplli aliie provisiin oif H. Il. 300), now x being considered by the

elate, for the pliriose if deteriliinina whatever gain iir loss shall result from

lnIol"ler.s or , iiislidltiiis, cpoiiatiiins are classified as publicly held or closely

iel, sections 354 (b) and 5). Neither Adainstin nor RHolland is a publicly

helt co rpol';ition uinler these iirovisii is Fewer than 11) shareholers own.

ill eac-h ilillliv. mnore than 5) lenient of the stoik. The implication, if not

Ilhc direct hpurpiise, of that ilassili.ation, is to deny to all corporations, other

than publicly held corporations, the protection theretofore extended to all corpo-

rationis fliiii gainl ri dhctiile loss the result (if merger, unless from such

llodlger 
, there result a stc ckoiwiership) situation described in section 359 (c).

In tulrn. se tiiii :;5) (c) is subijeit tii the pro\ isiois if (c) (2). and this, ill turn,

is modified by section 311.
The elfective late (if that prim\is n1, and all those provisions related for

le tirpse of as, ertaining gain or loss. apparently was intended to be March 9.

1954. The result of that effective date, if the Senate should approve, might

be construed tip deny not only to holand and Adamston, liit to deny to many

other properly and legitimately organized and conducted corporations, mergers,

or cuoisolidations which are. ill 11ily 11ins(anes, so necessary to efficiency ill

management and ecionoical operation, iir in anywise desirable for legitimate

I)llP4ses.
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Rolland, Adamston, and also Fourco and Harding, are corporations of long
standing, well financed and of demonstrated ability to earn a profit; each is
solvent; and the merger plan carried no purpose to evade the law or procure
undue advantage in income liability under the Revenue Code of 1939. The sole
purpose is to secure the most efficient management and economical operation
so necessary in this present day of demonstrated home and foreign competition
in tile flat-glass business. At this time competitive flat glass is being supplied
in ever increasing volume from Japan, Belgium, France, and other foreign
countries, where conditions are such that glass made in those countries can be
marketed, and are now being marketed in large volume, in the United States
for less than the coist of the like glass in this country by those producing the
sarle.

If a chaue is to be made in the law relating to gain or deductilile loss the
result of mergers and consolidations, it certainly seems reasonable, that those
corporations which are, pendioc enactment of the new Revenue ,(de, acting
in good faith, should have protection against an effective date which would
destroy the work of a year; nullify certificates already granted by time Revenue
Department : and in fact deny that plan of effticient and economical management
so necessary to existence.

Certain sections of the code of 1954 relating to corporate organizations, acqui-
sitions, and separations, and especially sections 854 and 35, are in part an
endeavor to correct w ell-known evils resulting from simulated, as distinguished
from honest and normal, business activities (if corloratioins, in mergers arid
acqnisitins of independent, allied, or competitive companies. It is difficult to
understand how these eilis may be corrected by a general classiicatir of cor-
lorations in thise where less than l0 shareholders own nore than 50 percent
of the mtstanding stiik, aril so-called publicly held corporations, or by basing
legitimacy upon percentage of stockholdings resulting from the merger. The
nornmality of corporate acts have no relation to, and should noit be determined
by. the number of sharehl ders. It is well known that with most corporations
a few shareholders, whether they be corlorations having moire than a million
shareholders, or corporations with but a few shareholders, actually control the
policies of the company. The evils sought to be cured are to be found in both
publicly held corporations with many shareholders and in corporations with
but few shareholders The remedy should be by direct attack, and should not
be si applied as to condemn and inflict punishrnrt on all corporations where
the stock is not publicy held, or the validity is based on resultant perientagis
of ownership. I think it may be safely asserted that a few people still have the
right, through the medium of a corporate organization, to engage in Iusiness,
without a penalty because the public is not invited to participate in their profits
the result if their skill and toilsome management, or because any acquisition of
property, by merger, consolidation, or otherwise, does not result in a fixed
formula of stock ownership after acquisition.

The immoral attempt to classify corporations, to the detriment of those
having bit a few sliireholders, amounts tii a diserininatimi which may be
unlawful. The morality, righteousness, and the acts of a corporation should
not be determined by the number of shareholders or the provisions of section 359
of the new code.

No doubt there were in course of accomplishment, or if not in course of
accomplishment, then in contemplation, at the time (if the enactment by the
House of the Revenue Code of 1954, many mergers and consolidations which
could not have been open to the clar, e of simulated or perverted purposes or
not in the public interest. Ours was one. The Lanod and necessary and lawful
purposes of all these were frozen by the uncertain dangers of an imposed and
deterring tax liability. Doubts will continue long after enactment.

The new ciide lhrs not yet been adopted and what the provisions ultimately
will be one cannot know. This situation points to one remedy.

The provisions of the Revenue Code of 1954. subchapter C, relating to cor-
porate distributions and adjustments, in whtever firm it may ultimately be,
should lie made effective so as not to disturb the orderly processes of business
either in course of accomplishment or contemplation. After having read the
learned discussion by Mr..J. S. Seidinan, acting for American Institute of
Accountants, I believe that if the code is to be enacted at this session the effec-
tive date of subchaptPr C, and specifically Part III(-Corporate Organizations,
Acquisitions, tind Separations, so far as it relates to corporate distributions.
acquisitions, aid adjustments, should lie deferred until, at the earliest. Decem-
ber 31, 1954.

45994-54--44
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That part thereof relating to the classification of corporations should be
modified to serve the purpose intended, and to prevent the evil sought to be
remedied, and not so as to discriminate against and condemn the legitimate
acts of corporations solely on the basis of their number of shareholders, or the
percentage of ownership of stock resulting from any such acquisition. A sum-
mary of the fiscal data relating to the plan of merger, the number of stockholders,
the intercompany stockholdings, etc., is attached hereto as a part hereof.

The foregoing is submitted to those engaged in the laborious task of recodifi-
cation, with that respect so justly due them for their studied efforts and with
the confidence that these enumerated suggestions must be heeded to prevent

gross wrong even though in principle not intended.
Respectfully submitted.

CHARLES B. JOHNSON,
Attorney for the Fourco group of companies listed above.

Facts as to the Rolland Glass Co. and Adamston Flat Glass Co. merger

1. FACTS AS TO COMMON STOCKHOLDERS

Rolland Adamston

Number of shares of common stock outstanding ----------------------------- 9,600 4,440
Par value of all shares outstanding ------------------------------------------ $960,000 $444,000
Number of common shareholders ..-- 25 21
Number of shares of Adamston owned by Rolland Glass Co ..............................- 3,693
Number of shares of Adamston and Rolland owned by the Eugene Rolland Inc

Estate .................................................................... 5,180 55
Number of shares owned by 4 others owning stock in both companies -------- 1,235 53
Number of Adamston shares owned by 19 persons owning no Rolland stock__ 639
Number of Rolland shares owned by 16 persons owning no Adamston stocks- 3, 185..........

Total common shares -------------------------------------------- 9, 600 4, 440

2. FACTS AS TO PREFERRED STOCKHOLDERS

Rolland Glass Co., has 27 preferred shareholders owning 5,760 shares of its $3 preferred, $50 par value, at
nonvoting; all but 4 of these shareholders own all the common stock of Rolland. The plan of merger con- duw
templates no change in the preferred. These shares and holders thereof will remain the same. ta

3. FACTS AS TO DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK OF MERGED COMPANY dec

Rolland Adamston

Values used as a basis of dividing equities between the stockholders of yea
both companies ------------- - ----------------------------- - - - - - - -- $3, 762, 444.69 $3,134, 402.31

Percentage of values of each company ---- -- - - - 45. 4468876 55. 5531124

Division of 140,400 new $10 par value shares to the stockholders of each Of11
company--------------------------------------------------- 76, 592.57 63,807.43 It

Portion of shares representing Adamston's equity to go to Rolland's
shareholders ----------------------------------------------------------- 53, 072. 51 (53,072.51) epa

Number of shares to be issued to Rolland shareholders ------------------- 129, 665.08 ----------------- been
Number of shares to be issued to Adamston minority shareholders ------- ---------------- 10, 734.92 ic

I
R111CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, was

New York, N. Y., 4pril 29, 1954.H=on. EUGENE D. MiLLI[KIN,DDr

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, A
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. Cool

DEAR SENATOR MILLIKIN: The National Committee on Federal Taxation of this
institute has observed with satisfaction the favorable comments on H. R. 8300
which have been made by the principal groups which have appeared before you.
We wish to endorse these comments. The bill is a stupendous document and this 111
is a magnificent tribute to those who have so painstakingly rewritten, re-
arranged, revised, and expanded the 1939 code. '41

It is not possible that so enormous an undertaking as H. R. 8300 could be t
completed without its containing provisions which could be improved and 4l0t
omitting provisions which would be desirable additions. The recommendations nib]
which are attached to this letter doubtless include some which have already
been brought to your attention and even some which have already teen accepted. 111
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We include them all in the belief that the record should state our position on
those matters which appear to us to be of the greatest significance.

We do not believe that in the limited time which has been available we have
necessarily discovered all items on which we might wish To comment. However,
we believe that such matters, whenever they arise, will continue to receive the
helpful and cooperative consideration of Mr. Stain and his staff.

Early in 1953 the national committee on Federal taxation of the Controllers
Institute of America prepared and submitted a group of recommendations,
some of which are incorporated in H. R. 8300. It has made recommendations in
connection with corporate tax matters continuously for many years. The at-
tached recommendations are the result of comments and suggestions received in
response to invitations to the institute's 4,300 members. We regret that they
are being presented so late, but the time has been short and the members of our
committee have, of course, been particularly busy with the tax returns of their
several companies.

Very truly yours,
WnFRED GODFREY,

Chairman, National Committee on Federal Taxation.

RECOMMENDATIONS WITH RESPECT TO H. I. 8300

(Controllers Institute of America, 1 East 42d Street, New York, N. Y.)

The following represents the recommendations of members of Controllers
Institute, through its national committee on Federal taxation:

ACCOUNTING METHODS

Section 462 of H. R. 8300 provides that deductions may be taken for reserves
in respect of certain estimated expenses. This is an important step toward the
conforming of tax accounting to generally accepted accounting principles.

We believe that the section should state plainly that, in the year in which esti-
mated expenses are first deducted, the actual losses of such year are also de-
ductible. This conforms to the treatment of bad debts under existing law. A
taxpayer who changes from the actual loss to the reserve method is allowed to
deduct the provision for future losses as well as the actual losses.

LIFO INVENTORY METHOD

The law dealing with involuntary liquidation of inventories during the war
years (1941-47) was designed to allow the costs of the year of liquidation to be
charged with the replacement cost of such liquidated inventory rather than its
inventory cost. This provision applied to replacements made before the end
of 1950-extended to the end of 1952 by Public Law 919 (1951).

It was obviously assumed that taxpayers could be expected to make such
replacements by the end of 1952 and, in particular, that replacement goods would
be available. The facts have proved to be otherwise. Not only have taxpayers
been unable in many instances to obtain goods to replace their wartime liquida-
tions, but they have suffered further involuntary liquidations. Provision was
made for certain of these later liquidations by Public Law 919 (1951), which
allowed a similar adjustment for involuntary liquidations during 1950-53 as
was originally allowed for wartime liquidations. This is extended to include
1954 by section 1321 of H. R. 8300. Adjustment for these years is conditioned
on replacement being made before 1956.

At this point there existed three periods in which involuntary liquidation
could occur-194 1- 4 7, 1948-49, and 1950-53. No adjustment was permitted in
respect of liquidations in the middle period, 1948-49. Furthermore, as replace-
ments made during 1951 and 1952 could have applied to involuntary liquidations
in either the first or the last of the three periods, it was necessary to determine
how replacements were to be applied. This was done by section 306 of the Reve-
nue Act of 1951, which provided that involuntary liquidations during 1950-53
should be treated as having occurred prior to 1941-47 liquidations. This, added
to the existing provision that replacements were to be deemed to apply to the
most recent liquidations, resulted in the replacements during 1952-55 being
applied to liquidations in this order-1948-49, 1941-47, and 1950-53.

It is desirable and proper that the right of replacement of wartime involuntary
liquidations should be extended. The present emergency has prevented the re-
placement of many items. It is also desirable that replacements should be
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applied to 1941-47 involuntary liquidations before liquidations occurring during
1948-49. Accordingly, we recommend that the replacement period for 194147
involuntary liquidations be extended at least through 1955, and that replace-
ments be applied first to involuntary liquidations of the 1941-47 period and
then to such liquidations of the current emergency period (1950-54).

A year in which involuntary liquidation takes place remains open, for tax
purposes, until the year of replacement. We recommend that the income of the
year of involuntary liquidation should be adjusted by the difference between the
inventory cost and the current replacement cost of the liquidated items. The
difference between such current cost and the replacement cost as determined in
the year of actual replacement could be adjusted in such year. If replacement
is not made the interim adjustment should be reversed in the last year in which
replacement would have been recognized.

ACCRUAL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXES

The provisions of section 461 (c) represent a desirable step toward the de-
termination of taxable income in accordance with _,enerally accelited accounting
principles. In making the new rule mandatory, however, this section creates a
serious problem for taxpayers who have been keeping their books in accordance
with existing law. The problem can best be illustrated by an example.

Assume that under present law a tax imposed for the calendar year 1954 has
been deemed to accrue on Novmber 1, 1M53, its lien date. Under section 461 (c)
(1), this tax would be deductible in 1954. Under the special rules provided in
section 4(;1 (c) (2, however, if the tax were allowable, as it is in this example,
as a 1958 deduction under the 19,9 code, the tax is not allowable as a 1954
deduction. This provision is apparently considered necessary to present the
doduitioi of the same tax twice.

The taxpayer in this example is assumed to have been keeluinu his books in
a .(ordaiice with the present tax rule. T, avoid distortion of financial operating
results, he will undoubtedly wish to continue to accrue real property taxes for
book purposes on the same basis, as otherwise his operations for the transition
year would not include any charge for real-estate taxes. Section 461 (c) (2),
however, would mt permit a deduction in the transition year for the real-estate
taxes which consistent accounting practice would require the taxpayer to accrue.

Section 461 (c) will be very helpful to taxpayers who have been keeping
their books by the method (contemplated in that section. Clearly, however, tax-
payers who have been keeping their books on a basis consistent with present
tax law should not be required to make a change. Section 461 (c) should be
made elective rather than mandatory.

Another point which deserves consideration is the fact that section 461 (c) as
written applies only to real-property taxes. There would seem to be no reason
why the same principle should not be made applicable to personal-property taxes
or any other taxes which relate to a definite period of time.

EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTIONS

The treatment of section 421 (a) (1), (2), and (3) should be extended, without
reference to any of the percentage requirements or other restrictive rules found
in section 421, to the broad type of employee stock option plans or stock purchase
plans which are generally available on a nondiscriminatory basis in proportion
to salary level to all employees meeting certain minimum service requirements.
If any restrictions are attached, they should lie along the linps of requiring that
the stock lie common stock, the vaiue of the shares for which each employee is
permitted to subscribe in any year bi less than a percent (considered by Congress
reasonable) of his total compensation from the employer, the total number of
shares deliverabhl to employees in any year under the plan be less than a percent
(considered by Congness reasonable) of the total number of shares of the
offering corporation issued and outstanding at the beginning of such year, and
the number of shares deliverable ti, any employee in any year under the plan
Ibe less than a percent (considered by Congress reasonable) of the total number
of shares of the offering corporation issued and outstanding at the beginning of
such year.

ITnder present economic and social conditions, the primary or even an inci-
dental purpose of such stock purchase plans is not to provide additional compen-
sation to employees but to interest employees generally in the mana'_ement side
of the business and to take advantage of an important and hitherto untapped
source of equity capital. There is a rising concern over the shift in corporate
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financing from equity to borrowed capital, and provisions of the sort suggested
here will help to curl) this shift. The universal application of unnecessarily
restrictive rules to all stock option or stock purchase plans, regardless of the
number of shares available to each employee or the amount of alleged compen-
sation which may be derived in any case, merely serves to impede or prevent
their use in circumstances where sound business judgment might otherwise
dictate that they be adopted. The accounting burdens involved in applying
a section like section 421 to a large plan make it virtually impossible to apply
the section.

AFFILIATED GROUPS (EM PLOYEE BENEFITS)

Many plans cover more than (one corporation and within a corporation may
cover more than one group of employees having different coverages as required
by union contracts or other agreements. Also union contracts may cover the
employees of several affiliated companies. B, because of long-standing methods
of operation employees may be shifted between affiliated corporations because
of changes in duties, or products, or business. In many instances it is imlipos-
sible to determine actuarially the financial liability for pensions on an indi-
vidual corporation basis. The liability for pensions may be decreased or
increased several times for employees individually and by groups by changing
laws and union contracts. These problems have been recognized by the Internal
Revenue Bureau at various times. (See 1'. . No. 14, 1944 P. H. par. 66, 352;
special ruling, Oct. 23, 1944, 443 C. C. H., par. 6(;32; 1'. S. No. 51A, 1945 P. H.
par. 7(6, 276: special ruling, 1945 I'. H. par. 76, 2S1 : special ruling, March 5, 1947
P. H. par. 76, 126: Frcdcrirk J. Wolfc, S T. C. 689 (1947) ; P1. S. No. 62, 1950
P. H. par. 76, 2s5.)

Section 403 and 501 and the corresponding provisions of the present law seem
to have been written without consideration of the problems involved in a plan
covering more than one corporation and consolidated regulations do not refer
to the issue. P. S. 51A makes an approach to the problem by allowing contri-
butions to be made to a trust covering two or more corporations in relation to
eligible payroll of employees covered by the trust but this solves only one small
problem.

We recommend a revision of the bill providing where more than one corpora-
tion is covered by a plan or trust, or both, that the plan shall be considered as
the plan of one employer for the various limitations contained in sections 403
and 501 unless by reasonable actuarial methods the various limitations can be
applied on a separate corporation basis and that the taxpayer shall be allowed
to choose whichever method suits his situation best.

In addition, the consolidated return provisions of chapter 6 should provide
that deductions applicable to such plans shall be allowed on a consolidated
basis in a manner similar to the treatment of contributions.

EMPLOYEES' PENSION, PROFIT-SHARING AND STOCK 13ONUS PLANS

In general, the provisions of the bill relating to pension, profit-sharing and
stock bomns plans are designed to liberalize the existing tax treatment of such
plans. With this general purpose we agree. However, there are certain amend-
ments which should be made:

(1) The provisions of section 511 (e) 3). defining the permitted coverage
of employees in approved plans, should be bro:olened to cover all classifications
which are present. recognized under section 165 if the code. Otherwise many
plans which have been set Upn meticulously to co nform to the provisions of
existing law will not qualify after the enactment of the bill.

(2) The provisions of section 501 (e) (4). relating to permissible contri-
butions anil benefits in the case of qualified plans, are defective since they do
not recognize variations in contributions or benefits based on (a) years of
credited service, and (b) employee contributions. They are also defective in
that they recognize an exclusion of only a fixed figure ($4,000) in determining
the ratio of benefits to compensation. While the principle of such an exclusion
is proper, it should be stated in terms of the amount of compensation covered
by social security so that plans which are geared specifically to social security
can be adjusted automatically when social security is revised.

(3) The provisions of section 503, denying exemption for engaging in prohib-
ited transactions, and the provisions of section 504 (a) (3), denying exemption
for the prohibited use of accumulated income, should be made inapplicable to
pension, profit-sharing, and stock-bonus plans since those areas are adequately
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policed by the provisions of section 501 (e) (1) and (2) of the bill corresponding
to section 165 (a) (1) and (2) of the present code. In any event, the provisions
of section 503 should be made applicable only to transactions effected "after the
date of enactment of this act" rather than after "March 1, 1954."

(4) The provisions of section 505, describing the allowable investments for
certain exempt organizations, should not be made applicable to pension, profit-
sharing, and stock-bonus plans and trusts since the restrictions in that section
are unreasonable and outside the purview of the taxing authority.

(5) Section 2039 (c) of the bill provides for the exclusion from the estate of
the value of certain annuities and other payments receivable by any beneficiary
(but not the executor) of any deceased employee under employees' trusts or
annuity contracts. It would seem that the value of such payments should be
excluded even though they are made to the estate rather than directly to
beneficiaries.

SICKNESS AND OTHER BENEFITS

For many years there has been a great deal of confusion in the application of
rules relating to the tax status of payments to employees by or on behalf of
employers representing sickness, accident, health, and other benefits. This con-
dition has arisen largely by virtue of the very general terms of section 22 (b)
(5) of the 1939 code and the fact that various interpretations of these provisions
have been asserted. This situation does not appear to have been alleviated in
any great degree in sections 104, 105, and 106 of the proposed bill. Our principal
comments and suggestions as to each of these sections follow:

(1) In each of the sections 104, 105, and 106 the term "compensation for per-
sonal injuries or sickness" is used. Apparently with the intent that there shall
be a distinction, the term "compensation for loss of wages" also appears in the
identical context in section 105. It is difficult to conceive of many circumstances
in which, in actual practice, these terms would be clearly mutually exclusive.
In order to avoid further controversy and misinterpretation, it is suggested that
the term "payment in connection with personal injuries or sickness" (or appro-
priate variant thereof, fully defined) be substituted throughout these sections
for the two separate terms referred to above. If a single term cannot be used
to accomplish the intended purpose, the separate terms used should be clearly
defined and differentiated.

(2) As one of the conditions imposed for the qualification of an employer's
accident or health plan, section 105 (c) (1) (D) requires that there shall be a
waiting period, of unspecified duration, before the time when payments are to
begin under the plan. Policy considerations may dictate that the tax benefit
provided in section 105 should not be available for casual absence. It seems
unrealistic, however, to impose this requirement as a condition for the qualifica-
tion of a plan. It is suggested that this provision be omitted and that the same
result, if deemed desirable, be obtained by providing that exclusion from gross
income shall not be permitted until, say, starting with payments received for the
third day of absence.

(NOTE.-Also on the matter of qualification see comments relating to section
501 (e) (4) (A) above.)

(3) A further comment concerning section 105 relates to the subsection (c) (2),
Nonqualified Compensation. The provisions of this subsection are obscure and,
in application, would seem to be at variance with the explanation and example
of the intended operation of section 105 as contained at pages A33 and A34 of
the report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H. R. 8300. Particularly
if the suggestion in item (1) above to eliminate the term "compensation for loss
of wages" is accepted, it should be possible to restate this definition in clearer
terms. In any event, however, some restatement and clarification would appear
to be required.

TAXATION OF INCOME FROM FOREIGN SOURCES

(1) The 14-percent credit for certain foreign income should be broadened and
clarified.

(a) Income from branches engaged in specified permissible types of activities
abroad should be accorded the credit without respect to exercising the privilege
of deferring the tax on that income.

(b) Section 923 attempts to define the types of foreign business whose income
will be eligible for the reduced rate. Although the committee report states
that the objective is to give special tax treatment to significant investment
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abroad, the objective is not consistently carried out in the section. Moreover,
there are a great many difficult questions of interpretation. It is recommended,
therefore, that both sections 923 and 951 substitute the simple requirement that
90 percent of the gross income from sources abroad be from "the active conduct
of a trade or business through a permanent establishment located in a foreign
country." The "permanent establishment" language is now used in all tax
conventions.

(c) Disqualification in the event that 25 percent of zross income is derived
from the sale of goods manufactured abroad and intended for use, consumption,
or sale in the United States should be eliminated. The problem raises difficult
questions of interpretation, and amounts to tariff legislation which has no place
in a revenue act.

(d) The stock ownership test of foreign corporations should be reduced to
10 percent of the voting stock, in conformity with section 902 (a), relating to
foreign tax credit.

(e) Section 9"23 should include royalties from patents, trade-marks, "know-
how," and management fees from foreign sources. Such payments are the only
means of withdrawing profits from many foreign countries. They should thus
be treated in a similar manner to dividends.

(f) The taxable income limitation, which requires qualified income to be
reduced by completely unrelated losses sustained in the operation of another
branch or subsidiary in the same country, acts as a deterrent to foreign invest-
ment and should be eliminated.

(g) If a branch elects deferral, section 953 (d) requires that certain special
adjustments be made in determining its net income. Among these are the denial
of the 26-percent capital gain rate, and the elimination of deductions not allowed
in determining income of a foreign corporation-such as percentage depletion.
These adjustments should be eliminated.

(h) A Western Hemisphere trade corporation should be entitled to elect to
defer its income under section 951, without giving up all preferential rate treat-
ment upon its later withdrawal. Either the section 922 credit or the section 923
credit should be available. Which it is, should be made clear in the law.

(i) The committee report indicates that the loss of investment in an elected
branch upon its liquidation, is not allowed as a deduction, and is not treated
as a loss arising from the sale or change of a capital asset. It is also stated
that an operating deficit of an elected branch is not allowed as a deduction.
There is no apparent justification for the denial of these deductions, and it is
therefore recommended that the losses specifically be allowed.

(2) Sections 902 and 903 fail altogether in their purpose to enlarge the
foreign taxes allowable as a foreign tax credit. They should be amended to
include a tax imposed wholly or partially in lieu of an income, war profits, or
excess profits tax. In addition to an income, war profits, or excess profits tax, the
foreign tax credit should include the foreign country's "principal taxes" (if
they are not includible in the income, war profits, or excess profits tax). Finally,
these provisions should be amended so that "principal tax" includes a tax
which is generally imposed.

(3) It is recommended that section 921 be expanded to permit a Western
Hemisphere trade corporation to make purchases incident to its business out-
side the Western Hemisphere.

DEPRECIATION

Section 167 of H. R. 8300 represents, within present budgetary limitations,
a commendable step in the direction of liberalization of the depreciation al-
lowance and reduction of the number of disputes in this area. The provisions
of the bill are, however, still too restrictive and could be made more practicable
without further significant loss of revenue.

While the section provides for a reasonable allowance it is believed that
the effect of subsection (b) in its present form may well be to regard the al-
lowances under the "declining balance method" as the maximum. It would seem
desirable to provide that other methods (such as the "sum of the digits") may
be used and that methods previously used (such as "units of production") may be
adopted or continued.

Under the bill, depreciation under the declining balance method continues as
long as a single asset of any particular year's acquisitions remains in service.
If detailed records are not maintained with respect to each item acquired, de-
clining balance depreciation continues literally to infinity.
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This terminal writeoff problem could be met by various methods such as
permitting the writeoff of any remaining undepreciated balance in last year of
estimated useful life.

The 10 percent limitation with respect to the correction of taxpayers' esti-
mates of useful life is designed to eliminate costly and time-consuming disputes
concerning differences which have little or no effect on the revenue. Since
factors soch as obsolescence, which bear on the problem, differ greatly between
taxpayers, and differ from year to year with each taxpayer, this limitation is so
small as to render it largely ineffective in accomplishing the desired purpose
of avoiding disputes. It is therefore recommended that this limitation be in-
creased to at least 25 percent. If this is considered undesirable, subsection (e)
should be eliminated entirely.

Since depreciation normally starts when a building or other structure is com-
pleted and placed into service, it is suggested that, in the case of property, con-
struction of which is completed after December 31, 1953, which did not become
subject to depreciation before that date, the declining balance method be per-
mitted with respect to the entire cost of the property.

The committee report (third paragraph, p. A50) might be interpreted to mean
that the taxpayer would be permitted to use the declining balance or other ac-
ceptable method of computing depreciation only if he computed depreciation
under such method for the first taxable year ending after December 31, 1953.
There would seem to be no valid reason why a taxpayer should not be permitted
to adopt the declining balance or other acceptable method in any year as long
as the method is applied only to assets acquired in such year or subsequent years.

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

In codifying into statutory law the existing consolidated-returns regulations,
a number of changes are made, most of them extremely harmful, particularly
to corporations that have filed or expect to file consolidated returns for 1953.
They certainly do not "remove inequities," "end harassment of the taxpayer,"
or "reduce tax barriers to * * production and employment." (See p. 1 of
House report.)

The new provisions effectively freeze present affiliated groups into consoli-
dated returns, on top of which they make them add 80-percent subsidiaries
and continue indefinitely Western Hemisphere trade corporations. They are
frozen for the following reasons:

(1) Under section 1505 (a) (2), a reversion to separate returns is per-
mitted as a result of a change in the law only if such change is of a "character
which makes substantially less advantageous to affiliated groups as a class the
continued filing of consolidated returns."

(2) Such change, regardless of its effective date, must occur after the election
to file a consolidated return. Because of this restriction, according to the
committee report, a calendar-year group faced with a change in the law in
1954 (such as the 1954 code itself) affecting only 1954 and subsequent years,
would have to break consolidation for 1953 in order to file a separate return
for 19.54, if its 1953 return is not filed until after the new law is enacted. We
doubt whether the bill supports this view insofar as 1954 is concerned, but it
would certainly be the result for subsequent years.

(3) It is still necessary in many cases to pay a tax a second time on inter-
company profits in inventory as a penalty for breaking consolidation, because
of the company by company and the separate return period limitations of
section 1708 (c).

Until such time as the 2-percent penalty can be removed, we propose that:
(a) The taxpayer have the option to exclude less than 95-percent owned

and Western Hemisphere trade and other foreign-trade subsidiaries.
(b) The privilege of breaking consolidation be allowed every year. Failing

this, it should be provided that consolidation may be broken for any year
affected by a change in the law or regulations disadvantageous to an affiliated
group or any of the members thereof.

In addition we recommend that, upon breaking consolidation, the opening
inventory of the various affiliates for the first nonconsolidated year be adjusted
only to the extent that intercompany profits in inventory of the group as a
whole have increased over the consolidaetd return period and that the separate
return period limitation be eliminated.
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CONSOLIDATED RETURNS- 2-PERCENT PENALTY TAX

The privilege of filing consolidated inclne-tax returns by an affiliated group
of corporations was restored by Congress in the Revenue Act of 1942. In the
Second Revenue Act of 1940, consolidated excess-profits-tax returns were author-
ized. In so doing, Congress recognized the identity of interest between a parent
corporation and a subsidiary which is owned 95 percent or more by the parent
or by a group of affiliated corporations, and provided the option permitting the
inclusion of such subsidiary for income-tax purposes through the medium of a
consolidated return as a branch of the business rather than as a separate entity.
Section 1502 of the bill reduces the level of stock ownership to 80 percent, thus
greatly enlarging the scope of the consolidated return provisions. The new test
is mandatory, not merely perinissive-that is, the new affiliates are required,
not merely permitted, to be included if a consolidated return is filed at all.

Primarily because of the lax on intercompany dividends which became effective
in 1930. many companies have integrated their business through the dissolution
of their subsidiaries wherever it was practicable so to do. W'e believe that
generally where the subsidiary has been retained its dissolution has been found
impracticable, either because of legal requirements or business necessity.

Accordingly the retention of the 2-percent penalty on consolidated returns ini-
poses a disproportionate part of the tax burden on a business which finds it
necessary to operate through subsidiaries as compared with one that can be
conducted by means of a single conipany. There is no justifiable ground for
this discrimination and the 2-percent penalty for tiling consolidated returns
should be removed as was recommended by the President in his message of
January 21, 1954.

LOSS ON INVEsTMENTS IN AFFILIATES

The national emergency which has existed over the last 15 years has taught
industry that its members can work with one another in the promotion of develop-
ments. Unfortunately, however, these developments are not always successful.
Since they are generally carried on in corporate form, the loss which the partici-
pants incur will be treated as a capital rather than an ordinary loss, under both
existing law and the bill, because no ine of the corporate participants will own
the required percentage of the stock of the development corporation (95 percent
under existing law and 80 percent under the bill).

In order to remedy this situation, we recommend that section 165 (g) (3) of
the bill, dealing with losses in 1ffiliated corporations, be amended so as to require
ownership (of no more than 25 percent ( instead of 0 percent ) of the stock of the
issuics corporation. Investments by a corporation in 25 percent of the stock of
another corporation are not as a rule stock speculations. In other words, the
difference between 25-percent ownership and 80-percent ownership is not neces-
sarily the difference between spiculatiin and investment. The bill should recor-
nize this fact. The national emergency has proved that such investments can
be of material benefit to the Nation and they should not be discouraged by the
income-tax laws.

INTERCORPORATE DIVIDENDS

Vroin 191$ to the end of 1935 dividends received by one domestic company
from another were not subject to Federal income tax. However, beginning with
1936, 15 percent of intercompany dividends have been subject to tax.

In 1936 the income-tax rate was only 15 percent so that the effective tax rate
on intercompany dividends when first imposed amounted to only 2.25 percent.
Under the 52 percent income-tax rate now in effect, the dividend tax amounts to
7.8 percent and the burden of this unwarranted tax has become much more serious
than in 1936.

There is no justification for subjecting business profits to tax at the corporate
level more than once. The President's message of January 21 recognized this
and recommended that the corporate deduction for dividends received be raised
from its present 85 percent level to 100 percent in 3 annual steps. This recom-
mendation of the President should he adopted.

CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

Because of the exhaustive nature of the many analyses of subchapter C which
have already been presented in the Finance Committee hearings, in the light
of which we understand this portion of the bill is being completely overhauled,
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any detailed discussion on our part would serve no useful purpose. Neverthe-
less, there are certain major points which we believe it is worthwhile to call to
the committee's attention, as follows:

(1) The effective date should be sufficiently after the enactment date to give
fair warning to all taxpayers. We suggest January 1, 1955.

(2) We do not agree with the transfer-tax approach to the bail-out problem.
If retained, it should not apply to pre-1954 issues of nonparticipating stock.

(3) Sections 275, 312 (c) (1) and (2), and 312 (d) in combination are too
broad in their approach to the so-called thin-incorporation problem. The fact
that the particular debt in question may be subordinated or may be in the form
of income notes or debentures does not mean it is not bona fide debt. It is diffi-
cult to see the justification for disallowance of the interest deduction. The ap-
proach should be abandoned. In any event, it should not be applicable to past
issues or to parent-subsidiary situations.

(4) There is much that is admirable in part II. Nevertheless, there are cer-
tain changes which we believe desirable, viz:

(a) Except for the limited class of cases involving acquisition of assets
through acquisition of stock, followed by prompt liquidation, we recommend
restoration of the old section 112 (b) (6) approach to intercorporate Uquida-
tions because of its avoidance of the valuation problems present in the bill.

(b) Where stock is purchased to acquire assets the acquiring corporation
should be permitted to apply the cost basis of the stock to the assets without
regard to the nature of the assets acquired. The collapsible corporation problem
should be handled as it is under existing law, not by penalizing the purchaser.

(c) The dividend approach is inappropriate in connection with intercorporate
liquidations involving foreign subsidiares. If gain is recognzed, it deprives
the parent corporation of capital gains treatment, which cannot be justified and,
we believe, -was not intended. If gain is not to be recognized, then a mere
specification that the dividends received deduction under section 243 (a) shall
be raised to 100 percent will not accomplish the desired purpose, for section
246 provides that there shall be no dividends received deduction for dividends
received from a foreign corporation.

(5) No distinctions should be drawn in the field of corporate reorganizations
between publicly held and privately held corporations or based on the relative
sizes of the participants.

(6) Section 358 of the bill provides in part that the provisions of part I of
subchapter C limiting the recognition of gain are not applicable to a foreign
corporation unless prior to the transaction it has been established to the satis-
faction of the Secretary that the transaction is not in pursuance of a plan
having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes.
Included in part I of subchapter C is section 305 which, among other things,
deals with receipt by a shareholder of a stock dividend and, in effect, provides
that no gain or loss is recognized on the receipt thereof. The new legislation
evidently contemplates that advance clearance by the Secretary is required if
no gain is to be realized on receipt of a stock dividend from a foreign corpora-
tion. In addition to raising constitutional problems, the requirement of advance
clearance may impose an impossible burden on United States stockholders of
foreign corporations who normally would have no advance notice of or control
over stock dividends. The requirement should be eliminated.

NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYFORWARDs AND CARRYBACKS

In response to the contention that the so-called economic-loss limitations
should be removed from the operation of the net operating loss carryforward and
carryback provisions, section 172 of the bill makes two changes in existing law,
viz: (1) It eliminates the adjustment based on wholly tax-exempt interest and
(2) it permits a carryover or carryback to be used as a deduction without further
adjustment for percentage depletion, dividends received, capital gains and
losses, etc., in the year to which the loss is carried. It continues to apply
economic-loss limitations, however, in the computation of the net-operating loss
itself and in determining how much is used up in the particular taxable year.

We believe that the economic-loss limitations should be removed in their
entirely. The whole purpose of the net-operating loss carryforwards and carry-
backs is to equalize the tax treatment of businesses of the feast-and-famine
type and those with relative stability of income. In other words, it operates on
the averaging principle. To the extent the economic-loss limitations are operative
this purpose is defeated. There is no reason why the feast-and-famine taxpayer
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should be deprived of the benefit of provisions available to other taxpayers. The
principle of equality of treatment which underlies the averaging system requires
that the same statutory rules for computing taxable income should be applied to
all taxpayers.

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

We submit that taxpayers should be allowed deduction for the excess of net
long-term capital losses over net short-term capital gains in the year incurred,
with tax benefit limited to the rate of tax applicable to the excess of net long-
term capital gains over net short-term capital losses.

Such net losses, in the case of a corporation, are usually the result of trans-
actions which are an integral and essential part of the corporation's operations.
Accordingly, such transactions should not be penalized as though they were some
form of undesirable speculation. The excess of net long-term capital losses over
net short-term capital gains should be allowed in full and the carryover provi-
sions of section 1212 of the bill should be limited, in the case of corporate tax-
payers, to the excess of net short-term capital losses over net long-term capital
gains.

ORGANIZATIONAL EXPENSES

Section 248 of the bill permits, for the first time, the amortization of certain
organizational expenses.

We believe there are two serious defects in the section as presently drawn.
First, it should not be limited to organization expenses, but should cover reorgan-
ization expenses as well. Second, it should also cover stock-issuance expenses
whenever incurred. These would include SEC and stock exchange filing fees,
State filing fees; Federal, State, and local taxes; engineering and accounting
services, investment counsel fees, costs of prospectus preparation-and other
items incident to the stock issue. It should be noted that the expenses of bond
issues are deductible pro rata over the term of the issue. Failure to grant com-
parable treatment to the cost of issuing stock creates an undesirable discrimina-
tion against equity financing.

STAMP TAXES ON CORPORATE INDEBTEDNESS

The Internal Revenue Code has long imposed a stamp tax on the issuance of
"bonds, debentures, or certificates of indebtedness issued by any corporation,
and all instruments, however termed, issued by any corporation with interest
coupons or in registered form, known generally as corporate securities." For
many years this language was held by the Bureau of Internal Revenue not
to include an instrument called a note, unless it had interest coupons attached
or was in registered form. In General Motors Acceptance Corporation v.
Conmmissioncr (161 F. (2d) 593 (2d Cir., 1947), cert. den., 332 U. S. 810), how-
ever, the term "debenture" was extended to cover many of these instruments,
particularly those evidencing insurance company loans, but no objective stand-
ards for resolving particular cases were laid down. That this decision in effect
changed the law as previously understood was early recognized by the Bureau
in the form of a ruling which announced that it would not be applied retro-
actively (special ruling Sept. 1, 1948, 485 CCH par. 6228).

The present situation is one of utter confusion. Every case is sui generis. No
one is certain of the answer on any given state of facts. Neither the GMAC
case itself nor Bureau efforts to clarify the situation have been of much practical
help. A simple comparison of Belden Mfg. Co. v. Jarecki (192 F. (2d) 211 (7th
Cir., 1951)), which the taxpayer won, with the GMAC case, which the tax-
payer lost, shows how unpredictable these cases are.

So far as known, there was never any real complaint over the law as pre-
viously understood, on the part either of the Government or of taxpayers. Cer-
tainly the current situation, being a source of constant controversy and frequent
litigation, is extremely unsatisfactory. Sections 4311, 4331, and 4381 of the bill
have not clarified this situation. It is therefore recomended that section
4381 (a) should be changed to read as follows:

"SEC. 4381. DEFINITIONS.
"(a) CERTIFICATES OF INDEBTEDNESS.-For purposes of the tax imposed by sec-

tions 4311 and 4331, the term "certificates of indebtedness" means bonds, de-
bentures and all other instruments which are issued by a corporation and which,
have interest coupons attached or are in registered form."
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STAMP TAXES ON INCREASE IN CAPITAL STOCK VALUE

Subchapter A of chapter 34 of the bill continues the tax on the issuance of
capital stock previously imposed by section 1802 (a). It also continues an am-
biguity of the earlier provision which we believe should be clarified at this
time.

The tax has been interpreted by the Bureau as applying to mere increases in
the stated value of capital stock without the issuance of any shares. This view
has been overruled in United States v. National Sugar Refining Co. (113 F. Supp.
157 (S. D. N. Y., 1953) ). We believe that the opinion in this case, viz, that the
tax does not apply to increases in capital stock which are the result of mere
book transfers to the capital account unaccompanied by the issuance of any
shares, should be made plain in H. R. 8300.

ACCUMULATED EARNINGS TAX

Section 531 of the bill imposes a penalty tax on the accumulated taxable in-
come of certain corporations. While the intent should always have been to
penalize unreasonably accumulated income, no provision is made for the exemp-
tion of the reasonable portion.

While we are aware that the necessary definitions are difficult we do not
think that this should be allowed to impose an unjust burden on income, which is
not the type of unreasonable accumulation at which the section is aimed.

We believe that the reasonable accumulation should be excluded from the
definition of accumulated taxable income.

STATUTE O1' LIMITATIONS FOR TRANSFEREES

The Ways and Means Committee report states that when a transferee has
agreed to extend the period for assessment with respect to the transferor's lia-
bility, the period for filing claim for refund is extended for the period of the
agreement and 6 months thereafter, as in the case of a taxpayer who executes
al agreement under section 6511 (c). The bill, however, in section 6901 (d)
restricts the refunds to which this extension applies, to overpayments made by
the transferee.

We recommend that a transferee's right to file a refund claim should also
include taxes paid by the transferor in such cases and, even in the absence of an
agreement, should include the additional period of essessment granted to the
Commissioner by section 6901 (c).

INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES AND REFUNDS

We recommend that deficiency interest be limited to the period during which
the tax could he assessed without reference to any waiver by the taxpayer, plus
the period following the issuance of a 90-day letter, if any, covering the defti-
ciency. In the ordinary case this would mean that interest would run for 3
years Ilus the period following the issuance of the 90-day letter. The 3-year
period would be correspondingly longer where the statute of limitations for
making assessments without a waiver is longer, as in the case of the 5-year
statute on understatement of gross income, etc. In fraud cases, where there is
no statute (of limitations, there would, of course, be no limitation on, the running
of interest.

A corresponding adjustment of refund interest is also recommended. That
is to say, in cases where the claim is not filed until after the expiration of the
ordinary statutory period for the filing of refund claims, there should be no
interest fir the time between the expiration of such period and 6 months after
the claim is filed.

The rec.ommendation is also made that in mixed refund and deficiency cases
involving several years, principal be set off against principal, and interest against
interest, in lieu of the present method of setting off the principal of a proposed
refund against principal and interest of deficiencies. This present method
reduces the aniount on which refund interest is paid.

AC(ELEIlATED TAX-PAYMENT SCHEDULE FOR CORPORATIONS

The acceleration of tax payments now in effect creates financial difficulties for
corporations with limited working capital. The new provisions proposed by
H. R. s300 would aggravate these difficulties. Over the next 5 years a corpora-
tion's funds would be depleted by 50 percent of its annual income-tax liability.
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It is difficult, if not impossible, for a corporation to estimate its annual income
before the end of the year. To avoid penalty for an underestimate, it would ie

necessary to base estimated payments on the results of the prior year. In a
recession period, such payments wv, mld le an added tinaneial burden. It should be
borne in mind that there is a time lag between the earning of corporate income
and its reduction to cash, and the estimated tax liability cannot be paid iiy

unrealized accounts receivable or other noncash a.,sets.
Lest the apparent analogy of the estimated paymeals made by individuals

should prove misleading, it should be recalled that at the time suc(h Irovisions
were adopted it was found necessary to forgive a substantial part of 1 year's
liabilities

This provision is inconsistent with others in the bill intended to stimulate
growth, encourage research, etc. The impetus to growth given by these provi-

siolis wouhl be nullified by the loss of wx orking capital over the next 5 years

through advance taxpayinents.

DATE FOR FINAL DECLARATION OF EsIMATED TAX INDIVIDUYA.LS)

Under section 6051 of the bill, ani eilployer is not required to furnish employees

With withholding receipts (Forni V-2) until .lanary 31 following the close of

the year. This date wxas chosen in order to allow employers as much time as

possible to assenible the necessary data and lirepale such fornls.
Tile relatively adequate time thus provided by law is to some extent nullified,

however, by section (;015 If), which permits individuals to avoid nmakina a

final declaration of estimated tax ly filing a final income tax return on or before

January 15. While the general requirement that the taxpayer should attach his

W-2 forms is lifted in such cases by regulation if such forms have not yet been

made available by the employer, this relaxation of the general requirement is

not noted on tlie return I'Ori or in the instructions, nOr is it generally lmn \Vli.

Moreover, even taxpayers who are aware of the fact that the availability of lh-

W-2 torms is not a condition precedent to early filing are nevertheless reluctant

to prepare their returns without such forms, in part because of uncertainty as

to the exact amounts involved and in part because of the confusion to which filing

a return without withholding receipts might lead. Consequently, great pressure

is put upon employers to furnil such receipts priiir to the time hresfribed iby

law. This places a great burden upon such employers, who ale -ubjeted to addi-

tional expense in the form Oi ox rtime pay. disruption of the 01dvrly functioning of

their payroll departments, and neglect of other equally pressing accounting

tasks.
It is doubtless also true that the lack of coordination between section 6051

and the individual return requirements prcludes, early tilin-a in many eas s,

thereby causing duplication of effort oil the part of individual taxpayers and

the (overninelt as well as delay in the collection of the revenue.

We recommend that this situation be corrected by extending at least to

January 31 the date by which taxpayers must file their final declaration or, in

lieu thereof, may file their final tax return.

(Whereupon, at 1: 20 p. in., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
the call of the chairman.)


